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BASED
'

on a marvelous color

ciple,

put

it

bLend with Lwur crnnpletton

Tangee changes

as

prin-

you

on — and blends perfectly

your individual complexion,

vv^ith

whether blonde, brunette or

titian.

For Tangee gives a natural glow

without thickness or substance

—

permanent, with never a trace of

NEW

Tangee THEATRICAL, a
dark shade of Tangee
Lipstick and Rouge Compact for
professional and evening use.
!

special

Tangee

Lipstick, $1. The same marvelous color principle in RouGE

Compact,

75c.

Creme Rouge — Most
permanent of

all

natural
rouges, §1.

Tangee Face Powder,

grease or smear.

The

exact shade of

clinging, blended to

and

soft and

match your

nat-

ural skin tones, $1.

this

glow depends both upon how

much Tangee you apply and upon
your own natural coloring!

Night Cream,

lipsticks,

has a solidified cream

Tangee

base— it not

only beautifies, but actually soothes,

and

heals

SEND

lasts

20j^

twice as long!

FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET

Containing miniature Lipstick, two Rouges,
"
Powder, two Creams and "The Art of Make-up

The GHORGn W. Lurr
417 Fifth Avenue
Net me

-

Ai/Jms

Co., Dept. SSl-k

New York

cleansing

base, $1.

Tangee Cosmetic,

a new "mascara,"
not smart the eyes, used also
for tinting the hair, $1.

does

Unlike other

for both

and nourishing, $1. Day Cream, to
protect the skin and as a powder

He

didn't believe in

h'lml Reckless,
thrills.
is

marriage but she believed

seeking the flower of

A girl and a

taken for a ride

boy, rival reporters

—

till

in

barren

life in

the

girl

— a dynamic modern drama v/ith

a tremendous climax. With lovely Linda Watkins

and the
recently

brilliant

made

young

star,

James Dunn, v/ho

a sensational picture debut

most popular picture of the year. Bad

in

the

Girl.

CISCO KID
O. Henry's lovable bandit at his old
again — pursued and thwarted

tricks

by the happy warrior of the low.
Sergeant Micky Dunn. A picture as
exciting and romantic as that well-

remembered
Arizona

— the

FOX
first

epic,

In

Old

all-talking out-

door sound picture ever made. In
Kid, Warner Baxter and
Edmund Lowe are re-united in a wild,
The Cisco

free action-thriller of the outdoors

— another

Silver Screen for

November

1931

screen

masterpiece by

3

.

UL^I

fSjl
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THESE
LAST ALL THE YEAR
»

j

ROUND!

,),

What
-A

if

vacation days are over? There are

plenty of good times to be had

!

And you don't

So don't

you

Paramount Pictures

Pictures regularly and often.

You

get

go,

alike

— and

it

a family

aflfair!

for all

Have your

And when
There are

— young

and old

they were never better than now!

great entertainment— change, adventure, rest,

Watch for your theatre announcements.

relaxation— what we all of us need, all the time

a Varamount Picture,

PARAMOUNT PUBLIX CORPORATION, ADOLPH ZUKOR.

or

make

the year 'round.

have to leave town for them cither! They're

Cparanumnt
/

all

at the nearest theatre to you that plays Para-

mount

Silver Screen

lose that holiday feeling!

good times

November

19.^

1

it's

"1/

Cpidurei
>'0-^?^E^

^

PRES..

it's

the best shcm/ in town!

PARAMOUNT

BLDC..

NEW YORK
Y

5

1

"While

Beauty's

Lije

ere

5

There's

First

Law
Now

that

By

Mary Lee

romance

is

having a renaissance—
a rebirth in Empress
Eugenie styles for the winterbeauty to accompany it becomes
not a luxury, but a necessity!

laxed and enlarged and becomes
the logical resting place of more
dirt.
Never use harsh methods
in squeezing out such a deposit.
You may injure the tissues
around the pore so that it cannot contract even after the
cleansing.
To refine enlarged pores is
entirely possible but it can be accomplished by persistent effort.
There are good pore creams and
astringents to be had that are
a wonderful help in that direc-

Quickly!

Would

that

we could invoke

some magic that would instantly
serve us on a mystic platter, a
soft voice, a gentle manner, and
a petal-like skin to go with the
new dresses and hats. Imagine
ostrich feathers and sunburn!
Mutton-leg sleeves on a bold-

eyed
feet

girl

who

apart!

stands with her
Coarse pores and

too much make-up under those
darling little hats that dip over

one eye! Help! Help!
The most powerful enemy of
beauty is dirt— plain old-fashioned everyday DIRT! (It is also the
most common enemy.) A soiled neckline and blackheads have wrecked more
golden opportunities for women both
in marriage and in business than any
other one thing.
Beauty is an illusion of loveliness
all too easily shattered by a dark line
under a finger-nail.
Your skin needs a deep-pore cleansing every single day. No one method
agrees with every skin.
There are
creams, light and liquefying, dissolving
lotions to loosen imbedded soil, a fluffy
cream that disappeais into the skin

mysteriously only to
(after gentle rubbing)

appear

again

tiny

soiled

as

Wood with

Judith

the magic jar that
keeps her kissable

Mary Lee Will Help
You to Beauty Free
Just write to
she will help

personal problems of beauty

—weight,
would

skin, hair. If

addressed

envelope.

Lee's address

is

^^^^^^^

indicates

method

a

wrong

of cleansing.
If you have not been able to
find just the right cleanser for your own skin write me
a full description of complexion and the result of what
you have been using and I will gladly advise you as to
the best way to proceed.
clean skin is a healthy skin. It can breathe, the
pores can expand and contract making your skin
finer-grained and more satiny.
pore discoinaged
by a load of soil it is unable to throw off becomes re-

A

A

6

Mary

care of SILVER

SCREEN, 45 West 45 th
New York City

advantage.

disturbance

you

her personal advice send her a stamped and
like

particles easily brushed away leaving
the skin quite moist and soft (something new). There
are gentle, pure soaps for those who can use them to

Any complexion

Mary Lee and
you with your

Street,

tion.

But cleanliness is the best preventive and also the best corrective.
Bathe every day. Most of
us do bathe every day and some
of us only think we do.
To jump in
and out of a shower is called a bath by
a lot of thoughtless people.
They refuse to recognize that the pores not
only breathe in oxygen but that they
are also tiny organs of elimination.
After they have done their work of depositing systemic poisons and refuse on
the surface of the skin we should frequently relieve them of their burden
and stimulate them to more activity
by thorough soap and brush bathing.
And what is so lovely as a head of

clean, silky hair?
Plenty of soap and water will put to
rout this first and greatest enemy of
beauty. But right on his heels is a second scavenger that not only threatens
your looks at the moment but undermines the future.
If I were an artist I would draw a pictiue of a many

headed dragon and name it— FATIGUE!
Just because we have a lot of youthful energy is no
reason we should drain it out as we do so heedlessly.
It is mtich easier to hold youth by guarding it than it
is to regain it.
But how in the world can we impress
the youngsters with this fact?
Listen to me, you gorgeous, yoimg things! It takes
a reserve of strength to combat shadows, lines, skin
dryness, dull eyes, drooping posture and the physical
inefficiency that destroys beauty.
Young women should rest [Continued on jxige 81

Silver Screen

WARNER BROS.
jjreseni—

ILUAM
31OWELL
The man men remembered
couldn't foi^et

DORIS KENYON

A

MARIAN MARSH

tkan ever tefore

Based on a play by Roland Pertwee
from a story by Denise Robins

E.

.

.

.

^more intriguing

See kim as W^arner

Suave gentleman!
See nim at tke ^1 amorous

Bros, present kim:

Deb onair

"Directed by

ALFRED

greater W^illiam Powell.

GREEN

lover!

. . .

Lei^kt of kis dramatic power, in a story of
tropic

ni^kts;

of love

unJer

a

lan^orous

moon; an J of a key ^iven kut not used
See kim experiment witk love in Xke Road
.

to Singapore

"Vitaphone"

A WARNER BROS.
for

November 1931

is

.

.

tke finest screen play of kis

career.

^a

^reat W^arner

wortky

of

William

the regtmered trademark of

.

Bros,

Powell's

production

talents

.

.

.

The Vitaphone Corporation

& VITAPHONE PICTURE
7

letters

this

month

have

a higher order than usual,
n:iany having excellent criticisms and constructive suggestions. The producers will have
to include more happiness and beauty in their new
pictures. There is quite a general reaction against sordid scenes and characters, however well they are played.
Joan Crawford just about leads in the letters. It is heart warming
and Richard Arlen.
to get the expressions of loyalty for Clara
Tell us what you like and dislike. You tell us, we'll tell them.
There are three prizes for letters not longer than 200 words, $15 First Prize;

Bow

$10

Second Prize and $5 Third.

Minneapolis, Minn.

HAVE
I Bennett
she

just
in

enjoyed

to look at

seeing

Constance

"The Common Law" and

marvelous again.

is

It is sufficient just

Miss Bennett.

But what I would like
admirable and influential

She

is

exquisite.

know

to

stars

is

are

why
given

modern that younger girls,
worship them, are given the
impression that the Tree Soul and Free Love

roles so horribly

who

literally

idea

is

Of

the accepted thing.

one wants the movies

course,

no

turn missionary,
that is the other extreme.
Miss Bennett
is charming and captivating in every role,
but can't we have "smart" pictures that
don't go "just too far"?
Myrna Clark
to

SECOND PRIZE
Cleveland,

Ohio

born in the slums of this city
don't think there is anyone in the U.
loves

the

man who

I

S.

invented talkies

more than

I do.
the oldest of eight children (I am
nineteen now). When I was thirteen years
old I had to go to work so we could have
enough to eat. I didn't know much and
couldn't speak English correctly.
Like most girls born in poverty, I was
always wishing for tn>. better things of life.
I

am

One day I decided to keep
my pay and go to night

a few dollars of
school.
I
wore

funny looking dresses and I was snubbed
by every one in my class. Of course, this
hurt. I didn't give up though, and when
I was seventeen I went to my first talkie.
To my surprise I found the answer to my
problems.
I go to see every Joan Crawford picture
and I try to talk the way she does. I sew
rather \\'ell and when I have time I copy
I am proud to say that now
her dresses.
I am popular, have pretty clothes, and am
private secretary to one of the wealthiest
men in town. No one will believe that I
have educated myself through the talkies.
I had to tell someone of my happiness, that

is

why

I

am

\vriting to you.

Margaret

(Margaret— Please
address.)

S

send

us

Henderson, Tenn.
just witnessed the showing of
I HAVECrawford
in "Laughing Sinners". I
Joan
don't blame the producers for not allowing
a
vacation
and
calling her back to the
Joan
studio to start immediately on another
picture.
They need to do something to
cover up the hideous blot they've put on
Joan by giving her such a picture.
Frankly, I've been an admirer of Joan's

When

many

years.
I think of ifier, I
to think of luxurious clothes, refinement, poise, aristocratic environment, intelligent thinking, and not of the low bred

for
like

night club dancer, meeting traveling men
in cheap hotels, asking nothing but his
Give us Joan in
tiirie for a few hours.
something which has refinement— she'll do
the rest.
/.

BEING
who

TO ARMS!

THIRD PRIZE

FIRST PRIZE

Demms

your

street

Howard Swaim

AUNTIE-IN-WONDERLAND
St. Paul, Minn.
During the hot summer months my spinster aunt was shopping and was nearly overcome by the heat. She was a queer old soul
who always declared the movies a menace

to the ivorld.

On

afternoon
the heat made her very ill, and ^vhen she
sa^v a sign, "It's Cool Inside", she was only
too glad to go inside to get away from the
sweltering streets. A courteous usher sho^ved
her to a luxurious seat where it was most
delightfully cool, and she sank into its depth
with a sigh of relief. As she rested with
her eyes closed she heard a song, a pleasing
song. She opened her eyes and saw a man
smiling, singing and laughing.
It
^vas
Maurice Chevalier in "The Smiling Lieutenant".
She was crazy about him. She
liked Miriam Hopkins and Claudette Colbert and thought they were both mighty
this particular

TF

THEODORE DREISER

Ileliliiig

City

when

the famous vagabond jomney down the
Mississippi on a raft was made by Huck
Finn and the "runaway nigger", Jim, ^vith
Sawyer not in evidence at all? The
picture folks wanted
on that raft, and
so they simply put him on it and remodeled
a classic to suit themselves!
To the readers of Mark Twain the film
is impossible and an insult to their intelligence.
Elsa Weslyn

Tom

Tom

SEZ YOU?
Con^vay, Ark.
has gone over big with
every role assigned him.
He is wonderful, and there's no question about ithe's destined for a big future. He is going
to be M-G-M's next star, and it won't be
long now.
I'll never forget the first time I ever saw
him— he was the very fascinating Jake Leuva
in "Dance, Fools, Dance
He impressed me
greatly— and I remarked about him to the
as
I
left
the
theatre.
From that
door boy
day on, I became a genuine Clark Gable
fan, and I'm going to stay one too!
^[arian Morris

CL.AlRK GABLE

".

SEZ YOU?
Grand

Alice

felt sore

-I- he saw how his masterpiece,
"An American Tragedy", had been maltreated by the
cinema people who had reproduced his
novel as a film, just think how Mark Twain
would have felt if he had been alive today
to see what happened to his immortal
"Huckleberry Finn" in motion picture
form!
What cared the sponsors of the picture
if,
in the original story, Tom Sawyer appeared on the scene only in the opening
and closing chapters? ^Vhat cared they if

fine.

As the picture ended she left the theatre
in a daze.
She had been transported into
a new ^^'orld— a world she had never kno\\n
existed.
On the ^vav home she bought a
SILVER SCREEN to read the reviews on
the pictures and the gossip about the stars.
Now it's a problem to keep her home as she
races olf to see Garbo, Novarro. Shearer,
and others nearly every day.

New York

Island,

Nebraska

CLARK

GABLE-take him away! The
only ones who like him are silly young
girls who fall for anyone with grease in
his hair.

Down
Joel
shall

with Gable and that goes for that

McCrea boy
and always

too.
Bob
will lead in

Montgomery
devotion of

the tans.

Rex Nath
[Continued on page 64]
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November

for
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THE ONE AND ONLY
GRETA GARBO IN THE
ARMS OF FASCINATING
CLARK GABLE! WHAT

A PAIR OF SCREEN
LOVERS THEY MAKE!

magnificently thrilling
David Graham

in

Phillips classic love story

SUSAN LENOX
(HER FALL
Sold by her father, she runs away.

AND

RISE)

with an all'Star cast includirxg

CLARK GABLE
LEONARD
A ROBERT

Z.

Production

Get ready for the supreme, exotic thrill of your picture-going
days! Here truly is gorgeous Greta Garbo in the picture that
will make you forget all her previous triumphs. Come and

The

circus

owner shows

his true colors

be thrilled!

METRO-GOLDWY

AYER

FORTH

"S.ALLY
'T'HE

chatterer of Hollywood, Sally Forth,
will be glad to answer your questions
about movies or stars or both. The fewer
your questions and the shorter the answers
required, the quicker she can answer you.
But she's scolded if she answers questions
about religion and she can't give home
addresses or advise anyone how to break
Write Sally at SILVER
into the movies.
SCREEN, 45 West 45th Street, New York
City, giving your full name and address.
For personal replies enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

MAC OF CANADA: Where
MRS.
awful
world
you hear

in the
gossip
that
did
about Chevalier? It ain't so, ma'am,
it ain't so!
I saw Chevalier and his missus
just a few months ago when they were
sailing for France and a vacation, and
Maurice didn't even have a pimple on his
face much less a cancer. One year to live?
How perfectly absurd. Maurice never looked
healthier than he does now, and I have
been seeing him lo these six years. So put
your fears to rest and squelch that gossip
the next time it comes floating your way.

be back in America just any
day now, and will leave immediately for
Hollywood where he will make his next
Vicki Baum, the famous author
picture.
whose "Grand Hotel" was the dramatic sen-

Monsieur

will

sation of

New York

imported

from

last winter, has been
Berlin by Paramount to
write a scenario for Chevalier.

Janet
DOT
Laura Gainer,

Gaynor's real name is
she is twenty-four years
Her next
old, and married to Lydell Peck.
in which she will
picture is "Delicious
Write
again co-star with Charlie Farrell.
Lew Ayres at the Universal Studios, UniB.:

'

versal City, California.

Richard
BETTY OF SOUTH DAKOTA:Hollywood

Dix is one of the famous
bachelors— of which there are very few

left

and Stuart Erwin
both deserted the club this last summer, and
are no longer eligible to wear bachelor buttons in their lapels. There has never before
been such a dearth of bachelors in HoUy-

now

William

as

w'ood

since

the

got

inal

And can that boy
official piano player.
He's Johnnie Green and
rattle the keys!
he has composed a lot of popular songs,
among them the famous "Body and Soul".

ARTHUR:

Margaret Livingston recently
married Paul Whiteman and at present

they are on their honeymoon. Nancy Carroll
still Avith Paramount, and if she doesn't
walk off the set again (which is getting to
be a Carroll habit) she'll soon complete
"The Man I Killed" with Phillips Holmes.
Betty Bronson's last picture to date was
Thanks for those
"Lover Come Back".
is

kind words about

my

and "ask me another

ILENA:

A:night

"

department, Arthur,
sometime.
is "Toabout the

Gloria Swanson's next
or Never'

which

is

all

private life of an opera singer— and Gloria
has a chance to sing again, thank goodness.
"Tonight or Never" is the famous Belasco s
last play and was rinming on Broadway
when he died. Gloria saw it on one of her
visits to New York, liked it, and persuaded

Sam Goldwyn

to

buy

it

for

Fazenda hangs up her hat

Louise
her.
at the First

National studio.

girl of

named

and Ten "? Of course
the picture ^vas rather poor but he certainly
succeeded in making it entertaining. So he's
in "Five

your favorite now and you want to know
something about him?
Well, Leslie was
born in London, April 24, 1893 and he has
been interested in the stage ever since he
Whenever he opens in a
can remember.
play in London they have to call out the
police to keep his fans from mobbing hnii,

now,
";

his first picture being "Outhis next picture will be

and

"Devotion ^vith Ann Harding. That ought
to be a honey, for no two people know more
about the art of acting than Ann and Leslie.
He's five feet ten inches, Aveighs 145 pounds,
has blond curly hair and blue eyes. And—
alas— there is a Mrs. Leslie Howard.

So Barbara Stanwyck is
S.:
)our favorite star. I like Barbara, too,
and never miss any of her pictures. She's

GER.\LDINE:

a bit actressy or

high and mighty— why she's just like the
kind of girl you'd like to have for your best
And Barbara is as natural and
friend.

ried.

Lupe

Gary Cooper is not marhas been his girl for

\'elez

a long time, but recently they quarreled.

STELLARA:

Ralph Graves played oppoBarbara Stanwyck in "Ladies of
Leisure". Did you see him in "Dirigible"?

Her
friendly off the screen as she is on.
name is Ruby Stevens and she was born

site

real

on July i6th, 1907.
She has auburn hair and dark blue eyes and
she is five feet fne inches and \veighs 120
pounds. She is married to Frank Fay. Barin Brooklyn, Ne^v York,

Bow really had red hair when
she first became a screen celebrity— but it
has gone through several shades of red in
the last lew years. Karen Morley \vas in her
sophomore year at the University of Los
.\ngcles when the urge overcame her to quit
coliege and go on tire stage. She joined a
Yes, Clara

(of all
next picture is "Safe in Hell
By the way, did you
places to be safe in!)
see Clark (iable give Barljaia a sock on the
Clark certainly
chin in "Night Nurse"?
baniTs those girls around, doesn't he? What
"

liara s

Wasn't Leslie Howard simply

H.:

"

DOROTHY

Not

E.

G. grand

for a year

Patsy.

so natural, isn't she?

THE

RED-HEAD: At present
Alice White is on a vaudeville tour.
Irene Delroy played the lead in "Follow
Thru" several years ago when it was one
of the season's best musical comedies on
Broadway, but Nancy Carroll played the
lead when it became a talking picture.
Buddy Rogers was the hero and it was all
done quite grandly in technicolor. Joan
Crawford's real name is Billie Cassin and
she was born in San Antonio, Texas. When
she became a dancer at the Winter Garden
in New York she adopted a stage name, and
then when she was signed up for pictures
she changed her name again. Here's betting
that she won't change it again— though, of
course, in private life she is Mrs. Doug, Jr.
ILLY,

ward Boimd

this

si.x

"

opinion.

and the New York theatre-going public is
wild about him too. He has been in movies

started.

itself

thought he was marvelous in "The CrimCode and I'm glad you share my

I

Po\vell

village

district

and

There's a
here depression.
doctor in Irene Dunne's family— her husband. Nancy Carroll has one child— a little

Must be

Huston plays the role of
attorney in "The Star Witness"
gives his usual wonderful performance.
Walter

JAY:

Los .\ngeles and
decided to hunt
lor film work to fill in-between-theatre enM-G-M gave her a small but
gagements.
important part in Greta Garbo's "Inspiraand her performance was so pertect
tion
they inniiediately signed her on a longterm contract.
re])ertory

company

being an amliitious

PHYLLIS:

Yes,

Miriam

Hopkins

really

piano awfully well, but it was
only "makc-belicve in "The Smiling LieuYou -see Paramoinit has ideas on
lenant".
the subject and so they have their own
plays

I

lie

"

10

the angelic expression that
gives Ann Harding's salad the
Thanksgiving flavor
It's

in

girl

",

Silver Screen

resents

CANT

DDI E

D&ys

Palmii
with

CHARLOTTE

GREATEST

GREENWOOD

on earth
making love to the
American Doughnut King

lau^h

slio>v

.

.

.

see Eddie Cantor

daughter of the

Eddie Cantor's lesson in ditnking
Cantor as an efficiency expert
Eddie
... see
Cantor exposing the fake
Eddie
... see
But there's even
fortune telling racket.

... see

Q

more than comedy

to

Palmy Days

"W hoopee"

the successor to
Goldwyn ... with

.

.

.

.

.

it's

.

from Samuel

more comedy songs

.

.

.

more glorious girls, costumes, settings . . .
and more of those Eddie Cantor laughs.
EDWARD SUTHERLAND PRODUCTION.

AN
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I
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A

li

T

I

S

T

S

PICTURE

OUT-WHOOPEES 'WHOOPEE-'
NoV

ii

M

B

r.

R
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1

A

C ROSSWORD

MoviE'Fan's

P,
rUZZLE

By PrisciUa Bryant

UOWiN

5

62

DOWN

ACROSS
A Fox
name

her

player;

is

last

Alcaniz

Sequel to "Beau Geste"

Her

htisbaiid

Nick

is

Stuart

Fervent

Pertaining to Arabia
Part of "to be"
A rodent

72 A disinfectant
73 Early English (abbr.)
74 A beverage made from the
juice of apples
79 A seam-stitch in knitting

Rendered vocally

80 Behold

Producer of "Our Gang"
comedies
Plays with Hardy in Hal
Roach comedies

81

A

83

Ben

^^in affection

Sister

(abbr.)

An exclamation
Before
A high priest or judge
(Bibiical)

A

small depression made
by striking or pressing
One of Hal Roach's stars
She is in a sanitariinn in
Arizona on the road to
complete recovery

jenny Lind
Morals"

in

"A Lady's

star of western pictures
Incorporated (abbr.)

A vegetable
And not
He stutters
is

going

man's name

Lyon

and

Raquel

Torres are in this picture
84 Mother of all mankind
85 Mister (abbr.)
86 To fail to hit the mark
89 Went swiftly
90 He is in Radio Pictures
92 .-"Xuctions
95 Time
96 Fish-hooks
99 God of ^var
100 A cross-eved comedian
101

102
104

The MGM lion
To steep or soak
An enthusiastic movie

to

have a

A
A

1

He

(The answer

2

to lasl

played with Joan Crawin
"Dance,
Fools,

A

small hoofed mammal
with rhinoceros-like molar
teeth

20 Naughty

A
A

23

dev-

topic

domestic fowl
26 Her name is Dorothy, and
her latest pictine is "Laugh
And Get Rich

Graham

28

in

is

Noreen
Lost

prefix
sash worn by Japanese

Dance"

May

Kiss"
"Fifty Million

in

30
32

first

ies

as

appeared

Girls

in talk-

Ann Rutlcdge

month's puzzle

is

An epoch
An international

45
46

on page p6.

in

49

.A.

A

language

E. P. Foster

fresh-\vater food-fish

comedienne:

her

last

name is Kelton
He has an important part
in "The Miracle AVoman"

The answer

to this

(coyitinucd)
51

Tidy

52
53
54
55
57
59
60
62
64

A
A

beverage
river in N. E. Asia

To yawn
A prefix

(Scot.)

Dorothy Peterson (initials)
Wife of Harry Bannister
He's in "Rebound
Her husband is Phil Berg
"

Lassoes
65 The star of "Sally"
66 Lubricate
68 One who reasons
One who comes or arrives
74 The author of "Schoolgirl"
75 One of WiW Rogers' sons
in "Young as You Feel"
76 What: an interrogative
77 A jungle picture
78 Sue Carol's real name
82 Where the Austrians defeated Napoleon in 1809
85 Manuscript (abbr.)
87 A mischievous person
88 A pointed rod on which
meat is turned and roasled
l:)efore a fire

9'

A

Swedish comedian

93 Near
94 Suffix
95 Adjusted

to

a

musical

standard
97 To be in want of
98 A body of water

"Mammy's" boy
The girl in "Tabu"

proposed by

"Three

"Always Good-

35 Negative
37 Vehement
38 Note of the scale

"

She

in

bye''

40
42

DOWN

tures

arseniu-

reted hydrogen and an
organic radical
1 1
Latitude (abbr.)
12 A motion picture show

18

Frenchmen"

A dirigible
The name of studios in
New York and Hollywood

of

"

"Strangers
117 She

(abbr.)

A compound

ford

Sooky in "Skippy"
114 To hurry
115 A term of affection
116 Norma Shearer's aunt in

john Barr) more's leading
lady in his last two pic-

12

9
10

ivomen

Worship

63

way"
Each

15

105 Rip
107 Naked
109 Suffers

origin

suffix

Cavendish in "The
Royal Family of Broad-

1 1

really good part again in
"Boarding School"
A diphthong of Latin

6i

A

Julie

13
14

otee

A

She

Not (French)
Answer (abbr.)
Bebe's husband

(Scot.)

Upon

To

"Abraham Lincoln"

67 Mrs. Irving Thalberg
69 An article
70 To^vard
71 A cardinal point: direction

DOWN

100 A flap
103 Prefix meaning three times
104 Enemv
106 A short-winged, web-footed
bird of the northern seas
108
109

On

a

higher

|)lacc

A

college degree (abbr.)
1 10
Senior (abbr.)
lu Royal Na\y (abbr.)
112 Concerning
113 Thallium (abbr.)

month's puzzle will appear next month.)
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LOOK !
Easy as A*B'C
to learn music this
The lines are alMemorize the sentence, "E'very Good Boy Deserves Fun"
Whenever a note
and there you are!
appears on the first hne, you know it is e.
Whenever a note appears on the second hne,
you know it is g.

see how easy
JUST
ways E-G-B-D-F.

it is!

so easily, to everything that almost before
realize it you are playing tunes and melodies from notes.

ly,

you

—

—

just as easy to remember.
are always F-A-C-E. That
simple enough to remember,
spells "face"
Thus whenever a note appears in
isn't it?
the first space, it is/. Whenever a note appears in the second space, it is a.
You have learned something already!
Isn't it fun? You'll just love learning music
No long hours of
this fascinating way!
tedious practice. No dull and uninterestin:;
No "tricks" or "secrets" no theoscales.
you learn to play real music from real
ries

And the spaces

The four spaces

—

—

—
notes.

You don't need a private teacher this
In your own home, alone,
pleasant way.
without interruption or embarrassment, you
study this fascinating, easy method of playPractice as much or as little as you
ing.
like, to suit your own convenience, and enjoy every minute
of

You

learn

from the start-

Previous training-

—

No

now for not learning to play
your favorite instrument

alibis

Like having a phantom teacher at your side
every minute, encouraging you,
teaching you, smoothing the

Ukulele

Flute

Pleeolo

So

fascinating "music lessons" that
even a child can understand
them. You do not lose a minute

with unnecessary details

Italian

— only

Voice and Speccii (Culture

Harmony and Composition
Drums and Traps

—

November

19

and (iernian

Accordion

the most essential principles are
taught. Clear, concise, interestthat is how
ing and attractive
each lesson is presented to you.
And at only a few pennies a day!
You'll be amazed at your
progress! You "get on" so quickr

Saxophone
narp
Mandolin

( ello
Guitar
Hawaiian Steel (iuitar
SlKiit SinginK
Piano Accordion

and simple are these

Automatic Finser
Control
Banjo (Plectrum, 5Strlne or Tenor)
Juul(^rs' Piano Course

way

so that

it

becomes

.so

method.

Send for our free book and
demonstration lesson
Our wonderful illustrated Free Book and our
Free Demonstration Lesson explain all about
this remarkable method. They prove just how
anyone can learn to play his favorite instrument by note in almost no time and for just a
fraction of what old, slow methods cost. The
booklet will also tell you all about the amazmg
new Automatic Finger Control.
Read the list of instruments in the panel,
Jecide which you want to play, and the U. S.
School of Music will do the rest. Act NOW.
Clip and mail this coupon today, and the fascinating Free Book and Free Demonstration
Lesson will be sent to you at once. No obligation. Instruments supplied when needed, cash
or credit. U. S. School of Music, 11911 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

much

quicker for you
to master your favorite musical
instrument.

easier, so

much

You simply cannot go wrong.
First yo>i are told how a thing is
done, "then by graphic illustra-

U.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

S.

11911 Hrunswiclt Building,

Don't be afraid to begin your
Over 600,000
lessons at once.
peo|)le learned to play this modern way and fovmd it- as easy :is
A-B-C^ Forget that old-fashioned
that you need special
idea

—

Just read the

list

of

New

Yorli City

Please send ine your free book, "Music Lessons in
Your Own Home," with iulroduction by Dr. Kruuk
Crane, Krec Demoiislraliou Lesson and particulars (jf
your easy payment plan. 1 am interested in the followin^j;

course:

tions and diagrams you are
KhowH how, and when you play
you hear it.

"talent".

3

—

—

instruments in the panel, decide which one you
want to play, and the U. S. School will do the
And bear in mind, no matter which inrest.
strument you choose, the cost in each case
just a few cents a day.
will average the same
No matter whether you are a mere beginner
or already a good performer, you will be interested in learning about this new and wonderful

—

to popularity

and popularity.
Never before have you had such a chance to
become a good player quickly without a
teacher. And this method does not mean that
you will be able merely to read notes and play
a simple tune or two but it means you will
become a capable c:-.d efficient player. Many of
our pupOs now have positions with professional
bands and orchestras.

Organ

Trombone

unnecessary
clear

way

—

Violin
('larlnet

Cornet

surest

Don't be just "another one of the guests"
at the next party you go to. Be the center of
attraction! The most popular one at a party is
always the person who can entertain; and
there is no finer and more enjoyable kind of
entertainment than music.
Learn music this simple way and amaze your
Once you can play you will be surfriends.
prised hoT' popular you become. In amateur
bands and at partic3 you'll find new pleasure

Pick Your Instrument

it.

Piano

f

The

way

Uuve You
1

nslriiraentl'

Name
Ad<lress

City

-

Slate..

13
1

—

.. .

TALKIES

.

It is All-Saints'

Eve

and Saint
Joan Crawford

has cast a spell
of witchery over

I

Monroe Owsley

Tabloid
{These
just

hnef

reviews

enough

long

to

you

want

to

that
see

ALEXANDER
HAMILTON

George
one of

Excellent

Aiiiss again gives
his superb per-

formances.

lV(ar„ers)

ilton, the great

—

away from.)

or stay

nineteenth

pctures

the

will

serve

pint your

as sign postsy to

way

to

arc

He

plays the

^-^^
Alexander HamAmerican statesman of the

century.

Hounded by

jealous
goes noble to protect

politicians, Hamilton
his country.
It's even

more thrilling than
Doris Kenyon, June CoUyer and
Dudley Diggs are in the cast.
"Disraeli".

— —

AN AMERICAN

This

TRAGEDY

usual

a gripping, unpicture that will

Great

thrill

you with

(

Paramount)

is

its

sin-

cere direction and superb
acting. It s the story of a sex-starved boy who
murders a factory girl to keep from marrying her. Tragic and depressing, but not sordid. Sylvia Sidney and Phillips Holmes are

splendid.

nificent fashion. Louise and her bad bandits
are pursued by a noble youth (Richard
Arlen) who turns out to be Louise's long
lost son.
Here's a heart-breaking situation
for you. But Louise emotes without spilling
over so it isn't the least bit silly. Frances
Dee is Dick's girl.
.

COMMON

THE

^S%^
n
(R.K.OMe)
/

Talking

"

about

Dunn, the bad-boy-husband

'

s

express-

the

rest.

.

CAUGHT

Louise

Good
(Parumou:,t)

gal of the

14

—i^—

Wild

is

the heart throb.

Dresser
brings
that grand character of
Calamity Jane, a tough
West, to the screen in mag-

Great
(M-G-M)

A

—

triumph

drunken attorney who teaches his daughter
to believe in the freedom of love. The scenes
between Norma Shearer and Clark Gable as
a gangster wixh whom she becomes involved
are tremendous, and there is a gripping
court-room climax in which the honors go to

Wheeler and \Voolsey

It isn't

just

Charley Ruggles'
'

great

pictures

enough

hokum.

"Street Scene"

whole

because it is the new idea in
pictures done perfectly

DADDY LONG

as

fault
,

the

Norma

for

Shearer and Lionel Barrymore, who plays a

that this picture
isn't particularly funnv
^S*""
^
(Paramount)
^
tor he IS given no support at all. And the plot is as thin as a
ham sandwich in an automat. All kinds of
goofy things happen and Charley has his
moments of delicious comedy, but on the

Meet Mr. James Dunn

A

Frank Albcrtson

FREE SOUL, A

THE

"Bad Girl"
of

with

— —

handsome author there— and you know

mits suicide.

GIRL HABIT.

it's

Bring the whole family

LEGS

^^
^?i°r(M-G-M)

.

.

only mildly amusing.

GREAT LOVER,
THE

Good

rich,

Howard, her mother
and her brother comBut there's a happy ending.

#.—

and to see Irving
Pichel, an actor

—One

a

a couple of vaudeville
actors out of work get
(Radio)
hold of a drug store and
run it in a rather hysterical manner. Dorothy Lee enters into the fun and it's all quite
crazy with plenty of laughs. There are some
ne^v Avise-cracks— and some old favorites.

of Joan Craivford.
(Hot tips for lovers)

Sy Ivia Sidney

as

Fair

because

to see

Marion Davies,

a scandal «'ith Leslie
runs off with a gigolo,

NOTIONS

a

refreshing and appealing picture about a little
(Fox)
street waif (Sally O'Ncil)
who is shoved into a night court because she
is unable to pay for a meal.
She meets a

and bonds.

daughter of a millionaire, gets involved in

ive little face ,

sophisticated sinner, and
if you are a Connie Bennett fan you will be wild about this picture.
Connie again plays the role of a young girl
who wants nice things— and all that. Ben
L> on and Raymond' Millard help her get

BRAT. THE

you aren't

This picture is supposed
to prove the curse of
wealth and make you
burdened with a lot of

Lionel Barrymore.

"An American Tragedy"

WaynL'rs)

"

glad
stocks

FULL OF

—

Splendid

them.

YOU

(M-G-M)

"This Modern Age"

—

You'll be cur-razy al)out
ture too! It's the film version of Vina Delmar's best seller of the same name, and it's
all about a young couple who are trying to
make a go of marriage. Underneath all the
smart remarks you will find a lot to think
about. Sally Eilers makes a good "Bad Girl".

(

where the old common

AND TEN

Fair

REALLY MUST SEE

James

is still

His folks oppose their

PICTURES

of

Connie Bennett

1

artist.

"Bad Girl".
him— and the pic-

BOUGHT

.

law enters. Connie again glorifies sin, making it most attractive. Joel McCrea is the

Here's something new in
masculine appeal, girls!

Splendid

frankly sophisticated
picture
with
Connie
Bennett playing an arji^j.^ ^^^^^j
j^j,^

love with an artist.
marriage so that's

—

BAD GIRL

A

LA'W,

FIVE

The

magnificent

Menjou

gay. adventiaous
opera singer in this picis

a

^j^^i

humor; it has everything. Warner Baxter
makes an interesting leading man, but it's

love where he finds it luitil along comes an
American girl (Irene Diuuie'). ^Icnjou can
offer the ambitious girl a glamorous career
on the o]ieratic stage and N'eil Hamilton can
offer her home and the love of an honest
man. Who \vins the fair Irene? Ernest l orrence and fascinating Baclono\a arc in the

Janet's picture.

cast.

to see this. Janet Gaynor
Grcaihas a wistful, haunting
appeal as the orphan
who falls in love with Daddy Long Legs, her
'

benefactor.

The

pictine has patlios;

it

has

[C'())(///; (/<•(/

on page

~-2]
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girdle

reduces waist and hips
-two to four inches in

Ten Days

everywhere are praising to the skies the
hips and
marvelous new Perfolastic Girdle that reduces fleshy
youthful
sUm,
the
waist almost as if by magic and quickly gives you
figure you desire.
reducmg girdle
Perfolastic is entirely different from any other

FASHIONABLE women

you have ever seen— lighter
more slenderizing.

weight, cooler,

in

Cool— Comfortable—
Don't confuse Perfolastic with the
old style, heavy rubber garments that
were so uncomfortable. Perfolastic is a
ventilated

featherweight,

that

girdle

models that weigh as little
a half ounces (garters
and
as nine
included), and is full of tiny holes to
pores
let the skin breathe and the

comes

in

function, as they should. It is so cool,
so comfortable that you hardly knov/
you have it on.
Perfolastic does not bind or constrict

the figure in any
turn, exercise as

way.

Bend,

famous Goodrich Rubber Co., it combines wonderful elasticity with extraordinary strength.

How

Perfolastic

Reduces

so that they can be absorbed
ried off by the circulation.

Perfolastic reduces through
like

still, with every breath you dra^y,
with every step you take, Perfolastic

exerts

that

a

gentle

continuous,

massage

flesh.

ia/ces

In an amazingly short time bulky
become slim and shapely
your figure regains the slender,
you look and
straight lines of youth
Many women have
feel years younger.
found, to their astonishment and delight, waist and hips reduced two to
hips and waist

—

—

four inches in

TEN DAYS.

No Dieting— No

Exercises

Think of what this means! No more wearisome dieting, no more tiresome exercises, no
more bitter self-denial in a vain attempt to get
thin. For with Perfolastic you can now regain
a slender, youthful figure without the shghtcst
discomfort.

Free Booklet and Sample
matter how much overweight you are,
no matter what other methods of reducmg
you have tried, no matter what other girdl'
you have worn gire Pcrfolafilic a tri 1.
Write todav for interesting FREE BOOKLET telhng more about this remnrkal"!and picturing the many dcliglitti
girdle,
Perfolastic models, also sample of Perfol;:stic
and full details about the 10-day tri;d ofler
and Money Back Guarantee. No obhgalion.
NO^^!
Mail coupon below.
Don't delay.
Address Perfolastic, Inc., Dept. 4411, 41 East
42n(l Street, New York, N. Y.

No

Long experience has shown that the
safest, surest way to reduce is through
massage, which breaks up the fat cells

—automatic massage.

Slenderizing

ter

twist,

vigorously as you
that Perfolastic
find
will
you
choose,
"gives" with every movement of your
Made of finest quality pure,
body.
the
live^ fresh plantation rubber, by

more comfortable,

It fits

and

car-

massage

with glove-

smoothness, closely encircling waist,

The instant you
on you look slimmer, for

1

hips and thighs.

put

it

gently straightens out fleshy
curves, gives you length of line,
helps you stand erect. And, bet-

it

PERFOLASTIC.

Inc.

Dept. 4411. 41 EaBt 42nd Street. Nev

Without obllBiitlon on
also

"ample

ot rertoUistlc

my

luirt

York. N. Y.

plcusescn!

and particulars

ot

l^'V '.v/'^^oJii,
our 10-Uay Trial Offer.

I

j
I
I
I

Name

PERFOLASTIC,
DEPT.

I

Inc.

EAST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

I

Address

November

]

4411, 41

I
I

,.„v

for

|

1931

state

I
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Silver Screen's

Movietown Topics
A FTER six years on the ParaA\ mount lot, Buddy Rogers
and his bosses have deJL
Everycided to part company.
thing friendly, of course, no fights
or hair-pulling. Buddy's contract
reaches an optional stage on December

1

and due

to

Buddy's

in-

sistence on certain monetary considerations it will not be taken
up. Buddy will immediately become a "New Yorker" and direct
his

own

orchestra

A

the

in

New

band and
radio tie-up will net him about
1 10,000 per week— which isn't bad
Yorker Hotel.

stage,

I
these depressing times.
could live on that— couldn't you?

for

Buddy began his film career in 1925 at the Paramount School, established at that time to develop new
screen talent. Since then he has made countless Paramount pictures, and only one away from his home studios—that was when Mary Pickford borrowed him to

"My

Before he leaves
Paramount he still has to make "Mary Makes a Call"
and "Working Girl". So there are two more chances
Wonder
to see Mrs. Rogers handsome son Charles.
who'll take Buddy's place? It was sort of nice having
him around, wasn't it? Well, see you in television,
play her hero in

Best Girl".

Buddy!
"

JACKIE

"SKIPPY"

—

COOPER has

sent Tallulah Bank-

head his autographed photograph. Tallulah is one
of Jackie's most arcient fans and when "Skippy" was
being shown in New York she went so many times she
lost

«—»#—
man, Gary Cooper, whom so
many women have "loffed" and lost has been seen
in a lot of New York's sit-up-Iate places since he began
"Blind Cargo" out at the Paramount Long Island studios.
His companion-in-mirth has sometimes been
Tallulah Bankhead, and sometimes Marjorie Wilson,
but never that little gal they call Lupe. Of course, all
the sob sisters and chatterers descended upon Gary at
the studio and made it very clear that they would like
to know just what happened between him and the
Mexican hot tamale. But Gary is a perfect gentleman. "I only know what I read in the papers," he
says with a wicked gleam in his eyes.
Gary has been giving New Yorkers an extra thrill
by appearing at most of the premieres, both cinematic
and otherwise. Lil Dagover met him at the first night
of the "Vanities" and was as delighted as a movie fan.
And at "Street Scene" they had to call out the blue-

for

—

strong, silent

November 1931

'Just

J

a

little

more," says Le-

Hyams, "if
you want to be

ila

invited

our

to

Thanksgiving
Party."

—

"Fat

chance," replied
Old Bronzie

tIL DAGOVER

has come over

from Germany to
do some acting

The name

Hollywood.

for First National in
first one is "I Spy".

While the exquisite

of the
Lil stopped

New York she was taken by a boastful friend
view the world from the top of the Empire State

off in

to

Building, which after

same height

as the
familiar. The
New Yorker was going strong broadcasting the local
points when Lil demurely asked, "When it rains .in
New York, does it snow up here?" It's hard to put
Eiffel

count.

THAT

coats to guard our
Gary from lovelorn ladies who
wanted just a
lock of his hair
or a handful of
his tuxedo.

Tower

all

is

in Paris with

the

which

Lil

is

anything over on a Dagover.

—^

THE

from Cupid is that Russell Gleason
has beat the time of Jack Oakie and other suitors
latest report

for the lovely

hand

of

Mary

Brian.

They're seen together almost nightly.

news concerning Clara Bow
THE
that she
reached these big ears of mine
latest

is

"Impatient

Virgin"

for

Universal

and

that

has

will make
will receive

Dear mc, just a mere trille like that! If I
$50,000.
ever saw that much money I'd probably die of heart
failure— but I guess it's all in the day's work for Clara.
Rex Bell is still head man among the boy friends, and
it's beginning to look like the real thing this time.
[More Movictoiun T opics on page .]8J
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NE

UST

More
Onl)^ the Vlaycrs

Wko

Have Had

S umss

—and Lost

It

— Know

Its

True Worth

on the brink with white face and
clenched hands.
In "The Magnificent Lie" Ruth
Chatterton sings a blues song "Just
One More Chance— To Prove I Lo\e
You." And the combination of the
subdued sadness of the Chatterton
voice and those mocking words
haunted my dreams for many
nights.
Perhaps you've never
known the pitiless shame of

perhaps you've never
smother your sobs at
night in a pillow to keep the
world from hearing; perhaps
failure;

had

There

is a different Sally behind
those eyes for they have looked
upon the grim spectre of failure

you've ne^er felt the hurt of
silence— the letter that does not
come, the phone that does not
ring.
Endless, tortuous days

one more chance .... just one
JUST
more chance. ..." Haunting,

of waiting, waiting, waiting—
for one more chance. If you've
missed all this you're lucky—
but you really haven't lived. I
know.
And so does Sally
O'Neil.
There was a time, and it was
only a few years ago, that Sallv
O'Neil was at the top of the
ladder of Fame. One success.
Marshal Neilan's "Mike," put
her there, and "Sally, Irene and
Mary" made her position more

plaintive words whispered in the twilight

Hollywood dawn when

a

of

thoughts

frail

through the gray shadows of
Sad words, that infinitely echo

flit

the mind.

—"just one more chance."
Little lost
words, like frightened moths caught in the

web

of the years that pass.
They are the
cry of the Failures!
To fail is a miserable thing. It does
something to the soul. At first you laugh
and toss your head and gaily say it doesn't

matter.

But

as

week follows week and the

"breaks" do not come you avoid the boulevards with their gay, chattering people

secure.

A new day has dawned

more chance .... please. Oh, God.
one more chance," you 2:)lead standing

for every "type" actor in Hollywood beof
cause
Menjou's
victory

.

just
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Sally

was

sitting pret-

Her

friends were legion,
her home was a show place,
her parties were expensive, her
clothes and her cars were costly,
her laughter was the gayest,
and her escapades were the talk
ty.

and take

to the back-streeets of life which
eventually lead to the abyss of sorrow. Beyond that— nothing. Oblivion. "Just one

to

Silver Screen

Chance"
of filmdom.

Her name was

in lights!

By

Elizabeth Wil son

And

then something happened. No one— and least
But the lights
of all Sally— knew just what.
went out. Sally tried to laugh it off, pretend
And then
that it was only a delusion.
suddenly a bare, unadorned, cruel fact stared her in
the face— no one wanted her. She was a Failure. "Just
one more chance," she begged, "just one more chanceplease

."
.

And

.

.

gave Sally another chance. But it was not
presented to her on a silver tray with love and kisses.
P'ate

Oh, no. Sally had to fight for it. Little Irish Sally,
fresh and wholesome as a morning breeze, took it on
the chin again and again but she put up a good fight.
She had made good once, and she knew she could make
good again— if they'd just give her another chance.
I lunched with Sally recently at the Ritz Carlton
(symbolical of success) and she told me her story. Tears
came to her eyes as she talked and I knew she was
thinking of slights, disappointments, and heartaches
too fresh to be aired in ptiblic.
thought anything like that could happen
"I had
to me," she said with a catch in her voice.
everything and I thought it would last forever. I simply couldn't believe I was on the skids at first. I knew
I wasn't getting many calls from the studios, but I just
supposed it was one of those things— and would soon

Del

Dolores

Rio has finally

one

secured

more chance to
regain her lost

still

glories

"I never

pass.

offered

But when month followed month and no one
me a part I began to wonder what was wrong

with me.

My

voice recorded perfectly for talking pic-

was young, I could act, I was the same Sally
once in such great demand.
"Other girls with less than I had to offer were going
right ahead. Why did they pick on me? Why? Why?
Why? Was the public sick of seeing me? That was
the impression I gathered from the different casting
directors, and you can just imagine how that hurt. But
tures, I

refused to believe it. I'd show them the public wasn't
sick of me if they'd just give me one more chance, one
more picture. But not a director in Hollywood could
Sally O'Neil was through.
see it my way.
"The first time I heard that I think I cried for a week.
I thought I'd never be able to hold my head up again.
I couldn't bear to be with those people who had shared
in my success.
I fancied that they were whispering to
I
one another Toor Sally O'Neil— she's through.'
wanted to get away, to start life all over again. I knew
that if I stayed on the outside of things in Hollywood
So Mollie and
I would soon lose confidence in myself.
I went on a vaudeville tour— but our heart wasn't in it,
and it wasn't much of a success. Back in Hollywood
again— and broke— I found out a lot of sad truths about
The mad, merry movie
friends, and life, and myself.
world whirled gaily past me, and never once stopped
and invited me to dance. I was an ovucast. 'Wonder
what's become of Sally?' I'd read in the fan magazines,
and see red. I'd show them what's become of Sally—
if I only had the chance.
"Well, I thought I knew all about bad breaks by that
time, but I was doomed to learn a whole lot more.
The skids were imder me all right and I was headed
Every day I would
for the bottom with no stop-overs.
cheerfully say, 'Well, at least things can't be any worse,'
I

for

November

1931

and so help me, before sundown something more terrible than ever had happened. I can't talk abotit some
of those things— but you know I guess abotit my brother
Jackie— my favorite brother— ancl all that horrible publicity.
I did everything I could for the poor kid— the
took

trial

my

last

cent— but

I

couldn't save

him from

prison.

"There were a lot of other heartaches too. But I was
determined to fight my way back. ^Vithout friends
and money it wasn't easy. Besides I had the stamp of
Failiue on me— and that's worse than leprosy in Hollywood. But to make a long story short, my agent told
me that it was rumored that Fox would re-make 'The
Brat'.

The

role of the little street waif in that

would

be perfect for me. I thought that if I learned the part
carefully and begged them to give me a test I might be
able to convince them that I could do it. My last hope
was 'The Brat'. I had reached the end. All I asked
I sat up all
of life was just a chance to do 'The Biat'.
nigh memorizing the lines, and a( ted them over and
o\cr again, throwing my whole soul into the part. I
knew I could do it.
".'\nd would you believe it tlie next morning 1 read
in the paper where Fox would produce 'The Brat' with
Maureen O'Sullivan in the leading role. Talk about
A
I just sat (lown and cried.
life's darkest moment.
priest happened to be visiting [Cotiliuucd on jxiiic 7<S]
I
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s ome
Call

You

will be delighted with him in

"Waterloo Bridge"

Him

a

GENIUS
Kent Douglass
sujficicntly

is

erratic, talented

By

and fascinating

Charles

to (jualii

Grayson

HE

IS called

"Dubs" by

name
known

like his screen

his friends. He does not
of Kent Douglass. In New

York he is
as Douglass Montgomery.
But when he was signed by M-G-M it was thought wrong
to have two Montgomerys in the studio publicity. And
Bob was there first.
He talks incessantly and charmingly. His voice is
husky yet resonant. His face is generally sunburned a
bright cerise. For the past four years he has been the
most consistently successful juvenile in the legitimate

mother

theatre.

He

and weighs 170 pounds. Without
ever having taken any exercise, he has a magnificent
is

six feet tall

physique.

He was born in Los Angeles
He looks older than that because,
of staying up late at night.
He

twenty-two years ago.
as he says, of his habit
will not call it a day
as long as there is anyone left up to whom he may talk.
He wears brocaded pajamas, the coats of which are
fashioned like Russian blouses. The necks of these are
never buttoned. He drives a grey old-fashioned FierceArrow roadster, which may be heard coming for miles.
His dog, Gaelic King, an Irish wolf hound, is the biggest
dog in town. A combination of Dubs, the car and
Gaelic King is about as calm and soothing as the fourth
day of a major artillery bombardment.
He made his professional debut at foiu teen as Lionel
Barrymore's son in a Los Angeles revival of "The Copperhead". In the cast there was an obscure young actor
named Clark Gable. The rim was short and Dubs
went back to school plays.
He wears rough-neck sweaters and black-birds make
dives at his bright blonde hair, searching for nest mateExtraordinarily healthy, he is most susceptible to
rial.
colds.
He takes one on the slightest provocation.

20

From Los Angeles High School dramatics he graduated to the Pasadena Community Theatre, where he
made the greatest personal success yet scored in that
splendid organization.
At nineteen he was assistant
director to the celebrated Gilmor Brown.
He has a
photograph of Brown inscribed "to the playboy of our
western world".
His family is one of the oldest and best known in
Southern California. His father is one of the Montgomery Brothers, of the famous jewelry concern. His
is

Leona Montgomery, prominent

in social

and

His uncle is F. H. Kellog, the financier.
From Pasadena he went to Los Angeles to play with
Bert Lytell in "Silence", and to be featured in "Desire
Under the Elms" and "Kempy". Then New York

musical

circles.

called.

He

continually threatens to diet; but to a luncheon
tomato juice and chef's salad he will add pastry, ice
cream and perhaps a lamb chop or two.
He made his New York debut in "God Loves Us".
Then "Daisies Won't Tell", with Pauline Lord. Then
"Crime", with Sylvia Sidney, James Rennie, Kay Johnson, Kay Francis and Chester Morris. This play "made"
both him and Sylvia Sidney.
Between pictures he lives at "Edgecliff", the family
home in Pasadena. He has his own bungalow on the
of

The floors of this cottage are painted a bright
yellow, the walls are red, and so is the fireplace, the
phonograph, the picture frames and the spreads on the
few steps away is the swimming pool, with
beds.
His parties are inclose by a barbecue pit and a bar.
variably held out of doors, with the magnificent vista
of siuToimding hills as backgroinid.
He left "Crime" abruptly in the middle of its successful run. He has a j^rejuclice [Co7itmued on page 70]
grounds.
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surrendered

G aynor
Deep coppery hair
and dark burning
eyes has Janet.
They prevent ANY
role
from being

no

is

ccdcsias-

has

xvho

her

sugary

to

life

more completely

service

than has Janet Gaynor.

A

great

T^otentially

she

actress

her

talents

has
in

ojfered

sacnjice
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to continue the fanciful,

maiden

unreal,

which the

pMic

Myrtle

roles
so

lights to helieve

de-

Gebhart

m

'ANET GAYNOR, bowing

J

new

to public will, has accepted

a

career of fragile

fantasy.

She has agreed to go on playing
"Seventh Heaven" roles with variations of humor. Her poignant, silhouette
voice even is raised again in a birdlike song.
Realizing that the cinema was chattering
along without her elfin syllables and that her
success so fiercely desired and so earnestly
worked for was slipping into the past, she gave up
a doomed idea. Drama was not for the "likes of her"
Janet has been the victim of much misrepresentation.
Press agents "plugged" her pathos too insistently making
her out an old-fashioned, obedient child. Interviewers—
whom she won't see— take a kernel of pique and exaggerate it into a mountain of surmise.
The screen Janet recalls to us such archaic things as

quaintness and sentiment and feminine

frailty.

She

is

A

a fragile figurine in a worn dress.
nimbus of pathos
hangs around her.
The real Janet is a staccato personality, vibrant with
an inherent joie de vivre and full of a smoldering fire.
Piquancy ripples alive, into impishness; that ethereal

poignancy melts into a glad spontaneity.
is

Her

very spirit

springy.

About her small person conflicting rumors eddy, due
partially to her disinclination to grant interviews. She
objects to the speculation about her domestic affairs.
Yet, when questioned, she evades direct answers with
such appealing persuasion that you can only smile indulgently.

Instead of weeping over Charlie Farrell's marriage,
she is buoyant. Hurt, she wonders "why they write such
things".

They never were

in love, those two. Their simultaneous discovery and their shared isolation at first, fearful
and awkward in the complex machinery of a spotlighted
life where careers are shaped among webs of strange,

for

November 1931

influences,

welded them

together in a charming friendship that has lasted many years.
Babes in the Woods of Hokum
and Hypocrisy they relied upon each
other for strength in those moments of
panic during adjustment to the levels of
publicity camsuccess.
That was all.
paign sought to establish a romance, from the
echoes of which neither has been able to escape.
Ihough united again in their work, each has
found a real life elsewhere and politely asks to be

A

allowed to pursue it.
When things go awry, Janet sits quietly alone, reading
Trine's "In Tune with the Infinite" until she regains
her balance. Only by a stiain does she achieve a conA
templative tranquility, schooling her impetuosity.
course in self-discipline has been going on back of her
ingenuous childishness. These periods when she must
commune with her deeper self are growing more infrequent.
Mostly, she is the comedienne, her days laced with
laughter. It puzzles me that this facet of her personality
has not been exploited. For no one is more fun. On
the set she strums her uke and hums plaintive Hawaiian
melodies to which she adds a sauciness. It is in her
merry eyes, in the way her lips quirk and her shoulders
arch; it threads her voice— so like a fawn's silvery whistle
—with a gay banter.
Janet is one of those born flirts. When they li\cd in
a small bimgalow, it was the kid next door or die paper
boy, and at the studio whichever worker chanced to be
in radius, who was charmed into slavery by that cocjuettish playfulness.

At the
Janet, at twenty-four, is firmly established.
studio all is sweetness and light once more, the past
Proof of her prestige is the bestowal upon
forgiven.
her of the Irish cottage dressing-room erected for John

McCormack.

It is

being done [Cnulinucd on

jyaiic
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An
the

early Garbo picture. She had
quality from the beginning

Willowy
—
This
is

is

the Hollywood touch

this

the noticeable characteristic of every

-picture girl.

give.

Ml are

They

lend,

sway and

lovely creatures because

they are Lissom Ladies

THEY

are making Marian Marsh into a star, and
the secrets of Warner Brothers are being whispered into her little ears. She has the beauty, the
exquisite beauty of the Constance Bennett type, and
she responds to the Hollywood wisdom so naturally
In
that you wonder if perhaps it isn't her own idea.
any event, she has the secret, the secret that has made
Garbo the symbol of love, and Joan Cra^vford the most
all

imitated girl in pictures.
Marian Marsh did not

tell

me— she

showed me the

secret.

The big lamps formed a dividing wall between us.
Their light poured about her with an exciting blaze.
The camera man moved about on my side of the lamps,
with quick and accurate mo\ements. The dusk of unMarian was posing for
importance en\elopecl us.
stills and as she swayed into position the Hollywood
training revealed itself. To see a girl pose for a pubor a fashion portrait is no novelty to us, but
here was something new; something so essentially a
part of pictures that it is to be found again and again
in the stills from great screen productit)ns.
The Hollywood^figure in itself is no longer the passlicity still

Joan Crawford has one
of the most expressive
figures on the screen

22

Silver Screen

Garbo
ture,

B

in

"Susan Lenox", her latest picyields with exquisite grace

still

Keen

Eliot

y

Ben Lyon and Constance Bennett in "Bought".
Note Connie's

clinging-vine

At the
Trilby

port

greatness.
after that the

to

comes

could convey enough, or the

arms
This year it is
bodily grace carried to an art
that Hollywood insists upon.
If you are of a scientific
turn of mind you will see in
this

the

of expressive

exaggerated
posturing
attempt of the camera

man

to overcome the lack of the third dimension.
If
camera had two eyes, the figure of his beautiful
model would stand out against the background. Lacking these he demands an excess of still motion. If you

his

remember

the lovely throat of Greta Garbo in "The
Mysterious I.ady" hold it in your memory sacred, for
it led to the present imperious demand for expressive
gracefulness.
Her current picture shows the same

lovely pose.
j

or

It is

the

November

girl,

suppleness.

Marian Marsh the
Warner's new find

There

demand

for a lissom response by means
of that figure to the most illusive emotions.
Once was the
time that a flexible mouth

pantomime
and hands.

left,

mode.

1931

'

^.
'

'

There is no one with a "dancinger" body
than Joan Crawford and )'et she does not
dance in her latest "This Modern Age"; that
is, not
to music.
She dances in her heart
but it requires the dancer's body to express
the abandon and surrender of her love.
Once we were in the Metropolitan Opera

House when a great lady of the nobility of a
foreign land sat in state, or at least in stately
dignity, in the "Diamond Horseshoe". She
was the Baroness Hollweig-Blen-somethingor-other.
All gazed in awe upon her.
But
dynasties have fallen since then, and now the
lady wouldn't do. Then, she had regal mien
and she held it. Nowadays, if the princess of oindreams wants to make gootl with us she nuist be as
supple as our beloved Connie Bennett.
Sjieaking of Connie, let us give her ciedit for the
perfect and final development of this Hollywood demand for sensuous expiession. It is Connie's snuggling and the sweet responsiveness of her cuddling that
makes her pay check .fgo.ooo weekly, and she doesn't
have to snuggle to the paymaster either.
23
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Screen Star Recalls

Silver Screen: tk

Days

When He Was

just a Little Shaver

I always burn whenever anyone says "my, you've had
I've been in
a sensationally rapid rise in pictures".
Hollywood for quite a long time, and I've made an
awful lot of pictures. There was a time when I was
positive that I would be fired. I'm still not sure about
Nobody can be.
it when it comes down to actual cases.
The personal pronoun seems to figuxe considerably
in this story even in the beginning, but how can a
life

story be told without a lot of "I's"

"Me's"?
that

is

Anyway, no actor could do

and "My's" and
it,

or,

at least,

the pievalent opinion.

As a youngster

had no yearning for the stage. As a
matter of fact I don't know why I
ever became an actor.
The call of the footlights was never
a lure in ni} family, although grandfather u<as considered a trifle eccenI

tric.

Howe\er, I think I may ha\e an
explanation for it. AV^hen I was just
a little more than a year old, my
mother, my nurse and myself were

In "Private Lives" your favorite rave will be co-starred

with

I

CAN'T

Norma

sit

still,

One of the runners caught in a car-track, and I was
pitched out head first into a snowMa}be I haven't been just right
drift.
ever since.
Somehow I don't ha\e any strong
impressions of early childhood. Some
people say they do, but my most \i\id
memories are of things that happened
in later life. The first thing that registered strongly in my mind was my
It was in a
first automobile ride.
Thomas car, and you got into it from
For years my home town
the rear.
ridins: in a sleieh.

Shearer

and

I

can't

stand still. I want to be moving all the time. Life never
has bored me. I like to meet people and find out what they think

about— what makes
lar

their particu-

wheels go 'round, you might

say.
I

have

like

my

to

read

books

favorite authors.

and
I

I

once

had an ordinance forbidding electric
horns. E\•er^ one had to use those old,
rubber "honk-honk" things.
There is a slight theatrical touch

wanted to be an author myself,
and I have all kinds of manunothing of a
collection of rejection
slips.
I sold two or three things
while I was in school and didn't
need the money. When I really
needed it, I couldn't give my stuff
away. Personally (and privately)
I still don't think it's so bad.

scripts about, to say

priceless
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mv

birth.

I

hotel in Beacon,

was born in a

New

York,

little

May

21,

But mother and father were not
members of some theatrical troupe,
taking time off between "Camille"
and "East Lynne" for me to join
1904.

Man

in-Possession

in a pinafore

Silver Screen

His Life Story
to
them.

They were waiting for
home to be com-

their new
pleted.

Marquis Busby

Mother and father were very
in love. Their courtship
seems very romantic and "gay
They met at one
ninety-ish".

much

of the old Cinderella balls in
Brooklyn. The Cinderella ball

was a sort of coming out party
for Brooklyn's younger set.
Father has told me of driving

across

Brooklyn

Bridge,

and overtaking Mary Wead,
who was later to become his
She was riding in her
wife.
mother's carriage. Father was
very proud of his racing horses.
His father was a horse fancier,
and each of his five sons had
his own horses. Father wanted

It

took

all of father's

attention to

hold the horses in check, for Grandmother Wead drove at a snail's pace.
Father couldn't say a word, or even
look at the girl by his side.
I said Grandfather Montgomery
was rather eccentric. He had a big
brick house in Colimibia Heights,
Brooklyn, and a long row of stables
in back. He has always seemed very
At Christmas
picturesque to me.
time his favorite horses were led
into the dining room and fed from
It used to fascinate me.
his hands.
I

don't

know what

the guests

must

have thought.

The Montgomerys

are English,

al-

though many centuries ago they
came from France. There is a famlegend that a Montgomery killed
a prince of the blood in a tournament on the Field of the Cloth of
Gold. The family crest is a mailed
The
fist holding a broken lance.
Montgomerys lost no time in getting
out of France after that.
That is enough of the family backily

"Miss Wead" to ride across the
bridge with him.
"Very well," said her mother,
"but I will drive on ahead and
set the pace."

ground. Naturally, I don't remember much about the little hotel
where I made my first appearance.
I do remember a lot about our own
home in Beacon. It was a big stone
Bob's puzzled
house in the hills back of town.
smile has reFrom the front of the house we
mained uncould see the magnificent sweep of
changed since
the Hudson. Out here in California
boyhood
people boast of a view of Catalina
Island "on a clear day". Well, we
boasted that we could see West Point.
It is
I have always loved that Hudson country.
heart-breaking that anything so lovely could change so
much in the past twenty years. Railroads have made
huge gashes in the hills above the river banks. Tourists
have poured in. But it was quaint and charming, almost unbelievably unchanged from Revolutionary
days, when I was a child.
Originally Beacon had been called Fishkill Landing.
Not far away was Fishkill Village. The towns grew
Some of the
together, and today it is called Beacon.
older residents still object to the change in title, I believe.

like living in a picturold Dutch families still
owned enormous tracts of lands. I used to have a friend
who lived in one of those great houses on a vast estate.
They had dozens and dozens of negro servants. They
were never paid, and worked for the family, generation
It was virtual slavery, and yet those
aftei- generation.

As

I

have said

it

was almost

esque and forgotten past.

A

youthful movie star in Prospect Park, Brooklyn. StrangersMay-Kiss and they did

—

\
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The

servants were completely happy and carefree.
After a preliminary experience of a sort in kindergarten, I entered the Overfield Academy when I was
eight. The school was held in the j>rivatc home of the
Misses DuBois-which meant "of the wood", as they

always explained carefully.

[Continued on

p(t<rc
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Breezy Joan Blondell"
The

Little

Blonde

Wisc-Cracking

is

She gives
BREEZY?
pneumonia
you'

you
sir,

when she
Tough?

grade talking pictures so Joan pocketed
the ticket and pedalled her way out.
That's Joan. Always moving— getting in
bad and getting out. Joan is the piquant
type.
She likes fun. And when she feels
in the mood she's as fresh as an assistant
director who's saved his company ten dol-

passes

Well,
she cuts out silhouby.

and frames them in
her parlor. Slangy? Vernacular to her is something you look through
at the horse races.
That's Joan Blondell,
of the five jumpin' BlonThe kid sister
dells.
hoofs it, the brother gets
married and has a nice
baby, and papa Blondell
plans a new act for him
and the missus, both of
whom have retired from
the stage a long time
ettes

lars.

She's had her share of education. More
than her share, if the truth be known.
"I'll bet I've been seen and heard in
more schools over the world than the First
Reader," Joan explained.
"You see, my
father was Ed. Blondell &: Company, touring in variety, and I was the juve interest
in the

The Greeks Had

a

Word and Joan

is

going to say

and

all

daddy

it

It's
true.
Joan has attended institutions of learning in Brooklyn (Erasmus
Hall High), Honolulu, Texas,
ajid almost any other
place you can name.
She
went to the Santa Monica
High for a year and while

there did a lot of

wind whistling "Yankee
Doodle" past her ears. Suddenly she heard a
There's no mistaking a siren.
Sirens, the blonde Joan thought to herself, are

siren.

either

fish tails instead of legs or those noisy
While Hollywood is
things attached to ambulances.
filled with ladies, they all have legs, so she concluded

ladies with

was an ambulance behind her.
Joan serenely waved her arm for the ambulance,
that is she thought it was an ambulance, to pass her by.
But she didn't do a thing abotit taking her foot off
of her own gas pedal. The siren seemed to grow louder
until one of those very bad guardians of the law moit

tioned her to stop at the curlD.
"What's the idea?" the badged one demanded.
"What idea?" Joan wanted to know.
"D'ya expect my siren to spell otit your name in
order for you to stop?"
There's no telling what Joan will answer next. Even
she can't tell.
"That's a great thought, officer. See if it can spell
Joan Blondell."
"Oh, yeah?"
"Yeah."

Z6

years.

cess, for short."

sympathetic traffic officers in a period of two
months.
Only the other day on
Hollywood's Cahuenga
Pass, Joan was shooting
along at a good clip, the

to

many

over the
got a
special permit allowing me
to go along providing I attended school in each place
for a week. I've been in almost every schoolhouse in
the world. They call me re-

from un-

was beginning

for

world

Joan is the older of
the two feminine offspring and because of
this priority thinks it
her due to get something

It

company

"We jumped

ago.

like six tickets

Morris Hal prin

S ensation

a

sound

like

one of our better

swimming.

The swimming brought her
medals and things — the
things being a pair of large
shoulders which were beginning to get over-developed
from the athletics. So she

stopped swimming and let
the rest of her body catch up
with the shoulders.

Then

came

the

dawn.

Joan swept Eastwards and planned to take New York
At first she was nearest the other exiby its ears.
tremities and went bimipty-btmip down Father Knickerbocker's front porch to land in a Bronx stock
company and also a class of Harland Dixon's (the offto-Boston lad) where she learned the intricacies of the
clog and the technique of the soft shoe.
From that time on e\erything was nattnal history
with Joan evoluting from stage to stage. She was in
"The Famous Mrs. Fair", "Tarnish", "The Trial of
Mary Dtigan", (eighteen months as a lisping chorus
girl), "My Girl Friday" (which closed on a Saturday),
"Maggy the Magnificent", "Sporting Blood" and
"Penny Arcade" (with Jimmy Cagney, the chin-socking
[Continued on fyairr 79]
youngster).

LORETT A

YOUNG
THIS

is

there

Loret+a's beautiful mirror
is

magic

in

it

and

and

beauty.

Well, perhaps Loretta herself has something to do with that since she is holding

"The Blind Spot" which she is makng on the First National lot with James
Cagney will reflect Loretta too and

it.

—

charmingly

1

LORETTA SAYERS
MISS SAYERS was born
ing-out"

party

at

In

the lap of luxury and Westchester. After her "com-

Pierre's

the

beautiful

debutante

mysteriously

dis-

Southampton and Newport knew her no more, but Loretta knew
where she was and so did Columbia Pictures. She's in "Fifty Fathoms Deep"
appeared.

'

SALLY BLANE
SALLY BLANE
is

at work on

at her looking-glass on the Columbia lot where she
"A Dangerous Affair". Looking-glasses, even field

glasses, are kind to Sally,

and her whole

five feet four inches

is

glowing

PNOROTHY JORDAN first
*^ tracted notice in a picture

at-

with

Ramon Novarro. Although
years old she

is

but twenty
one of the recognized

younger leading

her next picture.

a

more

beautiful

ror boasts?

the reasons

"Hell Divers"

ladies.

is

Did you ever see

mouth than her miris one of

Perhaps that

why

M-G-M

next with Clark

has cast her

Gable

LEILA

HYAMS

A

SPECIALLY posed portrait of
Leila Hyams and her mirror in
^

her new Malibu beach house.
is

Leila

fond of swimnning but fondest of

working

M-G-M

in

pictures.

next time you see her
Leila

William Haines.
for a party

—she

popular

girls

Thej

will

be with

is

dressing

one of the mos\
in Hollywood

is

j

JULIETTE
N

COMPTON

"Rich Man's Folly" a girl from the Southland speaks with
the
most charming of English accents. She is Juliette Compton. Juliette
ran away from Columbus. Georgia, to try the thrills of the
Broadway
I

I

ANNA MAY WONG
has everything wrapped up
ANNA MAY WONG and
experienced. She speaks

in

.

She

oav and

is lithe,

exotic,

suoerticial

days she

is

a

Paramount cont

five languages.

In

beauty
the only living evidence of the

^

CONSTANCE
BENNETT
In THE
there

and

in

Bennett famil
is

Connie has
and bigger.
is

one Constance

the family pier-glass

playing to

grown bigger
Her "Bought"
full

houses,

and

now that she is back from
Europe R.K.O.-Pathe are
making plans for her worthy
of a marquise

SCHOENBAUM

an d Stuffm
lie Farrell!
anie
A

J\[eii;

England Boy Makes

His Thanksgiving Plans

By

The

G race

oimpson
Virginia Valli Farrell
has her first Thanksgiving

poetic strain in

Charlie gives his
screen work that
"Farrell" touch

Day was. And he eagerly told us:
"They had wild turkey which they
captured in the nearby woods. They

THANKSGIVING

IS
once
again. Turkeys suddenly make
their appearance in shop windows to tease yet delight the chil-

IT

and game, venison and
on the skewer.
There was the barley loaf and cakes
of Indian meal, and quite a variety of
vegetables. And the table service was

had

plum puddings
and mince pies come into their
own and take their important part

dren. Cranberries,

Happy faces rush
merrily along, to and fro, hither
and yon— all heralding the day.
One naturally associates the

mostly pewter."
"What about the

in the occasion.

asked.
"Let's
at that

Thanksgiving Day festivities with
old New England and New Eng-

native and to the manner born.
History records that the first
Thanksgiving was consecrated at
Plymouth in 1621, when the small
company of Pilgrims gathered in
gratitude to return thanks for
their harvest the first autumn after
That Thanksgivtheir landing.
ing Day was a notable one. It was
a benediction of the New World

is

golden

autumn

pie?"

we

hope they had pumpkin pie
first

feast,"

laughed Charlie.

"They liked molasses, too," he continued. "I remember reading in the
early Connecticut records that in 1705
the town of Colchester voted to put
off Thanksgiving from the first to the
second Thursday in November because of a delay in re~
ceiving a supply of molasses!"
This November marks the

He was born in Walpole, Massachusetts. He was eduHe
cated at Boston University.
Cape Cod.

first

pumpkin

"History records the indigenous pumpkin vines had climbed the cornstalks;
there must have been pumpkin pies!

landers.
In the film colony,
Charles Farrell is New England's
favorite son. Charlie comes from

on the

oysters

partridge— broiled

popular

star's

first

Thanks-

giving as a married man. The
question, therefore, naturally
presented itself:

"What do you plan to do"Will you and Virginia celebrate with a real, old-fashioned Thanksgiving such as

at

Plymouth.
Charlie Farrell's ancestry dates

New England knows and

has

way back to these same Pilgrim
fathers and mothers.
To him.
Thanksgiving means everything—

centuries?"

Since the day
is in his blood.
mostly centers around the Thanksgi\ ing dinner and since Charlie is
well versed in ancestral lore, we
asked him if he knew what the

one thing, the day
be spent rather quietly,"
"As for the
nuised Charlie.
dinner— I'll tell you a secretVirginia is actually planning

observed

of that

first

Thanksgiving

the

"For

it

menu

down through

^vill

There was probably a Farrell
in Colonial times in Massachusetts

who

looked like this

on cooking \Cont. on

j)age 70]
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POPUL ARIT y!
Laura Benham

By

to meet such
would feel his

And

THE

box office appeal is the gauge of popularity.
And what it is that creates the rush of dollars
to the little ticket booth in the front of the theatre is a subject on which professors and film producers
may argue and draw little charts, only to have their
calculations all upset by a boy with tousled hair and
a lazy pair of eyes.
Just what is it that makes you and me and all the
rest of us girls (and the boys, too) stand in line for a
chance to see our very special screen hero whisper
sweet nothings into the shell-pink ear of his momentary
girl friend?
Yet this popularity is a very definite quantity and the
producers have learned that Bob's girls are loyal and
will be there in the theatre when Mr. Montgoinery's
picture is shown.
What quality must a star have? Perhaps it is the
quality which can make us live and breathe, suffer and
rejoice with those flickering personalities before us—
it is of such stuff that heroes are made.
All of which accounts for the meteoiic rise to fame
of Clark Gable, whose fan mail at present exceeds that
of any other actor in Hollywood.
Less than a year ago Clark made his screen debut in
"Dance, Fools, Dance." opposite Joan Crawford. His
role— that of a racketeering cabaret-owner who meant

anything but right by our

little

Joan— was not

a sympa-

thetic one.

Yet

established Clark as a definite personality—
to be reckoned.
In his next film,
"A Free Soul," opposite Norma Shearer, his characterization was again despicable, yet on release of that picture, feminine hearts began to palpitate, fan mail began
to pour into the studio and lads all over the country began to alter their technicjue to conform to the Gable
standards.
For regardless of his role, Clark manages to imbue it
with a feeling of realncss. You arc so aware of him—
and you cannot forget for a moment that if you were
it

and one with which

36

for a

a person as he
fatal fascination.

moment-oh,

is

portraying, you too

just a fleeting

moment-you

even wish that you might meet such an individuallawless, unmoral, untamed by convention-yet
rather

!

i'

gallant, withal.

That was the way John Gilbert used to make us
back in the days of "The Big Parade" and his

feel,

other early films.

But something
lost the early "joie

of John's spontaneity left him-he
de vie" which had so distinguished

him. And as Jiis buoyant, vivacious
did his fan public.

spirits

ebbed, so

Old Man Microphone has come in for the major
share of blame for John's diminished popularity.
But
if the truth be told, the sun had
set on John's best
days even before sound roared its advent into cinemaland.
For John had

power to make us feel—\ve o-ot
what happened to him. And
what is even more important— to us girls, anyway— we
didn't yearn to have him hold us in his arms and
tell
us how much we meant to him ....
For it is by their power o\er our emotions that stars
really win us. The players we love are those
who make

we

so

lost his

'

i

1

didn't really care

us feel the most.

And

i

in that fact lies the greatness of

both Chaplin and Emil Jannings, both of whom can
touch the innermost depths of our hearts.
It has been ever thus-and I suppose
it alwavs will

When actors lose their ability to make us believe
in them, when they cease making their characterizations flesh-and-blood and alive— then do thev lose
their
power to hold our hearts.
be.

And we must
brief

moments

turn to other, newer faces, to find our
of illusion and forgetfulness.

For just as fast as old-time favorites slip from the
pinnacles on which they have stood, there are newcomers to take their places. Newcomers ^vho have not

been through the long and arduous picture-mill and
still have their enthusiasm and eagerness
and youth
to pour with prodigal, spendthrift hands into
the
grinding mechanisms of the cameras.
so

Silver Screen

i

The new

screen heroes are all rivals jor your

They

heart.

arc in

Hollywood acting

heads off hut the hattle

is

won

their

or lost in your

local theatre.

Here's

how

they rate in your affection.

Clark
Gable

William
Haines

Charles

Rogers

John Mack

Brown
At present Robert Montgomery is riding the high
wave of success— and giving Clark Gable a run for first

John
Gilbert

screen honors.

He has wooed and won a public (not so fickle as has
been alleged) with gay insouciance and modern sophistry.

all know boys like Bob— they're usually the most
sought-after in any crowd— and there's not a girl among
us who doesn't thrill a little over prospects of a date
with one of the scapegraces.
For we're sure that Bob— or a boy like him— will
know just what kind of flowers to send us, how to order the most epicurean of meals, when to make love

We

to

us— and when not to!
once felt that way about William Powell.
But Bill became bored with his work— and it showed.

We

Instead of remaining the personification of the blase
man-about-town— the type that every girl adores— Bill
has become only the technically perfect actor, going
through his paces like a thoroughbred— but like a
thoroughbred whose heart is no longer in the race.
So though we still like Bill, we find ourselves passing
by the theatre in which his pictures are appearing, and
going instead to see that young rum-running racketeer,
James Cagney.
Not so long ago Cagney left the New York stage and
arrived in Flollywood unheralded and unsung. He had
a nice optional contract with Warner Brothers— but
most of the promising young actors who arrive in the
cinema capital have nice contracts with one of the big

companies.
In Cagney's

case, though, it meant something!
no time in proving that he had that certain
something-we call it "IT" in a girl— that leads to bigger and better killings— at the box-office, of course.
He almost stole his first picture, "The Doorway to
Hell", from Lew Ayres, at a time when that young man

He

lost

was at the peak of his popularity. And further, to
prove he wasn't a flash in the pan, Cagney repeated his
success with knock-out (and how!) characterizations in
"The Public Enemy" and "Smart Money".
For Cagney, perhaps more than any other actor, has

for

November 1931

scratched through our superficial veneer of civilization
and made us feel the primitive, elemental struggle of
man to exist. He has made the gunman, while no more
admirable, at least more understandable.
And while we do not actually condone the characters he has portrayed, we are conscious of a very slight

twinge of envy of them; of them and of their power
to be laws unto themselves— for wouldn't we all like to
be that, at least once in a while?
As if to balance the meteor-like rise of Gable, Montgomery and Cagney, has been the ecjually rapid fall of

Lew

Ayres.

Immediately "All Quiet on the Western Front" was

Lew became the sensation of the hour. Companies fought over him and he was borrowed from
Universal, his home-lot, by every studio that could
obtain him.
Fox got him first for "Common Clay" and then Warner Brothers used him in "The Doorway to Hell".
Both of these films were tremendous successes— and so

released,

was Lew.
But alas,

as the size of his fan-mail increased, so did
And the quality of his work fell off
his self-esteem.
After all, we can't really blame Lew.
in like ratio.

Such adulation and sudden popularity have turned older
heads than his. But it was unfortunate that his very
success should be the weapon that put him on the toboggan which has only broken hopes and wrecked
careers at its foundation.
In Lew's case, maybe he can regain the ground lliat
he has lost. Caicful handling and a clear perspective

on himself and his work
the mistakes he has made.
to him.

will

do much

And

to counteract
still loval

his fans are

[Continued on page 68]
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James

Dunn

as the soft-hearted, hard-hoiled

guy

in

"Bad Girl" gives the greatest performance in months

o

IMMIE
By

trucks rumbled
OUTSIDE,
by, taxis

careened past,

automobile

horns

R.

S.

honked, street cars rattled past
with gongs clanging, newsboys
screamed and an occasional airplane droned overhead.
Bedlam.
Inside, in my one room, kitchenette and bath apartment, the cacophony was stilled. James Dunn sat wideeyed and grinning. Alice— or Jimmie, if you're one
of those sticklers for sexes— in Wonderland: Hollywood.
He's twenty-six years old and he still believes in
Santa Claus.
"I keep pinching myself to see if it's true," he observed,

a twist.

digging his fingers into his arm and giving
"Yeah, I keep pinching myself."

Asked

why,

he

launched into what

is

destined to become the
routine story of his
life.

to

This
be his

happened
magaand the

first

zine interview

an

MOOK

girls in the

all

lift

"Then I
You know,

started on the road selling lunch-wagons.
the kind that are all fitted up with counter,
stools, short-order ranges, ice box, coffee urns, etc., etc.
And I don't mind telling you— you can print this if

you want to, it isn't in confidence— that I did pretty
well at it.
Maybe it was because the wagons were
pretty good and practically sold themselves.
"A year and a half of that and they began to give
me bum prospects. I'd sa^ed up about ten thousand
dollars and decided I was going to be a financial power
so I went down into Wall Street and began dabbling
in stocks. I lasted quick. I went into my father's office
but things just didn't jell so I didn't stay there long,
either."
I

clucked

my

tongue in sympathy, Jimmie grinned

Paramount Long Island

"I

left
I

school

when

was about

fif-

teen or sixteen,
and started to
work in a stock
broker's office as

building and did
one out of the apprentice

class in that profession.

me— which
tant.

And what I mean,

brought the boss ice-water,
with the elevator
the other things that

flirted

and went

unimpor-

boy.

did an office boy's work:
cleaned the desks, the cuspidors,
the ash-trays, ran the errands,
I

novelty intrigued him.
His naivete intrigued
is

office

5)

on.
"After a time

I

got a job doing extra work at the

studios and then, through one
of those freaks of circumstance, I got a swell part
in 'Night Stick'. When it was put on the screen it was
called 'Alibi' and Chester Morris made a hit in it.
"Well, after 'Night Stick' was worn out, I joined
a stock company at Englewood, New Jersey, and played
there for thirty-seven weeks and then joined another
one in Winnipeg, Canada. And then I got the male
lead in 'Sweet Adeline' opposite Helen Morgan."

He paused
to consult the

and I seized the opportunity
biography of him which the studio had

for breath

fmnished me.
"Hmm," I wheezed asthmatically, "there doesn't seem
to be much color in your background."
Jimmie looked vaguely alarmed. "What do )ou

mean

'color'?"

"Hardships, adventure, romance.
You don't appear to have suffered for your art."
Relief, with a capital R, flooded Jimmie's countenance. "The hell I haven't," said he. "Why, do you
know, sir, when I was playing in 'Sweet Adeline' we
were doing such swell business that I thought it would
go on forever, so, instead of saving money, I paid off
all my debts and when the sho^v
closed Aery suddenly I hit Ne^v
York with only about a hundred

and

sc\cntv-five

And

world.

James Dunn

is

so

new

to

screen success that he is
pleased when you borrow

money
38

dollars
in
the
what's a hundred and

New

sc'\ent\-fi\c dollars in
luiislied triumphantly.

York?"

he

To
bits

me, a century note with six
[Coiiti?iue(l on page So]
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Silver Screen

she's got a break in
"Blind Cargo" with
Gary Cooper, and
can she be naughty!

Trans'

Continental
ClaudctU Colhcrt

is kere,

l^iorman Foster

on

is

tJic

Coast; the whole U.S.

m

Way

the

dette

Defies

Wife

is

By

hut Clau-

Anyone

to

El izabeth

Wil son

Come Between Them

"^T^OO

HOO! Claudette!" I stumbled over the
gangplank of the good ship Christine which was
sprawled ail over the "Blind Cargo" set at the

\^
I

Paramount Long Island studio, and chased after
"Wait a minute," I shouted.
favorite movie star.

iny
"I

got questions."

"Keep away from me then," Claudette shouted back
warm cordiality, "I might catch them. I'm vul-

with

nerable."
I started to bid three hearts

but

I

remembered

and

finish

just in time that I

up the rubber
had sworn off

Besides— there were those quesbridge for Equinox.
I must ask Claudette if the rumors were true.
tions.

must ... 1 really must ... no running away this
time. Maybe though I'd better dash out for another
It's
coco-cola and celery to help steady my nerves.
awful to be a moral coward. Even after all these years
of interviewing film stars I still lack the courage to step
right up to one and say with a bit of savoir faire, "MaI

true that you are divorcing your husband?"
I'm funny that way.
1 just can't do it.
dressing
1 followed the lovely Claudette into het
loom and dropped miscralSly into a chair. Outside the
birds were singing, and the dear little children were
playing, and the nice old sky was blue— and here I was
Would she just look pained the
utterly miserable.
way Gloria Swanson had done, or \v()uld she have me

dame,

is it

thrown out, the way Connie Bennett had done.
"Well?" said Claudette. "What about the questions?
Did you want to ask about my sinus? It's much better,
thank you."
"No," I said mournfidly. "I Avant to ask about you
and— er— I mean your— er—Oh, it's a beautiful day, isn't
it?"

know. You want to ask about my love life."
(Haudette is an intelligent girl and puts to lie that old
"Why is it that all
h)ssil about beautiful and dumb.
you interviewers write the same kind of stories about
mc? My ideas on love, and marriage— and all that.
"Oh,

I

I

for

November 1931

can speak coherently on several subjects— you'd be surprised. Just for a change why don't you wiite a neat
little article on 'Claudette and the Elizabethan Poets',
or 'A Musical Interlude with Claudette,' or—"
"You're not the type," I interrupted. "When a person looks at you he doesn't think of iambic pentameters
and scales— he thinks of love and of— er— love."
It seems that I had unwittingly made it
"I see."
I could really say some very
"It's too bad.
clear.
clever things about the Five Year Plan, but of course
"
if you'd rather have my ten dont's for lovers
"The newspapers say," I swallowed hard and blurted
without further ado, "that you and Norman are 'On
the Verge'.
hastily

Is it

true?" Thank God, that was over. I
the perspiration from my fore-

mopped away

head.

"You
course, it isn't true," Claudette laughed.
better than to believe everything you read in the
papers, don't you?" She threw her legs across the arm
of her chair. Beautiful legs. Famous in the New York
theatrical newspapers long before Dietrich was imported. The smile slowly faded from her face and an
"Of

know

ever-so-slight frown gathered there.
I've
started those stupid rumors an\\vay?
been meeting them in the pai)ers and fan magazines for
a couple of months now. At hrst I laughed them (^if
but I'm beginning to get sore. Is there any reason in

"Who

the world why two happily married people should not
Everybody
be allowed to remain hap[Mly married?
It isn't fair.
Just because Noris trying to separate us.

man

lives in

Hollywood and

I

in

New

York doesn't
We ha\ c our

that we love each other any the less.
careers and we have to live {Coiilinurd on

mean

Ixii^c
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Do Women Love
Wlien Clark

GaUe Got
Rougk His

Fan Mail
Got All Per-

fumed Up

Do WOMEN

love cave-men?
Well, they did once upon
a time according to the lat-

est fossil disclosures and Fannie
Ward's memories.
But women
have changed and well, anyway—
what brought the question up was
Clark Gable who seems to carry a
prehistoric club in his eyes at any

rate.

We

were walking together down
dressing-room on the
M-G-M lot, an actress (I won't
tell you her name because she is
separating from her husband, and
this isn't her story anyway) and I
mentioned Mr. Gable, as who
past

the

doesn't these days.
"I don't know what it is, but he
certainly gets under my skin," she
told me. And then whom should

we meet
self.

face-to-face

He

actress

but Clark him-

hailed us cheerily.

was

The

aflutter like a sixteen-

Her hands flew to her
throat and then to her hair. And
Clark, seemingly unmindful of the
inner commotion he ^vas causing,
smiled and passed on.
My curiosity got out of bounds.
"What is it about him that gets

year-old.

you so— that way?" I demanded.
She pondered the question.
"It's not his dimples.
And it
certainly isn't his good looks. I've
seen more handsome men. I think
it
is
the suggestion of brutality
about his eyes and mouth. And
that cave-mannish way he has of

looking you up and down and tossing you aside. He makes you feel

The Cave Man and
Norma

Shearer and "What-

a-Man" Gable!
40

the Free Soul!
Ha-cha-cha

instincti\ely that

no woman would

ever be too-important to him."

And

that

Ivan

I.ebedefl' says:

is

that.

Silver Screen

By

Cave Men?
she loves, whatever he is.
Love to a woman is something, the reason for which
can never be explained. The most beautiful women

"A woman

loves the

man

moften give themselves to ugly and sometimes even
spiritand
intellectual
fine
of
women
And
valid men.
ual development sometimes give themselves to absolute
dumbbells.

They are
is a physical side to all women.
or hecave-men
by
less
or
more
attracted
or
all thrilled
men. Not so much on account of their obvious brutalprimitive
ity and roughness, but because of something
"But there

and unconquerable, suggestive of a fine animal inside.
Such men, even though they win the woman in a mildenough manner, after they have conquered her physand
ical self, display a peculiar mixture of indifference

M

Sharon

ar

P^alm Springs and I drove down intent on getting the
Luck was against
interview and getting it at once.
on
the road. I sussomewhere
me
passed
Clark
me.
pect a big blue car that looked like nothing so much
By the time I returned to
as a streak of lightning.
Hollywood I had assumed the psychological twist of an
I could see myself going down the corEvangeline.
ridors of time, notebook in hand, hearing always that
Clark had been here and there and had gone.
And then it happenecL Out of a blue sky. Rather
in the Brown Derby. I went inside for a sandwich and
a cup of coffee.

I

was wearing an Empress Eugenie

hat pulled low over my right eye and I would never
have seen him, if he hadn't called to ine. At the sound
of his voice I whirled around and there he sat, inviting

This type of man is always popular with
best example of a strong, virile male,
females.
who has been able to remain very close to the nature
of a cave-man without becoming afi:ected with a comI would
plicated psychological twist is Clark Gable.
comrade,
or
a
sweetheart
as
a
anyone
him
to
commend
although I have never met him personally.
"A more refined specimen of the same group was
Valentino. Unfortunately, he loved women with his
mind and soul also. Which made him weaker from
the standpoint of a lover than Clark Gable is."
From which, I inferred that Ivan doesn't think Clark
And perhaps
loves women with his mind and soul.
lower him
doesn't
certainly
It
cares?
Who
doesn't.
he
in the estimation of the ladies to be considered a caveman.
In fact, he established himself originally in a menownership.

The

ace role.
like to be made to do things they don't want
Or prevented from doing things they do want

Women
to do.
to do.

It's

a

little

hang-over from centuries of being

I remember when I was a
young girl, that I enjoyed being bossed around
by a big, handsome cave-man, who had been junior
champion boxer of the navy. And who used to make
me hike miles and miles with him through snow-storms
when I particularly wanted to sit by the fire and read.
And who used to make me sit in-doors and listen to
reams of poetry when I really wanted to swim in the
I shudder now, when I think how nearly I came
surf.
He was something like Clark
to marrying that man.

ordered around,

I

suppose.

very

Gable, only not so

much

so.

Personally, I've usually preferred boys like Robert
Montgomery to the lads with sex-appeal. But Clark
I confess that the first time I
Gable is different.
lunched with him, I got all jittery myself. And now
I'm a rabid Gable fan. He's got what it takes. And
This has been said so many
he'll go a long way yet.
times now, that it is trite. But it is likewise true.
I tried for three weeks to see Clark to ask him what
he thought of the status of cave-men where women
were concerned. But unhappily for me, he went deerhunting about fifteen minutes before I received my
assignment. And when he returned from the mountains with his trophies, he took only enough time to
change his clothes and collect his wife and baggage
and then hied himself to Palm Springs. Days lengthened into days and he did not return. I made up my
mind that he had taken up a permanent abode in

for
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Gable shows Joan Crawford

how

he

holds

his

women

lunch with him. Just like that. And that is
got all jittery, but can you blame me? It was
upsetting enough to be lunching with Clark Gable,
but twice so when you consider how I had been running all over the country trying to find him.
I was all primed for an interview and I wasted no

me

to

when

I

time.

"Tell me, doesn't

women

it

set

you up to know that all the
and bothered about you?"

in the world are hot

demanded.
"This must be a ca.se of mistaken identity," he coun"You know me. Just a Hollywood ham, trying
tered.

I

to get along."

[Con inn cd on page 62]
I
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Dorothy
Dont Ask Her

IX

Advice

on Your Love Ajfairs

DOROTHY DIX

is a gal with a mind of her own.
There arc
very few left these days. Uh-huh.
Her parents are well fixed when it comes to bonds and bank
accounts and finger bowls, and they were very eager that Dorothy should follow in her father's footsteps and become a lawyer.
Her early education was administered with the Law in mind and

Dorothy was well on

to

becoming a child

Portia, like

it

or not,

when she up and discovered about that mind of her own. Deep
down in her heart Dorothy had a secret passion moving pic-

And

—

—

her parents lived in Hollywood and Hollywood is
so convenient to the movies
When the pater and mater discovered that Dotty was out
gallivanting on a studio lot they went into a spasm and yanked
their little darling right off the set. School again for three years,
and Dorothy could no longer resist the call of the grease paint.
Her parents sighed, and let it go at that. It had to be.
When Educational decided to revive C. C. Burr's series of
"Torchy" comedies Dorothy was chosen for the role of "Vee,"
and placed under contract. "Vee" has been played at different
times by Clara Bow, Norma Shearer and Dorothy Mackaill.
Some more footsteps for Dorothy to follow in. And this time the
shoe fits.
She's no relation to the syndicated love expert.
tures.

Gene

R.aymond

l^ow He's Hugging Njincy Carroll

JUST

fancy meeting your father and mother on your first
set!
Of course you rather expect to meet
and
Pop in your dining room sometimes and at funerals and weddings
but never at the studio. To be sure Mary Boland and Donald
Meek aren't Gene's real father and mother but they have played
his parents on the stage so many times that they just all feel sort
of family-like. And great was the rejoicing when they all met
again on the set of "Personal Maid", which incidentally is
Gene's first talking picture. He plays opposite Nancy Carroll.
His real name is Raymond Guion, but he changed it because
no two persons pronounced it alike. How do you pronounce it?
Wrong. For two years he played the role of Gene Gibson in the
play "Young Sinners" and people started calling him Gene.
So he became Gene Raymond. And now that's settled.
screen

Mom

Gene was born in New York in 1908 and at the tender age of
became one of the leading men in stock productions. But
his first real debut was made in 1925 in "The Potters" with
Donald Meek as "father". From then on his rise to popularity

five

was nothing short of meteoric.
isn't working you can just bet your bottom
dollar, if you still have one in these depressing times, that he is
horseback riding in the country. He is a natural blonde and has
blue eyes. You'll like Gene. Paramount does.
as a stage juvenile

When Raymond
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Four,
Dorothy Appleby
As Goes Maine, So
Goes

l^ation

the

was born in Portland, Maine, the
DOROTHY APPLEBY,quick-setting
In justice to
cement.

town famous

for

its

Dorothy, it must be said that she hasn't followed the example of
the cement. She's here and there and all over the place, as cute
and brunette as they are made.
Daddy Appleby, being a big business man and a leading citizen of Portland, naturally sent Dorothy to the public schools
there an old Rotarian custom. But the pride of the Applebys
decided that she would like to be a great painter and do things
Well, she did things with paint, all
with paint and crayons.
It came about in this manner:
right, but it was grease paint.
Rudolph Valentino (in 1924) was made a judge of pulchritude
and his first official act was to name Dorothy Miss Maine.
As a result of this honor she was given a part in the Broadway
musical comedy "Helen of Troy".
Good honest toil won for her leading parts in a succession of
New York plays. Among them, "Mary Jane McKane", "Princess April", "When You Smile", "Square Crooks", and "Young
Sinners". Now she is sitting pretty with an M-G-M contract.

—

Dorothy paints and

golfs

and

fishes for

amusement, reads

for

pleasure, and cooks for her husband, Morgan Galloway, only
when necessary. And it isn't necessary often, screen salaries

being what they are.

en

Vm cent

Dogs, Girls and Para-

mounts Like Him
ALLEN VINCENT

is

a great lover of dogs; dachshunds are

favorite breed and at his home in Spokane, Washington,
he has four. Next to acting he likes horse-back riding and during
the past spring he could be seen riding through Central Park
nearly every day with Libby Holman as his companion. He has
an uncontrollable passion for burnt toast which will be a break
If you want to make Allen blissfor his wife when he gets one.

/\his

—

happy, girls, just burn up a piece of toast for him.
At Dartmouth he began to be interested in school dramatics
and after three years of college, and a six months' tour of Europe,

fully

he offered himself to the producei-s. The usual disappointments,
promises and flops, and then the breaks. He played in "Starlight", "Grand Street Follies", "A Lady's Virtue", "Spread

"The Pelican" and a lot of others, and was quite a sensa"The Vinegar Tree" last winter on Broadway. Paramount saw him in that and asked him to make a test along with
Peggy Shannon. They both were given contracts and sent to
Eagle",
tion in

the coast.

While playing in San Francisco Allen met Douglas Fairbanks,
and the two became inseparable friends. Doug gave Allen
a big welcoming hand when he arrived in HolKwood.
Allen misses Broadway but is thoroughly sold on Holly\vood.
His favorite movie stars are Garbo, Doug Jr. and Gary Cooper.

Jr.

for

November
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liver

creen's
TWENTY-FOUR A great deal can happen in twenty-four
hours
Take five people, for example.
HOURS
A night club hostess and her gangster
Rating: GOOD
husband ... A society matron and her
.

.

.

Paramount

chiseling mate
And the matron's
There is a killing; and within twenty-four hours justice
is satisfied and the society couple reconciled.
Miriam Hopkins
is marvelous as the hostess,
and is ably supported by Clive
Brook, Kay Francis and Regis Toomey.
You'll like this one.
.

.

.

lover.

Life in a squalid New York tenement
on two hot summer days is the theme
of this compelling screen drama,
written by Elmer Rice and directed
United Artists
by King Vidor. It will tug at your
heart strings and turn on your tear ducts. Here are the types
that you meet on the city streets; gin and taxi cabs, a tabloid
murder and a little Irish girl who loves a Hebrew lad. You'll

STREET SCENE
Rating: SPLENDID

WEST OF

John

BROADWAY

dollars'

B

nr\r\r\

m'g^M
The fact that

Gilbert comes back like a million
worth of personality in this one.
plays the part of a lad who returns from France and is ordered to hit

for

Arizona at once

—T.B.,

never forget Sylvia Sidney's expressive face. The entire cast
excellent, especially Estelle Taylor and Beulah Bondi.

is

you know.

given him the air sets him goofy, and
he paints the old town scarlet. After the hang-over he finds himself married. He gives the girl the go-by and makes for the open
spaces.

PAT

Lois

his girl has

Moran and Madge Evans

MY DAYS
u/\ 13

1 i\L.i\i. 1

Rating:

SPLENDID

United Artists

are the

girls.

J^^tHc 'T)cp,rssion Explainer''
IS a not ni his latest picture.

Cantor
There

any story to speak of, but nobody
cares. Eddie works in an ultra-modern
bakery filled witli doughnuts and hunHis songs are pips and he is generally
isn't

dreds of beautiful girls.
funny throughout. The picture's a splendid blues-chaser. The
inimitable Charlotte Greenwood is a big help to Eddie in the

funny business. Barbara Weeks
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is

also in the cast.

Hcie's givind entertainment!
James
Cagney plays a small town bell-hop
Rating:
with ambitions for big town shakedown. He picks a girl and they start
Warners
out for the city. After a highly successful season of gyping they split.
The girl marries a society
man and Cagney loses interest in his racket. There's a surprise ending that's swell. Don't miss it. Joan Blondell is
perfect as the girl and Louis Calhcrn, Guy Kibee, Maude
Edburne and Ray Millard give good performances.
T
T ATVTT7
LARCENY
LANE

SPLENDID

Silver

Screen

Reviewing
Stand
Mystery story lovers are in for plenty
of "the stuff they like best" in this one.
Lionel Barrymore as a retired district
attorney commits a murder, fastens the
blame on another, and then manages
he wants them. No fair telling you the plot.

GUILTY HAND
Rating:

GOOD

M-G-M

things the way
But it's a super-mystery

done in a high class and baffling manMr. Barrymore again crashes through with one of his best
performances. Kay Francis and Madge Evans are in it.
ner.

THE AGE
FOR LOVE
Rating:

GOOD

Billie

Dove

than ever.
poise

and

The

picture

—

comes back and better
She seems to have more

finesse.

In short, she's grand.

the vital question:
seek love and a home,
or love and glamour? The heroine, who has fought for freedom
of womankind, marries a chap who wants a home and babies.
Comes divorce and re-marriage and the old love again.
Edward Everett Horton, Adrian Morris and Lois Wilson are

United Artists

Should a

raises

girl

THE SPIDER
Rating: GOOD
Fo.r

in the cast.

How

are your

nerves.''

Well,

anyway—

In this
mystery thriller Eddie Lowe portrays a
stage magician who has a legitimate
mind-reading act, using a boy suffering
as the key to the trick. During the per-

and

chills

shivers are in order.

from loss of memory
formance a man is murdered in the audience. Everyone is
suspected and the police have a merry time trying to fasten the
blame. Lois Moran, El Brendel and George Stone are good.

TWENTY
GRAND
Rating: GOOD

This is an underworld yarn done in a
neat fashion and dressed with a brilliant
It's all about a chap who can't
cast.
leave the horses alone and a gal who
Universal
through thick rolls and thin.
sticks by
There's a handsome mob chief after her to be sure, but it
Plenty of action and the kind of stuff
all turns out all right.
that thrills you. Ricardo Cortez, Mac Clarke, Norman Foster
and Marie Prevost help give the low-down on the race track
and speakeasy rackets. Some fun, kid, some fun.

—

for
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THE GAY
DIPLOMAT
Rating:
Radio

GOOD

here's your newest heart-beat,
step up and meet Mr. Ivan Lebedcff, the nearest thing to the late Rudy
Valentino we have on the menu. Ivan

Well,

girls,

is

a

handsome spy commanded

lo

make

love to beautiful ladies for information. Of course he falls in
love, but the lady of his heart doesn't understand his apparent
fickleness. There's an exciting climax. Genevieve Tobin, Betty
Compson, Ilka Chase are lovely ladies in love with Ivan.
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FANNY FOLEY
HERSELF
Rating:

GOOD

T\nb 1-, ih<; lu.si sl.ujiiig picture of thai
lare comedienne, Edna May Oliver, and
it's great entertainment.
The story has

something to do with a woman who has
become a famous comedienne of the New
York stage, and at the same time has sent two lovely daughters

MERELY

Janet Gaynor and Charlie Farrell, known

MARY ANN
Ratin °'
•

^

FAIR

and snooty

—

When

they learn

an actress well it's just too bad. Helen ChandRochelle Hudson and John Darro\v are good.

their mother's
ler,

finishing school.

THE ROAD
TO RENO
T>

^.
Rating:
°
„

GOOD

r^r^r\-r\

The

first

of the Reno-vated divorce pic-

and a good one because of Lilyan
Tashman's performance of a muchly septures,

\

,
-c
-r\
.
^i.
arated
wire.
1 he story is rather trite
^
u
a
but* »u
the players make it intriguing.
modern mother (Miss Tashman) takes darling daughter along
to Reno while securing her fourth divorce. The girl falls in love
and a dastardly blackguard tries to marry Mama for her money.
The swell cast includes Peggy Shannon and William Boyd.

THE DANGEROUS
AFFAIR
Rating:

,

^

Paramount

FAIR

i

i

•

A

i l>is is another one of those clutching
hand, mysterious, will-must-be-read-

by-niidnight aifairs.

Spook drama,

pure and simple. Ralph Gra\ es plays
Columbia
a newspaper man and Jack Holt appears as a police lieutenant, deadly ri\ als for the favors of lovely
blonde Sally Blane. I can't let you in on the secret. But if you
aren't too sophisticated you'll ha\e shi\ers when you see it and
think twice before going to bed with the lights out.
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screen's sweetest couple, get just
too sugaiy in this one.
It's an

old-fashioned, semi-musical with

Radio

to a fashionable

little

no

plot.

A

or

little

young composer, proud and

poor, struggles to write classics when he should be dashing out
jazz to pay his rent. The little house maid falls in love with him
and they go to live by the sea. She inherits a million and he
becomes a success. And that makes evei-y thing dandy.

YOUR

Here's a romantic one for you. A young
chap is asked to leave South America
because he makes too much noise. On his
Rating: FAIR
way he sees a damsel in distress. YouthFirst National
ful Romeo whirls around, pursues the gal,
climbs balconies, and does daring deeds a la Fairbanks Senior.
Loretta Young assists young Doug and makes a charming
heroine. Claude Allister, Henrs' Kolker and Boris Karloffhelp
carry on the intrigue.

I

LIKE

NERVE

PERSONAL
MAID

RcATu

atine: JrAliv
°
^
„
Paramount

Again some \vondcrful
on a mediocre picture.

stars are

plays a

who

little

Irish girl

Nancy
is

wasted

Carroll
eager to

j
away trom ?her drab
tenement
/i
existence. She becomes a personal maid
}

i

break

r-

,

.

.

i

,

woman's house and gets herself involved in a series of
adventures. The cast is splendid and makes the most of the poor
material.
You'll like Nancy, Gene Raymond (new to you),
Pat O'Brien, Mary Boland and Nancy's sister Terry.
in a rich

SiL\'ER

Screen

REVIEWING STAND

This is not as good as "Skippy" and
"Huckleberry Finn", V)ut youngsters and
a lot of grown-ups will get many a laugh
Rating:
out of Booth Tarkington's noted boy
First National
story. No plot to speak of—just wandering around and fighting over a vacant lot, where they have a
mysterious club, as kids will. Leon Janney and Junior Coghlan
are grand in the leading parts. Matt Moore, Dorothy Peterson, ZaSu Pitts and Charles Sellon are all fine in minor parts.

HONOR OF

This isn't another "Trader Horn", but it
If you
is very near it for excitement.
care for wild animal stuff in a large way,
Rating:
then this is your meat, as they say at
Universal
the lion's cage. The action takes place
in Borneo. A young girl is seeking her husband who is now a
reigning prince's physician. There is ample opportunity for
wiid animal thrills and blood-curdling escapes. Rose Hobart
and Charles Bickford have leading roles.

SHANGHAIED

PENROD AND
SAM

GOOD

EAST OF

BORNEO
GOOD

AND

I'm afraid that Will Rogers will lose a lot
of votes for president when his fans see
this one. This was originally Booth TarkRating:
ington's "The Plutocrat" but the author
Fox
would never recognize it now. Rogers
plays a sap safety razor king from the Middle West bound for
Europe with his family. Rival steel kings engage seductive

BUSINESS

PLEASURE

FAIR

Goudal to vamp him.
with Arab chiefs and things.

Jetta

for

Anyway Rogers

November 1931

gets all

mixed up

THE FAMILY
Rating:

FAIR

Poor Mr. Balzac would turn over in
grave if he saw the talkie version of

famous novel.

Heigh ho.

his
his

Bebe Daniels

again a lovely adventuress with
is
designs on an old man's money. Young
romance in the form of a handsome oflacer flies in the window
and the plot gets complicated with deceptions and such. Another lover and a duel. Frederick Kerr is the old chappie, and
Warren William and Alan Mowbray are the sweeties.
First National

This one's about a cruel .sea cajjtain sailing the briny deep with a shanghaied
crew. There's a pretty gal on board, a
Rating: FAIR
mysterious man learns she is his daughColumbia
ter, and a youngster decides to save her
from "worse than death" and so it goes. Pretty cheap stuff
and not well presented. In silent form it was "The Blood Ship"

LOVE

—

exciting. Noah Beery, Richard
Sally Blane struggle with the poor material.

and much more

It's

GRAFT

an

exciting.

FAIR

old,

old slory

Cromwell and

— but

still

lathcr

dumb

newspaper recatch a murderer and

Another

porter sets out to
clean up a big city. He's so dumb he involves his girl friend in the crime. But
of course the dopy news hound wins out in the end by dumping
all manner of crooks and murderers upon the city editor's desk
with the biggest scoop the town has ever known. So what.'
Regis Toomey, Sue Carol and Dorothy Revier arc only fair.

Rating:

Universal
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More Movie
[Continued
you
DIDJunior,

know that
the Crown

Carl Laemmle,
Prince of Uni-

was one of the greatest athletes
ever to grace the portals of the famous
Clark School of New York?
Didjer?
Well

NOAH
good

—

—

and I have it on good
from a former classmate of

seems

it

upon

And his amazing ability to
and pass threw many a scare

to face.

run, punt

into his opponents' ranks.
His field
generalship time and again saved the
team from the throes of defeat, but probably his greatest assets were courage and
grit
good old-fashioned grit (not the

—

hominy

WELL,

the Lyon's den
so quaintly put

—as
it.

one reporter

A

five

pound

fourteen ounce baby girl arrived in the

Bebe Daniels-Ben
tember 10.
The
Barbara Bebe, and
doing nicely, thank

Lyon manor on Sepbaby will be named
mother and child are

BILLIE DOVE

was chosen by the
Hungarian
artist,

you.

—

world

-

famous

Rudolph Kiss, as the
when he visited

subject for a painting
California
recently.
Billie was the only motion picture star
selected by the noted artist, although
scores of the screen's luminaries would
have welcomed the invitation. Good for
Billie.
alius thought she was a right

kind).

In the third game of the football season
Clark School faced its strongest opponent,
the All Hallows Institute of New York.
Undoubtedly the factor which contributed
most to the team's defeat was Laemmle's
loss.
Carl had been knocked out once in
the first quarter but the team thought
that he had completely recovered. However, at the second quarter with both
teams in a scoreless tie, Carl was injured
again and as he was carried from the gridiron he shouted, "Don't take me oflf the
field, don't take me off the field.
We've
got to beat those fellows."

But despite his protests he was removed
from the scene of the fray and upon examination by the doctor was found to
have had three ribs smashed. For King,
for Country, and for Clark.
Rah-RahRah, Laemmle!

logically

personify the famous
coach on the screen.
to

Dame

Carl's
that the opposing elevens considered him one of the most dangerous
triple threat men whom they were called

there's another Daniels in

Knute Rockne, has

chosen

versal,

authority

The big Do-X greeted by
the big star Lil Dagover
both from the Rhineland,
where the Dornier carried
160 people and Lil carried
all before her

late

been
Notre

— —

BEERY has what sounds like a

racket to me. Noah owns the
Paradise Trout Club up in the Arrowhead
Mountains and not-too-ambitious anglers
go up there and throw their lines into
Noah's pool.
The pool is full of trout
trained by starvation to leap at the first
signs of a fiy.
Old Man Noah lets you
catch his fish and then sells them to you
three for a dollar, which makes it just
dandy for everybody except the poor fish.

—

GREAT
the

news for the kiddies! And
grown-ups too. Paramount is
going to make "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch" with Junior Durkin and Charlotte
Henry (remember Huck's girl in "Huckleberry Finn"?).
And more great news
along the same line is that Fox wants to
make "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm"
with Janet Gaynor. Wouldn't Janet make
an adorable Rebecca?
Mary Pickford
owns the rights to this film and may
object. But here's hoping she won't.

—

—

ANDthank you,"
how

are the sick today?

"Better,
says Joan Bennett who
will soon be out of the hospital where she
has been since she had that nasty fall from
her horse. Evalyn Knapp is feeling rather
.

Notre Dame" which
Universal is releasing soon with Lew Ayres
as star. Lew will make football more popular with the femmes than ever.
J. Farrell

perky again too, and is ready to take up
her job at the old picture factory any day
now.
But Carole Lombard is feeling
"purty porely" as they say in the mountain dramas. Young Mrs. William Powell
had to withdraw from "The Greeks Had a
Word for It" on account of illness and
since Sam Goldwyn was behind on his
schedule already and couldn't wait for
Carole to recuperate he borrowed Madge

MacDonald, who

Evans from

NOW you know one of the reasons
SOwhy
young Laemmle taking such an
is

interest in "Spirit of

so closely resembles the

M-G-M

for the role.

We

party

gal.

are a few pet aversions of your
HERE
film
stars:

Ina Claire's

is

James Gleason's

long skirts on the street.
rhubarb. Lew Cody's

is

spotted shoes. Roland Young's is to talk
about himself
Irene Purcell's is being
photographed. Louise Fazenda's is parking stations. Helen Chandler's is meeting
is

strangers.

Nancy

Carroll's

is

tabloid

reporters.
:^

LILI DAMITA arrived

in Chicago looking her veree bes' because her boy
friend Prince Louis Ferdinand, grandson
of Kaiser Bill, took time off from his work
to meet her at the train.
But Sydney
Smith (of the Social Register Smiths)
caught the same train out of New York
with Lili and arrived in Chicago at the
same time. Imagine Louis' surprise, or
Sydney's surprise, or Lili's surprise.
Naughty Lili— two-timing again.
j
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Eddie Cantor, the United Artist comic, in
midst of the doughnuts gets proposi-

the

tioned by the cooks in

"Palmy Days"

Silver Screen

Town
from page

DID

Topics

17]

you know that Sylvia Sidney's

name

Sophie Sidney;

that
Joan Crawford's real name is Billie Cassin;
that Nancy Carroll's is Ann LaHiff; that
Janet Gaynor's is Laura Gainer; that Jean
Harlow's is Harlean Carpenter; that
Marian Marsh's is Violet Krauth; that
real

is

Marlene Dietrich's is Mary Magdalene
von Losch; that Barbara Stanwyck's is
Ruby Stevens and that Tallulah Bankhead is Tallulah Bankhead? Or do you
care?

Did you know that Greta Garbo's real
name is Greta Gustafson? You didnH?
You mean, you didn't? Well, young man,
rostrum and let us
step
have a look at you. You are probably
the only one of your kind in America.
right up on

this

Or do you
—.#«—

Did you know that?

care?

FRIENDS

of Sally O'Neil will be glad
is well enough to
leave the hospital and is at home again.
She had a heart attack caused by an airto learn that Sally

plane

ALL the screen mothers were like
IFMrs.
Harlow there would be a lot more
stars'

dressing rooms.

asset all right, not a libation.

She's

an

And

she

There's the one
But perhaps you're too young.
Anyway, Mrs. Harlow is this department's
candidate for Favorite Screen Mother.
And don't page Mr. Whistler.
tells

the grandest jokes.

about

—

June Collyerand Stuart Erwin wedding.

The happy event was predicted on
these pages many weeks before it happened.

heavy romance between
THE
Hughes, former sweetie of

.

her toenails black.
can't think of any

EDDIE LOWE
after

is

Lillian

still

going strong,

'tis

said.

way for Marjorie
King, but John Gilbert beat his time.

Howard went

in a big

EDITH M. SHEARER, mother
MRS.
of
of Norma Shearer, created a
lot

excitement in Hollywood by taking up a
Reno residence and getting a divorce,
charging non-support.
Why the local folks should get thrilled
because a movie star's mother gets the
marital knot severed, we haven't the

Kay Francis and Joel McCrea in Paramount's "Girls
About Town" the Zoe
Kay is raAkins piece.
cing for stardom and as
you see is one lap ahead

slightest idea.

ESTHER RALSTON

is a jusy young
lady these days taking care of her
new baby and her beauty shop. In a
few weeks, she'll be taking some reducing

treatments, too.

NEARLYof every
Duncan

critic

acclaimed the

Renaldo who apwork
peared in "Trader Horn", but now that

Duncan

managed

has

to

straighten out

with immigration authorientry into this country, he can't

I wonder why?
good reason.

on

his

MARJORIE RAMBEAU, former wife
is

nervously exhausted

two years of steady work and

physician

LUPE VELEZ

wearing a new diamond
and it is said to be a
present from the head man of a large
is

J of several karats

studio.

his difficulties

get a job.
The travel films aren't so popular.

now painting

has ordered a long rest.
So Eddie and Lilyan are looking up boat
schedules and Paris addresses.
his

Dove,
Bond, ousted Warner player, is

and

ties

Marlene Dietrich

I

Howard

Billie

—

trip.

fun in

SILVER SCREEN can take a bow on the

of H. H.

Van

Loan, scenarist and

playwright, loaned the financially embarrassed author money to pay back

alimony

Now

to his first wife.

that

is

being a good sport.

HERE'S

a sad story with a moral.
All about a little girl who tried to
Dorothy
buy her way into pictures.
Jarvis sued Richard Thomas, head of the

independent company bearing

his

name,

claiming that the picture, "Woman Forgotten", in which she appeared had not
been released as he promised.
It seems that Mama invested $15,000 so
darling daughter Dot could have a featured part. Thomas claimed the picture

had been

Woman

released.

forgotten,

all right, all right.

RALPH

BELLAMY, newcomer

to the
scored a hit with Ruth
Chatterton in her last picture, married
Frances Willard, New York stage star.
_ screen,

who

THELMA
two-reel
will

TODD,

pretty

blonde,

of

Hal Roach comedies, who

be known as Alison Lloyd in dramatic

pictures,

is

receiving

a

lot

of att?ntion

from Ronald Colman these days.
Thelma recently broke her engagement
to Abe Lyman, famous orchestra leader.
Eddie QitiUan seems
niue/i

"thai

way"

about

ASTHER,
NILS
Duncan, forgot

How

they

made

"Street Scene",

Buster Col-

and Sylvia Sidney on their toes for the
scene which is now making them famous

lier

for

November

19

3

1

to

be

hubby of
to

very

Joan Marsh.

pay

\'ivlen

for a car

he

rented for several weeks.
The collectors got mad and insisted
that Nils explain his forgctfulness to a
judge.
[More Movietown Topics on page 60]
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He s

the

Prince

Juveniles

of

Joel

McCrea Could

CI aim

a

Title

Too

Joel

got

his

hair

mussed before he
learned the game
of playing at love

By

Margaret Reid
McCREA, currently in the
JOEL
ascendant
cinematic
toward
popularity, is the perfect example of Hollywood anachronism. Disregarding, temporarily, his position
in the film fiimament, consider Joel
McCrea himself— separate from cameras, fan adulation, studios and Constance Bennett.
Born, in Pasadena, into a quiet,
prosperous middle-class family, Joel was planted in the
soil of conventional standards— honesty, respect for parents, wholesomeness of mind and sincerity of heart.
His father was secretary of the Los Angeles Gas and
Electric Corporation; his mother, the sort of mother
who is inevitably and importantly a part of homes like
these.
For it was a home exactly like thousands of
others the country over. It was pleasant and cheerful
and pervaded with a comfortable aura of integrity and

common
In

sense.

these

surroundings,

little

Joel grew up.

Even

when he was nine and

his family moved to Hollywood,
the change wrotight no change in the quiet family life
Hollywood, of course, was not yet
of the McCreas.
Hollywood then. It was a pleasant, sleepy little town
And Joel progressed from
set among orange groves.
boyhood, through adolescence, in an environment as
prosaic as could be foimd in any small town through-

out the country.

Of course, the movies were apparent even then. But
they did not yet dominate the town. They were a civic
curiosity, with none of the natives partictdarly curious
For Joel, they simply made tangible
about them.
the dream of every little boy's heart.
Joel read cowboy stories, he attended cowboy movies. He wanted
to be a cowboy.
And wear spurs and chaps.
Now, every little boy
wants, at some time or

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
storv on Joel
THIS
SILVER SCREEN'S

McCrea

is

"request intervicw" for this month. Each month
will publish a
request storv on the star who nets the
most votes for that month. So tell us
whom vou'J like to read about, and
we'll do the rest.
Send vour vote to
Sallv Forth, SILVER SCREEN, 45 W.
45th St., New York.

SILVER SCREEN

other, to be a cowboy.
Btit, when he reaches a
certain age, he realizes
that it is not a wholly
practical
idea.
Joel
reached that age— biu
Joel li\ed in a town

where
plete

50

comspurs and

cowboys,
wiili

chaps, walked along the streets in broad daylight. They
actors, but that didn't matter.
They were, to all
intents and purposes, cowboys.
So the youthful Joel determined to be a cowboyactor.
It would probably, as a matter of fact, be more
exciting than life on the range, anyway—with more
varied opportunities for narrowing the eyes along
the barrel of a gun and riding swiftly into the setting
sun in pursuit of indescribably villainous villains.
That, then, was his ambition.
As he grew older
and schools occupied more and more of his time, he
never swerved from this fixed intention.
Graduated
from the Hollywood High School and instated at
Pomona College, Joel had attained a height well over
six feet.
Broad-shouldered, with the graceful strength
of the athlete, a handsome, clean-cut face distinguished
by honest blue eyes that seemed ever fixed on the blue
horizon of some vast desert swept clean by the Avindhe was an arresting figure.
He appeared in a college play— the leading role
opposite a girl whose father came out from Holly^vood
especially to see the show. Afterwards, the father came
backstage and asked to meet "die young man". He met
the young man, and told him to come to see him ^vhen
the term was o\'er— told him to ask for Sam ^\'oods,

were

at

M.G.M.
That was

the beginning.
Naturallv,
he left
to see the director.
He -vvas given
extra work, signed as a sort of stock player— meaning
a high-class extra available at all times.
Joel didn't
especially like the work— a great, strapping youth with
a penchant for horses and prairies wouldn't.
But it
was a means to an end, and he wanted to learn his
college,

he went

trade.

He worked earnestly, whole-heartedlv. Simply because, perhaps, his six feet of modern Adonis macle an
inescapable view, he was grad- \Cnn tinned on page
68J

1^ HESTER

is

making a rushing, action picture "Corsair"

in

he turns pirate, but not one of the costume party kind.
starting

on

this

character

part,

he took a cruise

in

a

which
Before

freighter,

CHESTER

MORRIS

U

ILLIE

DOVE

BiLLIE

^

DOVE

beauty to make

at last has a wonderful part in "The

Love", a United Artists picture.
this role

Billie

Age

for

uses her great

dramatic. Perhaps the theme, "There

GRETA GARBO
jIANA, Goddess

of Mythology, originated the chase picture but it remained
Garbo, Hollywood's own goddess, to look the part. Garbo goes on. "Susan
Lenox. Her Fall and Rise" will be followed by "Mata Hari". No other star even challenges her position. She is the figurehead at the prow of the good ship "Cinema"
I

*^

for
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rm over 4-5

!

NANCE

O'NEIL. Who would dream, looking at this photograph taken in 1930, that she is over 45!
"Stage and screen stars cherish complexion beauty," she says. "It's youth that wins hearts!"

SAYS

Nance o'Neil

Famous Stage and Screen
Star

tells

the secret of

keeping Youthful

"T'M

X

Charm

45— you see I admit so
much," says Nance O'Neil.
over

should admit more, but
it is said that a woman is as old as
she looks, and a man as old as he feels.

"Perhaps

"For

I

my

part, I don't think any-

one, especially

women, should tag

Lux

themselves with dates, and I believe
the world in general would be happier
and better if birthdays were never

ways has appeal. Several years

recorded.

for

"Constructive thought and care
of the skin are two things that help
one to escape the marks of time.

"Any woman who knows how

to

keep her complexion youthful can be
charming at any age!
"Stage and screen stars know that
a skin softly smooth and aglow al-

Toilet

I

ago,

discovered that regular care with

Lux

Soap would do wonders
and now I am among
the scores of stage and screen stars
Toilet

my

who

use

skin,

it

regularly."

Of the 613 important Hollywood
actresses, including all stars, 605
agree with this beautiful star! So
regularly do they use this fragrant
white soap to guard complexion
beauty, it has been made official in
all the great film studios.

Soap_io*

—

.
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More
MoviETowN Topics
[Continued from page 49]

In

"Street

them
came

Mary
Elizabeth
Ann Brown

Miss

and papa Joe
E. of WarnerNationfame. Joe's

First
al

Greta Granstedt

Scene"

JEAN HARLOW
Baby"

the news of

Mary Duncan's

marriage to Louis Woods,

Jr.

was

For a long time cinemaland was intrigued by the supposed romance between
Mary and Winfield R. Sheehan, the head

man

of the Fox Studios.
quite likely that Mary will give

It's

her film career.
.

up

— —

—

-

An

-

emerg-

life.

STEPIN FETCHIT,

lackadaisical negro
film comedian, isn't so funny at home,

so

it

seems.

Stepin's wife has filed suit for divorce,
claiming that the comic of the cinema
socked her around the house and committed various ungentlemanly tactics.

.

(Much

Publicity)

of "An American
Tragedy", is in Reno to write a new novel.
Despite the fact that he didn't like the way
Paramount picturized his famous novel, he
is wilHng
to accept large figures from
producers for film rights to his other
Dreiser,

stories.

author

—

SOMERSET, former idol of the
PAT
English stage, recently married Bar-

bigger

be-

cause of

Mary

of Baltimore.
Several days
marriage he was found working as
an extra in a new Ruth Chatterton picture.

bara

Todd

after his

pretty blonde, is going
around places with William Bakewell.

is

fame.
—'<%>—r'

-ANCY

CARROLL'S

honeymoon

cost her

was abruptly interrupted by the
Paramount meanies who wanted her to

pretty blonde picture star figured
up the other day that the role of motherhood had set her back that much in offers
she was forced to turn down for film work.
Well, babies come high in these times.

which is being made on the West Coast.
Too bad for the luck of the Irish this time.
Nancy has been making all her pictures in
New York up until the time she went on
her honeymoon. It's a conspiracy.

GLORIA SWANSON

FOSTER has been signed
NORMAN
by Universal on
contract

"

ESTHER

RALSTON'S

baby

play the lead in

just $100,000.

The

back from
Europe looking more chic than ever
and is being escorted hither and yon by
Michael Farmer, Irish, millionaire, and
playboy of the whole cock-eyed world.
Gloria gets her final decree from Marquis
is

"

the first of November.
And then
the question is: Will Connie Bennett do

Hank
right

by Hank?

TERRY

CARROLL,

Nancy's sister,
Bankhead's "stand-in"
the Paramount, Long Island studio.
is

at

THEODORE

taking

"The Man

I

Killed",

—

—4"—.
year

old
Ann, suffered a
five

severe attack of appendicitis.

ency operation saved her

is

smile has
grown even

,.^|>.

BLUE'S
MONTE
daughter, Barbara

making "Blonde

that she knows everything, and it's right
refreshing to know one in these do-as-Isay-or-I'll-walk-off-the-set times.

SALLY BLANE,

dis-

closed.

is

Columbia, and

for

dramatic lessons and vocal lessons on the
side.
There's a girl who doesn't believe

Such

when

made

forward

in their chairs when she
on.
"Watch her. Allan Fox plays opposite her with a fine intensity
sit

a five-year

he had to pack his bag and kiss little
wifie
Claudette Colbert good-bye at
Grand Central Station. Claudette will
spend the winter at her New York apartment on Central Park West with her
mother. But the gods are good occasionally
so she'll have the chance of seeing
Norman in October when she goes to the
Coast to make a picture.
so

—

—

Tallulah

it or not, she looks more like
Tallulah than Tallulah does herself.

And, believe

NOW

—

that Alice White has signed up
for a vaudeville tour she is getting
all sorts of offers from the picture companies.
What to do? What to do?
Well, life is like that.

c

riot in New York the evening she appeared at the Ziegfeld "Follies".
The
glorified ones were so busy looking at her

that they nearly forgot their lines.
You
could just hear them saying to themselves
(an old "Follies" custom) "What has she
got that I haven't got?" The answer, dear$'^0,000 a week.
ie, is

—
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Your Rouge

tKouglit to

have

to

November 1931

Natural

it

ONLY IF THE COLOR "SEEMS TO COME
FROM WITHIN THE SKIN," DOES ROUGE
GIVE BEWITCHING BEAUTY

By

ROUGE

Patricia

Gordon

that appears

artificial

feats the very purpose for

de-

which you

use rouge. Choose, then, the one rouge

which

of

it

may

truly be said, "the

color actually seems to

come from

within the skin." This one rouge is
because none other
Princess Pat

—

possesses the almost magical secret of

the famous duo-tone blend.

You know,

of course, that such color

as the cheeks possess naturally, shows

through the skin, from beneath.
Actually,

glow, radiance.

it

It
is

has
the

most beautiful of all effects is carried out in
Princess Pat almond base face powder, eye
make-up and lip rouge.

blood showing through the skin. Unfortunately, few

women

retain this

beauty of natural coloring beyond
girlhood's days. Then rouge must be
the resort of

Give

to

Today, Be More Beautiful Than Ever Before

Today, secure Princess Pat rouge. Discover
what it means to enrich your beauty with
color that "actually seems to come from

all.

Your Cheeks the Wondrous

within the skin." You'll adore the effect
that none other than Princess Pat duo-tone

Beauty of Princess Pat Natural Color
If

you've used only usual rouge, try
A small thing to do, surely
yet startling as to utterly new beauty.

Princess Pat.
.

.

.

Just as though

you had blushed,

will

your

cheeks be suffused with lovely, radiant,
youthful color. No flat, painty, artificial
effect. Instead an adorable transparency of
skin texture, enriched so magically that no
matter

how much

color

you use

it

will

seem

your very own.

Only

the

"Duo-Tone" Secret can

"More Than

give this

Natural Beauty"

rouge can give.

changes on the skin, adjusting
to your individual need.

A

its

intensity

Marvelous Advantage in Selection of
Shades. You Use Any or All

With usual

rouge,

— the

you are

skin."

That must be

—

—

"Duo-Tone" means that Princess Pat rouge
is composed of two distinct tones, perfectly
l)lcnded into one by an exclusive, secret process. Thus each shade of Princess Pat rouge

to be fashionably different.

possesses a mystical underglow to harmonize

Remember

with the skin, and an overtone to give forth
vibrant color. Too, Princess Pat rouge

aids give the

Your Complete Make-up
Color

—

in Perfect

Harmony

all Princess Pat make-up
famous Princess Pat Color
This
Harmony make-up automatically.

that

CHICAGO

—

IBLE

Princess Pat
with
the already famous inner tint
secret of coloring lips natActually the rich,
urally.
.

.

.

come from

glorious color imparted seems to

—

within the lips themselves not to be "painted
on." Absence of waxy consistency permits this
magical effect. This is the famous inner tint
secret.

To

PRINCESS PAT
LONDON

Lip Rouge Free! That's enticing. But more than that,
it is an entirely new kind

ABSOLUTELY INDEL-

restricted to just

one that "matches your
so of "one tone rouge."
With Princess Pat rouge, all eight shades
match every skin. Thus you select Princess
to harmonize with
Pat shades at will
to be brilliant or demure
your gown

one shade

FREE

receive your free box of lip rouge, do this:
Just purchase a box of Princess Put compact
rouge. In every box, under the little puiT, there
is a printed paper slip. Send this slip, and the
coupon below, to Princess Pat. Your free box
of lip rouge will be sent at once.

rUINCKSS TA

T. 270!)

So. Wl-lls SI

.

(_:illci\Ko.

U3pt. 166-B. Enclosed llnd paper slip trcim box ol
Princess Pal compact rouge. For this, seud nie free
bo\ of Princess Pal Up rouge.

Name.
Address
(

IN

Ml y

C

SInle

.

.\ iN

.v.

I> .1

.

•!

C'UUUCU

8T.,

TOUONTO
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Do Women Love Cave Men?
[Continued from page 41]

I

allowed him to struggle over his steak

for a

moment.

"Do women
rupted at

love cave-men?"

I

inter-

last.

"They do and they

don't," he elucibe nice to have
around where he has his own private
jungle cave and run-way. That is the ideal
condition, of course. He might be a great
lover under those circumstances and get

dated.

"A cave-man may

away with

it."

"Is there an

if

to

your answer?"

I

de-

manded.
"Sherlockian, aren't you?" he taunted.
got all jittery again when he looked
that way at me, and I busied myself with
my salad to hide my confusion.
"Here's the point I was trying to make,"
he explained. "A cave-man may be all
He may be
right in his natural habitat.
satisfactory and thrilling and exactly right
for every woman given the right conditions.
But take him under ordinary
conditions.
Does a woman love a man
who occasionally takes chunks out of the
grand piano to wreck the buffet with?
I

modern

girls

make money

I

doubt

it.

A

and necessary

Art...-

in

As fashion
rators,

illustrators, interior

modern
good money in

girls

writers,

art.

deco-

show card

designers,

fobric

are making
Manufacturers

"You can

amended.

by the popuand the
philandering Sergeant played by Eddie
Lowe in 'What Price Glory.' This charsee this

larity of such pictures as Bancroft's

cave-man
to the

is

about as useful

modern woman

as a

bull in a china shop."

Lowe

the

women

fans.

into a box-office
in it appealed to

Women

so absolutely their

have everything

own way that
now more than

they
crave being bullied
ever
because of the novelty of the situation.
This is a woman's world, run for, by and
of women. They have advanced more in
the last ten years than they have in the last
thousand.
And this very thing has
caused them to yearn for the man who can

dominate them, force them

to

ding."
He suppressed a chuckle.
"Out with it," I ordered.
"I was about to say, let a

do

it

and

see

man

word.

So on the authority of a man of force
and power, I would advise you boys to
refrain from the impulse to get forceful
and brutish. Don't go too far with the

woman. Or else.
What is one man's meat is another man's
poison.
You can't all of you be Clark

my

goat.

"But seriously, what is the status of the
cave-man as a lover?" I persisted.
"Brutes always have been loved," he

Gables, you know.
And I think Clark is probably right
about the answer to the question "Do
women love cave-men?"
They do. And they don't.

Through the Federal School of
you can learn the principles
of modern design of home. More
than fifty famous artists contribute
exclusive lessons to the Federal Course
Illustrating

cartooning, lettering,
Federal students
ore now earning from $2500 to
others even more.
$6000 a year
illustrating,

Many

designing, etc.

—

Test Your Talent Free

Our Free Art
From
your drawing

talent.

it

Test finds out your

our

ortists will

ability.

for this Test Chart

"A Road To Bigger

judge

Send today

and our Free Book,
Things."

FEDERAL SCHOOL
OF ILLUSTRATING
11941 Federal Schools BIdg., Minneapolis,

Minn.

Federal School of Illustrating
Federal Schools Building
Minneapolis, Minn.
11941

Please

"A Road

send me free book,
To Bigger Things," and

Standard Art

Name
Age
Address

Occupation

and

I persisted.

—

in

try

There were volumes in the

wall paper, furniture, draperies,
dress fabrics, jewelry, kitchenware
base their success today on color
end design. Girls trained in art are
needed. Fine incomes ore possible.
of

his bid-

what happens."

"What happens?"
"Plenty."

do

little

acknowledged that I hadn't thought of
that.
Then, I saw the twinkle in his eye,
and knew that he was deliberately and
I

with malice aforethought getting

acterization built

power because the brute

Test.

George Bancroft shows David Durand the difference
between a fore top gallant and a flying jib boom, in
"Rich Man's Folly". Ships have always been good to
George, remember "Old Ironsides"?
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How To Create Fascinating Beauty
WITH HOLLYWOOD'S
1^

SECRET
MAGIC SECREl

/f

of
of

TliAKE-UP
Sydney Fox, Universal
star, in

able,''

'''Strictly

and

Max

Dishonor-

Factor,

Hollywood" s Make-Up Genius,

usingthe correct color har-

mony shade of Lipstick.

Genevieve Tobin, Universal star in "Seed"'
"One must be careful to avoid off-color

says:

make-up, and that
or

harmony

is

ivhy 1 prefer my oivn colMake-Up'' exclusively. "

in 'Society

y^NY

girl can be more attractive with
this new make-up discovery,.. created
originally for the screen stars, and now
offered to you by Hollywood's make-up

genius!

Whatever your type. .blonde, brunette,
brownette or redhead... discover how in.

dividualized color harmony in Society
Make-Up doubles beauty. Be like a screen
star and permit Max Factor to create
your own color harmony in make-up.
Accept this priceless gift... mail coupon

Hollywood, we have found

INup's

secret of attraction

is

that

from Hollywood you see its magic beauty
in the loveliness of the stars of the screen.
Now you may share this magic make-up
secret which won the award of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.
Like you were a screen star. Max Factor
will create your individual color

actually fascinating.

ble.

to create a

how

to

Tests

make-up

satin-smooth

Gives answers

How

that lasts

to

twelve trouble-

can be? Think how perfect in texture; how satin-smooth Max Factor's make-up must be to appear
flawless before the search in;; camera lens; to aild a wondrous charm
to beauty. Now you may discover
what a difference there can be \n

FacinCl the

visi-

clashes in color or faulty texture

make-up.

Lights
You know

tliat soft,

subdued li^htine

ways

you know how uncomplimen\\o\v unflatterinc a camera

tary,

Make-Up For You

in powder or
mar beauty; cause complexappear spotty, "loud" and

THIS BOOK

is al-

fiattcrine...

Im-

FREE,,,

facing blazinc

such a trying testing laboratory, with beauty

Max

worth millions at stake. Max Factor, Hollywood's genius of make-up, created a new kind
of make-up, based on his discovery of cosmetic
color harmony. 96% of Holly wood's stars use
Max Factor's, and in every picture released

mous scrten

i

?"actor's

up must

MAXaZACTOR'S
of the Stars

rW

ivhat bo fa-

Ititrs

make-

writr

he, for screen

every day
stars use
as beauty insurance.
too,
may l)e
Now you,
sure of satin-sniootli,
color-perfect makeup.
it

i

COURTESY COUPON
Mr. Max Factor

— Max Factor

Please send
Society

MaliC-Up,"

mc
.

.

.

a

Miniature

Compact

copy of your

also personal

^fi-p.igc illustrated

HOLLYWOOD

make-up including Technicolor used by Hollywood's Screen Stars and Studios is Max Factor's.
li^Ji M*jx Factor
(Los Angeles Chamber of Commeru Slatistia)

@

Crfamy.,

D

^"y-

Grey...

kudjy
Olivr

^^^^^
~_

y

HAIR

UIONDB

Hj/cI.

L.fl.i

W«k.

D

n

1

LI

[ASHli
nj.t

U n„lt

Art of

IWliNHTtE
n^rLD

n

SKIN
Drv.
Oilv

.ji.i

iiko\xNi:ni-:
l.lplu

U U..rt

kfcDHEAL)"

i.,kI„
|

New

of postage and handling,)

EYES

b,o»n
McJiiim

|

17-11-.J7

book, "The
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MAKE-UPi
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complexion analysis and make up color harmony

chart. (Enclose joc (coin or stamps) to cover the cost

Sodely

Powder
FREE

. .

Studios. Hollywood, Cilifornu

CompUxwn

osmetics

make-up

Facing the Camera

Prove the
I>o

were picked up by the searching camera lens.
Thus, through this unique experience in

all

to

oily skin.

correct color

of haphazard make-up were quickly

of

how

some make-up problems. Mail coupon now.

agine
motion picture liiihts,
b r E li t a a the sun.
Tliink liow perfect

96%

It tells

make-up an

for hours.

blazing motion picture lights the

Unseen

dry skin;

a

one color harmony in make-up, in powder,

even grotesque.
faults

You'll also receive copy of Max Factor's
illustrated book... "The New Art

in

rouge, lipstick, eyeshadow for every day , that * s

proved that off-colors

Under

and

in

How to overcome skin
problems with make-up

You'll discover the

Beauty Magic of This

ion colorings to

now ...fill

this priceless gift

mail coupon.

of Society Make-up."

blonde, brunette, brownette and redhead.
lipstick

.

own complexion analysis. You'll discover the
one way to create beauty with make-up that

Two

We

.

48-page

harmony in powder, rouge, lipstick and eyeshadow for each type... for each variation in

rouge or

Accept

.

Society Make-up... exactly according to your

is

make-

harmony

you
that will emphasize the
beauty appeal of your complexion colorings.

perfect for
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a Djct
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AGE
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THE FOREIGN VERSION
New York
fans and
TOnotthose movie
become acquainted

City

who have
with it— let

critics

yet

me

present the Foreign \'ersion.
Every foreign version which it has been
my privilege to see has made the English
picturization decrepit.
I
cannot understand German.
Yet the Teutonic "Anna
Christie" thrilled me, while the English
version seemed merely adequate.
Norma
Shearer long has been a favorite of mine.
Yet she is now superseded by Nora Gregor,
whose performance in the German "Trial
of

Mary Dugan" made film history.
With French, I am acquainted

only

Yet the French version of "The
Big Pond" topped the English one by a
song— oh, quite a naughty, Chevalier song.
And to cap all this comes "Le Petit
Cafe," French version of the entertaining
program picture, "Playboy of Paris." In
English, we enjoyed it mostly because of
the sterling Chevalier.
In French, he was
a jewel, a diamond in a platinum setting.
In French, the picture was almost up to
the standard of "The Love Parade."
It
slightly.

had
I

warmth, depth, finer
and better construction.
don't know what to make of it.

Do

directors imagine that Europe-

Hisses

Continued from page 8

But Kay Francis goes on

]

forever.

I

sa^^'

her in "Street of Chance," in "Gentlemen
of the Press,
and in "Passion Flower."
She was, in my estimation, perfect. She has
it all over her rivals, and she is much better to look at.
All ye who worship at the shrine of the
heavenly Chatterton and the mystical Garbo, turn your face towards the shrine of
Kay Francis, for before another dawn all
«ill flock to her temple.
Etta Leviiie

THE SCRAPBOOK
ture fan is doing more than creating
pleasure for himself; he is recording the
history of the screen.
Turning over the leaves of our scrapbook history, we go back to the days when
^Iary Pickford was gaining fame in kid
roles.
In the flip of a page, the type
changes from the gaga heroine to the
vamp, with Theda Bara and Barbara La
Marr ruling the screen.
Colleen Moore makes a hit in "Flaming

If
so,
let
the producers
beware.
Only poor movies can
keep the public from the theatres!
Until tactics are changed, however,
I shall have to satisfy myself with

infrequent foreign ver-

Scrambled

Stills!

Scrambled

Stills!

sions.

Pearl A.

WHY

law

prohibiting

Thousands

thus

lee,

is

stars.

when

fields

and

thousands

of

have been

re-

tion

Andy were

'n'

be a

Chevalier loses his wonderful personality and acting ability over
the radio, and Vallee
never had any acting ability. The
exception that proves the rule is
Will Rogers.
He is truly a star
of both the screen and radio.
Except for Will Rogers, the rest
are pretty bad.
It is a very bad
situation; the fan loses his idol and
the star loses the fans, which is not

there

tried

to

territory.

a profitable arrangement from
Yes, yes, a law should be passed.

any

m

side.

Minn.
Cute little

Duliitli.
A-

go.

things like .Alice White and "It" girls
Bow. Sophisticated women of the
world with low voices like Ruth Chatterton.
Dreamy-eyed goddesses who are reputed to live alone and spurn the "rabble"
like Greta Garbo.
Aloof-looking strangers
like Marlenc Dietrich.
like Clara

is

this

to

'

peals to the mind and soul.
That
why she does not appeal to persons of low intelligence. They are
utterly unable to appreciate and

comprehend her supreme artistry.
Garbo and Dietrich. It is like
comparing a goddess to a scrubwoman.
Alvhild V. Holmes

Stills

wmner

the

—A

eoing on.

MOVIES

wiU be

m

is

a big

DEFINITION

Guthrie, Kv.
of
movies:
first— a salve for the discouraged; second— a boon for the poor;
third— a tonic for the restive; antl
last, an education for all.
Helen Evan Laffoon

jV|Y

the editors scramble out

gomg to
way and

DEFINITION

thirty-one others

SOPHISTICATED

money.

Have

A RAVE FOR KAY FRANCIS
ACTRESSES may come and

When

end? True,
there is a slight physical resemblance between the stars, but as far as their artistic
attributes are concerned, they are as far
apart as the poles.
Even their physical resemblance is not
very marked.
Marlene's beauty is
sensual; Garbo's is spiritual.
Dietrich is body; Garbo is soul. When
we think of Dietrich we think of
lovely legs; when we think of Garbo we think of a beautiful soul.
Garbo is the one actress who has
never had to undress on the screen
to hold the interest of her audience.
Unlike most actors who
appeal to the emotions, Garbo ap-

patience, -puzzlers.

^outh," and the flapper type fills a number of pages with Clara Bow in the lead.
Rudy Valentino makes a hit about the
same time and we have the foreign invasion to Hollywood.
There isn't much change until King
Talking Pictures wins the battle from the
old monarch. Silent Pictures.
\Vhat a
change!
Our pages are filled with newfaces and many old ones are missing.
Not only are the changes in pictures recorded here, but also the private life of the
stars.
Their triumphs and failures, love
affairs and quarrels, marriages and divorces,
what they eat and wear, death and even

Gaheston, Texas

am

sick of these sophisticated
movies that try to be so smart and
end in being so boring.
I
am
I

Len Zinberg.

J-

now

from under, someone

all

own
new

their
take in

left

is

When

unfortunately true of
Rudy Val-

they

Worcester, Mass.

and Dietrich.
odious comparing going

Editors and the careful examina-

Chevalier,

and Amos

flops

do you hear me?
Marie Lee Kromis

GARBO

,

disillusion their admirers and
hurt their own pocketbooks.

The same
radio

and

contest answers

ceived by the Scrambled

stars

from trying to become radio stars
and radio stars from trying to become screen stars? I'~or some unknown reason, when movie stars
go on the air they are terrible.

They

Detroit, Mich.
all

is

is

York, N. Y.
screen

HAT

THE GARBO-DIETRICH
CONTROVERSY AGAIN

someone pass a

doesn't

SH!

dislike her;

Katzman

RADIO STARS
New

Laden Stroud

the hooey over Constance
Bennett?
Who said that she was
beautiful and that she outclasses Gloria
Swanson in chic? Look at her square jaw
and bony face and those sick looking eyes
of hers, to say nothing of that mediocre
complexion. As for dressing, she does not
even know the meaning of chic.

-

more "choosy" than Amer-

all "too

w
I

TN KEEPING

in our history of the

Lucille

Blytheville, Ark.
a scrapbook the motion pic-

feeling,

icans?

the

murder are revealed
silver screen.

"

direction,

ans are

1931

thinking about "Rebound" which I
saw last evening. Ina Claire mav
be a great actress, and no doubt
she is, but I am sure that the movie
going public could see nothing in that picture to get excited o\er. "Tarnished Lady
is another of those pictures that try to be
smart and New Yorkish. It was so' boring
that my husband Avent to sleep during it.
And the same might be said for Tallulah
Bankhead that I said about Ina Claire.
They may be good behind the footlights
"

but

don't think

they are very dazzling
rather have Jatiet Gaynor and Nancy Carroll any day. My friends
and I want pictures uith action— not this
drawing room drama with its everlasting
teacups and cocktails.
Ellen Umitli
I

as screen stars.

I'd

—— ——

—

—

—
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Givelbu Magnetic Power
in 24 HourS'^QrNo Cost/

111

give you the secret of magnetic
that attracts new friends
I'll
tell you how to attain greater
popularity
I'll lay before you secrets that influence
the minds of men and women, enabling

I'LL
power

you

make them do what you want them

to

to do
I'll

show you

make

people

the magnetic secrets that
dominant, forceful person-

alities
I'll

explain

how

successful

men dominate

situations

give you the magnetic secrets that
have won quick and conspicuous success in
every field of endeavor
And I'll show you how to apply these
secrets of magnetism in just 24 hours or I
don't want a cent of your money.
That's my unconditional guarantee
I
don't care how colorless your personality
is
how lacking you are in the qualities of
leadership how timid and self-conscious
you may be. Unless Shaftesbury's famous
secrets of personal magnetism give you new
magnetic powers within twenty-four hours
yon don't pay a cent!
I'll

!

—

—

—

of achievement when you are shackled by
fear and worry and self-consciousness.
The moment you read Shaftesbury's secrets of personal magnetism you can apply
them. The fetters that have held you down
are struck of¥. You are FREE. You will
laugh at obstacles that once seemed unsurmountable you will toss aside timidity and

—
awkwardness

—you

will

feel

your powers

vastly increased.
Shaftesbury's methods of personal magnetism should enable you to acquire individuality
show you how to acquire a vibrant charming voice, a more fascinating
manner. With the power of personal magnetism at your command, you will be enabled to go through life supremely happy
reaping the glowing rewards which a magnetic personality
and only a magnetic
personality can give you.
Personal magnetism is not limited to a
fortunate few it is Nature's gift to every
man and woman
You need only release
the full sweep of your magnetic potentialities
to become the dynamic, forceful, fascinating
person you were intended to be.

—

—

—

—

The Facts Are Free

—

—

sonality.

You

can't expect life to bring you success
when your entire attitude invites failure.
You can't expect to rise to glorious heights

nature.

Originally published to

sell

for $5

—

this

remarkable volume, bound in handsome dark
burgundy with the title gold embossed, is
being offered at the special price of $3. Send
no money with the coupon pay no C.O.D.

—

You

get the book

Remember,

if

—

first.

book

this

is

not

all

it

is

claimed to be simply return it within 5
Otherwise keep
days and pay us nothing
it as your own and remit only $3.00 in full
payment.
You are the sole judge. You do not pay
!

unless you are absolutely delighted.
And
then only $3. You simply can't delay
Clip
and mail the coupon
Ralston University Press, Dept. 219T, Meriden, Conn.
!

NOW.

!

Results in 24 Hours
Shaftesbury's secrets will show you how
the minds of others may be swayed how to
appear always at your best how to dominate situations through the force of per-

"Rapid Magnetic Advancement," "The
Magnetic Mind" and "Magnetic Healing,"
are only a few of the subjects covered. A
magnificent book that tells you just how to
cultivate the magnetic influence
of your

Shaftesbury's famous secrets of personal
magnetism have been put into a beautiful
extra large size volume under the title of
"Instantaneous Personal Magnetism."
The scope of "Instantaneous Personal
Magnetism" is as broad as life itself. "Fires

Magnetism," "Sex Influences," "The
Magnetic Voice," "Physical Magnetism,"
"The Magnetic Eye," "Oriental Secrets,"

of

Ralston University Press,
Dept. 219T, Meriden, Conn.

—

All rlRlit I'll be the judge. You may send me
the volume "Instantaneous Personal Magnetism"
for 5 days' FRKE EXAMINATION in my home.
Within the 5 days. I will either remit the speei.il
low price of only $,! or return the book without
cost or obligation.

Name
Address
State

City
Special
ical

$2.00

if

payment accompanies

Tills saves heavy bookkeeping and clerexpense. Money refunded if dissatisfied and
is returned within five days.

coupon.

book

price
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Bob Montgomery whispers sweet nothings
cell in

Life Story of

"Man

was

good we

very polite, and if we were
were given graham crackers and
all

milk at recess.

How do

Dancers

Manage?
The professional engagements of a dancer
make no allowance for the trying time
of a woman's monthly sickness. Menstruating must not interfere with her easy,
effortless performance.

There was a time when a stage career
closed to any woman whose periods
were too severe. But this handicap has
now been removed. Women of the stage

was

(and a million others) use Midol.

What

is

jMidol? It isn't

some

sinister

even a narcotic. In fact,
you take for
a headache. But one little tablet stops all
discomfort fi\e to se\en minutes after
it is swallowed! And if you anticipate
your time and take Midol just before,
you won't have even that first twinge of
drug.

It isn't

is as harmless as the aspirin

periodic pain.
So, the time of

the dancer

month doesn't bother

who has

learned to rely on

Midol. She is always in line, on time, on
her toes and smiling. This merciful
medicine protects her from the possibility
of such pain for hours at a stretch. It
brings complete comfort, and it does not
interfere with the natural, normal men-

any woman
at any stage of her monthly

strual process. So, it's folly for

to suffer

Any

drugstore has the slim little
box that tucks in your i)urse. Just ask
for Midol.
period.

Pur-

Robert Montgomery

{Continued from pag
It

to Irene

in Possession"

There was a trip to Europe sandwiched in between Overfield and later
schooling at Pawling, New York. Europe,
or any other place, doesn't matter much
to a boy of eleven, but I knew that I wanted to go back some time.
Pawling was an unpleasant experience
to me. It's a good school, don't misunderstand me, but I disliked the routine, and
I
met my Waterloo every time the
mathematics class got together. At 7:00
we had to get up and take our showers.
At 7:30 we had to be at the breakfast
table.
If I was one minute late I did
without my breakfast and served detenAt 8:00 there was chapel, and
tion, too.
from 8:30 until :oo we had classes. If you
had behaved yourself the rest of the
If you had deafternoon was your own.
tention, and most of us did, you stayed
indoors.
Dinner was at 6:00.
We
studied until 9:00, and at 9:30 all lights
were out. And I mean all lights were out.
They were turned off by a master switch.
We had three chapel exercises on Sunday,
grace before dinner, and prayers afterward. It was an Episcopalian school.
My brother, Don, missed all of that.
He is two years younger than I am, and
he always had private tutors. The tutors
didn't stay very long for Don was damned
with charm, and had his instructors wound
around his little finger.
Once, I remember, mother found Don
and the current tutor playing golf at the
country club when he should have been
She
struggling with intransitive verbs.
was furious, and gave the poor man quite
i

a talking to.
"But, Mrs. Montgomery," hesaid, spreading his hands, helplessly, "Don smiled.'"
smiles were never that effective

My

as restless as I am, for instance, although
he is a long way from being phlegmatic.
Father was very acti\e.
His surplus of
energy really caused his death. I know I
look like my father. Mother once showed

me

a picture of father at seventeen. The
clothes were sort of funny, but it might

have been me at the same age.
Dad was a victim of what Irvin

S.

With

his death our whole life changed.
missed him so much, and for the first
time in a happy, comfortable life I knew
what sorrow meant. Most of our money
was gone, too. I had to get out and

We

rustle for myself.

work

We

later.

Don
had

also

to give

had to go to
up our sum-

mers on Long Island and Nantucket, our
schooling, and do something about making our own living.
I often wonder if I will lose evers thing
I have saved when I am in my forties.
Grandfather lost his fortune, and so did
my father. I hope that the third time will
be the charm that Don and I will escape
that misfortune.
think that I had about the most
I
amazing job that ever befell a boy in his
'teens.
Of course, being a boy of that age

—

and very impressed with
ance,

I

abused

came awfully

my

close to

my own

import-

But I
becoming a railroad
privileges.

instead of an actor.

[Continued next month)

Be sure and read the next instalment of
Story of Bob

this fascinating Life

Montgomery which will appear m the December

Silver

Cobb

"goat-feather gathering".
He was
vice-president of the New York rubber
company, president of the country club,
and a director in two banks. It was too
much for him. He had a nervous breakdown. When the rubber company failed
not long after that it -was one blow too
many. He didn't live long afterward. I
was just sixteen then and preparing to
enter Princeton.
calls

man

at Pawling.

25)

Don and I played together a great
deal when we were youngsters.
We
aren't much alike.
Don is more like
mother, and I am like father. Don isn't

Screen
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Prove for yourself by

FREE TRI AL
NEW ENERGY

The DYNAMIC

.

.

VIBRANT

.

TRIM SLENDERNESS
genuine

only

*!The

ROLLING SEAT RowMachine

ing

at

ViiaBoat'

this

astoundingly low price!

give you

will

for only

$4 85

DEPOSIT

SUCCESS
.

business or social
favors the man or woman

.

.

.

.

.

—

fit
and LOOKS it.
more than ever before!
What more convincing Sign of
Prosperity these days than a firm,

who

kesps

Today

.

.

jaunty step ... a clear, lively eye
... a trim, supple figure? The successful man
the sought-after
knows the dollar-value
woman
of keeping fit and looking it.
And here's the popular new
v/ay of gaining glowing health,
tireless strength and attractive
THE VITA
slenderness
.

.

WOMEN!

.

.

.

.

your husband's wais'.Iine
beginning to bulge a bit

If
is
.

.

.

induce him to get a

VITA BOAT— and row
it

regularly.

on

.

it

desk" then

.

.

ROW

come roundness

soon
You,
recede
markedly!
too, will find reducing
pleasant and simple on
your family VITA BOAT.

—

will

for a

few minutes every morning. Notice how you "hit your

—not sluggish

pepless, but alert, clear-minded, tingingly
to wait until 11 o'clock for your brain-tubes to

Row

the joy of

LOOK FOR THE ROLLING-SEAT
Only a rowing machine u-ilh a rolling &eat can give
you the full, over-all exercise of rowing in the privacy
of your bedroom.
Ordinarily rolling-seat rowing machines cost from $40 to $100 or more. THE VITA BOAT
gives you all the essential features of high-priced ma-

—

NEW

PUT AWAY

—NO MORE

THE

PILL -BOX

ness.)

(31

.

THE VITA BOAT
FOR TEN DAYS

TRY

FREE

obligation.
SEND NO MONEY. Simply
fill out
COUPON and mail. We send you the VITA
BOAT by express, C. O. D., $4.85 ($5.85 west of the
in
Mississippi).
Use it for ten days at our risk
your own home. If it is not all we claim, send it back
at our expense and we will refund your money. If you
keep it send $4.00 at end of 10 days and $4.00 at end
of 30 days.
No rolling-seat rowing machine was
ever offered before at such low price on such con/

No

risk.

...

y

HEALTH-

TODAY

COUPON

THE
.

.

.

now

.

.

No

/

^

^^

SPECIAL OFFER
Try it 10 days FREE
at our risk.
SEND

ROW TO HEALTH AND SLENDERNESS

y
f

York

.

while you remember!

^

^

/

Please send C. O,
D. $4.85 ($5.85 west
the
Mississippi!

of

BOAT

^'^ one VITA
with
in.structions for use. It is

understood
be refunded

BOAT

my money
if

I

will

And VITA

not exactly as described
and If I return it within 10 days
^ after receiving it. If satisfactory
^ I agree to pay $4.00 at end of the
10 days and $4,00 within 30 days.
^ [Note; if there is a chance you will not
^ be at home when the expressman calls,
/ enclo.Kc $4.85 with this coupon ($5.85 west
of the Mississippi) 1.

COUPON
NOW!

ON THE VITA BOAT!

.

'.

ASK

(Remem-

.

—

MAIL

cles
provides the most
healthful and effective laxa-

ber when you have eliminated constipation, you have
cured the cause of most ill-

tension;

easy to use
comfortably adjustable to any sized adult or child. It takes less space
than a suitcase can be quickly put out of sight under
bed or in small closet.

^

not need pills any
you begin regular
Vita-rowing. Its vigorous exercise of the abdominal muswill

YOUR DOCTOR.

seat:
(2) Adjustable
(41 Toe straps.
is

BUILDING. ENERGY-PRODUCING benefits
„,
,
from the VITA BOAT for yourself. That's
/
why we are making you the 10-day FREE
S,"*??^""
<-°-'
*
TRIAL offer.
/
Don't put off feeling fit!
s^Xth^l'Jo

after

safest!

The VITA BOAT

venient payments.
We want you to prove the amazing

CONSTIPATION

known. And

Rolling

(1)

Rocking foot-rests;

No

STRENGTH from your Vita Boat strength that will
You'll get
carry you buoyantly from alarm clock to curfew without afternoon letdown or evening slump. You'll know the feel of the phrase "Bring on
your wildcats!"

—

—

and

alive!
You won't have
light up after you start using your Vita Boat mornings.
every night, too, for a few minutes. Then know
quick, deep, restful sleep!

tive

It's

The unwel-

START YOUR DAY KEEN!

You

exactly like
rowing. You feel the thrill of the pull and exultant
pride as your muscles grow firm, and fatty tissues fall
away.
Physical directors and physicians agree that
rowing is the finest exercise because it brings into play
every muscle in the body.
A few minutes each day on your Vita Boat will work
miracles in reducing your waistline, hips, arms or legs.
REDUCING the Vita Boat way is a lot more fun than
diets or drugs SURER, too, and SAFER!

chines:

Row on

FUN

IS
it.

.

BOAT!

more

VITA-BOATING
Nothing tedious or irksome about

/a
^city

y

—

—
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Popularity
{Continued from page 37]

For there's no disputing the fact that
us feel, with him, the trials and
tribulations that he is suffering. Which

Lew makes
and

trials

JEANETTE LOFF — POPUL

Sh-h-h

!

(a secret!)
Not a soul will know just luhat you have done to
make your hair so lovely! Certainly nobody would
dream that a single shampooing could add such beauty
—such delightful lustre— such exquisite soft tones!

A

secret

indeed— a beauty

But
you may share it, too! Just one Golden Glint Shampoo* will show you the way! At your dealers', 25c,
specialist's secret!

are the ordinary,

nate

roles.

And

as a result,

is

learning to

troupe.

Buddy ever was an actor. But
what girl expects her best beau
to go around acting all the time.
And
Buddy was without a doubt the best boyfriend America ever had!
Not

that

after all,

or send for free sample!
*('Hote: Do not confuse this -with other shampoos
that merely cleanse. Golden Glint Shampoo in
addition to cleansing, gives your haira "tiny-tint"
'-a -wee little bit— not much— hardly perceptible.
But how it does bring out the true beauty of
your o-wn individual shade of hair!)

^. KOBI CO.

J.

tribulations

everyday kind that might beset any of us,
or our boy-friends.
And Lew can well take heart for his
struggle back to popularity in the courageous attitude of Charles, the erstwhile
Buddy Rogers.
For Charles has had the
nerve and stamina to start all over again.
When it became quite obvious that he
was not able to sustain stardom, he
gritted his teeth and accepted subordi-

633 Rainier Ave., Dept. L, Seattle, M^ash.
Please send a free sample.

On the other hand, the prospect for
Will iam Haines to stage a comeback is
not so good.
For Billy, playboy and
jokester that he is, has almost worn out
his popularity.
The novelty has worn off
of his comedy and comedy is the one
thing that requires novelty above all else.
So, unless a miracle happens and Billy

—

Name
Address.
City

.

Color of

my

State_

finds another forte for himself,

I'm afraid
cinema days are numbered. At
that's what the box-office indicates.

that his

hair_

least,

And

LONG EYE LASHES
(Lovely to
(Lovely to

see—

the box-office

is

the decisive factor

on motion picture careers.
At present the latest lad to skyrocket to
fame is James Dunn, whose work in
"Bad Girl", his first picture, augurs well
for him.
Dunn is a capable actor and he

makes

characterization real.
But
will be a one-picture-sensation star or not, only the future can tell.
And that's just the way we felt about
his

whether he

Phillips Holmes when he made his film
debut in "Varsity". The moment we saw
him, we liked Phil, and we were amazed
at the depth and quality of his work. But,

would it last, we wondered
after all,
Phil was so young and save for a theatrical
heritage, he had had no training.
But Phil has more than justified the
promise shown in those early films and
continues to play on both our heartstrings and our tear-ducts.
To such an extent, in fact, that his work
in "An American Tragedy" almost places
him on the exalted plane where dwell the
favored few whose popularity seems to
.

.

.

.

.

.

continue throughout the years.
Ramon Novarro, Ronald Colman,
Richard Barthelmess, Gary Cooper and
more recently Fredric March all may

—

be depended upon to give us adequate
performances, with all the thrills, heartbreaks and heart-throbs that any girl can
desire.

So the chances are that they, the chosen
few, will retain their popularity for some
time to come, while the others, the flashes
in the pan, swirl about their feet in futile
struggles to find for themselves permanent
places on the slippery ladder of success.
And still others who can prove their worth

and

their

ability

and

their

Genius

—

for

that is what it really is that makes us like
an actor will climb still further toward
the heights.

—

own—

Yours in a few
minutes
any
desired length.

—

He's the Prince of Juveniles

The

secret is Ey-Teb Lashes, which
you simply intermingle with your
own. Can not be detected. Unaffected
by tears, rainy weather, etc. Harmless.

Ey-Teb Lashes, $3

at

leading de-

partment and drug
shops, or send

package
Dept. P.

stores, also beauty
$1 for large trial size

(several

applications)

to

EY-TEB SALONS
425 Fifth Ave.,

New York

City.
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ually

promoted

to bits, small parts,

finally to leading roles.

Between

and

his first

and his first lead stretched the inevitable period of hopes deferred, suspense,
discouragement. He stuck it out spartanly, growing daily more dubious, however,
about the possibility of success.
And then, all at once, he was a leading
bit

man.

Opposite Evelyn Brent in "The
Horde".
And then, all at once, Hollywood became aware of him. Especially did the
ladies of Hollywood become McCrea-conSilver

scious.

Rewards
If you

are interested

— to develop the

ability to speak
effectively in public or in everyday
conversation— to forge ahead twice
as fast as you are now doing, read

In swift succession, his name was linked
with this and that dazzling luminary
Dorothy Mackaill, Gloria Swanson, Mar-

Howto Work Wonders Wilh Words
now sent free.
Thia new booklet.'reccntly pub-

At night-clubs, in hotel supper-rooms, at premieres and at parties,
one could be fairly sure of seeing Joel
McCrea. If he were there, you couldn't

lished, points the road that thouBands have followed to increase
quickly their earning power and

miss him
he was so tall, so prepossessing,
accompanied by so luminous and lu.xurious

_

popularity.
Italso explains how you can. by a
new. easy home BUidy rnoUiod, become an outstnndlnR speiikcranci eoiiinicr sl:u;c friKlit,
timidity and fear. To read thia booklet wlU prove to bo
on cveiibiK well.si)ent.
,

Hlmi'ly .send n;irne and address and this valuable free
booklet will be sent at once. No obligation.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
3601 Michigan Ave.,

Dept. 4438, Ctilcago. Illinois

ion Davies.

—

a beauty.
niche.

And

so obviously out of his

That was what caught the eye. He
It was far easier to imagine
pawing horse. Yet there
he was, weaving expertly to the strains of a
didn't belong.
him astride a

famous jazz band.
imagine him in the

It

was far easier to
rough raiment

free,

of a rider of the sage, a son of the soil.
his brawny height impeccably tailored and groomed. It was far
easier to imagine him holding the hand of a
shy, dewy girl in organdie. Yet there he
was, embracing to loud music a jewelled,
sophisticated darling of a thousand screens.
Then he made a picture with Constance
Bennett the most sophisticated, brilliant,
worldly, imperious and wholly glamorous
of the women he had met.
During the
making of that picture, "Born To Love"',
he began to be seen with the beautiful
Bennett along all the sparkling highways
of Hollywood nightlife.
In the months
that followed, he was seldom seen with
anyone else.
They were pointed out
everywhere; their possible relationship
was the subject of endless speculation.
And dinner tables were rife with prophecies
of "Hank's" e\-entual place in the lifescheme of Richard Bennett's capricious
daughter.
"Hank," you know, is the Marquis
Henri de Falaise de la Coudray, formerly
the husband of Gloria Swanson and occupied, since his resignation, in paying ar-

Yet there was

—

Screen
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dent court to the lovely Constance.
Here, during that period, is what HollyThe scintillant blonde Conwood saw
stance dividing her vivid attentions between the two men Hank, the worldly
.

.

.

—

and charming sophisticate; and Joel, the
naive and slightly bewildered Californian.
Sometimes, the three of them appeared
together more often, separately
but always it was in the brightest centre of social

—

—

Hollywood.
That was the definite establishment of

—

the anomaly -Joel McCrea, his simple
heart hungry for simplicity, embroiled in
the midst of Hollywood intrigue.
But anyone glancing at him as he squired
Constance to this or that gathering of the
cinema elite would momentarily overlook
this subconscious uneasiness. His candid
blue eyes, following the orchidaceous Bennett's every move, surely evidenced a feeling of something more than admiration

and

fascination.

And

Hollywood's first reaction to the
newspaper accounts of Connie's departure
for Europe with the Marquis and their
plans for an early marriage was sympathy
for Joel.
Genuine sympathy. For even
calloused Hollywood was not immune
to the simple, straightforward naivete of
the boy who wanted to play cowboy more

Written to end drudgery

than anything

else on earth.
Hollywood's
discerning, aware of the real Joel,
that it was for the best that Constance and the Marquis who belong in
the same world
wrote finis to her association with Joel. But also, they felt sorry

more
knew

—

—

him

—moving

confusedly in an alien
world, finally deserted by his enchanted
for

Women who

have read

this

book are enthusiastic about

than 250,000

(IVIore

it.

my cleaning time two hours every day".
Another: "Taught me how to keep my home really clean".
And another: "Now
I have time for my flowers".
Here are a few of the ideas it contains:
One

of them)!

writes:

"It cut

.

.

.

.

.

.

princess.

They

will always be friends, Joel says.
"That's what it was in the first place,

anyway

—the

known.

She

friendship I've ever
a wonderful person and I
consider myself fortunate to know her."
Joel lives at home with his family. He is
still simple, honest and clean-rninded. He is
still prey to twinges of bewilderment at the

un wrinkled pillow-slips? Our free book

finest

How

is

world in which he finds himself.
"I still haven't played a western. I am
so darned sick of wearing boiled shirts and
holding teacups. Besides, I'm not a good
enough actor for parts like that. I'm not
feverish

Holmes or brilliant,
Bob Montgomery.
Those fellows
have subtlety and expertness.

budget cleaning time

to

tells

how to launder these the best way.

Save time by planning your housework, by making out a written cleaning

known as "time budgeting," — by budgeting time you make

To keep

every minute "buy" the greatest possi-

erators clean:

schedule. This

ble results !

is

Our free book gives details.

a refrigerator spotless

Here's the easy way to keep refrig-

occur

wash up

they

spills as

— with warm, soapy

water. Spills

attended to in time save elbow grease.

sensitive, like Phillips

^1

like

To wash

"I ought to be doing parts where I'd
home in old clothes, riding horses.

Then

The

—

feel at

could just walk through

I

it

and

at

dishes faster

basis of all

good dishwashing,

whether you use sprays, dishwashing

To remove common
Ink, iodine,

hot

stains

meat-

chocolate,

least give it the

semblance of naturalness."
Instead, he goes from one drawing-room
drama to another and is, at present, being

machines, or whatnot,

dishes, plenty of suds,

difficult stains.

But our free book

groomed

water. Other time-saving

how to remove

these and

for

stardom.

He

cringes at the

thought.

is:

well-scraped

and good hot
methods suggested save precious minutes each day.

"I'm doing all right now as a leadingman. If they star me, I'm sure it will
shorten

want

my

life

as a player.

And

I

don't

I want," and his eyes grow
he says it, "to make enough
money to buy a little ranch somewhere,
with good horses and dogs. And make a
few pictures a year westerns and always
have my ranch to go to. Because I like
fresh air, and wind, and miles and miles
of sweeping land to ride across."
And in the meantime, Joel McCrea puts
on make-up and holds teacups for silken
stars, and explains
a puzzled look on his
face
that he still considers Constance
Bennett one of the loveliest women in the
world, and waits for the escape to that
little ranch somewhere.

that.

To make bed s more "sleepable"

gentle as

—

—

—

—

Is

there anything more inviting, more

luxurious, than
.

.

,

and

clean, fresh

soft, fluffy

juice.

They're sometimes classed as

many

tells

others.

Send for your free copy now
24 pages of time-saving suggestions
A Cleaner House by 12
O'clock is indeed, a valuable book
yet it is free. Use coupon below.
and ideas!

—

sheets?

blankets, and clean,
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Some

Call

Him

Genius

a

[Continued from page 20]

He
against staying in a play too long.
feels that he must move around, or become
artistically crippled and stale. He loves to
open in shows. He rarely closes in them.
He

but forgets
He
to have his finger-nails manicured.
has a mania for baths, taking at least tv^'o
a day, with a few showers in between.
After a number of indifferent pieces, he
joined the Theatre Guild, to realize his
ambition of playing with Alfred Lunt and
Lynn Fontanne. The three were a great
hit in "Caprice", playing it a year in
New York, in London, and a notably
puts

gilt

on

his toe-nails,

run on the road.

successful

liquor at a party, he will drink
he does not miss it. He likes
highballs best because he thinks people
If there

is

If not

it.

best

talk

when

there

are

highballs

around.
Replacing Lunt in "Volpone" he scored
one of the season's hits as the engagingly
despicable Gadfly. This is his favorite
He likes "actory" things; to dress
role.
up in outlandish costumes and do everything but chew the scenery.
In London he was one of the most
sought-after young Americans ever to
great social success,
visit England.

A

were forced to enter his elegant
quarters through the bathroom.
Returning to the commercial theatre, he
again played with Sylvia Sidney in "Many
Slip", and then was featured in Edwin
Knopf's stock company in Baltimore for a
sum.mer engagement. Then a trip home
for a visit (he'd been away for four years),
and the offer of a picture contract.
visitors

A

pictures that move is one of the hardest
and most trying jobs in the world, and he i£
not making any more money at it than he

was

Correct,
will

stationery

personal

be proud to

use.

An

not think that pictures are the
seventh heaven of an actor's dream.
He has had success early and too long to be
overwhelmingly thrilled by having people
He thinks the making of
stare at him.

you

ideal gift

New York

HE

IS at his best in sports clothes and
uniforms. He seems oddly out of place
in the conventional dress of the young man
He wears berets and his
of the period.
nose is usually peeling.
His great ambition is to play "Peer
Gynt," and "The Playboy of the Western
World."
He does not think, however,
that he ever will have the chance to do
It would be a rare producer who
so.
would mount such a purely artistic endeavor.
He does not smoke. He likes to start on
extended and fantastic journeys at a moDuring these trip, he is
ment's notice.
the best of companions, witty, goodhumored, never tired. During his frequent
fits of depression, however, he is about as
cheerful as a caterpillar with bunions.
He scored so definitely in his first picture,
"Paid", and followed this with an even
hit in "Five and Ten",
that he has achieved virtual stardom in his

more pronounced

"Waterloo Bridge".

third,

He

has the eyelashes of a school-girl,

and one of the most powerful Australian
crawls in the theatrical world.
He knows the lyrics of more obscure
songs than anyone else in the world, with
the possible exception of the piano player
These he will
in Harry's Bar in Paris.
sing with practically

and with

HE DOES

on the

in far easier labor

stage.

no encouragement

melody.

less

Eccentric as a March hare, he is one of
the most charming and talented of the
silver screen's array of glad, bad, mad, sad
and one of the most
.
young men
promising.
.

.

High
with your friend's nanne.
grade, clear white bond paper; unusually smooth writing surface, with
that crisp, crackly "feel" that identifies it to everyone as superior quality stationery.

Your

Name

and Ad-

dress on every sheet and envelope
in a rich dark blue, up to 4 lines.
Type is especially designed for
clearness and good taste. Attractive 3-letter monogram if you pre-

Just send $ .00 (west of Denver and outside U. S. $1.10) and
this generous supply of stationery
will come by return mail, postage

fer.

1

prepaid.

Please

write

or

print

Prompt service and satis,
faction guaranteed or your money
clearly.

refunded.
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|

accordingly. That's simple isn't it?
"I would never be content to be 'the

woman' and Norman would simply

little

any one ever so much as suggested that he was Mr. Colbert. Norman
has his life to lead and I have mine.
He's just been signed by Universal on a
five year contract, and besides that he sold
burn up

them

a

if

scenario.

"Savage Rhythm",

SIGNET STATIONERY CO.
102 Florence

The Trans-Continental Wife

St.,

Binghamton, N.Y.

The next

issue of

SILVEM SCREEN
Will be on sale

November 10

He
to

also

sold

a play
before

John Golden

I'm proud of Norman
headed for the top, and
We
I don't ever want to stand in his way.
both work hard when we work, and when
vacation time comes we play hard

he

left

and

I

New

York.

know

he's

In the East, in the West, or
maybe in Europe. Oh, it's not such a bad
arrangement.
"I was madly in love with Norman
Foster when I married him four and a halt
together.

still

madly

man

in love with him.

my

in

other.
silly

she continued.

ago,"

years

I

life

—and
—and

there'll

adore him

I

"And I'm
He's the one
never be an-

want

all

those

One of them almost
for me last summer," she
"As you know, Norman

rumors stopped.

ruined a holiday

added

ruefully.

came East in June and as soon as I could
get away from the studio we went out to
Montauk Point to spend our vacation. It's
beautiful there and we had a marvelous
time.

we were feeling parwe decided to take a boat

Well, one day

ticularly gala, so

over to Shelter Island and sort of celebrate
the fact that

we were young and happy and

We

were feeling awfully foolish
and VVinnie-the-Poohish and in a moment
of carefree abandon we fell upon some fan
magazines on the boat and started hunting
in love.

for pictures

of ourselves.

What

a mistake

—
Silver Screen for
First thing we ran across was
that was.
a horoscope some one had kindly made out
for me, and Norman would stop and read it.
It seems that I have the Sun in Aquarius
and the Mercury in Capricorn, or some-

thing

like

—

that,

and somehow Leo the

—

Norman and
until we can
make my

next picture for Paramount out
you know."
"But that dark, handsome stranger that
you went to the opening of 'An American
there,

Tragedy' with,"

and
was but one
attention, and how.

CLAUDETTE

wasn't exactly sure

I

what

line

—

I

'This means
that Miss Colbert will marry three times
(No, it couldn't have been Virgo the Virgin) and judging from all present indications she will marry for the second time
this

summer.'

" 'Well
on?'

with

—

how long has this been going
Norman demanded, simply blazing
fury. Of course, male-like he put all

It was
the blame on me immediately.
well on its way to being a nice little family
quarrel with perhaps a murder in the end
when I luckily discovered that the horoscope said I was born in May. Now since
I was actually born on September 13
everything was all wrong.
Some other
girl was destined to have three husbands
not me. I pointed out the gross mistake

and Norman cooled down and regained
But he lost it again
his sense of humor.
several days later when Walter Winchell's column broadcasted that the Colbert-Foster vehicle was creaking.
Well,
all I

can say

is

that

it

is

that he's the

caught Norman's

It read,

positively

^cormg

is

not true.

1931

I are both counting the days
be together in California. I

Lion
No, he's for M-G-M stars so it
must have been Aries the Ram, or Virgo
the Virgin got mixed up in it. It was all
quite confusing

November

I

new

insisted.

"The

gossip

heart-throb."

went into a junior form

of hysterics.

"He's dark and handsome all right," she
said, "but hardly a stranger.
Just my
So I'm two-timing
brother, that's all.
Norman with my brother? Good heavens,
it's beginning to look like a Greek tragedy." She was oflF again.
"I always get blamed for things I don't
I innocently go to an opening with
do.

—

my

about.
talked
get
brother and
Whereas some people get away with little
less than murder and it's considered of no
importance. But even as a child I always
I was a sweet, docile
got the blame.
little girl in school but whenever anything
happened in that classroom the teacher
pounced on me right away and I got the
blame and the punishment. I guess I
have 'that look' about me."
Claudette certainly had "that look"

—

about her that day. For a long time now
she has been wanting to play a "character"
part on the screen and has declared that
she is darn sick of being a lady. At last
In "Blind
her wish has been granted.

71

Cargo" she plays the role of Sal, a gal
from a hot spot in Singapore. Now Sal
wouldn't know about the Empress Eugenie
(lucky gal) so she'd feel
tight fitting skirt

up

all

dressed

to her knees

up in a
and a

boldly exposing
camisole, I beSaid
lieve, if memory serves me well.
blouse was pinned across the front with a
which is symbolical of
large safety pin
reformation in
Singapore and Gary
Cooper has something to do with that.
Oh, see the picture for yourself.
But one thing was botherI rose to go.
ing me. It's awful to be suspicious.
"I once wrote a life story of a movie
star," I said wearily. "She loved her husband and said so. I thought she ought
to know. So I wrote a grand romance and
had them in a beautiful clinch for a fadeI sat up
out in the third instalment.
nights thinking up glamorous and romantic words.
Would you believe it before
I could get that third instalment on the
news stands that woman had divorced her
husband and married another man.
Heigh ho. I've been a long time living
down that third instalm.ent. And I've
gotten wary and suspicious. Promise me,
Claudette, that you won't divorce Norman
before I get this story on the stands."
"I promise," Claudette said. "And my
promise still holds good even if you delay
publication for fifty years."

crepe de chine blouse,
pink ribbons and lace.

—

A

—

—

And

that's that.

an extra point

m smoking Pleasure
It's
it's

—

and
the extra point that wins football games
the extra smoking pleasure that wins friends for

Beech-Nut Gum. Try chewing a stick of Beech-Nut
before you light up the next smoke. Cool, refreshing,
flavorful, it quickens your taste sense, makes every
smoke taste like the first one of the day adds to
your smoking pleasure. Remember, always, there is

—

no other gum so good

as Beech-Nut.

Made

by the Beech-Nitt Packing Co., also
makers of Beech-Nut Fruit Drops and Mints.
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Spearmint Flavors
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Talkies in Tabloid

Girls

{Continued from page 14]

^urArtAbilii^

HUSH MONEY

Here's a pleasant picture
with Joan Bennett doing
nicely as the poor girl,
broke and hungry, who innocently becomes
the tool of a crook. When she gets out of
jail she marries a wealthy young man whom
she adores and everything is all right until
her old associates start blackmailing her.
You'll like Hardie Albright as the young
husband.

Good

—

LASCA OF THE
RIO

Those who enjoyed "In
Old .A.rizona" may like a

GRANDE

f
,

similar yarn.

,

YOU LIKE TO
IFDRAW, here IS voiir
opportunity to

perspective,

color,

with

our simple
Art
Ability
Questionnaire. Learn if
your talent is worth developing.
You will be
frankly told what your
etc.,

scientific

score

is.

Federal Graduates

Are Successful

Many

Federal School students and graduates girls as
well

as

$2,000,

—are

making
and

much as a man of equal
Millions

ability.

are paid yearly for

illustrations

and designs. Learn

home in spare time.
The
Federal Course contains lessons by the leading artists,

at

»#»—

LAUGHING

This may draw fans on
the strength of Joan
Craivford's acting, but it

SINNERS
Fair

(M-G-M)

isn't up to the standard
of her recent pictures.
She plays a cabaret
girl who joins the Salvation Army to blot out
the memory of a great sin. But when she
meets the man she loved, she falls again.

Clark Gable and Neil Hamilton are the men.

you -personal criticisms,
and leads rapidly to practical
work.

By

for
all

LULLABY

Get out your handker-

Poor
(M-G-M)

chief,

—

this

free

send now for your
Questionnaire and we wiU
also send our book,
"Your
Future,"
showing work of
Federal Students and explaining the course in detail. Please
state age and occupation.
test

girls,

for

this

is

an old-fashioned weepie.
Neil Hamilton is up to his old tricks againluring a pretty girl away on the pretense of
marriage. He disappears and Lewis Stone
is left to console the girl (Helen Hayes) who
has a baby and a lot of disillusions. Helen
has to become a bad girl to be a good mother
—or something like that.

MAD

A

GENIUS,

THE

—

powerful picture with

John Barrymore turning
in an impressive per-

Good
(Warners)

formance.
He plays a
cripple who longs to be a great dancer and
fulfills his own dreams through a foundling
whom he trains. There is a blood-curdling
climax.

MURDER BY THE A first-rate mystery thrill
CLOCK

er that will bring out all
the shivers and shudders,
and make you afraid to
go home in the dark. There's a graveyard,
and a family vault, and sliding doors, and a
half-wit, and a vampire, and one murder
right after another. See it from the beginning so you won't miss any of the thrills.
Lilyan Tashman and William Boyd have
the leading roles.

^S°^

MAGNIFICENT
LIE, THE

This

picture

is

Chatterton and not
If

else.

,

(Paramoum)

Ruth
much

you're a Chat-

^^^^^^

^.^^^.j,

j^^^

your heart, and if you're not you'll probably be bored.
Ruth plays the role of a
hard-boiled little cafe singer who impersonates a famous French actress to appease
a blind boy (Ralph Bellamy). Stuart Erwin
gives a splendid performance.
CO

•

MAN

,

A

NIGHT ANGEL
THE

hopelessly unbelievable story with Nancy
Carroll going dramatic
in a big way. It's about
a vice-prosecutor (Fredric March) who falls
in love with the daughter of a woman who
runs a vice den and commits murder to
protect her.
You probably won't like
Nancy's new hair cut.
Fair
( Paramount)

NIGHT NURSE

Barbara Stanwyck as a

Good

night nurse in a big hosgets involved in a
series of strange adventures when she is sent
to take care of two youngsters who are ill.
The lovely Stanwyck even has to take a sock
on the chin from Clark Gable. Ben Lyon
gives a good performance.
Warners)

pital

PHANTOM OF

No

PARIS,

John Gilbert proves himself a darn good actor.

THE

Good
(M-G-M)

He

longer the great lover,

pla)s a

young mu-

sician convicted of the murder of his sweetheart's father.
he escapes, finds the
real murderer and wins back the girl makes

How

an exciting

story.

Leila

Hyams

is

the

girl.

Marie Dressier and Polly

POLITICS
Good

Moran

(M-G-M)

desert

the stock

market (and who hasn't?)
and the beauty "shoppes and go in for
politics— with screaming results.
Marie,
with Polly as her manager, runs for the
Mayorship of a small town and gets in\olved in all sorts of political and household battles. \Villiam Bakeuell and Karen
Morley supply the romance.
"

,^.<t.

Free Art Questionnaire

means get

Barbara decides to make a "trade" of reDavid Manners gives an appealing
performance as the blind boy who loves the
miracle ^voman.
ligion.

(

gives

Send

is

$5,000,

In CommerArt work you can earn as

$6,000
cial

men

$4,000,
yearly.

—

here

the local seductress, Leo Carrillo is the fascinating villain, and Johnny Mack Brown is
the wholesome hero. A nice picture— if you
haven't anything else to do.

find

out how much talent you
have. Test your natural
sense of design, propor-

If so,

Dorothy Burgess

It is.

tion,

-

—.#1—

REBOUND
Good

modern
lots of

IN POSSES- Robert Montgomery

in
SION,
his second starring pic
ture.
He's a gay, irre;n
..
M-G-M)
,
sponsible lad in
deah
old Lunnon" who becomes a sheriff's assistant when his father turns him out of his
house. He takes possession of the home of
a young society woman
his brother
is trying to marry, believing her to be rich.
Lots of light, amusing comedy with Irene

THE

If you like sophistication
you'll like this one. Ina
Qlviue plavs an ultragirl in \o\e.
Not much action but

(R.K.O.-Pathe)

smart repartee.

Robert Ames

is

the

hero.

1

.

whom

(^ofCbinmercialDcsi^niiii
II7-A Federal Schools BIdg., Minneapolis, Minn.

Please send

Purcell and Charlotte Greenwood helping
out with the fun.

Free Art Questionnaire and book,

"Your Future."

MIRACLE

WOMAN, THE
Siflendid
{C.olnmbjii)
Aijc

A ddress

Occupulion.

A brilliantly directed
study of modern evangelism that is bound lo
cause a lot of discussion
Barbara Stanwyck plays the

notiiing else.
role of a young
if

daughter of a gooti and

old clergyman who is killed by the
inpocrisy of his "llock". Enraged by this.
[)ious

SECRET CALL.

Pegg)'
Shannon's first
picture
and
she's
a

f^'^
(Paramount)

knock-out, even though

THE

,

^^-^^^^^.^

^.^^^"^

creaky old melodrama. That thar Shannon
gal has a future, no foolin'.
Peggy's father
is ruined by a
l)ig politician, and seeking
revenge she gets a job as lelcphone operator
in the jjolitician's hotel.
At last her moment of revenge arri\cs— she holds the key
to a sensational scandal with a phone number. Richard .\rlcn is the hero.

#
SIDE SHO-W
Good
(

Warners

^Vinnie Lightner is up
to her old rough-hou.se
antics

again.

And

this

time she has tiie proper locale of a circus
so she can lia\e lots of noisy fun iinperson-

..

Silver Scrf, en for
ating a bearded lady and a high diver.
There's a kid sister (Evalyn Knapp) and a
barker and plenty of heartaches for Winnie.

SMART MONEY

Edward

Good

G.

1931
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WHY0CHANGED.TO-MARLBORO CONTEST

11^^ Prize

Mr. Harris Brightly, University City, Mo.

Robinson
and

fascinating

a

gives

November

(Warners)
high-powered performance in this story of a small town gambler
who invades the big cities and makes good
—also as a gambler. But he's nuts about
blondes and through them the District Attorney gets him and signs him up for the
Big House. This picture is almost as pow-

ONE BRAMD
WAS TOO
STl^ONG.

erful as "Little Cecsar". James Cagney is good
in a minor role, but Robinson is just grand.

since

"The Love Parade

50M& WAD

".

Great

Only Lubitsch could have

(Paramount)

directed

it.

STARTED SMOKIMe EARLY

picture

Chevalier's best

SMILING LIEU-

TENANT, THE

I

AFTE(^-TA5T&e>.

sophis-

It's

ticated entertainment about a lieutenant
who loves an entertainer in a beer garden
but is forced to marry a princess. Claudette
Colbert is lovely as the lieutenant's real

sweetheart; but Miriam Hopkins plays the
part of the princess \v'ith both humor and
pathos.

Another s/aelled atrociouslv.

—

Ramon Novarro

SON OF INDIA

is

hope-

handicapped by an
(M-G-M)
involved and implausible
story. Ramon plays the son of a jewel merchant of India who falls in love with an
American girl whom he cannot marry on
account of racial prejudices. Madge Evans
Fair

is

lessly

the

<^

This race-track yarn will
thrill you to the core
and you'll probably get
more genuine pleasure

BLOOD
Good

(M-G-M)

out of it than you've hacl in a month of
Sundays. The story's about a horse and a
girl
(Madge Evans) who meet up with a
crooked gambler and sink to the depths of
shame. But both are thoroughbreds and
when given the chance both come through
with flying colors. Clark Gable is the hero.

man!

a

SOUAW MAN

have

Audiences

I

WAf) IliTPODUCED TO

MARLBORO

...55% more
in safety and
enjoyment at
only 5 cents

more in price

places and do things that are smart and
shocking. Neil Hamilton and Monroe Owsley both fall for Joan and Neil wins. Poor
Monroe. You'll like the new blonde Joan
and bear with the picture for her sake.

been

THE

crying over this tearFair
jerker for eighteen years,
(M-G-M)
and it's still a touching
story.
This time it's Lupe Velez who plays
the Indian girl who falls in love with the
English nobleman who comes to America to

Warner Baxter

forget.

is

excellent.

Another Garbo

SUSAN LENOX,
HER FALL AND

^vill

line

hit that
'em up at the

RISE

box office.
Greta, the
more sinned against than
(M-G-M)
sinning Susan
Lenox,
runs away on her wedding day, joins a circus, falls in love, runs away again, falls in
love again and marries. Sounds confusinghut it's all done in the grand Garbo manner. Clark Gable is the leading man. CableGarbo, what more can you ask?
Splendid

One

S'VENGALI

of John Barrymore's
best bits, of acting.
He
makes the character of
Svengali a truly haunting one.
There is
excellent photography to help out his bril-

Great

(]f,irners)

performance as the hypnotist imder
whose power Trilby deserted her sweetheart
to rise to greatness as a singer.
Marian

is a
better crook
picture than you've seen
Good
in a long time. Edmund
(Fox)
Lowe is a suave chap of
shady dealings who is professionally interested in a banker and his securities. Earle
Foxe, as a tough gentleman of the gat, is
There is
also interested in the banker.
plenty of excitement on board the big boat
Lois Moran, Greta
bound for Europe.
Nissen and Jean Hersholt are in the cast.

TRANS-

This

ATLANTIC

WOMEN
ONCE

is

a bit

immatine but

lovely as Trilby.

—^—

.

THIS

AGE

MODERN

Fair

Joan

Crawford

struggles

to

rise

again

above

mediocre story.
a
In
this one she lives with
her nol-so-nice mother in Paris and they go

(M-G-M)

This one brings beautiful Eleanor Boardman
back to the limelight in

LO^VE

Good
(Paramount)

splendid fashion, 'she is
the wife of a popular young artist who is
given a chance to study in Paris by a rich
society woman who has designs upon him.
Just as the wife is about to secure a di\ orce
the death of their litle girl brings them
together again.
Paul Lukas is the artist.
.

WYOMING

you

like hard-riding,
plenty of action, beautiful scenery and the average
^Vestern
story,
then don't miss this one. Galloping dareIf

WONDER, THE
fy'''
'

devil George O'Brien is at his best and his
daring leaps on horseback
send cold
shivers down your sjiine. Sally Filers, Rita

LaRoy and James Kirkwood

—

WATERLOO

Here

BRIDGE

enacted

a fine, beautifully
drama of the
Excellent
It's the story
late war.
(Universal)
.j,^ English nuisic hall
girl who is forced by poverty to ply "the
is

oldest trade" on London Bridge. One night
she meets a young itleaiistic soldier who falls
in love with her. Docs she reveal her past?
Mae Clarke and Kent Douglass are grand and
will bring tears of sympathy to the old eyes.

YOUNG
Good

(RaJto Pictures)

A feminine

spy with a

past falls madly in love
Fair
with a nice chap, Wil(R.K.O.-Paihe)
liam Bakewell. His folks
object until her dangerous diuies lead lo
her being shot, aTid then they let the iwo
marry because the spy has only six more

months

Helen
to live.
this yarn, but

right by
do right by Helen.

'I'wi-lvelrees

this

docs

yarn doesn't

billed as

He

gi%cs

a

good

per-

fo^.^ln^^
^ut
Jackie
("Skippy") Cooper almost breaks your heart.
You have eyes and ears only for him. jackic
pla)s a youngster left in the care of a gangster.
He \vorships the L;ani;slci' and is heartbroken when a jnd;.;c miuIs him a\\a\. If
this

one doesn't make mui

—

OF
EXPERIENCE, A

is

the star of this picture.

thing wrong \vilh \o\w

WOMAN

are in the cast.

Richard Dix

DONOVAN'S KID

liant

Marsh

THf^EW
OTHERS

OUT/
IH&N

girl.

SPORTING

What

AMD
Kt^^' ALL

ci\, llicres

some-

lear-tliicts.

YOUNG SINNERS Thomas Meighan
Good
m a story that's

is

great
just

(Fox)

a\erage.
He plays a
physical culture trainer who brings bark to
normal a yoiuig lad who has been disaj)
poiiUed in lo\(' and who has taken to drink
as a result.
Hardie .Albright and Dorothy
Jordan are supposed lo be the voung sinners, hut they're ,so nice and clean-cut, )ou

just don't believe

it.

—
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Anecdotes of Janet Gaynor

¥iICE
NOW! ^ou can have

The VOICE you wantt

[Continued from page 21]

over in accordance with her tastes. The
thatched roof will cover an eighteenth
century American living-room and a
Frenchy dressing-room, dainty in pale blue
and peach satins; a brass plate will bear
her name in old English letters.
"I'm indulging my suppressed desires,"
Janet, thrilled over the acquisition, said.
"I've always lived in rented, furnished
houses.
There is nothing in them that
expresses me. I have waited to build untU
I could be quite sure of liking a locality.
I get so restless."

She wants a Tudor house, being partial
English architecture.
At present she
and Mr. Peck, served by a cook and a
to

chauffeur, are domiciled at Playa del Rey
a sequestered beach away from the seashore society of Malibu.
Her mother
lives
in a cottage near-by.
She has
bought a bungalow for her aunt in a

—

suburban town.

Her

simplicity of nature remains unchanged since that day on the "Lucky

Star" set
her,
cried,

when

was a

Lydell Peck, then courting
and she impulsively
home with me for dinner

visitor

"Come

tonight!" adding ruefully, "Only lamb
chops, but they'll be good!"
Once when publicity pictures were being
taken on a beautiful estate she was worried.
"Suppose my friends in Florida
think I live in a big house like this! They
may say I've gone high-hat."
Idealistic
and practical that summarizes Janet. These two primary forces
wage warfare in her spirit. Fighting for
principles and aware of their cost, her
stubborn absence from the screen, by
which she forfeited forty-four thousand
dollars, was an acutely miserable time.
Several people have been both credited
and blamed, for her successes and mistakes.
She believes that she should bear
most of the responsibility for both.
Experience has cultivated a flexible
emotional range along which she travels at

—

100%
Improvemeiit
Guaranteed
We build, strengthen the vocal

—

organ not with singing lessons
but by fundamentally sound and

scientifically correct silent exer-

her

own

will's

command.

Her

stimulated her nerves to a high, quivering
pitch.
Such statements make her seem a
primitive child, incapable of intelligent
use of her gifts. Her co-workers say that
often she is worn out and wan after a
strenuous day but that they never have
seen her upset.
She is governed largely by a basic instinct to which, I think, she trusts more than

mental wisdom. She just feels what is best
for her, then enters whatever fray that necessitates, rather than thinking logically.
Her husband has been censured for
having misadvised her. Those who have
known her for years claim that her expensive insistence upon roles she considered
suitable was more like Janet, always actu-

ated by a driving ambition, than like
Lydell Peck, who was new to the intricate
machinery of stardom's maintenance.
Willing to admit her mistakes when
time has convinced her and only time,
not argument, can do so she renounces
the ideas which caused them. After reading ten thousand letters from her fan-mail,
she finally agreed that such dramas as
"Common Clay", which she once wanted
to do, were not for her more delicate

—
—

spirit.

H-yper-sensitive,
critics'

she was hurt by the

panning of her

first

.

.

.

.

"I liked 'Sunny Side Up,' " she said.
"I don't mind a 'Daddy Long-Legs' or a

'Merely

Mary Ann.'

I

do

not

WHY

No

matter how hopeless
your case may seem send
at once for free Voice Book,

—

PerSect Voice Institute, Studio 70-98
30B No. Mlcblgan Ave.* Chicago

Mail
'

Coupon for Free Voice Book

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio 70-98
308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago
Please send me FREE and without obligation Prof.
Feuciitinger's new book, " Physical Voice Culture."
have checked subject in which 1 am most interested.

I

Weak

Voice

Singing

Stamviering

Speaking

Name
Address
City

Sidle

Age

She

singing.

.

—

talkies.

declared that she knew her voice wasn't
exceptional and that she never would sing
again in a picture.
Another decision
thrown overboard.
In "Delicious", for
which George Gershwin wrote the music,
her winged voice pipes its elfin melody,
spraying decorative arias in smallish,
crystal trills.
She has been studying

and absolutely guarantee to improve any singing or
speaking voice at least ioo%
Write for wonderful voice
.
book sent free. Learn
you can now have the voice
you want. No literature sent
to anyone under 17 years unless signed by parent.
cises

art has

been described as wholly impulsive. She
has been reported as hysterical after her
scenes had drained her frail strength and

Richard Arlen and Charles Starrett in "Touchdown"
with Russ Saunders and other All-American Football stars.
Gridiron or sound stage, Dick always
gains a little

ground

want, now,

—
Silver Screen for
to get
things.

away from

the whimsical, pathetic

merely object to straight leads
that any one could do, silly things like
"
'High Society Blues.'
Charlie, "Merely
with
Again teamed
I

Mary Ann" and "Delicious" trail memoof "Seventh Heaven" but are lighter in

ries

Writers have represented Janet as only
a mirror of her step-father, "Jonsey", a
creation of his supreme, poetic faith.
While his fine mind, traveling lanes of

thought where beauty walked and believing implicitly that Janet was a child
marked with special graces, early trained
her budding mentality, no mention has
been made of her inheritance of talent
from her own father, an architect. He
gave to her a love of art and the thrill of

Though

grateful for Jonsey's inspirational confidence, Janet feels that,
after due respect has been paid to all who
aid, we succeed or fail because of our own

inborn

"My

traits.

mother helped

me more

than any

one, in encouraging me and in keeping up
my optimism," she once said, with spirit.
"But Janet did it all herself!" friends
insist.

It is

seven years since Janet's

— extra

—rather,

A

prey to
discouragement, it was only by deliberate
Inwill that she built up her confidence.
clined, also, to a romantic attitude toward
life, the shock of disillusionments made the
period ensuing upon initial success a very

Laura Gainer's

days.

unsettled one.

Her

childlike fragility and her faculty
arousing the protective instinct have
made people want to do things for her.
When she was playing obscure bits at
Universal, sharing a dressing-room with
Fay Wray, and during her Hal Roach
comedies, lads like George Lewis, and
many of the studio employees, too, gladly
On the old
obliged with rides home.
F.B.O. lot, George O'Hara, then prominent, went out of his way constantly to plug
for her, begging directors to "give her a
young newspaper man was
break".
ceaseless in his efforts to promote her
for

A

possibilities.

each of the men who have
been fond of her has been identical, awakening that chivalry of serving. And it is
odd that those for whom she has cared
even a trifle bear a certain similarity.
They all have a look about them of boyish

Her appeal

to

ideals, a clean

and shining

quality.

The

—her friends thought she would
marry him — Charlie, the young newspaper
dentist
critic,

193]

Otherwise, their sojourn was a happy
one. They and the Dick Arlens took adThe long days through,
joining houses.
Janet lay on the beach, reveling in the
burning sun that she loves so intensely. All
that is elemental in her exults in the heat of
a hot sun, in its soothing caress.
native woman came each evening to
teach the girls South Sea dances, the
rhythms of which, with the mystic subtleties that surround them, intrigued Janet.
All the rich and warm feeling of the tropics

75

jhscinate MEBP

A

tone.

drama.

November

—

the college boys with

whom

she

went out, Lydell Peck; observers have seen
in each a repetition of a definite personality. It seems that Janet has cared for
the same ideal in each, that she has loved
the spirit rather than the man.
The rumors of her domestic riffs annoy
her exceedingly; yet she refuses to be
quoted, so one can merely look on and report.
It is known that she and Lydell
have quarreled; but what young couple
escapes these tiffs? Only one momentary
flare marred their last trip to Honolulu.
Mr. Peck is inclined to dignity, not easily
unbending in that impulsive expression
which is Janet's naive charm. As the
natives swarmed aboard the ship with
lets, he declared gruffly that he "wouldn't
put that thing around his neck". Janet
glanced at him saucily and cajoled him
into compliance.

kindled a responsive flame in her. When
the boat was leaving, and the natives
gathered on shore to sing "Alohar^ both
Janet and Joby had to retire until they
could control their sobs!
Such outbursts, however, are rare.
Janet's poise has developed more rapidly
Her shyness,
than any other quality.
that tense misery such as rendered her
inarticulate when she met her idol,
Gloria Swanson, has gone. On the equal
footing of familiar rivalry, she meets the
great with a serene assurance.
Her gain in womanly charm and presence makes one smile over those extra days
when she confessed her fear, "Oh, if I
should succeed, I would be so scared, and
I never
so out of place among them.
would be able to carry it off properly."
At that time she had the typical fan's
zeal, bringing to her class at business
school pictures of the stars which she had
clipped from magazines and whispering
confidences about her "crushes".
Gloria and Mary Pickford remain idols
of her thespian and her romantic yearnings;
Garbo occupies a pedestal of deep regard.
However, Janet doesn't "rave" any
more about anything. She takes people
and situations equably, eager to get fun
out of them but unimpressed by position,
unafraid of circumstance. Yet her mind,
despite its trend toward metaphysics, to
which she attributes her cultivation of
self-confidence, is not sophisticated.
Excepting Trine and Shelley, her reading is along lines that foster a reverie at
once imaginative and active, rather than
She likes
inducing thoughtful analysis.
such magazines as the National Geographic;
travel stories delight her and history's
heroines interest her.
Her pleasures are simple: swimming and
sun-baking, romps with her big dogs
"They're exercising me/" she exclaims as
they tug at the leash the movies, the

—

Bowl symphony

concerts,

and games

at

home with
Lydell,

who

is

Virginia and Charlie Farrell,
and Tommy, the Englishwoman
her secretary-companion. She is

not adaptable to large crowds, preferring
the inspirational intimacy of congenial
understanding.

There is a madcap,
some day may become

restless streak that

recklessness.

One

cannot safely groove her; speculation with
such quicksilver qualities is futile. Mediocre she never will be; the romanticist in
her will not be snuffed; either she will sail
gloriously unto the heights or she will disappear.
May we not liken her to that "scorner
of the ground" in her favorite poem,
Shelley's "Ode to a Skylark"?
"Joyous,
and clear, and fresh, thy music doth
surpass." I, still believing in Santa Glaus
and The Little People, have looked over
my left shoulder at the new moon and
wished that the wistful melody which is
Janet Gaynor may whisper on and on.

i^at is their
dangerouspower?

—

THE
men

siren type
the woman
at will.
One woman in
sesses this dangerous power.

—

j

who

fascinates

a hundred posShe is envied,

hated, feared by other women. And she has
always been a mystery. You study her and are
amazed, bewildered. For you can truthfully say
"I don't understand what men see in her."
But you want to know the secret with all your
heart.
You want the "dangerous power." It is
not that you desire to be the siren type. If you
could fascinate men at will, you would use your
power within reason. Well, then, you may; for at
last thesecretis known. Lucille Young, the world's
foremost beauty expert, will give you the "dangerous power" give it to yoM free.
Nature's Greatest Mystery Unveiled
All your unavailing study of fascinating women,
your failure to succeed by like methods is easily
explained. Nature has never desired a race of
women, all fascinating. Her plan is for limited
charm. She has said, "I'll give women just enough
attraction to marry, and mate."
But to a few
women she has said, "I'll give the dangerous power
of complete fascination."
You know that this is nature's plan though you
may never have thought of it in just this way.
Instead you have been puzzled. You have seen
fascinating women possessed of no more than average looks some that you may have considered
homely. You have seen women with poor figures
outshine women with perfect figures. You have
seen women of refinement cast into the shadow by
coarser women. You have heard of "sex appeal,"
yet you know that thousands of women have resorted to physical charms as the main reliance

—

—

—

—

—

—

with inevitable failure.
Strangest of all, you may have known some dangerously fascinating woman as a friend known
that she was willing to give you her secrets. But
she could not. For Nature, most cleverly, has made
her natural sirens blind to their own methods.
One Woman in All the World Can Tell You
Amazing, perhaps, but so far as it is known
Lucille Young is theone woman in all the world who
knows the complete secret off ascination. A certain
amount of beauty is indispemable. This beauty
Lucille Young gives you through her methods
admittedly the most effective in the world used by
scores of thousands of women.
But more than beauty is absolutely necessary.
Countless beautiful women are not fascinating
hardly attractive as every woman knows.
So Lucille Young gives you also the very inmost of
Nature's secrets of fascination. These secrets have
been disclosed by nearly twenty years of study, by
gleaning from countless patrons the hidden ways of
fascination, by analyzing and putting together.
"The revelations are startling, mysterious, strange
things you would never discover yourself.

—

—

—

—

—

Women are thrilled as never before because they instantly recognize that all the secrets they have longed
to know are revealed
that an amazing new lite has
been opened up to them. No woman who reads will
again fear the siren type. She will meet her on her own
ground be as irresistible as any woman living. And
remember, whatever your present appearance. Lucille
Young Methods will give the necessary beauty.

—

—

find Out Free of All Cost or Obligation. So marvelous are the promises of complete fascination, that
Lucille Young is willing to convince you at her ou n.
rist. Simply mail the coupon for her booklet— the most
amaziiiK tiling ^'ou have ever read and it will be sent
free ami witliout the slightest

—

P]^
],IU !

Fl
l.l.t,

Lucille

Young

Bldg., Chicago

M)r\(.

M.Vll l.urliic ^ollm; Uiillillii!;. 'hlc:iK<i. llllnnls.
Without cost ..r (>l)ll';Mtloii u! :viiy kind. si-m.I me
u iuil u> icail iviid nndiTsr :uirt
your rrcc ImoU.
The postngc Is to
Lucille Vounu'M Discoveries.
be prcunlrt by Lucille Young.
(

I

Name
Ftroct Address.,

fitv

..

.estate..

—
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Turk ey and

Thrill ing Satisfaction

of a Figure Free from

She really
you know, and
what she doesn't know about New England
dishes isn't worth knowing!"

THANKSGIVING DAY BACK HOME!

Virginia, who much prefers to be
as Mrs. Charles Farrell, will even

"I can remember so well how we all
used to look forward eagerly to that day of

can

cook

band

"My

Thank

months

Mod crn

Science for this safe,
to lose ugly fat
simply take a half teaspoonful of
Kruschen Salts in a glass of hot water
every morning before breakfast. Many
women hasten results by going a little
lighter on potatoes, fatty meats and
pleasant, easy

way

pastries.

—

—

European Spas.
Mrs. Jerry Gipe

of

Willow

Hill, Pa. writes:

"Since taking Kruschen Salts 3 months ago,
have lost 43 lbs.
feel so much better and
look so much better, too."
I

I

An

85c bottle of Kruschen (lasts 4
weeks) is sold by leading druggists
thruout the whole wide world.

KRUSCHEN SALTS
"It's the Little

Daily Dose That Does

It"

known
do her

wife

sive.

live in

Beverly Hills. Their

bit of

New

its

interior

Timberwork

is

surprisingly expanused with good effect

is

room

of a restful atmosphere.

will

Ideas $$

For Silent and Talking Pictures
Accepted in any form for revision, criticism.
Copyright and submission to studios

Not

— no

courses or books to
just as capable of
writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
ideas are what is wanted.
Plots accepted in any form. Send for free booklet giving full details.
sell.

a school

You may be

Universal Scenario Company

—

"We didn't eat all that, of course each
of us would take a helping of just what we
wanted.
There was enough variety to
suit everyone.
"After dinner, we younger folks would
get out our skates, pull on our fur caps and
gloves and go out on a nearby pond until

provide an abundance

of

the traditional Thanksgiving foods.
"But not too much," insisted Charlie,
with a grin.
"It can be overdone, you
know, so it will not be the old-time 'groaning board.' "
Asked to give his Thanksgiving Day
menu, Charlie outlined the following:

late in the afternoon.
Sometimes we
would have plenty of snow on Thanksgiving Day in that case, we would get out
the old 'double-runner' and go coasting
down the hills and what fun we all would

—

Turkey, Dry Bread Stuffing, Grilled Sweet
Potatoes,
Giblet Gravy, Baby String
Beans, Onions Au Gratin, Cranberry

have!

Pie, Cheese, Nuts,

"In the evening we would gather around
our huge open fireplace, and listen to our

Coffee, Mints, Fruit and Raisins."
"Just a bit different from the real New
England lay-out," he exclaimed, "but you

elders tell tales of the 'olden days'. After
a while, we would pop corn, toast marshmallows, eat apples and drink cider.

Virginia wanted certain things and so
did I, so we compromised on the above."
"Do you remember the Thanksgiving
Days of your boyhood, Charlie?" we asked.
"Do I?" ejaculated young Mr. Farrell,
"I'll say I do! Those days I'll never forget.

England folks always had plenty of cider
on hand for the holidays being of 'Puritan

Jelly, Celery,

Pumpkin

New

see,

—

origin' they never used the liquors that the
other states did.

"Sleighing parties, too, were popular
with us," went on Charlie, "and if the

(Established 1917)
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HAIR"
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back to unsightly gray,
hlearhed hair its nat-

railed nr
luai color

and beauty.

In.^tantly.

tasily impart any shade from
lightest l)lond to deepest black.

Just comb thru safe, sure Brownalone.

Used by

thousands

for

over
2
years.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Absolutely barmIes.-<
to liair, scalp or skin.
At
all dealers, 5 0c.
Or send lOe for
trial bottle.
Dept. G G-4. Brownatone
1 d<ir

Bldg.,

Covington, Ky.

B ROWNATONE
TINTS GRAY HAIR ANY SHADE

with

Stuffing

504 Meyer Bldg,, Western and Sierra Vista
Hollywood, California

GRAY

and bake
and apple

Cranberry Sauce and Jelly, Indian Cornmeal Pudding, Plum Pudding with Hard
Sauce, Pumpkin and Mince Pie, Fruits,
Nuts, Raisins, Coffee, Sweet Cider, Cookies and Home-made Candy.

"Mushroom and Tomato Soup, Roast

$$ Photoplay

before that

my mother would

"Roast Turkey, Bread

in Italy.

Their repast

dawned,

plenty of Sage, Giblet Gravy, Creamed
Turnips, Mashed Squash, Sweet and
Common Potatoes, Boiled Onions, Celery,

According to their present plans, they
will have Thanksgiving dinner alone, except perhaps, for a few close relatives. The
Thanksgiving feeling of joyousness and
gayety will be evident in the beauty of the
table appointments. The linens used will
be some they purchased when on their

honeymoon

younger days of mine

full
we would omit the soup and
the fancy dishes as everyone was anxious
to get started with the huge, golden-brown
turkey. Our dinner would usually consist
of the following:

and eighteenth century type furnishings

charm

—and what a difference

—

we were

England itself.
its outward ap-

as a decorative feature in the living

lend the

was

pies, plum and Indian puddings, cranberry
sauce and jelly and all kinds of cookies.
Her wide pantry shelves would be loaded
to overflowing with these good things.
"On that most-important day, the family and most all our relatives from near and
far would gather at our house.
When
dinner-time came we would all eat until

for business."

The Farrells
home is like a
pearance,

it

get out all her kitchen utensils
rich fruit cake, mince, pumpkin

is

"Home

head

day

festive occasion

a real home-maker," he
is every bit as sacred to
her as it is to me. She does not really care
to work before the cameras again.
Instead, she finds her greatest pleasure lies in
her home, and how that girl does love to go
marketing!
She believes home-making
offers a woman the finest possible career.
She has splendid 'planning' ability and a
fine

a

days—TURKEY DAY! Days

for the dinner, so her hus-

Apparently rather small in

Unlike other salts, Kruschen doesn't
reduce by rushing food thru the
system
rather it's an ideal combination of 6 separate minerals which help
every gland, nerve and body organ to
function properly
an unexcelled home
reducing treatment which constitutes
the same principles as the world famous

What

in California to those
in Massachusetts!

said.

went on.

Loses 43 pounds

herself.

it

beautifully,

own marketing

in 3

Charlie Farrell!

[Continued from page 35]
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fallen hard enough, the days following Thanksgiving were usually given up
We would get a crowd toto this sport.
gether say perhaps ten or twelve and
Cuddling
set forth in a big old sleigh.
beneath heavy fur robes in the crisp night
air, we would glide swiftly over hill and
dale in the moonlight, singing and laughing in spite of the many bumps we usually

snow had

$- ALWAYS

HAVE LUCK!-$
Unlucky in Money Games,
Love or Business? You should
a pair of genuine

—

—

received

"Sometimes we would draw up at the
of one of the girls and all get out and
go in and have hot chocolate, home made
Then we'd play the
cake and fudge.
piano or someone would start the victrola
and all of us would dance. At ten or half
past ten, all of us would be back in our own
homes. In those days we would have dinner at noon and supper at six o'clock, and
at seven we'd be all ready for the evening's
pleasure, whether it would be skating,

home

carry
^tiiii«wi'»i7»-/i}am=5ii

li^lS^,if9f^:^S

LODESTONES.

STONES

YOURS NOW

!

!

^

rope.

Write

I will be able to spend many future
holiday seasons in that romantic environ-

ment, with distant sleigh-bells tinkling and
a big log burning briskly on a friendly
hearth!"
While Charlie was staring into space and
snowdrifts,

studied him intently and came to the
following conclusions:
He is a lover of good, clean fun, and parHighballs,
ticularly enjoys winter sports.
cocktails, wild orgies and such don't inter-

we

—

for all that,

He

is

exceedingly democratic.

work
on the

vitally interested in his film

is

MAGIC
dalniii

DISC

OAO.

NEEDLESS HAIR

pj^wderpuff
rosy disc erases hair as easily as you erase a pencil
maris. Just rotate Wonderstoen over the skin and whisk
the hair away, leaving the skin hair-free, velvetysmooth. Benin's Wonderstoen is guaranteed not to
contain Sulphides or poisons.
So safe, physicians prescribe
it. It is clean, odorless, sani-

this

modern method

for erasing hair,

and thousands of

uusohcited testimonials from grateful users prove its
Wonderstoen has been in use for many years.

success.

Benin's Wonderstoen deluxe (for arms and legs) $3.
Benin's Wonderstoen Facial ((or chin, cheeks and
upper Up) SI. 25. On sale at department stores, drug
and perfume shops, or direct
from manufacturer (add lOo
postage

with

order).

each

Benin's Wonderstoen Co.,
1123 Broadway, N.Y.
Free Booklet.
Dept. S. 11,

tary, economical and always
ready for use. Millions of

women the world over employ

To be deaf
No Joke
^EveryDeaCPersonKnowsThat

George P. Way made himself hear, after beinff
icial Ear Drnma—bia
deaf for 25 years, with Artificial
own invention. He wore tbem
day and night. They stopped
head noises and ringing eara.
fThey are inviaible and per-j
fectlycomfortablo. NooDoaeeail
j

Myself Hear". Also booklet
„
^
Arltjictal Ear Drum
oo Deatnesa. Addresa
GEORGE
P. WAY, INC.
n
Detroit, Michigan
z^^W 1431 Hofman building
.„

.
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SONGS

FOR

TALKING

PICTURES

Radio Broadcast and commercial usage bring big
returns. Writers of WORDS or MUSIC should send
for FREE copy of 20-page instructive booklet giving
song writing. Wo
in
full details of opportunities
revise, arrange, secure U. S. Copyright, broadcast your
song over the Radio and submit to Motion Picture
Studios here in Hollywood. Write Today.

Don'i be a martyr or a slave to those
periodic pains that have tortured women
for generations. Release yourself from
those terrible bonds of suffering. Mylin
will do it safely and surely. Go on with
your work, household duties or social
activities with the some comfort as at any
other time of the month. Take Mylin, the
pure, drug-free uterine sedative. It does
not affect the heart nor cause drowsiness,
and can be taken safely at any age for
the quick, harmless relief of Dysmenorrhea (menstrual pains). If your druggist
cannot supply you, do not accept substi-

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE
6M

Mejei

Bldj.,

Westeni

4

Sierra Visis Avenue,

Hollywood,

Calil.

HAVE fl new CLERRSKin

m THReeo/iYs
A

Dermalin has amazed
called
prop.iraHon
After onl.v two appliwith its effectiveness.
one look in your mirror will astonish you.
Dermalin will clear your skin of
blackpimples,
hlcinishcs,
all
ahsoyour pores,
tik'lilcil
heads,
and harmlessly.
painlessly
lulely,

modern

tlK)Usand.s

cations

tutes

for

the
or

margin and mail it to
money order for 75

Witli cacli holtle DKnM.M.I.V at tlio
price of $l.li.J we will mall
frco a larco Jar of MHl.\CLK

At

Name

Droud of

Address

Send no money

just mail coupon.
Dept. H, 395 Broadway,

ol/

—

us with

cents

stamps
your

for

Wah/green stores and many
neighborhood cJruggisfs

MIFFLIN CHEMICAL

New York City
send mo Dermalin at special price and a lame
I
aureo to pay
jar of Miracle licaul ifyini; Cream FIIKK.
postman $1.!).") plus a few cents postage. My money to bo
refunded If I'm not pleased.
Dermalin Labs.,

ad

this

plainly on

—

you

Cream.

tear out

name and address

12 capsules, a year's
package of Mylin
supply. You will be glad you did.

siicilal

licaiitlfyinc

Mylin; but

write your

READ FREE OFFER

he loves and always will.
Scratch a Californian they say and
Scratch
you'll find a New Englander.
Charlie Farrell and you'll find one that is
it.

Inc., Dept. 4068, 1770 Berteau Ave., Chicago
Send me. without oblig-ation. full details of Free Trial offer and
easy-payment plan of the Deasan Xylorimba.

JTcDeagan,

j

The Wonderstoen way of removing needless hairis the
Refined Method for the Refined Woma n. Thicmaglt;

really in the state of his birth.

New England

CDCT Rnnk
book

THE TRAVEL GUILD, Inc.

and accordingly, as long as he is
screen and as long as the studios are located in Hollywood, Hollywood will be his
home.
He loves California and has many ties
and friendships which bind him here, but
his heart

very lirst day even if you can't read a note of music
Soon you'll bethe"hit"of everyparty. Maybe.liketheMusical
Hallmans (Reading, Pa.) you'll make $65 a week spare time,
tells all about the free trial offer,
n.i..
tSlg rntE.
UUr DSfv
^i,^ g^sy lessons, the wonderful
payment plan. No cost or obligationj-send jn_coupon_todaj^

bit.

no danger of ever "going Hollywood", to use a trite phrase instead, he is
remarkably youthful for all of his twentyeight or nine years, and while he has a certain amount of New England reserve, he is,
in

"£249"

for freehooklet,

ISO North Mlchisan, Chlcaeo
B21 Fifth Avenue, New York.

knowing and greatly admiring

the least

No reason why you shouldn't. Easy
Lessons show you how. 5 days' free
your own home. A year to pay.
whole world seems different when you learn to
THE
play and now you can play the most spectacular
waiting.
trial in

No long
all instruments-the Deafran Xylorimba.
to play
No finger or lip exercises. No tiresome practice. Start
right now.

and

is

a

England!"

I ever expect to have,"
broke in Charlie on our thoughts. "California, of course, is delightful, but imagine
New England under its Thanksgiving
mantle of snow! The picturesque landscape! The white-clad trees! The mirrorThe icy streets and walks!
like ponds!
The cool, refreshing breezes! You can say
what you will, there is no more enchanting
place in winter than old little New EngI love the snow and ice, anyway,
land!
and I hope with all my heart that Virginia

him

as

Price includes round trip
ocean passage, transportation abroad,
liotels. meals, sightseeing and tips.
Itineraries to every country in Eu-

among the happiest

He

people

of

"Those boyhood Thanksgivings were

est

by

carried

are

one to prevent Bad Luck, Evil and Misfortune,
and the other to attract much Good Luck, Love, HappiSpecial only $1.97 for the two.
ness and Prosperity.
Pay postman $1.97
With valuable instructions FREE.
Satisfaction or money redelivery.
postage
on
and 15c
funded. You can be LUCKY! Order yours TODAY!
Box 72, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Dent. 739. P. S. BUREAU, General P. O.
NOTICE: We absolutely GUARANTEE these genuine Mystic
Brahma Lodestones are ALIVE! Just what you want, for they
are the REAL THING. POWERFUL, HIGHLY MAGNETIC! GET

Mrs. Farrell.

and

LODE-

CHARM,

made her son's boyhood days so happy
we know because we had the pleasure of

sleigh-bells

Attract-

POWERFUL LUCKY

sighed Charlie and there was a far-away
look in his eyes.
We suppose he was thinking of his sweet
little mother whom he lost so tragically
sudden last Christmas. It was her loving
and understanding heart which
spirit

dreaming of

Am-

Rare,

Oriental

Occult

or sleighing or a party at a
And by eleven o'clock
house.
at the latest, all of us would be sound
asleep! Some difference from Hollywood,
where our pleasures begin at about the

personally

LIVE

Compelling,
azing,
LIVE
these
ive

coasting

New

BRAHMA RED
HIGHLY MAGNETIC

MYSTIC
:

friend's

hour mine used to end in
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Makers
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of Mifflin
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ARTISTIC ENLARGEMENTS
(or smaller

if

One More Chance"

'Just

SIZE I6XZ0 INCHES

1931

desired)

FROM ANY PHOTO

[Continued from page 19]

snapshot, tintype, etc.

only

my

98 ^

each

Send as many pictures as you
wish— of Mother, Dad, Baby or

^J

Friend, landscape or pet animals. You can have full tigure,
bust or group or any part of a
group. High grade LIFELIKE

reproductions guaranteed.
Regular $5.00 Value.
Highly Glazed

Hand Painted MINIATURE

'

cm

your photo will also be given with
each enlargement ordered.
SEND NO MONEY. Simply mail us photo (any size) and in a
week you will receive the beautifu 1 enlargement and miniature. Pay postman 9?c plus postage or send one dollar with
order and we pay postage. Your original photo will be returned
unliarmed. Monev back if not delighted. Take advantage of
this AMAZING OFFER and send photo today— DO IT NOW.
i

'

^

;

i

repi nduc-i

(i

i

i

said.

ALTON ART STUDIOS,
Chicago,

Dept.

Check Size

5,

Wanted
16x20 in.
10x16 in.

III.

Please send
enlargements from enclosed
photo. I will pay postman 98c plus postage for
each enlargement and miniature. (If $1.00 cash
:or each enlarge
nciosed with this order.
we pay postage.

D

llxl4In.
SxlOln.

;

;
I

!
;
:

MM

To

Best Instruction Ever Offered. Easy
Latest Steps, Fancy StepT,
as A-B-C.
Send ^1.98 for complete course.
Money back after 5 days if not satisfied.

TAP

AND

CLOG

BALLROOM

j

Mark X for the

\

couist desireJ.

DANCEOGRAPH DANCE ART,
5S5 Sutter

St.,

\wu
San Francisco/ California

DR. WALTER'S
latest

REDUCING BRASSIERK

gives you that trim, youthful figure
that the new styles demand. 3 to 4
Inches reduction almost Immediately.
Send bust measure.
*o *\r
ip^.^D
Price only

HIP,

WAIST

REDUCER

^

and

ABDOMINAI-

for men and women:
take? care of that ugly roll above
CA
corser. Laced at back. Price only v*^"*^*^
RELIEVE swelling and varicose veins
and reduce your limbs with
z""'*?^
Dr. W.\LTER'S famous rubber hose. Worn next
skin.
Send ankle ani
measure.

^
'

/

$5.00
$6.75
$3.75 pair

9 inch
14 inch
\
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/
1
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(not covering foot)
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colored.

mi^ney order

— no cash.
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Dr. Jeanne S. M.Walter, 389 Fifth Ave., N.Y,

Make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
Send at once for free book. Opportunities in Modern
Photography, and full particulars.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 4438, 3G01 Michigan Ave.,
Chicago,

Mme Adele

WONDER,
PEEL
PASTE
Home
1-Day

Treatment

for

pimples, blackheads,
enlarged pores, wrinkles, pits,
scars, puffs. Acne condition of
back and shoulders. Wonder Peel Paste gives
new life and youth to aging faces. No failure, no redness afterwards.
Price $9.
freckles,

DEPT.
1005

40

BRACK SHOPS

LOS ANGELES
CALIFORNIA

'I'll

speak to him about you.'

But

had had too many disappointments to
attach any importance to his words. Hope
was only a futile thing after all. But sure
enough the next day John Ford (the director) called me over to the Fox lot for a
I

And

try-out.
Sally's

'

5707 W. Lake Street

5

family that day and soon learned the
cause of my woe. 'I know John Ford,' he

I

work

got the part."
as the

whimsical heroine

of this picture brought her a contract with

She has nothing to worry about now.
She was looking most chic that day I
lunched with her. She wore a lovely little
ensemble topped off by the Eugenie Curse.
She was so happy. Why you could almost
hear her humming "Happy Days Are
Here Again." With childish delight she
described the shopping she had done.
"But, Sally, don't throw your money
around so lavishly this time," I said in my
most ominous "depression-gwine-git-yerif-yer-don't- watch-out" voice.
Fox.

"Oh

I've learned

that lesson too," she
"I have an arrangement with
Fox whereas they are to keep a part of my
salary in a trust fund for me. If I don't see

laughed.

it I can't spend it.
But it's so grand to
have a little of this again (she indicated
the beauty and luxury of the Japanese
Garden) after those miserable months of
cafeterias. And I'm flying back to Hollywood in the morning. Isn't it thrilling?"
Good luck, Sally. You're a swell kid.
"Give me one more chance," Adolphe
Menjou asked of Hollywood. After some
delay he got it. Today Menjou the mag-

—

the exquisite, the dilletante, is
firmly entrenched in the hearts of
his public
and his directors than ever
before.
Yesterday he was a myth unknown by a new generation of fans,
almost forgotten by the old. Menjou was
a "type" and it was that typing that
quickly hoisted him to lofty heights, and
then just as quickly let him fall. There
was only one type of role that the suave
Menjou was allowed to play and that
role got sillier and sillier.
Even his most
nificent,

more

—

—

—

—

ardent admirers had to snicker.
The Big Moguls of Hollywood called a
conference.
The public had become
apathetic.
Menjou was through. About
that time talking pictures came in. Menjou could talk as well as the best of them,
but the sentence had been passed. "Menjou was through."
Through, was he?
Not by a long shot. He'd show them.
In a huff he went to Europe and to for-

—

But the old nostalgia foi
Hollywood was there. "Just one more
eign pictures.

U. S. A.

chance," he asked.
Lewis Milestone gave
selected

him

it

to

him when he

for the role of Walter Burns in

"The Front Page." The fastidious Menjou a hard-boiled, hard-sweating managing editor? Impossible! The whole movie
world gave him the razzberry.
Pat O'Brien, the popular Hildy Johnson
of "The Front Page," told me a story that
is

typical of public opinion of the time.
"I never will forget the day that

we

learned that Menjou had gotten the fat
role of Walter Burns. A groan went up all
over the studio.
That sissy, perfumed
ham couldn't play a newspaper man he
wasn't the type. We began to doubt that

—

Lewis Milestone was a genius. As Menjou entered the room where we were waiting to begin rehearsals we glared at his
neatly creased pants, his fawn colored
gloves, his stick and his derby.
'Well,
there goes our picture all right, all right.
It'll be the biggest flop of the century,' one
of the boys muttered. To keep from trampling on Menjou we started a crap game.
The dice were mine and I was rolling
naturals like nobody's business.
Somebody dropped to the floor beside me and
gave me a punch in the ribs. 'Say, you
mug, give me a chance at those babies.

Papa needs new

When

the

shoes.'

was Menjou.

It

game was

over Menjou's collar
was off and his shirt was open, and he had
won all our dough as well as our undying
respect. There never was a more squareshooting guy. All the fellows were crazy
about him before the picture was over
and I don't have to tell you what a whopping success he was as Walter Burns."

—

"Please,

Hollywood,

—just

more

one

chance."
Lovely, frail, exotic, moonglade of a woman
Dolores Del Rio
her voice trembling and tears glistening
on her long lashes. Too young to be for.

.

.

.

gotten, too lovely, too talented.

world passes on.
...

it is

New

so easy to forget

.

.

.

A heedless

new

faces,

.

favorites

.

As Ramona Dolores Del Rio rose to the
dizzy pinnacles of success, and the adoration of millions went to her head, dazzled
her, and she lost her balance.
She was
Queen for a day but when night came
she was shivering in the corridors of de-

—

A relentless Fate pursued her,
dragging her down, down to the depths.
Her lovable husband, Jaime Del Rio, died
in Berlin, with Dolores name on his lips
but she couldn't hear him calling her for
spair.

the cheers of the public were so lusty, and
the music of the dance-halls was so loud,
and there was another man whose voice
she answered now. Jaime died, and that
other man left her, and the world grew
weary of her playing, and her contract
was not renewed. Dolores Del Rio was
through. She had burned her candle at
both ends.
But suffering and humiliation have a
way of burning up a soul, reducing to
ashes all that is cheap and petty, and leaving only the gold.
Today Dolores is a
new woman and a finer woman. She has
learned her lesson in the sad school of experience and it reflects in her acting,
giving it a poignancy, a depth of character
that was never there before.
But Hollywood was wary of her. Dolores belonged
to those silent days, long since forgotten
though it ^vas only a year or so ago
and
she had had her chance and muffed it.
'Just one more chance," begged Dolores,
"I can make good if you will only give me
one more chance." Radio Pictures heard
her plea, and listened. They gave her a
test.
It was marvelous
superb a Dolores better than e\ er before.
.

—

.

.

—

When you see "The Dove" soon you will
be glad that Dolores got that "one more
chance". She knew what to do with it.
Haunting, plaintive words whispered in
the twilight of a HolK'wood dawn when
thoughts flit through the gray sh.adows of the mind. "Just one more chance."
frail
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"Breezy

Hair

Neii;

beauty Discovery

Joan Blondell"

OFFfeE

once looked like this. Ugly hair
on face . . unloved , . discouraged.
Depilatories,
Nothing helped.
waxes, liquids . . even razors failed. Then I discovered a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It
worked! Thousands have won beauty and love with
the secret. My FREE Book, "Getting Rid of All Ugly.
Superfluous Hair," explains the method and proves
actual success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial
offer. No obligation. Write Mile. Annette Lanzette,
109 W. Austin Avenue. Dept. 768, Chicago.
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Learn to

MOUNT BIRDS

Be an expert Taxidermist. We teach you
~ Mail to mount Birds, Animals,
ime-Heads; to tan skins. Mount

common

grame also

ild

squirrels, rabbits, froRS

eons.

Big Profits

in

at borne

animals,

and pig-

spare time.

FREE BO0K?J'i^r,^''°"L'
low to have a wonde^fuI hobby
nd how to turn your spare time
Sure Profits. Free. Send Today. Don't delay. State Age.
jnto

N.W. SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY, 3768 Court Bidg., Omaha, Neb.

was in the last production that Warwas made Joan Blondell-conscious
and they imported her to do fifteen picIt

ners

tures in twelve months.

In those fifteen productions Joan has
played every variety of tough girl ranging
from dame to moll and return via skirt
and broad. She's even been a bimbo and
jane not to mention frail and ball-andchain.

But Joan wants to go straight!
"I want to be a loidy!" she complains
in her best West End accent.
"Because
I've been so many hard types I'm beginning to

stiffen.
j

"Now,

however, I think I've been
given a chance in the right direction for
Samuel Goldw^yn has chosen me to play
the role of Schatze in 'The Greeks Had a

Word
Make money in advertising. Prepare quickly during spare
time. Also earn while you learn. No experience necessary.
New easy method. Nothing else like it. Send at once for
free booklet — "Win Success in Advertising", and full
particulars.

No

obligation.

Page- Davis School of Advertising
3601 Michigan Ave., Dept. 4438. Chicago. U. S. A.

YOU

can earn good money in spare lime at

home making

display cards.

No selling or

We instruct you. furnish comand supply you with work.

canvassing.
plete outfit

Write to-day (or free booklet.

The MENHENITT

COMPANY Limited

252 Dominion BIdg.. Toronto. Ont.

Joc

jmji

ima. Dance. Vocal, Musical Comedy
Opera, for Stage, Talkies, Radio,
Teaching, directing and social training. Theaand student stock company. New York appearances while learning.
PUPILS: Mary Pickford,
Fred and Adele Astaire. Lita Johann, Una Merkle.
Peggy Shannon, Alice Joyce, Claiborne Foster. For
Catalog 7 1 apply to
S. S. COE. Secretary. 66 West 85th St., N. Y.

SQMG WRITERS
REOuiREMEKTsj

MKING

AJvancc Royalty Pay mciils,
Talking-Piclnre Song reqnirements,
oar Free instruc*
live book. Writers of Words or Music
lor eong> may sabmit tbeir work (or free
examination and advice. Past ex«
perience onnecesiary. We revise, compose,
arrange music and secure Copyrigbts.
Oar modem method gaarantees approval.

PICTURES

etc., f ally explained in

I

WriteToday—S. L. Newcomer Associates.
1674 Broadway. New York, N. Y.

VARICOSE VEINS
SWOLLEN THICK SHAPELESS LEGS
KIIKOPE'S

Latest Appliance

FREIKA ELASTIC STOCKING
mercerized weh material.
Invisible under
Porous, Comsilk hose.
IIjEienir.
Wasliable.
SEND FOR
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of

tine
finest

fortahle,
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Anita Nose Adjuster
I

.shapes

flesh anrl carquickly, safely,
tilage
painlessly,
while you
sleep or work. Ijasting
Doctors praise
results.

—

'

it.

Gold Medal Winner.
Write for

87,000 users.

FREE BOOKLET.
ANITA INSTITUTE. M-96 Anita

Bide., N«w»rk, N. J.

for

It.'

"It isn't the part of a lady in the literal
sense of the word
but there are ladies and
ladies.
Schatze is one of the 'and ladies.'
I may be more interested in the security
offered by men in stocks and bonds rather
than that of their encircling arms, but at
least I wear gorgeous clothes, the new
Chanel models, by the way, live in sumptuous quarters and am not the half-starved
chorine I have appeared on the screen.
"If I succeed in 'The Greeks Had a

—

Word

for It'

consider

I'll

be on

ultimate

my

success.

road to what I
This means

that I'll be working forever and ever and
eventually do a little travelling.
I want
to go to the places that father took me to
when I was a kid and see them all over
again.
There's Germany, France and
Australia. You see I've been around the
world three times and made the trip
across the United States fifty-six times
(but never had as many laughs as I
did in the last year during my picture

work)."
Joan's been worked so hard she once
put on an old sweater, slouch hat and a
pair of boots and, without telling a soul,
sneaked off to Wheeler Springs for a four

day
Joan got

;

JUVENAY now presents American women with a
great new skin culture discovery that has amazed the
most severe beauty critics of the Continent. An ingenious
little suction cup moved over the face instantly evacuates
the deepest skin pores and leaves the skin immaculately
clean. The smooth, rounded flange of this suction cup, at
the same time, kneads the nourishing cream deep into the
tissue and draws a richer blood supply to the skin surface.

RAE

brings a natural ruddy glow into even the most sallow
cheeks and revitalizes the skin with a charming beauty
is almost unbelievable. This revitalizing power of the
vacuum suction cup used with Roe Juvenay cream is so
effective that it even smooths out wrinkle lines with faithful daily application. Yet the complete Ensemble Is priced
at only $2.50, cream $1.50, suction cup $1.00. If your
favorite department store cannot supply you, send check,
money order, or currency direct to us and your order will
be mailed same day it arrives. If you do not instantly
agree that this is the finest facial combination you hove
ever possessed, your money will be instantly refunded
without question. HARRIETTE ARMS LABORATORIES,
544 Keith Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
It

that

PHOTOS

ENLARGED

m

Size 16x20- inches

Same

price for full

length or bust form,
groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc.. or
enlargements of

—

part of proup pi?ture. Safe return of your owa
original photo Kuaranteed.

MONEY
SENDphoto
NO snapshottan?
Just
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mail

size)andwithin aweckynuwilL
receive your beautiful li:e-liko
enlarerementsizelCx2Cin.pruaranteed fadeless. Pay por'nian
S8c plus postage or seudSl-OO
with order and we pay postape.

Special Free Offer
ftnlargementwe
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Rend
a hand-tinted miniature reprodoction of photo sent. Takeadvantasre v^w of this amazing
photo
today,
oHer—aend your
will

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY
900 W. Lake

St.,

Dept. P. 1351, Chicago,

III.

rest.

many parts to study she had
of her parents' home and take
a lonesome place for herself.
"With the kid sister hoofin' on the back
porch and father trying out a new act
with mother on the front porch, and the
crickets and things rubbing their wings
together under the house, I didn't get a
moment's peace while trying to study

to

so

move out

lines.

moved out

in the hills.
But the
got a ticket and my name and
address appeared in the papers the people
began flocking to my door as if I had invented a mousetrap. I suppose I'll have
After all I can't be
to move again.
awakened at four in the morning to have
the milkman ask me for my autograph.

"So

last

I

time

I

what happened.
"Assumed names aren't any good in
Hollywood you have to wear smoked
glasses and a mustache or be the lady
much sought after by your public. Not

Yep,

that's

—

don't like it hwi when
to take a bath."

that

we

bath

I like

I

lake a

BLONDES
Why wait for leap year?
your man thix year! It's easy the Rlondcx
GET
way. This special shampoo gives bloiuio hair
man can resist! It not only
but safely brings back
prevents darkening
color
to dull, faded light hair.
natural golden
radiant appeal no

—

gloss and lustre, too. Not a dye. No
harmful chemicals. Good for scalp. Let lilondex
bring out the gleaming lights now hidden in
your hair. At all drug and department stores.

Adds new

——

~
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Freckl es

Jimmie"

[Continued from page 38]

VANISH LIKE MAGIC

is the same in any language, but
Gifted speak only New Yorkese and
it's not so much in that lingo.
"When that was gone," Jimmie confessed, "I hit the rocks.
The manager
of the hotel where I was staying had faith
in me, though, and he let my bill go on the
cuff.
Usually they don't let you run up a
bill of over S50 but mine had gone to I250
when I left. The meals were the hard part.

change

The

15

EMOVE

those embarrassing freckles.
Surprise your friends with a new
velvety soft, crystal clear complexion.
You can
with Stillman's Freckle
Cream.
It bleaches them out while
you sleep. Done so quickly and easily
secretly too.
The first jar proves its
magic worth. At all drug stores.

I

Skin

III., U. S. A.
Dept. 24, send

Beauty

free

remove them.

Mr.

Miss,
or

to

me

M-G-M

liked

me and

Mrs

^^^Address

didn't take up the option to
see him, so I did and here

"Gosh," said Jimmie enthusiastically,
"isn't it swell the way you can go 'round
only get dressed up for picif any."
"It says here," I insisted, "that you're a
swell dresser. Look at you."
"You're not so hot yourself," he said.
Jimmie grinned some more. "It's sure
swell out here.
I don't say I never want
to see New York again but I'd certainly
rather live out here. For the first time in

l^Seetyour Favoi

out here?
tures

All original photos of your favorite stars, size
8x10. glossy printH. 25c each, 5 for $1.00. Scenes
from any of your favorite recent photo
playe, 2.5c each. 12 for J2.50. Posilir<ehi the finest
obtainable any where. Wehave the largest collection of movie photos in the country. Just name
the star or scenes you want. Remit by money
order or U. S. 2c "(tamps.

BRAM STUDIO
630 9th

How To

Studio 345-A
New York City

Avenue

Obtain

A Better Looking Nose
Improve Tour Personal Appearance

My

free book tells you how I guarantee
to improve the shape of your nose by
remoiding the cartilage and fleshy parts.
Quickly, safely, and painlessly, or refund your money. The very fine, prer

adjustments which only my new
patented Model 25 Nose Shaper pos-

ci?e

sesses,
lasting.

make

satisfactory and
Worn night or day. Over 100000 users. Send for free book to
results

M. TRILETY, Pioneer Noseshaping
Specialist, Dept. 251,

Binghamton, N. Y.
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Shampoo Regularly with
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CUTICURA SOAP
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Price 25c. each. Sample free.

Address: "Cuticura," Dept. 13K, Maiden, Mass.
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I

and

dates,

three years, mother and I are living together and it's great. Come up sometime
and meet her and see our place," he

added.
I returned to the biography.
include

golf,

swim."

A

"Pastimes

swimming and tennis:
inquiry on the

likes to

outside
elicited the information that he swings a
mean golf club, his score usually ranging
from the upper seventies to the low eighties.
reveries were interrupted.
"How
little

My

about going up with me now and having
a squint at our place?" he asked.
The shock caused by the invitation
brought on another attack of asthma.
These Hollywood invitations "come up
sometime" are usually still-born.
piled into Jimmie's fiacre and off we
went.
En route, we stopped at a filling

We

station.

"Hi, Chuck

—

hi,

Tom," Jimmie

greeted the attendants, and then turned

Sample this

wonderful

New
Perfume

You

have never seen anything like this beFlower Drops, made from iht

fore! Riegers'

essence of floivers,

without alcohol.

The most

and refined of all perfumes. Sells
an punce (bottle of 30 drops, $2.50) yet
a single drop lasts a week
exquisite

at $12.00
economical

—

!

Write /or
Send 20c

Sample

trial bottle of Romanza,
an exquisite, new Flower Drops odor. Write now.
Paal Rieger & Co., (Since im)148-lsl St., San Francisco, CaL

(silver or

stamps) for

Lilliputian.

The

me. "This is Mr. Mook, boys. Treat
him with respect if he ever comes in alone."
The journey was continued and presently we arrived at the Villa Dunn. It is
to

a rambling structure that sprawls over the
side of a hill.
An enormous living room
that would be the death of one of our

r^LARA BOW

stuck his head in the
attired in white flannels
sports shoes.
"Got a cigarette?" he

door.

and

butler

(?)

He was

inquired.

"Sure," said Jimmie, and turned to me.
"This is Leonard."
"Glad to meet you," said Leonard and
turned to Jimmie.
"That man's here
again."

He

departed.

"Leonard's a nice guy," Jimmie volun-

told

He reached for a cigarette and I returned to a perusal of his biography.
"Wears good clothes and has an extensive
wardrobe." Mr. Dunn was attired in a
pair of slacks and sweat shirt, a la Jack
Oakie.
I surveyed him disapprovingly.
"Lookit how you're dressed," I reproved
him.

why you have

Tells
—how

Fox saw me and

at

come back and
I am."

The Stillman Company,
Aurora.

didn't.

sent me out to the Fox
studio to make a test and some

chap
if

I

M-G-M

New York

Still mans ^flf

booklet.
freckles

manage them as best I could and
Some days I et, no doubt,

could.

"Then

Freckle Cream t/i/

—Whitens

to
I

and some days

—

Removes Freckles

had

when

—

which has the saving
grace of being homelike, a couple of bedrooms almost as large, and beds, in comparison to which Heliogabalus' community
affair for his twelve wives would seem
prissy decorators but

teered.

"His mug looks familiar. Who was he
with before you got him?"
"Search me," Jimmie answered. "He's
down on his luck so he had to do something until things
both of us. He
something on the
nicer boy around
narily could."

get better. It's nice for
gets a good home and
side and we get a much
the house than we ordi-

We played a game of backgammon.
Jimmie's not so good.
"Lookit," he said, pushing the board
aside.
"That guy in the filling station
he's not doing so well. He's a nice guy and

was wondering if it would be a good
me to buy a little hunk of his
business? They've promised to do pretty
well by me over at the studio. I just finished that swell part in 'Bad Girl' and now
I'm starting 'Sob Sister' and after that I'm
to do the part in 'Over the Hill' that made
Johnnie Walker famous, so it looks as if
I'll be around awhile.
I ought to be making some investments.
They told me at
I

idea for

the studio they're going to star me after
a few more pictures.
What do you
think?"
I wasn't thinking so much as wondering.
Wondering what he will be like in a year
from now when the thousand and one
friends a

boy with Jimmie's temperament

all given him unsought advice when he had learned that
a studio's promises to a newcomer on the
lot are as glowing as a rainbow and about
as concrete as the pot of gold at its end.
is

sure to make, have

A

boy might

—

live twenty-six years in

—

—

clicked as a red head— The Garbo bob
Look at "Platinum" Jean Harhelped Greta to fame
low Hair is important Learn the styles that add allure.

—

—

New

Rochelle and New York and still believe in
Santa Glaus, but Hollywood is the dumping ground of dreams.
A year from now when that likable
grin has hardened and he has learned it
isn't necessary to ask for advice (everybody
gives it to you anyway out here) James
Dunn may be a bit more reserved. But
Jimmie as he is today? He isn't only informally yowj, he's at home informally
to the wide, wide world and one of the
grandest "guys" I've ever met!

—
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DEAFNESS

New
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IS

MISERY

Many people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fittins
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are ineipcnsive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of £)P£/A/
the inventor who was himself deaf.
A. 0. LEONARD, Ino.. Suite 985,70 5th Awe..

Hew Yerk

Rupture No Longer
Spoils

My

Law

at least fifteen minutes every afternoon (or

two minutes flat on the floor if there is no
other way) and older women should stay
in bed half a day every week besides a
Don't wait until you
daily relaxation.
are exhausted!
It is much better to be tired

than

to gain

circulation

a

false

and

water puts you
without tension.
for

relaxes

back
It

—

the cold
"attention"

makes you

an evening's pleasure

work.
Certainly no

you
at

after

feel fresh

a day of

Fun

wear a truss, I enjoy
dancing again. Many

profiles of the

same

sirl

are

shown above

after using the Corinthian
See what a difference

the youthful chin line makes.
Amazins results are secured quickly with the
Corinthian Combination of both medicinal and
physical effort. This treatment lifts the drooping
chin line by 'shrinking relaxed muscles and

reducing

flesh cells.

Apply the Corinthian Astringent Lotion at
night before retiring. Then put on the net-like
head piece with chin strap to hold up muscles
and flesh while the astringent lotion aids the
shrinking
all during your sleep.
Simple, scientific and certain, the Corinthian
Combination quickly brings back the fascination
The
of that youthful chin line of girlhood.
complete $5.50 combination is now only $3.50.
$1.00
send
or
order
Simply mail check or money

dignity convincing.
Fatigue is a staunch ally of the next and
It opens
last greatest enemy of beauty.
the door, invites, and prepares the way

bill

_

and pay balance on delivery.

satis-

Full

money refunded.

faction guaranteed or

The Health Appliance Company
Cleveland, O.

657-R Union Trust Bldg.

for— IRRITABILITY!
This monster has so many different
it is not always possible to
recognize him at first sight. Sometimes he
appears as "righteous indignation". Remember the story of the justly (?) angry
woman who was telling a man of a quarrel
she had had with another woman. Flashing eyes and tense jaws showed her ugly
mood as she said, "and I certainly gave

mind!" The man re"But my dear, you were much too
generous, you really haven't any to spare."
Let's not depress our good spirits |by too
close a view of the tragedies in living and
the ravages in looks caused by irritability.
For its expressions are as numlDerless as the
deadly red African ants that devour men in
the jungle. No one of them alone could

my

plied,

destroy, but they multiply so
that once they get started, well,

STUART'S ADHE.

—

SIF PLAPAO-PADS.
Stacks of sworn

—

liance
,;

'

it's

If

MAYBBLLINE

Plapao Laboratories, Inc.,
797 Stuart Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
Plapao and 48-pag'e book
later.

Name..

fully,

Speaking of Mistletoe
You Must ISlot Miss

RAMON NOVARRO'S
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT
the December Silver SCREEN
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why, we

romantic styles.
For a daintier appearance while you are
bleaching your tan there are a number of
good liquid powders. But be sure to use
one that is just a trifle lighter than your
skin else the contrast will be too great.
A good plan is to have a bottle the color of
your skin and a bottle of white. Then you
can mix the desired shade and keep just
a little ahead of your tan until you are
really fair.

Address

CO.,

ourselves, exquisitely, beautidaintily clean and vitally rested,

the sweet feminine face that matches the

FREE

May.

belline. Black or Brown, 7Sc
at all toilet goods counters.

we keep

Convince yourself by actually testing

f- — MAIL COUPON BELOW TO DASr

invit-

L'sedby thousands.Try it. Sol-

just

Plapao at our expense. Send coupon today.
Test of Factor "PLAPAO"

and shadowy,

ing depth to the eyes. The
easiest eyelash beautifier to
apply . . . Perfectly harmless.
id or waterproof Liquid

rapidly

feel so good that we wouldn't
know irritabiUty if we met it face to face.
We'd laugh it off" and its power would be
gone! Then it's so much easier to have

No charge for this now or

Instantly transforms lashes into a
dark, rich luxuriant fringe of loveliness. Lends sparkling bril-

too bad.

endorsements report
success without delay from work.
Plapao-Pads cling to the body without
straps, buckles or springs. Easy to apply
—economical and comfortable.

in

Two

one before and one
—
Combination Treatment.

—

woman

can look beautiful
if she is making an effort to pretend pep
And vitality alone makes
and gaiety.

her a piece of

people write us after
ridding themselves
of rupture by using

FREE Trial

Youthful Chin Line

—

strenuous activities
are pleasures, because
I am not handicapped
in any way. My work
is no longer a task—
enjoy it. No one would
ever believe I was
crippled by rupture."
This is the way

Send me

"Back that

disguises that

"Now that I am rid of
my rupture and do not

on Rupture.

^nng

and know

energy by stimulants.
Sometimes fatigue is merely a matter of
Then a hot bath followed
tense nerves.
by a cold shower will make you feel as
good as new. The hot water evens your

O Motion Picture Cameraman and Pro jectionlsl
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Beauty's

DAYS

Clear yoar compit
of pimples, blackheadt,
whiteheads, red spots,
u „ ,
enlarged pores oily skin and other blemiuhes. I can
velvety beBive you acomplexion soft, rosy, clear,
in a few days.
yond your fondest dream .Avdldott
No cosmetics, lotions,
iMy method is so different.
salves aoaps.ointments. plasters. bandages, masks,
vaDorsprays.massaKe.rollers orothenmplements.
to take. Cannot inmre
No diet%o fisting. Ijothing
Booklet.
the most delicate skin. Send for my Free

November

Be sure your liquid powder is not the
drying kind, but get one that contains an
The best kinds
oil to keep your skin soft.
do not rub off easily.
Make up sparingly. There must be
nothing sharp or jarring in the romantic

Good and
Good for You.

or

Pick YOUR
GovernmenMob
Work for Uncle Sum. (jot good iin
rt>Euinr inoroimoti, vnontiono and nick lo:u
with imv. Btrady ndvnnrnmont. i>oii»it»
Send

—
winter!
your
Next month —Beauty To
life this

Give Away.

nil

joba.

NOW

.;unii»ivtlon.

Rout

—

nboiit

nionov, whftt you ntN*d to
itr.l.
l-'orurt "job hiinlinc."
for the
,.dv

mood

that is slowly possessing us.
the three greatest enemies of
beauty give yourself over to the graces of
and you'll make the hit of
the new mode

for r

Govt
III

r.tt.

A. R. Pattorson, Civil Service Expert,

PATTERSON SCHOOL, Sll WIsncr

Ycnrly

I'rrpnrc
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wiUi
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BldR.. Rochester, N. V.

After

ical.

all,

pictures are entertainment.

In

"Bad Girl" there is realism and some hokum
and it is very stirring. Maybe there never could
be as unselfish a hero as Eddie, but James Dunn
makes him seem real. In "Street Scene" we have
the triumph of realism. Exciting as reality and
with no lessons to teach. There is not one vir-

down upon

tue to shine

It is a believable,

us.

thrilling, intelligent picture.

What

Well, there they are.

will be

your

ver-

dict?
*

#

#

The producers are afraid of hokum. They remember too clearly the Mary Pickford era when
and pure heroines led the movies to
cliff where the producers staring

the sweet

the edge of the

A

down could see only a very dark future.
The hokum movies were flopping.

Men would

TREMENDOUS
place

the

in

upheaval

picture

taking

is

business

right

now and

the result will determine the

kind of

stories

that will be selected

bragged of

The

For what? The answer is being
month by you of the Grand Jury
in the case of Realism vs. Hokum.
the screen.

rendered

for future pictures.

The

producers do not know what type of story
wanted. They believe and are backing their
beliefs strongly that a new day is at hand for the

this

is

and

screen

that

bilities of the

no

story

now

beyond the capaThis situation
of "Disraeli", and

is

talking pictures.

developed after the success

then came the success of "Daddy
confuse the

Long Legs"

to

not go to the picture theatres and

and women,

too, began to doubt.
fourth greatest industry was becoming a
cute thing for children. Talking pictures saved
it

*

*

*

TN THE

ancient days the story teller by the
campfire told of the great doings of mighty
warriors; the lowly shepherd could not break into
a legend unless a princess reached down to him.
that all was hokum.
Most people like to

And

issue.

So the question could no longer be evaded
it is being put up to you, the jury, by

believe that there are wonderful souls

and great

and now

loves.

the producers.
The success or failure of the
present pictures will determine the sort of story

While we hate to feel we are thwarting the onward march of culture, we hope some hokum

you

will

will get after this.

Do

you want the drama of

real life like "Street

dy", or

"Bad Girl" and "An American Tragedo you want the old hokum, like every

success

of

Scene",

the

past

including

"Daddy Long

Legs"?

man

goes into a burning tenement he does

Do you want

human

the believable

figures like

able heroes in unlikely coincidences which here-

have made

up

the

No, the

belief in

fundamental
but

intelligent,

it's

justice

and love

a part of all of

anyhow.
So shall we have a few princesses among

us,

tlie

goat herds?

You

tell us!

movie

stereotyped

it

only to earn his pay?

may not be

those you know, that Life really shapes upon the
anvil of our times, or do you want the improbtofore

be left in pictures because there is some
even in real life. Do you think that when a fire-

*

*

*

plots?
#

Some

#

#

n^HIS

critics say that it is all a

telligence, that realism reaches the

hokum

delights the stupid.

"An American Tragedy"
rather slow.
The tears

is

We

matter of ineducated and

do not

realism and

start

when

the

agree.

it is

also

mother

reaches through the prison bars to her boy, but
the picture as a whole is too exasperatingly log-

Silver Screen's birthday— one year
birthday cake is a big one (about
500,000 copies sold last month) and we take a
great pride in it. Thank you for e\erything.
old.

is

Our

TIME

it/

prove

it/

modern cough -breakers. They have the
authority! They get results! They'll check a bad

TRY

these

coughing

spell in

one minute by your watch.

their fascinating flavor alone that

won

It isn't

just

the public to

Cough Drop Life Savers. They have a lively, delightful medicating action fully as efiective as spraying

A soothing blend of menthol,
horehound and eucalyptus

You

get

drops. But

some

your throat.

relief

from the old-fashioned cough

why not use

the kind that brings instant ease

to the sorest throat,

and actually stops your coughing?

Delightful to take, handy to carry.

Savers are rolled in

foil;

Cough Drop

they don't rattle or

spill in

Life

your

pocket. Only a nickel, at over 300,000 Life Saver stations.

IN

THE

HANDY

ROLL

SAVERS
LIFE
PACKAGE

THE

ARE

TRIBUTE TO
AMERICAN BEAUTY
A

The American

girl
developed today's
standards of beauty: the rounded slimness of glowing health. And the new
styles— from trim, revealing sports togs
to clinging evening gowns— are a tribute
to that beauty!

Yet even the most active girl of today
must count calories at times to keep the
slenderness

so

necessary

to

look

well.

But unwise dieting may do far more
harm than good. Diets which lack roughage (and most reducing diets do) frequently cause improper elimination. Poisons accumulate in the system causing
pimples, wrinkles, sallow skins, headaches,

—

and even serious

illness.

This Danger may be avoided by
simply including Kellogg's All-Bran in
an adequate reducing diet. All-Bran
isn't fattening. It provides the roughage
your system must have to keep clean,
regular and healthy. It also adds iron,
which brings color to the cheeks.

Try this pleasant ready-to-eat cereal
instead of dangerous pills and drugs.
You'll enjoy the many ways you can
serve it:_ as a cereal, sprinkled over salads,
cooked into muffins and breads.

—

Ask for Kellogg's the
Bran. Recommended by
the

original

All-

dietitians.

red-and-green package.
Kellogg in Battle Creek.

In

Made by

The New Styles
as

worn by

LAURA LA PLANTE
Beautijul Screen Star

"THE MODERN FIGURE"
Leading
tresses

motion-picture

are siiown

to

you

acin

"fashion close-ups," wearing
the costumes that millions of
critical

eyes will

see on the

screen. In addition, the book-

uUofvaluable in formation
on howto reduce
wisely. Free
let

is

SEIVD

upon request.

FOK

FIIEE

BOOKLET

"THE MODERN FIGURE"

I

KELLOGG COMPANY
Dept. D-ii, Battle Creek, Mich.
Please send me a free copy of your booklet,

"The Modern Figure."

Xa m e
Address

THE CUNEO PRESS,

INC.,

CHICAGO

s
LARGEST
NEWSSTAND

SALE OF
ANY SCREEN

MAGAZINE

m

b e

r

A Chat With

LEILA

Stars Found

HYAMS

His

was perfect -did she
really know it was her husband
when she surrendered to him
?
disguise

Enjoy this daringly unconventional
picture which marks the screen debut
of the greatest lovers on the American
stage
in a picturization of their

Don't miss this new type

—

—

saucy
of love story
witty
naughty gay!

—

—

famous success

— "The

Guardsman". Here
totally

new

is

a

thrill

for the motion
picture public.

LUNT

^rONTAN
-

I

>

L^C

famous

stars

of "Goat Song," "Caprice," "Elizabeth
stage triumphs, in

Queen" and other

Roland Young
American Stage, they bring
their genius to the talking screen in

Idols of the

the prize picture of the year.

A new

triumph for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer!

From

— Zasu

the play by Ferenc

Pitts

Molnar

Screen play by Ernest Vajda
Directed by SIDNEY FRANKLIN

MyM
'^y Courtesy
of the Theatre
Guild, Inc.

tL

yCLLOW TICKiT
She wore the brand

Trapped by Russian

badge

of courage.

hounded by

police, she

of outcast as a
intrigue,

fought gloriously. For love, she faced disgrace. ..through
love, she
Elissa

won

victory...

Superb drama, superbly acted.

La ndi... exotic, fascinating. Lionel

Barry more...

polished, sinister. Laurence Olivier... suave, romantic.

A

great story of elemental hate and enduring love!

OVCR
Gay and
to

Tt4C -HIU

tender and deeply moving,

your throat and chases

it

a cast! James

brings o lump

with a chuckle.

heart-stirring tribute to love,

And what

it

A true and

brimming with action...

Dunn and

Solly Eilers

... first

time together since never-to-be-forgotten "Bod Girl."

Mae Marsh. ..idol
bunch

Silver Screen

j

or
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of kids

of the silent days,

and the grandest

you ever laughed yourself weak overl

6

±^

fluv

M
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Special Features
Page

CHRISTMAS WISHES FOR THE STARS
Greetings

To The

y6c)

Players of

1

HoUyiuood

HAVE THE STARS FOUND NEW LOVE

IDEALS?

The Uncontrollable Part Of His Nature
By Dana Rush

LEILA HYAMS-ARTISTS'

MODEL MAKES GOOD

....

21

22

Every Theatre Becomes A Stadium
By Ernie Cuneo

ARE YOU HELEN HAYES CONSCIOUS?

25

Ronald Colman Is
By Eleanor Packer

26

The Commonplaceness of Res^is Toomey
By S. R. Mook
ELUSIVE ELISSA!
Not "High Hat"— Just High Ambitions
By Wick Evans

35

TEN

FACES?

Biographies Of Barbara
Linden, Allan Lane

Brief

It Is Easy To
By William M. Glosson

In Hollyivood

New

Beauty

Of

.

N'ancy

MORAN

The Off-Stage Lilyan Tashman
By James Marion

LIFE OF LILA LEE

Has Returned To Live Again And This Time With A

^"'7

51

For The Lights,

43

Fashions For
Jean Harlow

44

Some Recent Importations And
Marian Marsh
A Serious .Artist, Frcdric March

45

Refining
Chatterton

Influence,

Ruth
53

1932,

Posed

By
54

.

.

56
58

COVER PORTRAIT
OF LEILA HYAMS
BY JOHN ROLSTON CLARKE
SII.\

KK SCREEN.

Mni,':iziiu-.

STORY

52

41

Great Purpose
Fidler

LIFE

34

Today, Robert Montgoin-

The

By James M.

ROBERT MONTGOMERY TELLS HIS
Second Instalment Of H Autobiogra l)hy

Is

David Manners

IN

31

The

A New Name

JUST AHOME GIRI

4

.

38

By Helen Ludlam

By Marquis Busby

30

Ann Harding.

The

40

and Garbo"

is

.

Mae

Star,

"Kid"
Himself,
Warner
Baxter
32
More Tragedy, Phillips Holmes
33

Believe In Santa Clans

"

Lila

.

The "Twenty Grand"

Carroll

"BE YOURSELF, SAYS POLLY

THE NEW

27

Greta Garbo And Clark Gable, A
Scene From "Susan Lenox" .... 28
Ronald Colman And Helen Hayes,
A Scene From "Arrowsmith"
29

As He

WHEN THE MONEY STARTS ROLLING
Me

of Players

Outline of Beauty, Joan Craw-

36

Stars

The Ascent Of The Gentleman With The Accent
By Edward Churchill

"Like

A Galaxy
An

.

THE LUCK OF LUKAS

46

Art

"Devotion's" Star,

Weeks, Joan Marsh, Eric

THE CROWNING GLORIES OF HOLLYWOOD
The Coiffures Of The
By Muriel Babcock

17
.

Clarke

WILL THEY BECOME FAMOUS STARS OR FORGOT-

10
12

on Page 79

ford

REGIS-HE S REGULAR!

6
8

14
is

Reviewing Stand

Silver Screen's

THE MOVIES

IN

Mary

By Priscilla Bryant
Last Month's Answer
Movietown Topics

Hollywood Is Kind To Beauty
By Bob Moak

PUTTING A KICK

Give Away By

20

^VILSON

RAMON NOVARRO'S CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

Page

To

Beauty

Lee
Love And Hisses
Talkies In Tabloid
Ask Me Another
A Movie Fan's Crossword Puzzle

i8

The Problem Of A Man, A Maid, And Love

By Elizabeth

Departments

Iiu'

.

lit -15
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and most of them are

ARAMOUNT!

.****.

can
Never were they better— the Paramount Jubilee Pictures you

«24

HOURS"

see

now!

And

never was great entertainment more necessary than

with Clive Brook, Kay Francis, Miriam Hopkins
and Regis Toomey
Based on the novel by Louis Bromfield
Directed by Marion Gering

affairs
now. In good pictures we lose ourselves completely in the
others— forget the trials and tribulations of a day— get renewed

"THE BELOVED BACHELOR"

strength and vigor for the next,

With Paul Lukas, Dorothy Jordan, Charlie Ruggles

take the whole family with you!

RUTH CHATTERTON

pictures, such as

Paramount, give you something to talk about

for days! "7/ it's a

Paramount picture,

Vivienne Osborne. Directed by Lloyd Corrigan

in

"Once A Lady" with

of

q Go
It

regularly

and often -and

keeps you together, and great

it's

the best

show

in

Ivor Novello, Jill Esmond, Geoffrey Kerr
Directed by Guthrie McClintic

"TOUCHDOWN!"
With Richard Arlen, Peggy Shannon, Jack Oakie,
Regis Toomev and Charles Starrett.
Directed by Norman McLeod.

n^cu-amxmrd Cpidum.
TARAMOUNT PIBLIX CORPORATION. ADOLPH 2UKOR,

Silver Screen jov
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PRES.,

town!"

—

PARAMOUNT BUILDING.
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EAUTY

Give

to

Away
Ho

Mistletoe

Ejfectively

Unless There

a Hint

IS

Worh

of Perfume

Back of the Ears
B

y

Mary Lee
Evelyn Brent delights

in little gifts of delicate

scents in pretty bottles

EXCITEMENT!

Well-rather. Santa Claus must
have made a visit to the manufacturers and said
something like this, "See here, now, my children
(and that means the grown-ups too) are pretty poor this
year, but I insist that we give them a happy Christmas
anyway. Because they need to be happy this yearhappier than in more prosperous years. Now I suggest that you pull prices down within reach, so that
everyone can have his share of joy in giving and keep

cheer in circulation."

And

just to

show what

a great influence Santa Claus

has with the manufacturers they agreed with him and
went to work on turning out the most alluring bargains
at unbelievable prices.

have gone shopping for you among the cosmetiand perfumers to save you time, money and energy.
I have found a number of interesting items that
will please every woman to the depth of her beautyloving soul. The men, too, have been considered, and
even the little tots.
There has never been a time when toilet requisites
have been more appropriate for gifts than now, for
the reason that they are always needed. We are urged
to be practical in our giving this year, but in giving
luxurious toilet items we can be practical, luxurious
and dainty all at the same time.
Since it is smart to be thrifty, it is a wise dollar that
buys a gift that has a double use. I mean, for instance,
that attractive bath set of Yardley's bath salts and
dusting powder packaged in a sturdy, but decorative
container that can easily serve as a stocking box of
two compartments after the contents have been removed. $4. Such a selection is not only a doubleI

cians

use gift but could serve as a community present to
two sisters or two girls living together. I am assuming,
of course, that your gift list this year is cut down to
only your most intimate friends and near relatives.
In this time of strict economy it will relieve pocketbook strain to give community gifts. Send one thing to
6

you want to remember— something the whole
family can use and enjoy.
If you cannot afford a
present for each individual member of a household
then group them for Christmas purposes thus saving
a family

yourself money and embarrassment.
You could not,
of course, give a lip-stick to two girls, but a welcome
gift to a houseful of females would be Elizabeth Arden's
lip-stick ensemble, an attractive case holding six alluring shades of rouge. $5. Such soft colors!
One for

each costume and mood, night and day, if given to one
as well as being a selection for several women.

woman,

Another group gift is Isabey's Petite Coffret (little
chest) of perfumes, an oblong case containing five small
bottles of Isabey's popular floral odors—
Jasmine,
Le Lilas, Le Gardeyna, Le Bleu de Chine (my choice)

and Le Mimosa—
for I5, formerly ten dollars.
But for one woman, why look any farther for a
charming gift at a very moderate price when you can
buy Coty's Beauty Kit for $2.50. They call it the
"globe-trotter", because so many women who travel extensively find it such a convenience as to size and contents.

For in

it

is

every-

thing needed to care for
the skin. Yet it is so small

Mary Lee Will Help
You to Beauty Free
Just write to

Mary Lee and

she will help you with your

personal problems of beauty

—weight,
would

skin, hair.

If

you

her personal ad-

like

vice send her a stamped and

addressed

Mary

envelope.

Lee's address

is

care of

SILVER

Screen, 45 West 45th
New York City

Street,

and compact

that it might
also be called the "week-

ender". Good-lookino too!
In a neutral tan, simtdated
fitted with a
mirror that enables
you to see your -whole face,
and containing Coty's lic]uefying cleansing - cream,

"lizard-calf",

large

rich tissue-cream, skin-tonic
to stinudate and refresh, a

powder foundation, either
liquid or cream, and
cleansing tissues— it is a per[Conliuitcd on jxigc 80]

Silver

Screen

He

is

being himself,

a storm of laughs just

other fellows" he

is a
and when he is "two
acquainted
Get
cyclone of merriment
. this
with this merry madcap of nonsense!
th<
comic!
hilarious and uproarious
next
His
them
all!
laugh-master of
.

.

.

.

local boy

'

makes cood
ff.

DOROTHY

LEE

Based on a play by
J.

C.

and

Directed by

A
for

FIRST

EUiolf

Nugent

MERVYN LEROY

.

picture

is

.

.

.

"LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD".

Don't miss it, or the other blues-chasing
comedies featuring this Gulliver of Glee
soon to appear at your local theatre
You'll have the laugh-time of your life.
.

.

.

.

.

NATIONAL ^VITAPHONE 5TAK
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Lovers and Hissers have had quite a time this
THE
month over Norma Shearer and her"Free Soul".

When the arguments were not about the theme
they burst into praise for Gable and Lionel Darrymore rarely has a picture aroused so much comment. Joan Crawford got herself spoken to sharply
about her hair, but as Joan had decided about the
same thing, everyone now is happy.
Fredric March is steadily growing in popularity.
Do you feel like speaking your mind? There are
three prizes for letters not longer than 200 words.
$15 First Prize; SIO Second and S5 Third.

—

FIRST PRIZE
"VXT'HV

VV

I

Seattle, 'Wash.
all the frantic deciding of hair dye-

ing,

dieting, extreme costuming and
other devices the stars emplov in their
search of beauty? What if Joan does dve
her hair? What if Garbo is anemic-looking? What if Harlo^v is bizarre?

Why

'

do Ke go

to the

movies primarily?
Isn't it to escape from reality, from prosaic,
every-day happenings, from uninteresting
people and dull surroundings? We go to
thrill to tales of adventure that we cannot
experience ourselves, except vicariously. We
go to watch glamorous, exotically-beautiful
women. We go, in short, to see something
different from that which we see around us
every day.

What makes
cinating?

the outstanding stars

Beauty?

It

abounds

Harlow, Bennett, Swanson, Crawford, Del
Rio.
"Unnatural" looking, all of them.
Swanson doesn't look like the stenographer
at the next desk. Bennett doesn't remind us

Mere
Mary

Brians and the Dorothy Jordans colorless
after a few pictines. They have no peculiar
physical quirks of appearance to pique our
imaginations and refresh our jaded eyes.
As for clothes— the more unconventional,
the better. Let Shearer and Harlow wear
their daring costumes.
We can see more
conservative models on the street any day.
May "unnatural" looking stars and ingenious fashion designers continue to make
the movies the glorious escape they are for
us ^\'ho live in a less colorful, work-a-day
Alice Simpson

SECOND PRIZE
Columbia. Tenn.
waiting to be enlightened on a

Why

that
are

is

something of

a

pet

of

we fed modern di\orce,
modern gang, and modern vice pictures all
of the time ivhen there are some of us. who
are sincere fans too by the way, who \\'ould
tike very much to see something simple, entertaining, and refreshing once in a while?

8

a

modern

life,

those things

which are said to be characteristic of our
But when I go to a movie theatre I
want to relax and forget myself, and most of
all forget this jazz-mad life for a time, even
though it be for only a couple of hours.
I
am pleading for the tvpe of picture
ivhich presents something in life other than
divorce, killing, and vice.
I
am looking
forward to the time when Ke will be offered
more pictures of the type of "Daddy Long
Legs". I have nothing but the highest praise
for the producers, directors and players who,
even though it be once in every two or three
hundred pictures, give us something that is,
to say the least, different.
Chas. F. Webb

ing.
their

Holland, Ohio

PICHEL deser\es a vehicle in
WALTER
which

he can use that charming voice
and spendid court-room manner to their
full advantage.
He had to fill the part of
the straight-laced husband of Ruth Chatterton in "The Right to Love" and didn't do
so bad.
He was great in "Murder by the
Clock", though he ivas not in his best charHis voice, his hands, his laugh, his
hair and his expression put ninety per cent
of the shivers in that very shivery picture.
acter.

Then

in "The American Tragedy", though
his role was not so extensive or sympathetic
as those of the main characters, it was quite

evident that he ^vas the star.
His court
scene equals Portia's in "The Merchant of
Venice".
He is great. He should have a
picture that does him justice.

Helen

E.

Diinu

NO FOOLING

don't just walk around and say
they are the characters themselves.
They live the characters' lives and
speak the characters' words right from their
own hearts. That is what a RE.\L actor or
actress must be able to do to be really great.
Ramon and Barbara are Great.

.Also, who can forget Ramon's
acting
in
"Scaramouche ". "Ben
Hur ", "The Devil May Care" and "Son of
India "? Both of these star.s can act. no fool-

\Voman"?

lines;

Frances Dowlin

HUH?
Boston, Mass.
has Charles Farrell and Janet
to deserve the roles thev
had in "Merely Marv Ann"? Two such
brilliant and clever stars should have never
been cast in this production. The plot was
too weak and imaginary.
Why not have
juveniles in pictures of this type, instead of

WHAT
Gaynor done

famous duo?
not give these two more roles like

Chico and Diane in "Seventh Heaven"?
Please, oh. please, whoever is responsible,
don't put Charlie and Janet in any more

"Merely Mary Ann"

roles.

H.

E.

Graham

HUH?
Chicago, 111.
they put a sweeter couple on the
screen than Janet Gavnor and Charles
Farrell? Could they screen a better picture
than "Merely Mary Ann "? I think Janet
Gaynor is as sweet as you could make her.
And Mr. Farrell! Gee! I could break a leg
in front of his door.
Every one goes big for that dimple in
Janet's chin. If you didn't notice it take a
look the next time. She's so tiny and thin
that every time you look at her you could

COULD

kiss her.

Come on you Gaynor-Farrell fans let's
give them three cheers for being the most
Io\able and collegiate couple on the screen.
Phyllis Gewerth

Frazer, Penna.

are two stars who are the most
favorite of my favorites.
Thev are:
Ramon Novarro and Barbara Stan\vvck.
Ramon has given us good, clean, entertaining performances for the last seven
years.
.\nd Barbara?
Well, she has onlv
been \vith us two or three vears and I think
that she is a first class actress. Who can e\er
forget "Night
Nurse" or "Tlie Miracle

su|)erl)

They

Why

THIRD PRIZE

THERE

^vorld.

mine.

live

this

their appearance that make the stars recurrently lovely.
Consider Garbo, Dietrich,

still

I

age.

fas-

odd, the unusual, even fantastic, phases of

of the cute co-ed across the street.
"natural" prettiness is what makes the

a modern.

modern thoughts, and do

behind

department store counters. Charm? It surfeits every college campus.
It is something
more than these two attributes. It is the

AM
I question

am

think

"REGUSTED"

WE

Sehna. .Ma.
are dependent on
entertainment, since

IN the provinces

the

talkies

for

road shows are no more. But can we cidtured folk accejjt some of the vulgar scenes
^^hich a great majoritv of movies contain?
In viewing them, "I am regustcd". \\h\
must theie be a dirtv streak? That doesn't
increase the ticket sales, for some of the most
ardent fans are gi\ing up piclincs, rather
than be embarrassed 1)\ them.
/. M. Xclson

Silver Screen

—

—

—
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>fnI(leaThat Grew Until It

RemadeThousands ot Futile Lives..
bringing
turning failure into success, remolding personality,

. . .

new personal power and influence, new friendships and popuprinciples and
larity, new culture and a richer, bigger life. Basic
methods that YOU can use in your everyday life now revealed.

Now

read for

DO

book

in a fascinating

new

friendships?

contacts,

new

Do you

feel

ing educators and psychologists endorsed the plan. One enthusiast told
another. And so the movement grew.
And in every case the plan worked!

dissatisfied because your life is a
deadly routine of humdrum happenings? Have you a feeling that some-

Now YOU Can Use
Now,

slid into a rut and
are only half-alive mentally,

how, sometime you

f
What this amazing
book offers you . • •
There is nothing mysterious about
the methods put forward in Keeping Mentally Alive. Below are listed
just some of the ways the book
helps you to get the most out of
life. If you lack even a few of these
personal qualities you are only half-

now you

aims in life?

deal with the chief
problems and events in your daily business,
social, and home life to make them contribute
to your greatest progress. The panel on the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and groups
how to add to your contacts,

.

.

.

.

interests,

and

how to make your working hours more interesting and resultful
how to bring harmony and happiness into
your

life

how

to get more enjoyment from

your leisure

hours
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

how to overcome an inferiority complex
how to overcome mental fatigue, boredom,
and indifference
how to overcome abnormal sensitiveness, shyness, and timidity
how to inspire affection and loyalty
how to develop your memory

If this pictures you even in part
then this story is for you. It is the story
of an idea and of the power of an

Ten

ly vital

ness or social

.

.

.

.

tional energy
how to be at

.

and emo-

ease, interesting, and impresany surroundings
how to master and use conversational control

in

try,

friends and

make

in

all

personal

from

new

develop

would

life richer in culture, in achieve-

With

this

hope that "maybe

and women, young and
life,

old,

mentally alive and getting
the most out of life. Lead-

^

i

of this vital
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book

"Keeping Mentally
it can remold your
personality and bring out the hidden powers within you
make you the new man or woman you want to be. Tear out
and mail the covipon now before it is too late.

Tell ns where to send your copy of
Alive." Then let it prove to yon how

book

—

joined this

for keeping

for five days' free reading
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.

perhaps" a xnore vital, less futile life
could be lived, there was developed in
actual practice a definite plan and
methods. From these beginnings, in
the next ten years thousands of men

contacts

Accept a copy

for

busi-

this starting point

that

days. If
,

CCD.

one of the most
Reading
thrilling experiences of your life. It doesn't
call for "studying." You read it as you would
a book of fiction or any ordinary book. It
supplies principles and methods that you can
put into practice within five minutes and
reap the benefits at once!
"Keeping Mentally Alive" will be a revelation to you. So certain are we of this that we
want you to read the book at our expense.
All you need do to receive the book is to
mail at once the coupon below. You may
read it and use it for five days without cost.
If you don't feel that it is one of the greatest
things that ever happened in your life return
it at our expense. If you decide to keep it, to
help you get the things you want from life,
send only S3 in full payment after five days.
You can't afford to miss owning this remarkable book. So don't "put off" mail the
coupon at once for your copv. Address: G. P.
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of this page suggests the tremendous
scope of the contents.

years ago a person like yourself

felt life slipping

how

terms

re-

left

idea!

to develop your imagination
to get the most out of your reading

.

.

specific

ment, and enjoyment.

activities

.

There is nothing "general" about the
commendations in this book. It tells you

But that person had an

to win mental efficiency
to talk interestingly and persuasively
to win and hold friends
to develop a dynamic personality
to increase personal popularity
to put your ideas across to Individuals

.

.

these tried and proved methods, the complete
plan has been outlined in detail in a fasci-

nating book.

you
how
how
how
how
how
how

.

.

This Plan

new thousands may follow

that

so

that you lack the power and dynamic
personality to achieve your greatest
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in

(These Incf reviews are just long
enough

serve

to

pint your way
want

II

as

sign

^osts;

to the pictures that

to see

—

or stay

to

you

away from.

Being Talked
About —

GUARDSMAN"

*'THE

The

picture that has aroused so much
among the Intelligentsia

cliscussiou

"ALEXANDER HAMILTON"
is

unforgettable

"FIVE STAR FINAL"
Terrifically thrilling. It
civic fury, or something

awakens your

"MERELY MARY ANN"
Hoiu did Zangwill know when he
wrote litis thirty yea7~s ago that you

would

like it?

You

will

Paul Muni and Ann Dvorak in Howard Hughes' "Scarface" the gangster picture to end gangster pictures

—

AGE FOR LOVE,
THE
Good
(Umied

Dove comes back

Billie

—and better than ever.
The picture raises the

Ariists)

gver

vital
question:
Should a woman seek love and a home or
love and a career?
The heroine, who has

fought for freedom of womankind, marries
chap who wants a home and babies.
Who wins? l.ois Wilson and Edward

a

Everett Horton are in the cast.

George
one of

Excellent

role of

He

plays the

Alexander

Ham-

American statesman of the

nineteenth century.

Hounded by

jealous

politicians, Hamilton goes noble to protect
his country.
It's even more thrilling than

"Disraeli".

Doris Kenyon, June Collyer and
in the cast.

Dudley Diggs are

AN AMERICAN

This

TRAGEDY

usual

a gripping, unpicture that will

thrill

splendid.

BAD GIRL

Here's something new in
masculine appeal, girlsl

Splendid
(Fox)

Talking aliout
)ames
of "Bad Girl".
You'll be cur-razy about him— and the picture too! It's the film version of \'ina Delmar's best seller of the same name, and it's
ail about a young couple \vho are trying to
make a go of mai lagc. Underneath all the

Dunn, the bad-boy-hushand

i

10

BOUGHT

Giii".

Connie Bennett

(Warners)
nett fan

is still

^

Connie Ben-

you will be wild about

this picture.

yp^,

jf

Connie again plays the role of a young girl
who Avants nice things— and all that. Ben
get

AND

This

was

originally

Booth Tarkington's

PLEASURE

"The

Pair

Plutocrat" but the
author ^vould never recognize it now.
Will Rogers plays a sap
safety razor king from the Middle West
bound for Europe with his family. Rival
steel kings engage Jetta Goiidal to vamp

him.

Rogers gets

chiefs

and

mixed up with Arab

all

things, but

it

— —
"^i.

CAUGHT
PLASTERED
(Radio)

BORNEO

isn't

very funny.

^

run

it in a rather hysterical manner.
Dorothy Lee enters into the fun and it's all quite
crazy with plenty of laughs. There are some
new wise-cracks— and some old faxorites.

very near

ment.

Pair

.\nother one of those
clutching hand, mysterious,
will-must-be-rcad-

(Cohmhia)

by-midniglu

Ralph Graves plays

a

ne\\spa|)cr

al'lairs.

man and

Jack Holt a police liculciiaiu. bolli dcadlv
ri\als for ihe ra\ors of ilu- l()\ rl\ Salh Blanc.
11
\ou aren't too sophisticated you'll have
shivers

when you

see

it.

it

"

but

it

is

for excite-

A young

girl

is

seeking her husband who is no^v a reigning
prince's physician in Borneo.
Plenty 6t
wild animal thrills and blood-curdling escapades. Charles Bickford and Rose Hobart
are grand.

FANNY FOLEY
(Radto)

^.<t..—
This picture's about a

woman who has become
a famous comedienne on
jvjg,^,

Yq,-|. jjjjgg^ jj,^^

same time has sent two daughters to
a fashionable and snooty finishing school.
When the daughters learn that mother is an
actress-well, it s just too bad.
Edna May
Oliver is perfect as the comedienne and
Helen Chandler and Rochelle Hudson are
at the

the daughters.
FI"VE

AND TEN

^fr'",^fi
(Al-G-M)

glad

This picture is supposed
prove the curse of
,vealth and make you
burdened with a lot of

you aren't
and bonds.
Marion Davies, as a
daughter of a millionaire, gets involved in
a scandal \vith Leslie Howard, her mother
runs off ^vith a gigolo, and her brother commits suicide. But there's a happy ending.
stocks

FREE SOUL, A

DANGEROUS
AFFAIR, THE

another

isn't

"Trader Horn

(Umrersal)

.

\Vheeler and \Voolsey as
a couple of vaudeville
actors out of work get

This

Good

HERSELF

—"%>—'

BUSINESS

EAST OF

a

sophisticated sinner, and

Splendid

is

you with its sinceie dn ection and superb
acting. It's the story of a sex-starved boy who
murders a factory girl to keep from marrying her. Tragic and depressing, but not sordid. Sylvia Sidney and Phillips Holmes are
^X^"*

think

"Bad

Lyon and Raymond Millard help her

Arliss again gives
his superb per-

formances.

(Marners)

lot to

about. Sally Eilers makes a good

them.

ALEXANDER
HAMILTON
ilton, the great

smart remarks you will find a

A triumph

for

Norma

Great
(M-G-M)

Shearer and Lionel Barrymore, who plavs a
drunken attorney who teaches his daughter
to believe in the freedom of lo\e. The scenes
between Norma Shearer and Clark Gable as
a gangslci' wilh w hom she becomes in\ohod
are troincndous, and there is a gripping
court-room climax in \\hich the honors go to
Lionel Barr)niorc. {Continued <in f)agc 59]

Silver Screen

—
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Too Old to learn Music ?
struments without the slightest

WHAT

ful,

has your age got to do with learning

tuneful selections which

And

has
harsh-sounding finger
the boss
slashed expensive fees— that makes you
instead of requiring a personal teacher.

as

Unfailing Friend

A-B-C method

at once for

Then send

of learning?

"Music Lessons in Your
Own Home" that explains this famous method m
asking. With
detail and that is yours free for the
Demonstration Lesson, which
it will be sent a Free
how delightfully quick and easy— how
pro-^es
this modern method is.
thorough

our 64-page booklet,

—

But what
piano.
or get music out of a player
empty satisfaction compared to making music

send

Always Fascioating

yourself!

can't go wrong.
will

you want

it

must be

forward to the "next lesson"
music the U. S. School

— no

intricate

you what

on the

Trombone

and

—

from the very begin-

or

is

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

Cornet

showing you how to play it taking
you over a delightful short-cut to
musical accomplishment. Each new
lesson contains a new thrill. For the
ning to the end

Violin
Clarinet
Flute

brimful of cheer-

December 19^1

Piccolo

Guitar

Hawaiian

•Cello
Steel Guitar

Sight Singing
Voice and Speech
Culture
Harmony and
Composition
Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger
Control
Banio ;Plectrum.
5-String or Tenor)

Piano Accordion
Italian and

German

Accordion
Piano Course

Juniors'

on the other hand,

offers

you

at

nothing

like

good music

tion Lesson

too, who can play
a musical instrument is equipped
with an accomplishment that at-

entertains and holds chums
that replaces bashfulness with
that assures
confidence and poise
tracts,

a

—

social

No

(Instru-

obligation.

Thirty-foarth Year (Established

V.

S.

1898)

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

11912 Brunswick Bldg.,

New York

City.

Lessons in
Dr. iTaiik
particulars .jI
and
Lesson,
Demonstration
Free
Crane,
am Interested in the folI
your easy payment plan.
lowing course:

mc your free- book, "Music
Your Own Home," with introduction by
Please send

and profitable "standby"

Have You
Instrument?

for their later years.

Think of

TODAY.

to

child,

—

means

all

Free Booklet and Free Demonstra-

ment supplied if desired— cash or credit.) U. S.
School of Music, 11912 Brunswick
Bldg., New York City.

help you forget your troubles.

Every

cost— by

one-third the usual

for the

—

Piano
Organ
Ukulele

right

to play

ability to play,

gives you
a definite escape from monotony—
real— to meet
the opportunity to do something
And
make friends.
to
people

PICK YOUR

explanations to

structions keeping you

entire course

The

and

"

you

INSTRUMENT

a little

If

Anyone

there's

trust-to-luck tactics.
For right with you at all times are
our concise print and picture intelling

for

when you

you— no

—

The

You'll never lose patience.
to study— you'll actually

time each day in the privacy of your
own home seeing and hearing your
musical dreams come true. There's
no personal teacher to take orders

f

An

and progress rapidly

And no wonder. You spend

track

concerned— you'll

home-study manner.

Not only

baffle

is

really want to learn to play at home
without a teacher— in one-half the usual time—

them, think how simple

older people to follow, benefit

from

money

Are you sincerely interested in music to the exabout this easy as
tent that you want to find out all

the
older you get, the more you need
music affords.
solace and pleasure that self-made
can tune in on a radio— play a record

to guide

study
way.

as

far

Write Us First

learn

Music Will Be

of

If year after year, hundreds and hundreds
read
children, scarcely in their "teens," learn to
with only
notes and play a musical instrument
our printed instructions and illustrated diagrams

look

eagerly

For, regardless of
never have any complaint.
which instrument you select, the cost of learnmg
will average only a few cents a day.

gymnastics— that

You

you

waste of time

to play iy note.

music when you now have a method at your
compulsory
disposal that has done away with
practice— that has tabooed monotonous scales and

in this

difficulty or

the wonderful satisfac-

what you
want and whenever you are so in-

Nami

Forget your age. And bear
in mind, you clon't have to know
one note from another to start your
lessons from the U. S. School of

Addr.

Music.

City

tion of being able to play
clined.

.State.

11

Sally Forth
'T'HE

PLAINE:

Well, \vell, ^vell, you have got it
Don't your boy friends resent this
Gable infatuation— or are they only too glad

J—* bad.

you to see a Gable picture jiist for the
chance of holding your hand when ^Vhat-AMan comes on the screen? IMaybe they
think those shivers are due to the cooling
system.
Get yourself a good hand-holder,
when you go to see "Mirage for they say
to take

"

that Clark out-Gables himself in that picture in u'hich he appears opposite Joan

Cr a^s'ford.
^von't have
lad

It s in production now so yoti
to wait long. Yes. alackaday, the

married. Try to bear it.
And you are complaining because Silver
Screen had three pictures only of Clark in
the October issue. Well, after all
Any^vay I hope you didn't miss the cave man
story about him in the November issue, and
if you'll just turn to page 28 right this minute you'll see something that will send your
temperature soaring.
is

.

.

.

TTORSES: What
-L -L

How

have.

gomery's

next

a peculiar nickname you
did you get it? Bob Montpicture will be "Private

Lives" in uhich he co-stars ivith Norma
Shearer. After that he will star in "Courage" which was written for him by none
other than the great Frederick Lonsdale.
sure you'll get a big kick out of both of
those pictures.
Leon Janney is appearing
in "Penrod and Sam," the picturized version
of Booth Tarkington's novel
You'll see
Lilyan Tashman next in "Girls About
To\vn". Lil's having a gay time vacationing

Lm

in

Europe noiv— and who do you suppose

chatterer of Hollywood, Sally Forth,

will be glad to answer your questions
about movies or stars or both. The fewer
your questions and the shorter the answers
required, the quicker she can answer you.
t ut she's scolded if she answers questions
about religion and she can't give home
addresses or advise anyone how to break
into the movies.
Write Sally at SILVER
SCREEN, 45 West 45th Street, New York
City, giving your full name and address.
For personal replies enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

S.O.S.: Of course Ronald Colman reads his
fan mail. A star never gets too blase or
sophisticated to take an active interest in his

and Ronald

is far away from the blase
w as born in England on February
9, i8gi, and he is five feet eleven inches in
height and ^veighs 155 pounds. He lives in
Los Angeles and tennis is his favorite sport.
He and Dick Barthelmess are the best of
friends and Colman is often a guest on the

fans,

state.

He

Barthelmess yacht. Ronald is by no means
a recluse and he goes to a party when he is
interested in the people giving it— but he
doesn't party around all the time just for
the sake of having some place to go. He has
ne\ er "gone Hollywood" as the expression is.

kORIS:

Joan Crawford did not wear a
"T his Modern Age". She bleached
her hair during the summer and was quite
stunning looking with blonde hair and sim
tan.
She has decided that she likes her
auburn hair better though so she is letting
it
regain its natural color.
Bebe Daniels
bleached her hair last spring to change her
"personality".
Yes, it was bleached when
)ou sa\\' her in "The Maltese Falcon". Ben
Lvon highly approves of Bebe's blonde locks
(which inakes Ben almost unique among

d;w

onliest

may remain

a blonde for

time.

So far as I know the great Garbo has no
intentions of returning to Sweden anv time
soon. But I do know for a fact that she has
not been sick recently. She ^\orked hard on
"Susan Lenox" all late summer and fall, and
now M-G-M is getting ready the script of
"Mata Hari" which will be her next. Garbo
was born in 1906, is five feet six inches and
\\eighs about 122. She has blue eyes and
golden hair.

OUZANNE:

Don't believe that about Barbara Stanwyck. There's not a word of
it.
You could see for yourself in
"Night Nurse" and "The Miracle Woman"
that Barbara is perfectly able-bodied and
not deformed in any ^vav. She and Columbia
have patched up their little differences and
she will start another picture for them right
away.
truth in

ig in

is

her companion in crime? Eddie Lo\\e, of
course, her dearest friend and severest critic

and

husbands) so Bebe

some

husband.

ZIRGIE

I

mad

So you're

H.:

Holmes.

know how you

about Phi!

feel, Zirgie,

rather like that lad myself, "^ es, I know
quite well. I was thrilled to death the

I

time he asked

and

don't

I

me

to

at

first

him—

have lunch with

remember eating

for

him
he

so

all

nuist have been fascinating. \Ve

lunched— or
thrilled— at the
"Tavern" in Ne^v York ivhich is owned by
Nancy Carroll's uncle, Billv LaHiff. Fve
met him lots since then and am glad to report that I can now eat in his presence, but
Fm still thrilled. Phil has finished "The
Man I Killed" with Nancy Carroll and
Lionel Barrymore, and is slated to start
rather he lunched and

I

work soon on "Mary Makes a Call with
Miriam Hopkins. This picture was originally intended for Nancy and Buddy Rogers
—but you know how those things are.
"

BOOTS: How you

and a dozen or so other
fans did ride me on that mistake I made

October issue. Fm still blushing with
shame. But please, mister, have a heart,
and give a gal a chance to explain. \Vhen
"This Modern Age" was originally made
(and confer with the original scenario in
the script department if you don't believe
me— you old Missourians) Monroe Owsley
won Joan for better or worse in a legal ^vay.
But the M-G-M powers-that-be thought
things over and decided on a few changes.
They took Marjorie Rambeau out and put
Pauline Frederick in her place .'\ND they
changed the ending so that Neil Hamilton
in the

Now for a few details about Phil. He Afas
born in Grand Rapids, Michigan, July 22,
and is in his very early twenties. He was
educated at Princeton and at Cambridge,
England. He's the son of Tavlor Holmes,
the famous actor.
He entered pictures in
1928

MO\'IE

12

the

scenes

for

Princeton

such a success in

this pic-

FAN: Janet Gaynor's birthday

October 6 and
old.

Her

was born

".

hard

\\-as

made
on

Lm

me

Life's

there

ture that Paramoimt gave him a contract.
He's six feet, weighs 160 pounds, and has
blue eyes and blonde hair. Write to him at
the Paramount Studio, Hollywood, California. Sorry— but
not allowed to give
home addresses.

Am

ihings.
I
dunno. I dunno.
enough without that.

Paramount

right

campus, and

got the girl. And they forgot to notify me
of their changes, the meanies, so I blissfullv
sent in my answers to Silver Screen not
knoiving the pitfall that was aivaiting me.
forgiven?
I

y\nd \ou'll probably shake yoiu- fingers at
again becau.se I said that Claudette Colbert and Gary Cooper would plav together
in "Sal of Singapore
Well, my children,
in September it ^vas "Sal of Singapore", but
October found it changed to "Blintl Cargo",
and— oh cruel fate— it's no^v "His Wom.ui".
Befoic it's released it may be six other

^vhen

"\'arsity"

real

name

is

twenty-five years
Laura Gainer, she

she's
is

Philadelphia and she's married
Peck.
Bebe Daniels had a baby
girl in Scplember \vhich she and Ben Lvon
iKunetl Bailiara Bebe Lyon.
Bebe is so excited o\cr little Bebe that she hasn't had
time to make any ]iicture plans just yet.
in

to L\(lcll

Gaynor in the arms
where she first found fame
and fortune Charles Farrell's
Janet

—

of

course

Billic

no\c made

a sensational picture

back in "The Age for Love".

Did vou

comesec

it?

Silver Screen

—

Popular Copyrights Are Abandoned!
1,500,000 Books
Left to Sell at
pick
Know
TAKE20 your
books

20BOOKSfor^l

14

What

Every

19 Story of Nietzsche's Philoso-

Durant

phy.

25 Rhyming Dictionary
39 Story oS Aristotle's Philosophy. Durant
42 Origin of Human Race
vs.
53 Insects and Men; Instinct
Reason. Clarence Darrow
56 Dictionary of U. S. Slang
58 Tales from Decameron.
Boccaccio
72 Color of Life and Love
74 Physiology of Sex Life
82 Common Faults In English
83 Evolution of Marriage

87 Nature of Love
91 Manhood: Facts of Life
92 Hypnotism E.tplalned Bible
97 self-contradictions of
98 How to Love
„
Know
109 Facts You Should

McCabe
World War

About

Classics.

110 History of
War
125 Woodrow Wilson's
Speeches
Wood
Rome.
of
History
126
133 Principles of Electricity
About Lost
Facts
150 Queer

of the

WE WILL

S95
896
901
902
903
904
910

PAY THE
POSTAGE

World

964

N T H E

of

About Music

McCabe

440 Baseball; How to Play
446 Psychology of Religion
How It
447 Auto-Suggestlon;
Works
^ ^
Health
and
Auto-Suggestlon
449
452 Dictionary of Scientific Terms
467 Evolution Made Plain
473 Lives of Chorus Girls
475 Develop Sense of Humor
479 How N. Y. Girls Live
488 How Not to Be a WallFlower
491 Psychology for Beginners
493 Novel Discoveries in Science
of
501 How to Tie All Kinds
,

503 Short History of Civil War
509 Are We Machines'? Clarence
,

Darrow

518 How to Make Candy
524 Death and Its Problems
529 Woman and Criminal
536 What Women Beyond 40
Should Know
556 Hints of Etiquette
557 Is the Moon a Dead World?
(103 The Electron Theory
006 How to Play Chess
609 Are the Planets Inhabited?
627 Short History of the Jews
029 Handbook of Legal Forms
637 German-English Dictionary
639 4,000 Most Essential English

Words

644 Women Who Lived for Love
645 Confidential Chats with

Wives

648 Sexual Retuvenatlon
653 What Boys Should Know
654 Wbat Young Men Should

655
656
657

Know
„^
What Young Women Should
Know
„^
,^
What Married Men Should
Know
Women
Married
What
Should Know
Toa-sts for All

Occasions

658
661 Neurotic America and the
Sex Imnulse
679 Chemistrv for Beginners
681 Spelling Self Taught
6S2 Grammar Sell Taught

683 Punctuation
6.S7

U

S.

Self

Taught

Constitution

688 Teeth and Mouth Hygiene
6H9 Woman's Sexual Life
690 Man's Sexual Life
091 Child's Sexual Life
096 How to Pronounce Proper

Names

697 4,000 Words Often Mispro-

nounced

Differences

731 Mental

734
759
767
768
773

of

December

Italian Self

and Won)en
Book of Useful Phrases
How to Conquer Stupidity
Facts About Astrology
Best Jokes About Lawyers
Good Habits aud How to

Form Them

775 First Aid for Investors
777 Riddle of Human Behavior
781 Catholicism and Sex
782 Psycho-Analysis; Mind and

Body

„ ^
784 Associn.tlon Tests In Psycho.

Analysis

789 Digest of U. S. Marriage and
Divorce Laws
800 Sex in Psycho-Analysis
801

A Rapid Calculator

804 Freud on Sleep and Sexual

Dreams

810 Scandals of Paris Life
of Familiar
815 Dictionary
Quotations
816 Shakespearean Quotations
817 Her Burning Secret
819 Book of Strange Murders
820 Jokes About Married Life
821 Improve Your Vocabulary
822 Rhetoric Self Taught
Self
Composition
823 English
T.aught
„ ^,
835 Handbook of Useful Tables
841 Future of Religion
842 Best Jokes of 192.5 ^
„
843 Can You Control Conduct?
Clarence Darrow
Fortune
About
845 Facts to Know
.

Women

of

Broadway

Telling

.

of Life

Infidel.

Luther Burbank

Taught

Popular Recitations
World's Great Religions
to Sing

^

,

Cause and Nature of Genius
Nature of Instinct and Emotions

„
1053 Guide to N. Y. Strange Sec„

tions

„

Am1056 Devils Dictionary.
brose Blerce
Morals
of
Origin
Human
1061
1062 Humoresque. Fannie Hurst
1064 Simplicity of Radio
1065 Lives of U. S. Presidents
1069 Conquest of Fear
Nervous
Fight
1070 How to
Troubles
1074 Commercial Law
1078 Morals in Greece and Rome.
,

,

McCabe

„
„
Religion.
,

.

1079 PhalUc Elements in

McCabe

1082
1084
1088
1089
1091
1092
1093
1094
1097
1103
1105
1109
1111

Best Jewish Jokes
Did Jesus Ever Live ?
Truth About Mussolini
Common Sense of Sex
Facts About Cancer
Simple Beauty Hints

Amusing

to

Use

It

Puzzles and Brain Teasers
SpanLsh-Engllsh Dictionary

Spanish Self Taught

Prostitution in the Medieval

World

,
,
1113 Love from Many Angles
1122 Degradation of Women
Morals
Puritan
About
11''3 Facts
1124 On the Bum
11-26 Eating lor Health
1130 The Dark Ages. McCabe
1135 Prostitution in the Modern

to Play

Card Games
Bad Habits and How to
Break Tliem
851 Bible Myths and Legends

1138 What Atheism Means
1139 Photography Self Taught
Jesuits.
About
Truth
144

853
855

How
How

to Know the Songbirds
to Write Letters

1148 Sexual Crimes In U. S. Law
1164 Unlovely Sin. Ben Hecht
1167 Sinister Sex, etc. Hecht
1174 How to Write Business Let-

Darrow
880 Jokes About Kissing
891 Your Talent and How to
Develop

It

893 500 Riddles
894 How to Advertise

Citizen

,

1351

1354
1356
1357

How to Get Ahead
Book of Similes
How to Make Wills Know
What You Should
About Law

1358 How to Acquire Good Taste
1359 Is Birth Control a Sin
1360 Pocket Cook Book
1301 W)0 Killed Jesus?
1362 Law for Women
1363 Law for Auto-Owners
1365 How to Build Vocabulary
1371 Sins of Good People
1379 President Harding s Illegiti-

Clarence Darrow
1501 Mussolini and the Pope
1603 Effective English In Speech
Self-Conscious1504 Overcome
ness

1508 Facts About Poisons
1513 Statistics: How to Understand Them
1514 Edison's Inventions
1516 Facts About Gonorrhea
1523 How to Avoid Catching
Venereal Diseases
l.Wl Can We Follow Jesus Today
1532 Don Quixote
1534 How to Test Urine
1535 How to Throw a Party
1530 Facing Death Fearlessly
1538 Ratlon.al Sex Code
1542 Who Started World War
1543 Is War Inevitable?
1544 Against Capital Punishment
1548 Chinese Cook Book
1553 Exercises for Nervousness

and Indigestion

1564 Exercise for the Heart
1555 Rules for Success In Busi-

1556 How Sun Gives Health
1559 Can We Change Human

Nature?
1.563 Marvels of Sunlight
1565 Catholicism and the Public
Schools
1566 How to Conduct Love Affair
I'568 Full Text Edison's Scholarship Questionnaire
1569 Boccaccio Lover of Love

—

mate Daughter

1380 Flesh and the Devil
1382 Is Our Clvlllz.atlon Oversexed?
1385 Defense of Devil
1388 Are the Clergy Honest?
1389 Tobacco Habit
1392 Confessions of a Gold Digger
Personal
1395 Instantaneous

Magnetism

1412
1413
1419
1420
1421
1426
1428
1430
1434

Stories of

My

Tramp

Prison

Life

Days

Unusual Deaths
Wliy Wives Leave Home
How to Get a Divorce
Foot Troubles Corrected
Unusual Love Affairs
Shorthand Self Taught
How to Think Clearly

How

to

Order

desired by number.
Order at least 20 books and enclose money order, check or currency at rate of 20 books for SI
prepay
minimum order SI.
postage and ship at once. Prepaid
ofler applies only when remittance
Save real
accompanies order.
money bv sending cash with order,
(No C O'.D. orders can be sent to
these
countries;
Canada or foreign
miLst remit by International postal

Just

list titles

We

money

order.)

Pirns

Memory; How

How

Arithmetic Self Taught. 1
Arithmetic Self Taught. 2
858 Psychology of Leadership
862 German Self Taught
864 Chats With Husbands
869 Best Jokes of 1927
872 Manual Parliamentary Law
876 Curiosities of Mathematics
877 French Cooking for Amateurs
879 Beat Jokes About Preachers
Character
of
882 Psychology
Building
883 Debate on Capital Punishment. Clarence narrow
Prohibition.
on
884 Debate

Become

World War

of

Insanity Explained

Womanhood: Facts

8.56
8.57

to

Ventriloquism Self Taught
Side Show Tricks
Gamblers' Crooked Tricks
Best Short Stories of 1928
Real Alms of Catholicism
Revolt of Modern Youth
Meaning of U. S. Constitu-

Woman

Comic Dialect Poems
Humorous Limericks

How

What Do You Know

How

Causes

The New Immorality
Why Preachers Go Wrong
Power of Women

Wine. Women and Song
Sexual Factor In Divorce
Companionate Divorce
1498 U. S. Sex Questionnaire
1500 Why I am an Agnostic.

Psychology of Loveand Hate
Best Jokes About Lovers
Companionate Marriage

Fearlessly.
Life
1329 Facing
Clarence Darrow
1330 Facts About Digestion
1333 Common Sense of Health
1337 Breakdown of Marriage
1339 Crooked Financial Schemes
1340 How to Get a Job
1341 Unusual Menus
1342 Typical Love Problems
1347 Trial Marriage
1349 Life of Lindbergh

French-English Dictionary
Best Negro Jokes
Best Irish Jokes
Best American Jokes

Am An

ality

1480
1481
1484
1491
1493
1490
1497

Sterilization

Amateur Magic Tricks

1

Grown-ups

1320 How to Get a Husband
1321 Fasting for Health
1322 Confessions of a Modern

Typewriting Self Taught

Why

for

Outline of U. S. History
Care of Skin and Hair
How to Write Love Letters
Best Hobo Jokes

tion

McCabe

Origin of Religion.

Games

Party

^
1318 Case for and Against Sexual

Revolt Against Religion

846
847
850

Haldeman-Julius Publications, Dept

for

1021
1023
1030
1049
1051
1052

Men

1241
1242
1244
1246
1247
1249
1250
1251
1257
1278
1279
1285
1292
1311
1316
1317

Games

Children's

DlSGElSGS

439 M™l'2 Years In a Monastery.

Knots

Physiology Self Taught
Facts About Palmistry
100 Professions for Women
Botany for Beginners
Auction Bridge for Beginners
Modern Sexual Morality
Burbank Funeral Oration.
Judge Lindsey

727 Psychology of Affections
730 Mistresses of Today

to

1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1018
1020

726 Facts About Venereal

411 Facts About Phrenology
414 Art of Being Happy
Commercial GeogS.
431 U.

,

,

be Happy Though
Married

How

Music

McCabe

703
704
705
710
715
717
724

Sex Symbolism. Iieldlng
Is Life Worth Living? Dar-

966 Rational Sex Ethics
972 Book of Popular Jokes
975 Cleopatra and Her Loves
984 Harmony Self Taught
986 How to Talk and Debate
987 Art of Kissing
988 The Art of Courtship
995 How to Play the Piano
997 Recipes Home Cooking
999 Latin Self Taught
1000 Wonders of Radium
1003 How to Think Logically
1004 How to Save Money
1005 How to Enjoy Orchestra

WORLD

Write Short Stories
Riddle Rimes
Argue Logically
How to improve Your
Conversation
Psychology of Suicide
.
Love Story of an Old Maid
Psychology of Joy and borrow
Prostitution In the U. b.^
Facts You Should Know

l'>39

Wages

row

ADDRESS
I

for Beginners
of Sin
Woman; Eternal Prlniltlve
Dictionary of Foreign Words
All About Syphilis

Astronomy

911 Is Mankind Progressive?
Clarence Darrow

T O A N Y

„ ,
287 Best Jokes About Doctors
We Need Religion?
297 Do

383
403

Wild

Superior

and Wives. Ellis
271 I3 Death Inevitable
286 Prostitution in the Ancient

374
375
377

Can Man Know God

Facts About Graphology

1475 Best Jokes of 1928
1476 What You Should Know
About Your Sensations
1477 How Glands ADcct Person-

Civilizations

How to
A Book
How to

Strange Marriage Customs
Curiosities of the Law
Intelligence: How to Test It

Reading from
Character
Faces
1450 Do We Live Forever?
1455 End of the World. McCabe
1459 Psychology of Criminal
1460 American Statistics
1471 How to Become Mentally

sold!

159 Story of Plato's Philosophy
172 Evolution of Sex
175 A Hindu B00I5 of Love
Have176 Four Essays on Sex.
lock Ellis
192 Booii of Synonyms
217 Puzzle of Personality
218 Essence of the Talmud
228 Plain Talks With Husbands

326
347
364
367

1436
1437
1439
1440
1442
1445
1448

books listed on this page at the rate
a popular copyfor $1. Every one guaranteed
of
royalties and fe^s
Exorbitant
elsewhere.
right unobtainable
1,500,000 books left; must be
forced us to stop printing these.
Order today!
chance!
Last
now!
Choose yours

Should

Girl

World

McCabe

„

Use This Simple Order Form
for Popular Copyrights
HALDEMAN-JULIUS PUBLICATIONS,
Dept. X-199, Girard, Kansas.

^^^^^
which

I

have

listed

Vor tlie

^r%J^
f^ng
below.

by number on the

lines

^

,
„ ,
1176 A Mad Love. Frank Harris
uslcal Terms
Dictionary of
1 204

ters

1'206

How

to

Swim

M

1207 French .Self Taught
1208 Success Easier Than 1' allure
1209 Charming Hastess;
Entertainment Guide
1210 MathPinatioal Oddities
1216 Itailan-l'.nglish Dictionary
1221 Facts Al>out Will Power
1225 How to Avoid Marital Discord
Drunks
l-;>'>8 Jokes About
1'31 Best .hikes of 1926
123:i Better Meals for Less Money
Life
Married
1238 lle'dTuiIng
Right

X-199, Girard

Kansas
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Ad<lre.ss

City

^'"'^

you want every book listed on
remit S16.75 and make an X murk here

this
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ruZZLE

By Priscilla Bryant

WHO--WHERE?

RECLINING?

ACROSS
Howard Hughes'

DOWN

picture

59

An ostrich-like

6 Barbara Stanwyck's husband
8 An instrument used to scatter
grass while haying
14 The Thalbergs have a new one

60

A former member of "Our

1

16

A

gangster

picture laid in the

now

name of Esau

18 She plays the

role in

"Susan

Lenox"

He

21

played a [gangster in
Soul"

25

He

is

"A

Free

name

is

he made
"Kismet"

Wool

72

Adverb and conjunction

73

Wrong

To marry
name

77 Possess
78

call

her

79 Starts suddenly aside

29
30

To

instigate or incite

81

child's

word

mother

for

32 Period from dawn to dark
33 One who judges anything
some standard

35
36

work
37 With Edmund Lowe
Bet

gedy"
New Testament (abbr.)

86

Month (abbr.)
To mend

"Don't

48

A dull,

49

A

95

55

her

stupid fellow

gatherer of rice

He

57

A

"The

Sin^jle

Studies

famous

mother roUs

for her

"to be"

10

Devoured

11

A

69

13

Boardman (initials)
Director of "Cimarron"

15

What Norma

Shearer and Ruth

Abbot

Company

in

"Daddy

To whirl
The recorJ of

102

Not (French)

98

year old actress, the
heroine of "Everything's Rosie"

103 She recently

a single year

married Wallace T.

110
1

Belonging to us

1 1

112 His

mouth

To

arouse

113

is

He

to last

To

acted

80

and directed

"Tlie

month's puzzle

is

on page 79.

s a

A star in silent pictures
The

western state John

Wayne

(abbr.)

85 Monetary unit of the Japanese

part

88 Suffix used to form the comparative degree

89

enthusiastic

devotee

of the
91

She

92

A diminutive suffix

effect until delivered

58

The name of

the place where

marry

Ernest

A

101

Open

A

hostilities

little

island, especially in inland

waters
104

An

ejaculation evoked by a sud-

den emotion
105 Denial

bleat as a sheep

Hart has a ranch
60 Manuscript (abbr.)
61 Yonder; chiefly poetic

to

96 Her latest picture is "The Greeks
Had
Word For It"
99

last picture

To

going

is

Fox
chance

at the

big

Lubitsch

play the part

56

He was a property boy
when he got his

studio

star in silents

instrument, under seal, legally

to this

between

87 Walks
pla>

having no

The answer

tract of land inclosed

82 Portion of a play

used in printing

in

A

mouths of a river
78 He was Finley Pierpont Haddock
in "Finn and Hattie"

comes from

was "Thunder"
54 The square of a body of a type

Royal Bed"

(The answer

44

52 His

famous

DOWN
1

An

A beast

84 Large seagoing vessels

45 Gains as a just recompense
47 Wife of Director William A. Seiter
50 To afflict with fatigue or vexation

114 That female

star in "Devil

42

Jr.

An oriental country
An interrogative

108

An

movies
41 She was a

75

83

A preposition

34 Ripped
38 A suffix
40

an animal

79 Begin

(abbr.)

fifteen

One who

strap attached to the bit to con-

70 Karim in "Son of India"
73 Near

21 Wrinkle

31

A

skin of a calf

68 Finish

small valley

A

66

trol

28 Desirous

Velez would pronounce Anita Louise's name

100

To

14

name of Roach

first

The way Lupe

Sin"

nickname of the
Pay"

is

24 Japanese loose robe
26 Orumpy

97 Forward

A southern state (abbr.)

56 Joe in

Form of

23

106 Quick to learn

married Ruby Keeler
53 She gave a wonderful performance in "The Great Meadow"
51

The

Macrery,

47

7

20

94 Used in g^If

sus-

plays the part of Sondra
Finchley in "An American Tra-

The ship of Noah
Lew Ay res married

5

She

65 Suffix used to denote condition,
state or function

19 East India

90 William Powell's bride

44 Worship
46

A cough reniiedy

•

in

40 Condensed watery vapor
pended in the atmosphere

43

played opposite Nancy' Carroll
in "Sweetie"

93

39 Maitland White in "Fame"

She

He

87

on Women"

41

82

The untanned

4

Long Legs"

84

63 Tiny

64

18 She was Judy

A silver coin
A Baron's title

by

A human being
A principal] division of a dramatic

"Check and Double

Chatterton are

A public warehouse

What Ruth

Chatterton's friends

in

(Continued)

Check"

12 Eleanor

27

A

the

(Scot.)

76 Reri's real

Violet Krauth

He was

3

9 Pyrheliometer (abbr.)

71

74

in "Delicious"

26 Her real

ago

silent picture called

67 Elevates

in Genesis

title

Gang,"

"Boy Friends"

63 Fifteen years

South Seas

Edible fish of the North Atlantic

2

62 Inquire

with an all-native cast
17 Later

in

Australian bird

Bill

107 Perform

108

What young

Fairbanks

is

to his

father (abbr.)

109

An

explanation

month's puzzle will appear next month.
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Waist and Hips
Quickly Reduce
without dieting^ drugs or exercises
in ten days.
to 4 inches smaller
girdle
ventilated
new
wonderful
this
what
That's
We
women.
delighted
of
thousands
for
has done
urge you to try it, too at our risk.

Waist and hips 2

a girdle that
at
HERE
reduces — that seems to mould
last

really

is

fleshy hips and waist almost
by magic and quickly gives you
the slim, youthful figure you desire.

away
as if

Perfolastic

is

entirely

different

from any other reducing girdle you
have ever seen lighter in weight,

—

more comfortable, more

cooler,

derizing.

Some models weigh

slen-

as

lit-

nine and a half ounces (garters
And it's ventilated full
included).
of tiny holes to let the skin breathe
and the pores function properly.
tle as

—

And

so comfortable!

Perfolastic does not bind or conBend,
strict the figure in any way.
twist, turn, exercise as vigorously
Perfolastic "gives"
as you choose
of your body.
movement
every
with
Made of finest quality, fresh, live

—

fine, helps you stand erect.
And, better still, with every breath
you draw, with every step you take,

length of

Perfolastic exerts a continuous, gentle
massage that takes of flesh.

In an amazingly short time bulky
hips and waist become slim and
shapely your figure regains the
you
slender, straight lines of youth
look and feel years younger. Many
women have found, to their astoni; lament and delight, waist and hips reduced two to four inches in

—

TEN

DAYS.

No dieting— no
Think of what
more wearisome

it

combines

thin.

no more bitter
attempt to get
With Perfolastic you can now

a slender, youthful figure
without the slightest discomfort.
regain

Send today for Free Booklet
and 10-Day Trial Offer

elasticity

with extraordinary strength.

means! No
no more

dieting,

tiresome exercises,

Rubber Co.)

wonderful

exercises

this

self-denial in a vain

pure Plantation Rubber (a product
of the famous Goodrich

—

No matter how much

overweight you
no matter what other methods of
reducing you have tried, no matter what
other girdles you have worn give Perfolastic a trial at our risk. Write today
are,

How Perfolastic reduces
Long experience has shown that
the safest, surest way to reduce is

—

FREE BOOKLET

tell-

through massage, which breaks up
the fat cells so that they can be absorbed and carried oflF by the circu-

for interesting

lation.

about the lo-day trial offer and Money
Back Guarantee. No obligation. Don't
delay. Mail coupon below NOW.
Address Perfolastic, Inc., Dept. 4412,
41 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

Perfolastic reduces through mas-

remarkable girdle
and picturing the manydelightful Perfo-

ing

more about

lastic

this

models, also giving

full

automatic massage. It fits with
glove-like smoothness, closely encircling waist, hips and thighs. The instant you put it on you/oo^slimPERFOLASTIC, Inc., Dept. 4412,
mer, for it gently straightens
41 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
you
gives
out fleshy curves,
Without obligation on my part, please

sage

details

send

me

FREE BOOKLET

describing and illustrating the
new Perfolastic Reducing Girdle and particulars
of your 1 0-day Trial Offer.

Inc.
PERFOLASTIC,
STREET
DEPT.

4412, 41

EAST 42nd

NEW YORK CITY

for

December 1931

Name
Address.
Citv

State
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There Are

To

769 Mot ion

Whom

We Send
We

Particularly

nstmas

More

Seclusion For

Our

Solitary

linst

Ann

reetings

Wish For

Greta Garbo

^

Hollywood

Picture Play ers in

our

Star

selfish

Clark Gabl(
A

Pleasant Year on the

Heights So RecentlyWon

in-

clinations, we would wish
you that peace of solitude
so dear to your heart. May

May the parts pack a
wallop and give play to the

the brightest star continue
to gleam in splendor. Skoal!

that

"love and

menace" method

you have found and

Ten Thousand

A

on

Screens

S wanson J oan Crawford

A Ha^^y Harvest for
Farmer

s

Bride

Blessings
on you, our
tempestuous, changeable
Glorious One, and may you

never lose the vision that
keeps you forever climbing.

Luck

Thru" and

on
a

for the

"Smilin

'Nsw Tooth
Bahy

A

Dramatic Setting

Match Your

to

Loveliness

May you

have a chance
be calm and charming
along with your vibrant
beauty. Greater heights for
our Modern girl.
to

a hope

that the
that you

wonderful woman
are always keeps shinin' thru.

16

o

im e s

More Tough Experiences,
They're Making You Great
The

best

you.
the

about
is

H

Phn
inside

Here

more work

You make

Lew.

the pictures, we'll attend to
the crowded houses.

Gloria

Good

Marriage

Here's wishing
for you,

"Harry, I'm very happy."

Norma onearer

Hflpp)'

r e s

For the Runaways

May your golden voice
that sets the standard for
culture in pictures, say every
day of the new year

the

Ay

Lew

Harding

Happy Landings

re-

vealed to us.

wisliing
least,

part of you

Don't
parts

is

worry

— here's

you a portion,

of your great

at

capa-

bilities.

Silver Screen

—
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THE

her one dress during
their married life and
That
it cost but |ioo.
he ordered other gowns
and costly black lingerie delivered C.O.D.
and she had to pay for
them. And, moreover,
she had to pay for

nosedive

done by the Empress

Eugenie

Curse in Hollywood is
blamed on Lil Tash-

man, Connie Bennett,
Kay Francis, and JuliThese
ette Compton.
considered the

girls are

all

style leaders in the vil-

lage and they simply
said "no like" to Eugenie. She lost her social standing at once.
in

property settlement.
entered on
the decree were Gretchen Withers and Granville Gustavus Withers.

The names

New

Moran was

indoor
chief
THE
sport on the M-G-M

mobbed by autograph
hounds. She escaped to
her hotel and sought

lot now is trying to get
a look at Greta Garbo
rehearsing the dance
steps she has to do in

refuge in an elevator.
"And now," she said
turning to the boy,
"don't ask me to autograph the bed sheets."
.

uf>„

Greta
"Mata Hari".
dances on the screen for
the first time in this

Mitzi Green brings you holiday
wishes from SILVER SCREEN

.

Hollywood
THE
soothsayers

up this time. They'd better
run back to their Alma Mater and take a post-graduate
course in predicting. They all told Bebe Daniels that
her baby would be a boy— and it wasn't. 'Tis said that
Ben Lyon is quite happy that it's a girl because he
doesn't want Bebe spending the family income on these
fortune-tellers. Maybe Bebe won't believe what the tea
leaves say next time.

London he asked
Chaplin was
WHILEmeetCharlie
the Mahatma Gandhi. When
in

the sub-

to

was broached to Mr. Gandhi, he asked, "Who is
Mr. Chaplin?" It seems that the Mahatma had rather
stay home evenings and read a good book rather than
go to the neighborhood theatre. We've never been
slant on
to movies in India so maybe he has the right
their
that. Anyway, the men, both equally famous in
age.
machine
the
discussed
and
hands
own fields, shook
ject

—

<t»—

XL DAGOVER, who possesses a $25,000 back and a
American
-i newly-acquired vocabulary of many slang

I

phrases and 1,000 new words, has arrived in Hollywood
after an air tour through the United States. Lil made
the trip to acquaint herself with y\merican customs and
speech. She knew very little English when she landed
the
in New York but can now converse fluently with
National.
First
for
soon
work
goes
to
She
them.
best of

kindly watch that seventh

LORETTA YOUNG won

a divorce from Grant WilhSeptember 5. The couple were married after
eloping by plane to Yuma, Arizona, January 26, 1930.
Loretta explained to the judge that Grant only bought

for

hootchieAnd
Greta!

veil.

"—"#«

JACKIE COOPER

celebrated his eighth birthday

m

unusual fashion while working in "The Champs",
with Wally Beery. Jackie was honored by a surprise
returned,
party. He was lured off the set and when he
ring.
prize-fight
the
of
center
the
in
he found a table
On it were numerous gifts, including boxing-gloves
presented by King Vidor. But the piece de resistance
was a mammoth birthday cake with eight candles.

—

and Mary Pickford are
a 15,000 mile air jaunt
on
soon
])lanning to leave
of the Aminto the Brazilian Jungles to the headwaters

DOUGLAS

FAIRBANKS

expects to carry camera men and sound
a nice little travel pictvue
film director and intiFleming,
while he's at it. Victor
mate friend of Doug's, will be in the party. Most of
amphibian planes
the distance they will travel in two
Mary doesn't
since
lines-and
air
charted
regularly
over
like flying she may not go.
azon.

Doug

equipment along and make

)EGINALD DENNY and

"Bubbles"

Sliefel

{Mrs. Denny) are noxc Pop and Mom.
siork arrived ivitli a hoy, September 2S.

The

daughter, Frances, who graduated
spring will appear in "Brief Moproment" on Broadway this winter. It will be her Inst
like mother
anything
is
Frances
If
role.
stage
fessional

IRENE

RICH'S

from Vassar

ers,

No

picture.

koochie,

crystal-gazers slipped

j

they

appearances,

personal

and

groceries

a

making

Polly

the

consumed. The kindhearted judge gave her
a decree and approved

last

1

DecembI'R 1931

we'W like her plenty.

.
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Have

the

StARS

A Man, a Maid, and Love
That Comes
or TrouUe.

Either

\

After

Ha^pness

Hollywood Chooses!

ogres in guilded castles, and beautiful princesses
who
never grow old-or at least never admit it?
Here
you speak only in superlatives. Here teeth are the

and hair is the curliest. Here figures are
the slimmest, appetites the daintiest, and tempers
the
pearliest

damnedest.
In Hollywood are gathered the most beautiful and

perfect women in the world, and the most virile and
handsome men. So it was but natural that the gcd
of Love should establish his experimental laboratory

here (Gosh, the whimsies again. Quick, Henry— the
Flit) and laborously try to work out a set of
perfect
lo\ e ideals. Here he has experimented with all kinds
of test cases and some have worked out beautifully,
and some have been not so good. Let's look at a few
of these assorted combinations. Now don't be silly—
don't mean iJiat kind of combination. Which reminds
me of the time I went Christmas shopping and discovered "French Lingerie 1/2 off" in

one of our better stores. The male
me was all for having some modeled. But let's get back to Sex. And
with

quickly too.

Did you ever hear

Norma

Shearei-

Thalberg,

called
a sweet,

General Manager
He has never been
Norma Shearer

of M-G-M.
called Mr.

of the test case
It seems that
adorable girl in her teens

YOUNG LOVE?

and Irving

think that Constancy
SOMEonepeople
of the Bennett
And
is

sisters.

some people don't think at all.
As though you cared. Anyway, I
was thinking about Judy O'Grady and
the Colonel's Lady the other day and
wondering just why they were sisters
under the skin, when suddenly it came
to me that it was Sex.
Sex explains

my

innocents.
take your Sex but you can't
leave it. Well, not for long anyway.
It's here, it's there, it's over the hills
all,

You can

and

Dick Arlen and
Jobyna Ralston
who are still
cur-razee about
each other

and it's up in Mabel's
seems to have a particular penchant for Hollywood,
But you can't blame
far away,

room— but

it

it

for that.

Hollywood is always losing and finding things— like conand husbands and best friends and old scenarios. But

tracts

Sex explains

Nice old Sex (pat, pat). And right
a-gaga because some new love ideals
have been found. But are they new? Let's go into a huddle
for a nonce or so.
And may I have the next nonce with
you, Gary?
Where in all the world East of Borneo and West of goodall

now Hollywood

that too.
is

all

ness knows where could you find a more desirable place to
study love ideals than the Never, Never Land of Hollywood
(bear with this whimsy for a second, please) where there :iic
fairies in the gardens uid gnomes in the woods, and wii kul
'

'
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Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Joan
Crawford have found a new
kind of marriage

Silver Screen

Found
B

New ]_py^ Jdeals?
y

Elizabeth Wilson
uaiued Loretta Young fell madly in love with a big,
handsome chap named Grant Withers, and they eloped
while mother burned. Both throbbed with the happy
fresh
itality of youth, and thrilled with the ecstasies of
children—
these
fixed"—
"well
were
They
\oung love.
with^the gifts of the gods and the gifts of men. Youtli,
beauty, health, wealth, fame-what more could any yoimg
married couple desire? But after a few months came
\

then separation, then divorce .... and the boy
and the girl went her way. "Wasn't it
beautiful while it lasted, and didn't it end too soon?"
LOVE-it seems so ideal. Why
Strange about

(juarrels,

went

his way,

YOUNG

didn't

it last?

NEW

FOR

WIVES
next we have on the menu
served with a piquant sauce. Here we fmd charming middle-aged men experienced in the ways of the
world who for some reason or other prefer a pretty young
wife to the slightly used one they've had hanging around
And

OLD

for awhile.

The

years have

taught these men many things
—and they know real love
when they meet it (by the
process of elimination if nothing else). No callow, dangling
kids here, ready to drag a girl

Since this picture

to the altar at the first blush.
No. These suave, sophisti-

cated gentlemen know what it
is all about— they know all the
answers, and all the exits,
riiey make love with finesse,
and with delightful disdain
for all of

was

taken Bebe Daniels has had
a baby and Ben Lyon has
had a shave; and they keep
right on loving

No wonder

a young girl with
romantic ideas finds in one of
them the completeness and allurement not found in green
Perhaps this is the
striplings.
ideal love combination. Soph-

Mrs. Grundy's rules.

and naive youih.
Just glance at some of these
test cases and notice their happiness and contentment. Where
could you ever find a more

isticated age

The

love affair of

Frank Fay and
Barbara Stanwyck
dramatic and
is

unbreakable because Barbara is
that kind of a person

matched couple than
John Barrymore and Dolores

ideally

Costello, the third Mrs.

John

Barrymore. John's former marriages were noisy, tempestuous
placeaffairs with temperaments clashing all over the
but Dolores is the calm that follows the storm. Peacefid
They
irancjuility. The Great Lover found his soul mate.
have a home and a yacht and a beautiful baby— with
another expected soon.

Is

this

the perfect lo\c ideal?

same classification we find the oft-married
Lowell Sherman, our favorite screen roue, who seems to
have found happiness with Helene Costello; and Adolphe

Under

Ann Harding, Harry Bannister and their baby.
to
In Hollywood if they love at all they have
love a lot to

for

make

December 1931

it

work

this

Menjou the Magnificent, exquisite dilettante of the old
world and the new, has foinid the ideal love in pretty
blonde Kathryn Carver. And tlieie's William Powell, the
suavcst of the suave, and the [Coulinucd on Ixtgc 74]
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Ramon Novarro's
It IS

Always a Part of His

Hatuu, But

It

Gets

h rIs

Un-

controllahlc at Yulctidc

W

By
HEN Ramon

Novairo celebrates Christmas
Hollywood knows it, but across
the Rio Grande there is rejoicing; the poorer
sections of Los Angeles are richer, and even to Europe
his generosity extends.
His Chi istmas list numbers
about three hundred. That
not only

all

slogan, "Do your Christmas
shopping early" Novarro began heeding from the time his
pay envelope mounted into
generous figures.
He shops
throughout
the
year
for
unique gifts for his more prosperous friends but his serious
shopping begins about Sep-

ist

box.

t

m a s Spirit

Dana Rush
\\ 'hen finall)

lady, those dewy roses
warmth of his heart.

is

Novarro well
the

Hollywood

that

have

Long

shop.
The florist carefully
selected two dozen American
Beauties, dewy

"And

from the hot

And Ramon

for the lady's house.

But
on the way he remem-

another

friend whom he wished
to give personally the
salutations of the day,
so he stopped at his
home. Well, before Ramon had ceased remembering that there was
still another friend
whom he held so close
to his heart that he must
make a personal "Merry

20

real

in

name) clan.
Mexico they

And

presented himself at the

Ramon Novarro and
flor-

then, of course,"

recognize cousins to the for
ty-second degree.
Not
long ago, a Samaniegos

on— it

had the

re-

he added, "my young
cousin, a boy of fifteen.
I was godfather at his
baptism during the revolution in Mexico."
But the tale goes, and
from very good authority, that Ramon's house
is open house to anyone
who can establish a legitimate claim to being
of the Samaniegos (his

with the florist box under his arm set forth

still

is

has not
Charity begins at home.
It
has been told before that the
Novarro family is large and
that since boyhood Ramon has
acted as father to his family.
When I asked him how
large his family circle was, he
said, "At home there is
mother, father, five brothers
and one sister. I have four
other sisters.
Two are nuns
in a Madrid convent; one in
a Mexican convent and another sister is married.

but particularly prized,
he decided to deliver them
himself.
Up early on Christmas day he visited a florist

He

those that
into his

way

large
forgotten that

he

fresh,

Clnistmas" call
was midnight.

to

their

And when Novarro
membering the world at

a celebrated aviatrix.
Wanting them to be not only

just

her

friendship.

stem American Beauties he
thought would express best
his sentiments for that American Miss, who by the way is

house.

that

lose

to

to

won

realize

not

know Ramon
know that he can

For
is

to

did

do no wrong

having covered the three hundred list— the last gift tied up
and dispatched— Ramon decided he wanted to give something particularly appropriate
to the lady of his heart.

lady

faith.

Christmas, the story

told about

bered

the story goes that the lady

well

last

fresh

And

understood and received him and the roses without
reproach.
And Ramon smiled his charming smile.
Now, I suppose, with tongue
in your cheek, you have been
thinking that during that long
da)', without word or gift from
her John, her thoughts may
have been warm, but not hallowed. But one has to know

tember.

On

he presented himself to the fair
were a trifle wilted-but not the

whom

his

mother about
whole world revolves
his

Novarro home, introducing himself as a
[Continued on page 66]
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The

troupers,

their beautiful

Hyams and Mclntyre, and

daughter Leila

Leila Hyams
Artists
After

and a half
/a years, Hollywood still
J. \, looks upon Leila Hyams
four

an animated cross-word puzTo that element that takes
its fun where it finds it, she is
beyond solution.
I have even heard Leila called
hi-hat, and all because she prefers the companionship of her
husband, Phil
good-looking

Model Makes Good
w\o \mws what your
hst fncnds wont tell you, in-

as

zle.

sists

that

B

o

M

her on the silversheet.
really underPhil is probably the only person who
of the
knows
he
because
is
that
wife-and
his
stands
single-handed
her
in
hers
ups and downs that were
struggle for recognition.
contrasts, blie
Leila's career to date ofEers a study in
the pangs of
suffering
before
wealth
of
joys
knew the
age, only to
early
an
She scored success at
poverty.
a flop.
herself
find
and
dream,
a
from
if
awaken, as
Now that she is about to enter the gates to stardom,
the past in
Leila can laugh as she mentally parades
that s
it-well,
about
But getting her to talk
review.
again.
something else
world woulcl
"It all sounds so fishy that no one in the
Munchers
the
in
lunched
we
as
confided
believe it," she

to
"So few can realize that a girl might want
her
feet-when
own
her
on
way-stand
make her own
influparents are successful, prosperous and somewhat

Club.

,

1

1-

should have given Leila a slight handicap
primed
when she consented to the interview, for I had

for

I

December 1931

with

and her

other-half.

facts

before

Leila will be twenty-five next

May
who

ist.

It

was Dad Hyams

slipped me that piece of
information.
"It is very nearly true that
she was born on the stage," he

By

to see

Perhaps

kappy

ALON.E

if they arc

Berg, to that of the gaiety-seeking mobs; she finds greater
pleasure in her own home than
capital; she
in the gaudy noisy night places of the movie
and
income
weekly
plump
rather
lives well within her
day
manages to horde a bit against the coming of that
cash
their
with
part
longer
when theatre-goers will no

ential."

h

can

lovers

myself

approaching her — information
supplied me by none others
than her mother and father

Leila,

had said during his visit to
Hollywood last summer. "At

o a k

any rate, it was just a few yards
been around the footlights and
which
kleigs ever since, except for the period during
we almost had to resort to strenuous measures to keep
her in boarding school."
off

Broadway, and

she's

s
smile of pride had illuminated the veteran actor
child.
his
about
chatted
he
as
countenance
"Even as an infant, Leila was of the theatre, for she
room while
slept in the top of our trunk in the dressing

A

her mother and myself went on with
vealed to me. "Before she was five, she
state in the Union with the exception
"As soon as she was old enough, we

our

had

act," he revisited every

of Florida.

wrote in a small
beginning
part for her, and she was a hit from the very
of
troupers-proud
proud
mighty
were
I'll tell you we
over the coldest
this baby of ours who could win
audiences."
When Leila attained the age of ten, she rcccncd her
She was fired, and by her own
first blue envelope.
But that was because Hyams and Mclntyre
family.
private
had decided that their little girl had outgrown
i

i

for school.
tor
years that followed were trying ones,
she so loved was
Leila's only contact with the profession
mother and father s
the privilege of reading about her
on page 75!
travels through the columns [Coiiliiiued

tutors

The

and was ready
five
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"Touchdown"
Richard Arlen
In

the ball
for the honor of
carries

Kick

UttlH

dear old Paramount

Tke

Action

m

FootWIl Makes

Great Scran Entertainment

WHAT

Yale back missed his signal on the famous "phanat Princeton?
What luckless Cornell back
was guilty of the fourth-quarter fumble at Penn? Did
Georgetown Johnny Scalzi step out of bounds in the N. Y. U.
tussle?
Was Grange tackled out of bounds by the Minnesota line-

tom pass"

men?
Perhaps part of the lure of the game is the uncertainty; at any
have packed the stadiums, watched the selfsame players in identical plays, and emerged with versions as inconrate, lor years, the fans

New England weather.
But of late a decisive factor has entered in the sport, something
of which every actor in the spectacle is conscious; that is, the movie
camera up in the press box. It tells no lies, and it tells all.
A player can fool the opposition, he
can baffle the scouts, he can strina: his
own coach— but a slow-motion camera
sistent as

another matter. In the vernacular of
the locker-room, it marked the end of
the prestige of the "glory-diver", a player who impresses the stands with a tough
front, but in reality does a lot of sitting
down. They all turn to the little black
box now; the agonized coach whose fat
pay check is intimately connected with
his choice of player; the respected referee, jealous of his professional reputation, and finally, the player himself,
anxious for a true evaluation of himself,
is

and his substitute.
As early as 1923, the masters of the
game were using the slow-motion pictures as an aid to coaching, by pointing
his team,

out to the player his individual faults
playing appeared on the screen.
Fin ther, they were used in scouting, and
f any small notion as to the importance
of this system is held, let it at once be

as his

Practically no collegiate
abandoned.
board of football strategy will allow,
kno^vingly, an unaiuhorized slow-motion camera in
its

stadium.

Sometimes the

film tells a

very sad story. The writer
has seen slow-motion pictures of a game where bets
were paid ofi; on a thirtvfi\e yard drop kick, whicli
in fact was six inches wide

Only last )ear, the all-seeing eye revealed
that the tieing touchdown in that Eastern classic really
failed to go o\er the line. The rule is, of course, that
the referee's decision stands, btit to put it mildly, the
foregoing situations are the kind that repiuablc arbiters
a\'oid.

The M()\ic Indiisir\ itself \vas very slow in realizing
the tremendous hook-up of the football loving public

SiLVBR SCKEEN

M

th

in

ovies

Only five
possibilities of the screen.
years ago, the star-back tore around the end with all
the grace and agility of the lad who lugs off the ducks
in a Chinese magician's act, and the interference looked
as if it had serious intentions for the moment it could
get off the tight-rope. It would have been sad indeed,
had it not been for the doughty opponents, who smashed
in with all the fire and fever of asthmatic gazelles. With
amazing monotony, the hero galloped ninety-eight yards
on a trick play that wouldn't fool the waterboy, while
the befuddled defense piled up on the head linesman.
Mores! In the year of Our Lord
Temporal
1931, if you want to see standard football played as it
corner
is in the dreams of coaches, wend your way to the
movie. It was a positive stroke of genius, but somebody,
sensing the discriminating eye of the great footfall public, did the direct and simple thing by taking into
consultation the greatest coaches and the greatest
players.
The result is more than innovation; it is a
pictorial exemplification of how the colleges are trying

and the technical

O

O

play the game. The true-blue alumnus needs no
longer sadly dedicate a portion of his income to hope
and loyalty. Let him repair to his local cinema, compare his varsity with the standard team he sees on the
screen, and then keep his dough in his pocket.
to

For instance,

Paramount's "Touchdown"

knock down

relies

upon

tyros for the action

no

shots.

Jim Thorpe,

Olympic Champion and
All-time fullback, is in
the line-up, and among
his teammates are names
Raceto conjure with.

horse Russ Saunders,
95 yards
through the great Notre Dame
team of 1929, along with his
All-American Tiojan brethren,
Drury and Barrager, are inRoy Riegels, the boy
cluded.
who came back, (he ran 60 yards

who went

the

wrong way

in the California-

Georgia Tech game, only to captain the Bears and make AllAmerican the next year) is at his
old place at center.
Jones, University of
California, the only

Howard
Southern

man who

soundly drubbed Pop Warner,
is

The
to

result

Lew
triple

the director.
is

precisely

be expected, and

is

as

is

almost

Ayres, the
threat of

the screen, makes
a box office goal

"Football for the Fan." The camera sees all! This is
man in the center of the picture is a back, and he is going
the end. Number 29. Anyway it's a short tackle play, if you hate detail

Educational has put out a great
a tackle cutback, and look! The
to

Ernie
Cuneo

series,

Penalty fifteen yards, if the referee saw it. The lad in the crouching position. Number 9,
hasn't a camera eye.
is holding with his left arm. It's not allowed, but every referee
ground
much
make
going
to
isn't
if
it
even
anyway,
buck
It is a nice line
j

or
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document which has

to be accepted as fact and no fancy.
In keeping with the trend of the foregoing pictures, Howard
Jones, Trojan coach, in a series of six one-reel releases by Educational, "Football for the Fan", has integrated logically the component parts of the game. And what names appear on the
advisory staff! Only pause and consider! Pardon the reminisce,
but look at 'em: —
Alonzo Stagg, coach at Chicago, the grand old man of football.
Tad Jones, coach at Yale for years.
Harry Kipke, Michigan coach, who certainly is the man to
illustrate kicking.
He, Army Bill Wood, Swarthmore Lester
Asplundh, Nebraska Hank Llewelyn, and Georgetown Jim
Mooney were the outstanding hooters of the last ten years.
Columbia Lou Little is responsible for Georgetown Jim Mooney,
holder of the record— two eighty yard punts in one game. Also
responsible for Carl Waite, and Jack Haggerty, greatest punt

receiver of all time. And let's
not forget Tony Plansky, AllAmerican fidlback and Olympic Champion.

Gus

Dorais,

who

in the

is

Educational "Forward Pass"
picture, was Kntite Rockne's
running mate when they were
teammates at Notre Dame in

He and "Rock" dis1913.
covered the forward pass!
They ran West Point
and then stayed up

ragged,
at the
Point for a week, showing the
Kaydets tow to take the Navy
in tow, which they promptly
did.

Columbia Pictures is releasing six short football pictures
—"Football Thrills". They are
directed by Clyde Elliott who
was responsible for the Knute

Rockne series. These shorts
are slow motion with the play
described by Ford Bond, the
N.B.C. broadcaster, whose enthusiasm for the game is contagious but whose fervor does
not prevent his gi^'ing a clear
and complete description of
the action. The ball can be
followed easily and as play

Benny Friedman, who
was Michigan's quarter, the greatest passer

of

all time, appears in
Educational's series

Regis

Toomey and

Jack Oakie

in

"Touchdown"

after play

to

All-American football.

college,

is

Possibly

playing

it

What

college, as a

one— Notre Dame! And

shown with

fa-

collegians in action, a
real staditmr atmosphere is experienced. In these scenes are
epic plays of t^venty-three famous football games. Twentyseven colleges are represented,

today?
the cream

of the Fighting Irish crop appears in "The
Spirit of Notre Dame", Universal's picture of that

is

mous

arithmetical in its simplicity. All-American
players plus an All-American coach are equal

including
Knute Rockne's
1930 team, in plays against
Southern California, North-

name.

Out

of football's Valhalla again ride the Four Horsemen— Stuhldreher, the cagey passer. Miller and Crowley,
the receivers, and high-stepping Elmer Layden, speed

Na\y,
Pittsburgh,
Carnegie Tech, Pennsylvania,

Avestern,

merchant supreme.
It is refreshing to note that the actual names are kept
intact in the picture. Frank Carideo, whose mighty toe

Southern

kept the play in the 'coffin corners' all afternoon, takes
the part of Frank Carideo. Adam Walsh, great center
and captain, afterward Yale line-coach, portrays Adam
\VaIsh. Bucky O'Connor, who with Marty Brill ran up
60 points on Pennsylvania, is Bucky O'Connor, and
Captain Johnny Law is Captain Johnny Law. A hunched million people have thrilled to the feats of the
Fighting Ii ish. y\gainst this background it is submitted
ihat the picture is in nature of a modern historic al

'24 and '2 5 was fullback for Dartmouth

The movie fans after all are
the stadiimi packers, and now
that the local theatre has supplied them with their favorites in action we soon expect
to sec cheer leaders down in
fiont of the orchestra.

and in "Touchdown" he shows it

'Fcain!
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Methodist,

and

Drake.

Charles Starrett in

Rah!

Rah!

Rah!

Team!

Silver Screen

Are You

Helen Hayes
Conscious?
RonaU Colman

Helen Hayes

Is.

Had Made Only One
it

Hit Ronald

so

Picture,

Hard That

But

Hpw

Everything Looks Hayes-y

El e

B

is

*

n o

r

a c

k

e r

wistful and haunting, this Helen
has left the stage to try her luck in the

so little

SHEHayes who

a

and

movies.

Charles Maclilts," is the way her husband,
Arthur, described her one day.
That probably explains her better than any other
someword. It was that very lilting quality, that elfin
other
and
Chicago
and
York
which made New

"Helen

thing,

and bomtheatre-going cities take her to their hearts
playing.
was
she
bard the box offices when
And now the movie-goers are to be given a ghmpse
enchanted millions.
of the Hayes charm which has
lady
young
the
years
For
has refused to listen to the
lure of Hollywood.

"The Sin of Madelbecause she wanted a summer
Claudet" gave
Anyon
California.
in southern
Helen a chance to
way she signed and arrived one
see herself on the
morning to find her husband,
screen for the first
her small daughter and a lovetime, and Helenhilltop home, ready and
ly,
like she insisted on
waiting for her.
retakes
Now stage stars in Hollywood are no longer a novelty.
During the last few years the little town has watched
them come and go; it has seen them arrive in all their
glory to scoff, and seen them depart to return to the
appreciated
which
city
has watched
It
them.
them arrive with a fanfare
of publicity and sometimes
remain to find a real place
for themselves in the col-

didn't
like the movies or the talkies," she explained hastily,

"Not because

I

ony.
big

"but merely because I was
so happy and so busy in

electric lights.

my work on

the stage."
She was playing in "Petticoat Influence" in Chica-

But

picture.

for

Perhaps

it

was

December 1931

it

was not used
in a tweed

little girl

who jumped

go when she finally succumbed to an offer from
the movie coast to go West
to play "The Sin of Madelon Claudet." Perhaps it was
because her husband, the
well-known Mr. MacArthur of "Front Page" and
other fame, was to write
the adaptation for her.
Perhaps it was because her
very good friend, Edgar
Selwyn, was to direct the

It has grown used to
names plucked from

off

a

to a
suit,

train,

grabbed a baby in her arms
and looked as if she beIt had met lew
longed.
stage luminaries

Mr. and Mrs Charles MacArthur
and the famous "Act of God" baby

who

Avere

anxiously eager to learn
the business of making
rather
pictures,
talking
than anxiously eager to
teach the screen veterans
some new wrinkle of another art.
She knew e\cryone, of
[Con till tied on {xigc 5<jJ
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R EGIS^He's

Regular!

ThatToomcyBoy

By

Makes Friends

R.

S.

and Pictures, and

Mook

thcPicturcsMakc

Him

Still

having an appointment and a
'Phone and tell them you

More

job.
can't

you'll

Friends
EVER

there has been
boy in Hollywood
who might have been one
of your own gang— a chap who
could have lived next door to

He

is

the

I helped two girls I knew get
jobs in the show, too.
This is
one of them (indicating Mrs.

most inherently honest person I
know. That, in itself, sets him apart
from most actors.
He studied law at the University of
Pittsburgh in the winter, and played in the
local stock companies in the summer as a
means of helping pay his tuition.
A friend of his father's—a judge— called him
into his study once. "Regis," he asked, "is there
anything else in the world you would rather do

Toomey

'

than study law?"
Regis squirmed but with characteristic honesty
answered, "Oh, yes. There are several things."
"Then don't try to be a lawyer," the judge
advised— and Regis didn't.
After he graduated, he tried his hand at several jobs— selling among them.
Then he went
into the purchasing department of one of the

The head of it called him into his
"What makes you think you can be a

steel mills.
office.

purchasing agent?" he asked.
"Well, I tried being a salesman and wasn't so
hot at it," Regis explained, "so I figured if I
couldn't sell I ought to be able to buy."
"If you can't sell, that's the very reason you can't
buy," his boss answered.
"I'll tell you what's the
matter with you: you've still got that theatrical bug
in your bonnet.
Go on to New York and have a try
at it.
If you don't make good, come back and we'll
find something else for you."
Regis went to New York armed with several letters
of introduction to prominent theatrical people.
"The
first day I was there," he stated, "I presented what I
considered the most important letter of my collection.
I
was told to report at a certain place at two o'clock
that day for rehearsals in a musical show. It was that
easy.
But when two o'clock came I was out at the

Belmont race-track with some friends who had taken
to kmch.
"I vaguely mentioned to my friends something about

me

it today and that
them tomorrow,' my
advised. I did— and was

see

friends
told not to bother. So I didn't.
I figured if I'd got one job so
easily I could just as easily get
others.
And I practically did.
"I understudied Dennis King
in 'Rose Marie' for a year but
never got a chance to play it.

IFa

you— it's Regis Toomey.

make

who

dimpled

and

blushed).
"Did she marry you out of
gratitude?" I asked.
"Naw," said Rege, "she's too
fresh to be grateful.
It just

happened we were out together
one night and there was a full
moon. We both have romantic

Since "Alibi" Regis
Toomey has been
busily adding to his
reputation.
"The

Deadline"

is

his

next picture

dispositions at times like that."
Mrs. Toomey caressed a long,
thin
paper knife lovingly—
meaningly.
"Of course," Rege
continued hastily, "I'd have
married the girl anyhow but
maybe the moon hastened
things along a little.
I'm one
of those guys who sees better

by moonlight."

"Yes— and who talks better
then, too," Mrs. Toomey put in.
Well, Mrs. Toomey, who has a mind of her own
staged the Totem pole number in "Rose Marie" and
when the show went to London, she went along to
stage the dance numbers oxer there.
She and Regis

had been married only

An
the

agent did a

cabling back and forth and
London producHe went over, expecting to sign his contract
he arrived. BiU the English nianager had de-

groom was promised

tion.

when

a couple of ^veeks at the time.

little

a part in the

cided he needed a British actor'for the part and Rege
speaks purest Pittsburgh, so he didn't get it.

"Those

fiist two months in London," Rege told
once without bitterness, "marked the low point
of my existence.
I hadn't a great deal of money, my
wardrobe was shot. Kitty was being asked here and
there and I couldn't go.
My prideNvouldn't let me.
She was making $500 a week [Continued on page 70]
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CLARENCE SINCLAIR BUI

JOAN CRAWFORD
JOAN'S

profile

is

classic in

its

perfection of proportion and outline.

where a fine intelligence molds the
Joan is throwing herself
understanding
sympathetic,
The
expression.
will be there to catch
Gable
Clark
picture.
new
her
Mirage",
into "The
Such beauty could only

exist

her in his strong arms

laxy of

STARS

GRETA CARBO
and

CLARK CABLE
IN THE
I

long awaited "Susan Lenox, Her Fall
and Rise" Clark Gable has found the great

opportunity

just at

was ready for him.
inspires her

the
with

men

artist's

a tradition that

richly

them

rewards their efforts

appreciation.

through with Joan Crawford,
with

Garbo

to greater heights, shows

way and then
an

the time when the public
It is

Clark
held

his

broke

own

Norma Shearer and now with the great
Garbo he is in faster company still

RONALD COLMAN
and

HELEN HAYES
IN

DAYS

pair of

of old
silk

it

required a minuet and a

pants for a

man

to be graceful.

Ronald accomplishes charm and manner with
the aid of a scrub bucket. Perhaps the impudent

little

Helen Hayes and her sassy way

have aroused the

finer

feelings.

This

is

a

scene from the much talked of "Arrowsmith"
charw^hich was written by Sinclair Lewis. The
acter

study

of

Ronald

shows the

Colman

changed

AE

undertook to reverse the significance of Waterloo when she played in
Being a street walker in this opus she walked ofF with
the show. (An excellent bit of bridge work.) It meant a nice new
contract for Mae
with napoleons for lunch.
She's prettier and wiser than ever in "Twenty Grand"

»

1

"Waterloo Bridge".

ANN
HARDING

on earth, she is
not content to be one of the greatest actresses
latest "Devotion" with Leslie Howk
a try for the air title as well. And her
resting on a cloud somewhere when she isn't
ard sets an altitude mark. Now Ann is
admiring Harry (Husband) Bannister
zooming in her Bellanca plane above the head of

HARDING
ANNmaking

is

WARNER BAXTER
\A/HEN

Warner

Baxter's

handsome

the fans realized that they liked

dashed

off

maidens.

smile put kilowatts into
it

and one and

all

"Daddy Long Legs'
home anc

they rushed

demands for more of Mr. Baxter. "Cisco Kid" is the answer to th(
Warner is the devil-may-care heart-breaking hombre of "Old Arizona'

In it

PHILLIPS
F

HOLMES

"An American Tragedy"
Phil

acconr>plished

as an accessory to murder.

His next

nothing
is

with

more
Nancy

it

certainly

Carroll

in

established

"The

Man

I

part of the good old tradition of Princeton that love making Is a
It is a
Killed".
to the screen
serious business, and Phil Holmes has brought a new brand of grouchy lover

NANCY CARROLL
LXPERIENCES

in

love,

^

motherhood and then

new

thrilling love afFair

marriage,

brand

a

have changed

our Nancy. The round face that she
spoke so slightingly of but a short time

ago

is

now changed

and

in

"The

Man

I

to a lovely oval
Killed"

it

is

said

Nancy has blossomed to her full stature which we have all been awaiting
since "Devil's Holiday".

It's

and upward for Nancy

onward

£lusive Slissa!
Hot "Higk'Hat"—

Wick

High AmUtions

Just

vans

a strange
HOLLYWOOD
does one of two
town.
is

It

Landi represents the new
type that is breaking into pictures.
She is a musician, singer, dancer,
actress and author

Elissa

to those who inIt either
boundaries.
takes them completely to its bosom, or it, just as completely, snubs them. Never, however, does it allow the invader to make the first move.
That is, it never did until Elissa Landi arrived. She
Now Hollywood doesn't quite know what to
did!
think. And while it is collecting its scattered wits it
accuses Elissa of being "high-hat".
Why
I asked her, pointblank, the reason for it all.
it was that she said bluntly that she wanted no friends
in Hollywood, why she would accept no invitations,
and why she had built up a high wall of reserve.
And then
She answered in one word— "Time".
silence for a long moment while I wondered if she
expected that to satisfy the hundreds of other people

things

vade

Then— "I
many

to

know

the

same

my work at the studio, of course, and most
my book— I'm writing a novel, you know.

music,
all

thing.

my

So
time completely budgeted.
hours for exercise and rest, so many hours for

have

of

don't like those people with
of them very much indeed.
But when we leave the set there are so few things that
we have in common that I just don't want to see them."
And that, as far as la Landi is concerned, is that.
"But what about invitations— dinners— parties?" I
asked.
In
"I have two reasons for not wanting to accept.
the fust place I would have to give parties in retvnn
I don't want to give
if I accepted people's hospitality.
In the second
parties. They take up too much time.
almost a
It's
place 'mobs' frighten me to death.
"I won't

whom

I

that

say

work.

I

I

do— some

And

I

jvist

can't

that, again,

is

help

It.

that.

She had been in Hollywood ontwo weeks when people began
to whisper, "Have you met Elissa
She's superb— she's grand— why, she's another

its

who wanted

phobia.

ly

Landi?
Elissa
Garbo." Which is a damning thing to say.
Landi is not another Garbo. Nor is she a Dietrich, a
Chatterton, a Swanson. She's Elissa Landi, which, once
you've seen her acting, is enough. And which, after
It takes genius to be
all, proves that she's a genius.
oneself in Hollywood.

As she sat curled up in a great chair, dressed in riding breeches and boots, her peculiar beauty framed
by a great bearskin rug, almost the color of her hair,
there came to my mind a phrase— probably that some
one else has used,, to describe her— "The Constant
Nymph in riding breeches."
She has green eyes, tilted upwards at the corners. A
pale face, piquantly vivid. An elfishly pointed chin.
A slender, graceftd figure— graceful with the poise of a
taut steel wire.
There is
Elissa cannot really be called beautiful.
hardly a word that does describe her, unless it could

be her own name- Elissa Landi. That, somehow, is
It
definitely characteristic of the giil who bears it.
suggests the strangeness, both in beauty and thought,
that is hers.
It hints of her multi-faceted personality.
It suggests, that name, the single woul— genius!
She is more than a genius. She is a feminine Dr.

and Mr. Hyde.
At the studio (she admits

Jekyll

the people
to be.
talking,

who make

this herself)

she

is

what

pictures expect a leading lady

Gay, vivacious, humoious. Always laughing,
winning everyone from [Conlhrucd on [xigc G8]
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B ccomc

ihcy
An
the

Actress from

Front

Row

MERRY old England they go on fox hunts, and in jolly old
INPalm
Beach they go on treasure hunts, but in quaint old
Hollywood they go on star hunts. And one night when Samuel
Goldwyn was out star hunting what should he find but a pretty
little girl with jet black hair, and jet black eyes, and a smile
more intoxicating than champagne on an empty stomach ($65
a case right off the boat and any old boat will do)
"Ah," said Samuel Gold\vyn. And that's how Barbara Weeks
broke into the movies. She first appeared in Goldwyn's picturized
version of "Whoopie" where she lead a pulchritudinous ensemble through elaborate and complicated dance routines. In
"Palmy Days" she became an accomplice and coadjutor to
Eddie Cantor and the elongated Charlotte Greenwood. Goldwyn
was so pleased that he signed her to a five year contract. He
may pull stardom out of his hat at any moment.
Barbara was born in Boston. Her theatrical life began in a
New York chorus. Gene Buck took her out of the chorus and

—

gave her a speaking part in "Ringside". Barbara immediately
went Hamlet. She enrolled in two dramatic schools and tried to
decide whether she'd be an Ethel Barrymore or a Katherine
Cornell.
But Fate sort of decided eveiything for her and the
following season found her back in the chorus. xAnd that's where
Goldwyn found her. Her nickname's Bobbie.

(

\

Eric

L ma en

An Old Exi^mmccd Actor
of T w cnty Summers
Eric Linden
wise
YOUNG
though he
twenty,

in the ways of the world. Althe age when most boys are still in
college and enjoying the egotism of youth, Eric has been making
his living for sLx years. He has battered Broadway since he was
fourteen, and in turn been battered by Broadway, which is a
grand cure for egotism.
Before he was old enough to don long pants he gained admission to the New York Theatre Guild and they retained him
under contract for two years. Then came more Broadway plays,
is

is

and

more.

just

When

them

off now it is hard to believe
twenty rather than a veteran
of eighty. Furthermore, he spent a couple of seasons in Paris
with the English Players. After Paris he felt the need of a little
fresh air so he went on a bicycle tour and managed to cover
almost all of Europe before his money gave out.
Eric doesn't look like an actor. You'd pass him on the street
without giving him a glance. He likes to make himself inconspicuous. Maybe Hollywood will change that. He hasn't made
up his mind yet whether or not he likes Hollywood. He blushes
when you ask him.
Radio Pictures wanted a juvenile lead for "Are These Our
Children?" and wired Eric to fly to the Coast for a test. He got
the job
and a contract. Director Ruggles thinks he's swell.

that

still

you are

he

rolls

listening to a lad of

—
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EAMOUS

OTARS
S

or

E
1 ORGOTTEN rkcEs?
Joan A/[arsh
Born into
Celluloid

the

Kingdom

BEFORE she could even walk or talk Joan Marsh was a movie
actress. It's just as well that people didn't go in for autographs in those days for little Joan would have been horribly
embarrassed. She was only nine months old when she made
They say she gurgled
her film debut in "Hearts Aflame".
Next she played a child role in
beautifully without sound.
"Daddy Long Legs" when Mary Pickford was Judy Abbott.
Then papa Charles Rosher, famous Hollywood cinematographer (camera man to you and you and me too), decided
that it was time that daughter Joan was subjected to an education. Joan was born in Porterville, California, but the Roshers
soon moved to Hollywood, so it was there she was educated in

—

She took an active part in amateur
and then she returned to films
big girl now. Her first ingenue role was in "The King of Jazz",
followed by "All Quiet on the Western Front". It was after this
picture that she was signed by M-G-M on a long term contract
and assigried to parts in "Inspiration", "Dance, Fools, Dance'",
and "Politics".
Joan is five feet, two inches tall, and weighs 104 pounds. She
Her favorite sports are
is very blonde and has light blue eyes.
tennis and golf and her ambition is to sing in light opera. Her
birthday is July 10 and she is not related to Marian Marsh.
public

and private

schools.

—

theatricals until graduation,

Allan

L ane

He May Grah the Mike
and Make a Touchdown
LANE was born in Indiana near South Bend, so it was
only natural that he should register at Notre Dame just as
soon as possible. And once at Notre Dame it was only natural that
he should become a football player and get his picture in the
Sunday rotogravure sections. He couldn't play football the year
round, unfortunately, so he solaced himself with baseball and
basketball and any other form of athletics that he could find
lying around the campus. He determined to become a profesA LLAN

/a_

sional athlete.

But one summer he got a job with a local stock company and
he changed his mind about that professional business. He found
that he liked footlights better than stadiums. He was touring in
"Hit the Deck" when he decided to take a much needed rest in
Hollywood that is, he'd call it a rest if he didn't get a job with
the movies. But he did.
He free-lanced with Fox and with M-G-M but it was First
National who offered him a five year contract after "The Forward Pass" in which he supported Doug Fairbanks, Jr.
Allan is six feet in height and weighs 180 pounds. He has blue
eyes of the smiling variety and dark brown hair that musses
easily. There are dimples too, girls, but kindly admire them in
silence. He has a good line of chatter and he spells his name witli
an "a". He has appeared recently in "Smart Money".

—

f
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Garbo and the

new bangs

Joan Crawford

now

it's

—And

—Charm-

Anita Page

dark again

ingly original

Crowning

The

Muriel Bab c o c k

By
YOU

want a sure ticket to success as a personality, figure out a
to wear your hair.
The stars in Hollywood know this and try to profit by it.
Look at them, or rather at their coiffures. Every single mother's

IFdistinctive way

—

Damita Just an
old-fashioned girl

Lily

daughter who has been able to devise deliberately, or stumble, quite by
chance, on an unusual hair dress, has sky-rocketed to popularity.
Clara Bow became beloved as the "red head". Garbo reached fame
with the long Garbo bob. Jean Harlow only had to be labeled as the

"platinum blonde" to have the screen yearn for her. Marlene Dietrich
does all she can with unrestrained locks (legs so far have meant far
more!).
So important

is the subject of hair dressing considered by the men
the bills at the Hollywood studios that of late years highpriced experts-not just Sadie and Rosie from the beauty shops— are
engaged on a yearly basis to supervise the stars' coiffures. These are
often men of brains, imagination, who have delved into the modes and
manneis of the past, who have a feeling and an eye for ^vhat is good
and what is bad.
It is these gentlemen who put forth-on the heads of the stars-the
new styles of hair dress that you see in your movie fare and cop)-. You
may have thought of Hollywood as a dress style center— consider it now
in the light of a hair dress style center.
Thousands of girls all over the country have gone "platinum blonde"
since Jean Harlow started pulsating on the screen.
Ho^vard Hughes'
office gets hundreds of queries each month for pictures of Miss Harlo-^v
and for the recipe for the "platinum blonde" color. And I'll let you in
on a little secret. Jean isn't a true platinum. She's a white blonde,
but the other phrase sounds better so the press agents use it.
Most

who pay

I
Loretta

Young

—A

Coiffure

of youthful chai-m

magmc

Setting

a

mz

Yo u r

Style for the
Silver Screen

Norma

—

Shearer Personality
dominates her hair styles

Dorothy MackaiU looks best
with her hair close and knows it

Glories of
Hollywood
people don't know the difference. Platinum has such an expensive sound.
Getting right down to business, if you are really interested, there are
Ann Harding, Greta Garbo
only three true blondes in Hollywood.
Her hair is a
one.
authentic
only
the
is
Ann
Todd.
Thelma
and
lovely, pure blonde. Garbo's is slate color. Thelma Todd's is just blonde.
Did' you know that Garbo's hair often has to be curled ten times in
That beautiful long bob which so intrigues you is
It's a fact.
a day?
hard work. Garbo's hair is very fine, almost
very
attained only by
Ordinarily, during her off hours,
It will hardly hold a curl.
stringy.
she lets it go straight and doesn't care. And it looks simply terrible.
As soon as they get her on the set during a working day, however, t^heat the old curling iron and fix her up.
And Clara Bow's famous "red head" is really a light brown. She
Clara is always
it a carrot shade when she first came to pictures—
something new for the fun of it— and everybody commented o
Studio officials sent word to Clara to keep it tha
striking color.
'

She did.
Yet Jean Harlow, Greta Garbo, Clara Bow are known the wor]
Natural or artificial, they have
for distinctive heads of hair.
something unique and something that's talked about.
Sixty percent of the Gloria Swanson success for years and years v.^
Maybe you didn't know it, but
to her clothes and her hair.
Swanson had her own jewel of a hair dresser, a colored girl kn.
"Hattie". Now Hattie, who enjoyed her quiet bottle, was a ge
her way and a queen. In the days when Swanson reigned at Par?,
A,,
Hattie's rule was even more pronounced on the studio lot.
sol
or
Inebriated
"went".
said
Hattie
anything
wanted,
she
could do more with two locks of Swanson's hair [Continued on y
(

Hair Brusli an^
Wlxole
for

WorU

Decembi;r

1931

to

VoWow

)

.

By

The

Edward

Luck

Churchill

LUKAS
Paul

Is

Always Learn-

Dorothy Jordan
and Paul Lukas

ing "Soweswg" (with
the

Accent,

Charming

the

in
"The Beloved
Bachelor". The

Very

distinguished con-

tinental manner
grows informal

Accent, on

Paul

THE

story of Paul Lukas' path to stardom is the
story of an unassuming man's triumph over a

hundred obstacles.
Today, after casting him as Ruth Chatterton's leading man, Paramount is grooming Lukas for bigger and
better stellar pictures.
His future seems assured, and
his present is all that any man could wish for.
Paul Lukas lives in a model bungalow in Beverly
Hills with Mrs. Lukas, owns a sport roadster and an
airplane and a whole library full of books.
There was a time not many years ago when he, invalided home from the World War, was tutoring children to insure one meal a day. He worked in his
father's office in the day time and at night studied at a
dramatic school.
'

with the sucrental ob-

He went

into the front line trenches and remained
He achieved the rank of corporal
and was mustered out in 1915, suffering fiom shell
shock.
for almost a year.

On

his return

one, as
in scor-

a mil-

,

d

to

it

•angary,

Like

had

•

'.ved

a

by

begin-

ed his

he ad;st
)

and

avoid

;ie

imi-

demanded

that he go

Paul replied

gone through hell. I've suffered. Now, I want
have some fun. I want to do what I want to do.
And I have decided to be an actor."
The elder Lukas looked down on actors. He forbade Paul to go on the stage. But Paul, sure that he
was right about what he wished to do, began to study
for the stage, although he compromised with his father
by working in the office during the day time.
Two years drifted by. Paid was an only son. His
"I've

sister

had died in 1912. He finally won his father to
and his mother always had the utmost faith

his side,

Lukas
he said
:ause he
eps and

his father

to

in anything

1

home,

into the advertising firm.

diecl,

leaving

he undertook. In 1917, however, the elder
and a year later Paul's mother passed on,

him

absolutely alone in the world.
fame and public notice began.
It was at this time that he worked at anything he could
find to do during the days, and that the children he
instructed for a few hours each day assured him of his
noonday meal. The war was still on, and money was
pitifully hard to obtain during these lean years.
The struggle he made he later paid for in broken
health, but he declares that all the sacrifice he made to
become an actor was worth the anguish. During the
latter part of 1917, he spent much time in front-line
theatres entertaining the soldiers.
Late in 1917, he again went back into the service.
This time he joined the aviation corps and learned to
Hy— the greatest thrill of his life, outside of being an
actor.
Upon his discharge, he proceeded to Budapest
and there appeared on the stage until 1926. He also
appeared in many Hungarian motion pictures dining
tlie silent days and built for himself a national prestige
which was destined to become international.
Strangely enough he was [Conlifiiied o)i page yi]
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Day When Dreams

Come True and There IS a Santa Claus

William

By

M.

Glosson

Dorothy Lee looks back upon the days when
at 14 she was a little vaudeville dancer. Her
hair has grown blonde and her salary has
grown huge, but for all that she is just the
same ambitious kid

IS too bad that gold should play such a
glamorous part in life. If you are an average
person, you learned in childhood that a pot
rests at the end of the rainbow and many
gold
of
times you have listened to the charming story of
Cinderella and her fairy godmother.
As you grew older, the dream that you might be
Many, many
a Cinderella persisted in your heart.
times you whispered to yourself, // / only had a million
Perhaps the first time you made the wish,
dollars.
you wanted more than anything in all the world to
give your mother a beautiful home and lovely clothes

IT

And again, maybe
so dear to her heart.
of romance,
moment
a
during
for
riches
yearned
you
when you dreamed of driving up to her house in a
magnificent limousine with chauffeur and footman,
and nonchalantly assuming an air of indifference to
her admiring ohs and nhs.
Those are your dreams— but suppose you should
open your eyes and discover you were not dreaming!

In the days when Marian
Nixon was an extra, she
was a very good extra indeed, and one thing leading
to another, Marian is now
happily married to a millionaire and a lovely home

and things

Suppose that it was all very, very real and that you
were rich and could buy everything your heart deSuppose, in other words, you were in Hollywood
sired!
and the fairy godmother who dwells there waved her
wand over your head and you became a famous motion
f

r

December

19

picture star with an unbelievable
salary and limousines and ermine
wra])S and a mansion with a
privatCi swimming pool. And all
of a su\ldcn you found you need

not wcVry about money because
as

spent it, there
be more.
story of Cinderella is no
miraculous than the in-

fasi" as

would

The
more

yovi

:',lways
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Fame IVIay Have

Its

F ascination

liit

Fortune

Has

the

icJ

credible

tales of Janet Gaynor, who once
danced in theatre prologues and lived in a
tiny duplex, and now visits Honolulu twice
a year and owns a mansion in Beverly Hills;
of Marion Nixon, who shared a four-dollara-week room with a girl chum and now lives
on a seventy-five thousand dollar estate; and
of Dorothy Lee, who once worked seven days
every week, Christmas and holidays, in squalid
theatres, earning barely enough money to pay
living expenses, and now drives a high-powered
roadster and has scores of suitors at her feet.
Just as you did, these girls once closed their
eyes and dreamed of fame and fortune.
But
unlike most of us, they opened their eyes to find their
fairy godmother had waved her magic wand and lo,
their dreams had come true.
I talked with Dorothy Lee the day she signed her

new

contract. By its terms she will receive more than
half a million dollars within five years, which is an
average salary of two thousand dollars eve^^y single
week until the month of June, 1936. When Dorothy
was in vaudeville, her salary was thirty dollars weekly.
For every dollar she received then, her amazing new
contract provides her with seventy dollars.
If she
carried five dollars in her purse then, she n^ay now
carry three hundred and fifty dollars. Insteac^ of buymg a twelve dollar dress, as she once did, she ,'iay now
afford eight hundred and forty dollars for ^ single

gown.
"While

I

I

feel

realize that a

no

new

loday than yesterday, I
beginning for me," Dorothy

diflcrcnt

life is

Janet Gaynor when
she played in "The Return of Peter Grimm"
and above, Janet, the
great star, at the opening doings of "Daddy
Long Legs" in Holly-

wood

"Money has never meant much to me because
never belie\'ed I would have a great deal. I don't

said.
1

believe the new contract will change my style of li^ing
to any great extent."
Several months have passed since the C(Mi tract ivas
signed and here are a few of the things that ha\e hap-

pened

to

Dorothy:

Instead of a Ford roadster, she owns a high-powered,
eight cylinder coupe that cost six times as much

money.
In lieu of the plain serge coat she once called "her
best", she has an ermine wrap trimmed with sable and

about a dozen tailored coats trimmed with fox, mink
or beaver.

She owns a charming home with a tennis court,
swinnning pool and a huge playroom, and she employs
a chauffeur,

Picture,

maid and gardener.

if

you can, the [Cou tinned on

jfage

78]
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"Be Yourself
"Like
"Sun

I've

Help

Me

"

Me

issued above the clatter of
tongues from the southeast

commissary.
corner of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Press Table
the
as
known
table
long
a
is
corner
In this
and
eleven-forty-five
around which, any time between
visiting
a
bunch,
publicity
studio
the
gather
two- thirty,
two,

luncheon and

and

Garbo
By

Got a Following— hut Lord
Catch Me!"
if Tlicy Eva

of laughter
SCREAMS
dishes and babble of

writer or

Says Polly Moran,

and a few players

for

Helen Ludl am

(meaning myself and another writer) I'd give you boys
an earful worth listening to."
As probably everyone knows, Polly Moran's home
town is Chicago, "And I know it shot for shot," she says
She has been on the screen since 1915,
soulfully.
beginning on the Mack Sennett lot in a series of
comedies with Charlie MurPolly also toured the
country in vaudeville doing a

ray.

gossip.

"What's going on over there?" I asked,
spot as
as we made our way toward the
fast as we could for bumping into Joan
Crawford, Bob Montgomery, Ramon Novaii-o and a few others in passing.
"Oh, that's Polly Moran hitting on all
six as usual,"

my

And she
"single" for years.
crossed the ocean fourteen
times to make London and
the provinces of South Africa
laugh.
She is the happy clown of
the Metro lot where she has
been for the past six years,
first as a free lance and now
Whera* a contract player.
ever she goes there may be

escort said.

Polly almost always sits at the press
table where she is the life of the party.
On this particular day she had everyone

mirth and I really thought
someone would have to carry Charles
in stitches of

Bickford out.

two Bryn

little knot of laughing
people around her.
"Listen," she turned to me.
"Will you please say this if
you write anything alDout me,
that when I'm dressed up I
really am a fine looking wom-

seen a

"Say," Polly said, "if these

Mawr

graduates weren't here

Polly

greets

the

world with a
smile and the
world laughs
right out loud

that
to get
I've got
an.
in somehow for my mother's
sake. She'll frame those words.
I have to carry her out of
every theatre we go to when
there is a picture of mine be-

cause

I

look so terrible."

And Polly is a fine looking
woman when she's dressed up
but that

isn't often,

even

off

the set. Polly can't be bothered. Those bungalow
aprons are too comfortable. So are the carpet
in this
slippers. She often shops on the boulevard
when she
outfit and on one memorable occasion
was making a personal appearance at a theatre in
best
the desert one summer she appeared in her
manHer
slippers.
carpet
the
cnid
evening gown
ager thought she had forgotten to change and
frantically' called her maid.
anedales
Bill," she told him.
a pair of balloons in this heat and
slippers or an Isadora Duncan for me

"Nothing doing,
are blown up like

"My

the carpet
tonight."
she looks
After all, Polly's audience doesn t care how
down
the
broiighl
she
bet
I'll
heller.
-the funnier the
house when she explained, as [Conlitiucd on {msic Oo]

it's

,

"What kind
mands

of pie is this?"
Polly of her nurses,

tastes like

for

pyorrhea"

Decembkr 1931
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Just

Home

a

Girl
Lily an

Tashman

Adds a Smart

Touch Wherever She

B

y

J

a

M anon

mes

TASHMAN'S
IILYAN
tially

Is

Beverly Hills

home

is

par-

hidden behind drooping pepper trees which
fairly growl at prying visitors.
It is approachable only by way of a flagstone walk that winds mysteriously through the heavy foliage and ends
before a massive door bearing a heavy
knocker— and further dignified by a
small opening, fortified with an

^

iron grating. Through this opening, one inside may safely peer
upon one outside and admit
or deny that Miss Tashman
is "at home".
After the knocker is lifted

and dropped

(there

is

a bell

but it seldom is used), a
cockney face will appear

In the Tashman home
one often finds priceless
antiques, just knicknacks, assorted bottles,

and Eddie Lowe

at the grated opening and a decidedly English voice will demand,
"What is it?" The face and voice be-

long to Miss Tashman's imported Engmaid, who is said to have come into this
country tax exempt.
There is a microphonic apparatus inside the door
lish

and when a visitor makes known his business and
name, his voice is transmitted to Miss Tashman's room
by means of a loud speaker. There she makes her de-

A

cision to see or not to see.
convenient buzzer instructs the maid that Miss Tashman is or is not in,
as the case may be, whereupon the visitor is politely
informed that the lady of the house is absent or else
he is invited inside.
Beyond the massive portal lies a small entry hall with
doors on each of its four sides— the front door, an entrance to the dining room on the right, an exit into

the garden patio toward the rear end, on the left,
a step ujjward into the drawing room of that prominent pair of Holl) woodians, Miss Tashman and hus-

band,

Edmund Lowe, who

is

nothing

if

not at

all

times charming.
It is not possible to possess a lukewarm feeling toward the drawing room. One [Conliniicd on jxigc 6g\
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New Life

The

of

Lila Lee
By

Has Re-

Lila

turned

J

Fidl er

Live

to

M.

ames

Again and This
Lee brought back
from Arizona a vision.
Other picture stars too
have dreams which they
are striving to make
come true

Lila

Time With

a

Great Pur^^ose

A

FEW days
Lee

went

> zona,

I

to

Aritalked to
to

She was a pale

her.

very long time, he begins

before Lila

that.

girl

perate

wage

to

fight

for

A

Not
her

Then it was that
Lila conceived a new purpose:
She will save her money
will build a sayntarium
she
tvhen she has enough,
tubercular people without funds may find help

Behind her

charming one.
mentioned that Lila is now a religious
woman. I do not mean to insinuate that she wasn't
always religious. But before she went to the desert,
hers was a sort of vague, careless worship common to
She knew there was a
the average man or woman.
God and she was hazily thankful for His goodnesses.
But it never occurred to her to take time oft from her
business and social activities to discover why the Lord
put her on earth and to ascertain what she was doing
to prove she appreciated the privilege of having been
a

have

born.
In Arizona, flat on her back for months and months
with only letters and memories to recall the gay hours
and blissful friends of yesterday, she had nothing to
do but rest and think. When a fellow thinks for a

for

December 1931

to waste her lifetime
about
entirely
own affairs she de-

cided.

reer,

less,

Lila asked
she created.

worrying

ert air.

I

was

herself,

cause there Nature would
be on her side— Nature in
the form of dry, arid des-

the

Why,

eg:
og^-

frightened, despondent
woman with a spot on her
lungs going to Arizona be-

lay her caher hopes, her friends
and the many years of happiness that had been hers
when she was a star. Ahead of her lay— what? Not
even the finest physicians dared prophesy.
Now, after nine, long, hopeless months spent in her
Cured?
fight against tuberculosis Lila has returned.
But not the happy, carefree
Yes.
Grateful?
Yes.
Lila Lee that set out for her life struggle with the
dread disease. For Lila feels that her life was given
back to her for a purpose, and it is this purpose which
dominates her life, which has changed the laughing
Lila into a serious, deeply religious woman, but none

that

were put here to
cast fragrance and cows to
supply milk and hens to lay

a des-

life.

this

realization

the
to
{lowers

with eyes too large and a
leaving
terrifying cough,

Hollywood

life and
and whv
Lila gradually came

wonder about

God and why

and
where

in the fight against disease.

I was so
Lila
else,"
nothing
of
thought
afraid of dying that I
argued
told me. "My first reaction was resentment. I
with mvself that I had lived a clean, decent life and
done my best to be fair and kind. Then why, I
Why had I lost
questioned, was J being punished?
Why was I
the money I worked so hard to save?

"When

I

first

went into the sanitarium

dying? I even decided, in my semi-delirium, that God
was being unjust.
"As time dragged wearily past and my condition
wasn't
slowly improved, I began to wonder if there
persisted
a reason for me being stricken. The thought
confining
that the Lord must have had a reason for
where I could do nothing but think. As I regained
.

me
my

strength and doctors
came thankful instead of

told mc
resentful.

I

would

"One thing continued worrying mc.

live,

It

I

be-

was an

should
eternal question: If it wasn't intended that I
came
answer
the
night
One
there?
was
I
die, why

me. I wasn't dreaming; at least, I do not remember
dreaming. I only recall that suddenly I was awake and
saying over and over: What have I done loorth while?
the solution
"I \ncw immediately I had discovered
\Contiuued on page 6./]
I
to my eternal question.
to
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ilver

creen's
RIDERS OF THE
PURPLE SAGE
Rating:

GOOD

If it's a grand old western you crave
with plenty of action and dare-devil
riding and a hero that's virile and proud

—step

right up to the box office,
George O'Brien on the hunt for
his long lost sister arrives at her ranch just in time to save her
from the annoyances, petty and otherwise, of Noah Beery and
his gang of bad hombres who go in for stealing children and cattle.
There's a good he-man fight. Marguerite Churchill is the sister.

Fox

of

it

lads.

been staying awake
wondering if you're sophisticated, here's your chance to find
If

THE GUARDSMAN
Rating:

EXCELLENT

If you're sophisticated you'll
simply crazy about "The
Guardsman". The picture is superlatively done by the Theatre
Guild's Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne. It's about an actor
who suspects that his wife is about to embark on an infidelity.
He disguises himself as a Russian soldier and carries on an intrigue with his own wife. What fun! And did she know?

out.

M-G-M

FIFTY

FATHOMS

DEEP
Rating:

Here's an old fashioned melodrama that
probably find rather interesting
if you aren't too blase. Anyway you'll be
thrilled by the bottom-of-the-sea camera
you'll

FAIR

Columbia

—

shots.

The

plot's

you've

nights

be

somewhat hoary but

quite sturdy all about two pals who are nuts about each
other until a cheap little blonde gold-digger traps one of them
into marriage. No more buddies. There's an exciting climax.
Jack Holt, Richard Cromwell and Loretta Sayers are in it.
still

MY

They did a
a story way

SIN

A slow yarn.

better by Tallulah in
this time, thank goodness.

little

Too much time is given to
Tallulah's torn soul.
It's the old plot
about the lady who tries to muffle her
past only to have it pop out at her at the most inopportune moment.
There's a scandal and murder in Panama featuring
Tallulah, and a few months later she's somebody else on Park
,\venue.
Fredric March plays a reformed bum.

GOOD

Rating:
Paramount
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FIVE STAR FINAL
Rating:

EXCELLENT

First National

—

Here is grand entertainment for
you and a picture that socks a
wallop that you won't recover from

It takes a rap at
scandal tabloid sheets and
but you'll keep on reading them. Frances

for a long time.

the

burn with fury
Starr plays a happily married woman witii a daughter about to
many into the social register.
nosy tabloid digs up a scandal
on her with tragic results. Edward G. Robinson is great as the
newspaper man. Marion Marsh is the pretty daughter.
you'll

A

-Silver

Screen

Reviewing
Stand
Did you

fall

for

James Dunn

in

"Bad

Girl?" Well, here's your chance to see
SISTER
him again. In this flicker he's a newsRating:
hound with ambitions, and his greatFox
est joy in life is to annoy a femme reeventually falls
porter, better known as a sob sister. Of course he
marriage.
about
ideas
definite
has
he
;h
thoug
her,
in love with
rackHere are "scoops" and "deadlines" and "love nests" and
Linda Watkins is fair as the sob sister.
eteers.

SOB

GOOD

'

SPIRIT OF

This picture successfully perpetu-

NOTRE

ates the memory of Knute Rockne
and will make every drop of red
It
blood in your veins tingle.

DAME
Rating:

EXCELLENT

glorifies loyalty, team play and
are forAll love interest and conventional intrigue
is the spirit
which
Dame"
Notre
of
Spirit
"The
gotten in favor of
picture is studded
of the gridiron and the spirit of fair play. The

Universal

courage

Horsemen
with football stars including the famous "Four
And—glory be— Lew Ayres is with us again.

.

;

UNHOLY
GARDEN
Rating: GOOD

The

gals will again rally 'round the suave
it will be the

and engaging Ronnie, but

men who get the biggest kick out of this
picture for it is packed full of regular
he-man action. Hidden away in Algiers

United Artists

taken
a hotel where a motley crowd of law-breakers have
Colman, a bank robber, joins in their plans to rob an
aged embezzler of his loot. But he falls in love with the old
Taylor
nian's daughter— and goes noble. Fay Wray and Estelle
make the best of small parts.

is

refuge.

D

E

C E M B

V.

R

1931

Irene Dunne proves that she is a brilliant
In this film
sophisticated actress.
she plays the role of a young girl who
Rating:
gives her sweetheart to a wealthy woman
Radio
so that he might pursue a concert career.
who has
She meets a romantic, hard-drinking newspaper man
are
They
his dreams.
of
girl
the
by
down
turned
been
just
out
married on the spur of the moment. What happens? Find
Great stuff. Pat O'Brien is the newspaper lad.
for yourself

CONSOLATION
MARRIAGE

and

GOOD

rather trite story becomes a charming
picture through the simply grand actRating:
ing of Ann Harding and Leslie Howard.
RKO-Pathe
You've never seen that team before but
you'll want to see it again. Two of the
you. It's the old
best actors on the screen, and I wouldn't kid
for the
thread-bare plot of the girl who goes to work in disguise
discoveredshe's
course
Of
him.
be^near
just
to
loves
man she
with the usual results. There's a swell supporting cast.

DEVOTION

A

GOOD
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More Movie
\_C

Dorothy Jordan

ntinu e d

flirting

with the sound engineer in
the M-G-M portable "mixing" room.
It is sound
proof but Dorothy's charm
enters without difficulty

DRESSLER spent a part of
MARIE
October in New York on vacation
and had a grand time seeing plays and old
Marie was quite a sensation in
the restaurants and theatres where she
was always instantly recognized. She's
back on the M-G-M lot now ready to
start work on "Emma", which will doubtless get a new name.
Her leading man
hasn't been chosen to date. Why shouldn't
Marie have a chance at Clark Gable? All
the other Metro girls have had him. First
Joan, then Norma, then Greta, so how
about letting Marie have a go at him?
friends.

Mary
critically
JACK PICKFORD
constantly at his bedside.
is

Pickford

ill.

is

THERE'S

quite a snap in the air these
days, and in the fingers too for that
matter, and eveiybody feels like getting
up and going some place. And of course
only a Garbo can get any fun out of going
and we've always had
places alone
doubts about Garbo's idea of fun anyway
so now's the open dating season in Hollywood. Cute little Sidney Fox has been
seen dancing at all the better hotels and
clubs with Eddie Buzzell, and there are
rumors that it won't be long now. But
you know how roomers are, said the landlady as she peeped through the keyhole

—

—

here today and gone tomorrow.

Jackie Cooper decides to write himself
a good fat part with lots of candy in it
was
Harvest moon
1EW AYRES and Lola Lane
AND maybeWesley
Las Vegas, Nevada, September
Ruggles

eloped to

that

it

that got

Anyway he "ups"

romantic.

feeling all
to Arline

Judge and proposes matrimony, and she
"ups" to him, and then they went into a
big clench without benefit of camera.
Wesley, as you know, is the ace-high director for Radio Pictures, and the brother
Arline is a twentyof Charlie Ruggles.
year-old New York girl and was signed to
a contract for Radio just at the time Ruggles was being wildly acclaimed for his
direction
of
successful and marvelous
"Cimarron". Arline has a featured part
in

"Are These Our Children?" which was
by Ruggles. Maybe he fell

J

they arrived but declared a recess long

perform the wedding ceremony.
hurried Lola into his automobile and shouted to reporters that their
honeymoon would be spent at Jackson's

enough

to

Then Lew

Wyoming, camping and hunting.
famous Hollywood elopements recently ended in divorce.
We refer to
Jack Gilbert and Ina Claire, and Loretta
Young and Grant Withers. Better luck
to you, Lew!
Hole,

Two

#

also directed

in love with her because she took orders

so sweetly.

SALLIE O'NEIL was squired to

Marion

Davies home-coming party by no less
than the one and only Lewis Milestone,

famous bachelor-director.
ten so thin that
for her to

we

think

—

CONSTANCE CUM MINGS

are on the subject we
that lovely Billie

it

is

now

safe

devour a baked Idaho potato.

Dove
time

is

a big

Bob Kenaston.
trip recently

probably

him)

that

little

Billie

birds

wasn't

writing poetry while he was
so he hurried back to Hollywood.

sitting

away

but he heard (the

told

—

and this
he-man rancher named
Bob went on a hunting

"falling in loff again"

it's

home
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MUNSON

back from a theatrical engagement in San Francisco
and Ernst Lubitsch smiles again. Everywhere you look in Hollywood the big director man and the charming star are
seen together. These directors seem to be
Grab yourself a direcall the rage now.
tor, girls,

and

let's

a

at all of

Hollywood's joy

spots.

Sallie has got-

FIVE STAR

FINAL"

is

still

is

play Post Office.

standing

them up on Broadway and seems

praise

ONA

has

new beau who is most attentive.
He's Leslie McFadden, son of Congressman McFadden of Pennsylvania, and he
and Constance make a charming couple

be the hit picture of the year.
while we
AND
might mention

15,

and were married by Judge Orr. The
Judge was hearing a murder case when

is

due

its

director,

to

Much

Mervyn Le Roy.

When Mervyn was

in New York last
spring to get a look at the play to size up
its
picture possibilities the ticket seller
refused him a pass to the theatre and
laughed out loud when Mervyn said he

Mr. Le Roy of Hollywood.
He
thought Mervyn was a kid trying to crash

was

a play.

Silver Screen
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This

is

Shirley Jean Rickert

who plays about with "Our
Gang" losing a tooth or

—

two

in the struggle

did you know that Joan Crawford
has hired a personal body-guard? Whasso
matter, Joan, somebody wanna kidnap you?

And

it or not but this actually happened. Ernie Pagano, Educational's
dialogue director, was with his troupe "on
location" in front of the Los Angeles
Ambassador Hotel taking scenes for an
Ernie was instructing
Ideal Comedy.
Virginia Brooks on how she should exit
To
from a scene, running backwards.
illustrate his idea, Ernie gave a demon-

BELIEVE
Clark Gable is a regular guy in the open, however menacing he may be in a picture boudoir

GLORIA

refrained from even answerrumor that she had married
It is a safe bet that
Michael Farmer.
Gloria would do nothing like that until
'

ing the

her divorce decree becomes final, at least.
Gloria and Michael are "that way" all
right, and are seen at all the smart places

They starded members of the
together.
Bel Air Bay Club recently by appearing
together in white flannel trousers and dark
blue coats. The style was not too becomThey danced toing to Gloria's figure.
That is, they stood
gether all evening.
together on the floor and kept time to the
music, if that can be called dancing.

—

little affair.

dollars.

—

thousand

"#

THE

Great Garbo will wear a dress in
"Mata Hari" more magnificent than

any screen creation has ever been. Fifteen
girls, working for six solid weeks under
Gilbert Adrian, Metro's designer, contrived
the garment at actual cost to the studio
of 83,000. The dress is fashioned of silver
threads woven through enormous quantiAnd the whole thing
ties of crystal beads.
weighs enough to stagger a strong man in a
Thank heavens, these Scandinacircus.
vians are sturdy. Maybe the old meanies

won't

call

Greta anaemic any more when

they see her supporting that gown.

for

of

picture,

the

a new
made-to-order

navy-blue

which

kid,

cost

On

S25.

the

December 1931

set

Joan

pair

sacrificed

of

pumps,
of

"The

stration

Mirage", the sound expert announced
that a sharp clack was ruining the record-

The noise was traced to Joan's high
She submitted them to
heeled slippers.
an operation. The heels were taken off
and lower ones substituted. Which ruined
them as far as Joan was concerned. She
never wears low-heel slippers off the set,
and all of her footgear is made to order on
account of the smallness of her feet.
ing.

the East on
HAINES
WILLIAM
He
personal appearance tour.
is

"<#>

The party which her friends chipped
in and gave Marion Davies on her return from abroad was quite a simple
It only cost ten

the sake
FOR
Crawford

in

a

riot at the Capitol in New York and
the autograph hounds, who were able
to pick themselves up out of the aisles
where prodigious laughter had thrown
them, gave him a merry chase. Nice boy,
And weren't you crazy about his
Willie.
latest picture "Get Rich Quick WallingWhat a knock-out that Jimmie
ford"?

was a
all

Durante is
been seeing Jimmie
in the

lates for

many

picture.

We've

New York

stay-up-

same
in

we never fully
The old Schnoz-

years but

appreciated him before.
zler is right there with as neat a bit of
comedy as the cinema can give.
u#

.

know
DIDan you
expert
will sit

up

that Connie Bennett is
tennis player and that she
playing backgammon as long as

she can find anyone who'll play with her?

-

and

—backed

into

right

an old

lady who was approaching the hotel.
Ernie offered his profuse apologies and
explained that a scene for a motion picture was being taken and "would she
kindly step aside until the scene was
finished." After the shot was made, Ernie,
still feeling sorry over the bump he had
given the old lady, placed a chair in a
convenient spot and asked her if she would
like to be seated and watch how a motion
picture was made. The lady thanked him
and said, "I would be very interested.
You know, my son makes pictures too."
"Is that so," Ernie said sweetly, just

be
What's

to

polite.

"Perhaps

I

know him.

name?"
"Jesse Lasky," beamed the little old lady.
Ernie Pagano did a quick fade-out.
his

——
<#

WHEN

Alfred the Great built a
monastery in England, little did
he know one of the cells would some day be
the study room of a future popular motion
picture actor.

Roland Young attended the school
which was once the monastery. The huge
iron keys were six inches long and each
boy carried one to his room. They were
the identical keys which had hung from
the robes of the monks centuries ago, as
they paced the halls and read their Bibles.
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His

tells

Life Story
A FTER I succeeded in getting myself born into the Montgomery
jlX household in the merry month of May, igo^, I sighed with relief.
The Montgomerys had a family tree, a home on the Hudson, and a good
bank balance so I thought I had done right well by myself and would glide
through life as easily as possible.
But I didn't know about life's little
jokes
then.
My earliest recollection is riding in a sleigh with my nurse
and the sleigh turning over and giving me a biff on the dome. Maybe
that's the reason I became an actor.
Anyway, I entered the Overfield
Academy when I was eight, went to Europe when I was eleven, and was
subjected to Pawling when I was twelve.
Then Grandfather lost his
fortune, and so did Father.
And I found out a few things about
the facts of life and the pangs of poverty.

to

M

a r

qu1

Bus

s

y

—

.

.

.

PART

to the usual opinion about the
landing first jobs, I had very little
difficulty in joining the army of the employed.
In fact my first "job" was a "position" and I made
a good salary— considerably more than I earned later
on.
I was just seventeen then and too young to appreciate properly the kindness of G. P. Connard, President of the Railway Equipment and Publication Company. Connard was a friend of my father's, and he
offered to launch me in the business world. I was his
secretary.
He must have smiled to himself when he
gave me the position.
In practically no time at all I became one of the
most important people
in
the organization—
difficulty

that

in

is,

cuse
that

I

to

my own

have no exoffer

except

lot

I

I

mean

of

"work".

I

had a

For several more weeks I helped put the tires on
engine wheels.
Maybe you don't know that engine
wheels have tires. Well, changing an automobile tire
is

child's

changing

The

work compared to
one on an engine.
heated

tires are

carried

We

first.

them from the

fire,

bal-

anced in the middle of a long
rod. For a real thrill you should
try running with one, and keeping perfect balance. If the tire
started to slide there was nothing to do but to drop the rod
and run.

to

one cents an hour and
I never felt that I was
taking money that
didn't belong to me.
Frequently I worked
sixteen hours a day.

on
re-

AVlren

markable

genius for
"passing the buck". I
would open the mail

tant
ager.

I

the

left

I

company

in the morning, parcel
out the work, including my own, and disappear for most of the

was

assis-

production manThat has ahvays

been a source of gratto me.
Most

ification

the

of

other

fellows

who were working

day.

to-

ward

executive posts
were graduates of tech-

It must have palled
on Mr. Connard after
a time, for he shipped

me

ing.

be pretty good for those
days. I earned seventy-

to place a

emphasis

been the man at fault. I would have started out the
minute the engine landed and I would still be travel-

The wages were supposed

was seventeen.
'Tresh" was a mild
name for it. I had
three people working
under me, and when I
say they worked under
me,

I

went oft the track into the pit. I remember it cost
175,000 to repair the engine. It must have been an
awful lesson to somebody. I would have hated to have

II

CONTRARYof

mind.

I poured iron.
I worked in the storeroom.
painted the roof. I worked in the drafting department.
For several weeks I was a machinist's helper in the
round house. Once somebody forgot to close the
throttle on one of the revolving blocks, and an engine

airings.

nical

to the Rider-Ericc-

ness

son Engine Company
at
Waldron, New
York. My days of easy
living were over.
It
seems to me that I did
just about everything
there but actually taking the engines out for

50

schools.

The

railroad

might

come my

busi-

have

life's

beprofes-

I was suddenly
taken with a bad case

sion but

The

smiling boy

became

a

star.

Montgomery
and

as he
is

who

of \\'anderlust. And no
money to gratify the

Bob
was

ihan one way to take

desire.

[Conl.

Theic
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D

ORFDT

OB
Q
*^

is

at work at the

M-G-M

play "Private Lives" with

/U<^KIT(~r^AAFPY
MUlNlt^UMtKT

studio on the Noel

Norma

Shearer.

Coward

This co-starring

most perfect support and is
P'^" assures both players of the
expected to bring even the ticket seller into the theatre

MAY be that this photograph is on Doris Warner's dressing table.
Anyhow, Doris who is the pretty daughter of the president of Warner
Brothers, and David who is related to Lady Diana Manners Cooper are hapT

3v about sonnethina.

Perhaos

it

is

Dave's new picture "The Rulinq Voice"

LONGWOBIH

1

HE Paramount

soon be together

his acquaintance with "The First Laos
and Ruth have finished "Once a Lady" and wil
another picture called "Tomorrow and Tomorrow" Ruth ha:

cat

of the Screen".
in

is

very proud ot

Paul Lukas

the happy faculty of making

hits

without waiting for the author to catch ui

a s h

1

These gorgeous gowns

o n s
were

created

fi

Mr. Edward Stevenson, Creator ofFashio)

These nafty blue

sailor trousers

are completed with a soft blue

crepe blouse, open at the

and

Jean

The

in

a chartreuse green crepe.

bodice

follows

waist line which

is

the

skirt is

made

molded to

in

fit

|

empire

]

emphasized by

a sunburst ray of bugle

Th*

necl;,

becoming to
Jean Harlow

particularly

beads.

vertical flares

the figure

**

FBAlfEf

n WarXovo, the United Artists star, hy

Blakcly House, Las Angeles, California

Jean

is

striking

skin satin

this fascinating

in

evening gown.

ing diagonal bands

in

It

is

black and white angel

distinguished by

its

cross-

black satin which widen into circular

panels at the side, with a dolman sleeved jacket banded
at the cuff with silver fox

At the
this

right

—Violet blue crepe and

afternoon dress.

ing the skirt

in

a

The blouse

is

satin are

combined

in

of the satin side, join-

deep V with the crepe worked up to a
high line at the side

Marian

in

created

by

jacquatte

a

is

pajama

gorgeous

The

Hickson.
of

red

outfit

smart

Lyons

velvet,

little

the

trousers are of gold metal cloth and the

turban

is

of

draped gold metallic cloth

V^his

is

Marian

in

a Sally

Milqrim street costume
of

wood

ntch
s

tan tweed with

gills

trimming.

particularly

because

it

— Lace

It

becoming
proclaims

Marian's careless youth

Satin

is

satin

long

smart

dinner gown
fitted

Marsh.

i$

— And what

smart

smarter than

be

could

It

with

lace

black

cire

yoke

and

by Marian
creation of Sally Milqrim

sleeves
is

this

as

worn

s

la

h

1

o n

for

th

c

ocia
of

a

Debutante's

Day

Marian Marsh, Warner

star,

sponsors this evening gown of

white net with pastel colored appliqued flowers created by
Sally Milgrim.

at

the

natural

Note the narrow shoulder straps, the flower
waistline and the molded efFect until it

reaches out

Marian

wears

black

a

in

a beautiful

full

skirt

velveteen

formal afternoon suit trimmed with

dawn grey

fox,

The hat

son.

created by Hickis

of

with three tone blue feather tips,

the

bag

is

Marian

in

Thorpe

negligee

a

stunning

Jay-

black velvet

colored

of black suede with a

of

transparent

velvet.

The collar and cuffs are edged

pearl frame, the shoes are of black
1^

suede with an ivory buckle

orchid

with moleskin

AN ACTOR

when he has earned the honor of being grouped
Fredric March has won this high place and is
with the great stars of the past.
Here
making the Robert Louis Stevenson masterpiece "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde".
becomes
the
hideous
later
Mr.
Hyde
who
doctor,
he is as Dr. Jekyll, the popular London
i

is

only cast

in classic roles

"
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Are You Helen Hayes Conscious?
[Continued from page 25]

One doesn't spend almost an
course.
entire lifetime in the theatre without acof acquaintances
through the
and friends. Her
studio was a constant procession of droppings-in-to-see people and of gay hellos.
The telephone at her home and in her new
green-and-silver dressing room rang con-

cumulating a long

list

first trip

stantly.

There was no swank, no big-star highabout this young lady from
Broadway. She has had homes all over
Coming to Hollywood was
the country.
merely moving into another, which she
had often visited but in which she had
hattishness

never lived.
I met Miss Hayes on one of the sound
She was
stages in the M-G-M studios.
quite grand that day, that is, as grand as
an even five feet and a hundred pounds
and twinkling brown eyes can be grand.
She was dressed in a very low-cut and
very trainy white satin evening gown of
a yesterdav's generation. Her brownishblonde hair was piled high in little ringlets
o^ her head.
"They say that making motion pictures
is

you have to
them both," she laughed,

like eating olives,

like

learn to
settling

gingerly in a folding chair so as not
to muss the white satin folds of her gown.
"They sort of bewilder you at first. It's
so different from what you expect.

that they are far greater artists than any
one gives them credit for being. They
work under difficulties which people of the

We, at
stage don't know how to face.
least, can build our scenes, naturally and
They have to cut off
in ascending force.
dramatic moments and
again where they left off in a
former scene. I take my hat off to them,
everyone."
This, from Helen Hayes, whom many
critics have acclaimed as the greatest of
the younger generation of American
their emotions at

start right in

"But after a few weeks of experience in
game, I've come to the conclusion

their

girl

ever

come

A year

or so later mother
to

New York and

and daughter
followed Mr.

Within a very few
instructions.
weeks Helen was playing a child comedy
sketch with the Lew Fields' company.
From fourteen to seventeen Helen went
She
to school at a Washington convent.
won all the debating contests, was the
Fields'

and

settle

down

life

that's the fact that I have a face.
the stage it didn't matter. But when
I'm in front of the cameras, I get all faceconscious."

and

On

Sam Goldwyn and Ronald Colman must

ring leader in all the school theatricals
ancl seriously considered giving up her
stage ambitions to become a nun.
But when she was offered the leading
role in "Pollyanna", because the New
York managers had not forgotten the little

have

gotten

Helen-Hayes-face-conscious

too, for hardly had Helen taken a deep
breath after completing her first picture
than she was summoned over to the

Artists lot to play the little nurse
loved a doctor in "Arrowsmith". A

United

who

packed her bag and
her mother and was back on Broadway
before her family realized what was hap-

who

I will retire

with Charlie and Mary.
Mary will be almost twelve then and she'll
need me more than she does now when
she's such a tiny thing."
Miss Hayes stood up because her maid
wanted to fix her dress for the next scene.
As she powdered her face she laughed,
"Oh, I've discovered another thing, too,

to a quiet

for her."

went up

Then

years.

York, look me up," he told Mrs.
Brown, Helen's mother, while Helen listened with wide eyes, "and I'll find a place

New

girl

great personality.

terminated.
"Before Mary was born, I never planned
very definitely for the future," Miss Hayes
said that day on the sound stage, "I always
thought of myself as acting until I was too
old to act any more. I couldn't imagine
any life away from the theatre.
"But now I have very definite plans as to
the future. I want to work for ten more

liked me and through the next several
seasons, he called me whenever there was
a juvenile part in the plays."
Then Lew Fields came to town and

to

she

and became famed as "The Act of God"
baby because a court ruled that a baby
came under the Act of God classification
for which theatrical contracts might be

"You see," she continued, "I have
known nothing but the stage all my life.
I started when I was six, playing a child's
part in the stock company in my home
The manager
town of Washington.

saw the child Helen.
"If you and the Httle

this year,

It was "Coquette" which brought her
her greatest fame and her greatest happiness. During the time of playing the little
southern girl who walked quietly out of
the room and shot herself, she met and
married young Charles MacArthur, newspaper man, playwright and very swell
And it was also during "Coperson.
quette" that Mary MacArthur was born

actresses.

down

"I have learned one thing, however,"
she went on, seriously now, "and that is a
great new respect for the picture actors.
I might as well confess that we veterans of
the stage looked with a sort of mature
condescension on their artistic ability.
We didn't take them seriously as actors.
We admitted the force of their personalities and decided that it was through a
screenable charm that they gained their

pening. And, until June of
has continued on the stage.

"lilted", she

—

team that Helen Hayes
Ronald Colman! You'll love it.

great

and

Talkies in Tabloid
[Continued from page 10]

GAY DIPLOMAT.
THE
Good

Well, here's your newest
heart-throb, girls, step

up and meet Mr.

right

and then manages things the way he
wants them, until— Kay Francis and Madge
Evans are splendid.

other,

>—'#"—

(Radio)
est

Ivan Lebedeff, the nearthing we have to the late Rudy Valen-

tino

on the Hollywood

diet.

In this one

plays a handsome spv commanded to
make love to heaiitilul ladies tor intormation. There's an exciting climax. Genevieve
and Betty Compson are two of the
1 obin
beautiful ladies.

han

old storyrather exciting.
(Universal)
Another dumb newspaper reporter sets out to catch a murderer
and clean up a city. Of course the dopey
news hound wins out in the end by dumping all manner of crooks and nundcrers on
the city editor's desk with the scoop of the
year. l?.egis Toomey and Sue Carol are in it.

GRAFT
fair

It's

an

but

still

old,

„_,.#,.—«

GUILTY HANDS Do

you want

Good

fled?

(M-G-M)

tcrv

lo he bafWell, try this mysLionel
thriller.

Barrvmore, as a retired district attorney.
commits a murder, fastens the blame on an-

I

LIKE

NERVE

YOUR

romance you want,

If it's

try

this

Doug

lair

one.

Young

Naiional)

LARCENY LANE

Here

grand entertain)ames Cagney
pi.,ys ^ si'nall town bellhop with ambitions for big town shakedown. He picks a girl and they spend a
But the girl
successful season of gyping.
goes noble and marries a society youth and
Sblendid

s

mcnt.

(Warners)

fcagnev loses interest in his racket. There's
a sinprise ending that's a knock-out. Joan
Blondell is the girl.
'—'%>
Get out vour
THE SIN OF
handkerchief.
CLAUDET
(M-C-M)
|,„. ^\^\^
Fair
Neil Hamilton
is an okl-lashioned weepic.
is up to his old tricks again- luring a ])retty

MADELON

on the pretense of marriage. He
disappears and Lewis Stone is left to console
the girl (Helen Hayes) who has a baby and
a lot of disillusions. Helen has to become a
bad girl to be a good mother— or osmething
girl a\\'ay

like that.

— —

does a Fairbanks

Senior and cavorts all
over South America, rescuing a damsel in
distress, climbing balconies, and doing daring deeds. I^oretta ^oung is the damsel.
^First

,

MAD

A

GENIUS.

powerful picture with

.John Barrvmore turning
Good
in an im])ressi\e per(Tarners)
He plays a
formance.
cripple who longs to be a great dancer and
fuKills his own dreams through a foundling

THE

whom

he

trains.

There

is

a blood-curdling

climax.

MAGNIFICENT
LIE, THE
Fair

ll^iis

picture

is

Ruth

Chatterton and not nuith
If you're a Chatelse.

(Paramoiinl)

K-rton fan you'll bug it
nou'h' i\ot you'll probRuth phus the role of .1
ably be bored.
hard-boiled little cafe singer who impei
sonales a famous I'icnch actress to appeas;'
a blind bo\ (Ralph Bellam\). Stuart l-'.rwin
gives a spletulid pet foi niann'.
to yoin- heart,

and

if

[Coiilinucd

(lu

/"ii;c

<)l']
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"Be Yourself," Says Polly

December 1931

M oran, "Like Me and Garbo"

[Continued from page 43]

she did, the reason for those old slippers.
"Oh, well," she said when someone remarked what a good sport she was to tell
so many jokes on herself, "What's the use
of my putting on airs?
I'm just Polly

Moran and

I

else.

is

to

makes up
do next.

its

mind what

picture

"I'm just the way I am, and I can't
help it," Polly went on to say. "Besides,
I never saw anyone get much the worst
of it because they remained the way the
Lord made them.
"Who's the biggest money maker in
pictures today?
Greta Garbo, isn't it?
Well, being herself hasn't kept her back
any that

I

can

And

see.

if there's

one

natural person in the world and no other,
Greta's it.
And there's Clara Bow.
Clara's been in a tough spot recently, but
for years she was one of the three biggest

and Jockey

It certainly

had

way I do now."
Good old Polly.

No longer twenty,
Pretty feet, pretty ankles,
dancing in a string of personal appear-

up and they blow away.
"I love to cook too, but I gave that
pastime up long ago. I couldn't stand the

it.

Q^

1

'

1 1

cramDiea o tills

n M T P Q T ^A/
M
D C
CONTEST
WINNERS!
T

XT

The

for

my

was good

just taken her

family

it's

She
and her

for Polly's.

makeup

off

that in the future," said she, screwing
her hair into a bun on the top of her
head because it was cooler that way.
"I'm going to be tramping about on this
tour until the first of the year and then go
back to do a picture.
"Weren't we talking about real people
last time I saw you?
Well, take a slant

Marie Dressier if you want to see one.
Marie thought she was through a few
years ago.
Did she bleach her hair and
have her face lifted trying to compete with
Anita Page? She did not. She just went
at

right along like the ace trouper she is,
playing the bits they gave her to do so
well that they even had to cut those
down so's the public wouldn't make the
mistake of thinking she was the star. And
now she is a star, and if I know Marie it
won't swell her up a bit."
Polly Moran doesn't crave stardom for
herself any more than she thinks Marie

Dressier did.

"Too much responsibility. Say, I'm
so grateful to be earning a fine salary at

my age and be able to have my family
with me.
What more out of life does
anyone want?
Believe me, I'm not
crabbing. As long as I can laugh and as
long as I can make other people laugh I
wouldn't swap jobs with a Queen."

Editors of the Scrambled Stills

contest

P"^^

pay

was pink and white, like a child's.
"What's going to be your next picture?"
" 'Politics' certainly had them
I asked.
holding their sides. I hope the fact that
Marie Dressier has been made a star
won't break up your team work altogether."
"I don't know what will happen about

Club.'

—

to

skin

My

A

had

This humidity's hard to bear but
grand for the complexion."

"And

the books I read? Deah, deah!
library.
Well, my second choice is
Samuel Johnson and Les Miserables. I
began that when I was a mere slip of a
girl, just fourteen I was that summer, and
now I've reached the closing chapters.
"I know I ought to say that I love to
don my hostess pajamas and a picture hat
and cut roses in my garden. But what I
really love to do is to get into my overalls,
drag some old furniture into the back
yard and paint it. Yes, and I love to go
shopping at the Piggly-Wiggly stores and
bump through that little turnstile they
have and fill my basket with all those
fascinating things on the shelves, such as
rinso and catsup.
"Walks in the rain I adore. But you
have to think fast to get a walk in the rain
in California.
They'll put me out of the
state for saying so, but a woman hasn't a
show out here why women don't even
die!
This alkali dust just withers them

I

sonal appearance.
From the grins and
chuckles in the audience which grew into
loud guffaws at Polly's sprightly Hollywood patter I would say that MetroGoldwyn-Mayer knew their stuff. After
the act I mounted to her dressing room
one flight above the stage. Polly was on
one chair, her feet were on another. It
was a sweltering day and five shows are
no fun. She was a bit limp but cheerful
as usual. "Park yourself over there," she
waved toward a couch. "My, but it's hot.

in pictures and Clara
never tried to put it over that she was
Lady Vere de Vere.
"I don't mean people shouldn't try to
improve themselves. If you are born in
one station in life and luck or your own
efforts place you in another, seems to me
an admirable thing to lift yourself to your
new surroundings. But there are two
ways of doing it. I've got plenty of respect
for those who do it the right way but you
couldn't print what I think of the ones
who do it the wrong way. Not that it
matters what I think.
"I'd just love to pretend to be an exotic
movie star and tell you that I adore
Coudray's Jasmine. But murder will out.
My favorite perfumes are Musk, White Rose

A

I

she

bills

afterwards.

money makers

—

SI

"But do you know what I like to do
most of all? Go to picture shows. Yep, I
do.
And if someone gives a fine performance I just can't wait to get my fan
letter written.
Listen, I've said enough
for one day.
I gotta go back on the set."
All that happened in Holl^'wood. The
other day, both of us being now in New
York, I dropped into the Capitol Theatre
where she is making the inevitable per-

M-G-M

if I

the ink was dry on his contract.
There
wasn't even a candlestick bought outright.
Something went wrong.
His option
wasn't renewed and well you know
what creditors are.
So unreasonable.
That sort of thing links Hollywood up
with the rest of the world, but I must
say it really is hard on the kids in Hollywood, until they've had their lesson.
There are literally thousands of people
trying to sell you things out here. Strict
as the studio rules are they even get on
the lot.
combination of reasons makes
people buy. Sometimes they think they
want the stuff; sometimes it's an inability
to say get out!
Firm, like that!" Polly
banged an imaginary door. "But they
learn.
One morning they wake up.
After that, pity the salesman.
"That isn't Polly Moran.
None of
that stuff for me, my heart won't stand it.
Every week's a thrift week in my life.
I go to all the parties, but I never give
any! (Oh Polly, you big fibber.) Why, I
couldn't get a crowd in my house!"
"You could have a swimming party in
your pool," said I, trying to help out.
"In my pool! I haven't got any pool.
I hate 'em anyway, dirty, smelly things,
like a clinic with all that disinfectant they
put in them.
bath tub is good enough
for me
when I want a swim I go to
the ocean.
Why, it costs a fortune to
keep one of those things going. No sir,
not for Polly.
My money goes in the
bank, and so far it hasn't blown up.
I
live in a seventy-five dollar a month house
and run it on the same scale.
"You see I have a young son and a
mother and myself at sixty-five to think
about.
When I get to be sixty-five I
won't be so strong on galloping about the

and what of

may

Besides, I'd

did try. Same
as I have almost died laughing at some of
these kids who take themselves too seriously.
They come out here and suddenly
they land something.
They find themselves with more money than they thought
existed in the world, and they lose their
heads.
They learn, most of them do,
after a year or two and settle down into
being their own lovable selves. But the
things they do before that happens!
"Why, one boy got a house and furnished it on the instalment plan before

—

doctor

be, because she feels better about it
than sitting on her piazza in Hollywood,
drawing her salary for loafing, which
she could do under her contract, until

wouldn't get away with

trying to be anybody
die laughing at myself

ances.
Trailing over the country in the
sweltering heat or bitter cold as the case

wm

announce the fortunate
^^^^'^^ SCREEN

I

for January

!
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nto your cKeeks tnerc comes

new

a

mysterious

GLOW!
INTO CHEEKS

touched with almost magical

Princess Pat rouge, there

new beauty —
glorious, yet

underg/ow

color that

comes mysterious
is

vibrant, intense,

suffused with a soft, mystical

that

makes

brilliancy natural

No woman

ever used Princess Pat rouge for
time without being amazed. Accustomed to ordinary rouges of one flat, shallow
tone, the youthful, glowing naturalness of
Princess Pat gives beauty that actually bethe

first

wilders, that thrills

beyond words to

describe.

The Life Principle of All Color is Glow
The mysterious fire of rubies, the opalescence
of opals, the fascinating loveliness of pearls

depend upon glow. Flowers possess velvety
depths of color glow. In a naturally beautiful
complexion there is the most subtle, beautiful
glow of all, the luminous color showing through
the skin

from

beneath.

then! All ordinary rouge hlots out glow.
On the contrary Princess Pat rouge imparts
even to palest complexions. The
glow
wonderful color you achieve seems actually

Exquisite, vivacioKS Genevieve Tobin, knows, as a charming
film star, the wondrous beauty of glowing Priiicess Pat Rouge.

Now,

—

to come from within the skin. It is sparkling,
as youth is sparkling. It is suft'used, modulated. It blends as a natural blush blends,

without definition, merging with skin tones
"painty"
so subtly that only beauty is seen

—

effect never.

Only

the "Duo=^Tone" Secret

This

Magic

Can Give

of Lifelike Color

No

other rouge can possibly beautify like
Princess Pat "duo-tone." Why? Because no
other rouge in all the world is composed of

two distinct tones, perfectly blended into one
by a very secret process. Thus each shade of
Princess Pat rouge possesses a mystical «wdcrglow to harmonize with the skin, and an
overtone to give forth vibrant color. Moreover Princess Pat rouge changes on the skin,
adjusting its intensity to your individual need.

Every Shade of Princess Pat Rouge
Matches Any Skin
Whether you are blonde or brunette, or any
type in between, any shade of Princess Pat
you select will harmonize with your skin. The
duo-tone secret gives this unheard of adapt-"
ability. And what a marvelous advantage;
for variations of your coloring are unlimited.
There are shades of Princess Pat for sparkle
and intensity when mood, gown or occasion

dictate brilliance; shades for rich healthful

shades that make cheeks demure; a
shade for wondrous tan; an exotic, glowing
under artificial lights.
shade for night
tints;

—

Be Beautiful as

You Never Were

Only when you try Princess Pat duo-tone
rouge will you realize its wonders. Today,
then, secure Princess Pat and discover how
gloriously beautiful you can be.

ROUGE

FREE! That's enticing. But more
ABSOLUTELY
an entirely new kind
with the already faPrincess Pat
mous inner tint secret of coloring lips naturally. Actually the rich glorious color imparted seems to come from
not to be "painted on."
within the lips themselves
Absence of waxy consistency permits this magical effect.
This is the famous inner tint secret.
LIP

than that,

—

it is

INDELIBLE.

.

Before

Princess Pat's thrilling new beauty is too
precious to defer. And words cannot adequately picture the effect upon your cheeks.

.

—

,

FREE

.

To receive your

free

box of

lip rouge,

this:
Just purchase a box of
Princess Pat ci)m/>t!(-/ rouge. In every
box, under the little puff, there is a
printed paper slip. Send this slip,
and the coupon below, to Princess

do

Pat. Your free box of lip rouge will
be sent at once.

PRINCESS PAT,

2709 So. Wells St., Chicago.
Dept. 15,S-C. Enclosed find paper slip from box
of Princess Pat compact rouge. I'ot this, send ine
free box of Princess Pat lip rouge.

PRINCESS PAT
LONDON

CH

I

C A

r.

O

State..

City
IN CANADA,

Q,J

CUUltrU

ST.,

TORONTO

.

)

i
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WHY® CHANGED-TO-MARLBORO CONTEST

Prize

ISft^

Charles Swartz,

A.n

me

cently advised

me

This made

human hands

that

more than twenty

City

manufacturer

soap

antiseptic

New York

different

disease

re-

carry

Marlboros on learn-

is one of the most
talked about pictures of
tj^g yg^^
^^out
life in a squalid New York tenement on a
hot sunnner day. Here are the people you
meet on city streets; here are the things
that happen only in large cities. There's a
tabloid murder that will turn on your tear
ducts and tug at your heart strings. The
entire cast is excellent, especially Sylvia Sidney and Estelle Taylor.

SUSAN LENOX,

HER FALL AND
RISE

AGE

more

MARLBORO

MODERN

fall for

Good
(Paramount)

Talkies in Tabloid
Janet Gaynor and Char-

Farrell get just a little
too sugary in this
one. It's about a young
but proud, who struggles to
lie

bit

write classics when he should be dashing
out jazz to pay the rent. The little house
maid falls in love with him. She inherits
a million and he becomes a famous composer, so

what more do you want?

PALMY DAYS

Eddie

Stlendid

"Depression

Ex-

plainer" Cantor is a riot
There isn't
(his one.

(Uniied Artists)

any plot to speak of, but there's lots of fun
with Eddie singing songs in an ultra modern
Charlotte Greenwood
(lough-nut factory.
helps out in the funny business. If you're
feeling low, call on Dr. Cantor at your local

— —

theatre.

PENROD AND

many a
get many

Youngsters and

SAM

grown-up

Good

will

laugh out of Booth
{First National)
Tarkington's famous boy
siory.
Not as good as "Skippy" but you'll
Leon Janney and
enjoy it just he same.
lunior Coghlan are grand in the leading
|)arts.
ZaSu Pills. Doroth) Peterson ancl
Matt Moore are he adults.
a

I

I

a wealthy ^voman and gets involved in all
Mary Boland, Gene
kinds of adventures.
Raymond and Pat O'Brien are in the cast.

^..^

POLITICS
Good

Fair
{Paramount)

Nancy
in

this

one

as

Irish gill

who

New

'S'ork

w

illi

and longs to Imak a\\a\ from
c.vistenc:-.
She h( <<)ni( s a personal
life

appears

Carroll
is

a little
fed up

tenement
iier drab
luaitl

to

—

great deal can

happen

in

twenty-four

hours

and

this picture sets oiu

^j.^^,^ j^j^j

^^Jch

Moran

ROAD TO RENO.
THE

night club hostess and a gangster and a
society couple are involved, and there's a
neat little murder and solution.
You'll
be crazy about Miriam Hopkins as the night
club hostess who sings torch songs.

T'WENTY

desert the stock

Good

This is the first of the
Reno-vated divorce pictures. It's about a mod-

(Paramount)

ern mother

This

is

who

can't

a chap
leave
the
horses alone and a gal

GRAND

Marie Dressier and Polly

(M-G-M)
market (and who hasn't?)
and the beauty "shoppes" and go in for
Marie,
politics— with screaming results.
with Polly as her manager, runs for the
Mayorship of a small town and gets involved in all sorts of political and household battles. William Bakewell and Karen
Morley supply the romance.

Good
(Universal)

^^.jjo

about

sticks

by-through

thick rolls and thin.
There's a handsome
gangster chief who tries to get in some
dirty work with the lass but she's true
to her race track boy friend. Splendid cast
includes
Mae Clarke, Norman Foster,
Ricardo Cortez and Marie Prevost.

WATERLOO

Here

BRIDGE

enacted

Excellent
( Universal

girl

who

is

a fine, beautifully
drama of the
late war.
It's the story
of an English music hall
forced by poverty to ply "the
is

Tashman) who takes darling daughter along
to Reno with her to get her fourth divorce.

oldest trade" on Waterloo Bridge. One night
she meets a yoinig idealistic soldier who falls
in love with her. Does she reveal her past?

The

Mae

(Lilyan

and a dastardly blackmairy Mama for her money.
It's lots of fun and I.il gives a swell performance.
Peggy Shannon^ Buddy Rogers and
William Boyd are in it.
girl falls in love

guard

tries to

SHANGHAIED
LOVE

This one's about a cruel

captain sailing the
briny cleep with a shang{Colinnbia)
There's a
haied cre^v.
mysterious gal on board, a youngster tie"—
cides 10 save her from "worse than death
and so it goes. Sally Clane, Noah Beery
and Ridiard Crom\vell struggle with the
Fair

PERSONAL
MAID

A

A

[Continued from page 59]

(Fox)

rise

Neil Hamilton and Monroe OwsJoan and Neil wins. Poor
You'll like the new blonde Joan
bear with the picture for her sake.

both
Monroe.
ley

HOURS

composer, poor

again

above
story.
In
(M-G-M)
this one she lives with
her not'^o-nice mother in Paris and they go
places and do things that are smart and

T'WENTY-FOUR

Fair

Crawford

Joan

struggles to
a mediocre

Fair

and

ANN

hit that
at the

up

shocking.

cents
in price
5

MERELY MARY

will line 'em

sinning Susan Lenox,
runs away on her wedding day, joins a circus, falls in love, runs away again, falls in
love again and marries. Sounds confusing—
but it's all done in the grand Garbo manner. Clark Gable is the leading man. GableGarbo, what more can you ask?

THIS

only

Another Garbo

box office. Greta, the
more sinned against than

^MGM)

ing they carried Health Insurance.

...55% more
in safety and
enjoyment at

This

(United Artists)

big way, unless the pack contained Marlboros.

this hazard! I switched to

Robinson
G.
a fascinating and
high-powered perform-

Stlendid

germs in a

packing eliminates

Edward
gives

(Warners)

STREET SCENE

germs.

Tips down

Good

ance in this story of a small-town gambler
who invades the big cities and makes good
—also as a gambler. But he's nuts about
blondes and through them the District Attorney gets him and signs him up for the
Big House.

realize that the friendly, "Have

a cigarette" entailed an exchange of

SMART MONEY

poor material.

sea

^vill

Clarke and Kent Douglass are grand and
bring tears of sympathy to the old eyes.

'WEST OF
BROAD-WAY

John Gilbert

plays the
part of a lad who reGood
turns from France with
(M-G-M)
T. B. and is ordered to
hit for Arizona at once. The fact that his
girl has given him the air sets him goofy,
and while he's painting the old town scarlet
After the
he marries a not-so-nice girl.
hang-o\er he leaves abruptly for the open
like
spaces— but the girl follows,
'^'ou'll
|olui ill this one.
Lois Moran and Madge
F.\ ans are his "iris.

—

—
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may never be

repeated

10 Exquisite Toiletries
would cost you

tliat
Here
ever

is

one of the most amazing offers

made

to American

women. An

offer

so remarkable that no retail merchant,
large or small, could hope to duplicate it.
Just think These are not sample packages.
They are all full-size packages exactly
!

—

the same size and exactly the same quality
as our regular store packages. But instead
of costing you $8.50 as they would if sold
thru stores, the Coupon brings them to you
for only 99 cents and a few cents postage.

We

making a tremendous sacrifice in
Treatment and Makeup Packages to you for 99 cents, as you
are

selling these Milaire

can easily see from the suggested retail
prices for these identical Milaire Beauty
Preparations. We are doing this only because we know that once you try them
once you see for yourself what marvelous
values they are you will come back to
us again and again for Milaire Toiletries.

—

Coupon brings

tliese

lO Preparations for
99^ and postage
$1.00 Box Milaire Complexion Powder

— Evening Sbade.

An exquisite powder, delightfully

perfumed and exceedingly adhesive,

$1.00 Box Milaire Complexion Powder

— Special Blend — Daylight Shade. This Special Blend

has been prepared especially for daytime use. It
is delicately perfumed and exceedingly adhesive.

at least

$8.50

into the skin, cleansing every pore of dirt and foreign matter, keeping the skin soft, firm and youthful
Daintily perfumed with Jasmine odor.
.

$1.00 Jar Milaire Waterproof Creme

Rouge —

a special blending of colors that harmonizes with any complexion It is very adhesive,
is not affected by moisture and is very economical.
Comes in an attractive package convenient for
your purse,

10 in the Treatment and
Make-up Package for a limited
time only for the Coupon and
All

$1.00 Milaire Skin Tonic and Freshener

—

In addition to its tonic effect, this splendid preparation is a mild astringent, which reduces the size of
enlarged pores, refines, refreshes the skin. Essential
when cleansing face and neck with cleansing cream.

Balm—

Lavender,
This
75c Milaire Frost
Milaire preparation will soften, bleach and beautify
your hands as nothing else can. It is splendid for
rough or chapped hands or face. You will be particularly impressed by its heavy, creamy consistency.
Note great improvement after second application.

75c Bottle Milaire Brilliantine. In reality
is more than a Brilliantine. It is actually a permanent wave oil. You can use it freely after getting
your permanent wave. It will help to keep your
wave in longer and add loveliness to your hair.
You should always use a little after shampooing
the hair, as it imparts a beautiful lustre to the
hair, gives it life and elasticity and prevents it from
becoming brittle. Perfumed with Jasmine odor.

—

plus postage

Send ISo Money
Merely Mail Coupon

this

75c Milaire Cocoanut Oil Shampoo
a great cleanser which leaves the hair and scalp free
from excess oil and dandruff. Free from any superneutral and harmless to the hair.
fluous alkalies

—

7Sc Bottle Milaire BathCryslals make your
bath a real delight because they stimulate the skin
and impart a delightful odor to the body and room.
You will be charmed by the beauty of this package

Coupon
For One Milaire Make-up Set
MILAIRE COMPANY.

1044 Irma Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Send me one Milaire Treatment and Make-up

Package, containing the 10 regular store-size Milaire

Beauty Preparations, as described in this advertisement. I will pay the postman only 99 cents plus
postage upon delivery.

Name

.

and the refreshing Geranium leaf odor.

50c Bottle Milaire Liquid Nail Enamel

—

Imparts a beautiful, transparent. waterproof finish
to the nails. Contains j ust enough rose coloring to
give the nails that beautiful blush tint they should
Sl.OO Jar Milaire Cleansing
have. One application lasts a week or 10 days.
Will not crack or peel.
3 beautiful, snowy white cream which literally melts
Copyright, 1931, Milaire C.v

Cream—

sold separately

if

City.

State
Silver
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The

New

Life of Lila

Lee

[Continued from page 45]

had been confined

to that hospital in order
to ask myself that one thing:
What have
I done worth while?

"Now

have a new purpose. It is nothI ask no publicity for it.
It is
something bigger than publicity; it is
something in my own heart. It is something that happened to me as I lay in the
I

ing showy;

hospital

and thought of the thousands who

should be resting in cots beside me but
lacked the money. Those thousands
are the ones my sanitarium will benefit."
Lila is extremely sincere; that is why I

who

believe in her.

If she

Hollywood whooping

were racing around
praise to

God and

new Angel of
Mercy, I'd fling up my hands and think
of an evangelist whose specialty is a noisy
glory be to Lila Lee, His

voice.

not the only star who harbors
such humane purposes. There are Richard
Arlen and his wife, Jobyna Ralston, for
instance. They weren't always rich. They
worked long and hard to accumulate the
money that now provides them comparative luxuries. For several years they have
been enjoying the fruits of their efforts
without giving much thought to other
folks.
True, Dick would occasionally say
to Joby, as they lounged on the deck of
Lila

is

would have been

a-

happy

Godsend."

One

hot afternoon last summer Dick
stopped to buy a newspaper from the boy
who sells them on a corner near the studio.
As he paid, he looked at the newsboy.
The urchin's face was white and drawn.
"You ought to have a rest, sonny,"
Dick said to him, not thinking much about

what he was
The boy

saying.

laughed
"Rest?" he answered.

a little bitterly.
"I can't afford no
vacation. Jeez, Mr. Arlen, us guys ain't
got money like you.
I work Sundays,
holidays and Christmas."
.\11 the way to his home, Dick thought
about that poor kid. When he reached the
house, he sprawled in his favorite big
chair and told Jobyna how the boy's

words had affected him.
That started
Jobyna thinking also. Next day she did
some investigating and discovered that
they could send a boy to their ranch,
located in Northern California, for about
twenty dollars. He could spend a month
there, live outdoors all the time and
fish and ride to his heart's content.
The following night she and Dick talked

days

iays'

ranch for one month. The summer after
that, they hope to send twenty or more.

"This certainly beats the old

when we wondered where the next
meal was coming from and when a few
vacation on a boat or anywhere

interest it w ill earn
will also increase until Jobyna and Dick
will have enough set aside to give a hun-

dred or more poor youngsters wonderful
holidays ever^'

summer.

For a number of years, Lew Cody has
performed a strange service to mankind.

He

has entertained in prisons and penitenand won thousands of unusual
friends.
Scores of men, just released from
tiaries

things over and, as a consequence, the
Arlens are setting aside a sum of money
every month for what they call their Kids
Vacation Fund. Next summer they expect
to send at least ten street urchins to their

their yacht,

As the fund grows, the

these institutions, have gone to Cody and
been supplied with new clothes and fresh
starts in life.
Lew's secret longing is to

operate a farm where he may employ
men who are worthy but have made missteps.
The outdoor work, he is positive,
will not only rebuild their health but
provide regular wages.
Ann Harding, always endowed with
ideas that are different, has her own individual way of doing kind acts.
She
isn't planning for the future, either; Ann
is doing her kind deeds now.
At regular
intervals, she visits the slums of Los Angeles.
There she meets with many pitiful
cases and she is today a fairy godmother
to several
to enlarge

ished her screen career.
God grant them great and lasting success.
Great is the relief to find, among the
selfish, self-centered millions,

many whose

minds are concerned with the
Christmas.

Between
. .

needy families. Ann's dream is
on this work when she has fin-

friends

and between smokes
When

the embers burn low in the fireplace,
and you're ready for that last smoke refresh your taste-sense with the cool, minty
flavor of Beech-Nut Gum. No, it's not just

—

—
—

imagination Beech- Nut makes your tastesense keener makes each smoke taste like
first one of the day. Try it yourself before
you light the next one
And remember

the

.

always, there
flavorful as

Made

is

.

.

no other gum

quite so

Beech-Nut.

by the Beech-Nut Packing Co., also
makers of Beech-Nut Fruit Drops and Alints.

spirit

of
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RONALD COLMAN
THE UNHOLY GARDEN"
UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE
A stirring

romance of desert outlawry with Fay Wray
Taylor and Warren Hymer,

Estelle

ANY MAN, WOMAN, BOY OR GIRL CAN TRY
Not necessary to be a "writer." Nothing to buy or sell. No cost,
no obligation. "The Unholy Garden" ends with an unusually
surprising climax, yet it might have ended in many other ways.
The $1,000.00 will be awarded to the person who sends in the
best suggestion for an ending for this great drama, regardless of
whether or not that ending follows the ending of the picture as
it will be shown. A brief unfinished outline of the story appears
below. How would you end it? Just write us in a few words (not
more than fifty words) your suggestion for ending this story.
That's all you will have to do to win this prize. No matter Who
you are, your suggestion can win $1,000.00. It's the clearness of
thought and originality behind your suggestion that count. Send
your suggestion now. Win $1,000.00 in cash. Read the brief outline of the story of this great movie:

Not

Ronald Colman. as Barrington Hunt, an international crook fleeing the European police on a
charge of murder he did not commit, reaches the
desert settlement of Orage, known as "The Unholy
Garden." There he finds a gang of criminals plotting to murder the blind old Baron de Jonghe and
rob him of the millions he had stolen from a
French bank twenty years before.
Ronald accepts the gang's proposal that he locate
the treasure the old Baron was guarding. While
doing this he meets the Baron's beautiful niece,
Camille. They fall in love. Later the Baron is found
dead. Learning that Ronald has found the money,
the gang, known as "The Family," decide to kill
him. Camille, thinking Ronald ki'lled her uncle,
vows to deliver him up to the gang, but can't resist
shielding him when the time to give him up comes,
so great is her love. Then she discovers his innocence and offers to go away with him. Now Ronald
is free to escape with Camille and the millions. But
should he? Should he ask the woman he loves to
share again the life of the fugitive from justice?

necessary to subscribe to or purchase this or

any other magazine

to

win

this prize.

to take up his exile? What should
is what we want you to tell us
give us your suggestion now. Just write it on
a piece of paper not more than 50 words.
It is easy to think of an ending to this story, and the ending
that you think of may be the one that wins the $1,000.00.

Can he permit her
Ronald do? That

MOVIE

.

Nothing more

.

—

.

to

do to win this prize.

RULES FOR SUGGESTIONS
The publishers

of

"MOVIE ROMANCES,"

the largest

motion picture magazine in the world (over 1,000,000
through the courtesy of the United Artists offers
subscribers!)
any man, woman, boy or girl in the United States of America
this great opportunity to win $1,000.00 in cash simply tor sending
the best, clearest and most original idea for an ending to "The
Unholy Garden."
We are prompted to make this unusual offer because of our
desire to secure the opinion of the final judges of a motion picthe American public. Introducing a new departture's success
mental feature for our magazine, "MOVIE ROMANCES," in
connection with the great motion pictures of today, we decided
to make this prize offer and have chosen as the picture for which
your suggestion for an ending is to be sent, one of the greatest
and most stirring romances of the current motion picture year
"The Unholy Garden."
The following world-renowned authorities on motion picture production, criticism and dramatic endeavor will be the official judges
of the contest: Samuel Goldwyn and Ronald Colman, producer
and star of "The Unholy Garden," and William Fleming French,
editor of "MOVIE ROMANCES." Send your suggestion right
now while you think of it. It may mean $1,000.00 for you. Rush
it today. Address your suggestion to

—

—

—

—

E. C.

BENEDICT,

Anyone in the U. S. A. may enter a suggestion except employees
of "MOVIE ROMANCES" or of United Artists or any person employed by any motion picture producing company. The person who has sent
the suggestion for an ending of the story, "The Unholy Garden," which, in
the opinion of the judges is the best, clearest and most original suggestion,
with the
will receive $1,000,00. Neatness and handwriting has nothing to do
decision. Not necessary that endings follow the ending of the picture as it
considered.
will
be
words
than
fifty
of
more
suggestion
No
shown.
be
will
Only one suggestion will be accepted from one person or group of persons.
Sending more than one suggestion will cause all suggestions sent by that
person or group of persons to be discarded. Suggestions
which, because of their similarity, lead the judges to
believe that they are entered in collusion will be rejected. In case of duplicate winning suggestions, the
full amount of the prize tied for will be given to those
tying. Suggestions should be on one side of one sheet
of paper only and must be legible. Name of person
submitting it and address must be on same sheet. The
winning suggestion will become the property of
"MOVIE ROMANCES." All others will be destroyed,

"MOVIE ROMANCES" will not be responsible for lost
suggestions. All entrants accept the judges' decision as
final. All suggestions must be mailed not later than

midnight, December

Prize Dir. ''IVIOVIE ROfVIANCES,"

Room

31,

1931.

14,

500

N.

Dearborn

St.,

Chicago

"
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Novarro's Christmas Spirit
^Continued from page 20]

of that clan. Ramon had never
heard of him, but calling his mother, the
stranger was asked to establish his claim
to kinship with her who knew the family

member

connections better.
never heard of him,

Though
still

him

of his personality through his great desire
to please.

all

the

cousins to the forty-second degree to his
home and he was quite sure there could
not be another left even to the fifty-second
degree, a little old lady popped up who
Now Ramon
said she was his mother.
has the most adorable mother in the
world, he not only thinks so, but so would
you if you knew her. She has the face of
an angel, and though she is almost fifty-

two

LET THESE FAMOUS
FASHION AUTHORITIES

YOU OF TANGEE

TELL

famous
magazine, says:

"Natural color
the

the

is

mode

of

moment. The rouge and
which blend into the

lipstick

natural

tones

flesh

ones which

flatter

and which

alike,

fit

are
all

the

is

most per-

precisely what the

ness

Tangee preparations do."
JARDIN DES MODES of PARIS,

greatest

French fashion magazine, says:

""Flashy,

expensive ensemble. The Fashion this season is individual, romantic and feminine.
Tangee well answers these requirements,
because it blends with your individual,

®

natural coloring."

TATLER, famous LONDON authority, adds:
"Tangee gives to your lips the lovely glow
of youth, so rich in color and yet so natural
that it cannot he told from Nature's own."

$1.

the world's most famous Lipstick,

Permanent!

Natural!

New

Non-Greasy!

Tangee Theatrical, a special dark
Tangee LIPSTICK and Rouge
Compact for professional and evening use.
!

shade of

To Match Tangee

SEND

20^ FOR

Lipstick!

TANGEE BEAUTY SET

Containing miniature Lipstick, two Rouges,
Powder, two Creams and "The Art of Mal«e-up"

THE GEORGE
417 Fifth Avenue
hiame
Address

W

LUFT

of

reached

glaring lips can ruin the prettiest and most

Tangee,

still

beautiful.

And

if

you had

—

types

fectly into the fashion picture.

This

is

seen the Spanish version of "The Singer
of Seville" I would not have to describe
She played the part of the
her charm.
Mother Superior; the part that was
played by Nance O'Neill in the American
Like Ruth Chatterton's mother,
version.
she is a gifted pianist. And Ramon is so
devoted to her that recently he moved to
another home so that she would not have
so far to walk to church each day. In fact,
she is the orbit about which Ramon's

world moves.
So when the little old lady introduced
herself as his mother, Ramon, knowing
of course that she was one of those sad
creatures with a demented mind, did not
thrust her from his presence as an imposter, but kindly and with great tact,
saw that she was taken care of in fact
she is still on that great pension list of his.
Hearing of such magnanimity and big-

HARPER'S BAZAAR,

NEW YORK

—

CO., DEPT. SS 10

New York

heart
its

and

how

the

overflow

peak on Christmas day,

I

was

curious to know just what had prompted
And believing with Freud, or
all of this.
who ever the psychologist is, who says
that it is the impressions of childhood
which stamp themselves indelibly on our
sub-conscious minds, so that our character
makeups are dominated by our early
experiences I decided to find out about
that early boyhood of a star, who despite
nine years of prosperity has not forgotten
Most people, though
the less fortunate.
they have passed through poverty, quickly
forget their struggles after a few years of

and become callous. But it is said
Novarro never turns a deaf ear to an
appeal.
He may have been accused
by some of the Hollywood wags, of being
riches,

—

those superficial ones
eccentric
could not understand the emotional,
but no one
aesthetic side of his nature
has ever said he was "high hat" or unkind.
I
began my interview with asking,
"When you were a boy how did you obDid you believe in
serve Christmas?
Santa Claus and have a Christmas tree?"
"No, I never had a Christmas tree and
never heard of Santa Claus until I came
to the States," said Novarro.
"Oh!" and my tone was sympathetic.
Never to have heard of good old Santy
and never to have had a Christmas tree
seemed indeed a matter for tears. That
was why he made such a great-to-do
about the dav, now that he had monev

a

bit

who

But the next moment he painted a picof a Christmas which brought lo

ture

admit

to

Ramon had welcomed

after

other holidays

close, ac-

to the family circle.

And

all

so lavishly.

mind a Millet painting in its quaintness
and old world religious beauty. And
when Novarro talks one senses the warmth

had

she

his cousinship,

though remote was sufficiently
cording to the Novarro code,

and why he observed

—

"Beautiful and unique is the Mexican
celebration of the Christmas holidays.
The holidays begin with the posados.
'Posados' translated into English means
nine days, and are observed in commemoration of the nine day journey of Joseph

and Mary from Nazareth

to Bethlehem.
each posado, one of the families of
Durango, the Mexican town, \\here I
spent my childhood, gave over their house

On

of the evening.
Our
usually for the last
posado, Christjpas Eve. And there Nsas
great preparation for this, for when the
members of nine Mexican families gather
in one home, it is a small cro\Nd.
Our
family numbered fourteen at the time.
"On the first day of the posados, children
are chosen from the families to represent
Joseph and Mary. The playing of these
roles is an honor bestowed for good defor

the

festivities

home was chosen

—

portment
"Did you ever play the part of Joseph?"
I

asked.

"Yes, but I was not chosen because of
good deportment," and you have seen
that mischievous twinkle in his eyes.
"The other children," he went on, "and
the grown-ups form in a procession, each
person carrying a lighted candle as they
march to the house selected for that particular night, singing the litany.
The
child-actor, representing Joseph, knocks
on the door and in song begs for shelter

Mary. At first they pretend to refuse,
but after more acting and song, they are
admitted. Then follows a prayer before
the Naciemento, the crib scene of the
Holy Family in the stable at Bethlehem.
The rest of the evening is given to dancing

for

and a feast. Each night this is repeated,
a different house selected for the next
celebration. The whole journey of Joseph
and Mary until the birth of the Infant
Jesus in the manger, ending the celebration. Even the shepherd boys of the Bible
story are re-enacted. And as it is all done
in song it is very beautiful.
"On the last posado, the Holy Infant
is sung to sleep with the El Rorro, \\hich
translated into English means 'Babe in
Arms'.
It is the first and only cradle
song of Mexico.
M)' firet nicmor\- is of
She
hearing my mother sing this song.
had a beautiful \oice still has " And
again his dark eyes glo\\ ed \vith that great
love Ramon has for his mother.
"On Christmas Eve, religious playlets
were given which \\ere presented by the

—

—

children.
And for the supper of the evening an image of the Infant Jesus was
baked in bread which was hidden about

The

finder must give a feast.
the great fun of the evening.
Instead of a Christmas tree, Mexicans
have a pinata. The pinata is an earthen
pot filled with sweetmeats, candies and
co(iki(S.
One child is given a stick and

the patio.

Then comes

—
!

Silver Screen for
then turned about so that
he loses his sense of direction, and told to
break the pinata which is suspended from
the ceiling of the patio. As each child is
given only one chance, most of them tail.
"I never tried to be a Babe Ruth with
the pinata as the one breaking it is the
unlucky one, he must stop to remove his
before he can join in the
blindfold
scramble which follows."
No, I was decidedly wrong. It was not
the deprivation of Saint Nick and Yuletide
trees which had given Novarro the urge
blindfolded,

to celebrate the

day

so lavishly.

It

is

an

the family and community spirit of the celebration as he
knew it in his childhood.
I asked him what was the first Christeffort

to keep

up

mas present he remembered and

if it

were

participation in the posados as an
actor that had formed his liking for the

his

stage.

He said the first present he remembered
was a set of blocks his mother had given
him when he was three, but a miniature
theatre which she had given him when he
was six formed his ambition to become an

invited to the stage to be made the subjects
of the magician's tricks.
Gloria Swanson, wearing a light blue
evening wrap, had her wrap snatched
from her back by an unseen hand as she
Ruth Chatterton, as
crossed the stage.
she reached the center of the stage with her
marcel all in place, suddenly found a
at an
Marie Dressier found

brown derby perched on her head
Al Smith angle.

herself soaring to the flies of the theatre
like Little Eva in Uncle Tom's Cabin.
And Miss Dressier insists she did it so

gracefully that she
playing that role
enough for the part.

is

looking forward to
she grows old

—when

When Ramon

to

has smaller parties

few friends beside the family
are invited, he often has a pinata scramble.
An admirer, attending one of these parties, had expressed a wish to own the castanets which he used in "The Singer of
She found them in the pinata
Seville".
with a card bearing her name and a
fable about the castanets.
I am going to tell you this fable because

which

just a

then he told me how he and his
family celebrate Christmas in their big
house, which by the way is not in Beverly
Hills, but in the aristocratic old section of

disposition.

And

Los Angeles.
The whole family attends midnight
mass and then a buffet supper at home.
On Christmas day they have a turkey
dinner and keep open house to their
Sometimes they give a
friends all day.

The scene for these parties
large party.
usually in Novarro's private theatre
is
which is on the grounds of his home. It
about sixty persons and is equipped
with a curtain, lights, everything that a
seats

He

puts on
revues, musical comedies and operettas in
this theatre often using his family for the
For the Novarro family are very
cast.
There are four pianos in his
musical.
home. Ramon and his mother are talented

regular theatre boasts

of.

other members play different instruments.
It was in this theatre that he gave a
party on last Easter to which the "Who's
Who" of talkiedom were invited.
Mexican magician was there to entertain
with his tricks of magic. The guests were
seated in the auditorium and one by one

pianists.

The

A
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seems to me to cast a sidelight on Ramon's character; the mystic, small-boy
dreamer, who keeps on weaving fairy
and which is perhaps the
tales about life
secret of his Peter Pan, "never-grow-up"

actor.

I

Giris

it

DoWell in

—

The

castanets are

man and

wife.

The

one held in the right hand is the woman.
It is pitched in a higher key and chatters,
while the one held in the left hand is in a
lower key, answering the woman's chatter

O YOU

Listen for
with deep, concise answers.
this the next time you hear them used.
Another story which shows us the spirit
of Novarro. Last summer at the restoration
of the oldest street in Los Angeles, he was
asked to be godfather to the street.
The street, which is in the old Spanish
section,

with the

as

are

of equal ability.

—

girls as

making

$2,000,

well as
$4,000,

men
$5,000

— some much more.

y\rt is a vital part of modern busimillions of dollars are paid
ness
yearly for illustrations and designs.

—

in

— and

man

and $6,000 yearly

the midst of the celebration
asked that the windows be opened so
that the outsiders could enjoy the party.
And then ordered refreshments served to
them. They danced in the street to the

music

as a

graduates

characteristic of the Latin

Learn at

Why

Home

in Spare

spend your time

in

Time

wearisonic

routine wovk thut gets you nowhere V
Many Federal students have quulUy

doubled and tripled tlieir forn\er incomes. The thorough Federal Course
Contains lesprepares you quickly.
You get
sons by leading artists.
personal criticisms on your lessons.

who were

no one among
"Ramon-of-theall

much

Federal Graduates Are SuccessCul
Many Federal school students and

A banquet and dance was given
races.
in a restaurant, but as it was not large
enough to seat all of the inhabitants,
Ramon

De-

draw?

—

was christened, "Goldero" and

pomp

like to

velop your talent, make the
most of your natural ability
Get into Commercial Art a field
where youth is an asset, not a
handicap, and where you are paid

there was happier than
Biff-Heart".

Test Your Ability Free
Test your natural sense of design,
liroportion,

color,

perspective,

etc.

Find out how much talent you have.
Send for Art Questio'Uuaire today.
We will also send our liooU, "Your
Future." explaining
the Federal Course
Use Couin detail.
pon below NOW!

TallulahBankhead and Irving Pichel while

making "The
Cheat" on loca-

George
Abbott, the

tion.

director (at

right) and
George Folsey,
chief camera-

man. The little
Mayfair celebrity looks as
cute as a cocktall

among

the

winebricks

-

--

C/of CbmmercialDesi^iiii—

127-A Federal School.s Building
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Send mo vour Art Questionnaire and
book, "Your Future," without tost or obliRation.

.Vddress

I

[
j
I

Name
Age

|

I

I'reseiU
Occupiitiiui

'

j

|

—

.

—

.
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Elusive Elissa
{Continued from page 35]

''What
Matters

"prop" boy to director with her charm.
But when she leaves the studio, she becomes another person entirely. She becomes,

perhaps, herself.
iThe person
few people know.
Quiet, withdrawing. Living entirely within herself.
A dreamer. In short, a genius.

whom

There

is

sufficient excuse for that

word

genius.

Before

But
she danced Uke a
Jennifer Thorpe .
wind curled flame ... in her tvvinkUng
toes, her supple body was the magic of
life and youth.
In her soul was the
bravery of a woman who gave all . . .

Some

for love.

Jade l^ecklace

Young, with a glowing, fragile beauty, she
was adored by a great artist but she

Careless Butterfly

.

of the Gripping
Features in Dec.
EVERYBODY'S

.

Whales and

Lois Gets the M.oon

Undress Parade
The Movies EveryTalking
body's

fickle
heart of a
worshipped tinsel,
bright lights, illusive joys. '^'Marriage^^*

man who

he told her, "Is impossible."

About

Jennifer

Brief Story Contest

"What

matters but love."
Jennifer's story, ^'Blizzard" is a rare,
gripping, soul catching epic of flesh and

blood

And

reality.

It's

BlizX.ard

December

Madelyne Turns Up
Trumps

issue of

Everybody's Magazine it's one of more
than a dozen big features.

Rotter

in Paris

Laura Kennedy, beautiful daughter of a powUnited States Senator sat tense as the
inevitable happened.
Papa Fleuriau's fat
hand caressed his broad brown chin. Immediately a horrible shriek stabbed the
room's chill silence. And he who had been
the gay young Prince ElissiefF was but a
writhing fountain of blood
murdered
erful

.

before her eyes Laura's fate
the cold, repellant eyes of
Fleuriau
!

.

Your Story ...and Mine
different.

Magazine

is

new

.

Its stories are pictures

.

.

from

the great human dramas
and big unforgetable moments that
blaze in the lives of men and women.
Stories that might be your story
and mine.
life

.

.

you

.

10^

.

the

it

lay in

monster

.

Butterfly,

like thrilling, satisfying, in-

the

name

December=

.

reading you'll like Everybody's.
Only ten cents at all newsstands. Respiring

member

.

.

.

.

If

.

.

.

Detective Archambault
called her when he told her story. A butterfly who trifled with the illicit of Paris'
Underworld. He knew. Read his astounding tale as it appears in December Everybody' s
It will grip you— hold you tense and bound.
Careless

everybody's
'
MAGAZINE
m. THE

buij it

from

.

.

OF REAL LIFE STORIES

Everybody' s

ijour local

after she explains.

One of her major characteristics is her
passion for living.
Everything that she
does is terribly intense valuable as if
she were putting every ounce of her surplus energy back of her words and actions.
For instance, her views about American
men "If I ever have a son I want him to
live at least the first ten years of his life in
America.
He will get something here
that he could not get elsewhere. He will
learn to do things.
American men do
things.
If they want to tunnel through a
mountain of solid rock they go through it
not around it.
"Then too, I want him to live a part of
his youth in England.
For the purpose of
acquiring poise polish. English men are
the most perfectly poised, no matter what
the situation, of any men in the world."
As for her personal likes and dislikes,
they are simple.
She prefers dramatic

—

—

—

Happened

It

formation on how to write plays, she spent
a year in the study of the Russian ballet.
She is, besides, an accomplished musician,
a pianist and a singer.
Writing has always been her "first
love".
When she was a child she would
fabricate amazing tales to entertain her
less
imaginative (and
older)
brother.
Tales she had conceived from hearing the
old Norse sagas from her nurse and
servants. As soon as she was able to "hold
a pencil" she began to put her ideas on
paper.
"Never will anything take the place of
writing.
I would even give up music
without which I don't believe I could
exist
before I would attempt to give up
writing." That, in a way, answers Hollywood's question. All that remains for her
to do is to make Hollywood understand

—

Tanya
Kissless Paradise

you must read.

a story

in the current

Everybody' s

began her stage career,
wanted first-hand in-

—

Air-planes

^

thought her happiness rested in the

laughed.

she

started because she

newsdealer 10^

—

and romantic roles to others. Her hobby
is walking and she manages to do it every
day.
Riding has recently become her
favorite sport.

owned

is

"The

the one

I

first

horse

have now.

I

ever

I'm

mad

about him."
She and Marguerite Churchill (practically her only intimate companion in the
movie colony) spend hours riding together in the Hollywood hills.
She is married- to J. C. LawTence, an

English barrister.
She has recently acquired a house in
Hollywood. It, like everything else she
different.
Very old, very
does,
is
It rambles
"foreign", veiy comfortable.
over a great deal of space and has a turret.
"I am always finding the most fascinating
nooks and crannies," she remarked.
"Every morning when I get out of bed I
I know that
feel as if I w cie an explorer
the day won't pass without my having an
'adventure' in the old house."

—

Her

past

histoid?

It

doesn't

matter

.
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Elissa
Elissa Landi, the person
Landi, the intellectual— EUssa Landi, the
actress, the woman who lives in a strange
secret world of her own creating, is im-

much

portant.

However, she was born in Italy, although her parents are not Italian. She
was educated in London by private
tutors. She has been on the stage and has
made pictures in London and Paris. She
was "discovered" while playing the part
of Catherine Barkley

Arms"

in

New

in

"A

Farewell

To

Five companies offered her contracts
She nar-

at the conclusion of that play.
rowed her choice down to three.

Just a

Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer, Paramount and Fox.
"Why did you choose Fox?" I asked.
"Because M-G-M had Greta Gar bo.
Paramount had Dietrich and Fox. ..."
She moved her lovely hands expressively.
Fox had no great exotic
I understood.
personality, and Landi immediately understood and made her decision.
Again, mark my words. That will be
that.

York.

69

Home

Elissa will see to

it.

Girl

[Continued from page 44]
likes

it

or dislikes

it

intensely

and

either

It is a
opinion is formed immediately.
huge, barnlike structure, looked down
upon by a balcony that turns into a hallway off which are situated the various bedrooms. Its furnishings are antique and like
most antiques, the chairs and sofas are
consistently uncomfortable. Two modern
touches distinguish the drawing room.
One is a wall cabinet in the southeast corner that is revealed, when two swinging
doors are flung open, to be a miniature
bar whose bottles and labels promise reThe second
freshment and excitement.
modern touch is an over profusion of
heavy silver picture frames, most of which
contain photographs of Lilyan autographed endearingly to Edmund or of Mr.
Lowe no less fondly endorsed to Miss

Tashnian.
Invited to be seated, one hopefully
glances beyond the drawing room into the
If one has
small sun room to the rear.
visited Miss Tashman previously, experience has taught that in the sun room may
be found the most luxurious davenport

and the

softest chairs.

A
is
a born show woman.
her home is seated by the maid
and must wait just the correct space of
time, during which interval he is granted

that overlooks the drawing room and in a
one is trodding a soundless carpet.
An abrupt turn to the left and lo, it is
Lilyan's bedroom. Much has been written
It is done in purest
about that room.

jiffy

white except for the carpet, which is a
shade of tan so faint and delicate that one
glares suspiciously at one's shoes, fearful
that a tiny fleck of black polish may be
transferred to the flooring. The draperies
are heavy and silvery white and the furni-

ture is so white that, set against the
absolutely colorless walls, its outlines are
almost indiscernible as are the outlines of
distant blue mountain peaks that disappear into an even bluer sky.
door, opposite to and slightly east of

A

which enters from the hallway, exits
from the white room into a dressing room
and sunken bath. Rows of sliding panel
doors roll aside to reveal deep closets full
to brimming with gowns and suits and
that

and color, the
famous Tashman wardrobe which possibly has no peer. An early French shoewindows permits an
case with glass
instantaneous view of slippers, shoes and
dresses of every description

numerous and variable as the
One can but wonder
if she wears them all.
Another feature of the dressing room is
There are plain and
the perfume table.
fancy bottles and there are square and tall
and round and small bottles and some are
white and some are red and there are
green and black and yellow and blue
bottles, each with its own exquisite and

Lilyan

oxfords, as

visitor to

gowns and

the privilege of liking or disliking the surThen she arrives. Usually
roundings.
her greeting is an effusive "Hello" and the
last syllable of the word is dragged out in
a drawl that is neither Western nor EngThen she adds, as she
lish, but is both.
extends her hand, "How are you?" and
the emphasis is so unmistakably placed
upon the second word that her query becomes immediately warm and very personal.

She eventually curls up on the divan,
whereupon the satin pajamas will drape
themselves enticingly about her limbs.
The late Rafael Kirschner, whose paintings won renown, pronounced them the
He
most beautiful legs in the world.
painted them, lucky man, clad and unclad.

Miss Tashman is not beautiful. She is
not even pretty. Her facS is too finely cut
and the mouth, straight and thin lipped,
suggests a cruelty that is not denied by the
cold eyes and the hard, straight nose. Her
head sits haughtily upon her shoulders but
when she addresses one, she drops her
chin and looks at him through the lashes
of her eyelids, which sounds silly but is
really

most

effective.

With Miss Tashman's permission one
ascends a flight of stairs to the balcony

How do Women

dresses.

enchanting odor.
One incident, concerned with my ultimate departure, must be told more because of its comedy aspect than for any
As I
relation whatsoever to this article.
gripped Miss Tashman's outstretched
hand after she had accompanied me to her
front door, she glanced at the stuffed mail-

box and asked me if I would be kind
enough to remove therefrom the letters,
like a good boy.

"The

fans,"

she

explained smilingly,

"have learned my home address."
The remark caused me to glance at the
letters and I was at once forced to the conclusion that they weren't all fan letters
because fans do not use envelopes with
isinglass

windows.

Tashman is a woman of brains.
success in attaining her present motion picture contract, her social standing
Lilyan

Her

and her absolute personal independence
prove that there is considerable commonsense attached to her almost masculine
incthod of fighting for licr clues.

the Movies

in

Manage?
While a picture is being filmed, it means
weeks of work without pause. Imagine
the star, in a scene employing a thousand
quitting because she is "indisposed!" The time of month does not
excuse her. Women in the movies must
carry on. Menstruation is just an incident.
people,

How do they manage? If you know
any woman in pictures, she will tell you
how Hollywood meets this emergency.
~Try to find even an "extra" girl who
doesn't carry Midol!

This marvelous discovery of the specialis not merely a measure of relief.
It ends all menstrual pain in five to seven
minutes. Ten minutes after swallowing
one tablet, all discomfort has passed!
ists

for hours. If you
and take Midol just
before, you can go through your whole
period without one twinge of m'enstrual

And

it

is

effective

anticipate your time

pain or e\ en headache!

Midol is a boon to professional women,
business women, every active woman who
can't afford to be a monthly martyr,
breaking engagements wiien her sickness
comes unexpectedly, or dragging througli
the period slumped with pain. Appro\ ed
by the medical profession, for it is nonnarcotic! Your druggist has the little box
that tucks in your purse; just ask for
Midol.

—
.
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FR^EE • Margery Wilson's

Regis^
He's Regular!
{Continued from page 26]
at the time and wanted me to buy myself
some new duds. I couldn't."

What

Of course, he couldn't. He's a home
town boy with a home town viewpoint.
If he'd been a typical actor he'd have let

charm? Are you self-conscious?
Do you lack poise? Do you fail to express your personality
Do you know how to make people
vividly, glamorously?
and find the key
like you?
Send for the "Charm-Test"
are your sins against

.

.

his wife stake

.

to personal triumph.

ARE

you one of those charming perwhom everybody likes to
know? Are you always invited
sons

l-\

your

places; just because others enjoy

company so much? Does interest quicken
when you step into a room, as if the very
air were charged with the vibrant force
of your gracious personality? Do you,
in short, possess that most precious of
all

MARGERY WILSON
Americans authority on Charm
whose advice on this subject has been
sought by the socially prominent as
well as by actresses of note, and ivhose
fascinating book called ^^Ctiarm "(5
used as a text in exclusive finishing

Would you

schools.

like

to

have

Margery Wilson tell you, persoiiall y

how

develop your own natural
charm? Send for her interesting
to

"Charm-Test".

Famous
book

you would learn

it

its

secrets.

WESLEY RUGGLES
{Director "Cimarron^')

Anything that Impresses a person
with the Importance of charm is Invaluable.
I don't see how anyone
Interested In

life

your book.

can afford not to read
D. W. GRIFFITH
C'TJte Great Master")

To capture
"Charm" and

the elusive spirit of
analyze it for personal
cultivation, as you have done, is Indeed a boon to all who wish to enhance
their power. My sincere compliments.

NORIMA SHEARER

have consciously

IVIARV PICKFORD
you pretty, charming little girls
to come to Hollywood
you will be more charming after you
learned
have
Margery
Wilson's
method and Its conception of redblooded manhood appeals to me.
All

who want

—

JAMES CRUZE

as

It Is

available to the homely, the poor, the
Ignorant and flic old .'is to tlii. beautiful, the rich, the soptilstlcytcd and the
young. People wtio will follow vour

advice will have charm and enjoy
mystic powers.

st£u"s

developed

deliberately

their personal charm, as

everyone must do who

Did you know

would be admired and loved.

that there are certain simple, definite rules and
principles by which you can become ever so

much more charming?

and

Screen Stars Say

that Margery Wilson's

method

of

charm

cultivation

is

the

way

to social, financial and professional success.
Margery
Wilson, herself one of America s loveliest and most lovable

women, is recognized as an authority on this vital subject
of Charm. She has made a lifelong study of it; including a
text book that is used today in exclusive finishing schools.
She has won a great personal success, on the screen and in
society.
She knows all the secrets by which the dramatic
stars and the distinguished social leaders enhance their
charm.

Now Miss Wilson offers to teach you how to develop
your own natural charm. First send for the Charm-Test, so
that Miss Wilson may study you as an individual. Then
learn how easily you can overcome your faults
how
you can rid yourself once and for all of any feeling of self.

.

consciousness, dillidence or "inferiority"
how you
may give free and glorious expression to your inner personality
.
perfectly
poised
and
how to be
at ease on
every occasion
how to
.
how to walk beautifully
gesture gracefully and expressively
how to be a
charming conversationalist (even though you are not a
"good talker")
how to be always sure of doing and
saying the right thing
how to employ some of the
delightful little French "tricks" of manner that are so
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

You have given a golden prescription.
You have solved the true myscharm and shown that

and

.

You are dealing with a subject close
to every woman's heart and you liave
handled it delightfully.

teries of

CHARM?

qualities,

sheer force of beautiful self-expression.
But did you know that these fascinating

Directors

Tributes of Distinguished People
Charm Is necessary for success
everywhere. Read Margery Wilson's

human

Perhaps you envy those glamorous personalities
you sornetimes meet ... on the screen, for instance.
You are thrilled and uplifted as they
weave the spell of their enchantment upon you.
Just to watch them is a refreshing and stimulating experience. They have won the world by the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

fascinating.

The "Charm-Test may open the door

to a fuller, richer,

'

happier

life.

Send

for it

now.

its

RUPERT HUGHES

Mail

Your

sor-rets of ch,arnt aro^priccless
he a liclp to (.\(i\,m(.
Is Iritcri-stnl In llio sub)i'<'l. and
Is not.'

this

Coupon

—or Write

.and will liKiiM-d

who
Who

MARGERY WILSON.

BETTY COMPSON

I wish that everyone In the world
might have the benefit of the knowledge this book Imparts. The chapter
on conversation Is alone worth many

times the price of the volume.

Is

I

the sublect ex-

cellently, giving a sensible cultivation
of charm rather than resorting to
vague theories.

York, N. Y.

readers of "Silver Screen", please send
Tesl"/ree.

me

j

j

MARY LEWIS

j

{Metropolitan Opera)

I

Name

JStatc.

a complete v,'ardrobe

—

—

Said Kitty: "If ever our marriage could
have gone on the rocks it would have been
then. But there wasn't a chance of that
with Regis. He's got the most even disposition I've ever come across.
/ ne\er
knew how bad things really were with him.
We had only been married a short time
and I didn't know about that Irish pride of
his then. I knew he didn't have an awful
lot but I thought he had something.
And
no matter how bad things were, he always
had a smile for me around the house.

Never any of this 'patient Griselda' business and those resigned sighs."
After a couple of months of loafing.
Regis landed a job and played the juvenile lead in "Little Nelly Kelly" for a
couple of seasons. Later, he played with

James Gleason and Ernest Truex.
Coming back to the States, he landed
with a road company of "Twinkle,
Twinkle" and tumbled from that into the
West Coast production of "Hit the Deck".
It was while playing in that show he was
signed for pictures. "Alibi" was his first
and he shared honors with Chester Morris.
Paramount signed him and he's been
there ever since.
His latest pictures
are "24 Hours" and "The Deadline."

That London experience has left its
mark upon him. He has never forgotten
the feeling of being in a strange place with-

Not long ago when Donald
called to Paramount to
make a test and the juveniles on the lot
were giving him the cold shoulder for
fear he would take a part away from one
of them. Regis went up, introduced himself and ofi'ered Donald the use of his
dressing room while on the lot.
Rege and Frank Albertson are the two
most normal people I know out here.
Success hasn't changed them and it
out friends.

Dillaway was

—because

—

most things so dear to
the heart of an actor
the matter of billing, of lighting, photography, prestige,
publicity, the thousand and one other
things that assume major proportions in
the eyes of most players, are unimportant
won't

—

They

act be-

cause they like it and they've made a
business of it.
He and Kitty go out rarely. You seldom
see them at openings or big social functions. For the most part they're perfectly
content to be with each other or a few

offer to

"Charm-

Address

Town

to

in the eyes of these two.
the

I

all

RUTH CHATTERTON

You have covered

New

Dear Miss Wilson: In accordance with your
I

BEBE DANIELS

Margery Wilson's "Charm"
that the title Imiillcs, and more.

28 East 85tli Street,

him

and thought nothing of it.
He went on: "I knew until I did something on my own I was simply being asked
along on the parties on the strength of
being Mr. Kitty. And she had to accept
the invitations. It was business with her
and I insisted upon her going.
She
worried a lot about how I amused myself
while she was out and I used to tell her
I'd go to a movie.
But I hadn't even
money enough for that. So I'd go out
and walk and walk and wzW."

_
«

close friends.

Silver Screen for
Occasionally he worries over the fact
that he's "poor copy". "There's nothing
"I
to write about me," he complained.
don't chase around with other women, I
don't drink, I'm a punk dancer and while
my life is pleasant it's about as exciting
as 'Joe Doakes'. Sometimes I think I ought
to make up a good, colorful background
for myself."

But, there again, his honesty asserts itEven if he got anyone to swallow

self.

it would weigh on his conand long before it ever had a
chance to reach print, he'd have called the
interviewer up and told him it was a lot

such a yarn
science

December 1931

Cahuenga, who had worked with Regis
on a ranch one summer. "Did he ever
tell you about the time he saved that
brat's life up there?" he asked.
When I demanded the details from Rege
he looked blank. When I pressed him, he
turned on me suddenly. "For pete sake,
Dick, a guy doesn't go around talking
about those things!" and that ended it.
If you saw him in "Street of Chance"
or "Kick-In" you got an idea of what
Rege is really Hke off-screen. He's the
sort of chap mothers like their daughters
to marry and the kind that brothers feel
safe about having their sisters go 'round

of hooey.

with.

As a matter of fact, his life is not as
colorless as he would like to have people
believe. Once I ran into one of the cowboys who hang around Hollywood &

As for myself, I can only say this: if I
were in a tight place I can think of no one
I would rathei have beside me than Mrs.
Toomey's son, Regis.

The Luck
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of Lukas

[Continued from page 40]

appearing in Budapest with the only other
Hungarian actor now famous in Hollywood, but never met him. He and Lugosi
met only after coming to Hollywood,
although each knew the other well because
of their respective reputations.
Lukas' great break, as far as

Hollywood
was concerned, came in 1926 when
Adolph Zukor watched him go through
his dramatic paces in Budapest and had

him attach

his

name

to a contract.

Paul

was absolutely sure of three meals a day
left Europe.
Lukas' days of struggle and privation were
over, but his days of study weren't, as
he found out later. He had plenty to learn
and plenty to worry about ahead of him,
but he was very chipper when he told his
sweetheart that he was going to Hollywood.
"Let's get married immediately," he
"We'll leave in a month for
proposed.

before he

sweetheart, also a native of HunThey were married and
gary, assented.
came to Hollywood as bride and groom,
although few knew of this at the time.
Thinking his future was assured and that

The

unhappy days he had known were

behind him, Lukas launched into the business of making silent pictures.
All went well until talkies made their

bow.

They bowed to everyone but Lukas,
They simply snarled at him.
He couldn't speak a word of English.
But he wasn't to be stampeded. He came
he thought.

He had

Hollywood to be an
contract. By the time the option came up
on that contract he was going to speak
actor.

to

a

English, he vowed.

For six months a certain young man
spoke excellent English always was
Everything Lukas
seen in his company.
said must be said in English, and he must
say it over and over until he got it right.
That was Lukas' rule and he stuck to it,
just as he stuck to his aim to be an actor
and reached his goal.
His option was taken up.
He could speak perfect English with

who

only a slight accent.

"No more Hungarian," he told his wife.
And he told me, with a twinkle in his eye,
that this

was a very wise

"Whenever

my ears with my fingers and tell
can't understand that silly lanShe has to speak English then,
guage.'
and as she speaks slowly, she soon cools
"I stop

her,

'I

In fact, she tries so hard to speak
English that she often forgets what she's

down.

mad

about."
This was about the only advantage his
Hungarian tongue ever gave him in
Its drawbacks were maniHollywood.
Today, he is finally getting rid of
fold.
the last traces of his accent, which means
that he will have a greater variety of
stories from which to choose.
He has shown his ability in "The Wolf

of Wall Street", "Half Way to Heaven",
"Young Eagles", "Anybody's Woman",
"Unfaithful'', "The Vice Squad" and

"Women Love

Hollywood."

the

he explained, "she starts speaking Hungarian, which she speaks very rapidly.
She forgets all about her English.

my

decision.

wife gets

mad

at

me,"

Once".
Just at present two adoptions are being
considered in the Lukas family. First of
all, Paul wants to be adopted by America,
and he has his first citizenship papers. He
will get his final documents next year and
he can hardly wait to become a ward of
the genial Uncle Sam.
The second adoption has to do with a
baby. To date, there have been no Lukas
He feels he
heirs, and Paul wants a son.
can afford to raise an orphan in a much
better manner than that to which it has
been accustomed, so he may follow in the
footsteps of Mr. and Mrs. Neil Hamilton,
who recently adopted an offspring.
Lukas at all times is suave and smooth
Off the screen, he has
on the screen.
demonstrated that he is a perfect host.
On the screen he becomes sinister at times.
Off the screen there is nothing sinister
about him

—

just bright blue eyes, a wide,
boyish smile, and a delightful voice. Then,
too, he has the square jaw which got considerable punishment as he rode over
parental objection, penury, physical and
mental suffering, and the mastery of a
strange tongue to be an actor.

Lukas is a workman. He is always on
the jOb, and one never sees him in the
places where the playboys and the playgirls
gather.
He likes his home, his wife, his
books, his car and his airplane better than
all the night life in Hollywood.

Bored by the lium-drum existence
of married life fired by ambition
she stepped
to make her own way
from a heaven of love and protection into an inferno of blasted
hopes. "Leftover Ladies" powerful drama of modern woman's
struggle for a place in the sun

—

—

—

—

based on an article by Ursula
Parrott, famous author of "ExWife" and "Strangers May Kiss."
is

featuring

CLAUDIA DELL— WALTER BYRON

MARJORIE RAMBEAU
Directed by

.

Produced by

ERLE C.

.
.

KENTON

SAM BISCHOFF

"Keep Your Eyes On

Tiffany
Pictures" for ihe finest enter-

tainment on the ,s<-reen. You
won't want to miss those smasliinf;,cla8liin<;

westerns featurinp;

Ken Mavnard and Boh Steele
—
"Murder At Midnifiht," hairraising mystery thriller
— "Morals For Women" with
Bessie l.ove and Conway Tearle
— an<l Leo Carrillo in the

James Cruze super- special
"Race Track."

TIFFAnV
PRODUCTIONS,

INC.

—
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The Crowning

MACK SENNETT

AWpy cvtj>t
COMEDIES

1

"THERE

IS

ONLY

ONE ACTOR

IN

HOLLYWOOD,

besides Charlie Chapliu,
wLo has created a character that he can play forever
and that actor is Andy
Clyde. His character is one

—

Pop Martin, a bewildered,
but spry old fellow, skimpy
as to physique and rather in
need of both a haircut and
shave. Youlikehimlhemin-

ute you lay eyes

THAT'S

on him."

WHAT MOTION

PICTURE MAGAZINE
THINKS OF

[Continued from page 39]

than most of the fashionable hair dressers
of New
gether.

York and London lumped
have heard

I

best lotted

comedy character

and Gloria's hair is nowhere
nearly as distinctive as it once was.
Stars change their hair to gain new perIt is considered a very vital
sonalities.
factor in building up a new individual.
Why did the black-haired Bebe Daniels
all of a sudden go a bright blonde?
Not
because some soothsayer told her she had
a light personality, or that she needed a
cl^ange, or because she wanted variation,
but because a studio personality expert
advised her to change her personality.
"You can prolong your screen life," he
told her.
"You have been black-haired
and vivacious long enough. Try something different."
Do you remember Colleen Moore's
flapper hair, her bangs? They were imitated far and wide. Although Colleen was
never considered in the least sense beautiful, she was a tremendously vital screen
personality.
I think her hair had a lot
to

do with

it.

One day

—

—

a couple of years ago after
the flapper vogue had become oh, so passe,
she awoke to find her popularity had almost vanished. Her million dollar con-

were at an end and no one was renewing them. It wasn't entirely Colleen
and her voice, (for the talkies had come
in,) but the fact that her hair, upon which
so much of popularity was based, was no
longer interesting. At least, that is what
experts have told me, and I believe them.
Colleen is planning a come-back now.
She will do so with an entirely different
tracts

coiffure.

grownup "do", a womanly
She looks very beautiful. Time

only will

tell

hair dress, a

whether she

and

him

now,

"TAXI TROUBLES"- a

for every click of the meter.

coming,
it's

curls.

Remember

the ringlets which curled

down

roar

"HALF HOLIDAY". Why,

a whole day's fun packed into

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,Inc.
E. W.

HAMMONS,

Joan Bennett, recovering from
her injury, sees
the tennis tour-

nament from an
improvised in-

twenty minutes!

Executive Offices, 1501 Broadway,

New York,

valid's chair.
Isn't that Joel

President

N. Y.

Pickford

with the

And
And,

Mary

as the little girl

.... and,

ular express train load of fun.

years,

will attain the

was known

oh boy!
what a laugh! If you saw "THE
GANNONBALL" you knoiv. A regat

whispered that

it

fathers

YOU'LL like him, too, while you
laugh

to-

Hattie depended upon "voodooism" for
her power.
Maybe so. Anyway, Hattie
has now passed to the land of her black

heights again.
For years

the screen

Hollywood

Glories of

McCrea?

over her neck and the phrase, "America's
sweetheart"? But this old-fashioned girl
the one that Mary portrayed and
brought to fame went out of style.
Garbo's long bob. Bow's red hair were
the fad of the day.
Mary bobbed her
hair.
Somehow, she's never been the
same. And I don't think she will be until
she hits upon a hair dress with universal
appeal.
^And you still think hair is not one of the

—

—

important factors in stardom?
As a rule the stars are not inclined to
give

much

credit publicly to hair dress,

but deep down in their hearts, they know
its importance.
All sorts of funny things
happen as a result.
When "Follow Thru" was in production

Paramount

at

studio,

Zelma

O'Neal

asked the Technicolor experts which shade
of red photographed best. Then she dyed
her hair that color.
Nancy Carroll, the
star, didn't happen to think of the same
thing.

When

rushes of the picture
hair photographed
better than Nancy's
or so they tell
There were tantrums. And profirst

came through, Zelma's

much
me.

—

—

duction was suspended while Zelma by
request from the powers-that-be, had her
hair darkened.
Alice White has had a grand time with
the color of her hair. She's been a brunette, a blonde, a red head and now she's
blonde again.
I remember when Joan
Crawford's hair was a carrot shade.
Pretty bad.
She bleached it to a rather
nice shade of blonde.
Now she's dark
again.

Percy Westmore, one of the

finest makeHollywood
he's one of these experts I have been talking
about says the most distinctive
hair dress that has come out of Hollywood

up

artists

and hair

dressers in

—

is that of Norma Shearer's
recent pictures.
"If I were awarding a medal for the
most beautiful head of hair this year, I would

in several years
in her

more

award it to Miss Shearer," he told me.
"Her hair reflects more personality than

'

Silver Screen for December 1931
anything I have seen in a long time. It
imagination,
everything freedom,
has
everything that is diverse, nothing that

—

means any particular woman."
Well, look at the Shearer success this
Always a dependable star, she has
crashed through with nothing short of
box office sensations— "The Divorcee",

year.

"Strangers
Soul".

May

"A

and

Kiss",

I1ETME.DEVELOP
Your WORM
LIKE THIS

Free

demands!
VOU, too, can have an attractive,
figure.
My wonderful Nancy

Young.
"I met her on the lot one day when she
looked particularly down," he said. "She
was upset about her marriage with Grant,
she was dejected and tired. So we tried out
We cut
a new hair dress and makeup.

well-developed
Lee Miracle
out the hollows, builds
rounded, youthful flesh, gives you lovely feminine
curves.
Thousands of women all over the world
are grateful for the new, shapely beauty obtained
from this easy home treatment.

Cream Method quickly

One woman

her hair to make her more youthful. We
gave it a large soft, loose wave with finger
We raised
curls at the nape of the neck.
her eyebrows a little and made up her
mouth so that the Unes went up instead

a product of her new hair dress
She has abandoned the
as anything else.
nine of them she wore so
spit curls
many years. She is using a loose, soft
wave. And letting it stay its natural color

much

—

—

—black flecked with gray.

with every picture, but always to suit her
character and as she is an actress to the
finger-tips this is important.
"Doris Kenyon's new hair dress has
robbed her of ten years. She was cast for
a mother role, not long ago, but she looked
so young and beautiful they gave her a

straight hair dress.

It

all

shingle

bob

is

your instructions and Miracle
for me.
My friends

Results in

50 Days

Those

improvement.

thin,

undernourished tissues

plump out

to pleasing proportions; those sagging,
drooping lines become firm and youthful.

Fill

Out the Contours thss New, Easy Way

Just the simple application of my dainty
Miracle Cream and instructions will work
wonders.
Absolutely harmless, safe and
scientific.
No matter what else you have
tried, no matter how discouraged you may

you owe

it to

yourself to try this

new

easy method that has accomplished such

Mail
splendid results for other women.
DOLthe coupon at once with only
LAR for a large jar of Miracle Cream and
I will include my special Figure-Moulding
Also my
Instructions absolutely given.
great new book on developing a lovely,
feminine form.

ONE

SiiyFN "Q^^''"t^j^^Mi Coupon
M

This fascinating illustrated
tells how you can gain the

^_-,r-*^

book

NANCY

^^^^^^Sr

LEE,
LEE,.
1

Dept. SC-12
816 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
Dear Nancy Lee: I enSend me
close only $1.00.
of Miracle Cream
Isrge jar
Also your
and instructions.
new Book.

Ideal proportions of perfect womanhood
now all the vogue. Accept my great
Mail coupon
Special Offer at once.
with only $1 .00 for large jar of Miracle Cream and get my valuable
book and complete instruc
Name,
tions, withoutextra charge.
NANCY LEE, Dept. SC-12
Address
816 Broadway.

New

York, N. Y.

Town

State,

was a great

passe.

CE

There was

never anything feminine about it. Hair
can be one and one and a half inches long
If you are letting it grow,
in the back.
you can get it past the nasty stage by having the ends permanent-waved.
"Height is not terrifically important
However, if a
in governing hair style.
girl is stoop-shouldered she should build
her hair down low to erect her. She should
never wear bangs. Anyway, never cover
the whole forehead. And never have dips
that come in a straight line with the eyes.
"A short girl should, however, have her
hair a little more carefree than a tall girl.
Have it loose through the top so that the
A tall girl may
light may shine through.
keep her hair more tailored.
"Whenever you have a hair line emphasize it. Don't have a lot of little wiggly

Brush them back neatly.
"Study yourself and experiment until
you find something that suits you and you
alone. Then stick to it. That's what the
stars have done and it has been very important to them."
In other words, let your hair help you
along the road to success as a personality.
ends.

one of the hap-

noticed the improvement."

failure.

"The

thank you for
so discouraged

I

was

am

Yes, in just thirty short days you see the splendid

younger part.
"Elissa Landi has the most perfect
DeMille head of anyone on the screen.
If she would concentrate a little more on
her hair, she would be very distinctive.
"Dorothy Mackaill's head next year will
be soft and fluffy. Once Dorothy tried a
stiff,

can
I

I

Cream have done wonders
have

be,

"Ruth Chatterton's hair," he says, "has
always meant a great deal. She varies it

"How

writes:

piest girls alive, for

"When v/omen are tired and spiritless,
Have
they should try something new.
their hair changed, try a new makeup.
as

fills

what you have done for me?
about my figure. But now

of down.

effect upon their spirits is amazing."
Westmore thinks the new Billie Dove is

'

'

Are you flat chested? Do ugly
sagging lines rob you of your feminine charm? It is so easy to have
the full, firm form that Fashion

believes firmly in the influence
He has
of hair dress upon personality.
just worked out something new for Loretta

Westmore

The
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PROF. A.

F.

SEWARD

WiTlf

WORLD'S FOREMOST
Best Instruction Ever Offered.

ASTROLOGER

as

Send

1932
READINGS
NOW READY
My

Aslrologicol

Easy

A B C.

Latest Steps, Fancy Steps.
^1.98 for complete course.

Money back after 5 days if not satisfied.
tap AND CLOG AM X for the
coui^JcsinJ.
BALLROOM
j
\

DANCEOORAPH DANCE

Fore-

535 Sutter

St.,

Sin FranciscO/

ART,

Inc.

Calilornij*

casts deal with business
and social affairs, such

as signing
contracts,

papers and
seeking em-

speculation,
stocks and bonds, travel,
llove, courtship, mor-

ployment,

rioge, health, etc.

PREPARE FOR

WHAT

IS

COMING

I

eventful things for 1932.
learn to go with the tide, not against it.
slors light the way?
the
Why not let
My fee for a reading covering 17 pages is $1.00.

The

stars foretell

DON'T DELAY— ORDER NOW. Send
name, address and

your

birth date with a $1.00 bill,

check or money order. You will be more than
pleased with your 1932 Reading.

PROF. A.
1541

Boardwolk

F.

SEWARD
Atlantic City, N.

.,l»d

diimo«dt

»na

ha.,.,.. -.11

J.

I.

PRESS 6.SONS CO.
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Have the

Stars

Found

New Love

Ideals ?

[Continued from page 19]

despair of the scheming females of Hollywood, married again and this time to the
lovely young Carole Lombard. Both are
oh-so-happy. Experienced age and innocent youth is this the perfect combina-

—

2)i
SUINBEAIMS

The

ij

—

!

!

!

frames! Millions use regularly! Nothing to bleach
or change natural color of your hair. Just a wonderful shampoo—
Only 25c at your dealers', or send
for a free sample.
it

FREE
Name

CO., 633 Rainier Ave., Dept.M
, « • * Please send a free sample.

Wash.

,

Address
City

State.

Color of

my

hair

in

comand has

Hollywood with

grati-

fying success. Regardez Ann Harding and
Harry Bannister. Ann is a famous star, but
Harry is not so well known. However, one
glance at their faces and you know that
they are experiencing the happiest of mar-

—

W. KOBI

Time always

bination has great possibilities

riages.

their

!

Seattle,

tell.

STAR AND LESSER STAR

been worked out

Youthfalness
that charm that brings popularity,
romance, happiness now you can keep it always, in
your hair
Just one Golden Glint Shampoo will show
you the way Rich generous lather cleanses your hair.
You rinse— remove all trace of soap. Then you apply
the extra /oaf^— the "plus" that makes this shampoo
different! Instantly— new gloss— new finish
All trace
of dullness gone
Now your hair is worthy of the face

J.

will

does, the old blabber.

our hair/
'Keep them there — or bring
them back — this simple -way!
in

Only Time

tion?

.

wnm
Cliami^ (Ittiact
The women you most admire, and perhaps
envy, prize their beauty and guard it. Their
lustrous eyes and clear skin are the result of
daily care. Above all else, these women keep
their blood free of the poisons of constipation.
Thousands of such women find Dr. Edwards
Olive Tablets a matchless corrective. Made
of pure vegetable ingredients. Know them
by their olive color. They are a safe substitute for dangerous calomel. Not habitforming. All druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c.

They adore

their baby, they adore

home, they adore

most of

all

and

their plane,

—they adore each other.

She's

—

great in a cinematic way and he isn't
but
there doesn't seem to be any petty jealousies, or constant nagging and bickering. Is
theirs the perfect love ideal? Perhaps.
And under the
LESSER
STAR combination we find plenty of other
happily married couples: Barbara Stan-

STAR AND

wyck and Frank Fay, Ruth Chatterton and
Ralph Forbes, Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels,
Joan Crawford and Doug, Jr., Charlie Farrell and Virginia Valli, Richard Arlen and
Jobyna Ralston, Maurice Chevalier and
Yvonne Vallee, and many others. All these
marriages are working out all right despite
the pitfalls that surround each one of them.
Is this then the perfect love ideal? Perhaps. And perhaps not. Can any man be
blissfully happy with a woman who makes
five times as much as he does? Can he passionately adore a wife who pays the grocery
bills? And can any woman be ecstatically
content with a husband who spends his
days on a studio set making ardent love to
a fair and voluptuous female who has a
reputation for this and that? And can she
be supremely happy when she appears in
public with one of America's sweethearts
and sees him surrounded by his adoring
feminine fans? There's no doubt in my
mind that Ruth loves Ralph, that Barbara
loves Frank, that Charlie loves Virginia

—BUT

combination

is, of course, Janet Gaynor
and Lydell Peck. The old meanies have
been predicting a separation of these two
ever since an hour after they married, for
there seems to be some kind of an unwritten
law that a woman with a career and a man

with a business can not be happily married.
But did you ever see Janet and Lydell together? Lydell is not the effusive type, and
Janet herself is becoming more and more
reserved, but there is a certain look of happiness in their eyes that is as beautiful as a
beacon on a stormy sea. Is this then the
perfect love ideal? Love, yes, but ideal, no.
There are annoyances in this combination
that would disgruntle even an angel. Can
you imagine Lydell being delightfully
happy after reading a newspaper publicity
story about Janet and Charlie Farrell?
I'm coming to it at last. You thought I
was holding out on you, didn't you? There
is a perfect love ideal in Hollywood, and no
perhaps about it. It's so perfect and so ideal
that not even the most satiric of cynics can
sniff. Ah, readers (if I still have any) I
point with pride to Norma Shearer and
Irving Thalberg. One of the three greatest

and one of the three greatest producers. No jealousy there, no bickering
over rent and grocery bills, and no lolling
stars,

around wondering what the other is doing.
has her job, and Irving has his, and
when the day's work is over Norma
Shearer ceases to exist and Mrs. Ir\dng
Thalberg enters her husband's drawing
room. Norma is a beautiful attractive and
talented woman and Irving is a handsome
and intelligent man. They are experiencing
love and marriage for the first time with no

Norma

skeletons in the closet.
other both physically

They appeal

to

each

and mentally which
after all is the only way that true love can
last through the ages. If Norma were vain
and selfish she would ne\'er have had a
baby, for a baby can often ruin a career in
more ways than one, but Norma was far
more interested in motherhood and wifehood than she was in being the nation's
idol.

ideals that

And then, if Norma had been obsessed
with the dutiful wife-and-mother idea she
would have said, "Indeed, not. I have my

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young

now and

child to think of",

It peels off aged skin in 6ne particles until all defects
such as pimples, liver spots, tan and freckles disappear.
Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
use daily one ounce Powdered Saxolite dissolved
in one-half pint witch hazel.
At all drug stores.

Un-huh. Free Love

tion for both of them. But Norma is a joyful
mixture of the old and the new, and therein
her great fascination lies. So she didn't do
the hea-vy mother role, nor did she do the
dizzy actress act, she merely said, "Splen-

LIVE TABLETS

Wonderful

jy^ ^

And

loves

Bebe

there's another

is it

ideal?

combination of love

is being tried out in Hollywood
the results of this experiment look
pretty good in some cases, and pretty awful
in others. I'm talking about Judge Lindsey's theories on companionate marriage.
is

more popular than

the old free lunch, and some people just
naturally like things that are free. Now I
know you are all atwitter for me to give you
the names of the Hollywood stars who are
trying out companionate marriage, but
after all, my dears, after all ...
However,
.

y

Perfume
Try

this "Black Velvet",
Fashion's latest! A new delightful odor, a rare, exquisite blend of precious flower
scents. Just a little different, a
little more lasting than perfumes you have seen before.

Sample 20
Sample this new odor. Send
Blaeic Velvet at
20c now (silver or stamps) for
tt an ounct with much
higher prictd perfumes.
generous trial bottle.
Paul Riccer & Co., (Sinet mi) I53-Iit St., SaD Frandico, CaL

Compare

and that Ben

you

me

a stamped, addressed
envelope and enclose ten cents I will er
be awfully glad to get it. Pooh and double
pooh.
BUSIThen we have the STAR
if

will

send

—

AND

NESS MAN. The

famous example of that

Give Joan

when Irving suggested
a trip to Europe as a muchly needed vaca-

did. We'll take the

babv along."

GREAT STAR
AND THE GREAT PRODUCER and
So here we

that to me
Holl^'^vood.

ha\'e the

the perfect combination in
couple as old-fashioned as
grandmother's crazy quilt and as modern
as the Waldorf Astoria. Maybe it's the
blending of the old and the new that
gives the perfect love ideal. Or maybe Sex
explains nil.
is

A

Crawford

Credit

Read her revealing story in the January
Silver Screen Out December 4th.

—
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Leila
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Hyams—Artists' Model Makes Good

Hollywoods

[Continued from page 21]

She

—

after

mined

The

artist

publicly hailed her as "the

Golden Girl" because of her pink and
white and blonde coloring. He engaged
her to pose for a series of magazine

She appealed to William Collier, Sr.,
who was about to open in New York in a
new comedy. He cast her for the ingenue
lead, and Leila penciled a big cross on
the calendar. That was her red letter day.
Other footlight engagements followed

Hyams.
Leila

"One day

you about that.
got a call from the Fox

I

York.

A

girl's

voice in-

make-up genius ... is
Hollywood's new
kind of make-up.

Discover the amazing difference in

Max

.

a color harmony
tone, composed of
scientifically bal-

"That was my first break in the films,
it was followed immediately with a
minor role in 'The Brute' for the same
worked in 'The BushI
company.
Leaguer', 'One-Round Hogan', 'White
Pants Willie', 'The Wizard' and 'Honor
Bound' before my big chance came in
but

anced chromatic
colors so that even
strongest daylight or
artificial light will

never make

'Dancing Mothers'.
"It

all

seemed too good

atmosphere.

was almost convinced that

"I can laugh about it now," she began,
"but there were times while I was serving
my apprenticeship as an extra that it was
somewhat hard to hold back the tears.
"I had decided that I was going to get
somewhere in pictures, and that I would
succeed without any help from Mother or
Dad. Regardless of what you choose as a
profession, it is the actual experience that

so

I

continued to

hotel

to
it

be

true.

I

couldn't last,
inexpensive

live in that

my own washing.
imagine my surprise when

and do

"Just

and sent me

Metroat a

Hollywood. I
was so elated that the first thing I did was
to dash to a telegraph office and send a
wire breaking the news to Mother and
Dad."
Fortune has smiled down on Leila
Hyams in the fifty-four months that have
come and gone since that momentous

—

That's why I was willing yes,
eager to begin at the very bottom.
"My first disappointment came when I
discovered just how many extras there are
in this land, and how few productions to
supply them with work. The fact that I
didn't know the ropes wasn't in my favor,

to

day.
Leila

and Phil make their home at
Malibu beach, where they have resided
for two of the four years since their marThere they devote their leisure
riage.
hours to tennis, swimming and bridge.
But the great delight of a day away
from the studio is for Leila a day with the
And she is no squealing amateur
fish.
when it comes to baiting a hook or preparing the catch for dinner. Rigged out

either.

"I had been living in a small but nicely
furnished apartment since my graduation
a home that I was able to maintain with
my own income while I was with the

—

I had preached so much to
Mother and Dad about making my own
way that they had at last decided to let

theatre.

blue overalls over a red one-piece
bathing suit, Leila's yellow blonde curls
and sparkling eyes completed a picture of
sunburned beauty that raised perch fishing to the grade of a fine art in which ladies
of elegance might join quite properly.
I asked Leila to give me her recipe for
in

it.

"At the end of three weeks as an embryo movie personage, however, it suddenly dawned on me that I would have
to retrench on my living expenses if I
I
intended to paddle my own canoe.
moved into a tiny room in a cheap hotel.
I cut down on my expenditures for food.
I became my own laundress, drying my
stockings and handkerchiefs and underwear at the open window. Even so, I soon
that I couldn't stretch an occasional day's pay to cover necessities.
"Not exactly a pleasant experience to
look back on," she added, "but I guess I
could do it again if it were necessary."
realized

It was then that Leila's cloud developed
a splotch of silver on its lining.
Henry Clive, distinguished American
painter, discovered Leila while she was

|

wedded bliss, the thing so lacking in this
community of tinsel.
"Dodge the crowds," was her answer.

"Two

people

who

JOAN CRAWFORD
M-G-M's

Starring in

This

"What's that about

Modern Age

i

blazmg motion

1

pic-

and proved perfect for you
by Hollywood's beautiful stars. It pro-

ture lights,

duces that even, velvet-smooth make-up
hours and defies detection
even the motion picture camera
cannot find a flaw. Now you may share
this luxury
'Max Factor's face powder,
created for the stars, at the nominal
price of $1.00 a box. At all drug and
department stores.
that clings for
.

.

.

—

Find the way to intensify your peryour own color harmony

sonality with
in

Max

plete,

Make-Up com-

Factor's Society

powder, rouge,

lipstick, eyeMail coupon below today.

shadow.

Purse -Size Powder Compact,
MR. MAX FACTOR,

FREE

Max

Factor Make-Up Studios, Hollywood, California.
Without obligation, send mc a purse-size Powder Compact, also,
my make-up color harmony chart and my complexion analysis;
and your 48-page
Complexion
EYES
HAIR
SKIN
illustrated book, "The

New An
Mdkc-Up".

of Society
I

enclose

Blue

Fair

and

.,

Brown,

Ruddy...

LASHES
Light.

Dart

Light

.

Dirk...D

Light

a Dark

REDHEAD
Light

Dark

Dry. .a
Oily

UPS

.

BROWNETTE

Blade.

Olivt....n

Q

BRUNETTE

.D Haal

Mcdium.O

BLONDE
Lijht^Q Dark

Grey.

Creamy.

IOC (coin or stamps)

for postage
handling.

MoLstQ
Dry

ACE

.

NdTJlt_

Ciij

.

The
halitosis!"

I

gasped.

"Oh, that!" she replied. "Why when
was up against it in New York, I used to
I was the original
pose for Listcrine ads.
hnlMosis girl!"

appear

are really in love can

girl."

I

it

powdery or
Tested under

ofF-color,

much

happiness together in Hollywood as they can anywhere else, providing they can hold their temperaments in
That's true even of a halitosis
check.
find as

i

'

Goldwyn-Mayer gave me a contract
real salary

Factor's face

powder. .each shade

the studio.

A

Max

by

Factor, Filmland's

formed me over the telephone that the
great Alan Dwan wanted me there at
once to take a test for a small part in
'Summer Bachelors'. I had just finished
washing all the stockings I owned, but
that didn't stop me. I donned a pair that
were wet, and I think I ran all the way to

wistful look crept into Leila's big
green eyes when I asked her to tell me
about the days when she was furnishing

in

star types

tell

New

studio in

friends of her parents.

try

and eyeshadow
.

I'll let

—

me

rouge,
color harmony
for every variation of blonde, brunette,
brownette, redhead. .created to screen

lipstick

Others sought her out for similar work.
That was the turning point for Leila

a deep sense of humor.
Passing up the fifty dollars a week that
had been her stage salary, she cast her lot
with the other thousands who haunted the
New York and Long Island studios. Nor
did she seek the pull that would have been
eagerly extended her by the moguls in this
powerful execufield of entertainment
tives who long had been the intimate

—

HOLLYWOOD— Powder,

covers.

her year with the Collier play, but Leila
soon found herself growing restless. She
had heard of the opportunities to be found
in the films.
Then she brought into play the inbred
courage that has done so much to carry
her to the top. It is a courage mixed with

Kind of

Make-up

broke.

Leila.

counts.

New

play-

She was ashamed to
ing on Broadway.
admit to them that she was a failure and

the commencement exercises.
parents were on the road at the moment, but that didn't deter the deter-

way
Her

who were

hiding from her parents,

numerous theatrical trade papers.
lost no time in returning to Broad-

of the

75

Sine-

next issue oj

SILVER SCREEN
Will be on sale December 4

—

—
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How Society Women

Robert Montgomery Tells His Life Story

and

Stage Beauties Banish

[Continued from page 50]

FAT

THE
SAFE

WAV

Once
you

to

start

takea halftea-

spoonFul of
Kruschen Salts in a
glass of hot water
every morning before
breakfast your fight on fat
is

Herein are the facts why
Kruschen is different from and
superior to other reducing treatments:

—

by going
and

pastries

a

Many women

little

lighter

hasten

on potatoes/

fatty meats.

Mrs. Bessie Evans of Jamestown, N.Y. writes: "I lost
1 4 lbs. before starling the second bottle of Kruschen
I am not only delighted with the
big loss of fat but I
feel so much stronger and healthier. I heartily recommend Kruschen to all overweight women."

TO-DAY to look and fee! years
An 85c bottle of Kruschen lasts

Start

younger.

4 weeks and

is

by leading

sold

druggists

thruout the world.

KRUSCHEN SALTS
"it's

the

LIHLE DAILY DOSE

that

does

it"

PHOTO
SNAPSHOT, TINTYPE

ENLARGED
SIZE I6X

Same

20 INCHES

price

for

fall

length or bust form,
groups, land scapes, pet

98

largements of any pari
of group picture Safe return of ^oar
photo or snapshot guaranteed.
.

beautiful life-like enlargei

16x20 in. .guaranteed fadeless. Paypost98c plus postage or send $1.00
order anu we pay postage to your c
-With each

man

Special Free Offer
ure reproduction of photo
FREE a hand-tinted mil
f this amazing offer— send
Bent. Take advantage
UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY, ^
your nhoto
"' today,
Lake
aK< Street, Dept, W-1351, Chicago, Illinois
900 West
.

—

cy^Jashes
''

Z Weeks

Evert woman wanty
l>ri>WH fiH-h

how

Hcant

Die-

tlic joy of lonK, dark luxurious cy t-luMln-'a and
our aitia/.iiii; new diacoverv prodiicoH. No mallir
growth, wc emirantee. unconditionally, that within

iiH

woeltH' time jMmc, Loone'fi Preparation will make them appear
' - '
- "-'
lonRer, darker and more
thcv could be.
Don't envy other ey(
hllc th e remarkable discovery in within
can BurpaBB them all with evcB full of
your reach. For YOO,

two

.

oxprcBSion and allurcmei

YOURS

will

be

BETTEK

than the bCBt

you've admired.

Send NOW for Mme. I.cone'n EvcI/ihI
HESIH.T.S IN A FEW DAYS. I'ric,
hack without (nicr.tion if von arc

MME. LEONE, Dept.
I encloBC $2.00. .Send
beautiful cyclaBhea.

City

me

S-4.
at

near

at that time.

In

it.

After five months on the Caddo I had a
sudden longing for a lot of land. Even
beyond the desire for solid earth I realized
that I would never be happy until I had
made a try at the theater. During all
those months it was in the back of my
mind. I had plenty of time to think about
it.
A "wiper" uses plenty of physical
effort, but it isn't too taxing on the brain.
When I got back to New York I talked to
my mother about it. She doubted my

wisdom in making this decision, but she
knew that I would never be satisfied in
anything else until I had at least given
the stage a

trial.

During the next period of my life I
frequently knew what it was to be hungry.
Ship's fare on oil tankers is not fancy but
wasn't always filled in
Stage jobs were hard
to get. Steve Janney, the boy with whom
I lived in the Village, got me my first
He was a stage manager then, but
job.
he aspired to become a playwright. Steve
is
dead now. His death was a tragic
affair while he was in California on his
honeymoon. He was the first person to
help me in the theater, and he was a
wonderful friend during those Greenwich
it

is

filling.

I

Greenwich Village.

never forget that first job of mine.
It was in William Faversham's company of
"The Man and the Mask". I played four
roles, and if you didn't look quickly you
would have missed me in all of them. I
was a young man at a party, a butler, a
mourner at a funeral, and a valet. In
addition to that I sang offstage and was
For all of that I
assistant stage manager.
I felt like the vaudeville
got $35 a week.
comedian who explains it all by saying
"well, anyway, it's a living."
My next job was with Emma Dunn in
"Dawn". I only had one role in that, and
But
I appeared only in the second act.
"Dawn" was an important show to me.
In the cast of the production was Elizabeth
Allen. It was the first time I met the girl
who was to become Mrs. Robert Montgomery when I could aflbrd to marry.
We have been married now for three
We are completely
and a half years.
happy, but, beyond that, I do not wish to
talk of my married life, or about my baby
I will

"

i-vi

my mind

fact, I didn't get

Village days.

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail photo or snapshot (any size
and within a week you will re

^iN

There can't be many harder jobs than
Whatever there is to
that of a "wiper".
be done on a ship that no one wants to do,
the "wiper" gets the job.
You work
down in the engine room, and it is no
place for anyone who has the slightest
inclination toward seasickness. The Caddo
was in the intercoast service.
Once we sailed through the Panama

never crossed

Kruschen is more than just a mere laxative
salt— it's an ideal blend of 6 SEPARATE
minerals which not only eliminate poisons
and waste accumulations but which help
every gland, nerve and body organ to
function properly
which brings a marvelous
degree of robust health, chic slenderncss and
results

"wiper".

Canal and docked at Los Angeles Harbor.
We were only there long enough to take
on oil, but at least, I can say truthfully
I
that I have been in California before.
never dreamed that someday I would
come back to work in pictures. Hollywood

WON!

physical attractiveness.

an ocean voyage, however, if you are really
determined about it.
I sailed on the
It doesn't seem so important
S. S. Caddo.
when I tell you that the Caddo was a
Standard Oil tanker, and I worked as a

nd
mid.
Iv

WATCH

Monev

BaliBficd.

12 West St., Boston, IMass.

once your new dincovery for ErowinK

State.

—

to

me

to

exclusively to the private

life

of Robert

That seems

daughter.

belong

Perhaps I am wrong, but I
should interest the public.
It was a long uphill climb on the stage.
I played in "The Carolinian", with Sidney Blackmer. Two roles again. My first
real chance on Broadway was in "Arlene
Adair", with Grace George.
I had the

Montgomery.

don't see

why

it

juvenile lead in that.

For seventy-two weeks

Most of

stock.

Rochester, but

I

worked
was spent

I

that time

in
in

also played in Baltimore

in New England.
Stock training is
marvelous experience for a young actor.
That has been said so often that people
must be sick of hearing it, but it is true.
It was my college course in the drama.
It
trained me to read lines, to play all sorts
of characters, and to meet the emergencies
which are always arising in the theater.
I played more old character men than I
did juveniles and leading men during

and

those weeks.
There are so many pleasant reminiscences of that time in stock.
would
be in a city long enough for people to

We

know

We made friends. We were

us.

in-

vited to parties. Unfortunately, when you
are playing in stock there isn't too much
time for social activity. Rehearsals in the
morning. Matinees in the afternoon, and
performances in the evening.
After a matinee performance I would always go back to my hotel and nap for an
hour.
It was my invariable custom to
leave word at the desk to call me at a certain time, although usually I would wake
up.
One time I didn't awaken, and on
this occasion, of all times, the clerk forgot
to call me. At eight o'clock that evening
I

was awakened by

my

phone.

—

It

was

ringing steadily and furiously if you can
imagine anything furious about a telephone bell. The theater was calling me.
Not a moment for
I just made it in time.
makeup, or getting into my usual wardrobe. I walked right on to the stage and
into the character. I've often wondered

what would have happened it we had been
playing "The Merchant of Venice".
Anyway, I bought an alarm clock the
next morning.
It wasn't all smooth sailing, by any
means. As I said before, there were times

when I wondered how I would eat, and
how I could pay my rent. And yet, I
know that privation was good for me. It
was a stimulus. Platitudinous it may be
but you appreciate the things for which
you have worked hard.
The tide began to turn for me. I was
given the lead opposite Miriam Hopkins in
"The Garden of Eden". You may remember that comedy. Corinne Griffith
and Charles Ray appeared in it on the
screen.
I was in the Edgar Selwyn production of "Possession"

my

first

Samuel Goldwyn.

when Goldwyn was
ing

man

when

offer for pictures.

for

It

I

received

came from

This was at the time

new leadThe Colman-

looking for a

Vilma Banky.

Banky starring team, popular
was being dissolved.

for so long,

me under

a six weeks'

Gold\vyn placed
contract,

male

role

and tested me for the leading
My
in "So This Is Heaven".

Silver Screen for December 1931
were simply horrible.

tests

looked at

I

that pictures were not for
me. What I didn't know about acting in
silent pictures would fill three or four good
As a matter of fact,
sized libraries.
Goldwyn wasn't so pleased with me either.
Nothing was said when the six weeks were

them and knew

When

I knew that I would never draw an easy
breath as long as that test was any place in
existence. By a pretext I got possession of
I had every
it from the film laboratory.
intention of destroying it later that eve-

Rio

ning.
I

my car when
of Nicholas Schenck,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer executive.
was

It

in the

stopped at the

the

back of

home

During the evening he asked

flmind.
Remember

the tales [(J\/Q, [
you once heard of the
flaming temperament of Dolores Del Rio ... of her thought-

extravagance? Until she
married handsome Cedric Gibless

bons, talented screen art director . . for then she learned
that wolves lurk on Hollywood's gilded doorsteps.
.

A change came over the exotic
beauty that set all filmdom
You, too, will be
talking.
amazed at the new Dolores
when you read about her in the
big feature story, "How Love
Changed Dolores Del Rio,"
which appears in the current
December issue of Screenland,

The Soul

of

Qarho

me why

persuaded me to let him take it to
California with him, assuring me that people at the studio were accustomed to mak-

He

bad tests. Well, my
and I was offered a
I was interested
contract with M-G-M.
ing allowances for
test

went

to California,

in pictures only after the talkies arrived.
as a
Silent pictures never interested

me

Possibly

career.

pictures
in

it

is

equally true silent

would never have been

interested

me.

Alice In Wonderland was a sophisticate,
someone who knew all of the answers,
compared to me during my first months
in the studio.
fired.

It

is

didn't strike

I

a

don't

know why

I

wasn't

wonder

me —

that lightning
the things I did.

.

JUVENAY now presents American women with a
amazed the
great new skin culture discovery that has
ingenious
most severe beauty critics of the Continent. An
instantly evacuates
little suction cup moved over the face
immaculately
skin
the
leaves
the deepest skin pores and
cup, at
clean. The smooth, rounded flange of this suction
into the
the same time, kneads the nourishing cream deep
surface.
skin
the
to
supply
blood
tissue and draws a richer

RAE

glow into even the most sallow
It brings a natural ruddy
cheeks and revitalizes the skin with o charming beauty
power of the
that is almost unbelievoble. This revitalizing
vacuum suction cup used with Roe Juvenay cream is so
faitheffective that it even smooths out wrinkle lines with
Ensemble is priced
ful daily application. Yet the complete
If your
$1.00.
cup
suction
$1.50,
cream
$2.50,
at only
check,
favorite department store cannot supply you, send
money order, or currency direct to us and your order will
be mailed some day it arrives. If you do not instantly
agree that this is the finest facial combination you have
ever possessed, your money will be instantly refunded
without question.
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HARRIETTE ARMS LABORATORIES,

Keith Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

tell
Next month Bob
you about some of "the
things I did" in Hollywood.
Try to be patient until December 4.

DEPILATORY CREAM
Perfumed—White—Quick— Safe. JusI spread i> on
and rinse off. Sold Everywhere. GIANT TUBE 50c.
Z/P Epilator-IT'S OFF because IT'S
(Formerly S5.00) Now in a new SI .00 size package

OUT

.

.

.

I

hadn't tried pictures.
"I have tried pictures, thank you," I
said with feeling. I proceeded to tell him
about my experience.
"Did you make a test?" he asked.
I admitted the test, but was pretty firm
about insisting that no one should see it.

Fascinating, inviting title that
barely reveals the full scope of this
unusual story. Greta, mysterious,
aloof, enchantress of the millions
what is the true story of her
her tremendous appeal.
power
What is the secret of those oriental
sub-tones that blaze like hidden
fires beneath the glacial calm of
her nordic self. Here is the truth
vividly, grippingly revealed in
.

beauty "Discovery

up.

Dolores
Del

.

ISiew
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modern method guarantees approval.
Write Today. S. L. Newcomer As.socialion

you go to the movies you'll
want to read Screenland. It is
If

the safe, sure way to see the big
hits. It is the authoritative magazine of the Screen.

1674 Broadway.

New

Vork. N. Y.
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all
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taking advantage of your special offer.
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Screenland.

Lew Ayres and
Name
Address

married,
City

Lola Lane,

both very happy. They
eloped to Las Vegas to be
State,

then

away

to

Canada for their honeymoon
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When

the

Money Comes RoUing

In

[Continued from page 42]

POST YOURSELF!
'

It

pays!

1

paid

J. D. Martin, Virginia, $200 for a
single copper cent. Mr. Manning, New
York, $2,500 for one silver dollar. Mrs. G. F.
Adams $740 for a few old coins. I want all
kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.
I pay big cash premiums.

WILL PAY $100 FOR DIME
1894

S. Mint; $50 for 1913 Liberty Head
Nickel (not buffalo) and hundreds of other
amazing prices for coins. Get in touch with
me. Send 4c for Large Illustrated Coin Folder
and further particulars. It may mean much
profit to you. Write today to

NUMISMATIC COMPANY OF TEXAS
FORT WORTH,
251

....

Dept.

(Largest

^

TEXAS

Rare Cain Establiehmcnt

in

U.

S.]

Skin Health Derived from Daily
Use of the

CIJTICURA
Price 25c. each. Sample free.
AddresB: '*Casicura,''Dept. 3K, Maiden, Maee,

Home

^
j

Study

Accountancy Traininsi
Accountants who know their work

|

i

or executive accounting positions.
Previous bookkeeping knowledge unnecessary-we prepareyoulrom ground This r'nr'r'l
up. Our training is supervised by Wm. Bnnh rlxtytLl
ivx^Ju,-.
B. Castenholz. A. M., C. P. A., assisted
by staff of C. P. A.s. Low cost easy terms. Write for valuable free 64-page book describingopportunities in accounting field and telling how you may enter it successfully,

—

LA SALLE EXTENSiOn UNIVERSITy
Dept. 12420-

Chicago

LOVE CHARM
FrcHch
Perfume brings pe-

PERFUME

and subtle psychological reactions on the
human emotions. The enchantresses of old
culiar

—

Cleopatra —Du Barry— understood this magie
power. Stars of screenland are inspired by realistic odeurs. Certainly a man's idea of a woman's
charm may easily be changed with the proper
perfume. That Love Charm is such we ask you to
prove to yourself . Send 10c for sample vial. Love
Charm Co.. Dept, lOOM, 585 Kingsland. St. Louis, Mo.

M

Wtyoar favorits
star^'^

vie

All original phofoa of vour favorite stare, eize
SxlO. glossy prints. 25c"each. 5 for $1.00. Scenee
from any of your favorite recent photo
playe. 25c each. 12 for $2.50. PoBilivtUj the finest
obtainable anywhere.
have the largest collection of movie photos in the country. Just name
the Btar or ecenee you want. Remit by money

We

order or U.

S.

2c ?tampa.

BRAM STUDIO
630 9th

Studio 352-A
New York City

Avenue

ANEAsyrHAPE <«
your

NOSE

Anita Nose Adjuster
shapes flesh and car-

—

tilage
quicUy, safely,
painlessly,
while you

sleep or work. Lasting
Doctors praise

results.

Gold IMedal Winner.
87,000 users. Write for

it.

FREE BOOKLET.
ANITA INSTITUTE,
Please send
of

your

me

FREE

N-96, Anita BIdg., Newark, N.

witliout

J.

any obligation copy

book.

Name

Home
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State

swanky Lilyan Tashman and Edmund
Lowe, Janet arrived and appeared for the
time before the curious fans.
Too
frightened to speak into the microphone,
she hurried toward the theatre doors.
And the crowd, suddenly loving her,
shouted her name and accepted her at
once into its fickle heart. Yesterday, a
mere nobody in Hollywood; that night
Janet really became a star, idolized and
loved by all.
"I was frightened almost to the point
of being paralyzed that first night," Janet
confessed afterward. "When I neared the
theater and saw the lights and crowds, I
first

command responsible positions and
good incomes. And the need for
trained accountants is growing.
About 10,000 Certified Public Accountants in U. S. and many thousands more executive accountants.
Many earn $5,000 to $20,000. We
train you thoroughly at home in your
spare time for C. P. A. examinations

opening night of Janet Gaynor's first great
screen performance, "Seventh Heaven".
Given a gala premiere, the sort of opening
that can take place only in Hollywood,
hundreds of screen stars were invited to
see the picture and to welcome a new
Cinderella.
Scores of glaring lights centered on the long walk that led from the
street to the portals of the theatre.
Hundreds of worshipping fans surged against
the ropes in an effort to see and talk to their
favorites.
Microphones into which the
stars might broadcast a few
radioed
words to millions of listeners, and) cameras
that would take still and motion pictures
of the notables, were stationed a few feet
from the spot where gloriously gowned
women and handsome men alighted from
their limousines.
Into all this glamour came Janet, simply
gowned and as wistfully sweet as an oldfashioned painting.
Directly after the

.N-0(i

to run away, but I knew I had to
appear because I was to be introduced
from the stage.
I
was with Charlie
Farrell, and luckily enough for me, he had
the strength to support me on that long
walk from our automobile to the theatre

wanted

entrance.
noisily that

My

so

I

it.

heart was thumping
was certain people heard

saw and heard a dazzling conglomeration
and people and voices and music,
and I heard my name called, but so great
was my excitement that nothing seemed
real; it was all like a racing, beautiful
dream and I kept hoping I wouldn't wake
up and spoil it all."
Despite her dreams-come-true, and all
the fame and fortune that are now hers,
Janet remains the same sweet, unaflTected
child who once enviously read fan magazine interviews with her favorite stars and
wished she might become as successful as
they.
When she was given the role of
Diane in "Seventh Heaven", she became
the most glorified girl in all Hollywood,
for hundreds were tested for the part and
many prominent stars even vohmteered
I

of lights

to play

it

for

nothing because they realized

whoever portrayed Diane on the screen
would walk straight into the hearts of
that

audiences everywhere.
Before her success, Janet wondered if
fame and fortune would change her. She
had seen many of her friends turned into
conceited, impossible snobs by overnight
prosperity and she was always afraid she
might be carried away similarly. I have
known her for years, and during the glorious weeks after the opening of "Seventh
Heaven", she would rush up to me on
every occasion and anxiously ask:

"Do you

think I've changed?

People

warn me not

success

continually

to let

me. Do you think it has?"
"Janet, just as long as you can be humble enough and sweet enough to be afraid
of changing, you need never worry," I

affect

would reply.
Helen Twelvetrees' leap to film success
was as unexpected as it was sudden.
She went to Hollywood under contract
to Fox and was lost in the mob of actors
and actresses imported by that company

make the then new talking pictures.
Her contract came to an end and Helen
to

packed her bags, broken-hearted because
of her failure, and prepared to return to
New York. A year previously she had
reached Hollywood happily married and
with visions of fame and fortune as a motion picture star.
She had divorced her
husband, was terribly in debt, and worse
still, had lost most of her happy illusions
about life.
A friend persuaded Helen to \'isit Pathe
for a test and as a result, she signed a ne\v
contract at a much greater salary, became
a star in "The Grand Parade", and today
is one of the most famous figures on the
screen.
When her last picture was exhibited in Los Angeles, the city was plastered with billboards on which Miss
Twelvetrees' name appeared in letters
three feet tall; glaring letters that could

be read for blocks.
She was stunned by the sudden twist
of Fate, and today she is again happily
married and is living in reality all the
fascinating dreams that were hers when
she boarded a train three years ago to go
to Holl^'wood.

"I didn't realize there was so much
in all the world," Loretta Young
cried when she held her first fifteenhundred-dollars-a-week salary check. Her
eyes were glistening with tears because that
check represented the end of the rainbow
to Loretta.
"Now I can buy that automobile I wanted and a house in Be\erly
Hills and a diamond ring and a fur coat

money

and

.

.

.

"That's

."

about

—

fifty

thousand dollars

you have spent in words," interrupted
someone dryly.
"How much do you
think fifteen hundred dollars will buy?"
"Oh, but there will be another check
next week and then another and another
and another," Loretta shouted joyously.
Marian Nixon and Mars- Brian ^vere
most conservative after they signed contracts.
Both girls had kno^vn the suffering
of poverty during their long fights for
screen success.
V\ hen fame and fortune
came, they remembered their leaner days
and decided to save their mone)-.
Marian purchased a small but charming
bungalow and employed a single servant.
Mary chose to live in a moderately priced
apartment with her mother and brother
and she, too, employed a single servant.
Neither young lady spent money frivolously nor did they yearn for expensixe
clothes or jewelry, which they could have
had if they desired, thanks to huge annual
incomes.
Not until two years after she
had signed her contract did Marian purchase her first fur coat, a grey squirrel.
"Big salaries don't continue lore\ er in
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ALWAYS HAVE LUCK!-$
Unlucky in Money Games,
Love or Business? You should

carry

genuine

pair of

a

BRAHMA RED

MYSTIC

LIVE HIGHLY MAGNETIC

LODESTONES.

STONES

Attract-

LODEby

carried

are

people

Oriental

Occult

Am-

Rare,

Compelling,
azing,
LIVE
these
ive

as

a

POWERFUL LUCKY

CHARM,

one

Bad Luck, Evil and Misfortune,
much Good Luck, Love, Happi-

prevent

to

and the other to attract
Special only $1.97 for the two
ness and Prosperity.
Pay postman $1.97
With valuable instructions FREE.
Satisfaction or money redelivery.
on
postage
and 15c
funded. You can be LUCKY! Order yours TODAY!
Eo% 72, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
Deot. 739 P. S. BUREAU. General P. O.
NOTICE: We absolutely GUARANTEE ttiese genuine Mystic
Bratima Lodestones are ALIVE! Just what yo" "antj./r!' GET
MAGNETIC! rlr
HIGHLY
are the REAL THING. POWERFUL,

YOURS NOW

!

Marian declared. "When
I want to be rich."
Today Marian Nixon is rich in her
own name and she is also the wife of a

this business,"

my salary

ends,

Chicago multi-millionaire who worships
her and showers her with costly jewels
and automobiles. They live on an estate
in Beverly Hills that is worth no less than
It is a far
seventy-five thousand dollars.

compare the
Marian Nixon of today, wearing a dia-

stretch of the imagination to

'Bring 'Back that

mond

bracelet worth twenty thousand
dollars and riding in a ten thousand dollar
automobile, to the Marian Nixon of nine
years ago, who was so proud of her three
hundred dollar sedan and her new seven-

Youthful Chin Line
Two profiles of tfie same sirl are shown above
— one before and one after using the Corinthian
Combination Treatment. See what a difference
the youthful chin line makes.
Amazing results are secured quickly with the
Corinthian Combination of both medicinal and
physical effort. This treatment lifts the drooping
chin line by shrinking relaxed muscles and

teen dollar slippers.

!

Mary

during
i.lake money taking pictures. Prepare quickly
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
Send at once for free book. Opportunities in IHotiern

P'Mtoaraphv. and full particulars.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Chicago.
Dept. 4439, 3601 Michigan Ave..

.,

.
U. S. A.

MOUNT BIRDS

Learn to

in

expert Taxidermist. We teach you at borne
to mount Birds, Animals,

_j Mail

^Game-Heads; to tan s'
vild game also comrr

,

'

squirrels, rabbits, frogs
,

Big Profits

eona.

in

and

_pig-

I

spare time.
|

'free book

?|';,=ia"erS?ybow to have a wonderful bobby
and bow to turn your spare time
Sure Profits. Free. Send Today. Don't delay State Age.
/

|

,

'

.

into

N.W. SCHOOL OF TAXIDERMY, 3769 Court BIdg., Omaha, Neb-

To be deaf
No Joke
—Every DeatPersonKnowsThat
George P.

Way made

himself hear, after beinff

deaf for 25 years, with Artificial Ear Drnms—hia
invention. He wore them
day and night. They stopped "
bead Doisea and rioglna ears.
They are invisible and per-j

OWD

,

fectlycomfortable. NooDeBe€~
them. Write for his true atorj
.

"How I Got Deaf and Made
_
Myself Hear". Also booklet
„
, „
Artificial Ear Drum
on Deafness. Address
.

.

INC.
GEORGE P. WAY,
Detroit. MichiMn
1132 Hofman BuihlinK

"tre

Diiinia, Dance, Vocal, Musical Coiueily
Opera, for Stage, Talkies, Kadio,
Teaching, directing and social training. Tlieaand student stock company. New York ap-

pearances

while learning.

PUPILS:

Alary Pickford.

and Adcle Astaire. Zita .lohann, Una Merkel,
Peggy Shannon, Alice Joyce, Claiborne Foster. For
I''red

Catalog 71 apply to
S.

S.

COE,

Secretary,

66 West 85th

St.,

W.

„
Y.

Brian is also quite wealthy. For
the balance of her life she may have all the
luxuries her heart desires because the income from her savings provides her with
Mary
several hundred dollars a week.
worked out a clever budget when she
The first year she
signed her contract.
allotted herself a minimum amount for
living expenses and invested the balance of
her salary. The second year she set aside
the same amount out of her salary, but to
this she added the interest from her first
The third year she conyear's savings.
tinued to use the same portion of her salary
but added the interest earned by her twoyear investments.
Lew Ayres' first act, when he read his
first interview in a motion picture magazine, was to rush out and buy all the
copies he could find. It was his intention
He was so exto send them to friends.
ultant over his success that he wanted
everybody to share his happiness. Fortunately, Lew realized that to send out
those magazines might be regarded by his
friends as a conceited act, so he refrained.
Today they are piled in a secluded closet
corner in his home.
A funny little story about the effect of
early success is told at the expense of
Marceline Day. A few years ago Marceline
was given her first important part in a

FOR

made

PICTURES

Radio Broadcast and commercial usage bring big
Writers of WORDS or MUSIC ahould send
for FREE copy of 20-page instructive booklet giving
in
song writing. We
full details of opportunities
revise, arrange, secure U. S. Copyright, broadcast your
song over the Radio and submit to Motion Picture
Studios here in Hollywood- Write Today.

of a certain masculine actor

became obnoxiously conceited

celine,

after

flesh cells.

Apply the Corinthian Astringent Lotion at
night before retiring. Then put on the net-like
head piece with chin strap to hold up muscles
and flesh while the astringent lotion aids the
shrinking
all during your sleep.
Simple, scientific and certain, the Corinthian
Combination quickly brings back the fascination
of that youthful chin line of girlhood. The
complete $5.50 combination is now only $3.50.
Simply mail check or money order or send $1.00

—

and pay balance on delivery.

bill

faction guaranteed or

Full

satis-

money refunded.

The Health Appliance Company
Cleveland, O.

657-R Union Trust Bldg.

Protect your

eyes from

creen
^NJOY

movies without eye-etrain
wear lenses
8clenti£caUy designed to exclude flickering light
ray» and reduce glare. | May be worn over glasses or
alone. Enclose $1 bill with name and address to

She was discussing various stars
with some friends, when mention was

initial

TALKING

reducing

picture.

"I'll

SONGS
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who

.

.

^

CORTLAND OPTICAL COMPANY

his

20 Cortland

Rochcslef,

Street

1

N. Y.

big role.

never be that way," said Mar"Why even now I
earnestly.

speak to the extras and electricians."

TURTLE OIL

returns.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE
604

Merer

BIdg..

Western

&

Sierra Vtita Avenue*

Hollywood*

Calif.

Learn to Dance.

THE ANSWER
TO LAST MONTH'S
PUZZLE

smart ColleKiate Steps, and popular Society Steps
at home, easily and quickly. New chart method
makes dancinflras simple as A-B-C. No music
or partner required. Don't be a wallflower.
Learn to dance. Complete course— 286 paites,
6il illust. tions. sent on B Days' Free Trial.
Kquala $'20 00 course. Send no money. Pay
postman only $1 98, plus postapre upon arrival.
Money back if not delighted. Catalog Free.

days what
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f /
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Treatment

1-Day

back
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Acne condition
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and youth

no

redness

Wonder
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Price

to
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with dainty
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hy mail linw to make and sell.
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Capitol Candy School.
AC-II943. Washington, D. C.
icli

Dept.

for

freckles, pimples, blackheads,
enlarged pores, wrinkles, pits,

scars, puffs.

of

Anpcle-^, Calif.

PASTE
PEEL
Home

W^^KV

Pub. Co., 800 No. Clark St., Dept. C-101. Chicago

sluiii.s,

oil

WONDER,

,

Fi-aiiklin

Turtle Oil does in a few
creams take months to dn.
Full ounce, S5.00, C. O. D. Hollywood Beauty
Parlor price, $10.50. Satisfaction, or money back.

imported

pure,

Mme Adele

learn all the modern dancea-the late
stepd, the new Fox Trots, dreamy Waltzt.,
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PHOTO
Enlargements

Beauty to Give

Away

[Continued from page 6]

Wonderful life-like enlargements, bust, full length or part
eroup, pets or
OA//.V

subjects
^ other
^^rT
now made from
photo, snap4

,

MUtm B

^h*^^
type at
the amazingly low
introductory price
of49ceach. Sendas
JTTV many photos as you
fc**!
desire enlarged now
SIZE OF ENLARGEMENT
while this price lasts. Return of
1 1 X 14 inches
the original photos guaranteed.
V *^"^t mail photo with name and ad'
SctlA Tio MonfiV
Sl« dress. In a few days
your postman
postraar
.
,

^H^^J^^B

.

.

fade. Pay him only
ill pay postage.

BEAUTIFULLY ll^ni^W
Carved Frame FREE!

To quickly acquaint new ciUKtom-

1*?.?. gl^j^ ^I--'.'^.
further
'ill frame
all Paetel Colored enlargements FREE. IHuBtratiom
tifuHy carved frames from which to make a choice will be eent with
your enlargement. Don't delay. Act now. Mail your Photos today.
I

notice,

COMPA]\Y
ERA PORTRAIT
NEW
CHICAGO,
DEPT. 468
HURON STREET
11

ILLINOIS

E.

COMPLEXION

Beautiful

MANY HAPPY USERS—
your complexion of
pimples, blackheads, enskin,
pores,
oily
larged

whiteheads,

a soft, rosy, clear complexion
few days. No lotion, salves, claymasks,
Harmsoap. No dieting, nothing to take.
Cannot injure
less, quick sure method.
the most delicate ukm. Thoueands of satisfied usere for over 15 years.
Send for FREi; BOOKLET- No obligation. Send no money. JuBt get

DOROTHY RAY. 646

Have

N. Michigan Ave., Dept.

Any_

woman would

adore

it.

Of

course you need no introduction to
Coty's perfumes, but I can't help thinking
how delighted any woman would be to
find in her Christmas stocking a bottle of

enchanting UAimant (the magnet).
appropriate name! And Coty's
special perfume for blondes called UOr
(the gold) is simply spell-binding!
An
especially smart Coty item is a small
cylinder with an indelible lip-stick in one
end and a vial of perfume in the other.
You may select the shade of rouge from
their

What an

Coty's three natural-looking colors and
you also have a choice of Coty's perfumes

A

wf^\

;(ear

etc.
in a

feet gift!

3491, Chicago. lU.

to accompany it.
welcome gift in a
leather case at $2.50!
Being a practical person as well as a
lover of beauty, I have discovered the
wisdom of having a few extra things on
hand at Christmas time for we are all apt
to forget a few people we should remember.
It is a great relief to have something with
which to obey our last minute impulses.
Often it is extremely embarrassing to be

And

seems a waste
of money to have surplus gifts tucked
away in dresser drawers unused.
Prepare yourself for any emergency
with several of Helena Rubinstein's new,

empty-handed.

PERSONAL STATIONERY'
Name and Adbond paper 6x7

Neatly Printed with your
dress

on beautiful

"white

with envelopes to match. Big value for 51.

An

Ideal Gift. Order for yourself and friends
today. Post. Prepaid. Send $1.to Dept. 4.

Winslow

^
'

Press, Winchester, Mass.

You

can earn good money ib spare time at
home making oiapiay uniii. No Selling or
canvassing. We instruct you, furnisb complete outfit and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.

The MENHENITT

COMPANY Umited

252 Dominioo Bldg.. Toronto. Ont.

yet,

it

revolutionary lip-sticks, which operate
with one hand. A single movement of
your thumb on one side opens the top
and raises the rouge. In several colors
and only $1.
Two other valuable $1 items are the
smart Primrose House compact in an
original silver, black and yellow box,
which must be seen to be appreciated
and the Primrose House Introductory Set.
This set contains creams, skin-tonic,
smoothskin oil, chiffon powder and a tiny
Perfect for a motorjar of paste rouge.
trip, a short visit or for your guest-room.
Certainly a lot of value for $1.
For men Lentheric has a handsome gift
set
of after-shave powder, after-shave
lotion

for $3.
These
for $1 and they

and scalp-stimulant

can be bought separately

are stunning looking bottles of generous
size.
is no doubt that men enjoy fine
preparations as much as women do
and they are a much appreciated gift IF
you know the man well enough to give
him so personal a thing. Since men can't
wear colors and in our sturdy western
civilization have been denied the use of
perfumes, their only opportunity to revel
in exquisite personal touches is in the
matter of their toilet preparations. But,
men are revolting against being held down
in this way and a few revolutionary, reacnot the
tionaries are using perfumes
sweetish odors, nor seductive scents of
but mannish,
boudoir,
the feminine
woodsy, clean smelling waters that are
Myrurgia, the Spanish house
refreshing.
that furnished the royal family of Spain
with their perfumes, etc., is putting out an

There

Astrology
Will You Be Lucky in 1932?
the stars foretell for 1932? Would yoa
know? Our special 12-paKe Astrological
Reading gives predictions month by month— with
exact days, dates and happenings for 1932 based
>n your sign of the Zodiac. Consult it before
naking any change in home or business affairs,
signing papers, love, marriage, seeking employnent, raises in salary, speculation, travel.
jrienHs, enemies, health, accidents, lucky days,
etc. Send exact birthday with $1.00 for reading.

What do
like to

,

I

Franklin Pub. Co.. 800 N. Clark

St.,

Dept

1109 Chicago

bwTo Secure A
»

Government Position
Positions

About
Tells Ab<

These and Other

RAILWAY POSTAL CLERK
$1850 to $2700 a year
POSTMASTER
$1200 to $2500 a year

CUSTOMS HOUSE CLERK
$1140 to $2700 a year
INTERNAL REVENUE MEN
$1140 to $2700 a year
R. F. D. MAIL CARRIER
$1800 to $2000 a year

FREE BOOK

'f^l:

i'^^^T^'^^ il

holpcd thouBundi.. If citizfu 18 to 50, you can qualify,
"
for iho next Hnilwnv IWal Clork Examination!

-niDAY.
A. R. PATTERSON, Civil Ser vice Expert
512 Wl.ner Bldt:.. Rochester, N. Y.
Plouno m-nd mo your lrv<! book "ilow to
Writ.! or mail coup-ti

toilet
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unusual perfume for

men

called Spanish

Leather.
is a pungent cologne
on many a masculine

Coty's Eau de Coty
that

you

dresser.

will find
It

is

delightful.

It is especially

popular in France.
Houbigant can always be relied upon

something new and exciting. They
have splendid sets for men. An excellent combination set contains shaving
cream, shaving lotion and talcum
welcome gift at $2. And from Houbigant
we have two new perfumes that are fairly
for

also

—

hypnotic, enticing, devastating and all
that sort of thing. The first, Parfum Etude
is the perfume of promise, of youth, brooding with the potentialities of study.
So
if you are young or feel young you will
sense a satisfying at-one-ment with this
It comes in two sizes S20
beautiful cut-crystal flacon
is encased in satiny wood and reposes on a
silvered metal base.
Modernistic and

Parfum Etude.

and

$35.

striking!

The

The

—well-named

other odor
for

the very

as

it is

is

called Festival

gay and stimula-

of holiday joy.
S12 and 322.
The Houbigant perfumes are designed
to increase in character and intensity on
contact with the skin.
And for those who like their rouge,
ting

as

Festival, also, is in

spirit

two

sizes,

powder and

lip rouge in one convenient
compact, Houbigant's Triple Vanities are
ideal.
They are in several colors with
either gold or platinum finished metal and
the Christmas price is $3.50.
Now! For those of us to whom all
these bargains are still out of reach, I have
a real surprise!
Before you despair of
making just a few dollars conjure up a real
Christmas for your friends just come with
me for a few minutes and let's look at this

new

line of cosmetics called Fairest. Yes,
those large, good-looking, red boxes are
Fairest items.
Generous sizes, good products, smart packages
and each separate
item is only 50 cents! Doesn't that rescue

—

your Christmas hopes?

The

Fairest

com-

bination gift sets are attractively gotten
up in red boxes, gay without being gaudy.
For $1 there is the large bath salts and
dusting powder combination really a
splendid gift! I have not used these products myself, but I am assured that quality
has not been sacrificed in presenting them
at such an unheard of figure.
For Si. 50
you may buy the face powder, rouge and
perfume, a flower odor, Muguet. In fact all
the Fairest products are scented with
Muguet. And for $2.50 there is a great,
big box containing perfume, face powder,
bath salts, dusting powder and rouge!
They are especially proud of a new double
compact for 59 cents. It is made of bake-

—

lite

and enamel and comes

in

several

colors.

In case you are unable to find any of the
things mentioned here, write to me and I
will gladly locate them for you. In fact,
I want you to feel that you can call on me
at any time to solve your beauty or beautyshopping problems. I am here to advise
you.

As your Beauty Editor, I am anxious
that you take care of your looks through
the holiday rush, so that you will gain in
beauty through the joy of the season rather
than slide backward on account of anxiety,
Why tire yourself
fatigue and late hours.
out tiying to find a different gift for each
person?
Of course, there are bound to
be exceptions, but it is a good idea to
select one or two things that are good
values and give these to your entire list. It
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Ideas $$

$$ Photoplay

For Silent and Talking Pictures
Accepted in any form for revision, criticism.
Copyright and submission to studios
Not a school no courses or books to
sell.
You may be just as capable of
writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
Plots acideas are what is wanted.
cepted in any form. Send for free booklet giving full details.

—

Universal Scenario Company
(Established 1917)

504 Meyer BIdg., Western aad Sierra Vista
Hollywood, California

saves you from that extra effort that makes
a lot of people dread the holidays. If your
friends are worthy of the name "friend"
they would rather have you fresh and
rested so they can enjoy your sparkle at

Christmas or no Christmas
interested in your looks during
the holidays and in the time to come.
But, if you do get over-tired refresh
yourself by drinking a lot of water. Natheir parties.
I

am more

MISERY

IS

whom you give it.
would be overjoyed

people wItK defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of ^pfjSt
the inventor who was himself deaf.

A. 0. LEONARD. Inc.. Suite 985,70 5th Ave.,

FREE!

is so much pleasure bound up
in a silky, delicately-scented soap that it is
a luxurious as well as a practical gift.

FREE!

Marvelous imported Parisian discovery removes Unwanted Hair
for

Harmless,

liquid,

and wash

offi

FREE

nation how "Gypsia" destroys Hair
and Root.

GYPSIA PRODUCTS CO.

How To Obtain

irritation.

clean.
Just apSatisfaction or
money returned. Send this ad and
explayour address to get

ply

GYRSI/l

No

good!

in a jiffy,

(S.), 55

W.

42d

St.,

N. Y.

A Better Looking Nose
Improve Tour Personal Appearance
free book tells you how I guarantee

My

to improve the shape of your nose by
remolding the cartilage and fleshy parts,
quickly, safely, and painlessly, or refund your money. The very fine, pre-

adjustments which only my new
patented Model 25 Nose Shaper pos-

cise

make results satisfactory and
Worn night or day. Over 100-

sesses,

lasting.

000 users. Send for free book to
M. TRILETY. Pioneer Noseshaping
Specialist, Dept. 251, Binghamton, N. 7.

STARS THAT
MONEY COULDN'T BUY"

'THRILLS

Read

Elizabeth Arden's lovely soaps offer an
excellent selection in sizes, types and scents.
Those Spanish soaps of Myrurgia are
especially lasting. And when in 'oubt you
can always depend on that clever .wooden
bowl of soap put up by Yardley. Wonderful for the large family where it is really
a problem to keep soap in the bath room.
It seems to last forever and comes with a
specially designed brush made of Chinese
Children love it for it floats in the
fibre.
tub like a gallant, wooden boat. Put up
in a grand Christmas package it is S7.50.
There are smaller sizes. This is a nice
For kiddies
gift to give your own family.
there are many new kinds of animals made
of soap guaranteed to make a bath resemAnd to you and
ble a big game hunt.
every member of your family comes a
big, big wish for the happiest of Christmases from the Beauty Editor of Silver

this

Guaranteed

January

This
Sure Way

A New And

Way. No Exercise,
Diets,
cial

Safe

Batlis,

Medicines or Spe-

Equipment Necessary.

a secret product rigidly tested lias slenderized tliousands

over-stout
failed tlirougti

people
who
other means.

THIX-O-C'RKME lias proven
remove excess fat
from double cliin. arms, al)domen. bust, hips, leKs or
any part of the body. THIN0-CKEJIE, a product of
niotlern science, a cream-like
wliite
preparation
simply
rubl)e(l into any fat part you
'uisli reduced.
Soon as applied its magic-like reducing
action begins and excess fat
to quickly

trra{lually disappears.

O-CUEME
Ibe

sinks

and

skin

.

THIX-

deep

acts

as

into

an

.r

THIN-O-

.

ally re-

-L'-ClTp AND MAIL COUPON TODAY « - - —

THIN-O-CREME CO., Dept. HB
39S Broadway. New York,

N. Y.

THIN-O-

no»t|i!iiil in Ijliiiii wrapper,
li.rKC jar ot
will, dirocticiiB. I nuroo to pay poalnian Jl.(15 phis a Irw
coptB poatagt'.
moni-'y to bo refunded if I
not pipaaed.
Bi-iid

am

We build, strengthen the vocal

,

1931, State of

scientifically correct silent exer. . . and absolutely guaran'
to improve any singing or
speaking voice at least ioo%
. . . Write for wonderful voice
book sent free. Learn
you can now have the voice
literature sent
you want.
to anyone under 17 years unless signed by parent.

cises

tee

—

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE,
NEW
WEST

WEST

NEW

WEST

Business Manager,

NEW

A,

owned by a corporation. Its name and address miist
be stated and also Immediately thereunder the names and
addresses of stockholders owning or holding one per cent
or more of total amount of stock. If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses of the Individual
owners must be given. If owned by a firm, company, or
other unincorporated concern. Its name and address, as
well as those of each Individual member, must be given.)
SCREENLAND MAGAZINE, INC., 45 WEST 45TH
YORK, N. Y.; WILLIAM GALLAND,
STREET,
YORK, N. Y, 3, That the
1133 BROADWAY,
known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security
holding 1 per cent or more of total
owning
or
holders
amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (if
there are none, so state.) None. 4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, If any, contain not
only the list of stockholders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of the company but .also. In cases
where the stockholder or security holder appears upi>n
the books of the oomiiany as tnistoc or In any other (1duclary relation, the name of the prrson or corporation
for whom such triistco is actio;,'. Is u'l\-cn ;ilso (bat the said

NEW

No

matter how hopeless
your case may seem send
atonceforfree Voice Book.

—

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio 70-99
3oa No. Mlcblgan Ave.. Cbleaso

NEW

Mail

Coupon for Free Voice Book

Perfect Volee Inatltate, Studio 70-99
308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago
Please send me FREE and without obllpntlon. Prof,
Feuchtlnper'a new book, "Physical Voice Culture."
I have ciiecked subject in which I am most interested.

:

two paragraplis cont.-tln sditcincnls cmbraclnL: aillanfs
full knowledge :iiiil hi'llcf as to the elrrumst:inc-es and e.nidltlons under which stocklioldeis and serurlty Imlders wlio
trustees,
(lo not appear upon the books of the company
hold stock and securities In a capacity other (ban (hat nf
a bona lide owner: and tills altlaat has no reason to hellev e
that any other person, association, or corporation has

WHY

No

NEW

COHEN, 45 WEST
YORK, N Y 2. That the owner

ALFRED

—

—

organ not with singing lessons
but by fundamentally sound and

YORK,

Is: (If

to Satislu

Thiii'O-Creme
of

NEW

at

dally paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption, required
by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied In section 411,
Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of
this form, to wit: 1, That the names and addresses of the
publisher, editor, managing editor, and business manPublisher,
agers are:
45TH STREET,
YORK, N. Y.;
INC 45
45TH STREET,
Editor, ELIOT KEEN, 4.5
YORK, N, Y.; Managing Editor, ELIOT KEEN,
STREET,
YORK,
N. Y.:
45TH
45

45TH STREET,
Guaranteed

MONTHLY

MANAGER

From any Part You Wish
Reduced.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED BY THE
ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912. of SILVER
New York, County
Before me, a NOTARY In and
for the State and county aforesaid, personally appeared
ALFRED A, COHEN, who, having been duly sworn according to law, deposes and savs that he is the BUSIof the SILVER SCREEN and tliat
NESS
the following Is, to the best of his knowledge and belief,
a true statement of the ownership, management (and if a

remarkable

REMOVE FAT

My

Improvement

Screen.

SCREEN, published
N. Y., for October 1,
of NEW YORK, ss.

SILVER SCREEN

Name

100%

—

of the

article in the

CREME

another

might be very much offended.

But there

New York

Pamphlet

Where one woman
to receive a supply

or even one cake of fine soap,

woman

Many

NOWt you can have

ture can do wonders with an extra supply
of water. I want to devote a whole article
to Beauty and Water sometime soon.
Which makes me think of soap, which
given to the right person makes an acceptable remembrance. But be very careful
to

DEAFNESS

81

Weak

Voice

Singing

StammcTing

Speaking

.'is

bonds, or
other securities than as so stated hv him. .M.ll!!:!) A.
COHEN, Business M.'inager. Sworn to and subscribed
before me this 3rd dav of October, I'Xil. N.XTIIAX
Hi:iGROD, N, Y, Co. Clk's No. ,5.5, Reg, No. 3R05
Comndssion expires March 30, 1933. (SEAL,)

atiy Interest direct or Indirect In tlicsald sd.ck.

'

Addre^t

I

City_

Age

1

AS, and when, as the lawyers say, Constance
Bennett marries the Marquis de la Falaise,
every fan will wish to know the details. Phil
Plant's money and Gloria Swanson will come

IF,

But if
in for consideration and discussion.
one should ask Connie a question or two, one would
be informed that the public has no right to know of

The movie-goers may

these things.

discuss the screen

appearance, beauty, ability and faults of the actress
because these things are offered in exchange for their
money, but her off-screen life is her private affair.
That's ridiculous.

When we

see

Connie

in

"Bought" on the screen as

a pleasure loving girl determined to get the things
money can buy, we are so carried away with her performance that we feel this indeed is the true Connie.
But we do not quite approve of such a moral outlook
and before we condemn or excuse her we must know
And so we withhold
if this was only "in the picture".
some of our admiration until we know what kind of a
girl

she really

is.

As a matter of fact, the more the public can know
about Connie and the others, the more their dramatic talents will be appreciated.

And why
ridden

girls

After

all,

The

shouldn't the fans know?

talented,

lovely,

refined,

stars are

ambition-

hard-working,

with nothing to hide.

an

Connie and the Marquis

invisible host of the

fans

million

the

good wishes of a

beneficent
gallery

is

attend

will

Surely

nuptials.

the

such

of

effect

a

accompanying
THE
emmle printed

well worth the infor-

mation that the groom wore

ature of the Depression.

the conventional black.

Come on,

Constance

WHEN we

—

Ever a pioneer, the master of Universal pictures
The other day he oris over.
dered that all the salaiy cuts be cancelled and that
full pay henceforth be restored to his happy em-

tell all.

senses that the worst

ployees.

saw "Wicked"
day we ex-

Hail "Uncle Carl"! He is the first robin on the
lawn and may his song become universal.

other

the

perienced again the Miracle of
the movies. While Elissa Landi

was

fine

and McLaglen
miracle

the

prising,

sur-

worker

screen does one thing anyho\v.
THE
play
that you
out of the

was Una Merkel. When she
appeared the hush of delighted

role

ation.

—

see
for

The picture, for the moment that

personality.
Widt World

is

up

sat
It

was her

and came
then

the secret of the movies.

Not

the part, not the plot.

"Uncle Carl"

Laemmle

Una Merkel
see her

is

is

charming.

And

and

you

leads

thrilling,

curiously,

—

delightful

Personality

It lifts
life

Our Christmas wishes are like that. Though we
are but one and our readers are over a million, here's
a wish for each May your Christmas be a happy one.

ed from the dream of "prelife.

in

ble supply.

she was on the screen, awaken-

to

really

emotional by-ways of imaginthough hundreds of thousands
the same shadow figures, there is a laugh and a tear
the last fan as well as the first, from the inexhausti-

you through

expectancy held the Roxy audience giggles rewarded her
and even a handclap or two.

tending",

photo of "Uncle Carl" La-

as our contribution to the liter-

is

To

to live a happier day.
87.

easLj steps to

ake tkcse

'

INSTANT
oveiiness

women instantly gain added charm and loveliness with these
easy-to-use Maybelline preparations. They use Maybelline
delightful,
three
subtle,
Eye Shadow to accentuate the depth of color of their eyes and to add a
Green.
and
Blue,
Brown,
Black,
colors:
Four
allure.
charming
of
note
refined

Millions of

When

purchasing
Maybelline Eye Shadow, select
Blue for all shades of blue and

Brown for hazel and
brown eyes; Black fordark brown
and violet eyes. Green may be

gray eyes;

used with eyes of

colors
and is especially effective for
evening wear. Encased i
all

an adorably dainty

gold'

finished vanity, at 75c.

to instantly make their lashes
— they use Maybelline Eyelash Darkener
luxuriant— to make their eyes appear

Then

appear dark, long, and beautifully
two forms of
larger, more brilliant and bewitchingly inviting. There are
Maybelline Eyelash Darkener: Solid form and the waterproof Liquid;
either in Black or Brown.
third and final step is a touch with Maybelline Eyebrow Pencil to artisshape the brows. You will like this pencil. It is the clean, indestructible type, and may be had in Black and Brown.

The

tically

Maybelline preparations
may be obtained at all
toilet goods countersMaybelline Co.,Chicago

Take these three easy steps to instant loveliness noiu. Begin with the Eye
Shadow, follow with the Eyelash Darkener, and finish with the Eyebrow
Pencil. Then, from the height of your new found beauty, observe with
what ease you attained such delightful results. This radiant transformation
Insist upon them.
is achieved only by using genuine Maybelline products.

PENCIL

EYELASH DARKENER
Snslanl

([Bcaiil'iflers for ilie (Oijes

This year

you can give

FRESH
cigarettes
NEVER before at Christmas could you
give what you can send to friends
this year

— because

this is the first

Christmas of Camel Cigarettes in the

Camel Humidor Pack.
That means you can give the unmatched flavor of fine, clean, dust-free,
fragrant tobacco
in cigarettes which
stay fresh till the last Camel in the last
package has been enjoyed.

—

Contrast that with the bite-and-burn
of dried-out or parched dry tobaccos,
and you'll know why Camels make such
a

welcome

gift.

how many miles you send
No
them, no matter if someone else happens
the fine Turkish and
to send Camels too
mild Domestic tobaccos in Camels will
keep mild and cool and throat-easy, thanks
matter

—

to the
seals

moisture-proof wrapping which

Camel flavor

in the

Camel Humidor

Pack.

Be smart this Christmas. Make your
and your gifts welshopping easy
come by sending Camels straight through

—

the

list.

Tune in CAMEL QUARTER HOUR featuring
Morton Downey and Tony Wons — Camel
Orchestra, direction Jacques Renard —
Columbia System — every night except Sunday

fi

FRESH

Don't remove the moisture-proof wrapping from
your package of Camels after you open it. The
Camel Humidor Pack is protection against perfume
and powder odors, dust and germs. Even in offices
and homes, in the dry atmosphere of artificial
heat,

the

Camel Humidor Pack

delivers fresh

Camels and keeps them right until the
has been smoked

AM ELS

MUtI

. .

NO riCAUETTY AFTEn-TASTE

©1931, R.

J. Rt'VtiolcU

last

one

Tobacco Company, 'R'inslon-Salem, N. C.

THE CUNEO PRESS,

INC.,

CHICAGO

T/1N
worldfamous
because oj^Us

Marvelous Color Principle
gives you that vital glow of freshness, that
natural color which is so much in vogue today! For
enTangee is based on an amazing color principle
tirely different from any other lipstick! Magically it

TANGEE

.

.

.

and blends perfectly
changes color after you apply it
with your own natural, individual coXorimg. It is the one
lipstick £ot you, whether blonde, brunette or red-head!
.

.

.

Tangee, the world's most famous

lipstick, leaves

no

greasy smear or glaring, flashy color. Unlike other lipsticks, Tangee has a solidified cream base, so that it not
only beautifies but actually soothes, softens and protects.
constant makPermanent,TANGEE stays on all day.

No

twice as long as ordinary
lipsticks! When you buy, ask for Tangee by name and
patronize the store that gives you what you ask for!

Tangee Lipstick, $1.
Rouge Compact, 75c

New! Tangee Theatrical, a special dark shade of Tangee Lipstick and Rouge Compact for professional and evening use.

Tangee Night Cream, for both cleansing and nourishing, $1.
Tangee Day Cream, to protect the skin and as a powder base, $1.
Tangee Cosmetic, a new "mascara," does not smart the eyes,

ing up!

Economical,

it

lasts

.

The same marvelous
.

.

Also in

and most permanent of all rouges,
and clinging, blended to match

used also for tinting the hair, $1.

SEND

20j^

FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET

Containing miniature Lipstick, two Rouges,
Powder, two Creams and "The Art of Make-Up"

The George W. Luft Co., Dept. SSl*
417

Fifth

Name
Address.

Avenue

New York

color principle in

Creme Rouge, the most natural
$1. Tangee Face Powder, soft
your

natural

skin

tones,

$1.

JAHtTCATKOI^

It's

well-named. ..this most entrancing of

Gaynor-Farrell romances. Here Janet

is

your heart.

A

a Scotch

lass. ..very close to

handsome American (Charlie Farrell
falls

madly

in

Russian adores her, a

and a burly

to you)

love v^ith her, a romantic

Irish

Swede

befriends her

detective pursues her!

You've never seen such a comedy of
errors, so

romance.

Six

sparkling

gay a tangle

A

of laughter

and

love story deliciously different!

musical

by world-renowned
George Gershwin, composer of "Rhapsody in
Blue,"are woven into the
hits

story. You'll

win's

enjoy Gersh-

new and

brilliant

"Second Rhapsody."

Ask

when

the

manager

they're

of

your favorite

playing DELICIOUS.

theatre

And keep

an eye out for other superb attractions soon
to come: Elissa Landi and Lionel Barrymore in

THE YELLOW TICKET, Will Rogers in
AMBASSADOR BILL, James Dunn, Sally Eilers
and Mae Marsh in OVER THE HILL.

Silver Screen for January 1932
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Special

Special Features
Page

GOOD OLD

1931

16

Of The Honor Players

Selection

GARY COOPER DISCOVERS MANHATTAN ISLAND.
The Star of "His Woman"
By Elizabeth Wilson

18

Gets a Kick Out of N. Y. C.

THE LOVE OF LEW AND LOLA

20

By Mary Sharon

"YO HO!

FOR A

SIX

MONTHS' VACATION

21

Ronald Colman Off To Europe
By James A. Whitchei-

GREETING CARDS THE STARS SELECTED

CRAWFORD CREDIT
IN

A HURRY!

Biografyhies

35

IN

Virginia

The

36

Adrienne Ames,

THRILLS OF THE STARS THAT MONEY COULDN'T
BUY
Public Pampers

38

Stars

LUPE!

40
Spice

41

Whistles

42

By Laura Benham
44

Has Bela Lugosi Inherited The Mantle Of Lon Chancy?
By John Sinclair

And Ramon

Nox.'arro In

LIP

HIS LIFE STORY.

.

BACK TO GIRLHOOD

New

Griffith's

Of
33
Pic-

Struggle"

34

Warren

William, Experienced
And Cynical
Karen Morley, A Beautiful Re-

52

Minna Gombel, Soon To

Play

Leading Parts
Frank Albertson, Prop Boy Makes

Good

Little

One

53
54

His Watch
55

56

Robert Montgomery And Una
Merkel In "Private Lives"

58

59

60
fi^

.
^

51

50

Loretta Yonng's Adiieuture

Helen Chandler, The Talented
By Nancy Norih Vine

31

32

Shearer, The Heroine
"Private Lives"

"The

30

American

First

Dog

By Marquis Busby

4

Her

.

ROBERT MONTGOMERY TELLS

"CUTE"

Lil Dagover,
Portrait

29

Fashions For Leap Year Posed
By Ina Claire

The Courage Of E'calyn Knapp
By George M. Thomas

WHO WENT

28

45

"Mata Hari"

A BROKEN BACK AND A STIFF UPPER

EX-WIFE

Of27

Ramon Novarro With

BOUDOIRS

Greta Garbo

The Box

cruit

Wonder A Moron

MASTER OF HORRORS
IN

82

Tallulah Bankhead In "The
Cheat"
Paul Cavanaugh, An Actor From

ture,

The Flying Father
By Jack Cooper

WAR

17

46

And A Scene From
"The Greeks Had A Word For

David Wark

To Many A Luncheon

BEN LYON'S UP IN THE AIR
A FOOL FOR LUCK— No

14

Star

Norma

The Mexican Pepper-box Adds
By Jeanne de Kolty

12

FOR A HAPPY NEW YEAR

England
Richard Barthelmess, The Unpretentious Dick

By Myrtle Gebhart

HOT

10

It"

THE HALL OF FAME
Brooks,

Of
Kathryn Crawford, Ginger Rogers

How The

6
8

Joan Blondell

Emergencies Are Met In Picture Making
James M. Fidler

Brief

Lee
Love And Hisses
Talkies In Tabloid
Ask Me Another
A Movie Fan's Crossword Puzzle
By Priscilla Bryant
Last Month's Answer, Page 6c)
Movietown Topics
Silver Screen's Reviewing Stand
The Final Fling By The Editor

fice

DUST OFF FOUR PEDESTALS

page
Loved" By Mary

Constance Bennett,

How
By

I

25

Is

HOLLYWOOD

Hands

Art

The Joan Of Arts
By Ben Maddox
She

"Pale

22

By Harry D. Wilson

GIVE JOAN

Departments

.

.

COVER PORTRAIT
OF JOAN CRAWFORD
BY JOHN ROLSTON CLARKE
SILVER SCREEN.

PuliUshed monthly by Scrcenland
Maaazlne, Inc. at -15 West 4,5tli Street, New York, N. \.
Alfred .\. CDhen, riialrinan of the Board; H. C. Oliie. Sec.
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Post Office. New York, N. Y.. under the Act o( Marcii ,i, Ib.O.
Copyrlglit 1931.
Additional entry at Cliicago, Ullnols.

NEWS

EXTRA!

EXTRA!

Don't fail to get a ringside seat
at your favorite movie theatre
to see Wallace Beery as "the
fight for his boy, Dink
(Jackie Cooper). You will be

Champ"

beyond words by

thrilled

this

story of a battered, broken down
pugilist trying to stage a conieback because his boy believes him
to be the greatest fighter in the

You will not be ashamed
brush away a tear as the

world.
to

Champ makes

his last great sac-

for his boy. And you will
say, with millions of other movie
Jackie
fans, "Beery is great
rifice

—
—

The
Cooper is marvelous
Champ is truly the knockout picture of the year!"

loved this boy o£ his more than
anything else in the world— but
knew that the best thing he could
do for him was to go out of his life
.,a world of pathos and
forever
.
picture
cheer In. a
you will never forget!

He

.

WALLACE

JACKIE

DEEI\Y

COOPER

CHAMP
with

Irene

RICH

—

Roscoe ATES

A KING VIDOR PRODUCTION
Story by Frances

Marion

Dialogue Continuity by Leonard Praskins

A METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER
Silver Screen for January 1932
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Hands

''Pale
Poets

I

Loved''
Have

sing of

at

Icautiful hands.

you

Icauty

your fmgcr-tip?

Ivan Lchcdcff

them

kisses

By

Mary
Lee

WE

ALL talk
with our hands
—loudly! They
are dreadful gossips. Such
They

tattle-tales!

can't deceive. But, fortunately, the best of us as

well as the worst of us is
June CoUyer's hands
express her refinerevealed in them. And it
ment and culture
is quite possible to change
the worst to better and
the better to beautiful.
The condition of your hands reveals your habits of
cleanliness and fastidiousness.
The mannerisms of
your hands reveal your character even more than their
shape. Size seems to be quite unimportant. The loveliest hands I have ever seen were quite large.
If your hands are not well-groomed, evincing ladylike care, you will surely be self-conscious about them
and in trying to hide them your movements will be
unattractively secretive and furtive, which will cause
people to mistrust you.
The hands convey so much and so quickly that we
cannot afford to overlook any aspect of their effect on

^

Mary Lee Will Help
You to Beauty Free
Just write to

Mary Lee and

she will help you with your

personal problems of beauty

—weight,
would

skin, hair.

If

you

her personal ad-

like

vice send her a stamped and

addressed

envelope.

Lee's address

is

care of

Mary
Silver

Screen, 45 West 45 th Street,
New York City

pects

more from
is

who

is

a

ex-

the world
willing to give.

This

cer-

tell

^^,„-^^—^^^^^—^—-

careless girl

than she

on us! This
one point where we

tainly
is

do

they don't say, "Here
lazy,

our appearance. Great actresses
have used their
hands so well that they be-

came

famous

for

their

Duse's hands were
so eloquent that every emobeauty.
tion

and thought could be

read in them.

Mark Twain's hands
were so beautiful, so expressive that he often
stopped in the middle of a
sentence and completed the
thought with a gesture.
The hands represent the
only really universal language. What are yoins saying to the world? I hope

girl isn't really fastidious, is not truly dainty in
her habits or she wouldn't
endure that rough cuticle
and soiled edges on her finger-nails."
Let's hope they are telling the world nicer
things than that. Anyway let's see to it that they say
It pays to be
really complimentary things about you.
especially careful of them in the winter for they require
a little extra attention to counteract the effect of the
cold.
Chill air seems to sort of shrivel the skin. And
then the grime from the many smoking chimneys seems
to imbed itself in the crevices. Our only defense is the
use of gloves, cold cream and a good brush.
Nourish your hands with a good hand cream. Get a
very rich one if your hands are exceptionally dry in
Apply this every night massaging it well
winter.
around the nails and into the palms as well as the backs
of the hands.
Use an upward stroke as though you
were putting on a pair of gloves. This is not only
the best massage for the hands, but it will remind you
to put on a loose pair of gloves to sleep in.
Medicated gloves can be bought, but they are quite
expensive, and I feel sure that you can get much the
same result with what you have on hand (pardon the
pun). Even if the gloves you sleep in are old and worn,

be sure to have them cleaned first.
Manage to take time enough to dry yovn- hands
thoroughly after each washing— and to dry them gently.
While the cuticle is damp push it back carefully with
the towel.
If the soil under the nail seems very stubborn about
letting go, it is probably because there is some roughness of the skin under there and to dig harder and
deeper only aggravates the condition. Better to let it
alone and encourage smoothness by night application
The
of cuticle cream or cold cream under the nail.
next morning wash it out with a good stiff brush and
soap. Repeat this performance until the undernail skin
is

smooth, then any

soil

can be [Contmued on page 64]
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MILLf^
"UotTnaiti%l.Oyt''
nlinsft tke
flie tlues
lilues awavI.-.Lau^liaway! ...
Ckase
merry witk
kere!...Make
time is
J

wul,

BtN lYON
and

Marilyn. .Tke ^ayestlau^k-skow
on eartk .Tunes you can wkistle
.

. .

Wisecracks you'll rememker
swift-moving meclley of
...

. , .

StKe
creen's

A

son§,

ItON tRROLl

[ORD STERLING

rkytkm and

LAUGHS

. .

Magnetic Marilyn sin^ln^!...Tke
screen's four greatest comedians

GRtATtST

Famous Cocoanut Grove Orckestra... Rkytkm

COMtDIANS

and romance... Miss Miller's kest

(.^^ Arnkeim's

picture wiitk tke most krilliant
supporting cast ever assem kled.
Directed by

CHESTER CONKLIN

A
for

FIRST

W.C.FItlDS

WILHELM DIETERLE
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^ worid through
us page just how you would re-mold the movies nearer to your heart's desire.
Ihree prises tor letters not longer than 200 words. $15 First Prize, $10 Second and
$5 Third.

BEST LETTERS OF THE

MONTH

FIRST PRIZE
Chicago,

What matter

111.

Greta Garbo has more
"allure" than Marlene, or Constance Bennett has more sophistication and poise
than the great Shearer, or if Kay Francis
can wear clothes with more effect than
Mrs. Edmund Lowe? I ask you again, who
cares? As long as the Four Marx Brothers
can clown away your blues, as long as
"Skippy" Cooper can tear at your heart
strings, as long as you can gnash your
teeth at Edward G. Robinson and James
Cagney, as long as you can thrill at Barbara Stanwyck's naturalness— Why, who
i£

Montgomery?
Blood

The

story

and

SECOND PRIZE
Cedar Rapids,

la.

Greta Garbo and Clark Gable! What a
superb team!
Those scenes in "Susan
Lenox", if nothing else, should slate Gable
for stardom.
His work in "A Free Soul",
and later in "Sporting Blood" marked him
a sure bet, but it took this story with
Greta Garbo to make it a certainty.

Take

it

from me, he has

SOME

appeal.
wonder a woman would rather
yield to his caresses than accept the calflove of a goody-goody boy.
He is all that
heavy love menace in a picture should be.

No

Joyce Bishop

De

Priest

A HAPPY NEW YEAR TO
YOU, MARY!
Denver, Colo.
All

Twice each week, a jolly cab man lifts
me into his cab, and takes me to the thea-

my

Kindly ushers carry me
seat.
There, for two hours, I live
gloriously in the land of make-believe. Mv
body becomes straight and lovely, and
garbed in creations like Garbo's or Bennett's.
Romance in all of its beauty and
tenderness, comes to me.
tre of
to my

choice.

Clark Gable holds

Lew

Ayres' hungry
loved.

and am

Then

What's all this nonsense about Clark
Gable? I see nothing particularly alluring in his screen personality.
Personally,
I think he's more of a fake, and not at
all

handsome.

However,

some unaccountable

it

seems,

8

Howard

to see two
together.

Leslie

a very fine actor and
gentleman. It is great
such fine people in a picture

Howard.

Peekskill, N. Y.

Three Cheers for Miriam! After seeing
Miriam Hopkins in "The Smiling Lieutenant"

I

Yonkers. N. V.
agree with Sallv Forth that no
two jjcople know more about the art of
(piite

think

she's

What

a

voice

she

has.

When

grand.

"Twenty-Four Hours" came,
It's

I

sa^\'

that.

wonderful.

have more of Miriam's singing. .411
friends love her.
So Three Cheers for

Let's

my

Miriam Hopkins and

a great star.

Fannie Doxlc

TAKES AN ENCORE
Omaha, Neb.
have just enjoyed seeing "Cimarron"
for the second time.
Saw it about eight
months ago and really enjoved it more this
time. The first time von see a picture vou
are so \vrapped up in' the stars, vou rather
I

neglect
e.ssential

THAT'S DEVOTION

Whalen

HOPKINS MAD

I visit strange places
see sporting events and
personalities of the day.

Mary Bryan

and

is

A.

I

I go home to live it all over again
my imagination, and plan my next excursion into the magic Land of the Movies.
No Hisses from me, but all of mv Love.

I

refinement,

Let us hope to see more of .\nn Harding

and

the newsreel,

in

reason,

character,

typifies the perfect

in his strong arms;
lips seek mine.
I love

for

he has succeeded in captivating much feminine admiration.
Still,
why star him with the
inunortal Garbo? Can't you give her someone like Fredric March or even Bob

with poise,
charm.

me

Then

Ohio

Ann Harding is one of the most beautiwomen on the screen. She is a woman

the scene changes, and I laugh
Mickey Mouse, or Charley Chase.

gaily at

leading

C. H.,

They each gave

ful

love to the movies. They mean
so much to me. Two years ago, as a result
of an auto accident I was left a hopeless
cripple.
I will never have good times like
other girls my age.
No man will ever
claim me as his bride. But don't pity me!

and peoples.

Washington

new picture "Devotion".
a very fine performance.

my

Through

THIRD PRIZE

than Ann Harding and Leslie
Howard.
Ann was marvelous in "East
Lynne" and Leslie certainly helped put
"Five and Ten" over.
I recently saw Ann and Leslie in their
acting

Leslie

small

/.

"Sporting

cry.

cares?

Starr Icy da

of

was good, but Gable was not the
right character for the role he portrayed.
For me, someone like Eddie Lowe. His
acting in "The Spider" was excellent, but
Fd like to see him in a real deep drama
ivhich isn't shrouded in murder mystery.
Let's have it— after that trip to Europe,
of course.
He can make audiences laugh
"

the rest of the cast, wliich are as
in the making of a picture.

Saw Miriam Hopkins in "Twcntv-FoinHours" and she is marvelous.
That is
another picture I must see over.
That also goes for Greta Garbo and
Clark Gable in "Susan Lenox."
Lorclta Dcnnison

Silver Screen
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IS

THERE

A!

SUBSTITUTE
FOR LOVE?;

interesting as "Hell's Angels"

• As

—

true to life as "The Front
Page," this great picture answers
"Can the
the question
as

—

survive

modernism?"

•

a

It

is

HOME

modern picture based on

the day's most common problem
should the young wife work? It wi"
entertain
interest you
grip you
let you see behind the scenes
you
of life's greatest drama.

—

—

—

For Love" is now ready
Take the whole family
memorable evening's enjoy-

• "The Age
for release.
for

a

ment.

"UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

WATCH FOR NEWSPAPER ANNOUNCEMENT
or
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Talkies
in

Tabloid
{These hricf reviews
enough

long

to

p05t5; to point

an

just

serve as sign

your way

to the

pctures that you will want
to

see

—

away from)

or stay

Louise Fazenda and "Schnozzle" Durante in "The Cuban Love
Song" showing how romantic atmosphere affects the love life of
comics, or "Proboscis Publico" as they say

AGE FOR LOVE, Billie Dove comes
THE
—and better than

back
ever.

The picture raises the
^^^^ 1^^.^^,
question:
Should a woman seek love and a home or
love and a career? The heroine, who has
^P,"^

,

^

,

(U.ned Artuts)

freedom of womankind, marries a chap who wants a home and babies.
Who wins? Lois Wilson and Edward
fought

He picks a girl and they spend a
successful season of gyping.
But the girl
gets refined and marries a society youth and
Cagney loses interest in his racket. There's
a surprise ending that's a knock-out. Joan
down.

Blondell

the

is

girl.

for

Everett Horton are in the cast.

George
one of

BOUGHT

Connie Bennett

Stlendid

Excellent
(

formances.

Warners)

ilton, the great

nineteenth

He

plays the

role of Alexander HamAmerican statesman of the

Hounded by

century.

is still

sophisticated sinner,

(Warners)

Arliss again gives
his superb per-

— —

is

a gripping,

TRAGEDY

usual

picture

Stlendid

thrill

you with

(Paramount)

and

Connie Benbe wild about this pic-

if

you

are- a

ture.

you will
Connie again plays the

young

girl

that.

Ben Lyon and Raymond Milland

who wants

role of a
nice things— and all

help her get them.

that
its

FORGOTTEN

unwill
sin-

"SUSAN LENOX"
because of the great perboth Greta
Garbo and Clark Gable

because once for all humor
proven to be absurdity
taken seriously

Here's

the film version of
Vina Delmar's best seller of the same name,
and it s all about a young couple who are
Undertrying to make a go of marriage.
neath all the smart remarks you will find
Sally Eilers makes a
a lot to think about.
too!

"THE

(V( arrwrs)

hop

^vith

10

ment.

James

Cagncy

plays a small town bellambitions for big town shake-

MADELON

isn't

very funny.

In this film Irene

Dunn

plays

of

the

young

(Radio)

her

role

a

^vho gives
sweetheart
a
to
girl

wealthy woman so that he can pursue his
concert career.
Broken-hearted, she meets
a romantic, hard-drinking newspaper man
who has just been given the air by the
girl

at

of his dreams.
Snapping their fingers
Fate they get married on the spur of

DANGEROUS
THE

still

Fair
( Columbia)

ous,

—

<i»—
rather trite story be-

comes a simply charm
j^g picture through the
graceful acting of Ann Harding and Leslie Ho^^•ard.
Two of the best actors on
the screen, and I wouldn't kid you.
It's
the old thread-bare plot of the
goes to work in disguise for the
the

Of

usual

course,
results.

same time quite

she's
It's

girl

man

who
she

discovered— witli
silly,
but at the

delightful.

seem beautiful

This

(

This

was

originally

Booth Tarkington's

"The Plutocrat but the
author ^vould never recognize it now.
Will Rogers plays a sap
safety razor king from the Nliddle West
boimd for Europe with his family. Rival
"

isn't

another

"Trader Horn" but

Good

"

A

DEVOTION

EAST OF

AND

will-niust-be-read-

by - midnight affairs.

Ralph Graves plays a newspaper man and
Jack Holt a police lieutenant, both deadly
rivals for the favors of the lovely Sally
Blane.
If
you aren't too sophisticated
you'll have shivers when you see it.

BORNEO
BUSINESS

Another one of those
clutching hand, mysteri-

AFFAIR,

loves.

because Helen Hayes can
sacrifice to an ideal

faj^.

Siilendid

OF

make

PLEASURE
Here's grand entertain-

SIN

CLAUDET"

It's

good "Bad Girl".

BLONDE CRAZY

it

(RKO-Pathe)

is

in

picture

CONSOLATION
MARRIAGE

vamp

Good

"MONKEY BUSINESS"

something new
masculine
appeal,
(Fox)
girlsl
Talking about
James Dunn, the bad-boy-husband of "Bad
You'll be cin-razy about him— and
Girl".
the

things, but

formances of

<§>.

Stlendid

and

to

mixed up with Arab

all

the moment.
What happens?
Plenty.
Pat O'Brien is grand as the news hound.

PICTURES-OF-THE-MONTH
THAT WILL NEVER BE

^^^^ direction and superb acting. It's the story of a sex-starved
boy who murders a factory girl to keep
from marrying her. Tragic and depresSylvia Sidney and
sing, but not sordid.
Phillips Holmes are splendid.

BAD GIRL

chiefs

a

•

This

Rogers gets

jealous

politicians, Hamilton goes noble to protect
his country.
It's even more thrilling than
"Disrae'li".
Doris Kenyon, June CoUyer
and Dudley Diggs are in the cast.

AN AMERICAN

him.

Good

nett fan

ALEXANDER
HAMILTON

kings engage Jetta Goudal

Steel

Universal)

very near

it

it

is

for excite-

ment.
A yoinig girl is
seeking her husband who is now a reigning
Plenty of
prince's physician in Borneo.
wild animal thrills and blood-curdling esCharles Bickford and Rose Hocapades.
bart give good performances.
{Continued on page 68]
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V\EUO, BVERYBODy
you possess natural talent, you can be trained to
enter Broadcasting as an:
If

Program Manager
Sales Manager

Announcer
Singer
Actor

Musician
Reader
Writer

Advertising

Director
Publicity
Musical Director
or any other field of Broadcasting
Excellent positions in Broadcasting are open to talented
men and women after they have mastered the technique
Read below how you can preof radio presentation.
pare yourself for a big paying job in Broadcasting.

Let FLOYD GIBBONS

you

train

for a

Broadcasting career
broadcasting purposes.

knowing how

Have you an idea for a Radio program?
Can you describe things? Have you a
Radio voice? Are you musically inclined?
Have you the ability to write humor,
dramatic sketches, playlets, advertising?
Can you sell? \i you can do any of these
Broadcasting needs you!
things
Last year alone, more than $31,000,000 was
expended for talent before the microphone
to entertain and educate the American people.
The estimated number of announcers, speakers,

musicians, actors,

etc.,

who perform

yearly

the 600 or more American Broadcasting
Stations is well over 300,000 persons.

at

Fastest Growing Medium
in the World

The

The biggest advertisers in the country recognize the business strength of Broadcasting.
rely on it more and more for publicity,
promotion and sales work. They are seeking

They

new

ideas,

new

talent every day.

you are good at thinking up ideas; if
your voice shows promise for announcing or
singing; if you can play an instrument; if
you can sell or write; if you possess hidden
talents that could be turned to profitable
broadcasting purposes, you can qualify for a
If

Let
inside or outside of the Studio.
Floyd Gibbons show you how to capitalize
your hidden talents!
No matter how much latent ability you
in Radio imless you
is useless
it
possess
know the technique of Broadcasting. Unless
job

—

How

to conlend color,
personality, sincerity and clearness to your

you know how to get a
front the microphone.

try-out.

How

to

voice.

Merely the ability to sing is not sufficient.
must be coupled with the art of knowing
how to get the most out of your voice for

It

for

January 1932

Merely the knack

of

bring success
must be familiar

to write will not

You
as a radio dramatist.
with the limitations of the microphone, and
know how to adapt your stories for effective
radio presentation. It is not enough to have
a good voice, to be able to describe things,
Broadcasting presents
to know how to sell.

very definite problems, and any talent, no
matter how great, must be adapted to fit the
special requirements for successful broadcasting.

The Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting
shows you how to solve every radio problem
from the standpoint of the broadcaster. Floyd
Gibbons, one of America's foremost broadcasters, has developed a unique method for
training men and women at home for this
This home-study course
fascinating work.
offers you a complete training in every phase
Now you can profit
of actual broadcasting.
by Floyd Gibbons' years of experience in
Radio. You can develop your talents right at
home in your spare time under his guidance,
and acquire the technique that makes Radio
Out of obscure places are coming the
stars.
future Amos and Andys, Graham MacNamees,
Rudy Vallees, Olive Palmers and Floyd Gibbonses whose yearly earnings will be enormous.

Unlimited Opportunities for
and Women

Men are needed to do special
broadcasting of all kinds; Descriptive broadcasting of political
events, banquets, football games,
boxing, wrestling, baseball and
hundreds of other occasions of a
similar nature.

Women,

too,

have found Broad-

casting a profitable new field of
Broadcasting Stations
endeavor.
are always interested in a woman
who can present a well prepared

program devoted

to

domestic

sci-

Men

ence, interior decorating, etiquette, child wel-

beauty and

fare, styles,

A

home making.

Complete Course in Radio BroadCasting by FLOYD GIBBONS

A

few of the subjects covered are: Micro-

phone Technique, How to Control the Voice
and Make it Expressive, How to Train a
Singing Voice for Broadcasting, the Knack
of Describing, How to Write Radio Plays,
Radio Dialogue, Dramatic Broadcasts. Making the Audience Laugh, How to Arrange
Daily Programs, Money Making Opportunities Inside and Outside the Studio, and
dozens of other subjects.

Booklet Sent Free

An

interesting

booklet

entitled

"How

to

Find Your Place in Broadcasting," tells you
the whole fascinating story of the Floyd
Gibbons School of Broadcasting and describes
fully the training offered in our Home Study
Course. Here is your chance to enter a lifelong profession to fill an important role in
one of the most glamorous, powerful indusSend for "How to Find
tries in the world.

—

Your Place
yourself

in

Broadcasting" today.

how complete and

See for

practical

the

Floyd Gibbons Course in Broadcasting is.
Act now send coupon below today. Floyd
Giiibons School of Broadcasting. Dept. 2A27,
U. S. Savings Bank Building, 2000 14th Street,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

—

Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting,
Dept. 2A27. U. S. Savings Bank Building,

2000 14th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Without ol:)llgation send me your free booklet, "How
to Find Your Place in Broadcasting." and full particulars of your home study course.

^se-

Name
Address.
City

.State.
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C
OALLY rORTH

^

'TTHE

AND
VIOLET
you gals get

Now
me

don't
C. M. S.:
just besassy with
have read in other maga-

cause you
that Joan Crawford's real name is
everything from Cleopatra to the Four Marx
Brothers. 1 honestly told you the truth in
the November Silver Screen when I said
that Joan was born plain Billie Cassin, and
The
1 wouldn't fool you, even if I could.
Cassins were living in San Antonio. Texas,
when the stork brought little Billie, but
they soon moved to Lawton, Oklahoma,
where Billie lived until she was eight. She
changed her name to Lucille Le Sueur
when she became a hey-hey girl on Broadway and Charlestoned her way to the front
row of the revue chorus. She was still
Lucille when she arrived in Hollywood on
contract, but for some reason or other she
changed her name again— and this time to
Joan Crawford. Now, children, don't ever
let me hear of you getting confused in this
real name business again— or Miss Sally
will have to keep you in after school and
make you write "Billie Cassin" a hundred
times on the blackboard.
zines

chatterer of Hollywood, Sally Forth,
will be glad to answer your questions
about movies or stars or both. The fewer
your questions and the shorter the answers
required, the quicker she can answer you.
But she's scolded if she answers questions
about religion and she can't give home
addresses or advise anyone how to break
into the movies.
Write Sally at SILVER
SCREEN, 45 West 45th Street, New York
City, giving your full name and address.
For personal replies enclose a stamped ad'
dressed envelope.

sign on the dotted line. I thought he was
marvelous in "Waterloo Bridge" and I
hated to see him leave pictures right at
the height of his popularity. And judging
from the letters that pile into the office

about him he
fans.

I

Ralph Bellamy was the Johnny
Franks of "The Secret Six". About a
dozen or so other fans wrote in and asked
me the same question, so the lad must
have made an impression. Clark Gable is
working hard now on "Possessed which
is bound to be a glorious picture— what
with Joan and Clark and a chap named
Look out for Wallace.
Wallace Ford.
"

And

mighty popular with you
at a tea last week and

he told me then that after the Broadway
run of his play he might return to Hollywood, and then again he might not. He
likes acting on the stage much better than
on the screen. At present he is playing in
"Nikki
with Fay Wray— and of course
he has resumed his real name, Douglass
Montgomery. Fie had to change his name
when he went into pictures because Bob
"

Montgomery

got there

first.

They

are not

brothers.

Don't

M.:

Norma

get

excited-that

Norma would
that, you may be

Shearer.

never have acted like
sure.

Besides, on the date you mentioned
in Hollywood, and not in

Norma was

Woodstock, New York. Evidently somebody
was having a grand time impersonating
Norma— too bad it was such a vulgar someThere
body for Norma deserves better.
really should be a law against impersonat-

after "Possessed comes "Hell Divers"
with Clark and Wallace Beery being very,
very male, and little Dorothy Jordan being
quite, quite feminine. Do you like Clark
best when he supports Norma, or Joan, or
"

Garbo?

I

can't decide.

ing and erratic lad simply felt the urge
to return to the Icgiliiiialt' stage, and
return he did, though most of the companies in Hollywood tried to make him

12

all

a-flutter recently

bogus Dolores Del Rio arrived in
town and was entertained by the Best
People.
There ought to be a law.
a

.

SALLY:

.

.

have a yen for Irving Pichel,
assure you that you wouldn't
be the least bit disappointed in him if you
met him personally. He has just completed
"The Cheat" out at the Paramoimt Long
Island studio, and he's simply grand in
it.
I
was on the set several times and
saw him and Tallulah Bankhead go
through some of the scenes which fairly
reek with drama and suspense. Of coiuse,
Irving isn't a Clark Gable— but he isn't
far away.
He was born in Pittsburgh
too,

I

and

I

his birthday

is

June

24.

Marlene Dietrich
"Shanghai Express" oiu

BILL:

working order for in "The Murders in
the Rue Morgue", which will be released
soon, he is even more horrible and
spooky than he was in "Dracula". The
attractive gentleman who is Lord Privy
of the Goose Flesh has been marriedand divorced— three times.
Kent Douglass is no
gul|)s.
Tliat charm-

wich, Connecticut, got

has a tall glass of hot water and a cup
of coffee with plenty of sugar and cream.
Her lunch consists of a fresh fruit or vegetable salad.
In the evening she eats a
full course dinner, excepting, always, potatoes, bread and rich desserts. And don't
be alarmed over what Joan eats at teas,
tor the poor girl doesn't get to many of
them.
She is kept so frightfully busy.
Joan is a "woiking gal"— not a debutante.

caused so many nice shiny ducats to fall
into his pockets, and if it's horror that
thev want he means to give it to them.
So get all your shudders and chills in

Alas,

and the impersonating miss
had things going her own way for awhile.
And even ritzy and sophisticated Greenterribly excited

DENNIS: Joan Crawford claims
that she doesn't diet at all now, she
merely eats sparingly. For breakfast she

Bela Lugosi was born in
-Hungary in a small town called Lugos
which was named after one of his ancestors who foimded it in the medieval
days.
Bela is an American citizen now,
having passed his citizenship examinaHe likes jolly
tions a few months ago.
old Uncle Sam whose children have

Tears and

impersonations this past
Despite the fact that

fall.

MRS.

ALLISON:

more.

of

George Arliss has just arrived in New York
from England, his presence was reported
several ^veeks ago from various cities in
Texas, \vhere it seems that he has been
wined and dined by leading citizens. Naturally, Warner Brothers immediately sent
out warnings to Arliss admirers in the
Southwest as soon as they heard about
the deception and I bet the bogus Arliss
won't appear around there again any time
soon.
Hope he didn't swipe any silverware at the banquets.
A platinum blonde in Rye, New Yoik.
last summer announced that she was Jean
Harlow and even rented a house under
that name. Of course, the local s^vains got

and

"Possessed" was

formerly "Mirage".

PATRICIA:

deluge

lar

summer and

when

VIOLET
ivasn't

BABE:

is

met him

ing the stars, and maybe there is, but it
isn't enforced for there have been a regu-

making

is

at

the Para-

mount West Coast
to

Robert Williams and Jean Harlow in "Platinum Blonde".
Jean probably wants his tie to

make

herself a dress

me

as

if

it

studio, and it sounds
might be even better than

"Morocco".
The action takes place in
China, where, it seems, some naughty
dogs of Christians ha\e killed the son
of one of the local rulers.
Here the plot
goes Fu Manchu-ish for the local potentate in revenge demands the death of a
white person within tweiuv-l'our hours.
Things look black for Mailene
Wed,
it's a good situation, isn't it?
One guess
as to who plays the Chinese What-not?
Warner Oland, of course.
.

.

.
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D,'ont

say

learning music
is

hard

until youve sent for our

FREE
and again you've wanted to learn
TIME
play your favorite instrument you've
to

ically.

you've been "scared" to start.
it because you're under the
impression that learning music necessitates
long years of uninteresting study lesson
after lesson crammed with dry-as-dust theory
far,

—

entertaining others with wonderful classical
lighter airs and ballads of
compositions
dance music that
haunting beauty
No
thrills with the fascination of jazz.
wonder that this remarkable method has
been vouched for by over 600,000 people
from all parts of the world.

and endless practicing? Has somebody told
you that you need special talent to become

.

in for the surprise of your
For, now, thanks to the famous U.
School of Music, the reading and playing

Then you're
life.

music

has

been

made

so

Easy As Can Be
to you by
mail.
They consist of complete printed instructions, diagrams and all the music you
Compulsory practice?
need.

The

No.
you

lessons

come

only when
Personal
like it.
No. If you make a

You study
feel

teacher?

mistake you correct

and continue.

for

it

yourself

Monotonous

January 1932

.

.

.

a musician?

simple that you don't have to
know one note from another
to begin.

the

A few short months pass quickly by.
Almost before you realize it, you are playyou are
ing selections that fit your mood

Is

—

of

finger exercises?

very first lesson on
you are playing real tunes by note. It's
For before you strike
as easy as A-B-C.
a note, you are told how a thing is done.
Then
Then a picture shows you how.
Little
you do it yourself and hear it.
theory. Plenty of accomplishment.

—

S.

From

Never.

longed to get your share of the popularity
and personal pleasure that every good
musician enjoys to know the thrill that
comes with being able to entertain mus-

Why?

and harsh-sounding

scales

;

Yet, so

demonstration lesson

Bear

downright

in

.

.

mind no matter which instrument
you select the cost of learn-

—

Pick Your Instrument

ing in each case will average
the same just a few cents a

Piano

day!

Violin
Clarinet

Organ

tion Lesson and a copy of our free illustrated book which describes in detail the
famous U. S. School print-and-picture
Then it's entirely up to you.
method.
You're the judge and jury. No obligation
involved, of course.
When writing, kindly mention your favorForget that old-fashioned
ite instrument.
idea that you need talent to learn music
and fill in and mail the coupon now. Instruments supplied when needed, cash or
credit. U. S. School of Music, 1191 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.
Thirty-fourth Year (Established 1898)

Flute

Ukulele
Cornet

Saxophon
Harp
Mandolin

Trombo
Piccolo

Guitar

Ha

I

'Cello
Steel Guitar

SiKht Singir „
Piano Accordion
Italian

and German

Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture

Harmony and CompoBition
Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
Banio (Plectrum. 5Strins or Tenor)
Juniors' Piano Course

Get Proof
Don't
pressions

let

and

good times.
want to learn

bugaboos
toward musiIf you really

silly

delay your start
cal

Free

a lot of false im-

—
—

if
play
social popularity and increased
income appeal to you then

to

reserve your decision until we
send you a Free Demonstra-

MUSIC
U. S. St KIOI. (
1191 Brunswick BuildinK.
I

Plciuse .semi

Your

>

me your

Own Home."

New York

City

book. "Music Lessons In
Introduction by Dr. Frank

tree

with

Free Demonstration Les.son and particulars of
your easy iiayinent plan. I am Interested In tlie followlnK
C;rane.

course;

Have You
Instrument?

Name
.\ddrcss

City

State..
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A

MoviE'Fan's Crossword Puzzle
By Priscilla Bryant

In Right

Upright

ACROSS
I

The

5

Something wished

highest degree
for

(plu-

ral)

10 Enthusiastic devotees of any
sport
13 Preposition
17 Married since July 22, 1931
19 Wrote "Gentlemen Prefer

Blondes"
20

A

21

Known as "The
Woman"

An

actor in

bye"
35 Used

"Always Good-

(initials)

in

68 The god of the midday sun
69 A sign in music
70 Famous when there was
vogue for vamps
72 Nickel (abbr.)
73 Prefix meaning past or be-

see

75 Senior (abbr.)
76 Old Testament (abbr.)
77 Hypothetical soul-stufif, the
od of psychical life
79 What Billie Dove nicknames
Roland McKensie, the golfer
80 To follow as a consequence
82 One of various trees, as a
California white oak

84 A galvanometer
85 The salutation to the Virgin
87 A girl's name
89 A pastoral poem

A

91

coinage,

Where we

jewelry,

our favorite

An

who made

her
(ini-

tials)

Where Lawrence
came from
45 Gave doses to
42

48 She

Tibbett

sorry she can't
kissed on the screen

50

To

is

be

obtain with difficulty

A real one in "Trader Horn"
54 Confess
55 Lew Ayres' bride
The

Irish Gaelic
59 Capital of the (British) Gold
Coast Colony since 1875
61 Fortunate and cheerful

{The answer

14

A

Little Irish girl in

"The

Brat"
104 Unlike the other natives of
Otranto, Italy
105 Near
106 Nautical term for "at or to
the

107

He

left

has

side"

A

them
Not well

54 What the talkies are
56 What Mr. Howard's friends

He

Self (French)
is to do "Wayward" with

58 Appearing in "Daughter of

Nancy Carroll next
Used to form many plurals
Where Chevalier hails from

60 Insured for a million
6 1 Featured with Charles Rogers

A

13
14

To release
He was good

river in

born

comedian on the Fox

lot

month's puzzle

is

on page 6g.

the

him
Dragon"

King"

62 Where the

stars

get a

big

ovation

Barthelmess Holtrie"
67 A nymph of Mount Ida
69 She's in "The Sin of Madelon
Glaudet"
71

An

inhabitant

of

ancient

Iberia

comedian

(initials)

disappointing
"Business and Pleasure"

in
(in-

itials)

74 The second

83

ancestor
Adverb, preposition and conjunction
While or since
Fine in "Penrod and Sam"
Points of the compass
An inland body of water

35
36
38 Very good in "Smart Money"
39 Canadian province (initials)
41 What Mrs. Ben Lyon is now
43 To feel or feel after

note of any major

scale
78 Electrical Engineer (abbr.)
81 Negative (abbr.)

An

He impersonated "The Frog"
in

the

silent

"Miracle
85
86
88
go
91

version

of

Man"

The bastard wing of a bird
What screen stars have

A style
To
He

of neck-tie
push; drive (Scot.)

teams in comedies with

George K. Arthur
92 He is above petty animosities
94 What Richard Dix can do
96 Endeavor

44 Toward
46 Known as "The Kodak Girl"

97 His

pre-movie days
southern state (abbr.)
49 An organization which produces travel pictures, etc.

98 Tricky
100 She was a pretty Sondra in

47

A

(abbr.)
to last

"Trader

seaport city on the west
coast of Hokushu, Japan

16 Important
18
state (abbr.)
21
stage and screen

28

"De-

66 She named her son "Richard
in

A

He was

call

in "Jazz

Horn"

A
A

eagle

licious"

France

negative adverb
adopted as an English prefix

in

a daughter

Sept. 10, 1931

108

51

52 Exercise prudence
53 Her next picture

The Latin

32

I

is expert at acrobatics
has famous legs
She loves the name "Michael"
Foodstuffs are preserved in

1 1

15

An

She

He

12

31

put their money into

52

57

gave a sterling performance in "Bad Girl"
99 Agree
o I What many of the stars have
103

9
10

30

He

97

8

24

Hour With You"

debut in "Sob Sister"

actress

name
month of

boy's

the Jewish
93 First
calendar
95 He wrote the music to "One

stars

40

1

2

yond
Mystery

plate, etc.

37

63 Another
64 1932
65 Too

group of three

22 Stigmatize
23 She has insured her shoulders
for $20,000
25 The star of "Devotion"
26 Natives of a university city in
Thuringia
27 An incalculable period of
time
29 Cast in "Transatlantic"
33 To gain or merit

34

DOWN

The answer

to this

little

daughter can make
even bigger

his smile

"The ."Xmerican Tragedy"
102 The way Garbo says "yes"
104 Prefix expressing negation

month's puzzle will appear next month.)
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girdle

reduces waist and hips
Ten Days

-two to four inches in

everywhere are praising to the skies the
marvelous new Perfolastic Girdle that reduces fleshy hips and
waist almost as if by magic and quickly gives you the slim, youthful

FASHIONABLE women
figure

you

desire.

Perfolastic

is

entirely different

you have ever seen
more slenderizing.

—

from any other reducing

in weight, cooler,

lighter

girdle

more comfortable,

Cool— Comfortable— Slend erizing
Don't confuse Perfolastic with the
old style, heavy rubber garments that
were so uncomfortable. Perfolastic is a
featherweight,

comes

in

ventilated

girdle

that

models that weigh as little
and a half ounces (garters

as nine
included), and is full of tiny holes to
let the skin breathe and the pores
function, as they should. It is so cool,
so comfortable that
it on.

you hardly know

you have

Perfolastic does not bind or constrict
Bend, twist,
the figure in any way.
as you
vigorously
as
exercise
turn,
choose, you will find that Perfolastic

"gives" with every movement of your
Made of finest quality pure,
body.
live,

fresh

plantation rubber,

famous Goodrich Rubber

Co.,

bines wonderful elasticity
traordinary strength.

How

by the
com-

it

with

ex-

Long experience has shown that the
safest, surest way to reduce is through
massage, which breaks up the fat cells
carso that they can be absorbed and
ried off by the circulation.
Perfolastic reduces through

like

hips

put

that takes off flesh.

In an amazingly short time bulky
and waist become sUm and shapely
your figure regains the slender,
you look and
straight lines of youth
feel years younger. Many women have
found, to their astonishment and delight, waist and hips reduced two to
hips

—

—

four inches in

No

TEN DAYS.

Dieting

—No

Exercises

Think of what this means! No more weari>
some dieting, no more tiresome exercises, no
more bitter self-denial in a vain attempt to get
thin. For with Perfolastic you can now regain
a slender, youthful figure without the slightest
discomfort.

Free Booklet and Sample
matter how much ovorweiglit you are,
no matter what other methods of reducing
you have tried, no matter what other girdles
you have worn give Perfolastic a trial.
Write today for interesting FREE BOOKLET telling more about this remarkable
and picturing the many delightful
girdle,
Perfolastic models, also sample of Perfolastic
and full details about the 10-day trial offer
and Money Back Guarantee. No obligation.
NOW!
Mail coupon below.
Don't delay.
Address Perfolastic, Inc., Dept. 441, 41 East
42nd Street, New York, N. Y.

No

Perfolastic Reduces

— automatic massage.

still, with every breath you draw,
with every step you take, Perfolastic
exerts a continuous, gentle massage

ter

massage

It fits with glove-

smoothness, closely encircling waist,

and thighs.- The instant you
on you look slimmer, for

it

gently straightens out fleshy
curves, gives you length of line,
helps you stand erect. And, bet-

PERFOLASTIC,

Inc.

Dept. 441, 41 East 42nd Street,

New York,

N. Y.

it

PERFOLASTIC,
DEPT.

for

without obligation on

Address

441, 41

January 1932

part

FREK BOOKLET

Heduclnk- c;irdle,
(lescrlblnK and llliiKtratlnK the new
also sample o( Perfolastic and particulars of your lO-day Trlnl CitTer.

Inc.

EAST 42nd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

my

send mc
Perfol—tlc

plea-sp

City.

«
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Good Old
In Hollywood

the

Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences each year
formances of actors and

selects the jive hest per-

actresses,

and from

nominations the winner of the troi^hy

these

selected

is

The

The

Five

Five

Actresses

f

Nominated

I

Norma Shearer
"A Free Soul''

in

Marlene Dietrich
in "Morocco"

in

he great hox

"Monkey

in

ojfice

Dunne

successes

of the year

pictures,

"The Front Page,"
and

"Monkey

Richard Dix

Free Soul"

n

in

(50 jar)

were

"Cimarron"

Fredric March in
"The Royal Family'

Jackie Cooper

"Cimarron"

in

"A

"Skippy"

"Daddy Long Legs," "Skippy,"

Business," "Susan Lenox," "Cimarron," and "Politics."

"trends" were
kid

Irene

"Holiday"

Adolphe Menjou
"The Front Page"

Lionel Barrymore

Marie Dressier
"Min and Bill"

in

Ann Harding
in

Actors
Nominated

the first of the newsfafer pctures,

The

pcturcs that started

"Skippy,"

the frst of the

Business," which has pit comedy hack into circulation.

Smihng Lieutenant"

"The

hrought music hack.

THE ONE GRE AT'OUTSTANDING'THOROUGHLY'E ARNED
SUCCESS WAS CLARK GABLE
16

SiL\'ER

Screen

.

"

AT THE

Casino in Central Park recently Lupe
Velez was the center of a merry group when
\> Gary Cooper and the Countess Frasso entered.
Lupe grew mellow. And when Morton Downey (Conasked what songs the crowd
nie's brother-in-law)
wanted, Lupe piped up with "Just One More Chance".
Gary and the Countess chose the nearest exit.

/\

X

—

CLARK

GABLE

he may have sex appeal and
Hollywood movie moguls
On top of that he asks, has he?

says

took

but

it

four years to find

it.

LIL TASHMAN

was having a grand time on ye olde

all

that,

Paris boulevards with husband Eddie Lowe when
she received a cable to take the next boat back to New
York and begin rehearsals for "Her Confession", which
will be made at the Paramount Long Island studio.
This is the first picture that Lil has made in the East,
J

but

she'll

know

her way around

New

York

all

right.

day (Clara has been in hiding there ever since Daisy
turned literary agent— remember Daisy De Voe who
so assiduously collected old love letters?) and decided
to give her eyes a treat with the bright lights of Broadway. She even wired Harry Richman to reserve her
a front row seat at the "Follies". As thrilled as a little
country gal on her way to the big wicked city Clara
But those old meanies, the
slipped aboard a train.
newshounds, boarded the train at Gallup, New Mexico, and poor Clara discovered that she was still good
So she just turned around
for front page publicity.
and went back to the ranch and Rex Bell and the cows.
Rumors are that Clara is none too fond of boy friend
Rex now. Maybe that stretch on the Bell ranch was
just a little too long for a girl of Clara's disposition.
Sam Rork, an independent, expects to star Clara in
"Get the Woman" and is ready to start production.

have officially
CONNIE BENNETT and theforMarquis
The
December

2.
their wedding date
will take place in Arizona. Gloria Swanson
received her final degree of divorce from the Marquis
in November. Heigh ho, it seems only yesterday that
Gloria brought the Marquis to Hollywood and exhi-

set

Lil used to be one of Mr. Ziegfeld's Glorified Ones.
And before that she was just a nice kid in Brooklyn.
Claudette Colbert will be the chief confessor in "Her
Confession" and will be supported by William (Stage)

ceremony

Boyd.

bited

him and

the cute litde trick he can

do with an

apple to her admiring friends.

HELEN

baby, the famous "Act of God"
child, has already made her screen debut and

HAYES'

didn't seem to mind at all when she didn't receive
screen credit. In fact, she preferred a lolly-pop. Too
bad the other little girls aren't so easily satisfied, eh,
Mr. Mayer? Little Mary was the baby that Mama
Helen gurgled over and wept over in "The Sin of
Madelon Claudet". A natural for the baby.

10RETTA YOUNG
J sight-seeing,

mother is along to
no Grave Mistakes.

CLARA BOW

in

is

New

and taking
see

in

new

clothes,

plays.

that daughter Loretta

Her
makes

got sort of tired of looking at cows
Bell's ranch the other

and more cows out on Rex

for

York buying
the

January 1932
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of Dorothy Jordan and
Dilloway is fading. Dorothy has been seen
going places with Howard Hughes and Don has been
escorting Barbara Weeks to the same places.

"T^IS

said that the

romance

i Don

happening to
WHAT'S
bachelors of cinemaland?

all

as

autumn

leaves.

no bachelors to leap
Richard Dix is the

the

They

dyed-in-the-wool
arc falling as fast

Soon Leap Year will be here and
for and all the fun will be spoded.
last

of the gay lotharios to take

He married Winifred Coe, San Francisco
a bride.
society girl, at Yuma, Arizona, on October 20. Richard
gave his name as Ernest Cai kon lirinuncr and his age
as thirty-seven.

[More Miwictonc Tolucs on page
17

.18]

Qary

(^oovcr
The

Star of "His

Discovers

Woman"

Gets a

Kick out of Father Kmcherhocher

IT

WAS

tea time in the

And Gary Cooper

West Fifties. Yes, yes, jolly old tea time.
was looking angry. Three sassy wrinkles scored

his

forehead, and his eyes glared in sort of a frustrated fury. His fingers grasped
the side of the table so tightly that his knuckles stood out in white relief.
What in the world, thought I, could be worrying Mrs. Cooper's little six foot
boy (and don't forget the two and one half inches)? Was it a wire from Boss Lasky
ordering him to return to the Hollywood factory? Was it a snooty call from his
clerk? Was it Lupe— Oh, dared I hope that it might be Lupe?
His nostrils twitched and his frown became even more menacing.
had come.
"Huh," he said at last, "I simply can't remember."
"Remember what?" I gasped, almost afraid to know— but hoping

margin
I

I

was sorry

it

might be

Lupe—

"How to say four-thirty in French. You asked me the time, you know."
So I had— some fifteen minutes ago. Evidently French is not a language that
one can speak easy.
"Garcon," the Cooper voice boomed across the room so suddenly that a lady in
fitch gills choked on a maraschino cherry. "Garcon, qu'est-ce c'est—er—how do you
say four-thirty in French?"
"Qiiatre-heures et demi, M'sieur," quoth Henri with a decided accent.
"Quatre-heures et demi," repeated Gary with no accent. A broad grin spread
over his handsome face. You know well that winning grin! You've adored it and
warmed to it for five years on the screen, and I can assure you it is no less delightGary Cooper stepped
ashore from his vacation in

made
him

Europe

a
in

so they
picture of

New York
City

ful at tea.

"Quatre-heures et demi,"
he said again in boyish satisfaction. "That's a good thing
to know. Though, of course,"
he added a bit luefully, "I
may go through life without
anyone ever again asking me
the time at four-thirty."
The thought seemed to depress him. We ordered another round of tea.
And there you have the
new Gary Cooper. Can you

imagine that long, tall, shy,
tongue-tied boy from the
great open spaces speaking
to the waiter in French?
Aren't you surprised? (And
wasn't the waiter surprised—
why you could ha\ e knocked
him down with a dollar,
probably fifty cents.)
No

more sombreros, chaps, larino more "Virginian",
West Virginian, north, east,
south Virginian— it's Young
Man of Manhattan for Gary

ats;

Cooper now.

The new team

—Gary

Cooper and Claudette
Colbert. Claudette is
Sal of Singapore and

Gary
18

likes

her

Wltat a thrill Gary got out
of New York! Oh boy, what
fun! Gary claims that he enjoyed making "His

Woman"

the Paramount Long Island studio more than any
at

Silver Screen

Manhattan

picture he has ever

made— and from

now on he wants

make

to

all his pic-

Island

A baby is a hard problem and
Gary has to sit up nights and

^

about-town) he was introduced in
the spirit of good, clean fun as "Mas-

sa" Cooper— and would you believe
study the bottle situation
on the East Coast. Hitherto,
it, the Henris, the Tonys, the Joes,
been
sort
only
had
Gary
York
to
New
the head waiters and the assorted
of a mythical place where critics lived
him
as "Massa" Cooper from then on.
knew
all
waiters
had
He
Europe.
to
boat
to
go
caught
a
one
and where
And did Gary like it! Why he was as tickled as if King
never visited New York. In fact he was just a little
George had called him, "Gary, you-old-so-and-so."
afraid of New York. The traffic-great grief, he'd never
We old New Yorkers who have lived here for at least
be able to drive a car in that traffic. And the people,
five
years take a great pride in our city and we simply
a
touch
desire
to
avid
their
in
who
them,
millions of
burn up when visiting Hollywood royalty gives us the
movie actor would probably tear him limb from limb.
And the men who went places and did things all wore sniff and the sneer. I have lunched and teaed with many
public idols from the Gold Coast who were so bored
spats, and derbies, and white carnations in their lapels,
French.
and blase that even Jimmy Durante himself couldn't
in
waiters
the
spoke
to
and
canes—
and carried
bring a smile to the frozen faces. They reminded me of
No, he couldn't do that—
XV (or maybe it was XVI— but what's a louis
Louis
all.
of
it
out
got
kick
he
what
a
And
But he did.
among friends, or even a napoleon, for that matter)
In the first place, he found New York running true to
who at the great spectacular fetes of Versailles, merely
its laissez faire policy, and except when he showed himyawned and said, "What would life be without coffee.
self at opening nights at the theatre the populace left
him severely alone. New York, unlike Hollywood, is And even with coffee, what is life?"
But there's none of that "what dreary people" pose
famous for its aloof attitude— it's the one city where peoabout
Gary Cooper. He likes to sit in the corner of a
and
years
for
other
of
each
ple can live within three feet
restaurant where celebrities drop in, and look at them,
never know what the other looks like. And after being
and meet diem, and get the freshest gossip, and perhaps,
stared at like a goldfish in a bowl for a number of years
himself, try a wise-crack or two. And he likes to wear
Gary found it lots of fun to get in the big jjond with all
a white carnation in his h\\)c\, and have his lie and handthe other fish and splash aiound with them without
kerchief match, and speak to the waiter in French.
any old catfish making comments.
was
Ah, there is no time like tea time in the West Fifties.
when
Gary
that
know
In fact it's interesting to
[Con in tied on /;«i^r 77]
That looks like Libby
introduced to New York night life (by Forney Wyly.niantures

I

for

January 1932
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L OVE
Lew

f

an

Lola
Just a Boy, a Girl, and a

Knew

Problem That Lew
the

Answer

to

By

M

ar

Sh a r o n

7

I HAVEwho

paid a
couple of

just

call

on

kids

a

live

in

Mrs.

a

Lew Ayres and

the
the
not afraid

happy bridegroom.

Spanish bungalow,
perched on a hilltop overThe
looking the city.
house isn't much as houses
go in Beverly Hills, but to
little

left,

Lew who

is

At

of life

"Heaven on Earth".
And from the little bache-

won any prominence in the colony. Because Lew had achieved
stardom, a lot of friends and

lor hall that has so sud-

acquaintances

the kids
it

who

live therein,

is

denly

been

transformed

advise

labeled another Hollywood elopement.
But the haste that is a part of most elopements was missing from the ceremony
For Lew and Lola
that joined them.
were secretly engaged five months before
they finally took the fateful step.

Love

in

Hollywood

is

slightly

more

complicated than love in Foin- Corners,
especially if either of the principals has

20

f

because Lew is an ambitious young
he considered their advice. He considered postponing marriage, but because
he is a courageous young man, he dared
to

do

as his heart dictated.

movie
had decided to have officiate, was deep in a murder trial when they arrived upon die
But murder trials can wait and
scene.

They were married

I

would give

half
of our lives to possess. And the beauty of
it is they are young enough to enjoy building together.
When Lew Ayres and Lola Lane slipped
away to Las Vegas three months ago and
were married, they found their wedding

quick to
marriage.

m.an,

You have only to see them
know that they have found

together to
something that a lot of us

were

against

And

into a love nest, I came away warmly and
pleasantly thrilled.
It gives one a nice, warm feeling to
know that love like theirs can happen in

Hollywood.

him

st)le.

4

The

love won't.

judge,

in appro\'ed

whom

they

So the judge ordered a recess

and adjourned court until the wedding
was over. There was the usual rice and
confetti.
A run to Lew's car, and shouts
shoulders to reporters, that
address would be Jackson's
They had visioned a
Hole, Wyoming.
Primitive
honeymoon.
back-to-nature

o\er

their

their

next

camping. Hunting and fishing. But their
dreams didn't exactly materialize. Game
kept to cover. Fires wouldn't burn. Rain
rained. And the [Continued on page 76]
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To

F or

Ho!

a

"Arrowsmitli'

acationl

Month

Six
is

Ronald Colman

Finished and

is ojf to

Europe

By
and gen'mums!
IADEES
We are presenting in
^this corner none other
than Ronald Colman, known
to his confidants and confidantes as Ronny, while over

J

a

m e s A. Whitchel

in the other corner sags that

old lady with the bags underneath her pin points of eyes,
she that is called Gossip.
And the old lady in Hollywood is like Gossip in no
other place in the world.
.

"It all started," Ronny explains, "when some fool of a
press agent pasted a label on

me.

The marker

said:

it

will out,

is

And

the truth

he doesn't accept promiscuous invitations.

There
centre

are

stars

who go
and

markets

in

the film

openings of
turn the first
to

spadeful of earth for the erection of a trick mausoleum
just so their pictures will appear in the publicity saturated pages of the Los Angeles
newspapers. But Colman de-

hid?

and
invitations
the
clines
stays at home when he suspects a double motive. Don't

"Yah!" yahed Mr. Colman.
was all a plant, a trick in
which I had no part. You see,
on one of my trips abroad,
one of my first returning ones
to England, some brilliant
press agent conceived the bril"It

little

and

Colman

that

in the colony.
again is that

Ronny.

up

truth,

probably
the most popular dinner guest

"I was about as retiring as
the Eiffel Tower."
But what about that incident on board ship when you

you?

"Am

a secluded fellow?"
to know. "Every
morning I ride to work in my
automobile and at the end of
I

Ronny wants

this

the day go hoine again. True,
my car isn't a screaming crimson Rolls Royce that people
can smell coming for blocks,
nor do I rush down Hollywood Boulevard in a sixtccncylinder roadster and have

man

business with a
stunt for the benefit of

mystery

Because Ronny refused to
be converted into a radio advertisement for which one of
the sobbies was drawing down
heavy shekels, the same sobbie called him a snob— an
English snob to differentiate
him from our American snobs.
And added to this, one of
he
that
said
writers
the
wouldn't take dinner at people's houses because the guests
were common.
is

the flames and stirred and
stirred— bubble, bubble!"
But you were a retiring

liant idea of following

Plenty.

The

Ronald

Colman, the Man of Mystery!
And when the sobbies heard
it they held joyful conclave
like the witches of 'Macbeth'
and threw their potions into

sort,

"So there you are."
So here we are. So what?

the newspaper boys.
Ronald Colman as "Dr. Arrowsmith",
"I was traveling first class
the character created by Sinclair Lewis,
and when the boat docked I
winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature
was on the first class deck
waving to friends who were
people gush around me at the traffic lights, but I do go
at the pier. Suddenly I was besieged by a representative
who asked me to come back on the boat a bit to have oiU on occasion.
"Frequently I use glasses to read and maybe Uiat s
my picture taken. I obliged, of course, but the fellow
why people think me a tiadcsman when they see me
didn't seem to be satisfied with the light so he asked
me and the photographers to step back a little further reading the morning paper as Tommy drives me to

another deck. This seemed all right too. We pushed
on to the rear deck of the boat ancl there I was photographed by the press.
"Well, sir, the following day saw my likeness reproduced in the papers with a screaming caj^tion to the
to

RONALD COLMAN, MAN OF MYSTERY,
FOUND HIDING IN THIRD CLASS WHEN BOAT

effect that

DOCKS!
for

January 1932

work.

m

of my trips to New York I was wncd
photographers and reporters woidd meet
that
advance
me at the station in Chicago for interviews and pictures.
but,
Flattered, I looked for the gentlemen in Chicago,
at another
as I learned later, they met the wrong train
But the stories, nevertheless, all concerned that

"On one

stati(m.

mystery fellow-Colman."

{Continued on

l>ao;e
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TkGREETING C
^ARDS

Red and Green, Gold and

Cards of the
Screen Folks, and each Shining with Christmas Wishes
IT'S
are

Christmas card time in Hollywood. The stars
preparing Christmas lists and choosing their

greeting cards.
too bad that we cannot send a card to all of our
unseen friends— to those who have really given us everything we have— our fans, God bless them. Where would
"It's

we be without them," said Ann Harding as she sat in
her dressing room at Pathe studios looking over a book
of sample cards and hoping to find
best convey her Yuletide feelings.

one she

would

felt

"There's mine,"
she exclaimed, pouncing on a modernistic tree design,
"Christmas and snow-covered trees go together in my

mind."
Although she didn't know it at the time, it was this
yearning to say "Merry Christmas" to her fans that
prompted a representative of Silver Screen magazine,
who happened to hear Ann's wish, to make it come true.
A canvass disclosed that there were many who, like
Ann Harding, wanted
to send
their unseen
a

real,

hearty

Christmas wish and so

22
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many

the

interesting selections

were made expressly for

this purpose.

Chryson's, the Cartier of Hollywood, found their
Christmas card orders coming in post haste as the word
went around that Silver Screen had offered its pages
to the stars to express seasonal greetings to the countthousands who feel a close personal interest in these
Hollywood personalities.
less

Ronald Colman has sometimes been accused of being
a bit "high hat", but his choice of a Christmas card
for his fans knocks that idea sky high.
What is more
regular than a little stubby-tailed, wire-haired terrier
to stand guard over his greetings? Ronnie passed up the

many
terrier

elaborate cards

shown him

who reminded him

of his

"Ho, ho," cried Jack Oakie

for his little etched

own canine

playmate.

he spied a curly-haired
ice man stealing a kiss fi'om a winsome maid under the
old mistletoe, "that's my spirit for Christmas and every
as

T T

,

friends

Silver are

/ 1

(2/ iX

C

I

I

I

I

OLiDAY Spirit

comes

Silver Screen

the

OTARS OELECTED

—CHRYSON'S—

Chtcngo

By Jn a r r y

D.

other day in the year. And that black cat sitting in the
corner should give my fans a bit of good luck for 1932.
Give me a pen," he said, "and I'll put my John Henry
on it before the ice melts."
Marie Dressier, like Colman, believed in putting on
the dog for her Christmas card. True to type, Marie
chose a comedy pup while little Jackie Cooper hopped
"Nothing like the
on to a speedy looking Santa.
power of suggestion," said Master Cooper in his best
grown-up manner as he looked longingly at the little
speed boat that old St. Nick was steering, then at his

mother.

Anna May Wong admired by those who love the
exotic did not disappoint her fans, for she introduced
glamour into her "Merry Christmas" in the cjuaint
Chinese greeting she painstakingly brushed on the exOn one side
tremely modernistic card she selected.
Anna wrote "Merry Christmas" in Chinese. She signed

to
for

H OLLYWOOD
January 1932

Hollywood

Ltd.
Ntui York

Wil son

her name both in English and Chinese.
Dolores Del Rio and Ramon Novarro were alike in
their "Felices Pascuas" which is the Spanish way of
extending Yuletide felicitations.

Leave it to Tom Mix to come through in the spirit
wide open spaces. His card shows him literally
shooting a Christmas greeting to all who proclaim him
The famous initials are used seal-fashion.
their hero.
sombrero is in the picture. So is his
felt
white
His
saddle, but we know there'll be a wail from the younger
of the

Mix

rooters, for

Tony

is

missing.

Constance Bennett, luxurious to the 'nth degree, decided on a lovely velvet card bearing unique modernistic figures of Columbine and Harlequin.
Clark Gable featured his faithful steed in his choice
new-found
of a Merry Christmas medium to his many
"Sporting
in
that
remembered
be
will
It
friends.
Blood" Clark and a horse were deeply imprinted in the
minds of all who sighed over Clark and envied the horse.
George Arliss fancied an English plum pudding
English
ablaze with brandicd fire as typical of an old
Merrie Christmas and hastened to place his name at the
23
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Stars Send

You

bottom of this appropriate Yuletide design.
Barbara Stanwyck and Helen Twelvetrees went

These Christmas Cards
Louise Fazenda
pic-

turesque in their choice; while Billie Dove, true to her
type, conveyed her message in ultra-modernistic
manner.
A card always should reflect the sender.
Irene Dunne was richly
conservative in her lovely
green, black and silver card
with its simple, conventional
star in one corner, while

new

is

a Christmas card fan.

more than

Last year

hundred and addressed
them all herself, starting early in the fall, working on
the set with a writing portfolio spread on her lap. She

she ordered

five

believes in the personal touch. No engraved greetings
for her.
She makes ornamental screens out of the
hundreds of cards she receives each year.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^W ^^^^^^^^M^^^K

Lew Cody dropped
phistication

his

Last Christmas Irene Rich
bought individual cards especially chosen for each
friend.
She likes the per-

so-

and became a

bit sentimental in a hearthstone scene.

sonal element in

William Powell and Carole
Lombard Powell were somewhat formal in their "Mr.
and Mrs." inscription above
rather smart caricaturish
couple, but with the same
old "Merry Christmas and Happy
New Year" greeting that never goes
out of style. Incidentally, this is the
first greeting of any
sort bearing

dividual," she said.
Most of the stars,

a

name in formal
Roland Young designs the

their married

style.

cards
carry the sentiments of the
Young family.
says a Britisher
lacks humor?
His fans will have a
good laugh at the peiplexity of old
man reindeer as he scans the sky-line
of New York, looking in vain for a
brick chimney by which to deposit
his chubby master with his bag of
that

this.

"It's

fun picking them out for
your friends and trying to
get cards that suit each in-

how-

frantically telephone
Chryson's in a last-minute rush to
send out their man with his sample
ever,

books.

"We make up

individual cards for

each order," said Ray Eager of this
smart firm, "never duplicating a de-

you that
get temperamental
over their choice of cards.
They
take an almost child-like pleasure in
selecting and always regret that they
have left it so late and have to do it
all so quickly."
The editor of Silver Screen regifts.
grets that space will not permit all
"A snow man for me," cried Janet
who sent cards to their fans to be inGaynor, "but a warm wish for my
cluded in this story.
Practically
fan friends.
I love snow men and
every important star in Hollywood
whenever I have a chance, I help
sent their greetings, for the stars are
roll the balls of snow and put them
realizing more every day that they
together, sticking on lumps of coal
owe their good fortune to their loyal
for the eyes and coat buttons."
admirers.
Many realize that an ocYe olde Merrie Christmas, plum
casional poor story or performance
pudding, wine and turkey with
is overlooked by those who patronall the trimmings, are in the scheme
ize the box-office.
It is impossible
of Robert Montgomery's Yuletide
for them to in any way reach this
wishes; while Flo and El Brendel's
great unseen and unknown army of
sentiments may be read by the candle
friends throughout the world.
light that flickers on the face of their
So, if you don't see your pet star
flowered card of greetings.
represented in these seasonal greetings, you can rest assured that he or
While modernism is the vogue in
she was hoping to be included, and
most things today, it is interesting
consider yourselves the recipients of
to see that the majority of the stars
the sincerest wishes for the Merriest
have chosen conventional and sentimental designs.
Lighted candles,
Christmas and the Happiest New
Year that your hearts could desire.
old time Christmas wreaths. MaChristmas Cards are the calling
donnas, stars and the good old Santa
The movie folks show good
Claus hold a firm place in the minds
cards of Santa Claus, and from his
selections
taste
in
the
big pack he fishes out many beautiof the stars as they selected their
of their Greeting Cards
Not the least of the
greetings for the festive season.
ful presents.
pleasant gifts that he always leaves
Norma Shearer's card displays
two brilliant red fawns gamboling in fantastic manner
behind him is the comfortable feeling that one is not
on a silver background. She is among those who prefer forgotten. In this lespect at least a card equals the
to autograph personally every card she sends.
most expensive gift in the world.
The Edmund Breeses have sent out the same card
Mickey Mouse sends us a special delivery mesP. S.
for twenty years. They started in with a dozen or two
sage, telling us that his "papa", Walt Disney, has not
and now the annual order is in the hundreds, for they made up his Christmas cards yet, but he wants to wish
have a world of friends.
his gang a Christmas full of laughs.

Who
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sign.

It is gratifying to tell

the stars

do not

Silver Screen

Give T oan Crawford Credit
Tk

Arts of Acting,

of Dancing, of Living

Arc

Hers:

Maddox

is

JOAHofARTS

Joan has worked with her hands and
her head, too, in shaping her destiny

made
SHE
not

herself what she
yet satisfied!

is

today

.

.

.

and

she's

The Joan Crawford you know is a work of art.
masterpiece of glamor offering visible, tangible proof
that beauty and culture can be acquired. Brains? No,
you have to be born with them. And Joan was bright
in the head from the moment she blinked her eyes
open and surveyed the world which she had to conquer.
She's the inodern maiden version of Cinderella— the
ambitious little nobody who waves her own fairy wand.
Joan has deliberately manufactured a personality. A
driving will power, that dynamic, determined force in
her which demands the best things in life, has literally
transformed her from a poor girl, of commonplace
looks and thoughts and distinctly below average chances
for ever getting out of the everyday rut, into an excit-

A

ing, brilliant

woman.

"Every girl should follow the new rule of conduct,"
'Be
Joan says. "It might be summed up in the phrase,
"
as attractive as you can and you'll be happyl'
Her own allure has been painstakingly evolved. Her
envied face and figure have been artificially produced
by persistent experimentation and consistent adherence
to the mental plan of improvement she has laid out
Her intense, penetrating mind has been
for herself.
nurtured by hard study. Her warm, vibrant voice has
been gained by speaking and singing lessons. They
didn't talk the way she does now where she came from.

for

January 1932

Even her superb poise has been consciously obtained.
I know, because I've stood on the sidelines, watching
and marveling at her progress.
Physically and mentally she bears little resemblance

Why, when she
to the girl she was six years ago.
arrived in Hollywood as Lucille Le Sueur, garish heyhey recruit from a New York chorus, she tipped the
So you see that the world rescales at 149 pounds!
nowned Crawford figure is not a natural. It has been
Fortunately, the initial effort of dieting was
earned.
the greatest. Keeping the curves that entrance a nation
is

just a routine job.

the most human, lovable thing about her
the way she still seeks ways and means of
improvement, and the honesty with which she admits it.
"I don't want to be just a movie star," she tells me.
"I want to be one of the two or three greatest!"
I be
If my guessing is any good, she soon will be.
licve so because she has that wonderful faculty of being

To me

today

is

accept criticism without resentment— and to
by it. Most people, you have observed, are firmly
convinced that anything said against them is due to

able

to

profit

sour grapes.
Joan doesn't delude herself, and therein lies her l)esi
bet for ultimate greatness. She knows exactly what she
The adulation which surrounds her
started with.
hasn't made her forget or kid herself into (onsidering
La Crawford a heaven sent gift to the populace. If

25

anyone has a kick

know what

it

looks at the
reckoning.

"A

girl's best

at yourself

to make about her, she wants to
Then she proceeds to her mirror,
woman she finds there, and holds a
is.

friend

with the

is

her mirror!" she

insists. "Look
At every angle. Note
Then campaign to correct
and emphasize your most

critic's eyes.

your good and bad points.
and diminish your faults
favorable features.

Sheer, perfect beauty is given to
few women. But you can create the illusion of grace
and charm. And in forming something lovely out of
the uninteresting and the ordinary you can get a much
more fascinating finish than the doll-like, tritely pretty
girl has.
Beat the rest of the sorority to it. Be your
own severest critic!"
Just note what Joan has done for herself.
There wasn't a great deal for her to begin with,
except a healthy constitution and a keen brain. As a
child she had no advantages.
No music or dancing
lessons, no nice home in which to entertain, no money
for attractive clothes. In fact, all the odds were stacked
against her.
Born plain Billie Cassin, in San Antonio, Texas, the
daughter of an unhappily mated couple, she never
knew her real father. Until she was eight she lived in
a tiny house in Lawton, Oklahoma, with her mother

and an improvident step-father. They then moved to
Kansas City where the step-father died and her mother
had to go to work. Later her mother married again
and Joan helped her second step-father run a hand
iaunclry.

Her too few years in school and her six months at
college were financed chiefly by her own labor.
She
was a little slavey in badly run boarding schools, doing
all the dirty work.
At Stephens College, in Columbia,
Missouri, she earned her tuition by waiting on tables.
The girls there were so snobbish that she quit and went
back

to

Kansas City

to find

some kind

of a job that

would pay

the money necessary to improve herself.
She took all sorts of jobs, but always got better ones.
There was no idea of the movies in her head then. All
she wanted to do was to make a success at something. She worked in department stores, in a telephone
office.
She discovered that she had a talent for dancing
and decided that she would become a musical comedy
star.
Work in night clubs and choruses in Detroit,
Chicago, and New York followed.
Harry Richman
hired her to Charleston and croon "When My Sugar

Walks Down

the Street" in his exclusive night club.
executive saw her in a Shubert show and
was impressed with the fierce determination to stand
out that was apparent in the energetic way she sang
and danced. She was suddenly given an opportunity
to make good in the movies. And how she grabbed it!
She made mistakes when she first arrived in Hollywood, but she profited by them. Unlike most other
picture discoveries who are overwhelmed by the influx
of easy money, Joan used her head. Flappers were the
rage of the moment. She became the most high-class
flapper in the colony.
Then when long skirts and
dignity began to come into style she very seriously went
to work eliminating her hey-hey characteristics.
Physically she has followed the advice she now gives
others.
Her face, for instance. She looked into her
mirror and saw that her mouth wasVeally too big, that
her lower teeth are not as straight as they should be,
that her eyes have a tendency to look huge.
Whereupon she shaped her eyebrows in a more becoming line and learned to rouge her lips so as to make

An M-G-M

them appear smaller. She realized that a flashing smile
was a very important asset for a star. Practice taught
her to conceal the two crooked lower teeth.
"My figure was a real problem," she admits candidly.
"I am five feet four, and my normal weight should be
130 pounds. When I took my first film test I weighed
149 and it was all solid muscle, [Continued on page 70]

Joan Crawford and Wallace Ford in "Possessed," her
latest picture. Clark Gable is Joan's leading man again
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CONSTANCE
BENNETT

SHE

is

one of the greatest box

the parts of
fact she
after,

is

little girls

our ideal ruin

revising

in

office attractions,

who are not complete
pictures,

and that

strangers to

because she carries

our Victorian standards as

we

nriakes

it

life

you a box office. She plays
and nnakes you like them. In

off so gaily that

run to catch up.

we

gladly follow

Next "A Lady With

a Past"

ALEXANDER

INA CLAIRE'S
PICTURE

IT'S

THE Zoe Akin's gay comedy "The Greeks
Had

a

Word

for It" has

been screened

Ina Claire, in the
by Samuel Goldwyn.
above scene, is near the window, David

Manners

stands,

Evans at the

Joan Blondell

piano and

looks cynically on.

is

by

At the

left

Madge

Sherman

Lowell
is

Joan

in

her nightie, or Chanel's nightie to be exact,

for

it

is

a very special design with

applique of beige lace finished at the
with the

same

Joan

be seen

will

that

lace.

is

in

After

this

"Union Depot"

another story

hem

garment

— but

SHALITT

THIS TIME TALLULAH
HAS A FINE STORY
TALLULAH BANKHEAD
born

and

bred

having

American

been

has

been

one of the family. We
stories and inconsepoor
given
her
have
put on no airs with
we
treatment;
quential

treated

Tallulah

just

—

like

she's just

"The Cheat"

is

one of ourselves.

Now

almost as good as the for-

eign stars get, and Harvey Stephens and
Irving Pichel support her or she supports
thenrt

—wait

Pichel

and

see.

At the

and the old branding

right,

iron

Mr.

—not

a

brand new situation, but good for a marHot!
velous thrill

—

HAL PHYFE

Haul

is back from his European vacation and
ready to rally round with Clive Brook and the other members
of the English clique of Hollywood.
His next picture for Fox is "Circumstance".
In war times Paul
was a soldier, going to the front line trenches directly from his school days at Eton.
In his early youth
he ran away to sea. and later on. to Canada on a lark.
His life has been so full of adventure that he is

•

now

writing a book.

He

lives

up to the traditions of a

gentleman and

is

charming

and

PAUL
I

CAVANAUCri

self-efFacing

i

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS

DICK

who

maintain

his

for years has turned out pic+ures that people

wanted to see and

did.

has taken

It is called "Alias the Doctor" and has somefor his next subject a Hungarian play.
Without knowing a
thing to do with a big-hearted fellow who practices without a license.
will
thing about it we can assure you that it will be a rattling fine entertainnnent and that Dick

unique position of being the one star who gives

his

associates a chance at the spotlight

DAGOVER

LIL

THE
I

in

exquisite

Lil

English even

with the Reinhardt prestige has learned English as quickly as this.

when we talked with

a great success.

She

suppose now

says

Lil

is

Americanized.

"Ha-cha-cha".

her.

Her airplane

visit

Instead of quickly seizing one's

Did

She could smile

to the cities enroute to Hollywood was

you know she never eats

arm to say "SharmingI"
salt?

And

We

look at her back!

FERENC

NORMA
SHE

is

SHEARER

the heroine of '"Private Lives".

In this

picture she

is

co-starred with Robert

Montgomery

in

Depression from the theatres by crowding the
the new M-G-M campaign to crowd out Old Man
and she is mentioned for the "Best
wonderfully
shows full of stars. Norma's "A Free Soul" has held up
Norma won this trophy last year
know
You
her Jan Asche role.

Performance" prize because of

AN OLD MASTER MAKES A PICTURE
"The
The

Struggle"
players,

made by David Wark
Evelyn

Baldwin

Griffith

and Jackson

is

supposed to be a study of American life and Prohibition.
are by no means subordinated to propaganda.
The

Halliday,

beautiful sets testify to the experienced Griffith's great

knowledge of sympathetic settings for

his

dramatic periods

Hollywood
How

Emergencies

Met

In Picture

CONSTERNATION
on

!

Are

Making

James

M.

Fidler

horror was being sought and the director fretted over some final touch
Wallace Beery
to a prison scene.
suggested that cockroaches would
add a nauseous quality, and the idea
appealed immediately to the director.
But where were cockroaches
to be had on such instant notice?

reigned

"The Iron Man"

Hurry

a

in

set.

Lew

Ayres, star of the picture, had been given a black eye
by a pug employed to play the other
man in a rousing prize-fight sequence. True, the script called for
a black eye but there were other
scenes to be made prior to the shots
of the

Time was precious; scores of extras
were waiting; electricians, grips and
laborers were idling on union
wages, and cameramen, technicians

Several days delay pended.
director tore his hair, the efficiency expert groaned about pro-

cast

eboned optic. The prizefighter's blow had been accidental
but the results promised to be bru-

and

tal.

duction

costs,

and Ayres

sat

morose-

a stool and nursed the injured
eye tenderly. The pug who caused
ly

on

kept patting

it all

Lew awkwardly

on the back.
"I didn't

mean

to

do

it,

repeated over and over.
didn't

mean

The

to

do

kid,"

he

"Jeez, I

it."

only unperturbed person on

the set

was the make-up expert.

"Black eye," he echoed when he
heard about the accidental punch
that threatened to cost the company
several thousands of dollars. "I can
paint it so you'll never know it."

Half hour later the company resumed work. Close-ups of Ayres
were made and now the picture has
been shown in thousands of theatres throughout the world. Not one
person has become aware of the
fact that a number of scenes were

made in which Lew Ayres' black
eye was painted to look natural.
Quick service is vital to the welfare

of

motion

pictures.

Unfore-

seen problems arise many times during the making of every picture and
when it is realized that hundreds of
pictures are produced annually, it
must be perceived that unusual orders demanding immediate response
Direcare common occurrences.
tors request fresh orchids in the
middle of the night and in a few
minutes they are on the set. In
the dead of winter, they demand
peach trees in full blossom and get
them. No order is too complicated
or difficult for fulfillment.
One of the most unusual petitions
for sudden service took place during the filming of "The Big House".
Particular emphasis on an effect of

high-salaried

members

of the

were costing the company hundreds of dollars an hour.
A clever property man was committed with the task of securing the
bugs, and within half an hour returned with a hundred cockroaches
that were soon sharing close-ups
with Beery and Montgomery.

The

Tobin after
she had become the fairhaired child demanded by
the impatient director,
and below, Miss Tobin
with her own red-gold
hair

Genevieve

Luke Cosgrave, a white-whiskered character actor, obtained a part
in "The Squaw Man" by telling
Cecil B. DeMille he could drive an
old type Ford. The company went
on location to Arizona and there
Cosgrave disco\ered that he had to
pilot a flivver up a steep mesa and
make a sudden turn at the very edge
of a precipice. In the back seat of
the car were to be Eleanor Board-

man and Roland Young.

It was a
dangerous assignment, even for an
experienced driver, and Cosgrave's
heart quailed as he peered down the
sheer canyon walls. Then he confessed to DeMille that he lied to
get the job. Twenty-four hours before the scene ivas to be made, he
lold the director he couldn't drive!
The company was eight hundred
miles from Hollywood and a hurried search revealed that there were
no inhabitants who could possibly
replace Luke, whereupon C. B. instructed the actor that he had to

drive the Ford.

A workman

familiar with the ecaged flivvers was detailed to spend the day with Cosgrave and for ten hours the two of

centricities of

them rolled over the

rockiest, rut-

roads in Arizona. The next
day found the bewhiskered actor
tired, weak and nervous but he na\igatcd the car through the dangerous scenes with only a few mistakes.
When \C<)ulinu('d on {'(iil^r (>i\
tiest
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off

Four Pedestals

V

Brook

irginia

Twin

Falls Beauty,

Pictures and

We

She Falls for
Fall for

Her

—

SOME

twenty years ago it was on March 26, 191 1, if you care
for dates— Virginia Brooks was born in Twin Falls, Idaho.
She was a cute kid with big blue eyes and golden brown hair and
little feet that wouldn't keep still
much to her nurse's distress.
It was evident even at that early age that she would be
either a
dancer or a globe-trotter.
While she was still a baby her family moved to San Francisco.

—

They sent her to the public schools there and then to the Lowell
High School which gave her a diploma and pronounced her eduVirginia drew a sigh of relief
Now for a career Los
Angeles seemed to offer better opportunities to a girl who had
stage ambitions so her parents notified the postal authorities to
forward the mail. Virginia secured her first real acting job
with the Pasadena Community Playhouse, and started in "Follow Thru" a few months later in Los Angeles. After that came
"Hi, There" and "The Desert Song" with plenty of vaudeville
engagements to fill in the spare time.
Of course, it wasn't long before the big movie magnates, alcated.

!

ways on the look-out
pretty

little

dancer

for that ole davil Personality, noticed the
could also act. She was summoned to the

who

Educational Studios and cast for the leading role in "Crashing
Hollywood". Personality scored again and Virginia was signed
by Educational for six more comedies. She's five feet four
inches and weighs 1 1 o pounds.

Adricnnc:

Ames

for Screen Glory
ADRIENNE AMES takes the chocolate frosted cake for finding
the easiest way to get into pictures. Imagine her surprise
she found herself precipitated into a screen career without
even the bother of lifting her finger, or her skirts. Adrienne has
been a movie fan ever since she was old enough to look at pictures, but not even in her wildest dreams did she ever think she
would be one of those beautiful ladies of the cinema. In this
.

when

Life one never knows:

Old Greek Proverb.
In March, 1931, Adrienne and her millionaire husband went
to Honolulu on a vacation and stopped over in Hollywood on
their way home. Adrienne had heard of the ace camera portraitist, Ruth Harriet Louise, and decided she would
have some pictures of herself made. The camera caught her beauty so strikingly
that Ruth Harriet sent the studies over to Paramount, and Paramount immediately sent for Adrienne. ... As simple as that.
Adrienne had a small part in "Twenty-Four Hours" and will
be seen in "Working Girls" and Chevalier's "One Hour With
You". Paramount has her signed on contract as a featured player.
If you saw her in her first picture you were tremendously impressed
with her beauty. She has lovely dark brown hair and blue eyes
and weighs 120 pounds. And what a stunning figure. Un-um
She was born in Fort Worth, Texas, but went to New York to
study fashion designing. Along came love in the shape of a rich
broker. Followed Europe, Southampton and the Best People
but it's Hollywood and a movie career now.
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Kathr yn V^rawford
In ''Hit the Deck"
Kathic Hit the Scran

WHEN
young

High" your optics will fall upon a
and vivacious that you will immediately
rush home and dash off a fan letter to her. Her name's Kathryn
Crawford, in case you want to know. Kathryn has been playing
around in Hollywood for several years and has a whole list of
you

see "Flying

girl so fresh

M-G-M

musical
pictures to her credit, but her leading part in the
is the best role she has had to date.
Kathryn's real name is Kathryn Crawford Moran and she was
born in Wellsboro, Pennsylvania, October 5, 1908. Her father,
Michael Moran, was supervisor of a glass factory there. But her
family soon moved to Newark, Ohio, where Kathryn was sent to
public school, and then to Huntington Park, California, where

she went to high school. Then back to Chicago and New York—
and the stage.
Kathryn's youthful ambition was to be a great singer so she
took vocal lessons and studied hard. But one doesn't jurnp right
into opera so Kathie consoled herself with musical comedies. She
was singing in the Los Angeles company of "Hit the Deck" when
she was given her first movie contract. She immediately forgot
her operatic ambitions and settled down in Hollywood.
She has two hobbies— collecting queer old bottles and assembling the rarest of perfumes. And when she isn't out offering competition to the old bottle man you'll probably find her swimming. Her favorite actress is Bebe Daniels.

She Has the Best
]\[ame to Get

Famous

knows Ginger Rogers. Though she is only
twenty she has been a stage and screen success for three
and don't forget her radio audience. She is one of the
years
most popular of the younger actresses in New York.
Ginger was born in Independence, Missouri, but she calls Fort
Worth, Texas "home", for it was there she went to school and

EVERYBODY

—

quickly became a local personality. The little red-haired, freckled
faced girl with the tremendous amount of sparkling vivacity was
the "hit" of all the local talent affairs of the city. She could dance
and she could sing, like nobody's business. The Charleston dance
craze swept the country and before long every nook and cranny
in the Rogers home was filled with cups and trophies won by
She captured the Texas State championship which
Ginger.
brought her a four weeks' vaudeville tour. She was off!
New York lost no lime in becoming Ginger Rogers conscious.
She was given one of the leads of "Top Speed", successful musical

comedy, and the motion picture industry became interested.
Paramount placed her under contract and her first picture for
them was "Young Man of Manhattan", followed by olhei-s.
While she was appearing in "Girl Crazy", a hit of last winter,
RKO-Pathe signed her for "The Tip Ofi" and were so delighted
with her that she was given the lead in "Suicide Fleet".
Ginger intensely dislikes telephones and alarm clocks.^ She
actor is Weldon
likes sweet potatoes and movies, and her favorite
Heyburn. She calls Hollywood "Gablewood".

for
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CTHRILLS

of the
Th

STARS

Whole World

Tries to

Sec,

Touch, Serve, Hear, Cheer or Meet
the Stars

When Gary Cooper

returned

to his Alma Mater for a
football game, he was enter-

tained by President Maine
of Grinnell and Governor
Hammil of Iowa. High or
low they are proud to know

Gary

When Norma

Shearer
the box - office
record at the Criterion
Theatre, Los Angeles

broke

HOW

would you behave?

British officials proposed to erect a statue in
your honor? Such a tribute was offered to Chaplin.
Would you decline with a modestly whimsical remark
such as his, "I'm afraid, if you did that, I never could
be funny again"?
Every time you appeared in public, mobs of avid fans

swarmed around you,

excitedly

autograph their note-books,

cuffs,

demanding

that you
the backs of mirrors

in their purses, or their handkerchiefs?
Suddenly a police escort, with sirens screeching, appeared in front of your car to clear the way for its
swift passage along a crowded street, as was Estelle Taylor's

experience?
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In such a circumstance, would you

keep the soul of a flivver-driver? Would you, now?
You were waited on in shops ahead of your turn, accorded service in restaurants far superior to that given
mere folks? Seats were found for you at the last miniue
for the opening of a highly publicized show though the
hoi polloi had been told that all the tickets were sold?
Upon your arrival at a hotel in any metropolitan
city, you found your rooms full of flowers, candies and
fruits, gifts of greeting from the management? Such
comfortably decorative welcome mats are spread for
Norma Shearer, Joan Crawford— in fact, for practically
the well known stars.
In short, how would you act if you were a stellar personage? Would you keep )'our feet on terra firma ami
consider yourself just another wage-earner if the public
all

Silver Screen

that

Money Couldnt

Buy!

By

Myrtle

G

e

b h

a r t

Wallace Beery, master of ceremonies at the premiere of "Strangers May Kiss," introduces Robert Montgomery to the radio audience and gives
Bob a lucky piece. How would you behave in
Bob's place?

Joan Crawford
signs her autograph
in the

cement en-

trance to the Chinese Theatre, Hol-

lywood

stuck your head out-ofstacks of eulogistic letters reached you daily
from all over the worlcl, if you were enormously well
paid for your labor, if lights everywhere twinkled the
message of your name, if newspapers and magazines
clamored for new photos, for interviews? If your least
gesture or opinion were italicized and broadcasted?

mobbed you whenever you
doors,

if

Before you blame an actor who now and then goes
high-hat, think how you would behave if all people
seemed in a friendly conspiracy to spoil you.
Would you remain the humbly grateful servant of
the public? The chances are that, at some time or other,
your human nature would swell up a trifle at such lavish
attentions showered
Upon sailing for

/or

upon

you, a celebrity.

Europe, Constance Bennett was

January 1932

greeted by twenty thousand people, stampeding each other for
a closer view, with shouted compliments shrill upon the air.
Dock policemen had to carry her
on their shoulders in order to
get her aboard the Bremen. A

nimiber of her admirers were so
ea^i^er for a final glimpse that
they had to be taken oft the boat by force.
When Garbo sauntered into the Mission Inn unexpectedly for luncheon, the excited manager hastily
There she
ordered the balcony roped off for her.
lunched in solitary grandeur, scrutinized by barrages
of curious eyes. Whispered comments on her choice of
food, on her riding-habit and beret, on her looks, rolled
up to her table on the dais. If you were Garbo, would
it be easy to think of yourself as a common, ordinary
mortal?

The entrance of each player into a theatre on premiere night, or his emergence from a Boulevard caf^
any noon-time, resembles the triumphal march of a concpiering hero, cheered loudly bv the sidewalk gallery.
He must acknowledge each [Con iinicd on jxigc 89]
/
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HotLUPE
Tltc Pc^^cr

Box From

Mexico Adds
to

Many

Spec

a Luncheon

Conversation

By

J

eanne de Kolty
In

'ELLO, everybody!" she

H'

the

shouts, barging onto

set.

She doesn't differentiate between the high
and the low. She's not friendly with just a chosen few.
She's everybody's pal.
Her name is Lupe Velez.
Directors greet her informally; cameramen, equally
casually.
Sound men boom, "Hello, Lupe!" Prop

boys call, "G'morning, Lupe!" Even the most obscure
carpenter perched precariously on the highest rafter,
ceases his hammering long enough to yell, "Hi!"
There's no "Miss Velez" about her. Nobody feels
that a personage has arrived on the set.
There is
no bowing or scraping. Nothing has changed, save
that Lupe, one of the gang, has arrived for work.
All this might give the impression that Lupe is the
world's best sport— indeed, a perfect human. Don't get
me wrong. She's not. Perfect humans, we are told,
don't exist. If they did, Lupe wouldn't be one.
I first met her way back in the good old days— remember?— at the beginning of that famous occurrence, the
advent of talkies. She was making "Lady of the Pavements" and I had to interview her.
It was a never-to-be-forgotten experience. She hadn't
been in Hollywood so very long. It was all still rather
thrilling.
Her little brother was present and the pair
of them worked hard to live up to the role Lupe had
created for herself of a "hot tamale".
They showed
me scars of many battles they had fought together, and
regaled me with tales of Lupe's escapades, trials and
the innumerable masculine hearts she had broken.
"I arrive een zees contree weet' only wan dollar!"
she told me, eyes a-light with excitement. A week or
so previous, an interview had been published in which
Mary Nolan told how she lived three days in England
on one dollar. It was a good story. Lupe decided to

adopt

it

for herself.

The whole

interview was more or less like that. It
lasted long into the afternoon.
As I was leaving,
Lupe assured me that we should be "beeg" friends.
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I

had

a sneaking
didn't even

she

what

hunch that
remember

publication

I

repre-

I

guessed

"The Cuban Love

Song" Lupe Velez
warms Mr. Tibbett

to

song

sented.

Neither Lupe nor

that a short time later I would be "holding script" on
one of her pictures. It happened in the way that everything of importance seems to happen in Hollywood—
by accident.
once famous star who, at the time, was said to be
"out", was cast in a super-production.
Everything
was set and the company left Hollywood for location,

A

I

going

as script girl.

From the beginning, the picture seemed doomed.
The star was not satisfied with her part. The director
was not

satisfied

the entire
ensued.

A

terrible day, during which
of sixty or more felt the strain,

with her.

company

That night

at dinner someone remarked that the
was miscast. The opinion was unanimous.
"You know," the co-director suggested, "that role
calls for a more vivacious girl.
Someone with pep and

star

Lupe what's-er-name out at M-G-M could
but she's under contract."
The director agreed. How the matter was finally
Suffice it to say that
negotiated remains a mystery.
the next day the company returned to Hollywood and
tests of Lupe Velez were viewed in the projection room.
She immediately started work on the picture.
In the following years I learned much of Lupe Velez.
Never dreaming that some day I would again attempt
to be a writer, she did many things ^vhich she might
otherwise ha\e refiained from.
Her initial outburst of temperament occurred on our
It was bitterly cold.
first day of "shooting" in snow.

sex appeal.

do

it;

Snow piled six to eight feet outside the train from
which we were "shooting".
Lupe's role required a French accent. The dialectician who was coaching her [Continued on page 72]
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Ben

Ljp
L yon s Ud
By

m

In

the

Air

Jack Cooper

USARHY
nrUGUASST-H

Ben flying

SECOND LIEUTENANT BENJAMIN

B.

LYON,

solo over

Long

He
California.
holds the highest rating
the United States Gov-

Beach,

JR., of the

322nd Pursuit Squadron, U. S.
Army Air Corps, holds an army
rating card— and thereby
pilot's

ernment can bestow

hangs a tale.
Unlike most events of great magnitude (and this is a matter of great
import to Ben Lyon) it did not have
a small beginning. Surely one hundred and ten hours in the air cannot be considered a small beginning
for an air record which led to the

them and chipped it, it
would go through him like a knife. Besides, tlie plane itself was an old army
"crate" with a dubious lease on life.
Ben got the
Ignorance was bliss.
either one of

thrill of his life

star attaining the highest
rating which can be achieved in
aviation.
Ben is mighty proud of his comIt meant a
mission and rating.
few years of hard, gruelling work.
Ben, a good
Weeks of study and physical trainflyer, good
ing which led to disturbing examhusband, fond
inations which, in themselves, confather and a
sumed days on end.
The A. P. rating means not only
actor
that he may solo an army ship, but
that he is a perfect specimen of
manhood, physically and mentally, with a knowledge
of aviation that includes everything from the tightening of a spark plug to the formation and movement of
clouds.
It all began when Ben was making "Hell's Angels".
For a total of one hundred and ten hours, Ben was
ensconced in the nose of a bombing plane high in

movie

all

this flying,

couldn't wait for time off to get

some lessons and practice.
During two weeks off during
the fihmng of "Hell's Angels",
he went over to F. B. O. to make
a picture. During his lunch hour
he would dash down to a nearby
air field where he would spend a
half hour in the air receiving
instructions from Pilot Lloyd

in

darn good

Anderson, his first teacher.
Sunday he took a full hour
lesson, and after running up the
grand total of five and a half
hours of instruction he soloed.
"I shall never forget the thrill
of being alone in the air for the
first time," he reminisced. "It is
the most eerie and yet the most
exalted feeling I have ever ex-

the air.

"And," Ben added parenthetically, "if I knew then
what I know now, I would never have gone up in the
thing, and hence would not have been in "Hell's
Angels", and ergo would not now be an army flier."
His position in the nose, or the "meat can", as it
was known to war-time flyers, of the bombing plane
was always considered the most dangerous to aviators.
He was between two propellers. If anything hit

out of

and when the picture was finished he
not only had the feel of the air,
but had a decided bee in his
bonnet in regard to aviation.
Ben
That was in 1928.

Second Lieutenant Benjamin B.
Lyon, Jr., 322nd
Pursuit Squadron

perienced. Alone in the clouds
—my destiny in my own hands—
and the hard earth dimly seen

through

"My

a liglu haze at my feet.
[Coiiliinicd on jxigr 78]
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Stuart Erwin is our
favorite boob. But
he makes motions
which seem preg-

/

nant with sanity

^ Fool
No Wonder

—He

for

Moron Whistles

a

Gets the Breaks
and yet, we know he'd be
fun to have around.
A
darned sight more fun, in
fact, than one of the handsome brotherhood who, after
all, would be infinitely wearing and tearing on both our
nerves and our complexions.
Imagine having to live up
Barrymore profile!
how we'd feel if
Rogers caught us
without rouge on our cheeks
or mascara on our eyes!
Butwith"Stu" we wouldn't
mind. We'd feel just about
as upset as when the boy
to

the

Think
Buddy

of

door,
whom we've
ever since grammar
school days, drops in to borrow a new victrola record
and catches us with waterwave combs in our hair.
And then there's the "first
inebriate
of
the screen,"
Charlie
Ruggles.
(Ruth
Chatterton is the "first lady,"
so why not a few other

next

known

Joan Blondell now in
"The Greeks Had A
Word For It" got in
by leaving her dignity outside

WHY

it

is

that

fame, which
cult

player to win,

is

screen
so diffi-

a heio-type
lavished upon a
is it that when a

for
is

comedian? Why
comic comes along we make as
much fuss over him as Eugenie

made over

Charles Ruggles pretends to be
squiffy, soused and cockeyed and
so becomes the hero of America

that feather in her hat?
the luck.
the breaks.
If you don't believe me, just name the leading comedians of films.
Stuart Erwin, Jack Oakie, Charles Ruggles, Marie Dressier, Joan Blondell— oh, you go on from there— you know them as well as I clo.
Many a young leading man is leading a forlorn hope up a side street
while the irrepressible comic cops the contract.
Take Stuart Erwin, for instance (just /ry to take him now, when he's
billing and cooing with June Collyer Erwin— the lucky dog.
"Stu," I
mean, not June). "Stu" isn't the sort of chap that makes us girls have
palpitation of the heart.
can't get the least bit romantic over him—

The fools have
The boobs get

We
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When
mouth

Joe E.
a

Brown opened

silver

whole dinner

his

spoon and a
set fell in

Silver Screen
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LUCK
aura
B

e

n h

a

m

Marie Dressier
mistress
of
a star
because she can

the

comedy

—

be foolish

Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr decided to
him in "This Modern
Age," opposite Joan Crawford.
But when the picture was completed,
executives gave one look at it and asked
why waste a good comedian on the kind
of a role that almost any actor in Holly-

finally,

make

a hero of

wood could adequately

fill?
So, the last
half of it was remade, in order that Monroe might continue his own inimitable
method of clowning ... or should I say

drowning?
For there are a hundred heroes for
every good comedian in pictures. And a
good comic has a price above rubies!
It was her humorous antics that made
Monroe Owsley in "This Modern Age" almost got the
Marie Dressier what she is today. Of
girl, Joan Crawford.
A rake's progress
But it
course, Marie's a swell actress.
was because of her ability to "put over"
"firsts"?
The contest is now on, but no prizes.) broad comedy that she managed to remain in pictures
throughout the lean years until "Anna Christie" arrived
Charlie's not what you'd call a Romeo. But, after
with her big opportunity.
all, what girl feels like playing Juliet every night? DrapAnd Joan Blondell probably had Marie in mind
ing oneself over a balcony might be all right once in
when she descended upon Hollywood. For her first roles
awhile, say on Thanksgiving and Christmas, but for an
were those of wise-cracking, anuising yoimg women
everyday diet, a level plane is much more satisfactory.
without a serious thought under their pre-Eugenie bonAnd besides, Charlie seems so understanding
He's
(Remember Joan in "The Office Wife"?)
nets.
weak himself and so we know that he wouldn't lecture
But because she made those characters so human and
us if he caught us in a weak moment, too.
so likeable, Joan has been promoted to dramatic roles
Another lad who has of late been drinking his way
and Wampas Baby Stardom at one and the same time.
to fame and fortune is Monroe Owsley. And what a lot
In the future she'll be allowed moments of sentimental
of fun that lad is! In fact, we know we'd enjoy going
dallying and even a hero or two to boot!
to a cabaret with Monroe— he'd be the life of the party
She's not the least bit beautiful, this Joan. Nice legs,
and wouldn't mind if his hair got mussed or we stepped
yes, and a cunning gamin-like smile— but nothing tenon his toes.
der or glamorous or pristine about her. Yet Joan's defiMonroe's first picture was "Holiday," after which he
nitely the type of girl with \Coiitinurd on jxigr ~2\
drank himself to even bigger and better roles. Until
.

for

January 1932
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Master
Ha5
the

Bela

Lugo5x

of

Horrors!

Inherited

Mantle of Lon Chaney?

By

John

LUGOSI,
BELA
has
garian
actor,

the
a

mclair

Hun-

home

modest and simple
on a quiet street in
Hollywood.
And to pass him on the
"A
street you would think:
calm man, with military bear-

of
exterior

ing.

Fine physique.

A

little

Clothes
the face.
For
not at all outstanding."
(Pronounced
such is Bela.
sadness in

Bee-la.)

But the real character of the actor's home lies on the
other side of the heavy paneled door. A long living
room with walls that rise twenty feet to the ceiling. A
concert grand piano close beside the huge studio window that looks up to the hills of Hollywood. Fine
paintings. Rare books well read. Monterey furniture
with deep leather cushions. A sense of vast space.
Of himself, Lugosi says he does not want people to
He thinks
see his clothes first and himself afterward.
the personality should outshine all the details of dress.
That is the reason you will find him in ready-made
It is only on the occasion of studio
suits for every day.
calls, social festivities, and very special days that his
valet can persuade him to get into his exquisitely tailored clothes.
Three years on the stage in the title role of "Dracula", followed by the same role in the fdm version, and
other picture characterizations of eerie nature, apparently have permanently identified the name of Bela
Lugosi with the weird and unusual.
Fan letters come to him from all over the world and
They come
they are all written in the same vein.
from people who sense in him the supernatural, and
who wish to ask him questions about life and themThey come
selves which he cannot possibly answer.
from movie fans who have heard strange tales about
his childhood in the Hungarian town of Lugos, and
believe

it

is

his early association

medieval ghosts that enables him

with vampires and
to

play his vivid

characterizations.
letter of this latter type always makes Bela smile.
Born in a country town that had been named for
one of his ancestors when he founded it as a hamlet,
Bela's childhood was the usual husky, absorbing life
He had his donkey to ride over
of the country boy.
the town and into the country. The fact that his fam-

A

well fixed financially, were already planning a distinguished career for him as a statesman or a banker
did not trouble him during this happy period of his life.
ily,
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A

childhood

memory

The man who was "Drac-

that stands out sharply
ula" prefers roles that
in Lugosi's mind conawaken old superstitions
cerns the circumstances
of earning his first
money— a sum equal to about ten cents.
"A girl in the village park offered me the money if
I would hold her dog while she sat on a bench and
kissed her sweetheart."

Bela says he remembers that he certainly earned the
money, because the kisses became quite lengthy affairs,
ind the dog pulled hard on his leash, and he himself
was only seven and was soon tired out.
Other letters that come to Lugosi remark about his
extremely long and fascinating hands; and his eyes
which are like no eyes of living man.
"Make-up, only make-up," said Lugosi. "But some of
these people
Possibly they

who

write

me

could never believe

that.

would not care to know that I like to
keep my nails short. That I haven't a double joint in
my body. That my eyes without make-up are no more
mysterious than theirs. That I do not use sugar nor
butter and that I have a schedule of exercises that I
day in the year.
"Circumstances made me the theatrical personality
I am, which many people believe is also a part of my
personal life. My next picture, 'Murders in the Rue
Morgue', will continue to establish me as a weird,

practise absolutely every

gruesome creature. As for my own feelings on the subject, I ha\e always felt I would rather play— say Percy

Marmont
During
tracted

roles than Lon Chaney types of things."
his early 'teen years Bela was deeply

to

the

theatre.

He had

read

at-

"Romeo and

times he knew the whole thing by
the leading man of the traveling show
which was to present the Shakespearean play in the
Hungarian town took sick, Bela went to the manager
Juliet"
heart.

so

many

When

to be put on as a substitute.
Lugosi made good in this [Con in tied on page 70]

and asked

I
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WAR

IN

BOUDOIRS
GRETA GARBO and Ramon

Novarro in "Mata Hari",
drama of war and
sacrifice, which is the story of
this famous and beautiful spy.
the great

A

secret agent pays such a
price when discovered that
every moment of life is brittle
with danger. And what if she
falls in love?
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ilver

creen's
THE BELOVED
BACHELOR

who

used to be such a fasmenace has now
But
turned sympathetic and heroic.
Rating:
you'll like him even better than before.
Paramount
In this picture he plays a handsome and
kindly bachelor who has been disappointed in love. To save a
little girl from the horrors of an Orphan Asylum he adopts her.
When she is eighteen she falls in love with him and his old
Who wins?
love returns from New York.

Paul Lukas
cinating

and

sinister

GOOD

—

SUSAN LENOX:

HER FALL AND

Garbo

RISE

finds opportunity in this
Graham Phil-

old story by David

be forlorn, to be terror
and to be utterly desirM-G-M
able. Clark Gable is the leading
man, and he infuses such reality and fire into his role that Garbo's

Rating:

THE CISCO KID
Rating:

GOOD

Fox

a picture that takes you back
to the days when the screen was the
border line between outlaw Mexico and
In those days
the Romantic Ranchos.

This

is

EXCELLENT

lips

to

stricken,

becomes a beautiful thing. The plot
and often melodramatic, but you do
not realize this for you are completely lost in the charm of the
Garbo. In fact, there might not be any plot for all you care!
patient, all-enduring love
is rather vague at times,

Warner
horse flesh had sex appeal.
Baxter, the Cisco Kid, carries out the beautiful Robin Hood
he robs
tradition and robs from the rich to give to the poor
from the bank to give to the prettiest Widder Woman you ever
saw. Eddie Lowe is the Law, and Nora Lane the Widder.

—

THE ROAD TO

William Powell now performs for Warner
Brothers but it's the same William
SINGAPORE
Powell, still suave and sophisticated and
Rating:
It seems that over in
a bit naughty.
Warners
Singapore the British are rather snobby
and don't care to associate with William because he was named
as co-respondent in a divorce case. But William doesn't mind
he simply walks off with the doctor's wife and finds perfect love.
Lovely Doris Kenyon and Marian Marsh are in it.

GOOD
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In this picture the Four Marx
Brothers are funnier than a barrel
Their humor is
of monkeys.
Rating:
illogical, absurd, foolish and silly,
Paramount
and do you laugh! Look out for
your operation when Groucho goes into his tango with Thelma
Todd, which he does on every possible occasion. The dumb
Harpo doesn't get a girl to dance with him but he tries hard
enough. When every few minutes you hear an unusually loud
guffaw you can know that Harpo is chasing another gal.

MONKEY

BUSINESS

EXCELLENT

Silver Screen

Reviewing
Stand
THE TIP-OFF
Rating: GOOD
RKO-Pathe
of the

dumb

cluck.

with the Big Boy's
picture.
his

A

mild gangster picture which has some
humorous moments that are sure to
please. Eddie Quillan as a likable radio
salesman gets involved in the frameup of a prize fighter and makes a friend
He goes to a gangster's ball and runs away
girl friend

Bob Armstrong

and

after that

as the prize fighter

it becomes a chase
and Ginger Rogers,

lady love, furnish most of the humor.

THE NEW ADVENTURES

Just when you had about decided that you simply didn't
Uke WiUiam Haines along
comes Willie in one of the
Rating:
funniest pictures of the year
M-G-M
and you feel yourself warmOf course, old "Schnozzle"
ing up to the lad in a big way.
Durante and Ernest Torrence have a lot to do with the hilarity
of this film but Haines is in rare form too. It's all about three
delightful crooks and their amusing adventures with suckers.
You'll like it. Leila Hyams is the femme appeal.

OF GET-RICH-QUICK

WALLINGFORD
EXCELLENT

turns in another imperformance which holds you
spell-bound in your seats. It's a powerRating:
ful, at times horrible picture, but it
Barrymore plays
carries a big thrill.
the illegitimate son of a ballet dancer, born with the soul of an
All his dreams of becoming a
artist, but the body of a cripple.
great dancer are fulfilled in a foundling whom he trains, and
whose romance he wrecks, so that nothing will stand in the way

LEFTOVER
LADIES
Rating:

GOOD

Here

is a picture with tremendous feminine appeal adapted from a story by
Leftover Ladies are
Ursula Parrott.

women who have

sacrificed matrimony
and "freedom" and who
find themselves losing beauty, youth and happiness in exchange
for independence. Take the girl friend to this and she'll change
her mind about becoming an author. The swell cast includes
Marjorie Rambeau, Claudia Dell, and Alan Mowbray.

Tiffany

for a career

John Barrymore

THE MAD GENIUS pressive

^

of art.

for

GOOD

_

There's a blood-curdling climax.

January 1932

HEARTBREAK
FAIR

Here
plots

is another one of those feeble old
which should have behaved itself

and stayed

in its grave instead of disturbing the peace of mind of good peoFox
It's wartime in \'icnna in 1916
ple.
(and you just know there's a waltz) and a young officer is in love
with an Austrian countess. He kills her brother in battle and
she says she never wants to sec him again but hastily changes
her mind. Charles Farrell and Madge Evans are in it.

Rating:
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A

snap shot of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and his wife Joan
Crawford, which shows the

same
studio

poise

and charm

portrait

as

posed by

Gloria Swanson, Ex-Marquise, and her director, Mervyn
LeRoy, with the script of "Tonight or Never" and some
Yes, she is prone to differ with her director
iced tea.

a
a

master photographer

IT
ISwill

true that Marlene "Legs" Dietrich
never make another picture in
America? And after all that publicity?
Goodness gracious.

TEVEY, the artist-actor was
BERT
commissioned by Carl Laemmle,
Jr.,

make

a portrait of the young movie
mogul, so the story goes. When Bert completed the work he brought it out to Junior,
who upon looking at it said, "Why, that
Levey was
looks like Irving Thalberg."
"Yes, I was thinking of him
flustered.
when I made it," Levey is reported stating.
"Your mind is too prolific," said Junior,
and Levey has the painting.
to

COOPER
GARY
completing "His

felt all

tired out after

Woman" and

he
asked Mr. Lasky for a leave of absence
from picture making. And Mr. Lasky

remembered Gary's flawless five-year
record and gave it to him. So the Montana-lad-who-went-New York sailed immediately on the S.S. Augustus whose
It seems that there
stop is Naples.
Countess Frasso on board, too. It
mean something.

MIRIAM

HOPKINS who

is

first
is

a

may

getting

RONALD COLMAN gave

an informal
the afternoon he
sailed for Europe in his suite on the S.S.
Conte Grande, and the nautical-minded
press gave Mr. Colman a rousing bon voyage.
(What's the idea of all the film
It can't
stars sailing on the Italian line?
be the spaghetti.) Ronnie will have a
grand vacation in Italy, France and deah
old Lunnon, and will be back next year
to make two more pictures for Sam Goldwyn. Goldwyn has just signed him on
another five-year contract which calls for
only two pictures a year. Too bad. The
fans would like to see Ronnie more often
than that, but he believes in quality and
His "Arrowsmith" will
not quantity.
_ tea

to

open on Broadway about Christmas time
and the local intelligentsia are all aflutter.
P.S. Mrs. Dorothy Caruso was also on
the Conte Grande but I don't think it means
anything.

SYLVIA SIDNEY
The Sidney jaws

yanked

out.

THE
cover

Hyde"

Hollywood"

two weeks' vacation before
shooting started on the "The Jazz King".
She entertained the newspaper and magazine lads and lassies at her apartment on
Waverly Place in Greenwich Village one
afternoon. One snoopy writer discovered
but as it
a book with the pages uncut
was a naughty book 'tis just as well.

—
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a big

girl

now.
on

swelling

ing on a cane and Hugh Trevor; Linda
Watkins was escorted by Victor Shapiro,
Mary Astor by her new husband. Dr.

Franklin Thorpe, and Connie Bennett by
Mary Brian
the ever constant Marquis.
arrived minus Russell Gleason but plus
a University of California football player.
Clark Gable was with the missus and was
completely deluged by an onslaught of
autograph hounds. And it wasn't so long
ago that that Gable boy couldn't even sign
a blank check!
.

WHAT

This Thing Called Love?
Ask Ann Harding she knows!
While Ann was visiting friends in Westport, Connecticut, recently she happened
to mention in one of her letters to Harry
(Husband) Bannister that the only thing
from the East that she missed in California
were pepper trees.
A few days later she returned home to
find two enormous pepper trees in her
garden.
Harry had them transported
from the East and transplanted as a wel-

—#«—

easiest

Belongs

to

to

Whom

dis-

in

At
the opening of "Consolation Marriage"
at the Carthay Circle, Irene Dunne, the
is

—

Building?

—

—

EDDIE QUILLAN

and quickest way

"Who

Is

come home surprise for Ann. Wonder
what would have happened if Ann had
written she missed the Empire State

Ouch!

in fast

for a

is

started

the "Ladies of the Big House" set the
other day and some one yelled "mumps"
and started a panic. But it happened to
be a wisdom tooth and it had to be

tempo in this picture business dashed to New York directly
after she had finished "Dr. Jekyl and Mr.
some place

the press

to attend a premiere.

shining star of the evening, arrived in a
party that included Paul Sloane, his wife,

and Leo Carillo; Dorothy Lee (in ermine
and sables, my dears!) was squired by
Marshall Duffield; Joan Bennett was lean-

and Maureen O'SuUivan may take a trip to the altar.
Eddie is sweet on the Irish Colleen, and
they pal together. But Eddie had better
keep an eye on John Warburton, who is
playing opposite Maureen in "Thirty
Days".
We glimpsed the two holding
hands on the studio lot, and looking "that
way" at each other. But they may have
only been rehearsing a scene, Eddie!

Tweet

tweet!

Silver Screen

—

Town
from page

—

.

Topics

17]

Landi, Fox star, goes
London for a vacation and tells her mother all
about being a Hollywood
beauty. The Countess Landi
seems to be a proud mother

Elissa

home

Man

at Work. Jackie Cooper considers a suggestion from Director King Vidor with regard
to the nuances of a scene in "The Champ"

know that Paramount operDID you completely-equipped
printing
ates a

plant in

its

Hollywood

studios?

Any news-

paper in the world can be reproduced

and any type of sub-title created.
Former newspaper reporters prepare the
"stories" and headings which are used

the erstwhile star thumper
(masseuse to you on Park Avenue) of
Hollywood, has brought out a book. She
and are the stars burning!
tells all

SYLVIA,

—

there,

during the acting of various film

stories.

—
T'HAT

illustrious

.

JOHNNY

WEISSMULLER,

many world

records

for

holder of

swimming

lady

of

the

stage,

it?

seems that when the Crown Prince of
the Royal Family of Barrymores was appearing on Broadway in the stage production of "Hamlet", Jane Cowl occupied a
stage box at one of the matinee performIt

It is quite a well known fact that
Miss Cowl, on all her excursions into the
public limelight, is not only seen but heard
and this particular afternoon proved no
exception to the rule.
John Barrymore hadn't been on the

ances.

—

stage five minutes when he knew Jane
Cowl was in the audience. But he didn't
acknowledge her presence until the end of
the performance, when in making his
customary curtain speech, he bowed in the

stories.

you used

Remember

creepy

thrills

to get out of the silent

Tarzan

the

The choice of WeissmuUer for
part followed a series of exhaustive
tests to find some one with a perfect
physique whose other qualifications were
also up to the desired standard. Goodness
knows the WeissmuUer physique in a
bathing suit is well known to every one
who has followed sports these last few

episodes?
this

years.

EVELYN

"—

—

ROSETTA ASTHER,

the
International Baby, has been tendered
a gold membership card by the Breakfast
Club of Hollywood. She is the Club's
youngest member to date and is moreover
the most talked-of baby in America. She
is known as the International Baby because she was born in Bavaria of a Swedish
father and an American mother and three
countries, including Germany, claimed her

She was admitted under
a visitor's passport after several months of
wrangling, and caught her first glimpse of
papa Nils upon her seven-months' birthday. Papa Nils Asthcr is appearing next
in" The Cardboard Lover". Mama Vivian
Duncan Asthcr has just been ordered by
the Court to pay party damages to Ger-

noon?"

trude Astor.

for

box and
I

January 1932

said,

dollars

five

motor car. When his mechanics said it
was finished he had it tried out. It blew
up and seventy-five thousand went into
the Hollywood ozone. Mister, can I have
a nickel for a cup of coffee?
that
TWELVETREES
HELEN not
superstitious, but she never
insists

she

is

wear an old pair of shoes the first
day of every production. And she was
quite happy over finding a shiny pin the
day she started work on "Second Shot".

fails to

"Now,

I

know

she asserted.

everything will go right,"

No, she

isn't superstitious.

.

THE city that has no heart—
INwood,
Edgar Lewis, seven years

Holly-

ago

earning Si, 500 a week as a director now
earns four dollars a day as an extra man.
Jerome Storm, director of the Charlie Ray
success, is a property man at the Hal
Universal
Ella Hall,
Roach studios.
serial star, works in a Hollywood drugJohn Ince,
store at twenty per week.
brother of Thomas Ince, who used to direct for Metro, glad now to get extra work.
Florence Turner, First Lady of the
screen, can be found in the extra ranks.
this first queen of the movies.
An extra
.

as their citizen.

take this opportunity to thank Miss Jane Cowl for the
privilege of co-starring with her this after-

direction of Miss Cowl's
"And in conclusion, may

HUGHES spent seventyHOWARD
building a steam
thousand

M-G-M

for
events, has been selected by
the role of Tarzan in the revival of the

Edgar Rice Burrough's African adventure

Jane Cowl, is having a grand time in
Hollywood renewing friendships with all
the ex-Broadwayites, and learning how
pictures are made. She is quite often seen
(and heard) on the sidelines at the different studios where "shooting" is going on.
All of which brings to mind that delightHave you heard
ful Barrymore anecdote.

to

.

.

.

A

— —

SHIPMENT

..*>.

of Si. 000,000 has just

arrived at the Paramount Hollywood
studios and is being stored in the vaults for
future use in pictures. It is "stage money".

Uncle Sam won't
real money.

Ici

anyone jiholograph

[Cun tinned on jxigc Gi)
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A

Broken Back
and a

upper Lip

Stiff

Little Ei;al)'n

aw^

On

YimYY
Her Wa)'

^^^^^
to

StariJom

George M. Thomas

B)^

THE

slender, blue-

eyed Kansas City
girl who stepped

into Dorothy Mackaill's
role in "River's End" at
the eleventh hour to astonish studio officials by
her remarkable dramatic

When Evalyn

lay for weeks in
the hospital the future looked
black indeed, but now it is all
shined up again

performance, and whose
portrayal of George Ardaughter in "The
Millionaire" was termed
liss'

"No matter how long
never forget the few
minutes I was there on the rock, with
the hot sun shining in my face and
waiting for hours— it seemed— for
my brother Stanley to bring help to
me.
"I can well believe the stories they
tell about what a drowning person
thinks of in a few seconds, or the
mental pictures seen by a person falling from a tall building. I did more
thinking in that half hour than I ever
did in a similar period in all my life.
I tried to calm myself, after the panic
she continued.
I

sensational, has now in
turn, amazed the medical fraternity of Holly-

wood.

They call Evalyn
Knapp "the miracle
girl".

Two months

ago they

doubted if she would
ever walk again.

A month
thought that
did walk,

it

they
she ever

aejo
if

would not be

for at least six months.

of the

Today

she is walking— with the aid of her nurse
but nevertheless she is walking. And as this is written,
it is just eight weeks since she fell over a cliff in the
Hollywood hills and was carried to the hospital, her
back so badly injured that surgeons feared it might be

broken beyond repair.
It was on a Sunday, exactly eight weeks from the
day of her fall, that Evalyn was permitted to sit up
for her first meal out of bed. And it was the first time
that she talked at length on her tragic experience— but
as she talked she smiled that wistful, but happy smile
that has endeared her to thousands of film fans.
In a Spanish apartment on a side street in Hollywood, with the afternoon sun streaming in through
three huge French doors, Evalyn sat where she could
see the automobiles passing in the street below.
"It looks like a different world when you see it from
this angle," Evalyn said.
"After weeks of looking at
nothing, but the ceiling of a hospital room, this is
heaven.

"The
50

accident seems a good deal like a

live,

dream now,"

I

will

first

few seconds, when

I

was

and

tried to make myself realize that I really
couldn't be seriously injured.
"And I really think this helped me, too, because
Stanley hadn't run more than a mile until he found

falling,

a Hollywood police radio car.
The policemen who
came to my aid knew just how to move me— otherwise,
the doctors said, the injury would have been much

worse— in
"So

fact,

might have been irreparable.

honestly believe that I really helped myself as
I lay there in the sun, with that rock almost breaking
my back, and my face swelling from the blow when I
knocked my knee against my chin."
As she fell, Evalyn's knee hit her chin, driving her
teeth clear through her lower lip.
This has now entirely healed, there being no trace whatever of a
I

scar.

"When I got to the hospital I found that the first
seven days were the worst," she continued. "I really
didn't have any fun at all.
After the first week it
wasn't quite so bad, although they loaded me down
with bags of sand each night, [Conlinucd on pnge 71]

WARREN
WILLIAM

HE

very

IS

Barry more

There

own.

carried

to

safely

the slow

tempo

perienced player.

appears

in

that

of the

very

a

Warren has

dramatic goal.

"The

of

the ex-

When

he

Captain's

will

be the
Dagover

first

for First National,

you

Wife", which
picture

will

him

to

"The Honor

Family"

his

strength

a

is

swagger

make

of

personality

dis+inc+

and

John

like

but with a

Lil

will

see a scholarly perform-

ance and

will feel

the

drama

of his pauses

LIPPMAN

HURRELL

THERE
her
with

has never been a Karen before on the screen; Joans,

own

Helen

picture

reading

private cult.

Hayes

in

"The Sin

of

atmosphere when she was
Garbo's

lines

yes,

Nicely started too, with a small bit here

while

the

Madelon Claudet".
in

the

director

Karen

is

in

Gre+as,

dozens,

slim

and

lovely

University of California at Los Angeles.

was testing applicants.

but

"Inspiration" and a

But

it

was

alt

Karen
little

bit

starts

there

and she got the
She broke

in

by

the same with Karen

WHAT
and

a friend +o have!
loyal

friend

of

If

Sally

you saw "Bad Girl" you
Eilers.

will

remember Minna Gombel

While James Dunn and

as the worldly

Sally received the flowers

and cheers.

putting this hit picture over into the "Outstanding Success" column.

CO

M

B E L

Minna had a very big share in
"Good Sport" and
She is a Broadway legit lady and how she is going in Hollywood! She has finished
lady,
as she deserves
leading
featured
the
be
to
is
she
"Rainbow Trail" and in "After Tomorrow"

FRANK ALBERTSON
TIME

was when an actor advertised

sartorial

splendors.

his

Frank Albertson

is

genius with spats and

sticks,

He was a
product of a different school of thought.
the silents (one with O'Brien) and then he broke through

a

prop boy at Fox, then some small parts in
talking parts and is now in "Other People's Business" for R.K.O.

in

chokers and stocks and other

The "props" are

all

for

Frank

RAMON NOVARRO
WHEN M-G-M

took the notion to put more than one star

in

a picture, Greta

Garbo was

selected

woman, or Ramon was selected to be Greta's leading man.
Anyway, Ramon is envied by all the other men on the lot and he had to get a dog to protect him as he
goes to and fro while making "Mata Hari". He is a chile con carne enthusiast; Ramon not the hound
to be Rannon Novarro's leading

—
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nA CLAIRE

gown

In

a

wedding

Chanel

showing

th^

designed

tastefully

cream-colored roses
which also form

the|

cap of the wedding
veil

1

[I

AN
'

NA CLAIRE
coat.

This

but

model,

charm

of

its

wearing a mink
is

not a Chanel

the

aristocratic

proportions

was

selected by Miss Claire for her

wardrobe
a

in

"The Greeks

Word

for It"

Had

unusual evening wr«

designed

by

for Ina Claire to

forthcoming
production.
velvet
fitch.

Chan

wear

in tl

Sam Goldw]
It

is

of eggsh*

trimmed with blend?
Perhaps, a large mei

sure

of

wrap

Is

the

grace

of

th

Ina Claire's nonchj

ant

pose

|

U!l

THE complete wedding gown
ends

long

a

in

sectional

The belt at the waistline
istically

Chanel.

material as the

on the side.
Ina

Claire

It

is

not

vorced from

train.

'character-

of the

Is

gown and

This

did

is

which

is

same

knotted

the dress that

wear when

John Gilbert

di-

ROBERT

MONTGOMERY

and

UNA MERKEL

is really an off stage picture.
Montgomery did not have to be so attentive, but you
know these great actors have to keep in the atmosphere, and Una is sufficient excuse.
In
"Private Lives", Norma Shearer's new picture, Bob and Una are bride and groom and a
handsome couple. Una is our favorite comedienne and this seems like a tough spot for her

THIS

1

^^^R^lcrt

'^^]\Aontgomcry

TELLS HIS

Life Story
the minute

to

M

ar

Bu

qu
;b

just so

1

s

7

Mont-

The

gomery family
(the baby is all
well again) are

way to
great, big,

on their
a

brilliant

BELIEVE

said before that Alice in Wonderland
was an old timer compared to the Robert Montgomery who arrived in Hollywood two years ago.
other trip to
I had never seen the place before.
Los Angeles was on an oil freighter, and all I saw of

I

I

My

the city was a view from the harbor.
Los Angeles
harbor is a good many miles from Hollywood, and I
had never seen the. town where the movies came from.
I thought it was utterly mad and impossible at first.
I
hated the place, and wondered what on earth had
possessed me to give up a good job in New York and
cross the continent for such an uncertain thing as a

picture career.
M-G-M didn't waste

much time in putting me to
immediately for "So This Is College".
Elliot Nugent was in it, too.
He didn't think much
work.

I

was

cast

of pictures then, either.

New

We

had met him casually

I

in

best of friends while we
still are, as a matwere working on that picture.
ter of fact.
had a grand time feeling superior to
the entire motion picture business, and we must have
been about as popular with the studio as an epidemic
of scarlet fever.

York.

became the

We

We

My

"call-down" came when I arrived an hour
I was delayed at home with a long
distance call from New York. A member of the family
first

late at the studio.

and I didn't want to leave the house
imtil that call had been put through to New York. I
had tried to call the stage where we were working at
the studio, and there was no answer.
I was too new

was seriously

to the

game

production
Well,

I

ill,

to

know

that

I

should have telephoned the

office.

knew

that storm clouds were about to break

I

walked on the

set.

You

could fairly hear thunder in the air.
Such a lacing as I received. I stood

future

much

"I don't

of

it.

have to

listen to

any such

conversation," I said.
"I'm accustomed to dealing with gentlemen.
Good day."
You know that line about fools
rushing in.
I started for the door.
The fellow who had been hauling me
over the coals looked as if he had
been struck by lightning. I was doing

an unheard of thing, and I suppose he
thought that I was stark, staring mad.
Of course, I'm not bragging about
this.
I just didn't know any better
then. I do now. We patched up our
difficulties but Elliot and I caused the
director at least one more very dis-

agreeable evening.
to report out on the back lot
one
the bon-fire sequences in "So
This Is College". We sat around for hours and it
seemed to us that we were being treated very badly—
both "unjust and lousy conduct"— as the flapper says.
Without saying another word we drove over to Elliot's
house. Two hours later the studio reached us. They
had called every place but the dog pond and the local
home for the aged. We were holding up production,
and they wanted us on the set right at that moment.
Our game of "hookey" was costing the studio thousands of dollars.
Back to the studio we drove, and sat around for
another hour. Again we started out, but this time
the director had fixed things. The studio gates were
closed and locked. But, anyway, we did do the scene
immediately after that. No one was taking chances.
Perhaps they thought we might climb the fence like
a couple of schoolboys.
It all seems" very childish, that procedure, now.
I
was completely unfamiliar with the motion picture
business.
I didn't know that patience is one of the
first things a picture actor has to learn.
You don't
know about such waiting around as that on the stage.
It seemed inconsiderate to me.
I repeat that I know

We

were told
evening for

better now.

There was nothing unusually exciting about my two
])ictures, "Three Wise Fools", and "Untamed".
The latter picture, in which I apjieared opposite Joan
next

Crawford, did help me a lot. I liked my role in "The
Big House", but my best break came in "Strangers May
Kiss", with Norma Shearer.
I think I like that picture [Conlinucd on jxigr 71
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EX'WIFE

BACK
GIRLHOOD

who went
to

NOT

even the memory of an "impetuous marriage," now labeled a mistake,
can rob Loretta of the opinion that

being a motion picture celebrity is great fun;
more fun in fact than being the valedictorian
of a high school class.
If there be those who
sigh over Loretta's loss of all the little thrills
of young girlhood, they should keep their
regrets to themselves. Loretta does not need
their sympathy— at least not yet.
Loretta Young is known aljout Hollywood
as the girl who grew up over-night.
longlegged, somewhat awkward, gangling girl became an amazingly attractive young woman,
looking much older than she really was, almost between week-ends. The stories of her
"discovery" are essentially true, but it was not
a surprise discovery. Loretta, then known as
Gretchen, was brought up with the idea of
spending her life and her talents on stage or
screen.
She had been groomed for the part
from the age of five.
By the simple expedient of moving back
to her mother's comfortable but not ostentatious home in Los Angeles, Loretta announced
to the world, some months ago, that her marriage to Grant Withers was an experiment
which had failed. It was from this home that
she eloped twice with Grant, once for an airplane trip which ended in marriage in Yuma,
Arizona; once, two days later, also with Grant,
to their Hollywood apartment, thereby pvuting a quietus on her mother's insistence that

A

the marriage be annulled.
Sobered a little biu not altogether chastened
by this experience, Loretta has resumed her
old standing in the household, a household

Hollywood's
popular with
tremendously
\ounger set, due to the presence there of two
attractive immarried sisters, Sally Blane and
Now Loretta, too, has
Polly Ann Young.
joined their gayety and is seen occasionally
with various escorts at her
old haunts, the Cocoariut
Grove and the Roosevelt
is
a
Loretta

slim

little

Blossom Room.

thing

starting

very

over

that marriage.

life

much

as

it

It

is

all

was before

Silver Screen

—
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HELEN
thing

HAYES

says she likes every-

Hollywood but the
hours. This getting up at six-thirty in the
A.M. and staying on the lot until ten or
eleven in the P.M. is not exactly her idea
Her ambition, she deof a good time.
clares, is to play in a picture with Garbo
for every day when five o'clock comes
around the Great One says, "Olga, my
hat. Garbo go home." And goes home
she does. But just let any one else try that.
about

"

—

«#«

ANDare going nuts
now

it is

Bing Crosby that the gals
over.

And

I

must say

a great relief to have a good male
baritone after that deluge of crooners.
Mack Sennett is producing a group of
comedies featuring Bing Crosby for Educational in which Bing proves that he has
quite a flair for comedy as well as for vocal
chords. If you are the kind of a girl who
likes nice things you will simply adore the
it's

way Bing

sings "Just

One More Chance"

and "Sweet and Lovely".
in
CONNIE BENNETT had a birthdayDi-

Arline Judge then became Mrs, Wesley Ruggles. Find the following persons, Adela Rogers St. John, Al Hall, Mrs. Grace Oram,
Wesley Ruggles, Arline Judge, Charles Ruggles, Leila Hyams,
Hyland
Skeets Gallagher and in the rear. Buster Collier and Dick

More Movietown

—the

twenty-seventh.
and the cast of "The
Lady with a Past" gave her a birthday
party on the Pathe lot. There was a cake
and flowers and many happy returns (and

October

rector

Topics

Ned

Griffith

Connie was
there probably will be).
sporting a gorgeous ruby and diamond
bracelet for the first time that day, and
you don't have to strain your grey matter
to

know from whom

it

came.

JOHN and Uncle Lionel
UNCLE
soon be sharing their
Barrymore

[Continued from page 49]

will

MAURICE

COSTELLO

hasn't had
a job in a year and Francis X.
Bushman, whose fan mail once led all the
rest, isn't even recognized by the casting
directors when he applies for a job as an
extra.

Such

is

fame.
„

— —

BASIL RATHBONE
record

man

an eccentric chap.

He

has

seven telephones in his private office at
the studio, each one a direct line to some
Even in his
part of the United States.
Now can you
"rest room" he has four.
imagine his monthly telephone bill?
And he has eleven times the wrong

number
set

when he went

as Pola Negri's leading

Howard

is

calls.

Excuse

it,

Howard.

screen glory with another generation of

Barrymores, for young Samuel Barrymore
Colt, Ethel's son, has been signed by

Samuel recently finished his
Brown and is all ready
now to tackle Life. He refuses to trade on
the Barrymore name and insists upon
being known as Samuel Colt.

Paramount.
official

education at

some kind of
into rehearsal
in

"The Wo-

man Commands"

one hour after his arLaurence Olivier
rival in Hollywood.
was cast for the role and was taken ill

Rathbone
just before production began.
was selected for the part. He left

New

York immediately for the coast, learned
his part on the way out, and went from
the station direct to the studios and started
to work as soon as he arrived.
„

JOHN
paper

— —
.,^„

GILBERT

told a

London news-

reporter that he has been in
pictures for seventeen years and is willing
to retire and give the other fellow a chance
to get his.
John has done right well by
himself in a monetary way. Leatrice Joy,
John's second wife and mother of his little
girl, has recently announced that she too
retiring from pictures to settle down and
be a good wife. William Spencer Hook is
her new husband.

is

,

— —

HUGHES, millionaire
HOWARD
man and producer of "Hell's Angels",

oil

"The Racket", "Front Page", and

other

pictures is a lover of the saxophone. His
pet hobby is playing it, and when he lived
at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, he
had a special sound-proof room built in
his suite so that when he played he didn't

annoy the other

for

guests.

January 1932

carThis passion for realism is, in the opinion of ZaSu Pitts, being
from
her
rescue
to
had
director
her
that
fact
in
far
so
ried too far,
what appears to be Hollywood's version of Sir Hubert Wilkins' sub
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"Cute
Helen Chandler

Is ]\[ot

By

Nancy North Vine
So Small But Happiness

Has Found Her

HELENnot CHANDLER
much
five

in the sand at Santa Monica,
scribbling poetry with a
stubby pencil and staring
dreamily at the sea.
Al-

over

is

feet

tall.

She

couldn't possibly weigh an
ounce over a hundred
pounds. Her eyes are blue
and childlike, and her pixie

though she has already published one thin volume of
verse, she writes,

not because

face is framed with a halo
of wavy yellow hair.
She's
just the most delicate, de-

she wants to become a famous poetess or to "steal her

mure

cause she just can't help

little

person

husband's

imagi-

but

stuff,"

as Mrs. Cyril Hume, you'd
never know the pensive little

She was born twenty-two
brief years ago in New York
City, "which really was a

girl

you met yesterday

When

became Mrs.
Helen Chandler also became the stepmother of cunning five year
old Barbara Hume who embarrasses her delightfully by
she

Hume,

tiny

to

boasting

to

made

listen that

"Helen

school,
played games,
doll clothes and did
all
the things that other
children do.
But not for long. There
was something in Helen
then as now that would not

at the

beach.

mistake," she says, "because
our home was always in
Charleston."
Her parents,
both non-professionals, were
well-to-do, and for a while
Helen's life was like that of
any other child. She went

actress,

Helen

"Fanny Foley Herself" and she's
the littlest step-mother in Hollywood

She's in

isn't

in

a

who

will
a movie
that lovely?"
mother role

all

is

seems a paradox, she is such
a child herself, but the two
adore each other, and Bar-

moHelen
a mouse

her be content with an

bara's

most

ecstatic

ordinary existence. She

ments

come

when

yearned intensely to go on the stage, accepting no reason why she should wait until she was old and grownup before beginning her career. Her parents gave in.
And so Helen's life became a dual one at an early age,
for she was just eight years old when she made her
stage debut, in Shaw's "Major Barbara."
After that, while she managed somehow to keep one
side of her life like that of other girls, even to attending the exclusive Miss Bennett's School at Millbrook,
N. Y., she was at the same time carving out a career
in such excellent plays as "The Wild Duck," "Mr. Pim
Passes By," "Hamlet," in which she played Ophelia,
and "The Silver Cord." Much of her training was
received under the invaluable tutelage of the New York
Theatre Guild.
Two years ago, when Helen was still only nineteen,
the Fox studio recognized her stage success by giving
her her first motion picture contract. Shortly afterward
she added another phase to her already full life by becoming the bride of Cyril Hume, the novelist. A whirlwind courtship, a glamorous honeymoon at Spanish
Ensenada, by the sea, and then Helen returned to her
career.

This person is a wide-eyed little girl with long yellow
hair tied up in a narrow blue ribbon. Bare legs flying

and childish, flat-heelecl
Gay knitted sweaters and short flannel skirts,
shoes.
often wrinkled when Helen lies for hours on her tummy

around

62

it.

Meeting Helen Chandler

nable.

let

be-

in short woolly socks

can take her to the studio, to sit quiet as
watching her favorite actress go through her

scenes.

Cyril Humes live in a picturesque home high
up in the Hollywood Hills. Each evening Helen curls
up in a window seat to watch the lights come on in the
lover both of the mountains and the
city below.
sea, she has found an admirable compromise by living
there in the winter, and at the beach in summer.
Professionally Helen Chandler is going straight from
picture to picture with no in-between vacations, calling
no studio home because one day it is Warners, the
next Universal, the next Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, and so

The

A

on down the list. Always, however, her roles have
something in common. She has cornered the market
on the fragile, poetic ladies that men so love to fight
for, perhaps because she is old-fashioned enough to be
a clinging vine at the same time she is leading three

modern

lives.

She considers "Daybreak," with Ramon Novarro,
and "Salvation Nell," by far the best she has done but
still they fall short of the role that she wishes sometime to pla}'. And small wonder. Her dearest dream,
you see, is to bring "Alice in 'Wonderland" to the
screen.

Motion picture actress, dignified wife, and little girl
dreaming in the sand, Helen Chandler seems without
a care in the world. She is a living answer to the eternal problem of Marriage versus Career.

.

,
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Help this perplexed bride..

c<^n.ci

• Poor Betty .What a perplexed bride
she is. She has broken two plates of
the expensive antique China set Aunt
May gave them for a wedding present
. . . Now she receives this wire from
Aunt May— "Arrive Thursday 9 a.m."

—just two days hence . Poor Betty,
how she has tried and tried to match
But wait
the set with no luck
Maybe here's luck at last! ... In the
. .

.

.

.

.

.

window shown here, so she's
two IDENTICAL TWIN
plates that match Aunt May's antique
store

been

told, are

gift set

.

.

Identical

.

Help poor Betty

Twin

Plates ...

Be

find the

careful

...many plates look alike— but ONLY

TWO

plates are exactly alike in size,

shape and design. Can you find them?
you nothing to try for the
$10,000.00 worth of prizes to be given

It will cost

in our booster advertising prize distribution. Prizes awarded accordingto
participants' standings

upon Judges'

final decision. If you

can find the twin
with your
numbers
plates, send the
name and address. First prize is
$4250.00 cash or, if winner prefers,
a brand new 100 h. p. airplane, with
$750.00 given extra for promptness.
Everybody rewarded for productive
endeavor. Duplicate prizes in case of
ties. No prize less than $25.00. Solutions will not be accepted from persons living in Chicago or outside the
U. S. A. Think what you could do with
$4250.00 right now. .get the $750.00
Extra Promptness Prize . rush your
answer to me NOW
.

. .

.

E.

.

H. Beuster, Advertising Mgr.

Room

54 W.

3,

Illinois St.,

Chicago,

$10,000^0
tuteil,

III.

Prizes

63
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"Pale

Hands

Loved"

I

[Continued from page 6]

pushed out with an orange stick. Never
put a sharp edge under your nails to clean
them it only plows a deeper trough for

—

more

dirt.

seldom advocate a cover-up
use
this one exception
nail-white under a soiled nail if you can't
clean it without digging and scratching,
in the meanwhile treating the skin, as I
have just suggested, to smooth it. Never go
to bed without putting lotion or cream on
your hands and working it well in around
the nails. Pinch the ends of your fingers to
encourage a tapering line.
One of the nicest things you can do for
your hands is to stop worrying. I can hear
you saying, "What in the world does that
have to do with my hands?" The answer
Worry ties up your nerves
is, "Plenty."

While

method

I

I

—

make

tense nerves tie up the muscles and
tense muscles tie up your circulation
when circulation is impaired, the
extremities (the hands and feet) are the
That is
first parts of the body to suffer.
why the hands age first a woman's
hands will usually indicate her age more
So don't put
accurately than her face.
worry in the way of a good circulation
but encourage it by exercise and a relaxed
frame of mind.
Exercise for the hands and arms will not

and

—

AND

—

only help to keep them young and firm but
Nothit lends grace to their movements.
ing creates an effect of beauty more

graceful and expressive gestures.
Roll your hands around on the wrists,
at the same time moving the arms in
larger and larger circles. Now reverse the
direction of the turning. Hold them out
at arm's length and shake them vigorously.
Over-red hands indicate poor circulation as much as do over-pale hands.
Exercise will keep the blood moving away
from the hands as well as into them.
To drain the blood from the hands hold
them well up over your head for several
minutes.
Never scrub the flesh on the hands with
a nail-brush. It is too stiff, will irritate a
tender skin, and coarsen the pores. Never
keep your hands in water that is too hot.
The hands are much more sensitive
than we suppose, for they are really our
principal contact with the world (with the
exception of the eyes) And how often are
our opinions of people dictated by their
hand-shake. A hand-shake gives us knowledge of a person's physical and nervous
energy as well as an impression of his

than

.

character.
Of course, a great many people have so
trained themselves in a firm and friendly
hand-shake, that we can be pleasantly deceived by them. But I would rather know
I

to have a man
a cold, damp, limp

was being deceived than

or a

woman hand me

makes me feel positively
creepy. Neither am I complimented when

hand

to shake.

It

Hollywood

in a

some over-zealous male crushes my fingers painfully in what he supposes is an
indication of his enthusiasm.
To shake or not to shake is quite a quesand the tendency
tion these modern days

—

is

away from

it

among women. Never

re-

hand, of course, but never offer
yours unless there seems to be a real reason for it. A bow and a warm smile can be
very welcoming and inclusive whereas
some women clasp their hands and bow
stiffly as though afraid that if they touched
you they would be contaminated by some
germ.
It isn't what we do but how we do it
always and this refers to the use of
fuse a

—

—

colored polishes on the nails. The exotic
type of brunettes and a few blondes can
wear that blood red and get away with it.
On most of us it is as shocking as if we had
rings in our noses.

There

is

something

barbaric about it and if you haven't a bit
of that in your make-up don't use it.
few, but not many, of the smartest women
use it. One sees a lot of colorless polish in
Pale and natural
the swanky places.
colors seem to harmonize with the classic
trend in clothes and the fashionable
"natural effect" in faces. Be very ladylike and dainty this year if you want to
breathe the very last word in style. Tone
down, bleach out, soften up be graceful,
be sweet and womanly, and you will be

A

—

positively ultra-fashionable.

Hurry

[Conlinued from page 35]

Lilyan Tashman undertook to play Peggy
Shannon's mother in "The Road to Reno",
a number of scenes had been filmed before
the director decided she looked too young
for the role. Test shots were made of the
two together and were rushed through the
developing tanks. When they were flashed
on the screen in a studio projection room,

The
the director's fears were justified.
studio make-up artist was called and within
ten hours a silver-white wig, fitted perfectly to Miss Tashman's head and adding
several years to her appearance, was delivered on the set.
Even radios are resorted to in emergencies.

When Joan Bennett completed "Hush

Money", she left Hollywood for parts unknown, intent on a rest. Two days later
the company discovered that a technical
error demanded re-takes of several scenes
and a hurry call was entered for Miss
Bennett but she could not be found. An
enterprising casting director bought time
on a radio broadcasting program and at
regular intervals an S. O. S. was sent out
over the air. Within three hours the star
responded from a tiny mountain resort
and the next morning she arrived on the

make-up.
Genevieve Tobin reached Hollywood
two days before her first picture, "A

set in

Lady Surrenders", went

into production.

She had just forty-eight hours in which to
make tests and
fit an entire wardrobe,
learn her part. The studio wardrobe department worked frantically to design and
make her complete outfit of suits, gowns,
undies and accessories. Tests were photographed hurriedly and rushed through the
developing tanks but when Miss Tobin
and officials of the company looked at
them, they were horror-stricken to discover that her hair, which is a natural
reddish gold in color, photographed dark.

The

part

demanded a

blonde.

She was rushed post haste to a beauty
parlor, where strong potions of peroxide,
ammonia and white henna were applied.

An

expert hair dresser spent several hours
with Miss Tobin, taking every precaution
to prevent the hair from bleaching dead
white or burning. As she sat in the beauty
parlor chair, the actress studied her lines
Next
and even had her lunch served.
morning, two days after her arrival from
New York, she stepped on the studio set a
blonde, possessed of an entire new wardrobe, and letter perfect in her lines.

Robert Montgomery and Dorothy Jordan knew as little about golf as they do
about Mars when they learned they had
Willie
to play in "Love in the Rough".

professional whose services have
been demanded many times by the studios,
was assigned the task of teaching them how

Low, a

make at least half decent golfing strokes
in twenty-four hours. Low took his pupils
to a practice range and stationed one on
each side of him. For seven hours, with
periodic rests, he patiently instructed and
corrected until both players mastered the
to

rudimentary motions of golf
pert golfers

who saw

strokes.

Ex-

the picture wrote

both Montgomery and Miss Jordan
and complimented them on their correct

to

form.

Never a day passes in Hollywood that at
a few sudden orders don't throw the
studios into an uproar. Marie Prevost took
off ten pounds in five days in order to play
in Joan Crawford's picture, "Paid". She
did it by eating one meal a day, drinking
a single cup of black coffee and refraining
from starches, sweets and meats. Prominent Hollywood tailors advertise twentyfour hour service for actors who must have
least

suits

made

hurriedly for screen roles.

In Hollywood they have eliminated delay.
Fat today, thin tomorrow, blonde,
bald, or what-not, there is no waiting.
"The bird of time has but a little way to
flutter.

"And

the bird

is

on the wing."
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Girl

Win n500.00!
INCORPORATED,

eO-ED,

cash

pay $1,000.00
—
and $500.00
We want name
America's most
— one
you
will

name

extra for
that will properly
a
beautiful college girl
of
describe
see at every colthose attractive, lively co-eds that
There is nothing to buy or sell in
lege and high school.
order to win this $1 ,500.00 and you will not be required
This big prize will
to do anything else but send a name.
be given just to find the right name for a lovely young
lady who will sponsor a beautiful nation wide radio program we contemplate for this winter.
just for a girl's
sending it quick.

Send Your
What

Name

Favorif-e

name do you

girl's

best?

like

In

fact,

what

name

are you thinking of right now?
Maybe it's just the
one to win this $1 ,500.00. Don't bother trying to think
up fancy names just such an ordinary name as Betty
Allen, Nancy Lee, Mary Lynn, etc., may win. Better send
the one you are thinking of right away!

—

$500.00

MAILING

for

IT

QUICK

preferred, a beautiful new
FORD
SEDAN will be added to the $1,000.00
prize if the name is sent within three days from the time
this announcement is read.
So, send your suggestion
TODAY! Take no risk of losing that $500.00 EXTRA
which is to be won so easily just for being prompt.

$500.00 cash

Yes,

or,

if

TUDOR

—

Nothing
it

To Do

Else

Certainly this $1,500.00 prize is worth trying for, especially when
costs you only a 2c stamp and an envelope.
There is nothing else

to do

—

—

—no

coupons to clip.
This
the winning name
within three days after reading this announcement.
CO-ED, Incorporated, wants you to send your suggestion at once ... no matter
how simple or plain it may be. The very name you send may be the
one they are seeking and if you could imagine the thrill of receiving
a telegram stating that you won this $1 ,500.00 prize just for sending
a girl's name, you would lose no time in mailing your suggestion at
once.
You will receive an immediate acknowledgment by letter and
at the same time, we will have a big surprise for you in the form
of another prize offer through which you can win as much as
nothing to buy nothing to
$1,500.00 Cash can be yours just

FREE SAMPLE
CO-ED Face

$4,000.00 more.
coupon today.

for sending

DON'T WAIT

.

.

.

DON'T DELAY!

.

.

.

mail

this

Powder
Send your name
suggestion within
three days and we
send you a Free
Sample of lovely COED face powder De
Luxe with our reply.
will

RULES: This offer is open to anyone living in the U. S. A., outside of Chicago, Illinois, except employees of CO-ED, Incorporated, and their families and closes midnight, February 29, 1932.
All answers must be mailed on or before that date. Each person
may submit onlyone name, sending more than one will disqualify
all entries for that individual. $1 ,000 00 will be paid to the person submitting the name chosen by CO-ED, Incorporated. An
additional $500.00 cash or a Ford Tudor Sedan will be given
to the prize winner, providing the winning name was mailed
within three days from the time the announcement was read.
Duplicate prizes will be paid in case of ties.

CO-ED, INC^,

So,

sell

MAIL THE NAME YOU SUGGEST ON THIS COUPON
A. S. WEILBY,
CO-ED, Inc., 4619
The name

Date

My Name

E,

Ravenswood Ave., Dept.

309,

Chicago,

suggest for America's most beautiful college

!

is

I

girl

III.

is:

read this announcement.
.

.

Address
_State_

City-

Be

sure to

fill

In

the dale

4619 E. Ravenswood Ave., Dept. 309,

you read

this

announcement

CHICAGO, ILL*
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Columbia

is

making

a film "Blonde Baby" for which Jean Harlow is the inspiration and, of
Marie Prevost, Natalie Moor head, and Mae Clarke are also upholding the
Columbia standard

course, the star.

''Yo

Ho

For

!

a

Six Months' Vacation"

[Continued from page 2

Once when Ronny was

New York

in

he

have been interviewed by a member
of the alert press. Before the appointment
he thought he'd take a brisk walk through
Central Park so as to be in a sparring con-

was

to

when

dition

the interviewer arrived.
It
glary, yet cool days of

was one of those
September,

so

Ronny put on

smoked glasses to protect
wore a cap because he felt

slightly

his eyes,
like

and

wearing a

cap.

When he returned from his short tramp
he entered the room where the writer
awaited him, still wearing the cap and
The interview was cordial and
glasses.
friendly but when the story finally appeared it raved about the "male Garbo",
who avoided people by the device of
smoked glasses and wore clothes that
would

disguise his appearance.
a Hollywood tongue-wagger has
strained her eyes or stretched one of those

Many

famous, Hollywood, elastic ears, to catch
But they don't
a morsel about Ronny.
get anything.
The truth, of course, is that Colman has
women friends, but he doesn't parade
them at the Brown Derby and he doesn't

dance them
all

Cocoanut Grove so that
the college sophomores can tell their
at the

friends.

And

another

normal

human

in the studio.

tradition has
in order to

trait
It

is

that he's

seems that a

grown up among actors that
a good picture they have

make

chummy

with everybody in sight
This makes players who otherwise are almost sane people, fall all over
to

be

on the

lot.

]

make their film better. As
a result the cameraderie is nauseating and
holds up production instead of speeding it.
lieve, this will

Ronny makes no such
lot.

During

"The

concessions on the
two last productions,
Garden" and "Arrow-

his

Unholy
minded his own business so
successfully and so completely that that
was the one trait the men around him adsmith", he

He

keeps his own distance,
has his own circle of intelligent friends
and doesn't kowtow to the syndicate
writers, for which the whole movie colony
can very well stand up on its hind legs
and give three lusty cheers.

mired most.

Ronny's sense of humor
and acrid in a nice way.

distinguished
He doesn't do
things like electrifying chairs to watch his
guests get the shock of their lives; he
doesn't call people to the phone at four in
the morning to ask them what time it is; he
doesn't drive to a premiere in a battered
Ford and tell the doorman that he can
have the car as a tip. (These are some of

Announcement
Owing

1

themselves in goodness and good fellowship
toward their fellow workers.
The custom is, in most instances, such
a hypocritical one as to be laughable.
For example, the theory is that if you're
not kind to the electricians and property
men they're more than likely to misplace
a light or hold up production enough to
spoil your part in a picture.
Stars who
don't condescend to talk to their third
string servants at home make a practise of
being palsy-walsy with the third assistant
mop slinger on the lot because, they be-

is

the stunts actually carried out by those
alleged Hollywood wits).
An example
of Colman's sense of humor is the following:
It was during the shooting of a lengthy
and rather difficult piece of business in

"The Unholy Garden".

The set was an
which camels, dogs,
sheep and humans came and went

Arabian
pigs,

street

in the leisurely

in

manner

of the East.

Ronny had

a very long speech to make
with additional speeches to follow by
Estelle Taylor and Fay Wray.
Director
George Fitzmaurice wasn't quite satisfied
with the way things were getting along and
ordered the scene shot over and over
again.
After half an hour the sequence had
been cut and recut and rearranged so
many times the players were confused in
their parts. For five minutes Ronny had

mixed

his

der, that

speeches so, due to the new orhe gave up a moment later in

exasperation.
Finally, Fitzmaurice called for a rehearsal and the cast assembled within the
confines of the set. The director asked if
they were all sure of their lines, and they
all

nodded

assent.

"All right, then,

let's hear it."
Everything went fine for a few moments
and then Ronny tangled his lines. He
stopped and sat down.
Just at that moment a sheep from the
nearby street herd raised its head and gave
off a long "Beh-eh-eh-eh-eh-eh!"
"Thank heaven!" exclaimed Ronny in
evident relief. "At least one of us is sure

of his lines!"

to the Scrambled Stills Contestants

and rating the many entries in the Silv::r Screen Scrambled Stills
Contest, it has been impossible to make award of the prizes in time to include the names of the winners in this issue of
the magazine.
Trusting that the delay will be understood as evidence of the care and time which is being spent in the judging, we
wish to thank the contestants for their patience and to promise an early announcement.
to the difficulties of selecting, comparing

The Scrambled

Stills

Editors
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Give unto those
iDhoareJ?^
Scent of holly in the air .... a gay tree brimming with
holiday blessings .... perfume from the kitchen where
a generous Christmas dinner

is

being readied by you and

yours .... and a mother, her happy, heahhy children in

her arms, looking out upon the serene night, in which

gleam and

celestial candles

glitter.

Home ....

sanctuary

.... gifts .... food .... protection.

During good times or bad, the average American

home manages to approach the Yuletide season with joyous anticipation.
And the sympathetic urge to help
those who are less fortunate, is, always, a national characteristic.

But today
the need for "having a heart" is more
more urgent, more terrifyingly necessary, than
.

.

.

.

tragic,

ever in the world's history. American children and chil-

dren of many nations, are

STARVING. As

the facts

accumulate, this situation might well cause us to shudder

with horror .... "Starving Children" .... not a pleasant thought!

What

a beautiful thing

YOU,

be for
give, if

it

will

this Yidetide, to

but modestly, to these

tiny sufferers to

whom

crust of dry bread will
a blessing.

WEEK"

is

portunity

even a

come

as

"GOLDEN RULE
a constructive opin

this

The long arm of

direction.

its

vast char-

reaches out and finds these
hungry youngsters .... feeds
ity

them.
share,

You

will

do

YOUR

we know.

Week

C OLDEN Rule
The donor may

THE GOLDEN RULE FOUNDATION

designate his gift for

Lincoln Building,
York, N. Y.

any philanthropy in which lie is especially interested and one hundred
cents of every dollar will go as designated none for expenses.
Undesignated gifts will be allocated by
the Surrey Conimillee after careful
investigation to nicel ihe iiio»t
acute needs llu-oiigh ihe most efficient

E.

42

St.

my part, kindly send
booklet, "The Golden Rule, A. D.
1931," giving information and suggestions
concerning Golden Rule Week.
Without obligation on

—

DECEMBER
13-20

60

New

me your

agencies.

THIS SPACE

Silver

IS

CONTRIBUPED BY

Screen

DECEMBER
13-20
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Talkies

m

Tabloid

[Continued from page lo]

FANNY FOLEY

This picture's about a

HERSELF

woman who

Good

has become

comedienne on
jjjg j^g^y York stage, and
at the same time has sent two daughters to
a fashionable and snooty finishing school.
When the daughters learn that mother is
an actress— well, it's just too bad. Edna
May Oliver is perfect as the comedienne
and Helen Chandler and Rochelle Hudson
a famous

(Radio)

are the daughters.

»—
FATHOMS There

FIFTY

are some bottorn - of - the - sea camera
shots in this one that

DEEP
^air

(Cohfnha)

^j^g
are nuts about
goldeach other until a cheap little blonde
digger comes along.
No more buddies.
There's an exciting climax at the bottom
of the sea and the pals are re-united.
Jack Holt, Richard Cromwell and Loretta
Sayers do well by the plot.
jj^^jjj

plot's

about

a gripping court-room climax in which
the honors go to Lionel Barrymore.

is

t^vo pals

(First

GAY DIPLOMAT,
THE
Gooj/
(Kadio)

Well, here's your newest
heart-throb, girls, step
right

up and meet Mr.

Lebedefi, the nearhave to the late Rudy Valenj^.^i^

thing we
on the Hollywood diet. In this one
Ivan plays a handsome spy commanded to
make love to beautiful ladies for informaGenetion.
There's an exciting climax.
vieve Tobin and Betty Compson are two
est

tino

of the beautiful ladies.

GRAFT
Fair
(Universal)

It's

an

biu

still

old story—
rather exciting.

old,

Another

diunb newsout to catch a murderer
and clean up a city. Of course the dopey
news hound wins out in the end by dumping all manner of crooks and murderers on
the city editor's desk with the scoop of the
year.
Regis Toomey and Sue Carol are in
paper reporter

sets

it.

FIVE STAR

FINAL

grand entertainment for you and a

picture that socks a wal(Fnsi Namml)
Vx2.nces Starr plays
a 'happily married woman ivith a lovely
young daughter who is about to marry into
the social register. But on the eve of the
wedding a nosy tabloid, in an effort to
increase circulation, digs up a lurid scandal on the mother with tragic results. Edward G. Robinson is great as the managMarian Marsh is the pretty
ing editor.

daughter.

FREE SOUL. A
Great
(M-G-M)

A

triumph

for

Norma

Shearer and Lionel Barrymore, who plays a

drunken attorney who teaches his daughter
The
to believe in the freedom of love.
scenes between Norma Shearer and Clark
Gable as a gangster with whom she becomes involved are tremendous, and there

YOUR

romance you want,

If it's

try
XT
M
National)
•

one.
"Voung
does a Fairbanks,

this

Doug

j
i!
Senior and
cavorts all
over South America, rescuing a damsel in
distress, climbing balconies, and doing daring deeds.
Loretta Young is the damsel.

MAGNIFICENT
LIE. THE

c

This picture is Ruth
Chatterton
and
not

Fair
( Paramount)

much

you're a
fan
you'll
you're not

else.

If

Chatterton

hug

it
to your heart, and if
you'll probably be bored.
Ruth plays the
role of a hard-boiled little cafe singer who

impersonates a famous French actress to
appease a blind boy (Ralph Bellamy). Stuart Erwin gives a splendid performance.
>—%>«

—

MERELY MARY

ANN

Farrell get just a
bit too sugary in
this one.
It's about a

lie

Fair

little

(Fox)

young

Janet Gaynor and Char-

composer.

poor

proud, who
when he should
pay the rent. The

but

struggles to write classics

is

Excellent,
Excellent

LIKE

NERVE
f^?'*",

who

Here

I

GUARDSMAN
THE

be dashing out jazz to
little house maid falls in love with him.
She inherits a million and he becomes a
famous composer, so what more do you
want?

you are the least bit
sophisticated you will
Excellent
be simply crazy about
(M-G-M)
this picture which has
been superlatively done by the New York
Theatre Guild's charming Lynn Fontanne
and Alfred Lunt. It's all about an actor
who suspects that his wife is about to emHe disguises himbark on an infidelity.
self as a Russian soldier and carries on an
What fun!
intrigue with his own wife.
And did she know?

MY

GUILTY HANDS Do

somebody

Good

If

you want to be baf-

Well, try this mysLionel
tery
thriller.
Barrymore, as a retired district attorney,
commits a murder, fastens the blame on another, and then manages things the way
Kay Francis and Madge
he wants them.
Evans are splendid.
fled?

(M-G-M)

A

SIN
Good

slow yarn, but you'll
Tallulah Bankhead.
j^.g
j^e very old plot
about the lady who tries to muffle her
past only to have it pop out at her at
the most inopportune moment.
Tallulah's invohed in a' scandal and murder in
Panama and a few months later she is
like

(Paramount)

on Park Avenue, and everydandy imtil Ole Davil Past
comes popping up. Fredric March plays
a reformed bum.
thing's

else

just

PALMY DAYS

Eddie

Sblendid
(United Artists)

"Depression

Ex-

plainer" Cantor is a riot
jj^is one.
There isn't

any plot to speak of, but there's lots of fun
with Eddie singing songs in an ultra modern dough-nut factory.
Charlotte Greenwood helps out in the fimny business. If
you're feeling low, call on Dr. Cantor at
your local theatre.

PERSONAL
MAID

Nancy

Carroll

appears

in this one as a little
fg'''
Irish girl who is fed up
(Paramount)
^^.j^^ 6^^^^,
y^^j.
^^^^
ment life and longs to break away from
She becomes a perher drab existence.
sonal maid to a wealthy ^voman and gets
involved in all kinds of adventures. Mary
,

Boland, Gene

Raymond and

Pat O'Brien

are in the cast.

1

PENROD AND
SAM

grown-up

Good
(First

"Youngsters

and many

will get

a

many

laugh out of Booth
Tarki„crton's famous boy

a
National)

story.
Not as good as "Skippy" but you'll
enjoy it just the same. Leon Janney and
Junior Coghlan are grand in the leading
parts.
ZaSu Pitts, Dorothy Peterson and
Matt Moore are the adults.

POLITICS
Good
(M-G-M>

Howard Hughes

of "Hell's Angels" fame is
sensational air picture called
"Sky Devils".
He is one of the most
talked of millionaires of the picture colony

producing

a

Marie Dressier and Polly

Moran

desert

the stock

market (and who hasn't?)
and the beauty "shoppes" and go in for
Marie,
politics— \vith
screaming results.
with Polly as her manager, runs for the
Mayorship of a small town and gets involved in all sorts of political and house[Coiilinued on page 69]

.
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hold battles. William Bakewell and Karen
Morley supply the romance.

This

RECKLESS
LIVING

is

about

a
leave

who

1««

WHY (T) CHANGED -TO -MARLBORO CONTEST

Prize

(Vmversal)

In

thick rolls and thin. There's a handsome
gangster chief who tries to get in some
dirty work with the lass but she's true
Splendid cast
to her race track boy friend.
includes Mae Clarke, Norman Foster, Ricardo Cortez and Marie Prevost.

ROAD TO RENO,
THE
Fair
(Paramount)

of a

(Fox)

Walden

woman

remarked

Hollywood, Cal.

seated nearby.

commented

My companion^
and

indifferently,

i^s, hut she SPOILS

a cheap

cigarette.

it

all

by smoking

"

u'estern

IN^eedless to say, that tip

was

hunt

for his long lost sister arranch just in time to save her
from the annoyances, petty and otherwise, of Noah Beery and his band of bad
hombres who go in for stealing cattle and
kidnaping children. Marguerite Churchill
is
the sister and there's a nice romance.

the

1

I

(Lilyan

with plenty
action and a hero
^vho is virile and proud
of it.
George O'Brien

Good

a restaurant recently

a well-known attorney, glanced at her

Florence D.

ern
Tashman) who takes darling daughter along
to Reno with her to get her fointh divorce.
The girl falls in love and a dastardly blackguard tries to marry Mama for her money.
Peggy Shannon, Buddy Rogers and William Boyd are in it.

RIDERS OF THE A
PURPLE SAGE
of

Watch Magazines And Newspapers)

on the beauty and distinguished appearance

This is the first of the
Reno-vated divorce pictures. It's about a mod-

mother

Prize Winners

(For Other

chap

the
can't
horses alone and a gal
_
through
^^^^ ^^j^.^^

Good

69

my

reason for changing to Marlboros.

rives at her

SHANGHAIED

This one's about a cruel

LOVE

sea

MARLBORO

... 55% more
in safety and
enjoyment at
only 5 cents

captain sailing the
briny deep ^vith a shanghaied crew.
There's a
mysterious gal on board, a youngster decides to save her from "worse than death"
—and so it goes. Sally Blane, Noah Beery
and Richard Cromwell struggle with the
Fair
(Columbia)

more

in price

poor material.

SINOFMADELON
CLAUDET. THE

Get out your handkerchief,

girls,

for

this

is

an old-fashioned weepie.

(M-G-M)

u
Hamilton

•,

Neil

•

is

up

.
to

old tricks again— luring a pretty girl
away on the pretense of marriage. He disappears and Le^s'is Stone is left to console
the girl (Helen Hayes) who has a baby and
Helen has to become
a lot of disillusions.
a bad girl to be a good mother— or something like that.
his

SOB SISTER

Here's

Good

Girl")

James

Dimn

("Bad

again and

he turns in another
good performance. This time he's a reporter on a conservative newspaper and
his greatest joy in life is annoying a femme
reporter, sob sister, on a noisy tabloid. Of
course, he eventually falls in love
her
amid the excitement of "scoops" and
"deadlines"
and
kidnaping
racketeers.
Linda Watkins is the sob sister.

SPIRIT OF

NOTRE DAME

perpetuates the

memoi v

of Knute Rockne and
-r
i
glorihes
loyalty,
team
play and courage.
It
gets rather sentimental over footloall and loyalty but you'll
like it.
In it are a lot of famous footliall
heroes, including the "Four Horsemen".

Lew
and

i

i

Ayres, William Bakewell, Sally Blane
Farrell MacDonald are the "movie"

J.

people in

it.

— —

STREET SCENE
Silendid
(UrnleJ Arluls)
life

in a squalid

hot

summer

meet on

day.

This

is one of the most
talked about pictures of

t,,^

y^.,„.

New York

tenement on a
Here are the people you

here are the things
that happen only in large cities.
There's
city

n^;,

.

THIS

AGE

MODERN

„

struggles

Fair

a

(M-G-M)

again

Cra^vford

Joan

to

mediocre
one she

ply "the oldest trade" on Waterloo Bridge.
One night she meets a young idealistic
Does
soldier who falls in love \vith her.
she reveal her past? Mae Clarke and Kent
Douglass are grand and will bring tears of
sympathy to the old eyes.

above

rise

In

story.

"VX^EST

OF

with
her not-so-nice mother in Paris and they go
places and do things that are smart and

BROAD'WAY

Hamilton and Monroe 0^vsley both fall for Joan and Neil \vins. Poor
Monroe. You'll like the new blonde Joan
and bear with the picture for her sake.

hit for

shocking.

this

lives

Neil

TWENTY-FOUR
HOURS
Good
(Paramount)

A

great deal can

happen

in

twenty-four

and

this picture sets

hours
out

to prove just

UNHOLY
GARDEN

The

gals

will

rally

round the suave and
charming Ronnie Colman, but it will be the

Good
(United Artists)

lads who get the biggest kick out of this
Colman. a Ijank robber, joins a
picture.
band of thieves and law-breakers liiddcn
away in a hotel in Algiers. Thev plan to
rob ail aged embc/zler of his loot, hul Ronnie falls in love with the old man's daughler— and goes noble. Fa) AVray and Estelle
Taylor arc in it.
.

VX^ATERLOO

Here

BRIDGE

enacted drama of
It's
the
the late war.
story of an English miiis forced by poverty to
fully

Excellent
(Universal)

streets;

sic

hall

irl

who

is

a

nt\
(M-G-M)

John Gilbert plays the
part of a lad who returns from France with

i3 ordered to
3
Arizona at once. The fact that his
sets
him goofy,
girl has given him the air
and while he's painting the old town scarlet
After the
he marries a not-so-nice girl.
hang-over he leaves abruptly for the open
You'll like
spaces— but the girl follows.
John in this one. Lois Moran and Madge
Evans are his girls.

how much.

night club hostess and a gangster and a
society couple are involved, ancl there's a
You'll
neat little murder ancl solution.
be crazy about Miriam Hopkins as the
night club hostess who sings torch songs.

A

This picture successfully

Excellent

(universal)

a tabloid murder that will turn on your
tear ducts and tug at your heart strings.
The entire cast is excellent, especially Sylvia Sidney and Estelle Taylor.

fine,

beauti-

THE ANSWER
TO LAST MONTH'S
PUZZLE

—

SiL VER
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Master of Horrors!
[Continued from page 44]
first venture and the experience forever
spoiled for him the old proverb about the
prophet in his home town.
The one big love of Lugosi's life came to
him in his native country. She was sixteen,
the daughter of a very wealthy couple who
held high social hopes for the girl. Bela
was past thirty. His income as an actor,

even though he was a very popular young
leading man, was considered small by his
prospective in-laws. In addition, Bela and
the girl's father belonged to opposing
political parties.

was a love match and the girl and
the man over-rode all objections and were
married. What happened brought lines of
unhappiness to Lugosi's face which two
But

it

subsequent marriages could not obliterate.
'Tn all his life a man finds only one
mate. Other women may bring happiness
close to him, but there is just one mate.
This girl was mine. Possibly she was too
young and fragile and lacked the necessary
stalwartness of character to fight her way
through.
"As a result of my political affiliations I
was forced to leave Hungary.
wife remained in Budapest. There was an opening for me in a Berlin theater.
When I
had enough laid aside to keep us for a
year I would send for her, I wrote my
wife. Every second day I posted letters to
her. I never got an answer."
Afterward, Lugosi learned that his letters never reached the girl-wife.
Her
parents had reasons for having it so. When
Bela did finally get in touch with the girl,
he found she had married a man of her
parents' choice the day after her divorce
from him.
"An explanation?" said Lugosi. "Yes,

My

Eyelash Bcautijicr, that
.

.

.

.

is 'perfectly tear'-proof

not run or smear .,
.

.

.

applies

.

.

.

.

.

.

ease

.

.

.

water or with cold cream.
GARDLESS of jour

-past

crpcrienci

u'itli

eyelash

darkcncrs go to your toilet goods counter and pur,

chase a pacVagz of the

new solid form Mayhclline.

Absolutely fiamless.

You will he amazed and
75^ Black or Broun.

delisted with the results.

—

For lOi ani coufon lc]ow wc will scni Purse
Sizcfor trial.
,

tijclajli

^eaulificr

CLI P
Maybelline Co., 5920-A

H'J'hc—
AJJrc55

statements of finality in such matters shows
lack of wisdom, he says.
He holds no bitterness. An example of
his attitude toward events in his life is
shown in the fact that he calls upon an
ex-wife who lives in San Francisco whenever he is in the Bay City. When he appeared in a play there the two were seen
constantly in each other's company.
"And why not?" Lugosi wants to know.
"Two people who failed at marriage may
still find each other enjoyable and entertaining persons."
few weeks ago the Hungarian passed

A

examinations and is now an
Bela of Lugos has become Lugosi of America with knowledge
of American history and laws that would
quite surprise the average native.
Legendary superstitions of that corner of
the world that produced him have no hold
on Lugosi. But
If, after seeing a monk, a nun, or a black
cat you spit quickly, you can't help but
his citizenship

American

citizen.

shadow
word for it.

the

live in

Lugosi's

—

of good luck!

Take

.

removes easily with soap and

new

Two other marriages of Lugosi's have
ended in divorce. He does not say he will
not marry again: the person who makes

[Continued from page 26]

up by dancing. I had just about
ruined myself trying funny diets even
existing on soda crackers decked with
mustard!
"Finally, my doctor showed me that I
built

cf the

be-

tween."

Give Joan Crawford Credit

contains heneficial oils that tend

lOji enclosed.

They would always come

wounds.

.

.

.

of re-marriage. But she has children. One
can forget many things but not when children are there as reminders of old, deep

and will

promote the groivth of the lashes
and keep them soft and glossy
.

married someone else.
"That was years ago. We have thought

.

to

.

me and

more evenly and smootUy

with greater
.

.

docs not smart the eyes if acci-

dentally gotten into tlicm
. .

.

there was an explanation. Her father had
filled her with the dread that I would be
executed as a political enemy unless the
father used his influence. This he would
not do, he told her, unless she divorced

Send me

Maybelline.

Ridge Ave., Chicago
a Purse Size package
Black
Brown.

—

was dancing too much, getting too much
exercise.
I stopped until some of the
muscle turned into fat and was dieted
away. Now I don't have to diet at all,
although

I

eat sparingly."

Joan has not eaten potatoes or bread for
five years.
Her breakfast consists of a tall
glass of hot water and a cup of coffee with
plenty of sugar and cream. For lunch she
has a big portion of fresh fruit or vegetable
In the middle of the afternoon a
glass of fruit juice or an apple or orange,
and at night a full course dinner, excepting, always, potatoes, bread, and rich desserts.
Her only vice is smoking. She
does not drink.
"I think that getting your face and figure
into the best condition is the hardest
thing," she says.
"You have to work at
that. I never followed systematic physical
culture exercises because I danced so much
salad.

I
is

needed no other kind of exercise. Dancing

my

notion of the ideal

exercise.

I

adopted it as a necessity, to earn a living.
Now dancing is a luxury with me for I
don't have much time for it."
Transforming a Kansas accent into a
pure, modified English

manner

of speaking

was another of her feats. When the talkies
came in Joan didn't rely on her looks.
She began taking an hour lesson every day
in voice placement and singing.
She still
takes

now when

she

is

not at the studio

As a result a Mid-Western,
commonplace voice has given way to one
of the most refined, compelling voices in
today's talkies. She sounds as though she
has had years of stage experience, so cultivated is her diction.
But it has been
acquired by hard work in short order time.
Doug, Jr. remarks of his wife, "She has
the inost remarkable power of concentration of anyone I have ever known. She is
consumed with an overwhelming amworking.

bition."

Joan's

relationship

Family of Hollywood

is

with the Royal
but another indi-

—"
Silver Screen for January 1932
cation of her determined character. When
she married she picked not only the crown
prince of the colony, but one of the finest
youth with remarkboys on the coast.
able ability. And she was not content to
get by as Mrs. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Her screen work is kept entirely separate in

A

It may be worth
the public's mind.
noting, too, that today Joan is a bigger
box-office star than the other three memMary Pickford, Doug,
bers of the family

—

and Doug,

Sr.,

Jr.
merits with the fans.

Strictly

on her own

She is still Crawford's severest judge.
Although she has already worked miracles,
she modestly claims that she has a long
road yet to travel before she reaches the
goal of completeness which she has set.
herself more at ease socially she
become adept at swimming and tennis.
She has taken French and Spanish lessons

To make
has

recently after working hours.
Ever since she left home to make her
own way up in the world, she has experimented with whatever seemed to offer the
Her recent
best means of advancement.
trial as a blonde is evidence of the lengths
she will go for any possible betterment.
Cameramen told her she would photo-

graph more attractively with lighter hair.
She didn't like it, and has now restored
it to its natural, chestnut brown.
One can hardly discuss Joan without a
mention of her zeal for reading. She is
not like the movie star who, when offered
a new book, replied, "Oh, no thanks, I
have a book!" Joan reads a great deal.
She always has. When you meet her you
can be certain that somehow, despite the

crowded hours she puts

71

in at the studio, she

be able to discuss intelligently any
book you may care to mention.
Her reading, like everything else about
"I do
her, has undergone an evolution.
wish," she sighed once, "that people
would stop remarking cattily when they
see me with a biography or a good book,
'She's gone highbrow!'
"Why shouldn't I have progressed to
books that a few years ago I would neither
have selected nor understood? At school
you start with the first-grade reader, but
you don't continue on that level forever.
Even a shop girl learns to improve on
Why won't they give me
Elinor Glyn.
credit for doing do?"
I asked her what her philosophy of life
is now, formulated by years of struggle to
escape poverty and mediocrity.
This miracle girl answered, "I have
come to believe a cultured person is one
with some kind of original viewpoint on
life.
I am an ardent admirer of John
Powys, the English writer, who phrases my
outlook so much better than I can when he
will

lD*velDii
VELVET FCR VCUR

SKI1%1

makes life eternity,
no earthly reason why any
youth of our day should vul-

says, 'Earnestness alone

and there
intelligent

is

garize the freshness of his response to this

mysterious world by a cheap cleverness,
put on to worry and tease the simple
"
philistine.'

If ever there was a doubt in your mind
as to the efficacy of will power, just con-

amazing case of Joan Crawford
and admit that any lack of success in your
own life is due to plain laziness and re-

sider the

fusal to

"INDISPENSABLE
say smart Europeans

grab the breaks.

"MARVELOUS"
say America's sophisticates

"FLATTERING"
says Harper's Bazaar

A

Broken Back and

a Stiff

about this original French combined cream
and powder.
"It stays on for hours," "If makes my neck

Upper Lip

and shoulders unbelievably

[Continued from page 50]
so that I couldn't

roll

about in

my

sleep.

kept asking to sit up, and the
doctors would just kid me, and make a
quick exit. But they weren't kidding me
I knew what they were thinking.
at all.
They were wondering whether I ever
would walk again. But I knew I would.
And I was sure I would walk long before
they expected I could and I did.
"One day I was so discouraged, though,

"Then

I

—

that I guess I cried a little. That was just
the time the doctor would pick to come in.
He asked me what was troubling me.
"I said, 'I'm tired of lying here.'
" 'All right,' he replied like a flash,
to the nurse and said, 'Get
hold of the bed here she is going to

and turned
sit

—

up'.

"Well,

I

did, so quickly

it

almost scared

From that time I began to mend
rapidly. I was eager to get home."
Evalyn had a good laugh about that

me.

more
trip

home.

"I came home in an ambulance with
nothing on but a borrowed sheet," she
said.
"The nurse had laid out my
clothes, and Stanley grabbed them up, put
them in a bundle and took them home.
I was really glad the ambulance wasn't
wrecked on the way. It would have been
most embarrassing.
"I want to go back to work now," she

keeps

my tiny
And so

"I've had a long enough
said suddenly.
vacation.
I told the doctors I must be
back in November or someone else would
get all the good roles.
"And I can do it. You just watch
and she called in her nurse, Mrs. Baker.
"We're going to take a walk," she said.
"I'm going to show that I can do it."

I

they go

—

And how can they help

With La Velouty you cream your fac» every
time you powder— and both in one opera*

Evalyn swung to her feet, and, aided by
the nurse, walked rapidly across the room
and back.
"Sometimes I start to go off sideways,"
she said smiling, "but I'm getting better

tion.

And how your

attention

SEND

—

skin responds to such

I

25ff

FOR SPECIAL TUBE

That you may try it for yourself, see the
wonderful results this new method of makeup will give you, we are offering you a
generous sized tube for 25c. Tear off the
coupon and moil it now with a coin or

—

stamps

to

DIXOR,

Paris

American Branch

332 A West 56th

St.,

New

York City

SiND THE COUPON

NOW

n

DIXOR, 332-A West 56th Street, N. Y. C.
Enclosed find 25c for which please send

ma

—

special tube of the combined cream

powder. La Velouty.

will.

And this is the plucky, brave and smiling
Miss that the doctors in Hollywood call
"the miracle girl".

all

—

lines"

these rapturous exclamait? With La
Velouty, this wonderful imported French
cosmetic, you cream your powder in. La
Velouty is not a cream — it is not a powder.
combined. It can't rub off. Your
It is both
make-up must be safe for hours.
tions

—

control of myself every day. You see
your legs forget
she added with a smile,"
what to do when you quit using them for
so long."
Her walk was ended and her "boss"
said that she must go back to bed. So the
blue-eyed girl with the wistful smile said
goodbye, and walked down the long hall,
her nurse holding her by the arm, to disappear in a bedroom at the other end of
the apartment.
They didn't think she would ever walk
but she did.
And they didn't think she would return
but she no doubt
to pictures for months

velvety," "It

nose made-up," "It wipes out

my

I

I

NAMEADDRESS-

and

^
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A

Fool For Luck
[Continued from page 43]

whom men

adore to pal around.

they're with

Joan they don't

have

to

make

tiresome

When

they
pretty speeches or indulge in
feel that

flatteries.

They can
haps even
and with

talk sanely to her

and per-

—

her about the girl they love
they've just had a big
quarrel.
And they can ask her advice
about how to make up with the heartless
sweetheart.
Joan will know and Joan will help
them. She's got a heart, has Joan. You're
sure of that the moment you look at her.
Of course, Joan and Marie are not the
first women to carve screen niches for
themselves via the comedy route.
ZaSu
Pitts has done the same thing to such an
extent that she has to work in two or three
pictures at one time, so great is the demand for her services.
Producers can hire any number of
beautiful ingenues
but there's only one
tell

whom

—

Gives You

"ONE

—

MORE

ZaSu

to his voice
in another of the
thrill

mZl
SENNETT
C O M E Dir —

mean!

—

box-office for the producers.

For honest

- to - goodness, rib - tickling
there was no one quite like Jack.
An unsuccessful experiment was made
And the moment the erstto star Jack.
while comedian became the central attraction of the picture and had to carry

F-eaturettes

comedy

The microphone magic and charming personality

I

Think of how you start giggling the moment she comes upon the scene ....
Another example of the power of
comedy is the case of Jack Oakie. In his
first picture Jack sprang to instantaneous
fame because of his broad, infectious
humor.
That contagious grin of his, those twinkling merry eyes, those so-Irish freckles all
and money at the
spelt success to him

CHANCE"
to

You know- what

Pitts.

of Bing Crosby, the country's latest great

—

a romantic interest the moment he was
robbed of the right to be the jester, he
was a Samson shorn of his locks.
All the world loves a lover
but not a
comical one. And so Jack has had to give
up his stardom and go back to the featured

—

comedy

And

roles in

which he

excels.

comedians, with
one exception. Harold Lloyd is the only
clown who can maintain a love interest
successfully
but in a close analysis, we
realize that Harold is not really a comedian!
For Lloyd creates his comedy by means
of tricky situations. He, himself, is never
the obvious clown, but is always the victim
of funny circumstances.
Harold has an indescribable appeal, an
this

true of

is

all

—

tenderness and delicacy that
him a rather average, normal young
man. But a young man to whom ridiculous
things happen.
That is why he is able to
instinctive

label

face the final fade-out with the girl clasped
tightly in his arms.
But in the main, we like our comedians
for their very lack of romance.
They are
such a relief!

Being human, we know that they do live
and love even as do their more handsome
brethren, the gay Lotharios of the silver
screen.
But because they invest their
every action with a sort of care-free gayety
which we all covet because they have
obvious faults which make us conscious
of our own superiority, we adore our

—

clowns

—and we go to see them!

And when we
means money

money
fortune

Who

at

go to see them, that
the

at the box-office

box-office.

And

means fame and

—and bigger and better

roles.

said anything about "fool's luck"?

radio sensation .... brought to the screen

again by

Mack Sennett, king

of

comedy

makers. Ring's rich baritone voice has been
thrilling the country in his first picture "I
Surrender Dear." Now he scores another

smash
laugh
It's

hit in

at his

"One More Chance."

comedy. You'll

[Continued from page 40]

thrill to his songs.

a delightful concoction of

rhythm and

Hot Lupe!

You'll

romance,

found the job no easy one.

fun.

•

•

•

•

— all you want in
Watch for Mack Sennett's
"CannibalsOf The Deep" showing strange and vicious
deep sea creatures — Bill Cunningham's Sports'
Reviews Lyman H. Howe's delightful Hodge Podge
Comedy,

action, beauty, thrills

Educational Pictures.

—

and the sparkling Cameo Comedies.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W.

MAMMONS,

Inc.

plopped down

in glum silence.
dialectician tried to console her, the
leading man to explain, Lupe ignored
She would not speak to the actor
both.

President

Executive Offices, 1501 Broadway,

The

New York, N.Y.

and refused

j

I

LL

"THE SPICE

OFTHE PROGRAM"

Lupe would

nearly burst into tears when she made mistakes, and her mistakes were numerous.
She and her leading man were seated in
a corner rehearsing. The leading man, an
experienced stage actor, tried gently to
correct her. Lupe didn't want correction.
Suddenly she exploded, gave the astonished actor a not too delicate berating,
stalked to the other end of the car and

X
1

to

go to work with him when

called.

Some time was

director

tried

lost while the
convince her she was
In the end she went to work,
wrong.
pouting like a spanked child. Lupe and
that leading man are now good friends.
Witnesses of the scene decided that
Lupe was high-handed and temperaThey were pleasantly surprised
mental.
afterward to find that she is an excellent
little
trouper.
The production lasted
some months. Part of the time, Lupe was
half sick. She had a severe cold and was
under a doctor's care. She never whimpcred.
Several times she fainted on the

to

was revived, and went on with her
work, unflinching.
The first weeks we worked steadily,
without a Sunday or a night off. Finally,
set,

Lupe

rebelled.

"I've been

"It isn't fair!" she cried.

worked hard.
We deserve at least our Sundays to ourselves.
I've never worked Sundays and
I won't now!"
All day long on Saturday, prop boys,
electricians, grips, cameramen, ever^'body
prayed that she wouldn't change her mind.
She didn't. We had Sunday off.
Lupe often makes mistakes on the imI am inclined to
pulse of a moment.
think that she bitterly regrets them afterOn one picture she was being
ward.
coached by a prominent actress who
specializes in French accents. Before completion of the film, this coach was (to use
a studio idiom) "let out". Her presence on
the set made Lupe nervous. The Mexican
whirlwind was afraid of criticism.
working hard!

A

few days

We've

all

later, the actress visited the

She came
Lupe, but to

—not to

studio.

to the set

cize

visit friends.

fused to continue her scene.
explanation.

demanded an

criti-

Lupe reThe director

She pointed

to

'

_
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the inoffensive actress at the edge of the set.
director tried to "kid" her into workThe visiting actress
ing, but she refused.
was finally asked to depart. Not only was
she hurt, but extremely offended; and the

The

director

was placed

in a very embarrassing
realize she'd been

Lupe did not

situation.

LIKE THIS

ungracious. She'd acted on impulse.
She is often kind-hearted and generous
to a fault. Many a crew working with her

can

recall

when

warm,

uncomfortable

she treated the entire

to

cream; and cold, uncomfortable nights
when she bought them coffee and sandice

demands!
VOU, too, can have an attractive,
figure.
My wonderful Nancy

well-developed
Lee Miracle
out the hollows, builds
rounded, youthful flesh, gives you lovely feminine
curves.
Thousands of women all over the world
are grateful for the new, shapely beauty obtained
from this easy home treatment.

wiches.

A

favorite diversion of Lupe's coworkers is to listen to her tell of the past,
She does
or watch her sing and dance.

Cream Method quickly

three amusingly, and apparently enjoys
Lupe has a distinct "exhibition complex".
all

One woman

Lupe

says,

mule suddenly came to life, started running
and refused to stop. Lupe was left behind.
"Another time," Lupe related, "I was
working in a New York theatre. In the

have

one of the hapyour instructions and Miracle
for me.
My friends
noticed the improvement."

all

Results in

30 Days

Those thin, undernourished tissues
to pleasing proportions; those sagging,
drooping lines become firm and youthful.
improvement.

plump out

Fill

Out the Contours this New, Easy Way

Just the simple application of my dainty
Miracle Cream and instructions will work
wonders.
Absolutely harmless, safe and

No matter what else you have
no matter how discouraged you may
be, you owe it to yourself to try this new
easy method that has accomplished such
scientific.

tried,

Mail
splendid results for other women.
DOLthe coupon at once with only
LAR for a large container of Miracle Cream
and my special Figure-Moulding Instructions.
Also my great new book on developing a lovely, feminine form that explains

ONE

my

easy

home treatment

in detail.

cAiailCc

I didn't know what to do.
leader, 'Sound your A, professor,' and
tuning up 'mi, mi,' making
started
They loved it."
faces at the audience.

NANCY

This fascinating illustrated
tells how you can gain the Ideal

proportions of perfect womanhood now
Accept my great Special
the vogue.
Offer at once. Mail coupon with only
$1.00 for large container of Mir
acle Cream and get my valuable

book and complete

all

Dear Nancy Lee:

Free Book.

Name.

tions,

816 Broadway,

New

Address

York, N. Y.

Town _

. State

!

comedian, saw us and
approached to chat with some of the crowd
whom he chanced to know. He was introduced to Lupe.
I
know your b-b-brother,"
"I I
Frisco, the stuttering

——

stuttered Joe.

"Oh, do you?" Lupe was wreathed
smiles.

in

—

m - m - met him in
"Sh - sh - shure
N-n-n-new York. Rudy V-v-vallee."
An ominous silence followed. Joe bade
the company goodbye and departed.
Suddenly, Lupe flamed into fiery rage.
idea!" she shouted. "The cheap
He
blank, blank).
insult me! He make fun of my nationality!
Saying dat Rudy Vallee ees my brother!
He make fun of me because I am a

"The

skate

—the — (blank,

—

Mexican!"

An
was

effort

to

calm

her, but

Lupe refused to realize
had meant nothing insulting.

useless.

Frisco

was made

it

that

But then when did a temperamental
lady have a sense of humor? Lupe surely
has enough without that, too.

Watch

for the Painting of

Claudette Colbert
on the Cover of February

Silver Screen

Claudette Colbert, starring with Gary
Cooper in His Woman is featured on the
cover of February Silver Screen.
for Claudette's picture and be sure
to read the great February issue of Silver Screen the most popular film

Look

—

magazine on the newsstands.
Chock-full of interesting, intimate dethe new
tails about the new pictures
the great
fashion the new stars
of the film world February Silver
Screen is an issue you mustn't miss.

—

—

.

—

I

en-

Send me
close only $1.00.
Miracle
large
container of
Cream and instructions. Also

instruc-

without extra charge.
NANCY LEE, Dept. SC-

LEE,

Dept. SC-1
816 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

book

—

Later this action became part of her act.
Lupe vehemently denies she is temperamental. Yet, a favorite legend of Hollywood deals with a scene which, after numerous rehearsals, she still could not do to
the satisfaction of the director.
"I was so mad at my own dumb stupidness, I hit myself on the chin and knocked
myself cold!" is the way she tells it. Oh,
Oh, no!
no! Lupe is not temperamental
Again, Lupe, I and several members of a
troupe were lunching at the Derby. Joe

am

Yes, in just thirty short days you see the splendid

yelled at the

—

I thank you for
was so discouraged

can
I

I

Cream have done wonders

middle of a song, I got frightened. I tried
to sing a high note and my voice cracked.
I

"How

piest girls alive, for

evening when we had returned
from dinner to the set, she commenced
to reminisce about her Mexican childhood.
She told of a mule, fat and lazy, who was
hauling the Velez family out for a holiday.
Living up to the reputation of his species,
he trotted a brief distance and refused to go

One

"I was furious. I kick, I pull, I shout
at him. The crazee fool animal wouldn't
At length, Lupe industriously
budge."
made a pile of dead leaves, papers and
When all was in
sticks under the mule.
The
readiness, she set fire to the paper.

writes:

fills

what you have done for me?
about my figure. But now

it.

farther.

'

Are you flat chested? Do ugly
sagging lines rob you of your feminine charm? It is so easy to have
the full, firm form that Fashion

days

company

^

.

.
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Robert Montgomery's
Life Story
{Continued from page 59]

any I have made. It was a grand
might have acted it all over the place.
There were plenty of opportunities for
chewing up the scenery and emoting in
general. I thought it would be better if I
did none of that. It was an acting role
that was all the better by not being acted,
better than
role. I

that isn't too completely paradoxical.
I first saw the script I knew that it
was the showiest role in the picture. I
thought most of it would be cut out.
"Strangers May Kiss" still stands as the
favorite to date. I like "Private Lives", in
which I again play with Miss Shearer.
The picture I want to do most, however, is
"Courage". That comes next, and I have
never been so excited about any role.
It really doesn't matter what kind of a
if

When

was seeking adventure when he
if the circus had
had elephants he never would have
met her. Billy was a boy who preBilly

Partial Index of

met Miss Linda and

ferred trundling water for elephants
to all other sorts of adventure. But if

had never met Miss Linda
Walled Garden would never have been
written. Here's a most delightful tale
Billy

that leads us through the adventures
of a lonesome little boy and a woman
... a woman brave enough to defy
love.

Gay and whimsical
Walled Garden
too.
.

.

.

but deeper,
your

will stir

emotions and pluck chords of responsive music on your heartstrings.
Don't miss this rare and beautiful
story in January EVERYBODY'S.

January

EVERYBODY'S
Fate Let It Happen
The Mills Of The Gods
All Your Life In 'Leven

Days

Home Coming
I

Would Not Share

Millie Calls

Her Shots

The Movies
The Walled Garden
The Jade Necklace
Bought
Idle

And

Paid For

Hands

Love's Courage

Bought and
Paid For
story of a beautiful

young

girl

sold to satisfy

the black lust of a brute.
Yet a story of sacrifice and

For Yolanda

devotion!

the pretty Italian child of
the slums had to descend
to a hell of

Have You Read
The New Everybody's?
EVERYBODY'S
they're

BODY'S

talking
is

new

the
is
about.
.

.

.

it's

magazine

EVERYthe big,

popular magazine of real life stories.
Every issue is crowrded with great
human dramas. Tremendous tales of
flesh and blood reality. Yet EVERYBODY'S sells for only ten cents a
copy. The new JANUARY issue is now on sale at your nearest newsstand.
Remember the
name
EVERYBODY'S— and

shame and

deg-

radation to find a heaven
of love. Her story Bought
and Paid For is one of the
most exciting, one of the

—

most

starkly realistic that

you'll ever read.

It

in full in January

appears

EVERY-

BODY'S.

Januarys

10^

a

copy tomorrow.

buij it

from

know

exist.

the fashion to say that stardom means nothing that a player is better
off by appearing in strong roles in support
of a star. But I'm glad that I achieved
stardom.
I knew its risks.
The star is
always blamed if the picture is bad. If you
are just a supporting character you can
blame the failure on the director, the
cutter, the star, hard times, the stock
market, depression, almost anybody or
anything. When the scenarios are written
the supporting characters usually get the
best of it.
star is usually supposed to get
along some way. After all, apparently, it is
figured, he wouldn't be a star unless he
had some personality. Let him turn on
that personality full force.
With all that risk, I'm not sorry that I
finally reached the goal.
Every actor
dreams of it. It is exactly the same in
every profession.
young man starts to
study medicine. After a time he becomes
interested in the eyes or throat. He specialI

it is

—

ijour Local newsdealer

A

izes in that,

and perhaps he becomes one

of the greatest specialists in the world.
Well, stardom is a sort of specialization.
You reach stardom while you're young
in pictures.
You have to, for the screen
wants youth. It is not so easy on the stage.

You must work for years. Sometimes
stardom back of the footlight comes after
one sensational success, but not very often.

When

it

does

it

does not

last

long as a rule.

Frank Bacon struggled along for years before he reached it. When he did he was an
old man.
Stage stardom usually lasts for many
rather a brief thing in pictures.
I \vant to go back
to the stage.
I mean I would like to stay
in pictures three more years if I can do
work which will please the fans, and myself.
I want to save money in those three
years.

It

is

Three years from now

Only this year have I made what
you would call "good money". When I
came to Hollywood my salaiy was exactly
what I had received on the stage.
I'm not conceited enough to think that
the stage would welcome me with open
arms. For all I know I may be dirown out
on my ear. I can try, at least.
Like most people in Hollywood I have
years.

—

buy

such a character could

A

Humor

The

it is real.
The boy in
"The Big House" was a rat and a weakling,
but he was human. You believed that

role I play as long as

10^

my own

ideas

how

pictures should

be

—
Silver Screen for January 1932
Every actor does, you know, I'm
all wrong, but then there is no
harm in having ideas particularly if you
know you wUl never have a chance to put

made.

probably

them

—

into effect.

My

studio would be as deserted as one
of those ghost mining towns of the west
during the daytime. Not a camera would
Not an actor would be in sight,
turn.
unless, naturally, scenes out of doors had
to be made. I think the night is the time to
work when it is quiet and there are none
of the thousand and one distractions of
the day. I think it is completely impossible
for anyone to give a really fine acting performance at nine o'clock in the morning.
As often as not you do a love scene at that

—

Imagine anyone

hour.

my

—

amorous

feeling

that soon after breakfast.
companies to
I'd start
seven in the evening and
three o'clock in the morning.

work around
continue to
It

probably

a wild dream, but I believe it
I can say that, because it
will never be put to an actual test, even
very frequently work all
if companies
Good work, too, if
through the night.
the players aren't exhausted from working

sounds

like

would work.

day

all

as well.

There's nothing very involved about

my

It doesn't differ much
in Hollywood.
from the life of any other man excepting
that I get up pretty early. I roll out of bed
life

morning when I am workbathe and have breakfast, and at

at seven every
ing.

I

regular as clockwork, I leave the
house for the studio. The gateman can
almost set his watch by me. I'm at that
gate at eight. I go to the barber shop for a
7:45,

shave,
It's

and I'm on the

set

by nine.

a sort of standing joke between Joan

Crawford and myself that we reach the
studio gate at just the same time every
morning.
One morning I drive in just
ahead of Joan, and the next day she drives
seem to have the same
through first.
schedule, although Joan lives farther out
than I do. She has to leave her home

75

We

much

before 7:45.

—

go out very little at any time almost
never when I am working. I have a good
many friends of whom I'm fond. I like
to go to their homes for small dinners and
have them over to my house. I have a
theory that nothing important, conversationally, is said in groups larger than
Consequently, I avoid large,
twelve.
unwieldy parties.
My life is anything but wild. There are
a couple of other Robert Montgomerys
I

about.

They

NOWi you can have
The VOICE you want!

love to get into difficulty.

In fact they have a positive genius for

it.

of bask, unwillingly, in their reflected glory since their exploits are usually
sensational enough to land in the daily
papers. Sometimes my friends confuse me
I

sort

with the other Montgomery fellows. One
friend quit speaking to me on account of
a scrape I never got into at all.
I like automobiles, and I love to drive
fast.
There's a $35,000 special racing car
You can shift from
I would love to own.
second to third at ninety miles an hour

and the car can travel at so much past
one hundred miles an hour that it isn't
funny. I say I would love to own it. I
In the first place I would
never shall.
probably kill myself in no time at all.
A premature death doesn't intrigue me
at all.
Personally, I hope there will be
many more chapters in the future to the
life story of Robert Montgomery.

100%
Improvement
Guaranteed
We build, strengthen the vocal

—

—

organ not with singing lessons
but by fundamentally sound and

scientifically correct silent exer. . . and absolutely guarau'
to improve any singing or
speaking voice at least 100%
. . . Write for wonderful voice
book sent free. Learn
you can now have the voice
you want. No literature sent
to anyone under 17 years unless signed by parent.

cises

tee

—

WHY

No

matter how hopeless
your case may seem send
at once for free VoiceBook,

—

Perfect Voice Institute, Studio 70-9>
30* No. Mlcblgan At«., Chicago

Mail Coupon for Free Voice Book
Perleet Voice Institute, Studio 70-91
308 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago
Please eend me FREE and without obHpratfon. Prof.
'*
Feuchtlnger's new book, "Physical Voice Culture.
1 have checked subject in which 1 am most interested.
Weak

Voice

Singing

Stammering

Speakina

Name

Wampas Baby

Star,

and brunette beauty de

is none other than Caryl
Lincoln, now
appearing as leading woman in Big 4 Westerns

luxe,

Addreea
City

Age
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POWERFUL LUCKY

one to prevent Bad Luck, Evil and Misfortune,
and the other lo attract much Good Luck, Love, HappiSpecial only $1.97 lor the two
ness and Prosperity.
Pay postman $1.97
With valuable instructions FREE.
and ISc postage on delivery. Satisfaction or money reTODAY!
yours
Order
LUCKY!
funded. You can be
Box 72, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Talcum

^I

Ideal after Baby's bath, to complete
Mother's toilet, after Father's shave.

M

All the Family Should Use

Cuticiira

^

B

M

newlyweds came back

to the semi-civiliza-

summer camp on Lake Tahoe.
The camp was closed for the season and
tion of a

they had the place practically to themPlenty of solitude and silence,
without the horrors and discomforts of
Too, there had been
primitive living.
much of the stuff of which memories are
made. Long walks in the hills. Rides in
the moonlight.
There, before the warm fire crackling
on the hearth, they talked about and
laughed over their back-to-nature experiselves.

ences.

Lola aren't "mushy", thank

Lew and

goodness. There is, rather, a comradely
air of bantering and good humor between

them.
I asked

I.,ew, in

the course of the inter-

And,
favorite actress is.
with a little-boy grin, he said, "Lola".
And she giggled and said her favorite

who

view,

ninedy
'Drama, Dance. Vocal, Miisitul
and Opera, for Stage. Talkies. Radio.
"Teaching, directing and social training. TlieaapNew
York
tre and student stock company.

his

Then, she went on and
actor was Lew.
said that Lew's favorite actors were Lionel

(

while

pearances

PUPILS: Mary

learning.

Pickford,

Fred and .\dcle .\staire, Zita Johann, Una Merkel,
Peggy Shannon, Alice Joyce, Claiborne Fo-iter. For
Catalog

7 1

apply to

COE,

S.

S.

Secretary,

SONGS

66 West 85th

FOR

Y.

N.

St.,

TALKING

PICTURES

usage bring big
Writers of WORDS or MUSIC should send
copy of 20-page instructive booklet giving
Wo
in song w/riting.
full details of opportunities
revise, arrange, secure U. S. Copyright, broadcast your
song over the Radio and submit to Motion Picture
Studios here in Hollywood. Write Today.

Radio Broadcast and commercial

returns.
for

FREE

Meyer

BIdg.,

Westeni

&

Sierra Vista Avenue.

Hollywood,

Calif.

Make money taking pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
Send at once for free book. Opportunities in Modern
Pliotographv. and full particulars.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
„
,
C hicago, U. ^S. A.
Dept. 4431, 3601 Michigan Ave.,

NEW BEAUTY

%°of

Guaranteed
How would you
new

face?

like to

have a

BEAUTIFUL, UN-

BLEMISHED, CLEAR and

SMOOTH? — with no more
WRINKLES, BLACKHEADS,
SALLOW SKIN or other unsightly blemishes.

YOU CAN NOW WITH RE-

A modern treatment that amazed thousands who failed through other means. REJUVIA
secures quick results and lasting beauty for only
JUVIA.
$1.00.

IF NOT SATISFIED.
Send this ad to-day, enclose your name, address

YOUR MONEY BACK
and

$1.00.

REJUVIA LAB'S. DEPT. 2-H,

Barrymore,
Cooper.
Just

395 Broadway, N. Y.

when

Ideas,

plots,

etc.

Perh.ip.s

you

can write one that we can shape and sell for you.
writer (V.M.) received S3,000. New York best
Market. Write now for free booklet, without obllRU-

by sucHOW TO WHITE
— FOR THE TALKIES
Etc.) — and

tlon,
cessful

vlaiiwrlglit

Director.

(Auttior of FLIGHT.
freely, fully and

Write

and

Jackie

my mind

that

we were afraid to marry,"
"You know how Hollywood is. Our friends all told us it would
finish my career if we married. Naturally,

Lew

first,

confessed.

a fellow doesn't like the idea of throwing
over success after he has gone through the
We talked it over
tortures of winning it.
with the studio officials and our relatives
and friends, and then we decided to do as
we wished. The fans are writing us nice
They seem glad about it,
letters, too.
don't they, Lola?"
"They certainly do." There was a
pleased note of vindication in her voice.
"I believe the fans like to see their heroes
happy and enjoy reading about their

with

all

confldencel
Daniel O'Malley Co., Inc., Suite Z9, 1776 Broadway, N. Y.

only

girl in

the world for me."

the same way about Lew,"
she interposed.
"We weren't officially engaged," Lew
explained, "but actually we were engaged

"And

I felt

told studio officials five months
gave the matter
before our wedding.
While we never for a
a lot of thought.
minute thought of not marrying, we did
think we might wait another six months or
But marriage hasn't hurt other young
so.

and even

We

They even succeed in having
babies, without any bad effect on their
So we decided to take a chance.
careers.
And we're both glad. And happy."
Lola sighs ecstatically, curled up in a
corner of the divan. Lew is sitting correctly in a large, easy chair, but I intercept

Stars.

looks that tell me plainly enough, if I
weren't there, that same chair would be
groaning under the weight of the two of
them.
There is something clean and fine about

Lew and
No sickly

Lola's love. Nothing mawkish.
sentiment. No hand-holding or
love codes. Rather, friendly understandThe kind of
ing and a deep regard.
affection that makes for firm foundations.
They are the same age, but Lola seems
older than Lew. She is incUned to mother
him. And does Lew enjoy it?
Lew is a boy that all women instinctively

mother. He seems younger than
His size has nothing to do
is.
for he is five feet nine inches tall,
and weighs 150 pounds. He has a boyish
"Baby face" Ayres, they called him
face.
for years. He tried in every way possible
He is still
to shed the hateful nickname.
sensitive about it, but that same little-boy

want

to

he really
with this,

look is his greatest a.sset. It was 'his innocent appearance that gained him the role
opposite Garbo in "The Kiss." Lew says
he knew when he read the description of
the role that the part was his, for it said,
"the boy is an innocent youth with a baby
face."

to work and to go
ahead with her career if she wants to. But
I don't want her to let her career take her
away from me and spoil our vacations and

Naturally, our talk drifted to that memorable part of Paul Baumer in "All Quiet
attention had
on the Western Front."
been caught by a German helmet in the
niche above the mantel. Lew told me it
was the one he wore in the picture.
I asked him if he remembered how he
felt when he got the part.
"Do I?" he laughed, and his laugh included Lola. "I was terribly excited when
I got a test for the role, because I didn't
know anyone at Universal. The whole
thing was luck. I had been thinking about
applying for a test for three months, but
put it off because I didn't know anyone
there, and I knew that every fellow in
town was after the part. Finally, I came
out and made the test. On the way back, I

play times."

got a hunch that

real-life

romances."

decided," Lew continued, "that
we wouldn't ever let our work interfere
with our home life or our vacations to-

"We

We

are always going to do
gether.
Several of our friends,
things together.
who are married, can never find time to go
places with each other, or do the things

they want to do.
I

We

aren't going to be

want Lola

keep happy and occupied with work whenever he goes on loca-

One

Famous

had made up

"Lew wants me

Talkie and Movie
story

I

Beery

marriage.

like that.

new short

Wallie

Lola is boss of the Ayres family. Lew informed me in a masterful manner that he
isn't going to have Lola work in pictures,
except when her work fits in with what he
I gathered that the decision,
is doing.
however, is the result of many eveninglong conferences. Probably reached at the
same time that they decided in favor of

"At

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE
604

and Lola

genuine

pair of

MYSTIC
LIVE

Lew

\Continued from page lo]

Unlucky in Money Games,
Love or Business? You should

carry

of

to

any place where it isn't practical
go with him," Lola told me,
"but he doesn't want my career to interNeither do L
fere with our happiness.
We feel the same way about it."
Pressed for details of their romance,
Lew was quite outspoken about it.
"There isn't a lot to say," he insisted,
"I knew from the first that Lola was the
tion, or

for

me

to

My

I would be called. But I
myself think too much about
Then, when the studio called the next
it.
evening and asked me to come out, I
I
felt pretty certain what they wanted.
was quite thin at the time and I thought
I ought to look a little fatter for a soldier.
So I hunted up an old black suit." An
aside here to Lola. "You know the funny
one with the trick lapels. It had heavy

wouldn't

let

shoulders. Then, I
thickest soled shoes, to make

padded

my
me look taller.
hunted up

—

—
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When I finally got out to the studio, I
couldn't make up my mind what to say if
I rode
they asked me about the part.
around the block twice before I finally
got up enough courage to go inside.
"I was so nervous when I went in, and
they talked about everything else except
the picture. I felt like jumping through
Mr. Milestone
Finally,
the window.
said, 'How would you
Western Front?' I said,
Then he said carelessly,
'I'd like it.'
'We've got several parts to fill, you know.
Which one would you like to have?' And
I told him that I wanted the leading

me and

turned to
like to

work

in

part."

And

how Lew

got to be Paul
Baumer, and got to be a movie star, and got
to marry Lola Lane. For Lola fell in love
with him on the screen before she met him
in real

Lew

that

is

life.

claims

happened

to

was

it

come

all

due to luck. He
on the day that

for a test

the studio was riding Milestone hardest,
telling him they couldn't wait any longer
And it was
for him to select the lead.
easier for him to pick a new man, than it
was to go back through all the tests he had

made and compare them.

Lew

insists

he had gone any earlier or any
later, he wouldn't have stood a ghost of a
show. He was just lucky enough to go at
that

if

the psychological

moment.

popular with the technical men
on his pictures and he spends most of his
time between scenes, either playing on the
studio piano or walking around the lot by
himself.
He likes to be alone. Or did.
He is a natural musician, and plays the

Lew

is

piano, banjo, guitar and organ. He was a
member of Ray West's orchestra, playing
Cocoanut Grove, Ambassador
at the

when he

Hotel,

got his

first

chance in pic-

tures.

he dreamed of becoming a
hobo. And he still likes to get away from
crowds. When he vacations, he picks the
His favorite outless frequented places.
door sports are hunting and fishing. And
He has
his favorite hobby is astronomy.
recently purchased an expensive telescope
with an i i-inch lens that stands on a conAnd
crete base and works with a motor.
he has a complete library on astronomy.

As a

Any
you

77

way

Sensible

child,

to lose

FAT

when they are at home,
Lew and Lola up on the roof

clear night,
will find

star-gazing.

Lew insists that Lola is an excellent
housekeeper, and his bachelor hall gives
evidence of this in the feminine touch in
its present decorative scheme.
Neither of them are given to display
and though they say they are slightly
cramped in their honeymoon home, they
intend to remain until after the first of
Lew is a good business man.
the year.
Everything he does is done in accordance
with a carefully worked out budget system.
The reason for this lies in the fact that at
the end of his first successful year in pictures, he found himself without a cent to
He brought himself up short
his name.
and took over a business manager. Now,
he is as careful and canny as a Scot in
business matters and he is steadily saving for
a possible "rainy day". And Lola approves
and helps him. They intend to buy a
Nothing
moderate-priced home soon.
pretentious.

Rather something roomy and

livable.

Woman

Loses ISV^ pounds

Weeks!

in 2

A

glass of hot water

provides a

fast

Kruschen Salts

half teaspoonful of

in a

every morning before break-

GUARANTEED

quick

safe,

and pleasant way to obtain slenderness.

M. C. Taylor of Lewisburg, W. Va.,
"I'm not quite 5 feet tall and weighed
175 lbs. I've been taking Kruschen 2 weeks
and now weigh 159^2 lbs. and never before
felt so strong and energetic.
Mrs.

writes:

Kruschen

why

of

6

minerals which help every gland,

body organ

nerve and
that's

superb combination

a

is

SEPARATE

to function properly

health improves while ugly

fat dis-

(You can hasten results by going
lighter on potatoes, fatty meat and pastry). An
85c bottle lasts 4 weeks and is sold in every

appears.

They

are two, sensible, level-headed
Much in love.
Ideally mated.
And here's the hope that they find all the
happiness they deserve.

kids.

drugstore

the world.

in

KRUSCHEN SALTS
Gary Cooper Discovers Manhattan
[Continued from page 19]

It"

your fawrite

^eet

Island

Dose That Does

the Little Daily

"It's

IfMoi
photos

All oriKin^l

of

vour

fiivori'e slurs, size

8x10. glossy

pririta, 2oc each, 5 for $1.00. Scenes
any of your favorite recent phoio
playn. 2.5c each. 12 for J2.50. Ponitively the finest
ol)tainable anywhere.
hnve the largest coUee-

from

Holman

over there.
"Hello," she says,

It is

Libby Holman.

"Must

hurry. Just
dashed down to see 'Susan Lenox.'
Heavens, the
Isn't Gable marvelous?
time!
We're playing New Haven this
week and the little Yale boys were sent to
interview me. Isn't it too precious?"

momentarily seems charged
with electricity. There is a tense silence
and a deep, husky voice is heard. It's
Everyone gathers
Tallulah Bankhead.
about her. If only Louis XV (or was it
XVI?) had known Tallulah he wouldn't
have been so concerned over his coffee.
There's Donald Ogden Stewart, there's
Heywood Broun, there's Ward Morehouse

The

—

all

air

professionals in their lines.

—

Gary is
Old
it.

one among many and likes
"Massa" Cooper smiles and smiles.
"And now," I said as enticingly as
could, "tell me about your love life."

just

"You mean

—

I

?"

"Yes, Lupe."
Gary grinned.

"Funny

thing," he said, "with all the
thousands of restaurants there are in New
York I had to wander into the one restaurant the other day where John Gilbert and
Lupe were lunching. John hurried Lupe
away I think he was in a hurry to catch

—

Well, does that question your
a boat.
answer?"
"There's Tallulah," I added hopefully,

you and
Tallulah are very much that way."
"As a matter of fact, I have been with
Tallulah only twice and both times were
Maybe the
since I met her.
at parties
chatterers got me mixed with that other
Cooper fellow ^Jackie Skippy Cooper. I
hear that Tallulah has quite a crush on
"all the gossip

columns have

it

We

Uon of movie pholoa in the country. JuBt name
the star or scenea you wont. Romit by money
order or U. S. 2c ^tampo.

BRAM STUDIO
630 9th

Beautiful Complexion

—

—

SptmJSVla^lSeJdS 111

No diet, no fasting.

DOROTHY RAY Srpr.

hope I'm not too dumb about
realizing that I am getting no place. But
I did find out that the "Marjory" Wilson
who was reported going places with Gary
in all the fan mags is really "Katherine"
Wilson (just a small mistake) the wellknown actress and great friend of Gary's.
I

34l^2':'?:''h"rc^rs''i

I

did learn that there

is

kK ty^' ashes

WEEKS

Z''

^IN

a Countess
rc

Dorothy Frasso who is Italian or French or
something and maybe that explains why
Gary wants to master the foreign languages. But I report with pleasure that he
progress
with the
is making very little
languages, I mean, not the countess.
Yes, that Cooper boy has gone New
York, all right. But don't be alarmed for
if that's
he's more charmuig than ever

—

—

—

possible.

Nothing to tako. Cannot iniuro

BookU t.
the moat delicate akin. Send for my
You're not obligated. S(md no monev. Get the facta.
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mm

Ben Lyon's

length or bust form.

I

flAlf
Bvf
^V^v

photo

"We had

truaranteed.

SEND NO MONEY

receive your beautiful life-like
enlargement size 16x20in. guaranteed fadeless. Pay postman
98c plus postage or send $1.00
with order and we pay postage.

are safe in the knowledge that
pilot in the ship
ready to take things in his own hands the
there

W. Lake

/

St.,

Dept. A-1352, Chicago,

have told the

III.

truth

There was no warning. It was just put
up to me and I could take it or leave it.
At first I thought I would leave it. I
begged for just one more spin around with

him

— and

make

sure.

know whether he could
alone or not. If he asked for one
spin around with the pilot it would
look like cowardice, and if there is anything that Ben hates it is being made to
look as though he were afraid of anything.
The result was that he refused to let the
pilot show him another thing.
"I gave her the gun," Ben recounted,
"and rose from the ground in one of the
most perfect of take-offs. It was encouraging, but alone in the air I began to feel a
When confidence relittle shaky at first.
turned I enjoyed that thrill which certainly comes once, and only once, in a

wildly, he didn't
starS^

paid

gossip,

too!

make
more

SONG WRITERS
To Read
SONG REouiRtMEKH

to

" 'Well, if you want it,' he answered."
Ben was non-plussed. His heart beat

by SYLVIA
fortunes for

an experienced

out of the ship. I prepared to follow him,
believing that the lesson was over.
" 'I guess you can take it up by yourself
now,' he said in an offhand manner.

names and everything!'

Beauty freatments the

is

moment you falter.
"We made a landing and Lloyd climbed

UNITED PORTRAIT COMPANY

900

circled the field a couple of

when you

S

enlargement we will send FREE
a hand-tinted miniature reproduction of photo sent. Take anvantag-e now of this amazing
offer send your photo today,

—

I

times, during which time I had held the
stick myself, taken off by myself and made
my own landings. There's nothing to it

Just mail photo or snapshot (any

Special Free Offer

to solo.

never do.
nonchalant manner.

petanimals, etc., or
enlareements of any MWi
part of J7roup picture. Safe return of your own
orig-inal

wanted

me

whether or not
suppose instructors
They spring it on you in a

instructor did not ask

Size 16x20 inches
Same price for full
^oups, landscapes,

Up

In the Air

[Continued from page 41]

Don*t Fail

TALKING PICTURES "Song ReqairemenU of Talking Pictnres,
RADIO and R.EcoivDs| Radio and Records'\an explanatory iostrnctive book. SENT FREE on request.
Writers may snbmil song-poems ior free
examination and advice. Past ezperience
onnecessary. We revise, compose and arrange masic and secure Copyrights. Onr
modem method goaranteea approval.
Write Today. S. L. Newcomer Association
1674 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
It peels off aged skin in fine particles until all defects
such as pimples, liver spots, tan and freckles disappear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
use daily one ounce Powdered Saxolite dissolved
in one-half pint witch hazel. At all drug stores.

it

gun again
and took oflF, expecting to land once more
in the same manner to the astonishment

taxiing to a stop, I gave her the

of

my

instructor.

"I was so

full of confidence that I lost
caution.
landing was a series of bumps
that almost jarred everything loose on the
plane, including myself. There was only
one thing left to do, and that was to take
off again and make a more sedate landing.
"I made it perfectly the third time, but
all the glory was gone of the first landing
and all the cockiness was jarred out of me
by the fiasco of my second landing. HowAnd that means
ever, I had soloed.
something to an aviation student."
Then followed solo practice until he had
piled up enough hours alone in the air
to qualify him for a license as a private

My

pilot.

Ben Lyon's
number he

license

number

is 4373
with him to the
end of his days. Every aviation license he
may obtain in the future will bear this
number. If he should die, the number dies
with him. It is never given to anyone else.
At that, as can be seen from the number,
Ben can practically be called a pioneer.

a

will carry

Hoot Gibson's number is in the 1 0,000s
while today, when aviation is barely on
the threshold of being a popular sport,
the numbers run over the 15,000 mark.
He
This license did not satisfy Ben.
wanted

to fly higher, literally

tively.

The

PROF.
H¥r

(\.

air, driving
passenger planes for hire, taking the responsibility of other people's lives on his

shoulders.

lifetime.

"After flying around for a few minutes I
decided I would try my hand at landing.
I can truthfully say that I never expect to
make a more beautiful or perfect landing
than I did that day.
"In fact, it was so perfect that I couldn't
Instead of
help feeling cocky about it.

Sundays would find him at a commeron the bench with other
pilots swapping experiences with them and
cial field, sitting

waiting for one-dollar-a-flight customers to
put in an appearance. This form of entertainment was quite at its height at that
time, which was quite a boon to Ben for it

SEWf^RD

F.

WORLD'S FOREMOST

ASTROLOGER
1932
READINGS
NOW READY
My Astrological Forecasts deal with business
and social affairs, such
OS signing
contracts,

papers and
seeking em-

ployment,

speculation,
stocks and bonds, travel,
[love, courtship, mar-

X-

rioge, health, etc.

* PREPARE FOR WHAT
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XX-X-

The

COMING!

eventful things for 1932.
Learn to go with the tide, not against it.
Why not let the stars light the way?
Mvfee for a reading covering 17 pages is $1.00.
stars foretell

DON'T DELAY— ORDER NOW. Send

your

name, address and birth dote with o $1.00 bill,
check or money order. You will be more thon
pleased with your 1932 Reading.
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become a commercial flyer.
This meant long hours in the

X-

¥r
¥r

and

next step, he learned, was to

Jackie Cooper as Skippy, Robert Coogan as Sooky,
and Jackie Searl as Sidney in "Sooky". The wonderful performances of these youngsters have
made box-office records throughout the country

—
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helped him pile up a lot of experience.

and take up his
passengers at about ten in the morncontinuing on up to about five o'clock

He would get
first

ing,

to the field

Few of the passengers,
that they were flying with

in the afternoon.
if

any,

knew

ordeals

many

Studio

thirty-five

flights

and landings, a

—

thirty-five

total of seventy

passengers throughout the day.

Working

hard as he did, it did not
take long before he had gathered enough
hours of commercial flying to win his
commercial license.
"The company had a find in me," Ben
his

Sundays

as

"I didn't get a nickel of the money
the passengers paid for rides. I was only
too glad to work for nothing in order to get
the experience."
Even after the license was obtained, he
could not rest there and call that an accomplishment. He kept on working at it,
still giving up his Sundays to carrying pasBesides, in order to hold his
sengers.
license he had to keep on flying, passing
examinations and proving that he was
always up to the minute on the latest
wrinkles in aviation.
It began to be a little too much of the
same thing with nothing further in view.
Surely there was a higher goal, he thought,
and he started to inquire just what that
higher goal might be.

said.

"It's an army pilot's rating," one pilot
told him. "In the first place you have to
be in the army to get it. In the second
place, it takes an awful lot of study, very
examinations and at that you
rigid
Why, Lindbergh
might never get it.
hasn't even got it. He only holds a J. A. P.
rating Junior Army Pilot."
That didn't discourage Ben in the least.
If it were at all possible for any human to
get, he felt confident that he would get

—

—

it,

too.

He went about things

in their regular

for

an

A.P.

He must have been a good soldier, for
even before the result of his examination
had been reported by headquarters at
Washington, he was given his commission
as

as

examination

rating.

Ben Lyon, movie star. They may have
heard of him as Pilot Lyon, and they never
thought to connect the two.
There were Sundays when Ben made as
take-offs

—the

Second Lieutenant.
Ben considers that another high point
He was at work on "We
in his life.
Three" with Rose Hobart at First National
commission arrived. He
around the
studio know about it.
One way in which he impressed it on
Director John Adolfii was by refusing to
come when called "Ben", or even "Ben
Lyon". The call of "Lieutenant Lyon"
always brought him running, with that
well known boyish smile on his face.
The written examination consumed
lost

when

no time

his

in letting everyone

several days, and in it Ben unburdened
himself of all he knew about navigation,
meteorology, engines, rigging of airships,
and their attendant divisions and subdivisions which embraced everything that

has ever been known about aviation.
His physical examination alone took
The report was submitted to
five days.
Washington together with his written
examination papers.

The answer came when Ben was at
work on "Night Nurse" with Barbara
Stanwyck at the Warner Studio. It came
in the form of a little leather card case,
containing his Army Pilot's rating card
the highest rating in aviation which the
United States Government can bestow.
To say that Ben was overjoyed is but
putting it very mildly. He considers himself the happiest and proudest man in the
country.
He now soloes army planes, taking lone
flights and flying in formation with his
fellow officers.

No more does he have to wash planes or
wheel them to and from the hangars. He
has admiring subordinates to do that for
him now.
He

is

member

a

of the luxuriously furClub which is part of

nished Officers'
the Squadron's
Beach.

at the army post.
wasn't allowed to fly an army plane.
That only comes when he wins his rating.
He had to content himself with doing
what every private does in the army. He
had to take orders from his superior officers, wash planes, tighten spark plugs and
learn how to get the pilots' planes in condition for flying. He had to help wheel the
planes on a dolly to and from the hangars.
He had to drive the commissioned pilots
from their headquarters to their planes
in the green Ford which the post uses as its

Colonel's uniform.
One of the club rooms contains a large
wooden topped table on which every
officer has carved his name and the date
Ben has his
the inscription was made.
there next to that of Lieutenant W. R.
Sweeley, the commander of the post,

work

He

means

of

ground transportation.

In other words, he went to school with
a vengeance.
He drank in every word of instruction
that was given him.
He asked questions
and studied innumerable books on the
subject. He went up in the air with some
of the army pilots and learned how army
planes are handled. He studied gunnery

and

acrobatics.

He

v/as

preparing for that ordeal of

Is your

a

HAIR

stepchild to

your FACE?
There are vjomen whose" beauty minds"
are lopsided.They give finest care to their
faces,

but shamefully neglect their hair!

Are you guilty? Are gray hairs stealing
your good looks? notox is your saviour,
if you have gray hair, which is diseased
hair As undetectably as Nature colors
your hair, so does NOTOX, by a decidedly
new and strictly scientific method. In!

stead of crusting the hair with a surface
plate of dye, as do all old-fashioned"clear
white restorers,"NOTOX gently penetrates
the hair and colors it inside the hair shaft.
Your hair remains as fine, lustrous and
supple as ever, so natural in appearance
that washing, waving,

sunning notoxed

hair does not affect

in the

it

slightest.

Re-

sent a substitute— & like product does not
exist.

Buy it for home use

at

smart shops

everywhere.

order, beginning with enlisting as a reserve
private in the 322nd Pursuit Squadron
located at Long Beach, California.
Then followed an apprenticeship in
which he started in again from the ground
This was made all the harder for
floor.
he was active in his motion picture work
and could give only his evenings to study
and his Sundays and occasional off days
to
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headquarters

at
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Long

Nor is that all. His wife, Bebe Daniels,
was made an honorary Colonel in the
same squadron. She has her own locker
in the club rooms with a little panel on the
door reading "Colonel Bebe Daniels".
For official occasions she wears her own

carved

in

script

"Lt. Ben Lyon".

(knSuchyouth -

and reading merely
Bebe carved a square

and

in it, in square letters, is the inscription
"Colonel Bebe Daniels".
They are one of the family now. When
the table is so covered with inscriptions
that it will hold no more, it will be hung

memento of the first group
of officers of the 322nd Pursuit Squadron.

on the wall
There

is

as a

no

kow-towing

lo

"movie

folk" or fond fathers at the Post. Ben has
to go through his duties with no concessions
made or given. He has to keep in flight

practice throughout the year.
In the event of the outbreak of a war,
he must immediately take up his commission in active service, and no camera man.

Practice this simple preventive measure if
you want to look and feel younger much
younger than your years. Take Dr. Edwards
Olive Tablets, a substitute for calomel. By

—

cleansing the system they help relieve contone up sluggish liver, renew
energy, give cheeks color. Made of vegetable
ingredients. Know them by their olive color.
Safe, non-habit-forming, effective. Used for
20 years. Get Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets
from your druggist today. 15c, 30c, 60c.
stipation,

—
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Thrills of the Stars that

$$ Photoplay Ideas $$
Not

— no

courses or books to
sell.
You may be just as capable of
writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
Plots acideas are what is wanted.
cepted in any form. Send for free booklet giving full details.
a school

Universal Scenario Company
(Established 1917)

504 Meyer Bldg., Western and Sierra Vista
Hollywood, California

n Li

B

canvassing. We instruct you, furnish complete outBt and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.

COMPANY Umited

The MENHENITT

252 Dominioo Bldg.. Toronto. Ont.

TM

DEAFNESS

sies,

MISERY

IS

Many people witK defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.

985,70 5th Ave.,

Inc.. Suite

all

New York

We supply

all

entertainment

Jaialague

\" ^

Free

D«1. 2S,

Chicago

MakeEHOTOGRAlW
il^///-

Career

This two billion dollar industry offers
splendid opportunities 3^
Motion Picture Cameramao and Prolectionist
Ci-'Still" Pbotographer and Photo Finisher
Easy to learn by our simplified method.

SEND FOR FREE BOOK
yving full Details. State which Inrnrests you.*
NEWYORKINSTITUreOFPHOTOCRAPHY. 10 West 33rd St. (Oep( 60) New York.
'

Astrology
You Be Lucky

Will

in 1932?

the stars foretell for 1932? Would yoti
like to know? Our epecial 12-page Astrological
Reading; gives predictions month ty month— with
exact days, dates and happenings for 1932 based
on your sign of the Zodiac. Consult it before
making any change in home or business affairs,
jigning papers, love, marriage, seekmg employnent, raises in salary , speculation travel
friends, enemies, health, accidents, lucky days.
etc. Send exact birthday with $1.00 for reading.

What do

,

i

,
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Franklin Pub. Co.. 800 N. Clark

St..

Dept

1101 Chicago

PEEL PASTE
WONDER
Home
One
Day

Treatment
FRECKLES, WRINKLES

PIMPLES, BLACKHEADS

ENLARGED PORES
PITS,

SCARS, PUFFS

ACNE CONDITION
New

liftt

snd youth to

aging faces. No failure.
No redness afterwards.

Price

$3.00

My imporleJ

Turtle Oil buildt tnd
lirmt tha bust... $3.00 and tS. OO

over-night

—the

West

7th

St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

actors

are

police forces of

many European
to make a

were called into action

passage for Norma Shearer. A familiar
sight a few years ago in any large city
was Mary Pickford being carried on Douglas Fairbanks' shoulders to escape the
clutching hands raised in an avid grab for
some token. During the height of Lillian
Gish's popularity, an ermine coat was
torn to shreds by her adorers. How can
the stars be impervious to such adulation?
How can they retain a sensible glance upon
the world that elevates them onto a pedestal?

After her Viennese success, singing in a
Chinese operetta, Anna May Wong became a beloved Annikin to the people.

Even the women

kissed her hand and
of her costume, to be
cherished as souvenirs.
I saw a girl fan at a Hollywood premiere
stage such a disturbance once that I
didn't know whether to laugh at her or to
pity her, and did both. Forcibly hoisting
herself onto others' shoulders, she screamed,
"There he is! Isn't Buddy a darling?"
until her face was apoplectic.

begged

for

bits

Montgomery
Robert
Chicago,
In
sauntered down a main street to a shop
where he intended to buy some tennis
clothes. Before he had walked five blocks
from his hotel he was followed by a crowd
steadily increased. He sprinted into
the store and sought the elevator, but they
were right on his trail, the overflow jamHe finally
ming the sidewalk outside.
had to leave via the service elevator and
Such evidence of public
the back alley.

which

—

Dept.70, 527

vacant

both pleased and embarrassed at being
It depends
pointed out on the streets.
upon whether or not they are out to be
seen. This constant surveyal can become
annoyingly oppressive.
As a sudden sequel to her spectacular
hit, Marlene Dietrich found herself unable
Actuto go out without being mobbed.
ally frightened at our strangely impulsive
ways, she remained a recluse.
cities

schools, lodges, etc., and for
every occasion.
T. S. Oenlson & C«. , 683 S. Wsbssh,

for

tables during a rushed noon-hour.
Finding themselves in the limelight

The

mS6 YeBrs ofHi-f^
needs for dramatic clubs.

suavely offered, while his tired

and hungry fellow-men wait

oftentimes,

They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of
the inventofwho was himself deaf.

LEONARD,

impartially.
Is he likely to proceed from
these impromptu ovations with the feeling
that he is just an inconspicuous cog in the
wheel of society? Is he?
The drawing up at the curb of any
luxurious motor in Los Angeles is the
signal for the gathering of an anticipatory group. They wonder whose car it is,
unless they recognize Norma Shearer's
cream-colored Rolls Royce or Mary
AutoPickford's sleek black town car.
graphing is becoming a problem, with so
many claimants impeding a star's progress
that it takes him half an hour to enter a
theatre.
refusal means an accusation
And what human
of snobbishness.
wouldn't respond keenly to such gestures
of affection?
From the captain's unctuous bow to the
waiter's final attention, a star's presence in
a cafe is an occasion for numerous courte-

A

c

rfi
YOU can earn good money in spare time at
home making display cards. No selling or
I

Couldn't Buy

^Continued from page 39]

For Silent and Talking Pictures
Accepted in any form for revision, criticism.
Copyright and submission to studios

Money

worship may be annoying but it is also
very complimentary.
One afternoon a number of society

leaving a matinee, saw Joan
Crawford enter a bag shop, and scurried

women,

To cover up their obvious scrutiny of her, they had to buy
purses while she made her purchase!
When she returns to her home every
evening she finds a dozen fans waiting to
Frequently,
see her step out of her car.
being tired and disheveled, she is driven
En route East, she
to the rear entrance.
was met at every station by flowers, fruits
and books presented by admirers.
along in her wake.

Fifi Dorsay is trailed by photographers,
newspapermen meet her at the train, fans

storm her dressing-room in the theatres
and her hotel rooms. Wally Beery can't

drop into his island camp at June Lake
without meeting a welcome committee;
when he parks his 'plane on his own landing field he finds people waiting anxiously
for a word with him. Norma Shearer was
forced to seek safety in the manager's
office from a crushing, eager preview mob.
Garbo is seldom recognized at the
theatre, but once her late arrival attracted

And not only did the audience
gaze from the stage, but even the
actors, ignoring that maxim that "the
show must go on", stopped their dialogue
until she was settled in her seat.
Richard Barthelmess, Jack Gilbert,
notice.

shift its

Ronald Colman, Bob Montgomery, Clive
Brook and other tennis players were
watched by so many fans that they had to
put up high walls enclosing their courts.
"Pickfair"and other mansions are guarded,
else they would be too besieged for their
Wasn't it Chaplin
occupants' comfort.
who found a love-sick girl crouched one
early morning in a rose-bush beside his
door?

Once when

Gloria Swanson returned

from Paris, her car was pelted with flowers
and from a platform noted directors made
speeches of greeting. Mary Pickford and
other stars have received such spectacular
welcomes, too.
That so many do keep a balanced outlook is a source of amazement to me, and
of a deep respect for their analytical
powers.

Whenever Marie Dressier goes abroad,
the presidential suite on the boat is given
to her, regardless of what her reservations
invariably simpler may have been.
Nor is she assessed any extra charge. Upon
arriving at San Francisco's largest hostelry,
Lilyan Tashman found awaiting her a
suite more expensive than the one she had
ordered, its rooms filled with flowers and
baskets of fruit, and a maid assigned to
take care of her wardrobe and of her needs
during her stay. These superlative gestures were not included on the bill.
And that, my dears, is traveling de luxe
... at a nominal cost.
Miss Dressier is feted everywhere and
inspires a friendly feeling in every crowd.
The policemen and newsboys on the New
York streets yell to her when she passes in
One day in Los
private motor or taxi.
Angeles a traffic signal stopped her car.
People rushed out from the curb, extending their hands for hearty shakes through
the window. An officer had to clear the
way that she and the line of motors
which she was unwittingly holding up

—

—

—
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In Honolulu, she was
might proceed.
serenaded each night under her hotel

When she shops, women cluster
around, engaging her in conversation.
"Not after all these years of changes!"
Richard Dix laughed at some one's suggestion that the acclaim of "Cimarron"
might turn his head. "Why, during my
first movie success, I had one spell when I
practically went cuckoo over public ap-

those fortunate

I've been broke, and ill, and lots
of other troublesome things, but I never
was so blue as I was when I realized that

the back-slapping was mostly flattery.
"I caught friends, professional associates, even strangers, handing me the baldest sort of stuff. And I didn't know how to
act

when

I

saw through

—

it.

Girls

would

rush up and gurgle to a rugged, anglefaced guy like me that blah about being
an Adonis. But now I know that flatterers
either have a selfish motive, or else they
are sincere enough in a fanatic sort of way.
Whereas, I used to think that either they
were crazy, or I, now I consider it merely
just another phase of human conduct."
"I lost my head over flattery," Ricardo
"It would have
Cortez also admitted.
been hard to avoid conceit. I began to
read all the publicity about myself, to
study my portraits printed in the magaI pawed eagerly through my fan
zines.
mail, looking for extravagant praise. But
I got cured when I noted how one's popularity went up and down with one's luck."
As they have scant time for shopping
tours, the feminine stars are permitted

—

avoid bar-

gain-hunting wrangles.

The

balcony.

proval.

women who

stars

set

fashions,

their

manners

Imitathe subtlest form of flattery, you
Everything from babies to towns

and

interests are

tion

is

know.
has been named

widely copied.

after

them: Gary, Mon-

tana, the Charles (Buddy) Rogers Airport
in Kansas, the Will Rogers Hotel in Claremore, Oklahoma, the Constancia (Bennett)
tango.
Greta Garbo, a filly owned by a
Frenchman, ran in the Epson Derby.
Dressing-rooms are done over elaborately to please the taste of each stellar
Paramount showed Dietrich
occupant.
respect by having a designer arrange a
make-up manor exquisite in grays and

Marlene, however, was not
"The color is not goot,"
impressed.
"I vould like henna, inshe remarked.
stead." So they hastened to comply.
Now, you and I are satisfied with most
any place to hang our hats where we work.
But, suppose we should become reel
Mightn't we find it difficult to
royalty?
pastel blues.

accommodate

What
their

bumpy

veals the stars as they actually are.
It may shatter some of your illusions
but its truth you owe it to yourself

A

field

filled

with pastured

cattle,

is

Many

put aside their best merchandise
is convenient for such valuable
customers to make their "previews",
before it is placed on public sale. Ruth
Chatterton and Kay Francis are among
it

are the stars really like behind

Clark Gable

gowns and accessories, accompanied by models, saleswomen and fitters.
until

Publicity
Fronts

daily gifts of cigars and cigarets. Another
sent him a collection of expensive pipes
that would last an average man several
Florence Britton fan sends
lifetimes.
her three red roses every morning and
parks his car at the entrance to Laurel
Canyon every day, to catch a glimpse of
her as she whizzes past.
Landing his 'plane unexpectedly on a

David Manners was confronted by an

the newest

Behind
Their

ourselves?

One feminine admirer sends

make their selections quietly at home.
The shops send out for their inspection
to
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who exclaimed, "This
I'll get this on the front
wonderful!
The city will
pages of the newspapers.
finance an airport on my property when
they know that celebrities like David
Manners are landing here."
Well, how would you behave? Are you
excited individual

masks of publicity? Is Adolphe
Menjou really the impeccable manabout-town you've been led to be-

And

lieve?

jvhat's the real truth

Clara Bow?
about Jean Harlow?
Made-To-Order Reputations, written by an authority for January

SCREENLAND, rips away the hokum
and bunkum of publicity and re-

—

to read.

THAT MENACE GABLE
IN

JANUARY SCREENLAND

An Outstanding Story About
An Outstanding Star
A

Novelized V ersion
of Joan Cratvjord's
Newest Picture

Crawford's newest starring vemagnificent story one that you will
not want to miss either on the screen or in print.
contains a complete
January
novel version of the story, illustrated by actual
shots from the picture.
Possessed, Joan

hicle, is a

—

—

SCREENLAND

Stars are setting the styles and
each month presents its own
authentic fashion section with your favorite stars
is the
modelling the new mode.
it gives you the most
big magazine of the films
remember the name SCREENtor your money
and buy the January issue at your
nearest newsstand.

Moving Picture

SCREENLAND

SCREENLAND

Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Dix.
Newlywed bride
was the former
Miss Winifred
Coe of San
Francisco

LAND —

—

—

JANUARY

SCREENIAND
YOUR
FEETv

/BEAUTIFY

/

A Shapely Foot

Is

a Joy Forever

Straighten Your Toes. Banish that
Bunion. Any other foot trouble?

•The "Perfection" Toe Spring

REMOVES THE ACTUAL
CAUSE of the BUNION
or cnlargcH joint. Worn
auxiliary
with
night,

appliance for day

Send

at

use.

outline of foot.

Write for full particulars.
C.
Inliinntiijndl

R.

ACFIELD,

Depl. 110

35

W

S'llh

Si-

\

as

it

must henceforth be for her, Garbo forces you to take
decency and morality with her. What has

—

sides against

been, cannot now be changed, but the battle is not lost while
she has the power that lies within her, and which surges out
of her in that fraction of time. Circumstances may not stop
her environment is only the stage setting of life there is
only one thing in the world, and that is Justice, and Garbo
signs up with a gesture that is magnificent. It is due to this
fighting spirit of Garbo that not one person seeing her but
accepts her viewpoint, though it be a most horrible one.
Virtue nothing, chastity nothing, but truth glows with a

—

—

—

—

Now

that a large percentage of the fans have
seen Greta Garbo and Clark Gable in ''Susan
Lenox" the letters are coming in with the
lavish abundance of autumn leaves. Some are
brilliant, some are heavy and drop sadly upon

divine radiance. Such is Garbo's Susan.
There are many places in the picture that one enjoys
thinking about and not the least is the great quality of intensity that Gable has in the scene as he leaves the poliBut, perhaps, the most wonderful bit is
tician's dinner.
Garbo in love sadly hearing Gable scornfully jeering, "Just
the price of a marriage license, that's all." Garbo hurt, sorry
that their world is so hideous, listens and gives out a gentle

is in the main a gay and happy mass
expression complimentary to our favorite star.
When a famous writer produces a book, the book reviewers seize the opportunity it gives them to air their own
knowledge. When a famous star produces a picture, every
picture critic feels that he must justify his existence and
show his knowledge of pictures when he writes his review of

our desk, but the pile

patience, a very aura of love with her suffering eyes.

We

the talked about film. Cheap cracks may not be worked off
with safety when it is a Garbo picture it is much too crucial
a time. In fact, Garbo is less on the pan than the critic. It is
a time when the critic is like the old man with the telescope
who stands at the entrance to Bryant Park. He has little
credit for Venus shining down upon New York, but he goes
up in our estimation if he reveals new beauties for us.
All right. Through our small telescope let us show you a
greater Garbo than you have ever seen.
In the picture, after her night of love, we see Garbo catching her "leeddle" fish. Here is a simplicity, a naturalness
and a proclamation. She is a complete and happy woman.
Gone are the doubts, the horrors of her life and the chill of
fear. All told in a second with a little fish.
The story runs on, and we come to the scene when Gable
will have no more of her and sends her back to the circus
the gutter shall pay."
owner. "All right," says Garbo, ".
In that defiance, in the moment of acceptance of the world

like

Garbo ver' much.

—

.

NOWAnd"The New

Year reviving old desires" is upon us.
what better wish for you can there be than that
urge
this promise become thrilling fact. May you all feel the
of desires, the nagging, prodding stimulation and itch for
May your ambition wax until you hold to
something.

may

your longing for
dominating
proportions that you become henceforth renowned in song
and story for your great goodness of heart.

your

breast

fame and

your fondest desire;

for the respect of others

Happy New

.
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Year.

grow

to such
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Even
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effect
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promotes growth of lashes. No wonder Hollywood make-up artists

heat, no cosmetics!

it.
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between Kurlash's rubber pads, press gently,
See how your eyes sparkle!
beautifully!
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—

use Kurlash on movie

stars.

Other Kurlash Products

—

—

Ldshpac Compact with brush and stick mascara.
Lashtint— perfumed waterproof liquid mascara.

to srow long, luxuriant lashes.
Shadette— intensifies eyes' natural color.

Kurlene

Tweezette

— automatic

painless tweezer.

At beauty shops, drug and department
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for
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How
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to
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Have you smoked a Camel
YOU want to enjoy
IFsmooth mildness in a
rette

— real

fine

ciga-

tobaccos ofwhich they are made
is brought to the smoker in
prime factory-fresh condition.

try

Camels in the Camel Humidor
Pack.
It's like

vacation

giving your throat a

— so

are

free

more

cool flavorful smoking

—

is

pre-

delicate than men's,

So try Camels and see what

from the hot smoke of parched
dry-as-dust tobacco, and are
switching to Camels everywhere.

The

—

their throats

particularly appreciate this relief

secret

mildness

All the fragrance and aroma
of these tobaccos and all the
natural moisture which means

served intact for you by the
Camel Humidor Pack.

Women, because
are

Camels

trace of bite

from the slightest
or burn or sting.

Turkish and mild Domestic

cool,

— just

mildness

is

of Camel's unique
blend of

that the

it

lately?

means

cigarettes

to

smoke

— kept

fine

switch to them for
one day, then

just

leave

you

9

Don't remove the moistureproof wrapping from your package of Camels after you open it.

The Camel Humidor Pack
tection against

is

pro-

perfume and

odors, dust and germs.
In offices and homes, even in the
dry atmosphere of artificial heat,

powder

the

Camel Humidor Pack delivers

fresh

Camels and keeps them right
until the last one has been

smoked

fine

—

^

them — if

can.

Tune in CAMEL QUARTER HOUR featuring Morton Downey and
Tony Wons - Camel Orchestra, direction Jacques Renard-Columbia
System

— every

night except Sunday

AMEL!$
Mild..
©
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LUCK
Play a Part
Iki

Fwedv

CLAUDETTE
FINDS IT A
SUSCEPTIBLE

WORLD

Hniivwnnn S UCCISS?

THE MOST DANGEROUS SPY OF ALL TIME,

men

worshipped her
betrayed by a kiss!
For her exotic love

men

one of the

ible adventures of

their lives!

Here

dramas that has

truly great

come out of the war

a goddess, only to be

sold their souls, be.

up

trayed their country, gave
is

like

—based on the incred-

Mata Hari— called the

most dangerous woman who ever lived.

Who

but the supreme Greta Garbo

could bring to the screen this strange,

exciting personality!

Ramon Novarro
sell his

two

but

could play so well

the part of the lover
to

Who

honor for a

who

is

kiss!

willing

See these

great stars in a picture

you

will

with

LIONEL

BARRYMORE
and

LEWIS STONE
Directed by

George

FITZMAURICE

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

L

DANCE TEAM,
JAMES

SALLY

DUNN
EILERS

Just a pair of

dance

hall hoofers,

taking the tough breaks with a smile,

crashing at last the bright gate of

Broadway fame.
of love, in

success

in

and out

Falling

in

and out

of work, gliding to

each other's arms. Stars of

"Bad Girl"in the season's smartest romance!

1

Two

STEPPINC SISTERS

step from the chorus

into society

— from

sou-

brettes to lorgnettes.

keeps
spear,

right

One

on carrying a

and her

skirts

are clean

because she doesn't wear any.

What happens when she walks
garden party

into their high-hat

and

spills

society

the

beans

makes the merriest scandal of the
year... You will laugh for a week!

LOUISE

MINNA

DRESSER

GOMBELL

JOBYNA

WILLIAM

HOWLAND
Both

Silver Screen

COLLIER,

P^X
for
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DOES LUCK RULE HOLLYWOOD?
Many Careers Started
By Myrtle Gebhart

16

by Chance

THE MOOD FOR WORKING

L\

18

The Infinite Variety Of Tempera?nents In
By Marquis Busby

Pictures

AFRAID OF LOVE

20

Mariati Marsh Is Dodging Cupid
By Carlisle Jones

"THE CHAMP" LEARNED HIS LESSON
The Story Of Wallace Beery's Tremendous
By Clarence A. Locan

21

22

CLARK-DO YOU REMEMBER?"

THE CAREER OF FREDRIC MARCH

36

Of Ruth

Hall,

38

Arlene Judge, Melvyn

Douglas, Ralph Bellamy

ARE THESE OUR ERIC LINDEN?
Photographs Of The Boy

Who Has Won A Man's Size

40
Success

The

New

THE CLIQUES THAT DIVIDE SCREEN SOCIETY
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42

Each Great Star Has Her Group

By Mary Sharon
4/7

Charles Farrell Sing Again

.
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44
82

50

The Heroes Ofteji Are Really Heroic
By Harry D. Wilson

WINNERS OF THE SCRAMBLED STILLS CONTEST.

.

59

First Prize

61

Claudette Colbert's Conquering Smile

28

30
31

Peggy Shannon,
can Ingenue

The

The

All-Ameri32

Little Trag-

edienne
Barbara Stanwyck, Greater Suc-

33

cess Is Coming
Myrna Loy, She's Getting Good

34

Parts

51
Is

Always
.

Una Merkel, The Beauty From
The Blue Grass
John Boles And Linda Watkins,

A

Classical

Gable

Embrace

And

Crawford, Drama In A~Close-Up..
Leon Janney, Fourteen And A

50

53

54

Joan

Success

FAMOUS ACHES AND PAINS

55

56

Robert Coogan, It's In His Blood
Gloria
Swanson Reflects Her
Magic

CWER PORTRAIT

57
58

OF CLAUDETTE COLBERT
BY JOHN ROLSTON CLARKE
SILVER SCREEN.

Pulilislied

montlily by Screeiil.ind

Mnaazlne. Inc. ;it 4,")
-i.'tth Street. New York. N. Y.
Alfred A. Cohen, Clii>irm;in of llie Bo.nrd: H. C. Olpe, see.
CliieaRo Offlee:
North Michlsan Avenue. ChiOMsjo.

Bv Elizabeth Wilson
The Type Thai Changed
By Patricia Keats

.

Clark

"DELICIOUS"

CLAUDIA DELL, THE REBEL BLONDE

14

73

29

Beautiful

41

Kay Francis Lives In A Thoroughbred World
By Dana Rush

THE GIRL ON THE COVER

8
10
12

27

Helen Twelvetrees, She

By Edward Churchill
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4

PIC-

Jimmy Dunn And Sally Filers,
Over The Hill To Success
Nancy Carroll Mingles With The

Sylvia Sidney,

THE ELECTRIC LIGHTS

Wins

THE

26

You Cannot Keep A Good Star Down
By Ben Maddox

Betty Bandeloiu

POSES OF

Atmosphere

"QUICKIES"

And

NEW

Lawrence Tibbett, The Grand
Grand Opera Star
Gary Cooper Poses For A Pass-

35

Romance From The Ashes Of Malibu
By E. R. Moak

Janet Gaynor

Final Fling

port

BARBARA STANWYCK'S HOT STORY!

FACES FOR

The

Constance Bennett,
Marquise

Greatness Comes Next
S. R. Mook

Brief Biographies

6

Love And Hisses
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Ask Me Another By Sally Forth
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By Priscilla Bryant
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Movietown Topics
Silver Screen's Reviewing Stand

24

By

NEW
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By

Silhouette

TURE PEOPLE

Road Show Memories
By Dorothy Henry

-

A
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Bankhead's Anxious Moment

By Elizabeth Wilson

"OH,

Has
Mary Lee

Success
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BURE.\U OF CIRCULATIONS

star
The first star sees me
she's under
amazingly lovely ... a creature of fire and
emotion
blonde
petite
talented
This beautiful
girl stole your hearts as Trilby
thrilled you in "Five Star
Final"
You made Marian Marsh a star
Now see her

see the

"I

eighteen
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triumph
.
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,

first
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the perfect story of youth

Superb drama! Superbly acted!"
Screen play and dialogue by Chas. Kenyon and
Directed by

ARCHIE

MAYO

.

.

—

.

in

.

.

in

»

.

.

love with love
»

Maude

wtio directed Constance Bennett

»

»

»

WARREN WILLIAM
REGIS

TOOMEY

ANITA PAGE
Fulton
in

.

.

.

"Bought"

NORMAN
JOYCE

FOSTER

COMPTON

A WARNER BROS & VITAPHONt PICTURE
Silver

Screen

for

February

193
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t

of
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as a

S ilh ue tte
By

Kay-

ing Slim Lies

m

ercising the

Mind

Ex-

Mary
Lee
that it is easier to mould a
a healthy body than a sluggish one.
You can't do better than to follow the
morning exercises on your radio. But

knowing

VERY woman

do not be disappointed when your
a beauexercises fail to keep you slim. They
hers for
are just the first step in the process
the taking— I mean, the makof reducing.
ing! Like the creation of any lovely
Before I go any further I want to
thing, perfection demands the utcall your attention to the fact that
most in time and attention. And
there are several types of fat people,
this is where the rub comes in— for
each of which responds to a different
unless you want a beautiful body
method of reducing. You can readily
more than anything else in the
recognize your own type as we discuss
world you will not do what is necthem. A number of women may take
essary to attain it.
the same diet— some of them will lose
Unless you feel that the urge to
and some of them will actually gain
express beauty is stronger than any
on it. For bodies vary in chemistry.
other desire there is no use reading
One friend of mine is reducing rapany further here, for this article of
idly by simply taking the juice of a
definite instructions on reducing is
whole lemon in a glass of hot water
addressed solely to those women
This
morning on rising.
every
who are willing and eager to pay
cleanses the system wonderfully.
the price of persistence.
During the depression
I have spoken of tearing up fat
Some women are more interested
Joan Blondell goes in
cells, which can most certainly be
in shrinking their weight to a cerfor cutting down the
An athlete can "work off"
clone.
tain figure on the scales than they
But
waist and reducing the
several pounds in a day's time.
are in attaining the figure that is
overfed
if he does not stay "in training" he
most becoming to them. Now that
Tisquickly becomes overweight.
we are permitted once more to have
sues can be torn down by vigorous massage as all of
busts and curves, the ideal of slimness is not exacting
the picture stars who have been thumped by Sylvia of
the last pound we have left.
Hollywood can testify.
However, youth lingers longest in a lithe body.
A starvation diet will
When the nerves become too heavily padded with fat,
undoubtedly deplete the
they become dulled and no longer register the enthustissues but at a great cost
iasm, the thrills, and the energy of youth.
Wherein lies
It takes energy
in health.
It takes energy to burn up fat cells.
Which brings us to one the beauty of a slim figto tear them up in exercise.
ure if it is accompanied
of the most important and least understood truths
If you're trying to get slim
by ragged nerves, feverish,
about reducing. Please notice that I separate the two
(or stay that way), if you
eyes with dark
restless
ideas— bitrni72g up fat cells— tearijig up fat cells.
want clearer skin, or lovePercircles under them?
or brighter eyes
lier hair,
In the case of the type of body that turns every availor a more becoming makenicious anemia often is
able bit of food into fat, exercise is not the best way
add a two-cent
just
up,
the result of too much
For the reason that this type of body
of reducing.
stamp to a self-addressed
fasting; in which case retries to replace at once the tissues that have been torn
envelope, tell Mary Lee your
down by exercise. The moment the exercising is sistance to disease is lowtroubles and she'll send you
Adadvice.
personal
her
ered to the danger point.
stopped this impulse builds more flesh before it spends
dress Miss Mary Lee, Silver
Never starve yourself to
itself.
Screen, 45 West 45th St.,
the point of weakness.
This is not to say that exercise is not valuable. None
New York
At all times feed your
of us exercises enough to keep oiu" bodies stimulated
You should exercise for health's sake, [C(m tinned on pnge 80]
to normalcy.

E

tiful

body.

longs

And

foi-

it is

POSTAGE
STAMP BEAUTY
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Silver Screen

A smart

and

fur

cloth

costume

jar

a glamorous ivory chiffon
evening gown, and a simple, wellcut bathing suit reveal the excellent
street,

taste

young

of Marian Marsh, charming
star of Warner Bros. Pictures.

MODERN FASHIONS MAKE NO SECRET OF THE FIGURE
Every

style

figure to set

worn today needs
it

—

off

a

good

dashing sports togs

—

that are so trim and youthful^ clinging
evening gowns and the very feminine

afternoon frocks.

A
every

good figure
girl

by wise

is

possible

exercise

and

to

nearly

diet.

But

we must be careful in dieting to balance
the menus so as to retain beauty and
not harm it.
Every reducing

diet should contain a

amount of "bulk" so as to
promote proper elimination. Without

reasonable

WRITE

—

prove that Kellogg's
the needed "bulk"
and also furnishes a generous amount
of Vitamin B to help tone the system.

Laboratory

are

Two

tablespoonfuls daily are
sufficient for the average diet. It is not
fattening and is prescribed by eminent

and soups.

to

you

in

"fashion

that millions of critical eyes will

—

—

shown

close-ups," wearing the costumes

tests

You will enjoy eating Kellogg's AllBran either as a cereal with milk or in
many delightful cooked dishes, salads

BOOKLET

Leading motion-picture actresses

All-Bran provides

In addition, it is rich in available iron,
which helps build red blood and bring
attractive color to the complexion.

FREE

"THE MODERN FIGURE"

—

beauty soon fades eyes lose their
and the skin may become salsparkle
low and colorless.
this,

FOR

see

on the screen. Everything
evening
to
sports-togs

from

gowns. In addition, the booklet is
valuable information on how to
wisely. Free

upon

full

request.

KELLOGG COMPANY
Dept. F-2, Battle Creek, Michigan
Please send

me

a free

copy of your booklet,

"The Modern Figure."

dietitians.

Kellogg's All-Bran
red-and-green package. Made by
Kellogg in Battle Creek.

—
for

February 1932
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BEST LETTERS OF THE

MONTH

FIRST PRIZE
Salina, Kan.
As a teacher in the public schools, I insist upon giving my pupils some of the
important things of life which are not to
be found in books.
One of these is a
pleasant speaking voice.
practice our
conversational tones as well as our singing
tones.
When I feel a spell of unrest coming
upon me I go to hear Ann Harding,
George Arliss and Ruth Chatterton, and
I come away convinced that I am assisting
my pupils in attaining a priceless pos-

We

session.

look what they put out!

marvelous

all of us can sing beautifully; but
quite possible for all of us to have a
pleasant speaking voice, if we work.
Before talkies carne to us we were able to
see grace of action.
Now we not only see
it, but we hear it.
In the film world, just
as in the teaching field, the great selective
process is going to serve as a stimulus to
bring the best to the public.

.

.

Bonner

SECOND PRIZE
La Grange, Ga.
have just seen that masterpiece of talking pictures, "The Sin of Madelon Claudet"
with the motion picture's newly-found
treasure, Helen Hayes.
I
simply cannot
resist writing you and telling you what we
1

Frances Fleeth

THIRD PRIZE
Richmond, Va.
What's
stars?
little

It

this noise about stories for
seems justifiable, but does very

all

good, with the M. P. P. D. A. unc-

lioning!

One of the film editors of a great company told me their librarian buys practically every book that comes out, in advance of publication, liecause they
simply combing the market for stories.
8

are

And

.

Please, Greta, do not "go home.
you, and you must remain!

M.

J.

agree with our fans that the gangster

We

her wonderful leading man, oiu" handsome
Charlie Farrell. Janet is one person that
can make you sit back in yoin- seat comfortably and at ease, while you drink in
the sweetness of her.
We could stand more of Connie Bennett and Lew Ayres in pictures like "Common Clay." Or Chevalier in "The Smiling
Lieutenant." That's the stuff we want.

Ma)y Adametz

Northfield, Minn.

Recently

at a tea, I joined ivith a
in a discussion of movie

group

co-eds
stars.
Of course, the majority liked Connie Bennett, Norma Shearer, Joan Cra\vford, Ruth
of

Chatterton, and nmnerous other brilliant
stars, but
Garbo was agreed to be the
one and only. She is the queen of the

movie kingdom. When someone mentioned
that our idol would sail for Siveden and
there marry in a few months, dismay swept
over the countenances of the girls.
Garbo leaving us?
Why what would
we do without her? Could anyone raise
her lashes in a questioning expression like
Garbo? Truly, no one can ever take her
place!
We will pay three tunes the price
of a ticket to sec and laud her performances.

E.

need

Hughes

GABLE THE STUPENDOUS
is
this bird who says down with
Gable? Isn't he capable of recognizing a
real, honest to goodness actor when he
sees one?
Why, when Clark plays the
villain even the hero takes a back seat.
But when he is the hero, he's stupendous.

That Gable man has personality

plus, and
his voice alone provokes dreams of glamour
and romance, deviltry or brutality, as he
wishes it. His acting is glorious. Any one
with half an eye could see he puts his
heart and soul in his work. Joel McCrea

But this Bob Alontgomery,
drop in the bucket! A prettyPooh!
He's not in it with
Gable! And I don't happen to be a silly
young girl who falls for every guy with
grease in his hair. I happen to be a verv
sensible young married woman.
So let's
give Clark the credit he deserves.
Margaret Peternell
splendid too.

he's a mere
boy actor.

NOW, NOW, DAVY!
Ericson, Neb.

Wouldn't

have:

I like to

Ann Harding's golden hair
Norma Shearer's classic profile
Joan Cra^^'ford's gorgeous e)es
Jean Harlo^v's figure
Constance Bennett's perfect poise
Marlene Dietrich's legs
Billie

GRETA'S CO-EDS

We

"

Who

is

pictures be left out.
Who, after a hard
day's work, wants to see a minder or robbery?
want more romance and music. ^Ve
want more pictures of Janet Gaynor and

of each of us.

for "first place in the hearts of the fans."

and

Metuchen, N.
I

think of the picture and its star.
Undoubtedly, it is the ultimate height in our
talkies.
Helen Hayes is irresistible; her

understanding role captivates the emotions
If her marvelous portrayals
continue, perhaps Hollywood's Garbo and
Chatterton will have keener competition

the

all

ORDERS FOR MR. LASKY

is

Estelle

at

And yet! I read Tallulah Bankhead's interview in the New York Times yesterday,
and she seems to me a wise child when she
refuses to be temperamental about her
stories, for after all, film business is organized—and film editors are chosen for their
flair and ability to choose good stories
maybe they know a secret that we
don't know about what can be screened,
and what cannot. Let us give them the
benefit of the doubt, and praise them
when they choose "The Sin of Madelon
Claudet" tor Helen Hayes.
Elizabeth Cary Williamson

Not

it

Look

that are mangled
tangled in the film handling.
stories

Dole's throat

Dorothy Jordan's sweet kissable mouth
June Collyer's dimples
Marian Marsh's youth.
/ should say I would!
Dai'v Erickson

YOO HOO! PALMY DAYS
Chattanooga. Tciui.
was getting tired of the hea\y drama
and sob stuff when along came Eddie Cantor in "I'almx Davs
and ^vhat a riot he
\vas!
There were gales of laughter, screams
and applause throughoiu the pictine.
I
laughed until my sides ached.
He kept
the audience on their tiptoes ^vondering
^^hat he was going to do next.
Give us
more pictiues with Eddie Cantor and we'll
forget about the depression.
I

"

Willie

Mae Adams

Silver Screen

—
!

NO TEACHER
NO COMPULSORY PRACTICE

NO

EXPENSIVE FEES

earn music in
record time
A remarkable
imagine!
JUST
method that actually makes

easy

this twice as

way

new
easy

it

for you to learn to play your favorite

instrument.

A

method

so delightfully

simple, so amazingly easy to grasp that
you don't even need a personal teacher!

What an opportunity to become an accomplished musician without plodding
along for years in the slow, old-fashioned
way! For now, the old-time drudgery
has been done away with forever. No

more tiresome scales to practice day in
and day out. No more hours and hours
of dreary exercises that make you wish
you had never begun. Instead, you start
right off playing real melodies, by note.

could be more thrilling than that

What

that isn't half of

Yet

it.

Quick, Sure Road to Popularity

A

the sheer
dehght, of being able to play
any tune you wish, any time,
All those fine old
any where.
The
classics you love so well.
latest fox-trots and all the popular melodies of the day. Imagine how popular you will be
at parties and dances and other
will
it
social functions.

Think of the

PICK YOUR

INSTRUMENT

joy,

Piano

Organ

Violin
Clarinet

Ukulele

Flute

Cornet

Piccolo

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

one

Guitar

•Cello

back.

Trombone

And

practice.

Hawaiiai
aiian Steel Guitar
Sight Singing

and Speech Culture
irmonyand Composition
Drums and Traps
oice

to drive

You

slowly

as

you

there is no
you or hold you

can proceed just
or as rapidly as

like.

Over

delighted
over the
feel to be admired, and sought
world have learned music
after by your friends.
Italian and German
Some
this quick, easy way.
Accordion
of them are now playing on
This amazingly easy method
Juniors' Piano Course
fairly
the stage; others are in ormusic is
learning
of
and thousands are
chestras
packed with pleasant surprises.
daily enjoying the pleasure and popularity
Every step, right from the beginning, is made
of being able to play some instrument.
so simple, so interesting, so thoroughly enjoyable, that instead of dreading to practice, you
What all these ambitious people have
will find it nothing but fun. And what fun!
You don't have to
done, you, too, can do.

How

itomatic Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum,
5-String or Tenor)
Piano Accordion

600,000

men and women

all

;

you can't go wrong, because
right there before your eyes, in
First you are told how
print and picture.
Then the picture shows you
to do a thing.
how. Then you do it yourself, and hear it.
expensive private teacher could make it
Moreover,

everything

is

No

'

it,

And

almost before you know
you will be playing difficult pieces with

any clearer.

an ease and skill that will
and amaze your friends.

The
your

best

leisure,

own home.

of

it

right

is

surprise

you

that you can learn at
the privacy of your

in

No

February 193

a single thing about music in order
Most of our students, when they
begin.
started, didn't know one note from another.
Nor do you need to have any special talent.

Demonstration Lesson and Booklet Free
The

2

first

step

is

easy.

Simply

fill

in

and

mail the convenient coupon asking for our
Free Booklet and Demonstration Lesson.
These explain our wonderful method fully,
and show you how quickly and easily you
The
can learn to play at little expense.
booklet will also tell you all about the new and
Instruments
Control.
amazing Automatic Finger
Mail the
are supplied when needed, cash or credit.
coupon NOW. U. S. School of Music, 1192 Brunswick BIdg., New York City.

Thirty-Fourth Year (Established 1898)

to

the desire to play some instrument and the willingness to devote just
a little of your spare time each day to
pleasant practice.

All you need

—

is

Decide right now to realize your dreams
to make good that promise you have often
made to yourself that some day you were
going to play. Start at once. Make up your
mind that the next few months are going to
be the happiest, most profitable days you
Prepare for the goo'
have ever known.

SCHOOL OF

MUSIC,
U. S.
York City
1192 Brunswick Bldg.,
Plcise send mc your free book, "Music Lessons in
Your Own Home," with introduction by Dr. Frank
Crane, Free Demonstration Lesson, and particulars
interested in the
I am
of your easy payment plan.

New

following course.

Have You

—

matter what instrument you
choose, a little of your spare time is ail that
is required.
You choose your own time for

for

know

EnSurprise all your friends.
Investigate this delightjoy real popularity.
fully easy way to become a skilled musician.
You will be astonished when you learn that
the cost is so unbelievably low.
times ahead.

Instrument?

Name
Address
City

..State.

9

»

•.

m

Talkies
It

takes

few

ivoris

which

indicate

to

Tabloid

are the hest pctures.

In the modern tongue

"Swell" and "Lousy"

Here

suffice.

are some

hnef

your

for

tips

guidance
Dressier
and
Lionel Barrymore are
the foremost artists in
profession
and
their

Marie

have a couple of
bronze trophies to
prove it. If you saw
"Anna Christie" or
"A Free Soul" you do
not need the radiator
ornaments to
cap
make you respect
these great players

ALEXANDER
HAMILTON

George Arliss again gives
one of his superb per-

Excellent

formances.

(Warners)

i-5ie

He

plavs

Alexander

of

tire

who wants nice things— and all
Ben Lyon and Raymond Milland

young

girl

that.

help her get them.

ilton, the great American statesman of the
Hounded by jealous
nineteenth century.
politicians, Hamilton goes noble to protect

BUSINESS

even more thrilling than
Doris Kenyon, June Collyer
"Disraeli".
and Dudley Diggs are in the cast.

(Fox)

his cotnitry.

It's

TRAGEDY

usual

a gripping, unpicture that will

Splendid

thrill

you with

This

its

sin-

It's

boy who murders a factory girl to keep
from marrying her. Tragic and depresSylvia Sidney and
sing, but not sordid.

Holmes

Phillips

are splendid.

cognize it now.
razor king from
_

Paul
picture
Lukas plays a handsome
In

this

and sympathetic bache-

Good

has been disappointed in love. He adopts a little girl
Orphan
to save her from the horrors of an
Asylum, and when the little girl is eighteen
She
she falls desperately in love \vith him.
has a hard time convincing him she is
gro^vn up— but she convinces.
Paramount)

lor

who

"—"<»»—

BLONDE CRAZY

is

BOUGHT
Splendid
(Warners)

10

his family.
Jetta Goudal to

kings engage

him.
chiefs

Rogers gets

and

Middle West
Rival

Europe with
all

vamp

mixed up with Arab

things, but

it

isn't

very funny.

.—»#"—»
Connie Bennett

is still

a

sophisticated sinner, and
if you are a Connie Ben-

(Radio)

woman so that he can pursue his
Broken-hearted, she meets
concert career.
a romantic, hard-drinking newspaper man
who has just been given the air by the
wealthy

dreams. Snapping their fingers
Fate they get married on the spur of

girl of his

at

Plenty.
What happens?
the moment.
Pat O'Brien is grand as the news hound.

—<»—

DANGEROUS
AFFAIR, THE

ENTERED FOR
"STRICTLY DISHONORABLE"
Because

it is

as light as the

joam of the sea of romance,
and a lot more entertaining

"ARE THESE OUR
CHILDREN?"
Because these young people will be stars in the
not-too-distant future

"ONCE A LADY"
Chatterton
has
sin
u'hy
explains
gained the hold it has

Because

Ruth

one of those
clutching hand, mysteriwill-must-be-readous,
Fair
(Columbia)
by-midnight affairs.
Ralph Graves plays a ne^sspaper man and
Tack Holt a police lieutenant, both deadly
Sally
rivals for the favors of the lovely
you aren't too sophisticated
If
Blane.
you'll

Baxter as the
Cisco Kid again carries
(Fox)
out the beautiful Robin
Hood tradition of robbing from the rich
and gi\ing to the poor. In this case he
robs froni the bank and gives to a poor
Widder Woman. Eddie Lowe is again the

—A

DE'VOTION

it.

—

rather trite story be-

comes a simply charm(RKO-Pathe)
ing picture through the
graceful acting of Ann Harding and LesT^vo of the best actors on
lie Ho\vard.
It's
the screen, and I wouldn't kid you.

Good

the old thread-bare plot of the girl who
goes to work in disguise for the man she
loves.

the

Of

usual

coinse,

same time quite

discovered— with
but at the

she's

results.

It's

silly,

delightful.
,

— —
This

BORNEO
^Varner

Another

have shivers when you see

EAST OF

CISCO KID, THE
Good

girl.

you will be wild about this picConnie again plays the role of a

nett fan
ture.

the

steel

for

Here's grand entertain-

ment.
James Cagney
Silendid
(Warners)
plays a Small town bellhop with ambitions for big town shakedown. He picks a girl and they spend a
But the girl
successful season of .gyping.
gets refined and marries a society youth and
Cagney loses interest in his racket. There's
a surprise ending that's a knock-out. Joan
Blondell

the

safety

IMPERISHABLE MEMORIES

— —

BELOVED
BACHELOR, THE
(

"The Plutocrat" but the
author i\'ould never recWill Rogers plays a sap

Fair

In this film Irene Dunn
of
a
role
plays
the
yoimg girl ^\ho gives
to
a
sweetheart
her

Good

Booth Tarkington's

cere direction and suthe story of a sex-starved

( Paramount)

„ acting.
perb

is

was

This

PLEASURE

bound

AN AMERICAN

AND

originally

the Spanish

.

CONSOLATION
MARRIAGE

"—«#"—

Ham-

Law and Conchita Montenegro
Influence.

another

isn't

"Trader Horn

Good

very near

(Unirersal)

ment.

it

"

but

it is

for excite-

A young

girl

is

seeking her husband ^vho is now a reigning
Plenty of
prince's physician in Borneo.
wild animal thrills and blood-curdling esCharles Bickford and Rose Hocapades.
bart give good performances.
{Couliiuicd

oil

page

i\)

Silver Screen

—

—
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Talkies in Tabloid
[Continued from page lo]

This picture's about

FANNY FOLEY

a

become
a famous comedienne on
Good
(Radio)
the New York stage, and
to
at the same time has sent two daughters
a fashionable and snooty finishing school.
When the daughters learn that mother is
Edna
an actress-well, it's just too bad.
May Oliver is perfect as the comedienne
and Helen Chandler and Rochelle Hudson

woman

HERSELF

^vho has

are the daughters.
u

a

FATHOMS

FIFTY

DEEP

-

(Columbia)
plot's

about two

-

-

sea

in
you.
thrill
will
pals who are nuts

shots

fair

some botcamera
this one that

There are
tom of the

The
about

each other until a cheap little blonde goldNo more buddies.
digger comes along.
There's an exciting climax at the bottom
of the sea and the pals are re-united.
Loretta
Jack Holt, Richard Cromwell and
Sayers do well by the plot.

grand enteris
tainment for you and a

Here

STAR
FINAL
FI"VE

picture that socks a wallop. Frances Starr plavs
lovely
a happily married woman with a
young daughter who is about to marry into
the
the social register. But on the eve of
wedding a nosey tabloid, in an effort to
scanincrease circulation, digs up a lurid
Eddal on the mother ^vith tragic results.
ward G. Robinson is great as the managMarian Marsh is the pretty
ing editor.

Excellent
(First

National)

daughter.

—
A

FREE SOUL, A

triumph

for

Norma

Shearer and Lionel Barrymore, who plays a
drunken attorney who teaches his daughter

Great
(M-G-M)

The
believe in the freedom of love.
scenes between Norma Shearer and Clark
Gable as a gangster with whom she becomes involved are tremendous, and there
is a gripping court-room climax in which
to

Vlarks
the Spot"

the honors go to Lionel Barrymore.

—

GAY DIPLOMAT,
THE

'Well, here's

your newest

heart-throb, girls, step
Good
right up and meet Mr.
(Radio)
Ivan Lebedeff, the nearest thing we have to the late Rudy ValenIn this one
tino on the Hollywood chet.
Ivan plays a handsome spy commanded to
make love to beautiful ladies for informaGeneThere's an exciting climax.
tion.
vieve Tobin and Betty Compson are two

murder
hunted and hounded
by the poUce — and yet
he turned on the man

Wanted

for

the Spot
A fiendish
large

killer at

— a chance to win

fame by exposing him
Why did the star

who tried to help him

of the beautiful ladies.

reporter protect the

cheat the electric
chair! "X Marks The

GUARDSMAN,
THE

you are the least bit
will
sophisticated you
be simply crazy about
Excellent
(M-G-M)
this picture which has
been superlatively done by the New York

slayer?

one of the
most exciting newspaper dramas of the
Spot"

is

If

Theatre Guilds charming Lynn Fontanne
and Alfred Lunt. It s all about an actor
who suspects that his wife is about to embark on an infidelity. He disguises himcarries on an
self as a Russian soldier and

decade.

with his own wife.
did she know?

intrigue

Featuring

And

What

fun!

—
LEW CODY
Do you want to be bafHANDS
GUILTY
WALLACE FORD
SALLY BLANE
fled? Well, try this mysGood
^Al-G-Ai;
Lionel
thriller.
tery
MARY NOLAN
FRED KOHLER
retired district attorney,
Barrymore,

Timnv
PRODUCTIONS, INC.

for

Marks

February 1932

I

i

as

turn

Why didn't he

him

police?

over to the

"X Marks The

Spot" is sensational
different

— compelling.

Directed by Erie C. Kenton

Produced by

Sam

Bischoff

"KEEP YOUR EYES ON
TIFFANY PICTURES"

a

commits a murder, fastens the blame on another, and then manages things the way
Kay Fraiuis and Madge
he wants them.
Evans are splendid.
[Continued on page 68]

TIFMnV
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
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MARGARET:
name
is

Ramon

Sameniegos.

Novarro's real
He did not

change it to Novarro until after he
had made "The Prisoner of Zenda." After
the

sensational

success

of

that

picture

it

was certain that he would become a star
and Sameniegos is rather hard on the Anglo-Saxon tongue not to mention M-G-M's
electric light bill.
Ramon's mother and father live with him, and he also has five
brothers and a sister to gather round his
board every evening. Besides them
he has four sisters who live away from home
—two are nuns in a convent in Madrid.
Quite a family, eh what? It's a good thing
they don't have to live in a New York
apartment with Murphy beds and a
festive

kitchenette.

Ramon

never owned an automobile until
two years ago, and he can't drive the one
he now has. He has a weakness for stopping at roadside "barbecue" stands for a
sandwich and a bottle of soda pop when
he is out driving. Ramon sings in the choir
at St. Vincent's Church in Los Angeles and
never misses a Sunday when he is at home.
He is truly one of the most lovable personalities of the screen.
How did you like him
in "Mata Hari"?

DOTTIE

JANE: Harpo Marx really can
talk and does— but not on the stage or
screen.
He is a screamingly funny comedian, isn't he? Sue Carol and Nick Stuart
are still married— that must have been a
real love match for it has lasted a long time.
Gary Cooper and Lupe Velez "no like" now.
They both sailed in November for Europe
—but on different boats. However, they
might run into each other some day on the
Rue de la Paix and go into a clinch. Heigh
ho— with these temperamental people one
never kno^vs.

JOSEPH:

chatterer of Hollywood, Sally Forth,

will be glad to answer your questions
about movies or stars or both. The fewer
your questions and the shorter the answers
required, the quicker she can answer you.
But she's scolded if she answers questions
about religion and she can't give home
addresses or advise anyone how to break
into the movies.
Write Sally at SILVER
SCREEN, 45 West 45th Street, New York
City, giving your full name and address.
For personal replies enclose a stamped addressed envelope.

meaning

in pictures

and covers everything

from a bowl of goldfish

to a

herd of

BILL:

Gloria Swanson's new husband is
Michael Farmer, known as the "playboy
of the western world."
He's Irish and
wealthy and young. Mike is Gloria's fourth
husband. She hasn't caught up with Peggy
Joyce yet but give the girl time.

REDHEAD:

David Manners, was born
Rauff Aklom in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
on April 30th, 1905. His mother is a Manners—being related to the Duke of Rutland
and Lady Diana Cooper, so he adopted the
-

name

LOIS

H.:
Bernice Claire is in vaudeville.
now.
She may return to the screen
later.
Evelyn Laye's first and last picture
was "One Heavenly Night." Evelyn prefers
her own native England to America and is
at present appearing in a musical operetta
in London.
She has a glorious voice and
an idealistic beauty that the screen really
did not do justice to.
Claudette Colbert's next picture is "Her
Confession" in which she is supported by
William (Stage) Boyd and Lilyan Tashman.
Chevalier is now on the Coast working on
"One Hour With You." Connie Bennett's
^

next picture
All of these

"The Lady With a
titles may be changed

Past."

is

before

He

for his professional career.
is six
feet tall, weighs 175 pounds, and has brown
hair and hazel eyes. He likes to ^vatch football games, ice hockey and wild west rodeo

shows, and his favorite indoor games are
pinochle and rummy. His especial dislikes
are cup custards and women with red finger
nails.
(Ah Ha! Look out for those finger
nails.

He

Redhead.)

married several years

named Susanne Bushell— but he's
divorced now and one of Hollywood's most
ago a

girl

eligible bachelors.

PEGGY: I'm glad you share my enthusiasm for Jean Harlow, Peggy, and I
can assure you that she is just as gorgeous
off the screen as she is on. Jean is going on
a personal appearance tour in January and
maybe she will come to one of the theatres
in your city and \ou'll ha\e a chance to see
her "in the flesh."
You svon't be disappointed.
She has the loveliest violet eyes
and her sensational platinum hair is really
quite beautiful and not at all exotic. Jean
was born in Kansas City and her real name
was Harlean Carpenter. The kids in the
neighborhood called her a "tow head"— and
now those same kids (in long pants and
long dresses) call her "platinum blonde"
which all goes to prove that life is just a

And you

bowl of cherries. She married a Chicago
lad and divorced him.
She lives in Los
Angeles Avith her mother who is almost as

in Malta!

beautiful as Jean.

CONNECTICUT

slickers. You sound like a regular movie
fan so I'll try to help you out with yom"
questions. Your favorite, Thelma Todd, is
now touring the Americas in "Monkey Business" with the Four Marx Brothers.
Has
it come to Malta yet?
It's a swell picture
and I don't want you to miss it.
A "stand-in" is a person ^vho acts as substitute for a star. It takes hours some times
before the cameras are focused correctly
and the "stand-in" takes the place of the

until everything is ready to start
"shooting." It's a tiresome experience. Of
course the "stand-in" has to be about the
same size, height, weight, and even look
like the star.
Nancy Carroll's sister Terrs
acted as Tallulah Bankhead's "stand-in all
last winter.
A "prop" is any accessory supplied on a
set by a properly man.
This word has wiile

MISS:

No, it wasn't
played in "The Patent
Leather Kid "—but you are warm anyway.
It was Sally's sister Molly O'Day.
Molly is
going places now \vith James Dunn and
they are giving each other those tender
glances.
Nice kids, both of them. Since
Losvell Sherman gives you such thrills and
qui\ers I feel I must warn vou that vou are
in for a real case of deliriiuii tremens when
you see "The Greeks Had a ^Vord for It.
Losvell has an important part in that picture and is quite—er— glamorous.
Old
Dame Rimior has it that Lowell and his
wUe. Hclene Costello, have come to the
Sally O'Neil

and

who

"

star

])arting of the ways.

VIOLET:

"

12

ele-

phants. When a star is "borrowed" by another company the company who has the
star under contract continues to pay her—
and the borrowing company has to pay the
original company.
However, there are exceptions to this general rule.

read Silver Screen
Malta is one of the
islands in the Mediterranean, isn't it? Gee,
Joseph, I wish you'd send us some of that
Mediterranean sunshine for it is cold and
slushy here now and I'm sick of galoshes

way over

they reach your local theatre— but I refuse
to take the blame for that.
Production on
Connie's picture was held up on account of
the tragic death of Robert AVilliams who
was supposed to play opposite her. Ben
Lyon has been given the Williams' role.

Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr.

Is

he telephoning to Joan, or
is he?

Jackie Cooper's mother and
father were divorced right after Jackie
was born. Mrs. Cooper ga\e piano lessons
children to make
to the neighborhood
enough money to su])port Jackie.
But
Jackie does all the supporting now. you bet!

Silver

Screen

!

:

'wdtes Mij/JeanH^aly,'
299 Park Avenue
New York City

Perfolastic Company
41 East 42nd Street
New York City

Gentlemen
I am enthusiastic
Perfolastic girdle.

It
first

my

about the wonderful results of

seems almost impossible that since last May, when I
started wearing the corset, my hips have been reduced,

nine inches.

I

my

think this

is

At

perfectly marvelous.

least

now wearing the Perfolastic girdle.
This reduction was made without the slightest diet, and I
really want you to know how pleased I am that at last I have

twenty of

friends are

found the Perfolastic reducing

"Massages

like

^

girdle.

yours
Very truly
y yours,

magic"

.

.

.

'

C\

writes Miss Carroll

.

.

.

"The

writes Mrs. McSorley
fat seems to have melted av^ay"
with the wondelighted
so many of our customers are
derful results obtained with the Perforated Rubber
Reducing Girdle that we want you to try it for 10 days
.

—

.

.

Money- Back Guarantee

REDUCE your WAIST and HIPS
3 INCHES in 10 DAYS
or your money refunded
The

girdle is not infallible, but it has reduced so many thouwomen we do not hesitate to make this unusual offer.

sands of

Reclaim your lost figure— have the fashionable slim waist and
for unlike most ruband be comfortable too
tapering hips
ber girdles, the PERFOLASTIC gives with every movement.
Worn next to the skin with perfect safety, the tiny perforations permit the skin to breathe as its gentle massage-like action
reduces flabby, disfiguring fat with every move you make.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Stand before the mirror— the first time you wear your girdle
you appear inches slimmer! You will be amazed at the improvement in your appearance— and surprisingly soon the fat will
begin to disappear.

Coupon Brings
FREE

BOOKLET

and Sample of
PERFOLASTIC

RUBBER

PERFOLASTIC,
Dept. 442, 41

E.

42nd

Without obligation on

FREE BOOKLET
new

St.,

my

describinp:

Perfolastic Reducing

New

Inc.

York, N. Y.

part please send

and

Girdle

;

me

illustrating the
also

sample of

Perfolastic and particulars of your 10-day Trial offer.

Sendfor JQ dafJmlOffer

Name
Address

ir

Not one cent was paid
for

for

February 193 2

above testimonial

City

State

(I
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C ROSSWORD

MoviE'Fan's

Pi
rUZZLE

By Priscilla Bryant

Falls flat for once

he upright?

Is

ACROSS
1

What Ben Lyon

2

She

is

is

wearing an Alaskan Seal

coat this winter
5 Belonging to us
8 He eloped with Lola
11

An

61 Present indicative plural of the
substantive verb
62 Degree conferred on graduates of

now

Lane

A

sweetheart chosen

on

St.

An

honorary

ants of

25

A

title

of the descend-

Mohammed

sign written

on

a prescription,

denoting equal quantities
26 He's a sensation in pictures
27 Kingdom in S. Europe

29 Roman numerals
30 She made a hit in
Tragedy" (initials)
31

To

"An American

A

A

71

Term

He

calls

his fifth,

first

appear-

and youngest,

"Five Star Final"
45 Ireland
46 To grow old
47 Her big chance was in

"A Lady With

A
tials)
A Fox

star

who

writes for the

Times

He and

his wife entertain
their beautiful home
State of being

much

in

Wo-

man"
89 The erring husband

of Mary
Astor in "Smart Woman"
90 He is the head of Hollywood's
Relief

Fund

(ini-

tials)

Woman"
An actor

91 Junior Coghlan took this part in

The

93

Rome
(The answer

14

2
3

"Penrod and Sam"

95

A machine on which the picture
films are wound
A bean that a favorite of Will
is

Rogers
He appeared opposite Constance
Bennett in "Bought"
98 Palm leaves prepared for being
97

written upon
99
very large bird of Australia
100 Nickname for Oliver Hardy

A

to last

4
5

month's puzzle

is

on page yj.

A

fabled wing horse
Songs or airs
Piece of metal on which is cut a
device to be stamped
Forward, without interruption
Moldings consisting of convex and

concave sides

A

vessel of various forms
7 To fasten again
9 Her mother is a Countess (initials)

10 Very small
12
14

51

is the daughter of Clayton
Hccrmance of New York
53 Enthusiasm
55 To cook with a simmering heat
57 The spike of Indian corn
58 Passed from one place
59 Any one of several popes ot

in

DOWN
1

11

49

52 She

Brown

"Local Boy Makes Good"
105 Adverb meaning "thus far"
107 Independent self
108 Where John and Dolores Barrymore spend much of their time
109 George Webb is one
110 She has recently married her
handsome physician

6

84
86 A Jewish dry measure
87 Claudette's name in "His

rye, etc.

a great believer in fortune-

A

so forth"

Unemployment

in Westerns
coat of the seed of wheat,

is

41

tellers

A

"The Goose

She

102
negative connective
104 She appears with Joe E.

member

of an Indian tribe of
the Shoshone stock
used in the movies for extras used in mob scenes, etc.
72 Points of the compass
73
sea eagle
75 Used to form adjectives
Prefix
meaning "stupid or silly"
77
star who is called "Dick" (ini78

82

way

is

(initials)

New York

artifice

40 Girls who make their
ance in society
41

"and
70

80

36 East India (abbr.)
37 Wandered from the right
38 Dropsy

Past"

The ethereal fluid supposed to flow
in the veins of gods
68 Contraction of word meaning

bishop's or pope's office

An

colleges

period of youth
Canadian physician, educator

67

pass from liquid to gaseous

state

32
34

A

Val-

entine's day

24

A
A

and author
66 Her next picture

exclamation

13 Married to June CoUyer
15 Power or liberty of passing back
19 She once posed for Listerine ads
21 To deride or scoff

22

some
63
64

101

Her
She

A

is

Borden

own

pilots her
Bellanca
star who became much attached

to Jackie Cooper (initials)
15 Furious
measure of length, chiefly for
16
cloth
17 To have a seat
1 8
trap
20 Contraction of first person singular, present indicative of "to be"
22 Used for holding flowers (plural)

23 To evade
26 Official or appropriate dress

28

A

river in

N. W. Belgium

31 She makes a fine team with Jackie
Searle

33 Ceases
35 Sends forth
37 First name of director of "Sin of
Madclon Claudet"
39 Her real name is Pomarcs

The answer

la this

writing musical scores

wampas baby
suffix

star

signifying

of 1931
"to

do

ot

44 Basket or trap for catching eels
46 A carbohydrate contained in

gum

arable

47 She was good in "Consolation
Marriage"
48 To lift up
50 A mother in "Are These Our
Children ?"
51 Short for Beatrice
52 The clown prince of the talkies
54 Void
56 Membrane which unites the toes
of many water fowls
58 Star in "The Man Who Played

God"
60 He has adopted a lyi year old
child

63 Theosophist (abbr.)
65 The remains of a desolate house,
city, etc.

69
70

Company (abbr.)
The objective case of we
The four divisions of the

year
74 Not far distant
76 She has a most fascinating southern drawl
77 An abbess or spiritual mother
79 She is a bride of Gloria Swanson's

A

A

He is busy
now

A
A

make"

72

name

last

42
43

third

81

83

ex-husband

To harvest the ramie-plant
The King of Spain gave her
name

85 A place in France
87 Swerved
new name for Thelma
88

A

her

Todd

90 An island and its capital
92 Her husband left for the Chinese

War

front

94 An uncle (Scot.)
96 Part of the name of He de France
97 To depress the value of stocks
103 He played in "Street Scene" (initials)

106

What Clara Bow

is

said to

have

had

month's puzzle will appear next month.)

Silver Screen

.
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Silver Screen's

Movietown Topics
THERE

made, and Connie signed.

many

were

A

smart publicity man
ured that this would

tempera-

of

clashes

ment during the
making of "Mata Hari" at
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stuRamon Novarro and
dio.
It all

said.

be

130,000 a week for Connie
since each picture would

made

be

and

Greta just
glorious
the
about finished the picture,
it is

fig-

sand

six

in three weeks
times thirty-thou-

1 180,000.

is

So

now

you know.

happened

when Ramon

refused to
play the love scenes as
written and kiss the divine

TEANETTE

A
Garbo, insiders say.
truce was effected and the
picture eventually comGeorge Fitzpleted.

MacDON-

J ALD'S

family spent the

holidays

in

Hollywood

with her. Her mother and
aunt have foresaken the
Eastern domicile for the

maurice, the director, is
breathing without effort
again, likewise the studio

movie

city.

—

IILY DAMITA

officials.

has a

new

^ flame in Sidney Smith,

BEBE

DANIELS had

man

arrested

in

Francisco

when he

tempted

force his

to

the

a

San
at-

»

way

intruder
his

help it if I am crazy
about her?" he asked. He
probably will get sixty
I

days in the bastille.

Though

may be nothing

I

I'd still

clothes.

Ix. theatre

circuit,

"that way."

When

founder of Loew's
and Adrienne Ames are feeling
you see one you see the other in
son

Hollywood. This may come
York friends.
"

MARLENE

as a surprise to his

New

— %—

DIETRICH'S

daily plunge
less of

the

of

litde daughter takes a
in the ocean at Santa Monica, regard-

weather.

getting annoyed about
say Connie Bennett
THEY
the publicity given her supposed .Ifgcooo a week
is

Few know how this large salary hokum gained
momentum and so we will tell you. Jack Warner engaged Connie for two pictures to be made over a period

salary.

He agreed to pay her .$180,000 for tlic two
productions to be made whenever he wanted them

of a year.

for
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it

one started the ugly rumor that King Vidor,
SOME
director, and his pretty wife Eleanor Boardman
were

n

.

ARTHUR LOEW,

»#"

That's a believe
saved.
or not for Mr. Ripley.

sent all the love in Saint Valentine's store
keep on wishing to send Dickie Moore

to it, but Gloria Swanson has been busy along
the Wilshire and Hollywood Boulevards purchasing

baby

— —

FAY'S home
burned down at Malibu
recently and when the firemen and Barbara Stanwyck
(his wife) walked amongst
the burned embers they
found a framed photograph
of Frank autographed to
Barbara, unmarred by the
flames, and the only thing

and asked him
motive was. "Can

THERE

looks serious

FRANK

into her bedroom at a
hotel where she was stopPolice arrested the
ping.

what

It

artist.

too.

at the parting of
the truth.

more from

Nothing could be
the ways.
are a devoted pair and

They

nasty whispering campaigns only go towards making
some heart sick. But, Hollywood is said to have no
heart.

—

IRENE DUNNE

has a good looking chauffeur at
Radio studios. She thought the boy looked like a
good screen bet, so asked studio officials to give him a
Imagine her surprise when the chap refused to
test.
make it and further said he didn't want to be an actor.
Biu it happened.

»—

GOUDAL

her back salary suit amountETTA
ing to $34,531.23 from Cecil B. DeMillc. Without
a doubt Jelta ale turkey for Ciiristmas.
[More Mo-i'iclowu T ojiics on jxigc ^S]
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QDocs

Luck ^ule

By

Hollywood?

Myrtle

G

e

b h

a r t
he was packing, his plan
being to go to Washington and attempt
to attach himself to the diplomatic ser-

will-o'-the-wisp,

in Hollywood
a
IIFEennial
movie plot!
is

^

per-

The most important

things happen imexpectedly,
and usually the rainbow appears right over the clouds of

acute despondency.
A dramatic uncertainty is
Hollywood's keynote. Swiftly
moving days string comma-happenings into exclamation-point-events,
interspersed here and there with the
question marks of those who still wait.
A Gaynor or an Ayres is discovered,
shoots into the electric spray overnight;
hope springs eternal.
So much is dependent upon chance.
Opportunity, a role tailored to one's
capabilities, an auspicious production,
public approval, all are fortune's whims.
Glamorous things on the right and on
the left of one carry others skyrocketing

that farewell

its

casual greeting; each glance

to the other's room, he
arrived just in time to prevent the

man from committing

He

ing Hollywood for good, the arid
of pictures having
convinced him that he was a fail-

Running into a friend, he accompanied the man to the James
Cruze offices, where the other was
to pick up a letter.
Cruze, then
casting "The Pony Express," was
struck by Bancroft's husky apure.

is

event, chance meetings
have placed the uncertain feet of the
ambitious upon the escalator to great-

pearance, interviewed him, took a
test next day— and the reservations for the train East were can-

ness.

me when she
while she did not

told

that,

celled.

A

deliberately use social life as a means
of promoting her career, directors were
made aware of her personality by seeing
her at parties and premieres.
The top-notchers can withdraw
somewhat from the social splurge,
but it is disastrous for a newcomer to be too exclusive. Her
arresting beauty must have oppor-.
tunity to awaken the influential
powers into a realization of her
possibilities.

A
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who was

up with playing

—

Frequently, this oc-

misunderstood word over the
telephone saved a friend's life and
kept Ivan Lebedeff from giving
up his motion pictine career.
One evening, when it seemed that
he had been following an illusory

lonely kid

getting
a banjo in
an orchestra drifted into a hotel
at the tea hour.
There was an
antidote to his blues at the table
across the room
a beautiful

fed

curs in a blinding flash— and a
new career goes marching on to
glory.

returned to his apartment, un-

possibilities

Spectacular success often has hinged

Tashman

In

packed his trunks, and set his
teeth for another try, in a short
while winning a Radio contract.
George Bancroft also was leav-

upon some minor

Lilyan

suicide.

talking to his friend— spurring his
courage to carry on— he inadvertently bolstered his own spirits.
He, too, was quitting? Aha, was
he? Not by a something-or-other!

inquisitive.

was free-lancing

mean?

Rushing

upward; where will that welcome lightning strike next?
Every meeting carries possibilities beneath

The

bell rang.
Answering dishe heard a Russian comrade
who had been doing extra work bid him
a melancholy "Goodbye."
A moment
later it dawned on him that the man
could not have known of his intended departure.
What could
vice.

piritedly,

The day that Jackie Coopmother saw some little

er's

boys rehearsing spelled opportunity for Jackie. She
thought he could act well

enough

to get by
she right?

—Was

blonde. He asked her to dance;
she accepted. And he didn't know
imtil later that she was Lily Damita!
A studio executive saw
him, liked his easy grace and the
character in his yoinig face. But
what if Le^v Ayres had chosen to
drown his sorrow that day at a
soda-foinitain instead?
Suppose Richard Dix had read
another of the stack of novels on
his table instead of "Cimarron"
that evening when, discouraged at
the slumps into which his lagging
career had drifted, he reached

Silver Screen
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F cw

Players

Laugk

at Luck.

There Have
Been TooMany

Careers That

Started Just

By Chance

Here

is

without

a

contract

a cowboy
—playing"The
Painted

heavy

in

Desert" with

J.

Farrell

MacDonald and Helen
Twelvetrees. The right
man saw him Was it

—

luck?

George Bancroft was
leaving Hollywood, a
failure,

of

when

James

the eye

Cruze

fell

Fate cancelled the reservation

upon him.

idly for a

book

to divert his

mind?

Instandy enthused

over Yancey Cravat, he telephoned William Le Baron,
a Radio executive, at midnight, and sent the book over
Result: the re-establishment of Dix as a boxto him.
office sensation.

He

admits that his theatrical career was started by

situation.
He was in love
with his dentist's daughter. The young lady, fired with
ambition, joined an amateur club.
"To keep in her good graces, I trailed along," he
"I began to study what I thought was a sissy prosays.
fession just so that I could talk intelligently about her
prime passion, and finally landed a small part."
The girl faded into the past, but he had found his
life's work.
Claudette Colbert, June Collyer and sevcial other
girls owe their discovery to visits with friends to studios,
when they had no thought of applying for work them-

luck— really, by a ridiculous

for
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And curiosity brought Anna May
into the movies. She was an interested
spectator on a location set where her cousin
was working when Mickey Neilan spied her,
studied her and suggested a test.
Feeling as bleak and unnecessary as a wallflower at a party, Helen Twelvetrees finished
her first year in pictures in debt, unhappy

selves.

Clark Gable

Wong

because of marital difficulties, and considered
herself "through" when her Fox option wasn't
taken up.
For want of something better to do, she
went with a chum to keep an appointment at
Pathe, "just for the ride." The casting director strolled through the outer office where she
was waiting, captivated by the appeal of the
frail, wistful girl with the hint of disillusion
in her eyes; her face

empty

of

had

that "tired of wishes,

dreams" look, defiance had been

He visualized her as a
drained out of it.
heroine whom he had experienced difficulty

I don't know what became of the
in casting.
friend, but we all know what happened to Helen.
Accident is responsible for the selection of Marjorie

"The Second Shot," her first
important role in the speaking films. A contract
had brought her only insignificant things to do, though
she had attained a position meriting respect in the New
York theatre. She was arranging to return East, disgusted with the talkies, when a friend asked her to
luncheon at the Embassy Club. Ralph Murphy, an
RKO-Pathe director, saw her, met her, and questioned
her along lines that suddenly changed her mood into
There, presented widiout preliminaries,
buoyancy.
was the chance that even a contract had denied her.
Peterson for a lead in

really

Ona Munson

says,

laughingly, that her "accidental

career" started when Gus Edwards visited a dancing
school and picked her out of the class, encouraging her
Her big opportunities always have
to go on tlie stage.
dropped into her lap liuis [Conliniird on Ixigc (if)]
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OOD

the

public

is

ability.

for

interested in their personality as well as their
Actors are moody, too, and even more suscep-

tible to certain influences, but their moods are termed
"temperament." Unfortunately, that word has come to
mean "bad tempered." Too many players have used
it in the past as an excuse to indulge a very sour dis-

position.

Within the walls of the studios, however, these moods
are recognized and given consideration whenever possible by producers and directors.
If a player works
better under one condition than another it is good
business to give him his way. Oh, within reason, of
course.
If the best emoting of an actress is accomplished only after she has had a terrific argument with
her director, then that individual tries to be patient
about it. He knows she doesn't really mean it. If an
actor works best with a few crumbs of praise being
tossed his way occasionally, the director accommodates
there, also.

The working moods

of players are as varied as the
And, moreover, these same
working moods are a recognized factor in the making
of pictures at every Hollywood studio.
There's no better way to begin a story than looking
in on the Greta Garbo set.
Before a picture starts

performances they

Garbo slowly transforms

herself,

thought by thought, into the role she
is to portray

give.

Garbo demands twenty-four hours by herself. Then
she locks herself in her house.
She scarcely eats or
sleeps.
She spends those hours getting into the mood
of the character she is to portray. She is on the set at
nine, and she stops at five in the afternoon. Nothing
on this earth could keep Garbo at the studio any
longer.
She cannot do her best work with constant and repeated rehearsing. She walks through a scene once.
The first "take" by the camera is almost always her
best.
She is listless and disinterested when the scene is
shot time and again. Any stranger on the set distracts
her.
Usually her director, and her crew, have been
with her for years.
Something of a puzzling problem came up in the
filming of "Mata Hari." Ramon Novarro, her co-star,
does his best work after numerous rehearsals. He becomes better and better as he goes over a scene. However, a compromise was reached between the stars.
Garbo consented to reheai'sing a bit more than usual,
and Ramon agreed

who
THERE
copy working under

turn out their most colorterrific pressure, in the
midst of a bedlam of sounds, whether it be the
city room of a great newspaper, at the ringside, or high
up in the press-box at a big football game. Other
authors seek solitude, writing in the dead of night, with
no sound to disturb them. There are many ways to
"court the muse," as old time editors used to say.
Didn't the story get about that Amy Lowell penned her
best and most fragilely beautiful verse while she puffed
at a big, black cigar?
But the public pays little attention to the moods of
writers, or conditions under which they work best.
Writers are only interesting from the standpoint of
what they write.
Actors in Hollywood do not get off as easily. The
are writers

ful
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to do with much less.
Clara Bow is another girl who cannot rehearse. She
throws herself immediately into the role, but the spontaneity is gone when she must repeat her scenes several
times. Clara never does her best work in the morning.
As a matter of fact the lively Brooklyn red-head doesn't
begin to feel her best imtil late afternoon. Directors
have fovmd from experience that she works most suc-

cessfully late at night.

Neither Lew Ayres nor his directors make a secret
of the fact that he must have a certain amount of
encouragement to give his finest performances.
Russell Mack, who directed Lew in "The Spirit of
Notre Dame," says this youngster is without conceit.
He depends on the director to make up this deficit
through praise, understanding and confidence in him.
Lew is extremely sensitive, and he must feel that the
man behind the megaphone is his friend. Then he

Silver Screen
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ORKING

By

Marquis Busby

Some Stars Can
Start Emoting

When

the

Whistle

Blows, and Some

Cannot
less

Work Un-

Everything

Is

Just So

Director Fitzmaurice talks
quietly, visualizing the
scene, and Constance Ben-

Her eyes
dreamy and her 'very

nett listens.

get
soul

into the character.
Connie does her stuff

slips

Woman Commands."

After one of

diese tiffs Pola would go into her
scene with eyes flashing— and do
great work. Away from the studio
Pola and Stein are the best of friends
and have been for years. Neither
takes the disagreements seriously.

One very amusing incident occurred during the making of "The
Woman Commands." Pola and Stein
were deep in an argument, and some
rather fiery words were being exA sound technician on
changed.
All
the set took a recording of it.
to the two sparring partners the recording was taken to tlie
A special,
studio musical director.
and very stormy score was written for it. Then one
night when the day's rushes were being shown, that
Pola and Stein laughed
recording was turned on.

Charlie Farrell and Janet Gaynor are iUke
deeply affected by their environment

comes out of
acterization

is

and responds to whatever charrequired of him. He cannot stand harsh

his shell

criticism.

Few actresses in Hollywood live so completely in the
realm of "theatre" as Pola Negri. Pola is the actress
to her fingertips.
The glamorous European star even
convinces herself in her moods. She does magnificent
work after a quarrel, or any disagreement with her
director or cast.
There were plenty of arguments between Pola and Paul Stein, her director on "The
for
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unknown

harder than anybody.
Health means a great deal to the performances of
Ruth Chattcrton. She suffers from low blood pressure

and frequently has sleepless nights. Under those conditions her work suffers to some extent. While she was
at Paramount every effort was made to protect her from
sjnall worries and needless \C(>n i inicd on juio^c So|
I
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A

fraid of

Love
Marian Marsh Wants
Romance To Leave Her Alone
By

Carlisle Jon es
And
Of

she says

Although there

course there is always a
boy along it is her brother,

—

it
is

means it.
no known young
Marian Marsh is

as if she

man in the case,
giving a great deal of thought to the
matter of love and marriage.
Vice-President Curtis is one of the
prognosticators who put the Indian

Edward

MARSH doesn't
MARIAN
want
to "Surrender, Dear."
In Springtime, or other
times, this young lady's fancy turns
to thoughts of fame and success and a

sign of an early marriage on Marian.
But he was not the first.
When the young actress found that
she was to visit New York and Wash-

career.

ington as the guest of the Warner
Studios, she went to a fortune teller

Love, she thinks, would change

and she doesn't want

that

it

all

time.
She wanted to
the safety and success of
the trip; whether there would be any
accidents or failures on her part to
live up to expectations.
But the only "bad news," according to Marian, which the fortune
teller gave her was the unwelcome
information that she would be married within the year. There is the
possibility, of course, that the soothsayer may have thought that such a
prediction was just what an attractive young girl would like to hear,
for the

changed

Love, according to Marian, is so
important that when it does come to
her she intends to put it before all
else.
She will let it interfere with
everything,

keep

if

necessary, in order to

But she

intact.

it

fervently
last

is

hoping

the predictions of

tJiat all

summer which

point to her mar-

riage within the year, will fail to
materialize.
There is time for love
a little later.
Just now she is very

busy and very happy with her work.
"I think happiness is the most important thing in life," Marian confesses.
"And I think that real happiness means love and marriage. Every
girl dreams of romance and marriage
I am just like the others.
"If I thought that a career as a
motion picture actress meant that I

and so made it. But it was just what
Marian Marsh did not want to hear,
and she started off on the eastern trip
with her mother determined to pro\ e
that the fortune teller had been

and

could never have love or marriage
or a family,

I

would

give

it

up.

That

was why the idea that I would be
married within the year startled me
so.

"I don't want to fall in love.
I
don't want to be married until I am
oldex\

If that

asking

me

answer

is,

20

first

know about

just yet.

if I

is

what you mean by

am

afraid of love the

'Yes, I am.'

"

wrong.

There is a superstition in
Hollywood they laugh at
it on the sets but it is remembered in the drawing

—

rooms:

"A maid who wears

a

wedding gown
Soon ivill wed and
settle down."
Will Marian fall in love in
spite of her firm resolve?

In the rush of events Avhich folNew York, the girl forgot
the prediction of marriage in a round
of work and gayety. In due time the
party arrived in 'Washington and the
little actress was received by President Hoover and Vice-President Ciu-

lowed in

tis.

In the office of the latter is a valuable collection of Indian relics. The
Vice-President, himself a descendant
of a proud [Continued on page 69]
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Little Jackie

Cooper with Wallace Beery in a scene from the story of a broken down fighter

A amv

"The

1

5

Learned His Lesson
By

Wallace Bccry Fought

His

Way To

Cl arence

His

A.

Great Success

BEERY,
WALLACE
armed
in

fighter's

in

role

Champ," looked meditatively
scar

on

scene in

bare-

prize-

his

"The
at a

he awaited his
a big sound stage at the

his arm, as

To

fail

and

go on

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios.
"Got it in the circus," he explained, "when I was an elephant tamer. One of the
leopards used to come to the bars of its cage to be petted
—but one day it clawed, and took out a slice of my hide.

Whenever

I

look at

it

I

remember my lesson— never

"Scars are a good thing for a fellow, that way. They
keep him from making the same mistake twice."
Beery ought to know. He carries a lot of scars beside

one on

his

forearm— scars hidden, however, hidden

deep

in his soul.
There's the scar

he got when he decided to be a big
producer and take a movie company to Japan. The
war broke out, the movie troupe went broke— and that

for

and still
Beery

scar taught Beery to leave producing to producers, and sit tight and
be the best actor he knew how.
There's the scar he got when a
friend of his coaxed him into putting all his savings into a Holly-

wood building and loan company.
Later the friend embezzled the loan
company's funds, and went to prison. That scar taught
Wallace Beery that friendship and business mix about
as well as oil

and water.

There's the scar he got

when he and Raymond Hatton

scored a great success as a

trust a cat.

that

fail,

that's

February 1932

Locan

"We went

so big,"

comedy team.

he related, "that

it

appeared we

could take any kind of a story, fill it with gags, and
Biu after we'd tried two or three
clean up with it.
cheap (juickics we were Wops. Well— we learned a lot
about pictures from that. \ou have to give the public
the best you've got—and be darned thankful if the ])id)lic
decides that even that is good enough."
Beery's success today, when [C.oiiliiiufil on jxiii^r 7!)]
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The
It

To UGHEST
Requires

All of Tallulah

Bankhcad's Cdchraud Poise

to

Watch Unmoved While the
Golden Sands of Her Refutation Run Away

Elizabeth
Bankhead

is

In all dramatic history there has
never been anything that equals this

the

modern

star
one
with a personality,

Patti

The

greatest actress of the
English speaking world belittled by unknown belittlers.
The famous leader of a
dozen great theatrical successes de-

tragedy.

artistic capital of the

colorful, talked
about, like the

great

Wil son

Langtry,
and Farrar

meaned and made small by her own
cotmtrymen.
Greta Garbo, Emil Jannings, Pola
Negri, Maurice
Chevalier, Marlene Dietrich,
and many others,

won

have crossed the

her spurs in
England but we seem
to want to give her the

SHE

to come to
and we have
received each
with open arms.

sea

us

boot.

Tallulah Bankhead

is

up

Artists all — to

toughest break
in pictures. London put the
stamp of approval upon her
and we cancelled the stamp.
We've put her "on the spot."

added cubits in
stattue. "We have
given them the

And

isn't it ridiculous?

best

girl

who was

against

the

each

This

w e have

in

every-

glorious

thing—the best

toast of Mayfair, whose name
blazed large along the Strand

scenarios, the

the

best directors,
the best studios,
the best lighting, the best
coutotuiers, the

glittering electric bulbs.

in

This girl whose bons mots
were repeated from the sunny shores of the Riviera to
the fog-ridden moors of Derbeyshire (and you must come

up

for

the

grotise-driving

next year). This girl who
made Tallulah a House-ofLords' word.
Is

it

best advice.

The London drawing room of Miss Bankhead
had walls parchment toned to palest peach pink.
An ancient Chinese figure stood solemnly upon
an old French lacquer writing desk

22

find

possible that a mis-

guided casting director and a dazed scenario writer
can drag the glorious Bankhead through the dust of
Astoria? It's an old sport of the Caesars, this dragging
the captives from Britain through the dust of Rome—
but Roman dust was never as dusty as Astoria dust.

the ghastly position of being
Now is that nice?

With

herself

in

red-headed step-child.

step-motherly devotion we have pitched
worn out old melodramas at her that we
packing trunk up in the attic, and simply

real

a couple of

found

But

our own Tallulah comes back
to a country that
shoidd be proud
of her only to

in a

Silver Screen

Tallulah Falls, in Georgia, gave our Tallulah her name. About these falls the rain-

bows always shimmer and about their
namesake are bright bows of promise
mothballs and Confederate currency.
wanted them so we'd just give them to
Tallulah. And poor Tallulah whose forte is throwing
acidulous epigrams across smart drawing rooms, and
simply radiating vivacity and vitality, was forced to
drag a torn soul through endless reels and reels of

reeking

with

Nobody

else

impossible banality— Tallulah who has never in her life
done anything in slow tempo, except read Proust. Not
even a Duse could bring a spark of intelligence to
"Tarnished Lady" and "My Sin." Not even a Bernhardt could biing life to those hackneyed melos.
"Imagine anyone taking a film like 'My Sin' as a ve-

an artiste of the' Bankhead calibre," screamed
London Picturegoer Weekly. "Far better would it

hicle for

the

if Tallulah had stayed in London."
these sentiments are echoed all over London
from the Master of St. James to the lowly Luigi, barber
to the celebrities of Piccadilly.
Make no mistake, Tallulah Bankhead's success in
London was a tremendous artistic con(|ucst. And there

have been

And

for eight years she lived the \Conlinucd on j>age

for
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7!?]

Tallulah as "The Lady of the Camelias" at the
Garrick in London. One of her great successes
23

Do

± ou

W}icn

Clark

"On

Road" a

the

tress in the

covered the

Gahlc
Little

was
Ac-

Company Dis-

Charm

that has

now Captured Hollywood

CLARK
day!

years?
shall

GABLE-the

sensation of the
all these

Where has he been
Listen closely,

girls,

and you

hear what he was doing before he was

a big success, for I knew him when!
When
what?— you are wondering. Why, when he
was the same nice kid, but the world didn't

know

it.
Producers didn't know he was a
sensational box office drawing card; directors didn't know he was a swell actor, and
women didn't know he was God's gift!
Let's see— it was four years ago, in Holly-

wood, our

(now memorable) meeting
room next door to the
Music Box Theatre where I was called to
rehearse. Our hero sauntered in while I was
sipping a cup of tea, and strictly against my
better judgment exploring a mysterious
French pastry.
My impression was of a tall, broad-shoiddered and attractive person, undoubtedly an
actor, hatless, showing light brown hair, and
in light tweed golf knickers (the uniform of
Hollywood). But the most noticeable thing
was his utter nonchalance and complete indifference and at the same time, dominating personality—an unusual combination. He swimg
himself onto a stool next to me, and ordered
cornflakes and milk. I gulped. The tea hoiu"
and cornflakes! What manner of man was
first

took place in a tea

when Clark
Gable was nobody, he
was kind and human,
and now his good deeds
come back to show to
In the days

his millions of fans the

kind of

24

man

he

is

Dorothy Jordan and Clark
Gable. How
strange that so
threatening a
face could be
so gentle

Silver Screen

1

R emem ber?
this?

I

wondered

as

I

1

By

Dorothy
Henry

burrowed

deeper into my pastry. Later
veloped he was the answer to a

it

de-

dieti-

cian's prayer, a follower in all the

simple foods— fruits— vegetables— cereals and milk. Rarely ate anything
rich,

and

-while the rest of us

would

be complaining "Something I ate"
he went right along supporting the
piue food act.
Well, I'm getting ahead of myself.
Back to the tea shop, I was being so
intrigued that I ordered a second
pastry, thereby endangering my entire career, only to have him finish
quickly, get up, appraise and dismiss me and my pug nose with an
aloof indifference, and saunter out.

Back at the theatre again— there
he was— evidently also called for a
part in the show. Oooh! I thrilled.
Maybe I'd have a love scene with
him— or— or something. But Fate
deemed otherwise. His large part,
and my one line (my first), didn't
even meet.

Anyway, in my childish way, I
worshipped him from afar. One
day he offered to take me home. He
drove a long low topless sport car
of questionable foreign make and
viiuage.
I hopped in and started
It was necessary to yell
prattling.
to be heard. I believe mufflers were
an imknown quantity in its heydey.
But being a wide-eyed moron, I

"Do you

live with your
waited breathlessly.
This would decide the marriage

asked him,
family?"

And

question.

"Yep," he answered, making a
quick curve to the right and sending me to the far corner of the seat
(the

wrong

corner, of course).

"Any brothers

or sisters,"

I prattled on.

"Nope. Just a wife and a dog." Another quick turn
and this time to avoid an oncoming car. Finis to
Romance.
Anyway, life must go on— the rehearsals continued—
the play opened and Clark Gable and Nancy Carroll
were acclaimed by the critics. And I continued saying
my one line—until— and here I capitulated entirely.
As understudy I was suddenly rushed into a partdue to the illness of an actress— after the performance
had started. There hadn't even been an understudy
rehearsal. I was rushed onto the stage. Petrified. New
I stumbled out a
set, new actors, every face was a mist.
few lines. Suddenly, a quiet voice at my side said.
"Hello, kid. You're Oke— up and at 'em." This complete nonchalance and "It's a cinch" attitude were a
godsend. Later on he spent hours coaching me in the
part.

He
for

was a strange combination
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At one time, sarand gruff. At
another time, kind

Mrs. Gable may well be proud
and happy. She was formerly
Mrs. M. Franklin Langham of

and

New York

castic

really.

thoughtful.

Again insulting, but

An
always boyish.
overgrown kid really
—laughing

his

City. They were
married and a year later re-

married.

He

is

30, she 41

way

through things— liked both by men and women— hating
anything pertaining to the highbrow— at the same lime
posing a great deal himself. Again, an attitude of complete indifference to the world or the people in it. Then
suddenly he would become vital and vehement if something touched home. Always he lapsed into that mockAs though he
ing indifference toward everything.
thought for a miniUe. "Here's somctliing worth defending," and then suddenly dec ided it wasn'l.
A demonstration of bolli giuflness and kindness occurred later when the company was en route to San
Francisco on the Daylight Limited. \Con'\. on [xige 75]
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yhc Career

of

March

Fredric
By

Greatness

S.

R.

Mook

Comes Next

at Great Neck with
March and the steeds. Fred has a home in
Long Island and a future in Hollywood

Happy days

IHE
as

T]

March
way
and then

thing that gripes me," said Fredric

he swung viciously

actors

come

at a tennis ball, "is the

to the screen

from the stage

speak so patronizingly of pictures."
We had been enjoying a few sets of tennis on the
court in back of Fred's house. It was his wife's Christmas present to him a couple of years ago— the court, not
the house. (His wife, as you know, is Florence Eldridge,

the stage I was never any great shakes. I hope I would
have been eventually, but the fact remains that at the
time I was signed for films I had only played leads in
touring companies for the Theatre Guild, in stock com-

New York stage.) To one side of the
court is a so-called "garden"— a strip of greensward with
a flower bed at either end and beach unbrellas in the
middle under which one may watch players or rest be-

panies and in West Coast productions. I'd never had
a lead in a New York show."
My heart has never been strong. Admissions such as
these were too much. I toppled weakly and it took the
best part of a bottle to revive me. A bottle of smelling
But, after all, I can't be blamed too much.
salts, I mean.
Whoever heard of an actor from the stage admitting
that he had been anything less than a major star in

tween sets.
Fred had on a pair of soiled white flannel

Gotham!
But Freddie's

famous on the

socks

and a pair

of sneakers.

slacks,

wool

the waist up there
an old California custom,

From

was nothing but Freddie. It's
conducive to sunburn and tan.
He banged a ball against the side of a wall, where he
was practicing strokes and threw down his racket.
"What about the actors?" I reminded him.
"In many cases," he continued, "they score greater
success in pictures than they could ever hope to attain
on the stage. Yet these same actors who speak so condescendingly of pictures are simply living for the day
the studio says, 'Well, we're going to have you with us
for another six months.'

"Why shouldn't they?
a profession as the stage.
26

Pictures are just as dignified
at mc, for instance. On

Look

like that. He says what he thinks. But
in a quiet way without any fanfare of trumpets
He offers his opinions
to herald his announcements.

he

says

merely

it

as

opinions— something with which other people
as an ultimatum to be handed

may take issue— and not
down to posterity.

"Have another look at me," he invited.
The tennis
I strained my eyes and crinkled my nose.
coint was far behind and we were, by this time, in
Freddie's dressing room where he was donning his makeup for the role of Hvdc in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde."
heavily padded in order to accentuate the difference
appearance between the two characters and to emphasize the fact that after the transformation he in[Coutinued on page 66]
creased in stature.
It is

in

—

ONNIE (Oh
quises
jdst

a

was

cast.

call

mar-

names)

new

her

Past."

is

picture,

Ben Lyon has
late

Lady

and Marquise with
that's

}{cw Voscs

we
pe+

part for which the

Williams
Past

yes,

their

compieting

Lady With
the

by

a

Robert
with

a

Future

Connie

of the

Picture

^covh

LAWRENCE
I

TIBBETT

HE way the "Cuban Love Song" should be sung according to Lawrence Tibbett,
whose occasional pictures are looked forward to by an ever increasing num-

ber of theatre-goers. Since the movie fans have heard Tibbett, Signor GattiCasazza of the Metropolitan Opera House probably finds business is picking up

GARY COOPER

GARY

is

off

again to lands beyond the seas where there are neither ranchos nor
"His Wonnan" was completed in tinne for Gary to sail for Europe,

bungalows.

—

thereby starting the great Gary-Lupe guessing contest Will he meet her in Europe?
The correct answer will entitle the gossip to a poke on the jaw if Gary has his way

JIMMY DUNN
and

SALLY EILERS
"/^VER

THE HILL"

as a silent, to

the surprise of the producers,

turned out to be the most successful film

ever made. As a talkie
little

Mae Marsh

world one

girl

it

serves to bring

back and show the

who was greater than the

glamour of the movies, who has
fine

womanly

life,

lived a

and who now returns

for another helping of

fame

NANCY
CARROLL

THE MAN

I

KILLED"

is

laid

midst

bucolic scenes and the stalwart yoke

of oxen simply bring

Nancy's picture.
Editorial

saw

atmosphere into

When Nancy

(in

the

Sanctum of SILVER SCREEN)

this picture, she

explained about the

The one on the right is a great
Dane, and the one on the left is also a
great Dane, but the depression got him

dogs:

t

I

I

PECCY SHANNON
In "TOUCHDOWN"

with Richard Arlen.

Peggy clinched her position at
now and a pleasant
pathway lies before her pretty feet. She rates the All-American team
for football ingenues.
Wait for "Second Chances"
Paramount.

She

is

a

dependable

little

nnovie actress

When

a Star

N.0

More

Contract

Than

Lark

On

Has
a

The Wing,
She Makes
"Quickies"

successful Fox pictures.
"Yes," Maureen O'SuUivan
says openly, "I was fired by Fox.
The last few parts I was given
there were pretty insignificant.
I did a quickie and right afterwards got a lead with a big company."
(She is the heroine of

most

M-G-M's "Tarzan.")

"Perhaps

wasn't doing as well as I could
at Fox.
But I'm not ashamed
of having to play in an independent production. When you
I

why not admit
climbing again?
You never get anywhere by sulkily withholding the truth from
yourself, kidding yourself that you are still
on your pedestal."
This new attitude of
get fired

it

and

start

frankness

Older

is

stars

Murray

spreading.

Mae

like

would

never
reconcile themselves to
their

fall

from

glory.

In her own mind Mae
is today as big a magnet as she was a decade
ago when she was in
her prime.

Sally Eilers

Sally O'Neil and
Wilson have effected come-backs via

Lois in "Seed."

films will

term
with A-i
long

were

And

by

the powers-that-be and
given another chance.
Sally,
set at

ex-M-G-M

is

least

now

ex-Paramount, is doing
nicely at Universal.

for

February 1932

be given quick

it

fol-

was heavy drama.

Even outstandingly

Fox, while Lois,

Sally made a personal
hit in "The Brat" and

be

ever a studio called her and said, "We have a periect
Lois Wilson part" she replied, "Oh, to heck with a Lois
Wilson role!" She was sick and tired of being typed
as a goodie.
"Seed" was not a great departure, but at

finally they

remembered

to

low-ups.
Lois was partly to blame for
her long absence. She is very
particular about her loles. She
wants to Go Chatterton. When-

-

studios. Then bad luck
overtook them and they
hung on by accepting
loles in the rush pictures.

is

that their strong initial
reappearances
first-class
in

Both

the quickie route.

had held
contracts

It

hoped

Lois

Bessie

Love

successful actresses are not above
doing a quickie now. Helen Chandler found a week
or so between major engagements and lUilized the
spare time to do the leacl in "Salvation Nell."
She
knows that these obscure films are not to be despised.
Have you wondered where [Conlinucd on jxigc 72]
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New

Faces

for the

Ruth Hall
Hall Aloard
for

Stardom

a lucky day for Ruth Hall when Henry King decided
ITtoWAS
make "Hell Harbor" in Tampa, Florida. A California

—

company going on location in Florida! why that was as
unheard of as the mountain coming to Mahomet! Anyway
Ruth was living down there at the time and when the movie
people came to town she asked for a part in the picture and got
it.
Gee, was she thrilled! Those were grand, glorious days but
they had to come to an end, and when Lupe Velez and Henry
King and all the picture folks packed their luggage and moved on
Ruth simply couldn't bear it. She knew she'd go to Hollywood.
Ruth's real name is Ruth Hall Ibanez. Blasco Ibanez (the
author, you dopes) is her great uncle. She was born in Jacksonville, Florida, in 191 2.
She is five feet three inches in height and
weighs 108 pounds. And the loveliest brown hair and eyes.
Ruth gets a big kick out of watching football games and her
favorite author is H. G. Wells. She hkes to eat but is very particular what she eats and when she eats
and there've been no
complaints about the Jigger. She drives a Ford car and wears
Paris models. She thinks Ruth Chatterton is the best actress on
the screen and William Powell the best actor.
She's under contract to Warner Brothers-First National and
picture

—

will be seen in featured parts in "Her Majesty Love," "Union
Depot," and "Manhattan Parade."

M

elvvn
7

Dougl
gias

Gloria's J^cw

Screen Lover
DOUGLAS
MELVYN
down south

was born in Macon, Georgia, way
in the land of cotton where the weevils are
bold and the colonels belligerent.
At an early age Melvyn demonstrated his flair for the stage

and became well known as an amateur player. While he was at
the University of Nebraska he organized and headed a troupe of
college students who, during vacation time, gave amateur presentations around and about the Middle West.
As soon as he
had his sheepskin tucked securely under his arm he joined a
stock company and started his professional career.
In 1928 he was brought to New York to appear in "A Free
Soul" the same play which in cinema form was to make the
name of Clark Gable a household word. Melvyn won instant
acclaim in this production. The late David Belasco selected him
to play the male lead in "Tonight or Never"
which was to be
the last production of the famous impresario.
Melvyn liked
this role better than any he had ever had before
and especially
did he like his leading lady. Miss Helen Gahagan. Their love
scenes became more and more realistic and
er
passionate.

—

—

They

married.

—
— —

Samuel Goldwyn purchased the screen rights of "Tonight or
Never" for Gloria Swanson, and Melvyn was signed by the producer.
He is an accomplished pianist.
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Silver

Screen

—

Electric Lights
Arlene Judge
Mrs. Wesley Rugglcs
to

Beverly Hills

ARLENE JUDGE

was born in Bridgeport, Connecticut, just
about the time that Kaiser Bill was sending Czar Nick
insulting letters about a little assassination down in Serajevo
(all right then, who do you think started the war?)
She graduated from the Ursuline Academy prep school, and
for a year attended New Rochelle College. It was there that she
made an important discovery. She had rhythm! Not just a
little rhythm, but a whole mess of rhythm, and she couldn't
make her feet behave. She danced her way directly from the
campus to Broadway. One night a couple of RKO-Radio
Pictures' officials were out seeing the sights, and they got an
They immediately
eyeful of Arlene doing her dance routine.
signed her on a long term contract and sent her to Hollywood
to play in bit parts and at the same time study for important
roles.
For six months she studied talkie technique conscienchuckled and threw her a juicy plum
tiously, and then
the role of Florence Carries in "Are These Our Children?"
Wesley Ruggles, the four-ace director of Radio Pictures, won
the undying love of his alma mater with his sensationally successAs a follow up he was given "Are These Our
ful "Cimarron."
Children?" and he took one look at the pulchritudinous Arlene
and said, "Is this my wife?" And so they were married.
And that makes Charley Ruggles a brother-in-law.
.

RKO

His Fan Following
'Ns'W Recruiting. Join?
Ralph
WHEN
Montgomery and

little boy his mother took him to see
Stone in "The Wizard of Oz" (remember the scarecrow and the tin-man and the Kansas cyclone?
Or are you a post-war baby?) and Ralph was so impressed that
he immediately decided to be an actor. But mother had something to say about it so he just kept on going to school. That
was in Chicago. In fact Mr. Caponc's city is Ralph's birthplace and the date June 17, 1904. And he likes ties, blue ties.
While he was in high school he ran away from home and
joined a Shakespearean repertory company which was touring
the Middle West. After that more stock companies and cities
and more jobs everything from leading man to stage carpenter.
In 1930 he came to New York determined to crash Broadway. His most important role was in "Roadside" and while lie
was playing this he was given a Hollywood contract, which
didn't work out so well, so he became a free lance player. You
saw him in "The Secret Six," "The Magnificent Lie," "West of
Broadway," and "Surrender." This fourth picture he made for
Fox and the Fox executives were so pleased that they coaxed
him into a long term contract.
Ralph's pet hobby is collecting old music boxes and he has
fourteen of ancient vintage which he has picked up in various

was a

—

—

parts of the United States.

for
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Are These

Our
Eric Linden?
Photograj^hs of
Boy

Who

Mans

a

Has

Size

tht

Won

4

Success

By

Edward

niche for himself in the Hollywood
He has lifted himself
hall of fame.
up from a mediocre childhood, in
merely
surroundings,
mediocre
through looking at something more
He was
than a mediocre future.
raised in New York City's notorious

the most
ERIC LINDEN
young man
Holly-

sen-

is

in

sible

wood.

Those who don't know him very
well have talked and written of his
brown, curly hair— his dreaming
eyes— his wistful sweetness— and his

Kitchen—but he looked beyond Tenth Avenue.
If he hadn't had ambition, vision,
intellect, and a real philosophy, he
Hell's

idealism.
They got most of that
from "Are These Our Children?",
the Radio production in which he is

wouldn't be here today.
And if he wasn't sensible, he
wouldn't be going ahead in this new
world in which he finds himself.
Paramount, having seen his work in
what we, for shortness, call "Children," wouldn't be wanting him for
"The False Madonna." He wouldn't
be trying his wings with Richard
Dix in "The Lost Squadron." Fox
woiddn't be trying to get him for a
forthcoming John Blystone producAnd Radio wouldn't have
tion.

starring.

Eric

is

a

pretty good friend of
I told him that the

When

mine.

of
Screen were
Silver
thrilled with his first performance
for talking pictures and wanted to

readers

know something about him, he

re-

plied:

"Don't

and

my

tell

eyes.

them about my hair
Tell them I'm

human

—that I'm trying hard— and that

hope

I

Eric, at twenty-two, has carved a

40

him

make

a success of myself in
talking pictures."
That's his message to you, and
you've gotten it straight from the
shoulder.
But there's a great deal
more to Eric than he cares to admit,
in his short sentence above.
There
ambition— intellect— philosophy—
is
and the power of observation which
can come only from a clear and orderly sort of mind.
I

Churchill

tied

up on

a five-year contract.

think Eric is sensible because he
has seen some of those on the top
rimgs topple into obscurity because
of their own weaknesses, and has decided not to be weak. I think he is
sensible because he has seen "Hollywood heroes," temporarily basking in the light of box office and
approval,
spend
office
cashier's
money like water, getting nothing
but water in [Continued on page 74]
1

mother loaned us this
snapshot of the youthful
Eric-the-Sudden
Eric's

Silver Screen

A
Kay

ristocrat
of the

Francis

Lives

in

s

a

Thoroughlred

World

c r e e

n

y

Dana Rush

WHAT

picture does the
word "aristocrat" draw
to your mind? I see a
grand dame seated on a throne-

holding an ebony staff
and surveying her butterfly-world
through a lorgnette. However, I
believe that is a hang-over from a
Robert W. Chambers' or a Rupert

like chair,

Hughes' novel.

My

editor sees a

tall,

willowy

young girl. The pose of her head,
the rounded fleshless curves of her
figure, the arch of

her instep

re-

minding him of a Kentucky thoroughbred from Mrs. Whitney's
racing stables, and who at the
same time looks like a direct descendant of an old Spanish grandee.
However, I believe that is
a hang-over from his recent reviewing of the motion picture,
If

made English

About Town."

"Girls

you were asked who the

tocrat

of

the

screen

was,

who

would you name?
I see a whole parade of stars.
Gloria Swanson, Ruth Chatterton,
Dolores Del Rio, Greta Garbo,
all having claim to aristocracy in
my mind, but not for the same
qualities.

The editor sees Kay Francis.
What does the word "aristocrat"

They knew how

Street.

to

grandee.

She holds her head a little
higher because of her
friends, the Blue Ribbon

Winners

mean?

old friend Daniel says,
"Aristocrat— one having the sympathies, habits and temper of mind of the ruling class."
Since I bow to my editor as an authority and you
must recognize Webster, let's see how Kay Francis

measures up to that description.
Kay Francis was born Katherine Gibbs in Oklahoma City. Her mother a former stock actress; her
father a hotel manager. No aristocracy of birth there.
But looking further back we find that her mother was
of Spanish ancestry.
And, perhaps, here we find tlie
key to Kay's innate aristocracy.
For aristocracy of bearing, the old Spanish grandee

February 1932

Italian

carry off things with arrogance; with the pomp and
splendor of a—well, a Spanish

Our

for

lords,

and Russian barons
look like pikers from Main
princes,

aris-

^^^^^^^^^^^^J
^^^^^^^^^^^^

For a sidelight on Kay's
way of doing things, we
ha\e the incident of how she
entered the film colony the
regal

first

time.

Signed to a contract at a
salary considered moderate in
she decided that her debut

motion picture circles,
would be as princess-like

as a

modern American

girl

could make it. Lilly, the colored maid, who had attended her since childhood— would not do for Hollywood. A smarter maid, a secretary, triuiks of smart
clothes entrained with Miss Francis. And though she
discarded some of these trappings after she had settled down— she did make good on that first impression
which we all know is the one that counts.
Score one for my editor's candidate for the title of
"The Aristocrat of the Screen." [Contiinird on fxio^c 77]
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'

Cliques

That Divide Screen
S OCIETY
keep up on happenings in the
colony.
I

remember,

when

six years ago,

toAvn

the

turned out

welcome Gloria Swanson
home upon her return from
to

France with her Marquis, that
Constance Bennett was on
hand with Alan Dwan and
helped swell the chorus of
"Welcome home" voices. She
yelled as loudly as anyone
there, and seemed an ardent

But that
fan.
Hollywood
ago.

was

Swanson

has
changed. Gloria has changed.
And Connie has changed.
years

And now

the coat of arms

is

on Connie's bedstead.

A

real

Hollywood

honest-to-goodness
hostess
doesn't

her intimates. A visiting Prince rates Pickfair. Our Mary is still
the Queen. Mary's guests are the Duke of

Mary Pickford and

Alba and party

may be the
HOLLYWOOD
may
the world.
in

It

most glamorous

city

also be the wickedest.

I

have no intention of going into all that. But
1 do insist that in the matter of social customs, it has a
lot in common with every other town in this broad
land of ours.
Back in Manhattan or Four Corners, or wherever
your bills are mailed you on the first, you wouldn't
expect the minister's wife to invite Joe the Barber to
Neither would we.
tea, would you?
Social cliques are sharply defined in Hollywood.
Right at this moment, if I were making out a guest
list for an informal dinner at the Embassy Club, or at
the Brown Derby I wouldn't dream of asking Constance Bennett and Gloria Swanson for the same
Neither would I think of asking Natalie
evening.
Talmadge Keaton and Joan Marsh to the same affair.
Or Dorothy Lee and Jimmie Fidler. It might be
perfectly all right with the guests, but it is just one of

Hollywood hostess avoids. Five or
from now, it might be the proper thing to do
any or all of these people for the same eveAnything might happen in the interim.
ning.
It
frequently does in Hollywood. That is why one must
those things that a

six years
to invite

42

—

Dick Arlen's Gang Jobyna, Walter Huston, Frances Dee and Phillips Holmes

have a bed of roses to lie in. So much is happening
continually here. She simply must keep her eyes and
ears open or she is sure to get in Dutch.
After one has lived in the old town for a few years,
the problem becomes fairly simple. One must remember who belongs to whom, and respect the boundary
That's all
lines that divide one clique from another.
there

is

to

it.

There are some

folks

you can always

feel

safe

in

Silver Screen

have Constel-

Stars
lations

—

has

Society

^Four Hundreds

Hollywood

and

has

Climes
By

M
inviting

and

ar J
feel

time to accept.

Sharon

honored

if

they can find

The whole town

keeps "Wel-

come" on the door-mat for folks like Marion
Davies, Marie Dressier, Hedda Hopper and
Jimmie Durante. Likewise, when any of them throws
a party on her own, the whole town turns out en masse.
If you are ever lucky enough to get invited to Pickfair don't even hesitate about accepting.
Even in these
democratic days, Pickfair invitations don't grow on
every bush. And you are sure to meet some visiting
princes or scions of royalty.
Maybe two or three.
There will be a grand dinner. You will probably be
served Spanish foods.
And if Charlie Chaplin is
present, (he always is when he is in town)
he will give his bull-fight pantomime.

You won't have any difficulty knowing
when Charlie is impersonating the toreador and when he is the bull. It's worth
the price of admission alone.

After din-

—

The Polo Set James Gleason, Claude Graham-White,
Harry Carey, Will Rogers, and Guinn Williams
Charlie. You'll have a grand evening and you'll be in
the company of Hollywood's real four hundred. Only
those who have Really Arrived get themselves invited
to Pickfair. So unless you have really Done Something,
you probably won't get to see the inside of this clique.
Perhaps, you would enjoy a quiet evening with

Richard and Jessica Barthelmess.

You

will probably

Ronald Coleman there. Or the Clive Brooks. Or
William and Carole Lombard-Powell. Maybe all of
them. This select little bunch of friends
find each other's society stimulating and
all that they need in the way of social
diversion.
They are slightly highbrow
and sophisticated. They go to the theatre,
dine and dance together. Whenever their

find

music from an orchestra,
if it's a very grand occasion.
And you'll
see one of the latest talkies in the Pickfair
projection room. If Doug is in an especially jovial mood, he will probably drag
out an old-time picture of Mary, or of

ner, there will be

working schedules permit, they play toaboard the Barthelmess yacht.
Each and every one of them is a tennis

gether

enthusiast.

good times

They usually
home with a

at

preface
stiff

—

—

—
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or-

[Continued on page 78]

two.

Marion Davies and her "Welcome Home Party" guests Left to Right (seated)
Mona Maris,
Mrs. Robert Z. Leonard, Mrs. Jack Conway, Mrs. King Vidor, Mrs. Samuel Goldwyn, Marion
Davies, Louella Parsons, Mrs. George Fitzmaurice, Mrs. Herman Mankiewicz, Mrs. Adolphe Menjou, Aileen Pringle, and Hedda Hopper,
Standing, left to right
Clarence Brown, Robert Z.
Leonard, Jack Conway, Irving Thalberg, Adolphe Menjou, King Vidor, Sam Goldwyn, George
Fitzmaurice, Herman Mankiewicz, Dr. Harry Martin, John Gilbert, and Lloyd Pantages

for

their

game

43

liver

creen's
FRIENDS AND
LOVERS

Lily Damita gets an opportunity to be
gorgeous. And when it comes to gorgeousness, there is no one better than
Rating: Fair
Adolphe Menjou to supply that arrogant,
Radio
luxurious atmosphere.
The picture is
really the story of the effect Lily has upon men.
The dialogue
is charming, the acting distinguished.
The finest bit is between
Menjou and Eric Von Stroheim when the actors seem to move
nearer, and you become a part of the scene.

THE CHAMP

Wallace Beery

and

his

as the old prize fighter

boy Jackie

Cooper.

Jackie

plays like a veteran and Beery gives a
great performance.
When the Champ
M-G-M
was Champion of the World he loved
and married Irene Rich \v-ho gives a refining note to the whole
picture.
The Champ learns to gamble and drink and little
Jackie has to look after him. The old Champ will not disappoint
the little fellow and when he crumples up the boy will not be
consoled.
There is one memorable poignant moment.

Rating: Splendid

OVER THE HILL

The

children

grow up and

Ma (Mae

alone.
The poorhouse
Rating: Wonderful at last takes her in and then Johnny
(James Dunn) returns and there has
Fox
never been in any theatre a warmer
welcome. Sally Eilers is glad to see him, too.
It is a joy to
watch him teach some ideas of decency to the miser, played well
by Olin Rowland. He finds his dear mother, and kicks over the
s:rub pail but that isn't what makes your handkerchief so damp.

Marsh)

is

left

ARE THESE OUR A good boy played well by Eric Linden
gels in with a dance hall crowd and the
CHILDREN?
Rating: Very
Good
'
P

"1?^^
^'^^ J^^S^, >^
^"""^'"f
very
seductive and Eric neglects mother
.

and the nightly glass of milk. He joins
a racket and carries a pistol which he finally uses. The trial
is a remarkable opportunity for Eric Linden and he is great.
A
death house remorse scene sets you straight if you were beginning
to wish for a little Arlene Judge in your life.
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STRICTLY

Paul Lukas is a perfect opera singer and
slight accent helps to make him very
^o'^^"'"'^"''?Pieston Sturges wrote the
•
Ratin
Deli
ig
htful
c
u
i^S"
^
play and the picture follows his original
Universal
excellent script.
The girl, Sidney Fox,
is charming and looks quite pretty enough to awaken something
in the singer which many adventures had never aroused. Le\\ is
Stone and George Meeker are fine and the whole show is delightful.
When Lukas sings in the moonlight, romance awakens.

DIS-

HONORABLE

Silver Screen

Reviewing
Stand
CORSAIR
Rating: So-So
United Artists

Chester Morris is a college football hero
and Alison Loyd (Thelma Todd to you)
is the impulsive daughter of many ducats.
Chester disgusted with the lack of honor

among Wall

St.'s

magnates turns

hi-

jacker and robs the rum ship.
Well, Big John, who is Fred
Kohler, laughs wickedly and takes steps about that. It is all at
sea so it makes beautiful scenes.
Chester Morris is a forceful
hi-jacker and Thelma Alison Todd Loyd is an aggravating siren.

The Joan Crawford
1

OablibbliL)

of the

Rating: Good

M-G-M
than marriage,

another
Clark
is very
Joan and Clark

picture

companionate

is

pictures.
as usual he

Gable is the man and
male and convincing.
make an arrangement which

is

better

seems, until they fall in love. Historians will
recall that the basic incident of this plot actually happened to
Grover Cleveland during his presidential campaign. It may not
make Gable president but it will elect both Joan and Gable
unanimously to a high in the screen world.
it

TOUCHDOWN

Richard Arlen is the hero and plays a
very dramatic football game and has an-

other struggle as well.
He has taught
himself that you must win.
Then he
Paramount
sees that there are circumstances under
which it is a finer thing to take the loser's way. Jack Oakie is his
old self again and not trying so much for comedy as for a real
characterization and he is successful. Regis Toomey,
Farrell

Rating: Fine

MacDonald and Peggy Shannon

for

February 1932

J.

all

win but the team

loses.

AMBASSADOR

BILL

The

old rope throwing Will Rogers

Ambassador to a mythical kingdom. The king is ten years of age,
Rating: Good
and the queen mother is veiy
Fox
beautiful. Ambassador Bill teaches
baseball to the youngster and fair play and bravery. That makes
the lovely queen, Marguerite Churchill, trust the uncouth ambassador and so the villain, Seyffertits, is "hornswoggled." Will
Rogers makes ceremony seem something to laugh at, and you do.
is

AROUND THE WORLD

IN

EIGHTY MINUTES WITH
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

There
been a

lias

no\ cr

before

with a
had a world

traveller

camera who
wide reputation that would
Rating: Excellent
open for him every door.
United Artists
Eveiy country welcomed
him and even kings were proud to have Douglas Fairbanks as a
guest. Add to this the charm of Doug's own personality and his
great showmanship and the result is pictures of Japan and China.
India and Siam that have never been equalled. A fine picture.
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Silver Screen's Reviewing; Stand

FRANKENSTEIN
Rating: Intense

This picture previewed in Hollywood
outdoes "Dracula" a thousand times. In
its present form, and studio officials say
it's

Universal

finished,

it

will give the cold shivers

any audience. It is far too terrifying
for general patronage, and instead of bringing women and children into the theatres will drive them away. It is entirely too
Audience screamed at preview, and some women
morbid.
to

fainted.

The

GIRLS

ABOUT TOWN

film out-horrors the book.

Rating: Clever

This is the kind of picture that
we enjoy seeing. It is comedy in
lavish settings; yachts and silks,
parties

Paramount

and

liquor.

If you believe

in the vicarious life you can boror two. Lilyan Tashman is good in any comedy and
when it has a touch of the risque, it is her stuff. Kay Francis,
Joel McCrea, and particularly Eugene Pallette, are excellent.
It is all about a gold-digger's life which it seems leads to purity.

row a

thrill

—

And

still
another gangster film and
with still another new angle. But as long
as they come as good as this there is
Rating: Good
nothing to worry about. It's a pip from
Rko-Pathe
A girl, ignorant of her
start to finish.
brother's activities, marries a chap of a rival mob. The gang
and then the fun begins.
chief falls for the gal, frames the hubby
Plenty of shooting. Ricardo Cortez is at his best as the gang
chief, and Helen Twelvctrees is the temptation.

BAD COMPANY

—
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For the first time gorgeous Jean Harlow
has a chance to be a lady, after all these
reels and reels of being a gangster's moll.
Rating: Good
She straightway falls in love with a
Columbia
lowly news hound and marries him in
order to reform him. But he doesn't take to caviar and champagne, and he keeps longing for a certain sob sister and the
weak plot, of course, but most
good old speakeasy days.
Robert Williams is splendid.
entertaining.

PLATINUM
BLONDE

A

THE YELLOW

Russia in

TICKET

Barrymore as one of the more objectionable
Grand Dukes with Elissa Landi being
Laurence Olivier is
heartlessly hounded.
a lad of much promise and as the man of

Rating: Good
Fox

the days of the Czar.

Lionel

he sets out to right a few wrongs. Lionel puts
the spot and Elissa defends her honor. Well it is much
seems
It
better than it sounds and suggests a thought.
essential that tragedians be intelligent.

Elissa's choice

him on

ONCE A LADY
Rating: Class

Whatever Ruth Chatterton plays, it becomes by the facile art that is hers, someto argue over and
thing to think about

—

The present tragic story is
study.
about a little Russian girl married into an
English family. Since he loves her as she is, obviously he tries to
change her completely. And so she tries finding happiness elsewhere. Her indiscretion is discovered and she is turned out into
Paramount

the cold world of

to

diamonds and

chilled

champagne.

Silver Screen

(C

DELICIOUS"

[Tou took

the

words out of our mouth)

JANET GAYNOR

J

Charlie

made

Farrell

and
have

new

musical picoutshining
"Sunnyside Up". Janet
will make her next picture with Jimmie Dunn.
a

ture which

is

George Gershwin, famous
composer, has written six

new

songs.

One

is

"Ka-

tinkitichka" sung by Janet with the help of the
red spots.

for
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More Movie
[Continued

WARNER

BAXTER

insists
that
there are plenty of Hollywood stars
who haven't been divorced. "Look", he
says proudly, "at Jackie Cooper, Mitzi
Green, Leon Janney and Silver King."
"

— —
»#»

THE

formerly
famed Pathe
owned by Cecil B. De Mille in Culver
City, will become a memory after Februare removing everything over
ary.
to the Gower Street plant and the Pathe
plant will go dark until somebody else
comes along and takes it over. Believe
it or not, some of the players and techstudio,

RKO

put out a national campaign to boost the
Fairbanks' film. Now will Doug walk a

—

mile?

CONSTANCE BENNETT
bracelet

has a chain

which she always wears.

Bill Boyd will fire his cook if she doesn't
keep cold chicken in the icebox.
Eddie Quillan has played golf for six
(There's a
years and never lost a ball.

—

reason he's Scotch!)
Pola Negri never uses rouge.

nicians who have worked on the lot for
years actually wept when they heard the

sad news.

^

has closed down
HOWARD HUGHES
Multicolor film plant.
his Si, 500,000

Howard

Brown with her
comedian husband and Mary
Mrs. Joe E.

Elizabeth

Ann Brown

GOLDWYN MAYER
METRO
new
bring over
-

-

never

made

will

foreign stars
several
The success of Chevalier, Dietthis year.
Garbo and Elissa Landi (who
rich,
started her career in France), started the
Further, most foreign
thought rolling.
players, once they have been initiated into
American studio methods prove successful

world market, because they generspeak several languages and therefore
can be used for domestic and foreign versions of their productions, which is a great
And you fans are
saving to the studio.
said to want new faces which is also a
in the
ally

reason.

BELL working in an independent
REXpicture
on "Poverty Row" and Clara
is

plants almost inactive ready cash, such as
is necessary in the film business, is lacking.
So Howard will rest for awhile, or until his
pictures are released and cash starts to roll
in again.

—

SOPHIA BETICKA won
test

abroad

behind the camera watching her
Rex, and advising him occasionally about
There is a possibility of Rex
his scenes.
playing opposite Clara in her first picture
for Sam Rork, the producer who has her
under contract. She states definitely that
she will not make "The Impatient Virgin"
sits

for Universal.

of westerns.

Rex
The

has signed for a series
exteriors,

western scenes, will be made
Bell Ranch, where Clara lives.

or outdoor
on the Rex

— —

THERE
making

is

a possibility of

La Garbo

one picture in her beloved
Sweden when she goes home, and if she
goes home, for release through Metro.
Irving Thalberg, studio boss, is said to
favor the idea and to have made tentative
arrangements when abroad recently for
the event. The great Garbo will make
both English and her native tongue.
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it

in

a beauty con"Miss Poland," and the

as

Paramount signed her
Paramount wanted her for Hollywood, but due to immigration laws
Now an old
couldn't bring her here.
friend of the family, and an ardent suitor
for Miss Beticka's hand, Allen S. Lund,

Joinville studios of

up.

Los Angeles attorney, is going over to
France to marry the Miss and bring her
back to the United States which he will
be able to do since Mr. Lund is an American citizen. Automatically Miss Beticka
becomes one too when she marries Allen.
And that makes everything just dandy.

—

^

Bow

a dollar out of the

huge investment. He says he has $3,000,000 tied up in three pictures as yet unreleased, "Scarface," "Sky Devils," and
"Cock O' the Air." Hughes is the young
man who came into the film world and
startled it by his lavish expenditures. Now
with his oil wells operating on a diminishing scale, and his father's tool and die

.

CODY
LEW
J Monta Bell

the

in Hollywood.
wearing one of

Gaucho blankets

— —

one on himself.
young
daughter come home early from moving
picture shows at night. The girl remained
too late one evening, and when she arrived
home, Mr. Bell met her at the door with
these words, "I told you I would punish
you if you came home after nine o'clock
again. Now go to your room." The girl
turned away muttering, "I have not done
anything wrong. You treat me like I was
out with Lew Cody."
tells

this

insisted that his

THE Douglas Fairbanks' sight-seeing
INpersonally
conducted, grand entertainpicture, there is a scene of a number
of camels and the voice of Doug explains
that "They usually come in packs of
twenty." This free ad so delighted Mr.
and Mrs. Camel Cigarettes thai they have

ment

Styles begin
Leila Hyams

WHEN

collect

crowd of

his

Russell Gleason received a
telegram for Si. 52, from a

young

friends

in

Seattle,

Washington, recently, he decided the entertaining contents

was worth the friendly

graft.

Finding at the last minute he could not
attend the wedding of a boy he had known
since childhood days, Russell sent a wire of
Shortly afterregret, prepaid, he says.
wards, the "collect" reply arrived, addressed to "Bustle" Gleason, Russell's
nickname since he was ten years old.

Here

it is:

WITH GLASS IN HAND WE MISS YOU
STOP X MARKS THE SPOT OF OUR ROOM
STOP USHERS AND BRIDESMAIDS ABOUT
TO FOLD SO TACK ON THAT BUSTLE
AND WHIP UP HTRE STOP GROOM
DROPPED BY THE WAYSIDE SO NEED A
PROXY.

THE GANG.

Silver Screen

—

Town
from page
SINCE

Topics

15]

"Surrender" Ralph Bellamy

name with magic

is

Fox.
He had no sooner finished "Disorderly
Conduct" with Linda Watkins than the
bugle sounded for him to join Violet
the

in

it

at

DONALD COOK

was most attentive
Evalyn Knapp while Miss Knapp
was in the hospital for two months, following her fall and injury last June.
to

They
away

NINETEEN
crib

babies have slept in the

now occupied by Barbara Bebe

Daniels, daughter of Ben Lyon and Bebe
Daniels.
The crib originally belonged to Bebe's
grandmother and it has held several genations of the family.

—"<$>"—

A

PAGE

boy

in the

Embassy Club

are

if

she wished.

—»#"—

MOORE

TOM

and Eleanor Merry
Tia Juana recently
and were married. There were no witslipped

to

This is
His first wife was
Alice Joyce and his second Renee Adoree.
Miss Merry has been in pictures about
nesses

except

Tom's

third marriage.

court

attaches.

and Dorothy Sebastian
have always spent their vacations on
board Bill's sumptuous yacht. But, for a
change, they stole away to the High
Sierras and roughed it when Bill finished
his role in

to

for their
#.

is
playing in a
production
over
in
"quickie"
"Poverty Row". The seven reeler is to
be made in seven days. Buster was seven
weeks working in "Street Scene", and the
'quickie' outfit makes 'em in seven days.
Maybe Buster sleeps at the studio so as to
be on time every day.

The

.

BILL BOYD

"Dot, that's for you."
Miss Mackaill ran to the telephone and
got her call. But Dorothy can't get used

BUSTER COLLIER

away

five years.

vainly for "Mrs. Miller" the other
Bennett
Finally
Constance
evening.
turned to Dorothy Mackaill and said:

—

is

called

.

it.

very close friends alstrong enough to run

still

though Evelyn

Heming making "Almost Married".

"Suicide Fleet". The reason
of vacationing is plain.
While Bill was working on his "Suicide"
opus, he spent 12 days and nights on
board a leaky, disreputable old tub and
he quite lost his desire for a vacation on

new mode

best wishes of all the
screen world go out to Constance Bennett and the new
husband, the Marquis de

Coudray de

la

Falaise

riage," says he comes of a "holiday
family." He was born on November 11,
Armistice Day.
His mother's birthday
was February 14, St. Valentine's Day; and
his father's

October

12,

Columbus Day.

the briny.

O'BRIEN, of "The Front Page",
PAT
who played in "Flying High" and
wasn't

he good in "Consolation

Mar-

JEAN HERSHOLT,

head of the Danish
Olympic Games Committee in America,
was once a champion bicycle rider in
Denmark.

This distinguished group of tennis playing stars made Herbert Brenon's tournament a great success.
From
left to right: Leo Carrillo, Nils Asther, Gilbert Roland, Norma Talmadge, Alice Joyce, Anna Q. Nilsson, Warner
Baxter, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Barthelmess, Dolores Del Rio, Herbert Brenon, Cedric Gibbons, Claudette Colbert,
and Norman Foster. Sitting: Ben Lyon, Bebe Daniels, and Vivian Duncan

for

February 1932
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When the scene of a launch explosion was being taken
Dorothy Sebastian was horribly burned, but with Al Roscoe
she went through the scene as planned

Ach es

amous

P ams
In Hollywood One
Bad Pain Can Make
a

Whole

Comj^any

Ache

Tom Mix

nearly

lost his sight

—but

once away from
the doctor Tom

By

took off the bandages and finished
the sequence

Harry D. Wilson
Pratt and Richard Dix
through a terrible moment

Purnell

THERE no
is

great,

deep,

no

no pain too
sorrow
loss

too

too hai-

rowing to keep dyed-in-thewool stars from carrying on
until they're carried

lived

told

it

from the

pictures

finished

in the face of every disaster
that can befall one. During
Bill," Wallace Beery accidently

off.

Recently when Barbara Stanwyck was playing in a

Adolphe Menjou which showed them galloping on the sands at Laguna beach, her horse was
traveling at break-neck pace and the soft sand gave way

scene with

bcneath'him. He fell backwards with the actress beneath.
Her ankle was severely wrenched— the pain was terrific.
In spite of it, she finished the entire scene and then
only took time enough off for a local doctor to bandage
Despite the physician's warning, she inthe sprain.
sisted on working as though nothing had happened,
saving thousands of dollars for the company and
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proving herself a real trouper.
Marie Dressier is a veteran
player who has weathered
many a storm. She has smiled

when Pratt was nearly blinded during a scene. You could never have

the making of "Min and
clamped down with all his weight on Marie's big toe.
If you watched very closely, you might have seen a
tightening of Marie's lips but not a word was said about
what she endured until the film was finished. As it
happened, it was no slight accident. The toe became
infected and the doctors implored the comedienne to
go easy, but Marie shrugged her shoulders and completed her role as if nothing had happened.

When
Marie,

studio

officials

who made

heard about it, they questioned
[Continued on page 64]

light of the

MYRNA
LOY

MYRNA has a new M-GM
soon
in

She

contract.

be seen

as

will

Christine

the next play of the fore-

most star of Hollywood.
other words,

"Emma."

Marie

Myrna

In

Dressler's

broke

in

by pretending to be exotic,
but

now she

charming
Her

in

self.

is

being

her

Did you see

"Consolation

Mar-

riage"?

HURRELL

HELEN TWELVETREES
THIS

lit+le

RKO-Pa+he

star

is

making "The Second Shot" with

Robert Arnnstrong and Charles Bickford. Her recent perfornnance
in

"Bad Connpany" with Ricardo Cortez has established her
women and emotionally gifted

of the screen's nnost beautiful

as

one

as well

UNA MERKEL
\A/HEN
'

»

they

Shearer,

made

Lives"

Una Merkel was rewarded

a most important part.

Kentucky, has

"Private

won

as

It

many

is

with

"

Robert Montgomery and

Norma

for her excellent past performances with

safe to say that no other

girl

from Covington,

friends in so short a time as this brilliant

little

actress

JOHN BOLES

WE

PRESUME

and LINDA WATKINS
the

title

imnnaculate lapel.

distinction

upon her

in

^'COOD SPORT"

refers to the pastime of placing the

Linda Watlcins' outstanding success

uncle,

in

Lord Bougham of England, and the

head upon John's

"Sob
rest

Sister"

cast

of the family

CLARK CABLE and JOAN CRAWFORD
I

OAN

takes the easiest

in

^^POSSESSED"

way from the paper box factory and she

takes you

with her into surroundings where culture and refinement are house guests,

but where the old-fashioned virtues would hardly know which fork, to use

FRYER

LEON JANNEY
I

EON

L

is

making a tour of personal appearances after the great

success of

proud of

this

his

"Penrod and Sam."

Warner

Brothers are very

fourteen year old lad from Ogden, Utah.

safely passed the

awkward age and has a

distinct

Leon has

charm of

his

own

RICHEE

ROBERT

COOCAN

N "SOOKY" we
his
will

fannous role

see again Robert
in

Any

Coogan in a character similar to
who remennbers Jackie Coogan

fan

open arms of welcome extended the present juvenile
due to some extent to Bobby Coogan's talented brother

realize that the

players are

"Skippy."

GLORIA SWANSON
GLORIA

in

Never"

her current picture has a

is

atmosphere of Venice and Budapest.

Chanel of

Paris

theme and

setting exactly to her taste.

the story of a very sophisticated prima donna
Gloria's joy

is

"Tonight

Or

who moves through the glamorous

not lessened by the fact that Gabrielle

provided her with a most becoming wardrobe for her emotional

adventure

Scrambled

The

girl

little

who won
Scrambled

Stills

Contest First
Prize is victor
over many thou-

sand

Contest

w
First

Prize

—

Wins

competi-

and very
happy about it.
tors

Now how

about
going into the
movies, Betty?

mners

Miss Betty Bandclow

the
Stills

the

Congratulations!

3407 Ormond Roa
Cleveland Hts., Ohio, Nov. 21, 193

Mr. Eliot Keen, Editor
Silver Screen

Magazine

New York
Dear Sir:
Mere words could never express my extreme delight
upon receipt of your letter of the 14th instant informing me that I was awarded first prize for the Scrambled
Stills Contest.
Thank you so much.
I was born January 9, 1915 at Cleveland, Ohio, where

cards announcing the players were placed upon
the simplest o£ semi-rigid pages, the whole being
bound easily and unpretentiously.
The consideration of cleverness was more than
satisfied by the good taste displayed on the outside cover.
Here was only a picture and the
simple lettering SILVER SCREEN
but it was the most attractive book submitted.
It was lettered and matted so that the straightforward title appeared to the best possible advantage.
The whole exhibit was selected because of the
unpretentious form of the presentation which
fitted exactly with the spirit of the contest and
the magazine presenting it. Silver Screen recognizes good taste as the superlative form of

Am

have always

lived.
a junior at Cleveland Heights
School, and upon completion of my high school
course, I expect to attend Cleveland School of Art, where
I will study interior decorating.
I am very fond of art,
in fact it is my favorite subject at school.
I also like all
kinds of athletics, and love horses and dogs.
When I
grow older, would like to own a ranch.
I am a constant reader of Silver Screen, and my greatest hobby is collecting photos of my favorite screen stars,
making up my own albums, of which I have many.
Naturally, you can see that when your contest originated,
I immediately entered it, and as I said before,
to my
extreme delight.
I

High

Again thanking you,

I

CONTEST

am

Yours very truly,
(Sig.)
P.S.

Sending

my

BETTY BANDELOW

cleverness.

In awarding this first prize to Miss Betty Bandelow, the editors express to her their congratu-

photo under separate cover.

lations.

SECOND PRIZES

AWARDING

prize in the Silver Screen
Scrambled Stills contest, the judges had to consider:
First, accuracy; Second, neatness; Third, cleverness.
The editors unanimously agreed upon Miss Bandelow's exhibit.
In the first place, the accuracy of the titles and the
players' names was one hundred percent. Not only were
the titles and the stars correctly named, but the spelling
was properly considered. The letter spacing was perfect and the proximity of one name to another was intelligently considered.
Miss Bandelow's exhibit was practically perfect in
the mounting and arranging of the scrambled stills, but
her feeling for neatness went beyond this and she arranged them on mounts of a tasteful thinness and flexibility, and at the same time of lovely color value.
With
charming feeling for design, the scrambled stills and the

IN

the

Miss Mary Helen Biischnieyer, 2026 Crasmere Drive,
Louis\ille, Ky.

first

Among

the second prizes, Miss Biischemeyer's entry was unique
the cle\erness ol the presentation.
Her iumior makes irer
c.\hil)it peculiarly charming, and while accinacy she has kept
and neatness is second natme to her, she alone of all the contestants gave most of the priceless touch of personality.
in

Mr. Charles Collins, 14851 Muirland, Detroit, Mich.
Mr. Collins wins the best place of all the theatres received.
The excollcnce of his workmanship and the practical spacing of
the architeciinal features with the modernistic fla\or won for
him a place among the second prize winners.
Miss Mildred Damusli,

i.)88

Steiling Place, Brooklyn, N. V.

"Reflecting The Magic of Hollywood" suggested to Miss Dannish
a; siher screen of minors.
The screen has three lea\es and the
carefully airanged stills are tucked iiUo the front of the minor
as a true Ian would preser\e her fa\orite pictmes.
Miss Damiish
wins a second prize hecause of the ingenuity of her entry.
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Mrs.

H. Henig, 32 Howiand
Roxbury, Mass.

S.

Many

tans sent in

many

were so beautifully wrought

Forio, was rigid, practical and tastefully
The bas-relief lettering and the
colored.

Street,

fans, but none
as the jeweled

of Mrs. Henig. The
fan opens to disclose the accurately recovered pictures and the whok exhibit is most
No
tastefully packed in a protecting case.
exhibit among the second place winners
outranks Mrs. Henig's beautiful fan.

and lacquered exhibit

enhanced the exhibit which won its
through its accuracy and general

silver

place

\'.

other exhibits outdistanced Miss Smith's
in the bravery of their color or boldness of
their arrangement, certainly she ^\ell deserves a third prize for the dignified manner in which her entry was arranged.

If

excellence.

Celia

Smith brought to the judges her exhibit
in the scrambled still contest in a particuThe pictures were
larly charming form.
accurately done and the labels were correct.

Triedman, 6|oi

Lawton .Avenue,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Miss

Friedman's exhibit

was noticeable

workmanship displayed. While she
made no particular effort to startle or

John

Ketzbeck, 221 Rutledge
Avenue, East Orange, N. j.

Miss Mildred

Among the second prize winners, the
beautiful screen of Miss Ketzbeck embodied
the excellence in taste required. A sensitive
imagination had suggested to her that the
stars should be against the deep blue of the
sky, which gave her an harmonious color
combination when the accurately mounted
The screen
stills were arranged against it.
was sturdy, neatly made, unpretentious, and
yet, noticeably outstanding because of the
many points taken into consideration.

arrest the attention of the contest judges
by cleverness or tniusualness in her exhibit,
\vhat she did do she did marvelously well.

Helen M. Gerhart, 117 E. Willow
Columbus, Ohio

Street,

A third place winner because of the ingenious and extremely compact form of the
presentation together with the accuracy
and general neatness makes Miss Gerhart's
entry a most worthy one.

Mr. Henry C. Stowell, 5145 AVillowcrest
Avenue, North Holly«'ood, Calif.
exhibit of Mr. Stowell is obviously
exhibit and takes its place among
His color sense
the second prize winners.
enhances the excellence of his arrangement,
nor is his exhibit without cleverness.

Mr. 'Willsey's entry was unquestionably
good as any of the third place holders
with his straightforward presentation of

as

the correct answers. Good taste and neatness are noticeable in Mr. Willsey 's exhibit.
Had he attempted a little more, it is evident that with his excellent taste he would
have ranked even higher.

FOURTH
The

THIRD PRIZES

cover design with its jovial cook scrambling
the stills and the rather nonplussed amusing cat.

Orrtanna, Penn.
9538 Brighton
Beverly Hills, Calif.

no other reason than the charming
way in which each page has been balanced

and

typewritten, the accuracy carefully
checked, and the amusing title given full
value, it is evident that Miss Clark well
deserves a third prize.

'Wav,

Mrs. H. H. Crouch, 538 Greenwood
Avenue, N. E., Atlanta, Ga.

Chicago, Illinois
Jackson wins a position in the third
group because of the manner of her presenAccuracy and neatness were caretation.
fully considered, but Miss Jackson's exhibit
had certain originality which attracted the
attention of the judges.

Ellen Jane Cutter, 710 Chestnut
Meadville, Pa.

St.,

Isobel J. Daneker, 53 Circuit Drive,

Edgewood, R.

I.

Frances E. Dunn, 14 Bellevue Road,
Belmont, Mass.

John E. Horner, 195 Broadway,
New York City

Lucile Murphy, 11 Perry Street East,
Savannah, Ga.

Mrs. C. A. Larlham, 47

Miss Murphy comes into the money with
an accurate, well-labeled collection of an-

New York

swers.

W.

8th

Adam

C. Pepiot, P. O.

Box

Ethel E. Lyman,

448,

Box

St.,

City

^Vanda Laton, 463 Hardy
Oakland, Cal.

Lima, Ohio

If for

Cazazza,

Aliss

Mr.

Miss Marie B. Clark, 6 Randolph Road,
Plainfield, N. J.

Adams County,

Betty Babcock,

A. DeAndraca, 625 North Grand .Avenue,
Los Angeles, Calif.
A. DeAndraca, whose exhibit showed
humor, imagination and accinacy, wins a
place in the third group. This exhibit was
particularly noteworthy for the amusing

PRIZES

following are winners in the fourth

group:

Ruth Jackson, 7253 Perry Avenue,

artist's

St.,

Jackson Heights, N. Y.

Geraldine

The

an

Eightieth

C. Willsey. 37-21

for the

28,

St.,

Newbury, N. Y.

Gladys Miller, 2707 Arthur Avenue,
Chicago, 111.

Mr. Pepiot won a third place reward because of the accuracy and good taste of his
Also, the manner in which he
exhibit.
had attached the names gave his whole entry the atmosphere of importance and cul-

Karl

G.

Reher,

Haverford Avenue,

5164

Philadelphia, Pa.

Lela Teamer, 417

ture.

S.

Denby Avenue,

Evansville, Ind.
Cyril Willmott,

Mrs. R.

The

S.

79i4-i3th Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.

I'orio,

panel

screen

by

submitted

Marie

W.,

S.

Mrs.

The

Smith. 242 Hart
Staien Island, N. Y.

V.

128

Blvd.,

W. 72nd

Robert

St.,

\Volf, 508

New York
Forland

City

St.,

N.

S.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

beautiful limp leather book of Miss

HONORABLE MENTION
MoUye

Rubino

Baer

881 Eddy Road
Cleveland, Ohio

B.

Day

Mutual Life Bldg.
Parkway at Fairmounl Ave.

Fidelity

Mrs. Russell C. Haglund
65 McKinley Ave.

lamestown, N.

J.

Janette Raybould

Mrs. Ora Monnett
845 E. 28th St.
Portland, Ore.

700 Whitmore Road
Detroit, Mich.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Bernice Benson
610 McKinley Ave.
Aberdeen, Wash.

A. M. Bergquist
445 Woodlawn Ave.
St. Paul,

Minn.

E.

Margaret Haley

Charles R. Morgan

Ruth Ely
590 Dayton Ave.
St. Paul, Minn.

102 Guerrero St.
San Francisco, Calif.

Route No. 2— Box 146
Puyallup, Wash.

Isabclle Freyburgcr

Mrs. Glenn Hallaron
918 E. Victoria St.
South Bend, Ind.

256 E. 11th

Mrs. Anna E. Johnson
1540 Shehy St.
Youngstown, Ohio

Mrs. K. McVeigh
160 Dowling Ave.
Toronto, Ont., Canada

Mrs. Elizabeth Kincheloe
4814 E. Seminary Ave.
Richmond, Va.

Corinne Noble

Anita Klemm
6338 Dc Lanaudiere St.
Montreal, Que., Canada

Margaret Olson
4260 S. Flower St.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Roma Lovell
31 Prospect Place

Edna Rabago

1036 Larchmont Ave.

Eleanor Scher
12 Fayette St.
Beverly, Mass.

Elizabeth McQuillen

Upland,

St.

Calif.

Penficld, Pa.

Gabrielle Blais
12 Summit Ave.
Beverly, Mass.

M. Gibardi
Thompson St.

Josephine
107

New York

City

Bruce D. Brown
856 Columbus Ave.
Roxbury, Mass.

Margarita Gonzalez
619 Farragut St.
Laredo, Texas

Mrs. Lawrence A. Bopner
2954 Euclid Ave.

440

Ft.

Wayne,

Betty

Ind.

Crane

9921 Longwood Drive
Chicago, 111.

60

Agnes

S.

Gordon

E. 39th St.,

N.

Portland, Ore.

Mildred Gross
1218 N. 45th St.
Milwaukee, Wise.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Genevieve Rohner
912 Hereford Drive
Akron, Ohio

Pineapple

Si.

Eighth

Sarasota, Fla.

1043 Spcnce St.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Sts.

Grace Temple Shaw
2765 N. West 17 Terrace
Miami, Fla.

Yvonne Smith
3736 Blaine Ave.
Detroit, Mich.
Evelyn

L.

Svedeman

82 Seaver St.
Stoughton, Mass.

Herbert C. Tollington
"K" Cornwall Aprs.
Winnipeg, Man., Canada
Ste

Gertrude Turner
Bedford
Indiana

Silver Screen
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Claudcttc Colhcrt Finds
a Susccj^tihlc

NOBODY

The adventure

of

knows

Claudette

markably

little

about

refined.
This noisy
America where children were
allowed to run wild in the streets shocked
them greatly. It was better simply to
ignore America and American ways. So

Claudette continued to be brought
and as guardedly as if she
were still in the old country.
Judging from her parents'
evident disapproval she began
as carefully

suspect that the world was
pretty terrible place with
wicked ogres standing on every
to

a

corner waiting to snatch
innocent little girls.
She
wasn't exactly sure what an ogre
was but she had a vague idea
that it was anything that wore
street

at

pants.
Yes, indeed. Mama and Papa
Colbert certainly had definite
ideas about things. About Boys,
for instance.
Naturally, every
little boy with red corpuscles
who had opportunity of viewing pretty little Claudette with
her big appealing eyes and long
curling lashes immediately fell
head over heels in love with her,
and started making passes at her
with big red apples, home-

re-

Paris.

morning and afternoon with
a maid and a governess, and
a playroom-nursery on the
of

floor

a

very

quiet

house in a very quiet street.
And New York wasn't much
better.
There were classes

morning and

in the

made poems and candy

the

little

lights

tion

One reason why Paramount smiles upon Claudette
she

was

Life— theatres,
movies, hotels, and beauti-

who

rode in shining limousines and wore
Claudette longed to break away and in-

vestigate for herself

Papa and

for

is

because in "His
she proves that
one of the best

Woman"

coats.

Mama

what went on

in the great city.

But

Colbert had very definite ideas about

February 1932

Junior

Prom

at

Of course

tut!
And don't be silly.
Henri came from a nice old
French family, and the Colberts
had known him ever since he
was a baby.
Not much of a
thrill
for Claudette.
But at
least Henri might be a stepping

Tut

are

Outside the walls of the

ermine

the

the fortunate lad wasn't one of those
loud,
flask-toting
Americans.

shrieks.

ful ladies

to

Columbia.

beginning to gleam along
the roadways, but there was
a time when she says the
sight of the Mall made her
want to give vent to childish

Park

hearts.

But Mama had an eagle eye,
and every pass was intercepted.
Claudette's first "date" was
when, after months of deliberation. Papa and Mama finally allowed her to accept an invita-

in the

afternoon a walk in Central
Park (and no speaking to
the rough-necks) accompanied by Mama or a nurse.
When they came to the Mall
Claudette was allowed to
play with her ball— alone.
Claudette
adores
Central
Park now especially at dusk

when

gentle,

little

up

Paris to the infant Claudette was simply a walk in
the Bois (and no speaking
to the little gamins) each

top

what little girls should see and
know. Theirs was the heritage
of the Old World.
Sweet,

Wil son

Elizabeth

finding this out is really the
life story of Claudette Colbert.
But let's not go into that.
That "nobody" however, does not
include her mother for there was
many a "Non, non, ma petite" from
Madame Colbert when the little
Claudette was a child, and even
after the child became a woman.
Ah, dear me, yes. And a very beautiful woman she became too.
Claudette was born in Paris of
French parents, and even French
parents in Paris are quite a handicap to the young idea. Claudette
and her family left Paris when she
was six years old and I must say
that for a person who spent
six
consecutive
years
in
Paris

World

By

can say "No!"

Claudette.

to

It

stone. There surely would be
other boys there who didn't come
from nice old French families

and weren't quite so polite. And there were— jilenty
But not for poor Claudette. For Mama and
Papa Colbert both decided to diaperon their cwc lamb
on her first date, and even [Continued on page 7/]
of them.
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Claudia Dell,
Bleaching

Famous
WAS

Went Out

Follies Blonde,

the fault of
a sequin dress. And a
If
it
brunette wig.
hadn't been for that sequin
dress Claudia Dell might
never have been a Follies'

IT

And

of Fashion

Made

When

a Hit

P atricia

K eats

hadn't been
wig Claudia might never have been
an emotional motion picgirl.

if it

for that brunette

ture star.

She was only six when
saw the sequin dress
and she thought it the most
she

beautiful thing that she
had ever seen. How sleek
and lovely it was, how it
scintillated in the lights

with

its

sparks!

mind

dress

get

nothing so insidious as a sequin bite, and absolutely
no cure— except the Bright
Lights of Broadway.
So
when Claudia was seventeen
she joined her aunt in New
York and was introduced to
the Right People. Flo Ziegfeld took one look at her
lovely blond hair and perfect figure and without even
a demur put her into the
Follies. Following that came
a season in
the lead in

London playing

And when

that

"Merry Mary."
closed

she

entire Riviera. One
of her dancing partners was

and the

became

none other than Alfonso, the
late King of Spain, who
knows a pretty face when he
meets one out.
And, oh,
yes, Claudia had more se-

tress!

don't

Dark Wig

her aunt went holidaying
through southern
Fiance, Nice, Monte Carlo

synonymous with glamour,
romance, and the theatre.
She must have a dress like
that!
She must be an ac-

Now

a

and

myriads of magic
In her little girl

that

Claudia Dell, a

Wearing

By

all

blonde

chcl

excited

c]uins than she

could use.

about the brunette wig.
We're coming to that in

When Claudia returned to
New York, Ziegfeld and the

the due course of timejust like Claudia did. Let's
talk some more about se-

other producers

ward

of Rupert Hughes, introduced her to the Right
People and right away she
was given two pictures to

make

and her mother

way back stage
and Claudia was told that
their

the sequin lady was her
aunt,
Claudia Coleman.

a Texas girl makes good in New
York, London and Hollywood, there's more
to it than just hair

when

Well, little Claudia was never the same after that.
Claudia was born in San Antonio, Texas, when her
mother was sixteen and her father eighteen, so they were
just three rollicking kids together. "And it was in San
Antonio that Claudia met her famous aunt who was
already a well known vaudeville headliner and Euro-

pean star.
But soon afterwards business called the
Dells to Mexico City and Claudia was put in an English
school there which was rather a far cry from sequins
and footlights. The years passed.
But she had been bitten bv sequins and there's
62

for-

Claudia

intercepted the passes and
a dash for California
where her mother and father
had moved in the meantime.
Here Felix Hughes, brother

Pretty little sequins
doing their best to convey
that illusion of grandetn\
And pretty little Claudia
whose baby blue eyes were
simply not missing a single
dazzle. The beautiful lady
in the sequins stopped singing and the curtain fell.
Midst the terrific applause

Claudia

made

but

made

quins.

made

passes,

for

Warner

Brothers,

"Sweet Kitty Bellairs" and
"Fifty Million Frenchmen."
And then came the wellknown lull. Claudia was

good in those pictures, she
was lovely and charming,
she was beautifid and gracious, and she was what
gentlemen prefer— but she wasn't— er— emotional.
It
wasn't possible that anyone so delightiully blonde
should know the ABC's of emoting.
Voila, the brimette wig!
You thought we had forgotten the brunette wig, but we fooled you that time.
We may forget pay days, and birthdays, and holida\s,
and your Aimt Emma, but we never forget brimette
wigs.

Claudia dropped in at the studio to have some new
made one day and there [Cont inued on page 68]
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At 39
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laughs at Birthdays

can

share the screen
stars' secret
"Of course I am 39," says
Frances Starr, famous stage
and screen

star.

"Years matter so little
nowadays if a woman knows
how to take care of her complexion.

"Every actress knows that regLux Toilet Soap
will do wonders for her skin, and
ular care with
I

am among

profession

the scores of the

who use it regularly."

Countless lovely stage and
screen stars agree with Frances
Starr!

g

out of 10 Screen
Stars use it

Of the 613 important Holly-

wood
stars,

actresses, including all
605 use this fragrant white

soap regularly to guard complexion beauty.
Stage stars, too, have long
been insistent on Lux Toilet
Soap for regular complexion
care.

They

"YesJam 39"

find this luxurious

soap, for their convenience, in

Frances Starr

the dressing rooms of theatres
all over the country!

Lux

Toilet

Soap

lO

-

!
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"Famous Aches and Pams of the Stars"
[Continued from page 50]

whole thing. "Why should I go around
moaning about a bunged-up toe," she
said, "I should have everyone coming
around me patting my back, offering me
sympathy.
Not me not for a million

—

dollars!"

easy to see that

it takes
sore toe to put Marie Dressier
out of business.
Before starting work on "Montana

It's

more than a

Moon," Joan Crawford was rehearsing a
special dance number created for her by
Albertina Rasch when she suddenly
slipped, turning her ankle.
It was a bad
sprain.
Everybody was concerned and it

looked as though the picture would be delayed. Joan insisted that she could make
the grade with the use of crutches.
She
struggled through the many scenes, using

Do men
adfntre iictttimL

USX

J

/%s

owe!

14

Men

admire youthful, healthy color. Certainly
not a
lips to look Natural
greasy smear of glaring, flashy color!

They want your

Tangee

!

gives that vital

natural color which

is

.

.

.

glow of freshness, that
much in vogue today

so

admired by men! For Tangee is based
entirely
on a marvelous color principle
Magically it
different from any other lipstick
and blends
takes on color after you apply it
perfectly with your own natural, individual
coloring, whether blonde, brunette or red-head!
.

, .

so

.

.

.

!

.

.

.

Tangee Gives You Natural Color
Tangee

leaves

flashy color.

and protects!

softens

on

stays

Its

no greasy smear of glaring,
solidified cream base soothes,

all

day.

No

Permanent,

Tangee

constant making up!

Economical, it lasts twice as long as ordinary lipsticks. $1.

is

only

substitutes, and patron-

you what you ask for!

Rouge
y Compact 75c

i1

SEND 10^ FOR TANGEE BEAUTY SET
Containing miniature L!psticl<, Powder,
two Rouges, and "The Art of Mal<e-up"

The George W. Luft
417 Fifth Avenue

NameAddress

Co., Dept.

automobile accident.

was

hurt.

officials

He was

No

one knew that he

afraid to

tell

what had happened

the studio
for fear

it

leak into the newspapers and
create the impression that he would not
be able to appear at his best in a coming
concert tour.
The day of his accident, Tibbett was
called upon to go through a scene in a
shell hole where Ernest Torrence and

would

to jump on him in no
Larry gritted his teeth as

Jimmie Durante had
gentle fashion.

Carewe

see the

To Match Tangee Lipstick!

Creme Rouge

While he was completing "Cuban
Love Song," he fractured three ribs in an

public.

New York

Note: When you buy, be sure you
name Tangee on the package. There
ize the store that gives

—

SS2

Tangee Theatrical, a special dark
Tangee Lipstick and Rouge
Compact for professional and evening use.
of

<7KfTANGEE! Beware of

—

he saw them coming and doesn't know
now what prevented him from fading out
of the picture. However, he was able to
finish his work and go out on the concert
platform a few days later with the famous
Tibbett bellows working better than ever.
It was in "The Sea Woman" that Dorothy
Sebastian came within an inch of losing
her life. Only the thought that cameras
were grinding and she must go on with
the scene saved her from drowning.
Dorothy and Al Roscoe were escaping
federal officers in a launch. The craft was
to explode at a given signal and throw Al
and the actress into the ocean. The explosion took place as per schedule but
Dorothy had moved too near the blast.
Her limbs were burned by hot oil the
pain was intense.
"I never saw such bravery," exclaimed

New!
shade

them until the cameras started clicking. It
took superb courage to let go those crutches
for evei-y step without them was agony.
Another player who carried on with the
help of crutches was Charles Farrell.
During the filming of "Fazil," Charlie's
foot was crushed by a horse he was using
in the picture.
Several bones were
broken. He resumed his place before the
cameras with his crutches. A nurse was
on the set at all times and held them when
the cameras were recording, hastening to
his side immediately they stopped. Farrell
was anxious to go on with the production
rather than hold up the picture. Throughout the remaining days of filming, he
worked with a nurse at his elbow, you
might say or should I say at his foot.
Lawrence Tibbett deserves a medal for
one of the spunkiest examples of what a
fellow will endure to keep faith with the

—

in speaking of the incident. "Oil
burns are terrible but imagine plunging
into the cold salt water on top of it all.
She must have gone through hell and

there we were turning the cranks and patting ourselves on the back for getting such
a realistic scene.
That was one shot
where acting wasn't necessary. Unfortunately, it was the real thing!"
Richard Barthelmess risked lameness for
life rather than hold up the production of

"The Patent Leather Kid" which was
.costing the studio at the rate of

$75,000 a
Strained ligaments due to a fall on
the tennis court caused the star intense
agony but he went on with the show just
the same, despite the doctor's orders to
week.

keep off his foot.
Rather than hold up a picture when

was

practically

it

Gary Cooper

finished,

life in his hands by leaving a hosbed where he was lying desperately
returning to the studio for re-takes on

took his
pital
ill,

"City Streets."
"Gary was running a high temperature
at the time," said his mother, "and when
the studio begged him to come over for
only two hours which would be necessary
to complete the picture and send it to the
screen, he couldn't resist their pleas. The
doctor told him how serious it was and

washed

his hands of the case
getting dressed.
"Nothing would stop the boy. He explained that if he didn't go back for the retakes, it would hold up an entire picture.
It would only be for two brief hours, he
kept assuring us. Finally he left the hospital and wrapped in heavy blankets, was
taken to the studio. The two hours passed.
Nurses became impatient.
The doctor
telephoned the studio. There had been
some delays. More scenes had to be re-

practically

when he saw Gary

When Gary was

made.

whisked back to

the hospital, he had worked from ninethirty in the morning until past midnight
that night. He had to be carried from the
set to the car that was waiting.
I'll never
forget

drawn

how he

—how

looked

— how

utterly helpless

—

limp how
he became

the minute the final scene ^vas shot. Had
he remained in bed instead of going back
to work, he would probably be well today.
As it is, he is on a six months' vacation
traveling in Europe \vith friends and seeking something that I think is far more
priceless than art
health."
Many stars have been injured while at
work and have been hustled to the studio
hospitals for first aid, emerging with bandaged heads or limbs and told to go home
to recuperate.
But do they do it? Very

—

seldom!

Tom Mix was rushed to the hospital
when a cowboy cut his eye and head with a
rawhide whip. Of course it was an accident and the cowboy was one of the first to
reach his side and help carry him into the
doctor's

office.

Several

stitches

were

taken in Tom's forehead. He walked out
with heavy white bandages around his
head.

"Take

these ding-danged things off

Tom

my

he was out of
sight of the hospital building, "send for

eyes,"

snapped

after

make-up man and tell him to putty
up the cuts so they won't show because
I'm going to finish the day's work or
know the reason why."
Robert Montgomery is another who
tolerated being bandaged at the studio
the

—
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Silver Screen for
hospital but soon got rid of them when out
of the doctor's sight. He was struck by a
heavy lamp during a scene in "Private
Lives." Like Tom Mix, Bob sent for the
make-up expert who replaced the gauze
with camouflage so he could carry on.
Mary Nolan has been the victim of
much unfavorable gossip owing to the report that she was a dope addict. I happen
to know that at the time she went to the
hospital with a most frightfully blistered
sun-burnt back, malicious tongues unjustly attributed the visit to the effects of
morphine. Mary Nolan holds the record
at Universal studios for working consistently throughout a severe illness with a
nurse and doctor on the set rather than retire to a hospital where, according to the
doctor, she belonged.
"Only God knows how she did it," said
the physician, and John Robertson, who
directed her in "The Shanghai Lady"
when this occurred, will vouch for Mary's
heroism.
Radio studio stars who have kept the

Will You
to
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Gm Me 10 Days

PROVE that I Can GiveYou

Perfect Health andaSknderBoiy?
YOU want to take off excess weight? To
reduce your waistline, hips, legs? Do you want
glowing health, sparkling energy? Do you want to
build a symmetrical, muscular development?
Do
you want to keep physically fit, in the "pink"?
T~^0

Let Walter M. Hoover, famous oarsman, show you

what rowing wOl do

for

— the

you

real rowing,

of the

most enjoyable form
of exercise in existence!
Try his "Hoover Conditioner" 10 days FREE. A few minutes a day on this
entirely different rowing machine will work wonders!
racing shell variety

finest,

FUN —

Exercise? It's
and what it will do for that
of yours! Get sensational offer
with-

NOW —

body

Walter M. Hoover, former national and world's
sculler, winner ol the Diamond

champion

out cost or obligation.

Sculls.

banner flying when according to common
have stayed at home,
are Irene Dunne, who braved sunstroke in
the filming of "Cimarron"; Dorothy Lee,
who laughed when threatened with pneusense, they should

monia

in

Wheeler,
in

"Caught

who

Plastered";
Bert
fractured his ribs in a scene

"Peach O' Reno" and

insisted

on

finish-

ing a strenuous dance before allowing
himself to be strapped, and Purnell
Pratt, a featured player, who ran the
stars a good second in surviving the dreadful ordeal of having his eyes almost burnt
out when a trick match box proved to be
the real thing and exploded during a sequence with Richard Dix in "The Public
Defender."
Pratt finished the entire
scene before anyone on the set realized his
serious condition.
Physical aches and pains are not the
only torture to be endured by those before
the cameras. The mental strain that some
of these people at times find themselves
subjected to due to private troubles, cannot be overlooked in recording instances of
professional self-sacrifice.
Pola Negri finished "Hotel Imperial"
under terrific mental stress. At that time
Rudolph Valentino held Pola's heart.
He was dying in a New York hospital and
everybody knew that Pola's only desire
was to leave Hollywood immediately to
try and reach his bedside before the end.
Professional
honor,
however, com manded her to stay at work on the Lasky
lot.
Physicians and nurses stood by administering bromides to ease the nervous
strain under which the star was laboring.
The minute the picture was completed,

Have you ever swung up the river in a racing shell? It's like floating on air! Now get this same thrilling,
exhilarating sense of free, rhythmic motion on your home rowing machine. No tugging and straining on makeshift spring contrivances, but the full sweep of the racing stroke, as light or as strong as you want it. Walter M.
Hoover, Olyrnpic champion oarsman, designed the "Hoover Conditioner" for his own use, built it on racing
shell lines, "rigged it right" for comfort, made it adjustable to a child's strength or an athlete's.

Pola dashed to New York.
It was too
late.
Rudy passed away.
Valentino, too, suffered the tortures of

^SSS SENSATIONAL

the

damned

for

many months

before his
death and while his pictures were in the
making. There was a couch in his dressing
room on which Rudy spent many a tortured
hour between scenes fighting ulcers of the
stomach, one of the most painful disorders

known

mankind.
Harold Lloyd knows what it is to rise
above illness and disaster. So does Mildred Davis Lloyd. Didn't she continue
working in a picture when her arms were
badly burned in a studio set fire? Lloyd
begged her to go home, but she did not
heed his advice and as soon as the set was
re-dressedj she was waiting for her cue.
to
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The temperature

inside the suit on a
day must be about 200 degrees
Fahrenheit, and under the glare of fifty or

cool

seventy-five thousand watt globes it mounts.
I'm afraid even Menjou would look
slightly sweaty in it.
"Hurry up," I suggested, "and let's get
outside." After all, there's no tonic in the
world no mental stimulus to equal the
air in God's great outdoors. The inside of
Fredric March's dressing room at the

—

moment was something
"You'll get used to

different.

he remarked
meant by 'have

it,"

"No, what I
was 'consider my case.' Do
you think if I had lived to be a thousand
I'd ever have got a chance to play a part on
the stage like I had in 'True to the Navy'?
Not in your Aunt Emma's hat."
"We'll leave my Aunt Emma out of
consolingly.
another look'

observed with dignity.
"But
"All right," he agreed amiably.
personally, I regard my performance in
this," I

that picture as the best piece of acting I've

done."
"It's difference of opinion makes horse
"I thought you
racing," I murmured.
smelled to high heaven in that part."
"That's because you know me so well,"
"You know that I'm not
he retorted.
really like that gob and you couldn't look
at me on the screen as Gunner McCoy. You
kept seeing Fredric March. But I'll lay a
bet with you that if you ask someone who
had never seen me before what they
thought of the guy who played Gunner
McCoy they'd say he gave a satisfactory

performance.
get to develop more rapidly on
the screen than you ever could on the stage
because you play so many more parts.
successful actor may be kept in one stage
What chance has he to
part for years.
If you should manage to be in
develop.

"You

A

several plays in a season, it's because you're
in several flops and no one sees you, regardless of how good your work is.
"Go back over the parts I've had lately:

In 'The Royal Family'

was a crazy

I

genius.
In 'Laughter' I was an irresponsible pianist who only wanted to laugh at

everything but his ambition. In 'My Sin'
I was a dissolute sot of a lawyer who
finally fought his way back to respecta-

And now, best of ail, come 'Jekyll
and Hyde' and would it be too great a
strain on you to pronounce 'Jekyll' with a
long 'e'? In all the years I was on the
stage put together I never had such a
variety of parts as I've had in this last year
bility.

—

alone in films."
"I accept the apology,"
mously.

I

said

magnani-

"Getting back to 'True to the Navy',"
Fred went on, ignoring my burst of generosity, "another reason you didn't appreciate Gunner McCoy was because he was different from the gobs you're accustomed to
Most people, when you say 'gob,'
seeing.
think of a rough and ready guy, tattooed
all over the place and saying 'dese, dose
and dem' exclusively. It's easier to play
them that way and they're always good for

a laugh.

"But there

One who
hadn't

And

are other kinds.

in

my

could see a different kind.
came from a good family who

mind's eye

I

gone

—

—

to

Harvard or Princeton,

and who possibly didn't speak
the queen's English, but who still wasn't
the tough, illiterate goof that gobs are
popularly supposed to be. And that was
the man you saw in Gunner McCoy."
"Do you " I began.
"Look at Phillips Holmes," Fred con-

maybe

—

tinued.
I

glanced around but there was no sight

of Phil.

"The

best

work

he's ever

done

was in 'Her Man,' 'The Criminal Code'
and 'Devil's Holiday' and in every one of
them he was playing characters as much at
variance with his own as you could find.
Every one of those characterizations was
the result of his imagination. I can well
imagine Phil studying these scripts, visualizing those boys, figuring out their motives
until he knew what their
would be to given situations."
Fred paused and the mental push he had
given me set me to thinking of Phil Holmes

and

feelings

reactions

as he visualized his roles. I could imagine
myself reading a book and subconsciously
building up the character that I was reading about. But Fred and Phil read about
characters and after they form them subconsciously, they go ahead and make all
the rest of us see and know these creatures

of their imaginations, know them so well
that sometimes they actually direct our
own lives for us
But Fred was still

—

talking.

"Don't talk to me about the superiority
of the theatre. I love the stage, naturally,
but I think pictures are just as fascinating
because of the infinite variety of roles
offered a person and all I hope is that I
can stick around in them for awhile."
And that attitude of Fred's is undoubtedly one of the reasons he's been so successful. He doesn't look down on his work. He
took a course in commerce in college and
afterwards went to work in a bank. He's
got a business man's sane viewpoint rather
than the highly dramatic one of a successful actor who sees conditions only as they
directly affect him.

He is one of the few actors who has
never kicked up a rumpus over his conHis imagination has been used for
tract.
the purpose of creating parts rather than
visualizing

what would

walked off a

happen

if

he

lot!

Does Luck Rule Hollywood?
[Continued from page

informally. In her modesty, however, she
does not accredit herself sufficiently with
her own contribution of hard work after
those magic knocks sounded on the door.
Not long ago she got a splendid stage
role that changed the tenor of her career,
through a little act of consideration. She
had been invited to dinner at Pola Negri's
home but debated going because she had
spent the day at the beach having publicity pictures taken and her hair was out
Being tired, she was in one of
of curl.
those you-know moods when it doesn't
seem worth the bother to go out and pretend to have a good time.
No hostess likes to have a dinner spoiled
by last-minute regrets, she reflected. Her
aljsence would make an odd number. So
Laura
she decided that she would go.

Hope Crews was

another guest. As soon
Miss Munson's voice, she
remarked that she believed she had found
the girl she had been seeking for a stage

as

she heard

role.

A

success in

"The

Silver

Cord" on

the western boards gave the picture pro-

1

7]

ducers a dramatic slant on the musical
comedy actress that they hadn't suspected
and won for her the serious parts for
which she had been yearning.
Some on& saw Karen Morley in a bit at
the Pasadena Community Playhouse and
asked that she come to the M-G-M studio.
She chanced to show up on the very day
that tests were being made for Garbo's
girl was needed to
"Inspiration."
stand on the side and read the Garbo
lines. She obliged, for a small fee. Though
she was outside camera range, her mellifluous voice registered, and she was given a
screen test of her own, and contracted.
Clark Gable had stormed the studio
gates in vain. An eastern and Los Angeles
stage success had at last merited a test,
which got him a cowboy hea\'y in "The
But nothing further
Painted Desert."
happened until, three days before he was
scheduled to leave for the east, an official
saw the "Desert" picture, liked Gable and
M-G-M off"ered him a small gangster role

A

in

"Dance,

Fools,

Dance".

With the

viewing of the

day's rushes, he was
in a breathless hurry.
clicked
of personality

first

handed a contract

Some quality
suddenly.
The studio

where Jackie Cooper's
mother was employed as a set musician was
testing small boys in a little song and
dance.
Seeing that the others weren't
so very good, Mrs. Cooper telephoned her
mother to bring Jackie down and let him
And that was the beginti-y just for fun.
ning of the unusual youngster's wildfire
acclaim.
After a series of quarrels with Universal
and years of lackluster parts, Reginald
Denny found himself for eight months out
enjoying the fresh air. Producers thought
they had gauged his capabilities. But some
one who knew that he used to sing in
musical comedy casually mentioned this
fact to Cecil DeMille, who gave him an
"Madame Satan" re-instated
audition.

him.

John Wayne was content with
as

prop boy

until

his

his

job

peculiar walk at-

February

Silver Screen for
tracted Raoul Walsh's eyes and landed
him "The Big Trail" lead. Anita Page
was disconsolate when her contact with a

small concern ended in a burst of newspaper notoriety; but her picture in the
papers brought an audience with M-G-M
officials and a worth-while agreement. Bill
Haines was feeling about washed up. An
executive dismissed him curtly as "not the
Whereupon, he got
type, too calm."
steamed up, bawling the man out, and
The other
stamped from the office.
grinned and called him back.
Despite his former years on the stage,
none of the producers could "see" Lew
Cody as a talkie actor after his two years of
illness had kept him off the screen and

—

diminished

his box-office value.

him the eyebrow

All gave

and were rather
gruff in greeting. One day he saw Gloria
Swanson somewhere. She said that, since
he was well, he just must have a role in
"What A Widow," and didn't even bother
obligate

with the formality of tests.
"The face on the cutting-room floor"
doesn't always stay there. George Cooper
had fought the good fight and at last, in
"Hell's Angels," had been raised to that
ecstatic peak of the actor who gets a meaty
His spirits drooped when the film
role.
was released, as the episodes in which he
had figured were cut out. For three years
he sorrowed over an opportunity that had
promised fulfillment only to be blasted as
hope had soared so high. Then the studio
called him for "Sky Devils." It developed
that sequences clipped from the air epic
were to be gathered into a comedy of the
clouds!

So

his

work

is

to shine after

all,

with a few additional scenes.
You've read how, years ago. Colleen
Moore was seen by D. W. Griffith in an
elevator, and got into the movies. Another
"lifted" Irene Dunne to fame, when
Ziegfeld rode up with her in an office
building.
He had his secretary search
diligently for her and find her.
Several
engagements
followed,
climaxed
by
"Showboat" and the talkies.
But you or I might ride up and down in
elevators indefinitely and nothing would
happen but a headache.
Virginia Cherrill was seen by Chaplin
attending a prize-fight.
Charlie Farrell
interested Frank Borzage when he came to
the director to "plug" a friend for "Seventh Heaven." Monte Blue, hired to dig
ditches, was delivering a radical oration to
fellow workers when Griffith heard him
and cast him as Danton.

Emil Jannings met Ruth Chatterton

at

a party. Miss Chatterton's finances were
almost gone and it looked as if there would
be nothing for her in pictures despite her
note-worthy stage prestige.
The result of these fortuitous happenings in each case was a successful picture

leg.

Unable

to

mustn't give luck

the credit for
our admired personalities, however. After
fortune had been kind enough to single
them out for special honors thus abruptly,
they had or developed the talents necessary
to continue their upward climb.
But in Hollywood, without a doubt, the
unexpected is "the order of the day,"
turning glum faces into smiles.
If a horse hadn't fallen on him when he
was an eighteen-year-old jockey, Robert
Woolsey mightn't be a screen comedian.
Bell Hop, his mount at the Belmont Race
Track, skidded in the mud, fell and broke
all

ride

for

93

67

2

many

to vaudeville.

When

you're a kid whose movie hopes
and you're earning your living
as a messenger boy, and in a collision between your motorcycle and a picture
company's truck your leg is broken, life is
But Richard
liable to look very black.
Arlen's accident happened right in front
of a studio. A casting director had witnessed it and had sent Dick to the hospital.
When he recovered he was assured extra
work, and thus he got his foothold in the

have

failed

films.

Accompanying a stagestruck childhood
companion on the rounds of the agents'
offices Helen Chandler thought an ecstatic
delight. Not only might she get a glimpse
of beautiful actresses, but she could ride
in the subway, always a thrill.
Arthur
Hopkins, casting "Barbara," noticed eightyear-old Helen standing outside in the
alley.
It was raining and she had on
half-socks.
He called gruffly that she

might wait inside. Looking at her more
closely, he offered her a small part.
Harold Lloyd flipped a coin to determine
whethei to come to Hollywood or not; so
did Jack Holt. Al Jolson's act was dull
until a negro dresser wondered why he
didn't black his face.
He did, and went
over with a bang. Bessie Love's career was
back-sliding when, at a party, she gave a
Charleston exhibition which re-focused
attention upon her and started her off to a
second victory.
Frozen fingers scared
into the movies.

Morgan's dancing

Ramon Novarro
He was with Marion
troupe in New York one

Cold, and too poor to buy
gloves to protect the precious digits
which he then thought would make him a
musician, he left, and turned to the screen
in the extra work that was still less profitable, in order that he might live in
California's warm climate.
second time luck favored him. His
chance came unexpectedly.
picture
version of the life of Omar Khayyam, in which
he had played, was not released for two or
three years, but Rex Ingram saw it at a
private preview and sent for the Mexican
boy, speeding him on the rapid road to
bleak winter.

warm
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not smart your eyes

aeciientally gotten into

of distinguished talents, accepted a doctor
friend's invitation to dine in a Hollywood
cafe. At a nearby table sat Chaplin. The
medico, who knew the comedian, introduced them. Within a few weeks Menjou
was engaged for "A Woman of Paris,"
which brought his adroit sophistication
into sensational notice.
Joan Crawford was seen by Harry Raph

New York show.
Mickey Neilan

ate her luncheon in a

they
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movie

stars today.

Searching for a girl to play in the GerEnglish versions of "The Blue
Angel," Josef Von Sternberg entered a

man and

Berlin theatre at the moment when Marlene Dietrich spoke her one English line in
the play, "Three cheers for the gentleman
who has won the grand prize!" That
simple sentence, enunciated at the psychological moment, re-routed her from the
German stage to the American screen and
her greatest triumphs.
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HEARTBREAK

wartime

It's

Fair

in

(Fox)

know

A young

Vienna

in

(and you just
tliere'll be a waltz).

1916

(Charlie Farrell)
"ove with an Austrian countess.
officer

in

falls

He

kills

her beloved brother in battle and she says
she never wants to see him again— but she
changes her mind at the end of the Avar.
Pretty weak stuff.
Madge Evans is the
countess.

Cb^metic^ Gtmlfhvtr

Hide tfuDndk

Leftover Ladies, it seems,
are women ^vho have

LADIES
Good

sacrificed

(Tiffany)

If your cheeks are sallow, eyes dull ; if you're
always dead tired, don't try to hide the truth.
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forming.
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matchless corrective in use for 20
years. Take nightly and watch pleasing results. Know them by their olive color. At
druggists, 15c, 30e and 60c.

A

A

themselves losing beauty and youth and
happiness in exchange for independence.
Take the girl friend to this and she will
change her mind about becoming an author. Claudia Dell and Marjorie Rambeau
are in the cast.

MAD

John Barrymore turns

GENIUS,

THE
(

formance which holds
you spell-bound in your

Warners)

illegitimate son
born with the soul of

proud, who
struggles to write classics when he should
be dashing out jazz to pay the rent. The
little house maid falls in love with him.
She inherits a million and he becomes a
famous composer, so what more do you
want?
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One
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your poems
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poems

credit
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FREE
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copy
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of
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ASSOCIATES,
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2S-E. 23rd

St.,

New

but

poor
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If we consider your work worth wh Me, and compose music or
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publishers with complete copyright protection.

this

Farrell get just a
little bit too sugary in
It's about a
this one.

(Fox)

of

to

Janet Gaynor and Charlie

^

not send for this amaz
ing book?
Or better still,

HITS

MERELY MARY

young
^

WHY

HUNDRED SONG

It's a
artist, but the body of a cripple.
powerful, at times horrible picture, but it
carries a big thrill.

an

Fair
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Danceograph - Ne w-Rapid-Professional
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(Paramount)
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1

Danceograph Dance
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Sutter

St.,

this

In this picture the Four
Marx Brothers are funnier than a barrel of
monkeys. Their humor

absurd, foolish and silly, and do
Look out for your operation
Groucho goes into his tango with

illogical,

you laugh!

when
Thelma Todd.

rate blues-chaser.

Recommended

—

as

a

have never seen anything like this beFlower Drops, made from t/ie

of Jloivers, without alcohol. The most
xquisite and refined of all perfumes. Sells
an ounce (bottle of 30 drops, $2.50) yet
single drop lasts a week
economical
iUt'nce

'

e
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Write for

Ex-

any plot to speak of, but there's lots of
fun Kith Eddie singing songs in an ultra
modern dough-nut factory.
Charlotte
GreenAvood helps out in the funny business.
If you're feeling low, call on Dr. Cantor at
your local theatre.

SIN OF MADELON
CLAUDET, THE
Good
(M-G-M)
old

his

tricks

Get out your handkerchief,

for

girls,

this

is

an old-fashioned weepie.
^'eil Hamilton is up to
again— luring a pretty girl

on the pretense of marriage. He disappears and Lewis Stone is left to console
the girl (Helen Hayes) who has a baby
and a lot of disillusions. Helen has to
become a bad girl to be a good mother— or
something like that.
a\vay

#.

This flicker is all
about three delight-

OUICK WALLING-

ful crooks

OF GET-RICH
FORD, THE

SPIRIT OF

This picture successfully

NOTRE DAME

memory

perpetuates the

Knute Rockne and
team
loyalty,
glorifies

of

Excellent
(Universal)

play and courage. It gets rather sentimental
over football and loyalty but you'll like it.
In it are a lot of famous football heroes,
including the 'Tour Horsemen". Lew Ayres,

William BakeAvell,

MacDonald

SUSAN LENOX:

HER FALL AND
RISE

Sally

Blane and

J.

Farrell

are the "movie" people in

Garbo

finds

it.

opportunity

by
story
David Graham Phillips
in

this

old

to be forlorn, to be terror stricken, and to be
Clark Gable is the leadutterly desirable.
ing man and his love scenes with Garbo are
the best yet. The plot is nothing to speak
of, but you do not realize this as you are
completely lost in the charm of Garbo. In
fact there might not be any plot at all for

Excellent

all

M-G-M)

you

care.

first

NEW ADVENTURES

and their
amusing adventures

.^^'l^"
f'"^
ham Haines is in
(M-G-M)
old
split
the
make
you
rare form and will
He is aided and
sides with laughter.

TWENTY-FOUR A
in
HOURS

great deal can

happen

twenty-four hours and
this picture sets out to
Good
(Paramount)
prove just liow mUch.
A night club hostess and a gangster and a
society couple are involved, and there's a
neat little murder and solution. You'll be
crazy about Miriam Hopkins as the night
club hostess who sings torch songs.

Claudia Dell, the Rebel Blonde

wonderful

fure! Riegers'

(III

"Depression

plainer" Cantor is a riot
jhis one.
There isn't

Art, Inc.

1

at

Eddie

Sjjlendid
(Umieci Artists)

San Francisco, California

i New
Perfume
You

PALMY DAYS

(

Excellent

BALLROOM
Mark X for
TANGO
\ the course
TAP and clog) dssired

abetted in this laugh fiesta by the famous
"Schnozzle" Durante and Ernest Torrence.

Barrymore plays the

seats.

ANN

FREE
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New
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Good

]

for

^ career and ;vho find
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on a table were several of the Chatterton
(Surely you know that the great
wigs.
Chatterton never dyes or cuts her own
she simply has a wig made to suit
Claudia
her personality in each part.)
hair

—

tried

them on and had

tests

made

of her-

them.
When Tiffany was looking high and low
for a girl to play the lead in "Leftover
Ladies" Claudia's agent took her recent
"Claudia
tests to the Tiffany studios.
Beautiful, yes— but blonde, hopeDell?
This role calls for an emolessly blonde.
And only brunettes are
tional actress.

self in

Thus spake the Tiffany
emotional."
However, they politely
powers-that-be.
All right— go on
looked over the tests.
You know all the answers
\vith the story.
anyway.
Claudia wore a brunette wig in "Leftover Ladies" and proved that she was an
emotional actress of exceptional ability.
Now she vows she will never step before
the camera again without that brunette
wig!

The bleached hussies have
gray \vorrying over it.

all

turned
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lack of temperament.
She doesn't fuss
about Her Art. Her theory is that any
role can stand out if it's played to the hilt.

When

think of Bessie Love I almost
Here is a splendid little
actress who can stand before the cameras
and put over everything from Little Eva
to the hey-heyest part.
"The Broadway
Melody" proved her talkie excellence. She
has a wistful smile that makes you want to
go knock out a couple of giants. I talked
to her the other day and she looks prettier
than ever. She did a stage play, a vaudeville tour, and a quickie this last Fall. The
gamest girl in the whole business, beloved

want

to

cry!

White I'm willing

to agree

that she needs another chance.
Many of
us never cared a whoop about her jazz
epics.
But there is no doubt but what she
built up a real following.
She, too, made
a very successful vaudeville tour this last
Fall.
Since she tumbled off her pedestal
as a First National star she has done only
a few quickies.
If she ever gets back into
the running she assures us that she will
discard her flapperisms and show us some
first-class acting.
Aileen Pringle made her screen debut
too soon.
She was the first true sophisticate in Hollywood.
Little good it did her
in the era of innocents.
She should be in
demand, for she is one of these women of
the world whom we idolize.
But her infrequent appearances are in quickies, usually murder mysteries.
Oh, Hollywood,
it is to laugh!
Yet I doubt if Aileen herself
sees anything funny in the irony of her fate.
The heretofore despised quickies are to be

thanked

back Clara Kimball
For giving Betty Bronson

for bringing

to us.

and Carmel Myers hope that they may
reach the heights again, and for giving
Rita La Roy and Frances Dade a chance
to carry on the work they love.
Those
two distinguished character actresses.
Beryl Mercer and Mary Carr, ought to be

^^1^^^
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a lot of condolences, think of these gallant
girls who never say die.
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Are These Our Eric Linden?
[Continued from page 40]

and has about decided not to do this.
Eric Uves a quiet life in Hollywood.
With his adored mother his father passed
out of the domestic picture when Eric was
only five months old he lives in a little
cottage on a Hollywood hillside.
There
are no servants.
He tends to his small

return,

NOWl you can have
The VOICE you wantS

—

—

garden himself.
He is not working all the time. Therefore, he spends much of his time at his
favorite avocation
sometime he hopes it
will be his vocation
writing. At twentytwo he has completed three plays, which
have caused favorable comment from the

—
—

severest critics.

He

He walks

has no car.

a mile and a

half to the studio.
He believes that this
combines exercise and saving and he
knows that physical condition means a
great deal to success in pictures.

—

He

is

not a first-nighter and he

is

not a

night-clubber.

found this out when I first met him.
were working together in "Children."
I played the role of a reporter and
had my first close view of him. We got
lines
back
acquainted
reading
our
and forth to each other. One night I
I

We

said:

"Eric,

I'm stepping over

bassy Club.

Guaranteed
—

—

organ not with singing lessons
but by fundamentally sound and
scientifically correct silent exer. . . and absolutely guaran'
to improve any singing or
speaking voice at least ioo%
. . . Write for wonderful voice
book sent free. Learn
you can now have the voice
you want. No literature sent
to anyone under 17 years unless signed by parent.

cises

tee

WHY

matter how hopeless
your case may seem senci
at once for free Voice Book,

—

PerSect Voice Institute, Studio 70*9X
30S No. Mlcbigan Ave.. Gbleago

jeopardize his future, even for a few hours.
This was a small thing but it shows the
same traits he displays in putting his life's
affairs in shape.
Eric has been praised for his emotional
He has earned that
v/ork in "Children."

Joan Crawford once told me that
she considered the greatest of all tributes
to an actor a favorable reaction from the
"props," the "grips" and the others on the
set.
She said that the height of her ambition was to make the men forget their

Coupon for Free Voice Book

work and watch her.
Eric did more than this.
When he had finished reciting the Lord's
Prayer at the end of "Children," every
the set was openly
They were crying not from the
crying.

man and woman on

stimulation of scenes which had
gone before, nor from the stimulation of
illusion.
They were crying on bare stages,
with reality all about them.
There could be no finer tribute to the
work of Eric Linden than this.
A keen intellect, a keen philosophy, and
an understanding of life are necessaiy to
artificial

portray such parts.

touching hearts

I

Perteet Voice Institute, Studio •jo-n
308 No. MlcliiKan Ave., Chicago
Please Bend me FREE and without obligation, Prof.
FeuchtInger'0 new book, "Physical Voice Culture."
I have checked subject in which I am moat Interested.
Weak

^ AddreBB
I

I Citv

Voice

D Singing

Stammering

Speaking
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Age

think Eric

—

—with portraying

is

He

doesn't like to strut.

But he does believe that he is a good
actor and likes to have people who think
he is tell him so. He appreciates suggestions, watches other players for helpful
points, and studies his work from beginning to end. He gets the feel of a part and
carries through with it.
He will let nothing interfere with his work or with his ulHe has that much of an
timate success.
It is as
ego, and that kind of an ego.
much a part of him as is his growing bank
account.

That bank account

is another reason
While others
think Eric is sensible.
rising to the crest of the wave are buying
fine houses and expensive automobiles, he
is putting his money away.
"Acting is work," he tells me. "I don't
want to have to work always. I've seen
some of the world, and I want to see more.
I'm going to pack, some day, and step
I'm only going to live once, and
around.
there are a great many places to go and a
great many things to do."
Eric is the possessor of a creative mind.
He doesn't want to act forever.
"Acting," he tells me, "is the mirroring
a reflecting ot
of other peoples' creations
There is nothing
other peoples' thoughts.
Some day I hope to
creative about it.
create something which will be worth
while."
philosophy like this is unusual in a
young man of Eric's age in Eric's position.
I have known young players and young
players, and the main interest they have
in life is to get the picture completed and
go on a vacation. Perhaps Eric is missing
a certain amount of thoughtless fun but,
at the same time, he is building for the
future
and that's sensible, too.
Howard Estabrook, the writer, recently
winner of the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences award for the adaptation
of "Cimarron," declares that Eric has the
power which may be found in the porand that he has
trayals of James Cagney
the same whimsical ability of Phillips
Holmes and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.

why

I

—

A

—

—

Ernie Westmore likens him to Paul
Muni, who has shown a marked ability in
changing faces. Westmore, a make-up
artist,

has studied Eric's pictures

five of

them

—and

finds a

tional register in each.

— seventyemodubbed

different

He

has

Eric "the boy of a thousand faces." Eric's
in "Children" backs up this assertion
for he is eveiything from a loving,
considerate boy to a hardened criminal,
fighting tooth and nail for his existence.
He reveals the many sides of his character-

work

Brown, curly hair dreaming eyes
have little to do with real acting with
I

J
'
•

Em-

praise.

We build, strengthen the vocal

Mail

to the

me?"

—

Improvement

No

to join

"Maybe, after the picture is done,"
was his reply. "I can't show up here
with my mind foggy from a late date."
Work comes first with Eric. Later we
had the party. But Eric wasn't going to

100%

—

Want

pat his cheek and he would have qualified
as a fullback, for he ran through a broken
field in the theatre lobby and out-distanced
He doesn't
the opposition like a veteran.
care to be pointed at and exclaimed over.

—

life.

sensible because he has a

sublime faith in himself and his ability.
Please don't misunderstand me when I
Eric is not "high hat."
tell you this.
Not in any sense of the word. I can prove
that to you when I tell you that Eric's neck
turned beet red and stayed that way during the first preview of "Children," and
that when it was over I had to run to keep
up with him as he fled from the theatre.
At the second preview, a woman tried to

—

izational ability

mand

of

his

and
face,

his
his

marvelous com-

mind and

liis

body.
Perhaps well, more than perhaps
Eric's brushing against life has given him
the tools with which to build his char-

—

—

acterizations.

Life has not been particularly kind to
Earlier in this stoiy, the fact that
Eric's father left his mother when Eric's

him.

—
Screen

Silver
brothers and sisters were too young to
contribute to the family's support, was
pointed out. Eric grew up haphazardly,
for his mother, whom he worships, was
forced to bear the brunt of caring for her
brood.
She was governess, nurse
half
a dozen other things. Eric's two brothers
and his sister helped as soon as they were
old enough.
All are older than he is.
His mother placed him in the Paul Hoffman school, and there he had the attention
of Angelo Patri, the noted educator and
philosopher.
As soon as he was old
enough, he was out selling newspapers.
He was, in turn, a messenger boy, a bank
clerk, a delivery boy, a travel guide, a
clerk, a theatre usher (you probably saw
him on Broadway at the Roxy, the Rivoli
and Rialto) a dishwasher and a summer

—

camp

the concert critic Phillip Moeller, the
stage director at the Guild, and Lynn
Fontanne. They all helped, and Eric
appeared in production after production.
These people helped Eric because they
knew that their efforts would be appreciated
and that they weren't sowing
seeds of advice in fallow ground.
Among the Guild productions in which
Eric appeared were "Valpone," "Marco
Millions," "Faust," "Strange Interlude"
and "Prunella." Sylvia Sydney made her
debut in "Prunella." Then he went to
Broadway with "Flight," "Buckaroo,"

FAT

—

"One Way

spent

ing greasy dishes, he was looking in the
direction of Fifth Avenue and dreaming
of the day when he would be someone
worth while.
In high school he first had his dramatic
urge.
He got a poor part in the annual
play at DeWitt Clinton High School.
He
worked so hard that the next year he was
given the lead in "If I Were King"
and the production still stands as the
most successful in the history of that

eye.

dramatic instructor there
met him when he was studying English
the

Columbia University.
She was disappointed when she found
that he was hoping to persue a writing
literature at

Loses 64 Pounds of

—

him to look over the housetops of Tenth
Avenue if he ever expected to leave it.
He had the sense and the intelligence to
heed this advice and while he was wash-

Later,

75

2

long island matron

stock.

institution.

93

and urged him to go to the Theatre
Guild that very afternoon and apply for
work. He did. Elders again were interested in him.
There was John Martin,

Older people always have been interested in Eric.
When he was nine, a
kindly instructor in a summer camp taught

—

1

career,

Street,"

"Reunion" and "You

He

Never Can Tell."

instructor.

February

for

also

played in

After a season with the Berkshire Players

he went with them to Paris. He
two months on a bicycle trip
through Europe, making a point of dodging the places everyone sees and seeing
those beauties hidden to the average
in stock,

He came back from Europe on a cattle
boat and immediately was in demand.
On landing he went into rehearsals with
"Hilda Cassidy." Thence to radio, where
he was "The Collier Boy," "Dick Trevor
the Freshman," and was the
juvenile.
Contracts were

first

television

pending
when Wesley Ruggles was having one of
still

the hardest times in history trying to find
a lead for "Are These Our Children?"

Ruggles tested almost a hundred young
Then he heard about Eric. He
sent for tests.
Eric passed with flying
colors, hopped an airplane, and landed
in Hollywood in less than forty-eight
players.

hours.
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"Oh, Clark

!

Do You Remember ?"

[Continued from page 25]
I had invested in a second-hand portable
phonograph and was completely absorbed
its creaking out a sentimental ballad.
I
only had two records. I was oblivious to
the rest of the troupe
Homesick and
Lovesick
Suddenly a voice at my right,
"Pardon me," it drawled, "but what's the
chance of persuading you to muffle that
piece of annoyance
or give it a chance to
see what it can do to another tune?" I
turned to give him a withering look but
without much success.
"Say," he went
on looking searchingly into my eyes,
"are you lovesick or something? Because
the rest of us aren't and I'm sure I could
take up a collection from my fellow suffer-

in

—

—

—

—

—

(indicating with one fell swoop the
whole car of twenty) and buy you a
drawing room where you could work yourself up into a good cry."
I tried to make my usual flippant answer
but the fact that my tormenter was
Clark Gable, the words wouldn't come. I
resorted to the feminine trick of weeping
I didn't wait for the drawing room.
"Aw, what's the matter, kid?" and he
slipped down beside me.
"I'd never been away from home before.
ers

—

know what

I was doing in a
didn't like the stage or
anyone on it." And so on for miles and
miles
blubbered there in front of
I
Clark Gable.
And I don't cry prettily
either.
When I think of it ! ! !
No doubt his brotherly feeling for me
started then.
So, girls, I can't tell you
what his powers are or the secret of
his success as a screen lover
for I was for
I

didn't

troupe anyway

—

I

—

—

—

—

romantic moments.
Knowing I was homesick, he'd often
call up to be sure I had something to do,
and was being taken care of I did rather
adore him. So imagine my feelings when
I heard this one. A mutual friend of ours
(and a member of the same company)
his less

met him on the street in Hollywood not
long ago and mentioned that she saw a
great deal of me.
"Who?" he queried, concentrating on
space.

She repeated

my

name.

mist cleared.
"Oh, yes," he drawled.

Finally the

(He would.)
blonde girl."
Oh, how could you, Clark? I'm not
even blonde.

"The

little

No

lonely evenings
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—
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"The Champ" Learns His Lesson

REMOVE

[Continued from page 21]
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he reigns as one of the biggest box office
bets of the screen, is founded on myriads of
experiences Hke these. He's been through

—

the game
elephant-trainer in a circus,
hoofer, chorus man, comic in two-reelers,

playing Swedish servant girls in the old
Essanay studios in Chicago, studio manager, producer, director, comedian, and

"heavy."
He's risen

and

stardom

to

"knocked down"

been

—usually by the mistakes

of others.
"I've been through in pictures at least
three times
but here I am," laughs
Beery. "Like the comedian in the show, I

—

always bob up serenely. And I've found
that every time I bob up I've learned some-

—

thing from the last tumble carry scars
that remind me to avoid the pitfalls of the
"Lincoln got his education chiefly

home 'Study

•

•

•

hy

So can YOt/.
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The last Wallace Beery of today, hero
"Min and Bill," "The Champ," and

hits, is a Wallace Beery seasoned in
experience, not only in every branch of
entertainment but in the business of it,
too.
He knows how to read contracts be-

such

—

fore he signs them now.
He knows how
to wiggle out of a role that he's sure he'll
"flop" in and he knows enough about

—

CO.

Hollywood,

Calif.
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The next issue of

—

Wally went

to

don't

take

—

sure of what isn't in

my hand."

"And," relates Wally, telling the story,
"do you know that a rumor got around
after that that I was hard to handle?
It

me

with several producers. I learned
never make the mistake of
being too tough with the boss. Stand up
for your rights, but don't stand up so

from that

straight

—

you lean backward."

Beery, in
great stories.
his

stardom,

his

present

He

gets great casts

gets

and op-

But throughout the years of
early career he was continually miscast

portunities.

•

comedies.
He took

up

directing

— directed Francis

X. Bushman and other stars, and made
good at it. But even then he felt that
there was nothing outstanding in the rework.
Essanay sent Beery West

sults of his

to be business
California studios at Niles,
California, where the "Broncho Billy"
Westerns and early Chaplin comedies were
filmed.
He tried it for a while. Detail,
bookkeeping, handling people, irked him.
"I'm not cut out for an executive," he
decided. Again he'd been miscast.
friend was organizing a company
to go to Japan to film some pictures
there.
Wally got interested, financed the
venture and they started out. And then
the conflagration in Europe came. They
went broke.
"I'm miscast as a producer too," de-

manager of

its

A

cided Wally, and returned to comedy, at
the old Keystone studios.
By this time he was thinking and
thinking hard.
"I remembered the villains I played
in Kansas City," he related, "and tried
an experiment of mixing that kind of
character with a little comedy a menace
that could get a few laughs. In those days
villains were always one hundred percent
villains
so the idea was new.
Well, we
tried it
after I'd talked six days to sell the
idea.
It clicked.
The 'Devil's Cargo'
was one of the best pictures I ever made
and established this type of villain with a
comedy side. We did more the public

—

—

—
—

them

—and

—

found that at last I'd
discovered a way to be human as a comedian or a villain. And being human and
natural is the answer to this business.
"Kids from elocution school need not
apply in the movies. They want absolute
naturalness.
The comedy villain was a
a success because every human being has
comedy mixed with his other complex
liked

I

a very obvious truth to me
producers and the public
but it took long years of miscasting and
bitter experiences to find it out."
natures.

now

It's

—and to

Hill, who directed "Min and
"The Big House" and "The Secret

George

work.

chances on general
principles," he told Ince. "I know you're
good for it and all that but I'm never
"Just

Bill,"

Six," says "Beery took a circus performer

and made out of him an

artist.

The depth

of understanding in the characters he
plays comes from a great knowledge of
human life a great experience in dealing
with his fellow man and delving into the
why and wherefore of things. He had a
tough time for years.
That's why he
understands tough characters on the
screen.
He can suffer because he's had
plenty practice at it. He can be natural
because he's learned humanity from humanity's best study mankind."

—

—
—

Beery carries scars but at
paying him dividends.

last they're

N. Y.

Do you want
"Tarzan"?

Will be on sale February 10

his limitations

—

hurt

WANT A STEADY JOB?

Work for

know

to

the lesson that life has taught him.
Beery takes everything with a grain of
salt.
He never counts his chickens before
they're hatched.
"I never am sure of a
thing until it's happened I learned long
ago that on stage and screen there are
too many slips to count on things until
they're set."
That's the reason for his historic scrap
with the late Thomas H. Ince. Ince had
hired him for a role, and had agreed, if
the role ran over a week, to pay him a certain amount every day
in advance.
The first day after the week was up,
Beery arrived at the studio, sat in his
dressing room, and waited.
The director sent for him. Nothing
doing.
Finally, Ince came to see what the matter was.
"You haven't sent my money over yet,"
insisted Wally.
Ince was angry but finally saw the
humor of it, laughed, and sent the money.

—

New York

Radio Broadcast and commercial usage bring big
returns.
Writers of WORDS or MUSIC should send
for FREE copy of 20-page instructive booklet giving
full details of opportunities
We
in song writing.
revise, arrange, secure U. S. Copyright, broadcast your
Bong over the Radio and submit to Motion Picture
Studios here in Hollywood. Write Today.
604

of

what he can do

"Write for
booklet and sworn statement of £>/?i/A/
the inventor who was himself deaf.
A. O.

last fiasco."

—

and it was from being continually thrust
into the wrong parts that he learned what
the right part for him was.
He started as a Swedish servant girl in

to know how Johnny Weissmuller is making out as
The March Silver Screen tells all with a firm stroke, not

an Australian crawl.
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WHO

Aristocrat of the Screen

SHE?

IS

[Continued from page 41]

When

she was four years old her mother

took her to

known

as

New York

City.

Kate CUnton

The mother,

to the stage, re-

turned to her profession and Kay was sent
to school.
Her early education was reEpiscopalian. Later
ceived in convents
she attended Miss Fuller's school at Ossining and from there went to the Cathedral School in Garden City, Long Island.
How do advertisements of schools like

—

these read? "Smart Schools for Exclusive
Young Ladies," or something to that
effect. And so we see that Kay Francis has
acquired the background for a young lady

with an aristocratic temperament.
After school days were over Dwight
Francis, the son of an old New England
family, fell in love with her and a swanky
wedding at St. Thomas's, New York's
most fashionable church, followed.
Though her husband was well-born and
his parents well-heeled with millions of
American dollars, there was not much cash
for the young married couple. And Kay
lived according to
like a true aristocrat
their means.
Despite this noble effort the marriage
did not go well and with a graceful bow
she turned her back and went travelling in
Europe.
In Holland she dined with Queen Wilhelmina in the Royal Palace at The
Hague. Did Kay feel in awe of her Majesty? She did not, though she was a bit
dubious about the correct fork to select
from the array of silver beside her plate.
She turned to her royal hostess and asked
with perfect composure which was the

—

correct

implement

to use.

Can you

see

her doing it?
Not with embarrassment.

No, just askHolland way of doing things.
Much as the King of England might have
asked King Alfonso if he attended a bull
fight in Spain, "Just what do you do when
the bull gores the matador? If I were in
England at a game of cricket, now I should
know."
Returning to New York City she deing

the

cided to take up her mother's profession.
Kate Clinton at one time was considered
one of the most beautiful women who ever
played the old Castle Square stock com-

pany

in Boston.

"A

—

dark-haired, spirited beauty with
fire and verve," is the way some one described her who knew her in those days.
After her stock days, Kate Clinton became
a vaudevillian.
But Kay did not go into vaudeville.
Shakespeare is considered the aristocrat of
the drama. Kay, being the modern aristocrat, went into the modernized version of
"Hamlet." It was considered an ultrasmart production.
Adrienne Morrison,
mother of Connie and Joan Bennett,
played the Queen Mother, Helen Chandler
Ophelia and Basil Sydney was Hamlet. Kay
Francis played the Player Queen.
Then came a season with the Stuart
Walker stock company. Kay played Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Dayton. Stuart
Walker is the last word in theatrical stock

companies.
is true at one time she took a course
stenography and spent a few weeks
modeling dresses, but I am sure she did it

It

in

the most correct way.
Not that she is the dignified type of
aristocrat of my picture of the mid- Victorian dowager.
She is an aristocrat of
today who goes in for dash and some
splash with her haughtiness. But we can
see by her life that she lives up to Webster's
definition of the word. She has the sympathies, the inclinations, habits and temper
all in

of the ruling class.
And then there is the matter of Miss
Francis's pulchritude.
There's true aristocracy there. Did you ever notice how
she holds her head?
West Point trains its cadets to hold
themselves so that the crown of the head
is the highest point of the body. And that's
the way Kay Francis holds her head
the
correct way. You know how she wears her

—

clothes.

The Park Avenue debutante

considered the best dressed
world. And that's the way

Park Avenue

clothes, like

woman in
Kay wears

—not

like

is

the

her
Holly-

ROCHELLE

HUDSON
POPULAR STAR

an

actress.

Though

—

envy her

"Who

men

that girl

is

—
W. KOBI

FREE
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Wash.

—
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Name
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girls.

Lois Long who has just divorced Peter
Arno, the cartoonist-playwright, and Katherine Swan who now holds an important
position in Paramount's scenario department.

was only a two room apartwent in for life in a big way.
Miss Swan says, "We were a bit hay- wire
in those days.
Life was very hectic but
merry. Now and then we cast our thoughts
toward the theatrical world where our
careers were centered, but as no engagements came forth we filled the interim by
stepping high, wide and handsome.
"Our apartment consisted of two small
rooms but such was our popularity that it
was necessary for us each to have our individual telephone. It sounded and looked
like the stock broker's office in Douglas

ment the

J.

Address

She took an apartment with two

women

goes,

admire and whisper eagerly,
with the wonderful hair?"

Such hair is a precious possession.
Yet there is no
mystery about it. Just one Golden Glint Shampoo
can tn^ke your hair lovelier than you ever hoped— no
matter how dull and lifeless it may seem to you now!
More than an ordinary shampoo. In addition to
cleansing, it adds a subtle "tiny-tint" — not much —
hardly perceptible. But what a vast differenceitmakes
25c at your dealers', or send for free sample.

wood.
After her days in the Stuart Walker
stock company she returned to New York,
now confident that she could make good as

Wherever she

^

.State.

City

Color of

my

hair

.

it

girls

picture,
'Reaching for the
Moon.'
"Dances and parties not being exciting
enough we invented new amusements. Indoor Polo held our interest until Kay

Fairbanks'

broke her collar bone."
"How do you play Indoor Polo?"

^
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log for
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story Ideas, plots, etc.
Perhaps you
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tion,
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Director.
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by suc-

Etc.)
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fully

all

confidence!
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I

10c.

Mail me a Large Box of

PEERLESS WONDER CREAM

asked.

"Well, one of the rules is that you must
play the game on your knees."
"The night Kay was hurt, there was a
four hundred pound,
ball star in the game.

more

or

less,

foot-

Scaled and Prepaid, and

tell

me how

a Beautiful Rounded Form by your Simple
Home Method.** That is all you need say, and I will return
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to Develop

MADAME

In the excitement
he thought he was playing football and

jumped
his

Someone yanked
down and all
hundred pounds fell on Kay."
to his feet.

his four

"Do you
I

—

knees to bring him
think

Kay

is

at

of

WEEKS

^IN

an aristocrat?"

asked of Miss Swan.

"An aristocrat in her tastes. I have
never seen Kay do an ungraceful thing.
She has breeding and poise. She is a bit
different

Though

—doesn't
I

make

do not mean

friends

easily.

to give the

im-

high hat because she is
She is very genuine."
All in all Kay Francis seems to merit the
title,
"The Aristocrat of the Screen."
Don't you think so?

pression that she

is

anything but that.
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The Cliques That Divide Screen Society
[Continue d fr om page 43]

For that matter.

Hollywood has gone

Practically every film player of
note has a tennis court in his back yard.
And can they play?
Herbert Brenon, director, holds a tennis
tournament each year at which he gives
tennis.

trophy cups and medals.
The whole
colony turns out en masse. His last meet

made

One hundred and
were invited to the afTair.
And over two hundred came. Prominent
among the guests were Dolores Del Rio
and Cedric Gibbons, Norma Talmadge,
Alice Joyce, Anna Q_. Nilsson, Constance
Bennett, Buster Keaton, Warner Baxter,
William Powell, Richard Barthelmess,
etc., etc. This was an instance of a successscreen history.

fifty celebrities

film story version of
Sinclair Lewis' epic novel appears
in February Screenland.
Ronald
Colman plays the part of Dr. Martin Arrowsmith, with Helen Hayes
as his adorable wife Leora in a cinesuccess you're sure to see. But
first read the complete story as it
appears in Screenland.

get-together of cliques within cliques.
you are by any chance a polo enthusiast, go out to the Riviera Polo Club and
watch Jimmie Gleason and Will Rogers
play.
You can meet a bunch of "star"
members any day on the field. The club
boasts some big names on its register
Jack Holt, Edmund Lowe, Joel McCrae,
ful

If

ma

Replete with stirring pictures from
the drama, Screenland^s Arrowsmith is an outstanding story sucFrom colorful
cess of the season.
opening through young Arrowsmith's tumultuous romance down
to the smash climax on a fever
stricken West Indian Island Arrowsmith makes a story of unfor-

Harry Carey, Claude Graham- White,
"Big Boy" Guinn Williams, etc.
The Toluca Lake folks will take you
bicycle riding if you get out their way.
They ride together, early every morning
when the weather permits. Dick and
Jobyna Ralston, Francis Dee, Sylvia
Sidney and Phillips Holmes are charter
members. They aren't the only players,
however, who enjoy a good bicycle ride.
Doug and Mary often do. Neil Hamilton
often rides to work on his bicycle and it's
a good ten miles, too.
Zasu Pitts is an-

gettable memories.

Exclusive
The Story of

Richard Dix'
Marriage

other player who has
fame with her bicycle.
If you

can wangle an invitation to weekwith the Robert Montgomerys,
Chester Morrises, or Reginald Dennys you
will get your share of hunting and fishing.
Reginald has a spacious mountain cabin
in a lonely spot high in the Sierras and the
retreat offers all the seclusion and comfort
that a movie-fed up personage could desire.
All of Reginald's friends and his
friends' friends, take turns week-ending
with him.
Golf bugs sooner or later wind up at

ennial bachelor of filmdom, but then he
eloped! You and I and all of Dix' millions of friends asked who when how
...
star reporter writes a thrilling

—

—

A

news scoop

for

SCREENLAND.

exclusive story appears

February

in

His
the great

issue.

Garbo and Novarro
Two

scintillating luminaries of the scresn
unite in a single picture and February
Screenland tells you the whole interesting back-screen story.
Just one of the
many features in the February issue that
will make your visits to the movies more
entertaining. Screenland is a magazine
you can't afford to miss. It gives you the

most

for

considerable

end

Richard Dix, they called him the per-

—

won

Harold Lloyd's hilltop home. Harold has
one of the finest greens in the state of California.

Many

of his friends are non-pro-

and he numbers among his acquaintances some of the greatest golfers in
fessionals

the country.
Before the advent of the
little Lloyds,
Harold's wife, the former
Mildred Davis, was one of HoUywoods'

your money.

February

best-known, and busiest hostesses.
She
entertains infrequently now, but her parties are lavish and something to write home

For his "stag" affairs, Harold
makes use of his game room in the basement of his Beverly Hills' mansion. Where
the crowd is mixed, the party usually ends
up with a barbecue.
John Miljan has a large barbecue pit in
his back-yard and often entertains weekend guests in this fashion. Neil Hamilton,
Chester Morris and Robert Montgomery
are usually among those present.
Wally
Beery and Clark Gable sometimes attend.
Tliey are great friends of John and chum
together at the studio, but Mrs. Gable and
Mrs. Beery do not go in extensively for
about.

at all newsstands
ASTROLOGY

^

Your Horoscope

cast by astrologer of 30 years'
Life's Prospects, Possibilities de-

world-repute.
scribed.
Health,
Marriage,
Finance.
Business
Guidance, Events, Changes, etc. .Send 25c in stumps
and your Birlhdatc for expert delineation, the
accuracy of which will amaze vou.
Put a Tic stamp
on your letter and address to ELROY STUDIOS.
(Dept. 12), 37 Albemarle St., London. W.I. England.
Irinumcrahle unsolicited test Ijiicmlals received,

*

Therefore, Wally and Clark
those absent.
Anita Page, Junior Laemmle, Mary
Brian, Russell Gleason, Lew Ayres and
wife Lola Lane, all form an exclusive little
clique of their own. If you were able to
join them, you would find them playing
bridge or making up theatre parties much
the same as your fi-iends do back home.
social affairs.

are often

among

You would no doubt like to be able to
accompany Joan Crawford, Ann Harding
and Kay Hammond on some of their
numerous shopping expeditions. The trio
are unusually good friends and with their
respective husbands are seen frequently
together at first nights, or dining and
dancing at the Cocoanut Grove or the Em-

Whenever they go to Ann's
they have a choice of swimming, tennis or a show. Ann has a marvelous tennis court built on top of her
bassy Club.
hilltop

home

theatre, as well as a

swimming

pool.

At

Joan's house they usually play bridge or
tennis.
And at Kay's they either play

backgammon

or

sit

around and

talk.

Don't be surprised at anything if you
happen to run into that bunch of young

Hollywood hoodlums that

call themselves
the "False Friends." They are utterly irresponsible and obey all of their impulses.
Billy
Bakewell,
Ben Alexander, Lew
Ayres, Walter Browne Rogers and Russell
Gleason are charter members.
"False
Friends" means exactly what it isn't
they merely play practical jokes on one
another and the last one to "score" is
automatically made president of the

Club.

The Dominoes Club
the largest

comprises one of
cliques of
Practically every actress of

and most important

Hollywood.
any prominence belongs. The Club was
founded two years ago by a group of New
York theatrical women in Hollywood.
Meeting at luncheons called by Mrs.

James Gleason,

the idea of a western
organization for screen women grew. Today they number two hundred and fifty

members, have

several thousand dollars in

bank,

other thousands invested in
government bonds, have recently moved
into a luxurious club house, owe no bills
and are making money. And all the members are on speaking terms. You've got
to hand it to the Dominoes.
If you are interested in aviation, you
will feel right at home in Holly^vood.
Dick Grace and his buddies are busy
stunting at present at
in "The Lost
Squadron." Aviators are thick as flies at
this writing.
Of course, there are always
the

RKO

our "Star" aviators.
James Hall, Ben
Lyon, Clark Gable, Wallace Beery, John
Miljan and Conrad Nagel are all firstclass flyers.

Most of the whoopee parties
staged in Hollywood. The real fun

aren't

to be
found at Malibu Beach. Connie Bennett
has her famous tennis and swimming parties at her Malibu home. Lilyan Tashman
and Edmund Lowe made mild whoopee
at their famous beach bungalow.
So do
is

Joan Bennett, Jack Gilbert, and all of the
other famous Malibu residents.
Whatever you want in cliques and clans
you can find in Hollywood. They never
overlap or intermingle.

—
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$-ALWAYS HAVE LUCK!-$

in Pictures

Unlucky in Money Games,
Love or Business? You should

[Continued from page 23]

carry

of the popular prima donna.
At twelve each day when the Common
People were making it to the nearest pub
for their ale and cheese, the damask
shades of Number One Farm Street were
ceremoniously drawn, and the little house
life

in Berkeley
life.

Square aristocratically came
had opened her eyes.

A great lady

to

A

bath, just so, with pines in it. Her mail,
with more royal crests even than isinglass
windows.
Personal calls from the gay
lords and ladies whose flittings about are
reflected weekly in the Bystander and
for

luncheon.

Tallulah always lunched at the Embassy
or the Savoy or at Ivy's.
Ivy's is the
Algonquin of London and here one meets
the creme de la creme (and skimmed milk
positively prohibited) of London's theatrical and literary world.
After luncheon
there would be a fitting at Worth's on
Regent Street. Tallulah always bought her
gowns at Worth's. Or if there were no
fittings that day and no fussing around at
the hair dresser's Tallulah went to the
movies.
Tallulah is a movie fan of the
first water.
The first day of a Garbo picture or a Crawford picture would find
Tallulah a most rapturous spectator and
she wouldn't be enjoying it alone, for one
day she discovered that Napoleon, her
little Pomeranian, and Mussolini, her cat,

—

both shared her passion for talking pic-

Good

heavens, yes!
Napoleon
would sulk for days if he were not allowed
to see the first showing of Garbo's latest.
And as for Mussolini
Well, he could
be quite catty about the whole thing.
Or perhaps there was no new picture to
see that day. And perhaps it was a beautiful sunshiny day
oh well, perhaps it just
wasn't raining. Tallulah would go for a
drive in Hyde Park or Richmond Park—
and what a gala event that was for the
natives who would crowd around her car
as close as possible for one glimpse of their
goddess. Tallulah's car was an enormous
Bentley, a limousine, with a pale cream
body finished in dark green. The chauffeur wore green livery. And often Napoleon and Mussolini would go with her, and
so would Mrs. Larke, her secretary, and
gentle, fresh-faced Edie, her maid. Quite
a jolly affair.
Londoners called it the
"Bankhead Circus," and made it a part of
tures.

—

—

tion

—why

YOURS NOW

drifted out,
really worth

—

princes of the royal blood.
Here one
found a First Baronet, or a third or a ninth,
discussing a third act with an impresario.
Here one found a sportsman and "bobber"

!
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My

to impro\e the shape of your nose by
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quickly, safely, and painlessly, or re-
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cise

sesses,
lasting.

make
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night or day. Over 100-

results
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000 users. Send
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book to
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Astrology
Will

You Be Lucky

in 1932?

What do

the stars foretell for 1932? Would yoa
special 12-paKe Astrologrical
keadini? gives predictions, month by month— with
exact days dates and happeninKs for 1932 based
on your sign of the Zodiac. Consult it before
making any change in home or business affairs,
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friends, enemies, health, accidents, lucky days,
etc. Send exact birthday with Sl-OO for reading.

know? Our
.

to choose her

given the best of

—why not Tallulah?
Joan Crawford
given perfect lighting
and striking gowns —why not Tallulah?

directors

Franklin Pub. Co.. 800 N. Clark

Dept. 1102, Chicago

St.,

is

camera angles and lights are taking on
paramount importance.

and
was

Attract-
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stories
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Oriental
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direction?

dropping in on Tallulah.

Tallulah never went to teas or recepThe people she wanted to see came
to her. Every day of the world from five to
eight was Cocktail Hour at Tallulah's.
tions.

living without

CHARM,

like to

Marlene Dietrich

genuine

POWERFUL LUCKY

given subtle direccan't Tallulah be given subtle

In Tallulah's drawing room one met celebrated people here were artists, and
authors, and actors, and diplomats, and

their jolly tradition.

friends drifted in
quite sure that no day

STONES

is

Norma Shearer is allowed
—why not Tallulah?

LODESTONES.

Occult

drawing room and signed Tallulah to a
movie contract. Here was a sure success.
But all the time at the Long Island studio
in Astoria the belitters were meeting,
probably sticking pins in babies and shooting widows and orphans.

Ruth Chatterton

LIVE

azing,
Compelling,
ive
these
LIVE

What wonder that the Paramount
scouts disturbed the hallowed atmosphere
of Berkeley Square, entered the brocaded

Could Ruth, or Norma, or Marlene, or
Joan with unknown Yankee names set
London town all a dither?
But Life isn't just a bowl of cherries too
long dropped from the tree after all. For
wise old Paramount realized a mistake had
been made and now Tallulah has been
signed on a new long term contract and
been sent to Hollywood. The best writers
are busy on stories and adaptations for her

Her

S^tfi^^W^^ja

—

you'd better be good) until four. Then the
third and fourth Baronets and Annie Lady
So-and-So would call it a day and go
home. Tallulah would curl up in bed and
read herself to sleep.

pair of

a

BRAHMA RED
HIGHLY MAGNETIC

^^Mumnitims^m-^ n MYSTIC

—

Sketch.

At two she was ready

(Ah, I've got you there) discussing horseflesh with a beautiful "lepper."
(And I've
still got you.)
Here the Dowager Lady
So-and-So passed the olives to a member
of the Royal Academy.
But far above the chatter of the M.P.s
and the R.A.s and the H.R.H.s one felt the
dynamic personality of Tallulah.
At seven-thirty Tallulah always went
to the theatre. This gave her ample time
to apply her make-up and be ready when
the curtain rose at eight-thirty.
I don't
have to tell you how the audience received
her you've read that everywhere. About
the deafening applause from the gallery
and the pit, and the more refined but just
as enthusiastic applause from the stalls
which set many a diamond tiara to bobbing precariously. Had this not been so
there would have been no salon
no
friendly jibes at her "Circus."
In Tallulah's own words, "Put me on a lighted
stage before a crowded house and I'm
myself."
After the theatre Tallulah always went
to the Kit Kat Club where she had her
supper and perhaps a dance or so with one
of the favored.
She had a special table,
always reserved for her, on the balcony.
Back to her house in Mayfair she would
play bridge (contract, my dears, and

Beautiful
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N. Michigan Ave., Dept.

3422. Chicago, III.

— the best directors are being considered
It's

the toughest break in pictures

PLEASURE or PROFIT

—but

can now

no tougher than making Mayfair sit up and
beg.

Tallulah did that, didn't she?

what the

hobby or a profitable buHincss

r
L>e your.-*.

I'rcpare quickly at

homo

undiT IhciHTHonnl guidance of loading experts in the lino art of photography. No
exporionco n<'cesMary, Kull or tipnro timo.
Many earn while learning. Our thorough
Btudio method ahto qualities you to lill a well
paving position upon gradniition. Send coupon below at once fur FRKK booklet. Opportunities in Modern I'hotoaraphv.

Well,

hell?

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Mtchlgan Avenue
Dept. 4432

Chicago. III.
Send booklet, OpportuniiivM in Modern fhotogravhv. and full infor-

The Modern Sure Way to Get Into the Movies is Told
in the March SILVER Screen.
Are You Listening?
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Mood
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Working

[Continued from page

physical effort. She left her set at 5:30 in
the afternoon, and she was the only star on
the lot to have a car carry her from her
dressing room to the big sound stages.
It is no new fact that Janet Gaynor and

Charles Farrell do their best work when
they are cast in the same picture. Of
course, a deep friendship has existed between them for years, but beyond that,
they work in the same way, and require the

same

sort of conditions really to rise to the

acting

heights.

Both must

have

easy

minds, and feel that their director has
faith in them. Both must concentrate absolutely on the picture. Small distractions
upset them.
Once, I remember, Charlie had conHe
siderable difficulty with a director.

man, and was unhappy all
It
through the making of the picture.
turned out to be the poorest performance
Charlie had given. Contrast that with his
work in "Seventh Heaven," directed by
Frank Borzage. Perhaps Borzage, better
than anybody, understands the moods of
disliked the

Charlie and Janet.
In the old days of silent pictures every

had

set

its

own

orchestra.

Music was

powerful in creating or sustaining certain

With sound

pictures the orchesFew of them are left now.
tras vanished.
Norma Shearer has one of the few re-

moods.

maining ones. She pays them from her
own salary, and they are always on hand
to play between scenes. The most famous
Shearer performances are given under
these circumstances.
Innumerable players in

Hollywood will
you that they are incapable of doing
really fine work when strangers are on the
It is almost an invariable practice to
set.
close a set when heavy emotional scenes are
to be filmed. Mae Clark is an exception to
She admits that she likes an
the rule.
Her best scene in "Waterloo
audience.
Bridge" was made when two strangers
tell

1

9]

walked on the set at Universal! James
Whale, the director, had taken the scene
several times, but neither he nor Mae were
pleased with the results.
Mae happened
It was
to look up and see two new faces.
the audience she seemed to require, for
the next time she struck the desired emotional keynote.

Directors know that Jackie Cooper is
It rebest when he is put on his mettle.
quires no lengthy explanations for Jackie
to understand a role.
To a remarkable
degree in one so young he understands the
characterization expected of him, and
can reach the right mood with ease. However, in that marvelous crying scene in
"The Champ," he was told if he didn't believe he could cry naturally there was a
boy who could be substituted for that one
sequence. Jackie is too much of an actor
to

submit to any such procedure.
Richard Arlen works best "under pres-

when the company is rushing to fina production on time. He likes to be
in a hurry. George Bancroft, on the other

sure,"
ish

hand, must have complete quiet. He prework on Sundays, holidays, and late

fers to

at night.

There

is

no unhappier

wood than Marlene

actress in Holly-

when

she is
called to the studio to do just one lone
She
scene in a morning or afternoon.
doesn't like to skip about from one scene to
another, and she really is most convincing
in her acting when she is on the set consecutively from nine in the morning. She
works gradually into the mood of the play.
It is not easy for her to step "cold" into a
great dramatic moment.
Both Ann Harding and Barbara Stanwyck have an amazing faculty of going
from a casual, light-hearted conversation
into a terrific emotional scene for the
camera.
It's almost like "turning it on
and off." More than one player has envied that ability to achieve the mood so

Beauty Has

Dietrich

rapidly and so convincingly.
Strong competition plays a large part in
the professional life of Elissa Landi. Her
best performances are given when she
must be "on her toes" to keep a scene from
being stolen from her. In "The Yellow
Ticket" she had to guard against no less
a person than Lionel Barrymore. She gave
the role everything she had, and at Fox, it
is regarded as her besi.acting performance.
Time of day is important to many of the
players.
Marie Dressier works best in the
morning while she is rested. The veteran
star does not have the best of health, and
she tires easily. Scenes made late in the
afternoon and evening do not always have
that same sparkle of the morning. Robert
Montgomery reverses all of that by stating
emphatically that he can't do his best
acting at nine in the morning. He prefers
at night, and if he had his way
studios would be deserted during
the daylight hours.
You could find no wider gulf between
working moods than exists in Filmland's

to

work

about

it

"first

family,"

Doug and Mary.

Doug

He enjoys pranks and
loves horse-play.
practical jokes while he is working. Acting
He's unhappy when he
always a gay, roistering atmosphere about his sets.
On the
other hand, Mary Pickford is intensely
serious about her career.
A businesslike,
dignified air is sensed on her set the minute
you arrive. Buffoonery, at least, during
working hours, annoys and upsets her.
Mary has as keen a humor as anyone
is

playtime to him.

is

serious,

and there

is

after she leaves the studio.

So, temperament, or whatever you want
to call it, the stars do have their moods and
they must be respected. You could find

plenty of producers and directors
tell

you that

it

is

all

"darn

who

will

foolishness,"
nevertheless.

but they give in to them
are rather important people,

You see actors

particularly in Hollywood.

a Silhouette

[Continued from page 6]

system a well-balanced ration. You cannot deny the body the various elements it
requires to maintain itself and stay young

there are many others who do not lose
even a pound on this treatment.

and

into

healthy.

When

in

doubt

—drink milk!

Skim

off

the cream and give yourself the wonderful
sustaining salts, calcium and the other
valuable properties of milk. For milk has
practically everything necessary for human
food. So, a crazy diet will harm you less
Milk
if you drink skimmed milk with it.
will not fatten if you remove the cream.
You see, I am not alone interested in
having you attain the ideal weight I am
guarding your health and strength as we
proceed.
Exercise for normalcy! Eat for normal-

—

If you normalize your activity and
balance your food to your needs, you may
reasonably expect your body to drop in
weight to a normal figure. Many people
respond quickly to diet and exercise but

cy!

The stubborn
two

organic

cases

may

be divided

—those who have some
disturbance — and those whose
classes

excess fat may be attributed to temperamental causes. And this brings us to the
important idea of reducing by "burning
up" the fat cells.

Emotional stress burns up fatty tissues
and more permanently than any-

faster

thing else known at the present time. Now
let me explain this before you rush out and
devote yourselves to hysteria in order to
reduce. There are many different kinds of
emotion, as you know. All of them will
reduce flesh, but most of them are worthless in our scheme on account of the accompanying circumstances and the evil
after-effects on the body.
Anger, for instance, causes a poison to
be secreted into the blood from certain

glands.

This poison

irritates

the nerves

and muscles to a super-normal activity
which gives a greatly increased energy and
strength temporarily. The aftermath is that
the organs of elimination are unduly taxed
in trying to throw off the poisons. If they
fail too often it is another case for the surgeon to remove the damaged organ. At
least this does not make for beauty.
Extreme sex expression is theoretically a
"burner" of fat cells, but more than half
the time it has the opposite effect. One
reason for this is that expressed sex emotions bring a complacency (to certain
types) that releases all tension, causing a
tendency to inactivity, to a desire to sit
dreaming romantically, enjoying love
vicariously in books, and munching chocolates. You know the rest!
The fattest people I know are the most
emotional sentimentally. To this type the

sentiment

itself is all-sufficient

whereas

it

—

!

Silver Screen for February
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should be stimulating, energizing inspira-

and constructive.
So, the love emotion is too complex and
uncertain in its consequences to be of any
value in reducing.
An emotion has to be very real and very
tional

it burns up fat
our purpose, the best one of all

intense before
ambition.

When

one's whole

For

cells.
is

a driving

mind and

soul

concentrated on a certain thing and
every step of its accomplishment is absorbis

ing

and

—

why, excess fat doesn't
Just doing things in a dutiful

interesting

linger long.

way

will have no effect on your weight
you must get all steamed up about something and stay that way! Start learning
something that you just love to know.
Take a small corner of ground and turn it
into a gorgeous little garden
build it

J'ear.

—

carefully, scientifically

—
—devote yourself

to

Spend yourself on it!
To tire your body when your mind isn't
really interested in what you are doing
will not reduce you much. Play golf. Ride
if you
can.
Seek stimulating people.
Lethargy encourages fat and fat encourages
its

beauty.

Operators on ehips see tbe world and eet
good pay plus expenses.

—

so this vicious circle has to be
broken by some very enlivening desire.
Your mind will drive your body and burn
up fat only when it is stirred by a very

lethargy

definite ambition.

One woman

I

BIG PAVin RADIO

know

took up politics and "stumped" for her
candidate. She lost thirty pounds in the
campaign. She told me that every bit of
opposition she encountered made her more
determined to elect her man and she
threw every bit of force and intelligence
she had into the battle. Feverish mental
activity born of a real desire (emotion) to

I

will Train You at

Amazing

Hadio's

Growth is Opening

accomplish something will burn up your
fat.
This is not a new idea.
Shakespeare says of Cassius "He hath a

ttmdipds qfBigJobsB;eryl/eai^

and hungry look.
He thinks too
much." These are extreme illustrations
and do not mean that all politicians are

Tou like action, romance, thrills ! Tou'Il
get them in Radio
plenty of them !
Big
pay, too. That is why I urge you to mail
the coupon below for my free book of
startling facts on the variety of fascinating,
money-making opportunities in this great,
uncrowded field. It also explains how you
can quickly learn at home to become a Radio
Expert through my amazingly simple 50-50
method of home-study training. Hundreds of
men who knew nothing about Radio before
taking my course are today making more
money than ever before.

excess

lean

thin nor that all thin people are thoughtful.
Nevertheless, if you will keep normally
active with exercise, and eat no more than

you need for health and burn up fat cells
with an intense emotional drive, you can
be as slim as you like. Once you get these
three things in balanced working order
you can regulate your weight then by diet.

You

should

—

should have a physician watch this for you
as hyper-acidity is a dangerous condition.
Lots of times when reducing has injured the
health the blame should not be placed on
the medicine or method but rather on the
lack of skill in handling the resultant acid
condition. Your work is not over when the
scales register a desirable weight.
You
should help your body to handle the refuse.
Do not trust your own ignorance or a

—

that

How

you can build and mould
big

is

your want

as

you

will.

to?

As every woman's reducing problem is
such a very personal and individual matter,
write to me if you would like more detailed
suggestions.

Pay

your spare time. (Lack of high school education
or Radio experience are no drawbacks.) I teach
you to begin making money shortly after you

My new practical method makes this
I give you experimental outfits that
give you practical experience building and servicing almost every type of receiving set made.
Many of my students earn $15, $20, $30 a week
in spare time while learning. Lynn Henderpnn,
817 Elgin Court, Jackson, Mich., writes: "I
have made at least $1,500 servicing and repairing Radio sets and I am just starting my thirtysecond lesson."
enroll.
possible.

Get

My

Free Book

Send the coupon below for my 64-page booK
of opportunities in Radio and information on
cess.

open in Radio every year
with the right training. For instance,
you can see the world in grand style as a Radio
operator on shipboard, with good pay plus your
fine jobs are

expenses. You'll also find thrills and real pay
in Aviation Radio work. Broadcasting is another
field that offers big pay and fascinating opportunities to men who know Radio.
And think
of the great, thrilling future for men with Radio
training in Television and Talking Movies.

My

free book tells all about these and many other
branches of Radio that bring you in contact with
interesting people, pay big money, and make
life pleasant, and how I train you for them.

$400
a Month
"The
field

Radio
is

get-

ting
bigger
and better every year.

NOW

SMITH, President,
Dept. 2BR4
National Radio Institute,
Washington, D. C.

J. E.

Oct
Mail

Travelled

Coupon Today

75iOOO Miles
"Dear

Smith:

I

travelled
from
75,000 to 100,000 miles,
visited ports in various
countries,
fished
and

motored with

to this." J. G. Dahlstead. Station KYA,
San Francisco, Calif.

.Station
iiaftan,

aires."

D.

E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute, Dept
Washington, D. C.
J.

Mr.

have

have made more than
$400 each month and
it
really
was your
course that brought me
I

home-study training. It has put hundreds of
on the road to bigger pay and sucI back my training with a signed agreement to refund every penny of your money if,
after completion, you are not satisfied with the
Lesson and Instruction Service I give you. Fill
in and mail the coupon
fellows

$50 to SlOO a Week
Many
to men

friend's suggestions.

In the absence of expert advice drink,
plenty of water, drink orange juice, tomato juice, lemon juice eat greens, such
as, spinach, lettuce, water-cress, and avoid
acid producing foods.
Never forget that your body is a responsive, grateful, everchanging structure

Many Earn $XOO to $l,000
in Spare Time While Learning
You stay home, hold your job and learn ia

my

Thrilling Jobs That

know

that exploded fat cells
cause an acidity in the body, so when you
are losing flesh, you should be careful to
eat and drink to encourage alkalinity. If
you are dropping weight rapidly you

Home to FiU

a Fascinating Job in Radio

milhon-

(.Signed)

Compton,

KSAC,

Robin
Radio

Man-

Kansas.

..tP'^u'"

Rich

in

Send
Radio".

me
I

I
i

your book,
understand

me under no obligation and that
no salesman will call.
this places

'
'

I
j

Name
Address
City

Employment Service to all Graduates

Smith:

Rewards

|
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SPEAKING

of silents, Leslie Howard whose
delightful work in "Devotion" will be remembered, believes in silent pictures, too. Isn't that
astonishing?

WE

*

#

HAVE

who

far

*

is

away and

you read

talked with Janet Gaynor
tomorrow over the seas and
will be in Rome about the time

just
sailing

this.

She's looking well; her hair

is more becoming,
than it was when last we saw her. There
is more enunciation in her conversation
than
before, which should tell you how hard Janet
has been studying.
We were glad to tell her
that our Janet Gaynor number of Silver Screen
broke all sales records and she was politely
happy over it. What ever wonderful things
Janet sees in the cultured aisles of Europe we
feel that it's a break for them, too.

tight,

AGAIN

speaking of silents:— Chaplin's "City

(silent when all screens talked)
made more money than "Gold Rush" which was
made when all pictures were silent.
.

Streets"

papers say Chaplin
THE
Napoleon.

GRETA GARBO IN "MATA HARI"

will film the story of

Did you read two months ago of his plan to
November to make a number of pictures? Did you see his Ghandi interview? Chaplin is great, and an essential part of being great
return in

is to have the knack of publicity.
How much
actually have you read of G. B. Shaw or Einstein?
They have the flair for the front page in addition to their own great talents.
could write
a piece right now on Clara Bow's visit to our
office before she even went to Hollywood.
She

We

had newspaper quality— and

IS

THERE a real demand for silent pictures?
One producer believes a silent Garbo picture would make a great success. Figures

every daily paper blazing with Japandetails, we sadly remember the
war to end war. If you have read "The Good

show that today

theatres require five times
of talking pictures as they did silent
pictures. The longest run of a silent picture at
the Carthay Circle Theatre in Hollywood was
thirty-four weeks.
That was "The Covered

Wagon."

New

in
picture,

To

(Some

Earth" you know and understand that Chinese
mothers and sons are no more eager for wounds
and death than we are. We wish Mr. Laemmle
would send a hundred prints of "All Quiet on
the Western Front" to the Far East.
It would
perhaps take some of the pep out of the war.
An emperor who orders a regiment to death is
only one man; and Tolstoy said that any ruler
would be quite helpless if the soldiers tinned
about and started for home.
The League of Nations should order a few
thousand movie palaces built in the Orient. A
few pictures like "Surrender" woidd gi\e them

ran over a year
longest run of a talking
same theatre, was ten weeks, "They Had
silent pictures

The

York.)

See Paris."
*

PERHAPS
come by

*

*

money
as

it

for tickets
was, and this

is

ruined her.

WITH
China War

number

the

it

not so easily
causing

may be

the slump. But it is our opinion that the talking screen is entertainment of a higher grade and
so appeals to a smaller class. For example, there
are only a few millions of fan magazine readers,
but there are sixty million movie-goers.
Ob-

pause.

But then we suppose they would
Connie Bennett and Garbo.

the more intelligent the pictures get,
the fewer people like them. Once they were too
dumb for father, and now they are over his head.
It's hard to please everybody and her father,

fight

ovei'

viously,

FUNNY

you two should elope." said Billy
Bakewell to Lola Lane and Lew Ayres.
"It's our sense of Yuma," replied Lew.

too.
#

THOSE

who

*

#

happily to the radio like
music best. Perhaps these musical pictures
now coming through will prove the popular
combination of movies and sound.
listen
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Give thought
to have

Rouge

to your

it

NATURAL
Only if the Color "seems
to come from within the
skin/' does

Rouge give

bewitching beauty
By

ROUGE

Patricia

that appears

.

.

.

Gordon

artificial

defeats the

very purpose for which you use rouge.
Choose, then, the one rouge of which it may
truly be said, "the color actually seems to
come from within the skin." This one rouge
because none other possesses
is Princess Pat

—

the almost magical secret of the famous duotone blend.

You know, of course, that such color as the
cheeks possess naturally, shows through the
skin, from beneath. It has glow, radiance.
Actually, it is the blood showing through the
skin. Unfortunately, few women retain this
beauty of natural coloring beyond girlhood's
days. Then rouge must be the resort of all.
to Your Cheeks the Wondrous Beauty
of Princess Pat Rich, Natural Color

Give

If you've used only usual rouge, try Princess
small thing to do, surely . . . yet starPat.
tling as to utterly new beauty. Just as though

A

will your cheeks be suffused
with lovely, radiant, youthful color. No flat,
painty, artificial effect. Instead an adorable
trans-par ency of skin texture, enriched so magically that
710 matter how much color you use it will seem your very own.

you had blushed,

aU eight shades ?naich every skin. Thus you select Princess
to harmonize with your gown
Pat shades at will
to be
brilliant or

Only

the

"Duo-Tone"

"More Than

Secret Can

Give

Your Complete Make-up

"Duo-Tone" means that Princess Pat rouge is composed
of two distinct tones, perfectly blended into one by an
exclusive, secret process. Thus each shade of Princess Pat
rouge possesses a mystical undergloxu to harmonize with the
skin, and an overtone to give forth vibrant color. Too, Princess Pat rouge
changes on tlie skin, adjusting its in-

A Marvelous Advantage
of Shades.

in

You Use Any

Selection
or All

With usual rouge you are restricted to
just one shade the one that "matches
your sidn." That must be so of "one
tone rouge." With Princess Pat rouge,

—

—

•

•

different.

this

Natural Beauty"

tensity to individual need.

—
— to be fashionably

demure

in Perfect

Color Harmony

Rememljer tliat all Princess Pat make-up aids give the
famous Princess Pat Color Harmony make-up automaiicalbj. This most beautiful of all effects is carried out in
Princess Pat almond base face powder, eye make-up and
lip

rouge.

Today, Be More Beautiful Than Ever Before
Today, secure Princess Pat rouge. Discover what
it means to enrich your beauty with color that "actually seems to come
from within the skin."
PRINCESS PAT, Dept. A-2052
You'll adore the effect
2709 Soulli Wells Street, Chicago
that none other than
Witliout cost or ohIlKation please send me a free
Princess Pat duo-lone

FREE

rouge can yive.

of Princess Pat. rouge, as checked.
English Tint
n Squaw n Medium

sample
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Tan
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City

One sample
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State.
free; additional

samples 10c each.
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what makes it hetter

the amount and the quality of the CHICLE used that
makes such a big difference in chewing gums
Beech-Nut
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—

Gum

contains a

proportion of the world's finest
chicle than any other gum on the market. That explains
its greater chewmg quality and smoothness.
That's why
larger

Beech-Nut Gum stays fresh and smooth-flavored far longer
than any ordinary gum
that's what makes all the difference between a good gum, and the finest gum you can huy^

—
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greater smoking pleasure
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more enjoyment from smok-
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Beech-Nut
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Gum
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next smoke taste
better."
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NEW
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CHOCOLATE —
—
package handy
pocket
A crunchy
of sweet
everyone — and
one enjoys
A
package
the world's

flavor

in a

for
bit

or purse.
for
chocolate.

delicious
every-

single

convince you that they are delightfully different from any candy you've
ever tasted. Now on sale throughout
the United States at 5^ a package.
will

BEECH-NUT FRUIT DROPS, TOO,
800 California oranges; 1,000
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lemons or 9,000 limes from the West

— make
pound of
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Orange, Lemon and Lime Drops
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single
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so
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search for the elusive lipstick of just the

right shade

For Tangee blends with

over!
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New! Tangee Theatrical, a special dark shade of Tangee
Rouge Compact forprofessional and eveninguse
Lipstick
(S-

every type perfectly.

It is

a lipstick of infinite shades,

depending upon your own complexion. Apply

Tangee and
Tangee
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see

its

any other

entirely unlike

you apply

it

to

your

lips
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.

.

it

lipstick. It con-
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on color

after

and blends with your own

natural, individual coloring whether

you are dark or

fair or Titian-haired.

Tangee
color.

And

It is

leaves no greasy smear of glaring, flashy

non-drying, non-greasy, and permanent!
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protects!
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Lipstick, $1. The same marvelous color principle in
Rouge Compact, 75c
Creme Rouge, $1. Tangee Face
Powder, soft and clinging, blended to match your natural skin
tones, $1. Tangee Night Cream, for both cleansing and
nourishing, $1. Tangee Day Cream, to protect the skin and
as a powder base, $1. Tangee Cosmetic, a new "mascara,"
.

marvelous change of color!

tains no pigment. Magically

Tangee

417 Fifth Avenue, N. Y.
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does not smart the eyes, used also for tinting the hair, $1.
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WARNER OLAND

in

Chance

another amazing adventure of Earl

Derr Biggers' master sleuth! With eyes that see

tell

of his career.

by John G. BIystone, with Alexander Kirkland,

H. B.Warner,

Marian Nixon, Linda Watkins ....

Silver Screen for
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Chan unmasks the most sinister crime
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March 1932

A

mighty murder mystery!
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guides.

South America have mysteries

We

eyes.

for

to the prayer wheels in Thibet.

It is

won-

derful to see,

and Hollywood

grudge these brave
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Ask Me Another
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Final Fling

45
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will not be-

ART
Hollywood Loves The

Irish
Sally O'Neil, The Seventeenth of March Girl
James Cagney, Reformed Gangster
Maurice Chevalier, Paramount's Ace
Cecilia Parker and George O'Brien On Location
Billie Dove and Chester Morris, At Their Best
Madge Evans, Metro's Promising Bud
Sidney Fox, Always Strictly Desirable
Miriam Hopkins Capitalizes The Horror Vogue
Joan Crawford, Le.\ding in Popularity
Phillips Holmes, The Tr.agic Young Man
Melvyn Douglas, The New Gre.xt Lover
Ruth Chatterton and Paul Lukas, a Most Distinguished Couple
Helen Mack and William Bakewell, the New Young Lovers
Marlene Dietrich, One of the Greatest Box Office Attractions
Rose Hobart, the Sweetheart of "Ambition"
Carole Lombard, Well Again and More Beautiful Than Ever

to

March "Dr. Jekyll"
picture, and when we say arrived we mean
that her name is in the conversation, that
in the Fredric

Rose Natkins

the Actor

LOOKOUT GARBO! HERE WE COME!

be the next
great screen rave, and Miriam Hopkins
stepped on it. She has arrived on Broad-

way

22

Novarro's Romantic Life

"Mata Hari"

the center of the

who was

Marqufs Busby

GRETA GARBO'S DARING NEW CH.4RACTER

our ear to the ground to

find out

21

Helen Twelvetrees Happy At Last

screen they have so fairly earned.

WE HAD

Ben Maddox

"SORROW WAS HER TEACHER"

Alaska and crunch through the ice of
listen

20

They Memorize Their Screen Speeches

Ramon

our

and

Edward Churchill
.

ALWAYS IN LOVE

of

Antarctica, stalk lions in Africa

.

TWINKLES...........

IS
But Don't Hold That Against

the Arctic Circle beyond

visit

;

Star in Pictures

DAVID MANNERS

we

The jungles

New

The Climax Makes

explorers talk as the
in close-up views

18

MOMENTS OF DESTINY

like these out-of-the-usual

shown and

scenes are

Mary Sharon

LEARNING THEIR LINES

have brought back, from scenes that are
strange and horizons that are far away,
delights

Needy

Story of a Constant Lover

MARIAN MARSH

who

16
the

HE GOT THE HABIT

good books are fiction and not
all good films are stories.
"The
Explorers of the World" is the name of a
picture made by intrepid souls, and it has
for some people more thrills than Joan
Crawford can deliver and more appeal
than Garbo. Did you know that one of
the big money-making pictures of last
There are
year was "Trader Horn?"
of us

Help

Johnny Weissmtiller Dives Into the Movies

all

many

Stars

Page

"TARZAN"
The

NOT

ScHLAFKE

has worked a

Dr. Jekyll turns into the miserable
idea further.

P.

the face that looks at you on Broad-

way, and that she will surely be one of the
most talked about players for months to
come.

27
28
29
30
31

32

33
34
35
36
37
38

39
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42

COVER PORTRAIT OF MARIAN MARSH BY JOHN ROLSTON CLARKE

HARI"
MATA
record

sets

a

new

for the Capitol

New York
Under

City.

time

Mata

a Hari of a

lot.
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one week.

Alfred A.
ChiraKO.

these circumstances the depres-

sion does not
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$i 16,000 in

all

Theatre in

•

Cohen,
YearLv

Chairman

suhscriptions
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S

A

STARTING

of HITS for 1932!

WHAT A SMASHING
BOX SCORE

M-G-M BEGINS THE

LE

CHAMP

AND BILL
TRAMR HORN
A Fr\e soul
MIl\

SEASON WITH

SUSANM.ENOX

TWO

The SIN

of

MADELON
CLAUDET
POSSESSED

Sensational Dramas

(Just to

mention a few

And BIGGER

hits in

19321

Marie

BEERY DRESSIER

Wallace
The old

1931

in

"CHAMP"

himself— greater than

ever!

CAB Li
M'G'M's

sensationa I new_ star
in

THE NEW
MIRACLE
PICTURE-

THE
GREAT STAR

WHO MAKES
YOU LAUGH
and MAKES YOU
CRY BUT ALWAYS MAKES
YOU HAPPY!

TheTHRILL
from the

SKIES!

CLARENCE BROWN'S
Production

with

HICHARD CROMWELL
JEAN HERSHOLT

with

Q/4

GEORGE HILL
Production

CONRAD NAGEL
MARJORIE RAMBEAU
DOROTHY JORDAN
MARIE PREVOST

Story by

directed by

Clarence

FRANCES MARION

Adapialion and Dialogue by

BROWN

LEONARD PRASKINS

Additional Dialogue by

ZELDA SEARS

ETRO-GOLDWYN M AYER
-
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Don't Fi^t

With

Your Mirror

KISS a n
MAKE-UP
B

Mary Lee
a thrill to give your face an added beauty
a few deft strokes of make-up? To be sure
it is only borrowed beauty, no matter how much
you pay for the things you use. Nevertheless a woman
without a lipstick has not yet discovered her best
The Hollywood stars have studied make-up
friend.
Some of them depend upon expert beautitirelessly.
cians to help them gain the most flattering effects.
The art of make-up is really something like the art
Life would indeed be empty without
of friendship
friendship— and yet, so many of us impose upon it and
abuse its privileges. Just so with make-up. A sympathetic touch oi rouge is enough and yet so many women
try to put it all on at once, evidently going on the
theory that you can't have too much of a good thing.
A little boy eating too much candy makes the same
mistake, but fortunately he has pains to warn him not
to do that again. Whereas, the woman with too much
make-up inflicts the pain on other people, and they
can retaliate only by staying away from her. She has
advertised herself as a person of poor taste, pleased
with crude and vulgar effects.
Many women want the refinements of make-up but
are ignorant of how to
it

ISN'T
with

—

accomplish
article

is

them

This

addressed

to

them.

Mary Lee Will Help

You

to Beauty Free

Just write to

Mary Lee and

she will help you with your

personal problems of beauty

—weight,
would

skin, hair.

If

you

her personal ad-

like

vice send her a stamped and

addressed

envelope.

Lee's address

is

care of

Mary
SILVER

SCREEN, 45 West 45th Street,
New York City

6

We should not use
make-up unless we really
need it, for, if the tiny
muscles that reflect
thoughts cannot be seen,
tends to kill the expression of the face. The
great Italian actress, Duse,
it

used no make-up at all.
She wanted nothing to
stand between her audience and the full play of
emotion in her face. A
great woman who was
not afraid to be herself!

Joan Crawford gives us a
example of how a
proper use of make-up can
build and change a personality with marvelous results.
She no longer resembles the
Joan Crawford who first
came to Hollywood. She
peifect

Joan is a beautiful example of a girl who
made the most of the
beauty that was originally hers

another girl entirely.
is
such a personal thing. Everything you
The shape of your
use should be chosen carefully.
face and the height of your forehead, as well as your
coloring should be taken into account. What so many
people do not understand is that make-up has a use in
It is not merely
helping the contour of your face.
So we should not follow fads too
coloring matter.
slavishly.
It is best to adapt them to our own needs.
At the moment fashion says— "pink and white faces to
go with the feminine mode." And many a woman
strives to obey this at the sacrifice of her own best effect.
Speaking of contours, a pink and white make-up on
a round or large face simply adds to its enormity. A
very thin face looks ghostly in a pink and white treatment.
To soften the lines of a face, either large or thin, use
powder that has the softening yellowish tinge— an indeterminate rachel. Garbo, for instance, uses only the
very softest shades. Use a lighter powder on your forehead alone to give the face a clarity of expression, to
add depth to the eyes, to contrast with your hair, and

Make-up

is

Nothing is
to make your brow "intelligent looking."
so feminine as a pale forehead— nothing so unattractive
as a dark-skinned brow.
Use a darker powder on the too prominent portions
of your face: pat it along a full jaw and throat and on
a nose that is too large or sharp: put it anywhere you
wish to soften the lines or minimize proportion. A few
minutes' experiment before your mirror ^vill pro\'e just
where to use it best. Wonderful effects can be attained
Have several shades, light,
by the use of powders.
dark and medium. Study your face in daylight and
choose the color that looks most natural. For night a
more exaggerated effect is [Coutimied on page 59]
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after

speeds thru
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.

.

He

'"Taxi"

of life on

New York.

.

.

love-

to

life

cross section

thrilling. .glorious

.

ever

He's wise

the wise walks of
. . .

.

on Broadway

a blow-out or two

— a dramatic

.

fighting-est,

skipped a '"stop" light

and

comes

. .

Speedy

entertainment/
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Adaption and dialogue by

Kubec Glasmon and John
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Directed by
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A.MONG the

new

stars,

Sylvia

Sidney leads. Joan Blondetl and
Jimmie Dunn rate, and between, before
and after. Gable! Gable! Gable! Garbo
leads the older stars. Joan Crawford, is very popuOne feature that is catching on and that you like

lar.

about is, "teams." Montgomery and Norma Shearer
clicked.
Oo you like teaming? Colman, Lukas, Chatterton,
Harding are liked by the fans who do not gush. What a great reception the new shows received
"Strictly Dishonorable" and "Private
to talk

—

Lives."
Tell all, root out injustice, correct mistakes, remold the movie world by writing
Love &. Hisses Editor. 45 West 45th St. Keep it down to 200 words and the best
letter gets a prize of $15, second $10, next $5.

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Let the movies take a lesson from the
stage!
If they must talk, and act, and
live, let them learn these arts from the
people of the footlights. Why do I speak
Because I've just come from
so positively?
two of the greatest films I've ever seen—
both of them performed by newcomers to
the screen via the stage entrance.
My grandest bouquets go to Lynn Fontanne, Alfred Lunt, and Helen Hayes.
"The Guardsman," first starring vehicle of
Fontanne and Lunt, was a perfect picture,
and there is no written or oral tribute
worthy of "The Sin of Madelon Claudet,"
Helen Hayes' first picture, which is in every
way deserving of the nomination "a wom"
an's version of 'The Way of All Flesh.'
Long live the movies! And, long live the
stage!
A great combination, a splendid
inclustry, and a fine art.

Linden, N.

since "Hell's Angels."
I think moving pictures have progressed
this year more than any other.
"Here's hoping they get better and
better!"

Winifred Brown

New
To

their ideals,

and give them

Why

can't we strike
in motion pictures?

a

bitter prejudices.

happy medium

ago they gave us nothing
Those were
but musical comedy farces.
refreshing for a while but we got fed up
on them. Then they gave us war pictures.
After those were exhausted the horrible
Now
gangster pictures were heralded in.
that they are dying out ^^'e are being fed

About

8

'

I'd say that it wasn't so much the man
himself who appeals to feminine hearts
but the type he represents. In these days
I

man who shows

have yet to find a

character,

strength

of
ruthlessness,

real

ambition,

driving

tenderness and sophistication.

probably look a long time before I
man with all those qualifications.
Gable has given me an ideal by which all
my boy friends suffer in comparison. Perhaps he may unwittingly be the cause of
my becoming a parsimonious old maid.
shall
find a

I

Helen Reeder

persist
all

ARMY SURRENDERS!
West Point, N. Y.
Lieutenants \voidd like
Greta Garbo, no matter how, when or why!
I
think she has a tendency to pose too
much in most pictiues— what we've been
craving is action and we got it in "Susan
Lenox."
Why we all like Greta is more
than \ve can tell- maybe it's her su:i\c
manner or her demure look that arouses
one's emotion!
Who knows? .Anyhow she
is lovely— we're for Greta!
Lieutenant H. N. Toftoy

Of

DREAM

York, N. Y.

and amateur critics
denouncing the "talkies,"

individuals have a high enough
level of intelligence to enjoy and understand the sophisticated pictures rapidly
dominating the screen. For these people,
we must still have the hokum so prevalent
in the "silents."
Not that they are necessarily morons, but they still think of life
in terms of thrills and strong action, rather
than mental conflict. An exhibitor, catering to such an audience, and showing such
pictures as Ina Claire's "Rebound," would
be inviting financial suicide.
For those who want the really fine pictures, there are plenty to go aroimd.
Mrs. Jessica Levit

a year

sophistication.
Not bad at first— But!
Give us more pictmes like "Daddy Long
Legs," "The Yellow Ticket," "Sunny Side
"Whoopee," and "The Miracle
Up,"
Woman." More pictures featuring Garbo,
Colman, Dix, and Crawford.
GeraUlinc Kane

on

!

about him.

GIRLS

the professional

in
submit the following:

Not

longer with these sophisticated dramas of
modern life? Instead of having to witness
the sordid details of life as some people
see it we should be made to see the finer,
nobler side of humanity. The purpose of
moving pictures is to give people enjoyment, not to make them depressed, shatter

items

the

all

We'll see!

I

Mansfield, Mass.

Cleveland, Ohio
written about Clark
Gable not one of them has actually given
the reason why the average girl is crazy

Of

WHATDYEMEAN, PLENTY!
who

Why, oh why must we be bored any

J.

have a lot more pictures like "The
American Tragedy," "Street Scene," and
"Susan Lenox." I think they were wonderful.
When I saw Sylvia Sidney for the first
time, I fell in love with her.
When she
smiles you feel as if you could hug her.
Greta Garbo and Ann Harding cannot
be compared with anyone else.
Why don't they give Jean Harlow a
break? She has not been in a good picture
Let's

Robert Downing

SECOND PRIZE LETTER

WANTS MANHANDLING!

THIRD PRIZE LETTER

course,

What

is

the

that

spell

Austin, Texas
peculiarly

this

charming woman, Joan Crawford, casts o\ er
us?
It is not a glamour of romance and

,

i

unreality— like that of Greta Garbo.
Miss Crawford's charms had to be cultivated and accentuated to make her the attractive personality she

is.

She conveys— always— to another

woman

studying out these
being completely aware of each

the feeling that she

is

;

<

charms, is
shade of expression, and is utterly conscious
Each woman watching
of her fascination.
her believes that she, too, ^vith a little
concentrated effort could change her com-

mon-place

self

into

poise, intelligence,

No

matter

how

a

creature

lovely

and sparkling

of

"

vitality.

impossible this idea

is,
j

no matter that it leads to nothing. It is
something to think about— a happy thought!
Mary Jo Tucker

I

WHOSE IDEAL?

the

The

ideal movie, in

Chicago, III.
opinion,
cause fright;

my humble

should contain nothing to
nothing to suggest fear: nothing to glorify
crooks and crime; nothing to extenuate
malice, or condone cruelty: and nothing to
cause children to ask embarrassing questions of their elders.

Alma

Swilli

Silver Screen
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O

H UGH
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Talkies

Tabloid
Ten

seconds count out the

greatest ^rize fighter;

words

tell

ten

pcture

if a

is

your kind of entertainment

Maureen O'SuUivan is a fascinating mystery
Johnny (Tarzan) WeissmuUer

ALEXANDER
HAMILTON

George
one of

Arliss again gives
his superb per-

Excellent

formances.

(Warners)

foig of

ilton, the great

eighteenth

He

plays the

Alexander

Ham-

result

century.

Hounded by

jealous
goes noble to protect

more

thrilling than

Doris Kenyon, June Collyer
and Dudley Digges are in the cast.
"Disraeli."

— <#—

AN AMERICAN

This

TRAGEDY

usual

a gripping, unpicture that will

Splendid

thrill

)ou with

its

AMBASSADOR

Will

BILL
Good

ical

Rogers

BAD COMPANY

Another gangster film—

Good

with another new angle.

(RKO-Paihe)

It's

norant of her brother's

chap from a

rival

A

a peach!
activities,

mob.

girl, ig-

marries a

The gang

*

Because

Von

Seyffertitz.
.

ARE THESE OUR
CHILDREN?
Very good

<^:.,

Eric

Montgomery

A

at his trial.

you straight

wish for a

little

death house remorse scene
if you were beginning to
Arlene Judge in your life.
All

over

the

EIGHTY MINUTES 'WITH world doors
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
are opened for
Excellent
(UniieJ Ariisis)

Doug and

his

camera. Kings
and commoners greet him with equal fervor.
Add to this Doug's personal charm

10

Of

usual

course,

the gal, frames the hubby— and then
the fun begins. Plenty of shooting. Ricardo Cortez is fine as the gang chief. Helen
T\velvetrees is the temptation.
falls for

It's

discovered— ^vith
but at the

silly,

delightful.

FANNY FOLEY

This picture's about a

HERSELF

woman who

has become
famous comedian on
(Radio)
the New "i'ork stage, and
at the same time has sent two daughters lo
a fashionable and snooty finishing school.
\Vhen the daughters learn that mother is
Edna
an actress— well, it's just too bad.
May Oliver is perfect as the comedienne
and Helen Chandler and Rochelle Hudson

Good

Because the world tomorrow will be that way.

she's

results.

same time quite

of the picturization.

a

are the daughters.

FIVE STAR

FINAL

Here

grand eriteris
tainment for you and a

picture that socks a \valFrances Starr plays
a happily married woman with a lovely
young daughter who is about to marry into
the social register. BiU on the eve of the
wedding a nosv tabloid, in an effort to increase circulation, digs up a lurid scandal
on the mother with tragic results. Edward

Excellent

THE CHAMP
IN

the

Because of the importance
of the book and the honesty

—gets in with a dance
hall crowd, .\rlene Judge

AROUND THE WORLD

loves.

"HELL DIVERS"

.

(RKO-Paihe)
is the charmer and Eric
neglects mother and the nightly glass of
milk for her. He joins a racket and finally
uses a pistol. Eric gives a great performance
sets

Howard. Two of the best actors on
It's
the screen, and I wouldn't kid you.
the old thread-bare plot of the girl who
goes to \vork in disguise for the man she
lie

also

"ARROWSMITH"

Linden— a good boy

rather trite story be-

comes a simply charm(RKO-Paihe)
ing picture through the
graceful acting of Ann Harding and Les-

clashing tempera-

may be knighted {throne
room whispers).

Churchill— the lovely queen— is impressed.
She overlooks his lack of social graces and
is delighted when he outwits the crafty court

A

siren.

Good

ments are so thrilling.
Norma Shearer is fine and
Robert

an aggravating

is

DEVOTION

(Fox)
is a delightful ten year
old boy; the queen mother is a knockout!
Ambassador Bill teaches the youngster base-

Marguerite

Lloyd

PICTURES

"PRIVATE LIVES"

becomes
a myth-

Chester Morris is a college football hero and
(United Artist)
Alison Lloyd (Thelma
Todd to you) the impulsive daughter of
many ducats. Chester, disgusted with Wall
Big John,
Street methods, turns hi-jacker.
who is Fred Kohler, laughs wickedly and
So-Sp

There are
takes steps to stop Chester.
Chester makes a
beautiful scenes at sea.
forceful hi-jacker and Thelma Alison Todd

*

* THE BEST *

sin-

gives a suave performance.
Noel Coward, the author,

minister.

chief

?f

Ambassador to
kingdom. The king

and American methods.

—1.^™

acting.

CORSAIR

is

cere direction and superb acting. It's the story of a sex-starved
boy who murders a factory girl to keep
Tragic and depresfrom marrying her.
Sylvia Sidney and
sing, but not sordid.
Phillips Holmes are splendid.

the old Champ crumples up the boy is unconsolable and does a remarkable bit of

ture.

Paramount)

ball

is

pictures of Japan, China, India and Siam
that have never been equalled. A fine pic-

American statesman of the

politicians, Hamilton
It's even
his country.

(

and great showmanship and the

to

Wallace

Beery

is

the

prize fighter; Jackie Cooper the boy.
Jackie
plays like a veteran and Beery gives a great

Splendid

(M-G-M)

performance.

When

Beery

^^'as

Chanqiion

of the world he married Irene Rich, who
adds a refining touch. Beery gambles and
drinks and Jackie looks after him. Wlien

( First

National)

lop.

[Continued on pdgc Co]
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Seemed So Strange

It

to Hear Her Play
We Knew She Had Never Taken
a Lesson from a Teacher!

WE ALWAYS

thought of her as an on-

A sort of social
Certainly she had never
been popular, never the center of attraction
in any gathering.
That night of the party when she said,
"Well, folks, I'll entertain you with some
from Grieg" we thought she
selections
rather poor joke, at that.
was joking.
But she actually did get up and seat herself
looker, you
wallflower.

know.

—

A

at the piano.

—

laughed and went right on
was a little' sorry for her. But I
saw her chin go up, her eyes flash. She played a chord, and it rang through the room
"Listen!" it seemed to say.
like a challenge.
And suddenly the room was hushed
played it
She played Anitra's Dance
with such soul fire that the room faded and
we seemed to see gypsies swaying and
Everyone
chanting around the camp fire.

Everyone

chatting.

I

.

—

.

.

"You're

When the
forward, tense, listening.
glorious chord vanished like an echo,
she turned around and faced us, her face
"Well!" she
glowing, her eyes happy.
seemed to be saying, "you thought I was
But I can play!"
bluffing.
were astonished and contrite.
surged forward in a mass to congratulate
"How did you do it?" "Why, you are
her.
"We can't believe you never
wonderful !"
An onlooker no longer
had a teacher!"
She played for us all
she was popular!
evening, and now no one would even think
of having a party without inviting her.
last

—

She Told

We

Me

about
her
ask
played superbly!"

said.

"And

I

know

never had a teacher.
what's the secret?"

—

by yourself, right at
home in your spare time?"
I couldn't
I was astounded.
it.

Why,

been such

easy as
A-B-C, and I didn't have
I
began
a bit of trouble.
from the
playing
almost
start, and right from music.
I
can play any piece
From
jazz.
classical
or
the notes, you know."

fun!

it's

Piano

Organ
Ukulele
Cornet
Piccolo

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin

Guitar

'Cello

Trombone

Now

March

1932

amazing success of students who
U. S. School course is largely
due to a wonderfully improved method that makes
reading and playing music
almost as simple as reading
aloud from a book.
You
simply can't go wrong.

Sight Singing
Piano Accordion
and German Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition
Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
3-String
(Plectrum.
Banjo
or Tenor)
Juniors' Piano Course

all

PROOF
am niakinn excellent prog— owe
on the
your easy lessons."
'cello

antl

it

to

GeoiKe C. Lauer,
Belfast. Maine.
"T am now on my 12th lesson
already

can

pieces.

knew

I

music when

siniplo
play
nothing about

started."
lOthcl Ilarnishfecer,
I

Fort Wayne.
"I have completed only 20

Ind.

almost

any

sons

anil

can

play

les-

My
music I wish.
of
now
1
friends are astonished.
Sunday
and
church
play
at
kind

School."

Turner B. lilake,
ITarrlsburc,

you are told how
is

then

done,

a

a

pic-

shows you how, then
you do it yourself and hear

Italian

ress

First,

thing
ture

Hawaiian Steel Guitar

'*I

So

the

Violin
Clarinet
Flute

as

—

for

take

I

Instrument

anil

it's

How You Learn Any Instrument
Easily This Way

Pick Your

Come

"She played Anitra

Til.

it.

No

make

private teacher could

it

any

The
come to

clearer.

admirable lessons
you by mail at regular

in-

They

consist
of
complete
printed
instructions,
diagrams,
all
the
music you need, and music
paper, for writing out test
exercises.
And if anything
tervals.

comes up which is not
entirely plain, you can
write to your instructor and

it

Whether
violin,

saxophone,

you

take
up
organ,
any other

such soul fire that
the

room faded and

ive

seemed

—

plenty
Little theory
always practical.
That's why students
accomplishment.
this course get ahead twice as fast

is

of

—

of
as those
three times as fast
old-time, plodding methods.

—

Free Book Explains

who

study

ALL

can quickly teach yourself to
be an accomplished musician right at home.
This wonderful method has already shown
600,000 people how to play their favorite instrument by note. To prove that you can do
the same, let us send you our free booklet
which not only describes the U. S. School
method, but tells you all about the amazing
new Automatic Finger Control.
too,

Forget the old-fashioned idea that you
Read the list of instruments
need "talent."
to the left, decide which you want to play,
and the U. S. School of Music will do the
At the average cost of only a few penrest.
nies a day to you

Mail the coupon today, before you forget.
Instrument supplied when needed, cash or
credit. U. S. School of Music, 1193 Bruns-

New York City.
Thirty -fourth Year (Established 1898)

wick Building,

U. S.
1193

SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
Brunswick Building, New York City

I'leasc

send

nie

vour

free

hook

"\tuslc

I^essons

In

Your Own Home" with Introduction by Dr. Frank Crane,
I am interand particulars of your easy payment plan.
ested

In

the

foUowinE course:

Have you

the above instrument?

'cello,

or
you find that
instrument,
eveiy single thing you need
to
know is explained in
detail. And the explanation

with

to see gypsies swaying arfd
chanting around the camp fire.

get a full, prompt, personal
reply

piano,

—

Dance

's

played

You,

I

tifully

—and

—

—

The

felt

I

you

—

"Yes

Why

it.

"No secret at all!" she
"I just got tired
laughed.
of being left out of things
and I decided to do something that would make me
couldn't afford
I
popular.
an expensive teacher and I
didn't have the time for a
so I decided
lot of practice
to take the famous U. S.
In
School of Music course.
my spare time, you know."
"You don't mean to say
you learned to play so beau-

believe

—

Later

were lifelong friends, and

"You

could

It

I

A

We

About

won-

breathed.
"Think
of
playing
like that, and learning all by yourself."
"I'm not wonderful,"
she replied.
"Anyone could do it.
child can understand those simplified
lessons.
Why, it's like playing a game.
"You always wanted to play the violin
here's your chance to learn quickly and
inexpensively.
don't
you surprise
everyone, the way I did?"
I
took her advice a little doubtfully at
and now I play not only the violin
first
but the banjo!

sat

We

!"

derful

Kamo
Address

City

State.
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Movie

Crossword Puzzle

Fan's

By Priscilla

month's answer

(Last

Somewhere!

1

She

One

69 Elongated fishes
70 Forms many plurals
72 Her last name is Garrett
75 In the tonic sol-fa system in

Mrs. Franklyn Thorpe
the screen's newest
and most popular comedians
1 1
A Roman poet
16 Featured with Sidney Fox
in "Murders in the Rue
is

of

Morgue

music
76 Preparation of meat cooked

by stewing

denote condi-

tion
18 "Delicious"

her latest pic-

tures

With Lionel Barrymore

in

84

the "Yellow Ticket"

I

ture work (pi.)
37 West Africa (abbr.)
39 Closing Avords of an actor's
speech serving as a signal
42 .\ side partner of Marie
Dressler's in "Politics"
43 The first part of flim-flam
47 One of the most popular
ingenues in Hollywood

49 Sensual or bloody
51 A pin serving as a fulcrum
lor an oar in rowing
55 Slie will be seen in "Emma"
56 A play
58 An island where Lila I.ee

went last summer
60 A well-known pantomimist
64 He was born on New Year's
day
65 With her husband in "The

Guardsman

"

66 His or her majesty

A

little Irish lass of

gender

12

He

played

pronoun,

Final
11

(1st

"Five

in

14
15
19

To sound

21

nant tone, as a cannon
88 Hatchet-faced Isaac in "Over

24
27

A

101

A

(abbr.)

the Fox

neuter

28

part or character taken
by an actor
93 He gave a good performance
in "The Star Witness"
96 To curl in drying
Crawford in
98 With
Joan

"The Mirage"
104
108
109

railroad station
Her next picture
"Smilin' Thru"

A

will

be

river in Livonia

Doug

While

is

away

she

takes painting lessons

lu
2

Hollywood's champion hand-

10

1

)

kisser

113

(initials)

With William Powell
"High Pressure"

1

14 Frequently

1

1 r,

in

Sinful

DOWN
To

strike a ball causing it
to curve to the right
3 A long, pointed tooth
4 The king of Bashan; con([uered by the Lsraelites (pi.)
2

To ramble

or \vander
6 Star of "The Lost Squad5

Gaynor

calls

her husband
in "Private Lives"
A string of several strands
A weapon shot from a bow
He has the leading male
role in "Lady With A Past"
To be due
He is now on the stage

Egg

(pi.)

One

of

the

leading

pro-

A

girl's

name

A

small, surgical instrument
resembling a spoon
34 A disorderly crowd
35 To send forth
36 She plays a leading role in

32

57 Liquefy

59
61

Form

of to be
was Lieutenant McHenry
in "A Dangerous Affair"

He

62 Pretty

comedy

Keaton

foil of

Buster

"The Sidewalks

in

of N. Y."
63 Legal claim on property (pi.)
64 Mrs. Frank Woody (initials)
71 A stage scene
72 Has title part of "Jazz King"

73 Role played by Olin Howland in "Over the Hill"
74 In new pictures it gives an

amber glow
76

The

first

part of the

name

Soochow, China
77 He's returning to the screen
78 Stand still!

80 Same as Czar
81 Contraction of ever
82 A seaport on the Aegian Sea
83 How boys were sometimes
addressed in olden days
86 With Janet Gaynor in "De-

"Charlie Chan's Chance"
38 Conflicts
39 A fine actor appearing in

89

"Frankenstein"
40 Star of the "Big Shot"
41 Claudette Colbert's role in
"His Woman"

played
with
91 She
Jackie
Searle in "Forbidden Ad-

43 Barbara Stan^vyck's married

To rub

out
She appears in the comedy
"Seal Skins"

1

Janet

ducers

90 Mother
92

(initials)

"

What

Star

12 She's

with a deep reso-

An exclamation

studios
68 Personal

picture

Service"
a hit in
part of

name)
8 He married Vivian Duncan
9 New England (abbr.)

the Hill"

30 Opposite Chester Morris in
"Cock o' the Air"
31 Prefix meaning apart
33 A box used in motion pic-

67

"Secret

Bebe Daniels made
this

13

long-eared equine quad-

a play
87

body
26 Objective cast of
29 To exist

A

ruped
85 One comprehensive event in

22 Old Testament (abbr.)
23 He's in Radio pictures
25 Connects the head with the

r,3

7

10

79 Instantly
80 A perennial woody plant
83 Where the sound monitors
stay during filming of pic-

ture

20

and

ron"

"

17 Suffix used to
is

on

Puzzling!

ACROSS
6

is

65. Answer to this puzzle will appear next month.)

page

Bryant

name
44 Willie Murrant in "Street
Scene" (initials)
45 She ^von the 1931 award of
the ^L P. Academy of Arts
and Science
The
frame and springs of a
46

motor car
47 He directed "Arrowsmith"
48 Prefix meaning night
49 Richard Dix's bride

50 Her
52

The

first

name

is

Nora

high mogul of movies

54 She has a wise-cracking part
in

55

"Bad Timber"

A German
star

beauty and film

licious"
He is said to have the second
greatest earning power of
anyone in movies

venture"
A game played with 32 cards
94 Servant
95 She was Stella in "We Three"
97 Four points of the compass
98 Covered part of a locomo93

tive

One

of the Etruscan gods of
the house and hearth
100 Star appearing opposite Gre-

99

ta

Garbo

in

"Mata Hari"

(initials)

God (Latin)
102 A light blow
103 One more than nine
105 Belonging to us
106 Partner of Bill, played
Marie Dressier
107 Algebra (abbr.)
101

by

Silver Screen

.

And
from

I

REDUCED

43

inches to

34^

!

,

HIPS

my

inches with the

Perfolastic Girdle''
—WRITES MISS
PERFOLASTIC COMPANY

Hotel Victoria
7th Avenue and 51st
New York City

41 East 42nd Street

New York

BRIAN.

City

St,

Gentlemen:
I have been wearing a Perfolastic girdle since the spring of
1925 and measured 43 inches through the hips, 26 inches in the
waistline, and weighed 135 pounds. After wearing my girdle
for six months, I reduced so much that I had it made two
inches smaller, and in one year I was down to normal, weighing 120 pounds, measuring 34J^ inches in hips and 25 inches
in waist, but I continue to wear my girdle every day. I always have two, one for morning and one for evening.
I remain always a faithful believer in Perfolastic.

MISS

"Massages

like

magic"

.

.

.

BRIAN

B.

writes Miss Carroll

.

.

"The

.

writes Mrs. McSorley
fat seems to have melted away"
so many of our customers are delighted with the wonderful results obtained with the Perforated Rubber
Keducing Girdle that we want you to try it for 10 days
.

—

.

.

Money- Back Guarantee

REDUCE your WAIST and HIPS

3 INCHES
or your

10 DAYS

in

money refunded

girdle is not infallible, but it has reduced so many thousands of women we do not hesitate to make this unusual offer.

The

Reclaim your lost figure— have the fashionable slim waist and
for unhke most ruband be comfortable too
tapering hips
ber girdles, the PERFOLASTIC gives with every movement.
Worn next to the skin with perfect safety, the tiny perforations permit the skin to breathe as its gentle massage-like action
reduces flabby, disfiguring fat with every move you make.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Stand before the mirror— the first time you wear your girdle
you appear inches slimmer! You will be amazed at the improvement in your appearance and surprisingly soon the fat will
begin to disappear.

—

Coupon Brings
FREE

BOOKLET

and Sample of
PERFOLASTIC

PERFOLASTIC,
Dept. 443 41

E.

42nd

St.,

New

Inc.

York, N. V.

RUBBER
Without obligation on

FREE BOOKLET
new

my

part please send

me

describing and illustratinK the

Perfolastic Reducinp:

Girdle

;

also

sample of

Perfolastic and particulars of your 10-day Trial offer.

Sendfor

Name

.

.

Address

Not one cen I wis paid
for above teslimoiiial

for

March

1932

City

State
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m

Ask Me
Another

...

Sally Forth
The

1.

2.
BUT

MEN ADMIRED HER THE
MOMENT THEY SAW HER

chatterer of Hollywood, Sally
Forth, will be glad to answer any
questions you have about movies or
stars or both.
Write Sally at Silver
Screen, 45 West 45th Street, New York
City. For personal replies enclose a
stamped addressed envelope,

WAS THE SAME

IT

OLD STORY! THEY CALLED
ONCE — THEN DRIFTED AWAY

BONNIE:

Cadiz, Ohio is very proud of
the success of Clark Gable and has
been since 1901, the baby having
sho^vn a menace at an early date.
Constance Bennett is a New York girl and
that's why they have lights all along Fifth
Avenue. She is 26 years old which is a very
nice age for a Marquise.

Wc

F.:
Jackie Cooper in "Donovan's
Kid was named Midge Murray, which is a
good name, but doesn't stick as ivell to Jackie
as "Skippy." That's what everyone calls him.
"

Inquisitive: Richard Cromwell is 22
years old. He was born in Los Angeles and
that's ho^v he came to hear about the movies.
So Jack Holt is a relative? You should be
\ ery proud for your relative is about
45 years
"Maker of Men," his latest picture,
old.
holds

3.

4.
AT LAST HER

NEW

— AND

SISTER-IN-LAW

FRANKLY TOLD HER HOW
SHE WAS OFFENDING

—

HOW

up the family honor.

Florence:

it was New Year's Day in
the beginning of the century
nhen William Haines was born. Twentyone years later he was \\'orking in a broker's
office and grooving handsomer daily. A moving picture scout invited him to submit his
photograph whereupon success and the

Virginia at

EASILY

LIFEBUOY
WOULD CORRECT
HER FAULT

Holly\vood sun smiled upon him and
brought forth "Get Rich Quick Wallingford," his latest success.

OABRA:

I

am

sure that a nice letter to

Richard Dix and Irene Dunne would get
their photographs for you but, of course,
you must enclose the postage. Dix's new wife
is letting him make "The Lost Squadron,"
but he has promised Irene Dunne that after
that they will again be together. The ne^^•
picture is called "The March of a Nation,"

obviously having something to do with the
Chinese retreat. At any rate, every inch of
Irene, sixty-four in all, is eager for the mo-

^Ve will try to get you a storv on
next month and describe in
detail her blue-gray eyes, her 115 pounds,
and her brunette beauty.

ment.
Irene

5.

NOW

SHE

— THANKS

HAPPILY MARRIED
TO LIFEBUOY'S SURE

IS

PROTECTION 'B.O?

IS

DON'T RISK
B.O."
THE —

merest hint of "B.O."

odor

ruins

all

Lifebuoy.

Its

gentle, purifying lather

—

ends all "B.O. "danger.

Lifebuoy's pleasant scent
ishes as

you

body

Take
and bathe with

—

rinse

Norman

tells

—

that van-

you you're

safe

fromoffending.Keepscomplexionsfresh
and radiantly lovely. Removes germs
helps safeguard health.
from hands

—

Try Lifebuoy Free
If you don't use Lifebuoy and want to
send a clipping of this offer
with your name and address
to Lever Bros. Co. .Dept. 523,
Cambridge.Mass. A full-sized
cake will be sent you free.

'OROTHY: Y on will see a little glimpse
of \'irginia Cherrill in "Delicious and the
Fox Studio at 1401 N. ^Vestern A\enue,
Hollywood, is headquarters for her pictures.
The t^^'enty-five cents that they require is
simply to pay for the postage stamps and
the mailing. The star gives you the photo"

graph.
at

try_it,

Genevieve Tobin was a stage girl and cute
She is a LJniversal hopeful, is fi\c
it, too.

three and one-half inches tall, and
weighs 105 pounds. Her hair is light reddish brown, altliough for one part they made
her bleach it. Don't ask mc about her eyes,
sometimes they are green and sometimes
thev look dark blue, but they always photofeet

graph

14

Phillips, Jr.

attractiveness.

no chances. Wash
deodorizes 'poies

L UCILLE: YouNew

ask who was "Clipper" in
"Sidewalks of
York" and it gives old
Aunt Sally pleasine to tell you that it ivas

1

NO

LONGER A PROBLEM

Dunne

light.

Silver Screen

—

—
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Wiich of these BIG PAYING

BROADCASTING JOBS
do you want ?
TAe Vhyi. Gibbons Course
it

in

your spare time

—

Do YOU want

a position paying
from $3,000 to $15,000 or more

Do you want to get in
year?
the newest, fastest
Broadcasting
growing, most glamorous industry in
Then here is a
the world today?
remarkable new method of training
that fits you for the job you want
right at home in your spare time
a method developed by Floyd Gibbons, famous "Headline Hunter of
a

—

the Air."
If you can talk, sing, act, write,
no matter what
direct, read or sell

—

branch of Broadcasting you are qualiif you have natural talent,
fied for
the Floyd Gibbons School of Broad-

—

casting will train you in the Technique
of Broadcasting, preparing you to
take a high salaried position in this
fascinating work.

Your Opportunity in Broadcasting
you unusual
opportunities for fame and success.
It is recognized everywhere as the
Broadcasting

offers

growing industry in the world
today. And Broadcasting constantly
Broadcasting is
needs new talent.
growing growing so fast that no one
fastest

—

dares predict how large it will become
in the next few years, or how many
more millions of dollars will be spent
annually before the "mike" staggering as the figures already are.

—

Four years ago a total
of $4,000,000 was spent over the air.

Think of it

if your voice shows promise, if
you are good at thinking up ideas, if you
have hidden talents that can be turned to

can act,

year, advertisers alone spent
$29,000,000, while radio companies
spent many times that amount.
Many more millions will be spent
next year thousands more men and
women will be employed if they are
properly trained. This spells opportunity for you in letters a foot high.

—

—

Turn Your Talent

into

Money

Think of what this means to you.
Realize that you can have your share of
these millions
if you have talent combined with the proper training. If you

—

March 1932

Jobs like these often paying

profitable Broadcasting purposes, you,
too, can qualify for a job in Broadcasting.
Let Floyd Gibbons show you how to
capitalize your hidden talents!

from $3,000 to $15,000 a year
are open to trained, talented
men and women.

Talent alone is not enough to bring
you success in Broadcasting you must
have a complete and thorough knowledge
of the Technique of Broadcasting. Many
well known singers, actors, writers and
other successful artists have failed diswhile
mally before the microphone
others who were formerly unknown have
risen suddenly to undreamed of fame and
Why? Simply because those
fortune.
who have been successful were trained in

Announcer

—

Broadcasting technique, while those

Publicity

Actor
Musical Director
Script Writer

Musician
Dramatist

or any other field of Broadcasting
Excellent positions in Broadcasting are

who

open

to

men and women who have

mastered the technique of BroadcastingRead how you, too, can prepare yourself for a big paying job in Broadcasting.

failed w'ere not.

That is why the Floyd Gibbons School
to bring
of Broadcasting was founded
you the training that will start you on
the road to Broadcasting success. This
new, fascinating home-study Course gives
you a complete and thorough training in
Now you
all branches of Broadcasting.
can profit by Floyd Gibbons' years of
Now right in
experience in Radio.
your own home in your spare time

Advertising

Singer

Reader
Program Manager Writer
Director
Sales Manager

—

—

—

—

through this remarkable Course, you
can train for a big paying Broadcasting
position. No need to give up your present position or make a single sacrifice of
any kind while you acquire the technique
that makes Radio Stars. Out of obscure
places are coming the future Amos and
Andys, Graham MacNamees, Olive Palm-

Gibbonses, and
ers,
future earnings will be enormous.

and

Floyd

their

!

Last

joy

show you how to get
right in your own home

will

Complete Course in theTechnique
of Broadcasting by

FLOYD

GIBBONS
A

subjects covered are:
Studio, Microphone
Technique, How to Control the Voice,
How to Make the Voice Expressive,
How to Train a Singing Voice for Broadcasting, the Knack of Describing, How to
Write Radio Plays, Radio Dialogue,
Dramatic Broadcasts, Making the Audi-

The

few of the
Station

and

ence Laugh, How to Arrange Daily Programs, Money Making Opportunities
Inside and Outside the Studio, and dozens of other subjects.

Send
An

for

FREE

booklet

interesting booklet entitled

"How

Find Your Place in Broadcasting"
tells you the whole fascinating story of
the Floyd Gibbons School of BroadcastIt tells you how to prepare for a
ing.
good position in Broadcasting. It tells
you all about our Course and how you
can turn your undeveloped talents into
money. Here is your cnance to fill an
important role in one of the most glam-

to

orous, powerful industries in the world.
Send today for your copy of "How to

Find Your Place
for yourself

in

Broadcasting."

how complete and

See

practical

the Floyd Gibbons Course in BroadcastAct now send coupon below
ing is.
today. Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting, Dept. 2C27, U. S. Savings Bank
Building, 2000 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

—

—

r-—
I
I

I
[
'
'
'

Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting,
Dept. 2C27, U. S. Savings Bank Building,
2000 14th Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

me your free booklet,
Find Your Place in Broadcasting" and full
information regarding your spare time, home-study
Course in the Technique of Broadcasting.
Without obligation send

"How

lo

Nan

..Af.e.

Address
City

.Slatf.
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They Are Big Hearted
Screen
Favorites

Cannot
Say No"
At

the Benefit for

Los Angeles
Poor and Needy
the Stars Gave
Their Help
the

Pat O'Brien

is

a

Fifi

poor business

Dorsay and

Lew Cody have

man.
First he
bought his tickets to the show
and then went
on the stage
and did his act

solved

the

pression.

de-

They

have found that

more happi-

the

they give
the more
they have

ness

away

Jeanette
na Loy,
ites

MacDonald and Myrtwo Hollywood favor-

who

are always willing to
help other people

Photos by

ACME

AT THE

Shrine Civic Au-

^

ditorium in Los Angeles
players gave lavishly of their talents to help
the unfortunate. To be constantly applauded and never
to be conceited; to be rich

-'-

the screen

Duncan sisters with
Nils Asther, husband of
Vivian. The day after they
gave this free performance
for the poor they were obliged to file a bankruptcy
The

petition

16

in

personality

and

to

share

boimtifully with others— such
is

the nature of a picture star.

In his sober senses at last,
Charles Ruggles is quick to
his talents in a good
cause.
Little Mitzi Green
seems, however, slightly suspicious of him as she does her
trick to help others

offer

Silver Screen

—
..

^^^^^TSilverScreens

'^jh

Movietown

In

March we have Hyams winds which blow-ums

THE

most exciting thing this month is Greta Garbo.
Greta in New York and hiding behind veils and
not talking and having columns written about her
and still not talking. Maids in the hotel (St. Moritz)
trailed by reporters to find out what Greta had saidsob stories of reporters who were fired because Greta
didn't talk— stories of a woman fencing champion who
was supposed to protect her— and jokes and wise-cracks
until you would have thought she was somebody of
importance. Well, perhaps she is.

Leila plenty

YOU know that Vivienne Osborne, who was
DIDClive
"Husband's
Brook's broadminded wife
in

Holiday," used to play a native dancing girl on the
stage in "Aloma of the South Seas?" And what she can

do

to a grass skirt!

Marion Davies' New Year's Eve party
Miriam Hopkins was cute in a Little Lord

AT
-

—

THE

Fauntleroy costume. The fans are all for her in "Dr.
She looks, from here, like the next Big DisJekyll."
turbance.

—p^—
engaged to Gene Markey, author
JOAN BENNETTConnie
guests
all dressed as youngsters at Marion
THE
gave a dinner to honor the
and scenarist!
Davies' party. Norma Shearer in a blue, little girl's
"

event and as

Marquise de

it

Can't get out of

party of the Marquis and
makes it pretty official.
without committing lese majesty.

was the

first

Falaise that

la
it

now

WHEN Nancy
on West

Carroll got a

her car

summons

48th Street,

New

for parking
City, she

York

Tenth Avenue spirit flow through
her veins and she grew madder and madder. In the
excitement Nancy gave the wrong name. She forgot
her new marriage and instead of being Mrs. Bolton

began

to feel the old

officer, that she was Mrs. Jack
Kirkland and what was he going to do about it! SenNancy didn't even go to court, the
tence suspended.
judge didn't dare risk it.

Mallory, she told the

fan breathed a little easier when word came
that Pola Negri passed the danger point in her
Pola
sudden illness at the Santa Monica hospital.
deserves to be talked about and thought about, but
not that way.
—"<§>"—

EVERY

•

RUMORS

about Pola's new picture are thick, as it
RKO.
has just been pre-viewed in Hollywood.
Pathe have a great bet in Pola as a song bird. "They
say" that Pola's song is extraordinarily captivating.

for

March

1932

dress with an enormous bow, Clark Gable as a boy
scout and the others in every kind of sailor suit arid
The idea was that such costumes did
kids' rompers.
not cost much and in these times any kind of disguise
is welcome— it fools the creditors.
.

JIMMIE DUNN

— —

town the other day gave a little
party at the Waldorf Astoria. When we told him
that he was not as heavy as we thought he was, he said
that the Fox cameraman had explained to him why
It seems that if you had a stereoscopic third
this was.
dimension screen then the true proportions would appear as they do to the eye. With the single eye that
the camera has, the flat effect is bound to appear.
He is charming "in person" and the things he told
us about "Dance Team!"
in

—

YES,

^"

is to be a director. The
that be at Mclro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios
the directorship clause to Ramon's new conAnd, oh yes, we almost forgot. Clark Gable

girls.

Ramon Novairo

powers

added
tract.

may
now,

also direct,
isn't

it,

same company too. Funny
want to direct? Maybe
revenge and llie chance lo bawl out

and

how

ihey want to get

for the

all

the stars

others.
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TARZAN

1)

Johnny Weissmuller Gives a Wonderful Performance of the

Boy who Lived

and Loved in the Forests of the Jungle

By

M ary

the wasted little body began
to strengthen and improve.
Within four years he was as
perfect as a normal child can
be.
And does he love swimming? If he doesn't spend
several hours every day in the
water he feels as lost as the
proverbial fish. And today he
wins a coveted role in the talkies over a group of well-built,

Arms that have taught the
world the meaning of endurance and strength fit
perfectly into the picture
of Tarzan

I

HERE'S

my

man!

We

successful actors, just because
is a better physical speci-

needn't look further."
All day long the director
in charge of the casting of "Tarzan"

had been going through
test of actors

who

he

men

than any of them!
Back in the old days in
Chicago, William Bachrach,
of the Illinois Athletic Club
and head coach of the United
States
Olympic Swimming
Teams, saw Johnny. He was

test after

aspired to play

the title role. All day long he had
discarded one after the other with
grunts of disapproval rapidly growing more vituperative as the day
grew late. Then came a short test
of Johnny Weissmuller, a world-

searching for a certain type of

swimmer and when he first
glimpsed Johnny in the pool,
he decided that the boy had

The director's
stern mouth relaxed and with joy
in his voice he shouted the decision

famous swimmer.

possibilities.

So he gave Johnny an ungreeting, something

friendly

shelved the other tests before the
director might change his mind.

like this:

"Well, you think you're
good, don't you? Get out into
that pool and show me ^vhat
you've got."

But Director Van Dyke had no
intention of doing so. He knew a
winner when he saw one. And
Johnny Weissmuller, leaping manfully from trapeze to water in his

And Johnny showed him
and

was good enough to
Bachrach that he
was worth training for big

gave promise of perfection.
"Tarzan" needed that rare thing
—a perfect physical specimen of
manhood. And Johnny, who is the
test,

swimming

doctor who advised that the child
be taught swimming.
Gradually
18

it

convince

things.
The next ten years
proved that his judgment was

celebrity in the

world and who has won more
medals than he can safely hang on
himself, is just that— and more!
This is all the more remarkable
when one considers that as a child
he fell victim to an infantile disease
that left him with a crippled body.
Elis parents put him in charge of a

However, he was

there primarily to be shown.

quoted above.
The camera-man
breathed a hefty sigh of relief and

greatest

Sharon

sound.

Johnny captured

won e\'ery swimming championship it was
every medal,

possible to win.
follo^ving years,

Johnny has always feared animals
and it took more courage for him
to let the elephants toss him about
than it would have taken for him
to

swim

to Africa

During the
and he says

they have been long ones, he
has been travelling every-

where giving exhibitions.
E\'erywhere, in this instance,

means America, Europe and
even Asia.

And now he

is

Silver Screen

love affair of the wild creature of the woods is
primitive and delightful. The ape advises Tarzan to
stand no nonsense from Maureen O'Sullivan, but
Johnny finds that love has made him strangely gentle

The

and very happy

John Weissmuller, Cham-

Swimmer of the World

pion

ready

quit

to

because he

found something he

has

likes better.

When I asked him for a rule
of success, he told me his best
advice for a man is to marry a
of persistence and amhe did. Eight months
ago, you see, he married pretty
little Bobbie Arnst and they are

woman

bition, as

honeymooning. To tell you
pretty Bobbie is I need only
mention that she was one of the
most glorious of the glorified
still

how

Ziegfeld Follies girls.
slightly fed up with
moving about. She
likes homes and all the things
that go with them, and she likes

Bobbie was

this eternal

Hollywood. So, when they were
pausing there for a vacation, she
went out and helped get the role
of Tarzan for friend husband.

That

is, she succeeded in getting
the studio to make a test of him
after she had succeeded in talking him into making a test. And
he won in a walk!
Only a swimmer could have
had the right build for the role
of Tarzan, because other athletes
might be over-developed in the

wrong

places.

The

pait

re-

man

with powerful
enough arms to permit him to
swing gracefidly from the limbs
of trees without showing overdeveloped neck or leg muscles.
quired

a

Thus

it
happened that
Johnny [Continued on page
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He G Ot
Hab It
Laurence

m

scene

Ohvier had a
a ^lay

with the

.

.

The

love

^lay

Lorry keeps on

ended, lut

is

.

the

anyhow

love

By

Edward
Churchill

G
1

ET

the girl!"

With

this

his

slo-

gan, Laurence Olivier

has found success.
On the surface, it seems ridiculous that one should devote all
his time to being in love and, at
the same time, score heavily as
an actor, or in any walk of life.
The popular belief is that a
young man, to be a leader in
his

profession,

whatever

must devote himself

it

With Menjou

"Friends

in

and Lovers" Laurence Olivier made an excellent impression and in "The Yellow
Ticket" with Elissa Landi

charming manner reminded many of Colman

his

is,

strictly

to

business.

Laurence forgot all about his
and devoted himself

The

business
strictly

to

the

petite

Jill

Jill

he has fame.
he has Jill.

happy.

Both have contracts with "star salary" ratings.
both work for the same studio. (You, Norman
Foster, and you, Claudette Colbert, who are always
separated, read this and find out how it is done— this
staying together business). Laurence, popular in London, has scored in Radio's "Friends and Lovers" and
in Fox's "The Yellow Ticket," since coming to Hollywood.

And

is

almost six feet

tall.

He

has a wide, frank smile,

comports himself on the screen in the gentlemanly
manner which is a part of him in real life, and reminds
one of Ronald Colman. He has the moustache, the
British accent and mannerisms, the suavity, the gallantry and the superb courtliness which have made
Ronald famous. And yet he is not a carbon copy of
Ronald— he wants to be different and he IS different.

20

merely phys-

a Lady," with

Laurence, or "Lorry," as we know him out here, is
twenty-four, is six thousand miles from home, and
lives quite happily on a Hollywood hilltop.
Jill, born
in Great Britain as was her husband, is twentythree, is the same distance from home, and is just as

He

is

has been seen in "Once
Ruth Chatterton,
and has been the recipient of
critical raves.
She will be seen

Es-

mond.

Now
Now

resemblance

ical.

again soon in "Ladies of the Jury," which is Edna May
Oliver's newest laugh-fest.
She is most attractive and,
if one is to take "Lorry's" word for it, she's a better
motion picture actress than he is actor.
The idea was to write a story about Laurence 01i^'ier,
but in glancing over my copy I find it's a tale about
the Oliviers, which makes it so much better—just wait
to see what's coming.
It's a merry little love story. It
hasn't been told yet to anyone; so you'll have it first.
But before I get into that phase of things, it's best to
give you "Lorry's" backgrovmd.
First publicity said that he came from a notoriously
lengthy family of stage folk. Nothing could be farther
from the triuh. Fact is that he came from a different
sort of family entirely, and his father was an Episcopalian minister. It was Jill's family (there she is again)
which hung up a note\\'orthy reputation on British

Boards.
Laurence, fm thermore, was not born in London, but
in Dorking, Sinrey.
His mother died when he was
thirteen and today his father is retired.
He has an older sister, [Conlifittcd o>i (xigc 62]
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arian

A l^cw Star to

By

Make

M

Beauty

the

You

if

Them

at the

"Maybe

low

Up
A

lass,

intends

to her

Talk

Hollywood

No
al-

Good roles
"Regarding my work.
have built me up to stardom. It may be
that I am being starred prematurely. I

lowed to interfere. No man will make
She has sense enough to
a fool of her.

know
is

not

that getting
sufficient.

good breaks
She

as a starter

sees clearly

what

many never do— that one must keep
ing to stay even in the

had no choice
if I had

so

in the matter, of course,

I doubtless would have
accepted the honor and the respon-

rac-

same place in the

sibility."

fans' estimation.

Secondly, Marian has an iron determination. Big stakes are her goal and nothing will stop her. And third, she has an
attribute that is positively rare— a great
willingness to learn. Just try and teach
the average ingenue anything. Go ahead

and

actresses figure that stargreatness are identi-

the inferiority complex I had when I
a child. I was the kind of little girl
who always had her pencils taken away
and her hair pulled by the other children. Gradually I began to wake up to
the realization that one has to have selfNot conceit,
confidence to get ahead.
but a sensible appreciation of what one
can do!

busi-

towards her career.
monkey-shines will be

And

was

cess.

Marian has a thoroughly

day.

They don't bother to learn
anything new. Resting on your
aurels ends by resting in a
rocking chair while someone else takes
your place." As you gather, know-it-alls
are her idea of very foolish souls.
"I am terribly stubborn at heart," she
admits candidly. "If I am wrong I want
to be shown why. That might be due to

and-fade type. It
says but a peculiarly characteristic forcefulness about her that makes one sure
she will continue gaining ground.
What has she got that Betty Bronson,
Sue Carol, Mary Brian, June Collyer,
Dolores Costello and a legion of other
once promising girls did not have? Several all-important factors which are indispensable for permanent screen sucFirst,

and a

cal.

will immediately
not one of the flameis not only what she

ness-like attitude

forever

dom and

and you
is

me

many

this eighteen-year-

old blonde who has attained stardom in
less than a dozen months' climbing since
her debut in "Svengali."
realize that she

was born under a

just because I am being given
top billing now is no reason to
Too
lay down on the job.

to stay.

very smart

I

d d o X

lucky star," she told me as we
tried to analyze her prospects.
"But I'd be a fool to sit around,
counting on good luck to fol-

Movies

SHE goes!
And up Marian Marsh

a

Here

try!

is

a

modern young

Playing leads during this past
year for John Barrymore, William
Powell, Richard Barthelmess, and
Edward G. Robinson has taught
her much. Now that she steps into
their charmed circle and heads her
own casts she hopes to profit by
what she noticed while on their

Quiet and demurely beautiful, given
woman who is using her
sets.
to smiling a little too much, Marian does
It happens to be
brain.
"One must be ever on guard
not look like a deep thinker. But she is.
inside one of the prettiest
Usually the
scene-stealers.
against
An extremely logical young lady. She
heads in Hollywood and
actors, stage recruits in minor
older
Apfools you in more ways than one.
that helps a little
roles, are the peojjle ^vho say their
parently ultra fragile, she is in i-eality an
lines so as to muff your climax or
expert athlete. A foremost example of a
you
up to the cameras. Do you think
back
attempt
to
modern maiden fighting her way in the world at a tender
that they won't try those tricks now that I'm a star?" she
age, she declares that a wife's place is in the home and
asked me hopefully. I replied that anyone who can
that she will never attempt to mix movies and matristeal a scene from her deserves it!
mony. Always perfectly poised in ])ublic, she lets go a
"They say that a great woman star must necessarily
not-to-be-ignored temper at home when she is riled.
be ruthless to get on' top and stay there," Marian said.
Marian is the most determined young actress I know.
"Do I expect to turn into a calculating machine? Lose
The most eager to seize all opportunities for advanceall my feminine (|ualitics and adopt a hard-boiled viewment. She recalls that others have had similar fine
Noll Nor do 1 expect [Cuntinucd on page (i-i]
point?
starts only to fizzle out.
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earnm
They Have
in the

to

Learn

Thar

th
Parts l^iow

Movies and Each Star Has a

Different

Method of Memorizing
Ruth Chatterton, being

a rather unusual lady
other respects, has quite a unique way of
learning her lines that few people Tinow of.
When she is hard at work on a picture, and has
speeches to learn, she takes a quiet apartment
"somewhere in Hollywood." She goes to bed
and studies hard. Occasionally she reaches for,
no you're wrong, a cup of coffee. Usually she
chews gum while she scans the script. I don't
know just why the gum should be a help. Ruth
doesn't go in for it at any other time, but she says
it helps her remember.
The Chatterton lady has a vei^ retentive memory. After studying her lines thoroughly it takes
no more than a casual glance at the cue sheet the
next day. Stage experience means a lot when
in

it

comes

to

remembering

"spiels."

Strangely enough, Ruth's leaving her own perfectly good house in Beverly Hills for a Hollywood apartment, hasn't started any divorce

Marie Dressier, great actress that she is,
a "quick study." Marie's pencil adds
a touch now and then as she goes along

is

USED

be nip and tuck for a star to think up a
to get out of a party. There are, you
know, some parties that even stars don't want to
attend. Social etiquette being what it is some excuse
had to be offered. You just can't say to a hostess that
she can take her party and go, you know, with it. The
baby had to have the measles, and if there wasn't a
baby, Fido had the mange, or the Rolls had whooping
cough and had to stay in the garage at night.
That was all in the dim, sweet long ago when studios
were very, very noisy and silent pictures were being
made. Now that the studios are as silent as an old line
to

ITgood excuse

politician on the subject of prohibition, and noisy pictures are being turned out, there are cut and dried excuses all ready to be sprung on any occasion.
"My dear, I would love to come to your party, but
I simply must stay home and study my lines.
That
director is so disagreeable if you don't know where to
dot every / and cross every single T."
The hostess expresses regret, and is perfectly satisfied
with the excuse. Wheretipon the star can stay at home
and manicure her fingernails, or shoot craps with the
l>utler in the servants' pantry.
Of course, there may
actually be lines to learn.
Quite often there are you
know, and that is a different story. Come to think of
it, that is what this story is about.

22

rumors between Ralph Forbes and herself. But
then Hollywood doesn't know that Ruth does
hie herself to an apartment on such occasions.
Not being in favor of long and repeated rehearsals Greta Garbo is letter perfect in her lines
before she comes to the studio in the morning.
She studies for hours the night before a scene is
taken. Having a slight tendency toward insomnia anyway, it isn't hard for her to keep awake. Often she
repeats her lines during long, lonely rambles at night.
Once I saw her
If it is raining so much the better.
striding through the rain on the M-G-M lot. She was
mumbling something to herself, and she had that set,
abstracted look of a lady-learning-lines.
Come to think of it, don't believe that any person you
see, hurrying along, muttering to himself, is a candidate
for a nice, padded cell with a hot and cold running
It's probably just an actor muttering
straight jacket.
That gives me a chance to use James
his lines.
Gleason's famous pun— "Oh, well, a boy's best friend
is his mutter."
For some unexplainable reason William Powell turns
on the recording of "Bolero" when he learns his lines.
great many stars work best with music— but usually it
is soft music. There is something insistent to "Bolero."

A

Few people coidd concentrate on anything

else

while

howand he is the boy who must learn his own lines.
Carole Lombard, Mrs. Powell to you and me, frequently reads the cues for her husband, and Bill helps
Carole in the same way.
Joan Crawford repeats the lines o\er and o\er. Between scenes she goes into her portable dressing room
this

record was being played.

Powell prefers

it,

ever,

Silver Screen
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and refreshes her memory for the next
Visitors on the M-G-M sets,
sequence.
if they're lucky enough to get to visit,
have seen Joan and Clark Gable going over their lines together,
speaking softly, and sitting on the sidelines of the stage. Gable
He also worked in
practically learns his lines in this fashion.
this

manner with Norma Shearer

in

"A

Free Soul."

While most of the stars will tell you emphatically that they
must have absolute silence when they study lines. Jack Oakie is
made of sterner stuff, or something. Having worked at one time
on the New York Stock Exchange, not the quietest place in the
world, according to the newsreel glimpses of the lair of bulls and
Jack could probably
bears, noise seems a natural background.
go to sleep in the middle of a boiler factory, with a radio soprano
shouting "Who's Your Little Whoozit" right in his ear.
Jack usually picks a noisy cafe to learn his lines. The rattle of
dishes provides a nice accompaniment, and if there is a good,
lively jazz band around, why, that is just dandy.
It is no unusual sight to see players turning feverishly the
pages of scripts with one hand, while they shovel pate de fois
That is a
gras, or maybe corned beef hash, with the other.
familiar picture in the Brown Derby, the Embassy Club, or any
studio commissary. Most of these would pick another time, and
another place, but lines must be learned, and a person does have
to eat— even if it's only a lettuce leaf and a down-hearted slice of

Minna
walk

Gombell

has
into

herself

to

the

That's one way to
keep the brain active

part.

cuctimber with a toasted cracker.
I've even seen beautiful actresses
in the Cocoanut Grove at the Ambassador, with an open script on
They've
the table beside them.
usually had that pained look of a
girl

who

is

doing her duty— and

getting durned sick of

No
leally

to learn lines.

I'll

went over
very famous lady

lime

it all.

one is safe when a star is
boimd, bent and determined
I

Artists studios.

never forget die
to interview a

I'd

at

the

United

hardly got

Joan Crawford learns the words of her speeches while she experiments
with the intonation and expression
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in-

door of her dressing room
when I had a cue sheet thrust in
my iiand. I spent an hoiu" rei)ealing cues, and after that the star had
to go on [Continued on pnge 54]
side the
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Moments
Can

Player

J\[o

Show His Stuff
Unless

He

Gets a

'VartWithaPcaV
and Love.

(The other three didn't get
on time.)
And from a sly word dropped here and
a point blank question put there, he came
their papers in

to the conclusion

much

the

that things are pretty

same with maidens the world

over.

But Hollywood

is

an entirely different

story.

Certainly these little girls would have
to be plain hypocrites to pray for Beauty

when

every one of 'em

enough

to

fit

is equipped with
out an entire young ladies'

seminary.

And as for Love! Well— when personable young men flock about you every
time you stick your nose out of doors, love
doesn't look like it's ever gonna amount
to much in the way of a problem whatever way you look at it.
Then, what is there

Good old ''Tol'able
David!" This scene

is:

according

those

A

Yessir!

skillfully

well-directed
picture that rises to
one poignant, unfor-

ques-

scene

and

player an opportunity to stand in
the glare of the spotlight and play
that
scene for all it's worth!
That's the answer to
the Hollywood Maiden's Prayer!
They've kept their
ofters a

and it puzzled
end.
So he sent a questionnaire
to every girl in the school

en's Prayer,

him no

determine what maidens

actually prayed for.
You
didn't have to sign your
name, so you could speak

His survey revealed that
97 out of loo damsels prayed
for just two things: Beauty

con-

structed,

?

freely.

to

answer
Picture With a

gettable
of

to

ask.

scouts, the

A

tionnairing college
professors heard
somebody play The Maid-
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you

Peak.

ard Cromwell.
Noah
Beery had his greatest
moment in "Beau Geste"

to

for,

And,

recently launched Rich-

ONE

in

our

made Barthelmess and

—remember

Hollywood

left

pray

large,

luminous

open, these
to-be.

The tremendous peak moment

of "City Streets."
After Sylvia Sidney, in jail, resolves to go
straight she learns that her sweetheart (Gary
Cooper) has become a gangster.

eyes

little stars-

They'\e watched

innumerable

young

actors
and actresses
soar to stardom on the
momentary magic of a

Silver Screen

Destiny

of

'ro

s

Na

e

k

t

1

n

s

Clark Gable, the great hit of last year, showed his capacity for menace in "A Free
Soul" in this scene with Norma Shearer and Leslie Howard. It was his peak moment.
played with amazing perfection,
you that the struggling Hollywood
whom heaven sends a picture with a peak

such

single

And

scene

they'll tell

youngster to
has the brains to recognize
do it justice— was born
with a silver horseshoe
around her neck and cut
her eye teeth on a Swas-

—who

it

plus the talent to

and one glimpse

of that scene convinced Hollywood
young 'un who had come to stay,
This next peak dates a bit. But the lady atop it
decidedly doesn't, The lady is pert, red-haired Nancy
Carroll and the peak is a souvenir of "The Dance of Life."
Will you ever forget those
that here was one

Take down

that

hoofer husband (Hal Skelly)

al-

who

penstock for a moment
and let's look into this
peak business a bit.
(But we warn you. One
yodel out of you and

home you

to her old place at his

Here's a right pretty
peak, ladies and
And why
gentlemen.
Look who's sitnot?
Our
ting on top of it.
old friend— pardon, our
ney.

And

the

peak

Sylvia

so well?

Nancy

rose to fame as a rebeautifully sustained performance in that
picture.
And if there was a
doubt
in
anyone's
mind
whether she was a grand
sult

Sid-

name of
"City
is

the

jumped

into

in

Holly-

Broadway

sweetheart (Gary Cooper) visited her in jail
and told her he had
joined the racketeers—

for
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her

vanished when

she played that tender, touching scene.
And now if you'll please
to dry those eyes and clear
that throat, we'll on with the
mountain climbing.
Ah, what have we here?
Why are all these shoving,
scratching females crowding
about the foot of this peak?

wood, fresh from

a
stage triumph.
An eleventh-hour substitute for Clara Bow,
she had little time to
prepare her part.
Yet
Sylvia turned in a performance which a veteran of the silver screen
might envy. She recognized her big chance in
the
scene where her

of

little actress, it

few days after

arrived

side

and guided him through the
old clance routines she knew

Streets."
this role a

drunk backstage, a

she pushed him on the stage,
jumped extemporaneously in-

go.)

young friend— Sylvia

lay

few minutes before he was to
have gone on for his last
chance at a comeback? How

little

she

moments when Nancy rushed
to the estranged, grief-broken

tika!

I

understand.

That's Clark

Gable way up thar, gals, and
the guide book says we've
Marlene Dietrich and Clive Brook in
"Shanghai Express." Clive had his dramatic birth in "Forgotten Faces" and
Marlene blossomed in "Morocco." Is this
a new peak for them?

reached "A Free Soul."
Clark had appeared in several pictines previous to this
one, and, although he always
gave \Co)ilinued on page
25

David

M

anners

IS

Blue Blooded
But Don't Hold
Tkat Against Him
By

Grace Simpson
Connie

MARY

PICKFORD
him

very likLoretta Young
one of her favorite

finds

he

is

accepts

talented support in "Free

able.
says

Bennett

David Manners' gesture
of friendliness and his
to

Love"

leading men.

George Arliss
wants him for a big part in
his next picture. Ruth Chatterton admits that she greatly
enjoyed having him play opposite her in "The Right to
Love." Now Constance Bennett is going to have him for
her leading man.

Ruth Chatterton and Constance
Bennett.
I guess I've been extremely lucky!
"I am a Canadian, born in Halifax and educated in Toronto and
London," he went on when asked
to give a sketch of his life.
"My
excuse for an English accent is that

Who

is
this popular
Adonis, who, very evidently,
has a way with him?
He's

for many years I lived in the great
British metropolis and just naturally picked up the broad "A." I'm
going to be naturalized because it

Manners— straightfor-

David

ward, unaffected Dave.
We were gaily chatting together in his bungalow up
near the Hollywood Bowl.

He was
human

talking in that low, Anglo-Saxon voice about
friendships, about roles he had played, about

his mother, about Connie Bennett, about 'jinx' days,
about life in general. It was one of those cool, crisp
California evenings, with a stiff breeze blowing oft the

mountains.
I studied young Manners' face as he talked.
It was a
very presentable face— young, eager and clean-cut.
There is something about his eyes that impresses one.
Maybe it is enthusiasm. At any rate, he's got the impetuosity to succeed, the knack of making folks like

him.
"Tried and true friendships," he was saying, when
my mind wandered back to listen to his voice, "that's
what this old world needs plenty of. Personally, I love
people.
And value friendship above everything else.
I have made some very wonderful friends since coining
here— with people that I really admire— for instance,

George
Seiter

is
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and his wife, the William Seiters (Mrs.
Laura La Plante, you know), Mary and Doug,

Arliss

ism, though,
countries."

will make things easier for the
studio and all concerned and because I really have grown to like
my old Uncle Sam! I hate nationalparticularly between English-speaking

For about two years, now, Dave has been in Hollywood. He came here to do "Joiuney's End" for Tiffany

and has remained.

After witnessing his vivid performance in that stirring war drama, First National signed
him to a long term contract and teamed him up with
Loretta Young for a time. Now he's "farmed out" to
Pathe, where the beauteous Bennett will try out her
wiles on him for a spell. Naturally Connie came into
our conversation.
"Lightning is forever striking aroimd her blonde
head," commented David.
"People either adore her
madly or hate her— no half-way measiues about it. Yet,
if those in the latter category could know what a thoroughly good scout she really is and how hard she works

undoubtedly re-act differently towards her. Regardless of what the outside world thinks
of Miss Bennett, she is well liked on the sets.
I know
because I have overheard many [Continued on page 56]
at the studio, they'd

HAL PHY

SALLY O'NEIL
SALLY

of the fighting clan

won

her

way back

to the screen and

the welcome which "The Brat" received proved there is a warm
spot in the hearts of the fans for her. Great plans are on foot, for the
"
now "shtop your teasin'
little colleen, which you will soon hear of

—

o o d

Loves

the

Irish

FERENO

JAMES CACNEY

J

I

In

AMES

shot his way out of the gangster pictures and proved in
"Blonde Crazy" that a wise-cracking bell-hop can make friends.

"Taxi, Please" Loretta

Young

"Roar of the Crowd" with Joan

sets his

meter

Blondell,

clicking

James

is

and

in

the

the big noise

MAURICE CHEVALIER
AFTER
i

"One Hour With You" Maurice

Chevalier

straw hat over a roguish eye and nnake "Love

will

tip his

Me Tonight."

The gay Frenchnnan suggests abandon, happiness and love
that is lighter than the bubbles that dance on channpagne

CECILIA PARKER
and

GEORGE O'BRIEN
LITTLE Cecilia Parker has her first great
Alchance in "The Rainbow Trail."
though George O'Brien stars in this Zane
Grey story, the girl from Fort William, Ontario,

with the gold

in

her hair

is

shining

through each scene and sequence.
the

Indians

took to Cecilia
ervations

without

Even
res-

DOVE

BILLIE

and

CHESTER MORRIS
JUST
all

in

the

dump

now or everl
banged up as

the Air"

full

beautiful.

Beautiful

to coiffure.

Billie

In

Dove
"Cock

is

o'

new
To every emotion she
expression and yet she is always
Try that on your physiognomyl

Billie

sets a

national beauties.

gives

cart not in the dumps,

record for inter-

I

MADGE EVANS
SEARCH

as you

than the

gomery

holds

will

you

will

not find a more enchanting love scene

moment in "Courage" when Robert Montgrown-up Madge Evans.
Madge, only back in

melting
little

pictures for a few months,

is

booked next for "Are You Listening?"

SIDNEY FOX

THE
a

we

liHle

stage

good

year.

girl

We

has been a year

in

Hollywood and

burst into applause wherever

think of Sidney in "Strictly Dishonorable."

"Murders

in

the Rue

Morgue" we expect

a

we

it

When we
new

has been

are whenever

delight

see her
in

in

shivers

MIRIAM HOPKINS
MIRIAM

has

Miriam
forgettable,

in

Kinds of Women" and no doubt it is
"24 Hours" was the kind of woman for us.

made "Two

dramatic,

beautiful,

wanton,

kind

enthralling, but

and as contagious

She was unas

laughter

4

JOAN CRAWFORD
\

A / AS

'

"

there ever a photograph that

Lannps.

more

delightfully

She seenns to be hearing the voices

which Joan alone beholds.

Perhaps

in

calling

"Grand Hotel"

presented Joan of the Wonderful

and to be viewing the bright
she

will

find

a

part to her

visions

measure

PHILLIPS

HOLME

developed so many great screen players that
is expected to show his interesting person
Phil's
and
there is always grey despair and grim re
mode
quite
the
is
Tragedy
vigor.
ality in full
longer or he will be the man they killed
much
last
won't
it
We
hope
portion.
Phil's
in
morse
I

UBITSCH

L

has discovered

performance

in

or.

"The

at

Man

least,
I

Killed"

MELVYN DOUGLAS
THE

whisper went around town that the Swanson picture had a new wonder-man.

"To-

how he did enjoy iti
the microphone that we have heard.

night or Never" had a naughty, difficult part for Mr. Douglas, and

He
He

has the well known
is

with

menace and the

Ann Harding

in

finest voice for

"Prestige." and "The Wiser Sex"

is

coming along.

Listen for him

RUTH CHATTERTON and PAUL LUKAS

—

DAUL

speaks with a delightful accent which he fights against all the tinfie
may he never overit.
Ruth chatters perfectly in English of course, but loves to give a charming foreign
tang to her words.
In "Tomorrow and Tomorrow" they probably compromise on Chinese.
'

In

conne

any event

it

will

be sophisticated

—

this affair of

our

First

—and Art

Lady

will

have' another

day

HELEN

WHILE

MACK

PARIS SLEEPS"

is

good

the

tiently for Fox to release

settled

and WILLIAM BAKEWELL
it.

by bringing out pictures that

of their dialogue.

And

this

is

it,

old movie

theme and everyone

The argument about talking
thrill

both

with Balcewell

in pictorial

who

is

in

is

pictures

waiting impais

presentation and

going to be
in

the

good and Helen Mack who

drama
is new

MARLENE
DIETRICH
THERE

is

qualify about Dietrich

that^;

has stolen across from the screen ta
her audiences until she

most loved

been

a

players.

fame equal to

with so few pictures.

one of

is

There

hers established;)

She

is

physically,;

attractive yet alluringly illusive.
a

proud

She

Lily in

i$£

mother and yet strong menj

rush to her appealing helplessness.
is

thei:

has never;

Shei
"Shanghai Express" and she is<i

our idea of a

woman

ROSE

HOBART
Rose does not meet you

BEAUTIFUL

When

halfway.

you push aside the

publicity of the million

and one aspiring

out about Rose she does

stars to find

not put herself forward to help.
Jekyll

"Dr.

and Mr. Hyde" told us enough

about her so that she escapes being a
mystery woman. And, if she is in "Back
Streets,"

niche

of

the
her

Fannie

Hurst

talented

soul

story,
will

no

be

longer hidden

JONES

;

was
IJ NCE
marriage

the

movie

was looked upon as the
before
gesture

that

well poised

woman.

Now

oblivion.

marks

last
it

the

Mrs.

so

recommend

any

Man"

thd

normal,^

Powell

made Carole
Bill

is

star

jump;

and attractively human

Being

poised that we
ing

when

time

for a

has

grown up and
marry-

as a beneficial course for

beauty.

Carole

After
will

"No
make

One
"Sky

^

In "Mata Hari" Rahas a partner so

mon

lovely

and

so

tal-

ented that he was inspired to create one
of the greatest parts
of his emotional
career

Al

Love
Ramon

ar-

NewYork but his
rives in

Bachelor

Hollywood

romantic

manner
clings to him
as he lounges

Romance
¥.ycs,

in the workaday Pullman

Although

our interview was

set for eleven,
apologized, "I couldn't pull
JL A_ myself together and get up before noon. I was
at one of those successful parties last night— the kind
you hate to break away from even at three in the
morning." He took a gold and black cigarette case
out of his pocket. "Have one?" Then a lighter. His
left hand making certain to steady the flame.
His eyes
were bright ... so close. They flickered. The flame
flickered. (The interview started with a bright aspect).
An antique ring on his left third finger caught my
eye.
"Mr. Novarro, what an interesting ring you have.
A la Greenwich Village."
He glanced at his lapis stoned ring with its plain
band of gold. "Yes, I am fond of it myself. Our
family crest."
"I suppose," said I, "family crests are still all important in Mexico?"

/A

He

Ramon Novarro

agreed and added, "Indeed! family, customs and

B

y

m

and

with the
grace of a
troubadour

Ramon ]\[omrro

has

his IsAusic, in his

m

his

Viola

Memories

II

m

a

living are quite different from what they are in the
States."
I interrupted, "Romance also?"
"Quite," he smiled. "It is almost unbelievable."
His definite Spanish accent is most intriguing. He
went on, "In Mexico, youth enjoys romance."

Ramon

spoke with such tenderness as he said "roI wondered if he could remember his
first love.
I asked him, "Do you remember the first
time you were in love?"
"Ah, my dear, certainly." His legs crossed, his hand
on his chin, he more or less whispered, "Let me see.
Of course I do. What an angel she was. Her name
was Marie. Marie, alas! she was only eleven and I

mance"

that

twelve."

Ramon had

a sparkle in his eye as he recalled his
who was the first to make him feci
"that way." He continued, "I was so in love with her
and she didn't care about me at all." (Imagine someone not "cr-r-azy" about him.) \C(>!ilinuc(l on jxigc 50J

memories

of a girl
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"S orrow
Helm Twdvctrees

is

eacner
Successful

By

f^ow hut She Reached Her Present
Happness hy

the

Pathway that Dips

aura

Benh am

Into the Vale of Tears
At

present,

Helen

is

glo-

glamouTously alive and
happy.
She has everything
that a girl can desire— a bril-

riously,

liant career in which she is
intensely interested— a devoted
family— a husband whom she

adores and who adores her.
Yet she can hardly believe her good fortune.
The scars from the fiery cauldron through
which she has just passed still smart.
Instinctively she shudders with fear that the
present may be only a beautiful dream from
which she will some day— any day— awaken.
That is the way youth reacts to suffering,
you know. Especially youth which has never
been prepared to parry the slings and arrows
Nothing in Helen
of outrageous fortune.
Twelvetrees'
childhood or early girlhood
augured the violent emotional experiences
which she was destined to know.
By her own admission, she was reared to be

One

of

the

prettiest

merely a "home girl."
"I was born in Brooklyn— which is just a
great, overgrown country town.
It's not at all
like Manhattan.
"My childhood was like that of other kids
in every city in the country.
I went to grammar school and rode my bicycle back and forth,
took part in the usual holiday festivities, enjoyed the customary school-day feuds."
Helen smiled at the recollection and turned
By this time we had
to order our luncheon.
been comfortably ensconced at a small table
Helen had
in the middle of Rumplemeyers.
suggested to the waiter that he give us a quiet,
corner location, but he, with an eye to gracing
his room with Helen's beauty, had led us to a
most conspicuous position.
As it turned out, we ordered Eggs Benedictine instead of luncheon, as Helen and I both

girls

on the screen and now developing into an actress of
ability.
Helen Twelvetrees

now Mrs. Frank Woody
and quite happy, thank you!
is

were no
THERE
slender blonde
brow

lines of care etched on the calm
girl who crossed the
of the
lobby of the St. Moritz to greet me. No haunting shadow cast its gloom upon her face— there was no
seriousness in the smile she flashed upon me.
Only when I looked into her eyes— wistful, poignant,
appealing blue eyes— did I realize that she had known
Only then did I understand that Life
suffering.
had written its lesson upon her heart and soul, rather
than on her face. That bitter lesson which she has
learned so well.
For it is because of the sorrow that she has known
that Helen Twelvetrees has learned to portray with
such depth and feeling those emotions which have their
being in the deepest anguish of a woman's soul. To
act with a maturity and surety far beyond what is
expected from one of her youth and beauty.
.
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.

.

confessed that

we had had no

to sleep late in

New

breakfast.

It's

so easy

York.

"Then, when I finished my elementary education,
mother decided to send me to a private school," she
resumed. "It was during those years that I decided to
become an actress.
"Of course, the family didn't know what to make of
it," her eyes twinkled, and for a moment she ceased
to be a world-famous motion picture star and became
the little girl who was upsetting every precedent of the
Jurgens family.

"Mother had never worked at all and father was a
newspaper man. The idea of an actress-daughter was
just something with which they didn't know how to
cope.

"Finally— I guess it was in self-defense, in order to
obtain peace around home— [Continued on page 58]

Silver Screen

"Arrowsmith"

—

a Classic

S creen

Silver

ARROWSMITH
Rating:

Great

— United

TONIGHT OR NEVER

Artists

Rating;

RONALD COLMAN

and Helen Hayes are
excellent in the film from Sinclair
Lewis' book.
The story is intelligent, the
settings are carefully and skillfully done
and there is information in it as well as
.

Helen

entertainment.

most new

though

Hayes,

al-

has adapted her
charm to pictures. The scenes where Colman is a country doctor are delightful.
The laboratory is impressive and the plague
islands are terrifying.
There is drama in
the scientist's search; also in Dr. Arrowsmith's great love for his ^vife, who is always .second in the day's thought but first
always in his heart.
to

the screen,

Good

show.

PRIVATE LIVES
Delightful

—M-G-M

ROBERT MONTGOMERY

and

Norma

Shearer were divorced and then they

new mate and were ^ved.
This called for two honeymoons and
strangely enough they happened at the

each

same

found a

even in adjoining rooms with
l)alconies— you know how those things are!
The crsnvhile man and wife run away tohotel,

gelher before the new partners realize what
has happened. Tlie runaways soon quarrel
and soon make up and then disagree again.
There has never lieen on the screen a gaver
or more delightful comedy. It is the modern kind of mo\ ie.

for

March

1932

Artists

Stand

pictures— how she used to pack them into
the New Amsterdam when she was barely
twenty!
She is a true professional and
what she calls a good performance is so far

above the pretty girls of Hollywood that
they do not know the difference. With her
this enjoyable musical picture are Ben
Lyon, Leon Errol, W. C. Fields, and Chester
Conklin, troupers all. If you like skilled
technique, fine music and comedy, see this.
Get two tickets— we'll go with you.

in

HELL DIVERS

—

Excellent M-G-M
air minded vvill enjoy this Wallace
Beery peace-time picture, and if women
enjoy he-men on' the screen, Clark Gable
and John Miljan are here to cheer them.
Rating:

THE

The

story shows that a rough guy can have
the qualities that compel your admiration,
that a big comical dumbbell is not without
charm and that situations of danger though
made to appear "all in the day's work," are
very stirring.
Did you ever notice hov\'
good pictures often suggest the newsreels?

Fightin'-Irish!

"Taxi" is the vehicle for
James Cagney's ride to fame.
Menace of a new sort, and

for

Rating;

— United

James Cagney!

—Paramount

tidings
cute little girl
to sit down beside, they select Sylvia Sidney
—and who can blame them. Well, tragedy
put Sylvia where she is now, and that, if
you must know, is the ranks of the greatest
emotional actresses. In this picture, when
she trims the florist's window, her beauty
dims the flo\vers. The story tries to make
you believe that perfectly innocent people
can be railroaded to jail, exploited, shot at
and subjected to more double-crosses and
injustices than Ireland.
Then at about
quarter to eleven, \vhen Sylvia and Gene
Raymond do get a break, they stop the
picture for fear of going blah!
Still, it's a

GREAT

Good

in the former stage
play is cajoling and sirenish.
If the
customers want to know the methods of the
man-charmer Swanson, here's their chance.
It seems the girl wanted to sing and her
voice lacked the soul tones which come only
when one has "lived." The practical little
prima donna chooses Melvyn Douglas as her
guide to ecstacy and, lo and behold, the
next day she sings like a thirty-nine dollar
radio set.
However, it was pure love all
the time and Melvyn turned out to be
marriagable, to be the feature of the piece
and a great screen find. Trust Gloria!

bad news and mournful
WHEN around
some
look

'Very

GLORIA SWANSON

THE LADIES OF THE BIG HOUSE
Rating;

R eviewm

s

love of a new sort, a play
that is tremendously thrilling
and theatres that are crowded
to capacity
these are incidentals.
The whole exciting,
terrifying story is made real

by hot-tempered

BLONDE CRAZY
Rating;

Delightful

TAMES CAGNEY

Cagney.

J

and Joan Blondell are a

clever pair. This story is about a racket
which is a short cut to riches, and Bert. \\e
Bellhop (Cagney), works a sort of semi-offcolor badger game that is not clever enough
to give him much of a part,
foan is ihe
O.K. baby and we can hardly wait for more
of her. Cagney, like all the good ones from
John Barrymore to Wallace Beery, is a true
comediim, sensing the time interval of
hinnor perfectly.
I

GOOD SPORT

—

Fox
and John Boles are the
t
lovers, and a charming pair.
John is
right at his peak and should be given something great. Linda is making good on our
forecast and looks beautiful in this story of
mis-marriage. John loves her and doesn't
know that she is separated from a low-type
luisband. She is going to divorce him, but
hubby loses what money Greta Nissen, lovely
siren, does not need.
So Linda feels she
Rating: Fine

LINDA WATKINS

mustn't hit

him while

he's

down an

she
doesn't under-

goodbye lo John, who
stand.
When you tear lovers
usually gives Art a chance.
s;iys

'

apart,

it

HER MAJESTY LOVE
Rating;
,S

A

Captivating

—

\\'\irners

stage star Marilyn Miller has played
before more people than any girl in

SURRENDER
Rating;

Excellent

— Fox

A GERMAN

prison storv. with \Varner
Baxter a prisoner at Ral|)h Bellamy's
camp. He comes to love the daughter of
the castle but when his pals try to escape
he has to turn against love.
Bnl lie is
caught and condennied. If vou think that
R:iiph Bellamv as the ComriKuulant will let
him olf at I.eli;i Hv;uns' rocnusl, \oii don't

know

Ral|ih.

\m\

however, lor he
Kirkland.

is

will

get

good; so

to
is

know him.
.Vlexander
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The spy Mata Hari
thousand men.

is supposed to have caused the death of fifty
Garbo's serious mood makes the character believable

Greta Garbo's Daring

New

Character
Kthat
n
By

WITH

every foot-

print a

himself
says Carlyle.

With

man

leaves

behind,"

T7

i

•

±_j i 1

O

t

every part, with every role, Garbo
has left a clear imprint ot the kind of woman that she
is.
Until now, at last, she stands clearly before all who
may stop to gaze, to wonder and admire.
Garbo in "Mata Hari" is no more the Garbo of our
million legends than was the dcmi-mondaine of "Susan
Lenox," but it is her most revealing characterization.
Revealing in the literal sense, of course, but that is not
the amazing thing about her. The extraordinary fact is

46

this woman, who has never
been photographed in bathing
suit or bath, who has maintained
a cool aloofness through part after part, now quite
calmly casts aside her seven veils and loses no whit of

C C

poise or distinction thereby.
How the writers who have joyed in picturing the
Garbo of the priestess cult will have to bite on their
typewriters to explain this! How the shrugging ladies
of the envious army will cast about for weapons to attack her now!
Already the clamor has begun: "She is just trying

Silver Screen

Gone

Christie
ter

Crude Anna

the

is

—Gone

Susan Lenox

Plaee

the Bit-

is

—In Their
l^ew

the Reckless

is

Greta

to

do what Dietrich does," they are saying.
little all that means to Garbo!
For her there is only one law.
"I must breathe life into this part," she says.
It is this artistic sincerity that makes her so distinctly

How

individual in each character.

And

so,

when Mata

Hari began to glow with the life's blood of Greta
Garbo in her veins, it was the normal natural thing for
Greta to wear what Mata Hari would wear, to take off
what Mata Hari would discard, and to think, speak,

and act the courtesan.
Again and again during the filming of the picture
Greta's sensitive ear caught here and there a note that
was false to the character which was now, in fact, her
own. During one love scene when Garbo was in the
arms of Ramon Novarro her lines were: —
"I love to be held by you.

You have

youth, desire

and adoration." Hardly had she said the words than
Garbo raised herself and broke the scene. "I will not
say 'adoration' " she said. Director Fitzmaurice sensing, perhaps, the inharmonious quality of the word,
nodded his agreement and the scene was taken over.
This time Garbo, lying in Novarro's arms, murmurs:
"I love to be held by you. You have youth and desire."
And so you will hear it when you attend the
picture.
Such an intensity produces great results and makes
Garbo inspiring to her associates. Novarro
with charming Latin gestures bursts forth
with "She is the most wholesome— the sweetI have ever worked with."
And
Novarro when happy is at his best. So
"Mata Hari" is Novarro in a most charming mood.

est girl

Few can appreciate the utter simplicity
of Garbo. Occasionally when the stress of
the emotional scenes became evident. Director Fitzmaurice would say to her: "You
look a little tired." Docile as a child Garbo
would stop work and take a walk. She always went alone, walking down toward the
open lot and around by the dressing rooms,
and returning slowly and quietly to take up
her scene.
Let those who cannot read with pleasure
the great song of Greta's love for her art,
pass her by. She is easy to avoid. She will
not obtrude herself into your newsreel,
nor into your daily paper.
But, if one

would

talk

of

the

great

artistry

of

the

he will find that no superlative sentence can run its course without a detour
into the solitude that holds Greta Garbo,

screen,

and bring her out

to reign in

place.

for

March

1932

her rightful

Silver Screen for
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arzan

[Continued from page

"They are like a lot of
confided to me.
people. Don't know their own minds. They
get all hot and bothered but don't display

Tarzan was a natural.
He, too, lived a lonely sort
of existence as a youth, when he was fightHe
ing so hard to win back his health.
He
didn't go to school like other kids.
had to skip that and all that goes with it.
But he got something that a lot of them
character

the

He

is

of

Tarzan.

One of them charged
of sense.
negro one day, and ^ve all thought the
man was done for. 'We were too far away
to interfere. Then, when everything seemed
lost, the hippo changed his mind, or forgot what he intended to do, and trotted off

a

And

mind and

flinching, stunts that would have
cult for an experienced actor.

been

in the opposite direction."
He likes apes, however.
fortunate, because he's had to

diffi-

A delightful experience awaits
The new Maybelline

you.

so easy to apply

—it

is

goes on

—

so evenly it adds so much
beauty, brilliance and expres-

sion to the eyes. Instantly;
will

it

make yourlashea appear

perfectly tear -proof.

foot

• Also—the new Maybelline
contains beneficial

oils

that

approved by millions.

Entirely harmless.
Black or Brown, 75c at all

Goods Counters.

For 10c and coupon
will

"But it was all great fun," avers Johnny,
and if he gets his wish he'll remain in
Hollywood and work in pictures. He likes

all

belotv ive

send special Purse
Size for trial

tons

of

flesh

on him where would

he seems

SIZE

to his first job.
to their own liking, of comse,
but when I visited the "Tarzan" set on the
sound stage, I couldn't figure out what was

Everybody

so

CO.,
5900 Ridge Ave., Chicago.
10c enclosed. Send inc Purse Size of tlie
CBrowu
nBlack
new Maybelline.

Close-ups were being made of Johnny
and Maureen O'Sullivan, (Maureen is his
leading lady in "Tarzan ") lying on a wet
bank covered with even wetter mosses and
leaves.
This was on one of the coldest
days of the year for Hollywood, and all the
rest
of us were crouching or standing
around shivering in our winter coats.
Johnny and Maureen ivere lying on that

wet

practically

mass,

as

God

tattered

over

oin-

They were supposed

to

have just clambered

out of the river and had to be appropriately wet. The scene A\ill show only a few
minutes on the screen, but, as it took several hours to film, the property man kept
watering them to keep them in the same
degree of wetness as when the first foot of
film was photographed.
Anyway Johnny likes
It's a great life!
it. and I guess he is going to get his wish
about keeping on with it if all the talk I

hear around the studio is true.
So girls, smile and look your prettiest!
For another big he-man is soon to enter
vour li\es. He may not run in competition with Clarke Gable— who could?— but
he has a ^\•inning personality that registers
one hundred percent ne\ ertheless. And if
you must know particulars, Johnny is quite
(all, six feet three in fact— with dark bro\vn
hair, brow^n eves and a strong, lean face.

The

type

all

better,

still

girls

other words,
seen the last

for!

But. ^vhat

Taxicabs! Jazz!

Bells!

Whirl of a Movie Star's Life

.

Stale..

The Mad
and Happiness. Read the Great Story

is

a

is

him too. In
Vou haven't
he's a "comer."
of him in "Tarzan, the Ape

Not by

Man."

fall

men approve

of

a long shot!

Photies!

Slreel..

Town..

nature

only an animal skin draped around his hips.
And to make matters worse for them, a
property man stood just out of range and
whenever the cameras quit grinding he
doused water over their heads and backs.

.

Lights!

or

Maureen had on a slirasy,
remnant of a dress and Johnny had

made them.

Luckily the trainer realized
what was taking place and changed his
connnand in tinie to prevent a tragic accident. If it hadn't been for him there would
not be a "Tarzan"— at least not a "Tarzan
with Johnny WeissmuUer. And what would
"Tarzan be without him?
"I've got no use for hippos," Johnny
"

and desirable about working

thrilling

like that.

"

MAYBELLINE

Name

20-3

up

ing

Johnny be?

Cp —FOR PURSE

In fact his enthusiasm is so keen that
like a high school graduate warm-

it.

The trainer had mistaken the director's
orders and had given the elephant the
\vrong word of command. It uas supposed
to deposit Johnny's body on the bank and
But, instead, it ^^as atthen back away.
tempting to pass over him and up the bank.
Before the scene was shot the property
men had run water over the bank until it
was a mass of slippery ooze on which no
So, if the
animal could possibly stand.
animal had persisted in its attempt to climb
the bank it would certainly ha^e fallen
And wilh all those
squarely on Johnny.

it.

Toilet

felt

Dyke took

players.

was about!

and luxuriance. Enthusiastically

It

are honest, he af-

in spite of the precautions
to safeguard his

this

Director \'an

him and around him— lightly— as an elephant does when it is about to walk over
And that was what all the shouting
one.

keep the lashes soft and that
tend to stimulate their growth

Try

haps like

Those things happen now

touching his body.

lot of

The make-up man had
just over his rib.
a real job making the bandage invisible to
the camera. There were bound to be mis-

and then with the best of directors, you
know.
Johnny could feel the giant beast's front

and luxuNon-smarting, and

naturally dark, long

riant.

in print.

that's

do a

"If they don't like you, they let you
know it. And they have loads of sense."
He showed me the marks on his hands and
arms where the apes used in the production
had scratched and bitten him in moments
of anger, but he didn't really mind it.
One of them even tore a hole in his side,

ought to know for, due to a slight error
on the part of one of these same elephants, he almost lost his life, and "Tarzan," which is his first picture, came near
being his last. This is how it happened.
In one particular scene the beast was
supposed to carry Johnny's limp body up
from the river and place it on a slippery
bank, then back away. Johnny was supposed to be unconscious in the scene and
As an
all he had to do was remain limp.
elephant knows about a hundred different
commands which he obeys without question, Johnny kept his eyes closed with perHe didn't even know that
fect confidence.
anything was wrong imtil he heard the
director shouting words that you don't
see

And

firms.

to

He can't
animals, especially elephants.
explain it but it's a very real feeling and he
knew that he was letting himself in for a
lot of grief when he first read the script of
"Tarzan, the Ape Man." But he was game
and when, in that first scene, the director
called, "Now, lie still and let the elephant
toss you up on its head!" he obeyed, although the biggest bull of the herd was
being used in this incident. It was over
with in a second and he was amazed to find
that he had really landed on the elephant's
back. But it ^v^LS a sort of baptism by fire
for him, nevertheless!
Johnny says elephants have a lot of sense
and when they make up their mind to do
a thing they do it. But, at that, you can't
always pin your faith in them. And Johnny

MjiJjh^dliim?

They

work with them.

Johnny has always had an aversion

tccuL-pioof

lick

at a

that is perfect co-ordination of
muscle, and a certain fearlessness
and coolness under fire. Because of this
he has been able to perform, without
miss.
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Not afraid of the Birthdays Ahead
Ihey know the Secret of

bloom skins the most zealous regular

care.

"We use Lux Toilet Soap," they confide.
keeping Youthful Charm...

Those
thirties

THE

screen stars have no fear of growing old! Birthdays have no terror for

them! They know the secret of keeping
youthful freshness right through the years

"Guard your complexion above everything else," they will advise you. And even
the youngest of them give their own peach-

Lux

2 6 Laura LaPlante

Toilet

in their twenties — those in their
— those in their forties! — keep their

skins youthfully

smooth and aglow with

this fragrant white soap!

Of the 613 important Hollywood
tresses,

use

Lux

ac-

including all stars, actually 605
Toilet Soap!

Surely you will want to guard your complexion this wise, sure way. Begin today!

Soap-io

28
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TEST VOUR

ART

Always
[Co7iti>iued

He laughed. "Now it all seems so trivial,
but then it was so important! She made me
very nervous. If I shook hands with her I
would tremble from head to foot. Everything seemed to go wrong."
We must admit that Ramon started very
young in his ability to appreciate beauty.
Beauty which he discovered in Marie's eyes.
"Yes," he emphasized, "they were green
and she had the funniest walk. Here
you'd say, 'cute.'
I worshipped the very
ground she trod on. It was in my home
town Durango, Mexico."
He quite obviously is proud of his Mexico.
Its \\'arm skies and hot sun ^vhere his leetle
sweetheart lived. He began to discuss the
difficulties one found in trying even to meet

ABILITY

FREE

.

.

.

Durango.
"It's not like America.
To visit a young
No
lady is not as one might imagine.
chance of going to theatres without a few
chaperones ^vho are definitely attached to
the party, no telephoning— 'are you there?'
The art of meeting a girl is a triumph
in every sense of the word.
Just to meet
the family— a wild fantastic dream to one
in love— is a great accomplisbment.
So I
knew that the first thing I had to do was
to meet some boy who knew Marie's fama girl in

your opHERE
portunity
is

to find

out how much talent you
have. Our simple, scientific
Questionnaire tests
your natural sense of design,
proportion,
color,
perspective, etc.
It may
show you the way to a
future
bigger
a real

ily."

Ramon

Are Successful

Many Federal School
students and graduates
are making $2,000, $4,000,

$5,000
and $6,000 yearly.
The Federal
School is recognized everywhere by
employers of artists and by buyers of
art work.
Big prices are paid for
drawings.

Home

you

like to draw, an almost sure indication of talent, the Federal Course will
If

quickly

develop

your

ability

to

earn

Many nationally known artists
contributed
exclusive,
illustrated
lessons
to
the
Federal
Course.
No
previous training is needed.
You will
receive personal, individual criticism on

money.
liave

your work.

TODAY

for Questionnaire!

fill out and mail the coupon,
stating
your age and occupation.
There is no cost or obli-

Just

gation
3n to you.

gi

School..
C/ofO)ininercialDcsito^
307B Federal Schools BIdg , Minneapolis, Minn.
Sl-ii(1
mc your analysis questionnaire
Diit eost or obligation.

Name

with-

was

would look about.

the

rites.

So the youthful Ramon formally met his
Marie.
But meeting Marie was meeting
mother, father, sister, brothers and a fe\v
extra relatives.
Seeing her alone was impossible.
Ramon naively imitated a bespectacled knitting aunt as he recalled the
looks she used to give him when he called
on Marie. It was his first acquaintance
with that 'what are your intentions?' sensation.

"I ^vould write her love notes and she'd
send them straight back to me," he reminisced.
In fact that was the proper thing
to do.
If a girl accepted your love proclamations she was not worthy of the words
you expressed in your letter." He stopped
to light another cigarette and then said:
"I still think that it is more thrilling ivhen
one has to make a desperate effort to gain

the desired attention.

Send

this pleasure

Pay no attention
All I could think was that
she would arrive eventually.
I would be
so impatient, then at last I would see her
face.
What thrills filled my soul!"
Rainon continued, "I used to imagine
she was praying for me. When she cast a
shy glance telling me that she was happy
to see me I would get a lump in my throat.
Finally I met a boy who knew her father."
"I

to

Federal Graduates

At church

he told me.

his,

—

very

What

to see Marie.

career.

Learn Commercial Art At

was

familiar with these
agonies, ^vhat doubts he
must have lived through. His only joy was

customs.

The more

difficult

more interesting
chase.
Quickness kills romance.
In
fact in any walk of life, not only love, one
prefers the object most difficult to conquer.
Romance should not be burnt in the bud.
Is that not right?"
I begged him to go on.
Ramon smiled divinely and obliged. "I
a

girl

makes

herself

the

the

remember what joys I found in our ^valks
after church 011 Sinidays. The boys walked
in one direction on the plaza, the girls
opposite.
would pass. I was so fright-

We

she smiled at me I was terrilicd.
and if she failed to notice me I was heartl)roken.
One Sunday she threw me a rose.
I
was the ha|)pi<'st person in the \vorld."
ened.

If

Ramon

soon found a boy

Marie's street.

They would

who

li\ed
cliinb up

on
to

m

Love

from page
the

43]

roofs

and

Then

voice.

listen

to

Address

I was so flustered at the dances
said nothing. But she noticed me."
Then came tragedy. Ramon's family
moved to Mexico City. He brooded and
was so unhappy that they had to take
him back to Durango. He had to be near

that

I

Marie.

One

day

Ramon summed up

all

his courage and decided to present Marie
\\ith a bouquet of roses.
"In fact I picked

them

myself.
I have ahvays thought that
the intimacy of plucking each flower for a

bouquet was so much lovelier than having
them sent from a florist."
What would she say? Nothing! Those
simply Avould close, casting
a shadow over her cheeks with her long
eyelashes.
She would blush. Ramon understood these signs.
All Mexican boys
do.
irresistible eyes

If

yotj

eyes,

could

hear

the

tenderness

in

and see the warmth in his
you would know he was a natural

Ramon's

voice,

romanticist. He is modest, too, with a fine
taste for the artistic tunes of life.
All
these qualities fit so well with him that
his love story of Marie in Rumba land
takes on added color.
But to go on
.
Marie refused his offering. "I shall never
forget the thump of my heart.
I was so
.

.

embarrassed— simply

petrified.
quickly
I
gave them to her girl friend who ^vas
standing next to her.
I was lost.
Disheartened."
As he crushed his fifth cigarette he reawakened to 1932. "Anyway she's married
now."
\Vith a hearty laugh, he added,
"and I have heard she has some fourteen

odd children."
"Does she know
"Yes.
her."

Once

who you

are now?"
I hear from

in a long while

"Perhaps she'll see you in your picture
with Greta Garbo."
He shrugged his shoulders, "^Vho knoivs?"
I was in no mood to let Mr. Novarro
leave Avithout a few words about his impression of Garbo while working with her.
"Is she as interesting as she appears to be?"
Ramon grew thoughtful, and then said
with the most engaging sincerity: "I found
her altogether delightful. Modest and yet
not difficult to speak to.
Her English is
very imderstandable. And her eyes!"
He
then gave me a marvelous illustration of
the things Garbo s eyes did to one. "They
penetrate all the way through if she looks
straight at you.
Sometimes I had to turn
away. But I still felt them piercing me.
No, I'm not in love with her. I admire
her.
She is certainly the perfect woman."
W'lXh that he had to run along with
promise of another interview. He had so
many interesting things to discuss. His
voice, singing. Europe, ideal ^vays of having
good times. He did say that he preferred
jollity and laughter.
Loved to hear good
music and then, if they'd let him, sing
himself.
Recalling his complaint that in
New Y'ork we did too much rushing, he
rushed his Avay and I hurried mine.
At least ive girls can learn a thing or
two if we analyze a iew of Ramon's philoso])hies abolU les femmes from what he
experienced ^vith ^farie as his first love.
I
wonder if Marie isn't a bit sorry now.

Maybe you've refused a future screen idol
or discouraged as idealistic a lover as Ramon No\arro, who once dreamt of a girl
with irresistible eyes under the fateful skies
of Mexico! But aren't you sorry?

Occupation.

Silver Screen for April will feature a thrilling story
for every ambitious reader
telling how to get into
"Every Stage Door Leads to the Screen"
the movies

—

happy
"Most of

her

the time

I'resent

Age

hear

there Avere dances.

—
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Hollywood's Magic Make-Up

Is

T/ie Secret

of Attraction
oAny Girl Can Now Actually
Double Her Beauty with Hollywood's
in
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.
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Make-Up
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Created by Max Factor, Filmland's

Make-Up
Priceless
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Beauty
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Prove the Beauty
Magic of this

Make-up

\'

for

Gift.
Illustrative Photo Studies of

Hollywood, we've found that
INmagic
secret of attractive beauty

lies in

make-up ...

a

new

by

Do you know how uncomplimentary, how unflattering a camera can be? Think how perfect in texture, how satin-smooth Max Factor's

Max

Factor, Hollywood's genius of make-up.

make-up must be to appear flawless before the
camera lens, to add a wondrous
charm to beauty. Now you may discover what
a difference there can be in make-up.

Powder, rouge, lipstick and eye shadow
now harmonized in color to give personality and individuality to the various
types in blondes, brunettes, brownettes and

searching

are

redheads.

of the screen

The amazing

to you in the beauty effect created.
Each shade of face powder, for example,
is created to some living screen star type.
It is a true color harmony tone that blends
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You know that

powder

for screen stars use
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to

Max
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in color
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Dishonorable", and Max Factor, Hollywood's A/ake-Up Genius, using the correct
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Lipstick.

Factor
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"The New
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— Max
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Society
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osmetics
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own

complete make-up created
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Sydney Fox, Universal

color

Max

.

.

Powder

all

Make-Up!

you by
Hollywood's make-up genius.
Discover Hollywood's one way to actually
double beauty.
Mail
the coupon immediately
and also receive a copy

in the

you by famous stars
of the screen in the severest make-up test
known. before the blazing motion picture
lights and the searching camera lens
because Max Factor's make-up is used in
every picture released from Hollywood.

Now

of

in

have your complex-

star,

ion analyzed and your

d^Nzy.

Proved perfect

hours too, for screen stars

MA^ACTOR'S

harmony with

Factor face powder for your type

to

creates that satin-

.

.

.

smooth, color-perfect make-up.

smooth make-up which
you've so admired on the
screen

it

Now you, too, may

insurance.
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It
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50c each. At leading drug and department stores.

Max

strongest daylight or artificial light will

Factor's face

your
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flattering . . .
motion picture lights, bright as the sun. Think
how perfect
Factor's make-up must be,

but composed of scientifically
balanced chromatic colors so that even
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at

Factor's rouge, lipstick and eye-
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soft,
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a flat color,

never cause
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difference will be instantly
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licrcWc Come]
ynne
Also

son

Wynnes Stardom

in

"Clara Dcane'
GIBSON
WYNNE
known
was her bad

New

hails from
York City. Yet she's
as Boston's "stranded citizen." Just because it
luck to open in shows in that city which never

—

reached New York.
While in high school Wynne was friendly with a group of
stage-struck girls. She was toddling right behind them when they
applied for jobs in the musical show, "Tangerine." With shaking knees she spoke the speech she had carefully rehearsed in the
subway coming down. When the producer heard she could sing
and dance he gave her a job at S75. a week. You could have
knocked Wynne over with a chicken's wing! Papa, too, for he
unceremoniously hauled her out of the cast when the play opened
in Atlantic City. Eventually she convinced her doubting parent
that his views about the stage were "too silly for words."
She toured the country as the flapper in "The Gingham
Girl" and later opened in New York in "Little Jessie James."
jThe shelved plays came after a year's vacation in Europe. It
Iwas not till "Jarnegan" that Wynne made her hit.
While in this play Paramount discovered that Wynne's fivefeet two of piquant charm (she has light brown hair and greygreen eyes) might add a deal of glamor to their "Nothing but the
Truth." So she went to Hollywood. She will be starred because
of her work in "Ladies of the Big House."

—

D orothy
Pennsylvania

s

Hall
Great

Contribution

DOROTHY
say!

knew what

Anyway

she wanted.

All blondes do, they

remember she was fired
Her parents put thumbs down, for back

as early as she could

with the urge to act.
in Bradford, Pa., where Dorothy was born, the stage is tabu.
It was strategy that first brought Dorothy to New York.
Interior decorating was her aim. But months of coaxing softened
her parents' viewpoint and finally she was enrolled in a dramatic
school.
A natural actress she went straight from dramatic
school to stock and then to the New York stage. "Seventeen"
and "Up the Ladder" were two of her early plays. Followed
"The Bridegroom," "White Collars," "Speakeasy" and "Precious." Wide praise was her share for her delightful characterization in "The Love Duel." Her greatest stage role, however,
was in "The Greeks Had a Word For It" in which she played a
hard-boiled chorus girl. Her characterization was great. The
whole town talked about her. Later she re-created the role on
the Pacific coast.

Then Paramount claimed her for its own, and "Working Girls"
By way of personal introduction, Dorothy

will bring her to you.

—

is a vivacious blonde with blue eyes and a smile that
well, it
gets you, that's all! She's crazy about tennis and reads biographies and detective stories for diversion.
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SEVENTEEN TONIGHT?

BE

Have

you teard tke tkrillins
news? TkatiSeventeen lias put youtk's
own. suLtle coloring inpowder, makeup? Tkatyour complexion may kave

tke ckarm of seventeen tonigkt?
Here's wkat

LIPSTICK
Seventeen Lipsticlc

A.ppl\^

upper

lip

and

to tke center

to the

of the

underlip.Ti^ith your finser, gently ivorJc in the rouge until the outline is soft and natural. You will
he delighted with the soft, natural
possible onlywith youtli.effect
tone shades. Lights medium and
darJc .
in a smart hlach-and-

—
.

you must

do!

Forget previous disappointments

.

silver case.

witk make-up. Forget tke rouges tkat
deceived no one. Tke lipsticks tkat

made your moutk look

— not

soft

—

kut kard an d old.Tke powders tkat

seemed

to coat

your skin

as

witk a

mask, clouding natural transparency,
discovering tiny lines.

Forget all tkat.

It's in

Your complexion's

tke past.

future

—

is

iSeventeenI
Jc

or seventeen

Make -up comes

in

YoutJi-Tone skades.iSoft, glamorous
tints tkat kring tke fresk, naturalglow

of y outk to your complexion. 5kad es

ROUGE

carefullv compounded,

Apply Seventeen rouge to skin
madefirmand dewy hy Seventeen
Creams and Freshener. Rememher that youth lines are up lines

keauty workers, to lend your skin tke

— avoid color placements that emphasize downward lines of the
Choose your shade of
Seventeen Rouge from five fas-

face.

cinating

you

-tone tints.

ky wise

fugitive color tints of tke seventeen-

year-old complexion.
You'll want Seventeen Rouge.

Seventeen Lipstick. And ky all means.
Seventeen Powder. Forper/ect results,
use Seventeen

Creams,

your skin, and leave

it

to

prepare

smootk and

dewy.

Tken tke make-up. And tke
ous tkrill
ror reflect

TWO-TONE
POWDER
Here's the

Two-Tone Powderthat

lends your skin the delicate transparency of youth I Ingredients of
two weights arehlended. Theheauxer clings closely to the shin. The
ligh ter weight, on the surface,

seems

to talce

color tone!

on another, lighter

XVhata glorious

dif-

ference—from the masking dullness of ordinary powders I

glori-

—^of seeing your own mirtli&

radiance of seventeen

sift"-
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Learning their Lines
[Continued from page 23]
the
I got even by making up
the set.
interview out of whole cloth, and writing
what I thought she would say. After all,
[ had interviewed her several times before,
and knew just about what she would say
on practically any given subject. At least
received no complaints.
I
It isn't always safe to walk or drive along
Hollywood Boulevard these days. Several
stars find that their memory works best
Phillips Holmes
while they are driving.
likes to learn his lines that way, and ever
since I've heard it I drive around the block,
or run for the curb, when I see him comWho knows, he might come to the
ing.
big scene, and let go of the wheel to make
George Bana dramatic gesture or two.
croft is another adherent of this type of
memory work. They do say that the casualties along the Santa Monica Beach road
are pretty high. That may not be George's
fault, however there are some rather alluring sights along the golden strand of that
beach. Sights in one-piece bathing suits.
John Barrymore has an amazing repertoire
of plays which he can recall from memory.
Here is another case of retentive memory,
and it is no great task for him to become
He learns
letter perfect in a short time.
his lines for the screen exactly as he did
during his long and successful career on the

makes no difference where he
Marie Dressier is another
If
"quick study," and she never forgets.
she ever attended that lumbermen's convention in Seattle she not only would remember Mr. Addison Simms, but she could
stage,

learns

ask

How do Women
the Movies

in

Manage?

and

it

them.

Ad about

his wife, Abigail,

their son,

Hezekiah, and the family canine, Fido.
Writing her lines out, again and again, in
long-hand is the way Barbara Stanwyck prepares for her scenes before the camera. She
even learns the speeches of all the other
players as well as her own. She is a remarkably painstaking "study," and when she
has finished, the studio walls could cave in
and she wouldn't forget a single "the" or
"a."

While a picture is being filmed, it means
weeks of work without pause. Imagine
the star, in a scene employing a thousand
quitting because she is "indisposed!" The time of month does not
excuse her. Women in the movies must
carry on. Menstruation is just an incident.
people,

"Ad-libbing," making up lines as one
goes along, is usually frowned upon at the
It makes it difficult for the other
studios.
players who expect a certain cue before they
In comedies, howgive their own speech.

How do they manage? If you know
any woman in pictures, she will tell you
how Hollywood meets this emergency.
Try to find even an "extra" girl who

Clara Bow,

doesn't carry Midol!

and Rex Bell, happy

This marvelous discovery of the specialists is not merely a measure of relief.
It ends all menstrual pain in five to seven
minutes. Ten minutes after swallowing
one tablet, all discomfort has passed!

And

it

is

effective

for

hours.

If

you

anticipate your time and take Midol just
before, you can go through your whole
period without one twinge of m'enstrual
pain or even headache!

Midol is a boon to professional women,
business women, every active woman who
can't afford to be a monthly martyr,
breaking engagements when her sickness
comes uncxi)cctedly, or dragging through
the period slumped with pain. Ai)proved
by the medical profession, for it is nonnarcotic! Your druggist has the little box
that tucks in your purse; just ask for
Midol.

wife,

husband, who are
now planning an
elaborate honeymoon to the South
until Clara's
picture plans get
out.
straightened

Seas

Clara was never

more

charming

than in "Hula," in
the old days; perhaps she'll find the
makings of a great

play where the
grass have it

Comedians
the rule is not so rigid.
Spontaneous
allowed more latitude.
humor is supposed to be the best humor—
and sometimes it is. If it isn't, the scene
has to be "cut," and cuts cost money.
Didn't someone say there was a depression?
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey are successful with the spur-of-the-moment stuff,
ever,

are

and

working together for so long, a
thing like a wrong cue means no

after

slight

a new Soviet in Russia.
The "photographic" memory is some-

more than

thing you hear a great deal about in the
^Vith some players it is a natural
theater.
accomplishment, with others it comes after
long training in stock companies. Constance
Cummings, one of the most promising o^'
the 1931 ^Vampas Baby Stars, can scan a
page once or twice and repeat it perfectly.
Robert Montgomery, after long training in
stock, can do almost as well.
Many of the stars have their favorite
Paul Lukas
spots to study the big scenes.
can hardly stay out of a barber shop when
he is learning lines. Richard Arlen retires
A yacht is Charles Farrell s
to his yacht.
Edward 'Woods, beinr;
favorite place, too.
quite serious about it, says that there is n.)
place in the world like a good bathtub.
Miriam Hopkins prefers the beach, and
"Buddy" Rogers goes home and turns on
the radio.
Gloria Swanson learns her lines with
Laura Hope Crews. It was Miss Crews'
training which helped Gloria make such a
sensational talking debut in "The TresSeveral other stars have sought
passer."
the aid of this brilliant star of the stage.
She also worked with Lois Wilson during
It was Mrs.
Lois' engagement in "Seed."
Leslie Carter who assisted Norma Talmadge
over the shoals of her first appearance in
the "audibles."
There are many places to go, and many
ways to learn lines, according to the stars
of Hollywood. Sometimes it's all just plain
wasted and doesn't mean a good gosh-darn.
One set of lines are learned carefully, and
the next morning on the set, the director
has a brain-storm and changes everything
around. Then it is all to be done over.
That's when that photographic memory
business is a nice thing to have around.

.
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ARE YOU FLAT CHESTED

?

vetHeDevelop
^ Your Foraf
to

*«U feminine proporfion^
Are you flat-chested?

Do

ugly, sagging lines rob you of
your greatest charm?
it is SO easy
to

NOW

have the full, firm bust that Fashion demands.

Just Give Me

30 Days

yES,

in just 30 days, you can increase the size of your
breasts and mould them into that firm, shapeliness that is
so smart and alluring.
The application of my wonderful

Miracle Cream and easy instructions will work wonders. Thousands of women everywhere praise this simple, harmless home
treatment for the splendid result obtained in just a few minutes
each day. Read what they say below. Then take advantage of
my big special offer and see how easily you can have the charm
of a full, firm, shapely bust.

ADD

Beautiful
Breasts for

]/^3 INCHED
am

"I

children,

my

busts

the
mother
four
of
and although pretty young
became flabby and started

Now after completing the
treatment I have once again achieved
for myself that feminine loveUness
which I thought was out of my lite

to sag.

YOU

forever."

Mrs.

No

matter what else you have tried, no matter
how small or flabby or sagging your breasts may
be, you owe it to yourself to try my wonderful
method. Day by day you will see them grow in size
and loveliness. And it's so easy and simple! Nothing to do but apply dainty Miracle Cream, follow
the instructions, and watch the wonderful change
take place.
No longer need you be self-conscious of your undeveloped, unwomanly form. No longer need you
be pitied by women and ignored by men. My
Miracle Cream treatment will make your life a
fuller, richer one.
Let me increase the beauty of
your bust. Decide, right now, that you will not rest
until you have mailed the coupon at the bottom of
this page. It brings you the newer, quicker, safer
way to make your breasts the lovely things you
have always wanted them to be!

M. M., New York, N. Y.

"I feel that 1 must write a few
lines
about your Miracle Cream
method. It Is Just what you say It
Is.
My chest was so thin, but It
surely Is rounding out nicely, and
my bust Is coming along fine. Just
tell the world If they want to know
anything about your Miracle Cream
method to write to me."
Mrs. H. E., Sioux City, Iowa.

Mail Coupon
NANCY
how you can
womanhood. And

This fascinating illustrated book

8i6

gain

tells

it is
the ideal proportions of perfect
yours, free!
In it you will find the secret of feminine
charm and how you can quickly and easily develop the
Accept my great
alluring beauty of a lovely full bust.
special offer at once. Mail the coupon with only $1.00 for
your large container of Miracle Cream and Instructions

I will include my valuable
before this offer is withdrawn.

and

FREE BOOK. Send

N/iNcy Lee,
816

Broadway

Dear
only
l.'irye

LEE,

Broadway,

Nancy

J!i.oo.

Lee:
I
enclose
send me your
Miracle Cream
Instructions.
Also

Please

cont.iiner

of

with
Complete
your new FREE Book.

now,

Name
Address

Dept. sc-s

New

York, N. Y.

Town

Dept. SC-3
York.

New

State.
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Blue Blooded

[Continued from page 26]
off-stage discussion concerning her.
"After I met her and we had worked together a couple of days, she asked me
point-blank if I thought her 'high-hat.' I
Instead I thought she
told her I did not.
was very much misunderstood."
" 'That's it exactly!' she agreed. For one
thing, crowds have always terrified me. I'm

an

tremendously flattered by them, of course,

and

I

know

the fans are responsible for

my

But I do get so rattled I don't
know what to do when they demand my
autograph or pictures or just surge forward
career.

to get a look at

"Strange

me.

"

confession,

perhaps,

for

the

best poised star to make," said
David, "but that's just what she admitted
to me.
Another time, she brought up the
rumors regarding her being temperamen-

screen's

tal."

" 'I'm not, really, or, at least, I try not
to be,' she explained.
'Perhaps, that got
around owing to the fact that I won't allow
\isitors on the set.
I
don't do that to be
termed exclusive. The truth is I cannot
work in front of strangers. I've never had
any stage experience and they unnerve me.
As far as "snubbing" anyone, I've never intentionally done that in my life.'
"As far as I'm concerned. Miss Bennett

a very democratic person although glamorous to the n th degree," remarked David.
"AV'hile making this film, she would often
invite me— as well as other members of the
cast— to have luncheon with her and the
Marquis in her bungalow. Both Connie
and the Marquis have a grand sense of
humor and seem made just for one another.
That's one marriage that apparently has
is

everything to make it last!"
"Was Miss Bennett easy to act with?"

I

asked him curiously.
"Extremely so," returned Dave. "I used
to say to her on the set: 'I'll be awfully
happy when you are safely married, so I
can stop flirting with you!' Both she and
'Hank' thought that a delicious joke."
David has played a number of juvenile
parts and is a bit fed up with them. "If,"
he laughed, "there are more forthcoming in
the future, something is going to be done
about it."
And he insists he's the one
who is going to do it. Being an amateur
writer— writing plays and such for a hobby
—he might even branch forth and dash off

and a picture
though, he has no

for himself!
Seriously,
false ideas concerning
his own importance in pictures.
"After all," he declared earnestly, "an
actor is only about fifteen per cent of this
business.
It
is
the industry itself that
counts. I know I'm just on the threshold
and have a good long way to go yet. I am
a firm believer, too, that it's the part that

a part

makes

the actor— that the actor cannot
the part! I would like to occasionally
play a role which didn't call for a dress
suit or fancy clothes— you know, the sort of
characters Percy Marmont used to play.

make

No one

though, just what their
For all I know, I
playing
might end up by
a bloodhound in
'Uncle Tom's Cabin' or 'Claribel Cow' in
the Mickey Mouse films!
future

can

is

foretell,

in

pictures.

may soimd

he went on, after
we had recovered from a couple of laughs,
"but there's a great fascination about pictures.
There's a gratifying response— possibly gratifying merely to man's ego— when
I go into the projection room after a day's
work to see the rushes rim off depicting
the part I am attempting to portray. Any"It

trite,"

how, I like it. Premieres are the only thing
I cannot seem to get accustomed to.
You
never know what to e.xpect at one."
Already, David has stirred up interest,
particularly among the women, by good
portrayals in "Mother's Cry," "Kismet,"
"Dracula," "The Millionaire," and "The
Last Flight."
He seldom reads his press
notices unless they give him advice on how
to improve his technique.
A minor ambition is to some day run a theater and put
on artistic, true-to-life productions, whether
they pay or not!
He is subject to moods.

Admits he

is a
great romanticist.
He'd
rather be informal and do what he
pleases even at the risk of forgetting his

much

"Emily Post."
Our Adonis attends few Hollywood parties.
Occasionally, he drops in at the Ambassador for a dance.
Oh, yes, he can
dance— the tango happens to be his favorite.
"I always plan to go to Pickfair whenever
I'm lucky enough to be invited and no
matter how busy I may be or how tired I
am," spoke up Dave.
"Mary and Doug
have both been very kind to me and have

on many an occasion invited me to their
home," he went on. "Usually, Mary will
manage to have an informal little chat with
me during some part of the evening. 'We
must uphold the Maple Leaf!' she smiles.
And that is one fine thing about Mary
Pickford— although she seems thoroughly
American, she nevertheless has a warm
place in her heart for the land of her birth.
She loves to talk about her childhood days
in Canada.
In my humble estimation,

Mary and Doug

are the finest hostess and
host in the colony."
Incidently, David likes his adopted city.
"Holhwood is a bit different from the

CHIQ.E makes

it better
gives lon^-lasting chewiness

the amount and grade of CHICLE
used in chewing gum that makes one
kind more springy or chewy than another.
Beech-Nut Gum contains more of the
world's finest chicle in each stick than
any other gum on the market. That is
It's

why

Beech-Nut

is

always smooth and

enjoyable. That explains its long-lasting chewiness the difference between
ordinary chewing gum and Beech-Nut,
the finest, most refreshing, minty fla-

—

vored

gum you

can buy

Beech-Nut GUM

.

!
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he grinned. "I used to
imagine its streets must be paved with gold
—and all you had to do to see stars was
to nonchalantly enter the nearest stuflio
and look 'em over! I quickly awoke from
my dreams when I landed here. I like
Hollywood, though, very much, and would
be quite content to spend the rest of my
I

it,"

days here, I think."
He always enjoys seeing travel pictures,
and juvenile pictures interest him, too. "1

thought 'Skippy' was wonderful," he exclaimed. "In fact, I enjoyed it as much as
any picture I've ever seen and far more
than most.
Young Manners has had a varied, interesting career.
Once he was a lumberjack
in the woods of Canada.
He says those
were very happy days.
Again he was a
cowboy on a ranch in Arizona. And once
he was in business for four years dabbling
in rare art objects. This venture kept him
busy traveling between New York and

London.

"My

health was one reason

why

I

eventu-

came west," he remarked. "Every time
I happened to be in England, I was ill— the
last time -ivith pneumonia.
Finally my doctor ordered me to Arizona, where I stayed
for six months and then came to Hollywood. At first I was rather lonely, but now
that my mother is out here and I have
made a number of good friends, things are
different.
You know, my mother always
insisted she would never leave the East
ally

because there she felt nearer to her
native land— England. But, eventually, she
relented and came west and now she says
she hasn't any desire ever to leave Calicoast

So ashamed of her
Poor Complexion
she locked herself in her room!

fornia!
"I must tell

you about her arrival here,
though," he continued, blithely. "Coincidently, she came out on the same train that
carried Constance Bennett.
Fans knew
Miss Bennett was coming on that particular
train, so scores of them had gathered at the
Pasadena station. As the train pulled in.
my mother, of course, saw the crowd, many
waving great bunches of roses and other
flowers wildly in the air, and she wondered
what it was all about. As the train stopped
and a porter swung a box at the foot of the
steps of one of the pullmans, my mother
stepped onto it and stood there gazing at
the enthusiastic throng. I hurried forward
and greeted her and then, as she didn't
budge from the box, exclaimed: 'Come,
mother, let's make way for Miss Bennett.'
She quickly retorted: 'Miss Bennett? 'Why,
who is Miss Bennett?' Mother finally realized she was 'holding up the show' and
descended.
I told Connie about the incident the other day and she laughed heartily
over it. 'I'll bet your mother thought all
the time that the ovation was for her!' "
she declared.

Among other things, David has been
struck by lightning twice and doesn't like
the sensation.
And, by way of celebration,
he went down to the William Seiters' beach
cottage one day and nearly drowned in the
rip tide!
He didn't like that especially
well, either!
He has several favorite mottoes.
You might, he laughs, call them the
code of Davicl Manners.
Here they are:
'Laughter plays a more decisive part in life
than tears'— 'Nobody wants to hear about
your troubles'— 'You reflect what you think'
—'Success doesn't care who has it— don't let
it go to your head— it's apt to leave at any
time'— 'Don't let life get you down'— 'The
real test of a player's popularity is not in
the ninnber of letters received, but in the
types who write them'— and, last of all 'Be

"
yourself!'
All in all, you're sale in betting your last
dime— if you've still managed to hang onlo
one— that Da\ id Manners is going to do big

things on the screen.
He might not have
been any "great shakes" as a cowboy or an
art expert, but to Hollywood, Manners is
important, as Emily Post' wouldn't say.

3 weeks

had a

later she

gorgeous skin

— a better figure!

Nobut

powdered and powdered
still those pimples showed
red,
ugly, glaring.. . She couldn't keep that
date. Couldn't, couldn't
no matter how
much Mother scolded
use! She'd

—

—

Broken-hearted over her complexion.
Hiding away in her room
ashamed,
afraid to face people. That's Virginia
when her story starts
but she's a
"changed creature" when it ends!

—

—

She confesses

.

.

"My

complexion has always been dull
and muddy and sometimes it broke out.
Recently I have been in a badly rundown
state, thin, stomach often upset and feeling low generally. My skin got worse
than ever. I was so ashamed of it that
one night when I had a date I actually
locked myself in my room.

"Lucky for me, a friend advised
Ironized Yeast. It purified my blood so
that my pimples vanished. It gave me
an appetite and I was able to take care
of all I ate. I gained six pounds in three
weeks." Miss Virginia McPherson,
6726 Honore St., Chicago, 111.

pounds of raw beer yeast are required to
make one pound of the concentrate used
in Ironized Yeast. The Biological Commission of the League of Nations regards
this concentration process as so vitally

—

important that at an official session in
Geneva, Switzerland
it recommended
its adoption as a world-wide standard.

—

Ironized Yeast is put through still
another scientific process. It is ironized
treated with three distinct types of
energizing, blood-enriching iron. The
result is a pleasant, easy-to-take tonic
tablet
almost unrivalled in its amazing,
body-building results. A tonic which
helps strengthen the nerves, the stomach,
the intestines adds strong tissue, tool

—

—

—

Tested three times
Not only is Ironized Yeast manufactured
by trained experts, but it is triple-tested
for actual health-building results.

These

made by our own scientists, by
an eminent physician and by a professor
tests are

of Bio-Chemistry in

a famous medical

college.

GUARANTEED Thousands once thin
and sickly now enjoy radiant health and
:

—

an attractive figure thanks to Ironized
Yeast. If the very first package does not
help you, too, its cost will be gladly

AVOID

Many

refunded.
IMITATIONS. Be
sure you get the genuine Ironized Yeast.

quick results

A radiant complexion

Look for the"

only one of the
many benefits Ironized Yeast brings.
This "wonder" tablet tones up the entire
system
ending constipation, nervousis

—

ness, that

same time

"always tired"
it

—

feeling
at the
builds firm, healthy flesh
!

InlronizedYeastyou get rich, specially
cultured, specially imported beer yeast

—

concentrated seven times!

Thus seven

I.

Y." on each

tablet.

At

all

druggists. Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta.Ga.

IRONIZED
YEAST
New Concentrated

Health BuildCff

Id Pleasant Tablet

Form

—

—
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"Sorrow

Was

Her Teacher"

[Continued from page 44]

mother decided that I might enter the
American Academy of Dramatic Art. She
said that if I was determined to be an
actress, I had to have enough training to
be a good one!
"I

too

wasn't

job at

enthused

over

going

to

wanted to look for a
But it so happened that I

dramatic school.
once.

I

attending the school only a
couple of months when I was offered a

had

been

'The

Road

to Yesterday.'
of the end."
.\fter a succession of parts of varying
importance in several Broad^^'ay productions, she went to Denver and played in
stock for a while.
She was learning the technique of her
The ready gestures, the exits and
trade.

small

part

in

That was the beginning

Sau&itWaulb
Tireless energy, sparkling eyes, laughing
lips, rosy cheeks bring success and popularity. Free your system from poisons of constipation, the cause of dull eyes, sallow cheeks,

dragging feet. For 20 years men and women
have taken Dr. Edwards Olive Tablets- a
substitute for calomel. Non-habit-forming.
They help to eliminate the poisons without
bad after-effect. A compound of vegetable

the entrances. She was becoming a "troupBut there was no soul to her work.
er."
She was still a little girl playing with her
toys— an adolescent dressing up in her
mother's clothes and strutting upon a stage
which happened to be real instead of
make-believe.
It was during these months that the boy

known by their olive color.
They have given thousands glorious health.
Take nightly. At druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c

entered her life.
"i'oung Clark Twelvetrees,

who was

ingredients,

A PRACTICAL GUIDE

STAGE
RADIO

for

JAMES MOORE

—
—
—
—
— CONTENTSbreathing
—
culture —
TALKIES Vocal acting
techradio and
——
^make-up — obtaining
—
nique —
producers and agents.
gagements — addresses

Leading tenor of B'way's sucoesees.
STOOENT PBIftCE
BLOSSOM TIME
DESERT SONG
NEW MOON
ROSE MARIE

talkie

en-

BOOK SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF $1.00.
JAMES MOORE, 317 W. 56th St., New York

in love, as only
in love.

and

FORM DEVELOPED
By an Easy Simple Method

that has
stood the test of 26 years Successful
Service. The Direct Method for a Symmetrical Figure — Development where
needed. Neck, Chest, Arms, Legs— in
fact ANY part of the Body. You need
not send me a long letter. Just write

I

Mail me a Large Box of

PEERLESS WONDER CREAM

Sealed and Prepaid, and tell me how
a Beautiful Rounded Form by your Simple
Hrnne Method." That is all you need say, and I will return
the dime if you wish, but send it NOW.
WILLIAMS, Suite 123, Buffalo, N. Y.

to Develop

MADAME

Would your

BLONDE HAIR
attract

him ?

mad about blondes. But the dull, dingy,
HE'S
colorless ones never get a second glance
.

.

.

Only sparkling, glowing, golden blonde hair registers with him. To be sure your hair is always
bewitchingly beautiful, take the advice of thousands of popular blondes. Use Blondex rcg ularly.
Blondex is a powdery shampoo that bubbles instantly into a searching, frothy lather. Contains
no injurious chemicals. Created especially for
blonde hair, Blondex brings out new sheen and
brilliant lustre— uncovers the glowing golden
lights that never fail to attract. Try Blondex
today.

At

all

drug and department

stores.

son

husband
of

the

They were both temperamental, hot-headed
At

10c.

her

"

of

"/ enclose

become

destined to last.
Much has been written— more has been
said— of the disastrous end to their marriage.
Maybe Clark did drink too much—
maybe they did quarrel over their careers.

diction

art of
atage-frignt

television

to

well-known illustrator, was a member of
Just
that Denver stock company, too.
earning his dramatic spurs like Helen.
The two youngsters met, and loved, and
Theirs was a real boy and girl
married.
romance— but a romance that was not

Amateurs and Professionals
By

later

one

extreme youth can be

Clark tried to commit
jumping from a window of
York hotel— after a quarrel, it

time

suicide by
their New

But regardless of causes and reasons, the
fact remains that Clark and Helen sepaIt was the scar left by that wound,
rated.
the broken dreams and illusions of first
The
love, that Helen carries to this day.
mark which changed her from a mere
pi aver of parts into an actress of depth
anci sincerity— and left her with the fleeting shadow which one sometimes catches
in her eyes.
She was anxious to leave New York and
She felt that new
its upsetting associations.
scenes, new faces, might help her to clarify
in her own mind the decision that she must
make.
She signed on the dotted line and took
the next train to Hollywood. Then began
the most trying period of her life.
"Besides, I was very lonely," she went on.
"I knew very few people and after I finI
ished work I was always by myself.
hadn't definitely decided about my divorce, so I didn't want to meet new men,
yet the evenings dragged endlessly.
"I was used to the night-life of New
York and the theatre— the strange suppressed excitement of making-up, of walking out on the stage, of scanning the
audience in search of a familiar face.
"Then, Avhcn my first picture. 'The Ghost
Talks,' was released, things seemed worse
For it was not a good film,
than ever.
and I was terrible.
partly

with her marriage smashed and her career
in ruins about her feet!
But Helen was to get a better break
than that.
The very fact that she had
been so unhappy for those months, the
mental anguish that she had experienced,
the tremendous emotional upheaval, had
developed her latent talent. She emerged
from the ordeal an accomplished actress—

woman entirely sure of herself.
Shortly afterward she was offered a fiveyear contract by Pathe which she signed,
promptly thereafter beginning to do her

a

best work.

"Swing High" won the acclaim of both
public and critics, while in "Her Man she
The
gave an even better performance.
new Helen Twelvetrees was very definitely
on the ascendency.
It was then that love again came into
her life and threatened once more the
laurels she had fought so hard to win.
For even though many stars of the first
magnitude are happily married and still
manage to retain their popularity, it is
nevertheless a dangerous thing for one just
approaching the portals of stellar importance to enter the holy bonds of matri"

mony.
Helen's parents felt that a marriage at
that time might seriously jeopardize
her career. And they believed it best that
she throw her greatest interest into her
work, which depended entirely upon herself.
They were afraid that were she to marry
again she might find only more misery and
they wanted to shield her from that.
The producers for whom she worked
talked to her and tried to persuade her
to postpone her marriage until she was
firmly established as a star. Their interest
was purely box-office.

just

But Helen was in love— and really in
Not as a child, not as a
young girl, but as a ^voman ^vho had at
last found the one man in all the world
and was willing to stake everything On
love, this time.

was rumored.

"Due

blithely, showering upon her its most desirable gifts, had turned against her. Barely
twenty, beautiful, charming, affectionate,

to

sound reproduction

the

imperfections

at that

time and

in
partiv

the role that I portrayed, my voice
F.veryone
registered with a distinct lisp.
said— and I firmly believed myself— that 1
10

was through!"
This seemed the final straw to her. Life,
which for so many years had smiled

finding happiness ivith him.

Helen Twelvetrees and Frank Woody, a
Los Angeles realtor, were quietly married
one day last spring and left for a honeymoon in the high Sierras as soon as Helen
finished the picture on which she was
working at the time.
"I had to learn to like the Great Outdoors," Helen confesses.
"I'm really a

person— and I guess I always will be,
But Frank likes the open spaces,
you know, and I want to go with him
wherever he likes.
"For myself, though, I like the 'feel' of

city

at heart.

city.
I
like the soft carjjets in hotel
lobbies, the dull drone of many voices
over dimlv-lit tea-tables, the flicker of a
thousand lights on Fifth Avenue as New
York makes its \vay home in the evening.
"But I'm learning to like all sorts of
sports, no^v.

a

"That's one reason that we take so small
part in the usual social life of Holhwood. When I am working, I never go
any place. I'm too tired in the evening
to want to do anything but sleep.
".\nd between pictures, we go away. I
think that is the best way to achieve happiness in Hollywood— the only way to keep

a

"

one's pcrspectix'c.
across her eyes— that
chitching at her happiness, as if
frightened that it will be wrested from

Again

iliat

shadow

fearful
her.
"If

vou stay too close to the motion picture colony," she Avent on. "you lo.se your
sense of values. There's too much of everything in Hollywood. Too mucli money in

Silver Screen for
the hands of persons who have never had
money before— too much beauty until it
loses its charm— too much leisure to be
whiled away."
She paused for a moment. Somehow or
other, after talking to Helen Twelvetrees
you feel that she is one person whose sense
of values has not been influenced by a
meteoric rise to affluence.
First, because experience has taught her
the emptiness of material things if the
Second, I think it is
heart is hungry.
because she never felt the pinch of real

more money now
can have no real meaning

Having

poverty.

than in the past

a

bit

for her!

Her own flaxen-haired loveliness is such
that she need never feel jealousy of another
woman. Yet, because even that beauty
could not bring her happiness in her first
marriage, she is not likely to place too
high a valuation upon physical charm.
The usual evils that follo\v too much
leisure in Hollywood will not affect Helen
because when she is not working she goes
away— far away from the temptations of
indolence.
Besides she tries to allow a
regular time to study— to reading the great
dramatists, studying languages and music,
to be the better fitted to attain the goal
which she has set for herself. The goal
of real stardom!

Kiss and

"Even though I have been billed as a
star, I do not consider myself one," she
explained, as ^ve took our last swallows
"I think
of cofl^ee and prepared to leave.
person

out experimenting with
very young need only a
The debutantes this
light, soft po\vder.
season have reverted to the simplicity for
the young that was smart when their
mothers "came out." In the smart places
the younger set wear practically no makeup, very simple clothes and almost no jewelry.
It is a season of "personality" rather
than garish trimmings of face ancl clothes.
And honestly, they look so sweet, these
lovely young things who have discovered
again that youth is too beautiful to conceal beneath cosmetics and an untimely
success,

to

make-up.

start

The

sophistication.

Everybody has gone back

They

to old-fashioned

pull out the straggling
hairs in order to give a clean line, but
the very thin brow with a pencil line
through it is a thing of the past.
Eye-shadow is used a great deal. Some
women match their gowns by a tiny line
.of color close to the lashes on the upper
lid.
This must be blended out softly to
the natural color of the lid. Blue shadow
with a blue gown, green shadow with a
green gown or yellow with a gold gown
give interesting effects if sparingly used.
The use of rouge on the cheeks is still
If you do use it
an unsettled cjuestion.
please do so sparingly and study your face
for the best place to put it.
If you can
remember where the color showed in your
cheeks when you were very young put
your rouge there. Babies have color very
low on their cheeks. Sometimes it suffuses
the jaw and extends a little into the throat.
While it is true that rouge around the eyes
brightens them, it also hardens the face.

eyebrows.

The

still

youthful effect is to have it placed as
low as possible— unless you have a long
face— tor rouge low on the face makes the
face look longer. For this reason, as well as
for the youngness of the effect, people with
round faces should use this trick.

really

when he

star only
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THE VERY MOMENT
THAT HE MET HER

deserves to be called a
or she gives an infinitely
better performance in a role than could
any other player.
"That is what I want to do. I want to
reach the stage where, when I have finished a part, I will know— and the boxoffice will prove— that no one else could

a

have done as well.
"Understand, I'm not conceited enough
to think that 1 will ever achieve such a
thing— but that is my real ambition— the
mark at which I am aiming."

He

Fell

for

Her

Eyes!

Helen is too modest about her own
achievements.
Though some of her pictures have not been so good, her own
work has always been excellent. And in
"Panama Flo," her latest offering, she
comes that much nearer to the goal she
has set for herself.
"For the ultimate future, I have no
definite ideas or plans," she concluded.
"I can look ahead only for the next few
years and 1 want those to be crowded with
^vork.

"And when I finish my work, there will
always be Frank waiting for me!"

Make-Up

[Continued from page
permissible, for the lights tend to kill color.
It is a real adventure, with all the thrill
of danger and the promised rewards of

March 1932

Your

6]

If you have an olive skin use no rouge on
your cheeks; confine the color on your face
A clear vermillion
to your eyes and lips.
lip-rouge is very lovely with a dark skin.
Dolores Del Rio possesses this type of
She never rouges and her pale,
beauty.
ivory cheeks accent the color of her dark

eyes

and add

to her fascination.

clever for the lips of the red-heads.
Dark haired women will lend interest to
their faces by using blue eye-shadow instead
By
of the conventional brown or black.

extending the shadow down on the temple
slightly a more sympathetic expression is

Mary Pickford does
it

may

capture

love at first sight if kept
clear and sparkling this way
First impressions are so important that no
can afford to neglect the one thing
strangers invariably notice first . . . her eyesl

woman

Always, before your eyes meet others

For titian and red hair and those browns
with red glints in them there is a red-head
rouge that seems to blend with the skin
charmingly. Red heads should use either
a brown or green eye-shadow for either
brings out the creamy tints in the skin.
This same brownish-toned rouge is very

gained.
ably and

eyes, too,

this

invari-

enhances the sweetness of her

mately,

make

inti-

sure they possess the clearness

and brilliance nature intended them to have.

To make

yourself bright-eyed

when

going

to a party, nothing equals time-tried Murine.
It dissolves the dust-laden film of mucus that
causes eyes to look dull, and by its gentle
astringent action reduces bloodshot veins.
You can use Murine freely as it contains no

belladonna or other harmful ingredients.

No eye cup, which may transmit infection,
needed to use Murine. It is hygienically
and conveniently applied with its combinationeyedropperand bottle stopper. 150 applications cost but 60c at drug and department
is

Ask for a bottle today! For free Eye
Beauty and Eye Care booklets, write Murine
stores.

face.

Do

not use a brilliant lip rouge unless
it is the only color on your face!
If you
have a beautiful mouth use no cheek-rouge,
use eye-shadow the color of your eyes, and
let your mouth (rouged becomingly) be the
real feature of the ensemble.
This is the
art of Pola Negri's make-up.
One must
decide on one feature and play that up. If
everything is played up the effect is merely

Co., Dept. B, 9 E. Ohio

St.,

Chicago.

theatrical.

For the cheeks, if you insist upoti rouge,
use the cream sort, for the powder rouge
that stays on top cannot be made to look
natural.
Also it will not last so long as
cream rouge blended into the skin and
dusted over with face powder.
Have several colors of lip rouge. Have
several colors of eye-shadow.
Have several
colors of powder.
Then sit do^vn before
your dressing table and embark on the adventure of your life in artistic make-up.
Achieve a soft, subtle glowing lace anil you
will

know you

the last

word

MAKE

THIS TEST! Drop Murine in one eye
only .... then note how clearer, brighter and
larger in appearance it very shortly becomes.
And also how refreshed and invigorated it feels!

111

f-oR

Your

are not only beautiful but

in chic.

Approved

by

Good Housekeeping Bureau

"=
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LOSES 24 POUNDS OF

m

DAYS

31

SAFE

EASY

SANE

QUICK

Depicting the captivating charm and physical
attractiveness which chic slenderness brings.

In "The Man I Killed" Lubitsch used tte new camera crane
that is controlled by the touch o£ a finger. The results are
wonderful provided the finger is Lubitsch's

Thousands upon thousands of fashionable

women are increasinsly placins their faith in
a half teaspoonful of Kruschen Salts every
morning before breakfast to safely lose excess
fat and give them a beguilingly slender, trim
glorious health, new energy, strength
figure
and

—

great

body

[Contimied from page
G. Robinson

An

85c bottle lasts 4 weeks and leading drugstores
the world over heartily recommend this pleasant, effective treatment. Many folks hasten results by going lighter
on potatoes, pastries and fatty meats.
Remember Kruschen is more than just a laxative saltwhich
it's a marvelous blend of 6 SEPARATE minerals
help every gland, nerve and body organ to function
properly then just watch excess fat gradually dis-

—

appear!

KRUSCHEN SALTS

i
i

r

CUTICUKA

SbavlMg Cream

PICTURES

Royalties

your lyrics or lyrics lo your music secure U. S. copyright, broiidcast your
BOne over the radio. Our sales denartmcnt submits to Music publi.shers
for FREE BOOKLET.
and Hollywood Picture Studios. WRITE

TODAY

604

Meyer

BIdg.,

Western Avenue and

This outdoes "Dracula"
a thousand times. It is

Intense
(Universal)

intensely fascinating, yet
at the same time too terrifying for general
Not for children or sensitive
patronage.
women. It is too morbid. The film outhorrors the book. The acting and direction
are superb— so if you don't mind a few shiv-

go to see

ers

it.

TOWN

Gorgeous Lily Damita

in

a luxurious atiriosphere

supplied

by

arrogant

Adolphe Menjou.

ABOUT

Clever
(Paramount)
thrills.

The

^

>OST YOURSELF!

It

pays!

1

WILL PAY $100 FOR DIME
1894 S. Mint; $50 for iai3 Liberty Head
Nickel (not buffalo) and hundreds of other
amazing prices for coins. Get in touch with
me. Send 4c for Large Illustrated Coin Folder
and further particulars. It may mean much
profit to you. Write today to

OF TEXAS
NUMISMATIC COMPANYFORT
WORTH TEXAS
Dtpt.

....

251

[Largest

Rue

Coin E«ijbluhment

in

U. S]

——
<$>

MAKER OF MEN A
Good

parties and liquor. It is
good for several vicariLilyan Tashman is excellent

^—

GUARDSMAN.
THE

If

you are the

least bit
you will

sophisticated
be simply crazy about
(M-G-M)
this picture which has
been superlatively done by the New York
Theatre Guild's charming Lynn Fontanne
and Alfred Lunt. It's all about an actor
who suspects that his wife is about to emHe disguises himbark on an infidelity.

Excellent

Russian soldier and carries on an
What fun!
intrigue with his own wife.

self as a

And

football picture show-

ing

how

courage, yellow

streaks and such things
are developed on the gridiron. Jack Holt
is the coach and father of the boy who dislikes being banged about. This lad disgraces
everyone but Richard Cromwell, who plays
the part. Eventually he ups and wins their
old football game before anyone can cool

him

off.

MONKEY
BUSINESS
(Paramount)

type picture we all
Lavish settings,
enjoy.

The

paid

J- D. Martin, Virginia. $200 for a
single copper cent. Mr. Manning, New
York, $2,500 for one silver dollar. Mrs. G. F.
Adams $740 for a few old coins. I want all
kinds of old coins, medals, bills and stamps.
I pay big cash premiums.

Barrymore plays the illegitimate son
of a ballet dancer, born with the soul of
an artist, but the body of a cripple. It's a
powerful, at times horrible picture, but it
carries a big thrill.

Excellent

Kay Franin risqu^ comedy of this sort.
cis, Joel McCrea and Eugene Pallette are
The story concerns two goldall splendid.
diggers, one of whom goes "pure."
~

m

another impressive performance which holds
you spell -bound in your

seats.

•— <t—
GIRLS

John Barrymore turns

(Columbia)

There's a fine bit between Menjou and Eric Von Stroheim, directed so cleverly that the audience feels

ous

"

GENIUS,

ing distinguished.

Sierra Visla. Hollywood. California

^
\

THE

(Warners)

FRANKENSTEIN

part of the scene.

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to

MAD

lo]

Good

theme deals with Lily's devastating effect on
men. The dialogue is charming, the act-

TALKING
FOR

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE,

great as the managing edis the pretty daughter.

Fair
(RKO-Pathe)

of 36c Address: Cutlcnra Laboratories,
Maiden, Maes.

SONGS
Big

is

Marian Marsh

itor.

FRIENDS AND
LOVERS

Produces a rich, creamy lather that
remains moist throughout the shave.
At your dealers or sent postpaid on receipt

A

Talkies in Tabloid

activity.

Mrs. C. La Follette ofShcpardsville, Ky. writes:
"I take Kruschen and find it fine. Reduced 24
Ate all I wanted, 3 meals a
lbs. in 31 days.
day. Feel like a new person."

did she know?

— —
In this picture the Four
Marx Biothers are funnier than a barrel of

monkeys.

Their humor

absurd, foolish and silly, and do
Look out for your operation
you laugh!
when Groucho goes into his tango with
Thelma Todd. Recommended as a first

is

illogical,

rate blues-chaser.

ONCE A LADY

Whatever Ruth Chatter-

Class
(Paramount)

ton plays, it is something
(hink about just by

virtue of her enchanting personality.
present tragedy is about a Russian girl

The
who

marries an Englishman. Although he fell
in love with her as she is. he tries to make
her over. So she seeks happiness elsewhere.
Because of her indiscretion she is turned
out into a cold world of diamonds and

champagne.

OVER THE HILL The
Wonderful
(P""^'

the

grow up
Marsh) is
She goes to

children

and

Ma (Mae

left

alone.

poorhouse and

then Johnny

(James

,

.
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Silver Screen for
Dunn) returns and

and him unanimously

from

the screen world.

gets a rousing welcome
Sally Eilers is exuthe audience.
berant, too.
Johnny brings his mother

He

home.

figuratively

and

literally

kicks

over her scrub pails— but that's not what

makes your handkerchief damp

PALMY DAYS

Eddie

Splendid
(United Artist)

.

.

.

"Depression

Ex-

any plot to speak of, but there's lots of
fun with Eddie singing songs in an ultra
modern doughnut factory. Charlotte Greenwood helps out in the funny business. If
you're feeling low, call on Dr. Cantor at
your local theatre.

PLATINUM
BLONDE
Gpoi^

.

{Columbia)

—

Get out your handkerchiefs,

Harlow gets a
Jean
chance to prove she's a
lady, after reels and reels
c-u
u
or being a gangster s moll.
•

She marries a lowly news hound and tries
to elevate him.
But he doesn't take to
caviar and champagne and misses Loretta
Young, the sob sister. A weak plot but
entertaining because of the late Robert
William's excellent performance.

STRICTLY

Paul Lukas
singer,

Delightful

Joan

Crawford

in

an-

Good

other of those companionate-marriage pictures.
is the man.
Their arrangement is fine until they fall in love. The
basic incident of the plot actually happened to Grover Cleveland. It may not
make Gable president but it will elect Joan

(M-G-M)

Clark Gable

and

National Radio

is

Institute

is

lam

Many of
My Men

Doubling

and

Earn ^50
^75,^100

Tripling
Salaries ?

a Week

the opera

his accent

is

Sidney Fox
c
IS
the girl looking for
thrills.
Preston Sturges wrote the play and
the picture follows it closely. Lewis Stone

charming.

(Universal)

•

i

i

i

•

'

and George Meeker are fine and the whole
show is romantic and delightful.
.

— —

SUSAN LENOX:

HER
FALL AND
"''"^
RISE

Excellent

POSSESSED

this

for

girls,

old-fashioned weepie.
j^gjj Hajnilton is up to
his old tricks again— luring a pretty girl
away on the pretense of marriage. He disappears and Lewis Stone is left to console
the girl (Helen Hayes) who has a baby
Helen has to
and a lot of disillusions.
become a bad girl to be a good mother—
or something like that.

DISHONORABLE

,.

a high place in

to

^M^r
M
(M-G-M)

plainer" Cantor is a riot
in this one. There isn't

—"^

SINOFMADELON
CLAUDET. THE

61

(M-G-M)
utterly desirable.

ing

man and

Garbo

finds opportunity
old story by
David Graham Phillips
to be forlorn, to be terror stricken, and to be
Clark Gable is the lead-

his

are the best yet.

in

this

love scenes with Garbo
The plot is nothing to

speak of, but you do not realize this as
you are completely lost in the charm of
Garbo.
In fact there might not be any
plot at all for all you care.

Trainlbu
atHometoFUl
aBIGPilVJob
I'll

inJifldio
YOU ARE

IFthan

earning a penny less
a week, send for my
on the op-

S.50

book

of Information

portunities In Radio.

FREE.

It's

Alall the coupon now,
A flood of
gold Is pouring Into this new Industry.
Thousands of fine Jobs
open every year.
training fits
you for all lines manufacturing,
selling, servicing sets. In business
for yourself, operating on board
ship or In a broadca-stlng station,
television, aircraft Radio, and many

My

—

My FREE

others.

Moments

full

of Destiny

Bi'oadcawtiiiK ^-tatlons need trained

men continually

for

lobs paying Sl,20o
to S5.000 a year.

book gives you

Information on Radio's

portunities for big success
you can quickly learn at

many opand how
home to

be a Radio Expert.

[Continued from page 25]
thorough, finished performance, the
view was never seriously obstructed by the
flurry of hats flung up in the air.
'Then
Director Clarence Brown selected him to
play Ace Wolfang. Clark played it— and a
million feminine fans bit the dust.
Remember his big scene when, scorned
by Norma Shearer, and liking it less than
not at all, he strode into her apartment
and started the caveman fireworks? Demanded that she marry him willingly— or
else?
We knew you would.
Here's a little lady with a bright future
who answers to the name of Mae Clarke.
The peak she scaled was a high spot of
"The Front Page." You don't need to
be reminded of the scene where, as the
little street-walker, Mae leapt out of the
window to her death rather than squeal
on the weak, pathetic escaped murderer—
the only man who had ever shown her
a

Her excellent cineshe stood in the spotlight won Mae a nice laurel wreath for her
fair brow— and one of the two principal
roles in "Waterloo Bridge."
The cradle was robbed to furnish the
lad who pitched his igloo atop this next
peak.
He's just a stripling, this Richard Cromwell, who proved an overnight sensation in
the title role of "Tcl able David."
Dick
played beautifully throughout the picture,
but certainly the big scene— when the fragile, frightened boy faced the three burly
bullies 7nade the picture— and made Dick at

either love or respect.

matic conduct

when

same time.
Barbara Stanwyck is another bright particular Hollywood star who made the movie
mecca stop, look and— send up skyrockets
to notify the world at large it had found
the

a girl

who

acted like an angel.
And it was her restraineil, touching interpretation of that scene in "Ladies of
Leisure" where she and the man she loved

Many Make $S0 to $XOO

Graves) made their last minute
plans for the trip into a new world to
begin a new life together— the trip she
knew in her aching, broken heart she was
destined never to take— that caused most of
the pyrotechnics.
Let's stop and doff our berets to this likely looking lad— James Dunn, who clinched
his whole career in the peak scene of his

a

(Ralph

first

picture,

"Bad

Girl."
of that scene

At the end
where he, as the
poor, young husband, cast aside the pride
and sensitiveness we knew as the keynote
of his character and sobbingly implored the
eminent obstetrician to attend his wife,
everyone who was not too choked up with
tears to talk cried out: "A find!"
And, last but not least, here's young
Chester Morris, who was made by a picture
called "Alibi."
This movie fan, for one,
will never forget that Morris boy's performance in that moment when the gangster whom ^ve (and the heroine) had loved
and trusted from the start, suddenly
showed his true colors. And he turned
out to be as yellow as the yolk of an
egg!

Even the world's

best

mountain climber

much of a figure on
But set him down at the

wouldn't cut
ladder.
Mt. Everest

Aviation Is needing more and more
trained Radio men.
Operators employed
through Civil Service Commission earn
SI, 620 to 52,800 a
year.

Your Training Need Not
Cost You a Cent
Hold your Job.
I'll
not only
train you In a lew hours of your
spare time a week, but the day
you enroll I'll show you 28 ways to
make money on the side repairing.
Installing,

selling

Radio

sets

in

your neighborhood, I give you
Home Experimental outfits that

you

teach

to

build

and

service
practically every type of receiving

made. G, W. Page, 2210 8th
Ave., S., Nashville, Tenn,, writes:
"I picked up S93,5 In my spare
time while taking your course,"
set

Get

^ p a r e time set
servicing is paying
N. R, I. men S200
toSl.OOOayear.Full
time men are making as much as S65,
S75, SlOO a week.

ACT NOW
My Book— FREE

My book has shown hundreds of
how to make more money
and win success. Investigate, Find
out what Radio offers you, how my
Enployment Department helps you
get a Job after graduation, and the
fellows

many

other featiires of

Mail the coupon

my

train-

your copy
RIGHT NOW, J, E, Smith. President. Dept, 2CR4, National Radio
Institute. Washington, D. C.
ing.

for

Talking Movles-an
ili\

cntlon riiadspos-

Slblc iinly by Radio
ofrcrs riumy line
Jobs to well-trained

—

Radio men, paving
57.1 to .5200 n

week.

a step
foot of

or the Matterhorn and he
makes history.
By the same token, the talented movie

youngster may skim along with three or
four pictures which never rise to great
heights, and never make so much as a ripple.
But give Ihis same youngster a picture \vhich offers him or her one big scene
—one big moment— and the chances are
you'll have another name to sijell out in

week or so.
you wonder that the Hollywood

electric lights in a

Now do

Week

Why go along at S25, S30 or S45
a week when you can get ready In
a short time for Radio where the
good jobs pay S50. .S7.5 and SI 00 a
week. Get Into this Uve-wlre field
of quick success.

maiden nightly kneels beside her tnindle
bed and asks high heaven to send her a
Picture With A Peak?

.1.

E.

SMITH.

Presldetit

National Radio Institute
nci)t.

2CR4

Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr.

me your

Smith:

Send

free book, explaining your home-study
traininp and Radio's opportunities for bigger pay.
_
J understand tliis places me under no obligation
and that no salesman will call.

NAME.
ADDRE,SS
CITY

STATIC
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He Got

the Habit

[Continued from page 20]
Sxbille Olivier, who appeared on the
don stage for a time, before going

LOVELY

Loninto

retirement because, as he explained it, the
critics couldn't spell her given name correctly. An older brother is a rubber planter
in the colonies.

Ll]STilOI]S

Contrary

to

earlier

reports,

"Lorry"

is

neither an old friend nor a protege of the

aiiM/A^

illustrious

you— drab.lifeless?

dull to

Have you not wished for
something that would
keep

it

looking prettierJ0«~ ee~~ETT-PO(.ULAri star

richer in tone?

The

Not

shampooing!

secret lies in proper

just

soap-and- water "washings", but regular use of a shampoo thatieally ^eaa//^i— one that was created especially to improve dull hair and add that little something
extra so often lacking.
If

you

really

wish to make your hair bewitchingly

—

lovely
just one Golden Glint Shampoo will show
you the way! No other shampoo, anywhere, like it!
Does more than merely cleanse. It gives your hair a
"tiny-tint"—a wee little bit— not much — hardly perceptible. Butwhat a difference it makes in one's appearance. Millions use regularly There's a youth-imparting touch— a beauty specialist's secret in its formula.
25c at your dealers', or send for free sample.
!

FREE

W. KOBI

J.

CO., 617 Rainier Ave., Dept. C
* * * * Please send a free sample.

Seattle, Wash.,

Name
Address
City

_State>.

DEAFNESS

IS

MISERY

Many

people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely cut of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of
the inventorwho was himself deaf.
A. 0.

LEONARD,

Inc

Suite 985, 70 5th Ave.,

,

New

York

My method is the way to prevent hair
from growing again. Use it privately, at
home. Booklet free. Write today enclosing
We

3 red stamps.
D.

493-AA

in

has,

fact,

met

isn't

it?)

Ralph and Laurence broke out with a
dramatic rash at about the same time and
ten they were playing, respectively,
Cassius and Brutus in their school play.
They scored heavily in this dramatization
of "Julius Caesar."
Sybil Thorndike, Ellen
Terry and other first ladies of the British
stage, witnessed their performances and apat

plauded

heartily.

He and Ralph

scored

their

pre-profes-

triumphs in "The Taming of the
Shrew."
Lainence, then fourteen, played

sional

Katherine.
He and the rest of the cast
did so well that they were invited to present their achievement at the theatre at
Stratford-on-Avon, birthplace of that ifnmortal bard, Shakespeare.
Laurence was
told that he was "lovely" and must go on

J.

However, a wave of wanting to be an
engineer SAvept over the school he attended
and he joined the public movement toward
engineering.
When he was seventeen, he
got over being an embryo engineer, left
school and went on the stage.
He went on the stage, but not as an
actor.
He was an assistant stage manager,
a property man, and an understudy.
And,
from this point, his progress to leading
roles was gradual.
"I got ahead," he said, "line by line.
In

each play I appeared, I got one more line
than the one before imtil, at last, I went
to London ivith the Birmingham Reper-

The Hair Root

Kill

He

once. Young Mister Olivier did
go to school ivith Ralph Forbes, husband
of Ruth
Chatterton, however, and the
Forbes and the Oliviers are today very close
friends in Hollywood.
(I
say, chappie—
what a small place the old mudball is,

the stage.

my hair:

Color of

Colman.

him only

Does your hair ever seem

tory

Company

in a

pla\

in

ivhich

I

had

twelve

lines

to

speak."

He

e\en went so far as to do research
for this role, and he did his work so re-

markably—in the

face of the objections of
the stage director, who said he wasn't real
at all— that St. John Irvine, outstanding
critic, praised him.
This led to a leading
role in Tennyson's "Harold" and, as Lorry
says, "the young man became quite pleased
\vith himself."
Now Jill creeps back into the picture.
He did well in Mister Tennyson's masterpiece and he was given a love scene opposite Jill in "Bird in Hand," by John
Drinkwater.
He did his love scene well,
and so did Jill. In fact, the more he practiced it, the better he got— and she got.
The play lasted se\en months.
Jill

and "Lorry" met

in July, 1928.

And "Lorry" forgot all about his career.
He \vas broken-hearted \\hen Jill ^vent to
America with "Bird in Hand." He realized
that that love scene ought to be played
over and over again. BiU he couldn't go
to New York and Chicago ^^•ith the show.

Life was just a matter of availing until Jill
Or, so it seemed.
Laurence, in a London Sunday tryout,
created Captain Stanhope in "journey's

came home.

End."

He thought
not

believe

the play ^vonderful but did
it
ivould be a financial

that

when Basil Dean offered him
role in "Beau Geste," which his
voung friend, Ralph Forbes, played as a
motion picture in .'\merica, he accepted.
"Beau Geste" lasted four weeks and "Journey's End," later made into a motion picture, lasted two years.
"A very silly thing to do," he said. "But
I didn't know."
success.

the

So,

title

Perhaps his judgment wasn't very good
because he coiddn't keep his mind off Jill.
He felt he had to see her. Something must
be done about it.
Managing to stick it
out in London for a few more months,
however, he played ^vith Anna May ^V'ong
in "The Circle of Chalk," with Edna Best
in "Paris Bound," and with Olga Lindo in
"The Stranger AVithin."
By autumn, however, he couldn't think

teach Beauty Culture.
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NOW
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Jean Hersholt buys Emma (Marie Dressier) a high brow
magazine.
Of course Marie wanted SILVER SCREEN

—

Silver Screen for
of anything but
"I

New

managed

And two

Jill.

to find a

chance to play in

York," he told me, "and

The show— 'Murder on

it.

jumped

I

the

at

Second

Floor'— only lasted five weeks.
"But—" here triumph flashed in his eyes

—"I got

to see Jill."
After this journey— a junket ivhich deprived him of some lainels which he might
have added to his crown— he ended his
little game of "hookey" and went back to
work.
He made a success of his role in

Last Enemy," started putting money
and made a picture for UFA

"The

in the bank,
called "The

When

Temporary Widow."

he was finishing

this picture, little

decided that she wanted to see "Lorry."
She couldn't wait any longer.
So she
packed up, turned down several New York
offers and caught the first boat home.
She
Jill

arrived early in the summer.
On or about July ii, 1930, A.D., Jill and
"Lorry" were sitting on a river bank at
the country estate of some friends.
There
were birds in the trees.
The grass was
green.
The river whispered lazily by
them.
The sun was at is zenith and
all was tranquil.
"Lorry" suddenly turned
to

Jill.

"All
silly.

this gadding about," said he,
We've got to be married."

"That's

a

noble

idea,"

replied

"is
Jill.

"When?"
"Lorry" counted the days on his fingers.
There was work in the offing, and it looked
as if their honeymoon would be Tiolested
by the fall openings if something wasn't

done

shortly.

"Say two weeks," said "Lorry."

"Two

iveeks," said

Jill.

They were married on July

and there
were TWO bishops on hand— the wedding
was very fashionable— and the guests were
notable.
Followed the honeymoon.
"No more being separated," said "Lorry."
"Right'o," said

Jill.
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25,

very brave young people, both
profession which is legendary for
keeping people apart, made a pledge.
Love laughs at stage managers, ho\vever,
and the first thing they knew they were
working together.
Noel Coward, the yoimg genius, who is
a friend of both, asked them to play in
"Private Lives."
They signed contracts,
and the play ran for something more than
Then it came
three months in London.
They
to New York and they came too.
played in "Private Lives" for three months
in

in

a

New York City.
Then motion picture

interested

ni

producers became

They came
and recommended a
them.

to

see

trip to
"Lorry" first,
Hollywood. He drew himself up gallantly

and declared:
"Not without

He

YOU
cm,
BE BEAUTIFUL/
I do two tMnga. I correct every defect. I
develop hidden beauty.
startUag resulta

My

with more than 100,000 women prove that
any one can be given beauty. No matter how
hopeless, vjrite me. My way of making women
over completely ia amazingly different. Thousands -write me that results are almost beyond
belief. Yet every Lucille Young beauty aid is scientific
known
to act for all alike. That ia why I can guarantee your absolute
satisfaction. Not a peony to pay unless I give reauita you
Bay are marvelous.

—

admits he was a

Coarse Pores
Wrinkles
Muddy Skin
Sallowness
Thinness
Fat

IMPROVE

No

long waiting. In a few days cleap
skill. End pimples, freckles,
blackheads, whiteheads, muddy skin,
oily skin, dry skin, liver spots, roughness,
redness, Ballow appearance.
Banish wrinkles. Reduce fat lega, arms,
ankles, your whole body. Or build
scrawny figure to beauty. Grow eyelashes, eyebrows, hair. Beautify contr

your

Eyebrows

It's just one of those fairy-tale romances
which sometimes appear in real life.
And you see how impossil)le it is to tell

without telling the

FREE TRIAL

Hair
Figure

little bit

sire.

story of "Lorry"
story of his Jill.

AMAZINGLY QUICK

BE RID OF
Pimples, Freckles
Bladiheads, Whiteheads

Eyelashes

Jill!"

patronizing
in this gesture, insofar as he felt that he
was the superior person.
He virtually
asked the motion picture moguls to tolerThey both took tests. After the
ate Jill.
The
tests,
the sentiment was reversed.
motion picture folks picked up Jill and
dropped "Lorry" like a hot cake.
"Nothing doing!" she exclaimed, when
they offered her contracts. "You've got to
take Lorry, too!"
This time she was a bit patronizing,
you can bet. But the contract signers were
not at all opposed to having "Lorry," so
they took him, too. And here they are!
Laiuence, the young man who tosssd
over several chances for Jill, has had his
chance to succeed through fill. Jill, who
gave up everything to be with "Lorry" in
London, has everything that she could de-

the
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—

Tou can try all o£ my beauty aida or
just the onea you need most absolutelis
without risking a penny. I want you to
make me prove that I can take any degree
of homeliness and impart beauty instead. . ,
or take some prettinesa and i mpart stunning
Cood looks, I will send you everything to try
my beauty aida full two weeks. There are no
conditions, strings, excuses. You are the sole
If not delighted, you itist say so
and
youT word is

—

final.

And I Teach You Fascination
Your physical beauty is not all. I give you, toOj
the innermost secrets of fascination. I disclose
this priceless art in
sensational book "How
to Fascinate Men." In an hour you will leam

my

marvelous things you could not discover yourself in a lifetime. You will learn how the world's

sirens make men their helpless slaves, leam to
love, to control men, to pick and choose at
These secrets are free to every woman with
her free trial of
beauty aids. Remember, you
have everything to gain—absolutely nothing to

win

will.

my

TODAY—
Send Coupon For Free Trial Oflfer
ose.

So

LUCILLE YOUNG,

2053 Lucille Young BIdg., Chicago, 01.
Absolutely without obligation on my part, send your
wonderful FREE OFFER and Booklet.
This coupon
only tells you I am interested. It does not commit me
in any way.

Name
Street

City

State
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HOW
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Or better still,

send poems or music for songs for
free examination and advice.
One
of
our
Famous Writers who has
H ITS to his
will revise, arrange, and compose music
your poems or poems to your music.

HUNDRED SONG

to

It obligates you in no way whatsoever.
If wo consider your work worthwhile, and compose music or
write verse, fair assurance
given that it will
is
reach the hands of one of New York's prominent
publishers with complete copyright protection.

Don't wait any
book today.
independence.

longer.

this

MAHONEY

may

It

ASSOCIATES,

Send for your FREE copy of
be the answer to your financial
2S-E. 23rd

St.,

New

York. N.Y.

YOLJ can earn good money

home making
canvaaaing.

iti spare time at
aisplay caran. No seUing or
you, furnish com-

We instruct

MB'

and supply you with work.
Write to-day for free booklet.

plete outfit
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COMPANY Limited
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Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
Maurice Chevalier^s new picture, the tuneful "One
Hour With You," reveals Jeanette MacDonald's appealing personality and seductive voice to fine advantage

It pools off agrd skin in fine particles until all dofocts
such as pimples, livor spots, tan and freckles disappear.
Skin is then soft, clear, velvotv and face
looks years younRcr.
Mercolized Wax brinRs out
your bidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly
use daily one ounce Powdered Saxolite dissolved
in onc-half pint witch hazel.
At all drug stores.
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Marian Marsh Twinkles
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[Continued from page 2i]

For Silent and Talking Pictures

to be disillusioned when
to wane.
"I frankly fail to see

Accepted in any form for revision, criticism.
Copyright and submission to studios
Not a school no courses or books to
You may be just as capable of
sell.
writing acceptable stories as thousands
of successful writers. Original plots and
Plots acideas are what is wanted.
cepted in any form. Send for free booklet giving full details.

—

must

YoD can leam all the modern dances— the latest
Tango steps, the new Fox Trots, dreamy Waltze
emart Co!leg;iate Steps, and popular Society Step;
"
at home, easily and quickly. New chart method
makes dancingas simple as A-B-C. No music
or partner required. Don't be a wallflower.
Learn to dance. Complete coarse— 285 pages,
64 illustrations, sent on 5 Days' Free Trial.
Equals $20.00 course. Send no money. Pay
postman only $1 .98. plus poatasre opon arrival.
Money back if not delighted. Catalog Free.

Don't Fail

Radio and Records", an explanatory instructive book, SENT FREE on reqoest.
Writers may submit song -poems for free
examination and advice. Past experience
unnecessary. We revise, compose and arrange masic and secure Copyrights. Oar
modern metbod guarantees approval.
Newcomer

New

Association

York, N. Y.

MakeHlOTOGRAnHr
lour

This two billion dollar industry offers
as

Motion Pictnre Catneraman and Projectioiust
Slill" Pholographer and Photo Finisher
simplified method.

Easv to learn by our

SEND FOR FREE BOOK

^NEW YORK INSmUTE OF PHOTOCBAPHY,
„

.'inf;

full Details.
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which

'

you-'
(DeplGO) New York.
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10 West 33rd
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LEG TROUBLES VANISH
Don't suffer any longer. The

LIEPE

METHOD relieves and permanently beneVaricose Ulcere, Enlarged and Swollen
Veins, Eczema, etc., while you walk. A special prescription for each case. 40 years ol
success Praised and endorsed by thousands.
fits

I

booklet '•HOW TO SUCCESSFULLY
FRFFI
rntt. Ne"
HEAL LEG DISEASES AT HOME" sent

FREE. Just send Dame and

address. Write today.

LIEPE METHODS INSTITUTE
3284 N. Green Bay Ave., Dept. C-29
Milwaukee, Wis.

WANT A STEADY JOB?

Work for "Uncle Sam"
$1260 to $3400 year
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18 to 50.
Common
Education usually sufficient.
Sliort
hours.
Vacation with
full
pay.

Write immediately

for

free

32-paee

book, with list of positions and fidl
particulars telling how to get them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. M-309

my

its

own

ery chains in California, when he suddenly
died. In his line he built carefully, thoughtfully.
This is what I am trying to do, too.
The competition in Hollywood is so keen
that you can't loaf. You not only have to
get the good breaks as a send-off, you have
to keep on getting them.
far, even though I am officially a
have no say on production. I would
like to have as excellent a supporting cast
as possible. I don't want to hog the camera,
either. No one person is interesting enough
to hold all the attention through a feature."
Marian has one big advantage over most
of the other young girls in the talkies. She

"So

sfar, I

has a perfect English enunciation.
You
think she must have been raised on the
stage.
But it was acquired painlessly. She
was born on the British island of Trinidad
so it is absolutely natural with her.
She
took voice placement lessons from Nance
O'Neil, and still runs over to the veteran
actress's home for advice whenever a big
scene is scheduled.
Seeing her name in huge letters on the
billboards as the star of "Under Eighteen"
has been a real thrill for her.
Yet away
from the studio she is that other self,
Marian Marsh who lives with her mother,
sister, and two brothers.
The latter three
also are in pictures, but have not as yet
stumbled onto the Fairy Godmother who
favored Marian.
"No," she laughed at my question as to
\vhether she had Gone Star, "I most cer-

Career

splendid opportunities

other

have

"There he became vice-president of a
chocolate manufacturing company.
He was to have become vice-president of
the Safeway Stores, one of the laigest groc-

"Song Reqnirements o{ Talking Pictares,

S. L.

will

large

Dept. C-103. Chicago

1674 Broadway,

things
actually

Boston.

SQHG WRITERS
To Read
Write Today.

that

private, off-screen self.
sphere of action.
"My father had a strong executive sense
and I hope I have inherited some of it so
I can treat my movie career in a detached,
business-like way.
He and my mother
started a chocolate candy factory in Trinidad. They did all the work themselves at
first.
From nothing he built up a good
trade.
When the World War knocked the
bottom out of his market, he moved us to

Learn to Dance

SONG REQUIREMENTS

all

believe

The

Each

(Established 1917)

P

why such

It

I

tress.

504 Meyer Bldg., Western and Sierra Vista
Hollywood, California

St.,

is

career starts

can rule your heart and your
I can develop two distinct
personalities.
One, Marian Marsh, the accounts.

body.

Universal Scenario Company

Franklin Pub. Co.. 800 No. Clark

The mind

be.

my

Rochester. N. Y.

We've leased a nicer house
and I'm considering buying a car for myself, but
that's all.
I
have no financial
problems as yet. Not in the big money.
tainly haven't.

The

family takes care of my salary. So far
it has been needed to support us
and for my necessary expenses. \Vhen I do
get some money I will put it into those

most of

safe

kind of stocks and bonds— what do you

them? The type that can't fail unless
the country does.
"I don't expect to ever get a divorce.
I
plan to marry and have a family of my own.
I don't intend to be an actress all my life.
Five yeais is enough. That will enable me
to make a graceful exit and I'll only be
twenty-three. Young enough to travel a bit
before settling do\vn to making a husbantl

By CHARLES ATLAS

npHEY
hope
I

was

covered

used to think there wasn't much
I weighed only 97 pounds.

for me.
a sickly

NOSE
Anita Nose Adjuster
apes flesh and cartilace
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while you

si

—

1

sleep or work.
results.
it.
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Winner.
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617 Central Ave.,
Please send me without
of your FREE Book.

any

I

Newark.N.J.)

obligation

copy
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Name

I

happy.
"Relieve it or not, I contend a wife's
place is in the home. I wouldn't dream of
U)ing to run two such contrariwise things
as a career and a family at once.
Notice
how few aclrcsses stay married? Then whv
wreck your Inline when the odds are all
against yoiu iiiaking a go of both at the
same time?
Docs all this sound like the chatter of an
inexnerienced Kirl? Well, it isn't. Marian

It

body that twice won the

City

Address
State
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dis-

me

make you over

into a

title,

NEW MAN of giant

power and energy!

—

—

No "ifs" "ands" or "maybes." Just tell me
where you want handsome, steel-like muscles
Are you fat and flabby? Or skinny and gawky?
Are you short-winded, pepless?
Do you hold
back and let others walk off with the prettiest
girls, the best jobs?
Give me just 7 days! I'll
PROVE that Dynamic Tension without any

—

apparatus, pills, "rays" or other unnatural contraptions can make you a healthy, confident,
powerful HE-MAN! In just a few minutes a day!

—

Free Book!
NOW

coupon
for my illustrated book,
"Everlasting Health and Strength."
Tells all
about Dynamic Tension. Shows actual photos.
It's a valuable book!
And it's FREE. Send for
your copy today. Address me personally Charles
Atlas, Dept. 78-R, 133 East 23rd Street, New
Mail

York

City.

CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 78-R,
133 East 23rd Street, New York City
I want the proof that your system of
Tension

will

make

healthy, husky

Send me your

a

give me a
of me
big muscle development.

free book, "Everlasting

Strength."

Name.
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Dynamic-

—

New Man

body and

"

Homo

I

gave

"The
World's Most Perfectly Developed Man."
Now I make you this amazing offer: At
my own risk I'll give you PROOF in
just 7 days that my same method can
the

call
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Then

scare-crow.

Dynamic Tension.
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Health and
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was engaged twice before she was
seventeen!
That was before she entered
pictures so no one has heard of it.
She
was almost broken-hearted over the second
man when he married someone else. Almost, I qualify. She is too self-controlled
to lose her head over anyone or anything.
Marian describes her professional self as
"a slightly sophisticated ingenue."
Her
vogue is on the rise now. She anticipates
a complete change of type in about three
years.
The fans won't get a chance to be
says she

Making seven pictures in less than a year
has kept her on the jump, yet she finds time
to get in a lot of oft-screen activity.
Her's
is a methodical nature.
No dilly-dallying.
Instead of mooning about she does what
she has to do and so saves a lot of stress
and strain. She belongs to a beach club
in Santa Monica and whenever she has several days off from work takes a room at the
club and spends the hours swimming and
basking on the sand.
There

is

a wanderlust in her.

A

Don*t be an Amateur!
Danceograph'IVew-Rapid-Professional

"A

Art, Inc.
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The marriage

which took place New Year's Day
proved an old Hollywood supersti-
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Lives"

and

see

what happened!
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C. R.

full particulars.^
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ing

.

.

.

.

beauty shop and you can be Ey-Tebbed
your heart's content!

St.,

New York
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Just Give Me
10 MINUTES a DAY
Are you dissatisfied with your
Are you flat chested or
Or Is your form too full
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Treatment No. 1 aids in filling
figure?

thin?

out holiowness and developing
round, graceful curves where needed. Creme Treatment No. 2 helps to reduce surplus flesh and is used
to develop a youthful figure. Fashion demands natural
proportioned neck, chest, arms, lees
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sample and directions. Mention cream
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mailing costs.

an amaz-
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find out about this big prof)ositioii we liave to olTer you

Enclose 10c for

3284 N. Green Bay Ave., Dept. C-24

success-

unsolicited letters of

MAKE $10,000

,

FIGURE!

now more than evt-r tlio kL-ynote
Bow-Legged and KnockKneed men and women will be glad

patentetl Lim-Straitner

'

Improve your

is

my

.

If your city has not yet been supplied, you may
a SI trial box direct, sent C. 0. D. from
EY-TEB, Inc., 425 Fifth Ave., New York.

of success.

that

Easy to apmoderately priced.

lotions.

order

PUZZLE

PERSONAL

know

and unaffected by

possible to detect,

swimming, tears or
ply and remove . .

CROSSWORD

)rama. Dance, Vocal, Musical CoiiU'ily
Opera, for Stage, Talkies. RaJio,
Teaching, directing and social training. Theatre and student stock company.
New York appearances while learning.
PUPILS: Mary Pickford,
Ii'rcd
and Adcie Astaire, Zita Johann, Una Merkel.
Peggy Shannon, Alice Joyce, Claiborne Foster. For
CalaloB 7 1 apply to
S. S. COE. Secretary, 66 West 85th St., N. Y.

to

—

eyelashes— I'nstant/y are
a reality! EY-TEBS are real lashes
attached individually to your own. ImAlluring, long

Bride in a Play Brings a

Wedding Day"

/BEAUTIFY YOUR FEET\
A

di'

from us.

to

except when Notre Dame is involved and
then she is all for the Irish.
Marian is the prize ingenue of today, because nothing is too much trouble.
And
that's the real reason why she is going to
be a big starl

San Francisco, California

St.,

rect

the course
detired

Danceograph Dance
Sutter

beauty sbop^ or

from home and country.

M

555

trial

safe one, though. She adores Richard Halliburton's books.
But when she starts to
see the world she'll take along a check
book "just in case." It's fun to be on your
own in a strange land, she argues, but it
wouldn't be so pleasant to get stuck far

Send $1.98 /or complete course
oney Back if not gatisBed. 5 day trial
BALLROOM ) Mark X for
5-

home ap$1 for a
box at your defartment itori
flicarion.

play-

biggest sorrow of the winter is that
she didn't get off to see a single U.S.C.
football game this year.
She is an ardent
gridiron fan and knows the names of all
the important players on the big college
teams.
U.S.C. is her adopted favorite,

State

a TANGO
a TAP and CLOG j

EY-TEBS may
be purchased for

easy

Her

wrrtt

/

65

bored with her.

On Easy

it

j o

L

a

DQBin

Dept. 71

,

527 West 7th

St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

—
March 1932

Silver Screen for
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THREE TIMES

LOSE FAT
STOP

your

over-taxing

yourself,

starving

with strenuous exercise, v/eakening

F^V^^TT

^^^^

heart

yourself with

WE

steam baths and other unscientific, ineffective reducing treatments. Now actually GET RID of that
excess fat, once and for all. See it vanish like magic,

write of roaring
tuneful
Divers,"
of
"Delicious," of horrible "Mr.
Hyde," or of souls distraught
in the "Big House," but they
will have to wait.
A masterpiece has arrived by the back
door, by the name of "Emma."

now comes the final perfection of all fat-reducmethods the one complete TRIPLE-ACTION
SYSTEM. Why waste time struggling to lose a few
pounds, when you can lose AS MUCH WEIGHT AS
for

—

ing

YOU WANT— and

in

much do you want

to

How
one third the time?
reduce: ten pounds? twenty
pounds? fifty pounds? or even a hundred pounds?
EASY to reduce at the rate of one to three
It is
pounds a day by this amazing new super system.

—

Accept sensational

*

—

GUARANTEED OFFER

and see

in

ACTION SYSTEM,

for

TRIPLE-

this

combines

it

THREE

of the nnost effective reducing agents known
Yet it takes but a few
to modern science!
minutes a day in the privacy of your own

home. You get results the very first day
and you simply continue until you have lost
You can
as much weight as you desire.
reduce your total weight, and you can reduce any part of the body hips, stomach,
Moreankles, arms, bust, double-chin, etc.
over, by a special secret process, the skin is
tightened, toned and firmed as you reduce,
so that no sagging folds and wrinkles remain
afterwards. You have a smooth, youthful skin.

—

AN EXTRA GIFT
if

as you want
-wherever you want!!
gift package is a remarkable scieneat as much as you want and
need to starve yourself, this is the
way to reduce, without any weakening

Also included in this

method by which you can

tific

give you the same RESULTS as

much

- as

safely.

easily

lose weight.
healthful, harmless
still

When "Street Scene"
Cinderella pieces.
made a great success, everything pointed to
a period of intelligent plays. How then can
"Emma" slip past our barrier and reach this
column (this is supposed to be the place of
honor) if it has a "dreains-come-true" idea?
The trick ^\'as accomplished because
"Emma" has some of the realism of "Street
Scene," but does not confine itself entirely
to the garbage can viewpoint. Because there
is a moral to it as there is to every life from

No

self-denial or privation.

SENSATIONAL OFFER NOW!
Complete System lor only $2
Now for the biggest surprise of all

(NOT

$25)

You would

expect
super System.
great
for
this
least $25
yours for only $2 IF YOU SEND AT ONCE.
This sensational offer is made to demonstrate the extraordinary effectiveness of the TRIPLE-.VCTION SysJIONEY BACK.
teiii.
reduce you or
It
You risk nothing, so mail coupon or write, TODAY.
This offer may never be repeated.
!

pay

to

But

it

at

is

YOUK

MUST

THE MODERN INSTITUTE

"Legs

(Dept. 23)

New York, N. Y.
MAIL THIS COUPON._______.

381 Fourth Ave.,

—

Emma

The
S. A.,

HAVE LUCK!-$

scolds

a pair of genuine
BRAHMA RED
MYSTIC
HIGHLY MAGNETIC
Rare, Am
LODESTONES.

LIVE

Talkie and Movie ;g4^

Compelling,
AttractLIVE
LODEthese'
by
carried
STONES are
Occult Oriental people as a
azing.

ive

Perhaps you
short story Ideas, plots, etc.
can write one that we can shape and sell for you.
One writer (V.M.) received SS.OOO. New York best

new

plaiiwTlght
Famous Director.

Write

FLIGHT.
fully

freely,

confldencel
Daniel OTWalley Co. Int, Suite 29,
.

1

POWERFUL LUCKY

without obliga-

for free booklet,

(Atitnor of

and with

all

776 Broadway, N. Y.

CHARM,

play

is

and

fetches

and

carries.

face.

*

BOYS! ELECTRIC MOTOR lAp

lUv

Runs

IIK36OOO revolutions per minute
CENTS. It sounds almost
ELECTRIC MOTOR FOR ONLY
ANunbelievable
but itis perfectly true. For ONLY 10 cents we send

No 6

1

DRY
BATTERY

all the parts necessary packed in a neat box, together with full printed
directions for assembling. No trouble at all putting the parts together,
in fiict it is FUN. Just follow a few simple instructions and motor is
ready to run in a tew minutes. And OH, BOY! Isn't it speedy!
All it needs to run is a No. 6 or similar drj' battery. Astothe
fun you'll get out of it. you won't have it an hour before
,

you have it running and performing many novel and init has more power tlian you'd think. Besides,
teresting experiments
assembling the parts is an education in itself for any boy.

—

Big 770-page

NOVELTY CATALOG

Included Free

With every order we include our biff 770 catalopr of novelties, puzzles, tricks,
and other articles that every boy ju.^t craves for. Only catalog of its kind
of the Rockies and foreign counm existence. Send 10c in coin or 9tatnps--west
tries Dc cxtra-nnd you will receive this MAMMOTH VALUE l^ACKAGE by return mail. Nothinpr more to pay-nothini? more to buy.
iokefl

—

(irti, rndioM. tflcKTuph npi
.., liwhtH. oU-ctriobcirH. ulc tun, tcleph
i.ifH, elcftric L-nKint'H, etc. Written fnpecinlly
[)r boyii by ek-ctriciil oxpdrts no anyono can
ndorntand It. 64 patf4'H, 100 illuntrntionB.
.

.

Johnson Smith

& Co.,

Dept.

524

Racine, Wis.

scientist,

Life is too disappointing to
Babies are better to live with than
gro\vn-up, selfish humans. Emma goes back
into service a'nd a fine photoplay starts across
the world to sell the idea that happiness
Thoreau
can be found close to nature.
cotild say no more.

and the
Special only $1.97 for the two.
ness and Prosperity.
Pay postman
With valuable instructions FREE.
Satisfaction or money reand 15c postage on delivery.
funded. You can be LUCKY! Order yours TODAY!
Bol 72, BROOKLYN, N. Y
Dept. 739 P. S. BUREAU. General P. 0.
NOTICE! We absolutely GUARAISTEE these genuine Mystic
Bratima Lodestones are ALIVE! Just what you want, for they
MAGNETIC! GET
HIGHLY
POWERFUL,
are the REAL THING.

*

CH.\RLES RLTGGLES

Parts Nec- |Ap
essary foronlylvL

The

in the cinders.

one to prevent Bad Luck, Evil and Misfortune,
other to attract much Good Luck, Love, Happi-

YOURS NOW!!

All

who
He

about a servant girl
widower.

Jean Hersholt, leaves his estate to Emina
and the family behave just as mean as any
heirs could; \vhich is all very hard on her.
She revie\vs her life and finds that she was
happiest when she had a lot of work.
The delightful ending sho\\'s Emma with
another family to raise, work to do and no
time for worrying.
So Cinderella finds that living is best back

Unlucky in Money Games,
Love or Business? You should

bu sucHOW TO WRITE
— FOlt THE TALKIES
Etc.) — and

it.

a^^'akens a

prospers and the children grow snobbish,
but Einma sees only good in them as she

carry

tion.
cessful

Because
to Edith Cavell.
as always from the reality

raises the family of a scientific

State

Check here if you wish sent C.O.D. (Outside U.
payment must accompany order.)

$. ALWAYS

Market. Write now

comes

lievable.

Town
)

it

new born babe to life
by spanking it and she awakened the picture to life by spanking Marig Dressier. Not
once were the old mtigging expressions
turned on. In spite of the comedy which
was not so funny, Marie kept Emma be-

Address.

(

Diamond

breathed into

Mod°ern~nstitute, (Dept. 23)
381 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
In accordance with your spe"ial introductory and MoneyBack Offer, send me the complete TRIPLE-ACTION REDUCING SYSTEM on trial. I enclose only S2.00 in full

Name.

Yes, actually, without one cent of extra cost, you receive
one of the greatest of all discoveries in reducing FIGURE
SCULPTURING. This new art models your figure to
beautiful, flowing lines and perfect proportions while you
are losing weight, so that you finish with not only a slender
figure, but a smart, shapely figure as well.

"

the art of

payment.

You Write TODAY

*

problem for the movies
is
from stealing the honors.
The drudge 'Emma' finds a way to be
happy and that's the Cinderella motif. This
time the lowly one is Marie Dressier, our
She works her way
rating trophy winner.
through to happiness and no one who goes
along with her will come out of it quite as
mean, small and generally objectionable as
he was when he started with Emma and the
dishpan and the squabbling kids.
We have warned you against unreal
girl

NewTRIPLE-ACTSON SYSTEM Reduces You
single

*

THEto servant
keep her

for yourself!

- Surely - Quickly
Safely
^
^
'
No
and
Reduce FAST — yet
existence can
reducing treatment

COULD

"Hell

'

j

*

many friends
that his appearance causes a ripple over
El
It is an important sign.
the house.
Brendel also receives a welcome in each new
part.
So does ZaSu Pitts and Eugene PalThese fine players could each star
lette.
successfully if thev found the right play.
*

WALLACE

»

BEERY

has so

*

in

"The Champ"

held the screen at the Astor until AVallacc Beorv in "Hell Divers" tinned him out.

He

is

a great actor

and

his greatness
as his

put on with his make-up,
adopted kids bear witness.

not
three

is

—

alione

4ie fjow clev

ngs

of an

c5) eau

i;oM tire

EXCLUSIVE

ALMOND BASE
hy Patricia Gordon

Of

powders

all face

only one has a base of
'precious almond.

der

is

That pow-

PRINCESS PAT.

The usual powder base
starch.

There

is

the

is all

difference in the world

.

.

.

difference that

is

in your beauty.

For when you use Princess Pat,

your skin, too,

is

expressed
Instead, the perfectly created pearly hues that are
gloriously ;beautiful . ,_.,and youthful.

given mystical, velvety, aristo^

Almond Base
cratic tone

and texture that

Almond Base
Softness!

is

simply inimitaj^.
S US;

gives Exquisite Caressing Softness

The wonderful .aZmond

base gives

—

it
as starch
the most important
characteristic of face powder! Princess Pat powder goes
upon the skin with an utterly new, adorable smootlmess

base never could.

so

And

s'oftness

is

.

.

.

because each tiny, invisible particle is softer. You actually
feel the caressing effect of its different texture. Princess

Pat powder has none of the "dustiness" of starch base
powders. Instead it Ues closely upon the skin and chngs
longer than any other powder you have eve'r known.

The

is

Good

for

Your Skin

caressing almond base of Princess Pat face powder possesses an additional advantage. It is of distinct
benefit to your skin, keeping it soft, pliant, fine of texture.
Princess Pat face powder very definitely helps prevent
and correct coarse pores. This instead of drying out the
skin, as do "dust}'" powders.
soft,

'

Remember, there is Only One
Almond Base Face Powder
Precious -almond used, as a
exclusive secret. To .enjoy

powder base is a Princess Pat
almond base advantages in-

—

finitely greater beauty,

and benefit
skin

to your

—insist upon gen-

uine Princess Pat.

Medium weight in oblong box, $1. Light
weight in round box,

No 'Powdery' Appearance when there is Almond Base
In a

way

that you will consider magical

—

and delightful
powder creates the illusion of a perfect complexion. There is no "powdery" appearance
ju.st beauty.
The almond base in.stead of starch completely .avoids
chalkiness. In the blending of Princess Pat shades, colors
of supreme delicacy are used
the almond base permits.
There is never "hidden chalkiness" in Princess Pat shades.

—

—

.

.

Ivory, Flesh, White,
Ochre, Brunette, Tan,

—

Mauve.

FREE

.

Please .send

me

Clwclc
sliadc

Princess Pat

PRINCESS PAT,
2709 South We\U

free samiilo

CHICAGO

(if

I'linc

Bmucttc

Dept. A-2053.

Sr., Cliloncro

in.udrr.

s.s

i\:iinrrllri

Olilr

Flc.'ili

J

-Maine

t)chro

City and Slate

One sample

LONDON

Shades: 01 de

75c.

Princess Pat

free, additional

IN CANADA, 93

CHUKCH

samples 10c each
ST.,

TORONTO

While

Tun

NATURALLY FRESH
never parelied9 never toasted!
The

cool, flavorful freshness of

Camel

cigarettes

precaution to safeguard the natural moisture
infused with their mildness and flavor.

which

is

by any mysterious processes,
but simply by preserving the full natural good-

That's

why

ness of fine sun-ripened tobaccos.

nothing except for the

These choice tobaccos of which Camels are
blended
fine Turkish and mild Domestic

we put

is

purely a natural product.

It is

attained not

—

tobaccos

On

—- are

never parched or toasted.

the contrary

we

exercise every care

and

boon

to

Camel Humidor Pack is such a
it could do little or
Camel smokers

into

Wons, and Camel

Orchestra, direction Jacques Renard,

every night except Sunday, Columbia Broadcasting System

it

—

fact that the cigarettes

are fresh to start with.

To

see

R.

REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY,

what that means in cool, smooth, throatfriendly smoking pleasure, switch to fresh Camels
for just one day
then leave them, if you can!

—

J.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company's Coast -to-Coast

CAMEL QUARTER HOUR, Morton Downey, Tony

the

Winston-Salem, N. C.

Radio Programs

PRINCE ALBERT QUARTER HOUR,

Alice Joy, "Old
Hunch," and Prince Albert Orchestra, every night except
Sunday, N. B. C. Red Network

See radio page of local newspaper for time

© 1932, R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

Don't remove the moisture -proof wrapping
from your pacleage of Camels after yon open it.
The Camel Hitmicior Pack is protection against
perfume anil powder odors, dust and germs.

and homes, even in

In

offices

of

artificial heat,

delivers fresh

until the last

the

the dry atmosphere

Camel Humidor Pack

Camels and keeps them right
one has been smoked

Camels
Made FRESH —

FRESH
THE CUNEO PRESS,

INC.,

CHICAGO

off

HOLLYWOOD
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LLYWOOD
Again
Goes Crazy
See Page 20
'Ji

aWurinq
Dark, long-appearing, luxuriant, sweeping
ence they do make

!

They transform eyes

bewitching pools of alluring loveliness

lashes, vvnai a

—wonderfully expressive.

But such lashes seldom come by birthright. They must be acquired.
instantly.

The

NEW

With

smearing.

It's

growth,
— ever
— adding to the actual beautyJ of the eyes
^

umcr-

into brilliant, flashing,

Maybelline gives the desired natural effect

eij^ea^

as

i.-.^^
package
pai^i^agu of the
kju\.au.i a
a.
time goes on. Obtain

NEW
j.xj_.t.

Maybelline.
,^^1.1.^..^.

afte
Black or brown, 75c at any toilet goods counter. You'll see, after
trial,

why

harmless.

millions always insist upon the genume. Perfectly
Send ten cents and coupon for Trial Size.

perfect ease too, and without smarting the eyes or
tear-proof.

Moreover,

its

continued use tends to

MAYBELLINE
10c enclosed.

CO., 5900 Ridge Ave., Chicago, 111.
Send me the Purse Si:e Maybelline for
Black

7/.

NEW

NON-SMARTING

•

TEAR-PROOF

Brown

trial.

Supreme

stars in the

realm of romance, ruling by

right of the joy they bring you, are

triumph once more

in

now destined

to

a picture aglow with youth.

JANET

GAYNOR
CHARLES

FARRELL
'

Rebecca of

Sunnijbrook Farm
Directed by ALFRED
From the play by KATE
Screen Play

Silver

Scrfen

for

May

1932

SANTELL

DOUGLAS WIGGIN and CHARLOTTE THOMPSON
by S. N. BEHRMAN and SONYA LEVIEN

3

APR

27

1B32

©CIB 15

REFLECTING

The

MAY

QPENING

the

MAGIC

HOLLYWOOD

of

Volume Two
Number Seven

1932

(3Ihorus
DURANTE goes
JIMMY
days busily denying

all

Eliot keen

around these
rumors that

Editor

Albert

Elizabeth Wilson

he and Garbo are "that way" about
each other. She's only a "passing fancy,"
declares Jimmy, "whatever Garbo may
keep saying."

P.

Schlai ke

:

Art Edito

Western Representative

CONTENTS
AFTER

SPECIAL FEATURES
O^TR HOLLYWOOD

had
XA-shown "Mata Hari" then Hollywood
decided to have a gala opening. That's
Hollywood for you six months behind or
It opened at Sid Grausix months ahead.
man's Chinese Theatre, and that master
all

the

little

prairie towns

A

Norma

Where Are

it off with a gorgeous
and elaborate prologue that was some-

Jsari

He

James A. Whitchel

22

Ben Maddox

23

Dana Rush

24

James M.\rion Fidler

26

Harlow's Success Stamped Her As a Leader

The

Is

Latest.

Popular Hero

Experience Aids the Ambitious

Slaf^e

THE BEST BETTE

IN PICTURES

The Recent Success

of Bette

Davis

LADIES FOR LENSES!

43

Brief Biographies of Rochelle

Hudson and Mary Doran

SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS
How To Reduce

Mary Lee

Love and Hisses
Talkies In Tabloid
A Movie Fan's Crossword Puzzle

It was advertised that Garbo would appear but the betting was six to one that
she wouldn't. She didn't. However, she
slipped into the matinee performance
the next day and was recognized by no
one except Sid Grauman, who saw her as

Last Month's Answe--

MoMETowN

she was leaving. "When are you coming
to one of my premieres?" Sid asked her.
But the Garbo only smiled. Well, that's
something.

is

8
10

Priscilla

Bryant

Topics

17

46

The
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Final

Fling'.

George Bancroft Goes Fishing
The Most Beautiful Six In Hollywood
Madge

Norma Shearer, Joan
Blond Hero Who Clicked

Evans, Marlene Dietrich,

Gene Raymond, The

you
WOULD
Harpo Marx

27
28
Crawford.

Billie

Dote
3,)

Joan Blondell, Now A Full Fledged Star
LuPE \'elez And Melvvn Douglas
Marion Dwifs High Up In "Polly"

believe that the gifted
doesn't know a note
of music? They're just a lot of little birds
But just
sitting on a wire fence to him.
the same he can twang off original compositions on his harp that bring tears to
hardened old eyes. The other evening at a
party he was amusing himself with a few
chords when a dear old dowager approached him, her voice and three chins

31

32
33

"Grand Hotel," Scfnes From M-G-M's Masterpiece
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SILVEIt SCREEN,

V

('.,

ra^ii

said amiably,

12

on Page 55

PLAYERS IN SPRINGTIME

3<T>

"Dear Mr.
quivering with emotion.
Marx," she gurgled ecstatically, "what
was the name of the piece you just played?"
"It hasn't any name," Harpo assured
her sadly.
"Oh, it must have a name," the music

6

Silver Screen's Reviewing Stand

Garho,

4

20

EVERY ST.AGE DOOR LEADS TO THE SCREEN

into the night.

Harpo

.Edward Churchill

New Hobby

GEORGE BRENT FROM DUBLIN

—

Elmer."

i6
18

THE GIRL WHO CHANGED THE STARS

was with her. Ginger Rogers came with
Mervyn Le Roy, Marian Nixon with Eddie
Hillman, Marlene Dietrich with Joseph
von Sternberg, Marian Marsh with her
handsome young brother, Sylvia Sidney
with one of her numerous beaux, Lionel
Barrymore with the Missus and so on

it

PatRICL\ KeATS

Elizabeth Wilson

GO MAD FOR LOVE!

the Great Lovers 0/ Hollyivood?

HoUytfood' s

public appearance in Hollywood. Norma
Shearer looked striking in her new headdress which she is using in "The Strange
Of course Irving Thalberg
Interlude."

14

IN "STRANGE INTERLUDE"

Picture Promises to be Startling

POLO CRAZY

thing to write home about. Among the
celebrities there were Tallulah Bankhead
looking simply ravishing in white satin,
and escorted by Adrian, the coutourier of
M-G-M. This marked Tallulah's first

"call

New

Shearer's

FEW, INDEED,

showman topped

lover insisted.
"All right, then,"

Donovan Pedelty

Bird's Eye Vieit of the Active Studios

THE NEW CLARK GABLE

—

i3<7>
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1929 Broadway Melody
1930 The BIG HOUSE

1932
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PARADE
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And

(Achievement
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M

of

1931

TRADER HORN

the eyes of the world are again on

METRO GOLDWYN MAYER
-

-

FOR THE SUPREME THRILL OF
THE MOTION PICTURE SCREEN

romance
of our times
based on the

giant

SENSATIONAL
NOVEL

by

UPTON

SINCLAIR
He dared
truth

\ P /

to

tell

with Walter
Dorothy

the

— sensationally,

dramatically—

in

one

of the greatest stories

ever n'ritten

American

for

Neil

JORDAN

HAMILTON

•

HUSTON

• Lewis

Myrna

LOY

the

Screen.

John

MILJAN

• Virginia

STONE

• Wallace

FORD

BRUCE
5

HOW

TO

REDUCE
The

Way

Secret

Man 5

Heart

to

a

is

Food; not His,

Yours!
By

M
can't say that Anita Page is not
getting somewhere with her rowing

YOU

bend down, Sister, bend down, Sister—
if you want to get thin!
That's the truest thing
you ever heard even if it is the name of a
popular song. It's the bend that stretches the muscles
and breaks up fat cells. It's the bend that makes your
muscles work to pull you up straight again.
i:S;sHave the figure you want!
Just bend it into shape.
Don't envy Joan Crawford's slim waist have one of
[your own.
Just bend down, Sister, bend down. Sister.
(That's how Joan got hers. Will I be pulling the wrath
of the Crawford fans down on my head if I remind you
of Joan's plumpness several years ago. She was getting
noticeably larger around the waist, too—'member?

—

An

increasing waist-line bodes evil for the career of
the screen beauties. The stars get rid of excess fat in
a hinry. And if they can, so can you! The only difference is that it's bread and butter to them— so they work
harder at reducing than you are willing to.
If you would spend less time sighing and hoping and

more time exercising, you could "figure up" in no time.
,Why don't you make a game of it? All you need is a
icalendar, a pencil, scales and a lot of will-power.
Weigh yourself every morning, first thing, mark it on

Then you will have an accurate check
on daily results. This is the only way you can tell just
'exactly what you are doing.
Never forget that a lemon a day keeps the pounds
away. Take the juice of a lemon in hot water every
morning of your life— with NO sugar! Tiiat not only
cuts into the fat but it cleans and a!kalini/cs your
system— all of which gives you pep. Pin your faith on
ithe calendar.

-

.

6

Lee:

lemons and you can't go wrong.

You

gotta

A RY

Use

lemon instead

of vinegar for salad dressing. Vinegar is acid— lemons are alkaline
in their final effect on your body.

Drink your lemon water first thing
morning and then start in exercising. Loosen up
your body thoroughly before you really start to work.
every

Stretch all over. Stretch your legs out pointing your
toes like a dancer. Reach up over your head with your
hands as high as possible— then lean from side to side
as far as you can. Lean each way ten times— arms still

Now bend forward, way down, Sister, if you
want to get thin. Stretch down as far as you can reach.
While you are all bent over like a hairpin, swing your
body from the waist around each way, stretching your
arms out as far as they'll go.
overhead.

No, that

isn't a

unnecessary

pillow in your stomach that feels so

when you

doubled over. That's
plain

fat

in

the

are
just

wrong

place.

All right now, stand

up

and relax. Ready— over
again— bend way downnow swing from the waist.
Stand up.
peat

this

Relax.

Re-

exercise

ten

times.

Now, don't tell me that
works up an appetite

this

for a farm-hand's breakOf course it does,
fast.
at first. But let's fool the
appetite.
The best subsiitutes for food are water

[Conliniicd

on

—

"^^"^

POSTAGE
STAMP BEAUTY
If

you're trying to get slim

(or stay that way), if you
want clearer skin, or lovelier hair, or brighter eyes

or a more becoming makeup, just add a two-cent
stamp to a self-addressed
envelope, tell Mary Lee
your troubles and she'll
send you her personal ad-

Address Miss Mary
SILVER Screen, 45
West 45th St., New York
vice.

Lee,
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It's

a matter ol^

e^ACNEY
Speed demons with goggled eyes glued on

with

ANN DVORAK

glory

ERIC LINDEN

love!

GUY KIBBEE
Slory by
Howard Hawks and

Seton

I.

Miller

Dialogue by

Glasmon and

Direction

Bright

HOWARD HAWKS
fame

THE HIT
joy

.

.

—

—

—

.

. .

12of the world's greatest race
drivers in the most thrilling
action pictures ever shown 1

—

track of the world's greatest speedway! It's
the thrill epic of all time the talk of every
town that's seen it . . . Forty men risked

—

by

of "Dawn Patrol"

Grinning at death
laughing at
Breaking necks to break records—
while the Crowd Roars FOR BLOOD 1... Never
never never has the screen shown such
nerve-racking ACTION lifted right off the
. . .

.

death

of the

May 1932

to film

YEAR

-

it.

Miss

it

at

your

own

risk!

FROM WARNER BROS.

She fought for her

man —

with every trick love knows I

Love

Hisses

and

this month than ever
MORE
depression.
takes hard times
letters

before

— probably

the

to stimulate the mind.
as a team won great popularity.
oh,
the hisses for **Private Lives/* but Shearer and Montgomery
came through unscathed. Marlene Dietrich letters are beginning to arrive and she seems doomed forever to be compared
It

And

Garbo and Novarro

with somebody else.
Buckle on your fountain pen up and at 'em. Send in your
both peans of praise and ponderous denunciations to
Love and Hisses Editor, SILVER SCREEN, 45 West 45th St.,
N. Y. There are three prizes for letters not longer than 200
words. $15 for first prize, $10 for second prize and $5 for third.

—

letters,

ANDY CLYDE-Lovable, comical Andy...
in
pictures
produced

by
...

THEY LAUGH AT LOVE!

MACK SENNETT
a rare

combination

Danbury, Conn.

for iaugbs.

Don't

MY HUSBAND !"

Variety

makes the

of the most
ONE
cult things,
seems

FIRST
PRIZE

miss"HEAVENS,

diffi-

entertainment

on the screen
the love scene, espe-

is

quiring Reporter"
recently asked six

persons selected at

random from street
they liked

BING CROSBY-liis

"double feature"
programs in picture

NETT COMEDY
FE ATURETTES

theatres. Five out of

rotes in

have

MACK

made

SEN-

liim

heard him

. .

.

.in

.

.

and "BILLBOARD
GIRL"?

perfect

program

I

LETTER

ment.

diversified entertain-

One good

surrounded by a

news

bill selected

from

reels, cartoons, travel ro-

mances, sports
elties.

feature picture,

and novAnd always a good comedy!
thrillers

At better theatres— on perfect pro-

grams— Educational' s comedies

a. Kirkpatrick

Joliet,

PRIZE

sings his

popular

hits for

you

LETTER

in

AL CHRISTIE'S VANITY

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,
E.

8

W.

offices:

HAMMONS,
l.'iOl

letter

III.

concerns

the teaming of mo\ie
stars.

'

"

Of course

Inc.

President

Broadway, New York,

Y.

Robert Montgomery along with Norma

Shearer.
But— that does not go tor all the stars.
Just think what lovers and critics of the
siher screen would ha\e missed if Ramon
Novarro and Greta Garbo had not appeared
opposite each other in that splendid pictine
"NIata Hari." for the mere reason that he
or she teaineii well \vith another star.
So. 1 sav— it's pcrfectlv O. K. for stars to
(cam. but ^hey should change partners
often.

-

starts the flow of ideas.
The mind, as well
as the body, needs exercise and stimulation.

"Mind Rhythm"

is

just

There

is

rhythm

necessary to a
to a professional

as
is

nothing better than the movies

provide

to

the quality of sincerity.

Katherine Maurine Haaff

PAGING JOHN GILBERT
Corinth, Miss.
they say John Gilbert can't come
-ii- back!
I have never enjoyed a picture
more than I did "West of Broadway," His
work in that picture was wonderful. His
lo^v deep voice has a ^vay of going over

AND

when he

smiles and one of his smiles makes
one completely forget Gable or Howard.
Why can't Gilbert be given a few good
parts in pictures? Parts to make us see the
finer things in life, a good refreshing picture.
I am fed up on gangster and trial
pictures.
Again let me say: More of John Gilbert
in better and greater pictures^

Mabel Ramsey

'

^ve fans like

the stars to team. Surely,
we all enjoy the
sweetness of Janet Gaynor with Charles Farrell and the cleverness
of

Exeiulive

THIS

for

COMEDIES.

Well, just this: \Vhen I run low on ideas,
ahvays try to see a good movie; something
starring Constance Bennett, Norma Shearer,
Joan Crawford, or some other film favorite.
When I want to see the value of sincerity—
as Avell as read about it— I see it portrayed
on the screen. For screen stars, as you
know, can no more succeed Avithout this
quality than can anyone who writes.
The natural stimulation of the mind,
upon viewing a sincere screen portrayal,
I

most vital element that must shine forth
from every production of the writer's pen—

WINNING COMBINATIONS!

popular radio star brought to the
screen by Educational, This piano
^sizard aiul composer plays and

has

unattainable or in other
words, a little stuck-up

provide the stimulating variety that

THIRD

And what

new ideas, inspiration, and
"mind rhythm;" to kindle and rekindle that

jF.

HARRY BARRIS-Anolher

without sincerity.
with movies?

and

to gold, hard, cold

oughly.
I expected to find her haughty and highhatting like some of the other well-known
actresses.
But boy, she turned out to be a
regular kid, cheerful, friendly and all the
rest it takes to go with these two things.
So thanks to Jean Harlow, 1 apologize
to the blonde sisters of the screen.

for you.

effectively
this to do

used to compare blondes

or aloof.
But now I know!
A personal appearance of Jean Harlow
(at the Loew's State Theatre) which I was
fortunate to attend, changed my ideas thor-

guarantees the best entertainment

are two things a writer must have
to succeed. One is an IDEA; the other is
SINCERITY. You cannot write something
without an idea and you cannot express it

writer as bodily
dancer.

J-

PRIZE
is

THERE

the wrong impression
about the
blondes of the screen. I

T'VE had

SECOND

'

and

McNamara

Cleveland, Ohio

always based on the principle of
variety

T.

HE TAKES BACK HIS VOWS

and

ferred variety.

The

Edward

"ONE

MORE CHANCE"

course.

SINCERITY
Indianapolis, Ind.

is

lesque.

popular on tbe screen
as on the air. Have

you seen him

it

as

six said they pre-

Of

YOU MEAN "APPARENT"

is

the least bit overdone, no matter
how the director and actors have labored
to make it convincing, it provokes nothing
but laughter from the audience.
Recently, at a showing of "Dr. Jekyll and
Mr. Hyde," during the scene in which Rose
Hobart rocked Fredric March's head to and
fro in her lap, although it was clearly meant
to be serious and even tragic, the entire
audience was roaring with merriment.
Directors, usually so attentive to even the
slightest details, oiight to be particularly
careful about love scenes, if they do not
want them to be taken in a spirit of burIf

Chicago

if

when dialogue

used.

Daily Times "In-

crowds

.

Mitzi Cervell

cessfully

95

honestly think that famous stars

I

me, to put across suc-

to

LETTER

best picture

it

c

cially

Th E

Also,

should be co-starred. After all, doesn't the
result meet with satisfaction?
Now, how about Joan Crawford with
Ramon Novarro?
„
,,

Farris

UNHEALTHY LOCALITY
Marshfield, Mass.
idea of having music playing during
the run of a talking picture supplies
something that I ha\e missed very raiich. It
is not that I listen to the music, but if there
isn't any soimd going on between speeches,
some one over in the corner breaks into
pneiunonia or .something and before the

THIS

Smith Brothers ha\e done their work

my

mind "On golden

galleons floating" returns
btunp to the movie house at the

with a
corner of Melrose Avenue and South Front
Street to ciuse out the low scoundrel with
the cough.
Frederic

Silver Screen

YRES
and

MAE
CLARKE
"IMPATIENT
MAIDEN"
She couldn't wait
unfold

its

for

secrets.

determined

to dig

life

to

She was
them out

How

for herself.

My!

eyes were

opened when

her

she met the real man.

Directed by

JAMES WHALE

PICTURES
UNIVERSAL
LAEMMLE
CARL

for

May 1952

•

PRESIDENT

9

«

.

-

I

"PALKIES
word in

hmf

reviews

huoy

nel

these

a chan-

is

guide you

to

the haven of the

to

movies

Great

Colman and
Ronald
Helen Hayes are ex eel

(Uniu'd Artists)

lent in this film of Sin-

ARROWSMITH

Tabloid

xn

book. There is fine drama in
the scientist's research work; also in his
great love for his wife ^\'ho is generally
second in the day's thought— although first
clair Le^vis'

in his heart.

The

ARSENE LUPIN

brothers Barrymore

through this ^vith
(M-G-M)
masterly ease, Lionel as
the French police head and John as the
celebrated crook. Karen Morley is a charming foil— you'll be seeing her. It is excellent
run

Excellent

entertainment.
„

— —
Phillips Holmes has the
morbid
part
of
the

BROKEN
LULLABY

French youth who kills
{Paramount}
a German boy during
the war. Later he goes to the dead boy's

Wonderful

Dickie Moore and Elaine Von are beginning young in ''Disorderly Conduct"
ture in his usual luxinious manner and
Dove's beauty adds further grace.
Chester Morris is fine as the man \vho can't

HELL DI"VERS

resist her.

still

Billie

home on

and

is

with the added agony of falling in love with
the boy's fiancee. Lionel Barrymore is beyond comparison as the German father and
Nancy Carroll does well as the fiancee. The
direction is Lubitch at his best.

CHARLIE
CHAN'S CHANCE
Good
if^ox)

once
\Varner
Oland
again plays the bland
Chinese detective in this
miu'der mystery which

Marian
on the familiar pattern.
Nixon's talent and gentle beauty affords
him excellent inspiration, and Scotland
Yard aids him in bringing the villain to

is

Excellent

There are occasional
moments of delightful

humor

Good
{V tilled
laughter.

is

DON'T MISS THIS TRAIN!

Splendid
(Fo-''-)

nor

is

—

together.

The

they become separated at the boat.

pursued by immigration officials
Janet in her most delightful mood, while

little

—

fascinating picture.

MY

picture,

CHILD!

Joe E. Brown, the great garGood, tool
goyle of humor.

girl

Charles Farrell as the millionaire polo
player scores.
Coincidences end in kisses.
A very pretty piece.

DR. JEKYLL
MR. HYDE

AND

if

women

Fredric
lishes

a

March estabnew type of

—

HIGH PRESSURE A

on "big business,"

(Warners)

with

Bill

the girl

who

Fine
(Columbia)

Avhich

j,-,

she

loves

Adolphe Mcnjou— the man of charm— for
Adolphe is married. The years pass. Barbara becomes a ne\vspa|x-r woman, patiently
adoretl b\ her cdilor. Ralph Bcllaniv. but
she remains true lo

\dol])lie,

still

who

is

now

grow middlckeep on loving.
However,

'IMic |)rincipals all

lliere is a tragic

ending.

as

a

believes in him.

LO'VERS

This

COURAGEOUS

Avhat a

is

not

exactly

Good

good depressioji
howler should see. for

(M-G-M)

the

hero's

play doesn't

and he grows poorer and poorer.
Robert Montgomery lends a cultural quality to the film and lifts the dialogue to a
Madge Evans is charming
fine xvitty level.
as his sxveetheart, and the very English

sell

Lonsdale

NO ONE MAN

It's

the

Lombard makes

\erv

a

(Paramount)

responsible for

is

Carole

Good

make up her

Barbara Stanxvyck has a
tough time in this film

Powell

promoter with lots of enthusiasm and enAt first. Bill, as a drunk, is the
ergy.
screen's finest argument for temperance. He
gives a singularly amusing performance,
and Evelyn Brent is engagingly sincere as

Frederick

FORBIDDEN

tale

built

story.

character
analysis
in
his delineation of the
is
fine
dramatic
There
a
beastly Hyde.
touch when Dr. Jekyll can no longer control
pathetic xictim
metamorphosis.
As
the
the
of Hyde's x iciousness, Miriam Hopkins con-

smoothly running

Fine

(Paramount)

agcd but

and

them. The air scenes are thrilling. Altogether it is one of the most coirrpelling of
recent films.

Excellent

Cioxernor.

will en"Wallace Beery

this

enjoy

offing.

Stands alone this month among
the serious screen dramas. Marlene Dietrich looks beaiitijtil
without a knee cap showing a

10

delight-

brags and

tributes a marvelous performance.

SHANGHAI EXPRESS

FIREMAN, SAVE

is

in this but there

more laxishness than
Hoxvard Hughes made the pic-

Artists)

when he

.4 ,_.
Again the very successful
team of Charles
Farrell and Janet GayFollowing an ancient plot,
,

DELICIOUS

is

COCK OF
THE AIR

ful

(Pox)
boasts of his future, and
Sally Filers, his partner, believes in him
implicitly.
They get successful and for a
while their goocl luck goes to their heads
and they don't like each other, and we even
things up by not liking them. In the end
they regain their original vibrant charm.

cut

justice.

James Dunn

DANCE TEAM

met

air-minded

joy

(M-G-M)

he-men on the screen, Clark
Gable and John Miljan are here to cheer

•

a pilgrimage of sorrow,

The

Excellent

alluring

society

who Cannot seem to
own mind when \o\e is in the
givl

a case of

on again,

olf

again-

with Ricardo Cortez. then with Paul
She finally marries Ricardo, but
Lukas.
just to simplify matters he dies and she
then marries Lukas.
first

tt

Bx^u

n

THE RAINBO'W

This pictme

TRAIL

back

to

is

the

a throwold da\s

the silents were
the rage. There is little
dialogue.
The sccnerv is gorgeous and
[Co}il ill iicil on l>ii;j;(' 56]
Fair

when

(Fos)

SiLN'ER

Screen

—

Yet a short time

had made

I

BY MYSELF

FOR Months

had been taking lessons
I
from a private teacher, progressing slowly
but surely to a time when I would be able to
play be able to get the musical good times

—

I

craved.

because
—
small town

business I had to
where there was no
move to a
AH of the
despair.
was
in
I
teacher.
music
long weary hours I had spent practicing—
were in vain.
to say nothing of the money
chances for ever learning to play were
might
be years
It
thought.
I
shattered,
before I could take lessons again, and then it
teacher too was
would be too late.
sorry to see my musical advancement so
abruptly stopped.
And then, while looking through a magazme,
I saw an advertisement for the U. S. School of
Music which claimed that learning to play by
without a
in my own home
their method
private teacher was actually as easy as
A-B-C. They offered to prove it by a free

And then

she was amazed at the progress

later

of

—

My

My

now

home-study way

this easy

play most popular music, as well as some

classical pieces.

"You'll have to prove that

She laughed.

to me, Bill."
"All right," I said, "I'll

do just that.

I

got up, walked across the room and sat down
at the piano.
"What does Bill think he's going to do?
someone asked.
"It's just his Httle joke," laughed my
teacher. "He's making believe he can play."
"That's right," I said. "It's a joke and a
good one."
Right then I swung into the hauntmg re-

—

frain of

"Time on

My Hands".

I

knew when

I

struck the first two or three chords, that they
Then I sensed a
were waiting ready to jeer.
change. They were hstening, really listening
with enjoyment and surprise. At the end of
the piece I turned smiling and faced them.
"Why, Bill!" my teacher exclaimed, "how
did you ever do it? A few months ago you
could scarcely read music."
demonstration lesson.
They all fired questions at me. How had I
I could scarcely believe it, and I showed my
learned in such a short time? Where had I
teacher the ad.
But
studied? How had I found a teacher?
"You'll
"You'll never learn," she cried.
In a few minutes
I kept my secret to myself.
only waste your money. No one can learn to
dancing.
they were all begging me to play for
play that way."
Later that evening my former teacher asked
But I was desperate when I realized that my
me again how I had learned to play so well, so
chances for musical good times would be over.
quickly. When I told her I had learned solely
When the
I decided to investigate the course.
through the famous U. S. School method, she
free demonstration lesson came, it was a
could hardly believe it.
I saw at once that my
revelation to me.
"Do you mean to say you
teacher had been wrong, for
learned to play at home withhere, at last, was a method of
out any private teacher in
PICK
learning to play right in your
your spare time?" she asked
own home with no outside
incredulously.
-Cello
lano
and in less than half the
aid
Mandolin
rean
Then I explained how easy
usual time. It was actually as
Harp
Ukul ile
the U. S. School of Music way
Saxophone
;t
easy as A-B-C. I sent for the
Flute
bone
learning to play any instruof
course at once.

—

—

—

text,

everything

I

Almost before I knew
was playing real tunes,
right from the notes.
Several months later I was
at a week-end party in my old
town. My teacher was a guest
needed.
it

I

When

she
asked me how I was getting
along, I told her that 1 could
at the party also.

for

—

INSTRUMENT

These fascinating lessons
were like a game. Everything
was right before me, notes,
pictures,

—

YOUR

—

—

—

May 1932

—

Clarinet
Violin
Hawaiian Steel Guitar

ment is how this famous
method makes music like a
game does away with dull

olo

—

Sight Singing
Voice and Speech
Culture

.

Control

only a fraction of the cost entailed by the old slow methods.
When I finished she turned

Banjo (Plectrum,
Piano Accordion

and German

Accordion

to

me

in

amazement.

"All that you've told me tonight has been a revelation,

larmony and

Compoi lition
Piano C
1

IMll.

You know, I'm convinced

•

•

—

—

—

Free Booklet and Demonstration
Lesson
reallv grapliic and simple this course
really is, the U. S. School of Music has arranged
to send you a Demonstration Lesson and Explan-

To prove how

No matter what
atory Booklet— absolutely free!
instrument you choose to play, the Free Demonstration Lesson will show you at once the amazingly simple principles upon which this famous
method is founded. As soon as the lesson arrives
you see for yourself just how anyone can learn to
play his favorite instrument by note in almost no
time and at a fraction of what the old slow methods
The booklet will also tell you about the
cost.
amazing new Automatic. Finger Control.
new popularity if you want to
If you want
have a host of friends and be in\nted everywhere—
get these musical good times you've been missing.
Don t delay
at once!
Fill in the coupon below
you will not be obligated in any way. Instruments
supplied when needed, cash or credit. U. S School
City.
of Music, 119.5 Brunswick Bldg., New York

—

—

U. S.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC,

n95 Brunswick
Please send

Bldg.,

me your

New York

free book,

City

"How You Can Master

Own Home." with InsnlrliiK' message by Br.
CTane, Free Demonstration Le,sson and particulars
your ea.sy payment plan. 1 am interested In the fol-

Muslcln Your
i'raiik

of

lowing course;

Have you

and shows yovi how to learn in
one third the usual time, at

S-String or Tenor)

uniors'

!

tiresome theory and practice—

Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger

Italian

that the U. S. School of Music could help me,
too— help me teach others to play easier and
quicker."
You, too, can learn to play your favorite
instrument right in the privacy of your own
home, without the aid of a private teacher,
and at an average cost of only a few cents
a day
You can't possibly go wrong. Everythmg is
so simple that even a child
right before you
could understand it. First you are told how
shows you how then
picture
a
then
to do it
you do it j'ourself and hear it.

..Instrument...

N'arne

.

Addrcss-

Clty

..State....

11

A

Movie

Crossword Puzzle

Fan's

By Priscilla Bryant

On

the Level

Up

is

in "Freaks"

Sally

45 East India

friend in

Filer's

"Bad

Girl"

46

horn
Ling May in "Daughter of
the Dragon"
She is acting in "Limpy"
A group of islands off Don-

49
51

Orderly

64

Garbo's
character

Doctor

daring

ne^v

Hold!

is

A
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Silver Screen

299 Park Avenue
New York City
Perfolastic Company
41 East 42nd Street

Xew York

I

reduced

my

PERFOLASTIC REDUCING GIRDLE"

City

Gentlemen:
enthusiastic about tlie wonderful results of myPerlolasticgirdle.
It seems almost impossible that
since last May, when 1 first started
wearing the corset, my hips have
I

NINE inches with the

hips

am

I

think

marvelous.

At
now

been reduced nine inches.
this
least

perfectly

is

my

friends are
wearing the Perfolastic girdle.

twenty

of

.

.

.

writes Miss Jean Healy

This reduction was made without
the slightest diet, and I really want
you to know how pleased I am that
at last I ha\ e found the Perfolastic
reducing girdle.
Very truly yours,

MISS JEAN HEALY'.

YOU are burdened with ugly flabby flesh that
IFcauses
unsightly unbecoming bulging lines beneath the new form-fitting gowns, then this famous Perfolastic Reducing Girdle will prove a
great boon to you, for now you can be your slimmer self without strenuous exercise, diet, or drugs!
The girdle works constantlj^ while yon walk, work,
gentl}^ removing fat with every move you
or sit
make.

—

Reclaim your
.

What Our

Read

lost figure

—have the fashionable

and be comfortand tapering hips
for unlike most rubber girdles, the
PERFOLASTIC gives with every movement.
slim waist
able too

.

.

.

.

.

Customers Say

•

•

The

•
became

"Immediately

three inches smaller in the
hips
without your girdle I am lost" writes ilrs.
.

.

.

Ouida Browne

.

.

.

"Hav-

ing reduced to such extent
through hips and waist
girdle is entirely too
large" says Mrs. Geo. R.

your body perfectly cool and fresh, every minute
you wear the Perfolastic. And one of the reasons
the Perfolastic reduces so quickly is that it can be

my

Bergen

.

"Without

.

.

ef-

inconvenience I
almost twenty
pounds" claims Mrs. K.
McSorley
Miss Carolyn Jennings says "I have
not only reduced a number of pounds, but find
or

fort

worn next

reduced

.

.

hips

from

.

.

4.3

.

Note our money-back guarantee, reduce your
waist and hips 3 inches in 10 days or your money
refunded. The girdle is not infallible, but it has
reduced so many thousands of women we do not

Indi-

"Reduce!
inches

34,'< inches" writes

to

Miss

"Have really
reduced five inches
B. Brian

.

.

to the skin.

.

my waistline several
es smaller"

Perfolastic will not chafe, itch or irritate

the skin, for a special inner surface of satinized
cloth protects the body. So soft and smooth, it
So porous, it actually
prevents any friction.
absorbs perspiration. This "inner surface" keeps

hesitate to

.

make this unusual

offer.

through the hips and two

and one-half inches
waistline ...

magic

like

breathing"

Kay

—

in the

Don't wait any longer act today. You can
prove to yourself quickly and definitely in 10 days
whether or not this very efficient girdle will reduce
you. You do not need to risk one pennj^—try it
then send it back if you are not comfor 10 days
and
pletely astonished at the wonderful results
your money will be immediately' refunded.

it massages
even while
writes Miss

Carroll.

—

Not one
for

cent was paid

above

testimonials.

This

coupon

—

brings

of the Ventilated

Send today

FOR YOURSEE
SELF! Stand before your mirror in the Perfolastic Girdle
and be the judge. You actually look
more slender the moment you put on this
ventilated girdle. See how it confines the

waist and hips.

TURE is
for

Notice
improved.

May 1932

how your POS-

you FREE

BOOKLET

and sample

PERFOLASTIC RUBBER.
for 10 DAY TRIAL OFFER!

PERFOLASTIC
Dept. 445, 41 East 42nd

St.,

New

York, N. Y.

Witliout obligation on my part please send nie FREE BOOKLET describing and
illustrating the new Perfolastic Reducing Ciirdle, also sample of Perfolastic and particulars of your 10-day Trial offer.

Name
Address
City

State
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skipper!

^Y!

shut
) ou?

o

will

off,

They're

below.
No— not from the
celery farms— right
below, among those
flagging

us

o4

This

collect.

is

wel-

a

"Happy?"

sa)s

Heather.
"Terrified,"

says

father?

Y'ou

needn't be.
If
the
old fool gets pompous tell him to shut
up. He loves it."
Aird so the svelte
Heather and the boyish Bob pass out of

a welcome."

And what

like

entering

Ne^v York.

"Of

Must be
twenty people— all
waving their arms
off.
Nose clown and
checkers.

let's

lowan

an

Bob.

and white

black

him

looks about

come!

camera range and up

"Say! Yon two imitation blizzards!" says

to us.
congratulate her.
"It
was amazing,
wasn't it?
I was in

VV.

We

("Tarzan")

S.

\'an Dyke, who can
say it as no other
"when'll
you
can,
learn not to fly over
Culver
For
City?

New

pity's
sake— go and
jam up recording on
some other lot. Well!

"

man

-L of
1

Fifty

yn

-

The Fox Studios from the

air

ripe-looking couples
are dancing the tango in forty square
'Ihey
feet of cafe.

16

A

Mayer

where Phillips
Holmes is dragging
Walter Huston up

Flying Visit to the Busy Studios of Holly-

sway

studio,

wood.

Which

Stars arc

Working and How.

By

D onovan

soimd proceeds from
their instruments.
The music will be

Pedelty

husky, but
has an inch

recorded later.
set

or two advantage in height (you'd never
believe it until you saw them together)
and, besides, justice, outraged love and
the scenario of "Night Court
are on his

"Gosh! what a relief," pants Phil, as he
finishes a spot of dragging and is allowed
off the set for a minixte.
"This is the first
time they've let
be a tough little egg

side.

since 'Her Man.'
No more maniac-depressionist
stulf— melodrama, my
lad,
sheer
melodrama— and they've even allowed me a
sense of hiunour.
AV'hoops!"

"

them look plenty damaged. Husis bruised and bloody;
Holmes
has lost the skin oft one cheek and acquired
a pigeon's egg on his brow and a contused
lump at the side of his blackened left eye.
Both

of
face

ton's

They have been beating each other

up.

"Night Court is the story of a crooked
judge (Walter Huston) in danger of exposure by an investigator higher up. To
cover his tracks he sends his mistress to an
Kast Side apartment, next door to a taxidriver (Phil Holmes) and his wite (Anita
"

Page),

who

pass-book

innocently

dropped

by

picks up a
the mistress

bank
and

learns of the judge's graft.

Huston has Anita framed on an immorcharge and sends her up. Phil goes to
the investigator, is picked up by Huston's
licnclmien, suspended by his wrists from a
ceiling and slugged as he swings backwards
and forwards across the room, while his
ality

tortuiers

demand

that he sign a paper ex-

onerating the judge.
On the next night Huston unwittingly
engages Phil's taxi. Instead of to his own
home he is driven to Phil's, lied in a chair

and slugged. In the morning Holmes reads
that his prisoner is wanted lor murder; his
alibi is that he had spent the night lied in
a chair, but only Phil's c\i(kMuc can prove
Phil's jiricc is a confession that Anita
it.
^vas framed and he drags hiiu to court on
those terms.

14

me

"Is

it

just irritating."
He fingers his
"wou:-;ds." "It's not collodion. That draws
like the devil, but you daren't use it near
the eye. This is just wax, spirit gum and

grease-paints."
As the next shot is about to begin, the
cry of a baby splits the silence ancl totally
ignores an assistant's shout of "QUIET!
and a moan from Director W. S. \'an Dyke.
If the scenarist is to be believed, the baby
is Anita's
and Phil's, but «hen a nurse
presses it into the Phil's arms the creature

"

harder than ever.
"Hey!" says Van Dyke, rattling a rattle,
"you'ie costing us a hundred bucks a
minute."
"And if you don't shut up," says John
yells

the

supervisor."
Let's
in search of peace.
We find it on Stage 10, amongst the mullioned windows, suits of armour and softvoiced butlers of an English hunting-lodge
set lor "Mister and Mistress" which is one
of those things which may lapse back into
its original
title of "The Truth Game,"
which was the name of the popidar I\or
No\ello |}|ay during its New \ork run.
Monoclcd Hoathc-r Thatcher enters on
the arm of Robert Montgomery, who
tell
it

Off-

btnn
acrid smoke to-

two

grips

sulphur cloth and fan its
wards the camera to thicken the atmosphere to its well-known Argentine consistency.

Joan and Nils

THE foregroiuid Nils Asther, in A\hite
INtrousers
and a moire tii.xedo, a feminineis dancing \vith Joan
wearing one of the new
triangle-fronted, backless gowns, a gorgeous
affair of black and white satin, with the
black ingenioush draped like a caress round
where some people belie\e she shoidd be
spanked. Her decency depends on only a
narrow loop round the neck.
Did you
know that Joan has a big mole belo\\' her

pulse-stirring figure,

painful?"

"No.

Miljan, "I'll
lea\e them to

jelly-

The

orchestra
spiritedly scrapes and
squeezes, but not a

is

Phil

one

like

fish.

the aisle of a night

court— and what a
drag that blond
young man has! Hus-

ton

paces to the

and we are in
Argentina.
Forty
Avest

Metro-

the

d

Hollywood's
irrepressible

kidder.

Walter Huston and
Phillips Holmes

Go

is

most

"Why didn't you
Come on in."

on Stage

ready

"You didn't go."
That Montgomery

say so?

is

all

"

I'm a son-of-a-gun—
it's you!"
"Sure it's us."

"TN"

York,

packed and booked
England when
for
the call came."
"Shame! says Bob.
"Shame?

and go

Crawford.

Joan

is

shoulder-blade?
you retiun to New York," croons
Nils, "you can teach them the real tango.
left

"If ever

No?"
"I'd rather stay with you," purrs Joair,
eat lotus and poppies."
He tries to
kiss her, as who wouldn't?
"Don't let's

"and

she continues (he wasn't going to)
to the music."
Naturally he
kisses her, and naturally she likes it.
"Letty Lynton.
the meaningless name
of the Joan-Xils feature, is the beginning
talk."

"just

listen

"

new era for .\sther, even though in
the end Joan minders him for the toopersistent lover he is Avell suited to be.
Tried out with a bit in "Mister And Mistress" he proved to speak English with an
accent, but it is good English and a most
aphrodisiac (the Greeks had the same
of a

word

for

it)

accent.

[Continued on page 60]
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HO ELSE
mmtt

to ej£t into

BROADCASTING ?
Let

FLOYD GIBBONS, famous

School of Broadcasting has changed all that. It
was founded to bring to every talented man or
woman the type of training that has made
fortunes for the Graham MacNamees, Amos
and Andys, Olive Palmers and Floyd Gibbonses.
Now, through this new, fascinating homestudy Course you get a complete and thorough
training in the technique of all branches of
Broadcasting.
In your spare time right in
your own home without giving up your present job or making a single sacrifice of any kind

Radio

Star, train you for a Broadcasting career.

$3,000 to $15,000 a year and more
paid to trained talent.

DO

YOU

want

to get into the

most

fasci-

—

—through

For now, thanks to Floyd Gibbons, famous
"Headline Hunter of the Air", a remarkable
in Broadcasting
Technique prepares you for the
like
Positions
these,
right in
position you want
often paying from $3,000
No matter
your own home.
to $15,000 a year, arc
how much natural ability you
open to talented men
possess. Broadcasting is differand women who have
ent from any other medium and
mastered the technique
must
be
your own talents
of radio presentation:
adapted to fit its special requirements.
The Floyd GibAnnouncer Advertising
bons School of Broadcasting
Publicity
Singer
complete
training
offers you a
Actor
Dramatist
in every phase of actual BroadReader
Musician
casting. It gives you the beneDirector
Writer
Musical Director
fit of Floyd Gibbons' years of
Script Writer
Broadcasting.
experience
in
Program Manager
Under his guidance you can
Sales Manager
accjuire, right at home in your
spare time, the technique that
Bead hoiv you, too,
makes highly paid Broadcasting
can prepare yourself for

new Course

—

big-paying
Broadcasting.

a

job

FLO-i I) GIBBONS
Famous Radio Broadcaster

New

Talent Needed
This year hundreds more
talented men and women

of men and women of talent and
and are highly paid
are needed
according to their ability and popularity.
Last year advertisers alone spent more than
$29,000,000 over the air. Broadcasting companies spent many more millions for talent.

training

—

This year it is predicted that the amount spent
for Broadcasting will be even more than this
staggering total.
will be employed.

Many more men and women

millions.

f

y

May

1932

bow

New

over
person-

—
millions — new

new
alities will be heard
stars will rise to the heights
and

sway

fortunes will be
those who are

made

for

fortunate
enough to be trained in
Broadcasting technique.
You may be one of these
if you have talent and the
necessary training. If your
speaking or singing voice

in

shows promise, if you can act, if you are good
at thinking up ideas, if you have any hidden
talent at all
then let the Floyd Gibbons
Course show you how to train successfully
for Broadcasting fame and fortime.

—

Remember — talent alone is not enough.
No matter how talented you are, that does

not

moan you

casting

will

be successful in Broad-

— unless you have a thorough knowl-

edge of the technique of Broadcasting. Many
a famous stage star or playwright has failed
when brought face to face with the limitations of the
tally

Think of what this means to you! Think of
the chance this gives you to get into this thrilling young industry. Think of the opportunities it offers you to get your share of these

their

the "mike."

Broadcasting

Thousands

make

will

Biggest Opportunities in
other industry today offers you as many
opportunities for quick success and high pay
as Broadcasting.
For no other industry is
growing at such an amazing rate of speed.

of.

FLOYD GIBBONS

j)ay job.

No

remarkable Course you can

this

train for the big-paying Broadcasting position

you have dreamed

—

Stars.

—

—

nating, fastest-growing industry in the
world today Broadcasting? Do you want to
perform for thousands and even millions over
the air? Do you want to earn from $3,000 to
$1.5,000 and more a year? If you have natural
if you have a good speaking voice or
talent
can sing, act, write, direct, read or sell Broadaisiing needs you and you can now easily secure
the important training that qualifies for a big

unheard

—

microphone while others, toof before, have sprung to fame

Making

Until recently it was difficult for the average person to get this necessary training for
Broadcasting success. The Floyd CJibbons

the Audience Laugh,

Daily Programs,

How

Money Making

to

Arrange

Opportunities

Inside and Outside the Studio, and dozens of
other subjects.

Send

An

for

FREE

booklet

interesting free booklet entitled

"How

to

Find Your Place in Broadcasting" tells you the
whole fascinating st;ory of the Floyd Gibbons
School of Broadcasting and describes fully the
training offered by our Home Study Course.
Here is your chance to enter a life-long richly
paid profession to qualify for an important
role in one of the most glamorous, powerful
Send today for j'our
industries in the world.
free copy of "How to Find Your Place in
Broadcasting." See for yourself how complete
and practical the Flo.vd Gibbons Course in
Broadcasting is. No obligation on your part.
Act now send coupon below today. Floyd
Gibbons School of Broadcasting, Dept. 2 E27,
U. S. Savings Bank Building, 2000 14th Street,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

—

—

Floyd Gibbons School of Broadcasting.

Dept. 2 K27, V. S. Savings Bank Building,
2000 Uth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Without obligation send mc your free booklet.
"How to Find Your Place in Broadcasting," and
full particulars of yom- home study course.

Name

almost overnight, because they grasped the
technique.

Complete Course

In Broadcasting Technique
The new, easy Floyd Gibbons Course trains
you thoroughly in every phase of Broadcasting
technique. It prepares you to step right into
the studio and qualify for a place among the
highly paid Broadcasters. A few of the subThe Station and Studio,
jects covered are:
Microphone Technique, How to Control the
Voice, How to Make the Voice Expressive,
How to Train a Singing Voice for Broadcasting,
the Knack of Describing, How to Write Radio
Plays, Radio Dialogue, Dramatic Broadcasts,

Age,
(Mease

!)rl:it

or wrllr immi- plalnlu)

Address
City

.State,
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In Eugene O'Neill's great play the characters think aloud.
and then played back, and again recorded while the scene

The thoughts are recorded,
is

being acted with dialogue

c LARK Gable
with

Norma Shearer
How He

m ^^Strange Interlude''

Plays a Heavy Dramatic Part

Utterly Dijferent from
(Rati
iiiiiiiiii

16

niiiiiiii

Any

the Story on

Which

is

of His Previous Roles
Page 52)
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We're going to

call it Sylvia

ON THE
tion.

evening of the day Robert Montgomery
signed his original motion picture contract with
AI-G-M, Bob and his wife decided on a celebraThey "did" New York, arriving hcjme at two in

the morning.

Then he
U-atil five Bob tossed restlessly about.
grabbed the telephone and called the home of an

M-G-M

executive.

"Did I sign a long term contract with you today?"
He was very angry.
"Yoti did."

"For Heaven's sake tear

it

up, will you," said Bob.

"I can't sleep!"

"—'%«—
has started a new school of
It's about the only thing you can
philosophy.
start in Hollywood these days without getting your
After five minutes of deep thought on the
feet wet.
subject Groucho is firmly convinced that "Beyond the
Alps lie more Alps and the Lord Alps those who Alp
themselves."

.

thinks that Georgia girls are the

most beautiful of the

species.

He

was managing

the University of Pittsburgh's baseball team when the
team went down to Athens to ]>Iay the University of

Georgia, and ever since then he has been ccmijjleiely
In fact he married one.
sold on "Georgia Peaches."

—

MADGE
after

BELLAMY

is coming back to the screen,
a long absence during which she has been
garnering some stage experience. Tlie Halperin Brothers ha\e signed her for the feminine lead in "Zombie,
"Mother Knows Best" was
a jungle mystery thriller.

Madge's

for

last picture.

May 1932

Screen after

this,

Miss Sidney

WHEN

Paul Lukas was in New York on a recent
vacation he went to one of those little places
where you go down steps and ring a bell and a gleaming
eye stares at you through a peephole.
I am Paul Lukas," said the
"I want to come in.

screen favorite.
"Huh, we got enough palookas in here now," was the
retort discourteous.
.

— —
.4,,

ROGERS and Mervyn Le Roy, the young
Warner Brothers' studio director, will march to
the strains of Lohengrin in June, unless something
happens. Getting married now has become the thing

GINGER

in filmland.

GROUCHO MARX

REGIS TOOMEY

.

"—#»

STUART ERWIN

claims that he was born on St.
Valentine's Day and he modestly admits that his
But, he
parents thought him a very cute valentine.
adds, he t^eveloped into a comic one.

WHEN
Haines

Tallulah Bankhead slapped the face of Bill
at the dinner party in the home of the
George Cukors in Hollywood, she lost one good friend
but made another. She and Polly Moran have become
"buddies" since the occurrence— this in spite of the fact
that Polly and Bill ha\e done a brother and sister act
out heie for years.
Polly was holding the center of the stage, entertaining
Tailulali
the Cukor guests with some listpie stories.
decided to try if too.
"No lady would talk that way," said Bill Haines.
Bang! It was Tallulah's palm against Bill's cheek.
Ten minutes later, after a good cry, Tallulah was
,

delivering

humble apologies

to Bill.

[More Movietouni

'f()l)i(.s

on Ixtgc
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Go

Few, Indeed,
Where

are the

Glamorous, Scandalous

Hollywood Rumors

of Lovers Ecstatic

and Naughty?

OH

FOR

a ruthless sheik!
lover!

for

an arrant

be

in

England

Oh

Oh

now

to
that

April's here!

Lionel Barrymore

And oh what

are we going to do
about the male situation in Hollywood? With the place all cluttered

Blue

the actors in the
talking pictures

—well

better prelate
than
never. Nice for the girls, but
bad for the magazine writers.
Oh for a breath of scandal.
There's an awful pall of
middle class respectability
about Hollywood.
It's
oppressing. It's stifling. I shud-

find in these parts a low lifer who
takes his fun where he finds it.
Indeed the handsome heroes of the
sih er screen have gone so hopelessly
noble that they make honest women
of their girl friends and rush them
off to a prelate at the first blush

der—and you may shudder
too.
To think that romance
has come to this.
Why, in
Hollywood, romance is only
the

name

pictures.

of one of Garbo's
You go into the

Brown Derby
and

Fredric
and his

March
wife

(Florence
dridge).
his home
lessen his

El-

Does

wifie (Lola Lane) in his happy and
home surroundings. Would Lew be a
more popular actor if he was still a bachelor?
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find Clark

any evening
Gable eating

spinach

with

Doug

and Joan Crawford

Jr.

Mrs.

Gable,

they are so wild as to stay
aften ten) quibbling childishly over their lettuce, and
Lil Tashman passing the salt
(if

up

Eddie Lowe. Now wouldn't
be much more fun for
e\erybody if instead of this
drab r-espectability you walked
into the Derby one evening
and saw Clark Gable in a subdued tete a tete with Joan Crawford, Doug Jr. and
Lil Tashman playing "footsie" under the table, and
Eddie Lowe holding hands with Mrs. Gable?
Now I ask you, wouldn't that be more fun?
But, alas and a phooey, no one has fun these
days. No one gets gloriously blind from the fruit
of the juniper tree.
No one gets thrilled by a
contour with imdulations and goes deliriouslv
mad for lo\e. Gosh no. Few indeed are they
who go mad for love in this burg. Sin and Sex
are a couple of sissies whom nobody wants around.
Mere shacknvs of their former selves, and often
without a lodging for the night.
Once upon a time, my children. Holly\\'ood was

life
tremendous histrionic ability?

peaceful

the

among

up with Nature's noblemen and a
couple of imports from Europe (Hi
there, Hank, how do you like being
Connie's Marquis?) it's difficult to

Lew Ayres and

is

Ribbon Winner

to

it

SiLN'ER

Screen

Mad for LOVE!
Can

Can

the

artistic

the actor

soul

who

overtones of passion

By

El

1

is

thrive

on

hearth-stones?

deaf to the Sirens hear the

and

2 a D e

the harmonics of misery?

t

h

Wil son

made

preserves.
Say, ain't nuthsacred?
Both Mr. Arliss and
Mr. Barrymore are great artists,
to be sure, but since when have
we, a nation of red-blooded heroworshippers, preferred great actors to great lovers?
in'

George

whose

Arliss,

The popular young leading
men of the day are Fredric March.

screen success proves
that the public honors

Maurice Chevalier, Clark Gable
and Lew Ayres. Nice boys, all of
them.
Not a broken heart— or
nose— to their credit. Perfect gentlemen with no in-

talent in actors

by ruthless
whose mocking

inhabited
sheiks

tentions whatsoever.

laughter rent the early
morning air as they ravaged and rode away.

Ah,
those

They make

love-to-

order on the scieen
then rush home to
the little woman
who wears a platinum band. What a

I'm telling you
were the days.

No actor was ever
seen with his
wife then.
He
couldn't remem-

[Cont.

0)1

pnge 50J

ber who she
What a

was.

merry

lot

they

were, those
sheiks, never
dull nor noble,
and you could
bet your dia-

Uiiwuifiiii-

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Chevalier
happily voyaging back to France
after he has won a fortune as a

gay screen gallant

mond necklace that their intentions were strictly dishonorable. They were the playthings of Passion. She

—

them wantoningly hither and thither upstairs,
and in my lady's chamber. Whoops, what
abandon. But the dear ladies in the hinterland loved
(And the dear ladies in
it and packed the theatres.
Hollywood loved it too— they were no fools.) Passion
was the business of the movie sta-r then, his vocation
and his avocation, and often, his ruin. He would rehearse too much away from the studio. With a grand
gesture he went mad for love, but he had a heck of a
good time on the way.
What a lot of set-ups the movie stars are today when
compared with the Don Juans of the last decade. Valentino, of course, was the most popular star of his time.
Women and children cried for liim and so did Pola
Negri. Who, according to box office, are the most popu(Women and children and Pola
lar male stars today?
don't cry for any of them). George Arliss and Lionel
Barrymore head the list. They are the lads who get
the medals and the silver mugs. What would Valentino
think of that? Two men old enough to be grandpapas
and with no more sex appeal than Aunt Emma's home
tossed

downstairs,

for

May
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3 2

John Barrymore and his wife, Dolores, and
their baby. John is the modern actor who is
happy in his home and wicked on the screen
19

Polo Crazy

Constance

and her Marquis
The stars in the audi-

Bennett

watch the game.

ence attract the crowds quite as
as the other stars who play

has gone polo!
HOLLYWOOD
The world's most highly paid

cumbed

much

artists

have

suc-

the world's most expensive sport.
Stars rise at 6 a.m. on week-days to tussle with a horse,
a mallet and a white ball.
Their peers step out on a svmny Sunday afternoon to
watch the results of their practice.
It's wildly exciting, even if the industry has no Tomra\Hitchcocks, no Eric Pedleys, as yet.
going to take you to two games. It is necessary to
take you to two to see everybocly, for the camps are divided. There are four clubs all told. The two outstanding, from a motion picture standpoint, are Riviera and
the Uplifters. The Los Indios club is made up of motion
picture executives, but holds few open sessions, and Medwick, while it attracts large cro^vds of enthusiasts with
a more perfect expression of the game, boasts of no stars
on its teams.
We'll visit the Uplifters first, that being the farthest
from Hollywood, and then swing back to the Ri\iera.
^Ve climb into our car and seek out the trafiic-teeming^
Be\erly Boulevard, passing through Beverly Hills and
Bel-Air and Brentwood, tVhere the cream of the colony
to

Tm

makes

its

home.

The

Sim shines brightly, gaily, after days of rain, the
heaviest in ten years. The fields are emerald, flowers line
the roadside in kaleidoscopic beauty as the boulevard to

and turns and rises and falls at the unduHollywood hills. Rolls-Royces in green \ ie
with Cadillac V-i6's in blue, bright chrome glistening.
We pass the Riviera polo field, making a wide tinn, so
that we may look down on the concrete stands, gray
against the bright green of the tmf. We are early and
there is no activity.
But the scoreboard shows us that
the sea twists
lating base of

Robert Montgomery

is one of the attractions at the Riviera Polo Field.
Bob has played ever since his military school days
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Silver

Screen

Holly wood Has

By

A

Edward

New Hobby

Churcliill

To Ride
Every
Leading
Society

Morning

Sunday
Stars

go

to

Horseshoe'

Hollywood

of

Polo Fields.

the

The Grandstand

is

the

of

"Diamond

Hollywood

the Tigers, with

Bob Mont-

gomery

Number

listed as

the

i,

Cowboys, who
include John Cromwell, the

will play the

Paramount director, and
Guinn (Big Boy) Williams.
That looks interesting.

We

Guinn (Big Boy) Williams,

a

popular hero of the latest craze

continue onward,

the same sort o£ turn
and there discover the Uplifters field, snug in a hollow between the hills, overlooked by the vast estate of
Will Rogers, dean of polo
players, dean of humorists.
pay a dollar to go inside,
and find that we have a box
The boxes are interseat.
esting, for they bear the
names of William Powell.

make

James Cagney, and a score of others. The Upwe find, is very much Warner-First
National because Darryl Zanuck, who does
all the hiring and firing there, is one of the
most rabid of poloists.
The scoreboard reveals that Zanuck and
Ray Griffith, once a delightful comedian,
iifters,

We

now

a successful writer and director, and

two non-professionals, will play four men
from the Army. The Army men, we hear,
are very good, and will probably hand the
motion picturists a nice pasting. It is not
long before the thin Mr. Zanuck and the
plump Mr. Griffith appear in blue shirts,
boots, and hard white hats.
They mount their ponies and do a
little warming up, which is fairly inDoug Fairbanks,
teresting, but even more interesting
Jr., and one of
than this is the arrival of some of the
his ponies.
Jr.

is

Doug,

Mervyn LeRoy,

director of
the best pictures during
1931, recently separated from Edna

stars.

a devotee

most of

of the new
Hollywood fad

Murphy, appears with Ginger

Rogers, who boasts of a flaming croj)
of red hair. It looks as if she is on fire underneath her
small turban. TMext comes Jim Cagney, and we begin
the day for red-heads. Behind them
who looks very menacing, being

to

wonder

is

Charlie Middleton,

if

this

is

the menace of "Palmy Days" and other pictures. One
blends screen and real life on seeing these people, and
Over here's Courtenay Terrett, the
meeting them.
writer, while, over there, we see Bill Powell and Carole
Lombard and Lloyd Bacon, the director.
The teams line up and a ball is thrown into the field.
Eight chukkers, of seven minutes, will be played, we
At this stage we, as you, are becoming pololearn.

Discussing the game between chukkers.
The Marquis de la Falaise, Mrs. John Mack
Brown, Johnnie himself, and Guinn Williams, who also raises polo ponies

for

May 1952

minded. Our attention is divided. We want to see
Zanuck hit the ball and at the same time we want to
see who is with Regis Toomey and catch a look at
Ga\in Gordon, whom we [Conliniied on page 54]
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The

faces

envious

their

Girl
Who Changed

The
of

the
blanched,

coiffures

bleached, and the

smart places
showed more figures than an adding machine

th

s TARS

Tossed into the Stream
of Hollywood Life Jean

Harlow Breasted

the

Current and Won!
By

ames A. Whitchel
What a word to conjure with.
dictionary says it's only a whitish metallic element— but ^Vebster never saw Harlow. Even so his definition speaks of platinum as "incapable of being fused," and that
surely applies to Jean, for in coming to
Hollywood she brought with her a new set
of standards that upset tradition.
Platinum!

The

NOT

because Jean Harlow has white hair with
tinge that tlie cinema capital turns frenzied handsprings in her wake, but through her
actions generally she has converted a stagnating colony
into something once again alive and deserving to be
known universally as a leader of movements, as a stamping ground for quips heard round the world, as an

IT'S
a silvery

arbiter of fashion.
Jean's part in this business is quite a passive one.
All Jean has to present is herself.
But when you accept Jean you are taking unto yourself a new world,
new ideas, a new tempo.

Change— that's

Jean's thematic movement.
Change! She's as restless as molecules on a test slide.
It wasn't until scientists discovered the uses of the microscope that a new world of tiny beings was disclosed
and, relatively speaking, it wasn't until Jean Harlow
came along that the horizon began to widen for a movie

public bent on

22

it!

new

It's

finds.

Jean is incapable of being fused.
She stands as much apart from the
crowd as her hair from the coiffures
of her sister players.
She does not
come over to other people's ideas
about living and working; they
flock to her side in such crowds you'd
think she had invented a successful
mousetrap.
But her success is an open secret. She has no mousetrap hidden from the world. She hides no light under
a bushel, for that light, the most glorious hair in the
world, caps the loveliest bushel on the screen.

Harlow is the girl of tomorrow who has arrived today. She is neither premature with her presence nor
too advanced in her actions, yet she is so decidedly
ahead of her nearest competitor comparisons are futile.
She is, olf screen, what e\ery motion pictiue producer
has tried to conceive on his screen— the idtra modern

woman.
She embodies all the elements of modernity. Is it
not characteristic of our age that yoiuh should own all?
Dominate oin* arts, become our screen idols, motivate
our businesses, fashion our fun? Isn't it logical then
for a girl who has seen only twenty summers to be at
the top of a heap, to which position fully ten million
other girls aspire? Ten years ago Jean HarIo\\' skated
the streets of Kansas City. [Con I in tied on jxigr 50]

SiLN'ER

Screen

''He

is

the Best"

—

Ruth Chatterton

By

Ben

M add OX

HAVE

you fallen for George Brent?
Don't be quaint and claim you haven't! He's
the very newest gasp in heroes. Experts say so.
Not overpoweringly handsome, this six-footer with
the hazel eyes and dark hair. No love maker in private
But what a grand camera technique!
life.
Gimme! Gimme!! That's what the lady stars at
\Varners are all shouting when their casts are being
made up and the powers-that-be mention Bient's name.
Joan Blondell walked over to Ruth Chatterton's set
one day recently, worried over what kind of hero she
would draw for her first starring picture. Mary Roberts
Rinehart had written "Miss Pinkerton of Scotland
Yard" for her, but Joan knew that a really good masculine foil was vitally necessary for the Blondell stellar
debut.
After five minutes of watching the goings-on on the
Chatterton stage, Joan turned to the publicity man with
her and excitedly inquired, "Who is that man?"
She was told that the stranger was one George Brent.

She had never heard of him.
"Is he under contract here?" Joan continued breath-

George Brent is thoroughly experienced
on the stage but it took Hollywood six
months to realize that he is an irresistible Irish gentleman

want him for my leading man!"
The publicity man is wondering if Joan has a lot of
pull, for only five days later he was called into the fiont
office and informed that George Brent had been as-

lessly.

"Well, then,

I

signed the lead in her picture.
Had our Miss Blondell been

up on studio gossip, she
would have heard what Ruth Chatterton had said.
George was given the lead in Ruth's "The Rich Are
Always With Us." And at the end of the first day's
shooting the artistocratic Chatterton was in an unparallelled state of enthusiasm.

"Where have you been all your life?" she demanded
of her modest hero, going trite and almost flattening an
already broad A in her ardor.
To those close by, Ruth confided, "He is the best
leading man I have ever worked with in Hollywood.
splendid actor! Perfect in his lines and in the business of his part. It is a pleasure to work with such a
He has given me the most perfect day
fine performer.
I have ever had before the cameras!"
Note the recurrence of these rare-from-the-lips of a
And recall the
star adjectives: perfect, splendid, fine.

A

worthy actors with

for

whom Ruth

May 1932

has worked.

Barbara Stanwyck is one up on both Ruth and Joan,
though. That girl positively has an "ear" for news.
She had George as her lead in "So Big" before they
got wind of him. Now, having completed the Blondell
picture, he is to play opposite either Constance Bennett or Kay Francis.
Perhaps you are curious as to what this apparently
remarkable fellow is like, and wonder how he is taking
his rapid rise. When I heard so many bouquets being
tossed his way I, like Ruth Chatterton, wanted to know
where he'd been all his heretofore obscure life.
I found him in a tiny dressing-room at the studio,
waiting to be called for work. He is just twenty-eight,
but looks and talks older than the average Hollywood
actor

that

age.

An

intelligent,

self-contained

man

thoroughly trained in die mechanics of acting.
He is not, I soon discovered, a novice. In fact, -wbatever role he may be given by [Continued on page 5G]
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Troupers

No

llMES have changed.
.

longer can

T:

of

.

little

Timbuctoo

Hollywood, serve

as

Genevieve

come

to

an extra for

a brief space of time,

and hope

to rise to stardom.
Statistics

(and

we have

to

wax

technical for a minute) tell us
that in five years not one extra
girl

has reached stardom.
has no use

Hollywood

for

amateurs any more. The talkies
have definitely and for all time
killed their chances.
Professionals are in demand.
When
looking for new talent, the producers and their satellites comb

the New York stage. There they
find exactly what they are searching for— youth, beauty, talent,
and most important of allbrains! And what a magnificent
combination. Brains and Beauty.
So if you are longing for a
career upon the screen, don't
pack your nightie and jump
upon the train bound for Hollywood. Instead hie yourself to
the nearest dramatic school and
learn stage technique.
If you

24

i

all;

Miriam Hop-

kins, Vivienne Osborne and
Phillips Holmes while making
"Two Kinds of Women" for
Director De Mille.
(Left)
Ruth Chatterton to reach
Hollywood had to step grace-

fully over many laurel
wreaths won on Broadway

and sincere
and if— and this
show promising

are really ambitious
in your efforts
a big //—you
talent,

you may eventually find
performing on
the

yourself

The theatre may be operated by a small community or
art group, by a stock company,
or, if you are one whom the gods
stage.

\o\e,

by a real Ne\v York com-

pany, but, if you are professionally connected with it console
yourself with the knowledge that

you are on the road that leads
to screen stardom.

Peggy Shannon, the new leading ^voman on the Paramoimt
lot. told me when she was playing in New York in a dramatic
play, shortly before she captured

Silver Screen

Leads
You Want

If

to
to

the

Screen

Face the

Cameras of Hollywood, You
Must First Face the Footlights of the

B

y

Stage

D ana Rush

All a stage player has to do
practice a new make-up, a
new voice, a different pace
in acting and then she's a
beginner in pictures like

is

Peggy Shannon

That was
I

learned

trick

of

number one
stage

that

technique.

There were many more ahead

The theatre was bred into John Barrymore, but
theatre folks have to make the pictures. Karen Morley
is a stage girl with a great picture future

movie contract, that William A. Brady, none other
than the father of Alice Brady, one ol the stars of the
pioneer days of the cinema, had taught her everything

a

knew about acting.
Peggy hails Irom Arkansas and was brought East by
Ziegield, the American Girl glorifier. But it was while
playing in Texas Guinan's night club that Peggy began
realizing the legitimate theatre offered more for an
She applied for a part
actress than the musical plays.
in a play Brady Senior was producing. And that astute
showman not only gave her the part but during rehearsals noticed that Peggy had more than just a pretty
face.
He put her under a five-year contract and began
teaching her the tricks of the business.
"My first dramatic play for Mr. Brady," said Peggy,
"gave me a part with a few comedy lines. They fell
And then Mr. Brady told me I
flat when I said them.
was not timing them properly. Being from Arkansas
I'm rather slow in my speecii and the fraction of a secshe

ond

for

I

hesitated in picking

May 1932

up my

line spoiled the laugh.

of

me."
Peesy Shannon, advertised as
Clara Bow's successor, but for a

head

of lovely

auburn

tresses

is

as

unlike her as Gary Cooper is inrlike Lupe.
She is a languid type
of beauty, slow in speech and
movement and never quite sure of herself.
When playing in the Broadway production, "Life
Is Like That," she was about the only member of the
cast who did not boast that before many months she
would be signed for the movies. Peggy not only admitted she had no prospects, but laughed at the idea
that she would screen well. However, though the Cinderella extra girl has disappeared, there are still fairy
god-motliers, or in this particular case, fairy god-fathers,
who look out for pretty girls who are wise enough to
prepare for their coming.
It was while Peggy was playing in "Nappi," in a
New York theatre, that Clara Bow and Paramount
decided to part company. Scouts of that company were
sent out to find some one to take her place. As the
f>opuIar hunting grounds of the scouts are the New
York theatres, Walter Wanger, then the production
head of the Eastern studios of Paramount, attended
"Nappi" with his pretty bh)nde wife, Justine Johnston.
Before the curtain went up, [Coiiliiiucd on page 5;)]
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B est B
Dette m p
Pictures

The
B

When

James

"The

Played

Man Who

God''

opened

on

Broadway "HelVs House'

Marion

was just down
lane,

Fidler

FOR

and Bette Davis was

years Bette

her

over.

And now

Bette is at the beginning
of the end of her quest.
The pot of gold is at her
feet and for the next several years, unless new
storms come, she will
pluck from that pot
enough of the precious
metal to provide luxuries for herself

Hollywood.

quence, she was
shunted to the background and her most
important scenes were
cut to flashes.

Following

and her

mother for the balance
of their lives.
Bette is the charming
young person you saw in

to

m hoth

Directors lost interest
in her and it was only
by good fortune that
she won a bit in
"Seed."
Because the
director -was already
con\inced that she
was a poor prospect,
she was given scant
attention during production of that picture.
As a conse-

so heavy the rainbow
disappeared, only to leturn when the storms

Bette Davis
inferiority

is

the

New

complex and

"The Man Who Played God," or perhaps you saw her
before that in "Seed," "Way Back Home" or "Other
People's Business." She is a New England girl and all
of her life she has been very poor— so poor that when
she went to New York to study for the stage, she was
able to afford only four months with John Murray Anderson and might have been forced to discontinue had
not that far sighted dramatist recognized rare talent
and given her a year's tuition free of charge. She remembers struggling days in New England, in New York
and later, in Hollywood— such struggling days that
when she was asked why she recently rented a furnished
home she answered, "Because I have never had enoueh
money to accumulate furniture."
After an inspiring but not financial success on the
New York stage, Bette was signed to a motion picture
contract by Universal.
With her mother, who is divorced from her father, she went to Hollywood with
high hopes, certain that she was nearing the end of her
rainbow.
Instead, she was cast in a picture titled "Bad Sister,"
which she essayed the role of a wall flower. To
make the part more convincing, she was badly go^vned
and lights were thrown on her face in such manner as
to heighten the suggestion of unattractiveness.
That
picture established her immediately in the minds of
in

company officials as a most unpretentious young girl.
They asked one another why the New York oflice sent
26

women

the leading

Davis has followed
a rainbow, seeking
the fabled pot of gold at
its end.
At times the
storm clouds have been

blew

the lighted

England
it

girl with the nice
photographs beautifully

versal picture, but instead was
"I was heart broken during

"Seed,"

officials
evidenced
such a complete lack
of interest in Bette
that she was never
used in another Uni-

loaned to other studios.

my

first year," Bette advery susceptible to encouragement and
confidence, and the complete disinterest of Universal
hurt and dejected me."
At the end of a year, the company released Miss

mits.

"I

am

from her contract.
Hollyivood immediately
branded her a failure, which Hollywood often does in
similar cases.
Bette packed her belongings and prepared to return to New York, but before she departed,
she answered a teleplione call to visit the AVarner Brothers, studio to be tested for a role ^vith George Arliss in
"The Man 'VVho Played God." Fifteen minutes after
she met the celebrated Arliss, she was chosen by him for
the part. On the strength of her excellent work in his
picture, she was signed by Warner Brothers to a neu-er,
more lucrati\e and generally better contract than her
Davis

previous Uni\ersal agreement.
Now she is happy again, and a happy Bette Davis is
indeed a revelation. Older than she looks, but ) ounger
than she talks, she is a curious combination of child
and woman. She is not only beautiful, but she bubbles
wkh charm and good fellowship. She bears a striking
likeness to two other famous stars. Her eyes and nose
and forehead are astonishingly like those of Constance
Bennett. Her mannerisms and way of talking are remindful of Olive Borden. Such ccmiparisons displease
licr, not because she dislikes [Conliiiiicd on {xige
59]
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Pi avers

GEORGE BANCROFT

in

A

BIG Hollywood
Bancroft

of California.

S pringtime

is

fish

in

the trout stream.

having a high time

in

George

the High Sierras

His next picture for Paramount

is

called

"The World and the Flesh," a Russian story with our
Miriam Hopkins playing the lureski of the fleshski

NUMBER THREE:— Marlene
rich.

There

lines

and

features

!s

refinement

a

relative

of

size

makes

which

Diet
in

the
hei>

Marlene'S:

face appear exquisite to the poini
Hers is not a robusi
of delicacy.

beauty but
pealing and
for tragedy.

it
is

is

a

particularly

The chiseled jaw

the articulated nostrils
of

character to

ap-1

graceful setting

tell

a

lin«|:
stor^i'

each observer

^

m

Pictures

NUMBER FIVE:—Joan

Crawford. Drama-face! Dramatic
pose for a still portrait with the same
riotous abandon that puts her through her screen pictures.
To look at Joan is an inspiration. She breathes ambition
Joan!

She can

and belief and flings her beauty into the face of every
tmotion and dominates them all. Joan of Arc must have
looked

NUMBER FOUR:— Norma Shearer.
No doubt Norma is one of the
most intelligent girls on the screen,
and hers is the type of mind that
recognizes the
of

emptiness of bau-

fame and the

bles of

home and baby.

lasting

All of

joy

which

seems to show in this lovely mouth
and in the calm and sane gaze
with which her grey eyes look out

at

one

NUMBER TWO:-Madge
There

is

^lappiness

She

is

a

Evans.

breath of flowers and

about

beautiful

in

her

loveliness.

the sense that

rose

is
beautiful.
There is no
which does not seem to express youth,
nor any plane or
surface without charm for the
eye

line

]f the

beholder.

Such

a

face

is

like this

GENE

RAYMOND
BLONDE girls have
it

ail

in

pic-

that

Gene Raymond

come through

with his great

tures, but

has

been getting

own way

their

now

performance

in

"Ladies of the Big

House" the yellow hair peril is disand long may it
wave yep, natural, and he is too

tinctly masculine

—

JOAN BLONDELL
THE

Crowd Roars"

is

a logical title for a picture with

Joan Blondell and, sure enough, that's it. The little
Joan person is blonde, beautiful and has that intimate
"just

you and me" atmosphere which made her's the most
in "The Greeks Had a Word for Them."

sympathetic part

She

is

the star of "Miss Pinkerton," which

is

the picture

from Mary Roberts Rinehart's story

MELVYN DOUGLAS
BELOW
the

is

Melvyn Douglas and

smiling

Lupe Velez.

"The Broken Wing" he

is

In

an avia-

and when his plane crashes in
the little Mexican town ruled by
tor

Lupe's bandit sweetheart

it

is

just

too bad for Melvyn's heart action

LONGWORTH

LUPE VELEZ

MAKING

and

LEO CARILLO

a scene in "The Broken

Wing" and

using the

kind of film which permits the players to work

in

new

comfort

without being toasted by the tremendous lamp» they used to
Lupe is hot enough without that, goodness knows!

have.

MARION DAVIES
"POLLY
r
with

of

furnishes

Circus"

the

Marion Davies

many great opportunibut

ties,

least

is

tional

so

one

of

thenn

at

moving and emo-

we wonder

that

no

one has ever before realized
the

screen

value

of

words

of love

MARION DAVIES

and

CLARK MARSHALL

you ever wondered what they talk about up there on the narrow perch just before they take those terrifying leaps in mid-air?
See the mike which hears all, and beautiful Marion whose "Polly" will set
your heart swinging from the trapeze of tears to the net of laughter

HAVE

Hotel" but not a scene.
is a set in 'Grand
an informal
The actors are posing together for
are not consumed
off-stage shot, to show that they

THIS

nor oblivious to the fact that they
collection of talented people ever
greatest
are the
Edmund Goulding, in
cast together. The Director,

with

jealousy

Barry-

Crawford. Lionel
center at top beside Joan
turns h.s dismore resents something, Lewis Stone

Barrymore and Wally
figured face away, while John
comes.
it
as
it
take
Beery
BROWN

Garbo

is

Grusinskaya, the

quence when she

finds

he

poor sick
as the
man. Kringelein, who makes
friends with Flammchen and
Joan Crawford
the Baron
and John Barrymore
Lionel

—

the
is

d.'

h
ii

WYNNE GIBSON

JOHN DARROW

WE

HAVE

ing John

fact.
his

been watching with interest the on-comDarrow ever since "Hell's Angels" in

—

His work for Radio was refreshingly masculine and

appearance

in

"Fanny Foley Herself" and "The Bar-

gain" won him a considerable following.
a

great deal of him

in

You'll

the months to

be

seein'

come

IF

YOU
call

It

remember "Ladies

of the Big

House" you

will re-

the wonderful performance that Miss Gibson gave.

burst prison walls

Kinds of

Women"

in

and got her a nice part

in

"Two

which she was the other kind and

achieved a degree of tipsyness that was

just

enough and

not too much, and you know how hard that

is

to

do

PH

RICHCE

SALLY EILERS

TOM DOUGLAS
I

!

ONE

of Paramoun+'s young

men

is

Tom

Douglas, and

work so
in his part in "Sky Brides" he continues the
that
bit
The
brilliantly begun in "The Road to Reno.
convincing.
Tom had in "Broken Lullaby" was intense and
"

I

He was
ithat

the

German boy who was killed,
as we say now with

was Broken,

or the Lullaby

the

new

title

WHILE

Sally Eilers will

be a very important part of

Fox production "Disorderly Conduct," along
with Spencer Tracy and Ralph Bellamy, for us she still
the

is

"Bad Girl" and her

Team" we
willowy

recall

figure

excellent

with delight.

of

a

girl

the

performance
Sally

is

in

"Dance

that slight and

debutante

world

loves

If

F

Constance Cummings as a triple threat. At left, in her new sports dress of smooth, dull-tonei
wool in its daring combination of red and white with tiny lines of deep blue in the trimminc
In center, Constance in a unique frock of India material.
The design is executed in nut brow
and white. At right, she wears a revealing water-blue evening gown, with a glittering circula
cape of sequins much favored by the Parisian designers this Spring. Constance varies th
model by having one side droop over the shoulder, like an old-fashioned bertha, while the othe
frankly forms a sleeve

Elissa

Landi looks as

she just stepped out of
as she reclines on her
informal dinner frock of

if

one of Goya's paintings

window seat

in

this

Spanish lace.
Maybe there's a duenna
lurking in the background, for Elissa's looking
black

Lovely Wynne Gibson smilingly plays
the hostess in this

pretty haughty in her tiny lace hat and infinitesimal shoulder cape.
Elbow-length lace mitts
carry out the old-world ensemble

dignified

Princess
gleaming

gown

of

white

taffeta

new)

lavishly

(very

em-

broidered with motifs of silver threads

Talented

Screen
Express

Women
their

Culture m
their

Costumes

Joan Bennett, looking demure and modest
in her new Spring suit of roughly woven tan
wool. The collar and jabot of her tailored
white satin blouse peek out shyly.
Joan's
trig little sports hat is of brown reindeer
cloth,

a

suede-finished fabric
this Spring

very popular

Harding is ready for a
day in this midnight
ue corded wool coat that

nn

usy

nartly silhouettes

her slim

Contrasting powder
lue corded wool fashions

gure.

wide revers.
rough straw tur-

flattering

le

clever

»

an and high-heeled kid
pera pumps of midnight
>lue complete her costume

ir
dress
cut
cleverly
smartly striped hunter's green
and white crepe, with an ad-

This

Lombard
says

lantly

"envy

wear?
with

The

I

wild-rose,

all-

carried out
in a luscious pink and the
low-cut bodice is the same
color.
A black velvet girdle
encircles her waist with the
correct amount gf savoir
faire and a three-quarter
length coat is waiting to
be donned in case the sun
over design

is

proves too hearty

crochet
little

Maureen
smiling

prettily. For she's

relaxes

jdtin.

wonder

me"

of the

is

hunter's green

O'SuHivan

in the warmth
desert sun at Palm
Springs in her luxurious pajamas of lustrous tea-rose

she

white
perky

a

a

nonchaas

carelessly

tied

worn by
Esmond, who
hails from Merrie England but
is now making pictures in our
own Hollywood. With it Jill
the throat,
bright-eyed Jill

No
Carole

scarf

justable
at

is

so

decked
out in a snappy little
yachting pajama suit of
bright green and beige
smooth wool. This is a
striking color combination

much

in

evidence

at the fashionable watering resorts this year.

A

of the same materials protects herthroat
scarf

from the sea breeies
and a pert beret keeps
her hair from flying

beret

bow

of

News Pictures

Ben Lyon and the Missus and the faf little Barbara Bebe.
The baby looks a lot like her mother, doesn't she?
She's
on her way to be christened and she is five months old

Lily

Damita, escorted by Sidney Smith, arrives at Srauman's
in Hollywood for a premiere.
To see and

Chinese Theatre

be seen

INTERNATIONAL

\A/HEN
'

'

girl

Tom Mix married he picked a
Ward so home now

— Mabel

—

circus
is

\n-

complete without traveling rings on the lawn and
sawdust in the coffee. Things have been happening fast with
entirely

Tom

with

lately.

He

appendicitis,

nearly signed off

then

he

started

again in films ("Destry Rides Again")
then he got an up-side-down wife.
But
keeps his saddle through it all and the

riding

and

Tom

affection

of nine million

youngsters

c

hcTURE People

Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Weissmuller
(Bobby Arnst) greet their friends
pass the microphone be-

as they

fore entering the theatre.
ny's

"Tanan"

is

expected to

Johnstart

a rush of champions towards the

An

adoring

fan

silk

Marlene
and

scarf

It has
it to the party.
Marlene's name embroidered on
Perhaps this will start a fad
it.
and you can put your name on

she wore

your garters and

cameras

gave

Dietrich a gorgeous

safe

undies,

the knowledge that Marlene does

Jackie

Cooper

is

staying up late to see

the premiere of Greta

Novarro

in

points

"Mata

Garbo and Ramon

Hari." to pick up a few

on love-making technique

The mike
and the
the

very

a

the cameras click
while
waits

premiere
ladylike
us,

How becoming

that clipped hair-

dress

in

Norma Shearer

confident that no one
gayer orchid than hers.

smiles at

has

listens,

is

it

Out at Universal Studio Miss
girl in town.
former Viennese stage and screen star, and Luis
Trenker, Alpine mountaineer and director, greet Carl Laemmie,
There

Tala

is

a

new

Birell.

President of Universal

LIPPMAN

LORETTA YOUNG

A
it

GREAT

part of the success of "Taxi"

handling of Cagney.

While

it

was due to Loretta's charm and her determined

didn't control the

little

scrapper's pugnacious

gave Loretta that serious quality which best brings out her appeal. "Hatchet

just a

waste of Loretta, but "Play Girl"

may have

the great chance

in it

spirit,

Man" was

which she deserves

—

Rochelle Hudson
An

Oklahoma

Hot<ha<ha\

SEVENTEEN

years in Claremore, Oklahoma, were quite
enough for little Rochelle Hudson. So she ditched high
school, and following in the footsteps of her home town boyfriend. Will Rogers, she picked on Hollywood. Well, why not?

made

a great success so.
the girls back home peevishly. "Hollywood is just pining for our Rochelle. Rochelle purchased a pair
of ear-muffs and drowned their din, with the result that she is
now that almost forgotten rarity a Hollywood Cinderella Girl.
For all unaided she fought for a screen test and by her ability
and charm won a long term contract with R-K-O.
Small bits were her share at first. Soon came an important
part in "Fanny Foley Herself" and then the choicest plum of
Will

.

.

.

"Oh, yeah?" muttered

—

all

—a

fat role in

"Are These Our Children?"

With

this

came

recognition.

Rochelle
eyes

and

is

hair.

and has dark brown
and has just a trace of

five feet three inches in height

She speaks French

fluently

Southern accent.
She admits she's simply crazy about acting, but while this
part of her Hollywood life may be "great fun," she's got her
darker moments. For Mamma came along and insisted that
Rochelle keep up her school work, tough luck.

D oran

Mary

She Took Psychology Under
ZicgfeU,

EVERYBODY
great
all

little

She's a

agrees that Mary's legs are swell.

actress too.

you've got to do

brown

Oboyoboyoboy!
And when

—

comes to beauty well,
Mary's auburn locks, laughing
it

look at
eyes and five feet two of pulchritude to
is

know

that the

girl's all there.

Way back (in 1924 or
psychology and romance
All her friends in those old days wore long hair and

She's got brains, also.
5)

Mary went

languages.

soulful looks.

to

Uhuh!

Columbia

Mary was

a bit

S'trulh!

to study

on the dreamy

side herself.

Fortunately for us, however, she loved to dance and soon
found a tasty niche for herself in "Rio Rita." Like all good
Zicgfcld students she went to Hollywood and did her darndcst
to make good.
The road's been tough but Mary has stood it well. Came
small parts in a number of pictures and recently she was cast
in Warners' "Union Depot" and "A Little Church Mouse."
Those long-haired days at Columbia have been left far behind. Mary's learned how to play again. She adores parties,
horseback riding and dancing. But she wants you to understand
that no matter how gay she gels slu-'s still true to her first love
psychology! Don't forget that, you wiseacres, who judge a girl
by her legs!
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More Movie
{^Continued
appearance tour in

New York and imme-

Grant
came back to Hollywood— and Peggy decided she'd take another look at the Gold
diately

they

And

Coast.

for

fell

each

other.

\vanted to learn about picwalked onto the "Symphony of

Six Million

set at

"

R-K-O

the

was simply amazed to see about

studio

and

fifteen little

children sitting around tables. The "school
for blind children" scene was being taken.
"Mercy, exclaimed the visitor, "w here do
"From the
all these children come from?"
stork, answered Irene (poise) Dunne pleas"

"

Landi and Alexander
Kirkland in "The Devil's
Lottery." Kirkland is the

direct.

DESPITE

are the yokels talking!

A LADY who
tines

Paul Lukas will appear opposite her and Richard Wallace

in Central America.

the fact that

Renee Adoree

will

be discharged from the sanitarium at
Prescott, Arizona, this Spring, she cannot
resume her picture career for a long while.
After leaving Prescott, she will have to reside in a high altitude— and Hollywood is
only a few feet above sea level.
•

—

you know that Tom Mix fought in
DIDthree
wars? He did. Spanish American
war, in China during the Boxer rebellion

Elissa

young man Hollywood

He

watching.

is

attracted

attention by his perform-

ance in "Surrender"

JANET GAYNOR

and her mother and
hubby Lydell Peck are vacationing for

three weeks at Pahii Springs, in the desert,
getting a good coat of tan
is
belore starting "Rebecca of Sunn)brook
|anet has just returned from a
Farm."
three months' vacation in Europe. Oh, for
the life of a movie star.

and Janet

—

CARROLL

NANCY

and a grand sense

inherited red
of

humor from

hair
the

When asked by an interLahiffs.
viewer once what her life's ambition was
she tossed off gaily, "Oh, I'd like to be shot
at ninety by a jealous husljand.
Irish

"

gave George O'Brien
WHEN Fox and

a

new

short vacation he
rushed to New York to celebrate with
Marguerite Churchill, who is' starring in
George is always
a play on Broadway.
"fallink in luff again" but this time it looks
like the real thing— though they make pretty
good imitations these clays.
a

contract

Wide Wurli

DESPITE

all rumors Marlene Dietrich has
no intention of returning to the FatherShe has just rented
land any time soon.
Pola Negri's beach house at Malil)u and is
preparing for a long, hot summer. Bebe

Daniels

is

her landlord.

—

ANN DVORAK

<i>—

and

Leslie

Fenton

are

-ii going places together.
Phil Holmes anci Florence Rice are seen
everywhere you look. And quite easy on
the eyes they are too.
Loreita Young has everyone guessing. Is
Some say it's Herbert Soniborn
it or is it?
(one of Gloria Sxvanson's early marriage interludes) who will lead Loretta to the altar
ere tlic robins nest again, and there are
those who sav the lucky bridegroom will be
one of the Raphael boys who is loaded with
lucre.
He sings to her while they dance at
the Cocoanut Grove and it's just too sweet
Herbert doesn't sing, and he
for words.
can't croon, but when Loretta's with him
she doesn't seem to mind.
And Grant Withers who only yesterday
seems was "my lite, my love, my all"
it

now muchly

attracted lo
Grant
Yes, the Peggy Joyce.
Peggy
and Peggy met ^vhilc he was on a personal
will)

I.orelta
)o)ce.
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Janet Gaynor, her husband Lydell Peck, Charles Farrell,
and Mrs. Farrell snapped at Palm Springs, California,
where Janet is acquiring a very becoming coat of tan

is

antlv and went about her business of being
a teacher.
.

.

,:/*,.

AFTER

an absence of almost two years
d ning which time she studied both
singing and voice culture Colleen Moore,
now "fit as a fiddle," iias instructed her

Hollvwood agents to negotiate a studio
And at this \\riting it
contract for her.
lOoks like we'll have Colleen back with us
this

summer.

British army in the Boer
war, at the siege of Ladysmith. During the
World War he did recruiting service.

and with the

WILLI \M B.

LEEDS, the young tinplate
millionaire, may have been Raqiiel
Torres' escort while she was in New York,
but Charlie Feldman, the handsome attorney, was at the station waiting for her when
Yes, Charlie
she returned to Hollv\vood.
and Raquel are still engaged.

^

GLORIA SWANSON

and Mike

(fourth
deep in the

husband) I"annei arc now
snow country of Switzerland. The babv is
expected in April. Gloria already has iwo
children, one by adoption and one by
science.
.

Bankheatl's

Paramount.

It

—
is

crazy about

fried

But don't send her any through

M,\SSA Gary
OLEHolhwood

Cooper is due back in
anv day now. A\ liilc

in the African jiiugle he shot lions
lions and su|X'r lions (whatever they
are) and he floated up ami down Cleopatra s
Nile, and made whoopee in Egypt in the

o\c\-

,,«,.

next
is

apples.
the mail.

just

— —

THUNDER BELOW"

JOAN CRAWFORD

will

starring

be Tallulah
vehicle

an adventure novel

for
laid

and

Silver Screen

.

i

"T*

Town
from page

Topics

ready for work again at the Parafilm studio. Paramount has decided
to team him with the glamorous Tallulah
all

in a sea story tentatively called "Sirens and
What think you of that, fans?
Tritons."
Do you want to see your favorite long, lean,

lanky hero hugging the Bankhead gal?
is

now busy making "Limpy,"

Jackie Cooper's next picture,
with Chic Sale important in the cast. Instead of making this picture on a studio
set M-G-M has rented a house in Culver
City and furnished it from attic to cellar.
Despite the fact that the house is in the
midst of a thickly populated neighborhood,
and it was Saturday afternoon, not a single
kid or grown-up was hanging over the
fence i\'atching Jackie make his pictine.
Ft's an old, old story to Culver City.

which

Marx
and

flapping alorig.

sz.w

Groucho

They took one

look

ran.

—.<i«—

mount

M-G-M

lywood Boulevard when they

17]

grand manner. So no^v he declares that he
has lost his anemia and his indigestion and
is

IS said in these parts that Dracula and
Frankenstein were strolling along Hol-

J-

is

—

DIRECTOR

\'AN DYKE, who recently
completed "Tarzan" for M-G-M, has
built himself a home in Brentwood Heights.

THEY

say

that

Lupe Velez and Ben

Finney danced the best rhumba in
Hollywood.
Perhaps it was through her
exhibition of skill in this hotsy-totsy dance
that Lupe found herself invited to play an
important part in Maestro Ziegfeld's newest musical, "Hot Cha!"

—

#>•—

on "State's Attorney" has
been indefinitely postponed until John
Barrymore gets his profile healed. John
was in a terrible automobile accident recently and was pretty badly bruised.

—

<#>—
and Lucien

Littlefield are
play middle-aged
men in pictures and they are both handsome yoimg Lotharios.

most deceptive.

They

—

THE
the

has given up
plumbing business and become an
actor— much against his mother's and
father's wishes.
Radio is making great
late

—"When
Nancy Carroll

Lon Chaney's son

plans for his debut picture. Noah Beery 's
son has signed up with Universal and papa
Noah is quite proud.

Dick
in

you may have missed
makes love to

Arlen

'Wayward'— boy,

he's act-

ing!"

—
GENEVIEVE TOBIN

is telhng it on herthe Embassy Club these days
and it makes a good story too. It seeins
that Genevieve, in the very latest sports
attire from the New York shops, dropped
in on a visit to friends one evening and
found them with a party of their friends all
ready to set out on a night of dancing at
the Cocoanut Grove. They urged Genevieve
to join them but she declined saying that
as they were in formal dress she would look
decidedly out-of-place in her sports clothes.
But they continued to insist and she continued to decline, and it looked as if a
dead-lock had been reached when one of
the beautiful and dumb sought to save the
situation by piping up Avith, "If you'll feel
more comfortable, Miss Tobin, I'll run

at

self

SHOOTING

ANDY CLYDE

AWINCHELLETTE

home and put on something funny

looking

tool"

IF YOU

are not feeling so good, go to the
"Arrowand see the doctor.
smith," "Alias the Doctor" and "Impatient
Maiden" are all very medical and all good.

movies

The

real schoolroom of the

on the

M-G-M

Hal Roach "Our Gang" kids

Three year old "Spanky" and Pete
the Pup are only permitted because of Mrs. Fern Carter's
appreciation of their photographic excellence
lot.

one of those rabid nature lovers who
can pronounce every word in a seed catalogue, and whose idea of a good time is potting about with flora and fauna.
Now,
when the local gentry got into the habit of
parking their Rolls in a bed of tulips or
iiatking into a rare Iris Gernianica Van got
mad.
He proceeded to lock half of his
gale so that no one could drive in unless
on iiorseback. One night he heard the
\''an is

chugging of a motor in his drive\vay and in
a great rage he flung open his door and
demanded to know Avhat scoimdrel had
broken his gate clown.
But it was only
pretty little Bobbe Arnst (Johnny Weissmuller's Avife) in her cute baby Austin.
A\'lien the French general said, "They shall
not jiass" he wasn't talking about Austins.

for

May

1932

Richard
WHEN
"Cyrano de Bergerac"

Bennett's

company

of

opened in a
nearby town Joan and Gene Markey went
to see papa act on the opening niglit. Joan
nestled her head on Gene's stalwait shoulder all during the play.
a Bennett does it.

It's all

right, girls,

#

GARBO

and Mrs. Bertliold

Viertel

(the

wile of her fa\orite director) attended
the Mary W'igman dance recital the other
night and almost trampled the poor ])ublic

beneath their feet in their mad stampede
for exits.
Nice people won't hint you,
Garbo.
Marie Dressier was at the Wigman recital
too, but she didn't go in for tram()ing.

Marian Nixon and Warner Baxter snapped while
walking from the dressing
rooms to Stage 9, at Movietone City, where they are
currently working
45
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R eviewm

S creen s

Silver

James Kirkwood and Joan Bennett
"She Wanted a Millionaire"
in

Clive Brook and Marlene Diet
''Shanghai Express'
rich in

THE MAN
SHANGHAI EXPRESS
Rating:

Marvelous

—Paramount

return of Marlene Dietrich has been
THE
This picture has a
eagerly awaited.
diflerent quality

from her former

films and,

war in the East, has a tiinelidue
ness ^vhich has helped the box office. Fundamenially, however, it is grand entertainment.
"Shanghai Lily" is a lady (concerning
whom there is no uncertainty) who had
once upon a time truly loved Clive Brook.
to the

In fact she still loves him but unforgivable
Clive
chapters in her life kill her hopes.
risks his life for her, and she returns the
gallant gesture, which shows that their

memories linger".
This romance

is

a very small part of the

in fact the lovely Marlene is but
For the ona small part of the picture.
rushing train and the wonderful atmosphere of far places capture the interest and
The good old melohold the attention.
drama of Warner Oland as a Chinese
bandit seems authentic of the East, and
the train moves steadily onward to finally
reach a place in your regard that is unique.

picture;

Director von Sternberg has
derful picture and Dietrich

made
is

a wongreater than

WHO PLAYED GOD
— Warners

Rating: Fine

GEORGE

ARLISS, in
Gouveneur Morris'

this picture from
story, is a great

concert pianist who falls under the family
curse of deafness. Arliss, quite in character
as the elderly matinee idol, resents his
affliction but is saved from despair by
The park adjacent,
learning lip reading.

viewed through field glasses, reveals many
dramas. He reads the lips of the hopeless
as they tell their troubles one to the other,
and before long he is secretly sending them
This is naturally very surprising to
help.
them and Arliss gets a lot of fun out of
playing

God

instead

of

the

piano.

One

his fiancee's lips and then he
Bette
discovers how human he really is.
Arliss is
Davis is the girl, and is good.

day he reads

remarkable.
He makes the
much more important than

picture seem
it

really

is.

Rating:

AND PLEASURE
FuNNY

ROGERS
WILL
culture but a

is

Pox
the Yankee with no

lot of wit.

He

goes to

Eiuope on business and a large part of the
action takes place on the ship. This gives
Joel McCrea a moment or two with Peggy
Ross, who looks pretty good and seems to
be due for a career. Dorothy Peterson is
the wife of Will Rogers, and her perform-

The return of Jelta
ance is delightful.
Goudal, as a vamp employed by the business rivals,

is

a

welcome touch.

Rogers is not quite as funny as he
has sometimes been, he is always enterWe never
taining and full of surprises.
His own joerthink of \ViIl as an actor.
sonality dominates the roles he plays, so
it was startling to "hear" him disguised as
You
the crystal-gazing bearded prophet.
will hardly know him.
If
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Rating:

JOAN BENNETT

out
GET
the low

Excellent

your comfortable shoes with
probably have
to stand in line two hours before you can

It's
get inside the theatre to see this one.
They used
in caps and italics.
to make pictures like this in the old silent
days.

Spencer Tracy plays an ambitious yoimg
motorcycle cop who believes that honesty
He nobly turns down
is the best policy.
bribe money from bootleggers and runs in
a swell looking dame who sasses him when
he gives her a ticket for speeding. But the
gal turns out to be Sally Filers, cherished
daughter of the local big shot, who goes in
for society and class, and at Sally's instigation he has Spencer demoted.
Spencer burns at the injustice and starts
There are
chiseling with a vengeance.
gangsters and society girls and raids, and
the grand pay-olf comes when Spencer finds
Sally in the

revenge at

The

room
last!

entire cast

is

Ah,
u'ith a dead man.
There's a swell ending.
splendid with bouciucts
Tracy, Sally Filers and

going to S|x_'ncer
Ralph Bellamy. And don't forget little
Dickie Moore who has the most important
part he has had in his brief career.

—Fox

"the daughter of the poor," and then,
as the winner of the Atlantic City
Beauty Contest, that Sjjencer Tracy's love
for her was quite easy to believe. He made
it
convincing, too!
James Kirkwood was
the millionaire who bought his beautifiil
wife and then guarded her with such fervor
that his mind cracked under the strain— at
least that is the only explanation we have
for his idea of feeding Joan to the great
Danes.
The picture has many interesting scenes
and, taken all in all, is a very entertaining
Una Merkel has a nice
setting for Joan.
part, although her desire for a boy friend
seemed overworked. Joan Bennett is very
pretty and conveys a timid, gentle quality
is

attractive.

THE IMPATIENT MAIDEN

—Fox

heels, for you'll

Fair

looked so appealing as

later,

DISORDERLY CONDUCT
Rating:

WANTED A MILLIONAIRE

SHE

that

ACTION

ever.

BUSINESS

Stand

Rating:

AYRES

Good

— Universal

a serious young man. It
J is
this seriousness that gives his pictures interest and gives every plot situation

LEW

is

which he finds himself suspense and
drama. It also makes attractive Mr. Ayres
one of the best bets among the younger
men.
He tells the charming Mae Clarke that
his love is greater than any biological urge.
To gi\e in would make them both "just a
coujjle of police court cases," he says, voicing the most modern thought of the ModSex is something, but it is not all.
erns.
The young doctor (Lew) cannot get married because he has not enough money
while he is serving his interneship in a
hospital. Mae does not want to wait. They
If we tell you that Mae is stricken
part.
and rushed to a hospital where her life is
despaired of, could you tell us who the
smart young doctor is who performs the
in

successfid operation?
Incidentally, the picture makes you understand a little about the microbe battle
that ceaselessly goes on. However. Lew has
He is
the microbe that Hollvwood needs.
[Coulinued on pog<' 48]
SERIOUS.
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the Secret
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complexion

is

younger look-

ing than ever."

Charm

Countless other lovely stars
agree with these two favorites!

TWENTY- NINE — nearing

Soap

thirty! Is that -an age to
dread? The screen stars say no!

I

my

next

woman

needs

don't dread

birthday a bit. No
to look old if she

is

willing to

take sensible care of her skin.
Since I discovered Lux Toilet

I

worry about

p

my

skin."

"I'm 29," says Esther Ralston.

"No one need

"I'm 29," says Anita Stewart.

"But

I never

fear

birthdays.

out of 10 Screen
Stars use it

Of Hollywood's 694 important
actresses, including all stars, 686

Women on the screen, of course,
must keep their youthful charm.

use this fragrant soap, which

And

soap can rival it! It is the official
soap in all the big film studios.

a young-looking skin

is

ab-

For years I've
used Lux Toilet Soap and I think
solutely necessary!

am 2S)..
Esther Ralston

so beautifully

You

will

want to try

it.

1 am 2,9-"
^nita Stewart

Photograph hy M.

ESTHER RALSTON,

the lovely star

who owns

Esther's Beauty

Salon in Hollywood. "A young-looking skin is absolutely necessary," she says. "That's why I've used Lux Toilet Soap for years."

is

white no other

Il.oiu

charming screen favorite, says: "From the
day I discovered Lux Toilet Soap I've never worried about my
so easily I"
skin. With this nice white soap I keep it smooth

ANITA STEWART,

—

Lux Toilet Soap_io^

R eviewmg
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Bond and Joe E. Brown
"Fireman Save My Child!"

Lillian

Richard Arlen and Nancy
Carroll in "Wayward"

in

Ina Claire, Joan Blondeil

and Madge Evans in "The
Had a Word for Them"

4 Greeks

THE GREEKS HAD A WORD FOR
THEM

WAYWARD
Excellent — Paramount

Rating:

Rating:

in a while they give Nancy Carroll a part that reveals the wonderful
This story is the
little actress that she is.
old one in which the chorus girl charms
the rich boy and "friend mother-in-law"

ONCE

THREE

breaks up the marriage. She over-reaches
herself when she hides the fact that pa-

and

thetic

little

Nancy came back home one

When

husband Dick Arlen finds this out, there is a
kiss-closeup that puts the picture away
among your pleasant memories.
The picture shows that Nancy is really a
fine little actress with a wonderful voice,
and that when she wants to she can domiPauline Frederick, as the mother-innate.
law, gives Nancy her chance to become as-

night and was turned away.

Dick hated

sertive.

Excellent— United

Joan Blondeil
girls, Ina
and Madge Evans are gold-diggers of a
highly professional sort. The story of their
friendship for one another, and their plans
and battles to get hold of the money of
susceptible men, forms a story that is light
delightful.

Zoe Akins wrote the original play.
Lowell Sherman is the director, and also
plays a part. He has a flair for this type
of picture and, with the assistance of these
three talented girls, makes a charmingly
gay comedy. True love finds its way into
ihe story and David Manners carries his
share of the honors, but the three girls are
the whole thing, with Joan Blondeil coming out a little ahead.

his role.

Rating:

Fair—R-K-O-Pathe

picture is more of a
Douglas picture than it is an
Ann Harding picture, Ann does have her
moments. Adolphe Menjou is the sly vilthis

story is concerned with
of France and our hero is left
His wife,
to rot among the primitives.
Ann, goes to him and awakens in him a

The whole

lain.

some outpost

realization of his

moral decay.

When

the

almost completed our hero's
degradation the memory of the prestige of
Not the
the white race reclaims him.
has

villain

picture best suited to Ann.

THE HATCHET MAN

WE

Rating:

Good

son

HOUSE

THIS

the dirty

48

this.

—

(B. F.

work and

still is

charming

is

hard

take.

none the

less.

THE SILENT WITNESS
Rating:

Fine

—Fox

is a murder story with a trial scene.
marks the first apix?arance of Lionel
Atwill on the screen and he is a distinct

THIS
It

addition to the limited

men

in pictures.

The

number
jjlot

of gentleof this story is

so good that you do not have to pretend
You really do not suspect
to be mystified.
interesting,
is
It
Ihe logical nunderer.
for one reason, because the comt is an

English be-wigged
tertaining.

alfair.

Thoroughly en-

National
a

isn't

'

of a fire extinguisher you still will not be
entirely right— for Joe is a comedian.
The laughs are plentiful enough to keep
you happy and there is plot enough to

A

Zeidman)

Notice Bette Davis in this— for
she has caught on. It is the story of the
inside of a reformatory for boys and is
ghastly entertainment, but entertainment
to

— Warners

no pidgin-English in

Good

First

and there

decent humorous picture.

Junior Durkin's picture and just
a bad day for Pat O'Brien, so far as
the characters which they play are conJunior has the loyal-thoughcerned.
ignorant part and Pat has the unpleasant
He goes
job of double-crossing the boy.
noble at the end, if that fixes it with you.
A villain who glories in his baseness is al^vays good company, but a man ^vho does

say that Edward L. Robinsucceeds in making his Hatchet

good dramatic entertainment, and we
were prepared to do some hatchet work
He makes this tong executioner
ourselves.
cpiite human and torn by conflicting deLeslie Fenton, who is our favorite
sires.
young man menace, entices Lorctta Yoinig,
the young bride of Robinson, from her
husband while the Hatchet Man is about
If Chinese dialect
his appointed calling.
allee samce l)()r(s you, Ix- assured that there
is

—

a child

very exciting fire, but BOY is there a
fireman!
Joe E. Brown is the lad who
loves the ladders and the hose, and there
are a couple o' girls that Joe has a hard
time saving "no" to and, true to his proEvalyn Knapp
fession, they are burning.
Bond
is the sweet and good girl and Lillian
is the little siren.
If we tell you that Joe is a baseball
player with natural talent, and that there's
a wind-up that is worth the price of admission, you will think it's a baseball pictine, or if you consider Joe as an inventor

IT'S

is

MUST

Man

THERE

Delightful
isn't

keep up the suspense.

PRESTIGE

WHILE
Mclvyn

Rating:

Artists

Claire,

HELL'S
Rating:

FIREMAN SAVE MY CHILD!

TOUGH TO

Rating:

Good

—

fine,

Good

clean and
boy, Joe.

BE FAMOUS

First National

are plenty of laughs in Young
Doug's picture and, after all, what more
can you ask. Doug, looking very Charles
Augustus Lindberghish, because of a minor
incident of bravery on the high seas, finds
himself when he reaches New York hailed
by frenzied millions as the Man-of-theMoment. He's given the keys of the city
by Mayor Walker, banquets, receptions,
turns around
etc., etc., and every time he
he hmnps into newspaper reporters, moving pictine cameras, and autograjjh hounds.
EverMhing he does appears in headlines.
He marries Mary Brian and tries to settle
down to a nice quiet home life but what

THERE

with press agents and nosey reporters there
Their marriage smashes up
is no peace.
on the rock of Publicity and Doug gets
sullen

and

Mary

gets

impossible.

But

bickering they make
up and start on another honeymoon without benefit of publicity, only to have Doug
save the life of an old couple, be acclaimed
thing
hero, and have the whole darn
after

much

childish

a

Doug Jr. gives an easy
performance but Mary Brian
is
has gone terribly southern on us and

start

and

over again.

realistic

<juite difficult to

understand.
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Tiy Seventeen Youth-tone
YowJer,
.

LI

.

,

if

Rou^e and l-iipstick

you would

BE

SEVENTEEN
TONIGHT

PSTI

CK

ROUGE

jn tKe smoolk-spreaJing texture,
tlie vout^-*onc coloring, tkat you ve
always -wanted! Aloisten, your lips tefore applying, and tlie lipstick becomes indelitle.Tliree sliades

in

Youtk-Xone

to

matcK tKe

tkat

sliades,

is

radiantly different

from ordinary powders!

soft tints of

Two

Seventeen Lipstick. Tke smart cases matcli, too,
making a purse ensemtle of diarmand distinction.

weiglits of

powder

create a variation of color

tones, giving an effect of youtliful transparency.

ck Seventeen^s coloring

kloom again
most
THE
made

riglit liere

on

tins pagel

news of malte-up preparations

is

your complexion

exciting teauty discovery yoii ever

contained

is

For kere

in

on a new ideal

— to

accomplisli results

—

tased

tliat

you

tlieir

is tlieir

purpose

name.

And

— to reproduce

tke

in

— tke
— are

suktle, elusive tints

found a

way

to

soft,

tliere.

—

tlie

Seventeen even

Two -Tone.)

.

Lipstick for quick, youtklul keauty.

Seventeen creams daily

to

And

use tke

keep your skin

youtkfully soft and supple. Prices will deltgkt you,
if

you've tkougkt fine

reproduce tkat delicate transparency

of youtliful skin in powderl (Seventeen
calls tins principle

.

.

refreskiiig

!

natural tones

.

Try Seventeen! Seventeen Powder, Rouge and

explains

your complexion

tke actual color tones of seventeen

All tke glamour

name

.

.

to tke skin.

never dreamed make-up could accomplisli!

Seventeen

Don't Le satisfied witk ordinary make-iip any more.
Don't tolerate karsk lipsticks tkat kave none of tke
rouge so artificial it can deceive
lure of youtk
powder tkat often seems actually agmg
no one

Yo

i( J-

Chance

toiletries

to

try

must ke expensive.

Seventeen!
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Few, Indeed,

Go Mad

^Continued from page

for

Love!

ig]

up how

break for you and me if sometimes they
would forget to rush home to the little
woman and would stray into an orchid
boudoir and shout "Tonight or never!"
But these paragons of virtue never stray,
and certainly never shout. They wouldn't
ans^ver the phone if Garbo called, and they
wouldn't go mad for love if Dietrich moved
into the spare bedroom.
Oh dear me, no.
All of which, of course, makes them extremely poor copy. I'd as soon write about

sit

the Rover Boys.

roughly about on
Joan on the nose and
to Norma's chin, but Mrs. Gable never
shows any bruises or signs of wear and
tear.
At home the big brute is as docile
as a lamb.
Although Mrs. Gable is ten
)ears his senior they seem to be a most
congenial couple who enjoy simple pastimes.
Though there arc always those old
meanies (hangovers from the golden age of
indiscretion) who say that it's merely a publicity stunt. Maybe— and maybe not. In this
goldfish bowl be sure your sins, if you have
any, will find you out sooner or later.

and

hotel suite

in his

out of his next
rarely uses that million

concert toin-.
He
dollar smile offstage.
He hasn't been in
the tabloids since he discovered America—
which is a disappointing record for a
Parisian.

Freddie March has always lived an honand upright life and his courtship and
marriage to Florence Eldridge was highly
respectable. Florence was a capable actress
on the New York stage but Avhen Freddie
heard the call to Hollywood she abandoned
her career and like a dutiful wife accompanied him. Freddie doesn't live in grand
style, he contents himself with a few luxuries, puts his money in the bank, and spends
his evenings at home.
And what would
X'alentino think of that?
There are rumors that Maurice Chevalier
once led a rather assorted life in the old
country, and gossips whisper "Mistinguette"
and wink mysteriously.
But whatever
\ariety of sheik Chevalier may have been
in France, in the United States, worse luck,
he is simply a good husband trying to
make a living. His visits here are as
fraught with excitement as sponge cake is
with sponges. Madame Chevalier (the for-

loves his

own

He may push

the
the screen and sock
sw\ing an upper cut

fireside.

There was some hope

last

year that

who

flappers,

to the minister, lost his fire and passion, and became just another leading man.
off

mer

He goes mad— but alas, goes Yuma!
The situation gets more and more

^vhich isn't often, as he seems to prefer to

ard

Yvonne Vallee) accompanies him
whenever he makes a social appearance,

The

Lew

wvas the Big Moment with the
might go in for ravishing, break
up a few hearts and homes, and become a
first class spinner of women.
But he fell
in love with blonde Lola Lane, rushed her

Avres,

melHere are Chester Morris, Rich-

ancholy.
Arlen,

Montgomery,

Robert

Who

Girl

Hamilton, Charlie Farrell, Regis

Toomey—

all

of
doesn't

them swell sheik material but it
do you or me or Clara Bow any

good.

These lads are nice home-bodies
the clock and put the cat out at
Even John Gilbert, the last of Pas-

who wind
night.

playmates, has settled down in the
cool of the evening with a profound weariness for the ways of the world and wvoinen.

sion's

Clark Gable, the great menace of '31 -'32,
is the nearest thing to a sheik we have in
stock. But here again we have a man who
girls

est

figure

much money he can make

Changed

Neil

discouraging?
hate to think that

Isn't it

we women are getting so intelligent that we don't appreciate
great lovers any more, and I hate to tliink
that our movie stars are getting too phlegmatic and respectable to make great lovers any more, so why not let's blame the
whole situation on the depression. How
can anyone run up a temperature when
I

has dropped to 45?
And how can
anyone work himself into a fine frenzy
when he's wondering if he'll get a salary
cut? And how can anyone go mad for love
when a breach of promise suit costs so
much money?
steel

The

talkies

the

are

silents were.
silent star.)
The

higher mentally than
(Rin Tin Tin was a

screen city, now populated by talented intelligent people, can no
longer furnish the sexy, glamorous troubadour of yesteryear.
Oh for a sheik! The pale school marm
of Oskaloosa once could read of the great
lovers, sure of a blush or two, but now she
will find more thrills in reading "The Rape
of Shanghai" by the Nipponese, or perhaps
Gary Cooper will tell about
I Veldt in
Alrica.

"How

"

the Stars

[Continued from page 22]

Today her swift
Speed, always speed.
limousine transports her from peak to peak
—airplanes lift her into the skies and froin
coast to coast— television, radio, telephotos
carry her voice and image to the ends of
the earth— and the ends of the earth listen
attentively!

There is only one background for Jean
Harlow, and that is the world. She is as
international as air. As adaptable as water.
The perfect cosmopolite— a product of a
new age to come.
Follow her for a day and learn the vicisFor it is puncsitudes of an idol's life.
tuated with exercising, interview's, lunches,
She never
balls,
lectures, dances.
teas,
she never relaxes and yet she looks
she had stepped from a mould at any
time of the day.
She eats moderately what she likes, thinks
nothing of dieting and yet her figure is the
She
despair of a million adoring girls.
talks to hundreds of people a week, entertains and is entertained, and her conversation never lags a moment behind the newest witticism, the latest news, the most
profitable divertisements.
rests,

as

if

A Helen

thousand airships
(remember "Hell's Angels") she combines
to launch

a

the pulchritudinous trails of a Godi\a. who
rode the streets of Coventry, with the intelOrchids
ligence of the lady from Troy.
keep arriving at her door by the hour because she lo\es them. Gifts pour down on
her head fronr a public that never lets up.
And does Jean tire of it? She loves it. She
cais it!
When I
She's as cordial as a creditor.
saw her last in her suite at a hotel in ihe
Sixties, she had been through an ordeal of
interviewers- woTuen who wanted to know

which she assured
ihem did not exist. They asked her what
she ale, drank, smoked. They turned her
over and over in their questioning like a
about her "inside

life,"

piece of beef at a barbecue, and prodded
her, thinking that savory, gossipy juices
would drip upon their pads to be transformed into italicized words.
But she is always the wvinner, for Jean,
according to psychologists, is an extrovert,
one wvithoiu inhibitions, whose motives are
all above board, whose movements are free
and clean as the south wind.

One

of her most amusing traits is her
to disorganize anyone of affected
mannerism. She is perfectly disarming and
has a youthful naivete that immediately
may be changed into an appalling sophistication. She can be snooty with the best of
them and chummy wiih the rest of them.
In her modern apartment in New York,
gowned in her usual black silk Lniivin,
ability

scented with Guerlain's Shalimar, platihaired, fingernails coated with red
enamel, looking for all the world like something that might well have descended from
another planet, she suddenly loosened herself from a mood of languorous contemplation to that of the little girl in Kansas

num

City.

"Can you blow smoke

manded

rings?"

she de-

of me.

I
I never blew a smoke ring in my life.
never thought about it imtil that moment.
But when Jean Harlow asks you if you blow

smoke rings, you blow smoke rings.
"Of course I do," I replied.
She handed me the cigarette she held in
her hand, fresh from her crimson mouth.
Then she knelt do\vn on the rug, knelt in
magnificent

black

silk

and turned up her
"Now blow rings at me and

face.

that

was her
yon a
As I

piece of

clress,

trick," she told

I'll

that

show

me.

smoke

said, I've never before thought about
rings, but
lips formed into a

circle

about the tip of the cigarette that

my

Jean had smoked and a
issued from me,

much

moment later there
my own surprise,

to

mention the cigarette's, a perfect
ring.
It floated lazily in the air, a perfect life
ring of smoke, wavering slightly in the
not

to

smoke

warm

breeze of the room, -when suddenly
to spy Jean.
Without an instant's hesitation it gravitated slowly toward
her mouth, which was half opened, and
then, to my great wonderment, floated exactly betw\'een her lips and into her mouth.
The secret of Jean's trick, of course, was
not the magnetism she exerted on the ring,
but the draft she aeated by sucking in air
so that there was only one path for the
poor little ring to take— and what a path!
And in another moment her parlor tricks
^\^cre stored a\vay and she was talking about
herself, her future.
She wants parts that
are at once comedy and drama. She thinks
Barbara Stanwyck is doing the sort of thing
she would like.
If you are interested in the man she
it

seemed

wants to marry— he must be "nice," have a
sense of humor, be out of her profession.
At present she won't leave the screen to
marry, she wants to learn how to act, how
to time herself properly— she wants to cultivate a technique.
She thinks that marrying now woulcl be "leaving things in the
middle."
She thinks

Bing Crosby is marvellous
and doesn't think anything of Russ Columbo. She doesn't mention Rudy X'allce.
She has a cat called "Baby" because that is
her own nickname, and a Great Dane
named "Bleak" because he was bought on
She's not in love now.
She likes orchids so much that at the
opening of "Hell's Angels" in Hollywood
everyone sent them to her, and to please
them all she wore a corsage of thirtv-nine

a rainy day.

orchids that stretched across the front of
her wvrap and startled Hollywood into a new
style, even though she was doing it as a
joke.

.
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Clark Gable
m

"Strange Interlude'
l^iorma Shearers picture

"A

more than any other pcture

Gahle as a Gangster,

Free Soul" did

Clark

to establish

l^ow, again with

l^orma, Gahle has a tremendous o]^i^ortmity

(Wnh

a Scene

From

from anything
different
UTTERLY
that Clark Gable has done so far
is

his role o£ Doctor Ned Darrell in
This sensational stage
"Strange Interlude.
plav o£- Eugene O'Neill s has been boiled
down from a se\en hour drama to a two
hour picture but it has lost none of its
"

grim

futility

Strange Interlude
chose to call life's

and tragic bitterness.
what Shakespeare

is

fitful fever, the age-old
struggle of a man and woman for happiness, until both are too old and too weary

How do Women
the

in

Movies

Manage?
While a picture is being filmed, it means
weeks of work without pause. Imagine
the star, in a scene employing a thousand
because she is "indisposed!" The time of month does not
excuse her. Women in the movies must
carry on. Menstruation is just an incident.
people,

How

quitting

you know
she will tell you

do they manage?

If

any woman in pictures,
how Hollywood meets this emergency.
Try to find even an "extra" girl who
doesn't carry Midol!

This marvelous discovery of the specialis not merely a measure of relief.
It ends all menstrual pain in five to seven
minutes. Ten minutes after swallowing
one tablet, all discomfort has passed!

ists

And

it

is

effective

for

hours.

If

you

and take Midol just
you can go through your whole
period without one twinge of menstrual
pain or even headache!

anticipate your time
before,

Midol is a boon to professional women,
business women, every active woman who
can't afford to be a monthly martyr,
breaking engagements when her sickness
comes unexpectedly, or dragging through
the period slumped with pain. Approved
by the medical profession, for it is nonnarcotic! Your druggist has the little box
that tucks in your purse; just ask for
Midol.

1

6)

r atricia Keats

By

original

Page

the Picture; See Frontispece

to care.
Few actors have had a greater scope in
emotional roles than Clark Gable, who has
risen in a brief two years from comparative

Thcv
consequences of their secret affair.
in lo\e \vith each other, but
fall madh
Sam, adoring husband and loyal friend,
whose \er\ sanity depends on domestic
Years pass and
felicity, must ne\er know.
as Nina's son grows up he worships Sam
but hates his real father. Dr. Darrell, and
susi^ects

his

mother

of

infidelity.

Mood\,

grim, coldly introspective and savagely embittered by the cruel jest that Fate has
pla\ed on him. Doctor Ned Darrell is the
heaviest dramatic role in any picture \ou
Will Clark Gable— the
ha\e ever seen.
menace— Clark Gable— the lover— be able to
make it con\incing?

obscuritv to enormous popularity. "Typed"
as a gangster alter his tremendous success
in "Dance, Fools. Dance," 'Sporting Blood,"
and "Free Soul." he did what few other
actors in Hollvwood have been able to doescaped the rubber stamping of "tvpe" and
glided easilv into romantic hero roles, the
most romantic of which has been the minister of the gospel in "Polly of the Circus."
From dance hall to pulpit in six easy les-

The story covers a span of thirty \ears,
is most important.
so of course "make-up
Cecil Holland, who was engaged by M-G-M
to perfect the "make-up" of the characters
as they passed from their twenties to iheir
late fifties and early sixties, says that Clark
Gable is the hardest man he has e\er tried
It is practically impossible to
to "age."
His features are so
alter the Gable face.
strong and rugged that they resist alteraChin, nose and lofty brow— thev
tions.

sons.

simply

In "Strange Interlude" Clark Gable has

heavy dramatic role. As Doctor
Ned Darrell he is neither romantic nor
brutal, he is neither a hero nor a villain.
He is a man tragicallv thwarted by life.
Gable plavs the r61e of a young doctor of
thirty whose soul is torn between his
his

first

frenzied love of scientific research and his
torturous love of a woman he cannot have.
He meets the beautiful and neurotic Nina
Leeds (Norma Shearer) shortly after she
has married his best friend, Sam Evans,
Nina has just
Kirkland).
(.Alexander
learned from her mother-in-la\v that there
is insanity in the family and that she must
bear Sam a child to keep him emotionally
But on account of the inbalanced.
herited insanity the child cannot be Sam's.
Nina chooses handsome Dr. Darrell as the
But
father of her child and he agrees.
unfortunately neither foresees the horrible

A

A

TIP FOR

'

So Mr. Holland
wouldn't "age."
decided to take it out on the hair,
and Gable "turned gray over night and
his hairline shrank alarmingly away from
Nature may be able to age
his forehead.
Clark Gable some day, but not Cecil Holfinally

"

land.

But even after the
had been applied to

severest
his face

"make-up"
and hair

Gable's e\es still shone with the fires of
How embarrassing, Mr. Gable!
youth.
.\fter
.4nd was Mr. Holland annoyed!
much experimenting he finally discoxered
that if he put black lines around the rims
of the Gable optics and practically dispensed with his eyelashes and eyebrows
Clark might resemble a disillusioned old
man. But even then Gable couldn't conDisin his eyes.
trol that "certain look
tressed Mr. Holland ordered a dulling
A Gable in spectacleskind of glasses.
girls, can vou \yait!
'

PRODUCERS

shall be nameless

'We go to galleries to see beautiful art

will soon be forgotten anyway*
has a mother who hates her child and
her husband. She leaves the dishes dirty

and to concerts to hear beautiful music.
We do not go to Astoria to look at the
city dump, nor to boiler factories to hear

and she squanders her husband's money.
She runs away with her lover after he
Then comes the realism.
robs the bank.
She returns a little later rich and pros-

their clamor.

PICTURE which
(it

perous

—

a sordid viewpoint.

Let us be thankful for the pictures
"Tarzan" which give us a new
conception of physical strength and a
new setting for the mystery of love.
like
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Door

[Continued from page 25]

Peggy was looking through the peep hole
of the curtain at the audience with another member of the cast.
Peggy whispered, "Oh, there's Justine
Johnston, the former movie star."
The other girl said, "No, there's Walter
They tell me he's a powerful
\V'anger.
movie man. I'm going back to put on a

make-up—"
Wanger saw Peggy— but why go
know the story.

mm

[Ft©
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T@

fresh

on, you

Miriam Hopkins has also had her schoolShe travelled by the
ing in the theatre.
same route as Peggy Shannon. The Music
Box Revue, Irving Berlin's girl show, gave
Miriam her first chance. But unlike Peggy,
Miriam knew what she ^vanted and having
obtained her B.A. in musical shows, she
turned to the legitimate plays for her
M.A. degree.
However, because she had reached featured roles by the musical comedy route
the producers refused to consider her
But she continued to pester
seriously.
agents and producers until one of them
weakened and she obtained a part in
"Excess Baggage."
From
She was an overnight success.
then on, it was not necessary for Miss Hopwhile
It was
kins to go seeking a job.
playing in "Lysistrata," the iinmortal classic,

which gleefully shocked Broadway one

siunmer, that she received an offer for the
Paramount cast her for the inscreen.
On the
genue role in "Best People."
strength of her performance, made posbecause of her training on the
sible
legitimate stage, she won a long term con-

AND YOU MUST NOT

Miriam, in speaking of her success, said,
through a bad cold that I stum-

it."

On

hand, the screen has a
technique all its own.
Ruth Chatterton.
before she entered the movies, had many
years of stardom on the legitimate stage.
Set she told me on one occasion that she
foimd the screen demanded a shade of difference in timing and a toning down in
emotional work. She gives credit to Emil
Jannings for teaching her motion iiictine
the

other

I

WONDERFULLY FRESH
AND CLEAN

DEAR, IM GOING TO
TALK TO YOU FRANKLY

FEEL HURT

"It ^vas

rect

MARVELOUS! SO MUCH
LATHER AND FEEL SO

ITS

I

tract.

bled on a trick of the business Avhich has
been a great aid to me in putting over
comedy roles. I was playing in 'Lysistrata'
and contracted one of those summer colds.
I
was frantic, as my voice would crack
now and then and send my speaking voice
But it couldn't
a key higher in range.
be helped—and lo and behold! when my
voice became a high treble the audience
As the situation called for a
shrieked.
laugh I decided to keep my voice on that
high pitch.
"Fay Bainter, a star of the theatre,
She had at\\as replacing me in the cast.
tended the performance to become familiar
Khh the role. After the play she came
back stage. I apologized for my cold and
the squeak in my voice. She said, 'My dear,
that's one of the tricks of the business,
comedy should always be played in a
higher key.'
So you see that's something
I
learned in the theatre which I would
never have discovered in the movies. We
have no audience to teach us our mistakes in the movies— for when the audience
finally sees our work it is too late to cor-

NEXT MORNING

SOMETIMES IM SO LONELY.
AUNT FLO. don't KNOW
WHAT TO DO

WELL, HOW DO YOU LIKE
MY FAVORITE TOILET SOAP

— LIFEBUOY

TWO MONTHS

Guard against

LATER

B.O.
HOW CLAD AM TOLD HER HOW TO STOP
"B.C." NOW she's one of THE MOST
I

I

POPULAR GIRLS IN TOWN

Others are quick to notice even a trace
of "B.O." {body odor) about us. Take no
chances. Use Lifebuoy and be sure. Its
creamy, searching, purifying lather makes
every trace of "B.O." vanish. Helps protect health by rcmovinggcrms from hands.
You'll quickly learn to love its pleasant,
hygienic scent that vanishes as you rinse.

A

technique.

The

mav have robbed

the movies
of the romance of the old hit-or-miss days,
but they offer a broader higliway for the
truly ambitious.
Histrionic al)ility challenges mere beauty of tlie Hesh.
It is a
boulevard of glory for the attractive, talented girl who is \vise enough to acquire
a little knowledge of a number of things
and— stage technique.
talkies

(Body Odor)

DON'T just trust to luck that you won't
offend. Pores are constantly giving
off odor-causing waste — a quart daily.

complexion secret

Every night, massageLifebuoy'spure.bland
lather well into the

Then rinse.
Watch dull com-

skin.

plexions freshen to
healthy radiance.
A

PRODUCT OP LEVER DROS. CO.

^

—
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Polo Crazy
[Coyitinued from page 21]

seen

haven't

for

some time.

Bakewell
(isn't
that Mary
him?) and Eric Linden, with

The

horses

Also Billy
Brian witli
Ann Dvorak.

pound up and down

the

field,

white mallets swing in big arcs, a yenow
Armv shirt on a gray pony races ahead of
the otlier se^en plavers and there is a click
It sails, bounds,
as he strikes the ball.
goes through the goal, guarded by two
One for the
posts, and a red flag waves.

pay high prices to keep

to

hair waved! Wildroot

Wave

longer-lasting, natural wave.

etable product
sugar... leaves

good

.

.

.

Set gives a
pure veg-

A

contains no

no white

flakes.

gum

or

Easy to

your hair! Excellent for
permanent waves last
longer. Approved by Good Housekeeping
Bureau of Foods^ Sanitation and Health.
use

resetting

Don't

let

for

— makes

You

high prices fool you!

can't

buy a better wave set at any price. Insist
on genuine Wildroot Wave Set. Generous sizes at drug and department stores,
hairdressers, toilet goods counters everywhere. Send 10^ for big trial bottle. Wild-

root Co., Inc., Dept. SS-5, Buffalo, N. Y.

WILDROO
WAVE

SET

ivliite

ce

WITH
PROFESSIONAL

SKILL

Put professional snap into your dancing by this remarkable new scientific
method-the Danceograph-in 10 easy lessons. Send only ^1.98 for complete course.
5 day trial-money back if not satisfied.

BALLROOM
Mark XfoT
TANGO
the course
desired
TAP and CLOG
Rumba Dance FREE with order
-

Danceograph Dance

Art, Inc.

555-Sutter St.. ban Francisco, California

hoofs,

riders

change mounts, leaping

coming

in

to

sweating aniGinger
mals, riding off on fresh mounts.
applauds, Powell applauds, Cagnev nods
Zanuck
approval but doesn't sav much.
Then there is a subrides around wildly.
stitution, Hal Roach, tlie ace, who's been
playing for years, going in. Four chukkers
are played. It's the half. Cagney must be
telling Powell he likes "High Pressure."
The stars parade up and down before the
patting each
\\aving.
nodding,
stands,
other's backs.
\\'^e have a chance to greet
our friends. Soon, play resumes.
"^V^ell," we say to ourselves, "perhaps
we'd better look in at Riviera."
The Army leads, eight to nothing.
Away we go to Ri\iera. On the boule\ard, ^^•e begin to be sorry for the polo
clubs, because for every one ^^ho has paid
admission, five spectators line the roadway.
Pa and ma
Traffic conditions are terrible.
and the youngsters lean on fence rails and
watch from a distance, saving their dollars.
The Sunday parade to Santa Monica and
the Palisades is halted temporarily to see

men and

tiny

off

horses,

like

children's

prancing, darting, weaving, stopping
abruptly, holding miniature races up and
down a field which at this distance looks
like a gay green billiard table.
^Ve
At Ri\iera, the stands are filled.
wave a greeting to George Archainbaud,
director of "The Lost Squadron," and start
Bob Montgomery
looking around us.
comes racing olf the field for a new mount
while some one calls:
"Step on it. Bob!"
Guinn \Villiams is one of the most colorful, the most dynamic, the most exciting
plavers we've ever seen. At times he rides
At other times he
half out of his saddle.
slides half olf the animal.
The Great
I am in possession of a secret.
Garbo rides at Riviera, carefully guarded
from prying eyes. Although there are five
women's teams, she has not decided to
take up the game as yet. But she does ride,
w hile anxious camera men try to steal shots
of her.

"AVhat started the rush for polo?" I
asked a ^vell known director. "Was it the
exhibition at La Fiesta last September?"

The women you most admire, and perhaps
envy, prize their beauty and guard it. Their
lustrous eyes and clear skin are the result of
daily care.

Above

all else,

these

women keep

their blood free of the poisons of constipation.
Thousands of such women find Dr. Edwards
Olive Tablets a matchless corrective. Made
them
of pure vegetable ingredients.
by their olive color. They are a safe substitute for dangerous calomel. Not habitforming. All druggists, 15c, 30c and 60c.

Know

5)*

LIVE TABLETS

'

Rockue.

Pounding

tiny

jlakes

out

were in practice.

toys,

Leaves no

is

applause, comment, hand-claplater Zanuck's horse trips
on the board boundaries and he takes a
He's up and so's the animal.
nasty spill.
Play is resumed. The score mounts. These
Army boys are reported to be oiu of practice, and we wonder how they'd be if thev
is

A moment

ping.

NO NEED

And Bob

having the time of his life, ^\ith his
opponent. Guinn, trying to ride him awav
from the ball.
"A good poloist should have eig'nt
mounts," my informant continues. "X fresh
one for everv chukker.
I learn that Spencer Tracy, eager spectator, is one of the players now and then.
He
has just started the game and is making
great head\vay. But old Guinn, out there,
plays so perfectly that his horse seems a
part of him, I think.
The Tigers are leading the Co^vbovs
when Guinn goes Berserk. Bob has two
goals to his credit. So Guinn gets two.
More glances around. There's J. Farrell
MacDonald, who looks like the late Knute

Army!
There

BEAUTIFULLY WAVED
AT ALMOST NO COST

Dangerous game, polo.
there,

The

director grins.

"Darr)l Zanuck plavs, and his stars come
to watch him," he tells me.
Sudden! v, I spy David Manners high up
Nearby is the lovely
in the grandstand.
Connie and with her is her husband, Henri
de la Falaise. They watch the game intently. Guinn \Villiams scores and she claps
her hands tlclightctUy.
"Bob Montgomery shouldn't be playing,"
"The studio is
says a friend of mine.
afraid— has been, ever since a horse stepped
on Reg Denny out here. He's apt to get
his face messed up."

"Most of the stars play for the love of
the game," I am told. "Some of them just
pretend, however, and have their pictures
taken in pretty white pants on horses
they're afraid of."
I can believe that.
I know several.
Harold Lloyd, Mary Pickford aird Douglas Fairbanks have boxes at Ri\iera.
They
are not in evidence, biu Johnny Mack
Brown is. He's a pal of Guinn s. Cromwell, the lankv director, is playing a great
game.
John's fellow-director and friend,
Richard \Vallace, ^vho did the Chatterton
pictures for Paramount, is watching him.
John specializes in putting George Bancroft
I

through

his paces.

miss the Gleasons.

Both Jimmv and

his son, Russell, are enthusiastic pia\ers.
Ralph Forbes, husband of Ruth Chatterton, and a star, is learning the game and

soon will be seen on the Riviera field in
the big games. Jack Holt, I am told, used
to play, btu it was too expensive.
"Costs a lot of dough to play polo," says
informant. "Membership is about S500,
ponies cost S500 apiece on an average,

my

clothes cost about $150.
is

Upkeep on

a

pony

about S75 a month."
I

gasp.

five horses, Forbes has
three, Montgomery has three. Roach has
eight, \Vill Rogers has his own field and
fourteen ponies. Zanuck has eight. Clark
Gable hasn't bought any horses yet. He is
The studio doesn't
just learning the game.
like to have him play, either.
Cromwell pounds the ball over for a goal
Da\e Manners
and the stands go wild.

John Crom^\ ell has

grins

widely

and

George

Archainbaud

says:

"That's placing it."
Big Boy Williams whirls down the field.
"Ves, sir," says my informant, "Rogers,
with a two goal rating and Hal Roach, with
a three goal rating, started the interesting
pastime six or seven years ago."
I am informed that the executives and
writers :vho make up the Los Indios group
are Griffuh, Zanuck, Michael Curtiz, \\c

Enright, both directors, Arthur Caesar and
Lucien Hubbard, \vriters. Doug Fairbanks.
Jr., piactices now and then, but has been
too busy to do much.
"Ri\ iera is one of the finest fields in
America. savs my friend. "In fact, there
are lour fields here."
Bob Moiugomery
I am duly impressed.
narrowiv misses a spill going over the
boards at the edge of the field, and the
crowd gasps. Se\eiuh chukker, now, and
the Cowbovs are making the Tigers roar,
or howl, or whate\er tigers do ^vhen being
The shadow of the grandstand
defeated.
creeps into the field. Five thousand men,
women and children see the game from
the botdevard, using field glasses.
Glancing aroimd me, I see Edward G.
"
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to
I expect
Robinson, beaming jovially.
him "pull a rod" and shoot the horses,
but he seems to be enjoying himself immensely. Jesse Lasky has a box, but isn't

see

here today.
that Montgomery boy ride!"
"The horses get
friend.
fun out of the game as do the

"Look

at

my

explodes

much

as

men."
looking at Alan Rinehart, son of the
Mary Roberts Rinehart. He is a

am

I

novelist,

rabid enthusiast.
During the halt,
It is almost over now.
Eddie Robinson has uaved hello to David
Manners and Connie and her Hank have
bowed to the right people while mere uobodys have looked on and marvelled. Polo

One

socially correct.
wases to only those

is

In response

tq

MARLBOl

r request, Philip

iS

hello and
the charmed

says

\vitliin

Cowboys,

maybe, a million friends
the natural association between
uuiwriting and America''s finest cigarette.

]i.ved

ii.

Last goal.

Tigers,

8.

last fe^v

minutes, the Cowboys

FOR DISTINGUISHED HANDWRITING

oiitestants; and,

circle.

During the

Morris announces a Third Contest

4

tve are happy to offer for
most distingtmhea handwriting

Once again

have made a great spurt.
The warmth has gone out of the slantThe
ing rays of the late afternoon sun.
horses are wet with sweat, the riders are

the

500

They come in slowly, glad of their
Handfun, glad now that it Is all over.
clapping, shouts of approval.
Those in the stands rise, wave goodbyes,
tired.

in

Cash

(150 Prizes)

NoThere areenter
no

gather wraps.

cost to

"Great game. Bob!"
"You're a riding fool, Big Boy."
Two people carry on a conversation:

this contest.
strings.

No

conditions. Simply write in
your own hand: Marlboro
America's Finest Cigarette.

—

"Just a bunch of movie people, trying to
show off," says one.
"Anyway, they play as if they meant it!"
It's
I agree with the second.
game, a gentlemanly game, a fascinating game.
The sun's behind the hills, now. The
Santa Monica mountains are growing gray,

Personally,

a great

Each

shado\vy.

Cars start, the stands are deserted, the
blue-sweatered, white-s\\eatered, rider
Purple
has left the field. Exhausts roar.
Packards and brown Duesenbergs and
green Cadillacs streak towards the bouleThe fence sitters desert their posts.
vard.
Traffic tangles.
chain of

Homeward bound

in

Come

on,

let's

hurry.

an

FIRST PRIZE

TO LAST MONTH'S

$100*
SECOND PRIZE
$75*

CROSSWORD

THIRD PRIZE

PUZZLE

FOURTH PRIZE

$50*
$25*
5th to l»th

n
a [!
[a

HQB DBaG]
BBD

Q
O
ES

BQ
BQ

to be reproduced. Especially
distinguished handwriting and, where available,
portraits of winners, will be selected for publication in society magazines. No payments or
regret we cannot refees, beyond prizes.
turn samples nor undertake correspondence.

We

*DOrnLE PHIZES to Marlboro smokers.

THE ANSWER

[!
Qd

final.

WIXNKRS

150 PRIZES

HIIBQ

J.

decision

Sunday dinner's

a

closes mid-

M. Ellis, L. B. McKitterick and
Sheridan, of Philip Morris, Nadya
Olyanova, Graphologist and K. M. Goode, Advertising advisor, will be judges. Their

M.

aiiintr.

a

Contest

JlTDGEiS— R.

blaring.

w

DATK —

night, Sunday, July 31, 1932.

honking,

automobiles,

will

CI>OSI!VC

last

endless

AS HIAi^Y

examples as you wish.
be considered separately, solely on
its own merit. In case of any ties, duplicate
prizes will be awarded.

SEI^iD

mm

PRIZES
$10*
20th to 30th

PRIZES

BBQa
HQ
snas

is eligible to win any prize. Believing, nevertheless, the cultured good taste
whieh awakens an instinctive preference for
Marlboroswill reveal itself in the handwriting
of Marlboro smokers, we offer in each and
every case to double the prize when, as, and
if,
the winning answer is written on, or
accompanied by, the front wrapper from a
package of Marlboros.

Marlboro — Plain or Ivory Tipped.
Successful cigarette of successful

men. And smart women. Don't
delay your try at double prizes.
Send your distinguished hand-

& Company, 119-0 Fifth Avenue,
New York City
writing to Philip Morris

SB

Da
mmQEIBIID
BQI

Anyone

B

BBBBBB
aClBli
QDB aan nn

Mild as May

Always
fresh
liP I.

.

.

Wrapped

in heavy foil

.

A

.

I

N

OR IVORY TIPPER

—

—

)
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YOU
cm, s>
BE BEAUTIFUL

Talkies

m

Tabloid

[Continued from page

lo]

/

I do two things. I correct every defect. I
develop hidden beauty. My Btartling results
•with more than 100,000 women prove that ^ '^^^^
any one can be given beauty. No matter how "
hopeless, write me. My way of making women
over completely is amazingly different. Thoueands write me that results are almost beyond
^known
belief. Yet every Lucille Young beauty aid is scientific
to act for all alike. That is why I can guarantee your absolute
eatisfaction. Not a penny to pay unlesa I give results yoit
Bay are marvelous,

—

BE RID OF

blackheads, whiteheads,

Fat

Jf

FREE TRIAL

M/ just
my beauty aids —or
You can try
the ones you need most
want you to
without risking a penny.
B make
me prove that can take any degree
all oi

.

absolutelu

*

^K^^jf U
K
4
A

^^ft*

^^^9 B
'^^^ JB

^^^

^

»

—

And I Teach You Fascination

fB

Your physical beauty is not all. I give you, too^
the innermost secrets of fascination. I disclose
this priceless art in my sensational book "How
to Fascinate Men." In an hour you will leam
marvelous things you could not discover yourBelf in a lifetime. You will learn how the world's
sirens make men their helpless slaves, learn to
win love, to control men, to pick and choose at
will. These secrets are free to every woman with

—

lose. So TODAY—
Send Coupon For Free Trial Offer
\

LUCILLE YOUNG,

2055 Lucille Young BMg., Chicago. III.
Absolutely without obligation on iny part, send your
This coupon
wonderful FREE OFFER and Booklet.
only tells you I am interested. It does not commit me
in any way.
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Buddv Rogers does an

A

(Paramount)
affair

talking screen holds

no

no end, and ^vhich gives our own Roland
a chance to wield a sceptre.

Young

Chatterton is the
lady married to

man who

dotes

THE WOMAN
FROM MONTE
CARLO

on

Her urge for a
she has a romantic
Paul Lukas, a psy-

horses.

gi'atified after

"<t>»

The

terrors for Pol a NeGood
gri for her voice is de(RKO-Radlo)
lightful, in spite of her
And speaking of accents can you
accent.
Anyway Pola
take them or can't you?
proves her charm and ability in this storv
that leaps all over the palace and is roval

—>#"—»

a

WOMAN

COMMANDS

and Frances Dee and Peggy Shannon lend

TOMORROW AND Ruth
lovely
TOMORROW

Young Doug

Jr.,

(

adequate support.

but brief

Miriam Hopkins, the

Fairbanks,
has a role which
Warners)
permits him to be rough
and ready. The action takes place around
Clothes stolen in
a great lailroad depot.
the ^^•ashroom start a snappy little plot
which gathers momentum in the dramatic
atmosphere of the terminal. Joan Blondell
and Guy Kibbee lend ample support.

excellent bit of acting in
Good
this story in which all
(Paramount)
the "young things" are
selfish and unkind to their doting parents
one minute, and sweet and tender the next.
Richard Bennett rates well as the father,

is

"This

(Paramount

Excellent

AGE

baby

New

the
pla\,

Splendid

UNION DEPOT

<#»—

*

Name

I

—

THIS RECKLESS

Good

r

I

heart throb.

I

her free trial of my beauty aids. Remember, you
have everything to gain absolutely nothing to

\

racket in this story
the thrilling
(Wanieys)
battle for supremacy between the Consolidated Cab Service and
As an independent,
the independents.
Cagnev shows what a belligerent, quickHe is contagiously defisted any he is.
Loretta Young is the
lightfu'f in the role.

I

of homeliness and impart 6eH;(/i/ insifod, , ,
or take some prettiness and impart s/u7inin(7
cood looks. I will send you everything to try
my beauty aids full two weeks. There are no
conditions, strings, excuses. You are the sole
and
judoe. If not delighted, you just say eo
youT word is final.

stage

concerns

Excellent

pletely,

on

based

is

sparkling

from the middle-^vest, falls hard for the
New York playboy, Phillips Holmes, who
^Vynne Gibson and
eventually reforms.
Josephine Dunn triumph in their roles of
the "not too good" damsels.

The

XAXI

skin,

i ^^^^ skin, dry skin, liver spots, roughg ness, redness, sallow appearance,
m
^^^-^j^ wrinkles. Reduce fatlegs, arms,
S^our whole body. Or build
mI scrawny figure to beauty. Grow ey&lashes, eyebrows, hair. Beautify com-

IMPROVE
Eyelashes

muddy

This

OF

AMAZINGLY QUICK

^

No lona waiting In n fe,v d^ys clear
a"&l,''wtoehea<i3 / your
skin, t-nd pimples, freckles,
a
9
Q
Wrinkl^'^'
Muddv Skin
c „'
Sallowness

TWO KINDS
WOMEN

peeping over a rock in the Grand Canyon
you w'lW find Roscoe Ates, that popular
Cecilia Parker is the
stuttering artist.
beautiful young thing ^vho has to be rescued by George O'Brien— or else!

-

Fair

This brings

Lil

Dagover,

Holly^^•ood's latest imThe
portation to you.
picture rates low, even

(Warners)

though Lil shows real
and is ably supported by \V'alier
Huston and AVarren William. The story

with
climax comes when Lukas

The
chologist.
He goes away later
saves his child's life.
leaving Ruth to her domestic loyalties.

talent
is

to

blame.

—I

I

George Brent from Dublin
[Continued

How

BLONDES

hold their sweethearts
in love with the blonde who makes
MENtheSTAY
with
most of her hair. She does
it

Blondex, the powdery shampoo that sets light
keeps it
hair aglow with new lustrous beauty
golden-bright and radiantly gleaming. Brings
back real blonde color to stringy, faded light hair
without injurious chemicals. Blondex bubbles
instantly into a frothy, searching foam that
stimulates
routs out every bit of scalp dust

—

—

—

Leaves hair soft and silky. Let
Blondex make your hair unforgettably alluring.
Try it today and see the difference. At all drug
and department stores.
hair roots.

fro TO

"Warners will be easy for him, because he
has played more than three hundred differNow it dawns
ent leads in stage shows!
why Ruth Chatterton was so surprised at
I
the excellence of his characterization.
very seriously doubt if any other screen
actor has such a background.
There is no love life to be broadcasted
about George Brent. Not that he hasn't
known women. He has liked a good many.
But they figured in his youthful days. Today he is matured, settled down, attracted
to brainy femininity and abhoring the gay
and giddy girls.
George grins when he thinks of his yesterBorn in Dublin, the son
year's escapades.
of a newspaperman, he had more than his
share of Irish de\iltrv. School \vas his idea
AVhat a
of the world's worst pastime.

he ivas!
AVhen he was eleven

teachers' pest

his familv

brought

to this country for a \isit. The .American manner of living entranced his boyish
mind, but be went back to Dublin and
c\entual!y enrolled in the national uni-

him

New

Perfume

The most

exquisite perfume in the world!
$12 an ounce
$2.50 for botdc
containing 30 drops.

—

Sells ar

Rieger's Flower

of

all

Drops

perfumes.

are the most refined
the essence of

Made from

flowers, without alcohol.

ESPRIT DE

FRANCE

fThe or/s/ocraf of perfumes)

A

single drop lasts a week. Hence very economical. Never anything like this before!

^^o",**

TRIAL BOTTLE

Send only 20c
Paul Rieger

&

(silver

Co.,

First St.,

in football
efforts to

Ill Dublin at this lime a group of ambitious authors and actors determined to preThey
sent better shows lo the pulilic.
called their playhouse the Abbey Theatre.
was singularly successful, and George
It
managed to wiggle into some sort of role

trial bottle.

e\ery

San Francisco

when

or stamps) for a

153

'There he soon became prominent
and dramatics. He devoted bis
avoiding history and political
science and to getting into every course that
suggested public s|K'aking.

\cisity.

Theie were even times
vacation.
he sbamclesslv cut bis college class s

page 23]

to play bits in this glamorous-to-him professional theatre.
His ocean trip to .America as a bov left
so many memories of ad\enturous possibilities that he started out to see the world,
ending up by getting a job in a stock com-

pany

in this coimtry.

"Bumming around

the ^vorld is all right
v,hen you are about twenty," he says, "but
there comes a time when one should settle
down. I've been almost every place I want
to go, except Spain and South .America.

Oh, of course, I'd like to tra\el through
Europe again. But next time I'm going to
go in comfort and style!
"There is something about acting and
I've been an
^\'riting that gets in the blood.
actor ever since I seriously went to work.
And I love it. I couldn't do anything else."
No complexes, no hidden desires for
George.

He

has a sister

Sunday supplements.

who

Her

\vrites for the
ability to grind

out lengthy yarns amazes him, but he admits that at writing he is a total loss.
"I \\rote a novel once and fortimately
burned it up!" he chuckles.
He knows the theatre inside out, for at
various times he has owned and [x^rsonally
managed six different stock companies, asitie
from appearing on Broadway in a niunbcr
One time he and
of important show s.
Clark Gable were in the same play. His
last

Broadw-av engagement A\-as \vith .Alice
in "Love, Honor and Betray" two

Brady

years ago.
"I nc\er tried to get into silent pictures,"
"But' the talkies ruined the

he explains.

stock companies.

We

just

couldn't put on

—

—
S
a stage production cheaply
pete with talkie prices.

enough
I

1

I
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com-

to

stock
They are

believe

will revive, though.
the grandest training schools in the world.
"There were occasions when I've had to
do U\o plays in one week. Memorized lines
until five-thirty in the morning, caught a
few hours of sleep, and reported for rehearsal at nine A. M. I got so I could learn
twenty-five pages of script an hour." How
many of our movie darlings could survive
as stiff a schedule as that?
Although Warners are going into ecstasies over George now, he was very nearly

companies

overlooked by Hollywood.
"I was under contract to Al Woods for
a Broadway show when Fox offered me a
I came out here and did
talkie contract.
nothing for six months. There was a lot
of studio shaking
in the shuffle.

up going on and

was

I

Last Fall I went back
to New York, but Universal offered me a
small part in "The Homicide Squad" so
lost

I

West

fle^\'

ners to

test

for

it.

I

then persuaded War-

me."

It took real Irish persistence to get the
attention of the Warner executives, but as
soon as they saw and heard him and investigated his past record they cast him for
the male lead in "So Big."
George's attitude towards the movies is
not like that of Leslie Howard and other
Howard bitsuper-critical stage iinports.
terly decried the roles he was given and says
that if he returns to Hollywood he will
demand absolute say on his stories.
"I'm willing to do anything they give me,"
"I don't think picture playsays George.
I
ers have to be typed as they used to be.
have done practically every kind of character on the stage, and so I think I can
dra^v upon that experience to put across
any sort of screen role."
Beverly Hills hasn't enchanted him. For
that matter, he doesn't give a darn about a

home.
for a bachelor having a
house. It merely means a lot of grief with
servants.
I live in an apartment and it
"I

see

me."

satisfies

One

no use

gathers that George could reveal a

vivid, exciting past. He is too new to Hollywood customs for the "I Confess" stunt yet.
the fans begin to clamor for one of
those ultra-personal life stories he wiW prob-

When

ably recount some of the more intimate details of his hectic vagabond days.
Meanwhile he disposes of the subject of
marriage with two brief remarks. "Yes, I
It
\\as married once— when I was nineteen.
only lasted a month and it's one of those
things I don't talk about." A denial that
gambling interests him now betrayed the
He adfact that cards used to fascinate.
mits enigmatically that twice he was consigned to jail. "Once for fighting with a

policeman!"
Having acquired

common

sense,

poise,

a conservative viewpoint, he is more
than happy to get his present big break in
When he is middle-aged he
the talkies.
would like to have enough money accumidatcd to buy a villa in Soiuhern
France and live there quietly. At the moment life is too full of work to permit any

and

distractions.
The w'ay the

feminine stars and everybody from the head boss doivn to the office
boys at Warners rave about him, Gcoige
Brent is headed for great popularity. Hollv-

Kood society hasn't yet taken him up.
doesn't give a whoop about going to
best parties. But when his pictures get
wide circulation he'll be pcllmclled
the midst of the intrigues and doings
surround the stars.

He
the
into
into
that

then Ruth, Joan, Barbara, Kav.
and Connie can have him all to themselves.
And even though George Brent is theoretically through with love, I'll bet being rushed
from one pair of stellar arms to another
arouses the good old Irish in him!
llntil

So ailing, thin

...

nervous

she couldn't even stand the radio!
Now 4 lbs. heavier-

entifically cultured

and dandy

feels fine

no escape
WAS there
from steady

for her?

No

—

And today she's
But help came.
peppy, good com"another" woman
pany, lovely to look at. And "nerves"
a thing of the past But read her letter:

—

1

Tells amazing secret
had been ailing for some time. Often

my skin

dull

—

know where

I

would have

ended up if I hadn't read in the paper
about Ironized Yeast. It pepped me up
real quick. Soon my bowels were regular and my complexion fresh and clear.
There is no
I also gained four pounds.
praise too high for this wonderful bodybuilder." Mrs. B. Palermo, 7043 S. Hermitage Ave., Chicago, 111. This letter is
only one of hundreds of equally splendid
reports from Ironized Yeast users.

Good news

Nations

officially

for you!

Man or woman— you, too, no doubt have
been discouraged about your health
feared you never could overcome underweight, nervousness, constipation or skin

—

and stomach disorders. But why can't
you? Thousands once thin and run-down,
owe new health to Ironized Yeast!
Ironized Yeast contains a seven-to-one
concentrate of "beer yeast". Seven pounds
sciof this rich, imported health yeast

—

recommended

its

adop-

tion as a world-wide standard.

But Ironized Yeast is more than a
more than a nerve
tonic. It helps enrich and purify the
weight-builder

blood! That's because it is scientifically
ironized-treated with three distinct kinds
of tonic iron. Thus when you take
Ironized Yeast, your whole system is
benefited.

Every

to respond to

its

cell in

your body seems

vitalizing effect!

Triple-tested

and sallow and

losing weight continuously. You can
imagine how worried and nervous I got.
even the
I simply had to have quiet
radio was more than I could stand.
"I don't

foreign experts

—

re-

loss of weight, from
lief
weakness, constipation, poor complexion?
no wonder she lost conSick and afraid
trol of her nerves. Actually got to the
point where even the radio upset her!

"I
constipated,

by

are required to make one pound of the
yeast concentrate. So valuable, so vital
is this concentration process that the
Biological Commission of the League of

Beware of counterfeits!
The genuine Ironized Yeast is triple-tested
by our own chemists, by an eminent
physician and by a professor of Bio-

—

Chemistry in a famous medical college.
But remember, in order to gain its testproven results, you must use the real
Ironized Yeast. Don't take chances with
counterfeit "yeast and iron" preparations which may discolor teeth or upset
stomach. Flatly refuse any package not
marked "Ironized Yeast". Don't put any
tablet not marked "I.Y." in your stomach.

GUARANTEED:

If the very first
package does not help you, as it has helped
countless others, its cost will be promptly

At all druggists.
refunded.
Yeast Co., Atlanta, Ga.

Ironized

IRONIZED
YEAST
New

Concentrated

I^Ieallh

In Pleasant Tablet

Buildev

Form

—
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How

J/ow OlderStars
They keep their complexions so
young— -free from flaws or wrinkles.
Now the same secret preparations
that keep them young or MAKE
them look younger can be yours too.

slim diet
a day.

them youthful

in appearance,
erased lines and other age-signs. Try
the same preparations 'A large jare of

This method brings
Secret Cremes.
beauty overnight new youth,
even when elaborate treatments costing
SIO to S20 have failed. See tired lines
vanish INSTANTLY: erasable age-

—

Look years
and wrinkles go.
Blemishes vanish large pores
reduce. Dry or oily skin grows normal.
SallQW. muddy skin turns clear, rosy,
youthful.

Bring yourself up to a sitting position
leaving the legs straight out l>efore you.
Doesn't TH.\T get the old back muscles
and the tummy muscles, though? Can you
do that ten times? Fine.
Here, wait a minute! Don't go. "^'ou've
AVe'll spend that with
still got five minutes.
Turn on the radio and
a skipping-rope.
'iou'll exercise longer
skip to the music,
to music because you have the impulse to
Honestly, if you'll keep
finish out a tune.
that skipping-rope hot, the fat will tumble
You can't skip the
It's lots of fun.
off.

signs

;

Send No Money
When postman
Youth

brines you Regular $5 Beaut.v-

Outfit, deposit only special introductory

If not
THRILLED with new youth and
beauty, return what is left in 10 daj's. and I'll
refund every cent. The wonderful new youth
and beautv you've gained will be yours FREE.
Method. Look years younger. Mail this
delighted with your amazin? new youth and beaut y.

price ($1.98 plus few cents postage).

eimply

Mme.Norine. Studio 604-C.341 Fourth St.N.W.. GrandRapids.Mich.
Send your $5 ProfeBsional.Beauty-Youth Outfit

(3 large jars). I

deposit the special introductory price of Sl-98. plus few cents
postage, with my postman on delivery. If not thrilled with new
voufh' and beauty, I will return the unused portion of the Cremea
within 10 days, and vou'll refund my money in full. The youth and
beauty gained will be mine FREE. _ If I decide to keep the Outfit.
there'E no more to pay.
will

$-

ALWAYS HAVE LUCK!-$
Unlucky in Money Games, Love or
Business? You should carry a pair of
genuine MYSTIC BRAHMA RED LIVE

HIGHLY MAGNETIC LODESTONES.
Rare, Amazing, Compelling, Allraclive,
LIVE LODESTONES are canied

these

by Occull Oriental people as a

FUL LUCKY CHARM, one
other

POWER-

to

prevent

Evil

and Misfortune, and the

to attract

much Good Luck, Love,

Bad Luch,

Happiness, and Prosperity. Special only
With valuable instructions FREE. Pay postman $1.97
and 15c postage on delivery. Satisfaction or money refunded. You
$1.97 for the two.

can be LUCKY!
Dept. 739, P. S.

NOTICE! We

Order yours
absolutely

ALIVE!

Lode'slones are

TODAY!

BUREAU, General

P. 0.,

GUARANTEE

Box

72,

BROOKLYN,

N.

Y

these genuine Mystic Brahma
the REAl

Just what you want, for they are

THING— POWERFUL. HIGHLY MAGNETIC! GET YOURS NOW-'

CTADTrC FOR TALKIES

lUlllLid MAGAZINES

Accepted In any form for development, revision, copyright and submission to studios and publishers. Established 1917. Location and e.xceptlonal facilities make our
SERVICE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS. Sales dept. on
commission basis. FREE BOOKLET gives full particulars.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
434

It

weaken you so much.
of water, at least six glasses
dilute and ^^ash away the

poisons that disturb normal metabolism
causing excess weight.
Now lie do^vn on your back and draw
vour knees up to vour chest— that is— as far
as you can get them in that direction. Force
them a little with your arms. Now raise
and lower vour legs together ten times. Now
Relax.
raise one at a time ten times.

For 40 years, as Consulting Beautician
to famous Stars, my secret preparations

younger!

\\"on't

Drink plenty

Look Years Younger!
New Beauty Overnight!
Or There's No Cost

new

Btdg., Western & Sierra.Vista
Hollywood, California

Meyer

rope and be glum. Somehow you just have
to giggle and worry goes bouncing off along
with those extra pounds.
.\11 right, if you're winded, rest a minute.
Now start again— you'll get your second wind
Beginning to perspire a
in a little while.
\\'h\, my goodness, you're dripping
little?
wet. That's fine, the more the better. You
can lose half a pound a day sweating.
Now you're ready for your bath. Use
Epsom or some other reducing salts in it.
Finish with a cold shower. Stay under it a
while to firm your flesh and to act as an
astringent to vour skin. Use a rough towel
and rub your body briskly. .\nd if you're
not a pound lighter you didn't do it right!
.And don't you feel good? Like a million!
Honest, now must you eat breakfast?
Please

don't!

Well— if hunger

vou over. But take every bit of cream
before you drink it. \Vrite me for the
special reducing menus and personal adtide

\

O, I know how badly you want butter and
cake and sweet things. .And sometimes it
seems as if vou just couldn't live another
minute without some candy. Let it alone!
There's a lot of pleasure in eating.
There's no denying that. But isn't there

Jeanette MacDonald as Colette, and Maurice Chevalier
as

THE CIRCULATION OF

Silver Screen
NOW

5

18,794
MONTH

COPIES PER

Andre,

in

"One Hour With
You." They are
so gay, and
Jeanette sings so
beautifully and

"One Hour"
all

Silver Screen has the largest newsstand sale of any screen magazine

MORE
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pleasure in having a pretty figure

and being admired? We girls may just as
well admit to each other that all the good
things of life are pretty empty and tasteless unless men— or some particular man(Goodness,
thinks ^\e are very attractive.
hope no man reads this.)
man looks at you in that
But when
lingering, approving way, it sends little

I

THE

shivers of happiness up and do^vn your
Huh? What's the slight
spine, doesn't it?
pleasure of satisfying your hunger in comparison to that!
Never forget that everything in the world
Everything costs us somehas its price.
thing. And none of it is easy to pay. But
who wants an easv job. Courage, fire, ambition and the will-to-do are the things that

make your

character dynamic and worth-

while.

X

Hollywood (one of your favorbv the way) told me that she made a
practice of- reckoning the cost of anything
star in

ites,

wanted— not necessarily only in dollars
—but also in energy, prestige, time, or e\"en

she

Then having decided
the emotional cost.
what she would have to pay she asked herDo
self, "Is it ^vorth that much to me?
I want this particular thing badly enough
to pay the price?
If she decided that she was willing to pay
the cost she never complained as she paid
'Tor that is such poor sportsmanship.
it.
"If I make a bargain with life.
she said.
'

"

I

stick to

it

and go through with my head

up."

vou have decided that you are
if
.So,
"going through" with the job of getting
thin, then do it with good grace and don't
complain.
English women keep fit by walking. It's
the smart thing over there. We .Americans
are reminded by Garbo, Marlene Dietrich
and other Europeans that walking is a fine
art.
Do get in a long walk every day if
you possibly can.
I've never seen an .American woman who
was an habitual \\alker. But in every city
you'll find the fashionables equipped \vith
walking shoes, vagabond hat, sport coat and
AVith some of them it's
a walking stick.
just scenery, but lots of women in New York
do race around the reservoir early in the

morning.

ice.

—

Silver Screen has the largest newsstand sale of any screen magazine

really

off

No obligation.

Page-Davis School of Advertising
Chicago. U. S. Ai
3601 Michigan Ave,, Dept. 4435,

is

bothering you just fill up on bran, bran
muffins, toasted bran flakes or something
glass of skimmed milk may
like that.
.A.

Matte money in advertising. Prepare quicicly during spare
time. Also earn while you learn- No experience necessary.
New easy method. Nothing else like it. Send at once for
free booklet
"Win Success in Advertising", and full
particulars.

Reduce

\Coni\nued from page

and air. Stand up before your w indow and
Draw your lungs full
stick out your chest.
—full— full of air. Get plent\ of oxygen in
vour blood from lots of fresh air, then a

Play Girlish Parts

kept

to

too short

is

.At seven .A. M. on that well-known cinder-path in Central Park you're liable to

run into famous
gan.
In

athletic stars or J. P.

Mor-

Hollywood, Garbo does most of her
walking on the beach. But she has been

Silver Screen for May 1932
canyon
seen climbing the hills of Topango
Santa Monica.
just back of old Inceville near
halfIn case you're interested, that's about
way between the movie colony at Malibou

Beach and Santa Monica.
broadens your
It helps your figure and
outlook to get up an hour or half-hour
Now,
earlier and rush out for a brisk walk.
your not liking
I know the old sa.w about
worms weW enough to get up early. But, as
some of our swankiest people are out takmight
ing their "morning's morning" you
If you
discover something besides worms.
don't find a millionaire, you will, at least,
find health and slimness. Stick to it.
The world seems very genial early in the
morning. There is a sort of understanding

among people who like the morning well
enough to get up and out into it. Besides
being such a happy thing to do, walking
seems to harden up a flabby body better

The

than most anything else.
At a certain fashionable health Salon in
there is a treadmill where you
walk for miles without moving from

New York
may
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ROMANCE GOMES TO
THE GIRL WHO HAS

one spot.
This same luxurious establishment has
a series of rollers turned by electricity and
a plump client may stand betu'een them
reading a book while the extra inches are
rolled off her hips.
Then, too, certain reducing garments are
good when you wish to reduce some particuIt's just a question
lar part of the body.
of what suits your own case. So, do write
me if you want any special advice. I adore

helping you solve your problems.
But whatever you do, do it with
zest and a high heart.

Go

in to win!

When
bend

And

faith,

don't get discouraged.

Clear,

Sparkling
Eyes!

else fails just bend down, Sister,
do^vn, Sister, if you want to get thin!
all

Best Bette in Pictures
[Con finned from page 26]

such
the thought of bearing resemblance to
beautiful ladies as the Misses Bennett and
Borden, but because she prefers being inShe arrived at the studio one
dividual.
morning with a ne^v hairdress and at once

her director complimented her. "It makes
you look more like Miss Bennett than ever,"
Bette changed the hairdress,
he cried.
because she prefers to look like Bette
Davis.

were romantically inclined, 1 would
her for my attentions, provided she
would accept me as a suitor. She is delightfully fresh and she has a lovely, decent
outlook on life that is decidedly different
from the viewpoint of most modern young
women. She has not forgotten how to blush
and she drops her eyes before compliments
century.
like a modest child of the last
Despite her modern clothes and conversation, you get the impression that she may
drop into an old fashioned curtsey at any
If I

select

moment.

An
ness.

complex is her one weakShe does not like to admit to it but,

inferiority

pressed on the subject, she finally will conIt was because of this complex that
she became discouraged ^vhen she sa\\' herfirst
self on the screen in "Bad Sister," that
picture in which she plaved an ugly duckIt is for the same reason that she
ling.
ne\er sees daily rushes of pictures she works
fess.

in.

"I would be conscious afterward of every
smile and movement," she says, "and my
work would be strained and unnatural."
Rumors recently had Miss Davis engaged
to a New York boy friend, but she declares
There is one
the rejwrt entirely untrue.
young man in the East whom she likes more
than others, but she is not sure it is love

and matrimony is far from her mind at preswhich may be discouraging to the small
army of young men who are beginning to
Although she
tag after her in Hollywood.

ent,

been in the film city more than eighteen
months, Hollywood males have just become
lias

Davis-conscious.
^Vhcn she first went to Hollywood, Bette

was extremely lonesome. Friends were dilficult to meet in the film city, where cliques
are not prone to accept untried newcomers.
The most miserable period of her entire life
she says, Avas that lonesome,
to date,
despondent eternity that followed "Bad Sister"— that era when her inferiority complex
insisted she was not a good motion picluic
actress,

when

her

common

sense lold

her

would be <lisa])pointc(l
not beautiful on the
screen,
and when there ^vas no real
friend to whom she could turn for comfort

that studio oflicials

because

she

was

and who could take her mind from her
mal thoughts. ,

dis-

Now all that is changed. After a succession of rainbows and storm clouds, the sun
has come to stay. During the past year and
a half she has been alternately lifted to the
sublime heights of happiness as opportunities presented themselves, and dropped into
the depths as they turned into mocking
jokes, but there will be no more heartaches.
"I was very skeptical when I was signed
for the picture with Mr. Arliss," Bette says.
"I wanted to believe it meant a great deal,
but my inferiority complex and niy past

experiences kept warning me that it would
be just another disappointment. Throughout the first week of rehearsals, I went home
every night and listened for the telephone
to ring, bringing me the news that another
girl

was being

.substituted for

my

role."

heartaches and disa])pointments that
have been Bette's have molded her character
until she has a very broad, very sincere vie\vpoint on life. Having known sadness, she is
better able to enjoy happiness and she revels
in it to the utmost degree, bubbling and
laughing so constantly as to make one wonder if sire has ever siiffered adversity.
Nor is it any wonder that Bette is proving a most popular young girl with HollyA clever conversawood's eligible men.
tionalist, a good listener and possessed of a
confiding nature that all men like, she is

The

good outdoor companion. She is an
swimmer; in fact, she is the only
woman who ever qualified as a life guard
She likes
at fashionable Ogunquit Beach.

also a

excellent

horseback riding, and when the studio does
not demand her time, too completely, she
sneaks in an occasional round of golf.
Never married and not engaged, beautiful
and accomplished, she is one of the fairest
catches of the season among Hollywood's

Added to these personal atset.
tributes, Bette will be very \vealthy after a
fe\v more years in Hollywood.
She lives in a lovely lakeside home with
her mother, and she is content there. If

Read how the stars of stage
and screen keep their eyes
alluringly clear and bright
When you know

that

clear, sparkling eyes,

men are enchanted by
why let dull, lifeless

ones ruin your appearance and rob you of
romance? It's so unnecessary when all you
need do is adopt the method used by stage
and screen stars to beautify their eyes.

That method

is

nothing more nor less than

the regular use of Murine. It almost instantly
gives the eyes new life and luster, and by its
gentle astringent action reduces unsightly
bloodshot veins. Apply this famous eye
brightener night and morning as it contains
no belladonna or other harmful ingredients.

wasteful, insanitary eye cup is needed
to use Murine. It is economically and hygienically applied with its combination eye
dropper and bottle stop. 150 applications
cost but 60c at drug and department stores.
Get your first bottle today! For free Eye
Beauty and Eye Care secrets, write Murine

No

Co., Dept. C, 9 E. Ohio

St.,

Chicago.

younger

any of the young swains who keep her tele])hone and door bells ringing are eager to
marry her, the first step will be to persuade
her that matrimony is more linporiant than
She l)elie\es other\vlse at presa career.
ent and she is deUiininctl not to mix the
two. It ^vill be cither iiiatriinony or career
with Bette. and until the former offers a
greater attraction than the latter, it ^vill be
the career.
However, things worth having are worth
In the years to come, many
fighting for.
aspiring young men will lay down
hearts for Bette to treat as she will.

llioir

MAKE

THIS TEST! Drop Murine

in

one eye

only .... then note how clearer, brighter and
larger in appearance it very shortly becomes.
And also how refreshed and invigorated it feels!

in

-OR

Yo""

Approved by Good Housekeeping Bureau
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Over Hollywood
[Continued fruni page
Nils is pleased, but not without some
egrets. He had got so used to being grace-

"Hollywood," he says,
the
siesta without
siesta."
Now the Metro lion roars and
Nils is jumping through the hoop. I have
it from Irving, the Thalberg, himself, that
Nils is asterisked for stardom within six
months.

unemployed.

ully

land

the

"is

of

the

14]

justly accused of

murder. Ralph Bellamy

is

Tommy

Conlon to a reformatory, and Elissa Landi is getting into one
kind of a scrape with the body of Neil
Hamilton and another with the corpse of
Gilbert Roland. Tut tut!
Tut and again

sending

little

Let's look.

tut!

Myrna Loy

MVRN-\ draped in front of the door
to the stage on which they are shootis

Norma and Clark

THE
LOOK AT HER LASHES! ONNorma
Real e/elashes attached individually to your
ownl Impossible to detect but oh what a dif-ference. Applied by your beauty shop, or you
can easily put them on yourself.
I

box $1 at department stores, perfume shops
stores.
Ey-Shado Palettes holding three
shades each, $1. Lash Darliener, 50c. Please menTrial

end drug

tion coloring.

Sent Postpaid Upon Receipt of Remittance
Ey-Teb Salons, 425

Fifth

Avenue, Dept. SS,

New York

EYsTEB
i

door Clark Gable and
working
in
are
We can't go in be"Strange Interlude."
cause they are recording those famous
(the
real
asides
of
Eugene ONeill's
thoughts of each character heard only by
set ne.\t

Shearer

the audience) and the process is a secret.
But to us a secret is only a challenge to
I can tell vou how it is t)eing
find out.
The asides are first recorded, in a
done.
monotone to distinguish
lo\\er-pitched
them from dialogue, and then played back
on the set during the action and so rerecorded sandwiched amongst the dialogue,
while the players keep their lips still.
Clever, these Eugenes.

Novarro and Some Co-eds

THE
and

set for

"Huddle"

a railroad train

is

the

in the corridor Ramon
college hero, is being given

act

by

Novarro,
the rush

Una Merkel, Madge Evans and

Sleeper. Two Vale men sit on the
side-lines to see that nothing happens that
wouldn't happen in college life, and for
that matter what wouldn't?

Martha

Talkie and Movie

tng for
Perhaps you
story Ideas, plota, etc.
can write one that we can shape and sell tor you.
One writer (V.M.) received S3.000. New York best
Market. Write now tor free booklet, without obliga-

new short

HOW TO WRITE
— FOR THE TAL KIES

tion.
cessful

(Author of

playicTigM

Famous

Write

Director.

FLIGHT,

freely, fully

—sucand

bij

Etc.)

and with

all

Clear yoQr complexion
ofpimpleB. blackheads,
whiteheade. red epots^
enlarged poree, oily skin and other blemieoeB. I can
give you a complexion soft, rosy, clear, velvety beyond your fondeat dream. ATid I do it in a few days.
method IB so different. No cosmeticB, lotions.
salves, soaps, ointments, plasters, bandages, masks,
vapor sprays. masEase. rollers or other implements.

^ jUy

No diet, no fasting.

Nothing to take. (Cannot injure
the most delicate skin. Send for my Free Booklet.
You're not obligated. Seiwi no TTioTiey. Get the facte.
Michigan Blvd.

nADATliV
DnV Dept. 3452, Chicago
UUKUIHY KAl

niloonLiGHfMouR
Fashions Newest Delightful

GREA'S

HOUR".

this
rare blend of
flower scents, just a little
more lasting, just a little
better than any perfume
you've ever used.

Try
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M

^eet

I,

with

^.uiiiilc this rare

(silver

or

new

stamps)

bottlf. sufficient for

1006

star^^
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fu
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for
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trial

60 days or more.
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perfume:
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pli
ol,l

his

head

a

curled
ing done something miracidous with his
long legs— perhaps left them at home. Nora
Gregor, his leading lady in "Mister And
Mistress," in red and black pajamas, is
perched on the body with her legs dangling over the side.
"Get off this car," says Bob, for the benefit
of anybody who might mistake it for
a beetle.

Get

you.

"I've said all I

.

want

to say

to

listen

to

going

You're

to

."

so

the

imitation of a

dinosaurus-

walking-backwards passes out of sight, and
when you see that Austin on the screen
apparently speeding along a country highway you will know it never did.

THE

plane roars away we pass over
the "Limpv" company, working on location in a side-street. Chic Sale is driving
a one-horse street-car and the horse does
not even hear us. It is th^it kind of horse.
But a number of gesticulating figures seem
A chap gets
to be glad to see us going.
no appreciation for his own sake in this

AS

-tV-

town.
If

you can duck

the

balls,

the

^Vest-

good a place as any
the Fox studio is next
to
door, where things are happening that
I
something ought to be done about.
wonder if Mr. President Tinker knows
\\'hat goes on here— that knives are being
(lung at Lillian Bond, Joan Bennett is un-

wood

golf course
land on, and

is

as

blamed

gets

for

it.

Landi and Neil Hamilton

Elissa

ELISS.'\. as we find when the red light
lets us. is wearing brown trousers, a
Russian blotise the colour of an oyster with
metal buttons ingeniously made concave
so as not to dazzle the camera, and is gay
for the second time since she came to Hollywood.
The other time was when she
left for a holiday in England.
she savs, "I've got savable
"For once,
dialogue, and after the stuff I'\e been given
to do it's more than a relief— it's a pleas"

ure."
"All set
.

.

.

.

.

places please

.

turn "em over

When

off."

won't.
.

"GRETA

strange cortege
ivagon towing a

s^vinging bomb microphone, is
up in the thimble-on-wheels, hav-

under

me
And

MOONHGHT

a

Bob Montgomery, with

change.

"I

Odor

lot

electric

"

Beautiful Complexion
4 C ^\tk'\^C
||1 XO
O
'

us— an

tied to a camera car which
in turn is secured by a four-inch steel bar
to an .Austin roadster, and somehow one
always felt there was a way to make those
It is an English .Austin, which
things go.
is smaller still, with a red-and-black fabric
body, right hand drive and a gate gear

Daniel O'Malley Co., Inc., Suite 29, 1776 Broadway, N. Y.

(SPfe
'
-

the

leave

sound truck

confldencel

I

WE

AS

"

"

En Passant
•^i-passes

ing "The Woman In Room 13, and for all
her black velvet gown with its big ermine
collar and bow she has to wait just like us
until the little red light winks out and lets
us in.
David Cox, the designer who is to
blame for the home-breaking effect of the
gown, is standing by. They are hoping
the creation will be approved, and I am
afraid it will be.
In at least one respect Myrna is the most
remarkable girl in Hollywood, not merelv
because she does not look like herself but
because she looks utterly unlike herself.
The Myrna Loy the camera catches, oblique-eyed, heavy-lidded, sensuous, feline,
does not e.xist oft the screen. The Mvrna
Loy waiting in the sun for the red light
to
^vink
out is short, freckled, goodhumored, green-eyed in a pale, undangerous way, and would look perfect!) natural
in breeches on a bicycle.
"I kno^v how you feel," she savs.
"I've
just finished a picture at Metro with Xeil
Hamilton.
We're together in this, and
when he saw me for the first time without
make-up he didn't recognize me. He says
I look like an Easter egg, anwvav."
"You're a bad lot in this picture again?
"Oh yes! but for once I'm the seduced
instead of the seductress.
I only kill a
man.
Gilbert Roland is the victim and
Elissa Landi, Fox's most persecuted heroine,

)ou see

this

.

.

.

.

.

Quiet!

Speed!"

on the screen you

piano, but
piano's works ivould
for the camera, and all im-

will

think Elissa

she

is

leave

.

is

sitting at a

The

not.

no room

known

to the deluded audience (satisfaction or vour money back) there are no elegant mahogany legs inider the music restnot even a ke\ board— only a trestle and a
few wooden blocks. In these uninspiring
sinrotuidings Elissa Landi and Neil Hamilton speak the longest and snappiest dia-

logue sequence I have heard on a movie
set since Pola Negri and Paul Stein shot
it out between takes of "A ^Voman Com-

mands."
It sounds like a line."
"I won't play.
"It is a line— leading up to a proposition."
".\re vou the kind of gentleman who
makes propositions to ladies?"
"I want you, I love you and will you

marry me?

Stop

me

if

you've heard this

before."

"That
posal.

Mi<ldle

makes

the

tis-enty-seventh proin the

Do vou know, there's a girl
\Vest who holds an all-time

record

N

Silver Screen for May 1932
had over a hundred!
good cook."

She
for proposals.
"She's probably a

am

"So

"Then

a good cook."

I

that
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settles

Anyway,

it.

seven's

An Announcement!

a lucky number."
in a crap game."
so is eleven— how about eleven
o'clock on the morning of the seventh?
"But I don't want to marry you."
"It

is

Beginning with

"And

"

«

"Why?"

JUNE ISSUE

"We're so happy as we
He plucks a pen"I know what it is."
cil from her hair, not because he's a con-

^

are."

You Can Buy

juror but because she's a composer. "You
think you'd have to give up your work."
"Marriage is a ^vhole time job."
"But you wouldn't. And I want to feel
you belong to me. Will you give me a

ScREENLAND
with

kiss?"

"With pleasure." She
"Think of having one

and

.

.

features

surprise

every morning."
"I feel myself slipping."

.

fun— slipping.

15*^

Beginning FREDRIC MARCH'S
Real Life Story

Yes or no?"

"Perhaps."
"Yes."

think

"I'll

it

over."

"YES!"
"Oh! well!"

The scene ends, as it ought to, in a
But it
wrestling match— nothing barred.
brings a pack of trouble for Elissa— and
the Woman in Room 13.

My

MURDER

a

fashionable

preoccupa-

tion with producers these days.

is

the

D. J. MAHLER
Providence, R.
Mahler Park

495-AA

Sto'res.

PHANTOM

RED Test Set
Send 20c for
Lipstick and Rouge in smart ultra-thin Vanity
Carlyle Laboratories, 67 Fifth Ave., New York, Dept. 320

way

^kojxUxrrc Sled

We

Joan Bennett Goes on Trial
is

Drug

to prevent hair
from growing again. Use it privately, at
home. Booklet free. Write today enclosing
teach Beauty Culture.
3 red stamps.

method

MAKE-UP

and Rouge. Endorsed and sold by thousands
of Beauty Specialists, also Department and

The Hair Root

Kill

IN

make-up was her
problem before she discovered Phantom Red
Lipsticlc and Kouge. Now she uses Phantom
Red Lipsticls and Rouge, and knows her
make-up is so natural that it enhances the
beauty of her eyes, keeping them the dominant color note of her face, as fashion dicNever does she use strong, harsh coltates.
oring on her lips or face, that would tend to
detract from the effect of naturalness.
You, too, will like the transparency of
Phantom Red Lipstick and Rouge, that contains that phantom, true-life color that blends
with all complexions. Change tomorrow, and
see the difference in Phantom Red Lipstick
after using

To be natural

FOR

beautiful

its

pictures

does.
of those for break-

fast

"It's

NATURALNESS

The Smart Screen Magazine

L

STICK

I

I.

There

at least one on every lot, and Fox boasts
two. Noel Madison is the victim in "The
Trial of Vivienne Ware," and Joan Bennett
Lilian Bond
the heroine falsely accused.
is the cause of all the trouble and Skeets
Gallagher and Zasu Pitts are comedy radio
If that
announcers in the court room.
sounds like old-time melodrama, blame
Bill Howard, the director, who delights in
describing his stories that way.
All reports to the contrary, this picture
is not an adaptation of the Ruth Judd case.
Howard only attended that trial to study
court procedure, and now he has a judge
on the set to keep him straight. So far
the tame judge has been the best technical
director of them all. He lets them do what
lhe\ like and doesn't even suffer."
The rough stuff in "Vivienne Ware" is
The knives have been duly
all
over.
is

thrown

Howard

at
is

Lillian Bond and swept auay.
doing a shot of policemen send-

ing out descriptions over a switch-board;
there is not a star in sight; but I spot
that the cops doing this work are in blue
uniforms instead of the regulation khaki

MAY CHANG

_

After I sent
y thoughts to him he said he
..
away from home."
nd about foreclosnan of whom we bought home changed h:
hardly know* why, but we do."— New
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it

is

Send
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CUTICURA SOAP

FOR PICTURES
SONGS
Big
Royalties

Acknowledged

paid by Music Publishers and Talking P.cture Producers.

Free; booklet describes most complete song service eve>
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrics or lyrics to your muaic. secure U. S. copyright, bro^idcast your
eouK oyer the radio. Our iiales departmeut HubmifH to Music pub^l^^he^e

and Hollywood Picture

.Studios.

WRITE TODAY

for

Price 25c.

FREE BOOKLET.
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604 Meyer BIdg., Western Ayenue and
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in

Ralph Bellamy and Doris Kenyon

on

the
"Young America" set. Amongst the extras sitting in the juvenile court room are
Jack Phillips, formerly assistaiU casting dithe same lot and erstwhile
rector on
overlord of all extras, and a woman who,
eight years ago, was a leading lady in
Now she is
stock with Ralph Bellamy.
trying to avoid Bellamy's eye as he sits at
the bench facing her and though he
lecognises her he affects not to, because
she obviously hopes he won't. Etiquette is
like that in

similar

tragedies

free.

12K, Maiden, Mass.

ARE YOU FLAT CHESTED?

and breeches— another of Bill's liberties—and that the extra at the end of
the row is none other than Pat O'Malley,
once a popular and highly-paid leading
man, now glad to earn seven-fifty in a
crowd.

are

Sample

Address: "Caticura," Dept.

shirts
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as a Protection

Skin Troubles

against

30 Days

form that "Fashion demands.

In Just thirty short days you
can increase your feminine charm and mould your contours
to the firm, youthful shapeliness that Is so smart and allurJust the simple application of my wonderful Miracle
ing.
Cream and easy instructions will work wonders. Thousands
of women everywhere praise '.his simple, harmless home
treatment for the splendid results obtained in just a few
minutes a day.
this New

Yes,

FILL

OUT YOUR FORM

pIfjo you
voii have
Imvo tried, no mailer Imw
No matter what ciso
iful
may be, you owe it to yourself to try tli
lire
woman writes: "Day by day T have st-ni
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and beautiful.

FREE
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new Book
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friends
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tlint

tells

Hollywood.

Easily the loveliest and tnost fascinating
extra on this stage has fair, curly hair, big
Four
roiuid eyes and a wet little mouth.
years old, his gaze is fixed on the creamy,
mature beauty of Doris Kenyon. sitting at
the Ix-nch with Ralph Bellamv— as well

\CinUinncd on page 62]
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it

1W

might, for she

Kenyon

Operator-

is

first

his

mother and

this

is

day in pictures at seven-

per.

fifty

i5/ii/>

Sills'

Court rooms are the big crop out ^Vest
this month.
M. G. M. contributes two,
Fox three and Radio, Paramount aird UniIn e\ery case but one
\ersal one each.
the charge is murder. And they said this
was going to be a cheerful spring!
In the "Young America
courtroom
Ralph Bellamy is leaning on his elbows,
running his hands through his rumpled
hair, modelling his manner to the life on
Judge Blake ot the Los .\ngeles juvenile
court, even to dropping his Gs and jetti"

'

talking Movies

BIG PAY
RADIO

Broadcast Stations

3eiid for iny big free book. "Rich Rewards in Radio." It tella
ribout tlie many opportunities to make up to SlOO a week in the
various fields of Radio. It tells bow 1 train you at home in your
spare time for most branches including selling and servicing
sets, operating on board ships and in broadcasting stations.
Television, talking movies, etc.
It tells how my amazingly
simple 50-50 method of home-study training fits you to begin
making extra money on the side almost at once. Many of my
students made S200 to SI, 000 in spare time while learning.

—

Learn at

Home

in Spare

Time

Stay right at home, hold your job and learn in your spare
time.
I send you Home Experimental Outfits for practical
experiments that make clear the basic principles of most
branches of Radio, and show you how to service practically
every type of receiving set made. I help graduates find jobs
and back my training with a money-back agreement. Mail
coupon for free book now."

Mail

Coupon Today

J. E. SMITH. President.
Dept. 2ER4, WaBhinecton, D

round

and handed

it

ing

it

all

does not
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Address..

City

State
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FANS-ATTENTION!

Read This Splendid Offer
A

set ot six exclusive autographed portrait
Size 8"xl0".
drawings.
Of Garbo, Norma
Shearer, Constance Bennett, Clark Gable, Robt.
Montgomery, Wallace Beery. Drawn by a well
known Hollywood artist. $1.00 Postpaid.
Single Autographed Portrait of Your
Favorite Star. 25c Each Postpaid.
Write Box A. 7121 Hillside Avenue. Hollywood, Calil.

He

is

in the nick of time!

Spencer Tracy

c.

me your free book. I understand this
obligate me and that no salesman will call.

Tommy.

to

the hero who saves the dogs life, steals
medicine for his dying grandmother and
money for his sick pal and wiiuls up by
captiaing the gangsters who robbed his
hard-hearted foster-father's store— and do-

National Radio Institute

Send

PVIE

soning his s)nta\, in the friendh manner
these ju\enile judges have which makes
you tell all so that they can sentence you
more.
Just now he is giving the works to
foin teen-year-old Tommy Conlon, and I
^vant to warn you now that though Doris
Kenyon, Spencer Tracy, Ralph Bellamy
and Beryl Mercer are also in the cast, the
picture is put on a plate with parsley

ONLY

one thing more can detain us on
the Lox lot and that is worth waiting
for— to wit. one Spencer Tracy, he-man
and hinnourist. Spencer has taken up polo
and says he now needs a press agent who
can convince horses. L'p to now the animals ha^e been taking one disparaging look
at him, summing him up for what he is
and then leading him on the ground while
they go and jjlay ball by themselves.
"I told Snovv) Baker it was cruelty from
dumb animals, and all he said ^vas that I'll
hd\e to fall olf a horse two hundred limes
before I can ]:)lay polo.
Two lunidred
times! ... I showed the bruises to my
wife and all she says is she often falls oft
a horse herself.
But me— \vhen I fall I
fall.
Here, lor exantple.
Ouch!
This

morning Big Boy Williams was showing
hoAv to sit on a hoise so you can't be
unseated, then he threw his two hundred
and t^venty pounds at me, just to show me.
He showed me."
Spencer limps away to show Kenyon Sills
the gold-fish in the fountain and in a few

me
Make money takine pictures. Prepare quickly during
spare time. Also earn while you learn. No experience
necessary. New easy method. Nothing else like it.
Send at once for free book. Opportunities in Modern
Photography, and full particulars.
AMERICAN SCHOOL OF PHOTOGRAPHY
3601 Michigan Ave.
Chicaeo,

Dept. 4435.

U. S. A.

REMOVE FAT
WAY

minutes Hollyvvood is spread below us
toy farm and the Universal studio

a

medicines,

baths

equipment

or

exercise,

necessary.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Premier Reducing Cream has
slenderized tliousands of
stout people when other
failed.

A

over-

means

cream-like white prepa-

ration, a secret product of modern
science, rigidly tested, has proven
to quickly remove excess fat from
doiible chin, arms, abdomen, bust,
hips, letrs or any other part of
body, painlessly, harmlessly and

without any inconvenience.

SPECIAL OFFER

LARGE

$5

JAR AT

SPECIAL PRICE OF
Send

SI.7.'>

or

$4

7e

co ipon today.

niiiil

PREMIER COSMETIC

CO.,

Dept.

A
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S1.7.'i plus few cents poataRe.
My money to be refunded If I am not pleased.
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and there never was an Irishman yet
Avho cotdd resist the aroma of bacon.
And glory be! 'tis our Maureen O'Sullivan, no less, who is after cookin' it, and
them famishin' electricians siitin' rotintl
like vultures for ivery piece as it comes
from the pan, an' me riskin' me neck in
the air here— flatten out! skipper! ye crazy
di\il, we're not here we're theie.

5,

Kint Netmiann, once

assistant

manager

brace of theatres in far-olf
London, is directing his first feature, "The
Information Kid," and just when Uncle
Call Laemmie is looking for him to bring
home the bacon here he is haxing trouble

of

llniversal's

it.

But bv the time the
camera has got back to the pan the bacon
is cooked too much to match up \\\th subsequent shots, and has to be replaced, and
tricky shot.

a

by the time the scene has been shot five
times e\ervbodv on the set— including us—
is eating bacon sandwiches.
\\'hile 1 think
of

8

.

.

.

Removing

a hunk of sandwich to do so,
gives orders for the next scene.
Micky McGuire, the Kid himself, in two
woollen sweaters, a dirty flannel shirt and
an e\en dirtier pair of corduroy breeks,

Neumann

through the kitchen window and

crawls
starts

on the

pies.

The

director has trouble

with this scene too, but the trouble is that
once young Mickey has put his teeth in
a pie he can't stop.
"The Information Kid is another talkie
stolen by minors.
It is the story of a
crooked jockey (Tom Bro^vnj who pals up
with a kid as wise to the race-track as himself and tries to make him go straight.
It
seems to be Mickey's picture, and I want
to know when they're going to give that
"

Irish colleen a break.

Tala Birell

SO.MEHO\V we
calm,

Tala

don

peaceful

Birell.

find

ourselves in the
of the silent
was amnesia. Par-

presence

Maybe

it

Mr. Brown.

us,

The scene is a peasant village in the
Austrian Tyrol, built for "Mountains In
Flame."
Nothing whatexer seems to be
happening, but anything or nothing it is
all one to the imperturbable lala, one of
the most beautiful girls in Hollywood, but
a girl without gaiety, or sadness, or desires, or any strong emotions except those
she keeps for the screen.
She is like an
exquisite Sevres vase, which the producer
takes do\vn when he needs it, but which
is as happy doing nothing as something.
A Viennese b) birth, education and inclination,
after
eight months' intensive
coaching tmder Laura Hope Crews she
speaks English excellently, with only a too
precise articulation to Ijetray her foreign
origin.
Her china-blue eyes gaze at you
unwinkingly,
from
under
abnormally
arched brows, accentuating a golden skin
and chestnut-blonde hair.
She tells us that this is her American
debut, that she has given up tennis because it is broadening and riding for a
similar but diHerenily located reason, that
she never goes to parties, reads a great
home and misses V'ienna. An tinwonted warmth creeps into her voice as
she mentions Zola's "Nana," which is to
lie her first starring vehicle.
As a child
she filched and read the book because it
was forbidden, and she thotight the herodeal at

ine immoral.

Now

she thinks her lovable

your type," we suggest.
never be a type," she says,
qtiietly, amiably, as one would say it will
Dietrich would have spat out
not snow.
the denial, and Garbo would have probably said: "I go 'ome."
"I

HAS to be short, for there
powerful
ITscent
of bacon rising from Stage number

It s

ADDRES.S

very
good.

and unfortunate.

Maureen and Mickey McGuire

^vith

NAME

wood.

"It will set

A SAFE AI\D SURE
diet?,

a

short dive to the north.

from any part you wish reduced.

No

like
is

now in production in Holly^Vell— maybe not absolutely the
best
but anyway the bacon is

best picture

it,

I

want

to

record

the

considered

opinion that "The Information Kid"

is

tlie

will

a short hop over the sugar-cone
to the Radio studio and one of
the strangest sights in a city which has
outgrown astonishment. Lining the road
opposite the studio gates, sitting on the
foot-boards of parked cars, on the curb
and on the ground, are sixty or seventy
types,
poorly dressed markedly Jewish
most of the men with black or grey
IS
IThills

of them wearing rusty Derby
hey ha\e been sitting there all
waiting on the oft-chance ol being

beards,
bats.

dav,
called

many

'I

day's atmosphere in
Million," the tale of
New "S'ork's Ghetto. None of them knows
or will belie\e that the picture was finished some time ago.
There is something cruelly sardonic
about jjassing from that scene to the gay,
for
set
night-club
frivolous
luxurious,
But that is movies.
"State's Attorney.'
There is no heart big enough nor pocket
in to do a
"Symphony Of Six

Silver Screen for May 1932
Hollydeep enough to take care of the
wood underneath.

John Barrymore and Irving Pichel
the first shock of the contrast,
of
/iLthis set helps to wipe the memory
underdogs from the
that company of
An Hawaiian orchestra of eight
mind.

AFTER

amorously.
euitars and ukuleles is moaning
On the stage a hula dancer is illustratmg
went to Tahiti
just why Douglas Fairbanks
and Queen Mary stayed behind. Three
hundred extras in evening dress are dancIrving Pichel,
ing, dining and wining.
gangster proprietor of the club, is leaning
on the bar. John Barrymore, his attorney,
Twelvetrees, who
is at a table with Helen
wearing another of those triangularis
fronted backless gowns.
..
The scene is all set for a prohibition
Now, personally,
raid, and here it comes.
of those things,
I have never been in one
every
but nothing will persuade me that
has not
of those three hundred extras
,

one
been

in several.
exactly what to

They

seem

to

.

.

know

When

uniformed
and an
figures appear at every entrance
unsympathetic voice says: "Keep your

The

places.

do.

place

pinched," every ex-

is

on the set does nothing of the sort.
Meanwhile Irving Pichel continues to
A gangster can afford
lean on the bar.
John Barrymore dives
to be nonchalant.
An attorney
for the men's washroom.
ordicannot afford to be pinched by an
Helen Twelvetrees keeps
nary flat-foot.
tra

be
her seat. An attorney's girl-friend can
sprung before she's jugged.
Twenty minutes by the clock it takes
take
for the police to quell the riot and
clear
the arrests away, and over an hour to
away the wreckage so that they can all go
While that is going
through it again.
attorney
on, a short shot illustrates that an
caught in a washroom need only whisper
the police-captain in charge to be
to
man
slipped out the back way, a free
without a stain on his visible character.
This is Barrymore's picture, the story
amuseof how an attorney, for his own
ment, defends a girl being tried on an immorality charge, secures her release and
then installs her in his own home to show
that justice

he

is

the slave of oratory, of

how

through gangster clients to be the
attorney, then sheds his shady clients

and Paul Lukas,

career to a jury
facing
in order to exonerate his Helen,
another and this time a framed charge.

and

own

finally bares his

Bankhead and Bickford

ON THE
thunder

Paramount

lot

next door there

below, above and all
Tallulah Bankhead is in actionor
as one might say "Vesuvius is active,"
"Aetna is awake." The reverberations include a phonograph which plays all day
Our Tallulah
long between every take.
must have her stimulus and her tenancy
of Billy Haines' house is the best tribute
The thunder inever paid to his cellar.
cludes also a deep and continuous puris

around.

vehicle the
had.

A

tempo

fast

Richard Wallace

is
is

A

—playing "I'm Just

.

.

Lang who photographed Ruth Chatterton
in six pictures all right Dick I'm coming."
She joins Richard Wallace, her smile of
confidence indicates her belief that she has

a great

director.
set is easily

the

NO
RAZOR
RISK

A

Prisoner Of Love"

"There you go!"
Bickford from behind the
"Susan!" He comes in at a
gallop, dirty, dishevelled, with no soles to
his shoes nor sleeves to his shirt, short
pants, torn legs and arms and several days'
growth of beard. No wonder they know
him in Hollywood as "Bogeyman Bickford."
He tears off the
Is it you?"
"Walt!
mosquito net in the manner of a caveman
cleaving through a bridal veil.
well?
"Here's one way you can tell .
"Susan!

"

calls

garden wall.

.

Who

is

.

it?"

you all right-a little louder, maybe
He kneads her hair
wilder-"
as if it were bread.
"You're prettier, your arms are whiter."
"It's

-a

little

speech seems to suggest to him other
items in the catalogue calling for imme-

"Now— I can
stand the
public gaxG.'

Can you ?
Bristly

regrowth delayed

it easier to remove
superfluous hair— shortens the time needed.
Used on arms, underarms and legs, it leaves
skin hair-free, clean and smooth as satin.
Many users claim lessened hair growth. The
whiteness and mild, pleasant fragrance of
Delatone Cream appeal instantly. Made

Delatone Cream makes

by a patented formula owned and used exclusively by us. Ask for and insist on having

The

diate investigation, but Tallulah flees

and

as Bickford plunges after her Richard WalHe always does at
lace shouts: "Whoa!"
the end of a scene, but to Bickford in pursuit of
priate.

Tallulah

"Hooey!"

says

it

seems peculiarly appro-

Bogeyman

Bickford,

when

tax him with being temperamental.
"Just because I wouldn't let Metro change

we

my

I've
I'll work.
type.
since I left them than

done more work

DIElL-AfONIE
The White Cream Hair-remover
Big economy tubes. 50c and
$1. Delatone Powder, SI
jars only. At drug and department stores. Or sent
prepaid upon receipt of
price.

I

Satisfaction guaranteed, or

Write
refunded.
Mildred Hadley. The Dela-

money

tone Company. (Est. 1908)
Dept. 14.5, 233 E. Ontario
St.. Chicago. 111.

Mildred Hadley. The Delatone Company
111.
DeDt. 145. Delatone Bldg. . 233 E. Ontario St.. Chlcaeo.
Please Bend me absolutely free In plain wrapper generous
tube of Delatone Cream.

ever did with
them, but I'll pick my own parts. And
They call me diffithat's another thing!
cult because I've got enough money from
hogs and whales and gas to turn down a
picture job if I don't like it. Hooey!"
I

Bancroft and Miriam Hopkins

vehemence, or what, that blows
IS IT histo the set for the Bancroft prous on
duction, "The World And The Flesh,"
which used to be better named "Red Hara box-car load of aristocrats,
from blood-crazed revolutionary Russia. Alan Mowbray is there, and
George E. Stone as a terrified banker, and
John Deering as a one-armed officer. Men
and women, they are all wearing peasant
clothes over their own, and some of them
are wearing their entire wardrobe on their

vest?"

It

is

liberty-bound

backs, and have been in that box-car (if
you believe the script) for a month.
Miriam Hopkins is wearing three stepins,

"

Miriam is playing the role of a fashionable courtesan. All the best stars are bad
Poor Ann Harding will
lots these days.
have to come to

CONTRAST

charm

of studio
stage Walter
Byron is doing a little gentlemanly seduction over a ciij) of coffee for the benefit
of "Sinners In The Sun. wiiich shows you
is

On

half the

the

Freckles
Secretly

and Quickly Removedl

can banish those annoying,
YOU
embarrassing freckles, quickly
and surely, in the privacy

of

your

own boudoir. Yourfrieuds will wonder how you did it.

Stillman'sFreckleCream bleaches
sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent. Price
only 50c. To pay more is extravagance. The first jar proves its magio
worth. At all d'uggists.

themoutwhileyou

Stillman's
Freckle Cream

it.

Carole and Walter Byron
touring.

most colorful in
Occupying an entire
current production.
stage it consists of a seven-roomed house
and garden somewhere in Central America,
where Charles Bickford, her "husband,"

The

twice as easy
'

the fortieth fallacious time-claps his
hands at the love-birds to startle them into
silence, and the scene begins when Wallace
calls, according to his invariable custom:

Tallulah's metier, and
giving it to her. Even

.

REMOVE HAIR

for

and an ermine coat-all under a rough
peasant dress which hides her wealth and
She doesn't show us but we are
identity.
well bred enough to take her word for

ofE-stage she talks like a runaway locomo"Perfectly marvellous it's a tretive
mendous story the script was changed three
times before we started and I've got Charlie

Now I Can

silk, black jacket and white
trousers and a sea-green robe, lying on a
cot in the garden, with a mosquito net
around her.
property man shuts off the phonograph

three chemises, tour petticoats, two
nightgowns, an evening gown, a mink wrap,

the best
Below"
Cloud-Burst has ever

See!

swathed in

is

"Thunder
Alabama

for

ring,

pros-

are

pecting for oil for a big U. S. company.
The walled garden is a mass of brightlycolored vegetation— lichens, banana trees,
hanging garlands of red and white flowers,
and rich green grass. Gorgeous paraqueets
and love-birds complete the tropical ensemble, but if it were twice as unnatural
the eye would still be held by Tallulah,

rises

state's

"friend,"

his

63

next

"

what can be done by cross-breeding
[Colli iiiued on page 64]

titles.

Removes

]

Freckles

1

Whitens
The Skin

FREE BOOKLET tcWs how to remove freckles.
Dept. 20 Stillmaii Co.

Auror.T,

111.
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DR. WALTtER'S

Paramount

used to have two unusable
"Dancers In The Sun" and "Sinners
In The Dark"— and now look at them.
Walters objective is none other than
Carole Lombard, and by heavens!— is she?
—yes! she is; she's wearing another o£ those
gowns with too much front and not enough
back.
This time, so I am told by a girl-

latest

titles,

TO IVOMGK
OSLY.

^

tJiis

little

secret!
Not a soul will
know just what you
f { ^

have done to make your

*

hair so lovely! Certainly no•

body would dream that a single shampooing could add such
beauty — such delightful lusue—
.

But you may share it!
ist's secret!
Just one Golden Glint Shampoo* -will
» show you the way! 25c at your dealers',
or send for free sample.

(*Note: Do not confuse this with other shamS poos that merely cleanse.
Golden Glint Shampoo
^ in addition to cleansing, gives your hair a "tinytint" ~- a wee little hit— not much —hardly perceptible.
h'
But how it does bring out the true beauty of
'/ your own individual shade of hair!)

MAIL COrPON NOWJ,

W. KOBI CO..
Wash. , ,

Seattle,

617 Rainier Ave., Dept. E
, » » Please send a free sample.

copyright.
He asks the girl to feel his
pulse and then imprisons her hand in his.
^Vhen she demands to know where he
keeps his pulse he answers that he is all
pulse when she is aroinid.
Neat, no?
Carole only fails to fall for it because it
is too early in the storv.
\Vhatever happens, it should be ad\ertised as "pulsing.
'

A STONE'S
throw

a

Address
City

.

Color of

my

State.

hair_

SONG WRITERS
To Read
Don*t Fail

e'5onc REouiREMEKTsl

1ALKING PICTURES "Sons Rcqnirements of Talking Pictorei,
nAPio and nEconps Radio and Records", an explanatory instmctiTe book, SENT FREE on reqneit.
Writers may rabmit tong-poems for free
examination and advice. Past experience
unnecessary. We revise, compose and arrange music and secure Copyrigbts. Oor
modem method guarantees approval.
Write Today. S. L Newcomer Associalion
I

1674 Broadway.

throw away— if you can still
stone— Russell Gleason and

Frances Dee are celebrating their "engagement with a dance, and off-stage Wynne
Gibson (she plays the title-role "Clara
Deane and it is her picture) is getting
ready to shoot husband Pat O'Brien for
trying to blackmail Frances with the story
that her real mother, (to wit, AVynne, in
person), is an ex-con\ict.
Wynne appears
at the ages of 20, 24 and 40. and her make'

'

up

New

Yerk, N. Y.

YOU can earn sood money it> spare time at
home makinx msplay caroa. No aelUng or
We instruct

canvassing.
plete outfit

you. furnish comand supply you with work

Write to-day for free booklet.

COMPANY Umited

The MENHENITT

252 DominicQ Bldg.. Toronto. Ont.

nJIM

MJOOC

keeping her \\'orking. As Florence
the daughter of the head man of the
'Frisco gas and light company she does
not have to keep the home fires burning,

money was no

so Sam's

To me,

SURE

WAV

From Any Part You Wish
Reduced. A New And Safe
Way. No Exercise, Baths,
Diets.
cial

Medicines or Spe-

Equipment Necessary.

Guaranteed

to SuXUfij

Thin-O-Creme
secret
product ri^'lcily
tested has slenderized thou-

ji

.sands of over-stout people
who failed tbrouEh other

means. TH I N-O-CREM E
has proven to nuickly remove excess fat from double
chin, arms, abdomen, bust,

any part of the
body.
THIN-O-CREME.
a product of modern
science, a cream-like white
hips, legs or

iihbcd into nny fnt pnrt you wish roniaaiL— lik<j rrdiiciiie anlion boKine and
crndu.illv

ilix

SPECIAL OFFER
THIN-O-CREME CO.. Oepl.
Kond
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'
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money
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REDUCER

Grove and forget

in

Hollywood

forget

Not this young feller, anyway. .\t the Grove, bright whoopee spot
of the best people, A\'e are being turned
away because the place has been taken over
en bloc by a mo\ie company, ^vhen a redheaded guy in a green hat, who talks out
of the side of his mouth, shouts: "You
there! whatye doing off the set?
C'mon

and

busy."
go, and— believe

He means

get

us,

so

in

ankle and calf measure.

9-inch..$S.OO pair
14-inch..S6.?5 pair

ll-inch„S3.75 pair
(not covering foot)
.Ml

garments

ade of pure

gum

rubbei^

colored.
Write for literature,
order
no caeh.
lie.-'h

—

Dr. Jeanne S.

M.

Waller, 3«9 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
It peels off aged skin in fine particles until all defects
such as pimples, Uver spots, tan and freckles disappear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger. Mercolized Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinklei quickly
dissolve one ounce Powdered Saxolite in one-half
pint witch hazel and use daily. At all drug stores.

ASTROLOGY

YEAR
READING
10 -

$1

periods to 1942. Ten year forecast
fa.vorable and unfavorable periods to
court, marry, speculate, invest, travel, change, expand
business, obtain promotion, increase income, employment. Forecast prepared by expert and arranged in decan'
ales for greater accuracy. Based on recognized scientific AsWith this Forecast you may plan your affairs
trology.
with precision, greater assurance of success and happiness. Send birthdate and Sl.OO today. SPECIAL 1932

Your good and adverse
Reading indicating

MONTHLY PSYCHOLOGY HEADING & "LUCKY
DAY" CHART FREE.
NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., Desk 102-A. Hunter. N.V.

FORM DEVELOPED

by an Easy Simple Method successful 29
years. A Direct SAFE way to have an
alluring figure. Develops Bosom, Neck,
Arms. Legs— AN Y part of your body. No
medicine, no grease, no fuss or muss,
nothing to soil clothing or bedding, nothing to WIPE OFF. Send 10c for valuable
information on obtaining a Beautiful
Rounded Figure by this Simple Home
Method and Large Four Dram Box of my

PEERLESS WONDER CREAM
the Original All-in-ore Cream which is
an important part of my system. Every
personal attention. Wrap dime and send it NO w

--

case has my

Why pay

50c or more when you can have as

much

my Wonder Cream

of

Guarantee— money 4ac^

MADAME WILLIAMS,

if

for

you say

lOc^

My

so,

Suite SS, Buffalo, N.

MAKE $10,000

Y

A year raising
Rex rabbits for

We pay up
eaoUfor all you raise.
Send 2oo for full information
everything explained.
Send at once and
find out about this big proposition we have to offer you.
to $12.00

and

contract,

THE EASTERN BABBITRY
Route

I.

New Freedom,

Box 314

Pa.

or not LTncle Carl—
are dancing and dining
it

two minutes we
the expense of L^niversal, and a whole
lot happier than the rest of the company
who have been working there in the same
in

WAL-

duce your limbs with Or.

Hollywood and

Location

men and women;

tor

TER'S famous rubber hose.
Worn next to the skin. Send

it

it.

CO
ABDOMIXAL

measure.

and

CQ

heterogeneously

go at that. Skipper!
take the ship home yourself. I'm going to
get the Girl Friend, go to the Cocoanut
let

WAIST

takes care of that ugly roll above
corset.
Send waist and abdominal
measures. Laced at back.
Price only
RELIEVE swelling and
varicose vein.s and re-

object.

queerlv,
epitomises

that

populated set
I'm content to

in

REMOVE

HIP,

is

we

CRUMK

is

for not

CAN
pictures?

IMi'ont'

woman

Amongst the bit-players is Florence
Britton, the girl who played Juliet to
Gleason's Romeo (with scrawny knees) at
the Oakland Grammar School when they
were ten and eleven, and the girl who
moreover defied the fiercesome Sam Goldwyn and threw his contract back at him

ANYBODY

r.il

aged

prematurely

a

as

On

I

Gibson

miraculous.

Name

!
'

applique

btist

Price only

Fancy that.
Walters line is a good one and non-

Wynne

A secret indeed— a beauty special-

it

Send

ately.

of

set,

and

is

tire

silver.

such exquisite soft tones!

f

"

friend contracted on the
plover's-egg-blue georgette

REDUCING BRASSIERE

you that trim, youthful ligthat the new styles demand. 2
to 3 inch reduction almost immedigives

at

clothes for 18 hours flat.
They are shooting scenes for "The
Cohens and Kellys In Hollywood." Charlie
Miuray, Esther Howard (the new Mrs.
Kelly), June Clyde. Edwin Maxwell, Louis
Alberni and John Roach are at one table,
George Sidney and
Dunn (the ne\\Mrs. Cohen) at another.
The radio announcer draws attention to
Mix, Sidney Fox, Gene\ ieve Tobin and Boris
Karloff, typical guests of the Grove, at
other tables.
(Trust Uncle Carl to make

Emma

DEAFNESS

IS

MISERY

Many

people witli defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fittinj;
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They arc inexpensive. Write for
booklet and sworn statement of
the inventorwho was himself deaf.
A. O.

LEONARD,

Inc.,

Suite 9S5, 70 5th Ave.,

New York

Tom

them

Oh

Uni\ersars

all

stars).

make a night of it, breakBrown Derby and watch AV'al-

well!

let's

at the
latc Beery s\vallo\\ing fried eggs Avhole.
And so— hcigh-ho-0-0!— to bed.
^Vell
I'll be seeing you.

fast

.

.

.

(Next month the skipper will look oter
the Warner-First National lot where a new
group of pictures is starting.)

DEPILATORY CREAM
—Whifa—Quick—Safe.

Perhimed

and rinse
trial

off.

tube to

Just spread it oft
All Stores. Giant Tube 50c. Send 10c for
Dept. 5-K, 562-5 Av. N.Y.

Mme. Berthe',

2/P Epilator-IT'S OFF becauseirSOUTonly $1

Permanently Destroys Hair

—
Silver Screen
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.
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Last Call! Offer to be withdrawn!

Toiletries
10 Exquisite$8.50
bought separately

that

would cost you

at least

if

The famous Milaire Treatment and
Make-up Package which has amazed and

has been prepared especially for daytime
is delicately perfumed and exceedingly adhesive.

delighted hundreds of thousands of women
in recent months is about to be withdrawn
from the market.

$1.00 Jar Milaire Cleansing

the last time this offer will be
columns of this magazine.
In order to get these ten store-size Milaire
beauty preparations for 9 9 cents and
postage, you must clip the coupon immediately, fill it in properly, and mail it to
us without delay.

This

is

made

in the

Remember! These are not sample -size
packages. They are all full-size packages
exactly the same size and exactly the

—

same

fine quality as

you would expect to

find in your favorite store at the suggested
retail prices listed in this advertisement.

But instead of paying $8.50 as you would
you bought each item separately, you

if

ten of these exquisite preparations
99 cents and postage, provided
you fill in and mail the coupon before

get

all

for only

this offer expires.

Let us remind you that hundreds of
thousands of these Milaire Treatment
and Make-up Packages have been sold in
and that women from
the last year
all over America have voluntarily written
us, expressing their amazement and delight
at the truly remarkable bargain this Treat.

.

.

ment and Make-up Package

All This for

represents.

99 cents

plus postage
$1.00 Box Milaire Complexion Powder
— Cvenio^ Shade. An exquisite powder, delightfully
perfumed and exceedingly adhesive.

$1.00 Box Milaire Complexion Powder

— Special Blend — Da^'light Shade. This Special Blend

use.

It

Cream—

a beautiful, snowy white cream which literally melts
into the skin, cleansing every pore of dirt and foreign matter, keeping the skin soft, firm and youthful
Daintily perfumed with Jasmine odor.

All 10 in the

Treatment and

Make-up Package for a limited
time only for the Coupon and

.

$1.00 Jar Milaire Waterproof Creme

Rouge —

a special blending of colors that harmonizes with any complexion. It is very adhesive, not
affected by moisture and very economical. Comes
in an attractive package convenient for your purse.

$1.00 Milaire Skin Tonic and Freshener

—

In addition to its tonic effect, this splendid preparation is a mild astringent, which reduces the size of
enlarged pores, refines, refreshes the skin. Essential
when cleansing face and neck with cleansing cream.

75c Milaire Frost

Balm— Lavender.

This

Milaire preparation will soften, bleach and beautify
your hands as nothing else can. It is splendid for
rough or chapped hands or face. You will be particularly impressed by its heavy, creamy consistency.
Note great improvement after second application.

7.5c Bottle Milaire Brilliantine. in reality
is more than a Brilliantine. It is actually a permanent wave oil. You can use it freely after getting
your permanent wave. It will help to keep your
wave in longer and add loveliness to your hair.
You should always use a little after shampooing
the hair, as it imparts a beautiful lustre to the
hair, gives it life and elasticity and prevents it from
becoming brittle. Perfumed with Jasmine odor.
this

75c Milaire Cocoanut Oil

Shampoo

a great cleanser which leaves the hair and scalp free
from excess oil and dandruff. Free from any superneutral and harmless to the hair.
fluous alkalies

—

plus postage

Send No Money
Merely Mail Coupon
r"

Coupon
For One Milaire Make-up Set

MILAIRE COMPANY,
1044 Irma Ave, St. Louis, Mo.
Send me one Milaire Treatment and Make-up

Package, containing the 10 regular store-sizeMilaire

Beauty Preparations, as described in this advertisement. I will pay the postman only 99 cents
plus postage upon delivery.

75cBottleMilaireBathCrystals make your
bath a real delight because they stimu'ate the skin
and impart a delightful odor to the body and room.
You will be charmed by the beauty of this package

and the refreshing Geranium leaf odor.

50c Bottle Milaire I.iqui<l Nail

Enamel

— Imparts a beautiful, transparent. waterproof finish
to the nails. Contains just enoutjh rose coloring to
give the nails that beautiful blush tint they should
have. One application lasts a week or 10 days.
Will not crack or peel

Copyrighl, 1932, Milaire Co.

Name.
Street

City

...

State...
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THE EAR

we have

ground

to the

has heard the thrilling sound of

rctmn"When John's
rather dazed and stumbling steps were
growing fainter and fainter o\"er the hill
of the mo\ie world, we shook otn' heads
in despair.
We remembered the bov of
"The Big Parade" (the most siiccessfid
film e\er made) and we recalled the dashing young man of "The Flesh and the
Devil," and mourned that the ptiblic
should be so cruel to one w^ho has ser\ ed

John

footsteps

Gilbert's

ing from obliA'ion.

it

well.

He was

the martyr to the

him

poor ap-

first

When we

parattis of sound.

talked with

at the time of his greatest fame,

we had

referred to a piece

me

called

And he
play.

'inrpish,' "

Now

'^vas.

he

If

written.

he

succeeds in being a screen
figure irresistibly comic

smiling.

said,

he has written his own

John wants

fails,

Without trick pants or
funny get-up Stuart Erwin

he

"You

to take all

the blame.

We

recommend

Success

he learn from his
erstwhile SAveetheart, Garbo, the value of
silence and shinr personal publicitv.
Let
the play do the talking.
His brilliant
talents have been obscured by "kiss and
tell

'

rumors.

lost his

that

And now

that Jack

EVERYONE

him

hearing the speaker at

has

co\ ered,

I

and we are no

it

Sir Isaac

the

same time
which

affords a thrill for pictine jDatrons

seems
to prefer gravity in heroes, we have disagain, for,

enjoys listening to perwords.
Seeing and

spoken

fectly

smile of confidence perhaps the

public will like

something people can

still

is

have.

he radio cannot supply.

In "Polly of

Marion DaA ies, in perfect
English, which is neither distorted by accent nor dressed up with. Har\ard "A's,"
the

Newton.

Circus,"

repeats the glorious Avords of Riuh: "Entreat

0\TR

Mr. Zukor's hotise they haAe
Fredric March's great pictine this
week— great from the standpoint of inspiration, and we suggest that you go

get yoin

at

share.

The

in Love,"

btit

don't

You

see

Stuart

Avill

title

let

is

and

I

Avill

dree:

for

Avhither

go:

"

It is the

high spot in the pictine.

eign players fear long speeches.

as

a

you will grin and say
As the play goes on you
^\U\ like him more and more and his
great performance will be the one that
)ou bring away in your memory.
usual,

after

and where thou
lodgest, I will lodge: thy people shall be
my people, and thy God my God:

"Strangers

dumb

not to leave thee, or to return

fhou goest,

that deter you.

Erwin,

me

from following

at first

new chance

late

"That's Stu."

to

Miracle

Isn't that great?
66

put

for

such

Man"?

our
a

own

stars.

speech

For-

Here
Is it

into

is

too

"The

you really

iF

knew about
PRINCESS PAT
powder youci
surely try

it

here we shall try to give
the Facts— read carefully
In the

first

powder
powders

place. Princess Pat

that contains

almond.

the cnly face

is

Your accustomed

likely have a base of starch.

This change

of the base in Princess Pat makes a completely
different

powder.

Almond makes a more clinging

powder than can possibly be obtained
as a base.
is

that

it

So point one

stays

with starch

in favor of Princess Pat

on longer. Every woman

Pat powder for me," this photograph
Dnriitlii/ Mackaill plainly says.
And Mis»
yfarkaill, hflnred star of the silver screen, makes
her selection from experience.
^'Prijice-ts

of

will

ap-

preciate this advantage.

Almond makes Princess Pat a softer powder than can be
made with any other base. The softer a powder, the better its appUcation.

So yoint two in favor of Princess Pat is that it can be apphed
more smoothly, assuring the peculiarly soft, velvety tone
and texture which definitely estabhshes Princess Pat as
the choice of ultra fashionable

A deciding factor in

women

choosing powder

everywhere.

perfume. Will you
Yes. For it
steals upon the senses subtly, elusively. Its appeal is to
delicacy, to the appreciation every woman has of finer
things. It is sheer beauty, haunting wistfulness expressed
in perfume.
like Princess

So

-point three

Pat

— an

is

original fragrance?

in favor of Princess

Pat

is

perfume of such

charm that every woman is enraptured.
Even beyond all these advantages. Princess Pat possesses a special virtue which should make every woman
universal

choose Princess Pat as her onbj powder.

For Princess Pat powder
harmless,

almond

mind you, but

in Princess

Pat

is

good for the skin.

beneficial!
is

And

to be credited

Not merely

once again the
the almond

—

found in no other face poivder. You know how confidently
you depend upon almond in lotions and creams, how it
soothes and beautifies, keeping the sldn soft, pliant and
naturally lovely.

Almond

Pat face powder has the selfsame propFancy that! Instead of drying out your skin
when you powder, you actually improve it. Constant use
of Princess Pat powder is one of the very best ways to
correct and prevent coarse pores, blackheads and roughin Princess

erties.

ened skin texture.
Princess Pat has been called "the powder your skin loves
to feel." It is a most apt description; for the soft, velvety texture of Princess Pat is delightful
and different.
And now, if you have read carefully, learned the unusual
advantages of Princess Pat you will surely want to try it.

—

get this Week End
-SPECIAL

Set

H'ccA' Knit Scl for tills coupon and 26c
Cimiains I'rincrss Pal Rouiic. Kin lionge,

The popular
(coin).

Powder ami f/irt c ''reams In liberal, attractive
Also new booklet of valuable beauty secrets.

PRINCESS PAT
LONDON

CHICAGO

PRINC'IOSS PAT.^TO'.t
Drpt. A- 2055. Kiicloscd
luc the I'rlnci'Ss

Name

Pat

S.

W

Unci

W't-i-k

i

i

llH
.'.">(

St.,

for

sizes.

Chicago
which send

.iut Si-i.

(print)

Street

Princess Pat lee Astringent acts like ice to close and refine the pores.
It is ideal as the powder base
cool, pleasant, refreshing as ice. Prevents
and corrects coarse pores. Liquid or cream. Always use be/ore powder.

—

City and Slate

IN CANAD.V,

CHUHrU

ST.,

TORONTO

J've switched

to

CaMELS

because they're FRESH''

O

NCE

a

woman smoker

has been introa case of love at first
cool, mild fragrant pufif of

duced to Camels

The

light.

first

it's

smoke from this fresh cigarette is sufficient
to win her to Camels' ever-growing ranks
of friends.
because her throat is more
man's that she's so quick to
grasp the difference between the mildness
of this air-sealed cigarette and the stinging
bite of parched or toasted tobaccos.

Maybe

it's

sensitive than a

Blended from choice Turkish and mild,
sun-ripened Domestic tobaccos, Camels are
made with just the right amount of natural
moisture and kept that way until delivered
to the smoker by the Camel Humidor Pack.

These cigarettes are never parched or
The Reynolds method of scientifi-

toasted.

cally applying heat guarantees against that.

If you haven't smoked Camels lately, perhaps you've been missing something. Why
not switch over for just one day.** After
you've known their rare, throat- easy mildness, then leave them — if you can.
R.

J.

REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, N. C
"Are you histenin' ?"
J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY'S
COAST -TO -COAST RADIO PROGRAMS
Camel Quarter Hour

R.

Columbia Broadcasting System

Prince Albert Quarter Hour
National Broadcasting Company Red Network
See radio

Dos

't

re.

move the moiiliire-proof
u'rapfin& f""" y'tf
package of Camels
after you open it. The
Camel Humidor Pack
is

protection

against

and powder
and germs.
offices and homes,

perfume

odors, dust

In

even in the dry atmosphere ofartificial heat,
the

page of local newfpaper for time

Camel Humidor

Pack can he depended
upon to deliver fresh
Camels every time

© 1932, R.

J.

Reynolds Tobacco Company

Camels
Blade FRESn-£^<>p^

FRESH

THE CUNEO PRESS,

INC.,

CHICAGO

REFLECTING the MAGIC
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o

I

H O
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Y

WOOD
^

ilverAcreeii

NORMA
SHEARER

OLD

Med

ALLOT

in this

Issue

—

There s more Chicle in it
.

.

that's

what makes it better

the amount and quality of chicle
used that makes such a big difference
It's

chewing gum

—Beech-Nut

Gum

contains a larger proportion of the
world's finest chicle than any other
gum on the market. This EXTRA

CHICLE

gives Beech-Nut its longlasting smoothness makes it easier,
less tiring to chew
keeps it fresh and
smooth-flavored much longer. It's this

—
—

EXTRA CHICLE
Nut

that makes Beech-

so truly refreshing and enjoyable.

Beech-Nut
Makes

the next

taste better

somedim^
under the sun

There

NEW

is

DIFFERENT DELIGHTFUL DELICIOUS

—CHOCOLATE

Now—the

world's most popular flavor
crunchy, dein a package handy for pocket or purse.
and everyone enjoys
licious bit of sweet for everyone
single package will convince you that they
chocolate.
are delightfully different from any candy you've ever tasted.
on sale throughout the United States at 5^ a package.

—

A

A

Now

Beech-Nut
CHOCOLATE

These new Chocolate Drops
have the same double-wax
wrapping that preserves
the flavor and freshness of
Beech-Nut Fruit Drops.

/^WDROPS

DROPS

smoke

Of

9Qve

PEGGY

SHANNON
SPENCER. TRACY
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(^HORUS
GLORIA
seven

"

girl

new baby is a
and Mr. and Mrs.

Michael Farmer are glad of it. A
daughter of Gloria starts on the front page
and probably will inherit the knack of
keeping there.

much

sizzling

Weldon Heyburn

(Fox's Clark Gable)

The really
been sensible since.
unique part of the ^vedding was that neither
had been married before— just a couple of
haven't

amateurs.

Weldon

^V'hen

Frank

J.

Carroll

Western Representative

Art Director

CONTENTS

and Greta Nissen
up and got married the last week in March.
They met for the first time while making
"The Silent Witness" on the Fox lot, and
-

Editor

Wilson

Eliz.\beth

3<T>

3<T>

AFTER

ELIOT KEEN

SWANSONS
pound

came out

first

to

Hollywood about eight months ago fie used
to burn up the long distance wires calling
the girl he left behind in New York. And
then he met Greta. That's Hollywood.

SPECIAL FEATURES
OVER HOLLYWOOD
A

Survey of Hollywood

Pace

at

Donovan Pedelty

»4

Patricia Keats

16

Elizabeth Wilson

18

Myrtle Gebhart

20

Work

"WHY GARBO IS GREAT
An Interview ivith Melvyn Douglas, Her
ARE THEY LEAP YEAR LADIES?
"

Do

the

High Salaried

Stars

Do

Leading

Man

the Proposing?

THOSE RUMORS!
False Reports That Injure the Stars

DREAMS COME THROUGH
Ann Dvorak

Wallace Ford

JOAN

Carlisle Jones

22

Donovan Pedelty

23

Mook

24

Wick Evans

26

Marries Leslie Fenton

THE WANDERER

SUCCESS CHAINS

Settles

Down

SAYS: "YES!"

The Marriage

of

S.

Joan Bennett and Gene Markey

AN ARTIST TO HIS FINGER-TIPS
i2<7>

tJ<7>

MRS. VINCENT ASTOR

R.

Alexander Kirkland, Painter and Player
IS
PRETTIEST GIRL IN PICTURES?
Silver Screen Offers a Gold Medal to the Loveliest Actress

WHO

Randolph Scott is the handsomest male in
She thinks that Paramount
Hollywood.
should have him play opposite Marlene
Dietrich. What do you think?
says that

THE
TOUR
Screen Favorites Making
MEN OF THE MIKES

43

STARS ON

Ben M.addox

44

Personal Appearances

Radio and Pictures Are Inseparable

SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS
Listen:—

Love and Hisses

Marlene Dietrich

in a turtle neck sweat-

attending the fights for the first time
and getting so excited she bobbed up and
Her (r) von Sternberg not so exdown.
Noel Coward, the playboy playcited
wright of London, being greeted noisily
by Maurice Chevalier, Tallulah Bankhead,
and the Four Marx Brothers in the Paramount restaurant. Tallulah kissed him but
Maurice is so American no^v that he onlv
Carole Lombard getting
shook hands
bottles out of the ice box she keeps in her
dressing room shower— milk bottles
Noel Francis getting hauled into police
court by an irate cop because she "sassed
him when he tagged her for over-running
Said the cop to his chief:
a stop signal.
"I only wish it was possible for the judge
to gi\e me permission to spank that girl
Noel
for the ^vay she talked back to me."
Loretta Young at a
is \om face red?
local hospital with a bad cold
Kay
Francis attending the preview of her latest
|)icture "The Dangerous Brunette" and being chased by children who ^vanted aiuoConnie Beimett rushing across
grapiis
er

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

RKO

restamant to greet Joel McCrea
who has just rctiuned from Honolulu
Mary Nolan getting into trouble again wilh
.

.

.

ihc l.iiw and being sentenced to thirty days
because she failed to pay salaries to the
employees in her gown shop
Dorothy
I.ce and Marshall Dutlicld attending opening of local night club (When are you
going to announce it, Dorothy)?
.

i

Mary Lee

Talkies In Tabloid
A Movie Fan's Crossword Puzzle
Last Month's

Ask

Answer

is

Bryant

..Priscilla

12

on Page 11

Me Another

Sally Forth

MoviETOWN Topics

13
17

Silver Screen's Reviewing Stand

The

8
10

46
66

Final Fling

A GALLERY OF THE FAMOUS

.

.

the

6

Good Looking Hair

.

.

Dolores Del Rio and Joel McCrea
Richard Arlen and Virginia Bruce
Barbara Stanwyck and Dickie Moore

Wynne

27
28

;

29
30

Her First Starring Picture
Tallulah Bankhead and Director Richard Wallace
Tala Birell, The New Player From Vienna
Gibson,

Sidney Fox, Universal's Favorite

A Premiere

31

32
•

In Hollyavood

33

34

Outside the Chinese Theatre at the Opening of

"The Wei Parade"

Joan Crawford, She Never Rests On Her Laurels
The English Actress Who Is Thrilling All Europe
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford
Marian Nixon and James Cagney
Hot Weather Fashions! Hot Cha!
Sixteen Beautiful Candidates For Silver Screen's Gold Medai
Lilian Harvey,

36
37
38

30

40
4-'

COVER PORTRAIT OF NORMA SHEARER BY JOHN ROLSTON CLARKE

SILVKlt SI'UKKN. I'ublislieil niontlilv hv Scroriilaiul Mau.izine. Inc.. at 45 West t'llh Street. New York. N. Y.
ChiJ. Superior, Secretary anci Treasurer,
V. O. IleiMihuclier. Piesiilent: ,1. S. M;u-ncrniotl Vic-c Presiilent
Y'early suhseriptions $1.00 in tlie fnitcii Stales, its deraco Olllce: Hill North MieliiKan Avenue. Chicaso.
Entered as second class mutter. September 23.
pendeneles, fulia and Mexico: $1.50 in Canada: foreign $1.50.
Illinois.
at
Chicago.
Additional
entr.v
um, at tlie Post Offlce. New York, N. Y., under the Act of March 3, 1879.
.
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MEMBER AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS

—

THE

GREATEST
CAST
IN

STAGE

OR SCREEN
HISTORY!

JOHN

GARBO - BARRYMORE

WALLACE

mwlORD-BEERy
""•'BARRVMORE
The
York

play that gripped

New

for a solid year

— and

toured America with

road companies.

HOTEL
with

LEWIS STONE
JEAN HERSHOLT

many

Now it is on

the screen —long heralded
eagerly awaited

you

see

it

you

the biggest

— and

when

will experience

thrill

of

all

your

picturc'going days.

An EDMUND
GOULDING
production

DE$T TRIUMPVf
Silver Screen for June

1932

The
speaks.

voice

of

populace

the

Here undeniably is the depublic. The movie producer

mand of the
who disregards

this

demand

will not enjoy the

public support.

Contribute to this page. It is your chance to write a
note which will be read by producer and artist alike. If VO"
for player or director pass it along. Love and Hisses
message
have a
prizes
Editor, Silver Screen, 45 W. 45th St., N. Y. C. There are three
than 200 words. $15 for First Prize, $10 for Second
longer
not
letters
for
and $5 for Third.

GIVE HIM AIR!
Sapulpa, Okla.

FIRST
PRIZE

LETTER

WITHOUT

a doubt
the producers have
been lately giving us
good pictures, elegant
entertainment, real
t

^vorks

Our

of art.
interest

the

in

movie theatre is for entertainment, to escape from reality, dull surroundings, uninteresting people and every-day happenings.

We

go to thrill to tales of adventure, to
tender romances and good old-fashioned
drama filled with hokum and heart throbs.
We all do those things said to be char-

our modern age, but when we
go to the movies we want to relax and
forget ourselves, most of all we want to
forget this jazz-mad life for a time, even
though it be only for a couple of hours.
May we have something in pictures other
than so much modern divorce, gangsters
acteristic of

and

watching the unfolding of a drama heiore
them. They would see young girls, tired
too, with eyes intent, themselves forgotten,
living by pro.\y a well-ordered life or a
romantic moment. The beautiful boudoir,
the sunken, scented bath, the Rolls Royce
at the door do not fool them for an instant, but it's swell to be taken out of the
two-by-four room, the tenement, or the
crowded flat for a brief hour or two!
The super-critics squawk and yowl and

They are not
The laundryglamor.
worker, the mechanic, the chambermaid
and the waitress with aching feet haven't
the time nor the background tor "glamor,"
but as long as these workers support the
movies they will be given what they want,
and more power to them!
hungering

Gable and Garbo get our nickels any

ism.

G. A. Davis

HAIL TO GLAMOR!
PRIZE

Calif.

aplet-

the people who
are always critical of althe
everything
most
screen has to offer. They
arc intelligent and their
criticism is often to the point, but they are
a very small part of the American movieto

LETTER

going public.
Perhaps if these

people looked

PRIZE

there

skepticism,
few of us

LETTER

who

marriage
sue the rainbow

of clergy:
in search of

and

in
benefit

luilh

who

a
be-

still

love

in

lieve

are

still

pur-

romance; who

still sit through a picture that has in
neither gangsters, murderers, monsters
or racketeers— and enjoy it!
We (no doubt alluded to as "homebodies") eagerly anticipate and enjoy such
a picture as "Daddy Long Legs" or "The
Cisco Kid" or to go farther back, "Sunny-

can
it

Up."

of us who are not in a position
to inhabit night clubs or to tread the outer
rim of civilization in search of adventure,
offer up heart-felt thanks to the producers
when such a picture as one of the above
named appears and we are reluctant to

Those

WOULD like to
I peal,
through this
ter,

Lynchburg, Ohio
hidden by
current wave of

.the

leave the theatre after viewing

break

oin-

it

and thus

enchanted dream.

more of that gay bandit, Warner
and of others with his acting
and common-people appeal.
Lee L. Frost

Let's see

Baxter,
ability

around

instead of at the screen they would
see faces, old and young, brightened with
interest, with laughter or with tears. They
would see tired men and women forgetting
their troubles and living their dreams in

them

SHE LOVES!
Dayton, Ohio
S

A stenographer most

A':spent

in

an

oflice.

My

of
ears

my

time

tee?

Such wonderful stars as Greta Garbo,
Constance Bennett, Lionel Barrymore and
others make me forget that I am
I forget the office, typewriters, telephones and everything unpleasant. Nothing matters but this world of make believe.
The movies are a life-saver for me and
I love them and I am thankful for them.

many
tired.

Elizabeth Fitzgibbons

TEARS OF HAPPINESS!
St.

is

have become

Louis,

Mo.

and Ramon Novarro
GRETA GARBOattractions
on Broadway

may be

ALMOST

THIRD

side

Bakersfield,

SECOND

Dinan

Y.

STUFF FOR DREAMS!

The movie

time and any old place.

for

Em.

vice?

public is not fickle. We always have and always will pay our money
to be enchanted, to be lifted out of ourWe stand by any
selves for a little while.
personality that continues to be interesting,
that continues to develop, one that puts
naturalness, imagination and study into
Give us more pictures of
his or her work.
adventure, romance and beauty, less real-

wisecracks in comfort.

make

attuned to the ringing of telephones and
the noise of typewriters. Is it any wonder
that I love the movies with their beautiful
people, gay songs and sophisticated repar-

big

and the leading theatres of the country,
but does the working class appreciate their
pictures?
No— and no again. Pictures
have done more good toward the education
the poorer class than anything else in
world.
The working class nants to
Sylvia Sidsee pictures taken out of life.
ney in "Ladies of the Big House was a
You could see tears in
great success.
everybody's eyes and hear a storm of applause after the finish. Not since the days
of Norma Talmadge have I seen an actress
admire
I
with so much natural ability.
Greta Garbo's playing. I love to hear the
sweet voice of Ramon Novarro. but their
plays are only productions for the upper
ten thousands, people ^\ho get a thrill
^vatching the mo\emcnts of a dancer or feel
like in Heaven ^vhen Ramon Novarro puts
of

this

"

his

arms around Greta Garbo.
Dr. George S. Danziger

ISN'T

BOSTON DEBUNKED?
Boston, Mass.

IH.WE

solved the problem of the producers and from now on if thev follow
my advice I am sure that we -ivill all enjoy
the pictiues better. Here it is:
In our own lives ^\'e hope for luckv breaks
and pleasant days. ^Vhen we go to pictures
we enjoy the reassurance that there are such
things as winning nimibers, inflexible honor,
and integrity liecause if these things are still
alive,

perhaps tomorrow we will get a break

ourselves.

John

TI'.

Bean

Silver Screen

lOR FIVE YEARS

the talk! n/^$creen hat watted for-

Now at last you

can see and bear

EDNA FERBER S
world-famous epic of a woman's heart

Seven
novel,

have read Edna Ferber's Pulitzer Prize

million

"So

Nov/ see

it

Big."

brought

to vivid, thrilling

of reality that holds

woman's whole existence

It's
.

.

.

her love

.

.

.

her

life

.

.

.

.

.

If
you enjoyed Edna Ferber's
"Cimarron" you'll adore her "SO
BIG".
It's the main event of this
.

best-seller/'So Big"

for

June 1932

.

picture season!

with a swift rush

her body
her soul
her
the secret places of
heart.
.

With lovely Barbara Stanwyck as
you liked her in "Illicit" and
"Night Nurse".

Based on Edna Ferber's

life

you breathless!
.

.

.

GOOD
LOOKING

HAIR/
usscd

tiglit

The Head; Shimmering

to

and ScintillatingWith

By

Style.

Mary Lee

Frances Dee brushes
her hair until it is
shining and beautiful.

the show, "The Greeks had a
for it," made such a hit Greek influence has been noted in hair styles and
One wonders if
dress styles for evening.

Since

word

THE

Have as
this season?
possible on the outside and as much as
possible on the inside! In other words, keep your
hair close to your head. The shape of your head should
be revealed. Only then are you ultra. What you do
with the ends is entirely a matter of imagination, insmart thing in heads

little as

vention and patience.
The Parisian Antoine, than whom there is no one
whomer in the style world, had a hair-dressing show at
the Savoy-Plaza— and your beauty editor was there. So
was everybody in New York who could wangle an invitation.

Society nearly crowded out us writer-folk, but, remembering my duty to you and Silver Screen, I dared the
debs to keep me out. Of course, I had an invitation,
but it was sort of a football struggle to get to the door
with it. Once inside, it took even more strength of
character to refuse the continually proffered refreshments. But, you see, I was determined to see Antoine's
latest creations clearly— and also to be able to count the

which were many.
Antoine dressed several heads right before our admiring gaze. They were extreme and extraordinary to our
American eyes, but he assured us they were accepted
And, even now, they are
as the dernier cri in Paris.
licginning to be seen in New York, spotted here and

ringlets

there in the smartest groups. Garbo's hair in "Grand
Hotel" reminds us of Antoine's penchant for a slick
head.
8

Greek sculpture was Antoine's inspiration
for the rows of flat lacquered-looking ringlets—yes, the same ones I wanted to count,
but they got too numerous.
One grand looking head had the hair all pulled to
the left side, plastered close and slicked like a peeled
onion. Then the ends, in those fiat litde curls about
an inch in diameter, were in two curved rows on that
same left side.
He had many lacquered wigs which were slipped on
They were simply ravishingly lovely. Aplike caps.
parently there is still a battle for supremacy between
short and long hair. It seeins to be about fifty-fifty.
Then, just to show us that he could break rules as
well as make them, he piled a model's long hair up on
her head in a huge Spanish comb effect— and the audience stormed its admiration.
A daring treatment was a ragged fringe of half-curled
uneven ends entirely around the head— sort of a new
version of the wind-blown bob with a slick crown.
Don't try that one unless you have a flair for r/nV— looks
daneerous. But it was effective on the slim model who
wore it.
A familiar revival was the "coronet" (a braid around
Remember when this was
the head like a coronet).
Marie of Roumania's and Elinor Glyn's favorite hair
arrangement. For evening, Antoine makes the coronet
braid' stand

up

in a lace effect, the hair

being stiffened

with some soltition.
The lacquered wigs are bound to be popular at watering places and beaches where heads are dipped in the
ocean and the pursuit of pleasure leaves little time to
get hair dressed.

Simple

isn't

it.

just

to

slip

on a

Silver Screen

perfectly coilfed wig and rush lo (line and
Antoine also sho\ved a metal-cloth,
pajama evening go^vn whose trousers ended

dance?

Lilyan Tashman wore
in two long trains.
this model ^vhen she made personal appearances here in the East.

But read this and weep! Antoine did not
show a single marcel or finger wave— not
But there was a lovely, old-fashioned
one!
ligure-eight at the nape of the neck finishoff

in'g

snugly-draped hair that \vas parted
Apparently the old dictum
true— arrange your hair BECOM-

in the middle.

holds

INGLY.
The set-looking wave is gone for
Maybe it will come back but
nonce.

the
it's

IN LOVE WHEN WE
MARRIED. WHY IS HE SO COLD AND
DISTANT NOW? it's nearly

good-bye now.
hair must be especially silky and luxuriant,
must be beautiful in itself. This is causing
a rush to the salons of hair-specialists. Note
that I did not say "hair-dressers." But the
girls are rushing to get their heads cared
(or because hair-health is hair-beauty.
Instead of saying, "I want a marcel and
I'm in a hurry," they come in and say, "I
want a hot oil treatment and plenty of
For no amount of brilliantine
vibrator."
will give that soft, shining depth of healthy,
lustrous

natinally

hair.

Brilliantine

BUT MY DEAR,

SHE thought:
JIM WAS MADLY

Without the help of \\aves,

you've been CRYING

AUNT MARY, WHAT A
NICE surprise!

COME, TELL YOUR OLD

how

AUNTY WHAT THE
TROUBLE IS

WELL YOU LOOK

BREAKING MY HEART

is

But just as make-up is more
on a good skin, brilliantine en-

used besides.
eflecti\e

hances the loveliness of hair that is in fine
condition.
You can do a lot for your hair at home.
But, will you? Well, you'd better— or else!
The Ogihie Sisters care for some of the
most distinguished heads in Paris, New

iork and Washington.
Mary Pickford, Joan Crawford and Ann
Harding all pay special attention to the
All actresses realize
health of their hair.
that lovely hair is one of the major points
of their feminine appeal.
Gish, whose moonlight-colored
Lillian
tresses delighted audiences of "Uncle Vanand drew from them many Ohs and
ya
Ahs, used to trip consistently once a Aveek
lo the Harper Method Salon in Los Angeles.
In tact, she started me going there— and I,
loo, grew an enviable head of silky hair.
But, whether you go to a salon for treatments or take them at home, the point is
'

to

4.

10

ONE MONTH LATER

MINUTES LATER
"bo."? im

so mortified,

aunt mary. im afraid
have become
careless
a man likes to think.
qvh/s wife as always dainty
always exquisite. the
merest hint of body
odor is fatal
1

NO"'B.O.'' WORRIES NOW! AND WHAT
A MARVELOUS TOILET SOAP LIFEBUOY
WAS DEAD TIRED BEFORE TOOK
is!
MY BATH. NOW FEEL FRESH AS A
DAISY FOR THE PARTY TONIGHT
I

I

I

keep them up imtil you have accom-

plished real results. Almost everything that
is sold to grow hair and correct dandruff
will
part.

do what

it

promises

if

you do your

^Vith a little patience and energy you
can accomplish wonders in your own bathroom and backyard (or the backyard's
e(|uivalent in sunlight and air). Thorough
rinsing

is

A lemon

one secret of shimmering
rinse

or

a

weak

henna

hair.
rinse

brings out gleams in your hair that you
never suspected were there.
But, remember that good circulation is
what brings new life to your hair from
ihe inside.
So massage your scalp vigor-

Don't rub it, move it round and
round with firm fingers. Hold your head
over lo let the blood rush lo it.
Brush up! I mean that literally. Brush
your hair straight up— the opposite of the
usual way it lies. This exercises the roots
and is the beginning of accomplishing the
Parisian styles of Antoine, lor he swirls the
hair on the scalp in every conceivable way.
Brush, brush, brush! Besides stimulating
ously.

(irculation.

it

actually

POLISHES

DON'T RISK

(Body Odor)

THE

merest hint of "B.O." {body
odor) ruins all charm. Yet it's so easy
to be guilty and not know it because we
quickly get used to an ever-present odor.
Play safe! 'Wash and bathe regularly with
Lifebuoy.

line of

liny scales,

in

fact,

that

is

what it is.
When the tiny scales are
roughed up they do not reflect gleams of
light, there is no sheen.
Brushing helps to keep the hair clean
between shampoos— and it doesn't hurt a
wave nearly as much as you think. You
can pinch your wave back in with your
fingers, if you still insist on having one. It's
head, you win! And no foolin'.

for

June 1932

gentle, searching, purifying

— stops

"B.O."

pleasant, hygienic scent vanishes as

Its

you

rinse.

the hair.

you could see your hair under a microscope you would be astonished.
It looks
a

Its

lather deodorizes pores

Try these "facials"

It

like

"B.O."

Every night, inassage Lifebuoy's bland,
creamy lather well into the skin. Then
rinse.

Watch

dull

complexions
freshen and

glow

with natural
health-beauty.
A PRODUCT OF
CO.

I.RVF.R IlROTIIliRS

9

—

— —
„

"PALKIES

Tabloid
A jury

needs hut three words

"Guilty"

and

Tom

the

"Not

or

reviews

Irief

are verdicts

Guilt)/"

lelow

which will enable

Brown and
Joan Blondell
"The Ferguson

you

make

to

all

your movie

in

Tom Brown

Case."

evenings -pleasant ones.

one of the promising
y^oungsters who has just come

is

through in the
BUSINESS

PLEASURE

last

AND

few months

Will Rogers is the Yankee with no culture but

Funny

a lot of wit, who is trav'^"^^
elling abroad with his
wife and daughter. The story is based on
Booth Tarkington's novel, "The Plutocrat,"
and in it we meet Jetta Goudal as the vamp,
and Joel McCrea as the snobbish young play\\'right.
Dorothy Peterson is excellent as
Will's wife and Peggy Ross does well as the
dausfhter.

IT'S

TOUGH TO

Young Doug

BE FAMOUS
Good
(First

because of a minor incident of bravery on the

National)

himself
hailed by frenzied millions when he reaches
terra firma.
He receives the adoration
meted out to Lindbergh. His marriage to
j^jgjT,

^g^s,

Spencer Tracy is very
convincing as a motorcycle cop who can't be

CONDUCT

Mary Brian

gets smashed by publicity, rights
itself during a quiet spell and then goes on
the rocks again because of more publicity.
"

Excellent
(.Fox)

Trouble conies
daughter of the

bribed.

when he

gives Sally Eilers,
local big shot, a ticket for speeding. Spencer
is demoted.
He smarts at the injustice and

The entire piece is
becomes a chiseller.
tremendously exciting and the cast, including Dickie Moore and Ralph Bellamy, should
be handed a few bouquets.

FIREMAN SAVE There isn't a child and
there isn't a very excitMY CHILD
Delightful
ing fire, but BOY is there
National)

(Fir SI
is

the boy

who

a fireman! Joe E. Brown
loves the ladders and the

hose and the GIRLS, and does he keep
them burning! Joe shows his prowess at
baseball, and his talents as an inventor, and
also his ability to make you laugh heartily.

Ayres, a medical
student, is in love with
Mae Clarke but they

VIRGIN
Good
(Universal)

marry

cant

until

he

earns real money. Mae is eager to live, but
Lew tells her not to be impatient— sex is not
everything. They part. Then Mae gets ill
and is rushed to the hospital where Lew
performs a successful operation, and there
is

a

happy

Three charming blondes,

Excellent

and Joan Blondell have
the last word in Zoe

HAD A WORD
FOR THEM
(Untied

Ina Claire, Maclge Evans

Artists)

Akins' entertaining story
Lowell Shergold-diggers.
man directed and plays a part as well, and
David Manners comes in for a good share
of the love interest.

of professional

—

THE HATCHET

MAN

L.

Robinson

contributes his usual ex-

Good

cellent

(Warners)

who

Edward

(he

performance

tong

as

executioner

between conflicting desires.
Loretta Young is his adored I)ride and Leslie
Fenton is the young man who dares to
snatch her away from him. There is dramatic action aplenty in this. See it if you
like a

is

torn

new kind

10

of thrill.

Review of

GRAND HOTEL
THEY

The startling
all
there.
of cameramen, the platoon of
cops, the searchlights and the ermine coats.
were

flashes

Broadway was "stopped" by "The Greatest
Inside the theatre cameras roamed
Cast."
the aisles and flashed the billionaires and
(James Cagney didn't shoot
the blondes.
Ina Claire and Vicki Baum were
back.)
there and many others.
"Grand Hotel" is a triumph for Garbo.
There were three bursts of applause, instinctive and uncontrollable, two were for
Lionel and one for Garbo. John Barrymore
got one of the big laughs, Lionel the other.

reconciliation.

THE MAN WHO
PLAYED GOD

under

the family
He
deafness.
is saved from despair by learning lip readIn this fashion he reads the lips of
ing.
strollers in the park opposite his home and
"plays God" to those in trouble. Arliss is
excellent and so is Bette Davis, who plays

Fine

falls

(IFarners)

of

his fiancee.

„„<!,„

—

Frances Dee decides to
Alan
wealthy
marry
(Universal)
Mowbray in order to
help her hard-boiled sister, Sidney Fox,
financially. But Sidney pulls a fast one and
marries Alan herself, therebv leaving the
poor clerk, Russell Gleason, heart-broken.
Not so "nice" of Sidnev, but she gets a\vay
with it because she plays her role delight-

*

* *

Arliss is the fapianist who

George

mous concert

NICE 'WOMEN

THE GREEKS

Last Minute

finds

THE IMPATIENT Lew
DISORDERLY

* * * *

Fairbanks,

The

POLLY OF THE
CIRCUS

(Marion

circus girl

Davies) has an accident
Fair
and is taken to the home
(M.-G-M)
of the preacher (Clark
Gable) to recuperate. Naturally they fall in
love, but when Marion hears that her background is detrimental to Clark, she ups and
leaves,

planning to

one of her

moment

kill

herself while doing
terrible
is one

There

stunts.

of suspense

before— the happy end-

Good

fullv.

WAYWARD
Excellent
(Paramount)

—
There are many entertaining scenes in this
fairly "old Story of the

chorus girl who charms a rich man. only
to have licr marria!>e broken up bv a designing mother-in-law. Nancy Carroll dominates in what might be termed a patheticwife role, Richard Arlen is splendid as the
husband and Pauline Frederick makes you
hate the mother-in-law.

Ann Harding

has only
few moments worth
recording in this storv
degradation of a white man on

PRESTIGE

Fair
(RKO-Pathe)
the
primitive
of

soil.

a

Adolphe Menjou

is

the sly

lures .-Xnn's husband (Melvyn
However,
Douglas) into a mental abyss.
Ann arrives in time to reawaken in her
husband a wholesome respect for the prestige of the white race.

villain

who

THE SILENT
WITNESS

A

logical mystery story.
scene is laid in Eng-

The

land and the bewigged
English courtroom sequence lends additional color. Lionel Atwill contributes a fine, gentlemanly performance.
Fine

(F"^)

Silver Screen

SHANGHAI

The

action

EXPRESS

on a
meet

train,

g^^j

q^^,^

Marvelous
(Paramount)

takes

place

on which we
Marlene Dietricli
Biook,

EvAi,yN Knapp. Warner Bros, player, chooses this
moulded evening gmvn
to
difficult
wear but

—

charming with her slender, rounded figure. Pajamas
for tennis are attractive and comfortable.

who

had known and loved one another years
During tlie long interval of separaago.
tion Marlene had earned quite an inicertain reputation for herself.
We meet various fascinating characters as the train
rushes on and the action is melodramatic

and

exciting.

SHE WANTED A ^Vhen Joan Bennett
MILLIONAIRE
won a beauty contest
I'l'^
she also won James
Kirkwood,

million-

a

But she made a bad break, for Kirkwood had a queer complex, and ivhen he
thought Joan was falling for Spencer
Tracy, he tried to feed her to the Great
Danes.
Una Merkel has a nice part and
aire.

her

does

bit

to

help

the

entertainment

value.

STRANGERS IN Even though
LOVE
the good old
Delightful
(Paramount)

this boasts
trite situa-

tion of Fredric March
stepping into his brothhas a flair because it is treated

er's clothes, it
deftly and lightly.
March is charming a!id
Stuart Erwin's subtle .hmnor tickles your

And Kay

risibilities.

Francis

is

perfectly

beautiful in this one.

THE LOST
SQUADRON

Here we get a glimpse
of \vhat the great American pidilic thinks of its
war veterans.
Richard

Splendid
(Radio)

Dix, Joel

McCrea and Bob Armstrong were

buddies during the war. In addition they
were great aviators.
But afterward they
were just excess baggage. They become stimt
fliers in Hollywoocl under cruel Eric von
Stroheim's direction. There is much comedv
supplied by Hugh Herbert, but the ending
is

tragic.

THIS

IS

THE

NIGHT

Here
the

something

is

tired

Entertaining

^ and

(Paramount)

is

business

for

man
who

everybody else
tired of slow, cimiber-

some piciines with minders and morals.
It
will remind you of Chevalier's "One
Hoin- With You." So what more can you
ask?
In it Lily Damita, as a Parisian
gamin, cavorts right merrily with Roland
^oung, Charlie Ruggles and Thelma Todd
—and what a time they all have! You
can't afford to miss this lausfh fest.

THE ANSWER
TO LAST MONTH'S

CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
g

ana

Rounded slimness and

B

Modern

year.
the

to

figure.

concealed,

was

they

[!a

ana
for

June

aas
b^

1932

fashions are

Yet we must use wisdom
ing

moulded

Where dresses once
now reveal. Never

a good figure so important.

this

desired

figure.

similar to that of leafy vegetables.
Isn't

many

reasonable to use this de-

it

lightful

drugs

in achiev-

So

delicious cereal provides both
"bulk" and Vitamin B. Its bulk is

this

cereal rather than

—so

pills

often habit-forming?

tablespoonfuls daily of Kellogg's

Bran

will prevent and

relieve

and

Two
Allmost

women, today, have lost both health
and beauty, because of a faulty

types of faulty elimination.

reducing

source of iron for the blood. Serve as
a cereal, or cook into bran muffins,
breads, omelets, etc. It is not fatten-

diet.

Two things are needed in a meal to
promote proper elimination. These are
"bulk" and Vitamin B, both of which
help tone the system.

If they are lack-

faulty elimination soon develops.

Complexions become sallow. Eyes lose
their gaiety. Headaches, loss of appetite and energy follow.

Yet improper elimination Is usually
Avoid it by eating Kellogg's All-Bran. Science tells us that
unnecessary.

B
^aaaaQ
ci
anQB
aaaoa anaaa
aaaaaa
aa aaaa
bq
BQBD aaana

youthful

curves are the keynote for the current

ing,

nQsmii

[!

FIGURES NEVER LIE... TODAY!

Kellogg's

All-Bran

is

also a

good

ing.
Recommended by dietitians.
Recipes on the red-and-green package.
At all grocers. Made by Kellogg in
Battle Creek.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET
"THE MODERN FIGURE"
Leading motion-picture actresses are

shown

to

you

"fashion close-ups,"

in

wearing the costumes that millions of
critical eyes will see on the screen.
Everything from sports-togs to evening
gowns. In .iddition, the booklet is fuil
of valuable information on how to
reduce wisely. Free upon request.

KELLOGG COMr.WY
Dept. F-6, Battle Creek, Michigan
Please send

me

a free copy of your booklet,

Modern Figure."
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"The

A

Movie

Crossword Puzzle

Fan'S

By Priscilla Bryant

DOWN

ACROSS
Part of title of talkie
has an all star cast

The

name

mous

talkie

of

had a robot dancing
partner while filming "Danc-

1

Gross

2

Value

She appears in "The Silver

3

The

Cord"

4 She has the lead in "Amateur

She

ers in the

ruby spinel

rose-red,

Last

that

M-G-M's

fa-

Dark"

An

A
A

Bore or brought up
The title of Tala Birell's

girl's

windo^v somewhat

bay-window
Guy Kibbee

is

fine

like

in

a

this

talkie

She has leading role in "The
Hatchet Man"
In England, a former court
of jurisdiction

An

acid fruit
is

"Beauty

G.

Robinson
Joan

Crawford's husband

is

one (abbr.)
Carol

is

Manuscript

last

name

(abbr.)

animal
(abbr.)

steep or soak

She

delightful

is

Testament

"The

8

Measure

Three

"Lena Rivers"

vo\\'els

g She is
sage"

11

working

He

has a feature role in
Woman in Room 13"

on

"The

Contract for renting

A

is

35

More

36

Flammchen

on

a vaudeville tour

mystic ejaculation

A volume
To beg

of

maps

in

12

Pas-

making saggars
Paramoimt for

Loaned by
"Night Court"

lay-

English

Text

Society

(abbr.)

Mrs.

Wm.

The

(Fr.)

Seiter

(initials)

"Strange

To

set in

Interlude"

motion

to Last

38

Once

45

last

He

is

name
now

is

Goudal

Exclamation of disgust

Where

refined

England break-

woman

newcomer from Hungary
is

in

"The Truth About

48 Director of
49

"The Cheat"

To shoe again
A play
To force or keep

back

54 Degree of moisture
55 The dye indigo
56 Quickly (Fr.)
57 Previously mentioned
(abbr.)

An

exclamation
pointment

61 Universal

is

of

disap-

hoping she

ll

be-

come another Garbo

in

62

A

river

in

the

Tyrol

and

Bavaria

(pi.)

63

the sun rises

Month's Puzzle Will be Found on Pap^e

a Neu'

Hollywood"

60

rehearsing

A
A

46 She

Masculine pronoun

Her

"Grand Ho-

mineral spring

59 Glucinum

"Huddle"

In

A

53

ers

Early

37

52

A mountain nymph
To pile up in successive

in

"

tel

40

"Westward

lucid

fast dish

She played opposite Lew
Ayres in "Heaven on Earth"

10 Clay used for

Encourages

(The Answer

12

in

Played God"

Prefix indicating dawn or beginning of an epoch

(abbr.)

He is splendid in "Emma"
The young of an equine
Old

7

in

is

Disconsolate

To

She

her

Residence

singing specialty in "Hell Divers"

6 She

a

She is now
"Night Court"

Edward

man

first

5 Proceedings

A prank

No good (slang)
A prophet
for

ond picture
He puts on

Man Who

Her latest picture
and the Boss"

Nickname

iota

sec-

has a part in Garbo's new

He

picture

Daddy"

Every talkie star has one

name

34

(abbr.)

A

belt or girdle

11)

Silver Screkn

—

Ask Me
Another

ERASE

need/ess

hair

ivith Bellin's Wonderstoen

ryONDERSTOEN.

the

NSTANTLy
Dcy METHCD

Dry Method

for the removal of unwanted hair
13 easy, p.easant and economical. Just rotate the pink
disk lit'htly over
the skm and unsightly hair disappears instantly, leaving- the
skin petalsmooth. Wonderstoen contains no ill-smelling sulphate or injurious
chemicals. In use over 22 years. Millions of women are
happier for the use of
Wonderstoen. Physicians prescribe it. Wonderstoen Facial (for
chin
cheeks and upper lip) $1.2S. Wonderstoen de Luxe (for arms
and legs)
$3.00. On sale at beauty counters. Also sent direct on receipt of price
(add lOp with each order).
Booklet "The Truth About

Forth

By Sally

—

The

chatterer of Hollywood, Satly
Forth, will be glad to answer any
questions you have about movies or
stars or both. Write Sally at Silver
Screen, 45 West 45th Street,
York
City, For personal replies enclose a

j
I
I
i
11

Wonderstoen" on request,
Benin's Wonderstoen Co..
1 123 Broadway, dept. 6s,

New

New York

stamped addressed envelope.

CURIOUS:

Your
particular
favorite,
Janet Gaynor, is hard at work on "The
First
Year," which was Frank Craven's

Just as EASlTas it looks

memorable
can

tell

stage play, and your Aunt Sally
you right now that it will be a

great success.

JIMMIE:

Hold off on the lamentations.
westerns are coming back.
Ken
Maynard almost single-handed has brought
the horse operas into good standing again.
Fox has already made "The Gay Caballero."
And according to the publicity departments, your movie theatre will soon pulsate
to the drum beat of hoofs.

The

RUTH:

Beautiful Joan

Crawford

is

o

d

i

co-

with Robert Montgomery in
"Letty Lynton."
Your suggestion that
Clark Gable play with Joan again and repeat the charm of "Possessed" suits us, but
Mr. Thalberg, who is doing very well, has
-

starred

ideas of his

own.

to

become

MARIAN:

Just as your letter came in
heard that Melvyn Douglas had been
given as fine a part as you could wish for
him. In fact, he will play the leading role
opposite Garbo in her new starring picture
"As You Desire Me." After one plays opposite Garbo, life is empty, for there is
nothing more to hope for.

a popular musician this

A-B-C way

delightful, simple as

I

STOP cheating yourself out of musical every lesson comes a specially selected and
gooci times.
Stop thinking that learning graded piece, which is yours to keep, enjoy
music is nothing but one grinding session of and play to your heart's content.
monotonous exercises after another
days, months and years of difficult techPlay the "Blues" Away
nique and dry-as-dust theory under the
How can you be content to sit around at
thumb of a private teacher.
Don't let others talk you into believing party after party and listen to others do all
any such thing. It's ridiculous absolutely! the playing see them showered with adAnd we've already proved it to the com- miration, attention, invitations when your
life-long ambition to become a popular muplete satisfaction of over 600,000 enthusisician is now so easy to realize. Get in the
astic students who have learned to play
musical "swim" yourself. Watch the singtheir favorite instrument right at home
ing, happy crowds gather around you as
without a teacher.
you play the latest syncopation.
Experience the personal satisfaction that comes
from being able to play "when," "where,"
You're Never n Hot Water
Take a look at the above diagram. Looks and "what" you like for your own amusement and the entertainment of others.
easy, doesn't it?
Well, it's every bit as
Don't be afraid to begin your lessons at once.
simple as it looks.
First a note then a Over
600,000 people learned
letter.
Plenty of clear instructions tell you way— and found it as easy as to play this modern
A-B-C. Forget that
how each bar is played lots of diagram old-fashioned idea that you need
special "talent."
pictures show you how, then you do it your- Just read the list of instruments in the panel,
self and hear it.
Everything to make learn- decide which one you want to play, and the
ing a joy.
Nothing to make you lose pa- U. S. School will do the rest. And bear in
tience.
In fact, the U. S. School of Music mind, no matter which instrument you choose,
the cost in each
will average the same
has made the reading and playing of music just a few cents a case
day.
so simple that you don't have to know one
note from another to begin.
Send for
.

.

.

—

—

RIGHT AS RAIN!

—

—

—

Play Real Tunes
Your

From

Our Free Book and
Demonstration Lesson

the Start

Our fascinating illustrated Free Book and our
your very Free Demonstration Lesson explain all about this
For you are given a piece with remarkable method.
Clip and mail this coupon today, and thev will
melody to play by actual notes.
first

thrill

comes with

first lesson.

a

real

Dreamy

throbbing

Choose Your Course

ballads,

stirring

Piano

marches,

Organ
Ukulele
Cornet

Trombone
Piccolo

G uitar
Hawaiian

Unusual events make up the
life of Joan Crawford.
Now
she will be loaned to United
Artists for the tremendous

part in "Rain."

for

June 1932

waltzes,

-

heart
Violin
Clarinet
Flute

Saxophone
Harp
Mandolin
'Cello
Steel Guitar

Sight Singing
Piano Accordion
Italian and German
Accordion
Voice and Speech Culture
Harmony and Composition
Drums and Traps
Automatic Finger Control
Banjo (Plectrum, 5-String
or Tenor)
Juniors' Piano Course

ling

Progress

is

rapid.

a

capable

performer
sooner
than
you could
ever expect to the
old-fashioned way.
Besides you receive all the music
you need at no

months

extra

cost.

With

at once.
No obligation.
start" now.
Instruments

Make
sup-

Thirty-fourth Year (Established 1898)

fol-

become

"musical

plied when needed, cash or credit.
U. S. School
of Music, 1196 Brunswick Bldg., New York City.

spark-

sonatas,

low in short order.
No standing still.

You

be sent to you

your

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
1196 Brunswick Building, New York City
Please senil nic youi lice book. "How You Can Miisler
Music In Your Own Hoiiii'." with inspirinR nicssaiic liy
Dr. Frank Crane. Free Dcnionstriillon l,cv<oii iimi iKuliivilars of your easy payment iilan.
1 am
intcicsU'd in (he
following course:

Have You
Instrument?

Nanie
.Address

City
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TERLE

DIE-

My

both his big
hands rocketing above
In his
his head.
agony he has even
torn ofE those huge
white gloves in which

Hollywood
are ^V a rn e r s and
Radio, because Unito
next
is
versal
Warners and Para-

mount

insists that
he eats, sleeps and
bathes.

so

it

Camera over head

squat, twostory buildings cower

—Paramount

is

Street

purple
under
hills forever just

Kahn

Fasamtm^

about to topple over
on to this pink-andcream studio. A grip

the Studios

is swilling the street
with a hose. As fast

Survey of the Activities of

As They Were Apnl

trol."

rain the unusual Californian sun
evaporates it. Han-

By

ously

som

the street.

A Daschund

suitably supplies a

Hohenzollern woof.

The

the interior of a jeweler's
of the street viewed through its

scene

is

salon

and

glass

door and windows.

is

And

jawohl!

it

so easy.

Powell and Kay Francis
the shop the proprietor and his
assistant are reverently putting bracelets
to bed while a private detective assures
them that the Viennese Pinkerton never

INSIDE

Cabs, cars and pedestrians do their
fails.
weaving outside. As the detective reaches
the exit, Andre Lugat drives up and alights,
the proprietor flings open the door with a
flourish, city bells ring out a chime, the de-

bows out abashed, three kinds of
horn blow and across the street William
Powell begins the coup which brings him
back into the screen love-life of Kay Francis
and causes "Jewel Robbery."
tective

Dieterle has five signal lights to
operate, five sound effects to time, four
speaking parts to supervise and six separate
The bit player dosets of action to watch.
ing the ie\\'eler role has only three lines—
and this is the fourth time this morning he
has muffed them.
"My friend!" rumbles Dieterle, "all you
have to do is think. Once more please."
Teamed horses in the shafts of a carriage
block Lugat's Rolls. The chimes ring out
four seconds too soon. A pedestrian extra
commits the capital offence of staring
through the window straight into the camera. Dieterle typhoons into the street.
"Please! please!" he implores, "this scene
is so easy!"
When "Jewel Robbery" reaches the
screen, before Kay Francis shows us again

So easy.

a good girl can pluck even branded
Powell from the burning, there should be
of
a credit title reading: "Directed by force

how

suggestion."

George Arliss

COMPARISON witli
BY"Successful
Calamity
'

jjcace.

And

so

it

set

anytliing
is

the

an oasis of

should be, for the Presi-

the White House. The President is Oscar
Apfel, but it is unlikely that any audience
will ever know, because he keeps his back
to the camera and ah irreverent make-up
man has given him a toupee which exactly
duplicates the Hoover haircut.
George Jenner, for twenty-seven years

gentleman's gentleman to George Arliss and
proud of his resemblance to Mr. Hoover,
burned to play the part. But the studio
would not let him. So few presidents drop
their aitches.

One

reason

why

this set is so peaceful

is

happening. In his blue suit
and toupee Apfel is sitting at the desk. He
the
is to thank Mr. Arliss for his survey of
that nothing

is

European bond

and

situation,

at the stroke

Mr. Arliss is shepherded in by Mr.
Jenner. At the stroke of 4.30 the adamant
Mr. Jenner will shepherd him out again.
of ten

The

oldest star in pictures has a contract

that— and a man to see he keeps it.
This is our cue to go. Yesterday Helen
Wills, Lord Byng and Lady Byng visited
Today visitors are barred while
the set.
the production catches up. Who said demlike

ocracy?

Bette and

Guy

Al Green
WHERE
Dark Horse there
"

Kibbee

is
is

directing

"The

an appropriate

atmosphere, and seven versions of
in the title role-one in the
flesh and six in the form of life-size figures.
"I'm sick to death, says Bette Davis, "of
Here
seeing you around here and there.
would be all right, but there and there and
there— it's too much.
"Vote For Hicks!" exhorts a banner on
the ofTice wall. "Vote For Hicks!" say pennants afTixcd to the effigies of Kibbee.
"Don't we all?" asks Kibbee, following
my eyes. I suspect this picture of being
It tells how. when the gubernasatirical.
torial candidacy is deadlocked, Bette Davis
gels high-pressure Warren William out of
jail
to manage Kibbee, the dark horse,

political

Guy Kibbee

"

"

inlo

the

governor's
*

14

is

seat.

He saw Garbo

Most

of

the

dexterthe
shooting,

is

avoiding
of

Irene

about

to give
dent of the United
an audience to George Arliss. The set is a
replica of one of the famous oval offices in

States

miles

Forty

drinking and smoking in "Destry of
Death Valley," but
we won't trouble.

Donovan Pedelty H.S.G.

cabs, horse
broughams, Renault
taxis. Rolls Royce limousines and assorted
pedestrians weave a lazy Viennese warp in

and Ed\\'ard
"Radio Pa-

Tom Mix

First.

errors

ficial

"

away on location

arti-

he plies his

or

John Stahl
HEREshooting
"Back

lot.

the

as

aushoe-

air,

AT UNIVERSAL

on the Warner

The

lot.

round

by

all

cluster.

Viennese street — the
Ringstrasse— has been
built

ever travelled

leather you will
kno\\- what I mean.
With seven iniles between most of them,
two together is a

A

is.

to
you've

tomobile

the German for pigdog, "this scene is so
easy!"

And

if

them

the tone
obviously

in

next

Radio, and

friend!" he
is

two favourite

studios in

legend

moans,
which

an-

nual holiday.

that

sends

"My

an

causes

also

blows

up with a bang

is

by a gentleman
named Lincoln, ^\ho

LOT

WILLIAM

dialogue

political

ON THE WARNER

'OACK STREET'

is

Dunne

Fanny Hurst's and

-D no relation to 'Street Scene." The action covers thirty-two years, back to 1900,
and we've happened in on one of the low
numbers. Irene Dunne in an Empire hat.
go^vn, mittens, veil and possibly other imperial garments is draped in the doorwav of
Schmidt's dry goods and trimmings store,
flirting empirically with George Meeker.
Her "father" Paul Wagner is in a chair
somewhere behind the gown. Her "mother"
Jane Darwell, (Mrs. Schmidt in person^, is
in a rocker on the sidewalk and June Clyde
is fidgetting in the foreground, plainly suffering from spring, or adolescence or someIf John Boles were here the cast
thing.
would be all present and correct, but John
obviously can't be because Irene is or \\-ill
be his mistress. There is a wife, too. in the
cast, but hers is a bit; tnistresses rate higher

motion pictures.
This living-on-the-loose business seems to
run in the Schmidt family, for here is our
Juney, no more than 19 or thereabouts, already asking momma what "assault might
mean.
"A word," says mother sternly, "I never
want to hear you say again." They kept
in

"

them ignorant

like that in 1900.

"Katie says," says June, "that you can
make a man marry you if—" But girls, we
shall nex&r know how to make a man marry
us, for Momma Schmidt schmites June on
the ear and bundles her upstairs to bed.
I'll bet a dime— well, a nickel— this picture
tells what happens to young girls of twentyseven who start learning about life.
Before we pop next door give a look at
the authentic pre-Ford gasoline buggy in
"Kurt Shendler's bicvcle shop" with singlecylindered motor, rubber-shod ^vheels n'everything, rebuilt from illustrations in a
ahvays knew
I
Sears Roebuck catalogue.
there was another use for those things.
Lila Lee

and Bob Armstrong

who packs the most
THE
Hollywood today, and uses them
girl

in
her-

jitters
all

Lila Lee. This is her first dav s work
eighteen months and here she is redebuting as Robert Armstrong's wile in "Radio

self, is

in

Silver Screen

—

"

Nobody can

Patrol."

"How do

I

feel?" says she, "I feel

more

than a jello. Don't I look it?" She
Happy, fresh, young and apdoes not.
pealing she is. If Lila does not come back
bigger than ever there is nothing in omens.
Curiously, there is a line significant of
Bob Armstrong and
this in her dialogue.
Russell Hopton, after a hard night in one
of those police cars which have to keep
listening to a cadaverous voice saying:
"Calling all cars— at Main and Fourteenth
—a murder," are playing poker in the Armstrong flat and waiting for a late supper,
Lila brings
or maybe an early breakfast.
it
on a tray, sets a peaked police hat
jauntily on her fluffy hair, peers over Bob's
shoulder and cries: "Oo! look at those
three queens." It is Russell's turn to laugh
as he draws down his stake and suggests
calling it a night.
jittery

"Aw sit still!" says Bob,
get rid of this skirt."

"we can soon

"Try and do it," retorts Lila plumping
into his lap, which is exactly what she said
to the fifty million germs in her indispensable lungs, and fifty million germs found
they could be wrong.

PARAMOUNT AND RADIO
CASTING through the Paramount

her divorce and hardly anybody ever goes
to Fox.
Well, what do we care? Let's go to Fox.
We're all old fox-hunters together.

THIS

studio is living a double life.
Baxter's "Man About Town" is
being filmed by day and the James DunnPeggy Shannon feature "Society Girl" by
night.
We get a welcome to the Baxter
set, and an invitation to the Jimmy-Peggy
shindig but nary a peek at "Westward
Passage."
As a fact, few of the Foxites
know it is being shot on the lot. Ann
never wrote them a letter about it.

Warner

An

embassy

or swing, for

ball

is

in full

flight,

bloom,

"Man About Town," and

if

you can imagine a vast room in red velvet and gold leaf and a throng of ladies
in daring gowns' you have the wrong idea,
because whatever this film is it is accurate
and everybody who has been to an embassy ball (haven't you?) knows that ambassadorial ladies are too ample or angular
You can't be daring when
to be daring.
there's

no

risk.

Baxter and

WAIT
who

a minute.
take risks

Two

Ladies

Here are two,

at least,

every time they let
themselves be seen— Lilian Bond, looking
very Montenegran in a bit of black lace and

Karen Morley in white velvet, silver seand a white coat trimmed with
silver fox.
(We don't seem able to get
rid of that animal).
But can you imagine
blonde Karen in white and silver? What
quins,

a risk she took!

"

(The picture that takes every
gang picture for a ride)

--j^ow 1 can stand

ON THE M-G-M LOT

METRO

in the throes of "Prosperity,"
Me" and "After All,"
and "Prosperity is just around the corner.
What a story that is! I don't know who
is

"As You Desire
"

but whoever did should get a
Marie Dressier, "mother" of Wally
and Polly Moran, ditto of Anita
it

Ford,
Page,

are

pals,

old pals

(pass

the knife,

Wally and Anita fall in love and
get married, Wally loses his job with the
gas company and moves into Polly's with
Marie, blows up at last and leaves, comes
Polly).

back only to turn

Send Coupon

the gas, pulls a real
comes back again in time
off

for

estate deal and
to save Marie from jail and Anita from
dispossession.
The most Polly can manage
to say is: "Well!
I always knew you hadi
it
in you but I never thought it would
come out.

Polly,

Marie and the Young 'uns

WE

walk in, the wedding is about to
begin— if Polly and Marie will ever stop
arguing.
Polly doesn't pin much faith
to this marriage and has had "P
put on
"

her

daughter's

wedding

silver— "P" for
Praskins, Lucy Praskins,' daughter of Mrs.
Praskins, and furthermore she has sent for
her own minister, and so has Marie and
now the two clerical gentlemen are eyeing
oach other like fighting cocks across the
drawing room carpet, and there is a strained
hush on the assembled guests. Ten minutes more of arguing in the back room and

Wally and Anita
ried

by a

will slip

justice,

which

out and be maris

exactly

what

they do.

Joan and Little "Paddy"

APROPOS, Wally's daughter Paddy was
^^ five the other day and Joan Crawford
gave

her a white coat, hat and gaiters.
"Joan's such a realist," was Paddy's quaint
comment. Actually, the gift was a reward.
When Joan had to cry in "Letty Lynton"
she heard little Paddy was on the lot and
sent for her.
When the child ran to her,
hugged her and said "Oh, Joan! you're
such a darling-darling!" the required tears
sprang naturally and plentifully.
They held Paddy on the sidelines while
Joan cried her way through the scene,
which was cruel, because the kiddy kept
moaning "Oh Joan! don't cry— don't cry!"
But they tell me it was a great scene.
[Coulinued on poge 64]

The gangsters wrote

Scarface

the Allure of

in love? Is that all clear? It's a good
tune, isn't it?
Warner is receiving some of his salary in
kind these days. Yesterday he drew nine
cups of coffee and nine filet mignons— one
each for the scene and eight for retakes.
Tell that to the Senate, Mr. Brookhart.
Make a note of that date with the "Society Girl
and let's push on to MetroGoldwyn-Mayer.
The sun has a nasty
habit of sinking quickly in these parts.

AS

AT THE FOX STUDIO

ENJOY

when

is

way

raise.

Radio coverts (pardon my fox-hunting
background) we draw blank. The "Horse
Feathers" set is boxed in and closely guarded.
The Four Marx Brothers suspected
all visitors of purloining their gags, and I
believe the Holly\vood shops are all sold
out of joke books for the same reason. At
Radio Ann Harding and her "Westward
Passage" unit have been packed off to Fox
because reporters are pestering her about

orchestra

tsigatie

wrote

and

listen closely to a story

playing "The Blue
Danube," but I gather from Baxter that
it is all about a spot of bother between
Karen and Conway Tearle. Warner falls
in love with her, but Conway found her
first,
and when she murders somebody
(Conway I hope) he (Warner) confesses to
the crime instead of arresting her because
he is a U. S. secret service agent masquerading as a man-about-to^vn and they act that
a

this story

them-

with machine gun. You read it
now you see it screened.
Every foot of film is perforated with
selves

in the news,

bullet holes.

"Scarface"

is

terrific

I

FREE TRIAL

TUBE
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New Better Way
Removes Hair
in

2

to

3 minutes

EASIER

than ever before you can now
remove superfluous hair from arms,
under-arms and legs. Delatone the white
cream hair-remover
shortens the time
needed. No razor risk no bristly stubble.
Regrowth is delayed remarkably. Leaves
skin soft and smooth.

—

—
—

Mildly fragrant, Delatone Cream does not
have the strong odor of ordinary depilatories.
Economical, too

— only a thin application

necessary. Millions of

is

women have used and

recommend Delatone.

It is the quality deof finest ingredients by a
patented formula, owned and used exclusively by us. Avoid substitutes
ask for

pilatory.

Made

and

on having

—

insist

DIEtA-TONIE
The

Uliitc Croain llair-roiiiovor

Big economy tubes, 50c and

Satisfaction guaranteed, or

$1. Delatone Powder, $1
jara only. At drug and department stores. Or sent
prepaid upon receipt of
price.

money refunded
Write
Mildred Hadley. The Delatone Company. (Kst. 190S)
Dept. 146. 23\S E. Ontario
St.. Chicago. 111.

Nul Deodorant— Cva&m
lieves perspiration— 35c.

.

or Powder, nullifies body odors; reSample of either free on request.

Mildred Hndley. The Delatone Compnny
DfilBtone Hldtr.. 2:i;i E. Ontnr

Doptllti.

nse Hc>nd mci ahHolutolv frco
ml tubo of DclHtono Croam.
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In the story Garbo

is

Zara, a dancer, mistress of Salter (Erich von Stroheim).

"Wky GARBO
Mdvyn

Douglas,

Desire

Me,"

hr

describes

leading

GREAT"

Ts
man

Carlo.

in

"As You

See page

50.

A
Told

to

young bride,
from her

stolen

husband,

Patricia

becomes a famous
Viennese

Keats

caba-

ret dancer.
Garbo and Albert Conti.

Silver Screen
16

—

Silver

Movietown

s creen s

Topics

m4

Sweet college graduate reading about
Silver Screen's fa-

vorite

—

Helen

Twelvetrees.

MARLENE DIETRICH

was the kind of girl who
Embarrassing Moment" to the
local newspapers she'd probably get five dollars for
this one. After the gala premiere of "The Wet Parade"
Von Sternberg and she waited at the curb for Josef's

IF

sent in

"My Most

Rolls while the peasantry ogled. When it finally glided
up Marlene and Josef climbed in in impressive silence.
The engine did one chuckle and stopped cold. Nothmg that the embarrassed and flustered chauffeur did
could persuade it to start.
Minutes passed, horns
started tooting, the cars of the Neil Hamiltons and
Walter Hustons, etc., were being held up, and the peasantry began to giggle. Out jumped Von Sternberg and
ordered the chauffeur to get in with Marlene while he
took the wheel. No go. Finally the car behind them
and a couple of cops had to push them out of the way.
The peasantry howled with glee.

Sidney coiffeur,
bob.

POLLY MORAN
fied parties.

THE
ilie

woman.

Ha!

But

has a way of upsetting very dignistill

Hollywood

nail polish, turtle neck sweaters, white
berets, and English accents

drawing rooms, Olympic
—that's Hollywood.

SYLVIA SIDNEY

has bobbed her hair. She and Ann
Harding were about the only two girls left in Hollywood with really long tresses and they both emphatically stated that they meant to keep them long.
Biu a
fan magazine .said a few disparaging things about the

hosts

and

hostesses

Perhaps they like to have their
parties upset.
Several weeks ago she was invited to a
most umpty-umph affair where the guests affected English accents and extreme boredom.
There was a musical program— you just knew there would be— and a
local dowager began to warble an aria from "Madame
Butterfly."
Just as she hit high C the indomitable
Polly dashed across the drawing room and put a lily in
her hand. "Someone should have put that lily in your
hand long ago dearie," said Polly sweetly.

—

JORDAN

<^„

mourned

the closing of the

Paramoiuit New York studio although she works
for M-G-M. She says she has always had a secret desire
that Paramoimt might "borrow" her for an eastern production so that she could see the Empire State Building

and

the Follies.

•—

PLATINUM

be obliging, Sylvia got her-

continue to invite her.

DOROTHY
natives were rather startled the other evening to
see Tallulah Bankhead rattling along Hollywood
P-oulevard in the rumble seat of a world-weary Ford.
Talkdah, the exotic, Tallulah the mysterious, Tallulah

so, just to

self a

'

"HORSEFEATHERS" the one and only Groucho
INMarx
Zcppo
plays the role of a college president.
Marx is his son who has been a freshman lor lour years.
Harpo and Chico are half-witted half-backs on the football team.
The day of the big game, with the score
tied, and one minute to play, Harpo is carrying on for
dear old Kale when he spies a skirt in the grandstand,
and away he goes a-chasing. The pigskin is not the skin
that Harpo likes (o touch.
[More Moxi'ictown Topics on page
17
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Are

i

h(.ey

LEAP Year
Ladies?
When

a girl cams more

money than her hoy

friend,

must she do the ^ro^osing?

What do the stars do?
By

Elizabeth
as

Randolph

Scott, the
popular bachelor, so
far has gone Scott

it

would be

down my

Do girls in Hollywood propose?
Do the men propose? Or do tliey

what

are

YOU

knew?
Looking over the list of whomarried-whom this year I discovered "Una Merkel— Ronald Burla,
January first, 1932, Tia Juana,
Mexico. Witnesses: Mr. and Mrs.

about Leap Year?
JL \_ Are you exercising your
prerogative o£ proposing to your
tavorite young man, or are you sim(And you
ply passing the buck?
might pass me a couple, too, what
with the depression et al., I could
bear it).
Perhaps you are waiting to see

The divorce of Ann Harding
does. Hollywood
from Harry Bannister was due
fashion
having established itself as
to Ann's greater success.
Mexican divorce leader,
leader,
leader-go-gallagher,
j)olo leader and
nished attractively
should
it is but natural that at this great moment all eyes
drawing room

come Leap Year, I was writing an
lovelorn" column for a New York syndi-

ago,

"advice to the
cate, and every mail brought in dozens of letters from

Susies down in Odessa and litde Ellas up in Syracuse asking me if it would be all right if they proposed
I must have given a lot of wrong
to the boy friend.
answers for there were more divorces than ever the
next year and I was transferred to the "My Best Recipe"
department. But come Leap Year, 1932, the old urge

little

meddle possessed me and

fun to see what Hollywood

is

I

thought it would l)e
doing about proposals,

The

Merkel."

what Hollywood

turn towards Hollywood.

way" without benefit of
don't you wish you

And

words?

doing

A\

to

alley,

effects.

get "that

Four years

down my

There are two cats
alley, too, with sound

so to speak.

free.

And

right

Wilson

first

day of

in the hills behind Hollywood. It's
a beautiful California home, furand comfortably, and has a spacious
with a huge fireplace and a gorgeous

terrace that overlooks the hills

and

very

Leap Year! And Mr. Papa Merkel!
Well— if that didn't look suspicious!
In fast tempo I beat it to the
Merkel homestead up in Outpost,

where

e\

erything

is

green

restful.

Until four months ago,

and Dad

in a

Una

li\ed with her

Holh wood apartment and had

Mother
to share

But
the neighbors' radio and early morning hilarity.
now
and
house
a
bought
they
Ronnie
married
after she
bunnies
they all live together as congenial as Easter

with a bunch of carrots. When I arri^•ed Una
washing out her husband's sox-just an old housewifely
shook
custom" She rinsed the suds from her hands,
drink,
cooling
a
me
poured
mine, led me to the terrace,
^vas

Silver Screen
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Joel McCrea in
his lonely bachelor home looks

up hopefully.
He is studying
his

lines

for

a

new picture
with Connie
Bennett.

and patiently resigned herself to expect the worse. Una
has met snoopy reporters before.
"By the last census," I began, "there are sixteen thousand more women in California than men. With that
batting average any girl who manages to get herself a
husband these days is darned lucky ... or clever. Don't
you think?"

"That odor you
meat.

smell," said

Una

sweetly, "is

dog

The

white folks are having chicken for dinnerfried chicken, and hot biscuits and honey."
"Romance," I began all over again, "is a beautiful
thing. And so much simpler than it used to be. When
mother was a girl she used to have to sit around with
her tatting until some young man gathered up the
courage to go down on his knees and say, 'Darling, will
you marry me?' Nowadays the knee ceremony is dispensed with entirely and it is the girl who—"

But Jack Oakie

resolves to sell his life
dearly.

"Hope you don't mind the noise," Una interrupted.
"Dad is having a summer house built for me out in the
back yard and in it I'm going to have a barbecue pitthough, heaven knows, the Merkels and Burlas will
never be able to afford anything more luxurious than
hot dogs. Would you care to see it?"
I gritted my teeth and held fast to the arms of my
chair.

"Romance,"

Una Merkel and
her husband, Ronald Burla.

began again with a wild look in my
eyes, "is a beautiful thing.
Now Una, dear, won't you
tell me about yours?
TJien— -we'll go to the dogs."
I

Una smiled reminiscently and looked as sweet as a
cherub. "I don't go to many parties," she said, "but I
have a few friends out here who aren't connected with
pictures and every now and then they have a crowd in
and I go. At one of these parties
met Ronnie and [Conlinued on page

for the evening
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Neil Hamilton
blames everything
on the lit tie woman.
19

osc

RuMORS!
''Not that! Not
that!" cries Wal
lace Beery.

False reports, like jlaws,

Uow

across the picture

world, upsetting tke

rci^-

utations of the innocmt.

By

Myrtle Gebhart
"

» * * ~ - i
"
M I i i
§ g § 11 «

about concerning Lupe but every
Lupe Velez
day
with Melvyn Douglas in "Broken Wing."

Stories fly

she gains in popular favor.

WALLACE BEERY

Gloria
is dead!
Swanson's daughter is a cripple!
Jackie
Garbo is secretly married!
Cooper is a midget!
Such "lugs," or false alarms, must have caused
until you
you loyal fans many a heartache
true.
weren't
they
that
Screen
Silver
read in
There's scarcely a day that Clark Gable isn't
said to be separated from his wife, involved with
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The master-mates, Charlie Farrell and Janet Gaynor,
stories.
a leading lady, the father of numerous secret
have furnished their share of "broken heart"
children by numerous secret marriages, ill, or
something. The only thing they have failed to
headlines
people decided. Next day many newspaper
say about him is that he is normal.
actor.
the
mourned
originated
was
one
That
"Wallace Beery is dead!"
and
Last summer an excited voice called an editor
by a fan's misunderstanding of a statement over the
committed suicide
Gaynor
that
Janet
true
it
"Is
asked,
"Hell
of
premiere
Prior to the Hollywood
ether.
learned
an hour ago?" Through Janet's mother it was
Divers," a radio announcer said: "Wally Beery dives
symBowl
the
at
were
that the actress and her husband
in a spectacular sea thrill." A listener caught the remark
started that
have
could
spite
Only
concert.
phony
as "Wally Beery dies" telephoned his friends the sad
senseless one.
news, and within an hour every newspaper and syndiPickford
Frequently, Garbo is reported dead. Mary
cate service in the city had called the studio. Denials
gosexaggeration
Twain"
"Mark
was the victim of the
could not crush it. "They're trying to keep it quiet!"
20
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.

About

sip.

me and

a year ago a friend called
expressed concern diat Ruth

"Jackie Cooper is a midget!"
other rumor has occasioned so

No

Roland had been killed in an automobile accident. Later Ruth's cheery
voice reassured me. And there had
been no accident.
During her illness in Paris, Gloria

much

discussion.
It all started
a "crank" letter sent to
W^alter Winchell, columnist, by a
vaudevillian who claimed to recognize in the boy wonder a midget
with whom he had acted many
years ago. The printed letter was

with

Swanson's death was rumored.
People said, "We know for a fact
that they are using a double in pictures claiming to star her, to continue to cash in on her name." For

preceded by an editorial explaining that it was a sample of the
"freak" confidences that pour in
But many people,
hastily skimming the paper, read
only the letter, passing over the
explanation in smaller type.
Naturally, Mrs. Cooper was upset
Less experienced publicity

even following her return to Hollywood and work, the air bristled with
that "double" notion.
A resemblance to a titled foreigner
caused Jeanette MacDonald some

to every writer.

Europe insisted that
she was dead!
When she dashed
over there to prove herself alive,
many believed that she was her own
sleepless hours.

self's

men might have launched

a camphotographs showing
Jackie playing with his neighbor-

paign

double!

of

hood gang,

to counteract it. But,
rumor-weary, the M-G-M crowcl
just grunted, and sat back and listened while the war waged.
It
kept his name to the front, and

they knew that the closer inspection of Jackie's screen self which
it invited would dispel the erroneous idea.

"Anita

Page

Jimmy Dunn."

is

engaged

to

One

columnist
c]uoted the young actor in an in-

moment, stating that he
make up his mind between Anita and Mollie O'Dav.

decisive

cotddn't

Everyone
Jackie Cooper was the victim
of one of the meanest rumors,
but his own pictures dissipated it.

for
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talking about
contract. Will
she sign or not? Will it be
$10,000 a week? ($7,000

Garbo's

is

new

now)

adding that he couldn't marrv
anyhow, as he hadn't enough
money.
Reading that paragraph aloud
one evening, her eyes vales of
liglitning, 'Nita said, "Wlien I
nicct tliis young man, I shall ask
Iiini, first thing, 'Have you got
that
[Continued on j><ig;<' ('oj
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Dreams Come Through
Ann Dvorak Dreamed That Some
Day

the

Man Would Come

And He Turned Out

Along,
Leslie

Right

Fenton on

St. Vatriclis

to

Be

Day.

By Carlisle Jones

Leslie,

Ann, wedding ring and

all.

'TEl
ET'S

make it snappy," suggested Leslie Fenton to a grinning pilot as he climbed into place in a Stimson cabin
plane at the United Airport, Burbank, California, beside
Ann Dvorak. "How long does it take to get to Yuma?"
For weeks Fenton had been "making it snappy" for Ann. It
began with the young man asking the young lady riddles, and
was climaxed one night a few weeks later by him asking her to
marry him. She knew the answers in each case.
So, on St. Patrick's day, Ann Dvorak, nineteen-year-old daughEdward
ter of Anna Lehr, former stage and screen actress, and of
riddle
and
villain
screen
Fenton,
Leslie
McKim, actor, and
expert, were married in Yuma, Arizona, and prepared to live
as happily as Hollywood would let them, ever after.
Ann's mother had the advantage of Ann's friends. She had

twelve hours' notice of the girl's intentions. The friends, whde
not altogether unprepared for a marriage as a climax for what
was obviously a whirlwind courtship on Fenton's part, did not
expect it to culminate on such short notice.
Twenty hours before their marriage Ann finished her fifth
the
talking picture, in support of Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., at
Warner Studio. There is a justifiable suspicion that both Doug
and Director William Wellman were in Ann's confidence, befirst on
cause the final scenes in which she appeared were made
that busy

Wednesday and Ann was permanently excused from
further calls during the production.

Life

is

very good

thinks Ann

Dvorak

as she
gazes starward.
She has just completed a leading
picture role and
signed up to leading Leslie for life.

She walked, calmly enough,

to

her dress-

ing room and submitted, with apparent composure, to an interview.
"What," asked the interviewer, reading
from a written list of questions, "do you
think of domesticity?"
"It's fine," said Ann slowly, "if it doesn't
dominate you. I mean, if you -don't let it
interfere with everything else you want to
do. You see I— oh, [Continued on page 56]
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s uccess

ams

the

Wand erer
By

Wallace

Ford

D ono van

IS

making good in Hol-

But

lywood.

Pede

the

other side of the sun-

1

1

y

found a slimly lovely
brooding about it
in the drawing-room of a
Be\ erly Hills house, draped
like a mermaid on a settee,
with tawny, wavy hair
tumbling over her shoulI

woman

has always held

set

him an

or

irresist-

ible attraction.

Will

a ha^^y home and

ders.

hushels

"There was the time he
ran away to Florida," she

of fatuous

"We were doing well
on Broadway, saving money
and living quietly on Long
Island. Then Wally walked
out, bought an old Cadillac
and announced he was gosaid.

an

hold him?

letters

THE

true

Wallace
tale

blood,

is

pened

to

that

story

Ford,
chills

ing
to
Florida.
What
could I do? He went. He

of
the
the

was away three months—
but he came back that

what haphim but what

not

time."

very likely will.
Thirty-three years old,
an actor with a future un-

mistakably
foreshadowed
by "Possessed," "Freaks,"
"Are You Listening?" and

Ford started

"And what

"The Wet Parade," Wally

parentless, penniless, nameless, friendless, literally fought his way from meal to meal and
found the journey led to a Beverly Hills Mansion and a

long-term

life

contract

with

the

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

studio.

And

so

what?

That's what you, and you, and you, and I too want to
know after reading the tale baldly told, as it has been
by some writers. Darn it! Gable humped logs, George
K. Arthur rode the rods, Boris Karloff starved for meat
while washing gravy off other people's plates. That's
over.
They and Ford are now somebodies. What
then? Who cares about the dead-and-buried past except for what effect it may have on the future?
That's the point. It is the one missed by every other
student of the phenomenon "Ford." Clark Gable's loghumping is an etching on the wall of a room he will
never reopen, Boris KarlofT has forgotten how it feels
to be himgry.
But Ford's past is still alive! A load of dynamite that
at a spark may blow him back into rags.
Wally has arrived— but can Hollywood hold him?
His wife would like to know too.
Never until now has Wally known what it means
to be safe, to be rich and to be anchored to a mantelshelf of his own. Now that he has got it, will he gratefully put his feet up on it— or have tliey grown too' used
to the road, the rods, the freight yards and the occasional hearth which was always somebody else's?
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had,"

Beautiful Mrs. Martha Ford and
the husband who runs away.

said

a

tirre

Wally

I

later.

"Stopped off in every town
and walked aroimd all day.
And do you know what was

the kick? I never met a soul I knew.
I never got a
friendly word I didn't have to win from zero.
It was
like old times."
Wally's eyes gleamed at the recollection.

"Paddy" busted

in

on

my

tete-a-tete

with Martha

Ford, the aforesaid mermaid.
"Bed," said the mermaid. "You're in disgrace."
"I ran away," explained five-year-old Patricia Ann
Ford calmly.
"We just found her— ten blocks away. Took us and
the police two hours."
"But why?" I asked Paddy.
"I

to know things."
things?"
don't know— any things.

wanted

"What
"Oh!

I

I like you.

What's

your name?"

"You see?" said Martha. "This
Once she was away all night. It's
and Wally's. I love my home, my

is the third time.
in the blood— hers
family, my friends
and my fireside, but this ciniosity about things, strange
places and new faces, is a lust in some people's blood.
It can split a home like any other lust.
It's like living
in a drama, with the third act curtain not yet \vi itten."
Martha Ford, daughter of William Haworth the great
But
actor and dramatist, talks brilliantly, pictorially.

she

is

sincere.

The

curtain rang up on this imfinished real-life plav
—tragedy or romance as it may end— twenty-three years
ago at a lonely farm in Manitoba, where an orphaned
boy called Sannny Jones ditl [Conliuiial un Jxigc 58]
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on the surface, apHollywood. Flowering
peared
eucalyptus, acacia and pepper trees line the streets.
The sky is blue, as a rule, and the sun bathes everything in a golden light. You drive down Hollywood
Boulevard and a dozen times between Vine and Highland friends shout cheery greetings to you from other
Nothing is hurried. Poverty, apparently, doesn't
cars.
bother anyone because tomorrow you may be riding
the crest of the golden wave yourself. Your girl friends
rush up to kiss you (if you're another girl) and your
men friends pump your hand and slap you on the back
It's all just fine and dandy-on
(it you're another man).

ever there was a town, in reality, that isn't Arcadia
Hollywood. For no sooner are you gone, than
your girl friends pick you to pieces and your men
friends riddle you. Fun is made of you, behind your
back. Your work, your clothes, your mannerisms are
torn apart and left bleeding where they fall.

(he surface.

with a capital

IF

EVER

there was a

to

24

town

be Arcadia

it is

that,

If

it

is

who
I doubt that there are two people in Hollywood
have harmed others less than Joan Bennett and Gene
Markey and I doubt that there "are two people in Hollywood who have been crucified to the same degree and
with less cause.
Despite the fact that her name is Bennett— and Bennett

in

Hollywood has come

T-Joan

is

to

mean Temperament

one of the

easiest

going people

Silver Screen

OAN

VUSl

OAYS:
11
Joan Bennett

By

is

Very Ha^^y

with Roses, Romance and

R.

S.

Mook

Gene Markey.

I've ever met.

Constance Bennett, matron
of

honor,

be-

side the beautiful bride, and

man

the best

is

Capt. Alan
Clayton.

This

how

wed-

is

a

ding looks

when two
marry
in

for love

Hollywood.

When she first came to Hollywood her name was
linked with John Considine, Jr.'s and presently they
were spoken of as engaged. Joan was pictured as a
heartless interloper. John, you see, had been engaged
to Carmen Pantages before he knew Joan and Joan was
credited with having come between them. She didn't.
A broken engagement was no news. But if the sharpshooters could ring in a third party and make a triangle
of it, it was a tidy tidbit. So Joan Bennett's name was
rolled around on the tongues of her friends and enemies
in a

manner

far

from complimentary.

Actually, what had happened was that Mr. Considine
had written Joan a note asking her to accompany him
to a preview one Sunday night and, in his own words,
"That's how it started." Joan is pretty, she is sweet,
man doesn't often run
she is intelligent and witty.
across such a combination in a girl. And Mr. Considine fell in love with her.
Miss Pantages, too, is pretty.
She has lived here
practically all her life and has many
friends. Joan was a newcomer— she had
few.
So the Pantages advocates went

A

around damning Joan.
Joan went her way, ignoring the
thrusts and slanderous remarks being
made about her. I think Mr. Considine
really loved her but he has one of the
most jealous dispositions in the history
of man and life shortly became a nightmare for Joan.
After a year and a half of that sort of
thing, Joan decided she had had enough.
She told Mr. Considine she didn't want
to see him again.
That should ha\e
ended it— but it didn't.
She was working on "Many A Slip"
at the time and, considering herself fi'ee,
she accepted an invitation from Lew
Ayres to dinner. Mr. Considine heard
about it and raged. A few nights later,
Joan invited Lew to her home to dinner.
\VIiile they were at tlie table, the doorThe butler was sho\cd aside
bell rang.

Mrs. Gene Markey and her husband in the car
which he gave her as a little wedding present.
They're off on their honeymoon.

and an outraged Considine pushed his
way into the house.
Things were ])at(hcd up but ihe affair
never

for
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ran
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By

Wick
Evans
In Kirkland's beau-

home in Santa
Monica. The previous occupants were
friends of Garbo's
and the wall of the
garden had a secret
door built into it for
tiful

to enter unobserved.

Garbo

Artist

to

His

Finger-tips
Alexander Kirkland's

His outstanding
performance was
in

heart

"Surrender."

is

in j^ainting

although his j^erform-

THERE'RE
here Alexander
about

two things

this

Kirkland beside his

ancc

in

''Strange

ability

to stand-on-his-head-and-wigglehis-ears that set him apart.
One of them is his complete

Interlude'

is

the talk

as

Across the luncheon table in the garden of his lovely
home in Santa Monica, a garden, by the way, that has a
Greta
special gate, or something, built into it so that
house
the
had
who
people
the
know
to
used
who
Garbo,
before Kirkland, could sneak in unobserved, he proved
the quality of naturalness so unusual in Hollywood.
Most people would have been more than a litde
snappy that day— there were a dozen interruptions

we

did.

admitted that this business of bemg
interviewed and photographed in the ap-

He

of Hollywood,

naturalness; and the other is the
amazing things he has done in
his career, which has not covered such a long period.
Naturalness in Hollywood is rare to the point of being practically non-existent. Usually one is not oneself
but two other people. Kirkland, however, is himself.
What he thinks about Hollywood he says-if something
gets in his way he says that it does— and if he wants to
eat a combination sandwich of gooseberry jam and
caviar in his front parlor at nine o'clock of a Sunday
evening he does. Just like that.
To put me completely at ease he told me that he was
afraid of interviewers, that he was scared stiff at the
preview of his last picture, but that it was a good picture and he, himself, was swell in it, that he liked his
beach house and White Rock and wasn't it a swell day?

26

during lunch—but despite the fact that he
was besieged on one side by an interviewer
and on the other by a "still" cameraman
from the studio, he enjoyed himself as much

proved "Hollywood manner" was all new to
him. And, unashamed, he admitted that he was getting
a great kick out of it.
Kirkland is the sort of fellow who always gets a great
backkick out of life. Not that he is the breezy, hearty,
slapper type of person. On the contrary he is the sort
has the capacity for a great deal of suffering as well
"having fun," but it is all in a quiet, intense,
natural way. Which brings us, gentle reader, to the

who

as for

amazing things that Alexander (Bdl— so his
mother calls him) Kirkland has done in his not-so-long
rather

career.

.

begin with he was born in Mexico City, Mexico,
decided to
the favorite and only son of a barrister who
with the
familiarity
his
of
because
Mexico
practice in
Admiral
language. His (Bill's) grandfather was Rear
Navy.
States
United
the
of
Kirkland
never
Until the time he was fourteen years old he
and
Spanish
in
lessons
his
learning
English,
spoke
home.
at
Spanish
speaking French and
His later education was acquired at the Taft School,
beWaterbury, Conn., but he left with the obsession of
coming an actor, an ambition [Couliuued on page 59]

To

GALLERY
OF THE

pAMOUS

DOLORES

DEL RIC

and

JOEL McCREA
HAWAII

IN

filming

gorgeous

of

during

King

"Bird

the

Vidor's

Para-

of

dise," Dolores, as a dancer,

shakes off the conventions

blossoms

and

of

spirit

the

out

in

South

the
Seas,

catches one of

while

Joel

those

Hawaiian orchestras

while

it's

young.

TALLULAH BANKHEAD
and

DIRECTOR RICHARD WALLACE
THE

tropical setting of

lulah reclines.

Richard Wallace has done

a great piece of work
direction.

"Thunder Below"

behind which Tal-

explains the netting

in

his

synnpathetic

Will the great potentialities of

Tallulah

be realized

this

tinne?

TALA
UNIVERSAL'S

BIRELL

new imported beauty brings with her a Vienna reputaHer first picture will be "The Doonned Battal-

tion as a stage actress.
ion."

If

she doesn't click

be starred

in

the

title

Laemmie

it

will

role of
Jr.'s

be too doomed bad! After that she will
Surely, we can trust young Carl

"Nana."

batting eye

—

we'll Tala

the world!

SIDNEY FOX
SIDNEY

is

getting to be very important on the Universal lot and the
will be a star in her own right, in fact the

next thing you know she
picture starring her

is

tentatively nanned "Art and Styles."

Sidney's performance

In

the nnean1^

time McClelland Barclay, the famous
in

"Strictly

artist,

is

painting a portrait of her.

Dishonorable"

is

a cherished

memory.

'1 >f

The new discovery,
Robert Young, with
his mother and sister.

He
tism

received a bapof

as

the

fans recogniied

and

fire

applauded

him.

Wallace

and

Mrs.

Beery

new family

at

leave

their

home

for

Wally

most popular
is the
announcer in Hollywood.

radio

the

big

night.

I

LILIAN

HARVEY

'ONGRESS
a

is

has

that

weeks

in

Dances"

German
played

film

fifteen

and

London

many months in Berlin. All
Europe has succumbed to
irresistible Lilian Harvey.
She

is

English

fused many
to

and has

offers to

Hollywood.

ture

is

re-

come

The pic-

an operetta of ex-

quisite musical

theme and

charming vivacity.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
just

and

before Doug sailed for Papeete, Tahiti,

son Crusoe sort of story, not a travelogue.
picture,

"Happy

Ending."

in

MARY PICKFORD
the South Seas to film a Robin-

Mary

is

busily planning her

new

Adrienne

nonchalantly

balances herself on the

arm of a beach chair
giving us a fair enough
view of her tomato-red
swimbackless

jersey

ming
Rochelle Hudson favors
this

one-piece

suit

suit,

of

royal blue jersey for her

daily swim, but enhances

the simplicity with smart
applique designs in white

and blue.

An

attractive

costume

also

Adrienne.
flannel

golden

yachting

worn by
The
wide

trousers

are

brown,

a

the

blouse white crepe and
the

with

wide

shoulder straps.

wide belt is of
green leather.

bright

H OT

Arline
tinctly

Madge
for

Evans

"roughie"

goes in
pajamas

—guess?—bath

of

towel-

The sweater is in
violet and white stripes,
and the trousers are a
rich plum color.
ing!

Judge

looks dis-

modish

this

in

decorative bathing costume of red and white
jersey.

The

cleverly cut out

back is
and the

red belt and piping add
an interesting touch.

Anita Page likes her
daily dip too much
to

allow

this

for

so

lows,

she

severely

furbe-

dons
simple

stocking-knit bathing
suit of

with

bright green,

narrow
canvas

white

belt.

The Washington
centennial

Bi-

is

respon-

sible for this

dashing

pajama suit of red,
white and blue jersey
sponsored by Adrienne.
With it she
wears a beret and
matching scarf.

IONS

HA
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Janet Gaynor

Wi,

th

is

PRETTIEST
GIRL in
PICTURES ?
The

Solid

Gold

(18 kt.) Medal

for

Beauty.

What

Pick the Winner of th.

name

will be inscribed

A

recent

issue,

Gold

Screen

Silver

upon

it?

Medal for Beauty

Silver

INScreen published the por-

of
"The Most
Six in Pictures."
These were selected by critics
familiar with the screen girls.
have received a number
of letters commenting on the
traits

Beautiful

We

selections,

jiny in the world.

even criticising our

On

choice and deinanding justice

is

here or not.

The medal

is

of 18 kt. solid

gold and represents an idealistic
figure holding a scroll.
The conception of the sculptor
shows the Goddess of Beauty,
who keeps the names of those
superlative creatures who have
adorned the pages of history.
The reverse side of the medal
has the ancient, poetic inscrip-

Obviously, ^ve mean photographic beauty, and we ask
you to vote for the girl who
appears to you most beautiof your own
For after all, it is
how she photographs that
determines her fate in pic-

on the screen

tion which you may remember
appeared upon the golden apple that Paris gave to Aphro-

theatre.

dite:

Joan Crawford

tures.

"To

the Fairest."

Below

appear ivhat name?
Who will be the Queen of
Beauty? What tremendous interest there will be in her hair,
this will

an opportunity for
you to do something for your

Here

portraits,

picture

the girl whose beauty you
believe to be above all others.

ful

the adjoining page are

but you can
nominate any screen girl you
like irrespective of whether her

some

for their favorites.
Silver Screen has therefore
ordered a beautiful solid
gold medal to be presented
Beto the most lovely girl.
low is a ballot which wiW enable you to cast a vote for

is

In
screen beauty.
her effort to please you she studies, rehearses, works, diets and
Now you can show your appreciation by mailing a
exercises.
favorite

Dorothy Jordan

ballot for her.
There are absolutely no conditions to be fulfilled. Every copy
of Silver Screen this month has a ballot and anyone may vote.
This contest is opened only to the girls who are in pictures.
The beauty contest winners sometimes seen
in the news weeklies are not eligible as this
contest is primarily for the lovely girls of
Hollywood. The contest closes midnight,

her eyes, her coloring!
Will she be blonde or dark?

That

Fill

is

for

you

to

decide.

out the ballot below and mail today.

June seventh.

make

the winner very

happy

to
proclaimed "The Fairest." It will be treasured
by her all her life and you will receive her
lasting gratitude.
Silver Screen has the largest newsstand
sale of any screen magazine and therefore
the beauty selected by this contest can feel
that she has been selected by the largest
It

will

receive

this

gold

medal

and

to

be

Gold Medal Editor,

In the event of ties, each
tying contestant will be

Silver Screen,

awarded the

prize lied for.

45 West 45th Street,

New York

City.

vote for
She is the most beautiful girl in pictures.

I
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Stars
£1 Brendel is on
a tour now and
he has found that
after the customers have seen him,
it is safer not to

IMAGINE

your movie

remind them

idols' surprise!

They have discovered the stage!
Check up one good deed to Old Man

just

forget

the

whole thing.

Depression.

With studio production cut down, there aren't enough
go around. And, suddenly, it seems that

film jobs to

there isn't a stellar soul

who

has an ounce of stage-re-

sistance.

You no longer need come to Hollywood to
They are coming to you,

stars in their flesh.

see the
just as

Beverly burghers are forsaking the
chosen city to do four shows a day in vaudeville. Many
are appearing in full-length plays. It's not a confession
Rather the star
of declining movie popularity now.
who doesn't rate at least a couple of "in person bids"
considers himself a flop.
The list of those who are taking a fling before the
footlights, and of those who plan to do so as soon as
they complete current pictures, reads like Filmdom's
Who's Who. Everybody's doing it!
Salaries for plays are not so large as studio wages.
But for vaudeville the remuneration is grand.
Here are some of the pay-offs: Eddie Cantor got
18,500 a week for several months at the Palace Theatre
in New York; the Four Marx Brothers drew $10,000 a
week for their recent vaudeville appearances; Barbara
Stanwyck and Frank Fay split $8,500 between them for
their Palace engagement; Jackie Cooper will be rewarded with $7,000 per Saturday for the act which he
and his mother do; Pola Negri was paid $5,000 the first
two weeks she did her five minute sketch, and almost
And Maurice Chevthat much for succeeding weeks!
alier was paid $15,000 for one week at the Los Angeles
fast as

they can!

Paramount.

smash musical comedy, "Hot Cha," is feaBuddy Rogers (at $1,650 a week) and Bert Lahr,
who co-starred in M-G-M's "Flying High" last winter.
In his off-stage moments Buddy manages to lead an
Ziegfeld's

turing

orchestra, the "California Cavaliers," at the Pennsylvania Hotel in New York, at a salary of $1,800 weekly,
plus 50% of the convert. And, in addition, he will be
broadcasting three times a week over NBC, making his

own announcements.

Jeanette Loff, another cinema
singing with his hotel orchestra.
Referring to "Hot Cha" again, Lupe Velez is being
paid $3,000 weekly by Ziegfeld as the show's foremost
exponent of sex appeal. And Marjorie White, for the
past few years a singing comedienne for Fox, furnishes
much of the pep in "Hot Cha." June MacCloy's blues
player,

44

is

voice didn't get

much of a chance
in Hollywood
she did
"Reaching for

after

the Moon" with
Douglas Fairbanks

But she

is

the crooner de luxe in

Zieggy's show.

Two Helens who came from the stage to conquer
movie audiences are at last back in Hollywood. Helen
Hayes and Helen Chandler left us at the height of their
popularity to spend the past winter on the New York
stage.
In "The Good Fairy" and "Springtime for
Henry," respectively, they gave many of their new
talkie fans a big thrill.

Lois Moran, trained in the studios, has been leading
lady in Broadway's cleverest musical satire, "Of Thee
I

Sing."

It's

still

going strong, so perhaps you'll be
render the song hit "^Vho
master grand opera before

lucky enough to hear her
Cares?" Lois threatens to
returning to Hollywood.
Leslie Howard has been
personally produced play,
Don't miss it if you get to
course, you'll find

"The Guardsman"
union

in

Vienna."

crowding the fans into his
"The Animal Kingdom."
the Great White Way. Of

those delightful stars of M-G-M's
in the consistently sold-out "ReIt's a grand play.

Fox didn't treat Marguerite Churchill right. She
packed up and went back to be leading lady of a
Broadway melodrama, "The Inside Story." Marilyn
Miller's $100,000 per picture arrangement with Warners was too stiff for that concern. She will star in a

summer revue

in

New

York.

flock of its "sweet"
heroines. Now these assertedly insipid girls are getting
stage experience which will enable them to make screen
come-backs. Fay Wray starred in "Nikki" on Broadway
Jean Arthur
last season, and is now back in pictures.
went into the stock company cast of the snappy show
"Lysistrata" at the Riviera Theatre in New York.
(Miriam Hopkins' last stage role before definitely going
movie was the same one which Jean essayed). Mary
Brian has been on the road in vaudeville, and June

Paramount dispensed with a

Silver Screen

was because Jean
Harlow broke all

It

attendance records
"In Person" that
she

on

got

her

new

wonderful contract
with M-G-M.

TOUR
'Vcrsonal

a^-pcaranccs"

add

greatly to the ^o^ularity of
the pkyers.

on

their

way

The
to

stars

your

are

theatre.

By

Ben

Maddox

William Haines travelling

around making

friends.

He introduced
successful local draw.
to the footlights in a
She later guestrecent production.
Laura La Plante

starred in Seattle's stock company. Bebe
Daniels' debut at El Capitan Theatre
brought out the screen's most famous
people. She has been singing over a
national hook-up from the East since
Hubby Ben Lyon
that engagement.
spent the springtime in vaudeville.
Between pictures Joe E. Brown regularly gives his California fans a lot of
laughs by appearing in stage comedies,
and he gets .'i?r),25o a week for occa-

still
another ex-Paramountee,
teamed with husband Stuart Erwin in a
personal appearance act.
Al Jolson is at work on his first talkie
in over a year, having been interesting his

Collyer,

fans in his musical "Wonder Bar."
West Coast fans have been seeing their
favorites in plays, too. Although there is
more prestige attached to doing a show
in the East, some stars feel that they are
more likely to get talkie offers by making
their stage hits right in Hollywood.
Edward Everett Horton is the most

for

June 1932

Polly Moran, and a

New

York theatre front
where she was "bustin'
pants buttons."

sional vaudeville jaunts. Colleen Moore
started her come-back climb this spring
by acting in her first legitimate show,

"Church Mouse." She was scared to
death when [Coutimwd on page 62]
45
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THE LOST SQUADRON

—Radio

Rating: Fine

THIS

ilver

a Richard Dix picture with Joel

is

McCrea in a good part. The men get
together on a picture lot renewing friendships formed when they were aviators in the
war. The director arranges to kill one of
the flyers in order to get a thrill for his
picture, and the gang sees to it that justice
is done.
Von Stroheim is the most excellent
director.
One of the delights of this inRichard
tense picture is Dorothy Jordan.
Dix is excellent, as is Bob Armstrong. See
it for air thrills and real suspense.

creen's

Rating:

Delightful

—

First National

self amid bucolic
are thoroughly delightful.
Tersely, the story deals with the struggle
of a brave pioneer woman with the soil,

and unaffected

settings that

how

she

finally

makes

it

use of fertilizer,

son to become an architect.

pay

with

THE
the saxophone
taxi

ning when they see "So Big." It's taken,
you kno\v, from the Edna Ferber hovel of
the same title, and let it be said to the
credit of the producers that it has not been
changed in the least. The plot is so simple
that you can't find it unless you put on your
spectacles, but what care you for plot
when you have Barbara being her most

scientific

—

Excellent Paramount
dancer is Miriam Hopkins and

Rating:

Barbara Stan^vyck fans, of which
THE
there are legion, are in for a merry eve-

natural

THE CROWD ROARS

DANCERS IN THE DARK

SO BIG

William Collier
The dance
George Raft,
and is he good! The saxophone player falls
in love with Miriam and she conres to love
him so much that nothing else matters.
Oakie doesn't believe in the girl, and so,
sending Collier away, he tries to break up
the romance of the dancer. Miriam Hojskins is beautiful and appealing and knows

first

her hot niaiibers, too. The plot has a clithe whole thing is very entertain-

ing.

and Alan Hale.

Did you know that Miriam \\ill be
and with Lubitsch directing?

starred next,

the

THE MIRACLE MAN

a
part

of the picture contains some of the best
comedy of the season: Barbara in her fussy
furbelows (Chicago's idea of style in the
quaint '8o's) arriving in a tiny country town
as the new schoolmarm; Barbara 'at her
first basket supper and church social, etc.
Perhaps too homely and leisurely for sophisticates, but anyone who has ever lived in
a country town will rock with laughter.
There is a splendid supporting cast including the new "rave, George Brent, adorable
Dickie Moore, Bette Davis, Hardie Albright
"

is

max and

and educates

The

player

in Jack Oakie's orchestra.
hall is the hangout of a crook,
Jr.,

Rating:

Good

don't have
YOU
remember the

—Paramount

—

Rating: Terrific
Warners
audience went ^vith James Cagney

THE
around

and around the Indianapolis
track at 104 miles per hour and liked it.
After we had decided that the auto hadn't
a thrill left, and had transferred oin- thrill
department to airships. Lost Squadrons and
Sky Devils, we foimd that the old race
track still had the risk and roar that animates a picture.
This particular play is
good from Cagney s angle for he has a
chance to be menacing and is, but particularly the piece is kind to Eric Linden. Joan
Blondell is in it and Ann Dvorak and they
do well. There is a quality about luicouth,
crazy daring that suits the untrammelled
Cagney. He is a gangster in spirit, makes
his own laws for his own life and always
delivers an intense, enthralling picture.

to be so terribly old to
silent version of "The

Miracle Man," \vhich brought fame and
fortune to l.on Chaney, Thomas Meighan
and Betty Compson, and also brought
The
buckets of tears to the old eyes.

YOUNG AMERICA

—

Great Entertainment Fox
meet the successor to "Bad Girl.
And what a grand picture it is. Vou
mustn't miss this if you have to sell the
baby's crib.
It's all about the trials and
tribulations of adolescence, with Tommy
Conlon and Raymond Borzage, nephew of
Rating:

FOLKS,

'

story

is

practically

shows the four
chicanery

make

city

unchanged— it
crooks

a "miracle

still

who through
man out of a
"

kindly, spiritual old man who li\es alone
on the outskirts of a small religious village,
and ^vho \vith their pockets full of gold are
ready to make a geta\vay when they discover
that they have souls.
Their gradual reformation is still a
beautiful thing and .so is the miracle
of the little crippled boy, played exSylvia
cellently by Bobby Coogan.
Sidney, as the girl in the gang, is
miscast and Chester Morris is not as

convincing as was Thomas Meighan.
John Wray does splendidly by the
role, and Ned Sparks, as
the fourth crook \vho specializes in
watches, gives plenty of laughs to the
Hobart
part of the pictiue.
first
Bosworth, as the saintly patriarch,
and Irving Pichel, as the scoffing,
blasphemous father of crippled Bobby Coogan, are excellent.

Lon Chaney

Director Borzage, playing thirteen year old
kids.
They rob a tlrug store to provide
medicine for poor old Granny Beryl Mercer
and land in the juvenile court facing Judge

Ralph Bellamy himself.
Enter Spencer
Tracy and Doris Kenyon, a young married
couple, who decide to adopt Tommy.
There's a lot more plot with Spencer and
Ralph getting in some swell scenes, and
both of them giving the best performances
yet, which is saying something if you ha\e
been keeping up with the meritorious work
of Messieurs Tracy and Bellamy. Fox won't
have to send out an S. O. S. to Wall Street
anytime soon if they continue to make
pictures like this one.

Good

stuff!

(Above) Mary Astor and Richard
Dix in "The Lost Squadron."
(Center) Miriam Hopkins and Jack

Oakie

in

(Right)

Cagney
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"Dancers

in

the

Dark."

Ann Dvorak and James
in "The Crowd Roars."

Silver Screen

THE PASSIONATE PLUMBER
Rating: Very

Reviewing
Stand
ALIAS THE

National

RICHARD BARTHELMESS

is

Rating;

the doctor

^vay the operation scenes were
handled is being talked about in all the
You think you see, but really you
studios.
do not see anything. The plot has to do
•

men and

laws of the heart.

and capable.

We

the finer, grander

Marian Marsh is lovely
do not believe that Dick

much

standing ^vith this one, but
the sincerity of the whole thing and the
artistic fashion in which it is worked out
make it a pleasant dramatic story to see.
gain

will

SYMPHONY OF
Rating:

SIX MILLION

Excellent

—Radio

what "Humoresque"
DOdidYOU remember
old
your
days?

Well here you have

it

up

minus

(Ricardo Cortez)^
Je^vish boy
a great surgeon through sacrifices of his family, but he does not care for
money, and is interested only in serving

become

humanity.

coerce him into a "society" practice and they move to Park Avenue where
he becomes a "fashionable doctor," and
gradually forgets the clinic and the lame
girl he loves (Irene Dunne) in the Ghetto.
His father dies during an operation that
he performs and he realizes that suffocated
with wealth and flattery he has become a
He loses faith in himself
rotten surgeon.
but Irene Dunne restores it, and once more
he returns to the Ghetto and humanity.
The entire cast has been selected ^vith extreme care, but the honors go to Ricardo
Cortez.

and

.

His socially ambitious brother

sister

careless

lady,

young
Macis

the

Genevieve

and the songs are gay
Ernst Lubitsch directed and
this is supposed to be the talking version
of "The Marriage Circle" but about the
only resemblance is that men are tempted
and lovers must quarrel. It was our best
tured, almost risque

and musical.

show

this

month.

MAN WANTED
Rating:

all

A young

has

the

Rating: Very Exciting— United Artists

Tobin. The gay Frenchman sings. After
a noble resistance he falls for Genevieve
and this indiscretion he confesses to his
She uses Charles Ruggles to prove
wife.
that she too has a wicked life— all of which
makes for merriment. It is delightful, cul-

to

the sloppy sentiment, and
as beautiful and as sympathetic a picture
as you have even seen on the screen. Fannie
Hurst is the author, but in this case the
biggest praise goes to Director Gregory La
Cava who has handled the story in a deft
and inspired manner. It is the simple story
of a Jewish family on the lower East Side
in New York— the famous Ghetto.
date,

is

husband and Jeanette
Roland Young
his wife.

Donald is
husband of the

SCARFACE

—Paramount

doctor

heart strings in the

to

silent

Perfection

MAURICE CHEVALIER

and the

with the laws of

is
the star of this
piece and he does not rely on his reputation as a comic, he makes his own reputation as he goes along. You'll never believe
until you see it that "The Cardboard
Lover" could be turned into such a field
day for Durante and Keaton.
Gilbert
Roland is the lover from whom Irene Purcell is to be protected, and Buster protects
her even to fighting a duel for her, and
such a duel!
Polly Moran is good old
Polly and Mona Maris is thrillingly lovely.

ONE HOUR WITH YOU

DOCTOR

Good— First

Rating:

Delightful

— ITamers

be gay and rollicking
IT'S
again after all those sad pictures. Not
a murder, or a jury, or a crook, or a reporter, in the entire film— can you bear it?

grand

so

to

Why when Una
just bet you can.
Merkel and Andy Devine get started you'll
laugh so loudly the usher will have to put
you out. And what a fiesta for the Kay
Francis fans. She has never looked lovelier
and never worn such charming gowns.

You

Kay

is

perfectly cast as a young society
magazine
is editor of a "smart

woman who

"

which has been handed down by
She is marher family for years.
ried to a young blue-blooded polo
player (Kenneth Thompson) who
spends

evenings

his

Funny—M-G-Af

BUSTER KEATON

DON'T

say that you are tired of gangster
pictures until you have seen "Scarface,"
for this film will go doivn in cinema history
as the best gangster picture ever made.
And superlatively speaking, it's the best
acted, best directed and best produced.
And why Will Hays and various state cen-

should go thumbs down on it is more
than we can see. It does not glorify the
gangster.
For the first time on the screen
you see him for what he is, and you hate
him.
The picture opens with the murder of a
gang leader by Tony Carmonte (Paul
Muni) who works for Lovo (Osgood Per-

sors

kins), a big shot in gangdom.
Lovo to report the slaying

Tony
and

visits

gets

an

eyeful of the splendor of the apartment
and of Lovo's girl friend (Karen Morley).
Tony is a stupid fellow but he has sense
enough to know how he too can get a
swell layout and a beautiful blonde.
From then on you see the inside workings
of a cruel vicious gang which boosts Tony
to the top of the heap, only to drop him
in the end leaving him sniveling cowardly

Howard Hughes has
his death agony.
chosen a perfect cast for his great opus,
and there are "bits" that will be talked
about for years. Paul Muni carries off top
honors, but you are also going to hear
much raving about George Raft, Tony's
bodyguard, and Ann Dvorak, his beloved
in

sister.

entertaining

charming ladies of the Social RegDavid Manners comes to the
ister.
editorial office one day to sell a
rowing machine and stays on as
Kay's personal secretary. He rapidly
a partner in the company
—and falls madly in lo\e -with his

becomes
l)oss,

It

all

though
gets

he's

engaged to Una.

straightened out pleas-

antly without a single shot.

(Above) James Durante, Buster Keaton
and Polly Moran in "The Passionate
Plumber."
(Center) Maurice Chevalier and Jeanette

MacDonald

in

"One Hour With You."

(Left) Marian Marsh and Richard Barthelmess in "Alias the Doctor."

/orJUNEl932
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Men

of th

Mikes

Radio and Pictures arc
Hollywood
Insc^arallc.
Calls to the Air Entertainers.
The "Woodbury presentation features
Tito Guizar

sup*

on the

1

Columbia network.
Can Hollywood overlook such a romantic
possibility?

Both these artists folradio.
lowed in the footsteps of Rudy
Vallee whose radio success led

him

In fact, negoto pictures.
tiations are now going forward
to secure Rudy to play the lead
in Warner Brothers' new picture,
"Crooner." Bing Crosby is expected to star in a new Parapicture which is being

mount

from "Wild Waves,"
Rian James.
The dividing line between the
stage and the screen disappeared
definitely with the overwhelm-

adapted

the novel by

ing screen success of Lynn Fontanne, Alfred Lunt, and Helen
Hayes and now the di\'icling line
between screen and radio has

been wiped out. There is one
tremendous audience only, with
unlimited golden laurels to bestow.

Harry Barris
rhythm boy and
dies

He

is

an ex-

comehave proven a success.
has been given a conhis

tract for six Christie shorts.

Morton Downey,
featured

Camel

on

the

Quarter

Hour, has already

THE

sister arts of Radio and
Pictures have found that they

a number
of pictures.

made

have one audience and only
one. The great army of listeners of
the radio includes the sixty million
fans who support the motion picture
industry. Under these circumstances
the exchange of artists brings to the
radio field the most talented players,
and brings in exchange from the
microphones and radioland, singers
whose glamorous voices will add tremendously to picture entertainment.
Among these Harry Barris is the
Bing Crosby's Educalatest success.
tional comedies delighted all those
who had enjoyed his singing over the

48

Walter Winchell
of the Lucky

Strike Dance
Hour, the columnist who tells
all, and first, has
received a Holly-

wood

offer.

Silver Screen

Silver Screen for June

n^/cA star

is

which

1932
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19...

is

^^7...
Screen stars

know

the secret

of keeping

youthful charm

ONE
— the

gloriously lovely at 19

other radiantly

beautiful at 39!

Joyce Compton
This alluring young
screen star, who is 19,
says: "I could never
hope to look lovelier
than Billie Burke does
right now. Lux Toilet
Soap certainly keeps
one's skin youthfully

rmooth and

clear."

"I don't see why any woman
should look her age," says the
lovely Billie Burke. "I'm 39!"

"I'm 19," says Joyce Comp"But I could never hope to
look lovelier than Billie Burke
does right now. I'm glad I know
her secret of complexion care!"
How does Billie Burke keep
her adorable young charm? "To
keep my skin clear and soft,"
she says, "I use Lux Toilet Soap
regularly and have for years."

ton.

—

p

out of 10 Screen
Stars use it

Of the 694 important Hollywood actresses, including all
stars, 686 use Lux Toilet Soap
regularly.

So

it is official

great film studios.

in all

It is so

fragrantly gentle and

utterly

white.

Billie

Burke

"I'm 39," says this
radiantly youthful
Btar.

Who would

guess it from this recent photograph "To
keep youthful charm
I

you must guard complexion beauty. For
years I have used Lux
Toilet Soap regularly."

Lux
Toilet Soap

I09

"

Wky GARBO
is
Tk

GREAT"

whole world wants

Desire

Me"

to

will really le

Garhos

By Patricia
(See

ON THE

You

last picture.

Keats

Frontispea Illustration Page 16)

sun-drenched shores of the
bet^veen San Diego
and Carmel, is the quaint little village of Laguna. There is a narrow stretch
of beach with sand that does not squish,
and then tiers and tires of hillsides where
the natives, artists and intellectuals have
built their little rose-covered blue and green
Pacific,

linow if "As

midway

and yellow cottages. Here they paint sunsets and write deep thoughts about Life
and the eternal mysteries of the sea.
But
Laguna does not like strangers.
when a movie company from that wild
Holly«'ood drops in occasionally "on location" Laguna simply shrugs and endures
it.
An Italian setting was needed for
Garbos next picture, "As you Desire Me,"
so M-G-M moved the company to Laguna
for several days to take shots of the Pacific,
which looks more Italian than the Adriatic,
and the little village which simply radiates

one good look at Broadway at theatre
time, a cold snap in the air, millions of
lights, taxis careening perilously around

for

corners, glamorous ladies in scintillating
gowns escorted by sleek gentlemen in high
hats, the orchestra tuning up in the pit, the
overture, the first act. applause, and Miss
Helen Gahagan, his beautiful and talented
wife, and himself taking curtain calls.

All Easteners feel a nostalgia for Broadivay at theatre hour at some time or other.
They just can't help it. But Mr. Douglas
was feeling particularly glum because he
had just seen himself in "The Broken
Wing" the night before.
"On the stage," he said sadly, "if I give a

bad performance it is soon over and done
with and completely forgotten, but on the
screen it'll follow me around from city to
country to continent lor the next fifteen
I certainly haven't done anything to
years.

sunshine and happiness and spaghetti.

be proud of on the screen yet— and what

Everyone in the company seemed affected
by the warm southern beauty of the place
Mr. Douglas was
except Melvyn Douglas.
frowning. Just at that moment Mr. Douglas
would have gladly given you Laguna, the
entire Pacific coast, Hollywood and the
state of California, and practically anything
else you might have set your heart on just

"But you like your part in 'As You Desire
Me' and you like Pirandello and you like
Garbo. Tell me all about it," I suggested
quickly before he would have me crying
for Times Square too.
"Briefly, it's about Zara (Garbo) a cabaret singer in Vienna who is the mistress of

pictines— what—

Melvyn Douglas, her new leading man, describes Garbo.
a famous author, Salter (Eric von Stroheim).
Zara is a beautiful and gay creature, of the earth, earthy, but as the pictine
opens she is beginning to be satiated with

(Owen Moore)

Tony

life.

night and insists that she
best friend,

is

sees

her one

the wife of his

young Count Bruno

(Melvyn

Douglas).

As a whim, perhaps as an adventine, perhaps because she believes it herself, Zara
accompanies Tony to the little Italian village where lonely Count Bruno has waited
ten years

for

the

retin-n

of

his

beautiful

young wife Maria. Only a few ^^'eeks after
their wedding the unfortimate countess had'
been torn from his side by a band of soldiers, and for ten long years the count has
looked for her and prayed for her return.
peace of the little country
the worldliness of
forgets
Vienna and finds her soul. ^Vhether she is
the long lost Maria— or just Zara, girl of
the streets— you never really know. Piranthe quiet
Zara

In

village

dello, as usual, lets
clusions.

you draw your own con-

"Since I have been in pictures," Mr.
Douglas continued, "I have never met any
one as interesting as Garbo. I expected a
cold, haughty woman who demanded thusand-so and got thus-and-so by means of
But instead I
temperamental outbursts.
found a charming, emotional girl suffering
with one of the worst inferioritv complexes
have ever seen. I had heard that the
I

Garbo refused to rehearse scenes, that
she went through the scene one time, and
accepted no criticisms or suggestions from
That, too,
the directors or fellow actors.
was all a mistake.
"Garbo rehearsed one scene ^vith me a
dozen times or more and with utter simplicity accepted every suggestion that DiTo me she is
rector Fitzmaurice made.
like a little calf feeling her way along, every
step of the way, always using her emotions
—never her intellect. That is whv she is a
She doesn't mean to be aloof
o-reat actress.
or stand-offish. She is just so timid and sensiti\e that she doesn't know how to be
When she first came to Hollyfriendlv.
wood someone probably hurt her deeply
and she has had to set up a defense mechanism. Is it true that she has ne\er been
great

'

interviewed?"

famous
Fix e \ ears ago before she became
the reporters had a crack at her." I saitl.
wrong xsiili
••^\'e]\ that's probably what's
sympathetic.
her." Mclvvn Douglas was most
She doubtless had the same fellow come
He was
after her who interviewed me.
quite dirty and [Coiilinucd on page 5:,!
•

Garbo's personality dominates this scene with Warburton Gamble,
Roland Varno, Albert Conti and Erich von Stroheim.
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CHESTED

FLA'r

?

HeB^elop
vet
^
t
-m
orm
Your
feminine proportions

^
^^^^^^

Do

ugly, sagging lines rob

your greatest charm?
to

NOW it is

you of

SO

easy

have the full, firm bust that Fashion demands.

Just Give Me 30 Days
^^^/ES,

in just 30 days, you can increase the size of your
breasts and mould them into that firm shapeliness that is
/ so smart and alluring. The application of my wonderful
Miracle Cream and easy instructions will work wonders. Thousands of women everywhere praise this simple, harmless home
treatment for the splendid result obtained in just a few minutes
each day. Read what they say below. Then take advantage of
niy big special offer and see how easily you can have the charm
of a full, firra, shapely bust.

^

'
,

j
1
'M

jF
*

l^^^ADD Uo3 INCHED

Beautiful
Breasts for

am

"I

children,

my

YOU

busts

four
the
mother of
and althouijh pretty young
became flabby and started

Now after completing the
to sag.
treatment I have once again achieved
for myself that feminine loveliness
which I thought was out of my Uie
forever."

M.

Mrs.

No

matter what else you have tried, no matter
how small or flabby or sagging your breasts may
be, you owe it to yourself to try my wonderful
method. Day by day you will see them grow in size
and loveliness. And it's so easy and simple! Nothing to do but apply dainty Miracle Cream, follow
the instructions, and watch the wonderful change

"I

feel

M.,

that

New

your

about
method. It

lines

York. N. Y.

must write a few

I

Cream

Miracle

what you say It
was so thin, but It
out nicely, and
mv bust Is coming along fine. Just
teil the world If they want to know
anything about your Miracle Cream
method to write to me."

My

Is.

surely

just

Is

chest

Is

rounding

^^rs. II. E.. .«loux City,

Town.

take' place.

No longer need you be self-conscious of your undeveloped, unwomanly form. No longer need you
be pitied by women and ignored by men.
Miracle Cream treatment will make your life a
Let me increase the beauty of
fuller, richer one.
your bust. Decide, right now, that you will not rest
until you have mailed the coupon at the bottom of
this page. It brings you the newer, quicker, safer
way to make your breasts the lovely things you
have always wanted them to be!

My

Mail Coupon
N.\Nr.Y

how you can
womanhood. And

This fascinating illustrated book

tells

8l(>

gain

it is
the ideal proportions of perfect
yours, free! In it you will find the secret of feminine
charm and how you can quickly and easily develop the
Accept my great
alluring beauty of a lovely full bust.
special offer at once. Mail the coupon with only $1.00 for
your large container of Miracle Cream and Instructions
and I will include my valuable FREE BOOK. Send now,
before this offer is withdrawn.

Nancy Lee,
816

Broadway

Denr
only

e>iir

Ocpl

New

Nancy

I.eo:
l.eo:
Pl< Msi' SIMM

$1.00.

conlaiiuT

liirfje

witli

LKIi,

itroiuUvuy,

(^.ompletc

new

KKKK

I

New York,

Hook.

.Name

ss-6
N. Y.

Town

me

of
Mirmlc
nslnu-lioiis.

A<l(lrc8»

Dept.

enoloso

I
I

State.
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York.
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your
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Microphone Parade

The

A

Premiere Offers

Ireaking

Thnllmg Emotions

Experiences for
(See

THE

microphone parade is the most
heartbreaking, the most glittering, the
most glamorous spectacle in all Holly-

A

Others.

the Double

for

Illustration

Some and Poignant, Heart-

First

JS[igk

on Pages 34-3 5)

By Edward Churchill

procession of stars,
front of a vibrating instrument located half-way between the sidewalk and the garishly
decorated entrance to Grauman's sprawling,
It is a twenty-five foot

and executives

in

magnificent Chinese theatre.

While approximately

five

thousand

fans,

"

He

all

sides

I

heard, as always, otU-of-

"I'm

in

a

was.

A

"

and "The Rogue

Cinderella, who
before, given up all

Robert Young, hit of "The
Wet Parade," enjoys his
first

big

opening.

the director, who is always ^vith her these
days).
"Doesn't Mrs. Wally Beery look
(Mrs. Beery did look
splendid? So young.
splendid, but the exclaimer was pointing
at Fay Wray, who is Mrs. John Monk
Saunders).
"I'd like to know who those men with
(One was Irving
Norma Shearer are."
Thalberg, her husband, pink cheeked and
happy— the other Doug Shearer, her
brother, the greatest sound man in the
motion picture business). "And that genial,
fatherly looking man—" (Louis B. Mayer,
"Isn't she cute— and he looks
dear ladv).
SO distinguished." (Wes Ruggles, director
of the immortal "Cimarron," and Arline
Judge, one of the sweetest girls in pic"

tures).

That's the microphone parade.
Of the two thousand who enter, a hundred are called upon to say something to
the milling mob.
Some of these great have been tramps.
(Wally Beery and ^Vally Ford, the latter
one of the outstanding bets of the day, who
Some
is marvelous in "The 'W^et Parade").
have been obscure housewives (Vina Delmar, the authoress). Some have been factory ^vorkers. (Neil Hamilton). Some have

(Thalberg and Leroy).
the mantle of fame
while ten thousand tramps. house\vives,
factory \s'orkers and office boys watch them

been

office boys.

They have touched

listen to them as they play leading
roles in the microphone parade.
But let's narro\v this thing down, go
from the wide panorama to the individual,
and give you the cross-section of one per-

and

son who paused before that
happy, flushed, triiunphant.

microphone,
^Vith him,
mother, Mrs.

watching pridefidly, were his
Margaret Yoimg. his brother. Joseph, a
Florine McKinney, the
player, and
bit

had,

boy

months

be chosen to "speak a few words" is
To be unnoticed is heartsoul-satisfying.

To

On

said.

role!

made.

towners gasping and speculating. "Thcrcs
Ginger Rogers. Isn't she fascinating. Who's
Ihe little fellow with her?" (Mervyn Leroy,

he

Song" were given their premieres. Bob was
one of the five or ten thousand who lined
the sidewalks, harried by the police, who
gaped at the stars that glistened as they
went into the theatre!
On this night he was playing a leading

sig-

you all the names.
Wally Beery was master of ceremonies,
introducing Jimmy Durante, the greatest of
today's comedians, Dorothy Jordan, who
reveals herself a superb dramatic actress,
Walter Huston, and other memlsers of
"The Wet Parade" cast. During the intermission, Grauman displayed a real bar
behind which three bartenders served unIt was free.
real beer.
During a sensational prologue, pigeons
were released at ihe rear of the huge
auditorium and flew over the heads of
2,(X)0 people to alight in a cage during the
wedding scene. There were a thousand
and one spectacular thrills.

trembling,

\vet-eyed.

When "The Gaucho

more public segregation of the
famous and the comparatively unknown is

concrete.
Practically every star of major magnitude
attended the opening of "The Wet Parade."
A list three pages long would scarcely give

He was

me.

nearly

Church,"

"Gosh,
dream!"

nificant,

breaking.
In this issue Silver Screen is giving you
a most unusual photograph snapped during the premiere of "The Wet Parade" at
the Chinese Theatre, which is managed by
that peer of showmen, Sid Grauman.
Taken by Ted Ross, from sixty feet
above street level atop the parapets of the
building, it shows the crowds held back
by ropes and police on both sides of the
street; the cars of the stars arriving at the
curbing; the battery of cameramen; the
group of people at the entrance trying to
get a glimpse of the famous in spite of
admonitions to "go inside the theatre,
please" and "do not block the entrance;"
the sacred roped-off sections of the forecourt, the lights which send tall white pillars
into the skies, the master of ceremonies
and the microphone.
But a picture can't give you the crossAnd there is no
section of human souls.
time when souls are so thoroughly bared
Ijefore the public than at such an opening, from the time the first star has arrived
until the lights have been turned out and
the crowd files from the oriental pile of

did meet

dry-lipped,

admiring multitude, ^vhile
its voice is carried to nearby broadcasting
Stations to be hurFed out over the ether,
near greatness passes by unobserved, unHollywood, no greater, more

twenty-four years old.

is

He

S]3eakers to the

all

He

sations.

lining the side\\'a!ks, the forecourt and the
entrance of the theatre, look and listen, a
master of ceremonies intermittently halts
the parade, singles out greatness and asks it
to say a few words over the microphone.
While greatness broadcasts through loud-

sung.
In

Paramount sensation.
The young man was Robert Young.
Thirteen months ago he was as nobody
as yon and I— well as I, anyway.
If you want the true story of a premiere,
a real understanding, a clean line of contrast, harken to his story.
"Bob," I said, "no matter ^vhere you are
during the show, I wish you'd meet me
during the intermission and tell your sen-

wood!
writers

Hollywood.

in

hope

thirteen
of

motion

Who had attempted to
picture fame!
crash into studios to see what they looked
like with a mob of sightseers!
"I ran around the studio all day, in a
fog, wondering what I would do, could do,
'

was really happening to me,
the premiere crowd milled
about us, staring at him, in the forecourt
"I kept trying to
of the Chinese theatre.
It isn't true yet."
tell myself it was true.
A short time before this, in the microphone, during the parade, he had said to

and
he

this
as

if

said,

•

the ten thousand;
"I

have a

lot

things to say— I

of

can't

say them."

Now, he was
wanted to say.

telling

"At four o'clock

me what

this afternoon. I

he had
looked

my

I
had signed it exactly
contract.
one year ago today. I hate to admit this
—but I kissed thai contract!"
Cinderella Bob not only plays, with exceptional ability, the lead in "The Wet

at

Parade," but he will have the lead in
"After All" with Margaret Perry, for Metro.
If his rise has been too sudden for

you to realize who he is, I wiW recall that
he had a bit in "The Black Camel," for
Fox, was the young doctor in that beau-

"The Sin of Madelon
picture,
Claudet," and had a small role in "Hell
tiful

Divers."

"For eight years,

I

tried to

be an actor,"

Bob continued. "I got a job in the
company of the Pasadena Community

stock
Play-

I 'svas a million
ers.
I clerked in banks.
and one things;. But they meant nothing.
/ -ivanted to be an actor.
"Fame is a funny, a terrible thing. Years
ago, when I stood watching Doug Fairbanks, cheered on all sides, go into the
theatre to witness the premiere of 'The
Gaucho,' those who milled about me
Tonight, those same
pushed me aside.
people ^vould push others aside to say

'hello' to

On

me."

people continue to stare at
Bob.
Fame
Greatness chats with greatness.
Jewels glitter in their
welcomes fame.
all sides,

rivalry.
sides.

There

is

laughter, gayety on

all

[Continued on Imgc 59]
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Are They Leap Year Ladies??
[Continued from page

me

for a date the following week.
date I knew that something
terribly important was happening to me.
I
had never before thought of marriage in
relation to myself— Fve always been so
happy with Mother and Dad that I just
ne\er thought of myself as falling in love

asked

lie

After our

first

with anyone. But of course I had another
Well, two
thought after I met Ronnie.
months later we married."

"Hmmmm,"

I

said casually,

hoping that

not notice the trap that I was
"So you were marso carefully preparing.
ried the first of January, 1932, which made
yours the first Leap Year marriage in the
picture colony."
"Merciful heavMiss Merkel jumped.
ens," she drawled, "you all don't think I
Why if you
])roposed to Ronnie, do you?
only knew how many times— why, why, this
I know that after all the schemis terrible.
ing little minx get-your-man-at-any-price
parts I've had to play lately, especially in

Una would

'She Wanted a Millionaire' and in my last
picture 'Man Wanted,' that the fans think
I'm that kind of a girl, but I'm not, honRonnie and I just sort of
estly, I'm not.
understood from the beginning that we

were going to marry and the only thing we
dreaded was asking Dad's permission. But
last New Year's Eve we were all at dinner
when he looked over at Ronnie and me and
asked, 'When are you two kids getting
married? Tomorrow is your mother's and

my

anniversary.

Personally

I'd

like

a

double celebration.' So the next day we
Say— wait a
all went down to Tia Juana.
minute— you didn't, by any chance, think
that just because Dad was along that it
might be a—"
"Indeed not," said I rushing for the nearI've heard tales about feuds and
est exit.
shotguns down in them thar Kentucky
mountains and I don't want to be put on

"Youve
mausoleum shelf just yet.
mined my story," I shouted back over my

me around and

long as you make pictures, going to
the cinema ^vill be a personal pleasure!"
On my descent to the village I heard

and

as

voices issuing from the new home of the
charming Neil Hamiltons, so I dropped
in— an old lamented Hollywood custom.
a

"Believe it or not. I
needle in a haystack,"

am
I

not looking for

said.

"Something

much harder than that— I am looking for a
Hollywood wife who will admit that she
proposed to her husband."
"Elsa proposed to me," replied Mr. Hamilton with his usual delightful buoyancy.
".\nd it wasn't even Leap Year— but how
she jumped!"
"Why Neil Hamilton, you know I did no
Why, why"— Elsa is awfully
such thing.
cute when she sputters.
"Answer the phone, darling," the head
man cooed. Then as Elsa still sputtering
left the room he took me by the arm.
"Come out in the garden and look at the

and I'll tell you all about it," he said.
"By the way, goldfish nearly wrecked my
fish

marriage before it was even a marriage.
Elsa hadn't been so determined-"
I

^vatched

the

goldfish

play

If

and Neil

went on wilh his story.
"\Vhcn 1 first met Elsa Witmer she was
a theatre manager in a Toledo theatre and
a very beautiful and efficient one I assure
she knew a lot of ellicient and
people, too many perhaps, so
I was a lowly actor
that's why she liked mc.
in her theatre and I didn't have mucli difficulty memorizing my lines as I never had
more than three to say. With so much
time on my hands I hung around the manager's office and Elsa got used to having

yoti.

And

successful

decided that she'd like to

marry me. I didn't have a penny and the
next week when my three lines were cut
to an exclamation, I was determined that
the theatre would have to get along without me. I tried about ten professions in
the next six months— being most successful
at selling advertising for a Jewish newspaper.
Finally I landed back in Toledo just as
penniless as Avhen I left.
Well, to make a
long story short— and Elsa might find us any
minute now— she decided that she had too
much pride to marry a bum and that my
only possible chance of ever amounting to
anything would be on the stage, so having
reached these sage conclusions with her
usual efficiency, she took me to a local
clothing store and outfitted me from head
to toe with two of everything so that I
might make a personal appearance at all
Of
the casting offices along Broadway.
course she bought my ticket and gave me
spending money. After the customary chair
warming and shoe \vearing experiences in
New York I landed a job in 'The Ruined
Lady' in which Grace George was starred.
"It wasn't much of a part but it represented much more money than my pockets
had held for many a day, so I wired Elsa
that her investment was paying dividends

and

to

hurry on to

New York and

I'd

make

her an honest woman. Now this is where
the goldfish enter. Right before the second
act curtain of 'The Ruined Lady' I had to
cross the stage and offer my arm to Miss
George and say, 'May I take you to dinner?'
Well, the thoughts of Elsa arriving the next
day had me all excited so that night ray

mind was wandering and when I offered my
arm to Miss George I said, 'May I show
you the

goldfish?'

curtain

the

was

She slapped my
rung down, and I

face,

was

"I

really

didn't propose

had discovered our nook.

to

But

I

him!" Elsa
was on my

way.

This wife business, I meditated, was getme no place. The best way to find out
about the propositioning girls in Hollywood
would be to ask the bachelors. I rushed
out to the polo field where the best bacheSure
lors are to be found this season.
enough there was Randolph Scott, the very
newest Big Moment in Hollywood, and the
All
latest "find" on the Paramount lot.
ting

the

^^Look at

little

Hollywood

gals are

making

what

See

Me!

done.'*

—

Ey-Teb's newest achievement
a permanent color for eyebrows and lashes.
EY-TEC! Ten minutes in front of
your mirror and drab colorless brows
can be black as jet or brown as a
chestnut.
So easy, and so lasting!
This is the new way!

Swim All You Like
[Cry If You Want To !)

.

.

EY-TEC WON'T COME OFF!
A

whole year's freedom from messy pastes and
in the trickiest gold box you*ve ever
Then
all for SI.
You'll be delighted!
EY-TEB yourself. Real eyelashes attached individually to your own. As long as you like and
curled to the skies! Sixteen out of twenty society
and screen beauties wear them. Impossible to
detect but Oh! What a difference. Lotions, teare,
and swimming won't affect them. Several compencils!

seen

fired."

the

shoulder, "but I still think you are about
the grandest person I've met in Hollywood,

19]

—

—

—

plete applications for a dollar.

EY-SHADO,

three shades on a dainty
Palette,complet€SthePerJectMake'Up.$l
These new Ey-Beauty Necessities are sold in good
Made and guaranteed by
Btores everywhere.
Ey-Teb» Inc. General

New

425 Fifth Avenue,

Offices:

York.

eyes at

Negri started the fad, Lupe
"Velez established it, and now poor Randy
longs for a little peace and quiet, so he
swings a mallet on the polo field while
feminine hearts flutter at a distance. Randy
is fairly new to pictures— but not to girls,
as he was once a football star at Georgia

Randy— Pola

Tech and

later at the LIniversity of Virginia.
one of the Randolphs of Virginia
care about such things.

And he
if

you

is

"How many Hollywood girls
posed to you this year, my lad?"

have pro-

enquired.
"Not a one," said Randy cheerfully. "I'm
(If Mr.
afraid I haven't any sex appeal."
Scott would read the gossip columns in the
daily papers his fears would be allayed.)
"You're a great help," I groaned. "Well,
anyway, if a girl should propose to you, and
she has a perfect right to seeing it's Leap
Year— what would you do?"
"Oh, I bet that no \voman has ever proposed to a man in so many words. But
if I was ever on the receiving end of a proposal T am sure that in my astonishment
I

would marry the

girl

on the spot.
(Well,
and don't say

city is not supplied,

coupon

We pay

I

EYsjTEB
EY-TEB, Inc. lie
Dept. No. SS
Please send nic postpaid.
box black r,Y.TKC
box EY-TEB eyelashes
I

am

a

blonde

425 Fifth Avenue

New York
O box brown EY-TEC
Q Palette EY-SIIADO
O tilian Q briinelle.

Enclosed find $

"

Signal
Address

"Bernaid Shdw and I have the same ideas
Randy out iiuicd.
on woman proposing,
\Coutin\ied on page 55
<

TODAY.

the postage.

"

there's your chance,
(lidn't tell you.)

girls,

your

mail

I

City

Sinlr.

IrnINT PLAllNH

)
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Topics

[Continued from page 17]

WHEN
on
he
a

Joe E. Brown played Milwaukee
his recent personal appearance tour
easily became the local hero. He drained
two quart stein of beer in fifty-seven

and brought the beer drinking
championship back from Detroit to Milwaukee. Too bad, it was only near beer.
seconds

asked
WHEN
would

next picture Will
Rogers named Marie Dressier. In fact Will
goes so far as to say that he had rather play
in a Marie Dressier picture than be elected
president of the United States.

THERE'S

THEY'RE

putting

Lew Ayres through

some vigorous paces on the Universal lot
these days, getting the young star in trim
for his next picture, "Olympiad," in which
Lew has to turn athlete in a big way.
Sprinting, leaping, vaulting and all that
sort of strenuous thing are taking a few
pounds off and putting a few muscles on
the lad.
Which isn't a bad idea, Mr.
Ayres.
film
turn author
THE
Tom Mix whose "Sagebrush Philosophy"
star

lastest

to

is

what leading woman he

like for his

a

rumor

that

Austin

Parker

(Miriam Hopkins's ex) and Thelma
Todd have one of those Mexican marriages.

And

there

those

are

who

say

that

Lily

Damita and Sidney Smith have been married for,

lo,

many months.

these

CHATTERTON, who now emotes
RUTH
for Warner Brothers, visited
Para-

the
studio the other day and had lunch
with Ralph Forbes, who is in la Bankhead's
newest opus. There W'ere those there who
were glad to see Ruth— and those who
weren't.
•

mount

goes on the market late in 1932. The first
hero of the sunset-trail films has won a
decided reputation for his sagacious sayings and has been persuaded by his friends
to

publish them.

day

the

on

his

Mix is working during
adventurous "Westerns"

for Universal and ^vriting on his
night. Must be hard for the "little

book

Acme

Love (Mrs. William
Ha'wks to you) and is 'ums
Bessie

at

woman"

—the brand new Mrs. Mix.

boo'ful baby.

#'

FOLLOWING

the completion of "Night

away and drives

for hours in the moonlight,
by her lonesome? That Thelma Todd
refuses to be photographed with bare feet?
S'matter with the tootsies, Thelma? That
Richard Arlen has the biggest bed in Hollywood and has to have special sheets made

Mae Clarke threw a pajama
party at her home and invited all her old
pony associates who were in Hollywood.
World"

all

There's nothing ritzy about that I'il Clarke
gal— she's as much fun no^v as she was a few
years ago when she was a Broadway chorus

A

for

—

girl.

FAN

part in Novarro's football picture, "Hudwas ordered to remove a ring he
wore before close-ups could be made.
"No football player would wear a ring
like that," shouted the director.
"Take it
dle",

was

rather startled the
other day to see Chester Morris eating a
whipped cream salad in the Paramount
restaurant.
Chester, the two-fisted, broadshouldered, square-jawed hero!
writer

it?

Frank Albertson, who has an important

off."
.-1

The
and

cme

Greta Nissen
husband,

lovely

new

her

Weldon Heyburn.

"But," quibbled Frankie, "it's my mothwedding ring and I'll have bad luck

er's
if

I

take it off."
director snorted.

The

the ring.

Frank removed
Half hour later they took Frank

away in a stretcher ivith a smashed
and several other disorders.

finger

JIMMY DURANTE

has sent the Missus
back East to pay up the mortgage on
the Durante homestead in Flushing, Long
Island. Nice old Holly^vood dollars.
„

,Kf,.

n

LUNCHING
^

lot.

Ward

together on the First National
Ginger Rogers, Mervyn LeRoy and
Morehouse, Ne\v York columnist

^\ho has sold a play to the Warner Bo\s.
Ward payed the check and left and Mervyn
and Ginger didn't seem to mind. That
one has been going on for a long time now.

—"<»™

DICKIE MOORE,

the pint size picture
stealer, has a new leading lady, the fasLittle
cinating,
devastating
Dietrich.
Dickie was the first person signed to play
in "Velvet," Marlene's next picture.

you
DIDThat

Phil Holmes, and Pooch.
Phil is on the right.

know:

Olix'cr Hardy was graduated
from the law college of the Uni\ersitv of
Georgia? That Joan Crawford often gels
bored at parlies (as who doesn't) and slips

<#

FAMOUS

in Hollvwood life, the Brown
Derby Restaurant has seen many interesting sights, biu none funnier than this.
During the run of the Gleason's show
at a Hollywood Theatre recently, Louis
Chiradelli, of San Francisco, came to visit
James Gleason, and went to see their performance.
Monte Blue joined them, and
the foin- proceeded to the Bro^vn Derby to
eat.

James Gleason had gone

to the dressing

room in the theatre in a white sweat shirt,
and when he removed his overcoat in the
restaurant, he made an apologetic remark.
"I'll put you at ease; ahvavs the gentlemen," exclaimed Mr. Chiradelli, removing
his coat.
AVithout a word, Monte Blue
solemnly remoxed both coat and vest.
Across the room sat Harpo Marx. With-

out losing a moment, he sprang to his feet,
sahued the Gleason parly, and took off his
trousers!
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Are They Leap Year Ladies?
[Coiitinued from page 53]

^voman

ahvays
exercised the prerogative ot proposing marriage because her cle\erness in catching her
man is so beautifully covered up that he is
never aware ol: it."
"What's this, what's this?" Jacic Oakie
asked joining us. "Are you talking about
my old friend, Oh Psha\\— one of the I'ooh
boys? Look me over, gal, look me over!"
Mr. Oakie was indeed nothing short of a
symphony in yello\\'. No pedigreed polo
pony \\ould ever dare to sneer at Mrs.
Oakie's little boy, for he was dressed like
a young aristocrat all ready to have his pictures made for the Sunday rotogravure.
"You look like a canary," I said, "But you
smell like a horse— a well bred horse of
course.
But tell me, Jack, have the girls
been busy proposing to you this year?"
"Nix. The pretty little things all heard
that Oakie took a cut this year— and they're

"Shaw contends

that

has

If you know of
I might accept.
anybody who can keep me in the style to
\vhich I was accustomed before the depression you might send her around. But don't
bother. I've got Miss Ev and I've got my
nag and these here Hollywood gals don't
know what they ^vant or where they're going anyway. If you want to meet my ideal

afraid that

come over and have lunch with Miss
Ev and me sometimes." (Miss Ev is Jack's
gal

mother.

and
does

all

She used to be a school teacher
the kids called her Miss Ev— so Jack

Adds Allure

too.)

I found Joel McCrea on the RKO lot
where he is completing "The Bird of Para-

dise" with Dolores Del Rio. I put my question to him.
"Oh, if a girl proposed to me," said Joel.
"I'd just be amused. The best way out of
such an awk^vard situation would be to
No man
laugh it olf, don't you think?
would want to marry a girl who was so unfeminine as to propose to him. I haven't
had a single serious proposal this year and
I'm not expecting any. I'm not the type
girls

Make-Up

go

mad about— I'm

not glamorous, nor

handsome: why I'm not even a good actor.
should any girl want to propose to
me?"
Well, girls, why should you? No, no don't
Let me guess.
tell me.
All I've got to say is that Leap Year is a

Beauty

to

HOLLYWOOD — Color
keynote of appeal

the

is

beauty, and color

in

harmony is the magic secret of MakeUp. This, Max Factor, Hollywood's
genius of make-up, proved, and revolutionized make-up in

motion pictures

Why

vs'ith

his discovery of cos-

metic color harmony. Now 96% of
Hollywood's stars

big disappointment. Proposals are getting
as scarce as red hearts with luscious verses
on St. Valentine's Day. No, life isn't as
much fun as it used to be. Quick, Henry,
my barouche.

use

Max

Factor's.

Face powder, for

example,
duced by

pro-

is

a secret
color harmony prin-

Each shade is
color harmony

ciple.

Why

Garbo

is

a

Great

tone, composed of
scientifically bal-

[Cotiiinued from page 50]

chromatic

anced
effeminate. 'I think you are a rotten actor
and I don't like Easterners who come out
here from the Broadway stage,' he began,
and of course endeared himself to me right
off.
Then he asked me the most personal,
insulting questions. I haven't an inferiority
complex but I'm still writhing."
"Garbo's contract is up the first of June,"
I said.
"Do you think she will return to

Sweden?"
I
"Yes. I think Garbo is a great artist.
think she is rather ashamed of \vhat she's
doing. She doubtless has all the money she
wants and when her contract is up she will
return to Sweden and lead her own life, undisturbed by a curious American public."

That

what Melvyn Douglas

thinks.
Another actor who has been associated with
Garbo in several pictures thinks differently.
Just for the sake of mystery he wishes to be
is

kno^vn as Mr. X. And Mr. X thinks Garbo
is having a grand time, that she is crazy
about making pictures, that she doesn't
give a plugged penny for a farm in Sweden,
that she thoroughly enjoys her own private
and sacred niche donated her by the worshipping American public, and that she
may demand more money in June but she
won't refuse to sign a nice new contract.
Mr. Douglas may be right, and then again
Mr. X may be right. But we shall see, we
shall see. And it won't be long now.

KAY FRANCIS
Warner Brothers

Star in

**A Darigerous Brunette'
Factor's Make-Up
used exclusively

Max

colors. It gives the
skin a live, luminous
yet rebeauty
.

.

mains

.

invisible.

Even the motion picture camera does
not reveal it. It imparts a satin-smooth
make-up, for the color harmony tone is
so perfect it never appears spotty, offcolor or"talcy". Even under brightest
daylight or artificial light you may be
for
sure of this satin-smooth effect
.

.

.

screen stars have proved its beauty magic
under blazing motion picture lights.

you may enjoy the luxury of Max
Factor's face powder, originally created
for the screen stars, at the nominal price

Now

of one dollar a box.

Max Factor's rouge, lipstick and eyeshadow, based on the same revolutionary
color harmony principle ... in shades to
blend with your face powder fifty cents
each. At all drug and department stores.

—

Make-Up
HOLLY WOOD

MaxiFactor's Society
^^^smetics of the ^-^r^*

Corinne Griffith

England has
proven as great
in

a success in talking pictures as
in

to be
films.

used

she

silent

Her
ture

new
is

pic-

"Lily

Christine,"

the
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MR.
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MAX FACTOR.
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Make-Up".
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Without obligation, send
me a Miniature Powder
Compact in my color harmony shade, also, my makeup color harmony chart,

Michael Arlen
story.
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Dreams Come Through
\ConUnued from page
you know what I mean. I ^^ouldn't like
marriage to interfere with all my plans
for the future."

The interviewer's suspicions were aroused
then too.
"In love?"
"And for
"Dreadfully," confessed Ann.
the first time. I've been too busy before."
They dropped the subject there and .A.nn
said good-bye to the little group of friends
who always appear in players' dressing
rootns at the close of the production of a

it

.0

picture.

Duty?

or
HOW

does he really

when he

feel

takes you among his friends?
Proud of his youthful wife or just
.

—

.

.

doing his duty?

.

.

Youth

precious.

is

Hold

it

Recolor your hair undeteciably

fast.

—

the new scientific way
that leaves your hair beautifully
lustrous and natural.

with Notox

Washing, waving, sunning
has no more effect on Notoxed hair
than on nature's own coloring! Better hairdressers always apply Inecto
Rapid Notox. Resent a substitute
no like product exists. Buy Notox
at smart shops everywhere.
•

was received with obvious delight and once
the solution was at hand Fenton would say:
"I must tell that to Ann."
The truth is that Ann wasn't very good
at the puzzles but she was very good to
Fenton. It wasn't long before Leslie needed
no riddles as an excuse to monopolize the

copy of the fascinating booklet

"HEARTBREAK AGE" — and

avoid that

unhappy time! We tvill give you, too, the address of a conveniently located beauty shop where
you may have your hair recolored with Notox.
Write

Inecto,

Street,

New

Inc..

Dept.

spare
girl's
heroine of
in

_-

a^j

NOTOX

Cv£>y>i /uii^ IM4LC&. wLe^'e. ttaiu^e

c&ied.

Producers are
clamoring for
Perhaps you

Talkie and Movie
new short

story

plots,

Ideas,

etc.

can write one that we can shape and sell lor you.
writer (V.M.I received .SS.OOO. New York best
Market. Write now for free booklet, without obliga-

One
tion

time.

The

villain

"The Strange Love
Louvain" had obviously become

SS6, 33 West 46th

York.

C>^t££^

announced.

to have an O.Henry knack of twisting
situations, \vas particularly fascinated by
these riddles. Each new one relayed to him

—

free

she

some clothes."
But ^^'hat she bought was a trousseau.
The young people met for the first time,
so far as they can remember, on New Year's
eve, just two months and seventeen days

him

•

Send for

shopping,"

going

days before their marriage. It was a casual
meeting without much reaction on the part
They met again when the cast
of either.
assembled for the picture, "The Strange
Love of Molly Lou\ain," a picture in \vhich
Ann plays the title part and in which Fenton supplies the villainy.
At that time an epidemic of riddles and
plot puzzles was s^^•eeping Hollywood. Fenas acts and whose
ton, ^vho writes as
stories are frequently published, showing

Wives often make the mistake
of letting gray hair fade their looks
just we/cdwt/i^ Heartbreak Age!
.

"I'm

"I've got to have

each other.

Fenton appeared

and

the

of Mollv
interested
daily on

that day
the set, \\'hether called for
or not and a serious romance developed
under the very eyes of the cast and crew
of the picture.
At the moment, Ann Dvorak was one of
the most interesting figures in Hollywood.
Rno\vn as a protege of Joan Crawford's,
whom she resembles in many ways. Ann had
tried for more than two years to get her

chance in pictures. Even this powerful influence and the admiration and friendship
of many other influential people had apparently failed to get her further than the
studio dance chorus, which she had joined
at sixteen when musical comedy pictures
were in vogue.
Thwarted but not discouraged, Ann tried

22]

to break away from the chorus work, where
she had been made an assistant director, by
getting ^\ork as a script clerk. That didn't
Her mother, formerly a
succeed either.
leading ^voman in the Thomas Ince company, had remarried and retired from the
screen and no longer could help the girl
get a start in pictures even if Ann had
wanted that kind of help.
Then suddenly, with that perverseness
for ^vhich the film colony is noted, Ann was
given a test for an important role in an
important picture which Howard Hughes

She
was to make, known as "Scarface."
didn't know, ivhen the good news was
brought to her that she could have the
part, that within the next few months she
was to make picture after picture, that her
name with its difficult spelling ^\'as to be
romance waited just
that
featined. or
around the turn of the new year.
Her name is really .'^nn McKim. "Dvorak" is a family name, adopted when at
sixteen she decided to make her way professionally without using either her mother's
or father's names. The name has weathered
several threatened changes and is permanent
with her now.
Leslie Fenton is English born and Irish

enough

in ancestry to believe St. Patrick's
His screen
ideal marriage date.
characterizations, most of them those of un-

day an

pleasant or thoroughly dissolute young men,
hide a serious and highly intelligent personality.

He

has remained a bachelor for all of
twenty odd years— he told the Yuma
marriage clerk he was twenty-six— but his
answer to a questionnaire query as to his
views on marriage was:
his

"I don't believe it an impossible state for
any one with imagination."
JJoth Ann and Leslie have plenty of imagi-

Both look upon their career in
nation.
pictures as a means to an end, that end being
a chance to enjoy their earnings by devoting
their time in some future years to writing,
traveling and studying.
Both are thoroughly practical young people, well schooled in the hardships of their
chosen profession, yet both are frankly, romantically, completely, o^'erwhelmingly in
love.

On his birthday, a scant week before their
marriage, Fenton bought a present for Ann.
She accepted it and she accepted him.
"Make it snappy," Fenton said to the
understanding pilot who has carried many
Hollywood couples on that romantic sky
ride to Yuma, Arizona, and back.
And the pilot did.

TAL KJES sucHOW TO WRITE
— FOR THE
FLIGHT. Etc.) — and
bij

planvriijM

cessful

Famnus

Director.

(.Author 0/

Write

freely,

fully

and with

all

confidence!

Daniel O'Malley

Co., Inc., Suite 29,

1776 Broadway, N. Y.

Joan Says: "Yes!"
[Cnnliniicd from page 25]

A

IVew Perfume
A rare, exquisite blend of
precious flower scents. Black
Velvet! Chosen by discriminatingwomen every wherefor
its

be

subtle, elusive odor. You'll
thrilled by this delicate

new perfume. Price per ounce
$2;

a superb value! Send for

Trial Bottle
Get a generous trial bottle
of Black Velvet perfume today! Send only 20c, in silver
or stamps. Write us now!
PanlRieger&Co., iiimcemt] 158-1<I St., San Francisco, Cat.

smoothly. It couldn't with a man of Con.And Joan is a girl
sidine's temjjerament.
who shies away from unpleasantness. ."Ml
she asks is to be permitted to liye her own
I remember once I
lile in her own way.
xvas spending the day at Constance's beach
house.
Joan was there, too, with her baby
and the baby's nurse. Late in the afternoon Constance and I \\cnt for a walk up
.As we came out of the house,
ihe beach.
iheie \vas Considine lying on the sand in
front of the house, playing with the babyloan's baby.
When )oan \vas thrown from her horse
last Slimmer, dining the making of "She
Wauled A Millionaire" and spent three

months in the hospital, Considine ^\as still
making determined efforts to see her. On
one occasion when I was \isiting her, a box
of

flowers

arrived.

"Open

it,

will

-sou?"

I
she asked, "and see who they're from.
opened the box, found a bouquet of oldfashioned ^o^^ers and a card from Consionly
I
dine reading. "For remembrance.
wish we \veVe just starting and there ^vas
nothing to rememf)er."
Then the romance with Gene Markey
"

She had known Gene casually in
a few times at
There had ne\cr
parties in Hollywood.
been anything more between them than a
When she
polite exchange of greetings.

started.

New York and had met him

Silver Screen for June
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few months later their engageannounced and Joan was congratulated on having landed the most
elusive, the most "eligible" bachelor in
Hollywood.
Gene has been reported as engaged or at
least more than a little attentive to at least
a dozen Hollywood belles, but chiefly to
Gloria Swanson, Ina Claire and Lois Moran.
Gene is an attractive chap, well versed in
the social graces, more than ordinarily intelligent (he is a playwright, author and
scenarist) good looking and possessed of a
Being single and unengaged,
dry humor.
it
was only natural he should take girls
out.
Being successful it was natural he
should take out girls from his own station.
Had he been seen around with extra girls
he would have been a roue— in Hollywood's
eyes. Being seen with the girls he did take
out, he must, according to Hollywood, be
Hollywood simply canin love with them.

made.

ment

^\as
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Marvelous German
Discovery Promotes

E VEIL/^SIW

not conceive of a disinterested friendship.
As I have said. Gene is a gentleman. If
he denied an engagement, he was a "heel,
a cad. If he didn't he was getting himself
into hot water.
All he could do was say
nothing and take it on the chin.
It is a pleasure to be able to write that
after the turbulent lives both of them have
"

Charlotte Henry, the leading lady of "Lena Rivers,"
is only eighteen, but she's
from Brooklyn and that

makes

a difference.

was in the hospital he sent her flowers a
couple of times, as did nearly everyone else
in Hollywood.
After she left the hospital he 'phoned to
ask if he might call. I'll never forget that

knowing
I,
afternoon of his first visit.
nothing of the momentous event portending, had dropped in for a few minutes.
Joan was in a dither. Weeks before she
had ordered a new negligee— a peach-colored crepe trimmed in fur— to wear while
she was convalescing, but it had never been
delivered. Now, suddenly, she had decided
she must have it to wear that afternoon.
The firm from whom she had ordered it
were politely regretful but they couldn't
possibly finish it in time for her to wear
that day. She was furious but to the sales\\oman Avho had disappointed her, she only
I'll be well besaid, "I'm very displeased.
fore you finish it and then I won't need
Which only goes to prove the truth
it."
of the saying, "A soft answer turneth away
wrath," for the negligee arrived shortly before Mr. Markey.
And that gentleman was so entranced
with Joan's loveliness and wit, instead of
.staying a few minutes as he had planned,
he remained for hours and was hours late
for another engagement he had previously

rong Lash es

Hollywood, everything is, at long
sailing.
He gave Joan a gorgeous sapphire surrounded with diamonds
for an engagement ring and there has not
been a discordant note to mar their happiness since the^' became engaged.
On March i6th, they were quietly married in The Town House— the apartment
building where they first fell in love. Only
a few close friends witnessed the ceremony,
which was followed by an elaborate wedding breakfast.
Joan was a vision in a
rough white crepe trimmed in Alencon lace
led

in

last,

th rage
are an
ill tne

smooth

LASHES
silky!

that are long and
Lashes that everybody

admires! Marvelous German
discovery, Kurlene, actually

promotes growth
alluring lashes.

No

of beautiful

matter

how

short and stubby your lashes
are
of

now,

give

them the benefit

Kurlene. See them become

Soon you may
expect longlashesthatany womand all
an could be proud of
your own. Sanitary tubes, 50c.
For economy, buy the dressingbrilliant, softer.

with a jacket of the same material trimmed
Her bridal bouquet was
in white foK fur.
fashioned of lilies of the valley and white

—

\

orchids.

After the ceremony, Joan did what was
of the most gracious and at the same
time spontaneous things a person has ever

'

table

$1.

jar,

At

toilet counters.

one

A crowd of perhaps
in Hollywood.
three or four hundred people had gathered
outside to watch the guests go in and out.
done

KURLASH

Instantly

to appear unconscious of
Joan, instead of tossing her
bouquet to the guests, stepped out onto a
little balcony and threw it to the crowd

Most

stars

Lashes

Curls

try

such throngs.

yourself at any time. No
heat, no cosmetics. Just insert
lashes between the Kurlash
bows and press. At once your
lashes are curled. And look
your eyes appear so much

Do

below who had come to see her.
Shortly afterwards, she and Gene left on
a motor trip through the northern part of
the state.
I know that you who read this will join
me in ^vishing them the Godspeed and hapSelali!
piness they both so richly deserve.

it

brighter, larger, more alluring!
Note the increased personality

and charm! That's

why

hlolly

wood

stars use Kurlash. Even
short lashes appear long. Toilet

counters everywhere, $1.00.
Lashpac

— Compact (brush and

—

stick mascara). $1.

intensifies eyes' natural color. J1.
Shadette
Lashtint perfumed waterproof liquid mascara. $1,
Tweazelte automatic painless tweezer. $1,

—

—

Write for free booklet "Fascinating Eyes and How
to Hare Them." Beauty secrets told in pictures.

James Cagney 's

"Winner Take
All" picture
has

and

THE KUMflSH compflnM
ROCHESTER

-

N.Y

THE KURLASH COMPANY OF CANADA
14.75

QUEEN STREET WEST, TORONTO

wallop
a couple

a

of left jabs as
well. And is
he in condition?

FAR YQU
MONEYHOME
AT

i!

_

YOU

can earn good money in spare time a Komo makins aieplay caroft. No selling or
caDvaasing. We instruct you, furnish comilete outBt and supply vou with worlt.
A' rite

to-day for free booklet.

The MENHENITT

COMPANY Limited

2S2 Dominioo BIdg.. Toronto. Ont
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Success Chains the

Wanderer

[Continued from page

chores for Mrs. Newton, 65 years old and
400 pounds if she was an ounce, and her
forty-year-old son, dour, brawny and silent.
On the night on which the curtain rises,
Sammy was out in a blizzard chopping
wood for the stove. As he brought it in,

Hidden Oold
in your hair too!
{ Rediscover it tonight
in one shampooing)

A

Hidden there is
treasure hunt— in your hair!
Loveliness undreamed of; a
something precious!
sparkling radiance that is
key to popularity,

YOUTH—

romance, happiness!

You can revive this charm tonight.

Just one

Golden

Shampoo will show you the way.
No other shampoo like Golden Glint Shampoo.
Does more than merely cleanse. It gives your hair a
"tiny-tint" — a wee little hit^^nox much — hardly perGlint

But what a difference

ceptible.

pearance.

J.

2 5c at

W. KOBI

makes in one's

FREE

CO.,

Wash.

Seattle,

it

your dealers', or send for

ap-

free sample.

617 Rainier Ave., Dept. F
Please send

• • • •

a free sample.
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_State_

City

Color of

my hair:

FORM DEVELOPED

by an Easy Simple Method successful 29
years. A Direct SAFE way to have an
alluring figure. Develops Bosom, Neck,
Arms. Legs—ANY part of your body. No
medicine, no grease, no fuss or muss,
nothing to soil clothing or bedding, nothing to WIPE OFF. Send 10c for valuable
information on obtaining a Beautiful

Rounded Figure by this Simple Home
Method and Large Four Dram Box of my

PEERLESS WONDER CREAM
the Original All-in-one Cream which

is

an important part of my system. Every
my personal attention. Wrap dime and send it NOW.
pay 50c or more when you can have as

case has

Why

much

of

my Wonder Cream

Guarantee— money back

MADAME

WILLIAMS,

if

for 10c.

you say

My

so.

Suite SS, Buffalo, N. Y.

Whitens
Sleep
While You

Freckles, Blackheads,
Blotches. Vanish too!
Oh what a difference a lovely white skin makes!
You can have it. No matter how dark your skin
now, no matter how many other creams have
failed,

this

famous Golden Peacock Bleach
hghten it one shade a night ... or

Cream will
your money back! Gentlest, daintiest
bleaches that wmk. Perfected by 30
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his numbed fingers dropped it— and a grim
voice from upstairs told him to go and cut
This was the
a switch from a cherry tree.
routine of a beating. Sammy cut the switch
and brought it to the old lady lying in her
bed. She was ill (with dropsy, as he later
realized) and her son had driven the buggy
twenty-five miles away for a doctor. They
were alone in the house.
"Right then," says Wallace Ford, "I realized that she couldn't move, that I could,
and that for me to take a beating was ridiculous.
I dropped the switch and walked
out towards the railroad tracks.
"My feet were frozen when I flagged a
train.
I
didn't know you had to have

money. In fact, I wouldn't have known
what it was if anybody had shown me some.
"The driver and the fireman took me up
on the cab and thawed out my feet. I
helped them shovel coal and rode a hundred miles to Rivers. They got me a job
as call-boy at the depot— tour dollars a
month and food— happy?— I was delirious
with it, working like an alarm clock.
Six months' work earned Sammy Jones a
fatal pass to Winnipeg— and the epic odyssey
Bitten by hunger,
to Hollywood began.
and shut out by people who want references with their errand boys, little Sammy
Jones joined the band of street Arabs who

newspapers in Winnipeg.
has never had the chance to go to
But Fate
school and he never will now.
gave him an education.
It was in Winnipeg that he first discovered that there is not always an engine
driver handy to thaw out frozen feet, and
that a homeless boy without parents or
sell

He

references
food.

has

To Sammy
try,

the war

to

fight

for

every

bite

of

Jones, the boy without a counmeant but one thing— a chance

Recruiting officers laughed at his
His muscles
eager prayers to be enlisted.
were impressive but his stature was not.
Nevertheless the lad enlisted— after a
He bumped into an old acquainfashion.
tance, knoNvn only by the nickname "Peeper," who had met Sammy during the harvesting season on the farm, had joined up
^vith the first draft and was now dossed
with hundreds of others in the armory,
waiting for uniforms and orders. Masquerading boldly, Sammy now shared his bunk
and stood in line for army meals.
"One night," says Wally, "I found that
everybody but me was in uniform. The
colonel stood at the head of the stairs, reviewing the line as it went down to the
mess-room. I wondered if I could get by.
to eat.

My empty
stomach

stomach told me I could. My
wrong. I got thrown out on

^vas

mv neck."
The man who picked up the out-flung
Sammy Jones from the side-walk was
AVallace Ford but
the first and only authentic Wallace Ford.
Voung Jones, a tough little street-corner
egg, and '\Vallace Ford, thirty-five years old,
polished, educated, a brilliant conversationalist but a "gentleman Innn," a man who
would not lift a finger in work and a passionate hater of all above him, conceived
an instant, unreasonable but consimiing adFord taught
miration for each other.
Sammy as an elder brother might have
done, and Sammy lo\cd Ford as a younger
Alost of
brother would have loved him.
wliiit the a-ior has todav in the way of

Wallace Ford, not

this

23]

education— and I can assure you it is considerable—he owes to the teaching of this

gentleman bum.
Some of it might profitably have heen
unlearned, but it was necessary in the pattern Fate WHS ^veaving.
Chance brought Sammy a job as an usher
a

for

company

repertory

at

cents

fifty

a

performance; learning that the extra men
on the stage, the spear-carriers, earned two
dollars a sho^v, he wheedled a chance to
join them and was soon doubling both jobs
at fifteen a week.
When dish-washing gave out or the company went broke Ford and Sammy jumped
At Council Bluffs
a train and pushed on.
the association came suddenly to a tragic
end. The successful hobo must reach the
rods when the train has exceeded the speed
^vhich

at

it

is

safe

swing up into the

made

for
cars.

the train-crew to
Invariably Ford

young protege go first, diving between the ^vheels, running doubled up
under the accelerating cars and leaping for
his

the rods. On this night, as Sammy turned
to lend his pal a hand he saw him slip
and fall, to be instantly cut in half beneath
the metal wheels.
The train sped on,
carrying young Jones away from the best
and almost the only friend he had ever had.
To Ford, Sammy raised the noblest possible monument.
He took his name, and
has used it ever since. It is now legally his.
At Kansas City Sammy, now Wallace
Ford, joined another repertory company.
Another year of alternately trouping and
starving made Ford ambitious. He'd heard
that actors work all the time on Broadway,

and he went

after

it.

big break was the kid role in
"Abraham Lincoln." It kept him three
The
seasons and left him broke again.
Jewish juvenile in "Abie's Irish Rose
brought him $120 a week, three years' work

His

first

'

and romance.

He met Martha Haworth,

nineteen-year-old daughter of William Haworth, the great playwright and niece of
Joseph Haworth, the famous Shakespearian
actor.

The engagement

scandalized the patrician
actor in "Abie's Irish
Rose "—and not even sure of his own name!

Haworth

family.

An

marry him," answered Martha, "even
he were going to be hung for murder."
The conditions were perhaps even harder.
"I'd
if

insisted that Martha give up all ambitions to be an actress. "I've never had a
home," he said, "and I've got a fancy to

Wally

have one now."
"Bad Girl brought Wally to Los Angeles
"

and the M.G.M. studio. Martha to a Beverly
Hills mansion and me to her drawingroom.

"What

man

is he?" she repeated.
He's a piece of quicksilver, swift and slo^\•, gay and gloomy, never
the same, rarely still."
Wally burst in from the golf links.
"Hello, there! Say, Martha, whadve think?
Reg Denny's offered us his mountain cabin.
It's snowed-up and )oii can only get to it
over a t\vo-mile trail on snow-shoes.
"Have you e\er," asked Martha gently,
"walked two miles in snow-shoes?
"No. but it \vould be grand to, ^voiildn't
He turned to me. "Pictures are
it?"

sort of a

"He's not a man.

"

"

great,

they?— big, and solid, and
We're here for good, aren't we

aren't

settled.

honey?"
I

left

him manfully persuading

him.self;

wise, wide-eved. watchful Fire
Chief over the powder magazine in \Vallace

and Martha,

Ford, fending oft sparks and stamping out
smouldering moods that might blow him
back to wanderings.
If she succeeds, Hollywood will keep a
fine actor and great guy.

—
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Microphone Parade
[Continued from page 52]

The big gong booms in
The intermission is over.

the forecourt.

"Why,
repeats Bob.
real,"
isn't
"It
Jimmy
Wally Beery congratulated me.
Louis
Durante jabbed me in the ribs.
Mayer waved."
Bob and Florine and I bid each other

JUNE OCCASIONS

hasty farewells.
"A great boy, this Bob Young," I think,
"He has everything— but he hasn't become
He's at the top
impressed with himself.
Let's hope he stays there."
of the heap.
The forecourt is now almost deserted.
I go to
I decide I want a drink of water.
the fountain almost in the center of the
forecourt. Stamped in the cement are the

famous hands and feet.
of
imprints
Scratched in the cement are famous names.
Some of these names are beginning to wear
a

little.

At

the

fountain

a

man,

solitary

and

He pauses, turns his
alone, is drinking.
face to the light.
He is tired and rather sad. He turns
away, walks dejectedly into the theatre.
He is a man who was famous five years
ago— a star among stars— feted and dined
and cheered. He has not worked for Uvo

R

Don't cover your eyes from
the

E

how

know

You

truth.

people ridicule fat folks so don't
be the butt of these cruel jokes
any longer!

D
U

in the

break.

The microphone

Take a half teaspoonful of Kruschen Salts !n a
bIsss of hot water every morning before breakfast.
Not only wlllsurplus fat gradually vanish and
give way to a smart slender figure but your whole
physical being will benefit. Kruschen is not
only SAFE but it's a splendid HEALTH.
BUILDER—a blend of 6 SEPARATE minerals
which help every gland and body organ to
function properly and throw off poisons and

C
£
S

A

An

waste accumulations.

Mrs.
from

F

200

parade!

DRUG STORE

Artist to His

Fingertips

Md, reduced
145 lbs. after taking 6 bottles of
She reports a marked Improvement

Marriott of Baltimore,

E,

Kruscher>,

Commencement. .weddings. .wedding
.

to

An 85c

that dated from the time he saw Ricardo

y KRUSCHEN SALTS

"R. U. R.,"
production.
After that he signed a contract with the
Theatre Guild and appeared in such plays
as "Yellow Jacket," "Wings Over Europe,
"Month In The Country," and others.
He spent several years in Europe, on the

by
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in health.

E
L

from your

and a half. He had passed unnoticed
microphone parade.
Fame and
Cross-section of two souls.
glory and unbelievable success— and heartyears

the same perplexing
shall I give?" To solve
see these gifts at your

—

Store!

He made his stage debut in
New York Theatre Guild

Belmont and Monogram
Pen and Pencil Sets

"

stage,

painting,

writing,

and

in

a

$2.00 to $7.50

Fountain Pens

monas-

Belmont and Monogram

tery.

Teamed with a girl partner in Paris they
went broke and in order to raise passage
money home, appeared in a skit in a night
Unable to raise but enough money
club.
to take the girl home, Rirkland decided
Nothing
to rest a while before returning.
could be quieter and more secluded for
jaded nerves than a monastery, thought
Kirkland, so for several months he painted
in one of the most beautiful old monasteries
The only time he left
in southern France.
the place, which \vas scarcely accessible by
the tortuous mountain path, was to go into
a nearby village for cigarettes.
Beside his reputation as ;in actor, Kirkland has also become a recognized painter
in oils, a talent he developed both in Paris
and in the Pennsylvania .\cadcmv of Fine
His talent for painting \vas inherited
.\rts.
from his grandfather who was well-known
for his scascajjcs and marines.
Some of Kirkland's most beautiful canvasses were done during the months he
spent in the French monastery.
When he decided to return to this country
he found that his entire fortune
amoiuited to little over a hundred dollars.
Standing rather wistfully on the dock
watching passengers embark for the boat
he wished to leave on, one of his friends
lold him that if he wished to return to this

$1.00 to $5.00
Cara Nome and Shari
Perfumes, Powders
Vanity Sets
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Lord Baltimore
Stationery
Artstyle Chocolates

At

your Rexall

Store,

you are
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profit,

Drug
so
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to

find just

Stores pay

no middleman's

they sell for less! Liggett
Stores are also Rexall Stores.
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country to get aboaid the tender, as there
was a vacant stateroom for him.
'
He did. The stateroom to which he was
shown was one of the most expensive suites
on the boat having, as Kirkland puts it, "a
sunporch with geraniums and things."
Realizing that there must be some mistake,
but wishing to return home so badly that
he didn't care much what happened, he
kept the suite, which, because of its comfort, soon became the hainit of all the "exclusives
on the boat. Life was one party
after another and Kirkland, without a dime
in liis pocket, \\'as beginning to "feel the
being wrapped around
irons of the brig
his legs when, on the last day out of New
York, money arrived from his lawyer to
whom he had previously cabled but who
had not answered because he was away on
"

"

ave

YOUR

HAIR

with the wave set
smart hairdressers use

FINGER-WAVING

much
Wildroot Wave

you use
Beauty experts say nothing

easier if
Set!

makes such

lovely,

else

waves.

lasting

Wildroot Wave Set contains no gum or
leaves no stiffness or white
sugar .
flakes. Yet it's so inexpensive that a
wave costs you almost nothing! Ex.

.

cellent for resetting . . .
nent waves last longer.

His hobby

is

smashing game of

tennis.

He smokes

both

and a pipe, reads biographies,
and has no time for modern novels, so
cigarettes
called.

He lives with his mother in his colorful
Santa Monica home and spends most of his
spare time there.
He has a beautiful sense of humor, and,
even more valuable, the ability to laugh at
himself, even when he is being pliotographed with his shirt off. His laugh isn't
a guffa^v, but rather a broad grin coming
from a real appreciation of what is funny.
He
He

generous, sometimes to a fault.
wears his clothes with an "air," not
that he does it intentionally but he possesses the phvsique and quiet good taste
that make women turn and look at him on

Panama

the street.

When he
New York

Canal, for a rest.
doesn't like to say it because people
refuse to believe him, but motion pictures
were not his motive in coming to California.
In fact he spent most of his time at the
beach or at Santa Barbara while he was
It was on the last few days of his
here.
vacation that he met James Ryan, an agent,

He

so

is

man

himself.
painting. His favored subHe
jects are pretty girls and seascapes.
swims, rides horseback a lot, and plays a
ural as the

concluded his contract with the
Theatre Guild— his months
abroad had been previous to his contract
with them— Bill came to Hollywood, via the

a vacation.

OWN

though he hates being called that) for Fox.
His personal likes and dislikes are as nat-

who persuaded him

to

try

pictures.

To-

gether they went to the Fox Studios where

As a result Alexander
test was made.
Kirkland has become another "find," (al-

a

He

is

is

Y'ou'll

sincere, genuine, and very real.
see him in "Surrender," "Charlie

Chan's Chance, and "Devil's Lottery." Of
course he won't wiggle his ears, but he'll
do lots of other things for you, such as
causing you to go forth from the theatre
miunbling in your whiskers, "who was that
fello^\'— he's grand."
May I make a prophecy? Watch this
.
He's going places
fellow Kirkland.
and you'll be seeing him!
"

.

.

makes permaApproved by

Good Housekeeping.

Those Rumors!

Get a bottle today at your favorite
goods counter. Or send 10c for a
generous trial bottle. Wildroot Co.,
Inc., Dept. SS-6, Buffalo, N. Y.
toilet

WILDROOT
WAVE
Makes waves
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money yet?' That will apply the brakes!"
Thev hadn't even met each other! Nor,
developed, had Jimmy ever given the
it
statement.

"Some one asked me to select my favorite
and I picked Dunn," is the only ex-

actor

SET
last longer

planation for the embarrassing report that
Anita can olfer.
Others are still more difficult to track

Mvths

down.

become

legends,

oblique glances over the actors'
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If

really
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hundreds of
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AddroSH..'

City

casting
for

lives

many

a dav.
Studios make slight effort to deny rumors
except when they proclaim deaths that
haven't occurred. Otherwise, the publicity
men content themselves with a bored,

"Nope, nothing

to

it."

They know

that

spirited refutation only serves to fan the
flame.
For years many people believed that
Gloria Swanson's little girl was disfigured,

she refused to let the child be
photographed for publicity. In taking the
same attitude of protecting her voung son
from a childhood spoiled by the spotlight's

because

glare.

Norma

Shearer said, "They

^^'ill

say

something wTong with our b.tby,
But she stuck to her course against
too."
he accusations that came, sure enough.
Uiere

is

I

Bethrothals, divorces, stork-anticipations,
deaths and the casting of an important role
are the main rumors. "So-and-So's contract
won't be renewed: I have it straight from
inside," is one constantly heard.
The Fairbanks-Crawford "blessed event"
rumor was started by a writer's printed wish
AVithin a
that Joan would have a baby.
week everybody "kne\\'" that she was going
10 have one-everybody, that is, except
Joan.

There yvas a Robert Montgomery who
was a cut-up and licpior hound. He was
confused with the actor to the extent that
two weeks after one of his escajiades Bob's
sister-in-law, giving a party in New York,
was informed'by one of her guests that her
famous relative had been in a terril)le

Hollv^vood scra|oe! Of course it wasn't true.
A star limches with her leading-man, a
wife dances with her husband's pal. Enough
to shove the ball rolling off to the hinterlands. A bit of carved Philip Barry chatter
over a bridge table grows into a typhoon of
talk.

The Rumorites
seem determined

(I

mean, Rumorongs)

separate the young
Fairbankses, the senior Fairbankses, Claudette Colbert and Norman Foster, Janet
Gaynor and Lydell Peck, the Dick Arlens.
to

"Trouble" was supposed to have started bet^\'een Doug and Mary when he entered the
English golf tournament and took a titled
ladv to tea. \Vhen Miss Colbert works on
one coast and her husband across the continent,

their

devotion

bridges

the

gap,

though the gossips laugh a derisive tune.
The Forbes-Chatterton marriage has been
Ralph and Ruth live totheir despair.
gether when they want to, and apart when
they get on each other's nerves or when she
is learning a new role, and quietly resume
conjugal life, and neither pays the least
attention to the talk.
Because she was summoned home to ^\olk
before her husband, Lilyan Tashman \\as
said to be leaving Edmund Lowe— ".\nd,
my dear, during their first vacation toEleanor Boardman acgether in years!
companied King \'idor on a location trip
principally to qiiiet those all-is-not-^\•ell reOn the day that Ina Claire and
marks.
Jack Gilbert y\ere wed, bets were actuallv
placed in the colony as to how long it
\\on\d last. Gossip, as much as their o:vn
clashing temiieraments. parted them.
So prevalent is the dixorce accusation that
when Conrad Nagel contemplated a trip
to New York he announced it three months
"

in advance, adding, "So people will^ be
forewarned that we are not separating."
Sylvia Sidney recei\ed a wire from Chicago relatives expressing pique that she
hadn't advised them of her forthcoming
marriage. That was the first she knew of it
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A photograph of her dancing with
Stanley Smith at the Mayfair had been
printed in the Windy City with "an an-

herself!
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wasn't he bethrothed to Billie Dove,
Jean Harlow, to Lillian Bond, to Lupe
Thus Hollywood
Velez, to Frances Dee?
reasons, though Billie was the only one he

ever
I
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serious about.

Garbo rumor predicts her
return to Sweden when her contract expires
next spring. May ... be. But Lll wager
current

from now she will still be here.
too good a racket to renounce.

that a year
It's

Ken Maynard
ten into

^vas

"thought"

to

have got-

some wrangle with the government.

facts are these: many airports register
arrivals, merely recording the owner's name

The
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people now
remark how long and silky my eyelashes appear."
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when you have
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Special Intro-

Price only
Later $5.00.

ductory

!

NOW at low price.
Sent C. O.

$1.95

Order

D.—Or

if

money accom-

panics order postage will be prepaid,
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I Lucille Young.

1056 Lucille

Young

Bldg., Chicago,

me your new aiscovery for growing eyelashes
g and eyebrows. II not entirely satisfied, I'll return
= la 30 days and you refund my money.
Price
C. O. D. la SI. 95 plus few cents postage
i
H S1.95 sent with order postage will be paid.
i
or C. O. D.
Check if money enclosed
i

1 Send

I

Name

|
|
=

e
g
|
|
|

I St. Address

|

I City

-

.State
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I
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i
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and the number while the 'plane is being
But this is not obligatory. Once
serviced.
he landed for fuel and was pressed for time.

Handed a long report to fill out, contrary to
custom, he merely gave the usual data and
took off.
Mechanics' talk referred to the incident—
and a few days later newspapers reported
that he had been haled into court in a suit
for refusal to comply with the airport rulings.
One account said he had been cited
No papers of any
for contempt of court.
kind were served on him. There was nothing to it except a murmur or two on the
field about "these all-fircd movie actors."

The

studios seldom deliberately start a
rumor, except when a campaign is designed
as advance publicity to awaken interest, usually concerning the casting of an important role. As a rule, they know when they
buy a piece, for which star it is intended.
More in the past than now the press
agents used to circulate an emphasis of a
characteristic by which they \vished a star
to

be known.

I

recall otice

being asked to

Please send large jar FAIRFORM DEVELOPER.
agree to pay postman $1.00 plus lew cents postage.
My money to be refunded if not pleased.

soft-pedal Mary Pickford's brains and management of her own career, as they desired

NAME

her to be presented as a sweet Pollyanna

ADDRESS

who knew nothing

1

YeSy

to

LEG TROUBLES VANISH
Don't suffer any longer. The

out three times.
Since being questioned about her friendship with Ronald Colman, Thelma Todd
has worn a "guard against" platinum circlet which she says she placed on her finger
herself as a protection against rumors.
Nevertheless, she lunches with Austin Parker, so the wags hint that they have been
married, though he is still legally Miriam
Hopkins' spouse!
Richard Dix was "engaged" so frequently
that when he finally married not a single
rumor preceded the event.

Grow

Why,

Sample free.
.Address: "Cuticura," Dept. 9K, Maiden, Ma»8.

METHOD relieves and

Velez's after

having taken her out just twice. When his
And
ire calmed, he dated Florence Lake.
next day he was still reported engaged— but
Phillips
Florence instead of Lupe!
to
Holmes is supposed to be enchanted by
Florence Rice, with whom he has been seen

The mere mention of Howard Hughes
means the addition of some actress' name.

Price 25c. each.

L

onds, that's all!" she sighed.
Frances Dee bought a lot of new furniture to match her new home. Whereupon
it got all over town that she would be married within a week.
Whenever a girl is "given a canvass"—
Hollywood slanguage for receiving attentions as a popular "honey"— the rumors fly
thick and fast.
Randolph Scott got all
crimson under the collar at the way his

name was coupled with Lupe

So many charming girla
had failed to attract him,
that people thought he'd
never marry. Then he
met this girl. She had
read "Fascinating Womanhood," a remarkable new book
which shows how any woman can multiply her attractiveness by using the simple laws of man's
psychology and human nature. She could just as
easily have fascinated any other man. You, too, can
have this book; you, too, can enjoy the worship and
admiration of men, and be the radiant bride of the
man of your choice. We have prepared a 28-page
booklet outlining the contents of this wonderful book
and in it telling much interesting information you
would like to know. If you want it write name and
address on margin and mail with 10 cents to

»

nouncement."
Both Marguerite Churchill and Aileen
Pringle were officially "engaged," the first
to George O'Brien, the second to Matt
Moore, by radio announcers. Marguerite
heard it at home, listening to the program.
And was she burned up? An astounded
Matt Moore sent the broadcasting station
a wire that bristled— and that mentioned
his wife's embarrassment.
"Sidney Fox is engaged to Eddie Buzzell!"
we heard one day.
"I danced with him exactly thirty sec-

of finances.

"I

LOVE YOU"

he told
THOUGH

this blonde

love more easily with
blondes than with brunettes, tests show that
blondes who have dull, faded-looking hair do
not appeal to men nearly as much as when
the hair is radiant, golden and young-looking.
ItLONDE.X, an amazing special shampoo, gives
streaky lifele.ss hair the lustrous golden sheen
men adore and other women envy. BI.ONDICK
contains no dye, no harmful chemicals. Ls remarkably beneficial to both hair and scalp. Try
it today, and see how much lovelier it makes
your hair with wavy, silky softness and radiant
golden lights! At all drug and department stores.

men

fall in
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screen appearance.
Josepfi von Sternberg,

Durinn; the studio shake-ups a year ago
would ha\e recjuired a merger a minute
to make good all those that Avere in the air.
Constance Bennett, a storm center for the
rumor gales, has learned to smile them
away, developing a cactus coat of indifference. The "feud" l>etween her and Gloria
Swanson was enhanced considerably by
Connie preferred, amiably, that
table-talk.
nothing be said. But it chanced that she
was loaned to Richard Barthelmess for a
picture at the time that Gloria was making
a film at Pathe, and gossip had it "defin-

Marlene's great
director, in his more modest moments will
also give Dame Rumor due credit for his
own initial launching. Some years ago
^vhen Joe was struggling for his niche in the
Holly^vood sun, he directed a picture
called "Salvation Hunters." Forthwith such
smoothly gloved picture barons as Charles

it

Chaplin and Douglas Fairbanks whispered
to one another that here was a "find "—a
man with inspiration and directorial genius.
The whisper ^vas quickly passed down the
line.
Within a few days the heads at the
luncheon tables at the Algonquin and

that one star had to be sent away
while the other worked on the lot.
On the other hand Hollywood distributes
rumors with a generous
its more kindly
gesture. After all, the ancient law of compensation demands it. And so— as the copybooks of our schooldays fitfully remind us
itely"

TO REMOVE CORNS
USE BLUE-JAY
Ordinary corn pads merely cover the corn.
They cannot remove it as Blue-jay, the nwdicated corn plaster, does.
If you want to treat your corn in a safe,
dependable way, apply a Blue-jay Corn Plaster and let the mild medication (note picture
above) penetrate the corn and loosen it for
easy removal. Blue-jay not only removes
corns but gives instant pain-relief, because
the soft felt pad prevents shoe friction on the
tender spot.
Always ask for this medicated plaster
genuine Blue-jay, made by a noted surgical
dressing house. All druggists, six for 25c.

—

—"and

good deed

in a

Soon

Thus, for instance, we find a group of
enthusiastic picture people eating dinner at
the Brown Derby, knowing little of the
character of the food they are eating, so
busy are they discussing the "amazing
rushes" taken that day of that "marvelous"
foreign star, Marlene Dietrich, in her first
American made picture, "Morocco." Diners
at the next table listened eagerly to the
jerky but highly explosive expressions of
approval. They, in tinn, commenced discussing Marlene's "alluring beauty" and

"tremendous talents." Before morning all
Hollywood rang with the news. A glamorous ne^vcomer had been successfully
launched on the mighty waves of rumor.

And

before nightfall the entire countryside
eagerly waiting for Marlene's first

i

i'WliiifMi
l
FREE BOOKLET— "FOR BETTER FEET"—

Stars

A very helpful book; contains valuable euggeelions
for foot sufTerers. For a free copy mail this coupon
to Bauer & Black, 2500 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
SS-6

-

-

.

.

.

mors had been more than generous to
Joseph von Sternberg. In fact they put him
on the celluloid map. Since then everything he has ever done has been looked
forward to ^vith great anticipation and high
hopes. Ah, yes. Sometimes Dame Rumor
and her numerous off-spring can be very
kind indeed. Very kind indeedl

City

In Canada, Address 96 Spadina

State
Ave., Toronto.

TALKING

FOR PICTURES
SONGS^
Big
,
Royalties

paid by Music Publishers and Talking Picture Producers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
offered. Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your lyrics or lyrioH to your music, secure U. S. copyright, brO!idc:tst your
BOnE over the radio. Our sales department submits to Music publish<;re

WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.

and Hollywood Picture Studios.

UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE,
Siena

Visia,

604 Meyer BIdg., Western Avenue and

Hollywood, California

NEW
Discovery
and EYEBROWS

—

become

long, thick, lovely.

LONG, LUSTROUjS
LASHES FOR YOU
WRITE TODAY — Try my wonEyelash Grower under
derful

new

my Money-Back

Guarantee.

name, address and
$1.00 for hlu supply
OlTer
of wonderful Lashuro.
Seiul

only

lliiiUcd.

WrKo

TOD.VY.

SS-C,
Drew, Dept.
799 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Betty

bound

she met her public face to face!

who have won applause

for their

Hollywood plays are Virginia Valli, Bessie
Love, Richard Bennett, Leo Carrillo, Kay
Johnson, Gilbert Roland, Gavin Gordon,
Nance O'Neil, Shirley Grey, Irene Purcell,
and Lillian Bond.
Ruth Chatterton personally directed and
financed one of the most interesting CaliIt was dubbed
fornia plays last April,
"Let Us Divorce" and featured Ralph
Forbes. Their ability to work together on
a comedy with such a title ought to squash
Rose Hobart was
those separation stories!
leading lady.
After time out for stage work, Madge
Bellamy and Stanley Smith are once more
before the cameras. Maybe you saw Madge
in one of the road company presentations
of "Strictly Dishonorable."
Pity poor little Mitzi Green! Her vaudeShe
ville wages are only ,'i>2,ooo a week.
claims that she feels like a downright
pauper whenever she thinks of Jackie
Cooper's $-],ooo.
The raise in rating that movie stardom
brings is illustrated by Chic Sale's doubled
his

He asks and gets .fe.ooo a
salary.
week when he occasionally goes back onto
the boards between talkies.

stage

Long, luxuriant eyebrows and la.shes now
yours in 30 days! Just apply Lashgro—
my wonderful new discovery. Thin scanty lashes

on Tour

[Continued from page 45]

Others

Street

i

the greatest picture ever filmed?"
the newspapers throughout the
country were buzzing with the rumor.
Opening night of "Salvation Hunters" was
a gala event. But it left the critics in a
quandary. Either they were wrong or the
picture was wrong.
And yet "they" had
said
The public was not at all squeamish. It
placed thiunbs down on the picture and
Salvation Hunters became the most sensational flop in screen annals.
But the ruers' is

PLASTERS

CORN

Name

naughty

world."

was

BLUE-JAY

so shines a

New York, and at Henry's, the
Cocoanut Grove and the Montmartre in
Hollywood got into a huddle.
They
emerged. "Do you know," came the rumor
from coast to coast, "that 'Salvation HuntSardi's in

Alice White's record-shattering vaudetoin- does not get her back into the
Hollywood running, it means that she is
But she has been haulreally blacklisted.
If

ville

ing in

.fJa.fjOo

a

week on

this

tour.

Jean

appearance act was
personal
panned by the critics, but she collected
Everyone criti,'^3,500 every Saturday for it.
But.
cizes a platinum blonde, Jean wails.
Harlow's

this conspicuous young siren is
recompensed!
\'ictor McLaglen, who is now England

oh— how

to

make

a picture, and his partner,

Charles Judels, have done a few weeks at
Lilyan Tashman made personal
$6,000.
appearances in the East recently at $5,000
Estelle Taylor's established rate
a week.
Louise
in vaudeville is .?2,5oo a week.
Fazenda convulses her fans for .Ss.ooo.
Roscoe Arbuckle began his long hoped
for picture come-back by a personal appearance in a Hollywood theatre. He plans
a stage act in t\venty leading cities in conjunction with the showing of his first talkie.

Other comedians are doubling pictures and
vaudeville— such as Charley Chase, El BrenHarry Langdon's
del, and Roscoe Ates.
wan face has become almost a steady treat
Laurel and Hardy have
for variety-goers.
scheduled t\vo months of English vaudeville
for this

Three

summer.
ladies whose long-term contracts

expired last winter are now headlining
short stage acts at higher salaries than they
refer to Dorothy
I
got in Hollywood.
Mackaill, Evelyn Brent, and Fifi Dorsay.
On the opening day of Fifi's engagement at
the Palace Theatre in New York, she flashed
They told
her Canadian French temper.
her to snap out of it, or else. She's been
extremely docile since!
Studio calls having become infrequent,
the t^\'0-a-day has beckoned to Grant
Withers, Sue Carol and Nick Stuart (who
do an act together), Blanche Sweet, Esther
Ralston, Mae Murrav, James Hall, Harry

Green, Leon Januey, Lillian Roth, Armida,
Raquel Torres, Lina Basquette, Lew Cody,
and Mary Nolan.
Still more recent departures from Hollywood for vaudeville have been made by
Jack Mulhall. Hoot Gibson, Owen Moore.
Sam Hardy, and Glenn Tryon, Anna May
Wong has an act arranged to start after

—
Silver Screen for June
finishes a picture with Richard Dix.
Zazu Pitts and Johnny Hines were ready
with a joint effort when a Los Angeles
cafeteria made an unusual proposition to
Zazu and Thelma Todd. It is paying them
.§i,ooo weekly apiece to enact a comedy

she

|

|

Movie fans!

Satisfy your hunger lor real life-like, never before published
genuine autographed photo.s of your movie favorites all delightfully, richly
finished pictures, size 5 s 7, at the bargain price of only 4 for 25c postpaid.
You'll agree that they are worth at least $1.00 each. Large volume distribution enables us to make this offer.
We carry a complete gallery of all
screen stars to satisfy the desire of everyone.
Just send the name.s of your
4 favorites with 25c and receive your 4 beautifully finished autographed
return
prepaid
mail.
photos by

forty

week

tour,

—

OR

chain of presentation acts in America,
have been starring Ruth Roland, Betty
Compson, and Arthur Lake. These three
stars drew big salaries.
Ruth is now back
est

California, after a
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powered advertising, what?
Fanchon & Marco, who control the long-

in

1932

Your F£m>rite Movie Stars
AJutographetL

I

nightly for the edification of the diners.
Tliey work inside a glass cage— to keep the
noise of the shuffling trays and dishes from
the mikes. Their skits are broadcasted as
High
an advertisement to lure patrons.

make an up-to-the-minute

!

take advantage of our SPECIAL OFFER and secure 20 assorted
photos of your own choice for SI. 00.

to

Betty
signed a year's contract which precludes
her doing another picture until February,
serial.

»933If

just

you've not seen your secret sorrow yet,
concentrate and he or she will be

RO&T MONTGOMERY

along!
James Dunn (commanding .|2,ooo
a week), James Cagney, William Haines
(the latter commanding .SG.ooo a week),
Polly Moran, Conrad Nagel, and Joan

Marsh— all under long-term contracts— were
sent out by their respective

companies on

lengthy tours.
You'll not see Clara Bow, though!
Because she's too shy! Yes!
I happened to
be w'llh her one afternoon in San Francisco.
She had to take a bow on a stage that
night and she was so nervous she couldn't
eat, think, or do anything but worry.
All sorts of complications arise when the
stars leave home.
Believe it— it's so— Jean
Harlow announced when she tripped off
the train to give Broadway a thrill, "I'll
have to advertise for a young man to take
me to dinner and to a dance. I don't know
a soul here." Imagine the voluptuous Harlow in the big city without a single boy
friend.
Go ahead, I can't!
It strikes me that the quaintest try at
vaudeville is the joint act of Alice Joyce

Tom

SPECIAL
of the photos
represented in our
bathing pose list

which

FREE

nie the photos listed on the attached sheet.

in

I
25c

list sent

FREE

with

all

$1

NAME-

Rush Coupon.

and other

your

over-taxing

yourself,

with strenuous exercise, weakening
steann baths

Photos

posed photographs of popu-

STATE..

CITY

LOSE FAT
starving

4

orders.

STUDIO PHOTO CO.,
24l4-86th St., Dept. SS-6.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

STOP

payment.

20 Photos $1.

Bathing pose photo and

—

ly

THREE TIMES
AS FAST!!!

heart

yourself with

unscientific, ineffective re-

ducing treatments. Now actually GET RID of that
excess fat, once and for all. See it vanish like magic,

now comes the final perfection of all fat-reducmethods the one complete TRIPLE-ACTION
SYSTEM. Why waste time struggling to lose a few
pounds, when you can lose AS MUCH WEIGHT AS
YOU WANT— and in one third the time? How
much do you want to reduce: ten pounds? twenty
pounds? fifty pounds? or even a hundred pounds?

for

ing

You'll recall that

sent

lar screen stars.

many

Moore.

years

Send

enclose

$1 order for 20
photos we will send
an attractive and sensational
bathing pose, of one of the
prettiest movie stars of the
day together with a list of
over 100 hand picked special-

with each
$1 photo order.

ago they were man and wife.
Divorced and happily wed to other mates,
they have teamed for their stage work. At
first
they tried out a playlet called "A
Marriage Has Been Arranged." Ironically
enough, that little number flopped!

and

is

FREE

With each

RUTH HALL

STUDIO PHOTO CO., Dept. SS-6,
24l4-86th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

OFFER

One

DOROTHY JORDAN

MARIAN MAR5H

—

—

It

EASY

is

—

reduce at the rate of one to three
day by this amazing new super system.
to

pounds a
Accept sensational

GUARANTEED OFFER

and see

for yourself!

New TRIPLE-ACTION SYSTEM Reduces You
-as much as you want
- wherever you want

Safely
-Surely -Quickly
^
^

—yet
reducing treatment

Reduce FAST
single

easily

and
in

safely.

existence

No
can

same RESULTS as this TRIPLEACTION SYSTEM, for it combines THREE
of the most effective reducing agents known
Yet it takes but a few
to modern science!
minutes a day in the privacy of your own
home. You get results the very first day
and you simply continue until you have lost
You can
as much weight as you desire.
give you the

reduce your total weight, and you can reduce any part of the body hips, stomach,
Moreankles, arms, bust, double-chin, etc.
over, by a special secret process, the skin is
tightened, toned and firmed as you reduce,
so that no sagging folds and wrinkles remain
afterwards. You have a smooth, youthful skin.

—

AN EXTRA GIFT
if

Diana

Wynyard,

M-G-M

discovery.

new
Can she
a

take Garbo's place?

You Write TODAY

Yes, acttmlly, without one cent of extra cast, you receive
one of the greatest of all discoveries in reducing— FIGURE
SCULPTURING. This new art models your figure to
beautiful, flowing lines and perfect iiroportions while .vou
arc losing weight, .so that you finish with not only a slender
figure, but a smart, shapely figure as well.

!

Also included in this gift package is a remarkable scientific method by which you can eat as much as you want and
still lose weight.
No need to starve yourself, this is the
healthful, harmless way to reduce, without any weakening
self-denial or privation.

SENSATIONAL OFFER NOW!
(NOT

Complete System for only $2
Now lor tlic biggest surprise of all!

$25)

You would expert

least
$25 for Ibis great super .-lysleiu.
AT ONCE.
But it is yours for only $2 IF
Tliis serisulloniil offer is niade to ilfiMoii,liiilc Ibe ex.SyslriHinliii;nv eircctiveness of llio Tltll'l. 10
ll.VCK.
It MI'S'I' roilui-e yuu or YOI I! .MDNKY
tem.
You risk iiiilbliig. so lonil coupon or write, TOD.\Y.
|)!iv

t(i

ill

YOU SEND
ACTION

This

offer

may

never be repeated.

THE MODERN INSTITUTE
381 Fourth Ave.,

New

(Dept. 26)
York, N. Y.

MAIL THIS COUPON
Modern

Institute, (Dept. 26)
381 Fourth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Ill accordance with your special introductory and

Back

Offer,

send

me

DUCING SYSTEM

Money-

the complete TIiII'LE-.\CTION HIOon trial. 1 enelase only $2.00 in full

payment.

Name.
Address.

Town
(

)

State

Check here if you wish sent C.O.D. (Outside U.S.A.,
payment must accompany order.)
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Over Hollyv^ood
[Continued from page

"You

Robert Young
set

up-stairs

Ireckles
Secretly

and Quickly Removed!

can banish those annoying,
YOU
embarrassing freckles, quickly

and

own

surely, in the privacy of your
boudoir. Yourfriends will won-

der how you did it.
Stlllman's FreckleCream bleaches
them outwhileyou sleep. Leaves the
skin soft and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and transparent. Price
only 50c. To pay more is extravagance.
worth.

The
At

first jar

all

proves

its

T
1

and

gradually

Clever, these

up.

straightening

Young men.

to

knew

about them you wouldn't be so sur-

there's a way on to a Garbo set and
think I've got it. This is the method:
you take one coat, one vest, one collar, one
Roll up two
tie and throw them away.
Lurk in the vicinity of the door
sleeves.
When another
leading to Garbo's stage.
man in shirt-sleeves goes in, walk behind
him.

I

W

ff Ml

remove freckles-

Aurora,

111^

Garbo Herself!

DEAFNESS

MISERY

IS

Many people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
Thev are inexpensive. 'Write for
booklet and sworn statement of
the inventor -who was himself deaf.
A. 0.

LEONARD,

Inc.,

I get a vision of Eric Von
a flaming dressing gown and
He is standing in a
red silk pajamas.
sumptuous but gloomily furnished library,
s\vinging a cane and angry enough to use
Garbo, in a lo\v-cut black velvet gown
it.

WORKS.
ITStroheim
in

silver wig, is acting
fiant in the door^^'ay, with

and a
ppl/>^

Suile 985, 70 5th Ave.,

New York

drunk and de-

Owen Moore

in

evening clothes standing possessively behind her.
I dare not ask questions, but I judge that
Greta is leaving one for t'other.
"You're Zara, says Von, in a voice the
"

novelists
stay."

WHAT

YOUR PROBLEM?!
Marriase. Love, Divorce,
Money, Children, Business

Hand

or Health?
reveals ALL.

love to call "thick,"

"and

you'll

"I'm going," says Greta on the 36-foot
diapason. \'on pulls a gun.
"I'll shoot you first."
"You haven't the nerve."
Bang! Greta s^vays and clutches her arm.
"Your nerves," says she, "are very bad

IS

Your
Now

you can obtain a remarkable book
that enables you to easily read your
own hand and hands of others.
Send today for this amazing bonk
unfolds secrets of life,
solves personal problems ant
shows errors to avoid. Praised
by thousands. Will help y
K). IMerely send lOc t(

that

Alice Denton Jennings.
17 ruiswell Bead
Atlanta, Ga.

this

morning, Mr. Salter."

"And what do you want?"

says a

cold

\'oice.

"Me?"

says

me,

"Y'ou

looking for my collar and
"Get out of here."

mean me?

I'm

tie."

And the
But I get a scoop.
thing is I can't find my collar
and tie. Studio cops don't wear 'em, so
there's a chance I might get them back
some day. "Garbo," as John Gilbert may
have said before me, "is worth a collar and
get.

I

darndest

Have You Voted

tie."

for the

PRETTIEST GIRL
in

PICTURES?
(Ballot on page

Help awar d

43)

the

SILVER
SCREEN
GOLD MEDAL for BEAUTY

ON THE ROAD TO OLD PATHE
ON ONE night in every Hollywood year

Big Wind. This is it. Down
wind-lashed Washington
Boule\ard you can almost see the Culver
Two messages
Ciiv buildings bending.
await us at the gate. Because of the storm,
"Society Girl" will not be functioning tonight; because of the storm, \vhich is what
King N'idor \vas praving for, exteriors wiir
be sliot tor "Bird Of Paradise" on the old
Pathe lot down the road.
Let's go and get goggles and a ringside
there

is

a

darkening,

the

seat.

Hang on

to tiie toi^ of

my

roadster,

blows away let go.
One thing about wind is that it lets you
A mile aAvay
listen for your landmarks.
from the location we can hear rhythmic
The
(hauling and the throb of drums.
lcsti\itics have begun, and from the soimd

will vou,

of

it

and

our radiator.

"And why

not?

"Miss del Rio

"

practically naked,

is

and

"

she don't like visitors.
"That's why we're here," say we, fresh

from our victory with Garbo. And that's
a funny thing, isn't it, about picture titles?
There was Garbo all dressed up in "As
You Desire Me, and here is Dolores otherhow in a picture misnamed something else.
"

are in
this picture too, but I can't stop to find
out what it's all about because I've got
an idea and it won't wait. You know nobody has ever been or will ever be allowed
to visit a set on which Greta Garbo is
It's
for the same reason that
^vorking?

Myrna Loy and Margaret Perry

But

Whitens
ThcSKin

Dept. 21 StiUman Co.

lamp

prised.

druggists.

FREE BOOKLET tells how

stairs.

all

Freckle Cream fiffjf
Freckles

coming

they put skin round sausages— if you

magic

Stillman's
Removes

a wall ivithout

is

This is important because the
After a
carpenters omitted to build any.
long discussion Robert solves it all by
marking time in a crouch in front of a

up

can't go in," says the gnarled old

watchman, draping a monitary chain over

problem on the "After All"
THE
liow Robert Young could cast a coming-

shadow on

15]

if it

thev've started carving the bird.

Oh

well!

"Okay," says the gateman. I suspect he
was testing us. One gleam in an eye and
we should have been out.
A hardened visitor to movie sets of London, Paris, Nice and Hollywood, in seven
years I have seen none so breathtakingly
beautiful nor so unforgettably bizarre as
It is
this exterior for "Bird Of Paradise."
built in a hollow on the Pathe forty-acre
lot, actually a mile, in effect a thousand
from the boulevards. Tall palms, cocoanut
trees and grass huts built on stilts and platThe trees
forms form a hollow square.
bend and thrash in gusts of wind. If the
huts were native instead of studio built
they would take off
New York.

and beat the

Dolores del Rio and Joel

GROUPED

round

the

air

mail to

McCrea

square,

on the

ground, in the doorways, on the plat-

forms,

are

three

hundred Hawaiian men

their bro\vn, rounded, shining
thighs ba'rely covered by grass skirts, their
necks garlanded with coloured leis, their
hair decorated with little coloured feathers,
their eyes fixed on a circle in which
Dolores del Rio is swaying in an abandoned
The crowd chants, shouts, claps
hula.

and maidens,

hands and sways in perfect, intoxicating
rhythm.
Cunningly hidden in the trees, fifty arcs
cast shafts of twisting light and shade over
the erotic scene. Conspicuous in the foreground Busby Berkeley, ace dance director
of Hollywood, prances in a blue sweater
King
and conducts with a megaphone.
This
Vidor, the director, stands aside.
rhythmic ritual is beyond him.
I'm wrong about the girl. She is Josephine Ramos, Dolores' "stand-in," so amazingly like her that she duplicates her dresses
and rehearses lor the star in every film
Dolores in person is coyly
she makes.
cowering in a polo coat and a folding
shall see why
chair behind a tree.
when they start to shoot.
A tall bronzed figure, perilously dressed

We

nothing but a strip of canvas and a
runs forward, leaps across the
magic circle and picks up a conversaiion
about his ne^\' outboard-motored
off-set
po^ver boat. Light-eyed and white-teethed,
he looks like Al Jolson about to bellow
for mammy, but it is Joel McCrea, liarelv
in

headdress

recognizable as a Hawaiian stalwart, and
Scars on his feet and
"barely" is right.
ankles tell ho\\' he has been learning to

climb cocoanut

trees.

rehearsal over, while the Hawaiians
shiver in coats and blankets, grips pad a
trench round the hula circle with cotion
wool and pour over it an evil-smelling
niixuire of creosote and ^vood alcohol.
",\ll set, darling," shouts Berkeley above
the wind, and Dolores comes out of hiding.

The

She
polishes her limbs with oil.
the scantiest
hanging
ralTia skirt on" the set and a lei
from her neck. That lei wiU tease college

A maid
is

now wearing nothing but

audiences.

However

be about to swing
a

kill-joy

make-up

often
it

it

never
artiste

may seem

will,

glued

to

because
it

to

1932

Silver Screen for June
Dolores where it is most needed.
Slie takes her place in the centre of the
ling of picked Hawaiian girls, and we notice an interesting point of good direction.
There are a hundred dusky beauties on
the set, but their dark, glamorous faces are
These near the
in the distant crowd.
cameras are plump, straight-sided, in striking contrast with the fashionable, hour-

7 GLASSES

chant begins, the drums throb, the
crowd sways and Dolores— Dolores no longer, but Luana, the Princess of the Hawaiian
"He!
Island, goes into her maiden dance.
Hey!" chants the chorus, and conHe!
tinues with something that sounds like
"hula hala tay." It means, I am told: "He
who will come and dance with me shall be
my mate." Watching and listening, caught
up into the pagan spirit of beauty and
passion, without crudity yet without restraint, I cannot for the love-life of me
understand why the entire tribe (male
section) does not stampede and make her

I

know
more

their island
to come.

Send
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Address
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Many earn while learning. Our thorough
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The

and more abandoned volume. The brown,
slim, shining maiden writhes in a dance
torch

FREE information

for

eti-

grizzled king steps forward, grunts terrifyingly to Luana and makes her kneel, invokes the gods and steps back to bring the
The song s\vells to a louder
sacred fire.

PLEASURE or PROFIT

low Used in over 30 Countries

The

a polygamist.
Evidently they
There is
quette.

Natural Eyesight
Makes Them Unnecessary

^

Mexican beauty.

glass figure of the

65

in.

Joel, six feet of ardor unashamed, leaping through the light and
shadow, over the barrier of fire, to snatch

Then comes

up the maid and leap on

into the forest

with her, doubtless murmuring: "Mine!
Oh, Joel! how well you beall mine!"
come a Hawaiian!

"Once more

please."
Careless of dinner, sleep, appointments,
everything prosaic we stay on, however far
into the night it may take us, intoxicated,
transported, leaning into the wind and
^vatching a round, yellow Californian moon
sliding up into the velvet sky to complete
the magic of the mise-en-scene.
This time the scene is cut before the
end and Dolores is trapped in the circle,
surroimded by a two-foot palisade of leaping flames. Her costume is fireproofed but
She awaits rescue and
Dolores is not.

Berkeley this time swings her in his arms
out into the "forest," which unfortunately
is alive with grips, electricians, courting extras

and mere

spectators.

and 300 Hawaiian
rush for the coffee-andhamburger stand at the gate.
"Tell him" insists one dusky, glamorous
maiden to another "that you want to go
Who cares if he wants
to the Biltmore.
to go to the movies?"
"Aw! gee honey! Don't you see? I gotta
be a blonde in the Marx picture, and you
know that means five hours in the beauty
Intermission

is

called,

men and maidens

.

I
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the Russian prince in "The Cossacks."
Clarence Brown, directing "Letty Lynton,"
"discovered" him for the "Cossacks" role.

said

Uil

to

1,

says that he

Luana.

at the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios, has a
role he's perfectly at home in. He lived in
Russia for several years, appearing on the
Incidentally,
stage and in pictures there.
one of his first big roles in America was as

I

had no pleasure away from home."— New Orleans. La.
III.
"The man of whom we bought home changed his mind about loreclos.
|
I
ing.
He hardly Knows why, but we do." New Baltimore. Mtch.
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Somehow the spel! is broken. Maybe,
Let's go
after all, movies are only movies.
Tomorrow we can see
get some sleep.
There may be no
aI)out fares to Hawaii.
Santa Claus but one may still hope for a
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"Getting results in builnels. BusineM good."— St. Joseph. Mich.
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Ann
THE
Ann

Harding,

Harry Ban-

nister divorce interests everyone.
is so beautiful that one expects her to "walk in beauty"
without ugliness in her surroundings,
and free from discordant events. So

find that unhappiness has
lodged with her, crowded joy from her
fine home and even disturbed her pleasure in her child, we are glad that open,
decent action has been decided upon.

when we

.

It is so very easy to temporize, and so
very difficult to grasp the full possibilities of the moment.
Perhaps they will find that the wonIn
derful thing in life has been lost.
that case, they can fall in love again, be
engaged and marry again, sure of happiness at last. Or are we talking like a
Janet Gaynor picture?

reason gi\'en for ending the marTHE
of Harry and Ann was
ried
piti-

life

Ann's greater fame
inadequate.
cramped Harry's career, it was said.
Harry evidently does not know the
powerful advantage of a handicap. ^Ve
have seen men rise to great heights because of the qualities developed in them
by their fight against a handicap, ^\'c
once saw a girl with only a stump of her
left hand folding handkerchiefs in a mill
and holding her own. Edison, deaf, conquered sound and gave us the phonoThomas Beer tells how his
graph.
friends advised him to change his name
before starting on his writing career.
fully

But he

didn't'

He made them

like

it.

Good

old handicap!
An artist has to be beaten by adversity,
starved for food for his soul, thirsty for
the taste of fame and gasping for time,
and then when it is impossible, a lovely
thing will be born and all the handicaps
will be found to have been helpful, pushCorot painted, in
ing, inspiring forces.
a barn, pictures that had to be good, because he was hungry. He could take it!
Remember the author of "Bread Gi\ers," who scrubbed floors in a hotel to
keep alive while she was writing her
always liked the incident of
book.
her being entertained after her success,
as guest of honor at the Writers Club, at

We

banquet in that same hotel.
Perhaps "^Vestward Passage," Ann's
new picture, will show us a new Ann,
blessed with the handicap of a broken
a

make your hair curl, Ann Harding has
renounced marriage, waved her hair and in "Westward

Enough

to

Passage" plays a divorcee for the

first

time.

heart or something.
like a Garbo picture?

Or

are

we

talking

CHOOSE
this
forget

your

new

ROUGE SHADES
way

fascinating

about

all

matching your
skin^'

and

select

shades to match

your Costume
Catch the
beautiful

spirit,

new

the joyous freedom, of this

fashion

.

.

.

rouge to harmo-

nize with your every costume.
of it

.

.

.

the individuality

ference that

must

exist

—

.

.

.

The charm
and the dif-

when

all

rouge

shades match your skin match automatically, without your giving a thought to it.
Well you know that usual rouge does not
have this characteristic. Instead you have
memories of dire disappointment, times

when you
make-up

felt

"horrid" because

off color

spoiled the glory of your gown.

Now what has happened? . how can you
and select rouge shades
vary the old idea
to match costume, not troubling to match
your skin? Just this: Princess Pat rouge does
.

.

.

. .

not blot out the skin. The natural color is
caused by the blood showing through the skin
because the skin is transparent and has
scarcely any color of its own. Princess Pat
rouge is sympathetic to skin tones. Thus
.,..»ijt».
whatever color your skin shows and every- ^ one has some color is retained when you use
Princess Pat rouge. To this natural color, Princess Pat adds.
Thus the beautiful tints imparted by Princess Pat rouge seem to
come from within the skin.

—

—

?,

—

-

,

WHY Different Colors of Costume Demand Different Shades of Rouse
You have learned how all shades of Princess Pat match every skin,
why the effect is invariably natural and beautiful. But there is
another requirement. Every costume you wear has a certain color
value. You recognize this when you match dress, hose, shoes, hats
so that the ensemble is harmonious. It is even more vitally important to recognize it when you select rouge shades.
great mistake with rouge has been this: you had just one
shade say medium. To secure more, or less, color you used more,
or less, rouge. But the shade remained the same. You couldn't use
other shades for only one would match your skin. So your rouge
that might have looked well with delicate pastel dresses, was less
than ineffectual with brilUant red costumes and so on through
the range of color combinations of costume and complexion.

The

—

Marvelous

New

Beauty

If

You Follow These

Hints For

Choosmg Rouse

For gowns of all red shades, select Princess Pat Vivid, or Princess
Pat Squaw. Even the palest blonde one who has thought she
simply could not wear bright red is beautiful in flaming colors
through use of Vivid or Squaw to set the right color note in the
cheeks. For gowns of purple, violet, blue, use Squaw, Theatre or
Medium. When you wear yellow, orange, green, your cheeks are
wonderful with Princess Pat English Tint. With soft pastel costumes, achieve the complexion note of cool, delicious serenity
with Princess Pat Medium or Theatre. For tan effect, use Princess
Pat Summertan. For evening wear, use Princess Pat Nite. This
indeed is a marvelous shade, since it responds as gloriously to
artificial light as the most perfect daytime rouge does to sunlight.

—

—

get this

Week

— SPECIAL

—

End Set

The popular Week End

Set for this coupon and SBc
Co7Uains Princess Pat liougc. Lip lioupe,
and three creams in liberal, atlraclii'C sizes.
.Uso new booklet of laluablc bcaulu secrets.
(coin).

—

I'nitdcr

Princess Pat Lip Rouge a new sensation
nothino less. For it docs what no other lip rouQC
has ever done. Princess Pat Lip Rouqe colors that
inside moist surface of lips as well as outside. Js
trtily indelible.

You'll love
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She smokes FRESH cigarettes
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WHEN
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you buy Camels you get fresh
why women particularly

cigarettes. That's

prefer them.

Cool, refreshing smoke that is mild all the
way down, with no trace of parch or bite to
sting the tongue or rasp the throat.
That's because Camels are

made

right

and

kept right.

Kept in factory-prime condition until they reach
the smoker by the air-sealed, Camel Humidor
Pack.

The

select

tobaccos that go to
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Camels are never parched or toasted.

The Reynolds method of

scientifically apply-

ing heat guarantees against that.

you've never experienced the delight of
that has never been parched or
toasted switch to Camels, then leave them
if you can
If

Made of choice Turkish and sun -ripened
Domestic tobaccos that are properly conditioned; that contain just the right
natural moisture.

amount of

a

cigarette
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REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
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HOLLYWOOD

TOGETHER AGAIN
Ever since beautiful Joan
Crawford and Boh Mont'

gomery appeared

tO'

"Our Blushing
Brides'' and ''Untamed'*

gether in

we've been swamped
ivith requests to co-star

them again. You'll be
delighted with the result.

CftAWFOR
Oloi>enJb

MONTGO
in

Clarence BROWN
production

Beautiful Joan Crawford gives what

many

be the most impressive per-

critics believe to

formance of her career. Faced by her former
lover

and her husband-to-be she takes a course

which leads

to the very brink of tragedy.

Once again Joan Crawford mingles
laughter, heart-throbs

tears

and

and thrills— again she

captures the hearts of millions of her screen

admirers!

You'll compare

thrilling picture

it

with the most

you've ever seen!

NILS ASTHER

ROBS ON
LEWIS STONE
J^^Y
From

the novel by

Marie Belloc Lowndes

——

—

.

Home

Tke

about the

stuff

Meet Some

staff

Silver

Screen Contributors
PEDILTY
DONOVAN
magazine has

incorngible—

our

is

every
one.
He doesa'l treat
the great bosses in Hollywood with any
respect,
but he gets the news for you.
Don is
an Englishman, or was.
His maxim is Warner
Baxter's
line
''Amateur
Daddy" "/ like
in
trouble."
Of course you have read "Over Hoilyivood"
that explains htm.

—

—

^
^
EDWARD CHURCHILL 'is the proud boast of the
Pasadena Hospital,
Pasadena,
tvhere
California,
he was horn and interviewed his first victim
1902.
The young man went to college for a
while and then became a reporter (the less said
about that the better).
He made four parachute

—

'jumps; all in

the

interest

of

*

*

*
S.

MOOK

R.

on his way
Hollywood

to
is

art.

Thirty years old for a guess, and
New York, so he can't be reached.
a playground to him and he knows

everybody and they
him.
His picture

know him and seem
on

is

page

20

in

to

this

like
issue.

Single and ambitious.

*

if:

*

JOHN ROLSTON CLARKE,

our

who

artist,

is

years old,
sprang from Ohio.
He studied
in Cleveland,
York City, and Philadelphia.
In fact, he received honors from the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts.
His hair is the
same color as fean Harlow's new style.
Otherwise he is quite unlike her.
fan mail please,

30

New

art

No

John

is

TIME PASSED
HE DIDN'T COME BACK....
SHE WAS HEARTBROKEN. ONE DAY SHE CAME
AND CRIED ABOUT IT ON MY SHOULDER

_AND HOW EASILY
LIFEBUOY WOULD END
" B.O."
HER FAU LT
_CLEAR HER COMPLEXION,
TOO

KNEW

I

SO

I

THE TROUBLE.
TOLD HER GENTLY

.

HOW SHE SOMETIMES

.

OFFENDED

married.

*

*

PATRICIA KEATS

*

.

.

baby of the staff.
She
has lovely red hair and knows about everything
except writing.
When she finishes a piece she
doesn't know whether it is good or not.
Is she
temperamental!
"Pat" is a nom de plume.
is

the

ELIZABETH WILSON

has the official title of
Representative.
She ts single, five
inches tall and weighs 120 pounds.
Remarkable for her good nature and for her sane
sense of humor.
Elizabeth, on her trips to Hollywood, stops off at Atlanta, Georgia, to see the
She' s crazy about Rome and Italy and
family.
is planning her third trip this summer.

West

feet

Coast

six

*

JAMES M. FIDLER
was married

to

home town,

*
outdoor

Jimmie

but now he
he love to hunt!

Dorothy Lee,

And does
World War Marine.

doors again.
a

*

The

St.

Jimmie has

but

Louis,

been

Mo.,
in

once

is

out-

He was
is

the

Hollywood

newspaper work for so long!
He is five
feet
ten,
blond with blue eyes, thiirty-two years
old, and that, you knoiv, is the dangerous age.
Read his "Fired and Hired" on Page 26.

and

in

^

^

^

NOW is a danger time

HALE HORTON

is one of those thirty year old
bachelors, and that's a break for some girl.
He
writes novels and hasn't forgotten about
Yale,
fust a cynical old bachelor.
tiorn in Minneapolis
hut you could hardly tell it now because he has
been in Hollywood for three years.
How's the

new novel coming, Hale?

WHAT A JOY TO SEE THEM MARRIED TODAY
UO'-^Q.O." NOIV TO SPOIL HER CHARM. SHE'S
PERFECT

*
*
*
WICK EVANS Imagine being a hot fan writer,
living in Hollywood, knowing the passionate stars
and being 24 years old.
Thai's Wick, and in
between times he gets sunburned
Well, you know
those Kentucky hoys!
University of Missouri, then
Hollywood and the world well lost.
* *
*
BEN MADDOX /; was a stormy morning in San
Francisco, a little later it was tempestuous around
Stanford, and the last two years there has been
a tem peramental atmosphere throughout Hollywood
Such is Ben's past record.
He is six feel Itvo
inches tall, has dark hair and gray eyes, which
.

—

explains the tvhole thing.
written a /liece for you for next month.
the ivay he is
all the lime authoring.

satisfactorily

—

He

has
That's

*

*
*
MYRTLE GEBHART—Bar^ in Dallas, Texas, they
heard Myrtle practice on the piano and suggested
that she go to Hollyivood
and so she tips and
becomes a writer one of the best known of Holly-

—

tuood
eyes.

correspondents.

And

is

St.

for"B.O." (body odor)

IN HIS

EYES

THESE

hot, sultry days

spire so freely

"B.O."

Its

per-

— be extra careful about

{body odor)

Lifebuoy.

when we

\

Bathe regularly with

creamy, abundant, penetrat-

ing lather purifies pores

— removes all
— helps safe-

odor. Gets germs off hands

guard health.

Its

pleasant, hygienic scent

vanishes as you rinse.

Wonderful for complexion
Lifebuoy purifies face pores, too

— keeps

complexions
fresh, clear

and

glowing with
health. Adopt
Lifebuoy today.

.

Small,

blonde,

and

•

!

blue

Mary's College proud?
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ELIOT Keen

THE

good word has just come through
Renee Adoree has returned Irom
Arizona— cured. That's the pleasantest
bit of news we have to reLate this month.
Furthermore, there's a rumor that Renee
has not only returned to Holly\vood— but
And don't be surto pictures, as well!
prised if you should read her name in the
cast of "rhe Big Parade" when it is re-

Editor

that

made

HOLLYWOOD

of

El

M Wn.sox

i/.\isi;i

We<iern

Fr,\nk

J.

Carroll
Art Director

Refireseiitaiive

CONTENTS

Rememl:)€r Renee as the

as a talkie.

version?

French girl in the
little
She started the historic vogue of tragic
damsels running after their departing lovers—only Renee did it in a way that made
you ^veep, not laugh.
silent

SPECIAL FEATURES

Page

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE CONTEST FOR SILVER SCREEN S GOLD
MEDAL FOR BEAUTY
Donovan Pedelty
OVER HOLLYWOOD
Peeking at the Picture Alaliers
JEAN HARLOW IN "THE RED HEADED WOMAN
First Scenes from the Alost Talked of Picture
THE GIRLS ^VHO WILL BE GREAT STARS .......... Patricia Ke.vts
'

BARBARA STANWYCK
than ever

vinced

is

more

she

that

cor.-

to

-ivants

up moving pictuies and just be a wife
She has decided to have
and mother
two children and name them Michael and
Marlene Dietrich, her husKathleen
l)and, little Maria and Maurice Chevalier
all went to see "Shanghai Express" when it
was playing in a cheap movie theatre re'When Marlene discovered that
cently
the film had been cut, she was furious and
told the operator what she thought of hinr
The poor fellow wasn't to blame
He has to show the film as it is sent to
When Mary Pickford returned
him
from New York she was accompanied by

give

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The
name
Gary

Lupe

summei.

HA^'ES.
HELEN
Broadway
.

Brilliant

Craicfcrd' s

14
18

Mock

20

Alike

Hale Hortox

22

Elizabeth Wilson

24

James M. Fidler

26

Rexford Bellamy

43

Future

AND SHOTGUNS, HARPO MARX

...

The Mute Comic Speaks

FIRED AND HIRED
Encouragement

MR. BELLAMY

S

the

for

LIl

V new ployed

TLE

BO'i

Ralph Bellamy's Story

[FAN HARLO^V IN "TFIE RED HEADED
"I

TANK
The

GO HOME NOW

I

Art Fading Out

Stars

WOMAN

47
53

'

"

On Us

who

has

SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS
The Home Team
The Opening Chorus

3
4-5

6
8

Love and Hisses
Little Reviews of the Latest Pictures
Ask Me Another
"They're Toasted

on

been

since last Fall in "The
Good Fairy," is making a picture
Joan Crawford went with l!)oug, Jr., to

.

]oan

ROSES, LO\'E

R.

Sally Forth

11

Mary Lee

44

Bryant

48
52

Movietown Topics

LISTEN:—
.

Friendships Are

S.

12

.

the Contessa Dentrice di Frasso
Contessa is the same Contessa whose
has been associated with that of
Cooper ever since his bust-up with
last

No Two

.

.

Outstanding Quality

WHEN JOAN COMES INTO HER OWN

.

.

.

9

.

.

An

Each Has

KINDS OF FRIENDSHIP

lo

preview of his newest picture "Love
is
a Racket" and was all dressed up in
black with long, black gloves and a black
Connie Bennett has to
hat so, so big
go home at four-thirty every day and take
Doug, Jr., has
a nap— doctor's orders
shaved off his hair in preparation for his
next picture, "Revolt," in which he plays
a Russian army officer ... La Tashman is
wearing bangs ... So is Ann Dvorak
Gary Cooper's chimpanzee has a cold and

15
"

The Science of Summer Beauty
Sil\fr Screen's Reviewing Stand
.A Movie Fan's Crossword Puzzle
Last Month's Ansuer is on Page 65

The

Priscilla

ob

Final Fling

the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the doctor makes

him

stay in his

room

.

.

.

.

.

It must be this imusual California weather.
Gary is as disappointed as a small kid
He did so want to show Tolucca to the
.

Mary Pickford
gang at Paramount
adding eighteen rooms on to Pickfair
.

.

.

.

.

is

ART SECTION
The "Fourth

.

Ruth

29
30

.

.

.

.

.

31
32

Spencer Tracy. As Plain As Success
Norma Shearer, The Blossoming Star
Aerial Photograph of Hollywood
Beverly Hills and the Hemes of the Stars As Seen From The Sky
Irene Dunne and John Boles
Karen Morley and Warner Baxter
Fashions That D\nce
Specially Posed Pictures of Hollyirood's

33
34-35

3"
37
38-39

Well Dressed Dancers

Sidnfy and Fredric March
Claudette Colbert and Jo.vn Marsh
The Radio Hall of Fame

4"

Sylvia

.

.

Edna Wallace Hopper,

will

.

Little Aristocrat
Ch-vfterton. Cultures Faxorite

Gary Grant and Margaret Perry
GwiLi Andre and George Raft

to

Watch for "Strange Interlude"—
knock you right oiU of yoin- seats
George Brent and Lyl Talbot piu on
such a realistic fist fight in "The Night
Mower" that George's back was wrenched
and he has to wear a brace for six months
RKO is all excited owv "Animal Kingdom" which will be Ann Harding's next
pidure
And the Big Excitement is that
Mary

it

Coming Stars
A Paramount Prospect

27
28

take care of the royal visitors expected here
Hope they get here.
lor the Olympics
.

"

\'irginia Bruce,
Madge E\ ans, .A

Princess

Leslie Hoicard.

4'

42
Tess Gardella, Leo Reisman.

Iranova Oholensky. Rudy Vallee

.

COVER PORTRAIT OF CARBO BY JOHX RO/.srO.V CT.ARKE

.

.

Leslie

man

.

.

Howard will again be her leading
Norma Shearer has commenced
.

.

work on "Smilin' Through."
i
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CITICT
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—

The

Opening
(^HORUS
HOPKINS has
MIRIAM
baby boy. On her

adopted a
East from
Hollywood she stopped at Chicago
and went through the formal process of
adopting a little lad from an orphanage.
No details are to be had but it came out
that Miriam Hopkins is no longer Mrs.
Austin Parker. Miriam told the court that
trip

sum

she had set aside a

money

of

for the

Photographers have been
Miriam doesn't care for any pho-

benefit.

child's

barred.

tographs as she says this is not a publicity
We congratulate the little fellow.
grow up to be very proud of his
And as far
big-hearted adopted mother.
as SiL\ER ScREKN is Concerned, we respect
Miriam's desire to find, after her unsuccessful marriage, something on which she
can lavish ihe" love that springs from her
generous lieart.

stunt.
He will

SHARK," Eddie Robinson's
next picture, and "Rain," with Joan
Crawford, will both be made on Catalina
Catalina will
Island at the same time
become a regular movie colony for a month
Joby and
We bet the rates go up
Dick Arlen and the Walter Hustons will
all live together on Dick's yacht while the
Dick is in
pictures are being made
and Walter Huston is
"Tiger Shark"

TIGER

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in

"Rain"

.

.

.

is

But today she's added 23 lbs.
cleared her skin, too

tired of

—

waiting for romantic leads ... He is
back to New 'i'ork and let them "discover"
Neil Hamilton hikhim all over again
ing in the Holh^vood hills and running
into Garbo— but with the speed of a mountain goat she quickly put a couple of hills
between them.

going

.

pretended not to m\nA— laughed
when they called her "skinny". But
she drew the line at being photographed.
For no one can laugh off a scrawny face

SHE'D

.

and shapeless legs,
in black and white!

LISTEN!

^vood
Bennett, Joan and Connie's pappy ... Sylvia Sidney wears a lucky gold piece on a
chain, never takes it off, and will not diCarole Lombard won
vulge its secret
sprinting and broad-jumping medals in
Eric Linden received his
high school
training from the New
early dramatic
York Theatre Guild— no wonder the lad's
Incense is used on speakeasy sets
good
to make that certain smoke haze found
Janet Gayin those dear little places
nor had her lovely curls cut off in Paris
and now has a very short and svelte hairAll the feminine stars at Warner
cut
Brothers are begging for George Brent for
their leading man— and getting him
Helen Twelvetrees is expecting the stork,
Una Merkel has
and ditto Sue Carol
been trying to find time to get her tonsils
taken out for two years but had so many
pictures that she couldn't manage it until
Tallulah Bankhead adores
last month
"surprises" and is very sentimental about
birthdays and Christmases and such
And talking about sentiment, Lionel Bairvmore has sent his wife flowers every day
The Marx
for the last ten years
Brothers once played to eight people in a
three thousand scat house
Jean Harlow
had white hair when she was a kid in
Kansas but they called her "the tow-head
then instead of "the platinum blonde."
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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I didn't like friends to take snapshots of me.

sight

"But since taking Ironized Yeast I
have put on 23 pounds. It improved my
I look like a
E. Rachulles,

skin, too.

differetit

Mrs.

Red

Many

.

.

.

rundown from childhood.
I weighed only 104 pounds and looked
just 'skin and bones'. In fact, such a
"I was sick and

J.

woman!"

Cliff,

its

adoption as a world-wide

Seven pounds of "beer yeast" are required to make just one pound of this
yeast concentrate that goes into Ironized
Yeast. And three distinct kinds of iron
are required to ironize this concentrate.
Thus Ironized Yeast not only brings you
all the body-building benefits of yeast
mafiy times multiplied but it also wonderfully enriches your blood, increases
strength and pep as it adds firm flesh.

—

make sure you get the utmost in weight,
strength and health-building qualities, the
genuine Ironized Yeast is triple-tested
by our own chemists, by an eminent
physician and by a professor of Bio-

—

Chemistry in a famous
of imitations which

and upset stomach.

Beware

discolor teeth

Insist

on the genuine

Special

FREE

offer!

To start you building up your health right

quick results

away,

—
—

—

—

Concentrated 7 times
In perfecting Ironized Yeast, no expense
has been spared. It contains a remarkably rich yeast imported "beer yeast".
This specially cultured yeast is concentrated by a process so new and so important that the Biological Commission of
the League of Nations officially recom-

—

college.

may

Ironized Yeast.

Colo.

you, too, are a bit self-conscious about
your figure if you, too, worry over your
complexion why not profit by the experience of thousands? Gain pounds of
plus
healthy flesh, clear complexion
sound sleep, regular elimination, steady
nerves, tireless energy. Get these quickly,
with Ironized Yeast.
inexpensively
If

mended
standard.

RESULTS TRIPLE-TESTED: To

Looks a "different" woman

.

.

printed

thrilling story:

there's plenty of Irish to that
'Velez originally arri\ed in Hollyunder the sponsorship of Richard
.

when they are

Today, thanks to 23 pounds gained,
Read her
she's no longer camera-shyl

SWANSON named her young
GLORIA
and
Bridget
Michele
daughter
Lupe

haggard-looking

she hated to have her picture taken!

.

.

thin,

.

.

.

Monroe Owsley

.

So

.

.

we make

this absolutely

FREE

Purchase a package of Ironized
Yeast at once, cut out the seal on the box
and send it to us with a clipping of this
offer. We will send you a fascinating new
book on health, "New Facts about Your
Body", by an eminent health authority.
Results from very first package-or money
refunded. At all druggists. Ironized Yeast
Co., Dept. 87, Atlanta, Ga.

offer.

IRONIZED
YEAST
New Concentrated

Health Builder

In Pleasant Tablet

Form

5

LIFE

IS

NATURAL DYNAMITE

THAT

LIKE

San Francisco,

and disheartening
critic

of life, "This is life as it is," for life is lived
differently everywhere.
For instance "Possessed" is just as real a picture of a certain
type of New York life as "Street Scene" is
There are artificial and
of another type.
frivolous people living artificial and frivolous lives; and there are fine, industrious
people living ordinarily decent lives.
So,

Mr. and Miss

Critic,

won't you use

a little discretion in liranding pictures?
Just scan the front page of the newspapers
and you will find happenings that seem
Yet those are
fantastic and far-fetched.
real events happening to real people.

Helen Stappenbeck

New

Don't

What?
you know?

incomparable,

reunion of
Maurice
trio!

irresistible!

Three cheers for "One Hoiu" With You."
Three cheers lor the prince of personality,
Three
the king of fascination— C/(«'a//('r.'
cheers for the lingerie lady, the prima
And
donna of the screen— MacDonald!
three cheers

for

that

grand master, that

genius of musical romance— Lm/)(/4c7z.'
Pearl A. Kalzniaii

You Will Find Mary

and years

begin

I

have

^^ith,

Miriam Hopkins

isn't

Rock

Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
your prize-winning letters for
had for their keynote the idea
only joyful movies with happy endThis confirms
should be produced.
statement of a statistician, who claims
intelligence of the average movie-goer

that
ings
the

of

that of a twelve year old child.
It is because of these people, who go to
a sho^v merely to sit back and be amused
without exerting the slightest brain power,
that ])roducers always must have scripts of
books and plays revised for the screen. Said
revision usually consists of simplifying the
plot so that the Great American Yokel can
is

imdcrstand it.
Such a lamentable state of affairs ought
not to exist. We should go to the theatre
lo cnjov films of real literary \alue, and to
appreciate good acting in the cliai aclcriz:i-

Lee's Beauty Article

Island,

111.

with one accord they said: "\Vhy
don't we have more musical pictures?"

-ti-

said that? Why, ten young women
Club meeting I attended recently.
There was quite a discussion on current
shows and e\ery young woman present expressed the opinion that she was sick of

Who

at a

"these ladies with a past" (and, perhaps,
no future) along with weird, human monthrust down her
strosities and new "finds
"

throat at every turn.

They were unanimous

wanting

in

sing-

those possessed by John
Boles, Bebe Daniels, Jeanette MacDonald,
the inimitable Chevalier and others.
Mrs. O. E. Kinne

voices— like

ing

GOOD

M. Kane

DESIRES BRAIN EXERCISE

TWO
April

pictures

AND

sonalities of Miriam Hopkins and James
Dunn; and most of all— their ability to be

the

The

the screen's most perfect
Chevalier, Jeanette MacDonald, and Ernst
What a team! They're inimiLubitsch.
table,

To

Motion

roles.

MORE SONGBIRDS

stars

beautiful but she's so alive and acts so at
ease that I can't help but feel the same
TH.\T'S a consolation in this day
way.
and age. The same applies to James Dunn
—may he rise to the heights of much deWith either one in a picserved success.
ture, it is doubly enjoyable.
Beauty and fame may influence some
fans, but give me instead the dynamic per-

it

1

young

beautiful
at
flawless acting

Alice

grand! He was wonderful, he was darling, he
was dear! She \vas adorable, she was lovely, she
was sweet

LETTER

finest

tainly can portray this to perfection.

it

PRIZE

s

at last discovered
what I looked for in vain— the art of being
natural— and the stars above named cer-

for vears

York, N. Y.

^^'as

Penna.

—Miriam Hopkins and
James Dunn. After
looking

marvelous,
JT WASperfect,
Avas

SECOND

land

JUST NATURAL.

RATES NINE CHEERS

Who?

LETTER

women, handsome men, and

film.

can say of one small by-section

City,

everlasting

difficult

thanks to the discoverer of t^\o of movie-

PRIZE

have

to

MY

THIRD

the
critic describe a picture
The
as "true to life."
phrase is generally used
in describing some grim
pictures,

LETTER

No

Mahanoy

Calif.

AMUSES me while
ITreading
of
reviews

FIRST
PRIZE

of

tion

should stand on an equal basis with the
stage and be respected just as highly.
Joseph Bush

BOY, JOHNNY!
Convent, N.

A CHEER

J.

for the creators of one of the
best pictures since the advent of the
And if it were possible I'd make
talkies!
mine the loudest, .\fter having to seek
practically all oin- enjoxment of pictures in
stories dealing with war, gangsters, sophis-

ticated

and

fallen

women, and

"Tarzan, the A]i€-Man

more beaiuy, and more

"

the like,
brings us novelty,

thrills.

not often that a picture impresses
me as much, and certainly not more than
.Aside from being one of the
"Tarzan."
most beautifully photographed and thrilling pictures, it brings us a new actor in
His
the person of Johnny Weissmuller.
He did not give
performance \\as real.
merely the impression of a man pla)ing
the role of "Tarzan"— he actually was
He also showed us that the
"Tarzan."
human body is really a thing of beauty,
It

is

strength and agility.

on Pages 44 and

/.

45,

B. KinscUa

Beautifully Illustrated.

SilverScreen

SPEAKING OF SIMPLICITY
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Please give us more pictures with the
passionate sincerity, delightful romance and
beautiful simplicity of "The Man Who

Played God.

In "The Man Who Played
favor.
God" not only does his indomitable personality impress itself upon his audience,

our

seems to influence each

it

member

of

Each of his interprehis supporting cast.
He creates
tations is natural and vital.
the atmos]3here of each scene, calling into
action a harmonious response from all.
We, too, forget a play is being presented
and unconsciously slip into the living
drama l^efore us. Such a perfect fusing of
emotions results that, when the last scene
fades away, it is with difficulty we relinquish ourselves to that other life which
too soon rushes to claim us.
Alice White.

SHE WINS THE ELECTION!
Ellwood

with her simple, unaffected beauty, and. at
the same time, impressed the audience with
her great dramatic ability.
More good pictures will help her rise to
Let's not deprive her of the
stardom.

Here

s

to a succession of

PERHAPS

you think that taking
music lessons is like taking a dose
of medicine. It isn't any longer!
As far as you're concerned, the old
days of long practice hours with their
hard-work "exercises, and expensive
personal teacher fees are over with.

is

hard-

-

You have no alibis whatsoever for
not making your start toward musical
good times now!
For, through a method that removes
the boredom and extravagance from music lessons,
you can now learn to play your favorite instrument
without a private teacher— in
entirely at home

—
half the usual time —

case will average
^just a
the same
few cents a day.

—

at a fraction of the usual cost.

Send

Easy As Can Be

The lessons come to you by mail from the famous
They consist of complete
S. School of Music.
printed instructions, diagrams, and all the music
you need. You're never in hot water. First you are
told how a thing is done. Then a picture sliovis^ you
how, then you do it yourself and hear it. No private
teacher could make it clearer or easier.
Over 600,000 people learned to play this rnodern
way and found it easy
as A-B-C. Forget that
LEARN TO PLAY
old-fashioned idea that
BY NOTE
Violin
Piano
Guitar Saxophone
Organ Ukulele
Tenor Banjo
Hawaiian Guitar
Piano Accordion

Or Any Other Instrument

you need special

"tal-

Just read the list
of instruments in the
panel, decide which one

ent."

you want to play, and
the U S School will do
No matter
the rest.
which instrument you
choose, the cost in each

good parts

for

our

Free Bool< and
Demonstration

Lesson

U.

—

City, Pa.

Bette Davis has made a hit with the
movie fans of Western Pennsylvania. In
her last pictures she has shone radiantly

honor.

Learning Music

"

Although we admire the really good
work of many young screen artists, they
will have to study long and arduously before they can compete with Mr. Arliss for

but

To those who think

you really do
want to play your
If

favorite

instru-

ment, fill out and mail the coupon asking for our Free
Booklet and Free Demonstration Lesson. These explain
our wonderful method fully and show you how easily and
quickly you can learn to play at little expense. Instruments
cash or credit. U. S. School of
are supplied when needed
Music, 1197 Brunswick Bldg., N w York City.

—

New York City
Send me your amazing free book, "How You Can Master
Music in Your Own Home," with inspiring message by
Dr. Frank Crane; also Free Demonstration Lesson. This
does not put me under any obligation.
U. S. School of Music, 1197 Brunswick Bldg.,

Name
Address

Have you
Instrument?

Instrument

for her!

Jane Stevenson.

Coming

ONWARD AND UPWARD!

August

SILVER SCREEN

St. Louis, Mo.
the public fully realizes the
Mr. Averageimportance of the talkies?
Man is negligent in his ordinary conversation.
He cares little whether or not his
expressions are grammatically perfect; likewise the cadence of his voice or its effect
upon his listeners is of no serious moment

wonder

I

in the

if

An

See the beach houses.
Learn who are neighbors.
Find your way about at
Malibu.

airplane

photograph of

MALIBU BEACH

him.

to

The

talkies

are a constant reminder of

our inability to express ourselves well; they
will help change our rasping, discordant
We have
voices into well modulated ones.

Your Favorite Movie Stars

before us on the screen actors whose deliverance of perfect English sets an unfailing example. Thus, through the medium
of the talkies, can our language be well
spoken by every American.
Violet Meise.

rl PHOTOS lir
Movie fans! .Satisfy your hunger for real life-like, never before published
Kenuine autographed pliotos of your movie favorites all delightfully, richly
Hnished pictures, size 5 x 7, at the barijain price of only 4 for 25e postpaiiL
You'll agree that they are worth at least $1.00 each. Large volume distribuWe carry a complete g.Tllery of all
tion enables us to make this offer.
screen stars to satisfy the desire of everyone. .Tust send the names of your
4 favorites with 25c and rereivc your 4 beautifully finished autographed
nhotos by return prepaid mail.

—

$5.

SPECIAL PRIZE LETTER

$5.

Dear Editor:

Now, how about a nice double-page
spread of the six most attractive men? I
have a fascinating half-dozen all ready
picked, who may or may not meet with
your approval. At any rate, here they are:
Gable:
No need to mention
1. Clark
why. Ask any girl.
For his sophisticated spar2. Chevalier:
kle and humor so nicely blended with a
certain boyish naivete.
Douglas: Because of his at3. Melvyn
tractive appearance, fascinating voice, masterful

manner and

ability

to

make

love

expertly.

John Barrymore: He is suave, sophisticated and has a wicked sense of humor
plus personality.

L. R. C.

or

July 1932

FREE
of the

phoh

represented in our
bathing po.se li-.t
uiiicli

is

sent

FREE

with

each

$1 plioto order.

Lukas: For his "cute" accent,
5. Paul
good looks, continental air, and his dignity.
He is versatile, good6. Fredric March:
looking and charmingly different.

j

ftOBT

One

4.

OR

/

San Francisco, Cal.

take advantage of our SPECIAL OFFER and secure 20 assorted
photos of your own choice for SI. 00.

MONTGOMERY

MARIAN MARSH

SPECIAL

OFFER

$1 order for 20
[>bntos we will send
an attraetlve and sensational
halbinK pose of one of Ibe
prellicst liriivle slars of the

Willi

each

FREE

'

Idfi'lbcT

with

II

li^t

STUDIO PHOTO
24l4-86th Street,

Send me the

fi

allarbed sheet.
I

I'liotos

2.';c

llatliing peso

oidn

RUTH HALL

DOROTHY JORDAN

CO.. Dept. SS-7,
Brooklyn. N. Y.

x 7 autogrnphed photos listed on the
in payment.

I cneloso

20 Photos $1.

photo and

list

sent

FREE

with

s.

of

incT mil liaiul l)like,l spci inlIv |)nsed pliDliiKriuilK of

lar screen stars.

popu-

Uusli Cinipoii.

STUDIO PHOTO CO.,
24l4-86th St.. Dept. SS-7,
Brooklyn. N. Y.

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE..

all

$1

.

Little

Reviews

OF THE

LATEST PICTURES

Some

gay

like

Pick your

]^ic-

from

and some

tures

-pictures

these tab-

loid reviews.

like gcings.

Neil Hamilton puts a
kiss on Elissa Landi's
wedding ring finger

Woman

"The

in

Room

ALIAS THE

Richard Barthelmess is
the young surgeon, who,
Good
without the necessary
(First National)
diploma, Steps into his
dead foster-brother's shoes and performs a
most serious operation successfully. Dick is
Fine in this, even though the story ^vill not
add many lainels to his excellent repertoire.
Marian Marsh provides the heart interest

DOCTOR

and

utterly lovely.

is

In this Cagney is a gangster in spirit, makes
his own laws and sometimes those of Ann
Dvorak, Joan Blondell and Eric Linden
with whom he comes in contact. The old
race track still has a thrill and roar of its

DANCERS IN
THE DARK

Jack Oakie has an or-

Miriam
the taxi

chestra in which

Hopkins

Excellent

is

(Paramount)

ARE YOU

Here

LISTENING?

white-collar man, working in a radio broadcasting station.
He dis-

Fair

(M-G-M)

Bill

Haines

a

is

nagging wife. Karen Morley, but
she won't divorce him because he can't
pay enough alimony. He is in love with
Madge E\ans. but she won t respond withThru an accident
out benefit of clergy.
likes

his

Karen dies and Bill is apprehended for
murderous intent and sent to Sing Sing.
Not so pleasant. Bill is better at wisecracking.

This

is

sort

of

Winnie
Warner

the Pooh-ish.
Fair
Baxter, a steel worker,
(Fox)
goes to a lonely ranch
to care for the kiddies of his buddy, who
has been killed. He "mothers" them most
fixes

broken-do^vn home
At
in the ground!
learns that he has been
their

and then— discovers

oil

that point he
"mothering" the wrong family of Smiths.
Marian Nixon, Frankie Darrow and David

Landau help the

plot considerably.

THE BROKEN

Even though

WING

may be

this plot
familiar to you.
never
It's
cheer up!
Good
(Paramount)
been SO romantic or exLeo Carrillo play.s the beeg
citing befoie.
bad Mexican and Lupe \'elez the girl who

He
yearns for a handsome blonde giant.
enters her life in the person of Melvyn
Douglas, an .\merican aviator, and then the
Finalh. after many Mexican
fim begins.
war whoops on Carrillo's
awav with her aviator.

THE CROWD
ROARS
Terrific

part,

Lupe

flies

and arotnid the
Indianapolis auto track.
at 104 miles an hour,
.iXround

ggps James Cagncy.
The audience goes with him and loves it!
(\rarneri)

8

THE DOOMED
BATTALION

Tala

Meet

Birell,

the

known Viennese actress, who you will want
^vell

Good
(Universal)

again— and again.

plot concerns a battalion of Austrian
troops holding, at desperate cost, a pass in
the .Austrian Alps against the Italians, led

The

AMATEUR
DADDY

effectively,

dancer and William
The
Collier, Jr., the saxophone player.
dance hall is the hangout of a crook,
George Raft, and does he make things
There is a triangle love affair
snappy!
between Jack and Miriam and Collier, Jr.,
which ends on a highly exciting note.

by

\'ictor 'Varconi.

It

plumb

is

adventure and suspense,
photography is gorgeous.

tion,

full of ac-

and

the

A good expose
THE FAMOUS
FERGUSON CASE city ne^vshound
but

(VCarners)

enough

"Five

Final."

Star

it's

not

the
racket
theatrical
of

to be a rival to

Vivienne

Osborne's

murdered one night in
a small upstate to\vn and the smart-aleck
reporters from the Big City arri\e on the
However, Tom Brown (watch him,
scene.
banker husband

is

reporter of the small
town ne^s'spaper, makes the big scoops and
also wins Joan Blondell, the sob sister from
New \oxk.
girls!)

as

the

Kay Francis

is

perfectly

matron
magaHer husband, Kenneth Thomson,
zine.
favors polo and the ladies, so you can't
blame Kay for falling in love with David
Delightful

cast as a society

(Warners)

editing

a

smart

Manners, who is a member of her office
Una Merkel and Andy Devine prove

staff.

rollicking laugh-getters, and the entire affair is destined to give you a perfectly

grand evening

— —

THE MIRACLE

MAN

Here's that silent

classic,

which established the
fame of so many favorjjgj brought up to date
The story concerns a gang

Good
(Paramount)

a talkie.
of crooks who create a "miracle man" out
of a kindly, spiritual hermit residing in a
as

small village. Their reformation is gradual
but highly impressive. Hobart Bosworth is
and Sylvia
excellent as the "miracle man
Sidney, Irving Pichel and little Bobby
Coogan all play capably.
"

—

THE
MOUTHPIECE

«!>

This story

is

based on

the colorful incidents in
the life of a famous
la^vyer
supcriminal
Fallon— and contains
J.

Good

—

(Warners)

^—
Good

MAN "WANTED

in

13."

posedly William
two highly dramatic coiutroom scenes.
Young boys with aspirations to become
AVarren
lawyers w\\\ eat this one up.
William plays the dissolute but brilliant
la\\'yer very effectively and Sidney Fox is
adequate as the dumb stenographer. As
the \\ise-cracking. cyirical secretary in love
with her boss. Aline MacMahon is utterly
delightful.

kid

Richard Dix, Joel McCrea and Robert .\rmstrong were liuiklics in
t:i,g A\ iation Corps, din-

THE LOST
SOUADRON
Fine
(Radio)

Comes

picture packed with
As
action and thrills.
(M-G-M)
the corrupt judge of a
night coiut. \Valter Huston railroads Anita
Page, the innocent wife of Phil Holmes, a
taxi driver, to jail in order to co\er some

Excellent

of

his

own

bribes.

The
climax.
Jean Hersholt

the depressing aftering the war.
math and the three meet at a studio in
Hollywood. \'on Stroheim is the picture
director who allo\vs one of this trio to be
killed for a thrilling scene, and the remaining two see that justice is done. It is in-

ONE HOUR
WITH YOU

lense and

so

exciting.

A

NIGHT COURT

Perfection
(Paramount)
gay.

The

cast

and

There

is

a

includes Lewis
Tully Marshall.

terrific

Stone,

Ernst Lubitsch directed
farce
delightful
this
with its incidental songs
ti,.,^

^yf.

inimitable

^o

\\itty

Chevalier

and
plays

Silver Screen

the doctor husband, in love with his wife,
Jeanette MacDonald, but unable to withstand the advances of his wife's best friend,

Roland Young and
Genevieve Tobin.
Charles Ruggles contribute mightily to the
general amusement.

supporting cast, including George Brent,
Dickie Moore and Bette Davis, is excellent.

SYMPHONY OF

Thru

SIX MILLION

his family, a

Excellent

ish

the

sacrifices

of

young Jewboy becomes a great

(Radio)

He is only
surgeon.
serving humanity, but his
brother and sister coerce him into a
"society" practice and he forgets his clinic
(Irene
in the Ghetto and the lame girl
Dunne) whom he loves. Eventually, after
interested

THE RICH ARE
ALWAYS WITH
US
Good

Here the characters have

much

so
just

money

they

have to find someworry
to
else
thing
(Warners)
So Ruth Chatabout.
terton, always the aristocrat, becomes torn
between her love for a young author,
George Brent, and the husband she's had
for twelve years. Bette Davis and Adrienne
Dore are perfect "Park Avenue pests." It
all very leisurely, but you'll go crazy
is
about Chatterton's gowns.

much

spiritual suffering,

The

gangster

best

pic-

Highly Exciting ture made

In
to date.
the gangster is not
Here
glorified; in fact you despise him.
you see Paul Muni boosted to the top of
the heap by his vicious gang, and then
dropped cruelly in the end, snivelling in
There are bits in this
his death agony.
Paul
that will be talked about for years.
Muni is marvelous, but is ably assisted by
(Uniied Artists)

it

Karen Morley, Ann Dvorak and

George

tor.

THE WET
PARADE

Mainly propaganda
the

Fair

First

(M-G-M)

ern

who

loves

Barbara Stanwyck

Delightful
(First

National)

idealistic

is

the

young school-

marm who

arrives in a
rugged eighties,

country town during the
and is forced to struggle ^^'ith the soil and
make it pay. Thru her gallant efforts she
educates her son to be a successful archiThere is plenty of comedy and the
tect.

on

situation.

we meet

the South(Lewis
Bourbon; then the

Colonel

tragedy to the families of both, and finally
Dorothy Jordan, the daughter of the Colonel, marries Robert Young, the son of
Huston, and together they try to stamp
out the liquor evil. Both the "wets" and
the "drys" seem to have equal innings.

—#

YOUNG

Great
Entertainment

SO BIG

his

liquor

Northerner (Walter Huston) who loves his
Drink brings
likker, be it what it may.

AMERICA

Raft.

he renounces his

fashionable practice and returns to the
Ghetto. Ricardo Cortez is fine as the doc-

Stone)

SCARFACE

in

(Fox)

This

is

a

worthy suc-

"Bad Girl."
In it those young adolescents, Tommy Conlon
and Raymond Borzage,

cessor

to

rob a drug store to get medicine for poor
They are
Granny Beryl Mercer.
brought to juvenile court and have to face

old

Judge Ralph Bellamy himself. A young
couple. Spencer Tracy and Doris Kenyon,
adopt Tommy and from then on the scenes
move to a swift and engaging conclusion.

simply and smoothly

safely,

with the

New

non- smarting, tear-j^roof
Mayldlinc Eyelash Darkener
You wouldn't dream of appearing with a shiny, red nose or
pale lips

— then why allow light,
what

scanty eyelashes to mar

should be your most expressive
fe
brush
your eyes ?
feature

A w

—

strokes of the Nsiv Maybelline

Eyelash Darkener transforms
colorless lashes into the appear-

ance of long, dark, glossy, curl'
ing fringe.

The Hav Maybelline embodies every
desirable feature of the perfect eyelash beautifier

—

less practically
,

ficial oils

it is

absolutely harm-

—

waterproof

its

bene-

preserving the lashes against

brittleness.

Maybelline

And
is

best of

all,

the

Nsw

positively non-smarting,

and applies quickly and easily. Treat
your eyes to beauty with the Hfw
Maybelline. Black or brown Moderat all toilet
ately priced at 75c
goods counters.

—

For 10c

we

9/.'Z^NEW

U'ill

nil J

coupon

Iicloii;

scni S['cchil Purse

S.~e/ortrwl.

-FOR PLIRSE SIZE

MAYBELLINE

Aviator, director and a man proud of his job, Clarence Brown
makes a nineteen and a half hour transcontinental flight with the
print of the very successful "Letty Lynton," in which he directed

Joan Crawford. The fine discrimination, bravery and adventure
that he puts into his pictures is the expression of the man's own
ebullient personality.

for

July 193

2

CO.,

5900 Rid^e Avt-miL-, Chicago
10c enclosed. Send nic Purse Size of the
iieu' Mayhelliiie.
BUick
Brown

Street

Town

-Sruie.
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A

nnouncemcnt Concerning the Award of

Wie

Gold Medal
for Beauty

Silver

Screen

AT THIS time ballots are arriving by the thou-

^

sands testifying to the affection in which

Who

will

win the honor of being the Most

Beautiful Girl in Hollywood.''

the fans hold the beautiful girls of the screen.

We are astounded and delighted at the enthusiasm with which
for Beauty has

this

award of a Gold Medal

been received.

Every

effort

is

being

made

As we go

the ballots.

to press the following

beautiful girls have received the most votes:

Joan Crawford

Jean Harlow

Marlene Dietrich

Leila

Madge Evans

Dorothy Jordan

Garbo

Jeanette

Janet

Gaynor

to quickly classify

Hyams

Norma

MacDonald
Shearer

Will the exotic beauty of Joan Crawford, which has won for her world wide fame, be
chosen by the voters of Silver Screen for this additional honor?

Or

will

Marlene Dietrich or Madge Evans supplant Joan

Or

will

some other name be engraved upon the medal?

in the balloting?

(Beauty has

I?2

at last

gone on the gold standard)

the August issue will appear the portraits of the girls ivho stand highest in the voting.

DON'T MISS THE AUGUST ISSUE OF SILVER SCREEN
AND THE ART INSERT OF THE GOLD MEDAL BEAUTIES.

10

Silver Screen

Ask

Me

How easy to
REMOVE HAIR
See!

Another

By Sally Forth

new way
^

this

NO

RAZOR

chatterer of Hollywood, Sally Forth, will be glad to answer your questions
about movies or stars or both. The fewer your questions and the shorter the
answers required, the quicker she can answer you. But she's scolded if she answers
questions about religion and she can't give home addresses or advise anyone how to
break into the movies. Write Sally at SILVER SCREEN, 45 West 45th Street, New
York City, giving your full name and address. For personal replies enclose a

THE

RISK

stamped addressed envelope.

Joel McCrea is not red headed.
In his next picture, "Bird oi: Paradise,"
he has a very nice part. He is six feet two
inches tall and weighs 178 pounds.
David Landau is a wonderful character
actor and he played the father of Sylvia
Sidney in "Street Scene."
William Bakewell is 24 years old and
your Aunt Sally also likes his screen work

PATTY:

Wait

very much.

and you

will see

'ARTHA:
about

I

"While Paris Sleeps"
him in an excellent part.
for

am

answering your

Melvyn Douglas and

I

letter

hope

that the other girls who wrote in will let
this be their ans^ver as well, for Melvyn is
building up a fan follo\ving very rapidly.
He has been free-lancing and in his next
picture he plays opposite Greta Garbo.
The name of the picture is "As You Desire
Me." By all means ask him for an auto-

graphed photograph, although I have no
way of knowing whether he is still anWhile he is freeswering such requests.
lancing you can reach him at the M-G-M
Studios. Did you see him in "The Broken
Melvyn is a native of Macon,
Wing?"
Georgia, but attended college at the University of Nebraska where he became inHe marterested in amateur theatricals.
ried Helen Gahagan while playing with
her in "Tonight or Never," the last Belasco
Douglas is fond of outdoor
production.
sports

and

is

also a talented pianist.

LOU: Ramon Novarro
MARY
most romantic bachelor. He was

our
born
thirty-three years ago in Durango, Mexico.
His real name is Ramon Samaniegos.
If you write a letter to the Fox Studios,
1401 N. Western Avenue, Hollywood, I am
sure that it will reach Janet Gaynor. She
is 25 years old this year and I think we all
should celebrate.
I wish that I could tell you where to
send your motion picture play, but as all
scenarios are returned unopened from the
is

large studios
the editors.

it

is

very difficult

There are

agents,

reach
however.

to

When you write to Marion
Davies address your letter in care
of the M-G-M Studios, and I am sure that
you stand a very good chance of reaching
Marion, for she is very much interested in
her screen work and enjoys going over
the letters she receives from unknown
I
have talked with Ma
correspondents.
rion and in real life she is very much the
person she appears to be on the screen,
In
particularly in "Polly of the Circus."
fact her screen success is attributed to the
friendly good-natured personality that is
really her own.
ANITA:

tX

Have you seen "The Mouthpiece?" As you are interested in Sidney Fox, I am sure you will enjoy her
Sidney was born in
in that very much.
New York and is quite a serious little student, for she is a bit under five feet tall
and a few pounds under 100. You can
write her at Universal. I am sure that she
will understand your case, for she once
wrote "Advice to the Lovelorn" for the
Sidney reached
Associated Newspapers.
the screen after Broadu'ay stage experience
and made her conspicuous success in

OSCAR:

"Strictly Dishonorable."

JEAN:
time,

is

Ronald Colman, who, at this
at work on "Way of a Lancer" at

the United Artists Studios, has been in pictures a number of years, having made his
success in "The White Sister" and his
outstanding hit in "The Dark Angel" back
His perin the days of silent pictures.
formance in "Bulldog Drummond" will
be remembered and his second most imHis
portant part was in "Beau Geste."
recent success, "Arrowsmith," is still being
first

"Now— / can
stand the
Public Gaze.

Can you?"

Bristly regrowth delayed

Delatone Cream makes
superfluous hair

easier to

it

remove

— takes only 2 to 3 minutes.

Used on arms, underarms and legs, it leaves
skin hair-free, soft and smooth. Delatone is
the quality depilatory. Pleasant to use. Economical because you spread it thinner. Avoid
substitutes

— ask

for

and

insist

on having

DEL-A-TONE
Cream
Bair-remover

Tbe White

Satisfaction guaranteed, or

Big economy tubes, 50c and
$1. Delatone Powder, $1
jars only. Nul Deodorant,
35c. At drug and depart-

Write
refunded.
Mildred Hadley. The Dela-

money

tone Company.
Dept 147 233

stores. Or sent prepaid upon receipt of price.

ment

St..

Chicago.

(Est. 1908)

E. Ontario

111.

Mildred Hadley, The Delatone Company
S.I47. Delatone Bids.. 233 E. Ontario St., ChlcaKO. III.
Please send me absolutely free In plain wrapper generou
tube of Delatone Cream.
1

Talkie and Movie ||:
Perhaps you
short story Ideas, plots, etc.
can write one that we can shape and sell tor you.
One writer (V.M.) received S3,000. New York best
Market. Write now for free booklet, without obliga-

new

FOR THE TAL KIES bv sticHOW TO WRITE
FLIGHT. Elc.)—and
(Author

tion

cessful

Famous

vlaj/UTight—
Director.

of
treely,

Write

fully

and with

Daniel O' Malley Co., Inc., Suite 29, 1776 Broadway, N. Y.

shown and perhaps you have had an opportimity to see it. Colman, who once was
married, is now single. His cultured voice
is
the result of stage training and he is
one of the few actors whose popularii)
increased tremendously when talking pictures

(Tarzan)

Weissmul-

popularity is not confined
ask Una Merkel.
to the fans

ler's

for

July

—

19

3 2

vieve
tall,

and

YOU can have a

WAVE

into existence.

So you liked Mitzi in "One
Hour With You." So many peoplc
are talking about her performance that
you will l)e sure to see more of your
This part was played by Genefavorite.
vieve Tobin, who is an experienced stage
actress.
Miss Tobin was born in NewYork, where she has appeared in a number of iin|)()rtant pi oductions, including
"Murray Hill" with Leslie Howard. Gene-

M.

Johnny

came
A. P.:

is

three and one-half inclies
pounds, has green eyes,
reddish brow 11 hair.

that will

liiilu.

105

l.^Sr/

it Yourself at Ilome
without machine or heat
No electricity, discomfort or need

Apply

lt)r
a coiitly purmant-nt.
to pny
ARANAR Huir Waver tfives you
b.-auLifully Wftvod hnir in any ntylo.
Simple to use, ot).4oiutely hftrmleHsi.
Sent poHtpiiid $1.00 or C.p.D..

postatfo exfrn.

ductory

VRKE

offer

An

r Hpocinl intro-

we

will

$1.00 packftKO of

nlno

Hend

ARANAR 9

Hnir Set which Hhonid keep yuur

hair

waved inde^nitoly.
MoTwy bark guarant^re.

ARANAR LABORATORIES

five feet

iveiglis

all

confidence!

\

p. O.

Hox M-105,

Station A, FlunhiiiK, N. V.

II

o VER HOLLYWOOD
By

D onovan

Pedelty

Wkt

Tke)/

Were

S\iootmg on Every
Stage of Every Lot

on

May

5th.

of the ancestors of the

Duke, whose ducal

palace
this
is,
C. Atibrey Smith.

strongly

all

Vou can account
Mamoulians clever

for that
direction

resemble

by Rotiben
and the fact

that the present day Duke, harassed father
of Princess Jeanette (MacDonald to you),
is no other than that fine old British bowler, C. Aubrey Smith.
All the time we've been rubbernecking,
Jeanette, in georgette frock, white gloves,
sandals and a picture hat, has been lying
in a faint at the foot of the stairs, and
Jeanette's faints are almost the whole story

Harold Lloyd and Louise Closser Hale

in

"Movie Crazy.

The

trick boutonniere proves surprising.
thousand feet up we can see every
FIVE
(and
scattered studio in Hollywood
every orange grove from the Pacific
Ocean to the Mojave Desert). Fhnig off
from the dark centre of the town, the
M-G-M and Fox studios are nearest the
sea.
The dark stubble on Metro s chin is
in reality a gaggle of oil derricks and Fox's

"Love

Me

Tonight."
songbird is a Princess
in historic France and when the Duke consults the doctor about her fainting spells
he taps her deferentially on her royal chest
and laughs. There's nothing radically wrong
with her, except that the lass ought to be
Ingrowing instincts, one might
married.
of

You

see, this little

say.

But that's the trouble. A Princess must
marry one of her own rank— and of the
two eligibles one is 72 and the other 12.
Jeanette must perforce faint on.

Equally far
green halo is a golf course.
out north, Warners and Universal lie like
chced vegetables beside the dark caterpil-

Butterworth and Charlie Ruggles

MEANWHILE,

as

they say in the best

Ruggles
has
Charlie
melodramas,
been wobbling into trouble again. Charlie

Hollywood hills.
Lost somewhere in the congested, misty

lar of the

map below us are the Paramount, Radio and United Artists studios,
Columbia, Tiffany, Tec-Art and Poverty
centre of the

Row.

For the

first

time

1

can say "So this

Hollywood?" and what good does it
do me?
What goes on in orange groves is not
is

tor

me

to say,

but

I

know

that

down

there,

where those dice show, are places to eat,
sleep and work, Jeanette MacDonald is
fainting.

Gene Raymond

is

being seduced,

Barbara Stanwyck is trying not to be, Lilian Bond is being soaked to the skin by a
sadistic gardener, Joan Blondell is giving
up all that matters and Harold Lloyd is
into the face of
scjuirting white paint
Louise Closser Hale— owd we can't see any
of

that here.

Wing over, will you?
Skipper!
fifteen
seconds
So he does, and in
Pedelty and pilot do a falling-leaf into
Paramount's back lot and join llie band of
lads ready and willing lo liring liack the
blushes to |eancttc's checks.

At Paramount— with Jeanette MacDonald
set lor "Love Me Tonight" is an
ama/ing thing, ^ou may not think an
want
imilalion building rales a rave, but

THIS

I
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Lowell Sherman and Constance
Bennett in "The Truth About
Hollywood" the new "trend."

—

to tell you that Paramount has shot half
for
palace
million on this plaster
a
Chevalier, and at this time half a million
is a lot of money from any worried banker.
If we were not right here looking at it.
The entire stage
it would l>e unbelievable.
The great hall, the
has been built over.
grand staircase, the dravving room, music
room, bedrooms, pantries, kitchens and
boudoirs of the palace of Princess Jeanette
fill tlie giant building— a monument to the
jealousy left behind l^y "Grand Hotel."
The sixteen-foot double doors are apparently of aluminum and calf leather, the
gleaming floors of polished oak. the stairs
and statues of marble, bronze and alabaster,
ihe footmen evidently of siher and gold.
One fact stands out far enough to be
startling even among all this— the rows of
busts and the long lines of portraits in oils

Fredric March and Sylvia Sidney on Stage 7 make "Merrily

We Go To

Hell."

All European arisJeanette's cousin.
tocracy has l>een inbred to the extent of
thotrsands of cousins, so that we also have
Charles Butterworth and Myrna Loy in the
is

family.

Silver Screen

a

Kept short of cash by his uncle the Duke,
Ruggles owes money to every tailor in town
So he gives his custom
except Chevalier.
generously to Maurice, and owes him too.
Egged on by his own creditors, Maurice
goes to the palace to try and collect and
off by the desj^erate Charlie as
is passed
What! you mean
his friend "the Baron."
to say you've guessed the end?
This particular faint is the first to be
established, and Butterworth is doing his

by rushing up and down moaning and
Aristocratic guests rush
Duke Smith exin from all directions.
plains everything with the words "She's
best

ened that they seem to be huncheds of
feet below you. New York's canyons drop
away below to a distance which makes the

swim and the heart soar. And the
is canvas and three-ply wood
not more than four feet high.

heacl

whole thing

Maritza

Sari

ACROSS

a

and

narrow

Gene Raymond

alley of yellow cement,

a low, heavy door and we are
Soviet Russia, rambling amongst the
test-tubes, furnaces and
retorts, crucible,

-^through
in

calling for help.

fainted again."

Right then Aubrey Smith gets mad.

It

footmen

his nephe\v's to get some
to carry the gal upstairs, and for

them

remind him that they are

is

cue to

his

tell

Muni in
Paul
"Scarface," the

out

picture that
overthrew cor-

no time, he says, "for reminisGo and get some footballs to carry

rupt politicians!

to

all

playing football.

"This

"

is

cences.
"

her

rip.

NEWS
Stage

2 at

Universal, with

The exploding flashlights (they
use the new bulb kind now) of
the news photographers illuminate the onward march of

Tom

Brown and Richard Cromwell
in "Tom Brown at Culver."

Spencer Tracy

bunsen burners of "Forgotten Commandments." This film, my children, is about
Consequently it is also about
wickedness.
science, and those unscrupulous men who
turn litmus paper blue.
The one thing I can't see is why Paramount should sandwich into this perfectly
good story the three biblical reels of Cecil
I
B. de Mille's old "Ten Commandments.
never knew why they were in "The Ten

the trainer
the boxer in
"Society Girl."

and James

is

Dunn

"

Commandments"
"Cut!" shouts Mamoulian as the company explodes into a laugh. "Okay Aubre).
I can cut in the end from another
Save

take.

em."

At the word, the huge, round, incandescent arcs massed like moons round the tops
of the palace walls wink out, and suddenly
in the gloom the half million dollar set
looks like two bits. There is nothing more
depressing than an unlit movie set. Bright
Let's go.
lights are just around the corner.
Sylvia Sidney and Fred

DOROTHY

March

ARZXER,

dressed for a game
is directing "MerHell" on Stage 7. She has

of golf in Scotland,

We Go To

rily

tough assignment— which may account for
and beret. This is a story of
(Fredric March)
a young newspaperman
whose bride (Syh ia Sidne\ encourages him
a

the brogues

)

work and write

to quit

a play.

The

play

by every producer in the Big
time relations bet'iveen
Jerr\ and Joan gro\v \vorser and worser.
Then all imexisectedly (you didn't guess
it
either) the play is accepted— and there
is

rejected

Town,

at

which

you are.
At the moment Skects Gallagher is mixing cocktails in the March apartment while
Esther Ho^vard is dribbling fuigcrs over a
(Thc\'ll dub tlic music in
ke\lcss piano.

and \ou'll nc\cr know the dillercnce.)
There is something much more interesting at the other end of the stage— a penthouse apartment built among the roofs of
New ^ ork. I never lire of these mos ie
miracles of illusion.
Step up three sti'ps
later

oil

to the little

and
that

I

garden of

this make-belie\('

defv \ou not lo feel di//v.
Gi\cii
hlucncss which connoles height and

clislaiKC.

with \vinkiiig

window

flashing electric signs so tiny

for

July 1932

lights,

and

and foreshort-

either.

Pick your way over those glass jars, duck
under the floor flood-lamps and I'll introduce )0u to the leading lady of this
You don't know Sari Mamoonpitcher.
Probably never seen her
ritza, do you?
played mouthpiece to
have.
I
work?
I
her discovery in London three years ago—
and I'm telling Paramount that if they
tieat her right they've got the natural successor and Heiress Apparent to Marlene
Dietrich.
Sari is young, fresh, perfectly proportioned from shoulders to toes, merry, and
Her fault is a wide mouth.
malleable.
Dietrich, Garbo, Cra\vford and Tobin have
mouths as uide or ^vider.
Louis Gasnier, directing, calls the turn.
Sari stamps out her cigarette and walks
under the lights. Even the Russian smock
cannot hide the beauty of that figure. She
climbs up a ladder, reaches for a scientific
tome and clings to the top bookshelf. They
take the ladder away as the camera and
recording machinery hit their speed.
"Help." calls Sari, wriggling those legs.

beaming, beatific Gene Raymond
He wants to take it big, but
"What," he deGasnier won't let him.
A Keymands, "do you think this is?
stone comedy? Keep turning— start again."
Blond,
rushes

in.

Sari's little fingers arc cracking.
Gene
gathers u|) her legs and reaches the rest
of her on the sailor's hornpi])e principle.
sa\s Sari, and her
"You're very— strong
tone means do you know any more feats
of strength.
Gene— onh a Russian student
"I used to work on a
—doesn't recei\e.
farm," he explains. But gi\e her lime and
he'll get the idea.
In the close-up Gasnier wants a dilfci
cut reading. Sari— for which
can't blame
her— can't feel it thai wa\, so Louis gets ii
"

SILVER
SCREEN
News

writers on the spot secure for
hand, first person reports of
The
your favorites in Hollywood.
roaring motors of the air mail driven
manuscripts
by intrepid pilots rush the
(last month's gossip
to this office,
quite
wet
paragraphs
arrived
mute testimonial to the air mail lad

you

first

—

drowned

in that mid-west plane accident).
The NEWS! There is an
intangible quality about news which
In
is desired by every publication.
the screen field it is of the utmc^st
value, and this news must be told ty
Silver Screen has
photographs.
the latest photographs of the stars,
the latest thrills from the pictures,
All dethe latest off-stage shots.
scribed in the latest chatter and gossip.

The May
Screen had

issue of Silver

the

FIRST

pic-

Norma

Shearer in a
scene from "The Strange Inture of

terlude."

The June issue of Silver
Screen printed the FIRST
pictures on the iieivsstands of

Garbo and her silver wig
"As You Desire Me."

in

This July issue of Silver

Screen

FIRST picnew fad in hair-

gives you

tures of the

dressing as seen at the open-

ing of

"Grand Hotel"
Select your jan

yon

itiat

iihile

it

()t, itu

ih

magazine so

may enjoy
is

the

iieus

news.

•

I

\C,(>iil ill

iK'd

nil

Ixilii'

1

1 \JC

~lh

nj

u islands ilje
moritl}.

c.n-l,

t

1 %JC

(i^l
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Chester Morris and Jean Harlow in the first shots
of the picture in which everyone is interested.

Jean Harlow
It took

gal

m

in

month

"The Red Headed Woman

to decide

Kathenne

who

BrusWs

should flay the fart of the red headed
great

story.

jean

Harlow

won.

"The Red Head-

Woman" at
work
Jean
Harlow and
ed

—

Chester Morris.

Read the story
on page 47.
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"Hooray for de

Fo'rt!

But am

I

noivous!"

Durante and Maureen O'SuUivan

celebrate.

GRETA
ance

GARBO

attended the evening perform-

of the Harold Kreutzberg dance recital
and sat in the third row. She was dressed in
an old tweed coat, a turtle neck sweater, and a pulldown hat and she was with an elderly couple. Just
-

four seats away on the same row sat Marlene Dietrich
and the inevitable von Sternberg. Fraulein Dietrich
was simply gorgeous in green velvet. Wonder what
Marlene thought when she looked at Greta— and vice
—"<§>"—

T TARIETY

has a good one on Groucho's young offV spring, Arthur Marx (named after uncle Harpo).
Last week Arthur told the old man that he was cjuitting
school for good. Groucho started to explain why that
was the wrong attitude for a young man but the kid

merely shrugged his shoulders. "Eddie Cantor made
a personal appearance at the school today," said Arthur.
"It's bad enough just going to school but I hear enough
jokes at home."

faux pas made by that
here's the
WELL,
was told
old Master of faux pas, Sam Goldwyn.
latest

folks,

It

by Harpo Marx and it sounded awfully funny the
way he told it. Goldwyn had been down to the horse
races at Caliente and was much impressed with a steci)lcchase he saw. "It was the most thrilling thing I ever
saw," raved Mr. Goldwyn, "but at the last hurdle the
caddy fell oft the horse." And who's going to jockey for
you at your next golf game, Sam?
to us

for

was carrying two exarrived at his girl friend's
house. She was touched by the sweet simplicity of his
gift and said with a flutter in her voice, "Oh, Charley,
did you bring them to me?" "I didn't bring them far,"
Charley said drily, "They were growing on the rosebush
quisite rose-buds

July 193

2

when he

by your door."

CLARK GABLE
you

versa?

bum

CHARLEY BUTTERWORTH

is

such a human sort of person that
but have a warm spot in your

just can't help

heart for him. He moved into a new neighborhood
recently (a simple apartment, nothing swanky for Mr.
Gable) and it didn't take three little girls, ages ten,
eleven and twelve, long to discover that they had a celebrated new neighbor. Gathering up courage the three
called on him one afternoon, and instead of having
them shooed away like so many flies, Clark had the
in, ordered ice cream and cake, and
autographed pictures for them. The liiilc girls were
simply tickled silly-and were their Mammas pleased!
And perhaps a little envious.

maid show ihcm

#u

of Jack Oakie's about-to-be-marricd friends was
given "a linen shower the other day. Great was her

ONE

surprise when a large and bulky package arrived with
Jack's card. It contained towels fiom the Pullman company, napkins from several Hollywood hotels, and table
If he'll just scud tiie silver along
ready to start housekeeping.
[A/6ir6' Moxiieloivn TopiiS on nrxl Jxigc]

cloths from two clubs.
she'll

be

all
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—

vard to Grauman's Chinese Theatre, where
hundreds of sun arcs turned nightime into
For blocks and blocks thousands of
day.
fans waited for hours for a glimpse of their
favorite movie idols— and they weren't disappointed for every star in the firmament
was out, except, of comse, the elusive

Garbo, and John Barrymore who showed
the Barrymore disdain by going fishing.

...

Rolls and Ermine and Jewels
looked like Russia in the time of the

it

Cza-rs,

and Emperor Sid (Mr. Grauman to the
hired help) was right on hand with magic
tricks to startle even the most sophisticated
History was made in the
of his guests.
Chinese Theatre that night.

DIRECTLY

the

before

showing

of

"Grand Hotel," Will Rogers introduced the various people who had helped
the picture the grand success that it
In succession he introduced Jean Hersholt, Lewis Stone, Wally Beery, Lionel

make
is.

Barrymore, Joan Crawford and Eddie
Goulding, the director. (And why didn't
Mr.
you introduce Irving Thalberg,
Then he added that William
Rogers?)
Randolph Hearst was celebrating his birthday that evening and urged him to rise and
take a bow.
"I'm like the old man who was being
dragged -away to prison," Mr. Hearst said,
"I don't see why you pick on me. I didn't

do anything."
the
the lobby was
Grand Hotel "desk," with
In

a ledger in

which the

HOTEL,"
GRAND
says Will Rog-

first

nighters signed their names.
Lew Ayres and Lola Lane
just being photographed.

ers,

"will

probably be

the only hotel to

any money
mer."

this

make
sum-

—

A moment of applause and then the
nimble witted Rogers came back with a
"Don't be too sure of that, Mr. Hearst." Which might
be called the retort perfect.

—

AMONG the great and the near-great
xV breathlessly beautiful were:
Mrs. Irving Thalberg
crepe gown with

(Norma

who

looked

Shearer), in a black

short puffed

HOLLYWOOD

put on one of its most dazzling
night of the premiere of "Grand

sleeves, a short
white crepe jacket

What a night of color and suspense! From
eight-thirty until ten, cars crawled slowly up the Boule-

showing same

shows
Hotel."

the

sleeve line.

Marlene Dietrich was
gay in spite of her
contract troubles.
Cecil de Mille signing.

The Marquis de la
Falaise and Gene
Markey,

with

Markey

(Joan

Mrs.
Ben-

in pale blue
crepe and sable, and
the Marquise (Conin
stance Bennett)
white crepe trimmed

nett)

with

silver

fox.

Silver Screen

at the opening of "Grand
of Hollywood's big moments.

Grauman's Chinese Theatre
Hotel."

One

Jean Harlow (her platinum hair sensationally subby red hair), in a shell pink crepe Vionnet
model gown with a pink velvet cape, banded in sable
fur— all of which set off the new titian coiffure.
Mrs. Nils Asther (Vivian Duncan), in a powder blue
Lanvin model frock of flat crepe with matching wrap
stituted

an ermine wrap that was lovely to say the least.
Polly Moran, in white and geranium red; gown of
[Continued on page 54]
satin and wrap of velvet.

of velvet with orchid fox fur collar.
Karen Morley, in an ensemble of gold-brocaded white
satin with sable fur edging the sleeves; jewels of pearl
and dull gold.
Mrs. Clark Gable, in white

crepe with mink-trimmed white
velvet wrap.
Mrs. Edmund Lowe (Lilyan
in all gray, ensemble
of crepe with cape wrap showing
silver fox edging; fur muff.
Hedda Hopper, in a white chiffon gown with short wrap of
American beauty velvet edged in

Tashman),

Russian sable.
Mrs. Richard

Arlen

(Jobyna

Ralston), in a white lace dress
with velvet wrap trimmed with
white fox fur set off by green

strapped slippers.
Dorothy Jordan, in all white
crepe frock showing tiny crystal
beads; ermine wrap.
Mrs. Ronald Buria (Una Merkel), in a frock of Irish lace with
j

or

July 1932

Jean Hersholt greeted by LawAt
rence Grant, "desk clerk."
Wallace Beery and Mrs.
left,
Beery.
Note the microphone

which

did

the listening
million ears.

All photographs by

for

Wide World
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Tk GIRLS
WHO WILL onpA D C
BE GREAT O i /\lVO
They Each Have One
Outstanding ^ahty.
Madge Evans

will be

a

great star,
and soon.

BEWARE
ing

of the Greeks heal-

gifts!

(Even

thoug

they have a name for them
you couldn't pronounce it). And
beware of the moon pitcher star
bearing anything.
An actress who thinks she is so
gifted that she can play every role
on the cast sheet perfectly, has a
lot of dull pictures coming to her.
But the actress who is smart
enough to realize her limitations
and qualifications (we call 'em
onions on Park Avenoo) has the

Wynne

Gibson and Sylvia
Sidney in "The Ladies of
the Big House." Both came
out potentially great and
eager for the future.

Box Office right behind her. And
in these days, when the Wolf-at-the-door

is

showing

his

teeth like Gloria Swanson, a Box Office has appeal.
To survive in pictures each player must bring to the
boiling cauldron which is Hollywood a bit of perfection.
Not a lot of artistic gifts wrapped in cellophane
—just one bit of perfection. Wise, indeed, is the player
who knows just what she has to offer and how to make
the most of it.
In fact those misguided screen ladies
who feel that they must be all things to all men for all
time, invariably achieve a fiat, didl mediocrity. Their
pictiues are So-So and Ho-Hum.
You only go to see

them on rainy afternoons when
The box office, Genevieve,
do.

Too

bad, perhaps, but

it's

nothing else to
fattens on specialists.

there's

true.

Each player must have something

to

offer.

And

Beauty alone will not suffice. No, my pretty. Beauty
won't get you a Beverly Hills house and a Rolls Royce
these days. You have to have that precious little thing
called Personality.

you count off on your fingers the players who have
made Big Hits, in the last few months, and given outstanding performances, you will name Wynne Gibson,
If

18

The Blondell
girl

own

has her
particusparkle,

lar

like

dia-

monds. They
weigh Joan in
carats.

Madge Evans, petite Sylvia Sidney and Joan Blondell.
And not one of them a star as yet! And that's a
sentence fraught with meaning.
Long before Roscoe Ates can say Jack Robinson,
Paramount will make Wynne Gibson a star. She has
been dealing herself pat hands and taking in all the

Silver Screen

tricks ever since she started

The box

playing the movie game.

howling for the Gibson

girl

and

that

that you, the people, like what Wynne has to
do you say when you are picis it?

means
offer.

office is

Why

What

ture-shopping, "This ought to be good.

Wynne

Gib-

son's in it?"

know when you became Gibson conscious,
was in that staircase scene in "Ladies of the Big
House" that I realized Wynne's potential greatness.
"I hate so many people that I guess I had betI

but

don't

it

ter start liking you," she said to Sylvia Sidney
My heart contracted with
in the Big House.
What a marvelous scene.
it.
of
""pain
the sheer
And I began to wonder about Wynne Gibson.
There's an inscrutable quality to her that's
rather hard to put your finger on. But undeniably this inscrutable quality is the "someI believe that this
thing" that Wynne has.
hers
of
attribute
mysterious
the suggestion that the
is
character she is playing is
That there are
thinking.
smoldering, that
fires
hidden
possibly she is suspicious,
possibly sad, but the "ha idlare battened
es

down."

When

an

thinks,
remarkable,

actress
that's

when

a character thinks, that's
Art.
All of Wynne's

but

characterizations
thought.
denote
Watch her the
you
time
next
the
see her on
In charscreen.
acter she does not
the
in
think

grand

stagy
manner by biting her lips and
rolling her eyes,
instead she suggests the mental

she pleases, and to whom she pleases.
a student at the Wadleigh High School
she was suspended because she "cut"
classes and went to matinees— and what was far worse,
she wasn't the least bit sorry and said as much.
On the Paramount lot she is the chief delight of the
prop boys, electricians and the hairdressers, and they'd
go without lunch rather than miss one of her "Hi, fel"I'll
She is the very essence of comradery.
lows."
pleases,

when

When she was
in New York

W^ynne
famous,"
never
be
laughed once, "because I can't
even ritz a stray dog." She has
pet

names

for all

the di-

imagine the
dignified Mamoulian being
Oh,
"Mammy."
called

rectors.

Just

hotsy tots\
\\^ynne
along as pert and
sassy as a baby
blue jay. But any
discerning person
with half an eye

e\ery thing
and hot-cha

comes

is

when

can

that the

tell

blonde

little

goil

New

isn't

York
showing you

her

real

from

self

at

all.

The

real

^Vynne is hidden
away tightly behind steel doors
and it would take
a lot of pounding
on
walls
and
breaking of barriers

before

you

find

her.

lips

and

could

With

smiling

she
the latest
wise-crack but it
is all just so much
surface.
Deep in
her heart she is

eyes

flips off

[Coiit.

on page 60]

operation merely
certain
a
with
tightening of the

Her whole
lips.
method signifies
a brain and poise.

Wynne

is

as

natural
off
the
screen as she is
on, and she has
the same way of
saying what she

for

July

1952

After "The Strange
Case of Clara Deane,"

Wynne

Gibson's

name

will be of interest to
every Electric Light

Her dramatic ability means
blazing signs.

Company.

IS!

INDS
The

strong Pcrsomlitus

of the Players

Awaken

Responsive Emotions in

Their Friends.

By
S.

R.

Mook

To

know

ago
YEARS
can never

When

Schiller wrote "We
replace a friend.

man

fortunate
enough to have several, he finds they
are all different. No one has a double
in friendship."
Truer words were never written.
Since I first came to Hollywood I have
been fortunate enough to form a number of close friendships.
They have
lightened what would otherwise have
been many dark hours. And, oddly
enough, looking back on them now, I
find that each of them has something
different to offer. Also, I turn to different ones for companionship according to the mood I'm in.
I'm very proud of my friendship
with Constance Bennett. I've known
her for a number of years and can testify that she is one
of the sweetest girls in the world.
Her tremendous
popularity proves it and there are no ifs, ands or
buts. I am never the same Dick Mook when I'm going
out there for an afternoon or evening. Don't ask me
what it is about her that attracts people because I can't
tell you.
She just has that certain something. And
when I'm bored with Hollywood and its provincialism,
I
find myself (since I'm fortimate enough to be on
"dropping in" terms with her) dialing her 'phone number in the hope of finding her in, for there's nothing
provincial about Connie.
She has a metropolitan air
about her— the air of your real cosmopolite. She brings
Auteil, Cannes, the Riviera, Paris, London, Berlin, New
York to you in an horn's chat.
And, knowing that Connie associates almost exclusively with clever people, I find myself suddenly talking
far above my usual line of conversation— saying clever,
witty things of which I'd never believed myself capable.
She inspires you. When I've gone stale I can think of
no mental tonic equal to even a small dose of her company. Lucky me!
Once I had been to Connie's to tea and left there

20

a

Joan

to know
better side of
one's own charac-

Bennett

is

ter.

is

Hamilton
and the author
setting forth on
Neil

a

climb
up
Wilson.

Mount

The sympathetic Helen
Twelvetrees.

to go to Fredric March's to dinner.
It was like
stepping into another world. Without consciousness,
willingness or intention, I found another side of my
nature taking charge. I no longer yearned to say witty,
I hoped I would think of something
brilliant things.
which would reflect breeding and high character. Although Freddie is easy to converse with, he doesn't fool
you. You know perfectly well that you are in the presence of a fine intelligence and that any misstatement
you make is going to be held against you. Freddie has

a well-trained logical mind.

With Connie,

I'd

rather say something smart that

Silver Screen

pRIENDSfflP
might not be entirely accurate than

to

make

a

bald statement of indisputable fact, even though
the fact might be unusual and not generally
known. Because Connie would laugh and let it
go at that. Freddie would laugh, too— at the moment. But a little later a funny look would settle on his face and he'd start cross-questioning
me and asking where I'd got my dope. And
pretty soon, to his intense delight, I'd be looking

and

feeling like a fool.

There's another thing about Freddie's friendship that is soul-satisfying. I like to talk shop
and there are few people better posted on affairs
of the stage and screen than Fred and Florence
(his wife).
An evening with them leaves you

The thoughtf u 1

Lew

Ayres is an
"understanding guy."

feeling you're civilized and cultured.

Another
go to

like to

place

I

is

Helen

I

home.
have

Twelvetrees'

Whenever

that what's-the-use
feeling, Helen's

is

where

I

head

for.

There

is

who has been through many rough times
and who never quit fighting until she had
licked Life.
Any troubles I might have, pale
a girl

when
In

I

need

it

contrast

most.
to

Helen,

Chester Morris and his wife.

with
cocky

go up ihere and we have a grand time swapping insults.
I may think I'm pretty [Continued on page 60]
I
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just

her

like

is

screen

self.

(At
ris,

If

my friendship
When I'm feeling

there's

Mary Brian

Really

into insignificance alongside what she has been
through and she can talk to you in a manner
that makes you have confidence in yourself and know
that it's all going to come right in the end.
She can
be the most feminine, sympathetic and understanding
girl imaginable one moment and as soon as she's convinced you that you have her sympathy and your troubles really matter to her, she'll change and start kidding
you unmercifully to get you out of your dark mood.
I can't think of a better pal than Helen and her
friendship means a lot because it's there for me at times

ric

Chester Morgreat chap to
fight with.

left)

a

one

is

serious Fredwill under-

March

stand.
consider

He

does not
priggish to
think.
it
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WhenJoan Comes Into
Joan Crawford, in s^iu of her "Grand Hotel"
success,

in

Lynton,"

spite

has

not

of her
yet

tremendous

reached

the

"Letty
limit

of

her powers nor the goal of her amlitions.

By

Hale

Horton

THERE

is

in

thrilling

stor)

something

offer,

bravely

sub-

writing

merging herself

in the

a

very essence of Ha ing,
which, in the deepest

about Joan Craw-

a woman who slowly
but surely is becoming one of
the greatest actresses of all
time, a woman who possesses
a latent power so vast, so tremendous, that its potentialities have inspired her to con-

ford,

secrate her life to

its

sense,

People

service.

something

more

is

of the world.
very expression
face
Crawford's
of
seems to spring from

"The

her

character

than

of writing an unbiased biography of the great
poet, Goethe, a task never
accomplished
for both

there

is

.

.

something Divine" a

young

yoan and Goethe embrace all
humanity.
B}' this I mean Joan is so
big that e\eryone finds in her
the

premely like.
There exists
nothing in us which we may
not find already in Joan, and
ill

a

sis:

more harmonious syntheand it's Joan's success,

Nils Asther and Joan Crawford in "Letty Lynton." Joan, torn by emotion, twists her body to
convey perplexity, hunches her shoulders in defense, and in surrender lifts her arms, her head,

and her very

^vith the difficult task of har-

monizing the many and opposing influences of her
nature, that is making of her a great woman— for she
possesses all the faults and all the \irtues that are to
be found in the human race.
She includes not only our faiths, but also our
skepticisms and our cynicisms. She reveals our weaknesses and defects, yet she remains sensitively ali\e to
the influences of life and nature and art; fearless in
accepting all, eagerl\ tasting e\cr\lhing life has to
22

actress

recent-

remarked. "It's as
though an inner-fire,
having suddenly been
released, were expressnew-foimd
ing
its
freedom by glo^ving
sublimely from the
shadoAv of her presly

.

embodiment of that which
they supremely dislike,
as
well as that which they su-

at

woman

no

possibility of truly eval-

uating

marvel

to a poised, cultured

futile in writ-

ing about her; for there

that

Joan developing herself from a harumscarum Jazz-Baby in-

But on the other hand one
finds

means

gradually she will become a master of life,
a Universal Woman.

soul.

ence."

Coming from one
who was once Joan's
most persistent detrac-

tor,
this rather imAnd of
pressed me.
course it's true.
Joan's entire development has come
from within. It ^vould ha\e been utterly impossible
for her to ha\'e profited by the mistakes of others.
She herself must personally experience life's joys and
•SOI rows, no matter what the cost.
Some girls inherit a pretty fair kno^s'ledge of ho\v to
Joan
get on in the world, of how to find happiness.
icarned only through a terrific, heart-breaking strugSome girls are capable of taking the advice of
gle.

Silver Screen

Other

Her

an insatiable
bition
and

Own
wise in the ways of
men, and thereby avoiding
the deep wells of suffering,
but not so Joan, the smoldering, primitive child of geniShe learned only by
us.
falling in head over heels,
though,
always emerging,
profound
more
a
with
knowledge of life.
My study of Goethe and
Joan Crawford was inspired
I
by an intense dislike.
considered Goethe a conceited prig, Joan a superthose

Gradually

sentimentalist.

it

me

that I disliked Goethe for his conceit
simply because conceit happened to be one of my own
many faults— and that I had
seen my own overly-senti-

occurred to

mental nature mirrored
This stimulated

Joan.

in

my

and after studying
them both I discovered they

interest,

possessed traits so great that
dislike was speedily sup-

my

planted by a wholesome adAnd in Joan's
miration.
at least, by astonishment—astonishment that she
had been able to triumph

case

over a nature

filled

with so

many conflicting cjualities,
the sum total of which constituted a terrific force
either good or evil.

for

Joan was born with potenmight have just
as easily hurled her to destruction as carried her to
Subconsciously she
success.
was overwhelmed by the conflict of these forces within
her.
A vague awareness of
the two extremes in her
destiny afflicted her with fits
tialities that

depression interspersed
fierce, joyous imagina-

of*

with
tive

flights.

have

stars

beauty, brains, and
emotions but Joan
has more. She. has

became

She

amthe

remarkably

most

expressive
figure
on the screen.

not simply a super-

mannerism,

ficial

but rather an etching of the gnawing

within

fear

her.

when

Then,

she
subnoticed
the
lime contentment
of her childhood
friends, when she
their superior-

felt

manner and

ity in

worldly goods, she

came

to the conclu-

that she was
of inferior
that
stuff,
and
sion

made

somehow

she must

ma-

herself by

lift

accomplishment and wealth
ever
before
she
could become their
equal in worldlior spiritual
ness
contentment.
Her incentive
w as wrong, of
course, but nevertheless it inspired
her with a driving
ambition. Had she
but known it there
never can be happiness for such natures as hers until
they either have
gone to Hell so far
and so thoroughly
terial

that

the

spirit

is

nvunbed, or until
they have risen to
in
heights
such

which

may

the

spirit

set itself free.

Joan,

stumbled

however,
blindly

struggling aon,
gainst tremendous
odds, at times nearly

being beaten by

spirit

her potential

and imbued with the idea
that true peace and happi-

and as
strength;
she groped hope-

ness for her was an extreme-

fully

netuotic,

ly

remote

restless

of

possibility.

The queer

htmgry, haunted look that once distinguished Joan's fea tines was

for
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through

life,

testing this experience, trying that,
she suffered pr(v

[Con I. on

pflgr 51]
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Elizabeth Wilson

Learns about

"My mother

ROSES,

never told me, Zeppo," Thelma Todd murmurs.
to be slightly skeptical.

Harpo appears

THEThemoon

was half-shot.
were dizzy and
the skies were so many sheets
The walls were plasto the wind.
tered, the alarm clock was cuckoo.
But
It was all quite, quite crazy.
what can you expect of the Four
stars

Marx

On

Brothers?

"Horsefeathers!"

approached the set
where the cameramen were shooting.

Leod,

Direc-

tor of "Horse-

feathers,"
does the Harpo imitation

thathas swept

Hollywood.

24

Stifling a desire to sneeze (I

had hayfever until they
started these goldurn talking pitchers) I concealed myself behind a
\ase of roses. It was a tender little
love scene. The inimitable Harpo
Marx, his hair flaming and his eyes
popping, and luscious Thelma
Todd were seated side by side, and
<|uitc comfy, thank you, on a most
never

Norman Mc-

tip-toes I

Pardon my French.
seductive looking chaise longue.
The locale of "Horsefeathers" is a college town and
Thelma Todd plays the inevitable College Widow on
Harpo plays the to-\vn's dogthe make for any man.
But when school lets out
catcher, and what a catch.
Thelma keeps in practice with the village oaf, even
though he is a halfwit, firmly believing in that old
bromide and seltzer that half an oaf is better than none.
"Are you a good little boy?" Thelma asks, coyly
chuckling: our favorite Marx under the chin.
Harpo shakes his head.
"Are you a bad little boy?" Thelma asks hopefully.
Harpo nods his head ancl flutters his eyes wickedly.
"Aren't you ashamed?" demands the modest Thelma.
For a second Harpo lowers his head in mock humility, then he does a flip-flop and lands in Thelma's lap,
standing on his head. That was the scene. Practically
But behind the roses I was going
nothing at all.
through all kinds of contortions to keep from laughing
outright, and when you see this scene in your local

Silver Screen

LOVE

an

SHOTGUNS
rom

HARPO

MARX
(If you quiz a

Marx

him a Marquis?

Brother, does that

Harpo wants

to

make

know).

willing to bet my bottom dollar, which
my top dollar too, that you will become
so hysterical that you won't even hear your appendicitus stitches ripping.
After that I bet you'll be convinced, if you aren't already, that Harpo Marx is the
funniest comedian in the world. And he hasn't said a
word on stage or screen in over ten years.
If that isn't an argument for silent comedies well, I'll
take vanilla.
Harpo Marx shaking his head, ogling
his eyes wickedly and smiling angelically, is funnier
than Chevalier, Ed Wynn,
theatre

happens

I

am

to

be

Harry Richman, Mayor Jimmie Walker and Frank Fay all
rolled into one and wise-cracking for dear life— and money.

And

it all goes back to that
theory that talking pictures rob the spectator of the
fun of using his imagination.
Mr. Public, and his mother-inlaw, Mrs. Public Enemy, have
been aroimd and seen things,
and what they imagine is much
fimnier than anything Harpo
might say— what with censors
and such. What is left unsaid

old

far more amusing and piovocative than what is said.
That's life— in case you didn't
is

know.

That
Charlie

English chappie,
Chaplin, knows all

little

about life and the powers of
the imagination too, and when
talking [Conhniied on page 58]
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Harpo

losing control.

Run, Thelm
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Fired
Many of the

Hired

and

Stars Reached Success After

Having

Been Discharged "For Incompetency!'

By James

M.

Fidler

George Brent has
at last come into
his kingdom. Will
it

NOT

only have the various fihn companies discharged Janet Gaynor and Dorothy Jordan,
Clark Gable, John Gilbert, Charles Farrell
and Joe E. Brown, but they have released many more,
among them Edmund Lowe, Lew Ayres, Sylvia Sidney,
Helen Twelvetrees, Clive Brook, Marian Nixon, Richard Arlen, Fay Wray, George Brent, Carole Lombard,

Marian Marsh and Nancy

cover

Holly-

wood and spread
across

the world?

Carroll.

even that the entire list, for a great many
others have been given their walking papers, among
them Wallace Beery, Bette Davis, Richard Dix, John
Boles, Sue Carol, Maureen O'Sullivan, Sally
Eilers, Jean Harlow, Una Merkel, Myrna
Loy, Ann Dvorak, Ricardo Cortez, Virginia
Bruce and Warner Baxter.
Impossible that all of these stars have been

Nor

is

Not impossible, I redischarged, you cry?
peat; they Jwve been fired; ejected right out
the studio gates; bounced because studio
or
officials decided they lacked persoimlity
dismissed
were
them
of
most
True,
ability.
before they attained popularity, but the
principal point in effect is that all were found
something.
Janet Gaynor, for

lacking

instance,

was a stock

player with the Universal Film Company
at a salary of sixty
dollars a week. She

was released by officials who informed
her they had nothing for her to do.

Today

the

Fox Film

Company spends
a million dolannually finding
things for her to do.
She is ranked among

half

lars

Maureen O'Sullivan, the beautiful Irish girl.
As "Seventh Heaven" made Charlie and Janet,
so the name "Tarzan" will go echoing through
the jungle of Hollywood because of the performances of Johnny Weissmuller and Maureen.

box-office
five
the
leaders and her pictures have profited
the Fox officials several millions of dolbut when she
lars

was with another
company, she was
scarcely noticed to
the very day she was
dismissed.

John

more
26

Boles
recent

is

a

case.

Clark Gable, the sensation
of "A Free Soul," has been
continually miscast yet he
ranks today as the outstanding rave.

He. too, ^\'as under contract to Universal, and he
was discharged because he was hard to cast, according to company officials, and because he had been
employed to star in screen musical comedies, which
were no longer being produced. Again the Fox
studio seized upon a Universal cast off. Less than
two months later, officials [Continued on page 56]
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VIRGINIA

BRUCE

W

Paramount

ITH

popping proposals,
her fingers

puts

Virginia
I

her

In

,her

ears content with

"long-ternn"

M-G-M

she

COULD

contract.
'hear,

If

though,

be pleased at

\

she
all

would

the nice

things

people are saying

about

her

in

perfornnances

"The Miracle

Man" and

"Sky Brides."

MADGE EVANS
MADGE
child.

holds

record

the

and became one of the

we

vaca-

for

She was a player when a
tions.
grew
up and canne back again
She

learn that she

is

to "Huddle," her latest, sure

keep right on
stay

away

liking

when
go
that we can
So,

best.

walking out,

her.

we

Madge

—thank goodness

just

couldn't

for that.

CLARtNCE StNCLAIR

r

MARGARET PERRY

GARY GRANT

HE

IS

a

singer,

Repertoire Connpany

operettas he ran away.

away

fronn

honne

in

couldn't exactly run

what with
javelin

patrons of the

the

as

In

away

Roland Young

Louis

boast, but after twelve

will

fact

Bristol,

St.

it's

a habit.

England,

with

and

thrower stand out and

"This
all,

he

you'll

He

ran

and while he
Is

THE

stage

Druten's,

play,

Morals for Old,"

part that she did on the stage.

good

things

truth,

all

make

She's

one of our

did

his

All,"

one

of

John Vani
title

"New

and Margaret Perry plays the same

The Night,"

be seeing him.

"After

has been screened with the

Dangerous

come

brightest

Game"

It

reaffirms the old

to the screen "After All."

red-heads.
will

be her

"The
next.

Most

GEORGE
has introduced this new and lovely girl in
"The Roar of the Dragon," opposite Richard Dix.
Gwili, as we will all get to call her, comes fronn Den-

RADIO

mark, where she

first

went dramatic, but three years

York makes her ours. Why, she was here before Al Smith cast the Empire State for New York
City headlines.
in

New

N "SCARFACE"
not afraid, and

menace was

table

he was the one gangster who was
in

"Dancers

penetrating every scene and
has a

type

New

will

be

in

the Dark" his inscru-

as insistent as the whine of a bullet,

his life's

work.

George

conversation.

York background and

it

looks

Seeing him

Broadway and 42nd

Is

Street.

as

like

if

this

crossing

SPENCER TRACY
IF

GANG pictures did nothing
more, they brought to the

screen actors far, far removed

from the pansy types, and that
calls

for

Tracy

is

in

Spencer

plaudits.

such a fine looking cop

Conduct" and
menacing he-man in

"Disorderly

such

a

"Society Girl" that he has got
himself a following.

It's

going

to be a tough break for a lot
of

Hollywood

have

to

heroes

if

they

make the grade

Spencer Tracy.

prove a very good provider,

we know our

Spencer Tracy and Dons
Kenyon In ''Society
Girl."

his

mother.

if

box-office indications.

Spencer and

of

He's going to

NORMA SHEARER
Norma

LIFE blossoms for
•

Shearer

"Smilin'

and with

this year,

Through" definitely
pic-

taking form for her next
ture,

I

Norma

forward

to

has a right to look
a

rich

accomplishment.

harvest

of

"Smilin'

Through" would be certain success for any actress, but for

Norma
fits

it

is

more than

that.

It

her gentle quality of ten-

derness.

Very

likely

it

will

the greatest picture of her

be
life.

HURRCtL

Fairchild Aerial Surveys,

NVOOD
back from
Iplanes

13.

his

island

down home

to

way the magic carpet

14.

I

wanderers of the

sky.

19.

Richard

N. Y. C.

Barfhel-

mess

15.

MauriceChevalier

20.

16.

Clive Brook

21. Lily

17.

Marlene Dietrich
Constance

22. Eleanor

Benne-tt

23. Beverly Hills

1

I

Lupe Velez
James Gleason

Inc.,

8.

John Boles
Damita

Boardman
& King Vidor
Hotel

DUNNE and
JOHN BOLES

IRENE
FANNIE

HURST'S

novel,

"Back Street."

In

pic-

ture form brings us John Boles and Irene Dunne,

and

as

Stahl,

Universal gave the direction to John

we may expect

simplicity

of the

in

book.

return to the stage for

seen

ERNEST

A.

BACHRACH

in

M.

the film the fine dramatic
Irene,

"Show

"Thirteen

who disdained to
Boat,"

Women."

will

next be

KAREN MORLEY

and

WARNER BAXTER
THE
trailing

"Man About Town"

plot of

ticated,

but

after

sounds sophis-

probably Warner Baxter

still

"Daddy Long

Legs," so that the only problem

be to get

seat.

now.

a

has

him some of the lovable hokum of

Karen

is

looking

lovely,

will

just

Hard work agrees with her and the more
we see of her the better we like her.

Karen
for

Morley and

M-G-M,

wood's
wears

the

in

informal
a

white

Kane RIchnnond, featured
nnood for dancing, and in

summer
silk

dancing

sports

flannels

frock

playersj
Holly-|

costumes.

and

Karen'

white

Kane,

and dark coat.

Adrienne Ames and Cary
Paramount playthe
at
dancing
ers,
swanky Riviera Country
Miss Ames dons
Club.
one of the new frockpajama costumes in coral
over
lace,
crocheted
The
crepe de Chine.
Grant,

RAY JONES

Duncan and Tom Brown are "that way
about each other. The cutest couple of the younger
set.
And in Hollywood it is quite the thing to dance
in slacks!
Arietta and Tom are two of the "young
things
who advocate this style especially for very
informal places, such as country club and beach club
parties.
Both are under contract to Univers«l.
They are seventeen and eighteen, respectively.
Arietta's whit* jersey slacks and white crocheted
sweater are brightened with a red suede belt and
red crocheted edging, bow and tassels on the
sweater.
Tom wears white trousers and turtle neck
sweater with a tweed coat; both youngsters wear
comfortable sandals and how they do dance!
Arietta

"

—

front

of

the

frock

is

pajamas
while the back is a comMr. Grant
plete skirt.
wears a brown coat and
tie, light cream colored
flannel trousers and
brown suede shoes for
divided

into

the event.

—

Rochelle

Hudson and Bruce Cabot, both

RKO

players,

wearing the new "Olympic beret" with her dancing costume, which consists
of backless one-piece pajamas oi printed crepe.

at

Rochelle

Malibu Beach.

DANCE

HAT

Dancing
the

partners

step

fantastic

light

and

organdies

this

is

in

flannels

summer. Joan
M-G-M act-

Marsh, the
ress,

shows

number
die

youthful

a

of white organ-

with

bands
black

jacltet

of

while

"Billy"

and
lace

Bakeweli,

CLARENCE SINCLAIR BULL

her partner, wears white
flannels

with

dark

grey

double-breasted coat.
They are seen together
often on Saturday aftertea-dancing
at
noons,
the Cocoanut Grove.

Frances Dee and Charlie Starrett, Paramount play-

dancing at the Cocoanut Grove delightful
Tuesday night of course, as this 1$ the only
Frances
night that the stars frequent the Grove.
the latest in evening gowns, a pale blue
is wearing
crepe, massed with circles and dots of finely cut
brilliants.
The gown appears very graceful with
up while dancing.
its lengthy train, which is held

ers,

find

— on

SYLVIA and
FREDRIC MARCH
PAIRED

for the

pictures

In

first

time

"Merrily

in

We Go

to Hell" Sylvia and
Fredric renriember those
days in Denver when they

played together
for

fourteen

dreaming
would

the

SYLVIA SIDNEY
IN

"The

Miracle

Man"

the

marvel

of

mouth and the wonder
eyes again were delightful.

Sylvia's troubled

of her crinkled

Because

of

features

little

quality
girl,

which

who

Is

these

peculiarly

appealing

has been said of that sulky
is

just

as

eloquent of

this

one of the most interesting
in

Hollywood.

that

call

heavy

in

"stock"

weeks,
this

little

page

them the leading

emotional
picture

artists

world.

In

Ralph Bellamy and Spencer Tracy in "Disorderly Conduct." Ralph
was recently picked for the great part in "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm" opposite Marian Nixon.

Mr. Bellamy's

LITTLE
A

Parent Speaks on His Favorite Tope.

By

I

BOY

AM

Rexford Bellamy

Ralph Bellamy's

father.

You young parents, who blush with embarrassment when Junior insists upon entertaining your guests with lisping rhymes, should pack
your blushes away, for that was the manner in which one of our extremely

gifted

You

young

actors

began his

career.

know Ralph Bellamy,

don't you? He is one of this year's most
promising actors. Don't you remember him in "The Secret Six?" He had
only a small part in it but how he made it stand out! Of course you remember. I apologize for the nasty look.
Then came his superlative performance
of the blinded soldier in Ruth Chatterton's "The Magnificent Lie."
His
success in this picture was repeated when he played the ruthless German
Commandant in "Surrender" and ended in a contract with Fox. Not so
all

bad, eh?

But— smother those yawns, yoimg parents, we're getting back to Jimior. And by this time I suppose you're
wondering what possible connection Junior can have
with Ralph Bellamy's spectacular success.
Ralph was just another Junior. Yep! He began his
acting career at the tender age of a year and a half.
At that time he would climb upon a chair and jabber
and gesticulate like a regular thespian, only pausing
long enough for applause [Continued on page Gij

The
great

have

that a
actor must

poise
is

born with

him. Ralph, at the
ages of eighteen

months, two years,
nine years, seventeen and now.

eyre Toasted"
Tk Picture

Girls

Know How

to

Complexions Even in Summer

Kcc^

tkcir

By

Mary Lee

Sunliglit.

BEACH
MALIBU
sun-worshippers

Sheila Ter-

ry and Betty Gillette
play wheel-

really a cult! They're all
out there on that starry
beach. Old Sol, being no respecter of persons, refuses to be outshone by the glitter of Hollywood's greatest.
He both blesses and burns the
highest priced anatomy just as quickly as he does
you or me. Such nonchalance and indifference impresses impressive Hollywood and— Hollywood bows

down.

barrow

Holhwood

lies

over.

with Gloria
Shea. Good
for beautiful arms.

is

Marian

Marsh

laughs at the troubles blondes have
with suntan.

down.
Hollywood
Anything to get

rolls

the
blessed health -giving rays that
put pep back into a tired ner\ous system.

Ruth Chatterton
6un

finds the
after
contract
battles
and social

restful

wrestling matches-

enough

to

shatter

anyone's nerves.
The Fairbankses,
senior

and

junior,

al-

ways make us health
conscious.

Sennett

Mack

made

the bathing suit
famous. But it
remained for Ina
Claire to bring
sun-bathing enthusiasm to Cali-

A

beach

ball, a blan-

and beauty

ket,

all

make

a setting for
Sari Maritza.
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from

fornia

the

Eastern artistic

atmosphere of
Ina, with her snap

rarified

circles.

and dash, her chic and verve made the
Sim fashionable in California. Up to that
time the sun was something to be avoided
Stars used
as detrimental to complexions.
to go about swathed in veils and wearing
dark glasses. The girls who dashed about
without such protection were considered
tom-boys, who were burning the candle at
both ends. Laugh that off, old Sol.
Nowadays when you go a-calling at Malibu, a voice on the other side of an awning
says, "Just throw me that bandana you'll
If
find on the gate and I'll be right out."
your curiosity gets the best of your outraged modesty you'll toss the bandana over
the canvas wall and wait expectantly. Anything can happen at Malibu! But what usually happens is that in less than half an
hour you are ensnared by the cult of the
sun and find yourself looking like a cross
"The
between Gunga Din and Gandhi.
costume that he wore was nothing much before and that was less than 'arf he 'ad behind," says Kipling of Gunga Din.

Adrienne
D o r e and
Mae Madison
in their suits

witk

southern exposure.

They can go
c

anoeing.
Can-oo?

Though
there

is

they dressed somewhat alike
a vast and important difference be-

tween Gunga Din and Gandhi. Everybody
that Gandhi is a confirmed "dry"
while Gunga Din, being a water-boy, might
Now at Malibu
be considered a "wet."
everyone is a "wet." The ocean is so con-

knows

Then, too, they serve a
\enient, you see.
The
lot of pink lemonade in tall glasses.
tinkling ice sounds so invitingly cool on a hot day.

No wonder Joan

Crawford

burns up the road between
the studio and her Malibu
place every time she gets a

Joan Blondell
goes

chance.

But the road

the only
burned beis

thing that is
cause Joan knows how to
protect her skin against
the ravages of too much
sun. Smart girl! No painful, red blotches for her!

in

for

sun-kissing
and turns her

back

to

the

Malibu sun.

Her face and gorgeous body
are covered with an oil before she goes
abeaching. Oil keeps
the skin soothed
and supple while
it

gradually

takes

0^
The triumphant Bette Davis thinks this a gorgeous
day and a beautiful sun and a perfectly lovely world.

jor
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that golden hue that looks so expensive and healthy. Oil keeps the
skin from coarsening \vhile the pigment darkens. Joan uses first one
kind of oil and then another. She has been known to bring the olive
the
The boys
oil out of the butler's pantry-and the vinegar too!
navy use vinegar to keep them from burning and also to cool the burns
Not on a broken skin though!
they get when they neglect using it.
Tumping mermaids, no!
Now that we have oil and vinegar all we need is a little sugar and

on

m

.

paprika to make French dressing. The ocean is salty enough. But why
talk about any kind of dressing at Malibu.
But don't imagine that because of the scant
costumes there is too much informality at the
swank, moxie beach colony. Lilyan Tashman
in a
in a long silver train and Lilyan Tashman
postage-stamp size bathing suit, are the same elemore repant, frigid Lilyan. That girl can put
a
saw
serve into semi-nudity than you ever

Paulette
Godd a rd
wearing the

new and
sporty ban-

dana

rig.

m

marble

statue.

Pola Negri

is

another

who removes no

dignity

she takes off her pettiskirt. Neither does
Pola wore one of those bandana
Elissa Landi.
party given for her by Bebe
beach
a
at
blouses
Daniels. In fact there were a lot of

couldn't help wonhad a boy-scout
teach them how to tie knots securely,
for the huge hankies

them

there.

dering

I

they

if

all

tucked
are simply
into a pajama belt
in front while the
two upper corners
are tied around the

So you
must be

neck.
they

well— or
it

Call

else.

blouse

a

want to— I

see,

tied

if

call

you
it

a

It's all
gieat risk!
right while you are

still— but

sitting

got a

little

when

Leila
Sylvia

and

began

I

nervous

Hyams
Sydney

romping.

Leila Hyams manages to stay fair.

Probably because
she doesn't stay directly in the sun as
much as the others.
Then, too, she uses
a heavy grease-paint
make-up to protect
her face and arms.
And for her legs
and back she uses
Max Factor's Make-

up Blender which is
designed to save the
skin from sun and
wind as well as to
give a finish which
stays nice in spite of
salt

water

Frances Dee is cute
new
little
her
in
bathing suit revealing

Dee

Dee

arms

shoulders,

and Dee

legs.
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An awfully good beach makeup stunt is to mix Max Factor's
make-up with your favorite oil
and use the combination. This
prevent burning more
will
than anything else.
You really have to make up
your mind whether you are going to let yourself burn, freckle
and coarsen your skin through
neglect, use oils to get an even
tan or keep your pink and
whiteness by complete make-up
protection.
To keep fair is the greatest problem and
the most trouble. There is an oily preparation called
"Sun Shield" made by Fougera that seems to prevent
tan more than the other oils. It is quite inexpensive

too— only ninety-five cents. Miami Sun-tan oil helps
you to tan. You can get it in small bottles convenient
to carry in your pocket-book for only thirty-five cents.
Constance Bennett, with her flair for the elegant and
unique, carries her oil in stick-form like a candle that
It seems to have a
melts at the touch of the skin.
cocoanut oil base instead of olive oil. And wouldn't
you know it was French-made by Lelu, for three dollars.
This Sun-stick is convenient to carry because there is

no bottle to break and nothing to spill.
Exposing yourself directly to the sun is the only way
Certain fabrics and certain colto get the full benefit.
violet ray-so do as Holeffective
most
the
ors" cut out
lywood does and take no chance-just remo\e as much
the sun
as possible and take an aesthetic joy in feeling
pour its energy into you, soothing you and giving you
more
the excess pep that makes you feel calmer and
Health is the greatest beautifier in
sure of yourself.
Get out into the water, too, and get the
the world.
water into you. Let the summer winds blow all your
tangles away and give you the key to Beauty!

Silver Screen

Jean Harlow
"The Red Headed

Wo man
(Sec Frontispccc, Page 1 4, for additional
]^ictures

of Jean and Chester^

THANK
Red Headed Woman.

goodness, they've at

Come

sleep.

decided on the
can get some
out from imder that red wig, Jean
last

And now we

Harlow, we know you.
P'or nine months now "Red Headed Woman" has
been tangled up in M-G-M's hair, and a day wasn't
twenty-four hours old that some newspaper or magazine didn't announce that So-and-So would play the
lead in the picture to be adapted from Katherine
Brush's famous story that appeared serially in The
Saturday Evening Post, and in book form.
Thirtynine tests were made. Only thirty-nine.
At first the well-known red heads, Nancy Carroll,

Jeanette MacDonald, Clara Bow and Peggy Shannon,
were considered. Then the barriers were down and
the field was open to blondes, brunettes and chameleons.
All the girls who had dyed their hair red just
for the occasion went into an awful erouch.
At one
time or other tests were made of practically everyone
in Hollywood who could look seductive sipping a gin
highball in a negligee.
The Marx Brothers, Dickie
Moore, and Edna May Oliver dropped out of the race.
The whole country was in a turmoil. What would

M-G-M do about "Red Headed Woman?" It was much
more important than what the Senate would do about
taxes.
The Red Head easily became the most discussed woman in motion picture circles.
Anita (Gentlemen Prefer Blondes) Loos, who had written the dialogue for the script, even got so curious that she went
to one of the Hollywood theatres one evening where
Gene Dennis, the psychic marvel, was making a personal appearance and asked her:
"Who will play
the lead in 'Red Headed Woman? "
"Joan Craw'

Dennis just like that.
And then Mr. Irving Thalberg thought of Jean
Harlow. Jean at that moment was knocking audiences

ford," said Miss

out of their seats in local theatres all over the country.
Jean was tested and got the part.
Well, when the Platintmi Blonde becomes the Red
Headed Woman— that is news! And that also, according to cynics and others who have failed to sell

Hollywood. The most famous Platinum
times— and we mean you too, Sodom and
Gomorrah— asked to lose her identity under a red wig,
asked to play the most publicized Red Head in cinema

a scenario,

Blonde

history.

ing

for

up

is

of all

Jean
a

Harlow— who

has spent three years buildHow prepos-

Platinum Blonde trade-mark.

July

19 32

Jean Harlow as the red head, and Chester
Morris as the married man who couldn't resist the torchy one.
It's a wig, of course.
Do
you like it?
What a break for the color
process boys.
terous,

how

second

act.

absurd, how ridiculous, and how is )our
hot-footed it over to see Jean, expecting to find her burning over the idiosyncrasies of studios, and the stupidity of Hollywood in general.
But
imagine oiu- surprise when we found Jean fairly purring with contentment, and all dressed up to attend
the opening of "Grand Hotel"— wearing a red wig.
Not a platinum lock in sight, my dears, and Jean was
doing it all of her own accord.
"I wanted this part in 'Red Headed Woman' more
than I ever wanted anything in my life," Jean told us
as we weakly recovered from the shock.
"As far as I
am concerned this Platinum Blonde business has gone
far enough.
People are so busy making wise-cracks
about my hair that they forget all about the real me.
I welcome a chance to wear a wig and prove to the studios and to the fans that I can really travel on my own
ability.
I'm tired of being publicized as just a lot of

We

I want to be known as an actress.
wear a wig and make a success of
the public will forget to brand me— and

hair,
if

I

And maybe
this
it

pictiue
lead

will

to better roles."

and I and Maggie were young there used
song with a refrain: "And a red headed woman
made a fool out of me." Katherine Brtish probabh'
had that song in mind when she wrote her sensational novel of the cheap little stenographer who
started out in life with nothing but a head of beautiful
red hair, biU traveled high, wide and handsome.
Chester Morris plays Bill, good old Bill from one ol
the oldest and best families, but just a gullible lad
AVlren yoti

to be a

Leila H)ams is Iicnc,
couldn't resist red hair.
wife before the red invasion. Una Mcrkcl plaxs
Sally, the manicinist who gives oiu a lot of \vorldi\
wisd(mt with a bleeding cuticle. Lewis Stone is Bil!\
Dad. and Charles Boyer is the millionaire. A swell

who

Bill's

cast, isn't it?

And

a swell picture.
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yhc Reviewing Stand
Drama, Comedy and Beauty Go Marching Past
WINNER TAKE ALL
Good

Rating:

ONCE

again Jimniy Cagney is
couth, illiterate rough-neck,

hard on
expected

He

his dames
places.

to a

and

kicks

whh.

dude ranch

an un-

who

them

is

un-

in

fool

you that time, and neither

could Elissa Landi.
We knew all the
time that she was a good woman, and we
can't imagine how Neil Hamilton could
ever be so stupid as to suspect that his
charming wife could be the woman in

room

plays a prize-fighter,

health

his

couldn't

— Warners

fast

in

who

living,

New

has wrecked
and so goes

Mexico, where he

thirteen.
But what would triangle
plays be without suspicious husbands and
misunderstood wives?

Ralph Bellamy

(Elissa's

first

husband)

doesn't wear a black mustache but he is
the most villainous villain that has crossed
our screen in many a day.
always
liked Mr. Bellamy and we hate to see him
perseciuing poor innocent women. Gilbert
Roland is the fascinating tenor who gets
shot and Myrna Loy is the beaiuiful A\'oman
who gives all. And if you still like the
good old melodramas you must be sure to
see this one.
It has everything but little

We

Garbo and John Barrymore
"Grand Hotel."

in

Dickie Moore.

GRAND HOTEL
Perfect— M-G-M

Rating:

NO

THE TRIAL OF VIVIENNE WARE

MORE

need be said about the cast
Garbo, Joan
of this great picture.
Crawford, Lionel Barrymore, John Barrymore, Wallace Beery, Lewis Stone and Jean
Hersholt are

The
went

that, as

thrillingly fine.

all

James

on Broadway before it
on the coast, and before
a book, "Grand Hotel" established

Nixon

M-G-M

name of
The story

the

Baum,

Vicki

its

Cagney and Marian
"Winner Take All."

in

author.

really made up of a few
events from the lives of five people. Their
courses meet and mingle in this Berlin
is

meets Marian Nixon and her small child,
Dickie Moore.

hotel, and then separate again when they
The dancer,
ways.
different
their
Grusinskaya, who is tired of apathetic
audiences and tired of empty years, is
There are several high spots in
Garbo.
the picture ^vhen Art, that rare expression
of perfection, comes into being, then passes

Jimmy falls
down in Tia

One
leaves you gasping at its force.
of these moments is when Garbo walks with
That
her attendants through the lobby.

dialogue

go

and

is

all— but

it

is

room he makes love to her pretending he
came there simply to breathe the air she
had breathed. He stays to really love, and
that is doubtless the greatest scene you
ever saw on the screen.
Lionel Barrymore, as Kringelein, the
sick man, comes to the Hotel to live reckHe shares
lessly during his last few days.
^vith

Beery and,

her— and

fights for

—Fox

her—

But once he is back
Juana.
in New \ork he has his face remodelled
to please Virginia Bruce, a Park Avenue
society girl, but she double cro.sses him and
elopes the night of his championship battle.

Then Jimmy remembers
of

is

little

Marian.

The

very clever and you'll get plenty

what Park Avenue

calls

belly-laughs.

wonderful!

The thieving Baron is John Barrymore,
and when he is caught in Grusinskaya's

scenes

for

Good

these days, that no picture is
complete without a court-room scene.
Maybe the studios are practicing economy
and using the same .sets— and the same
jinies— or maybe it is just one of those
cycles that we find running around every
now and then in the best of families.
Anyway, Joan Bennett, in the latest Lanvin models, looks more beautiful and ethe-

IT

ran

play
to

Rating:

seems,

THE WOMAN IN ROOM
Rating:

Fair

—Fox

13

was a good play once, but I guess
we've sort of outgrown it along with the
It no
horse and buggy and red flannels.
longer thrills, and you have a pretty good
idea what's going to happen long before
old Br'er Fox
Sly
happens.
really
it

THIS

Joan Bennett and Donald Cook
in "The Trial of Vivienne

Ware."

Wallace
Barrymore,
with Joan Crawford.

John

finally,

Beery, as Preysing,

is

just a business

man,

but he might welTbe the central figure of
He is caught in a
a complete tragedy.
financial jam. is obliged to lie desperately,
and then, renouncing all his standards, he
throws his caution to the winds, takes up
with the prett) little stenographer, Flaeininchen, and finally kills a man.
Joan Crawford is the stenographer sent
.She has her own casual ideas
to Preysing.
about life until she sees that Kringelein
This
is not like the other men she meets.
is the benediction of Hope at the pictme's
end.
•'Grand Hotel" is just as great as you
If you are as deep as Freud or as
are.
shallow as F.dgar Guest, there is in "Grand
Hotel" ihe echo of your own thoughts.
'J1ie Finest Picture Kver Made.

than ever ^vhile on trial for her life.
(Of course you know she didn't kill her
fiance, but out of respect to the judge and
the prosecuting attorne\ )0u ha\e to make

real

and enter

belie\e

into

ihe

spirit

of

the

thing).
A ne;v angle on trial pictiues is introduced in this film and goes o\er with a
It's a radio announcer and a sob
bang.
sister who are co\ering the trial for the

great I'nseen Public,

and Skeets Gallagher

lot of genuine hu^Vhen ZaSu deinto their scenes.
scribes those Lanvin models, my dears,
vou w'xW chortle ecstatically. The whole

and ZaSu

Pitts

pack a

mor

Elissa

in

Landi and Neil Hamilton

"The Woman

in

Room

13."

thing

is

good entertainment,

and

if

uuist ha\e court -room scenes in oin
tines lets have them just like this.

we
pic-
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The Picture Parade
Crawford, shows that she is an emotional
actress of the first water, and doesn't have
to have close-ups with glycerin tears to

prove it. As Molly Louvain, whose mother
walked out on her when she was a three
year old kid, Ann plays a hard-boiled wisecracking hotel clerk who believes that she
has inherited her mother's weakness and
is a "bad woman."
She is betrayed by a
man she loves and leaves town with Nick,
a salesman and, unknown to her, a thief.
She boards the baby with a woman,
breaks with Nick, becomes a taxi dancer,
and gets involved with Nick in a murder.
A.lthough she is only an innocent bystander
she is forced to hide from the police, and
she hides in the same boarding house with
Scotty, a star reporter who does sleuthing

Miriam Hopkins and George
Bancroft in "The World and

on the side. He is working on the famous
Not recognizing
"Molly Louvain Case."
Molly he falls in love with her and plans
to take her to Hollywood, but first he
must capture Molly Louvain by means of

the Flesh."

THE WORLD AND THE FLESH

—

Fair Paramount
threw a monkey-wrench

Rating:

SOMEBODY

in-

the machinery of George Bancroft's
latest pictiue.
The idea is good, Mr. Bancroft and Miss Hopkins are splendid, but
the whole thing goes screwy.
Now what
can the matter be?
Here we find the
delectable Miriam and a bunch of aristocrats trying to sneak out of Russia at the
time of the Red Revolution. Bancroft and
his sailors capture them at Theodosia, a
seaport town on the Black Sea, where they
are waiting for a boat to take them to
Bancroft takes a decided likSebastopol.
ing to Miriam who sasses him plenty.
The White Army arrives, saves the aristocratic refugees, and makes Bancroft and
his sailors shove coal on the Sebastopol
boat.
Then everybody tries to out-trick
everybody else, and it all becomes quite
confusing, as one minute the Whites are
sneering at the Reds and the next minute
the Reds are cracking the skulls of the
But
This goes on indefinitely.
Whites.
there's a happy ending \\'ith Miriam going
noble and George raising her five and calling her.
to

hoax— he has it broadcasted over the
radio that her baby is dying.
Molly forgets that she is her mother's
daughter and a bad lot, and rushes to her
baby and into the arms of the police.
There's a thrilling climax with Molly finding her own soul, and Scotty finding true
Plenty of action and swell
love at last.
dialogue in this pictiae and marvelous
a

trouble

One

begins.

night

in

a

whisky

coma he marries a society girl, and walks
out on Helen Twelvetrees who has been
his girl friend for a number of years.
It
comes

all

to a fine

scene, with

climax in a court-room
Bill, and Hel-

John prosecuting

en

as the "surjDrise witness."
Thrills, and
laughter, and surprises.
Don't miss this
one.

SKY BRIDES
Rating:

MEET
and

Fine

—Paramount

Bruce.
Richard Arlen
Jack Oakie are the principles and
the airplanes give you thrills aplenty. The
plot has to do with the joker who kills
his friend, and, being unable to forgive
himself, goes into a morbid unhappy state
from which, just at the last, he rouses to
save the precocious little Bobby Coogan.
Dick Arlen is competent and convincing,
but Jack Oakie gives the most varied and
appealing show, and in this he certainly
is He Who Gets Slapped.
Virginia

performances by Ann Dvorak, Leslie Fenton and Lee Tracy. Watch that Tracy boy
go to the top.

Jack Oakie, Bobbie Coogan and
Richard Arlen in "Sky Brides."

THE STRANGE CASE OF CLARA
DEANE
Rating: Excellent— Pa ra in ount

John Barrymore and Helen
Twelvetrees in "State's Attorney."

STATE'S
Rating:

ATTORNEY

Excellent

—

Radio
blue moon a picture
comes along with dialogue so clever,
so original and so timely that you are
fairly lifted out of your scat.
Then you
thank your lucky stars for talking pictines.

ONCE

in

that old

And in this case thank Gene Fowler and
Rowland Brown who have written into
"Stale's

Ann

Dvorak and Richard
Cromwell in "The Strange
Love of Molly Lou vain."

Rating:

IV

you

scious

This

girl,

Excellent

aren't

you

who

already
will

be

looks

— Warners

Ann

Dvorak-con-

after this pictme.
so much like [can

finest

bits

of

dia-

that

tage of the clever lines, and neither is Bill
who ^vill most certainly revive the
waning popularity of "Nerts."
The story is about a brilliant young attorney who uses the underworld to promote his political ambitions.
But once
he Ix'comes distrid attorney (with an eye
on the governor's chair) he shows his racketeer patron the nearest exit, and then the

Boyd,

THE STRANGE LOVE OF MOLLY
LOUVAIN

Attorney" the
have ever

appeared on the
screen.
It is to laugh— and laugh nicrrih,
my hearties. Of course John BariNnioic
isn't at all backward about taking a(l\anlogue

WELL,

we

always said that

Gibbut we
didn't know just how
we saw
her superb portrayal of Clara Dearie.
As
the sinned against Clara she tears your
heart right out, walks all over it and hands
it back
to you all bruised and bleeding.
And that's acting in this day and time,
when a tremor in the \oice can bring
son

gal

little

was a swell

actress
swell until

from half the audience.
so-so story which will remind you
of something you'\c seen before, but after
that scene at the orphanage where \Vynne
snickers
It's

a

on her way to prison tells her baby
daughter good-bye, you'll be so impressed
^^ilh Wynne Gibson, and so submerged in
Daddy's handkerchicl that yon ^von't care

how many times you'xc seen it l>efore. And
while you are raxing about Wmiiic don't
foiget

little

Ihrce-xcar-old

Coia

Sue Col-

whose

])athetic cries of "Moniinie. don't
leave me
bits of child
is one of the best
And
acting that has been on any screen.
lins

"

we

are not omitting Jackie Cooper and
lot
Bobbie Coogan. Does this sf)un(l like
of l)unk, you so])iiislicaled xouiil; iiuHlcins?
Pat O'Brien succeeds in making sou dislike him intensely and Frances Dec and
:i

Russell (;ieason
S<-e

it,

by

all

;ire

means.

the sweet yoiuig folks.
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A SUCCESSFUL CALAMITY
Rating:

More Th.\n Excellent— IT'wr/jeri

you will find
HERE
in the best role

He

"Disraeli."

Maureen O'SulIivan and Tom
Brown in "The Information
Kid."

"THE INFORMATION KID"
Rating:

HERE'S

Good

— Universal

thrilling race-horse picture,
a sweet love story, and as cute a kid
The kid is Mickey
as you'll ever see.
Rooney (he used to be Mickey Macguire in

a

Roach comedies) and he is as
tough a little brat as Tenth Avenue can
His dice are loaded and the
produce.
seat of his pants is padded and, seeing him.
Hal

the

you

realize

how

utterly dull

Mr. George Arliss
he has had since
simply walks away with a

picture that is \se\\ worth ^valking a^vay
with, for nothing so humorously delightful
and genuinel) '(\'holesome (in the pleasant
sense of the \\ord), has flickered across our
screen in many a month.
Mr. Arliss is one of the fe\\' stars \\iio is
allowed to "hand pick" his own cast, and
the result is that he is most ably supported
by Mary Astor, Grant Mitchell, E\alyn
Knapp, AVilliam Janney, Hardie Albright
and Randolph Scott, Watch that Albright
lad do some swell picture-stealing.
Mr. Arliss plays the part of a famous
financier, ^vho has been abroad for over a
year on a financial mission for President
Hoo\er.
He returns to find his family
completely alienated from him. They all
so many selfish
can't e\en stay home and
ha\e dinner ^\ith Dad his first evening at
home in over a \ear. But wise Mr. Arliss
thinks up a little scheme that brings them

ha\e so

much money, and
They

interests.

to

good children

G. ROBINSON simply won t
be typed.
Here he is in a role that
is entirely different from anything you have
e\er seen before.
But he is still Edward
G. Robinson, one of the grandest actors on
It isn't a nice story, but it is
the screen.

That's what Robinson does. He
was a wholesome sort of lad. a riveter on
tire life.

skyscrapers,

says.

John Boles and Joan Bennett
in "Careless Lady."

die

Good

and

—Fox

JOAN BENNETT

has a way of being perplexed, which makes her quite charming, and as Sally Brown she is puzzled to
find oiU ^vhy no man seems to care much
about her.
So she goes abroad, using a
As "Mrs. Illington" she is a
mair's name.
great success and things get very thrilling
when John Boles, \\'ho owns the name,
comes across his "wife" by accident. Joan
a nice even
pleasure to see.

gives

Edmund Lowe and
Colbert

in

"The

Claudette
Misleading

Lady."

THE MISLEADING LADY
Rating:

Good

—Paramount

CLAUDETTE COLBERT
Lowe

and Edmund

are both delightful and, also,
there is Stuart Erwin.
'The plot is light
and gay, ridiculous and amusing and iniless you must have mo\ ies with a piu jiosc
you ^vill be vastly entertained. Claudette
looked very beautiful, and when Edmund
Lowe carries her away by caveman methods
and an autogiro, )ou know quite well that

anything may happen.

performance and

is

a

Bro^vn comedy

is

just

man and

the kiddies have been wanting to see for a long
time.
Laughs?
^Vh^, there's no end to
them.
You hardly have time to recover
from one paroxysm before you are A\ell on
your way into another. AVhether you have
a weakness for Mr. Brown's noble nonsense
or not, you \s\\\ like this picture and will
not go home ^vith a sotu' taste in your

And that queer noise you'll be
hearing in the neighborhood for the next
few months is Joe's famous cowboy yell
which all the kids will be imitating.
Joe pla)S a cowboy fronr Texas, A\ho
drops into New York to see the sights
mouth.

and

invest

his

moncv.

up

there

so

near

are

the

entire

picture

WOMEN

Fair— TI'a)7?eri
THIS pictiue doesn't do right by our
glamorous Kay Francis \vho, Avhen given
half a chance, is the smartest ^voman of
Rating:

the screen.
The very idea of casting the
scintillating Kay as the middle age love
And letinterest opposite Alan Dinehart!
ting that ne\\comer to the screen, Gloria

fmnish the main lo\e theme and

It
captiue the handsome Allen \'incent!
was a great big mistake— but mistakes

THE TENDERFOOT
old

\'ivienne

STREET OF

Stuart,

Rating: Marvelous \\3•s.—^yarncrs

newest Joe E.
THE
what you and the

^vay

but they are both such perfect actors that
thev hold you spell-bound to the tragic
end. ^Vhether you are a Robinson fan or
not, you can't afford to miss this pictine.

CARELESS LADY
Rating:

and

hea^en he thought big thoughts and
planned to do big things, but one night
when he came do^^n to earth he met a
woman, a cle\er, scheming little gold-digger.
.\nd after that it was just too bad
for the big thoughts. Vivienne Osborne, in
a blonde \vig, plays the meanest woman in
the Avorld, and plays it convincingly. Ed-

an
It's
and Maureen O'SulIivan.
entertaining picture and you'll like it, I'm
Jessel

EDWARD

A man

Jimmy's disgust.

George

Rating:

in an
a vitally interesting one.
electric chair has t^\o seconds of consciousness—in ^vhich time he can reyie\\' his en-

Tom

as

TWO SECONDS
Excellent —Warners

Mary

There's a love story on the side bet\\'een

telling,

Carroll Naish and Vivienne
in "Two Seconds."

Osborne

away

like a pair of silly schoolgirls.
Astor, as the rather stupid but goodhearted young wife, gives a splendid performance. Mr. Arliss is, of course, perfect.

gling

But Mickey has a hard time stealing the
picture for he is pitted against an invincible line of professional picture stealers—
Tom Bro\\n, Jimmy Gleason and Andy
Tom and Jimmy have a raceDevine.
horse racket which they promote in small
towns where the pickings are good. Andy
Devine, a prize sucker, takes up with them.
Tom falls for the kid,
So does Mickey.
and inspired to go straight by the kid's
confidence, refuses to throw a race at Cali-

much

J.

back to the family fireside one by one, and
at the same time keeps you and me gig-

are.

ente,

Cody, as a city slicker, proceeds to make a
sucker out of him by selling him a share
The fim
in his theatrical production.
begins.
Joe lives and learns— about the
theatre racket. And while he is living and
learning you're dying with laughter. Ginger
Rogers is the love interest and looks even
cuter than she ever has before.

Immediatch

Lc\v

occin- in the best of families ^ve're told.
,'\nywa\, please Mr. 'Warner Brothers, don't
let Kay Francis lose her intriguing allure

again.

Tiie dialogue of this picture is unusually
but the plot is so dull that everyseems that Kay
It
thing drags along.
has been carrying on a lo\e affair for three
years with .Man Dinehart, Avho is a wealthy
contractor \vhose wife \\on't divorce him.
Kay's voinig brother returns from school
and fails in" love with Dinehart 's daughter,
clever,

thcN find out about
father respectively, and

and

their

sister

e\crybody

antl

mis-

Kay suffers
understands c\erybodv else.
and suffers. Allen \'incent. as the brother,
and Roland Young, as the family friend,
are the two bright'spots of the picture and
give good performances.

.
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When Joan Comes

Into

1

Her

9 3 2

51

Own

[Continued from page 23]
foundly, for the apprenticeship of genius
is a miserable existence.
She was harassed
by doubts and disappointments, and her
vivid imagination transformed her merely
temporary failures into colossal tragedies,
tragedies that time and again drove her to
the brink of suicide.
But fortunately
Joan's indomitable spirit always came to
the rescue, carried her on.
"No realization of my desires ever
seemed to come up to my ideals," she
once told me.
"I'd eagerly accept some
experience, hoping against hope that at
last
I'd found that for which I'd been
searching; but invariably the glow of anticipation would fade away and I'd be

A

so

I

was

left

of

Joan

bangs)

and,

below, her
new leading

man for
''Rain,"

which

she
will make
for United

cold and bewildered.
It was rather
like the afternoon I rescued a little bird
that was apparently dead in
the cool
shadows of a sound stage. I picked him
up from the fioor and warmed him in my
cupped hands. Presently I felt his heart
beat.
Then as I watched him slowly open
and blink his eyes and ruffle his feathers
a neu' joy entered my heart— but only for
a moment— for after his strength had returned he gave a frightened chirp and

And

stuportrait

late

B. B. (before

left

f\ew far away.

dio

Artists.

with a

new heart-ache, although perhaps I had
gained a more intimate knowledge of the
uays of birds. And that's the manner in
which

been

life.
Each exdisappointment but
left me with a bit more knowledge of humanity, and by applying this added knowledge to my own emotions I'm gradually developing in myself that peace for which
I've been longing."
To a great extent Joan already has succeeded in chaining her terrific forces and'
dri\ing them toward a coinmon end- the
material and spiritual perfection of her
life.
Had she possessed an ounce less
courage she ^voidd have been overcome by
her own strength instead of mastering herself.
Had she given in to defeat any one
of the scores of times that she seemed
hopelessly beaten, she would have sunk to

I've

perience dwindled

learning
to

"It isn't raining rain to me.
It's

says

raining William Gargan,"

Joan

with

fine

poetic

license.

a futile obscurity, to spiritual death.
Fortunately this courage of hers not only enabled her to turn each defeat into a potential victory, to profit by suffering, but it
heljied her try and try again until now
she has achieved material success ^vith
the assurance of spiritual rewards in the
future.

Even though Joan was, and now is,
M-G-M's biggest boxoflice shot, her status
the lot was approximately that of a
tolerated gift horse.
The best stories invariably went to Shearer, Garbo, Dressier
or one of the other stars.
Joan not only
received the left-overs but was expected
to draw in gobs of box-office gold, which
she did, in spite of her pictures.

on

In other words, the studio was capitalizing royally on their gift horse even though
they fed it but fourth rate oats.
Then
slowly and subtly a change came in force.
.Some say that since Joan had developed
her acting to a point where it was impervious to bad pictures, M-G-M felt they
might as well give her the best.
At any rate they were a smpri.sed group
of executives when they sudclcniy discovered their gift horse was being fed the
juiciest oats in the stable!
For nowadays
Joan is getting first choice of all picture
material, and she won this victory without
resorting to the display of aggressiveness

William Gargan.

used by most stars. Joan has learned to
direct her energies with a quiet, unshakeable power.
Since she startled Hollywood by her performance in "Grand Hotel," though the
pace was set bv such masterly players as
John and Lionel Barrymore, Greta Garbo,
and Wallace Beery, the studio fondly reAnd since she
fers to her as "Our Joan."
was even better in "Letty Lynton," she has
been loaned to United Artists where she
will prove her great ability in "Rain."
starred in on the stage by the late and
exceedingly talented Jeanne Eagels. and in
And to
silent pictures by Gloria Swanson.
star in this plav. either on stage or screen,
is
the ultimate :mil)iti()ii of just aboiU
every cinema lad\ in Mol l\ wood.
At the compielioii of "Rain," Joan will
definitely be estaljlished as a star among

And even now that hungry, haunted
look on her face has been deposed bv one
of serenity.
Joan, you s<-c. is learning to
stars.

know

herself

and

lose the fear of her inner
won't be long before she
has them completely mastered. When tiiis
time comes she ^vill unleash upon the world
through the medium of the screen an o\er
whelming, terrible influence— overwhelming in its intensity, terrible in its potentialities for good or evil.
But whether for good, or whether for
evil, it will make Joan Crawford the most
poweifiil woman in Hollywood.
As in the case of Goethe. \vc may abso/b
Joan's ait to good advantage, but we tiwist
not think about her too seriously, it iiiiglit
be wise not to talk about her too iiuuli.
for the deepest things are not for speech.
When we see Joan on the screen we should
simply enjoy her portrayal to the uiniosi
and remember that she stands by herself
on a |)innacle. a superb actress, a great
woman, one who will achie\e that dream
forces.

And

it

dearest to the hearts of all iie()|)li'— hat
rew.ird for genius called Iinmoi talit\
t

"Rain," Joan Crawford's picture that she is making at Cataiina Island for United Artists, and Joan
See the August SILVER SCREEN.
herself, are being written up by our Special Location Writer-up.
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Flat but not broke
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45

35

Up

with the lark

On

the dotted line

40

H
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55
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64

65
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Level-headed

DOWN

ACROSS
1

Performs

38

5 Gloria Swanson's little

boy in

"The Trespasser"

42

13 Part played,
15

Now

by Bobby Coogan

(Scot.)

by

16 Stained

18
19

A

vilayet in Asia

Minor

The ear (Latin)
A member of a wandering

of the scale

23 Postscript
24

47

51

A dog

star

56

(abbr.)
(first

63

66
25 Since

28

One

of a radio

team

32 Primer's measure

34
35

An
To

year

fourteen

sound

72

is

now Mrs.

Behold

8

Movie studio

Member

old

of

12

A

or

Sawyer"
14

A

hand

(Scot.)

river in

A

little

to

27

son

in

"Sarah

Compassion

54

North France and

New

South Wales

colored boy of the
"Oiu' Gang" (poss.)

The name

of a

group

of chil-

dren in Hal Roach comedies

which Dickie
29

the

A\as

At

55
57

to:vn in

original

in

manner

20 Bone or ivory cubes marked
on every side with black
spots from one to six
22

He

46 Accomplish

no-

British

16 Facts

She may be back in pictures
soon

A pictme

the

Belgiian

"Tom

(abbr.')

39 Part of to be

'j-

actor

The upper air
A girl's name

36 Canadian National

and Son"

A movie dog

fist

Leslie Fen-

33 Becky Thatcher

43

In a tilted

{The Answer

52

part Jackie Cooper played

11

Moore played

37 In

movie horse

from Ogden, Utah

The

31 Envelops

bility

70 Sivampy
71

exclamation
give back a

69

A
A

Love"

ty

Sa^vyer

7

10

(abbr.)

67 Metal

Toward

Tom

30 She appeared in "Her Majes-

9 She is now playing in Wheeler and Woolsey pictures

(Scot.)

59 Sid Sauyer in
part of his

name)

26

A

2

6 She
ton

(abbr.)

or group of atoms,
bearing an electric charge

53 Norwegian

Demand

3

An atom

Yard

1

4

49 Consequently: therefore

54

21 Quiet

Note

44 Old English

of

race

22

A male deer
To walk lamely

45 Fuss

inroads

the

decay
17

40 North River (abbr.)
41

9 Loyal

The sun god

The same

thing repeated
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an election
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writing implement

58 Pionoun
59 Penrod's friend
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61

A vocal
frighten

62
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sound
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to
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64 Evening
65

A
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language
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Tank

"I

Two

hundred and eight

Go Home Now"

I

The

53

Stars

Arc Fading Out

On

Us.

mil-

people know that Greta
Garbo is going home, and this
colossal ninnber testifies to the great
actress that she is. No such excitement attends the departure of Mr.
lion

Cagney from the Warner

No

lot.

excitement disturbed Marlene Dietrich as she folded her embroidered
handkerchief and walked out of

Paramount.
Perhaps the reason why "Goodbye Garbo!" is on every tongue instead of "Da-da Dietrich!" is because there was a very good chance
that Marlene would change her
mind. (There is a very good line
about that in "Letty Lynton,"

when

.\sther

Nils

"Women

says

not think, they change their
minds.")
One of the most astonishing
facts in connection with the walkout of Dietrich and James (Crowd
Roars) Cagney is the complete absence of chagrin, despair or mourning evidenced by any official on the
In
Paramount or Warner lots.
the other day a friend of
fact,
ours met the corporation lawyer
who pilots a part, at least, of the

do

Warner

affairs.

you
I
see
troubles," he said.
"Well,

your

have

"What do you mean?" asked

the

lawyer.

"Why

Cagney's leaving," replied

our friend.
"Oh, actors!" said the great cor"Huh! 1 have
poration lawyer.
iinporUiul

"As You Desire Me"

things to think about."

We

wish that our

dishad
friend
cussed the matter
the
with
longer
corporation
great
would
lawyer.

We

like

know what

to

there

that

is

is

more important to
any producer than
good pictures. Never mind
is
script
starts.

ney

Marlene
Dietrich,
who left
Paramount
temporarily
spite of
her c o n
in

tract.

it,

is

it

Cagfinished with
a

good

He

ture.

the

when

When

is

it

what the

life

pic-

permission implies that she intends to be
here during 1933.
^ou, howe\er, are not alone in wondering whether she will go and return,
whether she will go and marry and never
she
\vhether
will
marry here
return,
or
just — whether!
The
other
day
when the photograph on page 66
of

who
only

Then, again, they

would

been taken up.

and she
has |iermission from the immigration depaitment to remain until the end of i9;i;{.
visced

passport \isc implies that she will return to this country, and the inunigration

Gaibo

sit,

mask and she is timid and terrified.
Cagney is definitely out.
His contract
has foiu- years to run.
During that time
another movie or theatPerhaps he wiW study medicine.
He'd better take some.
All Hollywood
laughs at him.

he cannot

acce]3t

rical ofler.

Rumor

lias it that Garbo can write her
contract if she will work.
Biu all is
Perhaps Garbo has locked her
conjecture.
make-up box and thrown away the key.
Certainly, she has left a shining mark for
others to shoot at.
Not the least of
hei
accomplish-

own

ments is that with
million
dollars
waiting in Sweden,
she
has a
warm

said,

when he completed

what

a
gangster should be.
been
has
IVTuni
signed by them for
the lead in "La\\ yor
is

^vas

issue,

Bull,
Mr.
fias been
the
photographer

whom

to

may have seen Paul
Muni w ho, in "Scarface,"

this

taken,

blood into

it.

Garbo had her passport

The

contract.

injects

Man."
And so James Cagney has walked out.
Dietrich walked out— but has returned.
Garbo has gone and Marion Marsh's option has not

is the last picture to be made under Garbo's present
In this still from the picture Owen Moore is behind her
and Melvyn Douglas at her left. How sweet and charming she is! No
suspicion of Mata Hari clings to her. Will she go, never to return?

M-G-M

I

posing:

lie

"Well,
this

Miss

James Cagney struck

for

more

money

and

didn't get it.
He was getting $1,600.

Enough?

a

guess
I
goodl)\e.

is

Garbo."

which she oith

and heailN welcome

To

\\ailnig here, if she
(ares to come back.
are not entirely bereft, liowHelen
Ha\es
e\er.

re-

We

plied with n smile.
Kiiigmal i(al (.arbo! When she plavs
a (liaracter il is like
a
in

hci

and

she li\es

lia|5-

shell
it

to

relui

Luckily

Bridge,"

through closeups and emotions.

Nancy Car-

—

her

roll isstill in.

Gable!

pil\

Uul

lake a\va\

and

lis

make
a
"Bridge
\os

—

will

picture,

\ersns
and with

yes

— Clark
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More Movietown
[Continued from page

1

7]

Sidney Fox, a lemon yellow lace frock,
and matching wrap edged in sable.
Joan Crawford in white satin contrasting beautifully with her perfect tan, and
the

\searing for

time in public her

first

Topics

new hairdress— bangs, my dears.
Leila Hyams, white flat crepe gown with
pale green satin wrap showing quaint
puffed sleeves.
Wynne Gibson, white satin with a chiffon velvet «rap.
Marlene Dietrich, champagne velvet with
silver trimmings.

everyone and showing more animation
than she has ever shown in Hollywood
Her first public appearance without
von Sternberg— she's actually acting like a
human being
Who's the handsome
young blonde Teuton with her?
'Why,
it's
Rudolph Seiber, her husband
Jack Oakie seeing that Miss Em
(his
mother) meets everybody
Lionel
Barr)more talking with Eddie Goulding
Anita Page with Herb Nacio Brown
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—ah

an old romance starting up again
Joan Crawford being coaxed by Will
Rogers to take a bow
Joan being
coy, but probably didn't mean to
Vou have to get used to her bangs
She's starting something all right
don't try it if you have a short forehead
Clark Gable shiny and sleek and simply ravishing in tails and high hat
All the women getting a good look
Helen Twelvetrees looking bored

.

ha,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the Marx Brothers?
AVheeler and ^Voolsey taking advantage of
their absence and getting off a few gags
Everybody staring at Jean Harlow's
red hair— but don't worry, it's all a trick
done with mirrors
Polly Moran pulling a terrible joke about Garbo's feet
Where did you get that ermine wrap,
Polly?
'VVally Beery receiving tremendous applause from the audience
Jean Hersholt bringing his son along to

AVhere

.

.

are

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

show him how papa makes his
Lil Tashman and Eddie Lowe

living

in 'William
Haines's party
Lil in a dernier cri
from the Rue de la Paix that takes your
breath away
Connie's Hank getting
a big kick out of everything
Paid
Bern being most attentive to Jean Harlow

...

.

.

.

.

.

.

this

Is

.

romance?

a

.

.

Randolph Hearst entertaining

.

.

in

.

William
honor of

birthday
Sid Grauman receiving
congratulations on his exceedingly clever
Dorothy Jordan and the everprologue
his

.

.

Lil

Tashman

.

re-

Hollyto
wood, after her
successful tour, all
banged up.

Fairbanks, her husband, with
her.
The hair cut fits a new
picture he is making.

Una

Merkel,

Mrs.

Ronald

Burla,

and her

husband. Una's
wearing an ermine coat, bangs

Maureen

O'SuIlivan, in a printed frock
with taffeta jacket showing an old-fashioned
styling with puffed sleeves and slender

and a beautiful

waistline.

smile.

Anita Page, a white frock showing a wide
border of silver cloth with white jackette
wrap.
Marian Nixon, a gold embroidered blue
frock; ermine wrap.
Mrs. Frank Woody (Helen Twelvetrees),
ivhite;

.

turns

The new fad of bangs burst
upon Hollywood with the
opening of "Grand Hotel."
Joan Crawford appeared very
striking. That is young Doug

all

.

.

chillon

gown

in backless design,

and ermine wrap.
Mrs. Harold Lloyd (Mildred Davis), all
\vhile; chiflon frock beaded in tiny crystals;
ermine wrap decorated with a corsage ol

Genevieve Tobin, ^vhite lace with ermine
wrap.
Marian Marsh, pink chiffon :vith ^vhite

.

fox

oxer the radio

trim.
Bebc Daniels,
sequin jacket.

gown with bronze

^vhite

Donald Dilloway
George Raft
with more \ascline on his hair than e\er

faithful
.

.

.

Was

the Night"

.

.

.

losing his car number
Wonder if they
Picture not over until
e\er got home
Fans still waiting to see
two o'clock
Well, it was a
tlieir idols dri\e home
ni"ht.
.

.

.

.

HOTKL

More

Rolls than
e\eii Park .\\cnuc has c\cr seen (lots

orchids.

them

.

.

.

go l)ack to "Cars For Hire"
(Jorgeoiis \\omen in white
lace— and jackets, jackets all

Mrs. Lew Ayres (Lola Lane), a Hattie
Carnegie model frock of white crcpc showing crystal heads outlining the peplum and
strapped shoulders: black velvet wrap wiih

of

ermine bands.

by Paiamounl. huighing and chatting with

will

tomorrow)

.

.

—satin, crc"|)c.
o\er the place

.

.

.

.

\iarlcne. susjiended

.

.

.

.

.

GRAND

.

Robert Montgomery refusing to talk
AVynne Gibson's escort
.

"This

.

'Tm staving with
mv house is rcatlv,

.

.

mv husband

until

beautilul ChuidHolhwood reporters
told
Colbert
etle
\shcn she arri\cd in the cinema city re"

the
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Imcently after two years in New York.
mediately there was much opening of
mouths and pricking of ears and wrinkling
of noses. One of Paramount's most glamorous stars refuses to live with her actor
Another shattered romance!
husband
The boys and girls sharpened their penBut Claudette and Norman Foster
cils.
.

.

.

only laughed.
Walter Winchell, the fan magazines and
assorted reporters have been trying to
divorce Claudette and Norman ever since
they were married, merely because they
prefer to live apart. It's an old, old story
If two high-strung, artistic peoto them.
ple live together there are bound to be
temperamental clashes occasionally and
petty bickering, and Claudette and Norman wish to avoid this and keep their
romance as beautiful and idealistic as it
was when they first fell in love. And why
"Oh sweet mystery of love."
not?
Claudette has bought a beautiful home
in Outpost in the hills back of Hollywood,
with a gorgeous swimming pool and a vie^v
that makes you wish you had done all
those things you planned to do when you
Madame Colbert will live
were young.
with her daughter.
*

And now

*

*

Mark Hellinger who is
ablaze over the little Lupe
is

it

reported all
But
Velez gal.

Bert Taylor and Johnny
Weissmuller seem to be still in the runIncidentally Bert gave a farewell
ning.
party in honor of Gary Cooper and the
Countess Frasso in New York on the eve
And
of Gary's departure for Hollywood.
who should come in with the soup course
Gary spilled his soup on
but li'l Lupe.
the nice wiiite table-cloth.
*

What
makes.

a lot

Last

of

*

*

difference just

summer

at

this

one year
time

Ann

Harry Bannister were the
happiest married couple in Hollywood, and
the years stretched out before them as one
golden vista of romance and opportunity.
Harry was busily engaged in drawing the
plans and supervising the Playhouse that
was to be Ann's birthday present on the

Harding and

In "Strange Interlude" Norma Shearer and Clark Gable are inspired by the excellence of Eugene O'Neill's marvelous play. The
rapture which they have put into their love scenes will make this
picture screen history.

Little did they think
seventh of August.
then that this would be Harry's last birth-

day gift to Ann. The Playhouse is a gorgeous thing, and probably the largest of
has a fully
It
kind in the world.
its
equipped theatre for both legitimate plays
and talking pictures, a backgannnon room,
a bridge room, a billiard room, and a room
where guests can get crazy and spill
Snuggled
things if they feel so inclined.
in the side of a mountain about fifty feet
below the magnificent Harding hill-top

home, Ann's Playhouse gazes futilely on the
away lights of Hollywood— the moving
picture town where Love crumbles before
HarSilent, deserted— and cold.
Career.
ry's last gift to Ann.
far

«

*

*

maybe

she is a strong-minded
woman and doesn't believe in the power of
suggestion, but, alas, other people do.
Ariyway, Ruth Chatterton is directing her
husband, Ralph Forbes, in a play called
"Let Us Divorce."

Well,

*

*

Robert Young, who

*

blushes, is going places with Virginia Bruce. He'll blush
plenty,
latest

ner
all

too,

still

when he sees \'irginia in her
Jimmy Cagney, "Win-

picture with

Take
in

But don't worry,
All."
the day's work.
*

*

Bob,

it's

of iIk-

an

famous

.Schnoz/lc.

It

sccnis he

was

at premieres.

positive."
*

#

»

of the wan smile and
frustrated hands, told a Los Angeles court

When

/,asn

Pitts,

Oni
Zasu when Barbara died, /asii and
were ideally ha]jpy when tlif\ nianiid in
1920— but 1926 loimd them li\iiii; apaii.
I

*

»

aching

riding down Fifth Avenue when his car
collided with another car.
"Who do you think you are?" the irate
(iii/en yelled.
Just then the Durante pan
with all its Eyctalian alline stuck out of
the side of the car.
"Lm
he shouted.
think!"
"I
don't

Bob Montgomery Is glad to see
Conrad Nagel back on the job

nine year old Donald
old Ann, and
Michael. Don Mike is the beautilul Barbara La Marr's son and was adopteil b\

*

void in Hollywood
now tliat Jimmy Durante has gone to Nc^v
^<)^k to |)ay his respects to the old home
But across the deserts come stories
town.

There's

her broken romance with her former
husband, Tom Gallery, she looked so utterly wretched and pathetic that even her
Which
admiring fans forgot to laugh.
makes this probably the only public appearance of Zasu in years that has not
evoked laughter.
"He packed his belongings and Avent
away," Zasu said tragically in a scarcely
audible voice. When asked if he ever returned, she replied, "Only to see his chilShe \vas
And she began to sob.
dren."
granted a divorce and custody of nine vear
of

Whoops!

Bow

has

And

*

more

definitely

Clara
she
has e\en

\vhoops!

annoiniced

that

make another pictinc, and
gone so far as to get herself a trainer for
She has to lose
the grand reducing act.
about foiuteen ]iounds before she can get
l)a<k her slim, girlish figure, which had
the flappers green ;vith envy two years
Clara has decided on "Call Her
ago.

will

Savage," and will make the picture inider
Rex Bell, her bov husthe Fox banner.
band, who stuck by her when the whole
\ery likely
world was jeering at her,
plav opp<)'^ite Clara.
another Clara Bow
feel

like a

new

\Vhoops again!
picture

j)erson

coining

abeady.

With
on
I
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Fired and Hired
[Corjtinued from page 26]
the latter company paid an enormous
to get Boles back for the masculine
after an exhaustive
lead in "Back Street,
canvass of Hollywood revealed that he was
the only star suited to the role.
Lest it appear Universal does all of the
firing and none of the hiring, let me point
out that Lew Ayres, whose pictures add
of

sum

"

enormously to company profits, was picked
up after he had been released by Pathe.
Avres ^\-orked in bits around the Pathe
studio for months without recognition, but
the minute he was dropped. Universal
pounced on him, gave him the principal
masculine part in "All Quiet on the
Western Front," and signed him to a new
contract.

Helen Twelvetrees was discharged by the
Fox Company because she was without
according to reasons given at the
time of release. Officials pointed out that
she had appeared in two pictures, but her
color,

lack of personality in both resulted in
negative fan interest. Today the same Miss
Twelvetrees portrays such vivid, po\\erful
characterizations as "Millie" and the feminine lead opposite John Barrymore in
What peculiar quirk
State's Attorney."
of nature endowed Fox officials with the

sense of discernment that allowed Helen to
slip through their fingers, yet perceive pos-

And how is it
in Miss Gaynor?
possible that Pathe failed to visualize Lew
Ayres' future, yet ^^as able to foresee Miss
Twehetrees' hidden talents?
sibilities

Blame

for

failure

to

foretell

the possi-

embryonic young stars cannot be
any one person. ^Vhen Miss Gay-

bilities of

laid to

nor u-as a Universal stock actress, she
\\orked for practically every director and
was seen by every official of the company,
not one of \vhom predicted success for her.

When Dorothy

Jordan earned forty dollars
a week as a Fox stock player, some of the
greatest directors completely overlooked
Following her discharge, she was
her.
placed under contract by Metro-GoldwynMaver, with which company she has been
very successful: so successful, in fact, that
Fox borrowed her for the feminine lead in
"Young Sinners," paying as much for her
services for that one picture as she would
have received in two years had she not

been discharged.
Clark Gable made several pictures for
A\arner Brothers, and company officials
considered placing him under contract. Before an effort was made in this direction, it
was decided he Avas suitable only to gang
He
pictures, which were on the way out.
was therefore released because, officials
pointed out, he was obviously suited to
Gable was immediately
nothing else.
picked up by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and
has Ijecome a sensational success. As if to
amend this mistake, W^arner Brothers then
signed George Brent, who had been in
stock with both the Fox and the Universal
He was immediately given the
studios.
masculine leads opposite Barbara Stanwyck
in "So Big," opposite Ruth Chatterton in
"The Rich Are Always With Us," and opposite Joan Blondell in "Miss Pinkerton."
No\v Brent, formerly disdained by Fox and
Universal, promises to run Gable a race for
box office records.
Joe E. Brown, under contract to Radio
Pictures Corporation, was released because
he was not considered as funny as other
comedians under contract to the company.
Brown was snatched up by Warner Brothers
and has Ijecome one of the screen's outstanding funny men. To balance Brown's
Radio picked up Rochcllc Hudson,
loss.
dropped i)y Fox, and Richard Dix and
Ricardo Cortcz, both dropped by Para-

In the case of Dix and Cortez ofParamount indicated they had
outlived their popularity. These same officials released Wallace Beery for the same
reason, but Beery has since reaped tremendous profits for Metro-Gold\\'yn-Mayer.
Likewise did Paramount discharge Virginia
Bruce because she lacked promise, only to
borrow her back again, when she became
a United Artists' contract player, for the
leading role opposite Richard Aden in

mount.

at

ficials

"Sky Brides.

A

"

charming miss named Ann Dvorak

head chorus

girl

for

\\as

Metro-Gold\\'yn-Mayer

When the company dischorus, many of the girls were
tested for further talents. An assistant director's report on Miss Dvorak stated, in pointed
but not too perfect English: "Not enough on
On the strength
the ball to be exciting.
of this somewhat discouraging opinion, Ann
was released, only to be signed by United
After three excellent screen apArtists.
pearances, she now bids fair to reach stardom. Another cast-off rescued by United
for almost a year.

banded

its

"

hair

"Letty Lynton" Plays to

Jean Harlow, whose platinum
Miss Harlow was
world famous.

Artists

is

is

Standing

under contract to a comedy company at a
shop girl's salary, but was discharged because the studio overhead would not permit

in

A

Miss Harlow has made
of a stock of girls.
enough money for her present employers
to more than purchase the holdings of the
comedy company that once employed her.
And her assignment by Metro-GoldwynMayer to the leading role in "Red Headed

Woman"

establishes her as
players.

one of the great

A few years ago the Fox and MetroGoldwyn-Mayer companies effected an odd
exchange of talent. Fox, holding John Gilbert under contract, released him because
his popularity had receded until his pictures

were
time

improfitable.

At

almost

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

GREAT many

nice things have
said about Joan Crawford's "Letty." The critics have

been

that she puts into her characand, finally, so well does she
suffer and so deeply does she love,
that you find yourself lost in the
emotions of the story— con^inced bv
Joan, the actress.
sity
ter,

the
dis-

Edmund Lo^ve because, after sevscreen appearances, he had exhibited
no particular personality or ability. Simultaneously, Fox took over the services of
Lowe, and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer signed
Gilbert.
Gilbert became one of the latter company's greatest stars, and Lowe, in the years
that follo^ved, earned huge profits as a Fox

C.

complimented her performance and
the cro^vds have gone to see her
since it opened.
There is an interesting exotic way
about Joan.
At first you feel that it is affectation,
then you begin to feel the inten-

HoUyu'ood

same

Room Only

N. Y.

charged
eral

Fox company, when asked
to explain how it happened that Gilbert
was released, only to become a very pop-

star.

Officials of

ular player with another organization, reHe replied: "Gilbert was a dead issue.
turned to popularity because of 'The Big
Metro-Goldwynof
Officials
Parade.' "
Mayer, asked to explain a similar situation
"Lowe
in the case of Lowe, answered:
showed no real promise. He became a star
because of 'What Price Glory.' " Because
of the somewhat similar appearance and
personalities of the two, it is highly probable that had Lowe remained with MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and Gilbert with Fox, the

former would have starred in "The Big
Parade" and the latter in "What Price
"

Glory.
A very similar occasion was the release
of Marian Nixon by Fox. Had Miss Nixon
not been dismissed by Fox, she might have
Instead,
appeared in "Seventh Heaven."
after her contract ended. Miss Nixon was
picked up by Uni\'ersal and that company
released Janet Gaynor as a consequence of
getting Miss Nixon, whcreuijon Janet was
retrieved by Fox and eventually played

"Seventh Heaven."
Bette Davis was under contract to Universal, but she was released with the explanation that she did not photograph well
and showed no particular ability as an

She

actress.

was

taken up by
"The Man Who

once

at

Warner Brothers and
Played God" she ga.\e

in

a fine dramatic per-

formance opposite George

compared her beauty

Arliss,

and

critics

to that of Constance

Bennett.

The

process of casting off and picking up
involves all the studios.
Because it
appears impossible for any one person or
group of persons to be infallible in selection of raw talent, it must be conceded that
an element of luck plays an important part
Every company
in the destinies of stars.
is
guilty of mistakes; every company has
made several discoveries of new talent to
balance its mistakes.
stars

Few

have not been discharged by
one motion pictine studio. What

stars

at least

an astonishing, impossible business is the
motion picture industry! If an employee
is discharged from one bank with the mark
of incompetence against him, he is not
quickly hired by a rival bank, yet that is
exactly the situation that exists in motion
pictines.

Discharged
Cast
of

offs

talent;

tomorrow.
Discarded for lack

re-hired

today;

and pick-ups.

re-employed for abundance of

talent.
is a moral in this for the
At
of the commercial world.
any rate, to the victim of the depression
Let
this is a justification for optimism.
him "go Hollywood in a big way and
turn his hard luck, his loss of position and
his depressed mental state into a song of
\ictorv. Follo\v the lead of the players who
haxe learned to turn failure into success.

Perhaps there

business

men

"
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ARE VOU FLAT CHESTED

?

vctHeDevelop

Your

FoPBa

«minine proportion

to

Are you flat-chested?

Do

you of
your greatest charm? NOW it is SO easy
to have the full, firm bust that Fashion demands.
ugly, sagging lines rob

Just Give Me 30 Days
yES,

in just 30 days, you can increase the size of your
breasts and mould them into that firm shapeliness that is
The application of my wonderful
so smart and alluring.
Miracle Cream and easy instructions will work wonders. Thousands of women everywhere praise this simple, harmless home
treatment for the splendid result obtained in just a few minutes
each day. Read what they say below. Then take advantage of
my big special offer and see how easily you can have the charm
of a full, firm, shapely bust.

ADD

Beautiful
Breasts for

INCHED
am

"I

children,

my

YOU

to

busts
sag.

mother ol
four
the
and althongh pretty young
became llabby and started

Now

after

eomijletlns;

the

treatment I have once ai;ain achieved
for myself that feminine loveliness
which I thought was out ol my lite
forever."

Mrs. M. M.,

No

matter what else you have tried, no matter
how small or flabby or sagging your breasts may
be, you owe it to yourself to try my wonderful
method. Day by day you will see them grow in size
and loveliness. And it's so easy and simple! Nothing to do but apply dainty Miracle Cream, follow
the instructions, and watch the wonderful change
take place.
No longer need you be self-conscious of your undeveloped, unwomanly form. No longer need you
be pitied by women and ignored by men. My
Miracle Cream treatment will make your life a
Let me increase the beauty of
fuller, richer one.
your bust. Decide, ri^ht now, that you will not rest
until you have mailed the coupon at the bottom of
this page. It brings you the newer, quicker, safer
way to make your breasts the lovely things you
have always wanted them to be!

"I feel that

about
method. It

your

lines

New

York, N. Y.

must write a few

I

Miracle

Cream

what you say It
was so thin, but It
surely Is rounding out nicely, and
my bust Is coming along line. Just
tell the world If they want to know
Is.

My

Is

Just

chest

anything about your Miracle Cream
method to write to me."
Mrs. H. E.. Plnux City. Iowa.

Mail Coupon
N\NCY
how you can
womanhood. And

This fascinating illustrated book

tells

1116

gain

the ideal proportions of perfect
yours, free! In it you will find the secret of feminine
charm and how you can quickly and easily develop the
Accept my great
alluring beauty of a lovely full bust.
special offer at once. Mail the coupon with only $1.00 for
your large container of Miracle Cream and Instructions
and I will include my valuable FREE BOOK. Send now,
before this offer is withdrawn.

Nancy Lee,
816 Broadway

it

is

Pear
only
liirge

LEE,

Bromlway,

Nancy
$1.00.

oontniucr

with
Coiiiiilc'lc
your new FKICK Book.

Name
AflilresB

N. Y.

Town

SS-7

York.

Lee:
enclose
I
Please send me your
of Miracle Cream
Also
1 nstruclions.

Dept. ss-7

New York,

Dept.

New

State.
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Love and Shotguns

Roses,

[Continued from page 25]

femininity to its lowest common denomina"All blondes are Thelma Todd. All
tor.
It's simpler that
brunettes are Lila Lee.
way."
"That must be terribly discouraging to
Lupe Velez, Marlene Dietrich and Tallulah
Bankhead," I thought.

with their snares and delusions,
Harold
he refused to talk.
and Buster Keaton sincerely wish

pictures,

came

along,

Lloyd

they had

refused to talk too.

But coming back to Harpo Marx, and
one of those women who will always
come back to Harpo Marx, you are continually running into his name in the most
unexpected places. Speakeasies and drawing
rooms and Queen Mary's last year's hat.
In that swank, sophisticated magazine of
I

am

the intelligentsia.

The New

"Been

Yorker, Alex-

ander WooUcott recently devoted an entire
And the lowliest fans,
article to Harpo.
vou and I and the rest of the gang, are
ah\ays discussing him. Incidentally, Harpo
gets more fan mail than his brothers, even
the versatile Groucho.
What kind of a person is this Harpo
who is written about by our highbrows
and at the same time perfectly understood
by the most commonplace movie fan? His
absurd blonde wig makes him grotesque
compared with the attractive Chaplin
make-up, but at the same time his mar-

"

Harpo asked

"Is this a gag?"

I

asked hopefully.

Groucho and Chico gag. I'm
Harpo and I'm dumb and I don't have to
wise-crack. It's simpler that way. But I hope
you want to hear about Ubangis because
I'm going to tell you. It seems that they
were a nice peaceful little tribe living over
in Trader Horn's country and they minded
their own business and cooked their own

made their own whoopee
Everything was hotsy
nights.
totsy until a gang of hoodlums moved into
the neighboring county, and got into the
habit of chasing over into the Ubangi village every spring.

missionaries and

on Saturday

screen character is dextrous
Harpo
but otherwise a boob.
has a greater range to his conception of
In fact he creates the illusion
character.
In "The Cocoaof masterly intelligence.
nuts" there is a scene ^^'here he rises from
the table with teeth gritting together everytime anyone starts to make a speech. There
never has been a funnier scene on the
What's this uproar I hear from
screen.
Well, whether Harpo
the Chaplin camp?
or Chaplin is the greatest living clown is
simply a matter of porridge. Some like it

"The Ubangi

agile,

chiefs

protested and pro-

but no, the girls just let themselves
go ubango. The laugh, however, was on
tested,

for when they heard that thick lips
indicated sex appeal, they began putting
things in their lips to give the desired
effect.
One thing led to another and finally instead of being able to take it or leave
it alone, they became hopeless addicts and
At last
their lips grew bigger and bigger.
the springtime came and when the young
rakes arrived, can you imagine ho^v they

them

felt!

and some like it cold.
But what is Harpo really like? 'Tis said
that Groucho gets belligerent, Chico gets
bellicose and Harpo, bellylalfs. And "they"

hot,

"Their feathers drooped, they stared in
consternation at the lips of the Ubangi
maidens, and when they saw the platters,
their

me that Harpo's jokes were crude
to the point.

So," continued
love grew platonic.
brightly, "they didn't come around

^varned

Harpo

and

any more."
"That's all very historical and

with Thelma Todd
had finally been taken to everyone's satisfaction so I stepped out from behind the
roses
(not

"love

scene"

and Harpo removed
Clara

even

Bow

we

"Nope.

Chaplin's

The

as

large lips?"

\elous musical talent reveals a side of his
character which has a delicacy that Chaplin
rarely approaches.

and

to the circus?

"I'm
began an attack on our vitamins.
going tonight. I like circuses. But I like
them in small to^\'ns better than in cities.
Do you know why the Ubangis have such

ing,"

I

replied.

"But

something hysterical and interesting about
you. For instance, you have made millions
laugh, just exactly what makes you laugh?
Harpo pondered for a moment. "A joke
(uh-hidi I knew that was coming) "I heard
the other night and a cartoon I sa'sv recently in an English newspaper, made me
laugh so hard I'm still laughing. The joke
was about U\'o little pigs who were having
a petting party— don't go, it's clean— in a
corner of the barn. Some kids were outside playing football and suddenly the ball
came sailing through the barn window.
'Good heavens, my husband!' squealed the
lady pig. Isn't that funny? And the cartoon was of two English acrobats on a
trapeze and one of them has just missed
"

"

catching the other who is rapidly descending to the earth. The caption was: 'Oops!
Sorry.'

"

So now you know what makes

a great

comedian laugh.
There is a story going around that Herman Mankiewicz took Harpo to a party
one night and that Harpo proceeded to
kiss every girl as soon as he was introduced.
Herman, fearing that somebody might take
offense, called Harpo aside and told him
that e\en though he was in Hollywood he
couldn't rush right up to a girl and kiss
Time and
her as soon as he'd met her.
should transpire before the
So the next guest was brought
along and Harpo bo^^ed seriously and said,
"How do you do. Miss Smith. Have you
seen 'Grand Hotel?' Now may I kiss you?
conversation

osculation.

'

"Mr. Marx, I am very anxious to know,"
began casually, "if you chase ^vomen as
much in real life as you do ori the screen.
And do you really prefer blondes?
"I take whatever comes along," replied
Mr. Marx modestly. "But in my new picture 'Horsefeathers' I don't chase blonde
women. Which reminds me of a story—"
I

"

"Yes,

I

kno\v,"

I

interrupted hurriedly.

was warned about
about love— were you
"I

that.

ever

But
in

let's

talk

love,

Mr.

"

interest-

I'd far rather

hear

Marx?
That same

Avistful.

heart-breaking

his sizzling ^vig
managed to

ever

exactly that shade of flamboyant
red) and suggested gallantly that we have
a bite to eat in the restaurant.

obtain

Harpo out of character and without his
make-up is just a mild, ordinary looking
man with brown hair that's beginning to
His eyes are bro^vn and
thin in places.
mischievous and he has a smile as s\veet
as any you've ever seen on the face of little
Dickie Moore. He's five feet seven inches
tall, is quite slight, and is the oldest of the
He's unmarried, adores
four brothers.
cottage cheese, doesn't kno^v a note of
His
music but plays the harp divinely.
real name is Arthur.
"How're tricks?" I asked without malice
or forethought as we sauntered along.

echoed Harpo. "What ^vould
"Tricks?
bridge be without tricks, and where would
WIio is that?
Brooklyn be without Bridge?
"

"

very lovely blonde was passing without
much as a takc-oiu bid. I Avas
sure that Harpo would live up to his publicity and go in hot [jursuit of undulating
But Harpo the Man has more reskirts.
Only his eyes pursue.
straint.
"That," I said, "is Wynne Gibson. Don't

A

even so

you know your movie

stars?"

"To me there are only two movie stars,"
said Harpo who has reduced cinematic

"The First Year" Janet Gaynor wears her hair a little bit
differently, and in every respect seems a little more grown up.

In

ex-

.

I

!
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STRING
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A
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string,
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u'l

like!
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window and an

cellophane

a

amazing sifter insert make their debut
in this ravishing box of Terri Face Powder
whose contents are glamourizing the stars
of stage, screen and private life.
The string
enables you to open this box without spilling a bit of the precious powder.
Through
the cellophane window you actually SEE
the shade so that you can be positive it is
the one best suited to your skin tone. The
pov/der

itself

is

pure,

clinging,

delicate,

and imparts a charming finesse
your skin.
It is guaranteed free of injurious ingredients. You can use it with the
knowledge that it Is SAFE as well as fascinatingly lovely. It awakens your skin to
new delights. As for the sifter, this marvelous device, exclusive with Terri, brings
flattering,

to

At Malibu Beach the stars have their own private grocer and
judging from appearances he extends credit to Neil Hamilton.

and

tidiness

sanitation

your dressing

to

table!

came over

his face that you see
Was he clownplays the harp.
ing—or not?
"I
"Yes," he groaned and ate a carrot.
was too dumb to know what it was all
about the first time, and the second— oh—
The first time I
it was just too bad
a woman
really noticed how beautiful
could be was between seasons one year
when I had a small part in 'Too Many
That was a long, long time ago
Kisses."
before movies began to talk. Richard Dix
had the lead in the picture and William
I played the village
Po^vell was in it too.
nitwit who didn't have anything to do but
haul maniue around, and in those days,
young lady, I assure you thev used the
real thing, no papier mache and mirrors.
"The female lead was a glorious creature
named Frances Howard and I've never seen
her since, but she lives in my memory as
the most di\inely beautiful woman I've
ever met.
I noticed that Powell and Dix
were making passes at her without results.
If those two handsome bozos couldn't make
any progress I knew it was hopeless for
me, so I simply spent most of my time
sleeping in the dump heap.
But would
you believe it, as soon as her scene was
over she would leave Powell and Dix flat
and come over to the dump heap and talk
Were those boys jealous! If only
to me.
and if
she hadn't been so beautiful
only I hadn't been so dumb
"But the first serious love affair in my
(and judging from the intensely sad
life
look in his eyes it might have been his

pression

when he

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

was ^vhen I was plaving in Grand
Rapids once, many, many years ago. Our
act at that time was called 'The .Six Nightlast)

and consisted of mv brothers Gummo, Groucho, Chico and m\sclf, my mother
and a— a— soprano. What a \oice, what a
figure, what a woman.
I fell giddily head
over heels in love. I was hit hard. I insisted on marrying the girl at once.
"When my brothers discovered that I was
ingales'

really insanely in love with her they called

me
me

aside and none too gently explained to
the facts of life.
It seems she was a
Bad Woman. Gee, it hurt— it still docs. I
thought I'd ne\er get over it. Ten years
later I ran into her on Broadway one day.

had aged

Dope, and men,
and liquor— she had certainly gone down
to the depths.
But I bclic\c I loved her
even then."
I
almost fell out of mv chair.
Could
this be the Master of Bellvlaffs?
Harpo
Marx, the cloi\ii? This man sighing wist.She

fifty

years.

Ben Maddox Has Done

It

Again

fully over a

a

very lost

dead
lady?

past, a lost illusion,
Does this explain

and

EVANGELINE DAY, FAMOUS
ASTROLOGER, ADVISES TERRI
FACE POWDER FOR ALL

the

mystery of Harpo Mar.x?

!

I cried out in dismay.
"And
never suspected it.
You are clowning
with tears in your eyes.
But the show
must go on, Paggie old boy, and so must
this interview.
Tell me something funny
quickly, I'm crying in my coffee."

"Pagliacci,"

and agrees that every woman will be the
lovelier for using it. Fill in the coupon below, send with 10c to cover mailing, and

I

"I was run out of town by a fellow with
a shotgun once. How's that? Better? The
act was playing in a little Texas town, and
I was the straight man then.
It was the
summer that 'I Love My Wife But Oh
You Kid' was the rage. There was a very
attractive girl in the orchestra pit that
night who played the piano for our song
numbers. Just to get a laugli I stood at
the edge of the stage and winked at her
and said, 'I love my wife, but oh you kid.'

"The next day we were all sitting on the
hotel porch when a tough looking bird
rode up on horseback, and

.sort

you will receive a beautiful
scroll of your destiny
by
Evangeline
Day ,
and a "get acquai nted"
package of Terri powder FREE.

We

shotgun in Hebrew means a marriage
broker— voii kno\v, the man who arranges
for my son to marry your daughter. Queer,
isn't it, but it means just about the same
thing in English.
Now that's a thought
for the day.
Sorry, lady, but I've got to
go now and make pictures for little bo)s
and girls who have nice shiny quarters to

_
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#
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Terri,
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Don't Fail
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of playfully

twirled a shotgun around his finger. 'Which
one of youse guys is the clown?' he asked.
I jumped forward hastily thinking that he
would invite me up to the ranch for dinner.
'Oh it's you, is it,' he snarled and
spat out a wad of tobacco.
'Wal, young
fellow, you insulted my wife last night at
the opery hou.se and I jest thought I'd
drop by to tell you-all that there's a train
at two-thirty.'
He twirled the gun around
a couple of times and rode off.
caught
the train all right. Say, do you know that

parchment

1674 Broadway.

New

York, N. V.

Mercolized Wax
Keeps Skin Young
It peels off aeed skin in 6ne particles until all defects
such as pimples, liver spots, tan and freckles disappear. Skin is then soft, clear, velvety and face
looks years younger.
Wercoliiied Wax brings out
your hidden beauty. To remove wrinkles quickly

dissoh'e one ounce Powdered Saxolite in one-half
pint witch hazel and use daily. At all drug stores.

mprove your

spend."
"Just one

more question before you go,"
when yon

begged.
"What do you do
haven't anything else to do?"

I

"Whv,

Just

write epitaphs for my friends.
Torgoitcn but not gone' is the one I wrote
for Alexander Woollcott.
He likes it."
I

"Original!"
"I have two for my own use, but I don't
kno^v \\'hich to u.se."
(The gentle Harpo
smiled again). "One in 'X Marx the Spot'
and the other 'Nobody Here but Us

Worms.'

"

10

Give
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Arc yon ilissatlsiicd with your
IlKurc? Are you lint chested or
Ihlnf
Or Is your form too full
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Creme Trent
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to develop 11 yiiulliful riiiure.
l''a.shlon demnnds natural
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and cllrci-llciiis.
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Enclose 10c
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UTid hips.

"Aren't you dving to find out?"
as I reeled away.

— "Exotic

FIGURE!

I

asked

s:iiii|)U'

il>

lit 8

Mm Emu Jtmauit'

Ladies." Read

It

Next Month

3Se4N. Gretn Bay Ave.,

Dept. G-24

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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The

Girls

Who

Will Be Great

[Continued from page
laughing.
Gibson.

not

Wynne

mocked

has

Life has done much to
It has hurt her deeply, it

at her ideals

and bruised her

19]

woman" something about Madge Evans
which makes us want never

to

miss one

of her pictures.
Sidney,
Sylvia

standing "where the brook and river meet"
and it would be awfully easy for her to
But she
be just sweet and appealing.

tragethe dewey-eyed
dienne, can take your tough old heart out
of your breast and play on it until you
are streaking your face with mascara and
When she suffers we adore her, and
tears.
am here to state that the greatest of
I
Camilles never suffered more beautifully
and effectively. She puckers her lips into
a little crooked smile and you start ba^vling like a frightened child. Sylvia, off the
screen, doesn't go in for the tragic, but she
There are days
is a girl of many moods.

isn't.

when

Life that has given her this
enviable mystery. She does not walk alone
in the twilight in the hills of Hollywood.
Surrounded by people, she walks alone on
In her own way she
the Paramount lot.
is just as inscrutable as the great Garbo.
soul.

But

it

is

Another girl who has been turning out
grand performances of a different type entirely

is

little

Madge

Evans.

Madge

is

Madge's great charm and great popularity lie in the fact that she is a grand combination of the sophisticated and the wholesome. In "Lovers Courageous" she w^as a

and polished Shearer, in
"Sporting Blood" she was sleek and glamorous as a Bad Woman, and in "Huddle"
she was the quintessence ofc youthful Amerthis "and the child became a
It's
ica.

sophisticated

Stars

the whole world sings and Sylvia
gayly to all her friends, and there are
days when she wants to be alone, utterly
alone, to think deep, deep thoughts. It is
this side of Sylvia that expresses itself on
calls

No actress in Hollywood can
the screen.
reach such dramatic depths.
And where would Joan Blondell be on
the screen roll of honor if it wasn't for
her rough and ready bon homme, her every-

day understanding and her suggestion of
being "regular people." If Joan suddenly
went elegant or demure on us it would
be just too bad for you and me and Joan.

No

other

player

can

offer

pictures

this

same brand of "hail fellow, \\ell met and
if anyone tried we'd only say that she was
copying Joan. So better not try it on us.
Joan gives you her real self on the screen.
"

She hates to

dress, she hates to

be formal,

and she hates people who put on
loves being herself.
we love you, too,
Blondells.

And
Joan

that's

of

the

airs.

She

the

way

dancing

Each must have something— something
that came to them from the empty spaces
where stars are born, came to them without
But, that someprice, free as the wind.
thing, that gorgeous divine talent is made
of the same intangible stuff as your soul
and mine. We kno^v it ^\'hen we see it.
It's the precious bit of personality they
bring across the deserts to Hollywood that

makes them

"click" in pictures.

Each must

have something.

9 Kinds of Friendship
[Continued from page
I arrive but by the time I leave
I'm imbued with a proper spirit of humilFor taking a fellow down a peg or
ity.
two, I'll put Chester up against anyone in
the wide world. He's got one of the grand-

good when

I've ever come across
and he's always good for a laugh a minute.
Sue (his wife) who is pretty as a picture

est

senses of

humor

sight better than he deserves,
Sometimes
there listening attentively.
when her good-for-nothing husband has
thrown a particularly dirty dig into me,
she'll very quietly and drily say a word
or two that squelches him more effectively

and a darned
sits

than all my bombast. And just when I
begin to swell up again and think I've got
her lined up with me for a mass attack on
him, she switches over and lets go a verbal
barrage in my direction.
And there was another time I was up

We

got throiigh
home for dinner.
the meal somehow ^vithout blood being
shed, until the dessert came— ice cream and
Chester and Sue toyed with the ice
cake.
Me— I'm
cieam but never ate the cake.
very fond of cake. I looked meaningly at it
a few times but my hopeful glances were
turned to Chester:
I
Finally
wasted.
"What's the matter with the cake?" I asked
politely, "is it borrowed from the 'prop'

at their

department?"
Chester passed the cake over and sur"Looking at
veyed me disapprovingly.
your waistline," he said acidly, "I'd say
you'd be a blamed sight better off if it
was."
Yeah, a person is lucky to have a place
like the Morris' to go to when in need of
a few laughs and a little taking down.
Sometimes even a Mook gets fed up on
being insulted and at times like those he
goes out to see Mr. and Mrs. Gene Markey
Guests are never ribbed
(Joan Bennett).
their home.
In contrast to the cosmopolitan air that
pervades Connie's home there is an air of
and rcstfulness al)OUt Joan's.
<|uietncss
in

21]

doesn't jangle so often and
there aren't so many people dropping in
all the time to see her about this and that.
It's possible to carry on a connected con-

The 'phone

versation—which we do occasionally.
About twelve or one or two o'clock I'll
go home feeling quite virtuous and at
peace with the world and quite firmly
convinced that the only three people in
it worth their salt are Joan and Gene and,
of course, myself.

You might think that there is no such
thing as a silent friendship in Hollywood
but you're wrong again. Whenever I feel
the need for companionship and friendship
that doesn't express itself in words, I look
up Lew Ayres. I can't think of anyone
in whose company I feel as relaxed as
And it isn't a friendship that reLew's.
quires frequent meetings to sustain it.
Sometimes we go for four to six weeks or
even two months without seeing each
Then, suddenly. Lew will drop in
other.
on me and the friendship is picked up
where

it

was

left

off,

without any process

re-adjustment.
Most of these people I've mentioned
have come to the screen since I arrived in
Hollywood and I had no preconceived notions of them to be altered or supported.
We took each other as we were. But there
was one girl I had worshipped on the screen
before I "ever came out here. Mary Brian.
And of all those whom I had previously
seen on the screen and met after reaching
here, she is the only one whom I have
found to be exactly off screen as she is on.
Once I had been hinting at a deep and
There was
abiding attachment for her.
no sign on her part that she knew what
Finally, in desperation, I
I was dri\ing at.
said, "Marv, don't all these fellows you go
Don't you
out with make love to you?
e\er give fl/?y of them a tumble?"
Mary regarded me with quiet eyes. "OcIf I ever met a man
casionally they try.
I
could care for, he wouldn't have to ask

of

When the others start I know
they persist it means the end of a
dear friendship, so I try to kid them out
If they won't be kidded, I have to
of it.
stop seeing them."
.4nd that's one reason I think more of
Mary than practically all the other maiden
She
ladies of the screen rolled into one.
knows how to be a pal to a fellow, too.
Occasionally— and not so occasionally as
I'd like to think— I'm filled with a feeling
such as I imagine yotmg puppies thrive on
and I am possessed of a desire to do all
In moments like
sorts of crazy things.
those I'm never at a loss for a companion.
Neil Hamilton is always willing to do anyAnd the more
thing idiotic I propose.
ridiculous it is the more enthusiastic he
Once we hiked up Mt. Wilson
becomes.
(although we could easily have driven up)
because we wanted to see if we could chisel
our way into the observatory.
He
Neil has all of a boy's enthusiasm.
is batty on the subject of keeping in physical condition and, boy-like, he invents all

me

that.

that

if

sorts
it

of

and

games to keep up
from
to keep it

his

interest in

seeming

like

work.

There
out here.

is
I

one other close friend I have
mention him last but he is by

no means least. I'm referring to Phillips
Holmes. Most of my friends are married
couples but Phil is the one I lean on as a
kind of anchor, the friend we all havewhen we're lucky. The chap we go doulsledating with. The one we swap confidences
The one with whom we go vacawith.
Last summer we spent a -week
together on Catalina Island and he is the
'When I find
ideal traveling companion.
myself about to do something rash it's Phil
tioning.

who talks me out of it.
No real friendships

Hollywood?
in
as ^Valter \Vinchell \\ould sav.
Schiller was right: there are no doubles

"Haw!"

in friendship and I onlv wish I had space
to tell vou of other of mv friends.
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our hair/

Keep them there — or bring

them back —'this simple ivay!
—

Youthfulness
that charm that brings popularity,
romance, happiness— now you can keep it always, in
your hair! Just one Golden Glint Shampoo will show
you the way! Rich generous lather cleanses your hair.
You rinse— remove all trace of soap. Then you apply
the extra touch— the "plus" that makes this shampoo
All trace
different! Instantly— new gloss— new finish
Now your hair is worthy of the face
of dullness gone
Nothing to bleach
it frames
Millions use regularly
or change natural color of your hair. Just a wonderful shampoo— plus.' Only 25c at your dealers', or send
for a free sample.
!

!

!

!

FREE

J.

W. KOBI CO.,

Seattle, 'Wash.

Ave.. Dept. Gi

Rainier

617
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Please send

a free sample.

Name.
Address

.

City

arrived from Africa he brought home, to
How well he is
his mother's surprise, a baby chimpanzee.

When Gary Cooper

looking.

Gary,

.State.

Color of

my

we mean.

hair

.

YOUR FACE!
Have you surface pimples, blackheads, white-

Mr.

heads, enlarged pores, oily skin, coarseness,
roughness, red spots? For over 15 years ray
method has accomplished astounding results for many, in just a short time. No
clay, peel, bleach, cream, soap, plaster, mask, appliance,
bandage, exercise or diet. No trouble. No confinement.
Nothing to take. Perfectly HARMLESS to the most delicate skin. Send for free book, "The Complexion Beautiful."

Boy

Bellamy's Little
[Continued from page 43]

and

the

eagerly

awaited "Do

again,

it

Ralph."

A part in a road show of "The Shepherd
of the Hills followed and after that Ralph
knew that the stage was to be his lifelong
career.
Soon afterwards he came to me
enthusiastically, soliciting my aid in a theatre managing proposition which lasted five
years,
during which time I completely

ERNA SAFFAN,

646 N. Michigan

Blvd.

Suite

34B2.

Cliicaea

'

When Ralph was a youngster, he was
He loved every
always playing "theatre."
phase of it, often writing the play, coaching his playmates in their parts, and designing the costumes and attending to the
make-up l)efore the performance. Naturally
He adored
he played the villain's role.
being a menace, even in those days.
I'm an ad\ertising man myself, and although we have a record of only one actor
in our family as far back as the 18th
century, we ne\er curbed his youthful enthusiasm for the stage. We sometimes felt
that he was perhaps giving vent to the
suppressed desires of some of our puritaniCuriously enough, a play
ancestors.
cal
was the first to
called ".Suppressed Desires
be produced bv Ralph when he organized
a "little theatre" group of players on the
North side of Chicago when he was si.vteen.
As we were his most ardent rooters,
Ralph went right ahead whh his ingenious
In fact he went to them with
siage ideas.
all his might.
I remember one time, when
he was eleven years old, he was commisBefore
sioned to paint the la^vn swing.
starting the job he smeared paint on his
clothes and when I asked him why, he
said: "I want to look like a real painter."
E\cn then he had the gift of submerging
his own character in ilic one he was placing.
Then Ralph met Billy O^ven at a gathering of ardent stage enthusiasts. Owen was
a sterling Shakespearian actor.
He took an
'

in Ralph and offered him the difleading role in Charles Rann Kennedy's "The Servant in the House,
which
he \\as casting. Ralph ]3layed the part so
well that when the show closed Billy Owen
started coachiiio him for future roles.

interest

ficult

abandoned

my

REDUCE #^e^\'^
Hot baths

After this venture Ralph went to New
York where he played in "Roadside," and
on the opening night the audience greeted
his most poignant lines with outbursts of
applause.
His work in that play was acclaimed one of the five best performances
of the 1930-1931 season, and led to his Hollywood contract.
When Ralph was fifteen he wrote and
produced a play called "Nothing." The
utter futility of it was terribly dampening,
considering his age.
He snapped out of
that mood, but I still have my ^vorried
moments. And I wouldn't be a bit sinprised if some day Ralph left the stage and
wrote plays instead.
However, that's quite a wax off vet. for

Ralph's contract has a long lime to run.
And you'll be seeing him soon as Captain
Manning of the police force in "Disorderly
Conduct." as the judge in "^'oung Ameiica," and as the di\orced husband of Elissa
I, audi
in "The Woman in Room
13.
Later still you will see him in that child•

"

"

I'.S.—

Word

will play the
in

"\Vhal

has just

come

in

that

Ralph

popular role of Captain Flagg

I'rice

Glorv."

medicated waters

is

recognized

by

will bring you a full 30 days treatment.
If you do not notice a great improvement in that
time your money will be gladly refunded.

$1.00
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"

hood classic, "Relx^cca of Sunnybrook
Farm." opposite Marian Nixon.
With each of Ralph's performances I am
gradually losing mv own name and becoming "Ralph Bellaiiiv's Father. which I assure you I am \ery proud to be.

in

leading medical authorities of the world to be
the quickest, safest and most lasting form of
losing weight.
You do not have to diet and
starve.
No harmful medicines need be taken internally.
Just bathe nightly at home adding two
tablespoonfuls of our scientific preparation to your
Notice then on your bath scales just
bath water.
how soon your harmful excess fat disappears, and
the slim beauty of a perfect figure starts to apJust deny yourself the
pear.
Eat all you want.
harmful starches and fat meats, and you soon
will have the slim figure so desired by us all.
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Milk-White Skin
171

15 Minutes!

Lewis Milestone,

Blotchy, discolored,
to fresh,

beauty

the

transformed

It

clear,
in
16

director.

dazzling
minutes!

Newest Wonder
You will
Read what

HoUy-

in

rives

wood and is
greeted by

"peaches
and cream" complexion
while yon wait! Is your
skin rough and reddened?
Pimply, freckled, sallow?
faded? See

German

screen star, ar-

A

Imagine!

Sten, the

veteran

Beauty Science

of

amazed at this 1,5-mlnute beauty miracle.
actual users say: "The magic Milk Mask Is
marvelous!"
"Could hardly believe my eyes" "Never
saw anything like It before" "Mv complexion was
muddy and blotchy and so rough that I couldn't do anything with it.
Now It Is so nice and smooth. Just like
satin, all blemishes gone"
Thank you a thoueand
times. I couldn't believe the sudden improvement."
be

—

—

—

—

'

TRY The MAGIC MILK MASK

Acme

No matter what other beauty preparations or treatments
you have used, you must TRY the Magic Milk Mask. Only

the evidence of your own eves can
it brines in 15 niinutee.
It

tell voii of

MUST

Take advantaEe

of special

the amaiing, radiftnt beauty
beautiful or
COST.

NO

make you

Bargain Offer at once.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER- Write Today

Over Hollywood

For introductory and advertisins; purpoeea, I offer vou a large jar of mv
amaiing Magic Milk Mask for only $1.00 (enough for $10.00 worth of
beauty parlor treatmentel. Send name, address and only $1.00 today.

MODERN
381

INSTITUTE,

(Dept. S-7)

Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y.
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FORM DEVELOPED
By an Easy Simple Method that has
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test

of
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The Direct Method

Service.

—

Successful
for a

Sym-

Development where
metrical Figure
in
needed.
Neck. Chest. Arms, Legs
You need
fact ANT part of the Body.
Just write
not send me a long letter.

—

"/ enclose 10c. Mail me a Large Box

of

PEERLESS WONDER CREAM
Sealed and Prepaid, and tell me how
Beautiful Rounded Form by your Simple
is all you need say, and I will return the dime if you wish, but send it NOW.

to

DevfJop

a

Home Method." That

MADAME WILLIAMS.

Suite 123, Buffalo, N.Y.

Accepted In any form for development, revision, copyEstabright and submission to studios and publishers.
lished 1917. Location and exceptional facilities make our
SERVICE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS. Sales dept. on
commission basis. FREE BOOKLET gives full partlcu'ars.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
434 Meyer BIdg., Western & Sierra Vista
Hollywood, California

DEAFNESS

MISERY

IS

Many

people witli defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitting
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
They are inexpensive, 'Write for
booklet and sworn statement of ofHJ^
the inventor who was himself deaf.

LEONARD,

Inc.,

Suite 985, 70 5lh Ave.,

New

cameras and lights have been
in until they are almost pressing on

s face, and the cogs are grinding once
more, Gasnier, on a stool out of camera

Sari

range, declares:
'Voure not weak. Oh no! you're ex'
actly the opposite—
Vou re very strong!" exclaims Sari, and
this time it is admiration ^vithout invita'

tion.

turns out according to plan "Forshould be the effective introduction of a great new star.
It is a story of a Soviet professor of chemistry (Irving Pichel) who preaches atheism
it

Commandments

gotten

to

from pins

NOW

for "Uncle

Sam"

$1260 to $3400 year
Common
18 to 50.

MEN—WOMEN

Short
Education usually sufficient.
Vacation with full pay. Write
inimediately for free 32-paEe book,
with list of positions and full par-

hours.

ticulars

how

telling

to

get

Rochester,

Dept. S-320

New
cw
The most
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Joel
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Rieger's Flower
of all perfumes.

Drops

are the most refined
the essence of

Made from

flowers, without alcohol.

ROMANZA
(The aristocrat of perfumes)

A

single drop lasts a week.

Hence very eco-

nomical. Never anything like this before!

TRIAL BOTTLE
Send only 2 dimes or 20c in stamps for a trial bottle.
Send $1.00for5different perfumes (Regular price$I. 75).
165 First St., San Francisco
Paul Rlogor & Co.,

Or if it is not about Winwould never have come into bethere had not been a Winchell.

Winchell.
chell

ing

it
if

Ricardo Cortez is playing the winchellist,
and it is interesting to see his (or somebody's) idea of a highly paid ISroadway
Immaculately clad in the height
snooper.
of fashion, Ric is reclining in a very mahogany-and-leather office with a view of
all Manhattan, while Clarence Muse polVery eviishes his already gleaming shoes.
dently, there

is

that

wonder

is

just

an

illegal

drop

cop guards the door day and night to
keep the story from leaking. On another
Constance Bennett is making "The Truth
About Hollywood." We can't go in. Why
Because Connie is doing scenes
can't we?
have counted
I
a swimming suit.
in
fieckles on the Bennett back at Malibu
but like most ladies Connie is coy under
the lights.

So anxious are the Radio ^^atchdogs to
keep the "Roar Of The Dragon" from
reaching the ears of the \vorld. that though
idle space on the home lot they
have sent the company into cloisters at
Warners. "Hold
Jail" has been similarly banished to the old Pathc lot.
There seems to be nobody
wc\\\
slopping us from going into the "Is
is

Em

Oh

My

"

and

pay-dirt.

if

there is a
boots and bayonets.

Paramount's economy wave

The journey

Red?

dirt

there is any symbolic significance in the slappings and slitherings
Radio seems to
of a shoe-shiner's cloths.
think there is, for a microphone lies on a
cushion within a foot of Muse's hands.
And so over the fence again and into
the flivver and up and away in a short
hop over the steep little Hollywood hills
into Uncle Carl Laemmle's backyard, so
grandiosely known asI

ON

the Radio Lot

A

I'.ice

the columnist story about Walter

is

Universal City

made by Merian C. Cooper, with
McCrea and Fay Wray in the leads.

tliere

THIS

Sari.

"

being

exquisite perfume in the world!
$2.50 for bottle
$12 an ounce
containing 30 drops.
Sells at

Sari,

o\ei the fence dividing the lots.
Radio has a high temperature and acute
Of five pictures in production
cagey-itis.
under this brand, four of them are secrets.
Only the directors are supposed to know
what they are about, and they are not sure.
On one stage "The Eighth Wonder is

them.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE

love.

in

has \vashed away most of the studio
policemen, one does not have to walk round
three sides of a block to get into the Radio
studio.

Work

falls

On

WANT A STEADY JOB?

woman's

to a

and
with
love
seduces Gene (who is sedately married to
discovers
Marguerite Churchill) and Irving
that circumstances alter cases, whereupon
there is much ranting, frothing and jealous
murder. Can you imagine a girl, in her
Hollywood picture, having to torch
first
can
I
the cast and audience like that?
mistress,

imagine

York

"

students— and community of posses-

his

sions,

his

Cortez Doing a ^X'inchell

the

moved

If

FOR TALKIES
CTADirC
I UlilLd MAGAZINES

A. O.

When

13]

stage.

stage

2

great

of
of grey-

clatter

A mob

boys
are
freckle-faced
blue-uniformed,
placing in "Tom Brown At Culver, and
what an unbelievable break that title is
Originally it was
for a certain person.
"Bro^vn Of Culver," but the owners of the
litigiously restory "Bro\vn of Harvard
sented the suggestion of a poorer Brown
relation, so the title was changed to "Tom
Brown at Culver," and the title-role is
being played by none other than Tom
Brown himself. There will be so much
Tom Brown on the bills that the public
may get the impression the thing is a new
kind of Tom Collins.
It is one of those things about a bad
man who is not so bad that he doesn't
kno\v when he would he better out of the
To begin at the beginning, Tom
way.
Brown, an orphan, draws attention to himself by winning an .\merican Legion fight.
Ihe Legion discovers he is the son of a
soldier who was posthumously awarded
the Congressional Medal of Honor and
by taking up a subscription puts the lad
At the wrong
through military school.
"

"

moment
up.

It

the father

(H. B. ^Varner)

seems that he bolted on the

tmns
field

of battle, changed identification discs with
is all lor
a corpse and disapjxnued.
leaving Culver and living with his ncwlound' father, but H.B. sees that he would
spoil
his son's chances, so he does his
disappearing trick again.

Tom

Silver Screen for July 1932
With such

a story, the cast

is

naturally

The longest fempredominantly male.
"That's my boy
inine speaking part says:
over there."
And the curious thing is that boys,
whether at the Culver Military Academy
or in grease paint on a Hollywood set,
I am learning all sorts of
will be boys.
Ben Alexander
interesting things from
when Tom Brown, with his hair brushed
for once, strolls up in a fighting mood.

Ben, perhaps you didn't know, made his
Fanny AVard's "Every
debut at 2Y2
Pearl A Tear," played Cupids in fig leaves
for a year and a half, was the child in
Griffith's "Hearts Of The World," quit
pictures at 14 to go through high school,
was lured from the gates of college by
Lewis Milestone for "All Quiet" and would
still rather be a surgeon.
"Say!" says Brown, eyeing Ben's uniform,
"I thought you were a sergeant."
They decided to promote me,
"I was.
slug."

Well, if you're gonna be a
"Is that so?
captain, so am I," and the adolescent star
of the picture strides away to see about it.

Melvyn Douglas and Raymond Massey

ON

James Whale is directing
"The Old Dark House" and chubby
Charles Laughton, favourite character actor of London and New York, is discovering that a 6,000 mile journey from rainy
old England to sunny California (as advertised) ends in a drenching from a hose.
In

Stage

its

1

way the

set

for this picturization

B. Priestley's novel is as remarkable
the "Love Me Tonight" architecture.
To simplify his shooting schedule, Whale
has had the entire Old Dark House built
on the largest stage and his camera and
lights simply trundle from room to room
There is the smokewith the action.
grimed, raftered kitchen, haunt of the butler, Boris Karlotf, revoltingly disguised by
a scarred cheek, enlarged head and bristling beard on a parchment skin: there is
the long, dark passage where Lilian Bond
shivers herself into the pleased arms of
Melvyn Douglas; the third-floor bedroom
complete with enormous fourprison,
poster bed, of Brember Wills, the family's
madam; the second floor chamber of Elspelh Dudgeon, billed as "John" l>ecause
she plays the 102-year-old Sir Roderick; the
gaunt, cobwebbecl staircase with its gargoyled bannisters; and the great hall of
mullioned, embrasured windows, yard thick

of

J.

as

huge chimney and blackened
beams, where the family is now seated at

stone walls,

supper.
As a fact, Eva Moore, made up as a
hideous old harridan, and Ernest Thesiger
(who is a friend of the Queen of England and in pri\ate life makes exquisite
embroider\) are mimching with relish the
rare roast beef from the sirloin on the

Who

table.

said

all

movie

meals

were

faked?
Karloff

scowling behind
Miss
stands
Poor Boris. His make-up
Moore's chair.
again condemns him to make meals of
chocolate malted milk imbibed through
straws.
The three others at the tableRaymond Massey, Gloria Stuart and Melvyn Douglas— are strangers who have lx?en
driven in by the great storm oiuside.
(The storm has been turned off for a
while, but is standing by to repeat its
business when wanted).

on the porch, to be the second interruption to the supper. They step into a
wooden box and slither up to the ankles in
mud, which in the natural state is Hollywood's rarest literal commodity.
A few yards away, lurking imder a ladder with a gleam in his eyes and a hosepipe in his hands, is a Japanese gardener.
Nobody is taking any notice of him. His
salary is probably two dollars a clay.
But
the Jap is happy. "They're gonna be wet,"
I hear him say to himself, "whether they
warn to or not. Yes sir. Good and wet.
Haw!" Chuckling simianly, he swarms up

pare,

Bond and Charles Laughton

WHILE,

inside

the

hall,

the

camera

being lined up for a travelling shot,
and a grip is persuading the chimney to
is

smoke— a

little

difficult

which looks so hot
Charles Laughton and
fire

when

the hia/ing
not even alightLilian Bond pre-

is

Lost Her Boy
Friends Because

oF

his ladder.

"Water!"

an

calls

and on the
round stream at

assistant,

word the Jap releases
Laughton and Lilian.

a

It

flattens

their

smacks audibly on
faces,
their
drenches their coats and runs in rivulets
ofl every part of them.
With a keen eye
and a flick of the wrist, the rain-maker
pops his column of water down the front
She gasps and buttons
of Lilian's blouse.
her coat up to her neck, with flaming
cheeks.
The Jap chuckles again. He's
earning millions.
yourselves?"
asks
"Enjoying
Junior
Laemmle, passing with a brace of execuhats,

tives.

"Earning your money," rebukes Laughton.

Turn 'em
set.
Close the doors.
Quiet! WIND!"
An aeroplane proi>eller, set up opposite
the porch of the Old Dark House, springs
"All

over.

Depicting the physical charm and attractiveness
chic slenderness brings,

A

which

half teaspoonful of Kruscfien Salts

water every morning bemakes reducing a delight
howling blast makes little —it's so SAFE and CONVENIENT. It
Laughton like a sparrow leaves no ugly wrinkles, no dark circles

Its
into action.
Lilian cling to
tiying not to be

a haystack.
plays water
skilfully into the gale so that it is lashed
in stinging drops on to the door.

The gardener on

blo\\'n off
his ladder

wayfarers hammer on the panwith a genuine passion to get oiu of
After a long, canthat tempest quickly.
tankerous argument ivithin, Karloff opens
the door and an extra twitch of the propeller flings the couple into the hall.
"And tell my heirs," says Laughton, as
^Vhale shouts "Cut!" and recording stops,
"that my next picture was to have been
Tallulah Bankhead's 'Devil And The Deep'
—in which, had I lived, I should have stood
up to my waist in a waterlogged submarine

The two

els

In a glass of hot

fore breakfast

under the eyes or

ill

after effects.

—

a blend of 6
a splendid health-builder
SEPARATE minerals which help every gland and body
organ to (unction properly. You lose ugly, unhealthy Fat at
the same time gain strength and energy. Many women
hasten results by going lighter on potatoes, pastries and
iatty meats.
Rather

It's

Mrs. Ethel Smith, a nurse in Norwich, Conn, lost 16 lbs,
with the first bottle of Kruschen and reports a marvelous
gain in health.

An 85c bottle (lasts 4 weeks) is sold by
leading drugstores thruout the world. Start
to-day and reduce stay younger longer!

—

KRUSCHEN SALTS

for half a reel."

On

FROM

the

M-G-M

Lot

Universal

to AVarners' studio is
less than two miles, and as all aviators
know it is mighty hard to make a ship fly

two miles— two himdred with pleasure,
twenty perhaps, five with persuasion, but
two are an insult. So turn her nose due
south. Skipper, and head for Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer ten miles nearer the equator.
I know perfectly well that M-G-M employes are working on the same old pictures as they were making last month, but
I have a clue to one of the Radio mysteries.

The "Hold Em

Jail" iniit, says

my

infor-

mant, has sneaked out of Pathe on to the
Metro back lot.
That old line about there being {8 states
the Union is a laugh.
They forgot to
include the M-G-M back loi.
1 hat wilderness is so big that it's dangerous. Some
in

day somebody without

my

stamina

is

go-

ing to get lost there too and die of exhaustion trying to win back.
Miles and miles of plaster Iiuildings there
street after street, Noiniand\, Middle
West, English, Suniairan and 1. examine.
Half a casile josiles (jiiarler of a toitage.

are,

Lilian

63

Post
olliccs,
hospitals,
|)oIice
siations.
theatres and hotels stand ihere doing noiiiing, held up i)y struts behind their false
faces, complicating the ma/e.
I come across a xsoman sitting in a rocker in front of the door of a cottaiie with-

Freckles
Secretly

and Quickly Removedl

'Y'OU

can bnnish those annoying,
embarrassing freckles, quickly
and surely, in the privacy of your
own boudoir. Yourfrieuds nill wonder how you did it.
Sttllman's Freckle Cream bleaches
them out whileyou sleep. Leaves the
skin so(t and white, the complexion
fresh, clear and trunspurent. Price
only SOc. To pay more is extravagtince. The first jar proves its magic
worth. At all druggists.

Stillman's
Freckle Cream
FREE

Removes

T

Whitens

Freckles

1

The Skin

,

BOOAT/./rr tells how to remove freckles.
D('|)(.

22 Slillman Co.

Aurora.

III.
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64

That ends the argument and word goes
forth to strike the set. Get going, Pedelty.
Over the roofs and lawns of Be\erly
Hills,, across the ridge of hills once more,
a right turn to the east and in seven minutes we ha\e spim down into the precincts
of the Warner Brothers-First National studio— ^vith four feature pictures in production, and no mysteries about any of them.

Ideas $$
$$ Photoplay
Talking Pictures
For Silent and

Accepted in any form foi- revision, criticism, copyright and submission to Hollywood studios, the only
market. Not a school no course or l)ooks to sell. You

—

be just as capable of writing acceptable stories as
Original plots and
thousands of successful writers.
Send for free booklet giving
ideas are what is wanted.
Established 1917.
full details.

may

A

NEW

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
514

Meyer

&

BIdg., Western

by

Sierra Visia, Hollywood, California

Busy Day

at "Warners

YORK TOWN
Mervyn

ounce— is the

"

being directed

is

who— ounce

Leroy,

for

megaphonist in HolWhat he might do if he grew

lywood.

cleverst

bigger!

Mervyn's set is vast— the Grand Central
Terminal, New York, no less— but the scene
he is making is intimate and intense, just
Joan Blondell and Eric Linden saying goodbye outside the entrance to track i8. XW

On stage 3 at Warners, Chic
Sale makes "Competition."

MAKE $10,000
#

-

A year

Rex
us.

raising
rabbits for

We

out any innards. I have not seen another
She doesn't seem
hving being in miles.

pay up

Send 25c for full information
to $12.00 eachifor all you raise.
Send at once and
and contract, everything explained.
nnd out about this big proposition we have to offer you.

to

Route

I,

New Freedom,

Box 314

care.

"How

THE EASTERN RABBITRY
Pa.

her.
"I

long have you lived here?"

ask

don't remember," she says.

"Seen any actors >vorking?"
"No. Nobody ever comes around here."
Years later my eviI leave her rocking.
dence will be vital in solving the Mystery
of the Skeleton on Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer s

$-BELIEVEManyIN LUCK?-$
LUCK

people that believe in
are carrying a Pair of GENUINE
BRAHMA RED LIVE HIGHLY MAGNETIC LODESTONES. We have received a large number of wonderful Testimonials from people who
L believe
that they have become
Games. Love.
3 LUCKY in Money.
! Business, etc.. and claimed much
' benefit and profit from carrying a
Pair of these GENUINE BRAHMA

Back Lot.
"Wheeler and 'Woolsey

I

ACROSS

two roads and more miles of

An
I
find a prison yard.
unpleasant mustard colour, its thick avails
are dotted with guaid houses, but the
guards are all down below sharing boxlunches ^vith the convicts. "Hold 'Em Jail"
remains a mystery— the unit has knocked off
-

RED LIVE HIGHLY MAGNETIC
LODESTONES. They have much

faith in these marvelous Curios
and consider them to be a POWERFUL LUCK CHARM for the deemed
and believed attraction of
Love, Happiness.
GOOD LUCK in Games. Money. Business.
Success, etc. We make no unnatural representations. Believe
in LUCK? Why don't YOU carry a Pair? Special only $1.97 for
the two, complete with FREE full Information. Pay Postman
SI. 97 and 15c postage on delivery. SATISFACTION GUARANTEEDorMONEYRETURNED. You Can't Lose! OrderYours NOW!
Dept. T739 P. S. BUREAU, G=N. P. O. Box 72, Brooklyn. N. Y.
NOTICE! We absolutely GUARANTEE these Genuine Brahma
Lodestones are ALIVE! Just what you want for they are the
REAL THING-POWERFULLY ATTRACTIVE. HIGHLY MAGNETIC!
Copyrighted- P. S. B.
Send order TODAY!

prevention of Bad Luck,

I

Evi!. etc..

^vaste land,

and
and jaded— ^^•earied
from a \vhole day of running to catch the
The lights have been run in for
8.20 Up.
the close shot, and the camera gives the
impression of slaying Joan and Eric against
aioimd the
overshoes

sidelines extras in overcoats
silent

sit

the concrete

^vall.

Joan Blondell

IF YOU

have ever made the mistake of
is not an actress,
unmake it quick. This scene alone proves
her.
She has fully five miniues of speaking, into which Linden makes only interthinking Joan Blondell

The speech
jections.
to reproduce here, but

New

of

Yorkers,

the

much

is
it

is

joy

too long
the philosophy
being sub-

of

lor limch.

posts rigged up in the
dressed in prison football uniforms,
AVheeier and Woolsey are drinking milk
out of bottles.
"What's the picture all about, soaks? I

Near the goal

yard,

"

ask.

REMOVE

"We're not allowed—" they begin, so I
my tongue and swing off on the
great trek back through the M-G-M back
put out

SURE

WAY

lot— Calfornia or Bust.

Any Part You Wish
Reduced. No Exercise, Baths,
From

Diets,

Medicine,

Equipment

cial

Guaranteed

At Fox

or
SpeNecessary.

to Satisfy

derricks.

Limited Special Offer

not

$1.50

lo

plei

THIN-O-CREME CO.

395 Broadway. New York,

N. Y.

has just sold a picture for cash and is bringing gifts— an armful of food, some bottles
of bubbly or worse, and a Persian kitten
for Joan.
One rehearsal tells the tale. C'mon, let's

If
WHAT

Spencer Tracy and James

NEXT
and

IS

Marriage. Love. Divorce,
BusiChildren,

Money,

Hand

or Health?
Your
reveals ALL. Now

you can obtain a remarkable book
tbaL eiinblcs you to easily read your
own hand and hands of others.
Si'iid todny f{)r this amazing book
unfolds secrets of
personal proljloms
to avoid. Prais
thousands.
Will helpyo
hs

that,

lit'o.^'

solves

shows errors
too.

Merely send lOe to
Denton Jennings

lice

17 Jloswell KoatI,

Atlanta,

Ga.

Wheeler and Woolsey

moment

of

in a noisy

"Hold 'Em

merged in unsurmoimtable
electrolytic effect of adjacent
ity

multiplied

seven

Jail."

the

cro^^ds,

human

million

vital-

times— and

and more like it. subtle, true, intensely human, made utterly warm and understandable by Joan, as she explains to her lover

from "back west" that she can never li^e
with him anywhere else but in the Big

Town.
I

tried

to

imagine the same speech

re-

"Hollwvood substituted lor
"New York" and suddenly spluttered w'lih
That was when Mervyn asked
laughter.
peated

me

with

"

to leave.

go.

YOUR PROBLEM?^
ness

oil

But now we're down let's look. Joan
Bennett is making "Week Ends Only,"
and wearing a georgette dress with scalloped sleeves and a big cute collar is
My! how
looking younger and younger.
marriage makes the eyes shine!
The scene is Joan's apartment and a
Ben
big moment in Ben Lyon's life.
plays a painter fellow and consequently
wears a leather jacket, flannel trousers and
He
a singlet, just like any other engineer.

—

REDUCED PRICE $5 JAR

to

by flying low

you can play "in and out" among the

cream-like preparation, a product
of
modern science proven to
quickly remove exceaa fat from
double chin, arms, bust, hips, lega,
abdomen, or any other part of body
harmlessly and absolutely without

if

merry one

A

A

Mail your order

Joan Bennett

Thin-O-Creme
secret product rieidly tested has
slenderized tlioiipaiida of over-stout
people who failed through other

refunded

—with

a short hop but a
ITtheIS Fox
studios, because

j

Lee Tracy

Dunn

door Spencer Tracy (the trainer)
James Dunn (the boxer) are finishing the big fight of "Society Girl," which
is staged in the Dunn dressing room. Dunn
is being fooled by Peggy Shannon, the society girl, and Tracy has been trying to
Old inhal)ilants of this
put liim wise.
stage tell me they have been sliooting the
row ever since they can remember. Now,
when the camera has been run in for a
(lose shot, Jimmic Diinn hauls off and
l)usis Spencer in the nose.,

ON

Roy Del Ruth

is directing
Stage 2
"Blessed Event, and the set is doubh
interesting because it contrasts the other
Both
point of vie\\' with "Is My Face Red?
are stories of a Broadway newspaper columnist, and on this set Lee Trac\ presents
the ne\\spapermaii as newspapermen know
him— straw hat, pink shirt sleeves, black
and vellow striped tie, flashy bro^vn suit
and a belt (Cortez wore suspenders). \Ve
"

"

got a million of them.
Lee Tracy wants Avatching.

A New

Y'ork

'

Silver Screen for July 1932
LADY,

As he wanders about this set of a newspaper office, the managing editor's secretary (Ruth Ronnelly) takes a 'phone message, and archly tells Tracy the publisher
^vallts him.
"I don't know why," she adds with relish, "but I think you won't be with us
much longer." Tracy blows up.
"Listen,

up

to

taken me three years to work
bucks a week," (so that

it's

thirty-five

accounts for those clothes) "ha ha! Oh no!
Moxley'd never let them tie the can on
me."
"Yeah? Last thing Moxley told you was
to lay off those birth items."

"I gotta

the

fill

Tracy.
That's the

column some way," coun-

ters

"Blessed

of

pith

and what one N.

blessed events,

Event "—
Y.

chat-

He goes out now
terer can do with them.
to see another stork story safely into print.
"This may be my last column," says he,
"and I've got to have a punch line for the
top."

Chic Sale

OUT
being

on the back

tion,"

shot

which

is

lot

for Chic
a story of

crowd scene is
"Competihow a small town
a

Sale's

general store went modern in a big way.
The townsfolk consider it has gone so modern that the owner and promoter has
scrammed with their capital, and now they
are milling about the porch demanding
advice from each other.
In the centre of them a portly, half-bald
man in whom few audiences will recognize
Jack Henderson, matinee idol of musical
comedy nearly half a century ago, points
"There comes Crickle
into the distance.

now," he says.
"Cut!" roars Erie Kenton. "Don't point.
Just look. Once more."
"There comes Crickle now," says Henderson and out pops the finger.
Will

"Cut!

Harold Lloyd

Hollywood with

stage actor, he is startling
a dynamic naturalness.

somebody

for

the

love

of

A woman
heaven hold that man's finger?
presses in behind Henderson and grips his
This time the
hands behind his back.

NO,This

this

in
is

"Movie Crazy"
not a lunatic asylum.

is a stage of the United Artists
studio.
Your host is the embarrassed gentleman in evening dress and horned-rimmed
"Movie Ciazy" is in full swing.
spectacles.

Playing a drunken diner at a Hollywood
producer's dinner party, Arthur Housman
puffs ineffectually at a fly, swipes at it,
iriisses and sits glo^vering at it alcoholically
from under his eyebrows.
The camera swoops away to include
Lloyd in the scene. Harold is dancing with
Louise Closser Hale, haughty wife of aforeHis career depends on his
said producer.
making a good impression on her. But
he is finding life suddenly complicated.
In the wash-and-whisk department he has
accidentally changed clothes with a conjuror and is now alarmed by mysterioiis
Mrs. Hale is
stirrings in the garment.
wondering whether his wrigglings are insanity or technique.
Desperately, Harold sloughs an egg from
one pocket by putting it in Housman's
flabby hand just as the drunk has decided
Finding
to crush the fly on his forehead.
a rabbit in another, as he dances onwards,
Lloyd pops it under the cover of a dish
which a waiter is hurrying to Housmans
The camera follows the dish with
table.
an effortless, soundless glide.
Lifting the cover and seeing a white
rabbit amongst his salad, the drunk decides
he has finally got em, and rushes madly
away, cutting a wide swathe through the
indignant dancers, while Harold, circulating round the floor with Mrs. Hale, continues to empty his pockets by stealth. He
pulls a piece of string in one of them and
a stream of white paint shoots out of his
gardenia straight into the haughty and important lady's face.
scene, packed with movement
incident, is a model to all producers
The only speeches in all its
directors.
length are the short address of Housman
to his waiter, and the occasional question
"What's the matter with you?" from Mrs.

The long

and
and

"

scene

is

"Just
point?"

okay.

why,"

ask,

I

"There are two
won't
ci

have

in

"didn't

Hale.

Good for you, Harold-and keep on making motion pictures.
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Soothes and cools the skin. Ideal as a
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TO BE DEAF
NO JOKE
^Ev«ry Deaf Person KnowsThat

George P. Way made himself b«ar, after beinff
deaf for 25 years, with Artificial Ear Draou— bis

lOwa Invention. He wore tbem
day and night. They stopped
head noises and ringing cars. I
^They are inviaihle and per-J

the table, catches her toe in a wlieat sack,
bursts out with a "Damn!" and falls flat
on her face.
They cut the clever little scene there,
but you and I can imagine the rest they

tomorrow.
going to be cold

That
all

nice Brent
night.

man

NooneeeeaJ
,

GEORGE

P.

Hofmann Building

The Answer

STUDIO JOBS

ru.
Drum

WAY, INC.
Michigan
Dtroit,

HOLLYWOOD

IN

the
-BUT we are prepared t(
Are not easy for the outside]
iting yo
[ituctB thereby elir
benefit of our years of personal studit
tudio job.
waste of time and motley while huntit
for
obtained
are
that
Hollywood
movie
jobs
know
all
the
various
ways
Wo

to Last Month's

ON

arms in embarrassment.
"Kinder cold, isn't it?" he suggests.
"Maybe we— I— aliout bedtime, isn't it?"
"Oh!" cries Barliara, who strides round

PICTURES

Big Royalties

fectlycomfortahle.

Barbara Stanwyck and George Brent

his

TALKING

FOR

them. Write for hie true stpr
"How I Got Ueaf and Ma<
Uyaelf Hear". Atao booklet
„
Artificial Ear
OD Deafness. Address

pointing

Stage 4 Barbara Stanwyck is trying
It is a delicate
not to go to bed.
She has just married George
situation.
Brent through a matrimonial agency, in
order to escape a soured love affair in
Montreal, and has been driven by her husband to his farm in the wilds of Alberta.
It is atjout now that the lady is becoming
apprehensive.
They stand facing each other in the bare,
dusty, wooden shack, with sacks of grain
George,
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Since "Grand Hotel" the all-star cast is being adopted. United Artists will make •'I'liiBarretts of Wimpole Street" and it is rumored that Helen Hayes, Mary Pickford and
Ronald Colman will be together in tiiis great play.
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ILL

ROG-

ERS

has a
sense of humor, or should we say

dollars

humor,

of

for

Will has capitalized his
funny bone— he is a
millionaire.

The

latest, perhaps the last,
studio portrait of Garbo.

From those

days back in the Follies when he used to

Will

Rogers,

jester.

twist his lariat, chew
his cud, and rock the six dollar
spectators in their seats simply by
telling what Congress had done that
day, he has been a national figure.

But not content with

this.

night.

moment

after

took

at

that

upon himself

the "Grand Hotel" opening Will
with a characteristic telegram and
all

the

blame

for the

Garbo

imita-

absolving Wallace Beery from any part in it.
Having made this graceful and public apology AVill
now laughs at his critics for their seriousness:— "Don't
ever make fun of a poor movie struck fan who stands
on the street half the night watching a premiere after
you wise guys waited until daylight to see one star."
tion,

fell flat.

Will had not seen "Grand Hotel" naturally, and
he did not know the tremendous performance that
Garbo had given. Nor that this audience whose lives
are wrappecl up in motion pictures, whose happiness
and sorrows all pass in a parade across the silver screen,
were to be lifted to the very mountain peak of admira-

Ah, Will, but what

exaltation. They had just seen a dream come
Beauty! Talent! Art!
perfect performance.
Every formidable barrier to screen success taken in a
true.

that

laugh.

day
THE
came through

old story now of how he told the audience
great actress, soon leaving this country,
would make a personal appearance after the showing
of "Grand Hotel," and how Wallace Beery, after the
picture was over, came on the stage with a Garbo imi-

tion

know

was a sacred name.

has talked with kings and made millions'
It was Will who said, after having breakfast with Coolidge in the White House, that Cal gave
the dog so much to eat he about decided to get on all
fours on the carpet in order to get enough breakfast
himself.
He once gave up a tremendously valuable
contract of his own to jump into Fred Stone's part
when Fred, injured, could no longer appear, so that
the company might not disband.
-

IS an
ITthat
a

which

coidd Will Rogers

GARBO

ROGERS

Will Rogers blazed an air

trail for correspondents that makes him international,
omnipresent, omniscient.
Monologist, political commentator, writer, airman, screen actor (his talking picture, "So This Is Paris," made the record run in Los
Angeles), Will gathered all his talents and so qualified as the master of ceremonies for the "Grand Hotel"
premiere in Hollywood.
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YOUR BEAUTY
is the COLOR
IN YOUR CHEEKS
Then, For You, The Beauty of Mystical,
Glowing Princess Pat Duo-Tone Rouge

By

A new thought

Patricia Gordon

...

to give color first place over

features ... as the "measure of your beauty?" Yet how
true it is. And how comforting. For while your features
may not be alterable, glorious color always is yours for

the taking

.

.

.

through rouge

Ah, yes; but not the usual rouge. For, remember, this
new color that measures beauty must be radiant, glowing. It must not appear to be rouge at all. It must
seem color comMgfrom within the skin It must have all
the fidelity of a natural blush, the same soft, thrilling
modulation; the same exquisite blending that leaves no
outline. It must be vivid, sparklmg, daring, as much
so as you elect, but absolutely natural.
.

Can there

Possibly be such Marvelous Rouge?

Can

there be such rouge? You've never used one? All have been
. . many actually "painty,"
at least somewhat obvious
dull, flat, to be detected instantly. Yes, but these have
been simply the usual one tone rouges. But Princess Pat is
DUO-TONE. The ojUy Duo-Tone rouge . . . and therefore
absolutely different from any other rouge you ever knew.
.

Duo-Tone, then. What is this magical secret? It means that
Princess Pat rouge (every shade) is composed of two distinct
There is a mysterious
tones, perfectly blended into one.
perfectly. There is
undertone. It matches your skin tone
a fascinating overtone. It gives forth the wondrous, vibrant,
glowing color that seems not rouge at all but actually color
.

that

is

yovu" very

.

.

own

Tan.

The

special, perfect

new

The Duo-Tone
Any

art of choosing rouge.
secret makes an
one of the eight Princess Pat shades will perfectly harmonize with your type, no matter what that
.

.

.

NITE.

A
in

your cheeks shall set at naught features less than perfect
enhance with utterly new beauty when features are perfect.
Then
with Princess Pat rouge ... be
beautiful today as you never were before.
.

.

qet this

Or

.

.

.

.

rouge shade to harmonize with your costume.

is

.

.

that you
is. Do you realize what this means
may perfectly follow the fashion of using the correct

type

shade for evening

Measure Your Beauty by the Color in Your Cheeks.
and true. That the glowing, vibrant color
new thought
.

Duo-Tone Ends "One Shade" Choice.
entirely

If for any reason you desire to
possess briUiant, sparkling beauty, use one of the more intense
Princess Pat shades. If you wish subtle, demm-e effects, choose
the quieter colors. It is so simple to choose. Beginning with
VIVID, Princess Pat shades are named as follows: Vivid,
New Vivid, Squaw, Theatre, Enghsh Tint, Gold, Medium,

you may look as you desire to feel.

Week End

Set

-SPECIAL
The popular JVeek End

Set for titts coupon and SSe
Contains Princess Pat Rouge, Lip Rouge,
(coin).
Powder and three creams iJi liberal attractive sizes.
Also new booklet of valuable beauty secrets.

Princess
Pat

ION DON

PRINCESS PAT,

Dept. A-20j7. 2709 S. Wells St., Chicago
Enclosed And 25c for which send me the Princess Pat

Wcek-End

CHICAGO

Street

Princess Pat Lip Rougo a new sensation— nolhlnR less. For It docs what no
other Up rouge has ever done. Princess Pat Lip RouRO colors that Inside moist
eurfacc of lips aa well aa oulslde.

It Is truly indelible.

You'll love

Set.

Name

Itl

City and State

IN

CANADA,

93

CBUKCH

ST.,

TORONTO

THE CUNEO PRESS.

INC..

CHICAGO
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Film.
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Lives

The Magician, greatest of

this

super magic

listening to the ex-

maker— NOW you

con both see and hear and CHILL with CHANDU and
his further

all

NOW on the screen—thanks to Fox
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on the
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in this
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GIRLS SAY "YES!
Can

Mary

Carlisle,

Name Comes With

a Single Girl Break In?

MOORE GOOD NEWS
Colleen Moore Comes Back
BETTE DAVIS AND NUMEROLOGY

who

goes places.

Hoiv To

LISTEN:—

FADS
The

says that Helen
the greatest actress in the
- world and that every moment on the
set with her is a pleasure and an educaNow that's what we call the perfect
tion.
By the way, did you know
compliment.
that Adolphe commanded an American
ambulance unit in Italy during the war?
While you are watching his superb performance in "Farewell to Arms remember
Miriam Hopkins' adopted son is
that
The picture she
only a tew months old.
is going to do with Clark Gable has been
is

"

.

changed from "No Bed

Her Own"

of

to

Her Own"

just to please the
are squeamish about beds
Jimmy Durante denounces the Barrymore profile as being pikerish compared to
Claudette Colbert's exotic coshis'n
tume in "The Sign of the Cross" had to
be fitted by a tinsmith, and you should
see the size of the shears that were used
If you lived in Rome in
to cut it out.
Nero's time I guess a couple of old fenders

Hays'
.

.

of

office

.

.

would have made you a darn good bungaFreddie March is calling
low apron
.

.

.

Mille picture "The Sign of the
Double Cross" and he'll have you know
he has a good reason for calling it that

de

the

.

.

.

You
feet

five

ought to see Freddie with
Helen Hayes is only

just

curled

hair

his

tall

.

.

.

.

.

.

Howard

Leslie

is

wild

about swimming but has never learned
dive

.

.

.

Leslie's

little

son

is

to

the "spittin'
Kay Francis

image" of his old man
creamed ham and she dunks bread
Dickie
in the cream when it's soupy
Moore is crazy about Josef Von Sternberg
which makes him practically unique
George Brent has bought a new engagement ring for Riuh Chatterton and is
counting the days until her boat docks
Bing Crosby has an Olympic blue
sweater which has all the girls gasping
Ann Harding, not Irene Dunne, will
ajjpear opposite Leslie Howard in "Animal
.

.

.

likes

.

.

.

.
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Page Conducted

by

Natalie

B EAUTY!

Neff
what little tricks the clever
Hollywood ladies use to bring out

see

^
'

C o n s t a n ce

the very, best in themselves.

Bennett Is the

you are the soft, feminine type
you w ill notice that gentle touches
are best for ) ou— no vivid lips and
heavily darkened lashes— freshness
and naturalness of coiffure instead
If
of a severe and dashing cut.
yoti are dark and striking, with

perfect exam-

ple of the
niod-

poised,

BE

YOUR

own

true,

ern,

charming

self.

In case you don't know it,
you are a type! In spite of the individuality which separates every human
being from the rest of the species, there
are a good many classifications of girls
(moving picture producers all recognize this
tact) and each one of us belongs in her own
special classification. Which one is yours?
Are you shy and demure or are you a
tom-boy and in-for-anything? Are you seri-

ous or gay, provocative or deeply soulful?
Questions such as these concern your temperament and must be given Consideration
when selecting your own type. If you
haven't thought of it before, you'll find,
just as I did, that you are rather bewildered, for it is so difficult to "see ourselves
as others see us" (as our old friend Robert
Burns so wisely said).
Once you have decided upon the momentous question of your type, a whole

world of ideas opens up to you -ivhich wnW
enhance the perfection of your personality.
For the type of girl which you are is the
foundation on which all your make-up,
clothes and method of dressing your hair
must be built.
"But," you exclaim, "how on earth am I
to

know which

type

I

am?"

The

easiest

own

particular sort of
outward personality is to study the screen
stars and at the same time compare yourself

way

to select

your

with them.
When you saw Connie Bennett in "AVhat
Price Hollywood," did you notice the animation and gaiety, the flash of her smile
and the saucy cut of those bangs? They
were all new to Connie on the screen and
she was an entirely different Connie from
Her
the heroine of "Lady With a Past."
famous poise and grace was still there, but
there was an added -svarmth and vivacity
which her former pictures had not shown.
This was the real Connie. She has always
been kno\vn among iier friends as a "life-ofthe-party" sort of girl and the fact that she
was allowed to be herself explains why she
Perhaps you arc a
"clicked" with us all.
Connie Bennett!

6

/

inde-

f

/

pendent type.

If

voluptuousness of a Lupe
Del Rio, you have more
leeAvay in creating effects with
the

\'elez or

\our make-up and hair. Your colors may
be brighter and your hair more daring.
Eyebrows are occupying a large slice of
the lime-light these days in the art of

make-up. When a girl of the fascinating
Garbo-Bankhead-Dietrich-Crawford school
shapes her eyebrows into just the right
questioning cmves which seem to say, "Ves
no, my boy? "—she has made herself
harmonious, and harmony is beauty!
For a girl of the gay, sparkling type with

or

a lusty
eyes,

Janet Gaynor in "The First
Year"— a quiet, sweet little girl, but with
In her there is a lovable
lots of spunk.
sincerity entirely free from the seductive
sublety of other favorites.
The Garbo type of sophistication is usually cold, aloof and mysterious (although,
she certainly was alive as well as enticing
in "As You Desire Me," ^\'asn't she?) as
against the sleek, witty and alluring Karen
Morley who fascinates us in "The Washington Masquerade."
Which one are you?
Remember, that it is not necessarily the
one ^vho is your favorite who is your type,
for opposites very ofien attract. Look at
your face— have you high cheek-bones and
a long, sad face or a bright, round little
Notice
face which twinkles with laughter?
the expressions and which are your best
Or,

take

features.

.'\re

your inclinations to be calm

and dignified or

gay, talkative

and

full of

laugh, a jolly

Now step over to a long mirror and let
me see you. Are you tall and ^villowy,
dainty, medium and plump?
characteristics must influence
vour make-up and coilhne for they are important in making you the /y/)(' of girl you
are. You don't want to put a Clara Bow
face on a Garbo body, nor a Joan Crawford face on a Janet Gavnor figinc, do you?
When you have selected your type, let's

small

and

Even

these

and

flashing
lips

and

her best
featiues and she must beware of the studied
type of make-up which would make her
twinkling

eves

-will

accentuate

self-conscious.

Hollywood knows all these things inand that is why you have seen so
many seeming miracles performed in the
stantly

appearance of the screen stars. It was
amazing to see those pictures in the beauty
article of our August issue, wasn't it? Greta
Garbo when she first arrived in Hollywood,
Joan Crawford, Connie Bennett and Clara
Bow when they first appeared on the lot—
and then photographs of them as they
But if you ^vill look
look to us to-day.
sharplv, you will see that what Hollywood
has done for these girls is not to change
them, but to bring ilicm out, enhance every
ounce of indi\idual beauty they possessed
by emplo\ing just the right accents in
make-up, the most sintable arrangement of
the hair, taking off a superfluous

adding cmves

pep?

smile

emphasis on those beckoning

to a girl

pound or

who tended

to

be a

(The process is a fascinating
one about which we hope to tell you more
some day soon.)
All of ^vhich means that, when you're
aboiU to have a "big moment," plaiming a
camjiaign to ensnare that young man who
intrigues you so, or interviewing someone
about a grand job— in order to c6mpletely
"click." you must know what type you are
and stick to it. I say— be yourself!
bit too lean,
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^Ddri/igDmdo^oftkMiL
flANT planes roaring through
the night

.

.

.

battling the fury

of the elements so that you

may
,

.

.

receive our letters

Brave men

.

.

.

,.. Living, Loving,

a hurry

Hating,

takes you right into the

An

I

and braver v/omen

This picture, dramatic

pilots.

in

and

in

Fighting.

the extreme,

lives of the air-

exceptional cast with

RALPH BELLAMY

*4

GLORIA STUART. PAT O'BRIEN. SLIM SUMMERVILLE, LILIAN BOND. RUSSELL HOPTON,
DAVID LANDAU. LESLIE FENTON. FRANK
ALBERTSON, HANS FURBERG.

TOM CARRIGAN

and WILLIAM DALY.
Directed by

for

October 1932

)OHN FORD

,

"What do you
think?

Tell us!
best ideas

The

ou re

each
month,
whether criticism

or

$15 for

prizes.

Hcrcs a J^cw Dt^arimtnil LctUrs

$10

prize,

first

Me?"

praise,

awarded

will be

second

for

prize,
and
for third.

$5

Ad"You're

dress
Telling
Editor,

Fill-

Me?"
Silver

Screen, 45 West

45th

ed vuith Love

May Win

and

Street,
N. Y. C.

and Hisses are Welcome

Us

Prizes. Let

in on

Your Thoughts.
First

"WHEN

I

do not

Prize
the

like

watch the audience," says L.
Philadelpliia,

Street,

Pa.

picture, I
of Berks
sa.w a little

Mann

"I

boy put his arm through his mother's and
snuggle up close when the '^vorst boy in
town' in 'Young America' stood before the
judge."

Second Prize
"CHOP— chop here. Chop— chop there.
Here chop. There chop. Everywhere chop
—chop. Just a best seller being heartlessly

Thus E. A. 'VV'^arfor the screen."
ren of Mt. Hope, 'Washington, laments the
passage through the meat chopper of Mrs.
Barnes' beautiful story "Westward Passage,"
Should have
the Ann Harding picture.
titled it "Westward Sausage.

maimed

'

them
come

"THE

MISS
DOYLE

Ashley
Street, Hartford,

Conn.,

it

probably be billed

will

She-

as

S011I-

How

PICTURES have gone to pots, thinks
"Face
Mrs. ^V. L. Potts of Fresno, Calif.
slapping that Cagney and Gable started is
too common, and when Ann Harding slaps
It's just not
her husband, well I rebel.
done by decent people." ^Vait, Mrs. Potts,
your revenge comes in "Skyscraper Souls."
Maineen O'Sullivan gets slapped back.
"DO

you realize," catechisms George Lenz
Coeur D'Alene, Idaho, "that if it were
not for the movies some of us would never

of

see broadcasting as in 'Are You Listening?'
bootlegging as in 'The Wet Parade,' Holly-

ivood as in 'The Lost Squadron." " But we
notice, George, that you didn't find anything strange about the hot Hollyivood
love!

sexy pictures
are
^vholly
indecent. I should
think the producers
ivould have brains

enough

money

Me

T. Eastman of Los
Angeles. Calif., "want to see a photograph
As
of that youngster of Norma Shearer s.
long as stars remain in the limelight they
should oblige their fans. Then ^^e'll tinn

FANS,"

loo';;,

fans

10 sec 'Strange Interlude.'

'"

^Vait,

the young fellow probably
not found a story to suit him.
)ei.

can't

"AFTER
feel

as

has

seeing 'What Price Hollywood'
if

I

had lived

in

Hollywood

life.
No\\' I can read screen arwith compU'lc luulcrstanding, writes
Howard C. Reinpcs, Jr., of ^ Oinigstown.
Coiislancc
"If
BcnneU, George
Ohio.
Cukor and David O. Sclznick will kindh
step forward, wc will turn the spotlight on

all

that

niv

"

ticles

8

her

place job
to give Uni2

know
make

to

wont

they

aboard

versal's

"Air

Mail"

and

our

\vav.

GayWait, Mary,
go with you.

for Janet

depart-

•ment a flying
start.

MARSHALL
Street,

Boston,

B.

MILLS

Cedar
and
that we are proud to
of ^Vest

writes—" 'Lady

Mass.

Gent" moved us so
belong to the human race.
A pleasant
change from the ballyhoo of 'Lingering
Lips," and 'Lithe Legs.'
We are grateful
when producers assiune Me have some
brains.
It takes a little thought to get the
best flavor from Life."
AVhat flavor Avas
it?
AVe'U take vanilla.

LILLIAN BIALLY

Union Avenue,
Bronx, N. Y., writes— "Once the villain always lost.
Nowadays the liero alicays
loses.

So,

of

course,

of

Ramon No\arro

'Huddle' does not make the Avinning
touchdo\vn. What's the use! Back to the
old conventions, say I. At least then the
hero was a real hero." You see, Lil. ridicule was hinled upon them for winning
every time. Then Dick Arlen made a hit

and so the
a loser in "Touchdown
heroes all started riuining in the other
direction. Anything to escape a laugh.
as

"

of Little
JAMES
Street, Fort Scott, Kansas, has -vvorked out
"Start producing pica depression cure.
tures that are happy and jolly so as to

he
people in a jolly good humor,
"i'our idea must ha\e leaked out.
James, for Harold Lloyd is coming down
and as the
the road Kith "Movie Cra/\
poet saith "Hark, Hark, the Marx.
"

lea\'e

"SOME of us notice the unknown actor
in the small parts. There's that chap who
played in 'As You Desire Me.' Remember?
The young fellow who came under the
heading 'The Nursery.' "Who is he?" asks
Miss R. y. \Veiss of Soiuh 19th Street,
Newark, N. J. His name is Roland ^'arno.
Is this the beginning of a beautiful friendship?

"THE F.\NS would like to see Jean Harw rites Linda
low in some real pictures,
"\S'e vvould like
Bennett of Dixon. Kv.
"

"Red-Headed
her better as a svveet girl.
AVoman is one of the great successes. Jean
"

"

in

HENRY SMALLEY

"WE

I

Gloria Stuart

climbs

writes—

"These

\ve"ll

Loitered With a Prince— The Searing,
Searcliiiig Story of a Kitchen Maid."
about:— "Sin— Sin— Cinderella!"

out

MARY
of

efforts of the film advertising de-

partments to be sensational," says Kay Beckwith of Seattle, Wash., "are ridiculous. If
Cinderella's romance ever comes to the
screen

Brown Der-

the
by."

as

nor."'

Third Prize

until they beas sunburned

Huh?

doing pretty well!

is

KATHERINE FISHER

of Bland Drive,
Louis, Mo., ^vrites ^^arm words aboiu
"His naturalness almost
George Brent.
borders on shyness but has a touch of
savoir fnire ivhich saves him from being
There you
just another heart throbber."
Kick in, Katherine savs vou're
are, George.
St.

shy.

Jimmie Cagney walk across
heaven to me," confesses Ellen
McDonald of South 22nd Street, Louisville.
Ky. All right, Ellen, ^\•e"ll put a light in the
windows' for Jimmie.

"JUST

the stage

to see
is

advises,

"

"

RAYMOND QUINN

of Holvokc, Mass..
conscious.
"The Holhwood
people shoidd gixe James Cagne\ a chance.
They should put him in a piclure in which
is

Cagne\'

he can show his talent."

W'e presume. Mr.

Ouinn, you arc referring
tiic surgeon who cut the
scrapper oiu of pictures.

to
liest

Dv. C.agne\
t\\o-hande(l

HAZEL

CLARKE

of Greensburg. Pa..
hesitate about taking
the children if it is a Richard Dix picture.
The story may be ugly— a war picture perhaps—but there wiW be no disgusting, em'barrassing scenes! Instead, there wiW siuelv

A.

\\rites— "No

need

be something

to

fine,

10 take home, a
I.o\e perhaps."'

something worth while

bit

more

Faith,

Hope

or

Good, Hazel Clarke, well
said!
B\ the win. perhaps you know a
Oh. well, it's a
friend of oins. Hazelnut?
big family.

Silver Screen
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Here

it is!

Tlie

scandalous comedy

who rose
KEYHOLE TO A

of a scandal columnist

FROM A
NATIONAL INSTITUTION

He has bedroom eyes
and a nose for news . .

W/IRIMER BROS.
set

another new style in

picture production by bring-

ing you the sensational
New York stage success

^
I^^^^^^^^^V^

BLESSED

Predicts babies like the weather
bureau predicts the weather . . .

EVENT
witH

LEE

TRACY

...

MARY BRIAN

DICK POWELL
Directed by

ROY DEL RUTH

The

private life of the

man who abolished privacy. . .The lowdo wn on
the Gossip King whose

by the square inch— and
cleans up in the shock market . . .

Sells scandal

name bounced from
Broadway 'round the
world!... Take the Los

A ngeles Times 'word for

—

"it's the best screen
entertainment seen in

it

By all
means watch for your
theatre's announcement of this great hit.

many a day"
Th
Theatre whei
to pay S3. 30 a
scat to see "Blessed Event'*

crowded

Sees
and
f

all

— knows

tells

October 1932

all

everything!

. . .

Norma

Shearer
and her husband,

Irving Thalberg,
being escorted by
Sid Grauman into his theatre at

the opening of
"Strange Inter-

lude," Norma's
great picture.

REVIEWS

iABLOID
BACHELOR'S

Adolphe Menjou

handsome Baron

AFFAIRS

lightlul

enters her room to steal her pearls but
takes her love instead: and Preysing (Wallace Berry) the financier caught in a net of
his oyvn weaving; Kringelein (Lionel Barrymore) the sick man who is spending his
life's savings to enjov one real fling at life:

Amusing

old

(^"^)

as

is dethe wealthy,

who

bachelor

gets

roped

into
marriage
with Joan Marsh, a beautiful but dumb
flapper.
This marriage had been engineered by Minna Gombell, Joan's sister. An
highly athletic honeymoon follows, which
Alan Dinehart,
all but cripples Menjou.
Menjou's partner, deftly steers Joan into the
arms of a younger man and then Menjou
marries Irene Purcell, his charming secretary.

and

Linden comes to
New York with a little
money and a lot of
Eric

fair
(Warner-First Nat' I)

dreams.

and

also

falsely

He

is

money and

taken for

dreams
accused of murder. Joan

a sap, deprived of his

his

Blondell plays a chorus girl with a heart
of gold. She falls for Eric but will not go
back to the country with him. Joan and
Eric are fine but they can't do much with
this yarn, even with the support of Guy

Kibbee and Jobyna Howland.

BLESSED E'VENT Reminiscent
Excellent

least,

the

of the

Win-

chell-Rudy Vallee feud

weak from laughing. Don't miss

BRING 'EM

it.

and brains and fists
are called into play continuously in this fine
Skill

BACK ALIVE
Marvelous

(Radio
animal picture— but no
guns are called into action. Starting from
Singapore, Frank Buck and his expedition
)

thru the Malayan jimgle capturing—alive—all types of \\'\\A animals. Amazing, thrilling battles have been caught at
close range. It is filmed unpretentiously,
and yet what a wallop it packs! Don't miss
It is primitive realism at its best.
it.
traveled

GRAND HOTEL

Meet the superb Garbo

Grusinskaya, the apa(AI-CT-M)
thctic dancer, whose career is on the wane, and see how eagerly
she responds to the love-making of the
Perfect

10

A

as

yarn

swell

about

and ready paii
who come to the un-

Excellent

iParamonnt)
yvorldlv village of Ironton to stay two hours but remain twentv

years

Wynne Gibson

instead.

gives a remarkable interpretation of Puff, the yvisecracking night club hostess, and Bancroft,
her boy-friend, is grand as the dumb pugilist.

As Bancroft's manager, James Gleason

performance.
In Ironton
Bancroft adopt a yvaif and stay
"put" until he is grown and educated. The
storv is entertaining and different. Put it
gives

a

down

as

deft

one of those things you "must
'—4'"

PURCHASE
PRICE, THE

see."

—

Broadway

torch-singei
yvho yvants to "get awav

Poor
(Warner-First Nat

l)

^ ^11."
So she
changes places yvith a house-maid yyho has
ansyvered a matrimonial advertisement, and
goes

out

West

fi-Q,,,

become the bride

to

of

George Brent, a farmer. Hoyy true lo\e
finally comes to these two is the nucleus
Barbara
of the rather yveak-kneed tale.
and George do their charming best to make
it

plausible, but the result
.

MAN FROM YESTERDAY, THE
Pair
(Paramo:in:)

He

—

Here

is

so-so.

find Claudette
Colbert in lo\e yvith her
luisliand,
Cli\r Brook,
],„, t],c ^^m- takes him
yye

rcpoited dead and Claudmarries a siugcon. Charles Bover,
ette
yvhom she grows to love devotedly. Then
Clive returns and tlisco\ers that he is the
Chiudctte
"third that makes ;i ciowd."
wiuils lo do the right thiii'^ but CIi\e reTo free
Inscs lo let her sacrifice herself.
liei
from her almost hopeless Une tangle,
courts
death.
he deliberately

from her.

is

This

SUNNYBROOK
FARM
Good

time

Nixon
becca,

orphan

(Fox)

liye

it's

Marian

yyho plays Rethe incorrigible

who

yvith

tyvo

went to
maiden

New England village. The story
moves slowly but is delightflil in a "homey"
fashion.
Ralph Bellamy is fine as Adam
Ladd, and Louise Closser Hale provides
many amusing scenes as the flinty aunt. As
aunts in a

for Marian, she got this "break" because
Janet Gaynor yvent "sophisticate" and refused it. And yve must say Marian made the
most of it.

RED-HEADED

WOMAN

Excellent

(M-G-M)

Jean Harloyv coy ered her
famous platinum hair
yvith a red wig to play
As the redthis part.

head, born on the yvrong side of the tracks,
she has aspirations. She tricks her "boss
into divorcing his yvife and marrying her.
But his friends do not accept her and she
finally goes to Neyv York and captures a
millionaire, Anita Loos wrote the sizzling
dialogue from this Katharine Brush novel.
And Chester Morris, Leila Hyams. LJna
Merkel and Henry Stephenson help Jean
make this picture a breezy, highly entertaining hour's pastime.
"

—

Barbara Stanwyck plays
a

REBECCA OF

a

rough

Wynne and

o£ last year is the columnist-crooner "mad" in this picture. Lee
Tracy plays the scandal -disher de luxe, and
gives you the low-down on the key-hole
tricks of the columnists so that you may
see just how those "blessed event" rumors
get going.
It is a fast-moving, fast-talking
story, cram full of gags and wise-cracks that

leave you

„

LADY AND
GENT

Naf I)

{Warner-First

who

meet Joan Crayvford
pretty stenDgraphcr
who nonchalantly sells herself because, after
all, money is so essential.
Jean Hersholt.
Lewis Stone and Tullv Marshall are also in
this fine picture.
but not

last,

Flaemmchen.

as

a

BIG CITY BLUES

Barrymore;

(John

STRANGE
INTERLUDE

This

is a fine picturizaNeill's
tion of Eugene
poyverful
play of the
same name, "asides" and

O

Artistic

Masterpiece

(M-C-M)
Norina Shearer is
all.
splendid in the role of neurotic Nina Leeds,
yvhose uncompromising life yve arc privileged to follow from girlhood to old age.
Through the years with her travel Clark

Gable, as her faithfid lover, .Mexandei
Kirkland, her devoted husband, Ralph Morgan, as "Good old Charlie," her patient

Robert Young, hei
from standardized
highly dramatic one.

friend, and last of all,
son.
It is a departure

methods, and

a

SUCCESSFUL
CALAMITY, A
Excellent
(Warners)

George

Arliss is ]ierfect
role of a successful financier yvho, upon
returning from a year's
in his

trip abroad, finds his selfish faniih alienated

from him. 'Wise Mr. .\rliss thinks up
scheme that brings them all back to the
Klarv Astor, Hardie Alfamilv fireside.
bright, Evahn Knapp and Randolph Scoii
,i

make up

the fine supporiitig

cast.

Silver Screen
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the idealltimef to

REDUCE
Guaranteed
To Reduce Your Hips At Least 3 Inches In 70 Days
rfie

Ventilated Perfolastic Girdle

Is

you dread the time when you will wear the new Fall Frocks,
because of fat, bulky hips— START
to reduce! In 10
days you can actually take inches off your hips. Note our
money-back guarantee. ... Reduce your waist and hips 3 inches
in 10 days or your money refunded.
IF

NOW

This

lost figure

hips...

rubber girdles,

boon

—

have the fashionable slim waist
and be comfortable, too... for unlike most
the PERFOLASTIC gives with every movement.

Reclaim your

and tapering

Famous

Perfolastic

Reducing Girdle

will

prove a great

now you can be your slimmer

self without
strenuous exercise, diet or drugs! The girdle works constantly
gently removing fat with every
while you walk, work, or sit

to you, for

—

move you make.
The

Perfolastic will

not chafe, itch or irritate the skin, for

a special inner surface of satinized cloth protects the body. So
soft and smooth, it prevents any friction. So porous, it actually
absorbs perspiration. This "inner surface" keeps your body
perfectly cool and fresh, every moment you wear the Perfolastic.
And one of the reasons the girdle reduces so quickly is that
it can be worn next to the skin.

— act today.

You can prove to yourdays whether or not this very
efficient girdle will reduce you. You do not need to risk one
penny try it for 10 days then send it back if you are not
completely astonished at the wonderful results and your money
will be immediately refunded, including the postage.
Don't wait any longer

self quickly

and

definitely in 10

—

—

—

The coupon brings you FREE BOOKLET and sample of the
Ventilated PERFOLASTIC RUBBER.

(ENI>

FOR 10 DAY FREE TRIAL OFFER!
PERFOLASTIC, INC.
Dept.

4410, 41 East

42nd

Street,

New

York, N. Y.

Without obligation on my part please send me FREE BOOKLET
describinpr and illustrating: the new Perfolastic Reducinjjr Girdle,
also sample of Perfolastic and particulars of your 10-day FREE
Trial offer.

^^^^^^
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The Wandering RcprUr Takes You For

Little

Cora Sue Collins shocks

Leslie

Howard

in

a First

Norma

Glimpe

of the Fall Films

Shearer's picture, "Smilin' Through.

All

Over Hollywood
ONE

bright

day— lOO

degrees

bright!— a very black and
very hot hobo wandered
up a dry river bed just north of
the Hollywood hills. As he stumbled along
he heard far-off voices singing a mournful

By Jack Jamison
No wonder the negroes sang mournfully!
No wonder the hobo turned and ran ter-

They were colored voices, and a
smile spread over the black boy's face as
Picnic!
three thoughts hit him at once.

rorstricken, in free-wheeling!
No wonder, except that this

Chicken! Watuhmelon! But as he rounded
a bend in the river bed he stopped short
for he beheld a scene that he knew and
hadn't wanted to see ever again— a prison
chain gang making little ones out of big

just

spiritual.

ones!

Now

for Prison Pictures

men, black and white, stood on an
embankment, swinging picks and sledges
under the broiling sun. They were dressed
in faded bine denim, with stripes on their
pants and what looked like big targets
sewed on the Ijacks of their shirts. And
worse! On their legs they wore chains and

FIFTY

spiked shackles made from the business
ends of pickaxes, and as it that weren't
enough to hinder escape, guards equipped
with guns and whips and bloodhoimds
paced back and forth in front of the sweating prisoners.

12

was only a
Hollywood chain gang, whose director was
about ready

to yell

people who have been working for six
weeks on the picture— the location set for
"Liberty Road is a convincing one. The
leg-irons are made of aluminum, microphones and cameras record each day's action, hot dog stands and shower baths are
in operation a hundred yards away, but
after six weeks of pick-swinging, surrounded
by guns, dogs, and a barren waste of sand
and gravel, you begin to doubt that it's all
"

in fiui!
It's

some
it.

set,

the fellow
ever heard of
Florida.
And

RKO

and

RKO

gets a nice bou-

And another bouquet goes to
who picked the story before he
the
still

recent mess do^vn in
another— I seem to be

fan— to the casting director who
selected the extras working on this picture.
A niniibcr of them ^vere genuine former
convicts, one colored boy having actually
an

nine

gang.

O

Richard Dix

"Cut!"

Believe you me, though, or believe the

quet for

years in a Georgia
Others, such as
Ralph Smith (California's Fighting Fireman, to you!) and Barney
Toole, are ex-pugs whose battle-scarred
maps, along with their shackles, would convince almost anyone that the boys were
public enemies. Grr!

served
chain

WORKING

under the dust-and-windproof mikes was Richard Dix, the star
Rich ^vas s^veating along
of the picture.
with the rest of the gang, but from time to
time a prop man appeared with a Flit-gun
full of water, ^vith which he sprayed the
star's face and chest just to help out— and
incidentallv, to keep the grease paint from
Rich said I could
frying. Bov. what a sun!
tell the pulilic that he had given up his
lifelong ambition to go to prison, once and
for alf!

line of action lay the prison
proper: low 'green shacks and gilly\vagons and dog kennels. Aha! And what
AVell, it's a cage on
is
a gilly-wagon?
wheels" exactly like the ones you see in circus parades, and called by the same name,
but in a prison camp it's the convicts'
bedroom. No beds, and not much room.

Behind the

camp

Silver Screen

The

convicts are simply piled in at night
to use each other for pillows. "Pie
is another name for it, but don't

and left
wagon"

me

ask

why.

they have a sweat-box on this set.
It's about five feet tall and two feet wide.
I watched them stuff little Tom Brown into
it, surrounded by cursing guards and snarling dogs, and believe me, my hair stood on
end! They have "stocks" and a ^\'hippingpost, too, and I'm glad the picture requires
Yes,

the whole darn set to be burned
the end. I'll feel less shuddery.

down

in

One word more, and it may sound odd—
but"Liberty Road" has a theme song, and
wait till you hear it! It has the same name
as the picture and was written by Clarence
Muse, who composed "When It's SleepyTime Down South."
Hats off
you life as
like

to

RKO

on

it

really

is,

unless I'm

it

OH, WANT YOU TO MAKE
GOOD! BUT DO BE CAREFUL
ABOUT LITTLE THINGS
I

START MY NEW JOB
TOMORROW. LET'S HOPE THIS
ONE LASTS! TM TIRED OF HAVING
TO CHANGE SO OFTEN. NEVER
GETS YOU ANYWHERE
WELL,

I

LITTLE

THINGS? WHAT WAS
AT? HAVEN'T

ELSIE HINTING

I

THE LEAST IDEA

It'll show
this job!
and you're going to

way wrong.

John Barrymore does a Garbo!
have a grudge against
BUT
anyhow. They wouldn't
I

the studio

let

me

(or

that matter) onto the Barrymore set over on Stage 5, and it's all John's
His old set isn't
fault, the old meanie!
It's an English
interesting at all, I'll bet.
country-house, and who hasn't seen an
And again.
English country-house? Bah!

anyone

else, for

Bah!

A MONTH

LATER he found out
A MIGHTY IMPORTANT LITTLE
IF YOU HAVE TO WORK

THING"

WHAT A FOOL I'VE BEEN! I'VE
SEEN DOZENS OF "B.O." ADS, BUT
NEVER DREAMED / COULD BE

NEAR HIM ALL THE OTHERS
ARE COMPLAINING. HE'LL HAVE
TO REFORM -OR go!
!

YOU SAY HE'S BRIGHT
AND HARDWORKING,
BUT CARELESS ABOUT

KNOW NOW —
KNOW WHAT TO DO. I'LL

GUILTY. WELL,

AND

I

I

GET SOME LIFEBUOY TODAY

"B.O." SURELY THAT'S

A LITTLE THING

Hepburn, Billie
Burke and John Barrymore
are making "The Bill of Di-

Katharine

No writers admitted.

vorcement."

sprawling Warners-First National
THE
studio out in Burbank, was shut down
all

during the month of July.

But on August ist it opened with a bang,
having no less than nine feature productions ready to be dragged, howling and
yelling, before the cameras.
As yet, matters aren't far enough along for me to tell
you much about them, so I'll just give you
the list and let you know what to expect.
"20,000 Years In Sing Sing," which will
probably be re-titled "Women, Men, and
Sin,
"Men, Women, Sin," or "Sin, Men,
and Women" by the time it reaches the
screen, is the story of the famous Warden
Lawes of that notable institution up the
"

(Scarface) Muni will star in
a Fugitive From a Georgia Chain
Gang," which also may be re-tilled. This
is the old stunt of riding the band-wagon.
started a chain-gang picture, as vou
have already heard, so the other siu(lif)s
are hopping on to the idea.
I wonder if

Paul

river.

"I

Am

RKO

they'll all

make money?

5

NO "B.O." NOW
to spot'/ his chances

Don't

let "B.O."
body odor)
(

bar your

BEEN IN MY JOB SIX MONTHS, ELSIE.
HAD A NICE PROMOTION,T100. ISN'T IT
TIME TO TALK ABOUT A WEDDING ?
I'VE

PORES

way

are constantly giving off odorbathe regucausing waste. Play safe

—

with Lifebuoy. Its creamy, abundant
lather purifies pores and removes all trace
of "B.O." (body odor). 'Freshens dull comhelps
plexions. Gets germs off hands
safeguard health. Its pleasant, hygienic
larly

WHENEVER YOU

SAY,

DEAR

—

scent vanishes as

you

rinse.

TRY LIFEBUOY FREE
you don't use Lifebuoy and want to try it, send
a clipping of this offer with your name and

If

address to Lever
Plans!

EDWARD

Plans!

Plans!

ROBINSON

G.
will come out
in a film called "Silver Dollar," the
story of a real character in Colorado w ho

made

fortune

in the mines there and
turned into a colossal spendthrift. Charlie

a

Droilicrs Co., Dept.
5 2 10
b ridge,

Cam
A

full-sized
Mass.
cake will be sent you

without cost.
(

Thisoffergood in U.S.

and Canada

only. )

[Continued on page Gi]
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Lionel, as Rasputin, confronted by John Barrymore, the Grand Duke. Ethel Barrymore as the Czarina holds her son in
"The way Lionel is going to steal this picture I ought to
her arms. John shoots Lionel at the end of the picture.
shoot him in the first reel," said John.

FIRST STILL"

of the

(Lionel,
By

Three Barrymores

&thd and John
Elizabeth

21 on the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer lot
STAGE
five o'clock subivay rush in Times Square

is as calm as a
with four Marx
Brothers and Jimmy Durante trying to get to the Bronx.
People all over the place. Extras, hundreds of them, bit players,
dozens of ihem, super\'isors, camera-men, script boys, wardrobe
women, make-up girls, newspaper reporters, fan writers, Olympic
f;uests from e\erywhere, the Canadian team in red blazers with

and Mrs. Edward B. McLean, of the millionaire
They've
\Vashington McLeans, who owns the Hope diamond.
all come to see the shooting of "Rasputin,
(Pronounced Razz
as in razzberry, pew as in church, and the rest of it you simply
gurgle, or if you aren't any good at gurgling you just forget.)
Those mad, mad Barrymores, the Royal Family of Broadway,
maple

leaves,

"

14

TOGETHER
!

Wilson

^vho have made theatrical headlines for well over a quarter of a
For once the word
century are making a picture together.
stupendous can be used in the full glory of its meaning. Three
Poor little
Barrvmores in one picture— that is stupendous.
"Gr.ind Hotel. \vhich onlv yesterday had its one hour with you,
^Vith three aces up
fades into a couple of insignificant deuces.
"

"Rasputin" takes the pot.
"They're nuul, cxquisitelv mad— those Barrymores," someone
ork w hispers. "They're jealous, frightfully jealous—
from New
those Barrvmores," someone from the Press mutters, "they'll chew
The Olympic guests surge
up the scenerv and then each other.
forward eager for a glim])se of the Barrymores biting and scratching each other and hurling props at [Continued on page 46]
his slee\e

"

Silver Screen

Silver Screen

''Yoo Hoo!
Here's my picture in Silver

Screen."

posed

Especially

by Peggy Shannon.

YOU

are the kind of person who makes Grave Mistakes at
Moments take heart— Mary Pickford does too. Mary
has been making impromptu speeches over the radio at openings for lo, these many years, l^ut at the premiere of "Strange Interlude" she pulled a boner that caused a lot of chuckles. "I think,"
said Mary to her unseen audience, "that Norma Talmadge will be
"
awarded the Academy prize for her work in 'Strange Interlude.'

IFSerious

HELEN

HAYES tells an amusing story on herself. Last June
she and her popular playwright husband, Charlie MacArthur,
took a hasty vacation in southern France, before the western trek

Their first morning at Cannes,
Hollywood and pictures.
Helen and Charlie ran down to the big rocks on the beach
prepared for a swim, and Helen shouted gaily, "Hurrah, peace
No footlights, no curtain calls, no grease paint, no diat last.
rectors, no movies— peace, peace, peace." "Hey you," an American
We're shooting pitchers here."
voice shouted, "get off the set.
Helen discovered to her dismay that she had walked right into
There was
the beach scene of Gloria Swanson's newest picture.
no peace.
to

WHEN

LORETTA YOUNG

and George Brent are going here and there
on a personal appearance tour, and they do say that Loretta is
crazy about the Brent boy and means to cut Ruth out.
'

THELMA TODD

weakened at last and became the Little
out in Arizona in July. She is now Mrs. Pasquala de
Cicco.
"Pat" is the son of the Broccoli King of New York, but
he is going to take up residence on the West Coast so Thelma
can continue to make pictures. He's a charming boyish sort of
person with flashing ^vhite teeth, a Rolls Royce, and curly hair.

Woman

having Thelma married at last for it was beto decide whether she was secretly
married to Austin Parker or Harpo Marx. And then a Dark
Horse up and won.
It's

a great relief

coming rather confusing trying

PHILLIPS HOLMES

and Paul Lukas will be glamorous Connie s
leading men in her next pictine "Rockabvc." This is the sum
that Gloria Swanson has set her heart on doing for the last lew
years.
That Connie girl gets a lot of things that once belonged
to the glorious one.

the "Salomy Jane" company went on location it turned
out to be quite a family party. Gene Markey accom))anied
Joan Bennett, Virginia Valli was (here to see that Charlie Farrell
washed behind his ears and Mrs. Ralph Bellamy went right along
No casualties reto see that her Ralph got plenty of close-ups.
ported to date, Init there's still plenty of time.

JACK COOPER

VIRGINIA BRUCE

BARBARA STANWYCK

gag."

may be

The
a

GOING

Gili)ert are still engaged, much
of people who said, "It's just a
divorce is final this month so there

and John

to the surprise of a

number

Chiirc-Gilbert

wedding any day now.
places together

these

days— David Manners

is

oh, so

devoted lo Billie Dove and it's getting so you rarely see one
without the other. Billie looked ravishing, simply ravishing al
the "Strange Interlude" opening and no one appreciated it more
than David.

for

October 1932

isn't finding emoting so easy as it Avas at first.
those teais just will cli\ up. So now Master Cooper
is using a phoiiogiapli lo help out the emotions.
His fa\orite and
most ellective "crying record is "Little Grey Home in the \\'esl"
and his "cheerful record" is "The Pied Piper of Hamlin.

Somehow

"

"

obser\e(l
recently.
She

her

third biillulav at tlie
ihcic wiih "Ladies
of l.eisitre."
The ciilirc Iokc al Colunil>i:i Miipiiscd lur with a
huge birthday cake aiKl ice cream aiitl presents.

Coltinihia

Studios

H;\RR^ BANNISrr.R
thing lo
li\es
lot

in

\:uu\

I.

San Iiancisco.

Ix^an

reported engaged, married or somepietlv eiglilccn \c,ii old girl who
Harry denies e\ci\ihing lint there is a
is

son. a

of smoke.

[ConliiiiK

(I

on

itcxi

15

pcgc]

"

THE
ATgiven

International Olympic Ball
the Shrine Temple in Los
Angeles a number of your favorite picture
people aided the state hostesses, and helped
There were Colleen
greet the visitors.
-

at

Moore and Robert Montgomery for Michigan; Lois Wilson and El Brendel, Pennsylvania; Anita Page, Ricard Cortez and
James Dunn, New York; Bebe Daniels and
"Tom Mix, Texas; Carmel Myers and
George O'Brien, California; Thelma Todd,
Hudson, OklaRochele
homa; Minna Gombell, Maryland; Arline
Judge, Connecticut; Peggy Shannon, Arkansas; Irene Dunne, Kentucky; Warner
Baxter and Joe E. Brown, Ohio; Estelle
Marian Nixon and
Delaware;
Taylor,
Spencer Tracy, Wisconsin; Glen Tryon,
Idaho; Dorothy Jordan, Tennessee; Richard Arlen and William Haines, 'Virginia.
There were just lots of Olympic visitors
from the home states who knew these

Massachusetts;

And how the local
picture stars "when."
boys and girls did strut their stuff for the
folks

from back home.

EDDIE CANTOR

tells it on a snobbish
leading man who took him to lunch
The snooty fellow trying
the other day.
to impress Mr. Cantor ordered pate de foies

When

gras.

Aileen Pringle, Mrs. Reginald
Denny and Constance Tal-

madge played

tennis in shorts

Malibu Tournament.

at the

waiter.

WELL,
broken

Joan Blondell has at last
down and confessed that she
married to George S. Barnes and that
little

is

they are spending their honeymoon in a
cabin on the Rogue river in Oregon. All
Hollywood knew that it was just a matter
of time (and divorce decrees) before the
crazy pair of love-birds would up to the
altar.
Joan met George last summer a
year ago when she ^vas loaned to United
Artists to play in "The Greeks Had a
Word for Them" and— Joan hasn't been
the same since.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

is

—

PRINCE LICHENSTEIN

Austria,

of

here for the Olympic Games, has a
hard time trying to divide his time
among three of Hollywood's
equally

most exciting and glamorous women,
namely, Ina Claire, Lily Damita and
Tala Birell. It was Tala Birell, Viennese star, whom he escorted to the
premiere of "Back Street" and they
seemed to be having a perfectly grand

—

SAMUEL BLYTHE

at

each other.

COLT,

the famous
Ethel's son, who'll be scratching out
a niche for himself one of these days,
has been escorting Helene Costello to the
One
Frolics and the Cocoanut Grove.
night the waiter at the Frolics showed
Helene and Sammy to a table right next
to

one

occupied

by

Lowell

Sherman
and

(Hclene's ex). Helene took one look
made for the other side of the room.
«

— «#"—

CARLISLE and Joan
MARY
are the two most popular

litely.

the

said

"Yes,"

swanky one, "and
you brought me
goose-liver."

—<%>'—

WHEN
mar

Bert Kal-

visited

Zeppo Marx, young-

Marx
the
of
Brothers, at the hospital recently he

brought along a
huge bundle and
told
it

Zeppo he heard
customary

^vas

Marsh
girls

in

to

bring fruit and
flo^vers

to

an

Zeppo

friend.

ill

un-

wrapped the package
and found— a can of

peaches and two
sacks of flour.

JOHNN^' WEISMULLER, your
Tarzan

beautiful

man, and

his

wife,

little

pretty

Bobbe

Arnst, have come to
the well known partways.
of
the
ing

Poor old connubial

a tall man
loves a little girl!

When

Gary Cooper and
Helen Hayes in
H e m i n g w a y's

"Farewell
Arms,"

Hollywood's younger set.
It still seems
to be blondes that the boys prefer.
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"Here, take this
away," he ordered.
"Didn't you order
pate de foies gras?"
the waiter asked po-

est

seen everywhere
these days and nights with Paulette
Goddard, who is a pretty little Hollywood
Blonde. Charlie and Paulette were among
those present at the airport to meet Mary
Pickford when she returned from New
York recently. And the dainty Paulette
was clinging to the Chaplin arm at the
It looks
gala opening of "Back Street."
like a romance.

time chirping Austrian

was

it

put before him, he
took one bite, a look
of disgust spread
over his face and he
shouted for the

to

a story of

the

World War

on

the

Italian
Front.

Silver Screen

•

To be

„

"
"

"Our

in

Gang" is every kid's
idea of Heaven.
They have organized a fire departit's just a
one hoss affair.

ment but

happiness has a hard
time when Fame and
Fortune move into the

room

spare

Dove-

of the

cot.

now
ANDChevalier

Maurice

it's

who

-

going

from

is

to
be divorced
his charming little

Yvonne

wife,

Vallee.

The famous

Mistin-

who "discovMaurice and
him on the road

guette,

ered"
started

to fame in tlie Casino
de Paris, says that she
will

do

her po\ver

all in

and

Yvonne

bring

to

Maurice together again.
But it doesn't sound so
terribly
tin g u e

Mis-

sincere.
1 1

e

was quite

broken up several years

ago when Monsieur

WHEN Nancy

Chevalier decided in favor of the petite
Vallee,

and women

girl

be women.

will

steps

woman passed by with the
most heavenly perfume. Nancy sniffed
She saved all her peneagerly.
Lilacs!
nies that week and rushed over to the
ten cent store. If only she could smell
beautiful

IRENE DUNNE

looked simply gorgeous
all
in white at the opening of her
picture, "Back Street," at the Carthay
She's one of our pet enthusiasms,
Circle.

and we nearly got up there on the screen
and socked John Boles for treating her
the way he did.

LILIAN

famous

GISH'S

X

is

became so fond
HARPO MARXKayo,
which played
dog named

him

He ought

bought the mutt.
in

stopping

to sniff all the pretty little
phials.
But she has never been able
to find the heavenly odor of the beautiful lady.

of a
-^vith

up and

that he

in "Horsefeathers,"

to

fit

right

WELL,
and

with the tribe as he has the sacred

"o" on his name.

DOROTHY
it

JORDAN
Don
talk.

Dorothy

says

Now

JAMES GLEASON

and his boy Russell
pass collection plates every Sunday in
a Beverly Hills church.

has fallen into the "stuffed shirt" class
do^vn off her dignity and
dressing up in a wig and a Southern
accent and fooling ever\body at the
opening of "Strange Interlude."
But
exactly
what hapjjcncd, Mr.
that's
Ripley.

Maurice Chevalier and the cat
that wouldn't look st the
King of Sophisticated Lovers.

——
<#

lately, getting

SMITH, weighty and far-famed
KATE
radio favorite, wasn't exactly pleased
a local newspaper headlined her
advent into talking pictures with •BIG

when

BROADCAST.'

.

]Vlial

servants were thrilled beyond words

when

Clark Gable moved into the house next door. You'd think
they had never seen an actor before, much less lived in the same
house with one.

"—

and Sidney Fox

for Universal.

Cute?

—"%>

CONNIE BENNETT
Hank

Kingdom.

for

"

will

be learned in a picture

—

can hardly wait to finish "Rockabvc
can start out on that European vacation.

KAREN MORLEY

"

so

will play Leslie Howard's wife in "Animal
Karen hates hats and never wears one oll-stagc.

October 1932

in evidence

decided to descend from her
mountain top home and start going
places and doing things with far more
pep than she has exhibited since comImagine Ann, who
ing to Holly\vood.

uses
never
perfume, but likes to spray toilette
water on her hair and hands.

ERIC LINDEN

Ann

happy.

denly

<$>.—.

DIETRICH

FREDDIE M ARCH'S

again

herself

is

any place since the Harding-Bannister
divorce and people were Ijcginning to
think that slie ^vas cherishing a broken
heart, or shattered nerves, or a Garbo
complex, or something, when Ann sud-

she never
Dillo^vay— that

says

she "can't afford to fall in love."
what does she mean bv that?

she and

our Annie
everybody's

Harding hasn't been much

was engaged to
was just a lot of

MARLENE

scents \\'eren't lilac

was heart-broken. Ever since that hot
simrmer day in New York Nancy has
been looking for lilac perfumes and
never passes tlirough a shop ^\ithout

"The

opus,

But the "V and
and little Nancy

like that beautiful lady.

going to be revived
for Helen Hayes and Clark Gable.
'White Sister,"

i

Carroll was a fat little
of ten she was sitting on the
her house one day when a

lliey

— —

ivorc to the Olympics:

SHEARER arii\ed with
NORMA
a green sport
with pulled
suit

those pulled sleeves!

them

Irving

sleeves

Norma and Joan

and

will

Thalberg wearing
a sailor hat.
Oh,
ha\e you wearing

yet.

Carole Lombard looked simply s\elte in a Aviiitc sport suit and
was accomiianicd by William Powell.
Joe E. Blown wore an East Indian tvuban— just for a laugh.
l.ola Lane in a huge hat and dark blue dress created (|uite a
stir, and the fact
that Lew .\yres was along might have had
something to do with it too.
Florence Eldridgc was there whh Freddie March and wore a
red

beret

opened up

whicii simph laiiiali/ed tlic Clalifornia
a Japanese Ohmpic umbrella.

sun,

so

17

she

"Tkose
Tkere

Is

Extraordinary
An

Explosive

^ality To Any Bennett

I doubt
history of the American theatre and screen,
famous Bennetts.
that there is a more colorful family than the
The stage is rich in the lore of the eccentric BarrymoresBut the Bennetts! There are five of
their quips and foibles.
them-count 'em, five— and all different.
There is Bennett pere, who used to come out after the curtam
he happened to be gracing
fell on the second act of whatever play
because
with his presence, and deliver tirades against the audience
the play wasn't better attended
One of my earliest recollections of the theatre is of him when
"What Every
he appeared as Maude Adams' leading man in
He made a tremendous hit as the Scotch coal

IN

THE

Woman

Knows."
miner and a couple of seasons
the ace managerial firms-ivanted

later the Lieblers-then one of
to star him. With that flair for

declined.
the dramatic that has never deserted him, he
held no interest for him, and he said so—
in no uncertain terms.
And speaking of Maude Adams, when
she appeared in Los Angeles in a play
go
this past season, Bennett was urged to
Pressed
back stage to pay his respects.

Stardom

Mr. Bennett's efforts to bring up his girls in the way they
It ended by a policeman
should go-especially at that hour.
in

them all to the police station at four A.M.
As proof that "age cannot wither nor custom stale the infinite
big
variety of his charms"— even though the girls have got too
picturesque
to be publicly spanked, Mr. Bennett continues to be a
figure in Hollywood.
Recently Zoe Akins married Hugo Rumbold, the artist. Mr.
Rumbold wsls having an exhibition of his paintings here at the
time but, from reports that have drifted in to me, they weren't
The depression probably.
selling as freely as they might have.
What did Mr. Bennett do but jaunt down to the exhibition,
purchase one of the pictures and send it to Zoe for a wedding
present -ivith a card, "A wee coal for Mrs. Newcastle."
Skipping, with fanciful lightness, back and forth through the
escorting

years, there is the time Constance
was to be interviewed by a writer
well knoAvn in Hollywood for mak-

ing a mystery of things. Indeed, it
has been one of Hollywood's jokes
that the writer could make more
of a secret of what she had for breakmakes of
fast than the president
sending a confidential ambassador to

for a reason for his persistent refusal, he
finallv admitted that years before, following her tour in "What Every
Knows," she had appeared in New York

Woman

England.
Well, the writer was doing a story
on why Constance is unpopular in
Instead of arranging
Hollywood.
the appointment through the studio
publicity office, as could easily have
been done, the writer with her

And on the
in Rostand's "Chanticleer."
opening night, he had sent her a congratulatory wire saying "Best wishes for your
You have

success.

finally

season's ambition to be

achieved

last

your own leading

But Miss Adams, it seems, hadn't
received his good wishes in the spirit in
which they were tendered.
And there was the time, long after that
when he decided he might just as well be
a large part of the glow from the milky
way and consented to star in a play called

man!"

"The Dancers."

He and the first Mrs. Bennett had found
that two artistic temperaments under one
roof, especially with growing children who
were also inclined towards artistic temperaments, was a little too much. They
separated most amicably and Mrs. Bennett
took an apartment with Joan, and Richard took another apartment with Barbara.
Barbara couldn't have been more than
fifteen or sixteen at the time and, I suppose, more to have her under his eye than
anything else, he cast her in a small part
in the play.
Also in the cast was Pat Somerset, who
had been named as co-respondent in a

Mrs. Eric Pinker, the former

Mrs.

Bennett,

number of London divorces, and who had
stolen the reigning musical comedy favor-

ite—Edith Day— from her husband, Lyle
Andrews.
Well, one night after the play, Mr. Bennett returned home but
He fidgeted while the
there was no Barbara waiting for him.
clock struck twelve, twelve-thirty, one, one-thirty and then he
•phoned Mrs. Bennett. "Is Barbara with you?" he asked.
"No," said Mrs. B. "Isn't she with you?"
"No," answered Mr. B.
"I'll be right over," his wife assured him.
Some^vhere around three or three-thirty they heard a car stop
Somerset
in front of the house and rushed down to find Mr.
handing Barbara out of the car.
He had taken her somewhere to supper and to dance. I don't
blame Barbara. Any other fifteen or sixteen year old girl would
have done the same thing-would have been flattered to death
Somerset was interto think that a man of the world like
ested in her.
But her father had different ideas. He sat down on a fire
spanking,
plug, drew Barbara across his lap and delivered a good

down on the street.
The commotion aroused
18

the neighbors,

and

her

daughters, Constance and
Joan, at Malibu Beach.

who

An

off-stage glimpse
of Constance at the
Studio, where

RKO
she

is

making

"Rockabye."

weren't interested

Silver Screen

a

Bennetts

Judith
Balfour

dramatic had the
appointment arranged through a mutual
Priding heiself on her knowledge
friend.
of feminine psychology, she pictured herself and Connie tete-a-tete and herself
uorming everything that there is to worm
out of the most glamorous of the Bennetts.
She arrived a fe^v minutes ahead of
schedule and sat waiting in Constance's
Promptly at the appointed
bungalo\v.
hour Connie sailed into the room— accompanied by her director, her leading man
and a couple of the other actors in the
"Hullo," she greeted the writer.
picture.
"I've got to go ivash up a bit and when
usual

I've

flare

finished

for

I

I'm the most

the

want yon
unpopular

to tell me why
girl in Holly-

i.'ood."

And, at the luncheon table, AvheneNer
the writer attempted to wax confidential
and sank her voice to an intimate ^^hisper, Connie in tones plainly audible to
the rest of the guests would demand,
"What was that? What did you say?"
It's one of the Bennett characteristics
Any subject on which
to have no secrets.
they can be interviewed can be discussed
in front of anyone who happens to be

Richard
actor,

Bennett, great
great parent and
famous wit.

finished Con'nie felt it should ha\e one
She went, with a friend,
finnitnre in it.
There \vas a large screen there—
to the decorators exhibit.
gorgeous piece— priced at upivards of eight hundred dollars.
"That's a lot of money to pay for a thing like that with times
as they are," Connie demurred.
"But it \\'\\\ 'make' your room," the friend luged.
Connie capitulated and the piece was ordered, ^\'hen it was
deli\ered there were two screens and the bill was sontetiiing
Connie 'phoned the decorator.
over seventeen hundred dollars.
"I only ordered one.
"I don't want two screens," she said.
"Oh," said the ^voraan blandly, "it's only one screen. It's in
two sections and they are .SS75 a])iece."
"Then you should ha\e told me when I «as there," said Connie.
"^ou heard mc debating about paving $875 for a screen—
wouldn't pay Sfiy^o. Vou'U just ha\ishould ha\e known
to send lor it."
"\ou bought it— \oull
"I can't do that." said the woman.

room was almost
commanding piece of
the

"

I

keep

have

to
"\'er\

Joan Bennett, the beauty of the Fox
Off-stage she is Mrs. Gene Markey.

lot.

"

it.

witness that I l)oni;hl
:i
well," said Constance. "I'mone piece and \ou told me the prite was SS75. I'll keep that."
"No. the otiier insisted. "I can't sell hall a screen."
"^es," said Conine.
"\c)U sold me a half and I intend to keep
"

that

The

hair.

other liaU

here for \ou and you can do what

is

"

\(in please \\ith
If you attempt lo get an o|)inioii on (he subject
present.
of love— sweet love— hate, or bigamy the interview will be
conducted in the presence of the butcher, the baker or
candlestick maker— or whomever else happens into the

|oan is probabh the (piieiesl oite of the lot biu e\en slie has
had her momeius. Once, before she married Gene Markcy. she
It was one of the
was reporti'd engaged to John Considine.
They had had
stormiest courishi|is Hollywood has e\er known.

room.

a

There was another occasion ^vllen the divorced wife of a
famous novelist arrived in Holhwood and aiuuninced that
she had brought along a "few pieces" of furniture siic
would let friends have, for a consideration. For a further
consideration, she would undertake lo re-decorate any part
of a house in need of licr attentions.
Connie fell lor it and the deioiator wml to work with
When
a will— or, rather, with a vengeance, I slionid say.

for

it.

October 1932

lo\er's

till

and John ileparled

for

Palm Springs.

Somehow

|oan heard he was iheic— \sitli someone else. Chartering a |)lane. she calmh diopped in on him and the argunuMU
\\as resumed.
Nor was it resiuiu'd in pii\a(v. Ainone who
(aii'd to do so had ample oppoi niiii \ lo lie.u \\h:\{ went on.
Oh. yes. The r.arvMnoi es, aii l)aiiks l*i( kloril-(.ra\\ lord eiUenle,
the Talmadges and all the others may be pictmesque l)ui is lor
.ior<linarv Beinietts.
Life has ne\er a
me— I'll take 'I'liose
1

l

1

(lull

inomciU when one

ol

them

is

aroiindl
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Lucky
Wilson'
^s[o

for

More Typewriting
Dorothy Wilsonl

By

Mary Sh aron

Dorothy Wilson in her screen debut. Richard
Cromwell is the lover. The picture is "Age
of Consent."

WILSON
DOROTHY
Cinderella Hollywood

not only the cutest
has ever had, but she
She has proven this by
is also the smartest.
the way she has taken her big "break."
I have often ^vondered why some people live
years in Hollywood and never seem to learn the
rules of the game. On the other hand, about once
in a blue moon, somebody like Dorothy Wilson
happens along who kno\vs exactly what
to do right from the start.
There's a lot of heartbreak in this
Cinderella business. Everybody likes to
read stories about the poor little girl
is

^\'ho

comes

to

Hollywood and

\vins

The

smile that springs

very easily to Dorothy's
face these days.

a

big chance, where chances are so pitifully slim. I've seen a lot of Cinderellas
come and go in the years I've been interviewing the great and the near-great
in Hollywood and the saddest part about
it
is that so few of them settle down
and become fixed stars in the film firmament. Most of them are simply comets

who dash
of light

bright

across the sky, leaving a trail
And not a very
trail,
either.
But they make

behind them.

good copy while they last.
When I went over to RKO to inter\iew Dorothy Wilson, I supposed I \vas
going to meet just another Holly^^ood
Cinderella.
So I got out all my old adjectives, particularly the superlatives, and dusted them olf.
And I
mapped out my story in advance. It went something
like this.
Is asked to
"Beautiful yoimg girl meets executive.
take a test. Wins coveted role. Doesn't know what to
make of her sudden rise to fame. Is bewildered by the
continual round of portrait sittings, interviews, etc., that
have fallen to her lot.
Has [Continued on page 59]
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Eric Linden and
Dorothy.

(Right)

Dorothy Wilson, the
player who was a
stenographer in the
studio
fice.

business

of-

Welcome, Miss
Cinderella!

Silver Screen

I

1'

Hearted,

Good N^atured Andy Devine
Screen

I

Who

Could Help Liking Him,

On

the

Or Ojf?

DIVINE
GIFT
Myrtle

By

Gebhart
THEAndy Devine

first thing that I said
was: "Turn
to
right around, yoinig man
trot to the store and get

and
some boiled ham."
And I had ne^er laid eyes
on him before!
The second
Now, chip
was: "Thanks
.

.

the

.

please."
Having a new house and two dislocated ribs, and
it being a sticky, warmish day, I was of no mind to
sit through
a stilted interview with luncheon in a
crowded cafe. I would feed and question Andy here,
making a comfort of duty.
Besides, Andy is the type that one immediately
adopts and puts to work, if you know \vhat I mean.
One look at the good-natured bulk of him reassured
me. As big as an elepant, as docile as a lamb.
The ham and spaghetti and radishes and what-not
were laid on the little yellow table in the little blackand-yellow breakfast room which had seemed of
sufficient size until Andy towered in the door-way.
He crowded it. He was instructed to remove his coat
and get cool without delay. Witzie, my collie, took
his stand for such bites as he could wheedle.
And so— not to labor, but to a lazy yet interesting
time.
"Gosh, every corner in this town has a memory for
"I mean— well. I've
me," Andy began eventually.
flagged cars on all of 'em. I always had to hitch-hike
out to Universal, where I got most of my extra work.
I
biunmed a ride the day I was called for the 'Notre
ice,

Dame' test.
"Vou bet
thing

no^\'

What a
"The

I

^vhcn

got

I

success

\ery

it

first

pick up somebody c\ery day. First
I
signed my contract was a car.
seems!
thrill I got out here was ^vhen a

stopped— swell

linifiusine

car,

li\cricd

the Icllow in back motioned me
Guess
to Universal, too.
,i;oing

i

haulfcin— and

sa\ing he was
who?
Irantis X.
in,

Uushnian!"
Aiuh'

liack,

sal

"Swcl], Andy.

"15ushman

l)(;_;an

We ll.

liaiukouls.
he pidiirc.

\»u
onh

I

bcaiiiing.
lislni to

lUit

willi
Ik

's

ilie
i

li'l

sister," I

berries.

caiuioned.

Vou hitch-hiked

iddcn smoothly right out of

"

Ills
(lumhl"
adusing eyes
it
with the pa\niaster at
Uiii\ersal to give me only half my salary each week.
The rest goes into a trust iimd. I can't touch it except

"Sa-:i\,

1

(

1

primaudcd me.

in eMrciiic

"Don'l

October 1932

"I

fixed

need.

Wc-ll, I rnii'l refuse
I'm loo soil.
oiu. vou know. .\nd the wild(al business schemes ihal people Iry to get actors to
in\est in.
I'm taking no chances.
"I
had too many lean [('.Dnliiiucd on jxit^c r,()]

when

Una Merkle impersonates the fan public
when she holds Andy Devine to her heart.

/of)/;

I

kn()\\!

a kid's

down and
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A "Pet Ham' is

Nick-

the

Final

Proof

of a Stars Popw-

Names

larity.

of the

STARS
Cooper

Massa"

"Ole

some African
whoppers to Jack
tells

Oakie,

Sari

Maritza,

Susan Fleming and
Lyda Roberti. They'll
win their nicknames
very

the way
soon,
they're going.

business
THIS ofnickname
old
popularity

is

as

test

Miss Metliusaleh,

who

a
as

passed

birtlidays as quietly as stocks pass
dividends. The number of times
your phone rings during the day
or the number of cars that are
parked in front of your home-

stead every evening may sho^\' ho^v
you rate, but unless you have one
or more ridiculous pet names you
are just a girl men forget. Silly,
these nicknames, but so important.

And

strange to say a pet

name

something you can't get for
yourself, even if your old man is
president of the local bank and just filthy rich— a pet name is a
priceless gift that has no purchase price, only your friends can
give it to you. Suppose your name is Genevieve Richards and
you want to be called Gin Ricky because it sounds so naught\
and South of France, yet if you haven't got that certain brand
of comradery, palsy walsy, or whatever you want to call it, it s
a safe bet that you will go through life as Genevieve, Miss Genevieve, and that old Richards girl. Ain't human nature grand?
Hollywood stars and starlets crave popularity, even as you and
they adore being tagged with these delightfullv
I, and secretly
is

Of course Garbo \voiddn't exactly appreciate it if
walk up to her and pound her on the back with
But if one of her
a good-sized paw and shout, "Hi, there, S\vede.
very small and intimate circle of friends does this (and I am
reliably informed that several of them do) she wouldn't tank
about going home, but would gi\e a good slug in return. Now.
don't you like Garbo better, if that is possible, when you kno\v

silly

monikers.

you or

I

weve

to

"

She'd just have to be a
that her close friends call her "Swede"?
^\ith a keen sense of lumior. Incidentally her German
directors all call her "Gretchen." Which, freely translated, means
"Vou adorably s\seet Greta.
And that's the insidious part these innocent looking little pel

good sport

"
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names play in the li\es ot the stars. In a blue sunbonnct and
gingham apron they look as sweet and demure as the farmer's
daughter before she met the traveling salesman. But don't let
ihcm fool you with their co\ness, tor those pet names can tell you
more aboiit the stars than all the giaphologists, numerologists,
and phrenologists rolled into one.
John Barrvmore, of the classic profile and elevated eyebrow, is
called "Pinkham" bv some of his intimate friends who knew him
when. Long before John and Hamlet formed a partnership John
had to do a lot of scurr\ing about lo keep the wolf from the door,
and as he \vas constanih being fired the scurrying ^\as all the
merrier. Al one time, during this hectic youth's mo\cnient. he sold
testimonials for L\dia Pinkham, who needs no introduction, I'm
sure.
For an evening of loud laughs and galvanic guffaws. I

Silver Screen

—

By Patricia

Keats
"Talloo" and "Lady
Lindy." A friendly

public

given

has

"tags" to Tallulah

Bankhead

and

Amelia Earhart
Putnam.

"Hot Toddy"
that's

—

Thelma

Tod's
monicker
and her husband,
Pasquala de Cicco.

Congratulations,
Mister de

Cicco.

International

or five years ago, ^vhen Sylvia ivas a
rising young Broadway actress, that some
day that crooked little smile, which inspired "Ftmny Face," ^vould be \\orth
millions of dollars on the silver screens of
the \\'orld. On the studio sets Sylvia is
knoivn as "Silly" because she clowns all
through her pictures. All the cameramen, script girls, prop boys, make-up
girls, directors adore Sylvia, and to them
one of the twelve best sellers is only
folu-

"Silly."

When

love

\\'as

very

new Doug

Jr..

Joan Crawford "Jojo" and she in
tinn called him "DoDo" and evervone
thought it awfully cute at first and startctl
imitating them, and then became a wee
hit nauseated. For the last year, hea^e^
he praised, those goofy pet names ha\e
discarded and Joan now sedatelv
l)eL'n
calls luT liushaiul "Doug." while lie cills
nanic
her "Billie," which haj)i)ens to he
she had when she was a very liulc giil.
called

heartily rccoiiiniend a recital by John
ot many of the letters he used to reEscei\e from Lydia's fond admirers.
pecially the one aljout the woman who
weighed foiu' hundred pomids. But to
Lionel and Ethel their young scamp of
a brother is still "The Kid." And always
will

be.

"Artie" by a
number of her friends because she takes great
pride in having attended the New York Academy of Art—and Helen still likes to "dabble."
Sylvia Sidney is called "Funny Face" by most
of her old friends who didn't realize some

Helen Twelvetrees

for

is

called

October 1932

,i

Some

of her old friends call her "l.ucilc"
or "Jo-an."
McC.rea is called
Joel
"Slug" because he is the
most slug-nutty jierson in

"Youns Doug" flew to Catalina to sec "Billie," his wife,
(Left) Mr.
Joan Crawford.
Durante, known to an admiring world as "Schnozzle."

Look out for
Holhwood.
your lloating rib when that
Gary
comes along.
i)<)\
Co()|)er is called "Coop" by
all the stage hands who arc
cra/y about working in a pictlU't [Colli iinird on ["'S'' .'')ll
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Girls
DOESLefspay
ask
it

to say

NO

the girls

say

Hollywood?

in

who

say

it!

bachelor maidens, of course— those who see the other
actresses marrying into influential studio circles, throwing impressive parties,
playing the social and political games for all they are worth.
When
It has long been a legend that the public prefers its heroines single.
you know there are husbands and children just out of camera range, the fair
ady is not quite so romantic.
I

mean our

Or is she?
Today a strange new situation prevails. Most
married and getting away with it. In fact, it looks

of our feminine stars are
as though they are getting
too— thanks to their husbands' pull and their

a^vay with the better breaks,
at the social racket.
Is a husband a help or a hindrance?
best spot?
skill

Every unmarried actress has her
the facts as they appear to

some

of

And

are the married stars in the

own opinions. So I started out to learn
our charmers who have so far said No to

all altar calls.
(I invariSylvia Sidney invited me down to her Malibu house for lunch.
ably say yes to such proposals!) I burned up the road to her husbandless,
seashore abode.
"Hollywood girls marry for love!" Sylvia declared. "That's shown by the
They don't think carefully about husfailure of most of their marriages.
They are not designing. They marry the men they love without
bands.
thinking of the consequences.
Most
"I know of no actress who has married primarily to advance herself.
fine actresses marry inferior men. Just as brilliant men usually choose inferior
Maybe there is less strain with a commonI don't know.
'Wliy?
Ai'omen.

place mate.

"Norma

man

tial

Shearer is the one star
with personal charm and

who

has married an influen-

ability.

But Norma married

Remember, she ^vas a big star before her marriage and
am sure she would have been just as big even though she had

for love.
I

not married Irving Thalberg.

Marriage has nothing

do

to

\\ith

a girl's career!"

The rapid rise which Sylvia herself has made lends authority
to her viewpoint, doesn't it?
"But, being a conventional soul," Sylvia went on, "I think
every

woman

should marry.

Going to parties and meeting influential
contacts?
Ability counts
I don't think that's important at all!
people?
more than luck now. I do not think that an actress has to have
At
love affairs to portray heavy emotions convincingly, either.
fifteen I was playing very emotional roles on the stage, and
"Social

heaven knows I kne^v nothing about love!
"Gossips," added Syhia for good measure, "are the main cause
for unsuccessful marriages in Hollyw-ood."
She then walked me out to my car and started me
had lunch with Karen Morley out at M-G-M next.

eaiing with lovely ladies.
^^'hat

he

But why

not?

home.

I

(Ahvays

Everyone should

cio

likes best!)

"Most actresses do marry for the resultant advantages!" Karen
flashed at me. "I could name several who have done so. Being
a lady, I shan't!
"Hollywood girls are necessarily very ambitious and sophisticated. And I am certain that a girl ^\•ho has enough fight in her
to rise to stardom, also has enough brains to pick a husband
who will be an asset. Not all, but most Hollywood girls say yes
because they think it will help them. They either want to further their careers or acquire financial security.
"So far as the public goes," Karen reasoned, "it doesn't make
any difference whether a feminine star is married or not so long
colorful wife is better than a single—
as she is interesting.

A

and, perhaps, dull girl.
"Personally I hate to play politics and I abstain from social
Some women love to entertain and they get roles that
contacts.
way. I don't want to be dependent upon favors. I know then,
when I'm chosen for a role, it is because of merit.
"From my own observations, I should say
that an actress gets along better without a

"Mere beauis

noth-

ing"

says

ty

Marian

Marsh. "Talent

sells

the

tickets."

husband and family. However, when

I

fall

in

lo\e I'll marry. If I stopped to worry about
the outcome, it -would no doubt mean that
[
wasn't seriously in love."
Inasinucli as Karen and Sylvia didn't agree
on the subject, I accepted .Anita Page's invitation to dinner in her Manhattan Beach
(Crai) o\er food, or, cr— blondes?)
liome.

Silver Screen

a
Can

A

Sin^c Girl Get The

Breaks In Pictures?

By
Ben Maddox

Sylvia Sidney thinks
a fine actress should
say "yes" to an inferior man.

"Most Holly\\'ood girls
marry for 'this thing called
Anita told me.
love!' "
"They don't marry to adthemselves,

vance

or

"Ambitious

for

find the true
lifetime' love.

'once

in

the

Karen Morley, "pick

husbands
who

a

"Love will
come

creature

Fox.
are discussed. If you are a recluse
you arc very apt to be forgotten!"

for

October 1932

t

IIoIIvwixhI giiis gel ahead slricliv
Sidnex. an adorable IkiI! -pint ol
No!!
"Screen girls niarr\ lor achaiitage?
femininity.
lia\e never seen so many happx marriages as there are
I
Never heard so mucli talk about babies
in Hollywood.

on

get

I don't think
the breaks?
that is true in every case.
I really don't believe marPerhaps it heijjs, because
riage has any effect upon one's career.
I'm not in love myit is supposed to develop one emotionally.
self, so I can't say for sure.
If you arc seen you
Yes, they count a lot.
"Social contacts?

llie

I

"I

stars

Garbo)

trundled home and cndca\ored to reconI
gorgeous Anita s iheories with Uie prc\ ious ones.
Siiincy I'ox's answers.
(lc< idcd lo gi
The next luomiiig
I
lound licr busy on a set at l!iii\eisai.

cile

out to be!)

married

(unless you're

Whereupon

or

handsome hero."
(Why, Anita, w'hat a
mind-reader
you turned

"Do

first,'*

says Sidney

may meet and win

beautiful

will be

assets."

"Audiences are becoming more sophisticated all
the time, and care less about
whether the heroines are
spoken for offalready
But I think the
screen.
fans have a subconscious
hope that the stars will
This enables
stay single.
one to dream that someday one

says

girls,"

real love, but for what, in
their haste, looks like the
The many
thing.
real
picture
the
in
divorces
colony illustrate how few

like to believe lliat

their

merit,"

said

as here.

"To me
AVlun

I

acting

fall

in

is

a job.

love

stand in the way.

A

very pleasaiu anil rcnuincral i\ c one.
to marry I shan't let my career
should )our job [Conliniwd on page 5.^]

and want

Why
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OORE GOOD

NEWS :CoUeen

is
She's Bach at

Work

We

he

and

Will

Glad

to Sec

Her!

By James

M.

Fidler

Jong years. Colleen Moore has

tuo
FOR
been

parade: They have been glorious years, filled with play and romance
lightly
She has gamboled
and travel.
through a jjeriod of brilliant parties and
theatres and dancing and yachting trips.
Now' Colleen has returned to Holly\\ood,
aird to motion pictures, and she is afraid she
mav be forced to go on parade again.
^Vhat have those years done for Colleen?
Have they changed her? Is she still the
off

simple, unaffected Irish lass of yesterday, the
Colleen of middie blouses, and sweaters, and
half sox? A maze of questions befuddled my
mind when I motored to her gorgeous estate
in Bel Air, fashionable residence district
Doubtless these same
\V''est of Beverly Hills.
questions dwell in the minds of millions of
motion picture fans throughout the world.
"I've been off parade," Colleen told me.
after we'd e.vchanged salutations common to
warm friends who have not seen each other
for a long time. "And it has been a heavenYou know, until I left Hollyly two )ears.
wood. I knew nothing but \vork. I thought,
talked and dreamed motion pictures; it never
occurred to me there was anything else imOccasionally, I took trips a^vay
portant.
from Hollywood, I will agree, but those
trips did not take Hollywoocl away from me.
For example, I went to Europe for foiu'
months, but instead of the wonderful vacation I anticipated, I was rushed to theatcis
I spent days and
for personal appearances.
I
met
days \vith photographers.
theater managers, exchange managers, film salesmen and publicity
men. My few glimpses of Europe

came

to

me

between business en-

gagements. I was on parade, eighteen hoius a day. I could not enter
a cjuiet restaurant without being
recognized and mobbed for autoI
graphs.
was not permitted to
forget, even for a few minutes, that
It
was a motion picture star.
I
was a relief to return to Holh^vood, \vhere at least I could re-

A

prettier, happier
greet
Colleen
will
her old friends.

main in my home without fear of intrusion.
"Two years ago my moended
Contrary to

tion picture career

suddenly.

public opinion,

my

career

ended because I had alit
planned
that
^\'ays
would end when my conBut
tract ^\as finished.
most unfortunately for mv
self-esteem, that contract
came to its conclusion at

a time when silent picture stars were making
their talking picture dcl)uts.

I

made two

talk-

ing pictures, and both of

them were

They

terrible.

^\ould have been terrible
silent
pictures too, bewere
cause
the stories
weak and meaningless. .\s
a consequence of the two
had pictures, and by abrupt retirement from the
screen, people said I had
failed in talking pictines.

"That

At

the

foot

of

the

climb again, but Colleen

Moore

will find

that her old room
waiting for her.
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is

is

why

I

am

the motion ])iclure business todav; mv
Irish is arOused.
I
am
here to prove that talking pictures did not lick
l)ack

in

me.

There were rumors

that I lost most of mv
fortiuie in the stock mar[(',onln)ued on page 52]

^

Specially posed for

,

SILVER

SCREEN

(See, they have

RUTH SELWYN

AND
ROBERT YOUNG

"CHINE

w

Moon'-Gaie down

on. Shine on Harvest
upon Young love and Ruth, the gleaner, gleaning
gloaming. Did you see Robert in "New Morals
Ruth gleams in "Speak Easily."
for Old?"

the

September copy!)

WILLIAM

A.

CONSTANCE CUMMINGS

THE

little

leading

"Movie Crazy"
Madness." She

will

lady

probably be

Nuts" next and then star
Thirteenth

of

Harold

also played in

in

Man"

is

in

Lloyd's

"Manhattan
"Hollywood

"Insane."

her next.

No, "The

FRAKER

JANET

GAYNOR
AND

CHARLIE
FARRELL

WHENthe screen's
favorite "decent" lovers got married in

"The

First

Year"

humor was born to
them. The dinner scene
in

their

this

little

home

in

picture establishes

them

as

delightful

comedians.

I

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
movies
man
HE Doughead known
around
IS

in

is

the

tleman and a good husband.
Crusoe,

Jr.,"

in

Hollywood and

his

wife

is

the social arbiter.

the world, not only as an actor, but as a fine gen-

He makes

pictures, too.

and Maria Alba, shown below, appears
native

His next

is

"Robinson

as the carefree, beautiful

girl.

K.

0.

RAHMN

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

JOAN BENNETT
THIS
satin,

beads.

gown

of Joan Bennett's

is

of white

decorated with rhinestones and bugle

Note the novel use

Joan's next

picture

will

of the trimnning.

be "Salomy Jane,"

with Charlie Farrell and Ralph Bellamy.

PEARL

white satin trimmed with strass for
the same material,
Her next picture is
trimmed with
President,"

Claudette. Her wrap

is

trimmed with white fox.

Phantom
George M. Cohan, the greatest

"The

fox of

all.

CREIGHTON CHANEY
tON CHANEY'S
serious youth

RKO
one

contract.
criticises

son

who

is

a

has an

When

any-

the movies

let

him look at these boys. That's
the kind of blood that

Moving

THE

second generation of the great names

of the screen

Noah.

He

is

is

well

represented by young

signed by Universal.
Junior!

Carry on,

made

Pictures an Industry.

SIDNEY EARL CHAPLIN

AND
CHARLES CHAPLIN.
THESE

two boys have,

den away

JR.

hid-

in their

natures,

a great inheritance.

Charlie

by more
people than any other one
beloved

Chaplin,

man,

be

queror,

sons

is

live

he

king

or

a genius.

up to

his

con-

Will his

gentle

reputation?
"Charlie"

the
known

—

best
actor

on earth.

PEGGY

MONTGOMERY

OTHER
Peggy,

and

actors

tresses

ac-

have ancestors.

however,

is

unique.

She descended from herself

"Baby Peggy" is thirteen yearj
old now, and big enough and
smart enough to win the world
all

over again.

J

MARIAN NIXON

HER great success
at

her

in

"Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm" has clinched

"come back" and Marian can relax on the spring board
sumptuous home.
Her next picture will be "Walking
Down Broadway."

her

EUGENE ROBERT RICHEE

NANCY CARROLL

WARNER

BROTHERS borrowed Nancy

Russian peasant
Russia."

in

Doug

Her bangs are not

Carroll to play the

Fairbanks, Jr.'s picture. "Son of

only quite Slavic but good, up-to-

date Hollywood as

well.

—
"You

are going to
very suc-

have

Bette

a

cessful career," Mrs.

Adrienne Peabody
told

Bette Davis.

Why

shouldn't Bette

Davis

Numer-

in

believe

ology?

m jor

Goes

Numerology
By

Ad rienne

Peabody

Know ^mcrology IjYou
Want to k TKc Life 0/
Tke

WITH

Part)/.

her

legs tossing

pajama-clad
around, and

The meanings of the

with her enormous eyes,
\vhich are so friendly and honDavis was
est, upon me, Bette
an inspiration to your Nunierologist the
breakfast.

morning

other

NUMBERS
A

good day to start something.
or
Plan that new venture
Take advanseek a new job.

at

"You know," she said, "I have
wondered about these
things because my mother is so

2.

always

psychic."

Bette has a natural feeling tor
drama, which flared up as she
told the story of the mysterious

which

"hunches"

3.

her mother
always had to

used to get. "We
do evervthing that mother ordered," Bette told me. "And I

remember one night, when I
had gone to a dance, mother
So
sent some one to fetch me.
imagine,
I came home, and just
the car of the crowd that I went
with was smashed up that night
and one of my friends killed!"
A cloud of unhappy memories s^v'ept across Bette's face and
I

was moved emotion"Is Bette your real name?"

ally.
I

check book and financial afA day for
fairs in order.
system and organization.
5.

7.

8.

The names that moving
picture stars select for themselves are always very interesting
to one concerned with the sci-

of

Numbers.

Added

to

her own name is a po^vcrAccording to Nmnerone.
ology Beltc Davis has a glorious,
this,

ful

ahead of iter.
Her birthday shows that her
childhood was somewhat lacking
in color, and she admitted that
this was true.
explained to Bette the
I
method [Continued on page 50]

proinisiujr fiilnre

to get married or
as 6 is the number
of adjustment in domestic life.
A day of rest and meditation.
Study, read, and play your
favorite music, or go to hear
it.

zac's.

ence

How

9.

—

Don't go to

a party.

Good

day for inspiration.
Good day for cashing in. A
day for organizing your
Go forward with conforces.
fidence as today is your power
day. A good balanced day for
Make
your mental powers.
the judgments today you've
been hesitating about recently.
Finish up all the odds and
Not a good
ends of things.
day to start new things if you
But a
expect them to last.
good day for dealing with the
public, or public affairs.

an

artistic,

Also

it is

done:

Take the date of your
November 7—1914.
Add the numbers—
(mo.)

+

1 1

Total

(day) 7

33.

(For example)

birth.

+

Adding

3

(yr.)

+3

1

+

9

+ 1+4

equals 6

Therefore, you ^vere born under a 6 vibration.

Now

take the date of the event you are interin— a party, etc. (For example) November
+ 24 + 1932 or 11 + 2 +
1932 which is
+ 9 + 3 + 2— total 32 which is 5.

ested
24,

4

1

+

1

1

Adding your own number
of that

Then

Good day
divorced

The
is

day for play. Especially
good day to start a trip, if the
trip is for pleasure and not
A good day for
for business.

It is a

a flirtation.
6.

my

spelling, Bette explained,
taken from a heroine of Bal-

FORETELL which are your
LUCKY and UNLUCKY DAYS.

You can

Mix

harmoniously with others. Do
not force matters to a concluBe tactful
Co-operate.
sion.
and you will get your own
way.
Be sanguine today. Refuse to
Take things easily.
worry.
creative things, like writAn exing, singing, painting.
pressive day for all.
Hard work. Make a plan and
Put your
live up to it today.

asked.

"No. Ruth Elizabeth Davis is
right name, and I was born
on April 5th, 1908. But I have
always been called Bette."

tage of opportunities.
Good receptive period.

Do

realized that even in this lirief

recital she

—

day

(5) gives

look on the

will find that 2

1

1

list

(6) to

which

is

the

of definitions

means:— "Good

number

2.

and you

receptive peri-

od.
Mix harmoniously with others. Do not
Co-operate. Be
force matters to a conclusion.
tactful and you will get your own way."
(It
])v

.1

looks as

if

the partv of Miss Six

would

success.)

Learn Numerology and be the center of gaycty
Send 2 5c for an analysis of
your next party.
your original name (give date of birth) and also for

at

instructions in the Science of Numbers.
Even though you only look upon this as a means of
entertainment, you will find it a great addition to
Address Mrs. Adrienne Peabody,
your popularity.

detailed

Numcrologist, in care of
45th St., New York City.
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W.

Hollywood

Ideas

Spread Over the

Harlow

Jean

lieves in a

that

World

be-

beauty

spot and Jean-like

makes her

she

own.

SOME
look

old

may

fossils

Paris
fashions, fads

for

to

and

still

their
fur-

belows, but you and I kno^v
that Paris isn't even a stand-

That long

Hollywood.

in to

Garbo bob with

delightdidn't
come
the Champs Elysee, the
its

piquancy

ful

from
Harlow
didn't

.

blonde

platinum

come from the Rue

Paris may deParis
may
decree that, but when that
Crawford girl pops up in

de

Paix.

la

cree

this

and

puffed sleeves, then

it's

How

Karen Morley looks

as she approaches a ritzy

puffed

evening party.

sleeves for us before tea-time.
Right now everybody in

Hollywood

is

busy applying

a little black dab to the
cheeks. Martha Washington's
girl friends used to do this
back in the old days except
that they used a piece of
black court plaster. But our
Jean, who started the fad,

simply

takes

her
with

eyebrow

Garbo is another star who has
wished an atrocity upon us and
scampered oft to Eiuope so she
won't have to look at us. They
do say that the drum hat she w^ore
in "As You Desire Me, with the
shallow straight brim, has caught
"

The puffed
become

sleeves
the latest

Letty Lynton
craze
thanks to
of

—

have
Joan

on

like

wild

fire

and

will

be a most

popular fall model. You'\ e got to
wella
Crawford.
have chic to wear it, and we all
planned jab gives herself a
can't be Connie Bennetts alas.
most coquettish beauty spot
Paris cotdd never have put the Empress Eugenie hat over if Garbo
If you have a bit of DuBarry in
right below the cheek bone.
hadn't worn one in "Romance and we suggest that the Frencli
you there's nothing like a beauty spot to bring out that wanton
millinery shops give Garbo a cut in the profits. She only makes a
In fact it brings
It does things to big strong men.
wistfulness.
jsaltry thirteen thousand or so a week.
I wish Garbo would make
out the Louis Fifteenth in them.
the old-fashioned poke bonnet with forget-me-nots and blue ribThanks to Jean ^ve are already a platinumized, brassiere-less
bons tied imder the chin popular again— it's more becoming to mv
people, and now we're becoming spotted. But don't we love it!
style of beauty than a shallow cro^\n and straight brim.
Joan, having hoisted those puffed sleeves upon us (the very
Joan Marsh has started the trick idea of wearing your finget
same puffed sleeves that you saw in 'Tetty Lynton"), flitted away
nails to match your scarf— and how the yoimger set are falling for
But really
to Europe so she wouldn't see our reproachful looks.
this fad. With a red and \vhite scarf Joan wears her nails striped,
they aren't so bad once you get used to them. Rather graceful,
and with a polka dot scarf she wears dotted finger nails which
too, if you go in for shrugs and embraces, both of which are
are just too cute. Finger nails are coming into their own these
comme il faiit this season when you are feeling nonchalant and
days and can express moods and everything.
At the opening of her picture "Strange Interlude,"
naughty.
But don't get the idea that it is only the girls who start fads
Norma Shearer appeared in an organdy-velvet ensemble with
in Holly\vood.
Goodness gracious, no. Robert Montgomery and
sleeves that were puffed by Adrian, and we might say, completely
his scarf practically put the tie and collar man out of business,
puffed. Now don't let me catch you going to that country club
and I must say the Clark Gable turtle neck sweater hasn't helped
dance next Saturday night without your puffed sleeves.
the tie industry either. All the boys go for that Gable sweater
Karen Morley has started the fad of wearing her evening
in a big way and no place is too good for one. Turtle necks can
wrap backwards, for no good reason that we can discover unless
be foimd at the Ambassador and Roosevelt patios and the BroA\n
she likes to feel silver fox tickling her chin. She probably cuddled
Derby any old day— and I don't mean in soup. One reporter said
And promptly at the opening of
kittens when she was a child.
that the Hollywood yes-men went for the Gable sweater because
"Back Street," at the swanky Cathay Circle in Los Angeles, many,
It also covers a dirty neck.
it covered the hinges in their necks.
many ladies arrived wearing their evening wraps turned around.
Stu Erwin has an amazing watch \\hich tells time with the
The vertebrae display was excellent. This reversal of things will
letters of his name instead of using the old-fashioned numbers.
doubtless cause plenty of comment, so if you are the kind of girl
AVhen the little hand points to "S Stu kno^^s it is exactly one
who loves commentators (not to be confused with sweet potatoes—
o'clock and time to rush home to lunch with the Little \Voman.
which are awfully good with marshmallows, nuts and raisins in
No one seems to know who started the blue flannel slacks fad
case you didn't know) we advise you to lose no time before dashbut try and walk one block in Hollywood ^vithoiu seeing them.
ing into the theatre with your wrap on backwards. And if you've
Early in the season Garbo was seen hutching at the Roosevelt in
l)ccn away on a camping trip or something all summer we'd l)etter
blue flannel slacks, and about the same time Joan Crawford was
remind you that the fall evening wraps are long again, icay down
seen wearing them on the Metro lot. And everybody is wearing
And the high-front, low-back design with gold sequins
to there.
them now— especially dames with big hips—%\'hich is just too bad.
and silver fox trim is all the rage, tlianks to Karen.
pencil

and

"

"
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Silver Screen

Dress like Claudette Colbert!
A

Pattern of this lovely

frock

ready for you.

is

Why

not make yourself

the same

a dress

Claudette wears

as

m

Phantom President?"

the day Claudette ColSINCE
bert arrived in Hollywood the

Boulevard has been a little
brighter— the Rue de la Paix a
little sadder. Gracefully Claudette

march o£ the fashionables
Hollywood— and here is the very

leads the

in

So ^vhat
dress she does it wilh.
prevent her enthusiastic
to
is
fans from spreading the glory of

throughout the land
that the pattern of her dress
available.

Claudette

now
is

dainty

as

Just

and chic

and

charming

as Miss Colbert herself,

frock she wears in "The
President." It boasts a
beautifully fitted skirt with raised
waistline attached to an underis

this

Phantom

bodice of net, and an adorable
bolero smartly buttoned up the
neckline, snug and
finished
daintily
with a collar of tucked organdy.
Miss Colbert's frock is fashioned
of grey sheer wool, but you will
love it equally well in another
front.

very

The

new,

is

color and another fabric— perhaps
a rough crepey silk or satin.
Silver fox, or any other fur
Ijanding, adds a note of luxury
and exquisite charm, but for
more practical purposes and to

wear under a top coat, sleeves
have been added to the pattern—
a stunning sleeve model, fitted to
tlie lower arm and with a slight,
very slight, puff at the elbow.
Tlie covered buttons are repeated
on the sleeve and there are ravishing little cuffs of the organdy.
Claudette Colbert's frock may be
ordered only in sizes i2 to 20 and
Size 16, includ30 to 40.
ing sleeves, requires 2''^
This autumn frock
yards of 54 inch fabric and
has been loaned us
yard or 36 inch organdy
you'll
sleeves,
—without
need 21/^ yards of 54 inch
fabric and U/^ yards of fin-

banding.
Don't let a little matter
of a missing silver fox prevent you from enjoying a
Claudette dress, for the
pattern has been cut with
sleeves.
What a break for
the silver

for

foxesl

October 1932

by

Claudette

Col-

and from it
we have had patterns cut for your

bert,

Of course
the pattern has

benefit.

sleeves to protect
you against the chill
of October.

Pattern Editor, SILVER SCREEN,
45 'West 45th Street, N. Y. C.
Please send me a pattern of Claudette Colbert's dress.
with 1 5c (in coin).

My SIZE
Name

I enclose here-

is

Address
City

State

(Print clearly). It is not necessary to use this coupon.
open to any reader of SILVER SCREEN.

This offer

45

is
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Lionel, Sthel

an

In the dramatic story
of the overthrow of the
Royal Family of Russia,
the Barrymores have
found a vehicle of

tremendous
possibilities.

dramatic
Gustav

von Seyffertitz, Lionel
Barrymore, Tad Alexander,

Officer

—

of

the

Guard, John Barrymore, and Ethel Barrymore.

[Continued frcin page

am

14]

the director.
(As an old Barrymore looker-oiiner I might inform
you that the Barrymores never hurl props— only epithets, but an
epithet hurled by a Barrymore is often far more crushing than
a Grand Piano.
"Quiet, Please, Quiet!" a distracted supervisor shouts, jumping
out of the Czar's beard. "Everybody in place. The last rehearsal.

Music."
At the end of the stage is a tremendous throne» with three
gilded plush chairs on it.
Leading up to the throne is a red
carpet much redder and much longer than Mr. Grauman's carpet
on opening nights at the Chinese. Down the carpet come the
royal family and satellites of old Russia, ivhile on both sides of
the carpet the Court in all its splendor bows and kneels. A grand
sight.
The most marvelous costuming that has ever appeared
on any set. Adrian the Magnificent.
But where are those mad, mad Barrymores? Not a Barrymore in all Rus-

far from feeling. That Barrymore voice saying friendlv inconsequential nothings, that Barrymore laugh as Tallulah does
an imitation of herself on an opening night. It is all too thrilling and I sink weakly onto the chaise longue.
Ethel says that she doesn't mind getting up at seven, and
Tallulah, Nvho \\as once Ethel's hostess in London, looks dubious.
When she is making a picture she practically gives up eatingjust soup and more soup.
She reads herself to sleep at night
with detective stories.
She adores detective stories and reads
hundreds of them monthly.
She never cared anything about
appearing in a talking picture imtil Irving Thalberg suggested
"Rasputin" with both her brothers. All her life she has -ivanted
to play with "The Boys" and has never had the opportunity
before.
Lionel Barrymore, she believes (and a lot of people
believe likewise) is the greatest li\ing actor and she is delighted
that he has the "fat"
role
in
the picture.

(Where, oh

-i^'here,

is

Just a lot of "stand-ins."
The peasantry in me pops out and
I
am all ready to throw klieg lights
when Tallulah Bankhead grabs my
arm.
"'W'ant to meet Ethel Barrymore?" she asks. "She's in her dressing room now. Come with me." Tallulah and Ethel have been friends for
a long time.
Tallulah used to have
an inferiority complex every time
Ethel spoke to her.
She has gotten
over that now and gives the best impersonation of Ethel Barrymore that
has ever been given on stage or drawing room. Ethel likes it— and she likes
to have Elsie Janis and Dorothy Sands

the reputed Barr\morc
jealousy?) As the "Mad
Monk" she thinks he
will be superb.

impersonate her too.
Guess whose dressing room Ethel
Barrymore
is
occupying?
Greta
Garbo's, no less.
That's what Metro

Brother John or Tallulah or Ir\ing Thalberg or somebod\ a

sia.

People ha\e ah\a\s
said that the

language

Nancy

Carroll's

eyes;

and

Saxon

at

that thcN
of .\nglo^\'ords that evetr

a

lot

Beoivulf

wasn't
acwith.
In
anticipation I

quainted

happy
squirm about
that

she

so-and-.so.

hoping

\iill

call

But
she
She speaks
only once
us something

doesn't.
of "Jack"

and

white organdy

Ethel Barrymore in a blue silk negligee is charming and gracious and
eager (o piil me al an ease wliich I

becomes

picturesque

times,

know

thinks of Ethel. But the femme Barrymore didn't like the Garbo furnishings which were a bit old worldish
and dreary so she had it done o\er
here and there \vith blue as the motif.
A beautiful blue, the color of the
Mediterranean at sunrise, the color of
curtains with large blue silk bows.
White furniture upholstered in blue
satin.
A large bowl of dogwood.

Barrymore

quite

Ethel Barrymore lives the intense mother role of
the Czarina.
Herself a mother, Ethel puts into
her first screen portrayal an appealing quality,
and makes the ill-fated character of the Czarina
of Russia heart-breakingly human.

tells

awfidly fiuinv he said
to her as the cameras
clicked when she got
oil the train in Pasadena. She tells a joke
on herself and laughs
at her own expense.
She's swell.
I like her

more and more even
if

she

tjuaint

doesn't

language.

use
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Tke Royal Family

John!

The

Hollywood.

first

The

She's more than sweM.
it.
Thev call her back to the set as
are now ready for the

.

movie magazine.

"This
"Ha, look at him, he shouts at his younger brother.
are holdpicture business is getting him down. Only his boots
Before John can sock him he has made a dash
in<y him up.
But a sightseer nabs him.
for the door and the Olympics.
"Oh, Mr. Barrymore," she says, "I did so want to see you in your
"

"

"

What do you look like?
clothes.
look like Nat Good\vin in 'The Merchant of Venice,
side
Lionel informs her politely and puts himself on the other
of the door.
j
^
A camera balks and there is time-out while a halt dozen
)ohn and Ethel and Diana
electricians start tampering with it.

monk
"I

they

She

and Ralph Morgan
(who plays the Czar
—you remember he

slips

was the "W'illie" in
"Strange Interlude')
grab studio chairs.

yards of
the size of pigeon eggs. Lace, yards and
exquisite lace! attached to the cro^^n and falling
asked to
graceful cascades down her back. I am
her costume. I stagger under the weight.
fift
Heaven only knows how she manages to walk and
that
walk, day after dav, in a dress and a cro^vn
weigh not much less than a ton. Up and down the
those blarred, red carpet in the terrific heat of
screams with
ing' lights, and with an ankle that
She sprained it the first day on the set.
pahi.

The four

little
Grand Duchesses and

m

the rest of the royal

court of Russia
out on the
They've been
proceeding and re-

spra\vl
floor.

"lily"

and now time-out while

up

a few things and evervAn hour of waiting and

is

the

only

the

"N
ill i

Rasputin before the Czarina. 'With her is Dian.i
Though he has won great honors
Wynyard.
in the past it is expected that Lionel Barrymore's
characterization of Rasputin, the Mad Monk,
fine as anything ever seen on the
will be

and roared. "A\tll
of character and up to the footlights
Busisomeone please throw a fish to that seal," and the Tired

out

Man

an hour.

with

in

shoot

to

the

You

last

don't

mind, do you?"

way when

ness

have

Lionel
reel.

"

forgot

Grand Duke,

the

you

fictitious

throat

Irving

picture,

"John, you kno\v,
as

beauis played by Diana Wynyard,
English actress, who will appear for the
The prop
first time on the screen in "Rasputin."
men adore her and like to tell about her first dav
on the set when she looked around the stage
with growing disgust and finallv said, "I expected
bit of wanglinij of
activity on a studio set and all I see is a
Diana is verree, veriee English.
rope.
They proceed and they recede. Finally there is another
John glares and I breathe
"take" but the "take" is ruined.
on liioadhard expecting an explosion. I remember that night
stepped
the youngest and maddest of the Barrvmores

his

over

talking

said:

"Natacha"

in

Barrymore

were

tiful

tickling

anecdote.

Irving Thalberg and

John

character in the entire picture.

a

me an

seems that when

It

a lot of gold braid and
mammoth shining boots. In the picture he is
going to play the Sheik of the Winter Palace,
Whatthe Big Moment of the Russian Court, the
a-Man of the Kneiper. But his special love in

who

department

licity
tells

the meantime wearing

"Natacha,"

for three

days and they're
darned tired, every
last one of them. .V
member of the pub-

to
then the processional forms again this time
walk down the red, red carpet to the Cathedral.
Empress
Ethel savs the worst part of being an
John Barrvmore, playing the
the ivalking.
is
handsome young Grand Duke, has arrived in

is

now

ceding

But a sprained ankle never keeps a Barrymore
from ^vorking.
There is an a\\ed silence as she takes her
Beautiplace in the processional on the set.
Empress of Russia,
ful, majestic, mysterious-the

terest

together.

Story the Barrymores Couldn't Resist

out
aid of her
of (he blue negligee and, with the
you
maid, into the most gorgeous regal outfit
ha\e ever seen in your life. A crown with pearls

for a seat.

the

selected for the Royal Family of the screen.
part
Ethel Barrymore f5nds in the character of the Czarma a
limitperfectly harmonious to her age, her experience and her
John Barrymore re-creates the glamour ot the
less talents.
of the
period of the Grand Dukes, and Lionel's performance
part of Rasputin is a challenge to all stage tradition.
every
and
screen
every
This picture will raise the standard of

about

body hunts

time

of Rasputin, whose sinister inHuence
contributed to the downfall of the House of the Romanoffs and
which had continued unbroken
Crars,
the
of
reign
the
ended
fancy.
since the days of Peter the Great, caught the popular
delineating this uncouth,
published
been
have
Several books
been
have
strange, hypnotic, evil man. No greater theme could

carpet that leads to the throne of RusBut one day she noticed that the
sia.
real Russian aristocrats who are now
playing extras in the picture for sevenfifiv a day looked at her with divine admiration as the tears coursed down
their hollow cheeks. So great was her
emotion that day that she sobbed and
She chokes now as she tells
sobbed.

the carpenters tear

in

The strange character

Empress now she thinks of those tragic
eyes and her own eyes fill with tears
and she can't even see that red, red

woman of sorrow.
The scene is a

work

Barrymorcs ever flayed

She lights a cigarette and tells us
about meeting the late Empress ol
Russia in London before the revoluLittle did she reckon that one
tion.
day in far off Hollywood she ^vould
be playing the ill-fated Czarina. She
did not even notice the resemblance
that everyone is commenting upon
now. She admired the unhappy Empress, the ^\'orried mother, whose tragic
eyes even then reflected the horror that
awaited her in the Russia she loved
and feared. In playing the role of the

"take."

at

to

breathe lor
.

the Mad
Lionel comes on the set. But. alas, not as Rasputin,
Monk, but only as an Actor About to Go to the Olympic Gamos,

screen.

o,

don't
John a n-

I

n d,"

"But

swered.

way

the

going to
steal that picture
from his brother and
sister

shoot
first

he's

ought
I
him in
reel,

not

to
the
tin-

last."
I
am vvoiM out, even if the Barrymorcs aren't, and I look for the
ncaiest exit. I pass Ethel and she smiles. Perched up on a propiiich
bov's IiIkIi stool and smoking a cigarette she still looks e\erv
She is (piite pale. She explains that she isn't weaiiiv;
a queen.
She photographs better nii niiliiiri.
aiiv makeup in the picture.
and she gracioiislv explains
I ask her who really killed Rasputin
It seems that it was really a Colt revoher that brouglil
at length.

an end to the mad monk who combined hvpnotism \utli orgies.
Ethel is a Coll.
Ethel once married the Coll revolver millions.
And John is the brotlier-iii law of a Colt. And a Colt pistol
So von sec it all dovetails in a vague sort ot
killed Rasputin.
way. Or dt) \on iiiliale?
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•^^E VIE

WS

1932
In an effort to console Dorothy, Eric Linden, the college sheik, takes her for a ride
There is a wreck and
in the moonlight.
killed and Arlene relents.
Eric's
is
death scene will let down the flood-gates,
so bring your handkerchiefs.

Eric

LATEST PRE'SHOWINGS

V)

IN

HOLLYWOOD

DEVIL

AND THE DEEP

Grand Entertainment—Faramoun?

Rating:

ACR-\ZY,

jealous husband, his beautiful

and her lover imprisoned in a
submarine at the bottom of the sea. Lilting
wife,

TWO AGAINST THE WORLD
Rating:

CONNIE

romance, blood-curdling thrills, suspense
and horror— this picture is entertaining from
beginning to end and we advise you not

Good— Warners-First National
BENNETT'S latest! And Con-

nie more glamorous and
gowned than ever. Need we

beautifully
say more?
This picture won't turn out to be the fan's
holiday that "What Price Hollywood" was,
for only once in a blue moon does a film
like that come around to the neighborhood
theatre. But this is a pretty good runner-

to miss

Bankhead and

Gary

Cooper

share starring honors, and Tallulah has
never been so glamorously beautiful before.
Gary, as a naval lieutenant, is handsome
and charming in his own quiet way. This
picture also introduces to you the famous
Charles Laughton from London and Broadway, who is well on his way to being another Emil Jannings. As a crazy maniac of
a husband he is superb.
The action takes place in romantic Algiers where the stars shine the brightest of
any place in the world. It is here that
Tallulah, married to a man who is gradually going insane, meets Gary and they
both fall madly in love. Then the story
shifts to the submarine and you are treated
to some of the most thrilling scenes that
have reached the screen in a long time.
Good old melodrama— and how we eat it up.

upper.
It starts out with delightful comedy, Connie playing the spoiled rich gal who takes
a sudden fancy to the poor young lawyer

who is suing her father. Then just when
you are having a grand time laughing at
Connie's antics with the serious young man
and her harum scarum brother, who should
come stalking in but Tragedy in person.
Her brother kills a man who, he believes,
has seduced Connie, and she, knowing that
it was her weak married sister who was involved with this man, tells fearful lies about
on the witness stand to obtain her
brother's acquital by the "unwritten law."

it.

Tallulah

herself

Kay Francis and William
Powell in "One Way Passage."
And wears dazzling go^\ns
with full exposure of the spinal columnwhoops, fans, take a good look! Bill Powell
happily cast, and is the old master of
is

entire picture.

suavity himself.
The story is most intriguing. The action
for the most part takes place on a liner
bound from Hong Kong to San Francisco.
Kay plays the part of a modern yoimg girl
with a bad heart. She knows she has only
a few weeks to live but she means to gel
everything out of life that she can. Bill is
wanted in the States for murder, and is being returned to Frisco by a relentless flat-

Warren Hymer.
Kay and Bill fall in love immediately but

foot.

Neil Hamilton and Constance
Bennett in "Two Against the

World."
It all works out according to formula and
the muchly subdued Connie, believing that
the nice young lawyer could no longer love
her after her sensational confession, is sailing quietly and miserably to Europe when
lie finds her.
He knew all along that she
didn't do it.
Handsome Neil Hamilton again plays
opposite Connie, and gives a good performance as the serious minded young lawyer
with a passion for beans. Allen ^incent is
excellent as the young brother. Also in the
cast are Helen Vinson, Hale Hamilton and
Clara Blandick.

ONE WAY PASSAGE
Rating: Grand Entertainment— ITfli neraFirsl National

A TREAT
And who
I

Powell-Francis fans!
the best pictine
hat Kay and Bill have had since they be-

came

a

for

the

isn't?

It s

team by popular demand.

And

now

to be sure and
get a comfortable seat, for you'll doubtless
sit through it twice.
Kay never looked better in her life and

we're telling you right

she fairly glows with

charm throughout the

they can't tell each other their dark secrets.
It's beautifully done and there is an ending
Frank McHugh and
that is a knock-out.
Aline MacMahon look after the comedy,
and if you don't split your sides laughing
at them you ought to see a doctor.

Tallulah Bankhead and Gary
"Devil and the
in

Cooper

Deep."

AGE OF CONSENT
Rating:

Good-i?AO

Dorothy ^Vilson,
MEET
hope you like her,

folks,

for,

her studio, she's all set to

BIRD OF PARADISE

and we

Rating: Good-i?A'0

according to

go into a

number

Dorothv,
as you know, is the little stenographer who
was "discovered" right in the RKO offices
by a director who Avas ha\ ing a de\i\ of a
time trying to find a sweet young ingenue
And Dorto play the lead in his scenario.
othy clicked. She's normal, natural, fresh
as the morning glories on your back fence
and as modest as they come.
The younger generation will go nuts over

of pictures these next few months.

this picture as it is right up to the minute
college stuff, with the boys and girls talking
as they do on your own campus.
Richard Cromwell plavs the yoimg student
who is in love with Dorothy, and he has

just

never given a finer or more sincere performance. He's a good boy but that little
^^aitress, Arlcne Judge, had Avhat it takes,
and, ably assisted by her old man's lieiuor,
she gels poor Dick into a compromising
situation that calls for a shot-gun wedding.

ROMANCE,

adventure, suspense, and marbeauty abound in this
It is almost a silent picture Avith a
one.
All you fans who
thrilling musical score.
ha\e grown a little neary of the usual
])ictures must be sure and see this one.
There isn't a boring dra\\ing-room in it.
Instead there are native dances, tribal
ceremonies and the bona fide atmosphere
of Hawaii, ^vhich will cause your blood to
nni hot and cold.
RKO spent over a million dollars on this
picture but after you see it you Avill be sure
For every
that the money was well spent.
-

velous

scenic

minute of it
knows, what

is

and heaven
world needs now is

entertaining,

this old

entertainment.
Dolores Del Rio, exotic and beautiful, is
excellent as Luaua. the native girl who falls
^Vith beautv
in lo\e with a -white man.
and charm such as hers, it is easv enough
to understand whv Joel McCiea should iail

—
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Irene Dunne, as Ray Schmidt, Madame
Hurst's famous heroine, gives a superb performance that wiU linger long in your memory. Her face and \oice ^vill haunt you
for months to come and you will never
forget her exquisite beauty. The plot carefully follo\\s the best seller-novel of the
same name, and if the book brought tears
to the old orbs the picture will bring nothing less than a cloud-burst.
As you probably know, it is the rather
sordid, matter-of-fact story of a beautiful
girl who fell in love with a married man,
whose career would not allow him to divorce his socially prominent wife. So he

49

dent of the college, Zeppo is a student who
is spending his t^velfth year in the freshman class and doing his homework with
the college widow, Thelma Todd. Chico
inhabits speakeasies and Harpo indulges in
dog-catching, but they get signed up for
the football team just the same and stampede their way to the Big Game. Oh it's
But the
all very nutty and you'll like it.
big surprise of the picture is when Groucho
stops chattering long enough to play a
And of course
guitar and warble a song.
Harpo harps.
The gags are fresh and original— and so
is Thelma Todd, who puts plenty of toddy
Don't miss it.
into the college widow.

DOWN TO EARTH
Rating: Good — Fox
a good, homey picture with lots
HERE
of laughs and plenty of good advice to

McCrea and Dolores Del
Rio in "Bird of Paradise."

Joel

is

think over. When Will Rogers gives advice
it isn't preaching, but just let somebody else
try it and see how quickly we leave the
theatre. Will says to enjoy your poverty
now because in a few years we are all going
to be dreary rich.
Will plays Pike Peters again and still has
Irene Rich for his lovely wife. They have
an estate, a son and seven cars, and a butler
who is a pain in the neck to Will. Irene
is so busy being a social leader she doesn't
have much time for AVill, and he has a grand
time soliloquizing about it.
Dorothy Jordan and Mary Carlisle play
two members of the younger set who are in
love with Will's son. It's a nice picture for
the whole family to see, and it won't bring
back the old depression either.

in love with Dolores and risk his life
in all kinds of tribal situations to rescue
her. They make an attractive couple, those
two, and here's hoping they are teamed to-

madly

The

entire picture was taken
any of that
gorgeous scenery is faked. This picture will
probably start a grand e.xodus to the Islands,
^vhere Romance is still Romance.

gether again.
in

Hawaii

so don't think that

John Boles and Irene Dunne in
"Back Street."
keep his love and inspiration on a
and the years succeeded years
until both were well past middle-age. Selfish male and self-sacrificing female. That's

had

to

back

street,

you, as the cynics say.
Boles, as Walter Saxel, is excellent,
particularly in his death scene where he
does acting that is acting. And when you
are giving out prizes don't forget Irene

life for

John

Dunne, who
leave

Adrienne Ames and Richard
Arlen in "Guilty as Hell."

Rating:

Good— Paramount

THOSE

bad boys, Victor McLaglen and
Eddie Lowe, are at it again. And that
means that youse guys who like a redblooded, two-fisted story had better step
right up to the box office.
It's another one of those friendly enemy
entanglements with Yic as captain of the
detectives and Eddie as a newspaper reporter, and their conversation as usual is far
from being elevating. The plot starts off
with a murder of a wife by her husband,
.^n "innocent bystander is convicted of the
murder and Eddie promptly falls in love
with the convicted man's sister. Outside of
the McLaglen-Lowe bouts the rest of the
picture is taken up ^vith finding the real
murderer and freeing the innocent young
man, who happens to be Richard Arlen.
Vic and Eddie and Dick all give good
performances and arc ably supported by

where most movie

stars

HORSEFEATHERS
Rating:

GUILTY AS HELL

starts

off.

THIS

—Paramount

Most Amusing

picture will raise the best crop of

laughs this year, and is just what this
Those mad Marx
needs.
world
old
Brothers scamper through reel after reel at
such whirlwind speed that you are dizzy

when

it's

over.

This time the kiddies ha\e gone

ate and the setting of the picture is
college town with exeryliodv uhooping

up

for dear old

Huxlev.

Groucho

is

don't

ask

Good

us,

THE LAST MILE
GoOD

Tiffany

good acting and character

delineation are the high spots in this
It's a faithlul reproduction of the
famous Broadwa\ phiv which held New
Yorkers tense night after night. But perhaps prison breaks aren't as popular now
as ihey were two years ago.
The entire action takes ])lacc in the death
flic chai;icters in the
house of a ])rison.
|)icliire arc all imnaii^ ol ilu- death house,
who are wailing lluii tmii :it the last mile
which leads to ilu- diair. One of the condemned men. KilUi Mens (played on the
slage by Clark Gable) engineers a jail break
which doesn't come olT. All of his pals are
kilU'd bv machine gim bullets from the
oiuside, and finally the killer gives himself
up to sa\c the life of the one boy left.
Not a jiretty subject for a picture but we
guarantee it will grip you and hold yom
picture.

— Universal
Fannie Hurst,
if you

make Park Avenue, and

which you haven't, there doesn't

be much fun in being a mistress
you have a penthouse. This being
the other woman on a back street is a dismal sort of an affair with too much beer
and skittles and not enough champagne.

seem

a

UNUSU.^LLV

BACK STREET
mistresses, according to

to

it

Rating:

Adrienne Ames and Henry Stephenson.

ALL

"Down

Earth."

presi-

"

Rating:

Will Rogers in

collegi-

to

interest.

luiless

The Four Marx Brothers
"Horsefeathers."

Good
in

j)crformances are given by the enPreston Foster, Howard

tire cast, especially
l'l)illi|)s

and Georgie Stone.
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Bette Davis

Goes

m

for

1932

Numerology

[Conliinied from page 43]

arriving at

of

the

Number

value of her

I
arranged the letters of the alname.
phabet in nine columns and vvith this
"cryptogram table" found the value of the
"E" is in the fifth
vowels \n her name.
column and so has a value of 5, and so

on.
that

I

explain this in detail later on, so
of you can enjoy working out

will
all

Numbers.
Adding the date
her

name Numbers

of Bette Da\is' birth to
gives a 5, which means

that she will have eternal youth

seem younger than she

really

and always

is.

•"Sometimes," sighed Bette, "that has its
drawbacks especially when I w^ant to play
a sophisticated part."
"Yet 5 is the number of versatility," I
assured her. "So you ^von't have to ivorry.
You'll be playing many parts in your personal life as well as on the stage and screen.
It would be a distinct mistake to type you."

"Mother wanted me

to

be an

actress,"

Bette confided dreamily.
"She won't be disappointed. You will
have a long and promising career before
the public. In fact the ne.\t two years will
be extremely busy ones for you. And there
may be stardom at the end."
"bo you really think so? Hojv can you
tell?
Can you predict events through Nu-

merology?"
You
"If you v\ant to call it that, yes.
see. according to Numbers everything animate or inanimate, has its time of power.
It may sound strange to you but the Numto 9 inclusive tell the whole
bers from
stors— through the symbols which are behind them, of course. E\ery nine years we
go th.rough a cycle of change. This holds
I

true in biology as well as in the study of
mankind. Science tells us that certain animals and insects are more prolific during
certain specific cycles. But there is a reason
for everything if we only knevv where to
look for it. The Ancients were past-masters
They used Numat this art of reasoning.
bers to analyze everything."
At this Bette sat up with genuine interest
in her eyes, vvhich had been faintly quizzical

before.

Can

whether or not one of

Numbers

tell

me

my

pictures will be
even shown to the

successful— before it is
public?"
^Vhy not? First, I would have to obtain
the date on which the pictine Avas started.
Then the date of birth of the producer or
persons vitally interested in it.
"There are psychological moments when
seems advisable to 'start' things going,
it
and psychological moments for finishing
them. For instance, if we start out on a
venture, no matter ivhat the nature, under
a '9' vibration, we should not be at all
surprised if this venture turned out badly.
The '9' vibration is better for 'ending'
That is why
things than beginning them.
I believe if we figured our problems out by
Numerology we would not be so prone to
worry."
"This is fascinating," Bette cried. "Tell
me what my own Nimibers are; I d love to
learn hovv to analyze them."
"Well, you were born in April, ^vhich is
the 4th month of the year. Add this 4 to
the Number 5 (which refers to the day
of the month on ^vhich you were bom)
and you have 9. Then acid the numerals
in the )ear 1932 together and you have 15.

"Always reduce your Numbers to a single
This is a basic law
digit between 1 and 9.
in Numerology— you can't get away from it.
And so we add the 1 to the 5 and instead
of 15 we have 6. You are therefore in the
'6'

vibration of a

"Do

year."

marriage this year?" Bette
asked with a whimsical smile.
"This is the year," I declared, much to
"At least you vvill have
her amusement.
plenty of opportunities. Yet marriage will
It will
only be incidental in your life.
never curtail your career. Your Numbers
I

'vibrate'

The '6' viare those of a child of fame.
bration tells me that, and the '7' vibration,
which will naturally be yours next year,
governs the stage and screen. How could
you go ^^'rong?
"This year is not particularly good for
theatres and other places of amusement.
However, Numerology predicts that next
year, under the '7' vibration, everything in
the theatrical
leap upward.
'7'

is

main Number. Greta Garbo
This number also rules

their

for

profession will take a big
of the screen stars have

Many

one of them.

religion because in the early days the theatre and religion were synonymous. Dancing
and pageantry of all kinds were always performed in the Temples. So next year ^vill
also be an important one in the realm of
Occult Science. I have an idea that more
people vvill be attracted to this science during that time than ever before."
interesting," said Bette
was just wondering if
you could tell me something about that
vaudeville engagement of mine. I'm start-

"That's awfully

enthusiastically.

"I

ing out on July 22nd. Do you think it will
work out all right?"
"I'm sure it ^vill. Your month of July
happens to be imder the vibration of '4,'
which denotes application and hard A\ork.
Then, by adding 7 to 6— because July is the
7th month of the year and your own year's
This 13,
vibration is 6— vve arrive at 13.
to a single digit, makes 4.
a Numerologist there is no superstition
attached to the number 13, luiless one conThe day
siders it unlucky to work hard.
on which you are starting is favorable!

when reduced

To

"The

nicest

thing

I

can

tell

you wow.

that vou will have more time
for play and recreation in .August, because
you will be under a '5' vibration. .\nd
•5' is the Number of change and excite-

Miss Davis,

is

ment."
'^V-ell!
That's good news! By the way,
what \\ould Numbers ha\e to say about a

person born, say about July 5th?"
"Plentv! But perhaps the most significant
thing of all would be that he,"— I hesitated
here, but Bette looked pleasantly non-committal— "or she, I added so as to be on
the safe side, "would be very congenial to
vou because both voiu' birthdays are under
a '5.'
I've an idea you'll be seeing a lot
"
of 'him' for some time to come
Judging bv the glow in Bette's large ex"

pressive eves,
tell the tale.

I

feel

sure that

Numbers

w'\\\

WHAT HOLLYWOOD
LOVERS
when

GIVE."

the devastating passion sets
Hollywood lover burning he
a
yearns to find something tangible
with which to express his ardor.
In the November SILVER SCREEN
read about "the little tokens of
love."

!

!
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Photograph above by Lansing Brown, 1932

Ethel Clayton is lovelier than ever
A CTUALLY growing more attractive every year

pictures
it /s

Look at these

— they tell you plainly that

possible to keep youthful charm,

grow

to

!

// you

through the years.
the secret.

lovelier,

know

looking than

it

This is Ethel Clayton's secret of
complexion beauty— such a sure and
simple v/ay to guard and keep youthful charm!

Holljwood's favorite beauty
insurance. No matter what your age,
you will want to make it yours
It is

Ethel Clayton does and she says:

am

38 years old and don't mind
admitting it one bit. No woman
need fear added years any more if
she knows how to take care of her

"I

—

Of the 694 important Hollywood

appearance.

"Women on the
must keep their

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use

screen, of course,

youthful charm,

and a young-looking skin is absolutely necessary. For years now I
have used Lux Toilet Soap and I
think my complexion is younger

it

ac-

tresses, including all stars, actually

686 use fragrant Lux Toilet Soap
regularly. It is such a favorite with
them that it has been made the
official

Lux

soap in
Toilet

all

the big studios.

Soap

is

white— that no

beautifully

was years ago."

so gentle— so

soap can rival

other

it.

Broadway's favorite
complexion care
but on

Not only

in

Broadway,
beauty of

too, the stars protect the

Lux

Holljrwood,

their

complexions with

Toilet Soap.

So enthusiastic are they about this
luxurious soap, it is found in the
dressing rooms of the Broadway
theaters, and in theaters all over
the country.

And so when the fascinating stars
go on the road, they can still use Lux
Toilet Soap regularly. Surely you will
want to try this gentle beauty care

Lux Toilet Soap

!
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"Call

Her Savage"

which Fox

is

is

Call

by

Us

Friendly, Clara!

the simple magic of the

NEW,

Moore Good News

improved

NON-SMARTING.

TEAR'PROOF

^Continued fro/n page 26]

MAYBELLINE
eyes right now — that

It's in your
wonderhil, bewitching beauty sought
by every woman and admired by
every man. But it's a captive there;
a dormant power that can be brought
into play only by the magic of Maybelline. Release it by frmging your

—

eyes with natiurally dark, long-appearing, luxiuriant lashes. Just a simple,

easy application of Maybelline and
the marvelous transformation takes
place. Your eyes instantly become a
thousandfold more interesting your

—

more charming
But, be sure you get genuine May-

whole

self,

belline, for this preparation is non-

smarting, tear-proof and very easy to
Its conuse. And perfectly harmless
!

tinued use actually tends to stimulate
lash growth. Black or Brown, 75c at

any

name of the Clara Bow picture
Clara looks wonderful, doesn't she?

the

making.

toilet

goods counter.

ket crash.

Such rumors are entirely

My money

is

and

I

have

still

in\ested

carefully
it.

I

in

false.

bonds,

ha\e no monetary rea-

sons for continuing my career; I'm going on
svith it only to prove to my friends, to the
world— and perhaps to myself— that talking
pictiues could never lick me.
Holly^^'ood after the conclupicture contract, I -went
to New York and attempted a stage play.
It was a crazy thing to do, but at the time
my brain w^as in a whirl. I was divorcing
my husband, I was leaving motion pictures,
Instead
I ^\'as ill and tired and confused.
of going to Europe or the Orient to rest, I
accepted an olfer to appear on the New

"\Vhen

sion of

I left

my motion

it would make
and my other troubles.
"I was very foolish. The play was bad,
and had I been in my right mind, I would

York stage because

me

I

thought

forget m)' divorce

never have appeared in it. It failed. Then
my friends said. 'Poor Colleen. She fell like
a dead star.' Do you think I'd put up Avirh
that? AVhat kind of an Irisher would I be

am

determined that I
to prove
that I could conquer the stage, but I would
also retinn to the screen to prove that I
to

admit

I

licked.

I

would not only do another play

EYELASH BEAUTIFIER
For 10c and coupon below

we

will send special Purse
Size for trial

l//? maybelline CO..

20-10

5900 Ridge Avenue, Chicago
me Purse Size of the

10c enclosed. Send
new Maybelline.

Brown

Black

"NameStreet..

^ To«m_

.

State

could lick the talkies.

"Henry Duffy, the West Coast theatrical
producer, had made me a stage offer before
I left California. Shortly after my play in the
East failed, I read the manuscript of 'The
Little Church Mouse.' I wired Duffy that
if he could secure the rights to that play, I
would return to California and appear in it.
Then I met Albert Scott and fell in love
with him. I forgot ^vork. ^\'c went everywhere together— theaters, night clubs, dances.
rcco\ered my balance. I grathiallv toigot
I
my divorce and other hurts. I did things
impulsively— something I had never been

able to do

when

I ^vas a screen star.
For
read a glo\ving advertisement
about the Bahamas. 'I'm going to the
Bahamas,' I said. I telephoned at once and
ordered boat reservations. I went to the

instance,

I

Bahamas, and from there I went to Miami,
Florida. Albert came to Miami to see me
and we decided to marry. We eloped.
"After our elopement we returned to Florand there I found a telegram awaiting
me. Henry Duffy had secured 'The Little
Church Mouse' and n'as holding it for me.
For the first time I remembered my agreement with Duffy. '^V'hat u'ill you do next?'
my new husband asked. But he agreed to
let me go to California for the play, because
he realized how very, very much I ^vanted
to prove to everybody that I wa.s not a failure on the stage.
ida,

"The
Mouse'

rest is

known. 'The

big
in several AVestern
Avas a

hit.

Little

Church

We

cities,

enjoyed success
ending with a rini

of several Aveeks in Holh^vood. The morning after the show opened in Holly^^•ood,
three motion picture offers reached me. One
was from Metro-Goldwyn-Maver, and I determined to accept it. I opened negotiations
with officials of the company, after first telephoning my husband and receiving his permission, and eventuallv I signed a new contract. I wiW be in motion pictures at least
one more year; perhaps five.

"But I do not intend to go on parade
again as of old. I shall temper mv life.
So far it has swayed too he;^ily to extremes. For manv years there \vas too nuich

and I became
two years there
has been too much play and not enough
work, and I ha\e grown tired of that, also.
Now I shall do niv work, but I shall also
\\ork and too little play,
\vcarv of that. For the past

play.

I

shall

ihink

pictures

when

I

am

—
SiL V ER
engaged in making them.
pictures

when

I

shall

am at home or away
My contract stipulates
I
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forget

from

that
twice yearly I will be granted a six-weeks'
vacation, during which time I will be with

Hollywood.

my husband

New

in

York.

"Albert has changed my life. I look difHe has taught me how to dress.
ferent.
When I was in Hollywood, I knew nothing
about clothes. In pictures I always wore
plain frocks, therefore I went too far to
the other extreme in real life; my clothes
were ofttimes gaudy. I didn't appreciate the
I was too busy
value of lovely clothes.
thinking motion pictures. My husband has
changed that. He has made me burn the
middle blouses and plain skirts and sweaters

and
by

I ^vear gowns created for me
modistes. I choose many of
myself, but in the beginning my huschose everything I wore.

half sox.

New York

them
band

"I have done away with the straight,
Dutch haircut and the bangs that once
characterized me. That was my husband's
idea, too.
but curly.

Now I wear my hair bobbed,
Even my closest friends did not

me when I returned to HollyYou see, those friends had been
wood.
accustomed to the plain Colleen of silent

recognize

picture days. Yesterday, for instance, I met
an old girl chum on the street. She was
amazed at the change in my appearance.
" 'Colleen, you look wonderful," she cried,
and was I happy?
"I had to go away from Hollywood to
learn how to dress. I had to marry to find
a person who would tell me that too many
bows and frills don't make a gown attracI remember there was one dress that
tive.
I liked it so
I had designed in Hollywood.
well that I had it copied in three different
Imagine that! The same dress in
colors.
three different colors! One was white, one
was pink, one was blue and the original
Other than the colors, the
was green.
gowns were identical. My husband gave
them to the Salvation Army. I went him

one better; I gave all the rest of my
lywood wardrobe to the Salvation Army.
Then I went to a New York dressmaker
and had a complete, new wardrobe designed.
"I'm happy to be back in Hollywood. No
woman who has worked since childhood is
satisfied to suddenly cease working. I found
time. In
it dreadfully hard to occupy my
an effort to fill the vacant days, I studied
piano and practiced three hours daily. I
But these things
also studied languages.
did not fill the void. I had to find something to do. Bridge parties, riding parties
and matinees did not satisfy me. Now that
I
am back in Hollywood, with work to
occu|)y my time again, I am happy. I shall
Hol-

you're
It

lovely.

THE GIRL YOU USED TO

was years

had looked

since she

Something

—somehow—had

so

Be!

young and

been robbing

his

wife of the vibrant brightness he had always admired.

.... Perhaps
ally that

you

fail

it's

because gray hair comes gradu-

to realize

how

jades your looks

it

sweeps you remorselessly into Heartbreak Age.

You must

cherish your beautyl Re-color your

hair undetectably with

Notox

—an

entirely

new way

that leaves your hair wonderfully soft and lustrous

Notox does not

.

.

.

crust the hair with a surface plate of

dye. It enters right inside the hair shaft

—colors

the

he Colleen Moore in the studios; Mrs.
Albert Scott at home.
"More important, I will prove that talking pictures have not licked Colleen Moore.
have already proved, with 'The Little
I
Church Mouse," that the stage couldn't keep
nie down. If you go to my new pictures
you won't .see the little Ella Cinders charThai Colleen
acter I formerly portrayed.

Notox shades duplicate
Nature's own. And remember, Notoxed hair can be
washed, waved or sunned just like natural hair.

Moore is dead Ibrever. I hope you like the
new Colleen Moore. She'll be a lady.'"
The interview came to a close with the
arrival of her husband— a tall, moderately
good looking young man with fair hair
and blue eyes. With him came George
Cole, the famous portrait artist. He is doing

Buy

Colleen in

oils.

After

all

her talk

.

.

.

Better hairdressers always apply Inecto Rapid

Notox. Resent a substitute

—no

like

product

exists.

Notox at smart shops everywhere.

• • Send jor Jree
and name

booklet

"HEARTBREAK AGE"—

oj nearest beauty shop Jeaturing Notox.

Inecto, Inc., Dept.

5, J3' JFest 46lli Street,

W

rite

New York

about

you might think her picture
would show Colleen in ermines and je\vels,
but you'd be wrong.
fine

hair where nature does.

clothes,

The new

oil

painting of Colleen Moore
riding

finds a demure, sweet little girl in
hiccclu's and a s\vcalcr.

Delightful!

"DICKIE MOORE'S

oL^ Qa^J NOTOX

WOMEN"—November Silver Screen C'oSmd

Lai/i/^ i/yidic&. wlic4^e. in.cvLuA'e

<£o
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Why

Guided By Doctor's
Advice - Happy Woman

LOSES

It's old-fashioned for
domesticity for their
I've never had the actual situacareers.
tion to face, for I've never been in love.
But—" and Sidney beamed angelically—

your

control
girls

life?

sacrifice

to

come

first!"

"I sincerely think that

Mrs. Helen Greene

and
and it's
to employ the proper

ust as vital

—

j

health

fat

means a safe, sane method
which won't injure health and
leave you haggard looking.
How capably a half teaspoonof Kruschen Salts in hot water

ful

every morning

fills

this

need!

Kruschen is the SAFE,
HEALThiy way to reduce— it
while
to

health all
helps restore your weight

up splendid

builds
it

NORMAL.

—

is disappearing. Many
(oiks hasten results by cutting down on
fatty meats, pastries and potatoes.

a girl

is

a

good

actress,

Oh, occasionally a director ^\'ill see you at
a party and announce, 'You're the girl I've
But my opinion is that
I>een looking for!'
the less you are seen around Hollywood
the better.

A

partying goes a long

little

way."'

unmarried but striving actress
As a last resort I went over to
Marian Marsh's for tea.
""Who says that the married women are
"SVhat's the

to

Notice how complexion clears, eyes
srow brighter and mind l<eener you'll
be delighted when your scales show how

if

has something to sell that
the public wants, she'll climb the ladder
on her own. Since the talkies the public
doesn't care about the off screen personalThey want their heroines vital and
ity.
Helen Hayes, Ann Hardreal in pictures.
ing. Barbara Stanwyck— they are not glamorous or mysterious. And everyone admires
them tremendously!
"My convictions on the social angle? I'm
absolutely against the 'being seen' idea.

enough

important to
beauty to banish

Say Yes!

[Continued from page

"love will

It's

Girls

do?

getting

the

best

breaks?"

she

demanded.

25]

"Single girls are doing just as well— when
they have equal ability. The public wants
This
ability rather than beauty now.
from the beautiful Marian!
"The talkies follow the stage -svith respect
to the idea that facial prettiness is less important than the quality of one's acting.
"

Today most people go to see a star who
can act. Not to see mere beauty!
In
"If a girl has talent, she'll succeed.
the old days it was easier to make a star,
because sheer personality \vas almost all
Now the voice is of
that was necessary.
great importance.
"Hollywood girls marry for advancement in many instances, but not so often
as formerly. Because no matter how^ much
pull you may muster, you cannot last if
you haven't the ability.
"I don't believe in social contacts either.
Somebody may take a dislike to you and
then they are always against you. But if
you are not kno^^'n personally you are
judged by your screen -ivork. It is your
best reference."
Five who persist in remaining immune
(so far!) to wedding bells have stated their
opinions as to ^\'hy girls in movieland

marry.
'^Vhat

your verdict?

is

quickly excess (at

Mrs. Helen Greene of Brooklyn, N. Y.

physician advised my mother
writes:
to take Kruschen Salts for overweight so
I started taking it myself. I weighed 192
and after taking 3 bottles I reduced to
165 and never felt so well. It's a tonic as
well as reducer".

"A

A

Nicknames of the Stars

bottle that lasts 4 weeks costs but
for
cents at any drugstore
refuse
results and your health's sake
accept nothing but Kruschen.
imitations

—

85

—

REAL

—

Kruschen Salts
"It's

The

Little

Daily Dose That Does It"

Write for a copy of "How to Lose Fat Without Injuring
Health." Dept. J., E. GrifFiths Hughes Inc., Rochester, N. Y.

rsCREEN STORIES

[Continued from page
with him because he puts on no airs or
Lupe started the vogue of
mannerisms.
and a lot of the gals
calling him "Garee
On his first lengthy visit to New
still do.
York over a year ago he was introduced
by a slightly bibulous press agent to Tony,
the speakeasy man, as "Ole Massa" Cooper.
To Italian Tony "Ole Massa" was just the
rame kind of name as Bill or Jack, so in
"

New

York's night

life

Mr. Cooper became

name spread and
spread and ^vas gradually picked up by his
"Ole

Massa" and

the

friends.

STORIES SOLD INI DAY!
nd Movie producers

so urgently need-

One of the leading independent studay from this Company. They j
dios ordered SIX stories in
Victorj
and pay big for simple plots with merit.
York received J3000 for her efforts.
Perhaps this is youf chance for quick,

ONE

Marion Davies is called "M.D." by all
her close friends. Marie Dressier is called
"Oueen Marie," Jackie Cooper is called
"Little Champ," and Edna Mae Oliver is
called "Sniffles."

Jean Harlow may be the one and only

23]

Platinum Blonde to you but to her family
and intimate friends she is "Baby." Even

who

has been helping
gorgeous hair for a
number of years, calls her "Baby," and
when Jean moved into Paul Bern's house
the day after her wedding, the ever-faithful
moved in with her, and is very likely to
tell you over the phone that "Baby" is out
When Jean was a kid back
in the pool.
in Kansas City the other kids on the block
called her "Tow-head" because her hair
Which all goes to prove
\\as almost white.
that a Platinum Blonde isn't appreciated in
her own home to^vn.
Josef Von Sternberg calls Marlene Dietrich "Marlenchen," which is just like the
Gretchen that the German directors call
Some of the make-up girls and
Garbo.

Jean's colored maid,
Jean shampoo that

money. No matter if vour writmcs
do not quite come up to proaucer'a standards.
The plot is what counts! Why not
send in your story for Free Examination
and advice. It costs nothing. Perhaps we
can revise and edit it and bring a quick
sale.
Your copy of "How to Write for the
Talkies" is ready to be sent to you now
Don't hesitate write toabsolutely free.
ettsy

—

day.

It

may mean

O'MaUey

Daniel

financial independence.

Co., Inc.. Dept.

K-10

New York

1776 Broadway,

.

New
The most

ume

exquisite perfume in the world!
$2.50 for bottle

$12 an ounce
containing 30 drops.
Sells at

—

Rieger's Flower Dtops are the most refined
of all perfiimes. Made from the essence of
flowers, without alcohol.

ROMANZA
,

•^W^L*

(The aristocraf of perfumes)
single drop lasts a week. Hence very economical. Never anything like this before!

A

Free Trial Bottle
Send 20c
Paul Rieger

silver or

&

Co.,

21c stamps

175

for postage, etc.

First St.,

San Francisco

Groucho Marx introduces

a

new technique

feathers and bust."

—"See Horse-

in football

Silver Screen for October
hairdressers at the studio, who adore Dietrich because she is so kind and considerate
of them, have adopted this quaint German
expression. Director Von Sternberg is called
"Midnight Joe" by the stage hands because
the meticulous Josef has an unhappy habit
of working everyone, Marlene included, far
into the night. Tireless himself, he thinks

Maria

else

calls

55

Hollywood's Make-Up Genius Tells

How

Marlene's little daughter
mother's director "Mr.
Stern," which name is now going the rounds
and will doubtless be added to the Von
Sternberg repertoire.
Claudette Colbert's father called her "Cocotte," which is the equivalent of little
darling in French, when the Colberts were
living in France, but after they moved to

everyone

1932

to

Always

Look Young

is.

her

MAKE-UP

New York the pet name was dropped because those dear, deluded Americans had
the idea that "Cocotte" meant something
like hussy.

Soon after Joby Ralston and Dick Arlen
were married Joby started called Dick "Pa"
and Dick in turn would call her "Ma."
So now all the close friends of the Arlens
shriek out for "Pa" and "Ma" when they
drive up to the Arlen shack at Tolucca
Lake. And the sensationally popular Bing
Crosby got his name when he was a little
Bing would ride up
kid playing cowboy.
on his broomstick right into the midst of
hundreds of buffaloes surrounded by millions of Indians and "bing, bing, bing"
would go his improvised shotgun. So the
folks just started

calling

him "Bing" and

the name has stuck like heels in a tar road.
Bing's real name is Harry, in case you
didn't know. Wallace Beery sort of chucked
off his

boyhood name when he grew up but

old timers still call him "Jumbo"—
which, methinks, is far more suited to the
masculine Beery than Wallie.
Did you know that Jack Oakie is Jack
Oakie's nickname? The red-headed, freckled-faced youth was named Offield when
the

he lived way do«'n yonder in Oklahoma.
he went to New York he just couldn't
see that to\\'n for a cloud of dust and to
anybody who would listen he'd talk for
hours all about the wonders of Oklahoma.
So the boys and girls started calling him
"Okie" and when Jack got himself a job in
a Broadway chorus he just up and took the
name Jack Oakie. And it was the singing
waiters out at Coney Island who started
calling Jimmy Durante "Schnozzle," and
began the glorification of the world's most
famous beak. The kids in Cadiz, Ohio,
called Mrs. Gable's square-headed little boy
"Dutch," and while the dark and swarthy
Clark Gable may be your Big Moment,
back in Cadiz they still talk of how

KAY FRANCIS
HOLLYWOOD— Color

When

"Dutch" got the breaks.
is

One of the best liked gals in Hollywood
Thelma Todd, who has more pet names

than a centipede has legs, but the choicest
one of all I think is "Hot Toddy," which
is a bracer-up if there ever was a bracerupper. When a party is simply dying on
its feet enter "Hot Toddy" and immediately
the fun begins. What would you give for
a name and reputation like that?
"La Swanson" tells more about Gloria
than a page of character analysis. Oh, make
And nothing could
it a book if you like.
better convey the peculiar characteristic of
Clara Bow than the pet name of the "It
Girl."

funny how you like a person
And
so much better as soon as you learn that
they have a nickname? Even if it is only
a contraction, a derivative or a whatnot of
An editor once said that
their own name.
he liked Tallulah Bankhcad much better
after he found out that her friends call
her Talloo. No ^vondcr all the Johns want
to be Jack, and the Williams, Bill, and the
Richards, Dick, and the Roberts, Boi). Oh,
my— if you haven't got a pet name these
isn't it

days you're only just another girl— just
"Dearie" today and forgotten tomorrow.

and

is

the

life

is

and this
the magic

of

make-up

attraction of youthful beauty,

secret of color attraction

principle in a

new kind

created for the screen stars, and you, by
Max Factor, Hollywood's genius of

make-up.

For twenty odd years Max Factor has
created make-up for Hollywood's motion
picture world. From this unique experience has come this original discovery
make-up
...cosmetic color harmony.
ensemble for street wear .. .powder,
rouge, lipstick and other requisites ... in
color harmony for every type of blonde,

A

brunette, brownette and redhead.

You'll be amazed at the difference in
youthful beauty gained. Each shade in
face powder, for example, is created to
some screen star type. Not a flat color,
but a color harmony tone composed of
scientifically balanced chromatic colors.

Thus,

off-color, spotty

overcome.

fects are
soft

and

A

and powdery

ef-

powder

so

face

silk-like in texture,

it

blends in-

visibly with the skin... yet imparts a
lovely, delicate, natural color tone.

^^^^^

in

Warner

Max

Warner

Bros.,

and

it

clings for hours, too, for screen stars

will not trust a

Factor, Ho//y ivood's Genius

of Make-U/i,
harmony tone

color

Factor's face

her type.

usinjT

in

a

Max

powder for

powder

away.

that fluffs

A

luxury, created originally for the
stars of the screen, now available to you
at the nominal price of one dollar a box.

Rouge, lipstick, eyeshadoware created
by Max Factor on the same amazing col-

harmony principle... fifty cents each.
Purity guarantee in each package, with
seal of Good Housekeeping Magazine.
or

At

all

drug and department stores.

Send for Your Color Harmony Make-Up
Chart for Your Type
Discover what lovely charm and beauty
you can gain with your own personal color
harmony in Max Factor's Make-Up. Accept
this priceless beauty gift. Mail coupon now.

MaJuFactor's

Society

Make-Up

J^osmetics of the ^/ar/^^H OLLYVVOOD

Miniature Powder Compact
m. MAX

FACTOR,
Max Factor Make Up Sludio,
Hollywood, California.

Anal)'jis,

Max

'Street of Women"
used exclusively

Makt Up

It creates that satin-smooth make-up
you've admired on the screen. Velvety,
you may be sure it never "shines," and

Without obligation, send
my Malce-Up Color Harmony Chare, Complexion

Joan Blondell

Bros.

Factor's

and your 48-p3gc

illus. Book, "The Nfi» An
of Soeiefy Make Up", includi

harmony

Name

Mren
O-^

shade.

1

F.ir

.D
.0

D

Blu.

Grey
Hjirl

Brown

Rudd^ ..D

Bl.tl

D
D

LUSHES
,.D
L.sl,t Xl

Sun T.n

Mmiatur

SKIN

D.ik

Dirk

BRUNbTTE
Light

Djrl

BROWNETTE

.

,

FREE

.

BLONDE
L.plu

.

Mtdiun.

Ol.ve

.

H^llt

C<.,npto.„«

Creamy

.

.

Powder

DDark D
K[£DHEAD

L,,;hi

L,|;l,.

D D.rk

Cotnp.iCT

enclose loc for postage and kindling.

i

Dry
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O.ly

UPS
Mou.D
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ALTCE WHlTE-POPULAft STAR

She

is

too clever to let drab, dull hair

Her

spoil her attractiveness.

hair

is

always

with tiny dancing lights
the subject of much admiration. and not a
little envy. She wouldn't think of using ordinary soaps. She uses Golden Glint Shampoo.
soft, lustrous, radiant

—

—

*Note: Do not confuse this with other shampoos that
merely cleanse. Golden Glint in addition to cleansing,
gives your hair a fashionable "tiny-tint"'-a wee little
bit— not much— hardly perceptible. But how it does
bring out the true beauty ofyour own individual shade
sample
of hairt 2}c at your dealers'— or a
will show you the difference. Send for it now!

FREE

FREE
J.

W. KOBI

Seattle,

CO.,

Wash.

(517

• • • •

Rainier Ave., Dept.K
Please send a free sample.

Name

Wide World

AddressCity

Sue Carol's baby is a seven pound girl, and isn't Papa Nick
Stuart proud! Her birthday was July 19th, and in the
picture she is only twelve hours old.

,State-.

Color of ray hair:

The Divine
[ContituiecJ

weeks during those six years as an extrahardships that no success could wipe out
Like our 'psychic' dinner,
of my memory.

Whitens
While Ibu Sleep
Freckles. Blackheads.
Blotches. Vanish too!
Oh what a difference a lovely white skin makesl
You can have it. No matter how dark your skin
now, no matter how many other creams have
this

failed,

famous Golden Peacock Bleach

Cream will lighten it one shade a night ... or
your money back! Gentlest, daintiest of all
bleaches that woik. Perfected by 30 great
specialists ^ . . absolutely guaranteed. More
economical, because it acts so fast . . . you use
so little. Try Golden Peacock Bleach Cream tonight At all drug stores and toilet goods counters.
.

RILL THE HAIR ROOT
My method positively prevents hair from
growing again. Safe, easy, permanent. Use
The delightful relief
it privately, at home.
will bring happiness, freedom of mind and
greater success.
in stamps TODAY for Booklet. For promptin writinK me, I will include a §2.00 Certificate
Mahler Beauty Preparations.
D. J. MAHLER, Pry mdenU D. J. MAHLER CO.,
Providence, R. I.
Dept. 30M

Send 6c
ness
for

xHoUywood Wants New Ideas
Producers are looking to tlio unknown \vriter for Oritrinal
story plots and kleas. suitalile for "Talkie" production.

As exclusive scenario aqcnts

for

TICN

ITOLLYU'OOD

we GUARANTEE a reading of your manul)y a .SliHlit) Kxccutlve. Director, or Producer. Our
Story Editors uill read and report free to you. FKEB
BOOKLET and FIH.T. lll';T.\TI,.S— WRITE

PKODUCIORS
script

HOLLYWOOD SCENARIO AGENCY

Dept. 710

1040 N.

Las Palmas

Hollywood, Calif.

one Christmas. My pal, Max, and I had a
nickel between us.
So we bought a bar of
candy and cut it up into lots of little pieces.
We had the grandest dinner. Cocktails,
soup, the biggest bits for the meat course
and vegetables, and so on, even to a sip of
liqtieur after our coffee."
Having had such an experience of my
own, via peanut-butter and crackers and
imagination, I could see the pathos of that
scene which a^vkward Andy tried to hide
iHider a facetious humor.
"Such a delightful conversation we had,
"Dinner lasted an
too!" he exclaimed.
hour and a half."
"And how did you feel when you got

through?"
"Gorged!"
"I never started out to be an actor, anyhow," Andy went on after a moment's
pause. "Was just walking along the street,
looking for a job, when a fellow hailed me.
He had noticed my college sweater I was
\\earing and said they needed husky kids
for 'The Collegians' series, the ones that
A job
starred George Lewis, remember?
was a job, I figured. I had fooled around
with amateur theatricals for a good time,
so it wasn't hard to get adapted, though I
was sheepish about the make-up.
"I'm glad that now they let me go
through most of my scenes without any.
The profile boys get the glory, but guys
like me, we have the fun."
For six years Andy pounded the movie
gates ^vith those ham-like fists, and not a
board cracked. \Vearily, he gave up, and
life-guard at the beach.
Rescuing crazy kids who ventured out too
far, or frightened women who got their

got

a

job

as

Gift

from page

21]

and thought they were
drowned, and patrolling the sands in his
duty of admonishing people for leaving
tin-can rubbish around and being ba^^•led
out for it, his thoughts were gloomy at
ears full of water

times.
Incidentally, he saved lives. But ask him
about that and he shifts nervously, or else
just stares out the window, looking uncomfortable.
He had given up all thoughts of pictures
when Uni\ersal called him for "The Spirit
of Notre Dame." Even the lead in a serial
^vhich had preceded it had brought, apparently, no sequel.
"But one's faith is justified," he said,
with a sort of sheepish grin. "Not often
just when you think it should be, or in
exactly the way you ask, but a little later,
And. always, better.
a little differently.
"Take this voice of mine, for instance."
(It
is
more than half of Andy's screen
appeal.
Deep and drawly individual,
unique).
"\Ve-ll,
I
thought when the
talkies came in it was that which ^vas holding me back.
faith that it ^vould be
made different, somehow— by a miracle, I
guess I expected— seemed not to ha\e been
answered. Yet now they're saying that my
voice is what caught on. finally.
"I don't care much what they give me
to do so they let me be natinal.
I can't
act.
I mean, register this, express that."
."Andy's big face went
through painful
contortions, while his broad chest heaved,
as he tried to show me what he couldn't do.
He has been loaned to Paramount for

—

My

"The Man from
of his quick

who

Yesterday." and is proud
friendship with Clive Brook,

supposed to be "Englishy" reserved.
want to be a success. And stay
one. I mean, when you bum around trying
to get somewhere for six years, you feel such
"I

is

just
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give
a lot of time has been wasted. I£ you
up it means starting at the bottom of
something else with kids just out of college."

Andy, in

his twenties, talking like a

mid-

dle-aged failure!
He has been living

down at the beach
with friends, spending week-ends and time
between pictures on a boat with two pals.
Recently, however, he rented a little house
in the hills and is busy fixing it_ up with
Navajo rugs "and Indian things."
"My editor said for you to be amusing,
Andy," I remarked, sternly.
Alarm spread over his
"Wise-crack?"
rugged, open face, across which the weather
of his emotions surges as obviously as do
"Oh,
sun and wind upon the prairies.
I'm not funny."
sa-ay, I can't.
No words of mine can capture the things
that his slow, deep voice does so unexYet they color his conversation
pectedly.
as

humorously as his screen dialogue.
want to do comedy, but I've got

"I

FLATTERS THE AMERICAN GIRL

to

have story. And lines. With this face, it
ought to be a cinch. I can t be humorous
myself, though."
The poor dear seemed so worried about
lost,
it, so anxious to please yet so utterly
that I decided to fire the editor and let

Andy

stay

natural.

I

really

that

felt

should give him a condoling pet, but

I

re-

frained.

Andy once ran

a boat from the mainland

to the lighthouses along the Alaskan coast.
While he ate radishes, the spaglief having

on its way, he told me about it.
I
"Well, there was a girl in the case.
mean— anyway, the family thought a change
of scenery would be good lor me and said
So I picked
I could go anywhere I liked.
Stayed there for almost a year."
Alaska.
Though deeply grateful to the studio,
Andy quite unintentionally does worry the
He stalls interviews as
folks out there.
long as he can.
During our luncheon, the 'phone rang.
When she heard my voice, and pictured
me sitting here awaiting an errant Andy,
shocked:
was
voice
Mary's
publicity
I just
"Hasn't that boy shown up yet?
"
called to make certain that for once
"Everything is all right," I soothed. "He's

slid

eating."

"Oh, you're feeding him?" How relieved
He's
"Be nice to Andy.
sounded.

she

a dear.
department's pet."

quite

really

He's

the

publicity

"Mary?" He was all one large expectant
"I give her a lot
grin and deep chuckle.
But

mean

She's swell.
interviews just scare me into fits."
talked of the Fathers of Santa Clara,

of bother.

I

don't

to.

We

where he had studied some and played
football more, of Arizona, of dogs, of— oh,
all the things that make up his rough and
Sports are his
ready and kind world.
favorite pastimes— swimming, attending the
He likes to browse around the gyms
fights.
on Main street and strike up friendships
with all the pugilists and would-be fisticuffers.

"I— I couldn't stand to stay cooped up in
He fidgeted.
Hollywood all the time."
"I'm no goldfish. I won't pretend, I luill
be myself.
here

...

there are
routine
of

Still

a

certain

things

manner.

It

cramps me.
"There's everything in this town, but you
mustn't take any of it too seriously." That
sums up all the philosophy that I could
drag out of him. "I mean, they fill you
with vague promises or else don't notice
you at all one year, and the next they
There's a comradely spirit,
t)ack-slap you.
though. I like it. The big folks are usually sincere.
And everybody's always goodhtmiorcd. You seldom see any one surly.
You learn
"It's most interesting work.
so many things. In any other job, you acquire facts and experience that just have
In pictures.
to do with that one thing.

Tke
styles, Paris pays tribute
IN THE new
healthy figure of the average

to the

American

girl.

These

new

of us, this means reducing.
But when dieting, care must be taken
not to harm beauty.

To some

When

the reducing diet lacks the
proper "bulk," faulty ehmination develops. Eyes often lose their sparkle.
Skins become sallow and lifeless, and
other complexion troubles may appear.

Laboratory experiments show that
furnishes the
Kellogg's All-Bran
and also supplies
required "bulk"
Vitamin B to help tone the system.
This "bulk" is similar to that of leafy

—

is

.

.

simple, teorkmanlike clothes of active sports
.
the intricate, fitted lines oj evening
.

star,

.

has

fashions

accent the youthful, feminine curves.

vegetables. All-Bran
blood-building iron.

.

Dorothy Mackaill, lovely, blonde screen
the figure to wear them both.

Enjoy Kellogg's All-Bran as a tasty
or cook into fluffy
cereal with milk
bran muffins, breads, omelets, etc. Two
tablespoonfuls daily are usually suffimuch better than unpleascient.

—

How

ant

pills

and drugs.

Kellogg's All-Bran is not fattening.
It helps satisfy hunger, without adding many calories to the diet. Recommended by dietitians. Get the red-and-

green package at your grocer's.
by Kellogg in Battle Creek.

Made

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET

"CHARM"

also rich in

Packed with valuable beauty-hints,
and advice on charm and health.

With

special

menus

for

reducing

wisely. In addition, leading motionpicture actresses are shown in "fashion close-ups," wearing the costumes
that millions of critical eyes will see
on the screen. Free upon request.

KELLOGG COMPANY
Dept. F-10, Battle Creek, Michigan
Please send me a free copy of
booklet,

Name
Address

"CHARM."

your

)
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What makes men
fall

for

BLONDES?

in love with blondes
TESTS show that men fallwith
brunettes. How-

much more easily than
when blonde hair fades

ever,

and

lifeless,

or becomes dull
a blonde becomes less attractive.

By using BLONDEX, amazing special shampoo,
the original golden, sparkling radiance of youth
is restored and faded blonde hair becomes a
shimmering cascade of golden loveliness. No

no harmful chemicals — marvelously benefiTry it today! See
the astonishing beauty it will give you in ten
minutes! Ask for Blondex at any Drug or
Department store.
dye,
cial

to both hair and scalp.

SONGS

^OR

TALKING

PICTURES

Big Royalties

paid by Mualc Publishers and Talking Picture Proflueers.
Free booklet describes most complete song service ever
oilered Hit writers will revise, arrange, compose music to
your mueio, eecure U. S. copyright, broadcaflt your
Our Bales department BUbmits to Music publiflhers
and HoUywood PiolUM Studios. WRITE TODAY for FREE BOOKLET.
UNIVERSAL SONG SERVICE, 604 Meya Bid?., Western Arenue and
lyrics or lyrica to
oonff over the radio.

your

Sierra Vista, Hollywood, California

—

Wide World

Jimmy Durante say to Mary Pickford who
nose? Mary came to the "Strange Interlude" opening in
Hollywood (she flew back from New York to be there)
with Gary Cooper, the lion among lion hunters.

What

why, every day

did

it's

something new.

Tech-

nicians explain all about the setting— mining, maybe, or boats, foreign customs, his-

CORN

with Blue-jay ... Write a limerick and

WIN $100
Get Blue-jay at any drug
store, six for 25c. Put it
on com. Adhesive strip
holds medication where
it belongs. Pain stops immediately. Corn should
lift out, core and all. .
Write a limerick about Blue- jay and
mail with Blue-jay box top (or pencil
tracing) to Bauer & Black, 2530 S.
Dearborn, Chicago. $100 first prize, ten
$5 prizes, for best limericks received by
November 15, 1932. Duplicate prizes to
tying contestants.
.

.

WRITE A LIMERICK LIKE THIS
Unlil I got rid of my corn
1 wished that I'd never been born
I groaned and I cried.
Then Blue-jay I tried.
And now all my agony's gorn:
(Edithe Neubert, Harvey,

Flagstaff,

where

his

"Plain shanty-Irish,"

insisted.

Arizona could breed him— vast
spaces, an inarticulate but active strength,
a genuine simplicity of manner that feels
and talks straight. The paths of subtlety
are not for him, nor those of artificial
maneuver or display. Andy is as is. Like

Only

him

or leave him.

Frankly he

tells

of

how he had

row money from Universal,

to borafter the com-

pletion of the football picture which made
him a "name," in order to fly to Detroit
to see his mother, who was dying.
"She lived with my brother. He's marHe was all
ried there. I'm the youngest.
One
settled, biU she worried so about me.
day she was so much better that the Sister
nurse let us take her out to see the picture.
Was she thrilled? That," Andy looked out,
across the street into space, "was my real
It will stand out in memory as
success.
my greatest. For it was the materialization of her dreams.

'Tom, you're all
and now Andrew is established out
You're both successes. So
in Hollywood.
I can feel that I have been a success, too.'
Ten days later she had gone on to her
"Afterwards, she said,

fixed,

rest."

We

didn't talk for a few

moments

after

that.

—

His father, sister and other brother had
some time back. So Andy has no
relatives now except Tom, whose wife, by
the way, recently made Andy an uncle.
The wire read: "It's a boy. Mother fine.
Father intoxicated. Love from all." Andy
repeated that telegram with much relish.
Me? No
"Gee, they're a swell couple.
—nope, no marrying for mc."
"Andv, I grew scvoic. "s')nic Utile l)abydied

111.

BLUE-JAY
CORN PLASTERS
(

Andy was born in
owned a hotel.

father

he

BAUER & BLACK

goo at you and

"May—be,"

he admitted, grudgingly.
girls?" he repeated, reaching
"I think they're swell.
for another radish.
Some people call them hard and artificial.
takes
It
Listen, this is a tough game.

"Hollywood

tory."

GET THAT

doll will come along and
"
you'll be so sunk

"

grit

and courage.

stead,

will

you?

Call

them

gallant,

They're good

little

insol-

diers.

"If you folks only knew the hard times
'Why, I could tell you—
the extras have.
but ^vhat's the use? I mean, the supply
over-balances the demand, so I guess it
can't be helped. I'm always for the fellow
who's trying to get ahead, though."
Andy's favorite players are ^Vally Beery

and Regis Toomey, Helen Hayes and Una
Merkel.

The hours slipped by, while I descended
into the Grand Canvon with .\ndy— a trip
that enlivened one of his summer vacations
from college— and bailed ^vater out of the
boat while he did things to a stalled engine, so that we finally reached the lighthouse near Ketchikan, .\laska, safely, and
played a football game.
In fact, we had some thrilling times that
afternoon, due to Andv's reminiscences. We
still

table,

sat

himched over

with

my

the

little

yellow

\Vitzie curled asleep at

our

feet.

But tempus had fugited.
the radishes.
After a hearty

And

so

had

all

in\itation to dine whh
domicile, he said, with a
and a relieved sigh: "Gosh,
It has taken the fear
this has been swell.
"
I mean
of intervie^vs out of me.
And Andy was off down the street in his
"first success," the Ford.
I mean, he's a grand guv.
Andy, I thought, hitch-hiking his way on
to success by means of each good idle that
comes along, dreaming of no definite goal
other than going on and up. and making
friends on c.Tch comer.

him

in his
broad grin

new

"

!
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Lucky Wilson
sent for her father, brother, mother
six cousins and blah, blah, blah."
I

met Dorothy,

I

and

Are you embarrassed by a large,
Do you want to reduce
tfie sag and restore the firm,
!y contour of youth ? Just send your neune and
you how to reduce your bust measure, quickly
flabby bust ?

found that

the

there was something wrong with my story.
In fact, about the only thing I had right
was the part where the beautiful young gir'
is asked to take a test and wins the csveted
For I soon found that Dorothy isn't
role.
bewildered by her sudden rise to fame or
the continual round of studio activity. And
she hasn't gone "arty," or isn't thinking
about "her public" or anything else that

ON'T

large,

let

flabby

lift

remoulds the
requires but a
Not "just
few minutes a day at home.
another fat-redurer", but a special treatment designed expressly for the bust, to
remove extra fullness and restore shapely

banishes fat,
treatment
form.
Simple, harmless

breasts

—

your figure! Don't allow tliat
matronly fullness about the chest
make you look old and settled. It is
easy to regain the slim, trim form of

My

new "PBESCRXPTION-3 6"

Let

contours.

Me Tell You How,

Mail the coupon or write and I will send you complete
fldence, without the slightohlipoiion.
or
Don't miss this wonderful
opportunity.
Ser.l
cost

rst

name and address

begin at the beginning,
should start this one in

Free

information

toda.v.

nORI'^ ^tiMr,
KENT Dent
ti1
uept. <??
bb-IU
" 80 East Ith St., New York. N. Y.
send me FREE INFOTC^r.V'i'IOV
confidence about your new, easy way to redu

Please

I suppose I
Minneapolis, where Dorothy was born and
reared, and tell all about how- she used to
be such a tomboy the neighbors ivhispered
that she was bound to "end up wrong.
And they were considerably surprised, after
her father died, to have Dorothy work her
Avay through High School and Business College and then become a stenographer. And

^

IFIRIEIEtbeCOUPON^^

"

VOMS KENf

good one, too.
However, after she had worked a couple
Felt as
of years, Dorothy became restless.
And since
if she wasn't getting anywhere.
young girls nowadays are subject to the
same wanderlust fever that attacks yoimg
boys, she began to yearn to go some place
She picked
else to do her "stenogging."
out Los Angeles.
Don't say there isn't anything in destiny
after you hear what happened to Dorothy.
When she came to Los Angeles she registered with an employment bureau and her
first job was as a typist in the script department at RKO. No thought of working in

80 East mh St.
New York, N.y.

a darned

Flip the Pagi
And your
favorite

Screen Star

Or, at least, if
pictures entered her head.
there had been a sneaking desire to work
in pictures, it faded after she had worked

comes to

She
in the script department a few weeks.
saw so many girls hanging hopefully or
hopelessly, as their individual case might

around
need

be,

the

casting

office.

And

each
postpaid

to

Entire Set of

There is satisfaction in
she loved to do.
doing any work well and Dorothy is an exBefore I went in to
pert stenographer.
lunch with her, I asked the head girl in
the script department, what kind of typist
Dorothy had been and she said: "One of
for the exciting part. This is where
Dorothy's story really begins for me. One
day, David O. Selznick, executive viceproduction,
president in charge of all
requested a copy of the "Fraternity House
script.
(The title has been changed to
"Age of Consent.") Dorothy took it in to
him and Selznick saw in her the exact t\pc
of the girl in the story, -vvhich he was ha\
ing much difficulty in casting.
He asked her if she was interested in
acting.
And she said she wasn't.
So he had to persuade her to take the

Now,

RKO

'

test.

Canada

if

site ^\as

—

live as

famous

you

bit," she laughed, "I didn't think
anything would come of it.
But I wou'i
deny that I was excited when he phoned

come down and sign a contr.id.
1 thought someone was kiddiiii;

Even then,

went back to the studio thai
evening. And there was the conlract, and
here I am."
I asked her if she had sent for her folks.
I

it

—

real character studies

the pages

stars just as

— animated

that

pictures of

you see them on the screen.

sketch included in each book.

A

short biographical

Size 21/^x3.

These Moviebooks make excellent entertainment for young and
Excellent as bridge prizes.
Ideal for gifts, favors and premiums.
Start a Moviebook Film Star library by checking the ones you want.
in the coupon and mail.
SCRHPNI-AND, Dept SS-10

i5

West 45th

Street,

New

old.

Fill

York, N. Y.

Gentlemen;

it.

me, but

flip

me

the following Moviebooks.

I

enclose coin or stamps

$

excited ^vhcn she

"Not a

to

$1.00

15c each postpaid
Entire Set $1.50

Please send

made

me

•12 for

Just think of

otu' best."

asked her

!

she

be psychic to see that a large
percent of them were living on next to
nothing while they were waiting for their
"break." It made her feel lucky to have a
steady job at $35 a week, doing work that

I

life

n

Marion Davies
Marie Dressier

Norma

Siiearer

Joan Crawford

John Barrymore

Greta Garbo
Jean Harlow
Clark Gable
Wallace Beery

Robert Montgomery
Lionel

Barrymore

Ramon Novarro

Name.
Address.
City

cm

a

I

stories

so

didn't

in

«
pi«BBSB«B1B«B»BaB»«"»»"_ „= «™T

FREK

slightest.

good

size,

spoil

you might forgive without condoning in a
young girl who is suddenly pushed into the
And she
limelight as Dorothy has been.
hasn't changed her mode of living in the
All

59
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But when

!

State.
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"Haven't even thought of it," she assmed
me, "I don't want to bring any of tliein out
unless I am sure I can take care of them.
And you know what the picture business is.
might never get another part like this
I
"

Let

one.

Me Show You How

And
and
and

Rounded
the vogue

Develop the

Full,

CURVES now

all

WHY

to

to firm, fascinat-

Simply apply
marvellous Creamo treatin the privacy of your own
room. Send for my free offer and
watch your breasts grow full, round
and beautiful. It's easy, safe and SURE.

my

ment

Me

Name

Your

Lind address and I will mail
you my wonderful Creamo
treatment, FREE!
Merely
enelo.^e
10c for forwarding
C'harge.s
that is
See
all.
how easily and quickly you
can develop the most allurfeminine charms.
ing
of
This free offer is limited, so
\vrite today, enclosing only
lf)c.
Your package will be

—

mailed at
wrapper.

in

once,

plain

MARIE DUNNE

Dept. SS-10

122 Fourth Avenue,

New

York< N. Y.

REMOVE

E C R E T
SiniCC
I

LAUlLO

razor,

liquidor

paste or

powder^t/C

Use
fiiUy

can now depend on our new
S.

p.

R<Blief

Compound.

when nature falU you. iSuccessrelieves some of the most stubborn

It

Guaranteed
delays, often In 4S hours.
safe harmless, no Inconvenience or Interference with work. Highly recommended

scientific
discovery
Latest
is
used like a powder puff yet is as
effective as a razor. Baby-Toucfi
Hair Remover quickly and safely
removes hair from arms, legs and
Painless, odorless, harmface.
Gives skin beautiful, soft
less.
At drug and departtexture and youthful healthy glow.
Money
ment stores or send 25c for one in plain wrapper.
promptly refunded if not satisfied. BABY-TOUCH HAIR
CO., 2351-A Olive Boul., St. Louis, Mo.

and used by thousands

of

women

because

they are of superior quality and will assure
the most satisfaction generally. Use only
without It. We
S P Compound and you never should be orders
shlppe
All
a'on't know of anything better.
rushed the same day received, in plain wrapper. Mall
$3.00; 2 for
$2.00 Box; 2 for $3.00. Double strength, Write
today.
Valuable Free Hygiene Booklet
$5.00.

SNYDER PRODUCTS

REMOVER

CO., Dept. 21-A, 227

W. North

Ave., Chicago

WOULD YOU
We
We
them
at

TO BE A NEIGHBOR
TO THE STARS?
can't

all

can't

all

live

Malibu!

next door to the film

films,

chat over the back fence

BUT—

You and you and

YOU

can see and hear what

by the

divorcing

can be there by proxy,
is

—who
whom —

film

stars.

attend their parties, discuss with

new

their

famous

just

you were on the

being said and done
is

loving, marrying or

as accurately as though

spot.

More

so, in fact!

For

SCREENLAND'SvigilantCoastreporters,whoeach

month bring you the true

have access

to the places

happening and

whom

"'inside"

on Hollywood,

where

ne^\-

not.

WOMAN'S

A

HAIR^'thout

LIKE

Nou', ain't that

saying that she has
is
school of acting. ^Vhich
The school she
isn't so bad for a beginner.
has foinided is one of naturalness. AVhen
Dorothy became the leading lady in "-^ge
of Consent," she made no attempt to act.
She merely felt that she was the girl in the
storv, and she did everything as she would
have done if she had really been that girl.
In other words, she was that rare specie, in
Hollywood at least, "a natural."
She was wearing a blue rayon silk sports
dress trimmed in white, with a little felt
hat and ^vhite kid slippers, and she looked
pretty enough to be a movie star and was
dressed plainly enough to be a stenographer. ^\hen I met her.
I asked her if she had moved closer to
Which -ivas the nicest wav I
the studio.
could think of asking -ivhether slie had
rented a more pretentious apartment or

established a

curves.

Just Send

it.

sumpin'?
And Holly^vood

embarrassed by a flat-chested
unwomanly form? Now you can actually
bust to lovely shapeliyour
out
fill
ness. Yes, in just a lew minutes a '"
those
build
up
day you can
sagging tissues and
thin,
ing

off

"Better than Gaynor."

be

mould them

I didn't tell her what everyone, great
small, is saying about her on the lot

things are

the latest about the people to

they happen!

READ SCREENLAND,
THE PERSONALITY MAGAZINE!

"Oh, no," she negatived, "why should I?
After all, a five-year contract sucli as I
have, still leaves me up in the air. It simply bristles with options, so the minute I'm
no good, I'll have to go back to the script
take me back, I
department.
If they'll
mean."

And still I couldn't bring myself to tell
For that
her that her future is assured.
matter, nobody's future is secure in HollyIt Avon't do any harm to let her
Avood.
play safe a while longer. She'll find it out
very soon, now. It surprises me that she
hasn't already discovered that she is important. I'm telling you that Hollywood is
making a real fuss over the girl, and they
don't o\ er e\ery little Cinderella that comes
along. I suppose it is because the storv of
the little girl who gets the big break is
nothing new to Hollywood, and most of
them have a way of slipping back into obscurity almost as suddenly as they come.
But

after

you see ".Age of Consent"

you'll

agree with me that it won't be Dorothy's
She has somefault if she doesn't stay on.
thing that wins you against your ^vill.
The tip of her nose was peeling from
sunburn the day we lunched together, and
She had spent SunI asked her about it.
day at the beach. She sAvims, but not expertly, because she is still slightly afraid of
She hasn't any special boy
the ocean.
friend, but chums around -ivith several. She
reads a great deal. She is fond of .Alexander Dumas and Ursula Parrott. She loves
to do parts like the one in ".Age of Consent" because it reminds her of her school
It hasn't been very long since she
days.
was a school girl. She says she is twenty
years old, but the studio says eighteen, so
I don't know whether it's a mistake, or because Dorothy has a yearning to seem
I
grown-up.
I suspect it is the latter.
imagine she doesn't like to be told how
young she looks. You would guess her to
be about sixteen. She has gray-blue eyes,
gold-brown hair and she is very slender. I
suppose petite Avould sound more Cinderella-like.
But Dorothy isn't going to be
called one very long after ".Age of Consent"
Hollywood has already recreleased.
is
ognized her as a very capable actress.
She's a new type of Cinderella.
Let the clock strike and the pumpkin

coach do what

it

likes— when

the

Prince

magic slippers Dorothy Wilson
will be in them, and \vorking enchantments
on the box ofTicc— or I miss my guess.
finds

the
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Over Hollywood
[Con I i II lied

I

ruin

ART

if,]

ABILITV

FREE
your opHERE
portunity
is

to find

out how much talent you
have. Our simple, scientific
Questionnaire tests
your natural sense of deproportion,
color,
sign,

The

Fariell

picture marking the trend toward prison pictures
with Richard Dix in chains.
"Liberty Road"

first

—

and Joan Blondell

will

team

u|) in

"Central Park." An interesting thing about
this picture is that it will be played on a
Whether
single set all the way through.
or not that is a good idea you'll be able
to decide for your.self— the set isn't built
yet.
It's an experiment, anyhow, and you
see too feu' of those in Hollywood.
joe E. Brown is working on "You Said
a Mouthfid," but even Joe himself doesn't
know yet what the plot is going to be.

Warren Williams is in makeup
well!
for "The Match King," a story supposedly
ba.sed on tlie life of Ivar Kreuger, of Swed-

match infamy.
And had you heard that Garbo
lenty in the Kreuger crash?

W.\-AL, stranger,
Old MGM, the

let's

see,

lost pul-

now.

studio with the funny

making good

pictures, isn't doing
word about
so much either just now.
that may be in order.
The public thinks
of Hollywood as turning out pictures all
year round. Really, it isn't done that way

habit of

A

perspective, etc.
It may
show you the way to a
bigger
future
a real

—

night she

la)'

dying in his arms.

She comes

back from the grave!
You can take it two ways, that ending.
It may mean either that Sir John coidd only
rediscover his old love by clraining all the
bitterness out of his heart, or that he
really dies and meets his lost sweetheart
that way. If people knew how happy they
would be after death, the moral goes, they
\vould go smilin' through all the years
.

Howard and

Oh,

ish

is

Little

.

.

Cora Sue Collins

ODDLY

enough, for a tender, lovely pictiue like this, the day I was on the set
The fust
onlv funny things happened.
thing was a scene in which Sir John's little
ward, as a child, shows him her pretty new
birthday dress. "I dot a new coat and a
new hat," she babbles.
"Is that so?" Leslie Howard asks fondly.

"Show them

"And

me."

to

dot

I

new panties— with

pleats' in

"

them.

The

olf

hoists her skirts over h^r
The script
the panties.

calls lor Leslie to

show the shocked horror

little

girl

show

Picture-making, though nobody
seems to know exactly why, is a seasonal
Pictures come in
industry like farming.

head

crops.
Dining the summer months, for instance, the studios lie fallov\'. What do you
think of that, fallow?

joker was— unless I miss my guess— that he
He certainly looked
didn't have to act.
shocked, if I ever saw anyone!
The child is little Cora Sue Collins. If

at

all.

,'Vnyhow—

of a conservative English gentleman.

you
"Smilin'

Through" with Shearer, March,

Howard and

Forbes

to

saw

(omedy

a

Sunrmerville-Zasu Pilts
"Unexpected Father," or

Slim

called

something

The

like

that,

you

will

remember

career.

Federal Graduates

Are Successful

Many

Federal School
students and graduates
are making $2,000, $4,000,

$5,000
The Federal
$6,000 yearly.
School is recognized everywhere by
employers of artists and by buyers of
art work.
Big prices are paid for
drawings.
-

and

^

Learn Commercial Art At
you

Home

draw, an almost sure indication of talent, the Federal Course will
quickly
develop
your ability to earn
If

like to

Many nationally known artists
contributed
exclusive,
illustrated
lessons
to
the
Federal
Course.
No
previous training is needed.
You will
receive personal, individual criticism on

inoiiey.

have

your work.

TODAY

Send

for Questionnaire!

out and mail the cotipoii,
.\-()ur
age and occupation.
There is no cost or obliU'ltiiin to von.

Just

statiii-j

fill

She's only a baby, but how
she is.
she can act! She loves it. They can hardly
Uicp her away from the cameras. When
sIk linislies one scene she wants to go right
She
ill .ind do another, script or no script.
\\lio

YOU
one

may

story, since it was
boaiitilul pictures ever
made in the old silent days.
For thirty years Sir John Cartaret (I cslie

recall

of the

this

most

Howard) mouins

his

bride, M()on\c(ii.

who was shot on their wedding night. His
ward (Norma Shearer), Moonyeen's niece,
who looks like her, is his one ray of happiness.
The niece falls in love; of all people,
with Kenneth Wayne (Fredric March), the
son of the murderer.

John blasts their
romance and forces them apart. But at
the end he softens and lets them marry—
and then, when he has opened his heart,
Moonycen keeps the promise she made the
Sir

lukes far less retakes than many an oldii
All the director has to do is sa\.
"I isten, darling, in this shot you say so
aiul-so to Miss Shearer, and then you jmnp
on Mr. Banks' lap and cry," and she does
(he whole thing, with hardly a rehearsal.
She's I)een acting, aroimd the house, since
slar.

I
before she couhl talk, her mother says.
wonder what she'll be twenty years from
wow} Will she still be acting, or is her
giit one that she will lose wlrcn she Ijegiiis

!

--

C/of 0)minercial Desi^n^

--

1007B Federal Schools Bldg., MinneaDolis, Minn.

me your

.'^cnd
(•(i?.t

,-inalysis

c(iicsti<)iiii.-iirc

or oliligatioii.

Name
Akc.

.

Atldrc

.Oiruivilion.

wilhcml
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Own

Be Your

MUSIC

Teacher
Home

Learn at

by wonderful new meth,
that tenches in half
Simple as
usual time.
a child can
A. B. C.
Tour lessons
learn it.

—

PUY

recorded on the film.

your list. Tou read real notes,
Method is so thortrick music.
our 600,000 stiidents are band and
orchestra LEADliRb.

Automatic

BY NOTE

Finger Control

Organ,

Violin, Cornet,
Mandolin, Harp,

Our

Piccolo,

Clarinet,

may quickly become a fine
player or singer through the U. S.
School home study method. Write
however, before Free Books
iioiij
Free Demonstration Lessons
Mention your favorite
gone.
instrument or whether you prefer
Please write your
vocal music.
Inname and address plainly.
struments suiiplied when needed,
Address
cash or credit.

and

Finger

are

Banjo

5(Plectrum,
String or Tenor)

Piano Accorand

Italian

German

Accor-

U. S.

Juniors'
dion,
Piano Course.

JOet

limbers,

You

culture. Harmony and Com-

dion,

—

Demonstration Lesson

position, Drums
and Traps, Auto-

Control,

invention

Free Book and

Saxophone, UkuGuitar,
lele,
Voice and Speech

matic

own

trains and guides your fingers so
that they fall into proper place
almost automatically.

'Cello, TromFlute,
bone.

in the

.

Mm

i n give you perfect health, an alluring, graceful figure. Men! I'll

.

1

pack your body with muscles and
strength. I'll enter you in my contest for Free Trip to
Hollywood and Guaranteed Movie Contract. If over 16,
one for
Write Today for Free Illustrated Book
women, one for men. Tells how to acqiiire a beautiful
GuarTrip
and
Free
for
Qualify
figure, or giant muscles.
anteed Movie Contract. Write today, Joe Bonomo,
Califi
Hollywood,
Bldg.,
250-A Bonomo
.

—

FORM DEVELOPED

that has
stood the test of 2 9 years Successful
Service. The Direct Method for a SymDevelopment where
metrical Figure
In
Neclt„ Chest, Arms, Legs
needed,
part of the Body. You need
fact
Just write
not send me a long letter.
"/ enclose 10c. Mail me a Large Box ot

By an Easy Simple Metliod

—

—

ANY

PEERLESS

WONDER CREAM

Sealed mid Prepaid, and tell me how
Simple
In Deorlop a Beautiful Itounded Form hij your
Home Method " That is all you need say, and I will return the dime if you wish, but send it NOW.

_

Suite 123, Buffalo, N.Y.

DEAFNESS

IS

MISERY

Many people with defective hearing
and Head Noises enjoy conversation,
go to Theatre and Church because they
use Leonard Invisible Ear Drums which
resemble Tiny Megaphones fitclnR
in the Ear entirely out of sight.
No wires, batteries or head piece.
_
Thev are inexpensive. 'Write for
booklet and sworn statement of £)/?t/>/
the inventorwho was himself deaf.

LEONARD,

Inc.,

AT

Suite 98S, 70 5th Ave.,

.

New York

HOME

_

time at
YOU can cam good money in spare
No selling or

home making display cards.
instruct you, lurnish comcanvassing.
plete ouSt and supply you with work,
Write to-day for free booklet.

We

The

MENHENITT COMPANY, Limited

252 Dominion Bldg., Toronto, Ont.

REDUCING
Safe.

fat

VITON

And have you

nult

CO., Dept.

14, 54

W.

2l8t St.,

it,

finally,

ever

The

was darned

listened, in his
the profession as
crew swung their

head-phones— kno^vn to
"cans"— -svhile the mike
sensitive doodingus back and forth over the
ground.

When

the noise got loudest in the

monitor man's ears— presto! they knew they
Then the whole
were near the cricket.
bunch, everyone from highest to lowest, got
down on their hands and knees and went
after the villain. You'd have thought Mrs.
Morganleigh Wallanby had lost her jewels!
They finally found the little pest and locked
him up in a make-up box or something imtil the scene was done, when they let him
go back to play— that's cricket.
Jackie Cooper and the Prop Box

Conrad Nagel, and
Lois Wilson are making "Father and
Sons," a picture written by the collegestudent son of one of the studio execs. I
tried to get Jackie to say a word or so to
you, but he was hanging with his head
Lois said he had been
in the prop box.
hanging there for three days.
A prop box, you know, is the chest in
which the prop man keeps all his gadgets.
It has tools, candles, knives, guns, books,
Avire, and Heaven knows what-all in it.
Never
Jackie thought he was in Paradise.
had he seen so many things to play with
crammed into such small space. Whenever they wanted him for a take they didn't
have to hunt for him, as they usually do.
All they had to do was go and
of the prop box.
He is probably there yet.

New York

lift

blonde— she looks English— and you'd say
she ^vas just one more nice girl. Yet what
she has gone through! Nathalie— she spells
her name in the European way— was a college girl in Petrograd when war broke out.
She served as a nurse on a hospital train
that was bombed daily, she fought in the
Women's Battalion of Death, she carried information through the Bolshevik lines in

the Revolution ivhen she knew she would
be instantly shot if they caught her, she
served in the English Secret Service, she
has every medal, almost, that has ever been
minted. And she looks about sixteen years
old now, with soft fluffy hair and big cornflower-blue eyes. Whew! These people you
meet in Hollywood certainly take your
breath away!

Buster Keaton in Academic

"QPE,\K EASILY"

is

»^ Satevepost story,

Mood

comedy from the
with the Hon. Buster
the

Keaton as a college professor who lectures
on ancient musical instruments and gives

He inherits a forclass.
tune, comes to New York, and gets tangled
up with show-girls to the extent that he
finally ends up as a theatrical producer.
Figuring that only real-life stage directors
know how to tear their hair properly, the
studio has hired Sidney Toler, a real one
from New York, to take that part in the
You will also see Schnozzle Durpicture.
ante in knee pants, which add nothing
But in the picwhatsoever to his beauty.
ture Schnozzle also plays p'nana. You may
have forgotten that Jimmy originally got
into pictures not because of his nose but
because of his piano-playing. Wait'll you

demonstrations in

hear him go!
Bela Lugosi and Eddie

Lowe

"CHANDIJ, the Magician," Bela LuThis time he
. gosi
is a fiend again.
tortures an inventor, and the inventor's
family, just by way of doing a complete job
—to learn the secret of a death-ray \\hich
Eddie Lowe,
that gent has just devised.
who has been an army officer in India and
picked up some of the mystic abilities of

AS

him out

In the story, Lewis Stone is an archaeologist who goes down mine-shafts looking
There's a real mine shaft dug
for things.

on the studio
it

\\'as

lot,

and Jackie thought

that

Lewis Stone looks

pretty fine too.

for fossils, and this makes his wife decide
that he's an old fossil himself. She divorces

him and marries another man, and the
picture shows the result of the divorce on
between love of his mother and

Jackie, torn
father.

in

"Rasputin"

we have
HERE
Empress of

Ethel Barrymore as the
the Russias (Empress
of all the Rushes, too, so far, they tell me),
Lionel as the mad monk who rules the empire, and John as the Grand Duke. Ralph
Morgan, who plays the Czar, looks so much
like the real one that it gives you the
Natalie Bucknall, the head of the
shivers.
studio research department, said that her
hair stood up on end when she first got a
glimpse of him— and she is a Avoman who
once knew the real czar. "He even has the
same sad look in his eyes," she says.
Natalie is supervising the gorgeous Imperial
Palace sets, practically solid with gold leaf,
so you can be sure they're right.
all

Ware and Edmund
Lowe under a control of

Irene

Oriental mysticism.
Yoga, plots against him for the sake of
God, England, and a rather weak story.
But Irene AVare and June Vlasek are
both so beautiful that you ought to go away
feeling well satisfied.
The picture is just starting so

I

can't tell

you much about it.
No other companies working on the Fox
lot right

Tea

Praised by thousands.
StrenglhcnhiK.
invav without dope, drugs, chemicals,
Jlakcs
Proof and guaranteed offer sent
ilicl.
strenuous cxin is
Send .tl for 30-day
brin'^s t;,riii(.u» sample.
liiifree,
supply, also sini C.O.n. plus few cents postage.

Quhk,

the

The monitor man

clever.

The Barrymores

MaNEYFARYQU
i:

by

JACKIE COOPER,

me fiut i^<m

MADAME WILLIAMS,

way they managed

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

11910 Brunswick Building
New York City

Physical culture training put me
the movies. I have been featured L.
over 100 pictures, now I'll help you
with my low-priced course. Women!

A. 0.

amplified

tried to find a cricket in the grass?

or

Piano,

cricket,

tubes, sounds like the fiddle section
of the whole Academy of Music if it gets

i^ner-pie^ce-'fo
Sd
-numbers"
too—
of

if

vacuum

consist of real selections
instead of tiresome exercises. When you finish
one of these delightfully

many

grow up?

tress

somewhere."
One husky

oil

no
ough that

Right now she's a born acever you saw one!
The other funny thing came when we all
Avent out on the back lot to take an exThey got the guns and mikes
terior shot.
all lined up, and called the jjrincipals on
the set, and just about that time a frantic
monitor man charged in, tearing his hair.
"I can't hear a word you're saying," he
"There's a cricket around here
yelled.

to

1932

now

so we'll trek else\vhere.

Page Natalie Bucknall

THE

Lee Tracy as the "Night Mayor''

only starting, so there
can tell you about it, and
a swell chance to tell you
this
about Natalie Bucknall. She's pretty, and
picture

much
gives mc

isn't

I

is

THE
now
the

biggest
is

smash

job on at

Columbia

right

"Night Mayor," with Lee Tracy,
sensation

of

"Blessed

Event."

!

.
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You've probably heard over and over again
that this is not to be a picture about Mayor
Jimmy Walker of New York. The question
naturally arises, "Then who is it about?"
And the answer, ladies and gents, is "It's
about Mayor Jimmy Walker o£ New York."

Yom- Bust

This New Easy Way

Reduce
your bust large?
Is
that bulging, matronly chest-line
the slender, girlish lines of
to
Talce 3 or more Inches olT
youth.
I"labby, sagyour bust measure.
Bust
ging fat disappears swiftly.
arched and
small, firm,
left
is
No sag. No wrinkles.
lovely.

Banishes

Formula-X Treatment
get

Just

container

big

^H^^^^^^K

my

of

K^^ImijU^^
W
q
l^n^^'^TT'
^ Ik wLaA
nmm

famous B'OBMTj'LA-X and instrucApply treatment at hojne
tions.
> 1 3 J
and watch your breasts grow slim
Nothing else
and 5'oung-looking.
Nothing else to buy. P
to
do.
Jlerely use FOBMULA-X and inThis wonderful new disthat's all!
structions daily
covery quickly removes the soft, flabby fat, firms and
Guaranteed
moulds the bust to trim shapeliness.
You'll bo amazed
but SO EFFECTIVE!
harmless

as

are turning out the best pictures in Holly-

Rush Coupon

for Big Saving

a special introductory ofl'er to you, I will send
you my big, regular $.5.00 Size FOBJIULA-X toSave
gether with instructions for only $1.95.
Offer is
over $3.00 bv sending coupon at once.
Act
limited.

he was playing

A

g Rettv Drew (Dept. 8S-I0)
York, N. Y.

5 Please send me your regular

•

J

with
full

complete directions.
payment.

One camp

says it was because
The other
the time.
camp says that all the stories of his wild
partying were started by the executive who
fired him, to cover up the horrible mistake

Brothers.

NOW!

New

When you have
straightened out your
added
new frock
final
touch to
that
given
your hair
your fingernails the
last once-over
glmce in the mirror
and ask yourself honestly whether you are doing justice to the beauty
that should be yours. No matter how gorgeous
your most fascinating apyour clothes are
Are you
pe-il is a healthy, glowing complexion.
allowing it to lie dormant beneath your skin.
Wake it up! Bring forth all your feminine
charm that is the heritage of woman. You have
Don't let it sleep any longer. All Hollywood
it.
and now you, too, can be
knows the secret
absolutely fascinating.

all

Whichever

true, that ^\•as
Tliis boy is a panic!
certainly a mistake.
But don't worry. No studio can afford to
pass up a money-making laddie like Lee.

he made.

$5.00 size FORMTJLA-X
I enclose only $1.95 In

Name

^

g Address

tale

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Variete
Creme
AIDS

is

O

T

E

A

U

Y

T

VAIilETE is a liniilJ cream
that replaces in every respect and fulcream
fills every purpose ot fc.ndation
cold cream, cleansing cream, pore cream
cream, astringent cream and
tissue

CKEME

wood lately, and you ought to like this one.
Lee Tracy got canned from AVarner

As

799 Broadway.

he marches down Broadway at the head

Columbia and the other independents

wonderful results!

its

cheered

of another beerade.

—

at the

Jimmy.

ways, the city affairs still in a mess,

—

Reveal

SKIN

fat shyster

cuties has his number on her, it seems, for
he falls like a ton of bricks. Pallette gets
rid of her by the old gag of telling her that
she mustn't spoil the career of the man she
loves, and as the picture ends ^\'e see the
Night Mayor, debonair and smiling as al-

Fat

Flabby

is

WAKE UP YOUR

With

a thug for a butler
(Eugene Pallette, now in
his 21st year of Hollywood) for a manager,
he rises to political power. The affairs of
the city are in a scandalous mess, but he
is late to appointments, breaks out of conference to dance with blondes, and saves
his neck at the last minute by giving the
crowd something flashy to stare at.
Actual shots of the real Jimmy marching
at the head of the ""^Ve AVant Beer" parade
One of the blonde chorus
are cut in.

Lee
and a

63

7

nourishins cream. CKEME VARIETE
may be applied in place of any of
It does not
these individual creams.
contain any waxes to harm the skin.

FREE

To

'Ocrlia
a

Jce

I

ex<i
new.
perfume w(
send n free

V

IJ

relic. Inc.. 12 East 32
send FREEl sample of

enclose

3>1

for 12 oz. bottle of

SI..

N. Y. C.

Dept.

B

perfume and booklet.

Creme

Variete, postpaid.

with

pie
9-

Ipi'-npe

\

R Pt?^^!^^
E T E
J

6rbV

ISifnt'^'^O^"

check hei

postpaid irpr^^^^

.

?

Rocky Mountii

You'll be seeing him!

SOUND
State

Town

g

5e// PLAYING

CARDS

•N.T.AL

Earn money taking

well to Arms,"
dent."

or-

among your

friends
for our beautiful new line of Playing Card?,
including the new Initial Card.
Unique, smart styles; popular
low prices! Liberal commission.

ders

and others

FREE

Samples

Send to manufacturer for free
samole outfit. You can Btart
earning: money at once. Thou^^^^^^
Initial,
-^^^g
Any
panda doing it now. No experithm'vS°'Manv *nce required. Send name and address for
Bjiecialharaaiius. full information and sample outfit— free.
GeneralCardCo.120iW.JacksonBlTd.Dept. 26

with

Chicago.IU.

eachVnOlOor

SNAPSHOT
ENIARGEMENT
foronl^

98^

Simply send us your PHOTO,
or TINTYPE,
with your name and address
about one week you
and

SNAPSHOT,

m

will receive a

stages at Paramount are simplv
sardined, "these days, with about seven
pictures going and coming. Marlene Dietrich and the Marx Brothers are finishing
up (not in the same picture!) and three
big new features have begun all at once.
These are "The Big Broadcast," "A Fare-

BEAUTIFUL

ENLARGEMENTcompletely
framed in an ARTISTIC
6x0 Frame asillustrated.
n 98c pins poataKo or Bond $1
.JKf. OriKiualBretiirnc-d. Take
DO IT NOW,

and "The Phantom

Presi-

$$ Photoplay
We Have

Look at
is a radio fan's dream.
the headliners working in it:
Bing Crosby, King of Crooners; Kate
Smith, Queen of Crooners; Cab Calloway
and his Sable Syncopators; Vincent Lopez
and the Boswell Sisters, the Mills Brothers,
Burns and Allen, and Arthur Tracy. Ain't
that a dish? Stuart Erwin and Leila Hvams
^vill handle most of the acting, but Bing
Bing is going to be acting
is a runner-up.
instead of singing one of these days if he
doesn't watch out, and if people just stop
calling him a "crooner" he probably won't
mind. He's not so hot for that title. Ask

THIS

him!

TALKING PICTURE PRODUCERS in Hollybe just as capable of writing acceptable
stories. Original plots and ideas are what is wanted. All major
only active
studios in N. Y. closed leaving
advantage to deal with a
market. It is therefore to
Established since 1917,
agent.
recoi'nized
we are in daily PERSONAL CONTACT with STUDIOS and
know market requirements. Not a school no courses or
books to sell. Manuscripts may be submitted in any form for
revision, criticism, copyright and submission to studios.
Send for FREE BOOK giving full details.

for our clients to the

wood,

'i'ou

may

HOLLYWOOD

—

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
540 Meyer BIdg.. Weslern

"I

have cleared their complexions of
surface pimples, blackheads, whiteheads,
red spots, enlarsed pores, oily skin, etc.

Alion Art Studios, Dept. 2,

5707 Lake

St.,

Chicago,

Hi.

BUNIONS
Now
Dissolved

\

Then

lasting
Pain stops almost Instantly!
relief. Fairyfoot gradually dissolves painful. HEly bunions. Enables you to wear
smaller shoes. No cumbersome appii.'inees. Noinessysalves. Used sueccsafully on .500,000 feet. Write for
)
(rial treatment absolutely FBEEi
Fnlryfoot Products Co., Chicago^ 1(1.
1223 S. Wabash Ave.. Dept. 1201
'

1

soft,
is

646 N. Michigan CIvd., Suite 2572, Chicago

don't

SHAPE YOUR NOSE
NEW SCIENTIFIC WAY

"

.•50

Stu Erwin does a drunken scene in "Tiie
going to gi^e all
is
the other fa\ ()rites some tough compel it ion.
(all
right, a
It takes [)lace in a cabaret
night club) and what a scrumptious set
Modernistic, with lots of angles
that is!
and stripes in green, black, and siUer. .\nd
But most of all, l)()llU's!
tricky furniture.
Such bcevoolilul bolllcs. all lined up behind a little liKiihii bar that makes your
Slu comes
mouth water. Ah. well
into the night club to itjiget the curse of
,

.

scientific

^

device

tilage of nose quickly.

your money refunded c.
New automatic spring
action. Unique device.
^en'ire y d ttcrent from
any oth-r. Small Cost.
wrapper.
hnoklct sent in plain

Big Broadcast" that

.

DAYS HOME TRIAL

New

shapes flesh and car-

me!"

an achinK heart.

love to have a complexion
rosy, clear, and velvety? IMy method
so dilTcrcnt. No cosmetics, creams, lo-

WouUln't vou

.

ontai;eof this omazing olTtr and »nnd Photo today.

Sierra Vista, Hollywood, California

Many

ERNA SAFFAN,
says,

&

Complexion

get mad an\more ^vhen folks call me that, because ^^e
found that the same ones who kid me usually insist that I croon their own favorite
I merely
Besides, when I "croon
songs.
sing softly and sentimentally, and a lot of
songs are written to be sung just that wa^
So let 'em rave, as long as they still like

he

$$

Just Sold Seven Stories

HOLLYWOOD
YOUR

"The Big Broadcast" with Crosby, Lopez,
Kate Smith, Stuart Erwin and Leila Hyams

"Still,"

Ideas

,

FREE

WRITE TODAY
PLASTIC APPLIANCE INSTITUTE,
Sheboygan, Wisconsin
Please send me your
Beautiful."

I

am

FREE

booklet.

Name
(Please print plainly)

Address
City

Dept.

State.

8102

"The

not obligated in any way.

Nose

—
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"It'sh a

BEAUTIFUL EYEUSHES

bers.

add lustre, lure
and brilliance to
bewitching eyes,

when beautified

M^SCflRILLO
NOT A
GET YOUR EXACT SHADE

Particular women insist on
boudoir size, Mascarillo. It is
nomical, as it lasts a year. Has
by the stars of the stage and

large

the

most ecobeen used
screen for

over 64 years.
If your dealer cannot supply you, send
your order direct. Price One Dollar.

SHEP SALES CORP.
New York

St.,

DR. WALTER'S
REDUCING BRASSIERE

gives you that trim, youthful figure that the new styles demand. 2
to 3 inch reduction almost immedi-

CO OC
ABDOMINAL

Send bust measure.

Price only

WAIST

HIP,

,

REDUCER

\

and

men and women;

for

takes care of that ugly roll above
corset.
Send waist and abdommal
y!iia,i>'~^ \^ measures. Laced at back,
/
\ Price only
\
RELIEVI
/E swelling and
V-so-.
veins and re^ varicose

CO

/

^

!

duce vour limbs with Dr. WALTER'S famoua rubber hose.
Worn next to the akin. Send
BDfcle ond calf measure.

9-mch..S5.00 pair
]4-mch..SS.75 pair
ll-inch..S3.7S pair

$3.50
AU garments
fle^-h

eum

colored.
for literature.

of pure

—no caeK,

M.

WONDER
PEEL MPASTE
DAY HOWE
-ONE
TP EAT EKT"
HELPS TO ELIMINATE FRECKLES. WRINKLES.

PIMPLES. BLACKHEADS. ENLARGED PORES, PITS.
SCARS. PUFFS. ACNE.
No redness afterwards. Price S2.85.

My

imported

firmt the bust

Turtle
.

.

Weat 7th

»

.

builds,

Oil

SI.76

St.

&

S5.00

Loa Augelce.

Calif.

l^OR TALKIES
CTADirC
i3iUliiLa

MAGAZINES

story of

Helen Hayes, Gary Cooper and Menjou

NOT

far to
to

go either, over to the "Fare-

set.
They are just
they've built an ItalOf course the
ian palace to begin it in.
palace has been slightly remodeled into a
canteen for Italian soldiers, who probably
have delusions of grandeur when they see
all the marble and tapestry and statuary.
And again, doggone it, there are bottles,
and they're even prettier than the last
Is the sun hotter, or am I just imones.
agining things?
You remember that the story of "A Farewell to Arms" was a sad one, about a love
affair which ends in tragedy for the lovers,
the American officer and English nurse?
Of course you do, but I believe I can whisper that they are going to put a happy
ending on the picture. I can't be certain
of it, yet, but I overheard a conversation

bet^^'een Gary Cooper, Helen Hayes, and
stars of the picture, and
I'll probably suffer the
got that idea.
fate of an eavesdropper and discover that
the ending is going to be even sadder than
before!

Adolphe Menjou,
I

in a Political

Opus with

leap over to Stage 5 we can
beat the election returns, because over
there they've elected "The Phantom President" already. Paramount has gone politGeorge M.
Politics,
on this one.
ical
Cohan, and Jimmy Schnozzle Durante are
Almost
three things that mean comedy.
too much comedy for the poor hard-working director. Cohan is still a bit camerashy, and every time he muffs a line he does
a little dance offstage to quiet his nerves.
Schnozzle is just being himself, and that's
enough strain on anyone's ribs!
if

we

"The Phantom President"
when elections are

honey, especially

a

It's about a big business man
selected by a certain "Big Four" as
And then, when
presidential candidate.
an ex-President's daughter with political
power says thumbs down on the business
man as a husband, his backers realize that
he is much too cold and colorless ever to be
elected. Their problem is to find a double
for their candidate, and they finally locate
one in a traveling medicine-show "doctor."
George M. Cohan plays this dual role, and
Jimmy Durante is the show's barker, who
follows his boss into politics. The "Doctor"
is
full enough of hot air to instire his
popularity, and when he and his ex-barker
go barnstorming, the latter is planted in

who

NOW

Waller, 389 Fiflh Ave., N. Y.

is

coming on.

Schnozzle

Order

Dr. Jeanne S.

s'more

Big tears roll down his cheeks, and you
forget the eye-dropper and glycerine bottle
from Avhence they came because Stu looks
Me, I'm sad too, because
so darn sad.

rubber

Send check or money

Write

Gimme

beer-beer."

George M. Cohan

(not coverina foot)

made

are

The

in Texas," he blub-

dirt.

well

Is absolutely harmless, easy to use for eyebrows and eyelashes and the only eyebrow
DYE.
beautifier made in 9 shades,

ately.

me

Arms"
beginning work, and

(Betl Since IStB)

latest

down

gal

there are tu'enty pretty gals sitting in their
backless best at those modernistic tables,
and every one of 'em has her eye on Bing
Crosby. Let's go find us a nice tragedy!

with

Eighty East Eleventh

li'l

"She done

1932

is

every audience and
cheer for our next
trick,

and

it

always first with "a
President."
great
sounds almost too good not
is

A

be true!
There's another Paramount picture I'd
like to tell you about, and it's their own
The picture is
fault that I can't do it.
Dietrich's "The Blonde Venus" and Paramount garboed the works by refusing to
So if you don't go to
let me on the set.
see their old picture-show they can't blame
to

me!
Clever

Lew Ayres

UNIVERSAL CITV

does a Winchell
in the \'alley of

lies

Heat-Waves along with
RKO's prison camp, but I chilled a chill
How would you like
o\'er there anyhow.
to wander into a dark, silent, mysterious
sound stage and hear someone whisper
hoarsely, "I killed him!"
I'll bet you'd jump as high and shiver as

Bounding

And did I turn pink when
as I did.
they turned on the lights and I saw a lot
What I had
of extras giggling at me!
heard tvas Lew Ayres rehearsing a line for

much

"O. K., LInited States!"
As you probably guess from its title, this
picture will be about radio broadcasting as
Lew
she is done by Walter Winchell.
Ayres is the Winchell, even if they have
named him "Larry Wing" in the script,
and Lew has done a masterpiece in copying
his master's voice.

The

set

is

a duplicate

any great broadcasting studio, from
sound-proof hangings on the wall to a
ten-piece jazz orchestra parked in one cor-

of

ner.

Accepted In any form for development, revision, copyright and submission to studios and publishers. Estal>llshed 1917. Location and exceptional facilities make our
SERVICE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS. Sales dept. on
commission basis. FREE BOOKLET gives full particulars.

UNIVERSAL SCENARIO COMPANY
434 Meyer Bids-. Western & Sierra VistB
Holly wood, California

To Be Deaf
No Joke
—EveryDeaf Person KnowsThat
George

P.

Way made

himself bear, after beins

deaf for 25 years, with Artificial Ear

Drums— bu

invention. He wore them
day and night. They stopped ^
head noises and riDKlns ears.
They ere invisible and per-L
fee tly comfortable. NooDeaeesi!
them. Write for his true story, y^
•'How I Got Deaf and Made
Myself Hear". Also booklet
Artificial Ear
OD Deafness. Address

own

GEORGE
P. WAY,
Building

im Hofma nn

Drum

INC.

Detroit. Michigan
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Hidden, denied, but not lost. Is iKe miroculouS
wisdom o( the oncienls. Their methods of menlol power
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YOU. Wiile (ot a FREE copy of the
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Leila

Hyams

brings smiles to Bing Crosby's face.
being alone with the microphone.

He

is

so used to

.
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ARE VOU FLAT CHESTED

?

BEALTIFIJI.^'ORM
,i inJOdaysu
Are you flat che.sted? Is .vour bust
Do ugl.v
thin and unUevelopoU ?
rob you of your feminine
have
easy
to
charm? It is SO
the full, firm bust that fashion
apsimple
.Tust the
demands.
ging lines

ADD

ZaSu

"Once

Pitts puts over

In

A

plication of iny wonderful

Lee Miracle Cream

complete
instructions will work wonders.

Lifetime."

This boy known as Lew is becoming a
pretty darn good actor these days, and I
AVhile
don't mean maybe. Listen to this!
was on the set he had to do a short
I
scene all by himself, with only a few preliminary words from the director to help
Did he handle that scene or no?
him.
Well— when he finished his lines there \vas
an audible gasp from the extras, cameramen, and prop-boys alike, and the grips
hauling lights and cameras away
without a word of command. That's ho\\'
sure they were that Lew's scene needed no
started

retakes!

much
NOT
was on
one

kid
heaven.

work was going on when
set,

but

I

bumped

This New, Easy
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clover,

in

if

not
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I

Bonk.

into

This

offer
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NANCY

and

limited

withdrawn at any time,
ivith $1.00 AT ONCE.

in

so

mail

"Gee!" he chortled, "won't the folks back
turn green when I tell 'em?
I wonder what color he was himself when
he tried to get oat of the studio without a
But it's the thrill that comes once
pass?
in a lifetime, and he probably landed in
"

the gutter cheerfully.

may

for only
.

Free

/

_

I enclose only $1.00. Send me
large container of Miracle Cream
with instructions and Free Book
in plain wrapper.

be >

>

LEE, Dept. SS-10
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Address

Town

$1.00.

•

State.

•

•

a gala revue ofyour favorite stars each month.

.

.

AND

coupon

/

done what's supposed to be impossible.
A movie-struck boy from Chicago, he had
just walked through the studio's front door
and onto the set, and not a soul had asked
him to show his pass, or even questioned
him! 'What a man! When I talked to him
his grin was a mile wide because he had
just spoken to Lew Ayres himself.

NANCY LEE, Dept. SS816 Broadway,
New York. N. Y.

—

just

home

Way

new illustrated book tells all about this new, easy
Jly ne
way to develop the bust how flat, thin or sagging
This
breasts may be made full, firm and shapely.
Spebook is yours absolutely FREE.
valuable
Send only 51.00 for L.^RGE
cial Offer NOW:

%

who
And no wonder, when he had
was

to 3

Inches

Your Bust

the Side-lines

the
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Develop
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Nancy

ihe opening chorus to the final fling SILVER SCREEN brings
you each month a gala revue of everything worth while in Hollywood.
Generously interspersed with the latest photographs of your favored

FROM

And speaking of "Once In a Lifetime,"
Universal is making that picture over on
Stage 12, and it's going to be a screamie!
In case you haven't read the play or seen
it, it's a very funny and a very dirty dig at
the Hollywood movie moguls. And rumor
says that it was written with one eye on
Universal Studios. If rumor is correct the
studio must be taking the bull by the
horns, for production of the story is well
under way.

ones, up-to-date reviews of current pictures and special features reflecting the

magic of Hollywood.

you want to know all the
news and gossip about them
If

stars everyone's talking

—

just

pin

a

about

dollar to the

—the

coupon

latest

belov/

and mail today.

Goofy Jack Oakie

JACK OAKIE

is

cast as the

becomes Big Guy

way
the

dumbbell who

great studio by
of a lot of goofy mistakes. Remember
dumbbell's passion for chewing pine
in

a

5.5.

Silver Screen,
45 West 45th

and how his crunching was recorded
on the sound track along with a picture he
was making? And do you remember how

St.,

New York

10

City.

nuts,

the critics called the strange noise "An atmospheric masterpiece which symbol i/cs the
rhythnr of the jungle?" Well, it's all to be
in the picture, and if you don't roll in the
aisles when you see it, they must be awYou'll love to see Jack
narrow!
fully

throwing

kisses at his

hung

all

tures,

Inc."

And— well,

for yomseif!
Stick around— I'll

month.

own

life-si/e pictures,

over the walls of "Colossal

be

Picyou'll see the rest

seeing

you

next

I

am

enclosing $

jor the next 12 issues of Silver Screen.

50c extra; foreign 60c extra).
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City

•
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A Movie

Fan s Crossword Puzzle
By Charlotte Herbert

ACROSS

Garbo

International

1

5

T
we are sine, impossible to be great
part of the time and revert to commonplaceness the rest of the time. Greatness
is built in, and a great person can never
be caught off guard. When Garbo passed
througli New York on her vacation to her
homeland, she permitted the press photographers to take her picture. The result
Garbo
is a delightful proof of our theory.
is such an actress that her every thought
pulls and tugs at the muscles of her face,
and it is beyond her to conceal her emoLook at the photograph
tional nature.
which the hounds of the press took of
Garbo. You will see that she did not want
(That settles for all time the into pose.
sinuation that her hiding is a publicity
She makes herself face the
gesture.)
See her clenched hand and decameras.
There is no ease to
fensively bent elbow.
her figure. The most graceful woman in
The disthe world is i^ut and nervous.
IS,

dain of her mouth fairly screams "Who
says I dare not pose?" The out-thrust jaw
a lesson to anyone who thinks that bashfulness and timidity mean weakness, for
they do not. Garbo could no more think
of smiling than she could of whimpering,
yet she has posed for hundreds of portraits
and knows the value of an ingratiating
friendly smile.
Garbo is a great actress because her sensitive mind is emotional and these emoShe
tions she is able to convey to you.
is returning shortly to make more pictures.
is

#

We

told

you

*

*

last

month

to

get

"State

your evening at
tliis
picture will be the culmination of
weeks of anticipation. Janet Gaynor, Will
Rogers, Charlie Farrell, James Dunn, Sally
Eilers and Robert Montgomery will be in
Fair"

and read

the picture.

it,

14

15 To climb
17 Printers'

river

19

They come Big and Wet out
in Hollywood

20

A

name

famous actress

11

Last

12

who played with Sir Henry
Irving
He played in "The Expert"

14

A

15

Every

of

21

star has at least one
Seventeen hundred and sixty
yards

18

Her

latest picture

is

"Guilt

as Hell"
20
22

To solicit
Her new picture will be "Those
We Love" (initials)
A young actor on the L^niver-

37

Precipitous

Patrol"
Secure
English player in "Five
Star Final" (initials)
34 His latest picture is "Tiger

Shark"
38
41

(initials)
of
the

She was
Big"

A

the

widow

in

50

An Actor

54 Hail!
55
of famous
56 Hero of "Is
59 Arrogant

Name

My

so that

Woman Commands

American frontiersman
Face Red?"

DOWN
player in "The

Gay Diplomat"

Love

3 Skill

4
5

A subtle and amusing actor
Automobiles replaced it

(initials)

6 Conflict
7
8

A

9
10

A

11

13

former
Negative

comedian

M-G-M

in sol-

pictures

Basic

A

unit

American Humorist
Brother (abbr.)

A

suffix

Erect

60 She is noted for her wonderful mother charac
terizations
61 Great quantities

of

of
in

tials)

Uproar
Her last picture was "A

God

Nickname

it

She will soon be Mrs. George
Brent (initials)
hails from Budapest (iniHe
59

46 Roman numeral
for 901
47 Advertisements
49 Like
50 Suffix denoting a native or citizen of

2

"The Widow

Beecher Stowe's

58

"So

45 Altitude (abbr.)

A

in

of Harriet

Stench

51

tree

1

One

43
48

53
54
55
57

Barrymore

42 Behold!
44 To verify

51
52

Women"

actress

dier comedies

An

Relative
family

teen

An

40 Clara Bow started
42 To lick up

of sheep

Name

35

supernatural occurrence
Bustle

characters

The bleat

25 Aspect
27 Bill Boyd's wife (initials')
28 Before
29
of actor in "Radio
31
33

measures

from Chicago"
39

sal lot
23 Irate

24

with difficulty

24 Ben Alexander (initials)
25 Marked with striae
26 Completion
30 Affable
32 Period of time
36 She will soon be seen in "Thir-

dress trimming

16

19

could not have "dunn"
better in "Society Girl"

He

Shakespearian King
Music composers' favorite

serial star (initials)

tree

To revise
First name of Paramount actress
force of electricity

The odic
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Month's Puzzle
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CHOOSE
your

ROUGE SHADES
new

this

way

fascinating
forget

about "matching

all

your skin" and select shades
to

match your costume
BY PATRICIA GORDON

joyous freedom,
rouge
to harmonize with your every costume.
the individuality
The charm of it
and the difference that must exist when
all rouge shades match your skin
match automatically, without your

Catch the

spirit, the

new

of this beautiful

.

.

fashion

.

.

.

.

.

giving a thought to it. Well you know
that usual rouge does not have this
characteristic. Instead

you have mem-

disappointment, times
"horrid" because off color
make-up spoiled the glory of your gown.

ories

of

WHY

dire

when you felt

Different Colors of
Different

.

Shades

Costume Demand
Rouge

of

You have learned how

all shades of
Princess Pat match every skin, why the
effect is invariably natural and beautiful.

there is another requirement. Eveiy
costume you wear has a certain color
value. You recognize this when you match

But

dress, hose, shoes, hats so that the ensemble is harmonious. It is even more

vitally important to recognize it
you select rouoe shades.

when

great mistake with rouge has been
you had just one shade—sa,y medium.
To secure more, or less, color you used
more, or less, rouge. But the shade remained
the same. You couldn't use other shades
for only one would match your skin. So
your rouge that might have looked well

The

this:

Now what

has happened?

.

.

.

how

and select
can you vary the old idea
rouge shades to match costume, not
troubling to match your skin? Just
this: Princess Pat rouge does not Mot out
the skin. The natural color is caused by
the blood showing through the skin
because the skin is transparent and has
scarcely any color of its own. Princess
Pat rouge is sympathetic to skin tones.
Thus whatever color your skin shows
and everyone has some color is retained when you use Princess Pat
.

.

.

—

rouge. To this natural color. Princess
Pat adds. Thus the beautiful tints imparted by Princess Pat rouge seem to
come from within the skin.

Princess Pat Lip Rouoe a new sensation

with delicate pastel dresses, was less than
ineffectual with briUiant red costumes—
and so on through the range of color combinations of costume and complexion.
Marvelous

New Beauty

If

has thought she simply could not wear
bright red is beautiful in flaming colors
through use of Vivid or Squaw to set the
right color note in the cheeks. For gowns
of purple, violet, blue, use Squaw, Theatre
or Medium. When you wear yellow,
orange, green, your cheeks are wonderful

—

With
with Princess Pat Enghsh Tint.
soft pastel costumes, achieve the comple.\ion note of cool, delicious serenity with
Princess Pat Medium or Theatre. For tan
effect, use Princess Pat Tan. For evening
wear, use Princess Pat Nite. Tliis indeed
is a marvelous shade, since it responds as
gloriously to artificial hght as the most
perfect daytime rouge does to sunlight.

You Follow

These Hints For Choosing Rouge

For gowns of all red shades, select
Princess Pat Vivid, or Princess Pat
Squaw. Even the palest blonde— one who

MAKE-UP KIT
FOR ONLY 10c

A

introductory KU contains range
lip rouge to last two weeks to a month; also
a purse size, metal box of Princess Pat face powder and book of new copyriglilcd beauty secrets.
The 10c is simply for postage and packing. An
extraordinary offer; made to acquaint you with
three deltdhtful Princess Pat beauty aids.

% This famous
and

—

notJting
II does v>l)til. no nOirr lip rouoe has ever done;
colors that inside moist surface of lips as well as outside. It is truly indelible, permanent. You'll love it!

less.

PRlNri';SS PA'r, Dept. 20.')-.\, 270i) S. Wt'lls .St.. Chicago.
Send your (iimmis Mluiitc Miiki->ip Kit contalnliiK rouKC
Up rouge and taco ikaviUt. I imu-1(i.si- llic in tuU payment.

PRINCESS PAT
LONDON
THE CUNEO PRESS.

INC..

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

City and

IN

i

CANADA, 93 CHURCH STllEET, TOUONTO
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Camel Humidor Pack, Camels are
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the

mild and cool-burning. If you haven't

smoked

a fresh cigarette lately, switch

to Camels for just

them
R.

J.

—

if

you

one day, then leave

can.

REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY
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Company
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Do)/'t remore the
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nee.

—

it is

protection against

and germs. Buy Camels by the carton
The Humidor Pack keeps Camels fresh
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for home or
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